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SOUTH ASIA 

GENERAL UNITED STATES POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO 

SOUTH ASIA! | 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 98—Memoranda” | 

_ Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the Executive 
Secretary of the National Security Council (Lay) ° 

TOP SECRET oy Wasuineron, August 19, 1952. 

Subject: Fourth Progress Report on NSC 98/1, “The Position of the 
United States with Respect to South Asia.” 3 nn 

NSC 98/1 was approved as Governmental policy on January 25, 
1951. It is requested that this progress report as of August 6, 1952 
be circulated to the members of the Council for their information. 

Developments during the period April 24—August 6 continued to 
point up the need for urgent action with respect to implementation 

| of our policy toward South Asia. Overt efforts of Communists to ex- 
ploit their successes in the national elections in India left no doubt in 
the minds of government leaders as to Communist intentions; at the 
same time Communist efforts at disruption and subversion, although 
largely confined to “constitutional” channels, were energetically pur- 
sued; and the need for outside assistance in stabilizing economic con- 
ditions remained at least as great as ever.‘ 

One of the most disturbing developments was the reduction by 
Congress of the aid program for South Asia from $150,000,000 to ap- 
proximately $58,000,000. In a strongly worded message the President | 

* For previous documentation on this subject, see Forcign Relations, 1951, vol. 
vi, Part 2, pp. 1650 ff. . 

* This fourth progress report on NSC 98/1, “The Position of the United States 
With Respect to South Asia’, was noted by the National Security Council at its 
123d meeting on Sept. 24, 1952, in NSC Action No. 674 (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) 
files, lot 66 D 95, ““Record of Actions by the NSC, 1952’). 

* NSC 98/1, “The Position of the United States With Respect to South Asia”, 
was adopted by the National Security Council at its 81st meeting on Jan. 24, 1951, 
in NSC Action No. 425 (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95, “Record of 
Actions by the NSC, 1951”). For the text of NSC 98/1, see Foreign Relations, 
1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1650. 

Three progress reports on NSC 98/1 preceded this fourth report. The first two, 
dated May 10 and Nov. 13, 1951, are printed ibid., pp. 1692 and 1695. The third 
progress report, dated Apr. 23, 1952, but not printed here (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 
D 351, “NSC 98—-Memoranda’’), was noted by the National Security Council at 
its 117th meeting on May 28, 1952, in NSC Action No. 643 (S/S-NSC (Miscel- 
laneous) files, lot 66 D 95, “Record of Actions by the NSC, 1952”). 

* For documentation regarding principal problems and policies in relations with 
India, see pp. 1633 ff. | 
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_. stressed the danger to our national] security inherent in this cut, and 
| expressed the conviction that Congress would make additional funds 

available during FY 53. | 
| Having failed to obtain agreement between the Governments of 

India and Pakistan on his April 8 proposal to associate the Plebiscite 
Administrator-Designate with the UN Representative in further 
negotiation of the Kashmir dispute,® Dr. Frank Graham, UN Rep- 
resentative, conducted talks with Indian and Pakistan representatives 
in New York during June with a view to obtaining their views on 
the report which he intended to submit to the Security Council. When 
it appeared that these talks were bringing the parties no nearer to 
agreement, the Pakistan Government informally transmitted to Mr. 
Nehru. (through the U.S. Ambassador in New Delhi and independently 
of Dr. Graham) an offer to agree to a four to one ratio on troops, n | 
favor of India, in return for Indian agreement to immediate induction 
into office of the Plebiscite Administrator. | | 

Mr. Bowles made a very strong appeal to Mr. Nehru to accept the 
proposal. Mr. Nehru, however, stated that the Indian position already 
was quite clear and that he could not move from it. He added that he | 
thought it would be proper for Dr. Graham to make any recommenda- 
tions to the negotiating bodies which seemed to him to be fair and to 
have some chance of success. a 

In mid-July Dr. Graham proposed a meeting at the ministerial level = 

in Geneva at which he would present a revised version of the 12 points . 

which he had previously presented to the parties. At the time of writ- 
ing, both governments have agreed to this continuation of the negotia- 

tions and the meeting is expected to start on August 25. | 

While tension over Kashmir did not return to the high point reached 

in the summer of 1951, the danger of hostilities arising from an in- 

cident continued ; and statements issued by Mr. Nehru late in July to — 

~ the effect that the “accession of Kashmir to India” was complete were 

not calculated to improve relations between India and Pakistan, even — 

though Mr. Nehru added that special relations established between 

- - India and Kashmir would not affect the UN negotiations. There was | 

also reason to believe that Sheikh Abdullah, head of the regime in 

Indian-occupied Kashmir, continued to toy with the idea of independ- 

ence for the state—a circumstance which would play directly into | 

the hands ofthe USSR. | OS an 

On May 20 the Pakistan Government asked us to make available 

| 300,000 tons of wheat, repayable in kind, to meet an anticipated food- 

grain crisis resulting from droughts which had seriously reduced the ; 

current wheat crop.® The critical period was expected to occur between 

5 Hor documentation concerning efforts on the part of the United States to help 

resolve the Kashmir dispute between India and Pakistan, see pp. 1162 ff. : 

‘or documentation regarding principal problems and policies in relations with 

Pakistan, see pp. 1818 ff. |
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_ October 1952 and May 1953. The Department of Agriculture was con- 
vinced of the urgency of the need, and found that wheat would be 
available, but was unable to agree to repayment in kind. At the time of 
writing the Department of State is still endeavoring to find ways and | 
means of financing at least a portion of the amount requested—possi- 
bly 150,000 tons. This request represented an unprecedented opportu- 
nity to the U.S. to demonstrate tangibly its friendship for Pakistan. 
Failure to respond might well raise further doubts in the minds of 
Pakistanis as to the sincerity of our protestations of friendship. Mean- 
while the USSR has offered to furnish wheat to Pakistan, but so far 

as is known the offer has not yet been accepted. = , 
Along with its wheat shortage Pakistan faced other economic prob- 

lems—notably those resulting from declines in the world prices of jute 
and cotton, Pakistan’s major cash crops. Pakistan’s foreign exchange 
assets declined from the equivalent of $638 million at the end of 1951 

| to $408 million as of March 31, 1952. They are estimated to have fallen 
further to $333 million as of June 830—which would represent a de- 
cline of about 48 percent in only six months. The government has taken 
steps to reduce imports and to move cotton and jute in export markets, 
but the decline in exchange assets of such a magnitude presents a 

formidable problem. 
There was a noticeable increase in the activities of mullahs (ortho- 

dox religious leaders) in Pakistan. There was reason to believe that 
in the face of growing doubts as to whether Pakistan had any real 
friends, more and more Pakistanis were turning to the mullahs for 

guidance. Were this trend to continue the present government of en- 
lightened and Western-oriented leaders might well be threatened, and | 
members of a successor government would probably be far less co- _ 
operative with the West than the present incumbents. 

In July Pakistan requested assistance in the purchace of $200,000,- 
000 worth of military matériel, both armor and aircraft, for which 
that country would pay $15,000,000 annually for three years and 
smaller annual payments thereafter until payment was ccmpleted. 
Reference was made to the “growing sense of insecurity” in Pakistan 
arising from what the Pakistan people and Government see as the po- 
tential threat from the USSR, Communist China or from a possible 

| future Communist India. Pakistan was informed of our sympathy 
with its desire to strengthen its defense, but of our inability to grant 

| credit assistance for arms at this time for legal reacons, and that. if 

it wished to raise the question again in the future, we would be glad 

to consider it. | 
During the period under review the Pakistan Government, in line 

with its policy of maintaining correct relations with the USSR and 

Communist China, permitted medical and economic delegations to 

visit these countries.
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| US observers in India continued to report that the India Emergency 
Food Aid Act of 19517 was accomplishing its objectives. As of July 1 
MSA purchase authorizations aggregating $190,000,000 had been is- 
sued and shipments of loan grain through July 5 brought the cumu- 
lative total to 2,173,695 long tons—virtually the ultimate total of 
2,175,000 tons. a 

The proposed resumption of talks on strategic materials between 
Mr. Pawley and Indian officials was postponed on account of Mr. | 
Pawley’s illness. At the time of writing it is hoped that the talks can 
be held in Delhi late in October. - | 

Negotiations with India for a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and 
Navigation have accelerated owing to the activity of the Embassy and 
high Indian Government officials, Restrictive Indian shipping laws 
have made it necessary to eliminate agreements regarding navigation 
and commerce. Nevertheless, if currently outstanding questions can 
be resolved satisfactorily a useful treaty of friendship and economic 
relations should be evolved. | | 
India has requested the release of 200 Sherman tanks under Section | 

408(e) of the Mutual Assistance Act of 1949* for replacement pur- 
poses as well as 50 to 200 jet aircraft for delivery by early 1953 and 
a total of 54 transport aircraft for delivery in the fiscal years 1955 and 
1956. After discussion of India’s military requirements as against its 
economic needs between Mr. Byroade and the Indian Ambassador, 
the latter decided to put aside the request for jet aircraft for the 
present. | a | 

National elections in Ceylon resulted in the return to power of the 
pro-Western and anti-communist United National Party.° However, _ 
despite the fact that Ceylonese officials, when informally approached 
by the U.S., had previously said they feared application of an em- 
bargo on shipments of rubber to Communist China would hurt them 
politically, no steps were taken after the elections to stop such ship- 
ments despite the fact that the government emerged from the elec- 
tions stronger than before. In July a mission headed by Sir Oliver | 
Goonetilleke, Minister of Agriculture and Food, visited Washington to 
discuss procurement of much-needed rice for Ceylon; possible pur- 
chase by the US of Ceylon rubber; and resumption of TCA aid in | 
the event that requirements of the Battle Act were met. Steps were 

taken to assist the Ceylonese in obtaining a portion of their rice re- 
quirements in the U.S., but at the time of writing questions regarding 

rubber and TCA assistance remain unresolved. | 

-' The India Emergency Food Act was signed into law on June 15, 1951, as Public 
Law 48. For the text, see 65 Stat. 69. | 

' & The Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 was signed into law as Public Law 
329 on Oct. 6, 1949. For the text, see 63 Stat. 714. | 

®For documentation concerning U.S. policies with respect to Ceylon, 
see pp. 1499 ff.
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In Afghanistan triennial elections to the National Assembly ap- 
peared to have been engineered in favor of Government-supported 
candidates, and 17 opposition leaders who protested were jailed with- 
out trial.1° There were indications, however, that the government 
might, in the face of resentment against its arbitrary acts, quietly re- 
lease the jailed leaders. Relations with Pakistan continued strained, 
but no skirmishes along the border were reported. At the time of writ- 
ing the Pakistan Ambassador to Afghanistan designated in March 
had not yet arrived in Kabul, and the Afghan Government had not 

appointed an Ambassador to Pakistan. | | | | 
Unstable internal conditions continued in Nepal, and doubts were 

created as to whether the Nepali Congress Government, installed with 
the blessing of the Government of India, would be able to survive. 
There were indications that Communists were exploiting political and 
economic deterioration, and speculation as to whether the Government 
of India, despite growing resentment of its interference in Nepalese 
affairs, would feel compelled to intervene openly to restore order in 
this strategic area. — 

As of June 30, agreements for technical assistance projects had been’ 
assigned obligating the following amounts for FY 52: India, 
$53,000,000; Pakistan, $10,000,000; Afghanistan, $349,000; Nepal, 
$225,000. Major projects included community development schemes 
for India and Pakistan; the sinking of tube wells in India; importa- 
tion of fertilizer for India and Pakistan; construction of a fertilizer 
plant in Pakistan; and agricultural extension and minerals develop- | 
ment in Afghanistan and Nepal. 

During the period additional American technicians arrived in the 
field, making the total, as of June 30, for India 82; Pakistan 15; 
Afghanistan 3; Nepal 4. The number of trainees from South Asia in 

_ the United States as of June 30 was 108—29 from India, 65 from 
Pakistan, 6 from Afghanistan, 5 from Nepal, and 3 from Ceylon. 

Except for Ceylon, all of the countries in the South Asia area have | 
now met the requirements of the Battle Act.1: They have given assur- 
ances that they are able to prevent the shipment to Communist areas of 

- commodities on List I, Categories A and B. 
“Strengthening of USIE programs in South Asian countries, 

through changes in techniques and personnel, continued. At the time 
of writing the number of U.S. personnel in the programs in South Asia 
is 96—the same as that indicated in the last progress report. The num- 
ber of local USIE employees has increased from 585 to 623. 

For documentation regarding U.S. policies with respect to Afghanistan, see 
pp. 1447 ff. | 

“The Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act, also known as the Battle Act, 
bie signed into law as Public Law 213 on Oct. 26, 1951. For the text, see 65 Stat.
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Evaluation — ee : 

It will be seen that implementation of policy with respect to South 
: _ Asia during the period under review has suffered a serious setback in | 

_ the form of the drastic cut in funds requested for technical and eco- 
nomic assistance. Another setback will occur if means of financing | 
wheat shipments to Pakistan are not found. Not only does Pakistan 
occupy a strategic position vis-a-vis the USSR and the Middle East, 
but its leaders—ever since the founding of their country—have demon- 
strated their friendship for the US in many ways, including effective 
cooperation at the UN and in connection with the signing of the Japa- 
nese Peace Treaty. To date Pakistan has seen little tangible evidence 

| of U.S. friendship, and failure to respond to the request for wheat 
would almost inevitably affect our national interests adversely. 

There were no developments to August 6 which required a revision | 
of basic policies approved in NSC 98/1, but the problems raised by the | 
likelihood of increased Soviet pressure on South Asia and adjacent 
areas and by recent approaches of the Pakistan and Indian Govern- 
ments for American arms suggest the need for further consideraticn of 
those parts of NSC 98/1 pertaining to U.S. policy on military assist- 
ance to South Asian countries. 

| Davin Bruce 

INR-NIE files? oe ae ee ne 

Special E'stimate? a 

SECRET --Wasuineron, 3 October 1952. _ | 
SE-32 OES SES ees 

CONSEQUENCES OF COMMUNIST Conrrou OvER Sovutu Asta * | 

_ THE PROBLEM” cos Le | : 

To estimate the strategic consequences, to the West and to the Soviet | 

1 Wiles of National Intelligence Estimates, Special Estimates, and Special Na- | 
tional Intelligence Estimates, retained by the Directorate for Regional Research, 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, = = | | 
-? Special Estimates (SE’s) were high-level interdepartmental reports present- 
ing authoritative appraisals of vital foreign policy problems. SE’s were drafted by 
officers from those agencies represented on the Intelligence Advisory Committee : 
(IAC), discussed and revised by interdepartmental working groups coordinated = | 
by the Office of National Estimates of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
approved by the IAC, and circulated under the aegis of the CIA to the President, 
appropriate officers of cabinet level, and the National Security Council. The De- 
partment of. State provided all political and some economic sections of the SE's. 

According to a note on the cover sheet, ‘‘The following member organizations of 
the Intelligence Advisory Committee participated with the Central Inte'ligence . 
Agency in the preparation of this estimate: The intelligence organizations of the 
Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff. All 
members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee concurred in this estimate on 
25 September 1952.”’ | oS | 

* For the purposes of this estimate, South Asia will be taken to include India, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal, and Ceylon. [Footnote in the source text. ] | .
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Bloc, of the establishment of Communist control over South Asia 
without either the Middle East or Southeast Asia having previously 
come under Communist control. Whether or not South Asia is likely 
to come under Communist control, or whether there is any likelihood 
that South Asia would fall under Communist control prior to ex- 
tensive Communist victories in Southeast Asia, is excluded from 
consideration. | | 

CONCLUSIONS 

| 1. The most serious effects of the loss of South Asia to Communist 
control would be psychological and political. It would add to the 
Soviet Bloc five countries, two of them potentially powerful, and would 
extend Communist control to include nearly half the world’s popula- 
tion. In the absence of decisive Western counteraction, Communist 
control over South Asia would be speedily followed by the loss of . 
much of Southeast Asia. Loss of South Asia would greatly reduce the 
effectiveness of the UN to the West, and would greatly reduce con- 
fidence in the capacity of the free world to halt the expansion of Com- 
munism. Be | | OS 

2. In present circumstances, denial of Western access to South Asia 
would necessitate serious readjustments in the foreign trade and ex- 
change pattern of the UK and the other Commonwealth countries and 
would increase the cost of European commercial communications with 
the Far East. | —_ 

3. Communist control of South Asia would probably make the prin- 
cipal strategic materiaJs of the area increasingly difficult to obtain 
under cold war conditions and certainly unavailable to the West in 
wartime. Of these mica, graphite, manganese, jute, and shellac are of 
particular strategic importance to the West. | 

4, Although denial of South Asian resources would not necessitate 
any significant reduction in defense and essential civilian consump- 
tion in the US, the overall effect, in terms of the magnitude of the re- 
adjustments required, would almost certainly be serious at any time 
up through 1954. US stockpiles would have to be drawn on pending 
the development of generally inferior and more expensive alternate 
sources and substitute materials. Moreover, the West would have to 
accept some reductions in quantity and quality of output until these 
substantial adjustments had been made. aa | 

5. In the short run, Communist control of South Asia would pro- 
vide few economic benefits to the rest of the Soviet Bloc. The strategic 

value of the commodities rendered available to the Bloc would be 
meager, except with respect to monazite and rubber. | 

6. Although the Communists would face serious difficulties, they 
would probably have considerable success in gradually mobilizing and 
exploiting the substantial economic resources of South Asia. How- 
ever, the development of an industrial complex of the order of that
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existing in Japan and Manchuria at the start of World War II could 
be accomplished only over a long period of time. _ 

7. The most important effects of Communist control of South Asia 
on Western military capabilities would be: (a) the elimination of 
any prospect of the eventual availability of South Asian forces and 
facilities; and (0) the diversion of Western strength required to meet 

the new strategic situation in the Indian Ocean area. 
8. In addition to imposing these disadvantages upon the West, the 

Soviet Bloc would gain access to strategically located air and sub- 
marine bases and would gain control of the military potential of South 
Asia. The Soviet Bloc’s development of this potential would probably 
be limited to the forces and facilities required to maintain internal 
security, to defend South Asia itself against Western attack, and to 
attack Western communications in the Indian Ocean area. | 

| DISCUSSION 

Political and Psychological Consequences | | 
9. The establishment of Communist control over South Asia would 

be a major advance for the USSR in its efforts to communize the 
world. It would add five countries, two of them large and potentially 

| powerful, and nearly a fifth of the world’s population to the Soviet 
Bloc. With the acquisition of South Asia Communism would have 
gained control of nearly half of the world’s population. In the absence 
of decisive Western counteraction, the Communist seizure of South 
Asia would precipitate the rapid transfer of much of Southeast Asia 
to‘Communist control, supposing this had not already occurred. The 
‘countries of the Near East, Japan, the Philippines, and Indonesia 
would be under great pressure to accommodate themselves to the 
neighboring Communist regimes. Oe | 

10. India, Pakistan, and Ceylon are former colonial areas which have 
achieved independence and considerable prestige as free nations while 
maintaining beneficial political and economic ties with the West. As 
such they constitute a concrete refutation of the Communist thesis 

that the national aspirations of colonial and semi-colonial countries 
can be realized only through Communist “liberation.” The fall of these 
countries to Communism would seriously impair the position of the 
West in relation to the national and social aspirations emergent in Asia 
and Africa, and would eliminate the example set by the efforts of the 

present regimes to curb Communist subversive activities. 
11. The loss of the South Asian members of the UN (India, Paki- 

stan, and Afghanistan) to the Soviet side would greatly reduce the ef- 
fectiveness of the UN to the West either by enlarging the obstruc- 

tionist bloc or, if the new regimes were not recognized, by weakening 

any UN claim to bea truly world organization. 
12. A Communist victory in South Asia would greatly reduce con-
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fidence in the capacity of the free world to halt the expansion of Com- 
munism. The communization of South Asia coming on the heels of the 
Communist victory in China would create the impression throughout 
non-Communist Asia, Africa, and Europe that the advance of Com- 
munism was inevitable. | | 
E’conomic Consequences. 

Effect on the Economic Position of the West . | 

13. In general, the economic consequences of Communist control over 
South Asia would depend on conditions in other areas at the time such 
control was attained. At the present time, Communist accession to 
power in the region would necessitate the diversion of Western re- 
sources to the Middle East and Southeast Asia, as well as serious re- 
adjustments in the foreign trade and exchange pattern of the UK and 
the remainder of the Commonwealth. The British would lose their sub- 
stantial investments in India, a loss which would, however, be in part 
balanced by the probable cancellation of the UK’s obligation to repay 
the remainder of sterling balances earned by India during World War 
Il. The UK, Australia, and New Zealand would, initially at least, be 
hard pressed to find substitutes in dollar markets for many goods now 
obtained from South Asia and similarly would have to develop new 
markets for goods now exported to India. The loss of South Asian 

_ bunkering and drydocking facilities and civil air transit rights would 
substantially increase the cost of British trade with the Far East, par- 
ticularly with Australia and New Zealand. To what extent the Com- 
munists would in fact enforce the above restrictions, and whether the 
effects would be as serious at some future date as they would be at the 
moment, cannot be estimated. __ | | 

14, It 1s possible, however, to estimate the consequences of the loss of | 
Western access to the several strategic raw materials and the number 
of widely used though less critically important items of which South 
Asia is now a major source. The principal commodities involved are | 
as follows: + 

a. Manganese ore—India currently supplies about 25 percent of the 
non-Communist world’s consumption of manganese ore, including 
about 35 percent of that used by the US. Since the Indian product is 
markedly superior in grade to that obtainable elsewhere, its impor- . 
tance is greater than these percentage figures would indicate. - 

6. Mica—India is virtually the sole supplier to the West of the more 
critical classes of block and sheet muscovite mica, which is used in 
manufacture of vacuum tubes and other communications equipment, 
boiler gauges, and oxygen breathing equipment. | 

yIndia also has unequalled reserves of monazite sands, from which thorium 
(of potential use for atomic energy) and rare earths can be obtained, and also is: 

a source of beryl, of some strategic importance in beryllium copper. Although 
India has thus far prohibited the export of monazite, it has entered into negotia- 
tion for its sale to the US. India restricts the exportation of beryl and the US has 
been able to obtain only minor amounts. [Footnote in the source text. ]
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| c. Graphite—Ceylon is now the only significant non-Communist 
source of high grade amorphous lump graphite, which is used in manu- 

| facture of carbon brushes for electricalequipment. = ~~ 
d. Jute and jute products—India and Pakistan furnish virtually all 

the jute and jute products which enter world trade. Jute is the prin- 
cipal material used in bags and bale coverings for transport and stor- ) 
age of bulk commodities like grain, fertilizer, cement, and cotton. 

é. Other products—India is the chief world supplier of premium 
quality kyanite, which is a high-grade refractory used in electric fur- 
nace linings, electrical and chemical porcelain, and spark plugs; 
furnishes about 75 percent of the world’s supply of high-grade shellac; 
exports considerable quantities of castor beans and castor oil; and pro- 
vides about a quarter of the world’s supply of opium for medical pur- 
poses. India and Ceylon together produce close to 85 percent of the tea 
entering international trade and about two-thirds of the black pepper. 

| Ceylon is a relatively minor source of rubber for the non-Communist 
world. In addition, India is a potential source of coking coal and iron 
ore for Japan. | | 

15. Communist control of South Asia would probably make these 
principal strategic materials listed above increasingly difficult to ob- 
tain under cold war conditions and certainly unavailable to the West 
in wartime. The Communists would probably initially be willing to 
continue supplying strategic materials like manganese, mica, and 
graphite to the West if the latter did not apply to South Asia the ex- 
port controls now in force against Communist countries, since the loss 
of the petroleum products, machinery, and other controlled items 
which South Asia now obtains from the West in the course of trade 

| would impose a considerable strain on the South Asian economy. In 
addition, the Communists would probably continue to export less crit- 
ical items like tea, black pepper, and possibly jute in exchange for 
foodstuffs and other products not now subject to Western export con- 
trols. However, a gradual drying up of South Asia’s trade with the 
West would almost certainly take place, because the West would seek 
to develop alternate sources of critical materials and the Communists — 
in South Asia would attempt to move toward greater self-sufficiency. | 

16. Denial of South Asia’s products to the West as a result of a 

Communist accession to power would require substantial readjust- 

ments on the part of the US and even greater readjustments on the 

part of its allies. ‘The West would have to spend time and money in 

developing generally inferior alternate sources, would have to develop __ 

substitute materials in some cases, and would have to accept some re- 

ductions in quantity or quality of output until these adjustments had 
‘been made. Moreover, the US would be under greater pressure to give 

financial assistance to Western Europe to the extent that this area’s 
already meager dollar resources would have to be used for the pur- 
chase of those substitute materials available only in dollar areas. Also, 

the economic attraction of the Soviet Bloc to Japan would be greatly
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increased, since Japan is looking increasingly to South Asia for indus- 
trial raw materials. | wo 

17. The impact on the West of the denial of South Asia’s strategic 
materials would depend on the extent to which stockpiling goals had 

been achieved and alternate sources expanded at the time that South 

Asia’s resources were cut off. Although denial of these resources would 

not necessitate any significant reduction in defense and essential civil- 

lan consumption in the US, the over-all effect, in terms of the magni- 
tude of the readjustments required, would almost certainly be serious 
at any time up through 1954. The present outlook with respect to the 

principal strategic commodities named above is as follows: 

a. Manganese ore—The US could initially maintain its own steel 
production by drawing on its manganese stockpile. Significant reduc- 
tions in the output of other Western countries, where little stockpiling 
of manganese has taken place, could also be averted if US reserves were | 
made available in sufficiently large quantity. The US stockpile of 
metallurgical manganese, which was 45 percent complete at the end 
of 1951, is probably sufficient to cover US import requirements. for 
about two and a half years. In the long run, adequate supplies of man- 
ganese could be obtained from other sources—notably Brazil, the Gold 
Coast, South Africa, Belgian Congo, and Angola—where some ex- 
pansion of facilities to meet the increasing demand for manganese is 
already taking place. However, an increase in output sufficient to make 
up completely for the loss of Indian manganese would require several 
years in view of manpower and equipment shortages, transport and 
loading facility bottlenecks, and various other problems, and some 
curtailment of steel production might be required to prevent deple- 
tion of the stockpile before these other sources had come into full pro- 
duction. In any event, loss of the superior Indian ore would require 
adjustments in metallurgical practice entailing some loss in rate of 
production and higher costs. | | | 

6. Mica—Loss of the Indian supply of block and sheet mica would 
require drastic conservation measures in the US, where stockpiling is 
about 25 percent complete, and even more stringent curbs on consump- 
tion in the other Western countries, where stockpiles are virtually non- 
existent. Present US stocks of these critical classes of mica represent 
about a year’s supply. Development of new sources would be very costly 
and the efforts being made to develop substitutes cannot be expected to 
show usable results for several years. 

c. Graphite—Since Ceylon is the only source of high-grade amor- 
phous lump graphite, the US would have to draw on its stockpile, 
notably for such uses as carbon brushes in high-altitude aircraft, and 
would have to modify specifications for other end-items where inferior 
grades of graphite might possibly be used. At the end of 1951, the US 
stockpile was close to its goal, which was about three times the amount 
consumed annually by the US during the latter part of World War II. 

d. Jute and jute products—The loss would be serious, involving far- 
reaching conservation measures and costly adjustments, especially for 
countries like those of Western Europe where substitutes are less read-— 
ily available. | | | | | 

é. Other products—Development of synthetic substitutes for Indian
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kyanite is well under way, and the loss of the Indian product should 
cause no serious difficulties. Loss of Indian shellac would involve high- 
er costs and widespread inconvenience since different substitutes would 
have to be developed for most of the various uses of shellac. Loss of | 
Indian opium would inconvenience the UK, which has obtained most 
of its supply from the subcontinent. The loss of India would cut off a 
potential supply of coking coal and iron ore for Japan. 

Effect on the Economic Position of the Soviet Bloc 
18. In the short run, Communist control of South Asia would pro- 

vide few economic benefits to the rest of the Soviet Bloc. The USSR 
| would probably exploit India’s thorium-bearing monazite for atomic 

energy development purposes, and the Bloc as a whole could probably 
use the limited amounts of rubber, cotton, and cotton textiles avail- 
able for export, as well as moderate amounts of mica, graphite, iron 
and manganese ores, beryl, and jute products. Transporting these prod- 
ucts to the Soviet Bloc would present serious problems, however, and 
in any event the amount of goods that the Soviet Bloc could absorb 
would be relatively small, in terms both of South Asia’s present ex- 
ports and of total Soviet Bloc consumption. Moreover, the strategic 

value of these materials to the Bloc would be meager, except with re- 
spect to monazite and rubber. | 

19. Conversely, the Soviet. Bloc probably could and would provide 
only limited ‘assistance to a Communist South Asia struggling with the 
major internal readjustments arising from the transfer of economic 
and political power to a Communist regime and from the probable 

| cutting-off of major Western imports. Just as South Asia’s principal 
exports are commodities for which the Soviet Bloc has no great im- 
mediate need, so its principal present imports—notably petroleum 
products, machinery and other metal manufactures, industrial chemi- 
cals, and foodstuffs—are items which the Communist world cannot 

easily spare. The USSR’s willingness and ability to make up for the 
loss of Western products would be sharply limited by competing de- 
mands within the Bloc and by the Bloc’s grave shortage of shipping 
facilities, — | Oo 

20. Initially, the shortages of food and petroleum would be major 

problems to a Communist regime. South Asia now imports about four 

million tons of grain annually. This deficiency would probably be met 

by a variety of measures including some imports from the USSR, ruth- 

less rationing and crop collection methods, and, if the Communists 

were sufficiently well entrenched to clash with religious sentiment, use 

for human consumption of approximately a million tons of grain now 

consumed by monkeys and cattle. Much of South Asia’s food deficit 

could be provided by mainland Southeast Asia if that area were Com- 

munist. Loss of the six million tons of petroleum now imported from 

the Middle East would almost certainly cause an initial decline in in-
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dustrial output and for some time create bottlenecks in production. 
However, the effects would probably not be crippling. Some petroleum 
could be obtained from the Soviet Bloc and much oil-burning equip-— 
ment could be converted to coal. The denial of spare parts and other 
capital equipment, industrial chemicals, and miscellaneous metal prod- 
ucts previously obtained from the West would impose further curbs 
on industrial output. ) 

21. Despite these difficulties, the Communists would probably have 

considerable success in gradually mobilizing and exploiting the sub- 
stantial resources of South Asia. Although the area is predominantly 
agricultural and characterized by widespread poverty, it has the 
largest industrial plant in Asia outside of Japan, a huge labor supply 
including a considerable number of skilled and semi-skilled workers, 
and basic raw material resources sufficient to support an extensive in- 
dustrial expansion. During World War II, India demonstrated con- | 
siderable potentiality for capital formation, and the Communists in 
other areas have shown their ability for effective mobilizaticn of 
resources in predominantly agrarian areas characterized by low per 
capita productivity. Thus, production in certain key industries, par- 
ticularly steel, would probably rise after the initial period of readjust- 
ment, and there would probably be a gradual improvement. in | 
agricultural output. However, the development of an industrial 
complex of the order of that existing in Japan and Manchuria at the 
start of World War II could be accomplished only over a long period 
of time. | 

22. In terms of support for a military effort, therefore, South Asia 
could probably, with only minimum Soviet Bloc assistance: (a) supply 
small arms and ammunition and some artillery for a large ground 
army; and (6) provide logistical support for whatever additional 
Soviet forces and equipment were necessary to defend South Asia 
against Western attack and to attack Western communications in the 
Indian Ocean area (see para. 29). A Communist South Asia could ) 
not, however, without substantial outside assistance and a long-term 
capital investment program, produce more than insignificant amounts 
of heavy artillery, tanks, armored vehicles, communications equip- 
ment, naval vessels, and aircraft. | oe 

Military Consequences | a oo 
The Existing Situation — | 
23. forces. The nations of South Asia possess forces in being of 

approximately 650,000, some 1,500,000 trained reservists, and a vast 
| reservoir of manpower. The armies of India and Pakistan, comprising 

more than 90 percent of the above active strength, are trained and dis- 
ciplined forces of good fighting quality. Both countries have small air
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forces designed primarily for support of ground operations and a few 

light naval surface vessels. , 

_- 24, Facilities. South Asia’s other military assets include: 

a. A large number of excellent airfields and air base sites (notably in 
West Pakistan) within medium and heavy bomber range of major in- _ 
dustrial and governmental centers in Soviet Central Asia and the 
interior of Communist China. The rail and highway net and port 

/ facilities are adequate for maintenance of large-scale operations from 
these bases. | | 

6. Major ports, air bases, and other facilities which could be used: 
(1) for maintenance of communications between Western Europe and 
the Far East and for logistical support of possible military operations 
in the Middle or Far East; or (2) for the support of air and naval 
action against these communications. | a 

_@. Limited facilities for production of arms and equipment. 
Although these facilities can supply significant amounts of small arms 
and ammunition, South Asia is dependent on outside sources for most 
other major items of material. 

25. Western Interests. At present the military potential of South — 

Asia is not available to the West, with certain exceptions such as 

British base rights in Ceylon. There is, however, an obvious Western 

interest in denial of this potential to Communism and in the possible 

future availability of some of these forces and facilities in certain 

contingencies. In particular, it is considered that, if relations between 
India and Pakistan can be improved, the military strength of Pakistan 

| might become effective as a stabilizing factor in the Middie East and 

that Pakistani air bases might become available to the West in the 

event of war with the Soviet Bloc. oo | 

Effect on Western Military Capabilities | | 

26. The most important consequences of Communist control of 

South Asia on Western military capabilities would be: (a) the denial 

of any prospect of the eventual availability of South Asia’s forces and 

facilities; and (0) the diversion of Western strength required to meet 

the new strategic situation in the Indian Ocean area. Denial of access 

to South Asia’s ports and airfields would, in itself, greatly hinder 

Western sea and air communications in that area. Even in time of 

peace, the fall of the subcontinent to Communism would require a di- — 

version of Western military resources to the Middle East and to South- 

| east Asia to check the further expansion of Communism through sub- 

version. In the event of war, the vulnerability of Western seaborne 

communications, particularly those with the Persian Gulf area, to at- 
tack from bases in South Asia would require a diversion of combat 
forces for their protection disproportionate to the diversion of Soviet 

strength to such operations, |
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Effect on Soviet Bloc Military Capabilities De 

| 27. The immediate military advantages which the Soviet Bloc would 
_ derive from Communist control of South Asia would be: (a) relief 

_ from the potential danger of Western air attack from Pakistani bases ; 

(5) denial of the facilities and military potential of the subcontinent | 

to the West; (c) diversion of Western military resources to the sup- 

port of the Middle East and Southeast Asia; and (d) access to bases 

from which Soviet submarines, surface raiders, and aircraft could at- 

tack Western communications in the Indian Ocean area in the event of | 

war, oe. Eee Poe 

28. The Soviet Bloc would also gain control of South Asia’s mili- 

tary potential, but this control would not immediately constitute a net 
gain in Soviet Bloc military strength. South Asia’s existing military 
establishments would: probably have been demoralized and disrupted 
in the process of Communist accession to power; new Communist- 

controlled military establishments would have to be created. In any 

case, any indigenous military forces would, for some time, be fully 

employed in maintaining internal security, or committed to the defense 

of South Asia in the event of war. 
29. The extent to which the Soviet Bloc would eventually build up 

Communist military strength in South Asia would probably be limited 

by the following considerations: 

a. A large-scale build-up of military forces and installations would 
require a heavy investment in technical and material assistance, either 
through direct supply of military end-items or through development 
of South Asia’s now limited war industry. This investment could be 
made only at the expense of military and economic requirements else- 

_ where in the Bloc which are likely to remain pressing for many years 
to come. : | | 

6. Difficulties of access and control would make a Soviet investment 
in South Asian military power a risky one. Unlike Communist China, 
South Asia has no major land communications with the present Soviet | 
Bloc and would therefore have to be supplied almost entirely by sea 
and air. In the event of war, the South Asian military establishment’s 
supply lines would thus be gravely vulnerable to Western naval inter- _ 
diction. © : - | oe 

c. There would be slight strategic advantage in building up South 
Asia’s military strength beyond that required for internal security, 
defense of the subcontinent itself, and harassment of Western com- | 
munications in the Indian Ocean area. Barring a marked change in | 
the global balance of naval power, any surplus military strength in 
South Asia could be used only against adjacent continental areas, the | 
Middle East and Southeast Asia, and even there its employment | 
would face extreme logistic difficulties, while Soviet and Chinese Com- 
munist forces are already available for such operations. - 

80. We believe that the Soviet Bloc would develop the military po- 
tential of South Asia only to the extent required to maintain internal 
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_ security, to defend South Asia itself against Western attack, and to 
attack Western communications in the Indian Ocean area. | 

Editorial Note | 

On May 9, 1953, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and Dir- 
ector for Mutual Security Harold E. Stassen embarked upon a trip to 
the Near East and South Asia. Between May 11 and May 19, the Sce- 
retary and the Mutual Security Administrator visited Egypt, Israel, 
Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. They then proceeded 
to India for a series of high-level conversations with representatives 

| of the Indian Government which lasted from May 20 until May 22. 
Thereafter they traveled to Pakistan for more conversations on May 
23 and 24. After proceeding on to Turkey, Greece, and Libya, Secre- — 
tary Dulles and Mutual Security Administrator Stassen returned to 

Washington on May 29, 1953. For extensive documentation concern- 
ing this trip, see volume IX. - | 

INR-NIE files 

National Intelligence Estimate} 

SECRET - Wasutneton, 30 June 1953. 

| NIE-79 | 

PRoBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN Soutrn Asta * | 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate probable trends in South Asia in the absence of general 
war, particularly with respect to: (a) the prospects for the survival 

* National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs) were high-level interdepartmental 
repcrts presenting authoritative appraisals of vital foreign policy problems. NIEs 
were drafted by officers from those agencies represented on the Intelligence Ad- 
visory Committee (IAC), discussed and revised by interdepartmental working 

_ groups coordinated by the Office of National Estimates of the Central Inte!ligence 
Agency (CIA), approved by the IAC, and circulated under the aegis of the CIA 
to the President, appropriate officers of cabinet level, and the National Security 
Council. The Department of State provided all political and some economic 
sections of NIEs. 

A note on the cover sheet reads as follows: ‘‘The Intelligence Advisory Com- 
mittee concurred in this estimate on 23 June 1953. The FBI abstained, the subject 
being outside of its jurisdiction. The following member organizations of the Intel- 
ligence Advisory Committee participated with the Central Intelligence Agency in 
the preparation of this estimate: The intelligence organizations of the Depart- 
ments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff.” 

. * This estimate is principally concerned with the two major countries of the 
area, India and Pakistan, but also considers probable deve!opments in the cther 
mainland states, Afghanistan, Nepal. and Bhutan, insofar as they bear on the 
situation in India or Pakistan or otherwise affect US security interests in South 
Asia. Ceylon is not included in the estimate in view of its lack of close involve- 
ment in the affairs of the mainland states and the specialized nature of the 

_ problems it presents for US security interests. [Footnote in the source text. ]
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of non-Communist governments in India and Pakistan; (6) relations 
between India and Pakistan; and (c) relations of the governments of 
the area with the Soviet Bloc and the West. 

| CONCLUSIONS 

1. The present non-Communist regimes of India and Pakistan are 
likely to remain in power at least for some years to come. 

a. In India, Nehru’s personal position is virtually unshakable. His 
Congress Party is still far stronger than any opposition party or prob- 
able coalition of such parties and has an excellent chance of being re- 
turned to power in the next general elections in 1957. The Communists 
are not now a serious threat to the regime. | 

6. In Pakistan, political power and influence remain concentrated 
in the hands of a few Muslim League leaders, who enjoy the support 
of the military, and serious contenders for their power have not as yet 
emerged. ~ . 

2. However, both countries have problems of economic, social, and 
political backwardness which they will find difficult to solve and which 
if not effectively dealt with may ultimately undermine the stability of 
their governments. — | 

3. India has a grave economic problem because of the high and in- 
creasing ratio of population to developed economic resources. The cur- 
rent five year development program cannot be executed without sub- 
stantial foreign aid, and even with such aid successful execution is not 
certain. At best, moreover, most of the gains contemplated under the 
present program will be absorbed by population increases. Even if the 
present plan succeeds, India will still face the formidable task of ac- 
celerating economic growth to a point where employment opportunities 
and production are increasing more rapidly than population. 

4, Prospects for any marked strengthening of Pakistan’s economic 
position are also poor. The current slump in the world demand for jute 
and cotton has forced curtailment of Pakistan’s economic development 
program and has weakened Pakistan’s foreign exchange and fiscal 

_ position at a time when the country faces a serious food grain short- 
age. Pakistan will find it difficult to reduce its dependence on jute and 
cotton because of the unavailability of other crops of comparable long- 
run earning power and because of its low potential for industrial 
development. | a 

5. A formal settlement of the Kashmir dispute at any early date 
| remains unlikely. However, the recent improvement of relations 

between India and Pakistan makes it probable that further progress 
will be made toward resolving other outstanding disputes, and 
Pakistan may eventually acquiesce in the partition of Kashmir along 
present lines. There is little likelihood of a resumption of hostilities 
between India and Pakistan. | | | 

6. The dispute between Afghanistan and Pakistan over the status of
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the latter’s Pathan tribesmen is likely to continue indefinitely, 
although it is unlikely to lead to war. | - 

¢. India will almost certainly maintain its present position of non- 
alignment in the East-West struggle, regardless of Soviet or Western 
actions, so long as it does not believe its own interests to be directly 
threatened. Although it would do its utmost to counter Communist 
attack on its own territory or on Nepal or Bhutan, it would probably 
not assist in repelling Communist aggression against any other country 
except possibly Burma or Pakistan. India can be expected to continue 
its efforts to reduce East-West tensions and to establish itself as a 
leader among the self-governing Asian states. - 

8. Pakistan would probably be willing to provide the West with base 
rights and possibly with troop commitments in return for substantial 
military and economic aid and Western security guarantees. 

9. Conclusion of a military assistance agreement between Pakistan 
| and the West would be resented by India and increase tension in the 
. subcontinent, but it would probably not result either in war between 

. India and Pakistan or in a break between India and the West. 
| 10. Afghanistan is friendly to the West but will remain committed to 

- a policy of passive neutrality in view of its extreme vulnerability to 
Soviet military and economic pressures. | 

DISCUSSION | | 

Introduction - 

11. The continued existence of South Asia as part of the free world 
| is important to US interests, principally because its loss to Communist 

control would be a serious psychological and political blow to the West. 
In addition, South Asia is of potential strategic and economic value to 
the West. | : 

12. The destinies of the states of mainland South Asia are closely 
linked. They share a common heritage of former British rule or in- _ 
fluence and face common problems of developing bases of political | 
stability and overcoming social and economic backwardness. India 
and Pakistan are under additional political, economic, and military 

strain as a result of continuing controversy over the disposition of 
Kashmir, the division of irrigation waters in the Punjab, and various 

other problems resulting from the partition of British India. Afghan- 

| istan and Pakistan have a long-standing dispute over the status of 

Pakistan’s Pathan tribesmen. ; 

Political and Economic Situation and Trends 

India 
Present Situation 
13. At present India enjoys a considerable degree of governmental 

stability. Prime Minister Nehru’s personal leadership is unchallenged.
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His Congress Party holds almost three-quarters of the seats in the 
national parliament, has effective majorities in most of the state legis- 
latures, and has managed to retain control in the remainder. Organiza- 
tionally, the government is strong: the formerly autonomous princely 
states have been absorbed into the federal structure, central govern- 
ment authority over the states has been firmly established, and the ad- 
ministrative skills developed under the British Indian Civil Service 

have been effectively utilized. The security forces are loyaland capable _ 
of maintaining order, On a 

| 14, However, in spite of this currently strong political position, In- 
dia’s present leaders will almost certainly, over the long run, experi- 
ence increasing difficulty in maintaining their present high degree of 
prestige and power. Growing public consciousness of India’s low stand- 
ard of living and of the pressure on the economy caused by the high | 
and increasing ratio of population to developed resources is arousing 

among nearly all classes popular discontent which is likely to become 
increasingly significant. Moreover, various elements in the population — 
have special grievances. Refugees from Pakistan are generally dis- 
satisfied with the government’s resettlement and rehabilitation pro- | 
gram. Students are dissatisfied with the jobs available to them. There 
is a sizable number of Hindu extremists who are unreconciled to the 
creation of Pakistan and to the government’s secularism. Members of 
the old landowning aristocracy are embittered by loss of privileges 
and by the prospect of expropriation. There is considerable pressure 
for the establishment of linguistic states along the lines of the new 
state of Andhra, which the central government has reluctantly decided 
to set up for the Telegu-speaking areas of Madras state. no 

15. Moreover, the Congress Party organization is declining in effec- 
tiveness, At the local level, many Congress leaders are oldline party 
bosses who wish to retain the support of the landowning class. These 
leaders are reluctant to implement land reform and are increasingly 

out of touch with the aspirations and needs of the average citizen. 
Moreover, new leaders of ability are not in evidence. At the national — 
level, the Congress Party suffers from being a heterogeneous mixture 
of reactionaries, middle-of-the-roaders, and moderate leftists held to- 
gether chiefly by Nehru’s personal prestige and leadership. In the 
event of Nehru’s death, the internal divisions within the party would 
be accentuated, and would probably lead eventually to its breakup into 
right and left-wing elements. | : 

Political Trends | , Boe | 
16. Although popular support of the Congress Party will probably 

decline, the present government is virtually assured of retaining power 
until the next general elections in 1957. Moreover, barring major set- 
backs to the economy, it has an excellent chance of being returned to 
power in the central government and most of the states at that time.
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‘17. Nehru himself is a major source of party strength, since his enor- 
mous personal prestige and popularity give the party a tremendous ad- 
vantage in a country where the average voter has only the most frag- 
mentary knowledge of political issues. Even if Nehru died, however, 
the Congress Party would probably be able to secure a plurality if not 
an absolute majority in the 1957 elections, provided that it held to- 
gether. The various opposition parties have not only failed to produce 
any strong leader with a mass appeal comparable to that of Nehru but 
also lack well-developed political organizations capable of competing 
effectively with the Congress Party on a nationwide scale. The opposi- 
tion group with the greatest popular support in the 1951-1952 elec- 
tions, the Praja Socialist Party, has no immediate prospect for chal- 
lenging the government. Rightist groups like the Bharatiya Jan Sangh 
and the Hindu Mahasabha, which favor a stronger policy toward 
Pakistan and generally appeal to the Hindu reactionary element, are | 
unlikely to score more than local successes. | aa 

18. Nevertheless, India’s stability and unity will continue to be 
| seriously threatened by disappointment over the unrealized expecta- 

tion that independence would insure the rapid solution of India’s 
numerous problems, and by the divisive effect of regional, ethnic, 

religious, and linguistic differences. — | 
The Communist Party — 
19. The Communist Party of India has only about 40,000 actual 

members and continues to be weak in material resources and plagued 
by internal dissension and confusion over tactics. Among industrial 
and transport workers, where Communist influence was once strong, 
the party still suffers from the popular reaction against its former 
policies of violence. | | 

20. In the 1951-1952 general elections, by employing the popular 
| front appeal and by concentrating on districts where the Congress 

Party was weak, the Communists and their allies won 27 out of 499 | 
‘seats in the lower house of parliament. The six million votes mustered _ 
for Communist or Communist-backed candidates represented only 5 
percent of the total cast, and even that amount probably included a 
high proportion of simple protest votes against the Congress Party 

' regime. Nevertheless, the Communists and their sympathizers con- 
stitute the largest single opposition bloc in parliament and in four of 
the state legislatures. Although the Communists have not succeeded 
in exploiting their gains in the last elections to the extent that initially 
appeared possible, they may make further gains in the next elections. 
There is no present indication that they could gain control of the 

central government or even a place in a governing coalition, but they 

might possibly gain control of a few state governments. 
21. The Communists have a capability for stirring up disorders in 

certain rural districts, notably in south India, where Communist
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guerrilla forces have in the past been active. It is also possible that the 
Communists might be able to elect enough party members or sympa- 
thizers to gain a significant influence in the local government of these 
areas. The Communists might in addition be able to exploit conditions 
in Nepal, where discontent is widespread, where the ease of small-scale 
border crossings from Tibet facilitates assistance by the Chinese Com- 
munists, and where the primitive level of communications and admin- 
istrative control makes subversion easier. | 

22. However, any Communist resort to insurgency or violence would 
_ almost certainly encounter vigorous government counteraction, and it | 

is unlikely that the situation would get out of hand. The Indian Gov- 
ernment has reasonably effective security forces and a loyal army at its 
disposal and has shown an increasing tendency to deal firmly with 
Communist subversion and violence. The government has also taken 
increased pains to guard India’s northern borders and those of Nepal, 
and in the absence of extensive guerrilla operations supported from 
Communist China is unlikely to lose control of the situation there. 

Economic Trends | | 
23. In the long run, India’s stability will depend to a large extent on 

the government’s ability to cope with the fundamental economic prob- 
lems which confront it. In part India’s economic difficulties stem from 
the low rate of capital formation, maldistribution of wealth, primitive. 
farming methods, incomplete utilization of land and water resources, 
and a complicated and archaic system of land tenure and crop financ- 
ing. An even more important source of difficulty is that of population 
density. There are already far too many farmers for the arable land 
available, and the Indian industrial sector, though fairly large in 
absolute terms, is still too small to absorb more than a fraction of the 
surplus rural population. Of the approximately 70 percent of the | 
working population dependent on agriculture, about a third are land- 
less farm laborers who are unemployed for a large part of the year. 
The food production of the area now comprising India has long been 
inadequate to meet its needs, and India now imports grain at the rate 
of about 3.5 million tons a year. Moreover, the problems of underem-. 
ployment and of maintaining current consumption levels are becom- 
ing more acute as a result of population growth averaging 
approximately 4.5 million persons, or about 1.2 percent, a year. 

24. The Indian Government is making a start at attacking these 
problems by means of a Five Year Plan instituted in April 1951. The 
plan’s primary objective is to increase food grain production by 7.6 
million tons a year over the 1949-1950 level of 54 million tons, there- 
by reducing the need to spend foreign exchange on food imports. The 
plan also calls for an increase in cotton production to make Indian 
mills independent of foreign sources. A program of cottage industries 
is being set up to reduce rural unemployment. The plan includes a
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blueprint for land reform, embracing ceilings on individual land hold- 
ings, abolition of the extortionate zamindari system of rent collection, 
the development of farm cooperatives, and other changes. Only small 
public expenditures for industrial development are planned, and the 
government proposes to rely primarily on private initiative for fur- 
ther development of medium and large-scale manufacturing. _ 

25. The program faces a serious shortage of funds particularly in 
| the form of foreign exchange needed to purchase irrigation equip- 

ment, farm machinery, and other critical items unavailable locally. 
Over the remaining three years of the program, the Indian Govern- 
ment expects to fall short of raising the funds needed to finance the 
plan by the rupee equivalent of about $750 million—or about 18 per- 
cent of the total plan budget—despite maximum use of available fiscal 
resources, including deficit financing. In terms of the plan’s foreign ex- 
change requirements, the Indians expect a deficit of $280-320 million | 
a year even after allowing for the use of India’s remaining sterling 
balances in excess of its bare needs for currency backing and working 
capital. Unless India succeeds in obtaining foreign assistance in over- 
coming these financial difficulties, important parts of the development 
program will almost certainly be curtailed. | | | 

96. Even with adequate financing, the program's success would be 
‘far from assured. While it appears to call for more modest increases 
in agricultural production than might theoretically be achieved, sub- 
stantial progress in this central aspect of the program will depend on 
the government’s ability to make the most of the limited administra- 

tive and technical skills at its disposal and, above all, on its ability to 

win effective cooperation from the peasants. Moreover, state authori- 

ties will probably continue to move slowly in carrying out land re- 

form. Another drought might further delay the program, by forcing 

diversion of funds to food imports. venga on, 

27. In any event, the present program represents only a limited first- 

stage attack on the difficulties which confront India. Even if the pro- 

jected 11 percent increase in national income from 1951 to 1956 is 

achieved, much of it will be absorbed by an expected population in- 

crease of about 7 percent, leaving little margin for improving living _ 

standards or for financing further economic development. India’s task 

is to accelerate economic growth to a point where employment op- 

portunities and production are increasing more rapidly than popula- 

tion. | oe 

98. India’s low rate of saving—now only about 5 percent of national 

income—severely limits economic growth. The Indian Government re- 

cognizes the importance of increasing the proportion of national in- 

come available for investment. By taxation, by restrictions on con- 

sumption and on unproductive accumulations of wealth, and by other 

measures, it hopes to achieve modest increases in the rate of produc-
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tive saving during the Five Year Plan and further increases in suc- - 
ceeding years, to the point where 20 percent of national income willbe 
available for net public and private investment in 1967-1968 and there- | 
after. These goals, however, appear unrealistic. With most of India’s 

_ population existing level, at a bare subsistence level and with popula- 
tion increases tending to swallow up any increases in production re- 
sulting from the development program, it is most unlikely that the 
rate of saving could be raised from 5 percent to 20 percent in so short | | 
a period. | | | | 

29. The government also plans a nationwide program of birth con- 
trol. However, a significant reduction in population growth would | 
require successful execution of a mass education program of imposing 
dimensions and difficulty. Actually, the rate of population growth is _ 
likely to increase in the short run as a result of public health measures. 

30. India thus faces formidable economic problems. Failure to solve 
them would probably result in a continued slow decline in. living 
standards and in an increasing sense of economic insecurity. These 
conditions would almost certainly stimulate increasing social unrest 
and might eventually have serious political repercussions. Popular 
confidence in the regime would be weakened if the regime fell con- 
spicuously short of achieving the goals of the Five Year Plan. 

Pakistan | non 

Present Situation — oe 
31. The political situation in Pakistan gives promise of stability. | 

With general popular consent, political power remains concentrated 
in the hands of a few top leaders in the Muslim League, the organiza- 
tion which assisted the late Mohammed Ali Jinnah in the creation of 
an independent Pakistan. There are no other significant political par- 
ties. The government has complete control of radio broadcasting 

facilities and has on occasion been able to exercise considerable in- 
fluence over the press. The armed forces are adequate to maintain © 

internal security, and their leaders appear disposed to work closely 

with the civilian leadership. 

32. The Government of Pakistan has recently been strengthened as a 
result of Governor General Ghulam Mohammed’s summary dismissal | 

of Prime Minister Nazimuddin on 17 April. This move, which brought 

- to the premiership Mohammed Ali, then Pakistan Ambassador to the 

_ US, represented a vigorous effort by a strong element within the 
Muslim League, spurred on by the permanent Secretary of the Defense 

Ministry and the Army Commander in Chief, to halt the decline in 

government effectiveness, strength, and popularity which had set in 

_ following Nazimuddin’s installation in late 1951. Under Nazimuddin 

_ the Muslim League had become increasingly involved in personal and 

provincial rivalries, and the government showed growing weakness
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and opportunism in the handling of the serious problems which con- 
fronted it. 

- 33. Pakistan’s present leaders were particularly concerned about 
- Nazimuddin’s failure to take strong measures against religious ex- 

tremists and their supporters in the Muslim League. This group | 
opposed establishment of a modern secular state and was insisting that 
the new constitution now being drafted conform strictly to traditional 

_ Islamic law. The group also attempted to stir up popular opposition 
to the “unorthodox” sect to which Foreign Minister Zafrulla Khan 
belongs. | | 

34. Dissatisfaction also arose over Nazimuddin’s handling of the 
serious economic problems posed by the drought of 1951-1952, which 
confronted Pakistan with a substantial food grain deficit, and by the 
decline in the world demand for cotton and jute, which forced a reduc- 
tion in Pakistan’s gold and foreign exchange holdings to the bare 
minimum needed for currency backing and severely reduced the gov- 
ernment’s tax yields. | 

: 35. Additional dissatisfaction arose over the government’s continued _ 
lack of success in obtaining a favorable settlement regarding Kashmir 
and other points of difference with India. Finally, the general tendency 
toward disunity and bickering was accentuated by the problem of 
allocating legislative representation under the new constitution be- 
tween the isolated province of East Bengal, which contains over half 
the population and seeks a proportionate voice in national affairs, and 
West Pakistan, whose leaders are forced to concede East Bengal a 

special position but are reluctant to give it more political power than 
all the other provinces combined. _ | 

Political Trends | | 
| 36. The recent shake-up in the Pakistan Government does not elim- 

inate the problems and internal weaknesses which have confronted 
the regime. Rivalries within the Muslim League will almost certainly 
continue. The conservative mullahs, or religious teachers, will con- 
tinue to be a potential source of trouble. Nevertheless, the new govern- 
ment has already made progress toward restoring the regime’s prestige 
and appears to be providing the country with more vigorous and pro- 
gressive leadership. 

87. Any political struggles within the foreseeable future will al- 
most certainly be confined to the Muslim League leadership. None of 

the opposition leaders or parties, including the small and immature 
Communist organization in Pakistan, shows any signs of developing 

into a serious political or subversive threat to the present leadership. 

The conservative religious elements appear to have no desire to func- 
tion as a political party and moreover will find it difficult, in the face 

of determined governmental and military opposition, to resume even _ 

the limited-objective pressure group tactics they have employed in the
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past. Although top military leaders played a major part in the recent 
cabinet shake-up, we do not believe that they would seek to take over 
the government themselves except in the event of a default of pro- 
gressive and energetic civilian leadership. 

Economic Trends | 
38. Pakistan has a predominantly agricultural economy. Although 

there is some mining, the country has little industrial plant, and it still 
Jacks many of the commercial services which before partition were 
furnished by the area now comprising India. Most manufactured 
goods must be imported. Jute and cotton exports have provided about 
three-quarters of the foreign exchange earnings and, through export 
duties, almost as high a proportion of the government’s revenues. The 
country is therefore extremely vulnerable to changes in the world de- 
mand for these products. The area included in Pakistan has in past 
years produced a small food surplus, but grain production has fallen 
considerably below requirements during the last two years as a result of 
shortage of rainfall, and perhaps of some diversion of grain acreage 
to cotton and jute production.+ While population density is great in 
Kast Bengal, population pressure does not at present constitute for ° 
Pakistan as a whole the major problem it does for India. 

39. Pakistan has sought to build up its economy under a Six Year 
Development Plan instituted in 1951 and a supplementary Priority ° 
Plan under which certain more easily completed and immediately use- 
ful projects were pushed ahead during the first two years of the six- 
year period. Thus far the emphasis has been on developing transport, 
power, and manufacturing facilities to replace those which remained 
with India under partition. These plans have proved inadequate and 
are being revised to provide greater emphasis on increased agricultural 
production. | | 

40. Although some progress will probably be made, prospects for 
any marked strengthening of Pakistan’s economic position are poor. 
The development program will probably continue to be hampered by | 
the administrative inefficiency which, together with inadequacies in the 
plan itself, has slowed progress to date. Moreover, the slump in world 

demand for jute and cotton has not only sharply reduced the funds 
available to the government for development purposes but has also cut. - 

down on the foreign exchange available for normal purchases abroad 
and on the funds available for normal government operations. In deal- 

ing with the long-term implications of this problem, Pakistan faces a 

basic dilemma. So long as it continues its present emphasis on jute and 

+The Pakistan Government has attempted to blame the grain shortage on 
India, charging the latter with diversion of excessive amounts of water from 
jointly utilized portions of the Punjab drainage system. However, the primary 
difficulty appears to have been an over-all shortage of water rather than any ex- 
cessive Indian diversion. In any event, only limited areas of Pakistan depend on 
rivers and canals subject to Indian control. [Footnote in the source text.]
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cotton, its economic position will be precarious. On the other hand, 
since Pakistan lacks the resources for extensive industrial develop- 
ment, it can obtain greater diversification and stability in its economy 
only by concentrating on crops yielding lower returns over the long 
run than jute and cotton. . 

41. Pakistan’s current food shortage is probably temporary, though 
the country will remain vulnerable to recurrent drought. Without sub- 
stantial grain imports the food situation will become extremely serious 
during 1953. | oe , 

Military Trends in India and Pakistan | 

42. India’s military establishment consists of an army of approxi- | 
mately 400,000 men, including 6 infantry divisions, one armored divi- | 
sion, an armored brigade group, and 8 independent infantry brigades; 

~ anavy of about 9,000 men equipped with one cruiser, 3 destroyers, and 
smaller escort and patrol vessels; and an air force of 14,000 men and 
670 aircraft, including 85 jet fighters. Pakistan has an army of about 
206,000 men, including 8 infantry divisions, an armored brigade, and 
an infantry brigade; a navy of about 5,000 men equipped with 3 de- 
stroyers and other escort and patrol vessels; and an air force of 9,000 
men and 8380 aircraft, including 30 jet fighters. - we 

43. The military forces of India and Pakistan represent outgrowths 
| of the military establishment developed under the former British Gov- 

ernment of India. They have mainly British equipment, follow British 
tactical and organizational doctrine, retain some British officers in com- 
mand as well as in advisory and instructor positions, and continue to 
send students to British military schools. Both officer corps are loyal to 
the existing regimes; morale and discipline are high; and combat effec- 
tiveness is fairly good. Both military establishments appear capable of 
coping with any internal security problem which might arise, includ- 
ing in the case of Pakistan that of controlling the Pathan tribesmen 
of the North West Frontier Province. Major improvement in Indian or 

Pakistan military capabilities is unlikely without substantial foreign 
assistance. ee ee ee 

_ 44, The primary external mission of each force is defense against 
the other, and most combat units of both forces are deployed along 

the common Indian-Pakistan frontiers. The greatest concentration is 
in the Punjab-Kashmir sector. Pakistan has one division and India 
somewhat larger forces in the Bengal] area. India is superior in exist- 

ing combat strength and supply facilities, has greater manpower re- 

sources and a stronger economic base for supporting a war effort, and 

enjoys certain terrain and strategic advantages. However, in the event 
of a war between the two countries, India would face logistic difficul- 

ties of its own and probably would not be able to subdue Pakistan 

without a long and mutually exhausting struggle. |
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45, Without major outside logistic support, India and Pakistan 
would probably be unable to defend themselves successfully, even in 

cooperation, against determined attack by Communist China or the | 
USSR. However, such a Chinese Communist invasion of India or East 
Pakistan is highly unlikely because of the ruggedness of the terrain 

_ and the long supply lines which would have to be developed and main- 
tained. A Soviet invasion of West Pakistan would encounter more 
favorable terrain and greater facility for providing adequate logistic | 
support. It is not believed, however, that the Soviet Bloc would attack 
either Pakistan or India, except possibly in the event of general war. 

46, Even with substantial Western military aid, Pakistan could 

probably furnish few if any troops for early employment outside the 
subcontinent in the absence of a comprehensive settlement with India. | 
The shortage of qualified officer and administrative personnel and the 
lack of an adequate logistic organization would make difficult any 
sizable increase of present forces, which are now small even for their | 

primary mission of defense of Pakistan’s borders. __ | 

47. Pakistan, however, will continue to be of potential military 
value to the West because of the strategically located airbases which 
itcan provide. | | 

Relations Among the States of the Area a a 
frelations between India and Pakistan 

48. Relations between India and Pakistan have been strained ever __ 
since their establishment as independent nations in 1947. Their most 
important dispute has been over the disposition of Kashmir, where 

actual fighting between the two sides took place until halted by a UN 
cease-fire at the beginning of 1949. They have also come into serious 

| conflict on economic and financial matters. Before partition, Pakistan’s | 
jute and cotton acreage and India’s processing mills for these products 
were complementary sectors of a single economy. Since partition, how- 
ever, both India and Pakistan have sought to become self-sufficient in 

the growing and processing of jute and cotton. The strains caused by 
this economic rivalry have been increased by the mutual imposition of 
restrictive trade controls and by the fact that India devalued its rupee _ 
at the time of British devaluation whereas Pakistan did not. Addi- 
tional disputes have arisen over refugee properties, division of the 

assets and liabilities of the former British administration, treatment of 

religious minorities, and the division of water rights in the Punjab. 
49, Over the course of time some differences have been successfully 

ironed out. A trade agreement was recently signed, for example, en- 
abling Pakistan to obtain coal for its railroads and factories, and India 

to obtain jute for its Bengal mills, without the punitive duties formerly 
in effect. Partial agreement has been reached on handling the continu- | 
ing migrations between East and West Bengal. Further progress will
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probably be made within the period of this estimate, particularly in 
view of the new Pakistan cabinet’s apparent desires to clear up out- 
standing issues with India and the scheduling of early talks between 
the two prime ministers. A possible basis for solution of the important 
Punjab waters dispute is a proposal that the World Bank finance re- 
lated development projects which would provide additional irrigation 
for both countries. 

50. Although India—Pakistan relations are now better than at any 
time since partition, formal agreement on the pivotal Kashmir issue 
remains unlikely in the near future. India, which not only controls the 
most valuable parts of Kashmir but also claims that the state is already 

| legally part of its territory, has little desire to risk its present position 
under the UN demilitarization and plebiscite proposal to which it has 
agreed in principle. It has therefore refused to proceed with demili- 
tarization except on terms prejudicial to Pakistan, and has repeatedly 
hinted that partition offers the only solution. Pakistan, with the 
weaker bargaining position, appears more willing to compromise and 
may eventually become reconciled to its inability to shake India’s grip 
on Kashmir; there are already some signs that Pakistani emotionalism 
on the subject is beginning to subside. Until such time as Pakistan is 
ready to accept the loss of Kashmir, however, the Pakistanis are un- 
likely to accept demilitarization and plebiscite terms which would 
stack the cards heavily in favor of confirming Indian control of Kash- 
mir. If assured of a fair plebiscite in the Vale of Kashmir, which has 

a Moslem majority, ‘they might accept partition of the remainder of 
the state. Since the Vale is the richest and most populous area of 
Kashmir, as well as its historical center, India would probably be un- 
willing to follow through with such a plebiscite. | 

51. Although the military forces of India and Pakistan continue to 
be lined up opposite each other, there appears to be little likelihood of 
a resumption of hostilities. India has virtually no incentive to risk a 
war. Despite past talk of a second round, Pakistan’s leaders, parti- 
cularly the military, appear to be convinced of the folly of attacking 
India’s superior forces. © 

52. Conclusion of a military assistance agreement between Pakistan 
and the West would increase tension in the subcontinent but would 
probably not lead to war between India and Pakistan. If Pakistan’s 
military capabilities should be significantly increased as a result of 

such a military agreement, Pakistan’s leaders might consider an attack 
on India. However, Pakistan’s numerically inferior forces would have 

to be very greatly strengthened to make such a venture militarily 

attractive. Moreover, we believe it unlikely that Pakistan weuld resort 
to war if it had reason to believe that the Western Powers would react 

sharply against such a move. India, for its part, is unlikely to start a 

preventive war.
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frelations between Pakistan and Afghanistan 
98. Relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan are strained. Ever | 

since 1947 the Afghan Government has waged an unsuccessful prop- 
aganda and diplomatic campaign for the establishment of an auton- 
omous “Pushtoonistan” for the several million Pathan tribesmen in | 
Pakistan’s northwest frontier area.2 The territory involved was once 
part of Afghanistan, and, after its annexation by British India in the 
late nineteenth century, its inhabitants continued to maintain close 
relations with their kinsmen across the border, who comprise the domi- 
nant Afghan tribal group. Pakistan’s policy of extending economic aid 
and social improvements to the Pathan tribes within its borders has < 
not only materially reduced their traditional restiveness but has also 
done much to gain their loyalty and to weaken their ties with — 
Afghanistan. | 

54, Although this controversy is unlikely to result in war between 
Pakistan and Afghanistan, it may drag on indefinitely. The Afghan 

_ Government shows no sign of abandoning its campaign despite its ap- 
_ parent lack of success in arousing tribal feeling within Pakistan, and 

despite the fact that virtually half its external trade normally passes 
through Pakistan and has been intermittently subjected to Pakistan 
obstructions. Pakistan will almost certainly continue to hold that 
the status of the tribes is a domestic matter in which Afghanistan has 
no legitimate interest. In view of the basic nature of the tension be- 
tween Pakistan and Afghanistan, any effective military collaboration 
between the two appears improbable. | 

frelations between India and Nepal | 
59. India and Nepal have very close cultural and economic ties. Des- 

pite its declared policy of non-interference in the internal affairs of 
other nations, India has actively intervened in N epal’s political af- 
fairs, particularly since the Chince Communist invasion and occupa- 
tion of Tibet. India has indicated that it would take military action 
against Chinese Communist aggression against N epal. In the past two 
years the Government of India has sent a military mission and several 
teams of administrative advisers to Nepal. Should the political situa- 
tion in Nepal deteriorate dangerously, India would probably intervene 
in an effort to maintain a stable and cooperative regime, — 
felations With States Outside the Area 7 

India 
56. India has pursued a policy of non-alignment in the struggle be- 

tween the Soviet Bloc and the West. While India is a member of the 
Commonwealth and generally maintains friendly relations with the 

? For documentation regarding the interest of the United States in the preserva- tion of peaceful relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan with respect to ee aiction over the Northwest Frontier Province and Tribal Areas, See pp.
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US, it has firmly dissociated itself from many of the diplomatic and 7 

military policies of the US and UK, and has laid great stress on pre- . 

serving its independence of judgment and action. It vigorously op-_ 

poses Western domination over colonial areas and is a leader in the | 

Arab-Asian bloc in the UN. It has also sought to reduce existing East- | 

West tensions, which it fears may result in a war that would eventually 

engulf India. Indian efforts in these directions also reflect a desire to | 

exercise leadership and influence in world affairs. | 

| 57. Indian leaders believe that India has little to gain by taking | 

sides in the quarrels of the great powers and much to lose if these quar- _ 

rels lead to another world war. Although India’s leaders generally | 

recognize that Soviet policies are aggressive, they believe that under : 

present circumstances the subcontinent itself is not a likely target of 

Communist military aggression and that the West overemphasizes the 

danger of such aggression elsewhere. India’s often critical attitude to- 

ward the West stems in part from fear that Western efforts to counter 

the Sovietthreat maytouchoffawar. = = i — 

| 58. Indian apprehension concerning Western efforts to check the | 

Communists has been particularly evident in the case of Communist 

China. India still believes that Communist China’s leaders might be 

weaned away from their close tie with the USSR if the Western world ~ 

gave convincing demonstrations of its willingness to live at peace with , 

them. Although India is cooperating quietly in UN restrictions on 

shipments of strategic materials to Communist China, it did not vote to 

declare Communist China an aggressor in Korea and has continued to 

urge that Peiping must be provided with a way of backing out of the 

Korean war gracefully. ie SP ele. | 

59. Despite past rebuffs from the Communist powers, India will 

probably continue its attempts to reach a modus vivendi with Com- 

munist China and will remain convinced of the importance of avoid- 

ing involvement in the East-West struggle. Indian leaders almost cer- , 

tainly regard recent Soviet and Chinese Communist gestures of con- 

ciliation as vindicating their views. Although further Communist 

military moves in Southeast Asia would greatly increase India’s con- 

cern for its own security, India is unlikely to participate in Western 

defense preparations. In any event, India would do its utmost to resist 

Communist military attack on its own territory or on Nepal or Bhu- 

tan, but it would probably not assist in repelling Communist aggres- 

sion against any other country except possibly Burma or Pakistan. 

60. It is even more unlikely that India will give up its policyofnon- 

alignment in favor of closer ties with the Soviet Bloc. India would 

avail itself of profitable opportunities for increased trade in non- | 

strategic materials with the Soviet Bloc, but such trade opportunities | 

are likely to be so limited as to involve virtually no risk of drawing | 

India into economic dependence on the Bloc. oe |
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61. India will almost certainly maintain its present position of non- 

alignment in the East-West struggle, regardless of Western actions, 

so long as it does not believe its own interests to be directly threatened. 

The continuation of US economic aid would contribute to Indian 

economic stability and might encourage a more favorable attitude to- 

ward the US, but is unlikely to induce India to make a military com- : 

mitment to the West. Similarly, withholding of US aid would prob- 

ably not result in Indian alignment with the Soviet Bloc, although : 

the Indian Communists and the Soviet Bloc might be able to benefit 

from the psychological and economic repercussions of such action. In 

the long run, despite its independent and neutral policies, India’s gen- 

eral disposition will probably remain favorable to the West in the 

East-West struggle. — 

62. The inclusion of Pakistan in Western regional defense and mili- 

tary assistance arrangements would almost certainly evoke strong _ 

Indian resentment, not only because of its implications for the Kash- ‘| 

mir dispute but also because it would tend to increase Soviet military 

interest in the subcontinent. Western efforts to counter the Indian ; 

reaction are unlikely to be very effective. Although India would prob- 

ably feel compelled to build up its own military forces to maintain ! 

a balance with Pakistan, it would probably reject any Western offer | 

of military aid on the same terms as that given Pakistan as involving 

unwanted military or political commitments. Offers to guarantee bor- 

ders or other Western efforts to assure India against possible Pakistan ; 

ageression would be unlikely to overcome India’s resentment. How- | 

ever, we believe that India would wish to retain US economic assistance | | 

and to keep up at least minimal good relations with the Western , 

Powers. - | _ ES ue , 

63. We believe that India will continue its efforts to establish a 

position as a leader among the emergent self-governing Asian states. | 

Pakistan | = 

64. Pakistan, though a member of the Commonwealth, has refrained | 

from formal commitments in the East-West conflict and has sometimes 

been highly critical of the West on such issues as French colonial pol- 

icy in North Africa and the Western record in the Kashmir dispute. 

However, Pakistan’s neutralism lacks the doctrinaire quality of 

| ‘India’s. Pakistan’s sympathies are definitely with the US and its — 

allies. Its failure to align itself with the Western camp can be at- 

tributed in part to its preoccupation with the Kashmir problem and to 

| its desire to win friends and supporters in the Moslem Middle Kast, but 

results mainly from the lack of any sufficiently attractive Western offer 

in return for its support. DC 

65. If given sufficient inducement, Pakistan would probably be will- 

- ing to authorize Western use of Pakistan air and naval bases in war- | 
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time and possibly Western development of such bases in peacetime. 
It might also be willing to provide troops for defense of the Middle 
East if assured that its Indian borders would be secure. Pakistan’s 
leaders have recently displayed keen interest in being included in a 
Middle East defense organization, though there are indications that 
they have been motivated largely by a desire to strengthen Pakistan’s 
military position vis-a-vis India. In entering into defense arrange-— 
ments with the West, Pakistan would probably seek to drive as hard 
a bargain as possible and would almost certainly expect substantial 
military and economic assistance. It would probably also seek Western 
security guarantees and might ask for specific Western support in its 
disputes with India. : 

66. Pakistan will remain quick to recognize the danger to its own 
position implicit in increased Communist pressure or actual aggression 
against Iran, Afghanistan, or Southeast Asia. Even if Pakistan failed 
to obtain sufficient Western military aid to induce it to join a defense ~ 
organization, it would probably be inclined to participate in UN cf- 
forts to resist aggression in these areas to the extent which appeared 
safe on the basis of existing relations with India. 

Afghanistan 

67. A basic Afghan foreign policy objective is to avoid trouble with 
the USSR. Although Afghanistan is friendly toward the West, it de- | 
pends to a considerable extent on trade with the USSR and is highly 
vulnerable to Soviet military aggression. If presented with a sufii- 
ciently serious threat, it would probably feel compelled to comply with 
almost any demand the USSR might make of it. 7 

68. In view of Afghanistan’s dispute with Pakistan over Pushtoon- 
istan, the Afghans would tend to resent the inclusion of Pakistan in 
Western defense arrangements, but it is unlikely that such action _ 
would significantly affect Afghan policies. 

| | Editorial Note | 

On October 7, 1953, Vice President Richard M. Nixon and his party 
embarked upon a goodwill tour of the Far East. In addition to visit- 
ing various Far Eastern states, the Vice President also journeyed to 
South Asia, where he visited Ceylon from November 27 to November 
29, India from November 29 to December 4, Afghanistan from Decem- 
ber 4 to December 6, and Pakistan from December 6 to December 9. 

_ After proceeding on to Iran, the Vice President and his aides returned 
to Washington on December 14, 1953. Extensive documentation re- 

| garding this trip is in Department of State file 033.1100 NI. _ |
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S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda”’ 

Draft Statement of Policy Proposed by the National 
Security Council } 

SECRET [| Wasuineton, February 19, 1954. ] 

NSC 5409 

Unitep States Poticy Towarp Souru Asta 

(India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Ceylon and Nepal) | 

I, GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS a 

1. The United States is profoundly concerned with the future of 
South Asia because of its strategic location, manpower, natural re- 

7 sources, and growing influence in world affairs. South Asia is a major 
| battleground in the cold war, where the efforts of leaders in some 

countries, such as India, to satisfy the basic needs of their peoples 
within a democratic framework are being tested against developments 

| in Communist China. The loss of South Asia to communist control, 
although not now imminent, would be a serious psychological and 
political defeat for the West. | 

2. All of the governments of South Asia are independent, non- 
communist, and basically friendly to the United States. The different 

| ‘The source text and the Study Prepared by the Staff of the National Security 
Council (infra), along with a cover sheet and background note dated Feb. 19, 
1954, from James S. Lay, Jr., the Executive Secretary of the National Security 

| Council, were circulated to members of the NSC, the Secretary of the Treasury, 
| the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
| Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence for their consideration as NSC 
| 5409, “United States Policy Toward South Asia”. 
| Lay explained in the background note that the enclosed draft statement of 
| policy was being transmitted for the NSC’s consideration at its meeting on. 
, March 4, 1954, that an NSC staff study was also enclosed for the NSC’s informa- 
7 tion in connection with the draft statement of policy, and that there would be 
| circulated separately a Financial Appendix for the NSC’s information. (See 

Lay’s memorandum to the NSC, Mar. 2, 1954, p. 1120.) Lay also informed the 
| addressees in this background note that the draft statement of policy, if approved, 

would supersede NSC 98/1, “The Position of the United States With Respect to 
| South Asia” (for the text of NSC 98/1, dated Jan. 22, 1951, see Foreign Relations, 
| 1951, vol. vr, Part 2, p. 1650) ; and that, if approved, the NSC should submit the 
| draft statement of policy to President Eisenhower with the recommendation 
| that he approve it, direct its implementation by all appropriate executive depart- 
| ments and agencies of the U.S. Government, and designate the Operations Co- 
| ordinating Board as the coordinating agency. (S/S—NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 

5409—Memoranda” ) 
At its 187th meeting on Mar. 4, 1954, the National Security Council considered 

and adopted the draft statement of policy contained in NSC 5409, subject to an 
amendment set forth in NSC Action No. 1052 (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, 

| lot €6 D 95, “Record of Actions by the NSC, 1954’), and submitted NSC 5409 
to President Eisenhower for his consideration. (See the Memorandum of Dis- 

| cussion at the 187th Meeting of the National Security Council on Thursday, 
| Mar. 4, 1954, p. 1126.) | 
| On Mar. 8, 1954, Executive Secretary Lay circulated another memorandum to 
| the members of the NSC, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the 

Bureau of the Budget, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director 
of Central Intelligence notifying them that President Eisenhower on Mar. 6 had 
approved the statement of policy contained in NSC 5409, as amended. (S/S-NSC 
files, lot 68 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” )
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traditions, institutions and current attitudes of the South Asian coun- 
tries often obscure the extent to which their fundamental objectives 
are similar to those of the West. Some of these countries presently co- 

| operate with the West to a limited extent and others, with U.S. assist- 
ance, could become useful allies in the future, even though they are 
presently weak militarily and economically, compared to the United 
States. | | | 

3. There are, however, serious restraints to close association with 
the United States in every case except that of Pakistan. India is com- 
mitted to a policy of non-alignment in the East-West struggle which 
often leads it to oppose Western policies. Its leaders sometimes give 
the impression that they are speaking for other countries of free Asia. 

| Nepal is closely dependent on India. Afghanistan is vulnerable to 
Soviet economic and military pressure. Ceylon presently is marketing 
most of its rubber in Communist China. Emotional barriers to closer | 
relations with the United States also exist; i.e., the United States is 
cooperating closely with the former great colonial powers (partic- . 
ularly France) and has, despite its good record in colonial affairs, 
become associated in South Asian minds with memories of European 
colonialism, with what they regard as “economic imperialism,” and 

, with color discrimination. _ ca | 
4, The problems of the countries of South Asia are formidable; 

serious political issues are intensified by grave economic difficulties. 
The governments in the area are in varying degrees concerned with 
remaining in power, establishing workable and lasting democratic 
political institutions, improving economies suffering from agricultural 
and industrial underdevelopment and population pressure, and re- 
solving internal conflicts created by rapid social evolution. In addition 
there are bitter disputes between countries of the area over a variety of 
issues. 

5. Three of the South Asian countries, India, Pakistan and Ceylon, 
are members of the Commonwealth of Nations. Their continued par- 
ticipation subjects them to the stabilizing and moderating influence of 
other members of the Commonwealth and strengthens their psycho- 
logical bonds with the West. This association affords an additional 

- channel which can be employed, as appropriate, for the furtherance 

of United States objectives in the area. 
6. Communist imperialism elsewhere in Asia gives special urgency 

to progress in the solution of South Asia’s problems. The threat tothe | 

area arises not so much from the danger of communist military aggres- 

sion as from the danger of internal disintegration, subversion and 
communist diplomatic pressure. Although subversion is not now 
serious, it may become so if economic and social progress is not 

achieved in the South Asian countries. If India does not achieve sub- 

stantial economic and social progress through democratic processes,
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and on the other hand, Communist China appears to be moving for- 
ward through totalitarian methods, the peoples of South Asia may 
turn to communist leadership and methods for a solution of their own 
problems. 7 

_ % United States policy in South Asia must necessarily give par- 
ticular emphasis to the primary powers in the area—India and Paki- 
stan. India, with a population of over 365 million, is the most powerful 
politically, economically and militarily of the South Asian countries 
(although by United States standards it is economically and militarily 
weak), and ranks as a major industrial nation of Asia. It has the 
greatest potentiality of any South Asian country for making a long- 

_ term constructive contribution to the free world, although its policy 
| of “non-involvement” inhibits close cooperation. India is, however, 

confronted with a number of serious problems, including popular de- 
mand for an increase in the standard of living, desirability of an in- 
crease in food production, availability of funds for economic develop- _ | 
ment, and the rapid increase in India’s population which is being aug- | 
mented at the rate of 1.4 per cent, or nearly 5 million persons annually. 
U.S. assistance has been largely devoted to agriculture, most directly | 
to increasing the annual production of food grains, which is an impor- 
tant part of India’s Five Year Plan. Pakistan, with its 78 million 
population separated into two parts by a thousand miles of Indian 
territory, is weaker than India. It does possess, however the greatest 
current potential, next to Turkey, for contributing to Middle East de- 
fense. Both India and Pakistan have serious need for outside assistance 
to realize their potentialities, me 

8. Effective military defense of South Asia is contingent upon the 
military cooperation of the countries of the area both among them- 
selves and with the Western powers. These countries have not, how- 

_ ever, been inclined to cooperate, although they are more aware each 
year of the dangers which the Communist bloc presents. Regional dis- 
putes, depressed economies and fear of involvement in a major war 
have deterred them from cooperation in regional defense. India, the : 
strongest power, advocates a policy of “non-involvement”. In recent 
months Pakistan, however, has indicated a willingness to enter into 

| closer defense relations, through an area arrangement as with Turkey, 
or directly with the United States.2 An arrangement with Turkey 
might, at a later stage, be expanded to include other Middle Eastern 
states, particularly Iraq and possibly Iran. Pakistan’s membership in 
such a defense arrangement would be most desirable. The possibility of 
U.S. military aid to Pakistan has provoked a severe adverse reaction 
in India.° A result may be intensification of differences in U.S.-Indjan 

* For documentation, see volume tx. 
* For documentation regarding the granting of U.S. military aid to Pakistan, 

see pp. 1818 ff. and volume tx.
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relations and possibly more friendly Indian relations with the Soviet 
bloc, although there would probably not be any major change in In- © 
dia’s foreign policies. | ee 

9. United States emergency assistance, and developmental and tech- 
nical aid, are currently strengthening the governments and economies 
of the South Asian countries, creating among their peoples a more 
friendly feeling toward the United States, and helping to overcome 

the psychological objections of these countries to closer association 
with the United States, although only time can cure some of their 

deep-seated prejudices. _ | | | oe 

10. The period of the next few years is likely to be one of continuing 

economic difficulties which must be surmounted if adverse political 

developments are to be avoided or confronted successfully. United 

States policy may be a strong factor in determining whether the coun- 

tries of the region will continue to develop in the democratic frame- 
work or will fall under communist control. | 

II. OBJECTIVES | | 

| 11. Strong, stable and responsible governments in South Asia, 

friendly to the United States and having the will and ability to resist 

communism from within and without. | 
12. Greater cooperation and closer affiliation among the South Asian 

countries and between them and the free world, and full recognition 

by them that their national interests are best served thereby. 
13. Perceptible improvement in the basic economies of the South 

Asian countries. ) a 

14, A posture of military strength in the area contributing to area 

stability and as appropriate to the defense of the free world. 

III, COURSES OF ACTION a 

A. South Asta in General | a | 

Political : eg | | 
15. Give particular emphasis to the maintenance of cordial official 

and personal relations in all areas of contact, and where possible in- 

crease those areas of association, = = 
16. Vigorously pursue effective information and education. pro- 

grams designed to broaden support for actions consistent with U.S. 

policies and to diminish susceptibility to communist appeals. 
17. Encourage greater participation in all UN activities by South 

Asian countries which are members of the UN. | 
~ 18. Assist through the UN and by other feasible means in the settle- 

ment of disputes between the various countries. |
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Economic 

| 20. Assist the governments of the area to develop their natural re- 
sources, particularly agricultural, and their basic industrial potential, 
including the provision of technical assistance and limited economic 
aid. 

21. Foster South Asian conditions and governmental policies favor- 
able to the investment of indigenous and foreign private capital in 
such economic development of the area. 

22. Be prepared to extend emergency aid as circumstances justify 
on a case-to-case basis to alleviate unexpected food shortages or the 
effects of natural disasters. | | | 

23. Encourage and assist where possible South Asian states to ex- 
| pand their trade with friendly neighboring countries, with the United 
| States, and with other countries of the free world. 
| 24, Continue diplomatic, psychological and propaganda. efforts to 
| _ discourage and where possible prevent shipment of strategic materials 
| to the communist bloc. : 

| 25. Encourage judiciously and, as appropriate, provide guidance for 
| such action by South Asian governments in the general area of land 
| reform as will contribute to increased agricultural production and 

internal stability. | 

| Military | 

26. As politically feasible, seek to obtain (a) the use of military and 
_ strategic facilities in South Asia, including communications, transit 
and base rights and (6) the right to operate forces in the area upon the 
threat of and during general hostilities. 

27. Encourage participation of the nations of South Asia in regional 
| defense arrangements coordinated with those in adjacent areas. __ 
| 28. Provide to selected South Asian nations limited military aid, 
| reimbursable or grant, contributing to the maintenance of internal 
| security and the defense of the area. 
| General So | 
! 29. Utilize the above political, economic and military courses of 
| action whenever necessary and practicable to encourage cooperation 
| with the United States in attaining its objectives in the area. 
| 30. In the event of an attempted communist seizure of power in a 
, South Asian country: | 

: _ _ a. Continue supporting its non-communist government and attempt- 
| ing to secure similar support from other free world nations. 
| _ 6. Consider contributing military support if necessary and useful. 

| 31. In the event of an actual communist seizure of power in a South 
Asian country, consider supporting a non-communist government, at- 
tempting to secure similar support from other free world nations, and 

| contributing military support if necessary and useful.
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B. India | | | - 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) —_ 
32. Recognize that India exerts a growing influence in world affairs 

(particularly in UN matters and in issues between the United States 
, and the Soviet bloc) while avoiding actions which appear to support 

India as the leader of the free Asian nations. 
33. Continue and increase close consultation with the Government | 

of India on matters of policy and encourage it to consult more frankly 
with us, without permitting Indian opposition to deter us from taking | 
actions which are clearly in the U.S. interest. | 

34. Make clear to India that by providing military assistance to 
Pakistan, the U.S. is not seeking to make Pakistan the dominant state 
of South Asia. | | | 

35. Encourage India to remain united. a 
36. Support the continuation in power in India of elements which | 

are non-communist and friendly to the United States, recognizing that _ 
at present the incumbent Congress Party comes closest to fulfilling 
these specifications. | | 

37. Seek to develop India’s eventual participation in a common front 
against communism. 

38. As practicable, exploit differences between India on the one hand 
| and the Soviet bloc and Communist China on the other so as to dis- | 

credit communism. | | 
39. Seek to insure that in the event of general war India will make 

available manpower resources and strategic facilities for mutual de- 
fense efforts with the West. 

40. Recognize that for the present India’s policy of “non-involve- 
ment” will continue; and make use of India as a mediator when it is 
in U.S. interests. 

41. Continue to support representation of India on UN bodies to an 
extent fully appropriate to its status as a major Asian power. 

42. Continue to make clear to India that the Kashmir issue should 
be settled by mutual agreement between India and Pakistan, that the 
United States is willing to assist through the UN and by other means, 
but that the United States has no ulterior motives or hidden objectives 
which would be fostered by settlement in favor of either country. 

43. Seek through official statements and communications media full 
recognition by the Government and people of India, of (a) the com- 
munist threat to India (6) U.S. support for India’s independence and 
(ec) the contribution which the United States is making to India 

through economic and technical aid. | 

CC. Pakistan | 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) | 
44, Support the present government of Pakistan so long as it re- | 

mains friendly to the United States, and seek to insure that any suc-
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cessor government is not Communist controlled and js friendly to the 
United States. : CO 

45. Continue and increase close consultation with the Government 
of Pakistan on matters of policy and encourage it to consult more 
frankly with us. 

46. In carrying out U.S. policies in South Asia, make maximum use 
of Pakistan’s favorable attitude toward the West. 

47. Seek greater participation of Pakistan in a common front against 
communism. | | 

48. Make clear to Pakistan that our objective in the Kashmir issue is a solution acceptable to both India and Pakistan and that in this issue 
we are not prepared to support either country against the other. | 

49. Encourage Pakistan’s participation in any defense association | which is judged to serve the interests of the United States. Priority 
should be given to the establishment of such an arrangement between | Pakistan and Turkey. | 

50. Seek to insure that in the event of general war Pakistan will 
make available manpower, resources and strategic facilities for mutual 
defense efforts with the West. | 

51. Give special consideration to Pakistan in providing grant mili- : tary assistance, in view of Pakistan’s attitude and key position among 
the countries of South Asia with respect to military collaboration with 
the West. 

| 
| D. Afghanistan a | 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) 
52. Support the continuance of the government in its present form 

in the absence of conditions under which a more representative govern- 
| ment could come into existence without the serious threat of chaos or of 

the advent of power of a group subservient to the Soviet Union. 
53. Discourage Afghanistan’s Pushtoonistan claims, 
54. For the present refrain from encouraging Afghan expectations 

that the United States will extend military assistance. | 
_ 55. Avoid giving the impression that the U.S. favors participation 
of Afghanistan in a regional defense arrangement at this stage, with- | 
out foreclosing the possibility of such participation at a later date. 

56. In the event of overt attack on Afghanistan by Soviet forces: | 
a. Attempt through diplomatic measures to arrest the action and to | obtain prompt withdrawal of Soviet forces. | 6. If unsuccessful, decide in the light of the circumstances existing at the time what further action to take through the UN or otherwise. 

E. Ceylon | | | 
(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) | 
57. Endeavor to maintain the friendly relationship between the 

United States and Ceylon which continues despite the strains imposed by Ceylon’s trade in rubber with Communist China, | |
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58. Support the retention by the UK of military facilities required 

by the free world in time of peace or in the event of war. 

59. Continue to urge Ceylon to discontinue its trade in rubber with 

Communist China. 

60. When Ceylon discontinues its rubber shipments to Communist 

China and indicates its willingness to assume UN obligations, be 

prepared: | 

a. At Ceylon’s request, to extend technical assistance. 

b. To support Ceylon’s application for UN membership. 

F. Nepal 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) 

61. Encourage further progress toward a representative government 

in effective control of the country. 

62. Encourage Nepal to strengthen its internal security and armed 

forces with Indian assistance. | | 

63. Encourage Nepal to continue its efforts to reorganize and im- 

prove its economic and financial institutions for the benefit of its 

people. 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” 

Study Prepared by the Staff of the National Security Council 

SECRET [WasHineoton, undated. | 

NSC 5409 

Unrrep States Poticy Towarp Soutu Asia 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE AREA 

1. The United States is profoundly concerned with the future of 

South Asia because of its strategic location, manpower, natural re- 

sources, and growing influence in world affairs. South Asia is also a 

major battleground in the cold war where the efforts of leadersinsome _ 

countries, such as India, to satisfy the basic needs of their peoples 

within a democratic framework are being tested against developments 

in Communist China. The loss of South Asia to communist control, 

although not now imminent, would be a serious psychological and 

political defeat for the West. | 

Strategic location a 

9. South Asia forms a great land bridge between the countries of 

Southeast Asia and the Middle East. It has several thousand miles of ! 

common frontier with the Soviet Union and Communist China. It is 

in close proximity to the communist-controlled areas of Central Asia 

with which it is culturally and ethnically related, a factor which might 

be of future advantage to the United States. It has seaports and naval 

bases from which control could be exercised over shipping passing



| 
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through the Persian Gulf, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal and 
the Indian Ocean; bases and communications facilities for insuring» 
uninterrupted communications between Kurope and Southeast Asia; 
and some air bases of value as post-strike facilities in strategic air at- 
tacks against the USSR. In case of a protracted war, the area con- 
tains many potential sites for additional military installations from 
which allied power could be directed against the Soviet bloc. 
3. Nevertheless, if South Asia remains free from Soviet domina- 

tion, its strategic importance in the initial phases of general war would 
not be as great as that of Europe, the Far East, Southeast Asia, the 
Middle East or North Africa. The mountain and ocean barriers sepa- 
rating South Asia from the Soviet bloc make the area relatively im- 

| mune to direct land or naval attack of significant size, The great dis- 
tances involved and the relative unimportance of the industria] targets 
in the area would make an attack both costly and unprofitable. As a 

| result, the area is not faced with the same threats of attack that so 
| influence the other nations of Eurasia. The sole exception to this geo- 

graphical immunity is Pakistan, which might be drawn into general 
war as the result of a Soviet invasion of Iranian territory. Despite 
these factors, the three members of the British Commonwealth, India, 
Pakistan and Ceylon, might make an important contribution in a 
global war if they made their bases and great manpower resources 
available to the free world. 

Manpower 
| 

4, South Asia has great potentialities in manpower. The countries of 
the area contain some 477 million people. During World War II the 
Indian Army, with more than 2,000,000 troops, was an important con- | 
tributor of military manpower to the British war effort. Nepal, small 

; as it is, continues to supply troops of considerable importance to the 
British. In a general war involving the free use of atomic weapons by 
both sides, the conflict might be of short duration, in which case the 
manpower resources of South Asia could not be made effective and 
brought to bear on the enemy in time to be of value. However, in a long 
war requiring large combat forces this area would be of great value to 
the West as a source of manpower to offset that of the Soviet bloc. It 
is highly desirable that this manpower not pass to Soviet control dur- 
ing the cold war but remain available to the free world in case of need 
in general war. 

Natural resources 

9. South Asia, particularly India, has extensive natural resources 
including certain materials most useful to our national defense. Among 
them are manganese ore, mica, graphite, jute, kyanite, shellac, and 
other important metallurgic and fissionable materials such as beryl 
and monazite derivatives. The resources of the area, along with exist-
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- ing and possible industrial development in India, constitute a basic 

war potential of some importance. : - 

Influence in world affairs | 

6. The countries of South Asia, particularly India and Pakistan, 

are developing increasing influence in world affairs. Only Afghani- 

stan and Nepal were independent prior to 1947. Since that time, India, | 

Pakistan, and Ceylon have each become independent, freely managing 

its own internal and external affairs. India and Pakistan have strength- 

ened their ties with the Muslim nations. India and Pakistan have 

been especially active in UN affairs and have frequently been help- 

ful to the United States although India, unlike Pakistan, has ab- 

stained on a number of East-West issues. India’s role in the negotia- 

tions leading to the armistice agreement in Korea was a crucial one. 

Fifteen of the Arab, Asian and African nations represented in the UN 

have formed a bloc in which India and Pakistan play a leading role. 

On racial and colonial issues, this bloc generally presents a united front 

in opposition to the policies of the colonial ‘powers as well as to the 

more moderate position of the United States. The growing influence of 

the South Asian countries in their relations with other countries in 

the area and elsewhere and in the United Nations makes their friendly 

cooperation of great importance to the United States. Furthermore, 

the shift in the balance of world power which has resulted from the 

consolidation of communist control in China has given an increased 

emphasis to the attitudes and actions which these countries may adopt. 

“Democracy versus Communism” | 

7. The outcome of the competition between Communist China and 

certain South Asian countries operating within a democratic frame- | 

work, as to which can best satisfy the needs of peoples, will have a pro- 

found effect throughout Asia. Most of the South Asian countries are 

underdeveloped and overpopulated, with resulting low standards of 

living. The principal task of the present governments in these coun- 

tries, especially in India and Pakistan, is to bring about economic 

growth at a sufficiently rapid rate to meet the essential needs of its 

_ peoples. A similar situation has long existed in mainland China. In 

most of the South Asian countries this task is being tackled by gov- 

ernments operating on Western democratic lines, whereas in Com- 

munist China economic progess is sought by totalitarian methods. To : 

South Asians, who thought that, independence would bring immediate 

improvement, progress in their own countries at times seems slow 

compared with gains which the Communist bloc countries report. 

Communist political groups and communist propaganda constantly 

assert that Stalin and Mao have brought great economic benefits to | 

millions of people under their control. The continuance in power of 

1 For documentation regarding Korea, see volume xv.
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the present governments in the South Asian countries rests on their ability in the near future to demonsrate that economic progress is being achieved by democratic means. If they are unsuccessful, an in- creasing number of South Asians may become susceptible to Com- 
munist argument that the only alternative is the adoption of methods employed in communist countries, particularly Communist China. | 
Loss to communist control 

8. Communist control of Afghanistan and N epal would open in- 
vasion routes into the heart of the sub-continent and would sharply Increase the pressures on India and Pakistan. Loss of India or Paki- stan would constitute a major reverse to the free world and loss of the remainder of South Asia would almost inevitably follow. Loss of | Ceylon would be serious primarily because of its importance as a com- munications center and as the site of an important naval base. The loss 
of all South Asia to the Soviet bloc would immediately have serious 
psychological and political effects throughout the world. Such loss _ would extend communist control to include nearly half of the world’s 
population. In all other free countries, confidence in the capacity of the 
free world to halt the expansion of communism would be greatly re- 
duced. Effectiveness of the UN to the West would greatly decrease. In | the absence of decisive Western counter-action, communist control over 
South Asia would be speedily followed by the loss of much of South- | east Asia. The Middle Eastern countries, particularly Iran, would be 
shaken. In addition, the loss of the area would eliminate any prospect 
of the eventual availability to us of South Asian forces and facilities, : would require a diversion of Western strength to meet the new shift in 
world power, and would confront us with the new threat posed by the 

| probability of considerable communist success in gradually mobilizing 
pS and exploiting the substantial economic resources of South Asia. 

ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH ASIA WITH THE UNITED STATES AND THE 
| | -— PREE WORLD | 

9. All of the governments of South Asia are independent, non- communist and basically friendly to the United States. The different 
traditions, institutions and current attitudes of the South Asian coun- 

_ tries often obscure the extent to which their fundamental objectives are 
_ Similar to those of the West. With United States assistance India and 
Pakistan could become useful allies, even though they ‘are presently 
weak militarily and economically, compared to the United States. 
However, there are certain restraints to close association with the 

_ United States—(1) psychological inhibitions common to the area, and | (2) serious restraints peculiar to each country except Pakistan. Ao 
Psychological inhibitions common to the area , 

10, For almost 450 years the Indian sub-continent was subject to 
exploitation by European powers. It began with incursions by trading
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and commercial interests and led to complete foreign control of the 

greater part of the sub-continent. Economic exploitation led to polit- 

ical domination. The subject people were colored, and in time their 
colonial status led to the widespread assumption by their white rulers 
that the colored races were inferior ones and should be treated as 
inferiors. Resentment of the South Asians against being regarded and | 
treated as inferiors has been intensified over the years by discrimina- 
tory treatment as in South Africa, by exaggerated reports of mistreat- 

ment of colored people in other countries, particularly the United 

States, and by humiliations suffered by South Asian visitors to the 

| United States. The irresistible force of nationalism eventually burst 

the bonds of foreign domination in South Asia and brought the new 

countries of India, Pakistan and Ceylon into being. Independence 

alone, however, could not remove the mental and spiritual scars of 

bondage, the rankling memories of and fierce resistance to color dis- 

crimination, and the deep-rooted suspicions of Western colonial 

nations. Moreover, the South Asian countries see that the United 

States is cooperating closely with the former great colonial states and 

consider that U.S. policy, wealth and power have supported those 

states in maintaining their power, particularly in the case of France, 

in Tunisia, Morocco and Indochina. Consequently, the United States 

has, despite its good record in colonial affairs, become associated in 

South Asian minds with memories of European colonialism, with what 

they regard as “economic imperialism”, and with color discrimination. 

The result is an emotional barrier in South Asia to closer relations with 

the United States. 

Restraints peculiar to each country | | 

11. India—Policy of “non-alignment”. Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime 

Minister and Foreign Minister, is the creator and chief exponent of 

India’s foreign policy. Proud, gifted and moody, he dreams of mak- 

ing India a great power while he concentrates on the. economic and 

social development of his people. Although attracted as a young man 

to Marxian teachings, Nehru later came to reject them and now re- 

gards them as obsolete and even reactionary. He believes in strong con- 

trol by the central government, but since his accession to power he has 

come to acknowledge the need for support from all groups of society. — 

Contradictions arising from his racial background, western educa- 

tion, innate feelings of personal superiority and proud and obstinate 

| character make dealing with him difficult. However, to deal with India 

one must deal with Nehru. Possessor of a powerful personality, he has 

a tremendous influence over India’s masses and is the single greatest 

force in the Congress Party and in the Indian Government, both of 

which he completely dominates. The strongest element in Nehru’s 

foreign policy is the desire for peace, which Nehru and his associates 

consider a prerequisite to achievement of essential economic improve-
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ment. Nehru and other Indian leaders believe that the only way to avoid war is to avoid alignment with either the Soviet Union and its satellites or the United States and its allies, Furthermore, India’s | leaders are drawn to Communist China by legendary bonds of friend- ship and culture, and by psychological ties arising from the fact that the Chinese as a colored race and as Asians, have asserted themselves against the West. This attraction is somewhat reduced by the brutal methods which the Communist Chinese have used, their aggressive activity in Asia, and their military strength, together with their long common frontier with India. These factors have created some feel- ings of apprehension in India. The Indians believe, however, that Communist China can be won away from the Soviet Union, and that eventually the former will lead an independent course. It can be ex- pected that India will go to great lengths to win Red China’s friend- ship. An additional problem is that India regards the United States | as being closely associated with the colonial powers and responsive to the demands of those powers in protecting their interests. Since India regards the United States as the strongest of the great powers, it fears. | and envies it accordingly, However, the extension of United States technical and developmental aid has demonstrated to India, U.S. in- terest in and sympathy with India’s problems. | 12. Afghanistan—Soviet proximity. During the time of British rule | in India, Afghanistan maintained a precarious security as a buffer state between British and Russian power. Now with a relative power vacuum about its non-Soviet borders, Afghanistan must rely largely on public opinion and world tensions to protect it from its Soviet neighbor. Afghanistan’s political relations with the USSR were sta- : bilized by a treaty of neutrality and non-ageression signed with that country in 1931. The Soviet Union hes along the entire length of : Afghanistan’s long northern border. The people living in northern : Afghanistan and on the Soviet side of the border are of the same racial : origin. Afghanistan has a population of only 12,000,000 people and is | | weak economically and militarily. The Afghan Government there- | fore, tries not to offend its northern neighbor. The Soviet Union from : time to time has found occasion to exert warning pressure on the : Afghan Government, the most recent being the Soviet démarche to : Afghanistan in August 1952 citing the treaty of 1931 and protesting | oil exploration by UN experts in northern Afghanistan. Thus Afghan- istan’s basic friendly feeling toward the United States and desires | for closer association with us are restrained by the threatening pres- | ence of the Soviet Union. N evertheless, Afghanistan has found it | possible to develop the southern areas of its territory with loans ob- ot tained from the Export-Import Bank. 
13. Ceylon-China rubber trade. Ceylon’s normally friendly rela- tions with the United States are overshadowed by its trade in rubber, |
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a strategic material, with Communist China. That trade necessitated 

suspension of United States technical assistance to Ceylon because of 

the provisions first of the Kem Amendment * and later of the Battle 

Act. Ceylon began shipping rubber to Communist China in October 

1951, for which it was paid premium prices. In December 1952 Ceylon 

| ratified a five-year agreement with Communist China whereby it | 

agreed to provide that country with rubber at premium prices, and 

Communist China agreed to provide Ceylon with rice at a lower than 

market price. Thus Ceylon is taking the risk that a major portion of its 

economy may become tied to that of a communist country. In spite 

of some anti-American feeling in the past, the United States considers 

Ceylon to have a pro-United States, free world orientation, and to have 

tried to minimize the strain on its relations with the United States 

caused by its trade in rubber with China. oe 

14. Nepal—Ties with India. Nepal is a virtual dependency of India, — 

| and that country is reluctant to permit any other to establish close 

relations with Nepal. In addition, the Nepalese are suspicious of all 

foreigners. Within those limits, Nepal is friendly to the United States 

although from time to time it tries to play us off against India. Nepal 

is small, landlocked mountain kingdom best known for its Gurkhas, 

who under the British, and in the Indian army, have made first-class 

soldiers. Nepal remained independent even during the height of British 

power, but since the advent of freedom in the sub-continent it has come , 

more and more under Indian influence. India regards Nepal as of high 

| strategic value and Nehru has declared that any attack on Nepal would 

be regarded as an attack on India. The Indians are apprehensive of 

our information and technical assistance activity in Nepal, so it 1s very 

important that they feel themselves well informed of our activities in 

that country. Our policy should be independent, but we should keep 

the Indians apprised of our objectives and what we are doing. 

7 INTERNAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

15. The governments of South Asia are confronted with formidable 

political and economic problems. The major ones are: (a) establish- 

ment of lasting democratic political institutions; (6) perceptible eco- 

nomic improvement; (c) internal social conflicts; (d) threats to | 

| internal political stability; (¢) regional conflicts; and (f) the threat 

of communism. : 

Establishment of lasting democratic political institutions 

16. India. India adopted its constitution in November 1949 and 

under it became a “sovereign democratic republic” on January 26, 

1950, In 1951-1952 India conducted its first nation-wide elections 

27’he Kem Amendment was subsection (a) of section 1302 of the Third Sup- | 

plemental Appropriation Act of 1951, which was signed into law on June 2, 1951, 

as Public Law 45. For the text, see 65 Stat. 63. |
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_ under that constitution, the largest free elections ever held. The con- 
stitution seems to be working satisfactorily. It is a document which in 
some considerable part consists of statements of goals rather than of 
law, some of which will take time to implement because of the rigidity 
of the social system. For example, the constitution abolishes “untouch- 
ability”, but the untouchable class, numbering some 50 million people, 
still remains as an underprivileged and discontented minority. One of 
the greatest achievements of the government of India following the 
withdrawal of the British and the partition of the subcontinent in | 

| 1947 has been the creation without bloodshed of a union of states with | 

effective control in the hands of the central government. Although 
sentiment in favor of cohesion, which springs from the long struggle 
for independence, continues strong, there are a number of factors 

| which tend to lead to a breaking up of Indian unity. These include: 
(a) its large area which is approximately half that of the United 

| States; (0) the variety and complexity of customs and religious be- 
liefs; (c) the diversity of its peoples and linguistic differences; and 
(zd) regional political and economic interests. Linguistic differences 
are of present importance because there is an active movement for re- 
drawing the state boundaries along linguistic lines rather than re- 
taining the old administrative ones developed by the British. This 
movement has been successful in severing from the populous province 
of Madras the Telegu-speaking area of Andhra which on October 1, 
1953 became a separate state. The movement for linguistic states, if 
continued, might eventually lead to disorganization within India 
which, at a time when India is struggling with great economic and 
political problems, would have serious consequences. It is also possible 
that disorganization in India might procced to the point of separatism 
which, aside from the obvious implications for India, would create 
an area of great instability in South Asia which the Communist bloc 
could exploit at will to the disadvantage of the free world. 

17. Pakistan. Pakistan has not yet been able to enact a constitution 
satisfactory both to the mullah-dominated proponents of an Islamic 

state and the progressive-minded groups who desire a secular state; 
nor one which is acceptable to the political groups in East Pakistan 
and their antagonists in West Pakistan as to the representation to be 
accorded their respective areas. It appears, however, that certain com- _ 
promises of these basic questions are being found and a new constitu- 
tion soon may become law. Meanwhile, Pakistan’s constituent assembly | 
continues as its parliament. During the administration of the former 
Prime Minister, Kwaja Nazimuddin, political and economic conditions | 
in Pakistan became so bad that the Governor General and a number | 

of military leaders consulted together and summarily removed Nazi- oo 

muddin and replaced him with Mohammed Ali, at that time Pakistan’s 
Ambassador to the United States. This step is believed to have been | 
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carried out in a legal manner. Recognizing the danger of creating a 
precedent, the present government is working vigorously on a constitu- 
tion which it hopes to have accepted in the near future. 

18. Ajghanistan, Nepal and Ceylon. In Afghanistan progressive 
| democratic aspirations have been granted little more than token ex- 

pression. Afghanistan’s constitutional monarchy permits all Afghan 
men over 20 to vote, but the government is under the almost complete 
control of the royal family. Nepal, formerly a monarchy under the 
despotic control of hereditary prime ministers, since early 1951 has 
been struggling with almost complete lack of success to establish a 
popular government under cabinet rule. Ceylon’s constitution, which 
permits universal suffrage, has been relatively successful as a means 
of providing democratic government in that island. | 
Perceptible economic improvement | 

19. General. The economic problems of the countries of South Asia 
have reached huge proportions. The traditionally low standard of liv- 
ing has been further declining for over a decade. Land tenure systems 
are antiquated and uneconomic. Agricultural methods largely are 
primitive, irrigation inadequate, food shortages chronic, and famine 
commonplace. Natural resources and industry are acutely underdevel- 
oped. The constantly increasing pressure of population on underde- 
veloped resources requires developmental measures of great magnitude. 
The people of the newly-independent countries had exaggerated beliefs 
as to the immediate benefits that independence would bring. They 
thought freedom from British rule would mean freedom from want, 
and they have been sorely disillusioned. Having rejected the low stand- 
ards of living which they had accepted without complaint for centur- 
ies, the people are actively discontented with existing social and 
economic conditions. They are tempted by the communists, who attack 
and obstruct economic development plans of the present government, as 
well as by extremist reactionary groups. The latter, such as the Hindu 
Mahasabha, though small in number, have an influence disproportion- 
ate to their size, because their tenets have strong roots in Hindu cul- 
ture and past Hindu glory. The South Asian governments are on trial. 
If democratic government is to survive in South Asia, it must prove its 
worth by bringing about perceptible improvement in the economic 
conditions of the people. a | 

India | 
20. India is confronted with a number of serious problems, including 

popular demand for an increase in the standard of living, desirability 
of an increase in food production, availability of funds for economic 
development, and the rapid increase in India’s population which is 
being augmented at the rate of 1.4%, or nearly 5 million persons 
annually. The amount of available food is limited by the loss of food-
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producing areas to Pakistan in the partition of the sub-continent and 
to such factors as unreliable water supply, outmoded methods of 
cultivation, current conditions of tenancy, and fragmentation of hold- 
ings. Consumption is further limited by problems of distribution and 
lack of purchasing power. The Indian Census Commissioner has 
estimated that to barely meet the expected population increase (with- 
out raising present standards of consumption or increasing food 
imports) his country would have to increase agricultural production 
over 1951 levels by 21% by 1961, 37% by 1971, and 54% by 1981 when 
it 1s estimated that the population will reach 520 million, if not 
checked. India has been importing food grains at an average annual 
rate of 2-4 million tons, at a cost of approximately 30% of her total 

export earnings. However there are prospects for a considerable in- 
crease in domestic grain production in 1954. The U.S. program of 
technical and special economic assistance has been largely devoted to 

agriculture, most directly to increasing by 7.6 million tons the annual 
production of food grains, which is an important part of India’s Five 
Year Plan. Collateral objectives are: (a) production of higher pro- 
portion of high protein and protective foods; (6) improvement of 
distribution facilities; (¢) improvement in the management of soil 
and water resources. | | 

91. India’s exporting position is weak at this time. India’s cotton 
textile exports have been falling largely because of Japanese competi- 
tion. The jute market is declining. India is meeting increasing com- 
petition in the field of manganese. This is also the case for mica, for 
which industrial substitutes are being developed. a 

22. Indian industry is in its infancy. Its two large steel mills produce 
relatively little capital goods. India will be unable to meet domestic 
steel requirements for 10 to 20 years. However, its potential is high 
from the standpoint of vast reserves of iron ore, coal, bauxite and 
other minerals, and from the standpoint of processing of these raw | 
materials. 8 | | 

93. Eatent of investment in India. U.S. private investment in India | 
is very small, probably about $100 million. The most important single 
recent U.S. investment is the $35 million oil refinery for which Stand- | : 

ard Vacuum Oil Company received authorization in 1953, and the : 
recently concluded agreement for oil exploration and production in the , 
Bengal basin. About two-thirds of the estimated $1 billion of foreign : 

investment in India is held by U.K. nationals. Only 108 new projects 7 
involving private foreign capital have been approved by the govern- 

ment from early 1948 to mid-1952, of which 69 were British and only 13 | 

American. Total private foreign capital invested in this period was 

only $115,857,000 and American capital only $40,257,000. In compari- 
son, the Indian Five-Year Plan, scheduled to be completed by 1956, ! 
calls for an investment by India of the equivalent of $4.7 billion. Al- | 

|
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though it appears that India will not be able to finance the entire 
program, this large public investment may well stimulate more foreign 
and domestic private investments. 

24. Need for investment in India. The need for increased production 
of capital goods in India is particularly great, although the Govern- 
ment of India has also called for increased production of consumers’ 
goods. Specifically, India has been seeking foreign capital for steel, 
ferromanganese, cellulose pulp, newsprint, raw film, industrial ex- 
plosives, dye-stuffs, soda ash, moulding powders, and fertilizers. 
Indian industrialists have been seeking foreign capital for many small- 
scale projects for producing simple consumers goods, such as canned 
goods, dairy products, pressure cookers, etc. It is not known whether 
government approval could be obtained for these types of private for- 

_ eign investments. Rejections of applications during the past year were 
/ on the grounds that the projects were too indefinite, immature, or there 

was no satisfactory evidence of the financial standing of the promoters. 
25. Government policy on foreign investment has been ambiguous. 

On the one hand the GOT has encouraged foreign investment by : state- 
ments in favor of such investment, modifications of the exchange con- 
trol regulations to allow repatriation of earnings and new capital;a __ 

| guarantee against compulsory expropriation for 25 years accorded to 
oil companies ; provision of some relief on taxation of profits of foreign 
investors; consent to negotiate a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and 
Navigation with the U.S.; and inclusion in the budget presentation of 
March 1953 of a statement of intention to seek a tax treaty with the 
United States. | 

26. On the other hand, however, the climate of investment in India 
has been impaired by various government policies which reflect Indian 
nationalism and a fundamental distrust of western capitalism. Among 
these are: (1) Past Indian emphasis on nationalization of industry, 
which creates the fear that other (as yet unspecified) industrial activi- 
ties may be nationalized. (2) Pressure for the employment of Indian 
nationals. (3) Reluctance in its FCN treaty negotiations to provide 
for capital transfers under all conditions and a reluctance to take out 

| of the hands of Parliament the determination of just compensation in 
the event of nationalization. (4) The existence of the Industries De- 
velopment and Regulation Act which arouses in the minds of the 
potential investor fears of government interference in management, _ 
pricing, and even manufacture itself. _ 

Pakistan 

27, Pakistan’s severe economic difficulties have been somewhat con- 
cealed since partition by (1) an excellent harvest at the time of par- 
tition; (2) cash reserves gained at that time and since drawn down, 
perhaps unwisely ; (3) the Korean boom in jute and cotton. Pakistan’s 
original Six-Year Plan (1951-1957), scrapped in 1953, was based on
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a falsely favorable estimate of her situation. A new Five-Year Plan 
_ should be formulated by the end of 1954. Pakistan’s natural selt- 

| sufficiency in food has been temporarily upset by the disruption of 
| their agricultural system due to drought and insufficient canal water. 

28. Pakistan has practically no industry. Practically all the manu- 
facturing capacity of the sub-continent fell within the new India, at 
partition. The rate of capital formation and investment in Pakistan 
is very inadequate and foreign investment is negligible. Capital for- 
mation in the fields of textiles and power is on the rise, however. — 

29. About three fourths of the U.S. program of technical and special _ 
economic assistance to Pakistan is specifically devoted to agriculture, 
and part of the remainder will also benefit agriculture indirectly. It is : 
proposed in FY 1955 to emphasize rapid increases in food production | 
to avoid deficits like those of the past two years by increasing pro- 
ductivity on land already cultivated and by bringing new land under | 
cultivation and extending irrigation. me 
Internal social conflicts = - | 

80. In all of South Asia and particularly in India, internal conflicts” 
created by the evolution of new social patterns are a serious disuniting 
factor. Those conflicts were created by the impact of western ideas, 
religious beliefs, moral values, and productivity upon the folkways 
and mores of a society in which the masses are plodding, illiterate, 
sub-marginal farmers. All classes have been shaped by a way of life 
which stratified society according to caste and legalized oppression of 
the lowest. Western values acquired a special meaning, because they 
were supported by strong military force and by advanced technologies _ 
and sciences. Western experience also infused a new element into the 
historic Hindu-Moslem conflict which had torn the sub-continent for 
centuries—that of nationalism. Many South Asians have accepted 
Western values and discarded those of their fathers. Others have at- 
tempted to select desirable elements from both. Some have reverted 

_ fanatically to their traditional beliefs. Great numbers have relin- | 
quished their old beliefs and rejected the Western ones, and drift aim- | 
lessly, or fall prey to the false leadership of the communists. The | 
old ways of life are giving way, or being modified; the strictures of 
caste and custom are being broken; and the resulting conflict is a : 

_ serious source of weakness to the South Asian countries. : 
Dhreats to internal political stability — | | 

31. The governments of the South Asian countries are currently 
struggling with major political and economic problems such as the | 
establishment of workable political institutions, perceptible economic 

| improvement, internal social conflicts and various regional conflicts. 
While endeavoring to resolve these various problems, opposition politi- 
cal groups in each country are constantly taking advantage of weak- | 
nesses and failures of the governments to force them from power. |
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Among these opposition groups, indigenous communists, although 
numerically small, represent a potential threat to continuing political 
stability. The loss of power by any one of the political parties presently 
in control in the South Asian countries would probably be harmful 
to U.S. security interest in the area. | | 

32. India. India’s first general nation-wide election was held under 
full adult suffrage and with an electorate of approximately 170,000,000 
voters, of which 106,000,000 actually voted, the largest number in the 
history of free democratic elections. The Congress Party received | 
44.9% of the votes, the Socialist Party 10.5% and the communist 4.5%. 
Membership in the Communist Party of India totals only about 
40,000. The concentration of communist strength in particular areas 
enabled them to win 23 seats in the central House of the People as 
compared to 12 for the Socialists out of a total of 489 seats, and 181 
seats in the state assemblies as compared to 126 for the Socialists out 
of a total of 3370, The Communist Party’s success in the elections con- 
siderably enhanced its opportunities for political action, but its 
further progress has been retarded by tactical and organizational dis- 
agreements. Unless the Congress Party can supply the needs of the 
people, it may lose its popular support and be succeeded by a series of | 
weak coalition governments. In such an eventuality, there would be 
strong efforts by the nationalist extremists and by the communists to 
seize control. The outcome would indeed be uncertain, but undoubtedly 
harmful to U. S. interests. | 

33. Pakistan. In Pakistan the Muslim League is the only political 
organization on a nation-wide basis, It completely controls the Gov- 
ernment, but is torn by provincialism, religious factionalism and per- 
sonal ambitions and jealousies within the party leadership. Its present 
government is relatively strong and stable, but if unsuccessful in its 
efforts to obtain U.S. military assistance will be greatly weakened and 

might even be forced to resign. Under such circumstances, a successor 
government would come from the leaders of the Muslim League, but : 

would be much less friendly to the United States. If the Muslim League 
is unsuccessful in bringing appreciable economic progress to Pakistan 
within the next few years, its leadership will be discredited in the pop- 
ular mind and political opposition will then be encouraged. The com- 
munists would exert every effort to capitalize on such a situation. The 

Communist Party of Pakistan is weak, numbering less than 5,000, and 
its popular following is small. Moreover, the CPP is troubled by fac- 
tionalism and chronic shortage of funds and is undisciplined and dis- 

organized. However, in time of national crisis, it would exert every 
effort to embarrass the government. 

34. Ceylon. The present Government of Ceylon is a moderate yet 
forward looking regime organized along western democratic lines. It 

is alive to the dangers of local communism which it vigorously opposes,
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| but has shown considerably less concern regarding international com- 
munism. In a population of 8,000,000, the Communist Party of Ceylon 
has a party membership of less than 2,000. N evertheless, by capitalizing 
on the government’s efforts to reduce governmental spending by 
sharply reducing the subsidy on rationed rice, the communists orga- | 
nized a strike in August 1953. The widespread rioting that paralyzed 
the city of Colombo and generally crippled transportation and com- 
munications throughout the Island for two days was curbed only after 
the government took vigorous police action. The CPC received con- 
siderable moral support when the Government of Ceylon signed a rice- 
rubber pact with Communist China in December 1952, The CPC re- 
mains as a small but nagging threat to the government, and will con- 
tinually be on the alert to exploit any indication of governmental 
weakness, | Oo | 

30. Afghanistan. The Afghanistan Government is in practice an 
oligarchy, under the domination of the ruling family which has ef- 
fective control of the country. Loss of control by the present ruling 
oligarchy could lead to bloody tribal warfare, perhaps inviting, as 
occurred in 1929, the entry of Soviet troops on Afghan territory. : 

36. Nepal. The Nepalese Government is largely under the guidance 
of the Indian Government and has been saved thus far from rule by 
extremists of the right or left only through the firm intervention of | India, The present coalition continues, as its predecessors, to be weak ; and confused. | | | | 
Regional conflicts | oe | | 

37. Almost all of the countries of South Asia are burdened with | 
serious intra-regional disputes. 

38. India and Pakistan—Partition disputes. India and Pakistan are 
in conflict on a great number of issues arising out of the partition of | British India into two separate nations. The most important is the | Kashmir issue, which continues to cause great tension. At the time of 
partition Kashmir, whose people were predominantly Muslim, was 
ruled by a Hindu Maharaja who, following a Muslim revolt in his 
state and an invasion of Muslim tribesmen, acceded to India on a pro- 
visional basis. Fighting between Indian and Pakistan troops which 
ensued was brought to a halt through UN efforts leading to the estab- : lishment of a cease-fire line as of J anuary 1, 1949, Since that time, UN 
efforts to assist in reaching a solution have met with some success, A settlement still seems remote, however, although recently the problem | has been receiving the personal attention of the prime ministers of : India and Pakistan. The problem is highly fraught with religious ! animosities and national jealousies, The question of distribution of irrigation canal waters too has also become a serious issue, Rehabilita- : tion of millions of refugees who crossed from each side to the other : and the disposition of their property has increased the strain on Indo- :
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Pakistan relations. As a result, the historic Hindu-Moslem religious 

hostility has been perpetuated in the national policies of the two coun- 

tries. Friction between India and Pakistan has contributed to internal 

social tensions within those countries. It has induced them to incur 

heavy military expenditures and has deterred the development of 

mutually advantageous economic relations. It has also prevented them 

from reaching understanding on common defense of the area against 

outside aggression and other problems of mutual concern. If they can 

be induced to settle their differences, their burdens will be considerably 

lightened. —— 

39. Pakistan and Afghanistan—Pushtoonistan. Afghan-Pakistan 

relations are strained by a controversy over the status of the Pushtu- 

speaking tribesmen (Pathans) living in Pakistan. Afghanistan, which 

is ruled by a Pathan clan, has attempted to stimulate an independence 

movement among those tribesmen by propaganda and other activities. 

Pakistan rejects Afghanistan’s claims as an unwarranted interference 

in Pakistan’s internal affairs. The dispute has strained relations be- 

tween the two countries and restricted their trade, particularly that of 

Afghanistan. Its continuance could lead to exploitation by the Soviet 

Union. _ | | 

40. India and Ceylon—Protection of immigrants. Some 900,000 In- 

dian Tamils live in Ceylon. India’s efforts to protect the “rights” of 

those Tamils have created a serious problem between India and Ceylon. | 

The majority of the Tamils have not been able to meet the severe re- 

| quirements of the Government of Ceylon for proof of Ceylonese citi- 

zenship. The Government of India on its part recently has issued regu- 

lations restricting Indian citizenship. It has been estimated that a 

group of about 450,000 will be rendered stateless through inability to 

meet the qualifications for citizenship in either country. That group 

is particularly susceptible to communist agitation. — 

Threat of communism 

41. Progress in solution of the internal problems of the South Asian 

countries has a special urgency for the United States because of the 

communist threat. Internal communism is not yet a serious danger to 

governmental stability in South Asia, but it may become so if current 

| economic and social strains are not alleviated. The dimensions of the 

communist problem are magnified by the spread of communist military 

and political power elsewhere in Asia and by the ability of the com- 

, munist powers, particularly with respect to Afghanistan and Ceylon, 

to use direct diplomatic or economic pressures. Communist power has 

been spread through Asia by a variety of means including military 

aggression, internal subversion and legal political activity. Its spread 

| includes the consolidation of communist control in China, the prosecu- — 

tion of a three-year war in Korea, the seizure of Tibet, the continuing 

communist threat to Indochina and the balance of South East Asia,
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continual Soviet pressure on Afghanistan as illustrated by the Soviet 
| démarche to Afghanistan in August 1952, communist-instigated dis- 

turbances in Nepal, and Communist Party gains in the Indian national 
elections in 1952. The physical contiguity of the Soviet Union and 
Communist China to the South Asian countries gives a peculiar em- | 
phasis to the potential threat of Soviet imperialism, Nevertheless, it is | 
believed that at present the danger arises not so much from the imme- 

| diate prospect of Soviet military aggression as from internal subver- | 
sion and diplomatic pressure. 

Cons IDERATIONS IN U.S. POLICY = lee 
Military Defense | - | ; 

42. While capable at present of maintaining internal security, the 
countries of South Asia do not have, in themselves, the requisite mili- 
lary strength to successfully counter external Communist attack. 
Even India, the most powerful nation of the area, which in FY 754 | 
allocated 35.1% of her total budget of $1,281,821,000 to defense, could | 
not fend off an all-out Chinese Communist attack, ‘This military 
weakness springs from the lack of sufficient equipment, the dependence 
on foreign sources for military supply, the shortage of qualified . 
oificers, the need for command and staff experience in handling large | echelons and finally the want of Money necessary to remedy these _ | disabilities. If South Asia is to be defended it is quite plain that the | | coalition in the west must help. Such assistance should be directed 
towards: | _ 7 

_ @ The development of adequate military strength. - : 6. The establishment of a regional defense organization and its : linkage with those similar groups which must likewise be developed . in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. 
c. The insurance of military cooperation with the remainder of the : free world. — | | 
43. In the development of adequate military strength South Asian | nations must be encouraged to make a realistic appraisal of their military situation vis-A-vis the Communist threat and, in the light | afforded by such analysis, to budget the proper proportion of their | resources to help meet their defense requirements, Likewise, the nations of the west in their own security interests may have to consider , the provision of grant military aid to selected South Asian nations. : Equally important is the fact that they may have to decide to what | extent they will assist South Asia in case of Communist attack. — | 44, There is no collective defense organization in South Asia at the | present time. The concept of a Middle East Defense Organization in- : _ ¢luding certain western powers, the Arab States and Pakistan was set , aside in the spring of 1953 because of Opposition to MEDO as con- | | templated. NSC 155/1 states, as an alternative, that the United States |
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should take leadership in bringing the countries of the area (Near 

Eastern states and other Asian and African states, particularly Pak- 

istan) into an organization to promote U.S. security interests, to in- | 

crease confidence in the United States, and to help in developing 

indigenous forces which can improve political stability, internal | 

, security, and the maintenance of pro-western regimes, and ultimately 

contribute to area defense. NSC 155/1 continues that we should select 

certain key states for this type of assistance, choosing those who are 

most keenly aware of the threat of Soviet Russia and who are geo- 

graphically located to stand in the way of possible Soviet aggression. 

In this regard, 155/1 directs that special consideration should be given | 

| to Turkey, Iraq, Syria, Iran and Pakistan.° 

45. During recent months, efforts have been made to build on Pak- 

istan as a country at the eastern end of the northern tier of Middle 

Eastern states. These efforts have been assisted by indications that _ 

Turkey and Pakistan themselves wish to develop a defense arrange- 

ment which might, at a later stage, be expanded to include other 

Middle Eastern states, particularly Iraq and possibly Iran. The in- 

clusion of Pakistan in a Middle East defense arrangement of some ~ 

type would materially increase its importance, and, from a military 

point of view, would be most desirable. Meanwhile, however, pre- 

mature and widespread rumors and publicity regarding the possible 

extension of U.S. military aid to Pakistan provoked an extreme re- 

action in India. India was opposed because it feared such action would 

advance cold war preparations into the “no war” area of South Asia 

and would add military strength to Muslim Pakistan in its relations | 

| - with Hindu India. The Indian reaction may lead to an intensification 

of differences in U.S.-Indian relations and possibly to more friendly 

Indian relations with the Soviet bloc but would probably not lead to 

any major change in India’s foreign policies. It is believed that over 

the course of time, the violence of Indian feeling would in the absence 

of exacerbating circumstances, tend to subside. However, there is a 

danger that frictions and disagreements between the United States 

and India might be aggravated as a result of continuing resentment. 

Such a development would make it easier for India to drift into an 

| eventual position of isolation from Western friendship and support, 

in which it would be more susceptible to communist pressures. 

46. The countries of the area, with the exception of Pakistan, are : 

fearful of involvement in war. India, for example, strongly advocates 

a policy of “non-involvement” in the struggle between the Soviet bloc 

and the West which it hopes will continue to permit it to concentrate 

ona five year plan for the economic improvement of the Indian people. 

Likewise, Nehru has dreams of South Asia, under his leadership, rising 

to become a great “third force” in the world, This attitude of “neutral- 

3 For the text of NSC 155/1, July 14, 1953, see volume Ix.
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| ism” is understandable in view of the overwhelming economic and | political problems of the area and the present lack of adequate military strength among the South Asian nations. Such a neutral position may | have a short-range value to both South Asia and to the free world, | giving South Asia the time in which to develop its strength and afford- ing the West the opportunity to use South Asia in a mediator’s role in 

dealing with the Communists. In the long run, however, in preparing to defend ourselves in a war with the Soviet bloc, the free world cannot permit South Asia to remain neutral and thereby deny the use of mili- | tary facilities and strategic resources in the area. South Asia must be made to realize that its ultimate choice lies with the Kremlin or the 
West. | 

Commonwealth ties | 
47. India, Pakistan and Ceylon are members of the Commonwealth 

of Nations, an association which we favor. Their membership is helpful to them in a variety of ways. As new members they benefit from the experience of the older, more mature and more stable powers. They | participate in a broad exchange of information, intelligence and tech- | niques. They have received technical and financial assistance from other | members, notably through the Colombo Plan, Their membership gives : them an added stability, importance and influence which individually — i no one of them would have, F urthermore, though tenuous, the Com- monwealth tie is an important psychological bond with the West. The three countries accepted membership in the Commonwealth only after _ a careful evaluation of its benefits to them, and have continued their : membership on the same basis, On balance the membership of India, | Pakistan and Ceylon in the Commonwealth is advantageous to the United States because of its stabilizing and moderating influence on : them and because it affords an additional channel which can be em- | ployed, as appropriate, for the furtherance of United States objectives in the area. | | 
India | 7 | : 

48. United S‘ates policy in South Asia must necessarily give par- : ticular emphasis to the primary powers in the area—India and Paki- : stan. Indeed India potentially is the pivot of the whole area and the : results would be very serious if its moderate regime were to be forced | from power. India, with a population of over 365 million, is the strong- est politically, economically and militarily of the South Asian coun- | tries (although by United States standards it is economically and : militarily weak), and ranks as a major industrial nation of all Asia. It has the greatest capacity of any South Asian country for making a | long-term constructive contribution to the free world although its policy of non-involvement inhibits close cooperation,
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Pakistan | | 

49, Pakistan, with its 78 million population separated into two 

parts by a thousand miles of Indian territory, is weaker than India 

economically and politically and is much less endowed with economic 

and military potentials. It does offer, however, the greatest possibili- 

ties, next to Turkey, for contributing to the defense of the Middle 

East and has indicated its willingness to enter into closer association 

with the United States. Like India, 1t has substantial need for eco- 

_ nomic assistance. Its present capacity to absorb aid in some fields, 

however, is less than that of its neighbor. The United States loan for 

wheat in 1952 was gratefully received and the wheat gift in 1953 has 

been tremendously appreciated. The increased friendliness toward the 

United States which has resulted is of great value to us, for it is felt | 

that the combination of the strength of religious belief and the martial 

spirit of the people make Pakistan a country that can be relied upon 

as one of the great bulwarks in that area against communism. 

Afghanstan — | 

50. Afghanistan could offer only insignificant resistance to Soviet 

| attack. However, such an aggression would serve to draw the South 

Asian countries closer together and toward an alignment with the 

West... . The kind of assistance we can now give Afghanistan can 

do little to prevent aggression, but we are strengthening the country 

against subversion through technical cooperation projects and an 

Export-Import Bank loan for economic development. 

Nepal a 

51. Nepal, too, could do little to defend itself. Its government is 

weak, disorganized and with little democratic basis. Like Afghanistan, _ 

it is landlocked and at the mercy of its great neighbors. Its only real 

strength lies in its close relationship to India which some years ago 

indicated publicly that an attack on Nepal would be regarded as an 

attack on India. It would be helped by membership in the UN, a mem- 

bership which we support. Working in close consultation with India 

the United States has conducted a limited technical assistance pro- 

gram in order that Nepal, the most vulnerable of the South Asian 

countries, may be able to make some contribution to its own 

advancement.- | 

| Ceylon Oo | 

52. Though small and weak, Ceylon produces important quantities 

of tea and rubber, possesses a potentially valuable naval base (con- 

trolled by the British), and is an important communications link. Ar- 

rangements with Ceylon for the utilization and the expansion by the 

United States of radio broadcasting facilities in Ceylon are an im- 

portant element in the capability of the United States to carry on 

psychological and propaganda programs in the area. Separated from —
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the Asian land mass by the Palk Strait, it is not susceptible to attack | except by naval or air power. It is not a member of the UN, so it has | not considered itself bound by the UN embargo on shipments of strate- gic materials to Communist China. Its strategic location would make it & great communist prize and as such a threat. to shipping. Our policy must be directed toward preventing any extension of communist influ- ence while at the same time exerting every effort to make clear to the Ceylonese the perils of their present course. The problem requires great patience and forbearance, _ | 

| felationships between free Asia and Japan | Seah | 53, Both India and Pakistan greeted the re-emergence of J apan as a world power with deliberate efforts to foster good will. Both coun- tries renounced any war reparations, acts which were greatly appre- _ ciated in Japan. Trade relations were resumed in 1947 , and are grow- | | ing in importance. J apan now is the leading importer of Pakistan’s goods. Trade between J apan and India has developed somewhat more | slowly than between Japan and Pakistan because Japanese and Indian _ exports are less complementary than is the case with Pakistan; Japan : has extended liberal] credits to Pakistan ; India is fearful of J apanese : competition with Indian products; and India has tried to drive very | hard bargains with J apan. Japan needs the raw materials (cotton, jute, coking coal, Manganese and iron ore) which Pakistan and India can offer and those countries need the machinery and other manufactured goods which J apan must export. It would appear that the possibility | of mutually satisfying their respective needs would lead to the develop- | ment of much greater trade, and at least in the case of Pakistan this may eventuate. U.S. security interests would be furthered by any con- tribution Japan could make, particularly through trade and invest- ment, in increasing the economic strength and political stability of ! South Asia and the Far East, However, U.S. hopes of building polit- ical and economic strength in Japan and decreasing J apanese suscep- tibility to the attractions of markets on the Chinese mainland through | developing a broad pattern of trade between Japan and free Asia ! have fallen far short of fulfillment as far as India js concerned. 4. India refused to attend the meeting at San Francisco in Septem- ber 1951 to sign the Treaty of Peace with J apan,‘ giving as its objec- | tions that the treaty did not give J apan a position of “honor, equality and contentment among the community of free nations” and did not | enable all countries “specifically interested in a stable peace in the Far East” to subscribe to it sooner or later. India tried to influence other nations, including Burma, Ceylon and Indonesia to take a ; similar stand. India subsequently signed a liberal bilateral treaty with : _ Japan. India would like to Separate Japan from its close association 
“For documentation regarding the signing of the Treaty of Peace With Japan | 

in September 1951, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, Dp. 077 ff.
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with the United States and is jealous of the possible development of 4 

| great competitor in what India regards as its area of influence. USS. 

interests, therefore, will be best served by development of trade and 

other relationships between Japan and India (as well as other South 

Asian countries) by the peoples of the countries themselves and any 

sponsorship from the United States should be quiet and unobtrusive. 

U.S. aid programs 

55. United States extension of developmental and technical aid, as 

well as emergency assistance where needed, has strengthened the gov- 

ernments and supported the economies of the countries of the area. 

United States technicians and United States advice have actively 

participated in the composition and direction of the countries’ devel- 

opmental efforts. For example, fertilizer and tube wells furnished 

by the United States aid program should increase food production in 

South Asia during the next crop season by about 400,000 tons. Four 

thousand tons of DDT, 4 million resochin tablets, and numbers of 

sprayers and vehicles have been furnished to India to assist in its 

national program to eradicate malaria in five years. United States aid _ 

has stimulated the Government of India to initiate in about 22 areas, 

embracing over 22,000 villages and 21 million people, a “orass roots” 

program of community development. This program 1s extremely im- 

portant because of the number of people it will reach. The United 

States program has stimulated similar community development in 

Pakistan and in Nepal. In Afghanistan, United States aid is supply- 

ing technical advice to the government in the administration and 

efficient utilization of the resources of the Helmand Valley in which 

project the United States already has invested $21 million in a loan 

to the Afghan Government by the Export-Import Bank. In general, 

the United States aid program is demonstrating to the masses of the 

people in the area United States willingness to assist in the develop- 

mental activities of their governments, United States emergency aid 

has been of real assistance to both India and Pakistan. The United 

- States food aid loan of $190 million to India in 1951 for the purchase 

of approximately two million tons of wheat rescued that country 

from a desperate position. Similarly, in 1953 the United States gift 

of 700,000 tons of wheat to Pakistan saved that country from the 

ravages of famine. However, those countries still face problems which 

severely tax their present material and technical resources, and the 

nature and effectiveness of United States efforts to help them may be a 

strong factor in determining whether they develop into more stable 

and viable components of the free world or lapse into a state of internal 

weakness inviting communist domination. United States willingness 

to assist those countries has been of help in reducing the psychological 

obstacles to friendship with the United States, although only time can 

cure some of their deep-seated prejudices. |
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_ GENERAL POLICIES TOWARD SOUTH ASIA 1117 | | 56. The need for additional investment in India is very great. Popu- lation increase is pressing so hard upon production that, as already noted, the standard of living is declining. The Indian Five-Year Plan is not too large for the need, but is probably larger than the admin- | istrative and technical talents which have been available to carry it | out. In addition to the problem of a lack of foreign exchange, there are the problems of a lack of trained manpower and of internal finance. On this latter point, India’s vast population has been so close to a subsistence standard of living that there is constant pressure on avail- | able production to supply consumption requirements to the neglect | of capital needs, Additional taxation for capital investment is immedi. ately reflected in consumption levels, Deficit financing, having the same result through the inflationary process, is the chief alternative. | India is carrying out a Five-Year Plan which has been estimated to | cost the equivalent of $4.7 billion. Out of large sterling balance hold- | ings, India has available about $600 million worth of sterling which | it is free to use in the sterling area. An additional $100 million will be released from blocked funds for each of the four years 1954-57. How- ever, it still appears that India may be unable by as much as $650 mil- lion, to finance the Five-Year Plan. | | 57. United States technical and economic assistance to the countries of South Asia has been only a very small percentage of the amounts expended by the countries themselves in their self-help efforts. United States assistance to India may reach a level of approximately $100. million a year. Grant assistance has been made available on the assump- tion that the loan Servicing capacity of the recipient countries would be fully utilized. Since independence the IBRD has made loans to India for railway rehabilitation, agricultural machinery, power : development and to increase India’s iron and steel capacity. As of : June 30, 1953, these loans amounted to $109 million and an additional $50 million loan application was under consideration, Pakistan has : borrowed $30 million from the IBRD for railroad rehabilitation and agricultural development, $28 million from the U. K. for development : and balance of payments purposes and has received a commercial line : of credit of $16 million from Japan. Afghanistan has borrowed $21 million from the Export-Import Bank for development in Helmand Valley and is presenting another application to the Export-Import | Bank for about. $36 million for similar purposes. It is estimated that $60 million may become available to India from other participants in | the Colombo Plan, — | 
98. The period of the next. few years 1s likely to be one of chronic cconomic difficulties which the countries of the area must surmount if political crises are to be avoided or confronted successfully. United States policy may be a strong factor in determining whether the coun- | tries of the region will continue to develop in the democratic frame- work or will fall under communist control.
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790.5/3-154 
| 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near astern, 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Acting Secre- 

tary of State * 
| 

TOP SECRET [WasutneTon,] March 1, 1954. 

Subject: Conclusions Reached at Meeting of U.S. Ambassadors to 

South Asia | | 

Discussion: - 

Our Ambassadors to Iran, India, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Burma 

and Ceylon ? held an informal meeting in Ceylon ? on February 12 and 

13. My deputy, Jack Jernegan, also was present. The most most im- | 

portant subject discussed was the policies and influence of India in the 

South Asian area, with special reference to United States military 

assistance to Pakistan.’ The Ambassadors unanimously agreed that 

India is the major element in the South Asian area, but zt was the 

consensus that while India can and will cause difficulties for the United 

States in the region this should not deter us from pursuing policies 

we think important, such as military aid to Pakistan. It was further 

agreed that India’s influence on the other states of the area is by no 

means decisive. : | | | 

Certain specific conclusions of the meeting are given below. I should 

like to call especially to your attention the statement in numbered 

Paragraph 4 that “all of those present agreed with the decision to gue 

military aid to Pakistan”. 
| 

Conclusions : - 

1. None of the states in the conference area (Iran, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma) genuinely desires Indian leadership or 

will necessarily follow India in international affairs. . 

9. India and Burma are the two staunchest advocates of neutralism 

in the conference area but Burma’s “neutralist” policy 1s an independ- 

ent policy® and Burma will strive to avoid Indian dictation. Af- 

| ghanistan follows a policy of cautious neutralism although it has indi- | 

7 Copies of this memorandum were furnished to Deputy Under Secretary of 

State Robert Murphy ; to Robert R. Bowie, Director of the Policy Planning Staff 

and Department of State Representative on the National Security Council 

Planning Board; and to Frederick E. Nolting, Special ‘Assistant to the Secretary 

of State for Mutual Security Affairs. 
, 

21nited States Ambassadors to these countries were, respectively, Loy W. 

Henderson, George V. Allen, Angus Ward, Horace A. Hildreth, William J. Sebald, 

and Philip K. Crowe. : | - 

3 The meetings were held at Nuwara Eliya, Ceylon. 

‘ Also present was James Espy, Counselor of Embassy, Ceylon. 

>For documentation regarding the granting of U.S. military aid to Pakistan, 

see pp. 1818 ff. and volume Ix. 

‘Kor documentation concerning U.S. political and economic relations with 

Burma, and United States concern with the presence of Chinese Nationalist 

troops in Burma, see volume XII. 
-
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| cated an interest in obtaining U.S. military aid.’ Pakistan has vir- tually aligned itself with the West. Iran is officially neutral but its government looks to the West. The present government of Iran would probably join the Turkish-Pakistan defense arrangement °if through ‘USS. assistance it could build up an army at least capable of delaying- defense action if attacked by the U.S.S.R. The Ceylonese Government : rejects neutralism,! 

| | 3. There is little enthusiasm except nm India for a third bloc. There | 1s no present Prospect of a general regional defense arrangement in South Asia proper. | | | | 4. American military aid to Pakistan is unlikely to arouse serious | resentment or fear in any country of the area other than India, al- though certain elements in Burma, Afghanistan, Iran and possibly | Ceylon will be critical and/or envious. In India itself, it is probable | that the U.S. can weather the storm without disastrous consequences. All of those present agreed with the decision to give military aid to Pakistan. oe | 
| 0. The linking of military aid to Pakistan with the beginning of a | regional defense arrangement in the Middle East wil] probably be | politically beneficial to the United States and the free world. One of the benefits should be on the one hand a weakening of the neutralist sentiment in the area and on the other a strengthening of the hands of : those who favor alignment with the West. , | 6. There is no sympathy for communism on the part of any of the : governments in the area, so far as their domestic affairs are concerned. There is no serious threat of a communist takeover in any country at the present time. India’s relations with Soviet Russia are increasingly j friendly and India is the only country in the area which attempts to | maintain cordial relations with Red China. In Burma the relationship : with Red China and the U.S.S.R. is correct and formal and in the case of Red China is primarily influenced by fear of Chinese power, Af- ghanistan is in the same position with respect to Russia and its rela- : tionship with Red China is also correct and formal. Ceylon has no dip- : lomatic missions from or to Russia or Red China and openly discour- : ages communist goodwill missions, trade delegations, and the like. Iran | does not recognize Red China but attempts to maintain friendly rela- _ tions with Russia. Pakistan maintains relations with Red China and | Russia but is cool towards both. | a : 7. American. economic and technical aid is both desired and needed in all the States of the area. Even Burma, which has requested the dis- 

For documentation regarding U.S. policies with respect. to Afghanistan, see pp. 1447 ff. 

: 
° For documentation regarding U.S. policies with respect to Iran, see volume x. ° For documentation, see volume tx. For documentation regarding U.S. policies with respect to Ceylon, see - E 

pp. 1499 ff. | | 
: 

213-752 0 ~ 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 5 

.
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continuance of American technical assistance, is showing appreciation 

of the work already done and could reverse its action if certain un- 

related political problems (such as the KMT troops) were out of the 

way. Ceylon, which is not receiving help because of its rubber-rice 

trade with China, may be prepared to break the Chinese contract next 

summer if the U.S. will offer substantial economic aid to cushion the 

blow of lost profits. A package deal might be worked out by which 

the U.S. could get certain military facilities it desired. 

Generally speaking, our economic aid is proving effective in the 

countries to which it has been extended and should be continued dur- 

ing the coming fiscal year.” 

1A detailed record of the proceedings of the Nuwara Eliya meetings, along 

with related materials pertaining to the meetings, is in Department of State 

files 120.4382 and 120.4346. 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda”’ 

Memorandum by the Executive Secretary (Lay) to the National 

Security Council * 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 2, 1954. 

Subject: U.S. Policy Toward South Asia | 

References: A. NSC 5409? 
B. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same sub- 

ject, dated February 28, 1954 * | 

The enclosed revised Financial Appendix for the reference report 

on the subject is transmitted herewith for Council information in 

connection with its consideration of NSC 5409 at its meeting on 

March 4, 1954.4 The enclosure supersedes the Financial Appendix 

transmitted by the reference memorandum of February 23 which 

should be destroyed by burning. | 

: James S. Lay, JR. 

2 Copies of this memorandum and the enclosure to it were furnished to the 

Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, the Chair- 

man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence. 

2 Dated Feb. 19, p. 1089. 

$Not printed. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda”’ ) 

+See the memorandum of discussion, infra. .
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[Enclosure] 

U.S. Poticy Towarp Sourn Asta (NSC 5409) | 
Financran Apprnprx 

| 
SUMMARY _ 

| 1. Estimated expenditures for FY 1954 through FY 1956 total | ~ $366 million (Tables I-A and I-B). | 2. At the beginning of FY 1954, there was an unexpended carry- | Over of $90.5 million available for proposed programs. Based on the current programming of appropriations already made for FY 1954 and requested for FY 1955, new funds of $280.1 million would be | provided in these years compared with expenditures of $208.5 million. 

| 
years, I p | There would be an unexpended balance of $169.1 million at the end © of FY 1955 available for future expenditure. 

oe Special Note: Amounts programmed as funds available are subject : to future executive decisions to transfer funds from one program to another, and to Congressional deci- : sions on current appropriation requests. Al] estimates , are subject to the following assumptions, footnotes and detailed comments shown below. _ 

| ASSUMPTIONS 
- | 1. That the countries of South Asia wil] continue their own efforts | 

_ to expand their economies so that U.S. assistance, though important will be only a small bercentage of their own self-help efforts, | 2. That there will be no local war Involving any of the South Asian | countries within the period of the financial estimate, . ! 3. That although the threat of a general war between the Free World and the Soviet Union wil] continue, war itself will not materialize dur- ing the period of the financial estimate. | 4. That the increased aid projection for South Asia as shown in Tables I-A and I-B will not necessarily increase over-al] foreign assistance expenditures if the anticipated decline in expenditures fox Europe occurs. 

| 

|
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EstimMATED CosTsS OF THE PROPOSED POLICIES 

| Table I-A. Expenditures By Program—F Y 1952-FY 1956 | 

(Millions of Dollars) 

(Totals do not add because of rounding) 

Actual Ez-. 
penditures Estimated Expenditures 

ee TSS 
eee 

1952 1953 1954 1956 1956 Total 

Economic Assistance (Total) 
5.5 78.0 102.0 185.5 

Afghanistan 
Ceylon 
India 

* * 15 65.0 86.0 

Nepal 
| 

Pakistan 
* * 4.0 130 160 

Technical Assistance (Total) 16 305 551 49.5 39.4 144. 0 

Afghanistan 
T 3 6 9 1.5 | 

India 
12 27.3 45.7 39.0 27. 0 

Nepal 
T .2 J4 6 .9 : 

Pakistan 
3 #27 «+885 9.0 10.0 

Military Assistance (Total) | $10.0 $10.0 20.0 

Pakistan | | 10.0 10.0 

| Information Actwities (Total) 4.2 41 2.5 4,1 4.1 10.8 

Afghanistan 
Jl T T Jl 1 

Ceylon : .2 .2 1 «2 2 

India | 2.7 2.7 #17 2.9 2.9 

Nepal + ¢ +t Tt. 1 
Pakistan 

10 10 .6 .9 (wD | 

Educational Exchange and Related 

Activities (Total) 1.5 #12 L7 2.1 2.4 6. 1 

Afghanistan 
+ T T T 

Ceylon : 1 T 2 2 2 

India 
.8 7 7 JT 

India (Special) § | . 5  .8 11 

Nepal 
t } t } t 

Pakistan | .5 JA 4 JA J4 : 

Total 
72 35.8 648 143.7 157.9 366.4 

*Included under technical assistance in FY 1952 and FY 1953. [Footnote in 

the source text.| 
| | 

tLess than $100,000. [Footnote in the source text.] 

{Based on tentative assumption as to programmed funds in FY 1954. [Foot- 

note in the source text.] 
a a | 

§ Expenditures from “Educational Fund, Interest Payments by the Govern- 

ment of India, State’; a program of grants and exchanges to rehabilitate the 

educational system of India. [Footnote in the source text.]
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| Table I-B. Expenditures By Country—FY 1952-FY 1956 

(Millions of Dollars) 
| (Totals do not add because of rounding) © 

Actual oe | | Expendi- Estimated Expenditures 
tures | 1952 1958 1954 1965 1956 Total Afghanistan (Total) .2 4 .6 1.1 1.7 3. 4 Economic Assistance 

| 
; Technical Assistance | .3 . 6 .9 1.5 | Information Activities Jl 1 1 Exchange Activities I | || : Ceylon (Total) | .4 .3 18 .4 .4 1. 1 Economic Assistance — | : Technical Assistance : | Information Activities .2 .2 .l = 2 .20 | _ Exchange Activities — 1 | .2 .2 .2 | | India (Total) - Be 47 30.7 50.0 1083 117.6 275. 9 | Economic Assistance | q q 15 665.0 86.0 | | Technical Assistance 12 27.3 45.7 39.0 27.0 | Information Activities — 27 27 #17 2.9 2.9 | | Exchange Activities | 8 0 0 .t . 7 Special ** : | 5 8 li Nepal (Total) — | , | .8 .4 6 .9 1.9 Economie Assistance | Technical Assistance | .2 .4 .6 .9 Information Activities | | | | | | ‘ Exchange Activities 

Pakistan (Total) 19 4.1 13.5 33.3 37.3 84. 1. : _ Economie Assistance q q 4.0 13.0 160 : Technical Assistance -8 #27 8&5 9.0 100 f Military Assistance . | {10.0 [10.0 P Information Activities — 10 £21.0 .6 9 .9 = Exchange Activities | Oo .4 -4 ,4 40 E Total. ae | 7.2 35.8 164.8 143.7 157.9 366. 4 i 
Less than $100,000. [Footnote in the source text. ] {Included under technical assistance in FY 1952 and FY 1953. [Footnote in the source text.] 
**Expenditures from “Educational Fund, Interest Payments by the Govern- ment of India, State’: a program of. grants and exchanges to rehabilitate the educational system of India. [Footnote in the source text.] 

, tBased on tentative assumption as to programmed funds in FY 1954. [Footnote in the source text.] — 7
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ADDITIONAL FACTORS NOT INCLUDED IN TABLES I-A AND I-B 

Economic Assistance 

1. An emergency food loan of $190 million was made to India at 

the end of 1951.5 To date India has paid approximately $5 million 

interest on this loan. | 

9, An emergency wheat loan of $1.5 million was made to Afghanistan 

during FY 1953. The United States is now considering an additional , 

request by Afghanistan for a grant of 20,000 tons of wheat and flour. | 

3. Emergency wheat aid to Pakistan in FY 1953 involved a $15 

million loan and a grant of a maximum of one million tons of wheat 

from the CCC stocks. Of the grant amount, 700,000 tons valued at $76 

million is being shipped as rapidly as Pakistan can receive it. As of 

10 February 1954, 86% of this tonnage had already been shipped and 

about 70% had arrived in Pakistan. The need for the balance of the 

one million ton grant has not yet been determined. | 

4, Assistance to Ceylon was suspended after FY 1951 because of 

Ceylon’s shipments of rubber to Communist China. If the situation 

in Ceylon changes, technical and economic assistance may be re- 

sumed for FY 1955 and FY 1956. 

Military Assistance 

1. As of December 31, 1953, India and Pakistan had purchased 

military equipment in the United States under the Reimbursable Mili- 

tary Assistance Program amounting to the sum shown below and had 

, secured these purchases with cash advances and letters of credit: 

India $36.3 million 

Pakistan $26.5 million 

2, India’s purchases included 26 C-119 aircraft and 100 medium 

tanks, | a 

3. Pakistan’s purchases included 352 medium tanks, 75 90mm gun 

carriages (M36) and various types of ammunition (up to 90mm in 

size). 

5 Wor documentation regarding U.S. aid to India under the India Emergency 

Assistance Act of 1951, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. 2085 ff.



Table II. Availability of Funds in Relation to Expenditures | | | | FY 1953-FY 1955 
| | 

(Millions of Dollars) 
o | , Economic Technical Military Information Exchange 2 : Total Assistance —_ Assistance Assistance Activities Activities Fs 

Unexpended Carryover into FY 1954 —« 90.5 §§ 89. 3 1.2 I || < 
Plus: FY 1954 Funds (1388.7 | 75. 0 38. 1 ~ 920.0 3. 3 2. 3 . 

_ Equals: Total available for expendi- | | , | | 3 
| tures : | | ~ 229. 2 75. 0 127. 4 20.0 | 4.5 23 #8 

Less: Estimated expenditures FY : | 
o 

1954. | 64. 8 5. 5 666.1 2. 5 17 
Equals: Unexpended Carryover into | | | 

oA 
FY 1955 

164. 4 69.5 —— 72.3 20. 0 2. 0 -6 43 
Plus: FY 1955 Funds 141. 4 105. 0° 29. 5 * | 4.7 2.3 © 

: Equals: Total available for expendi- 
= 

tures — | 305. 8 174. 5 101. 8 20. 0 6. 7 2.9 p | 
| Less: Estimated expenditures FY 

5 
1955 : | 143. 7 78. 0 49. 5 10. 0 4.1 21 4 

Equals: Unexpended Carryover into 

oO 
| FY 1956 

162. 1 | 96. 5 52. 3 10. 0 2. 6 8 S ——_—_——_ 

Hy 
§§Included under Technical Assistance. [Footnote in the source text.] | 

> 
|| | Included in Information Activities, [Footnote in the source text. ] 

oN 
{{Tentative assumption. [Footnote in the source text.] 

: | is 
*The amounts to be programmed under the proposed policy of military assistance to Pakistan cannot now be estimated. [Footnote 

in the source text.] : | 

. 
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 187th M eeting. of the National 

Security Council on Thursday, M arch 4, 1954+ 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 

The following were present at the 187th NSC meeting: The Presi- 

dent of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United 

States; the Acting Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the | 

Director, Foreign Operations Administration; the Director, Office of 

Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary of the Treas- 

ury; Mr. Morrison for the Director, Bureau of the Budget ; the Chair- 

man, Atomic Energy Commission ; the Deputy Secretary of Defense; 

Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; Commissioner Campbell, 

AEC; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central 

Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Mr. Cutler and Mr. Jack- 

son, Special Assistants to the President; the Executive Secretary, 

NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 7 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 

main points taken. - 

[Here follows a discussion concerning significant world develop- 

ments affecting United States security, the status of United States pro- 

grams for national security as of December 31, 1953, and United States 

objectives in the event of general war with the Soviet bloc. | 

4. United States Policy Toward South Asta (NSC 5409; ? Memo for | 

NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated March 2, 

1954 °) 

Mr. Cutler either summarized or read the entire policy statement 

on South Asia. In the course of his exposition of the paragraph © 

directing the United States to attempt to discourage Ceylon from sell- 

ing strategic materials, particularly rubber, to Communist China, 

the President interrupted to ask to whom Ceylon might be expected 

to sell its rubber if not to Communist China. Mr. Cutler said that 

he was unable to say, but he hoped that the Ceylonese would find 

somebody to sell it to. Secretary Wilson said that rubber made an 

awful smell when you had toburnit. | 

The President commented, with evident heat, that we were allowing 

a bunch of damned idiots to force us into policies with respect to 

| trade that were absolutely foolish. | RT | 

The Vice President pointed out that the Ceylonese were very shrewd 

| and sophisticated traders. Their sale of rubber to China was merely 

« business deal and had nothing whatsoever to do with their political 

1This memorandum was drafted by S, Everett Gleason, the Deputy Executive 

Secretary of the National Security Council, on Mar. 5. 

2 Dated Feb. 19, p. 1089. | . | 

| 8 Supra. 
| 

-
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| beliefs. By and large, the people of Ceylon seemed to him just about , as anti-Communist as the Pakistanis, | OO 7 After this interruption, Mr. Cutler resumed his briefing with a dis- | cussion of the Financial Appendix to the South Asian policy paper. | He explained the extraordinary difficulty of making a concise and | clear statement as to the financing of the programs for this or for any other country or area. Despite the complexities, however, he felt that the Financia] Appendix did offer a reasonable order of magnitude of the costs of this policy over a three-year period, and also provided , Some idea of the availability of funds to meet such costs, If this Financial Appendix on South Asia met the test of usefulness, and if it could stand as a model for future financia] appendices regarding __ policies for other areas, the National Security Council would be pro- | vided with a basis upon which to determine priorities among the differ- | _ ent policy requirements, | | | - _ Secretary Humphrey expressed the earnest hope that Mr. Cutler - : would be able to carry through his plans for developing financial ap- _ , pendices, pointing out that the Council now had approved policies 7 which called for financial assistance to some 35 foreign countries. In | his opinion, said Secretary Humphrey, before any one of these policy : reports had been adopted by the National Security Council, we should | have had a clear idea of the total] picture of financial] requirements for foreign assistance. —_ 

| The President said that he could not agree more with the statement : that Secretary Humphrey had made, but that he nevertheless felt : compelled to remind the members of the Council that the United States had passed the point of scrutinizing its Programs to assist foreign nations in terms of a Single fiscal year. Instead, we should be thinking | in terms of decades or even of generations from the point of view of Our country’s welfare. Asa result of looming destructive power and the | psychological appeals of Communism, this country was going to be confronted with very great and very tangled problems. We should | therefore look upon the assistance we give to foreign nations as an | investment which wil] keep us out of a catastrophic war and perhaps provide our grandchildren with a life something like our own, We must not be begrudging-or small-minded in our approach to the prob- lem of foreign assistance, and we must educate our people to under- stand why it is necessary. By all means let us have the most careful : estimates of the cost of such assistance, but when we have all the facts | | together, let us do all that is required and not merely plan on the basis | of the results to be anticipated in a single fiscal year, Above all, let us | | not behave as though the present budget and the present dollar was / thebe-allandend-all, 
- | | Expressing his agreement with the President’s statement, Governor eens Stassen observed that he wanted to- emphasize that the Overal] —
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demands, world-wide, on the United States were declining. The prob- 

lem was nothing like as difficult as when the Administration assumed 

office in January 1953. Our dollars now go much further and we were 

quite well funded to meet the decreased burdens which we still had to 

carry. Above all, we now knew where we were going. 

At the conclusion of the discussion of the Financial Appendix, Mr. 

Cutler invited comments from members of the Council on the policy 

report as a whole. 

| Secretary Smith stated that he had only one comment to make, which 

was to congratulate the Planning Board on the high quality of the 

report which it had prepared. > 

The President said that he was moved by Secretary Smith’s remark 

to say that just as the run of our citizens tend to take American free- 

dom for granted, so perhaps the members of the National Security 

Council took the assistance given it by the Planning Board, the J oint 

Chiefs, and other staff agencies, too much for granted. In his view, 

said the President, the Planning Board was a group of dedicated of- 

ficials without whose work the National Security Council simply could 

not function. He said he did not desire merely to say this to the mem- 

bers of the Council, but that he wished Mr. Cutler to carry his state- _ 

ment to each and every member of the Planning Board. As for the 

members of the Council, they should see to it that their representatives 

on the Planning Board were supported to the hilt and that these 

Planning Board representatives were of the highest quality that could 

| be found. | 
Secretary Wilson said that he had one or two minor comments to 

make on the South Asia paper. The first was a suggestion for deleting 

paragraph 17, which called on the United States to urge greater par- 

ticipation by South Asian countries in the various agencies of the 

United Nations. Secretary Smith said with some emphasis that he pre- 

ferred to leave this paragraph in. Secretary Wilson replied that in that 

case the paragraph might be modified to suggest that in certain cir- 

cumstances it was not in the best interests of the United States that 

such participation occur, and that it might sometimes do more harm 

than good. . 

The President said that he understood the paragraph to refer to — 

auxiliary bodies in the UN organization. The Soviets were not rep- 

resented on most such bodies, and it therefore seemed sensible to the 

President for us to encourage the participation of the South Asian 

countries in these activities. 

| At the suggestion of Secretary Wilson, Admiral Radford explained 

| that the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that occasions might well arise 

| when such participation might prove disadvantageous to the United
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| States. The President then inquired whether we could not play this | by ear. If it was agreed that such participation was generally ad- | vantageous, it was a relatively easy matter to make exceptions in par- | ticular cases which were disadvantageous. 
| | Secretary Wilson said that his next point was to suggest a revision in paragraph 51, dealing with military assistance to Pakistan. | 

After the Council had agreed on a revision of this paragraph, the Vice President pointed out that in every instance in which the United 
States gave economic or technical assistance to the countries of South : Asia, there always arose a question in the minds of the recipients of | this aid whether the United States was motivated by considerations a of colonialism. When such assistance was provided through UN agencies rather than directly by the United States, no such trouble- some issue arose. Since, said the Vice President, he assumed that our purpose in providing assistance to these countries was not motivated primarily by a desire to gain credit or to buy friendship, but rather to build up these countries, would it not be sensible to emphasize the _ channel provided by the UN agencies and to put less emphasis on. | direct U.S. assistance? The Vice President said that in the course | of his recent trip to the Far East he found that many of the Asian nations disliked one another intensely, but the UN was amazingly popular among all of them. __ 
The President thought that this was to be explained by the fact that | the membership of these newly independent countries in the UN and f its auxiliary bodies provided these countries with a sense of equality. 

The Vice President added that it also seemed to these countries a bul- | wark against colonialism. 

Lhe National Security Council oo 
. Adopted the draft statement of policy contained in NSC 0409, sub- : ject to amendment of the second line of paragraph d1, page 12, to read : as follows: “military assistance, including grant, in view of Pakistan’s attitude”, | 

: Note: NSC 0409, as amended, approved by the President and re- ferred to the Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating [ agency designated by the President.* — ) | : | [Here follows a consideration of Foreign Operations Administrator Stassen’s trip to the Far Kast, the Republic of Korea’s offer to provide troops for service in Laos, assurances to the French Government re- | garding the European Defense Community, legislation regarding the | order of succession to the presidency, and the status of NSC projects : as of March 1, 1954.] 
| 

* The final paragraph indicatin, iSO’ i 
: adonte Proposed by the National Security Counce se 5409 anal ‘the ‘Note wore | 66 D 95, “Record of Actions by the NSC. secu! )/ SNSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot |
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790.13/5-654 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Cotompo, May 6, 1954. © 

No. 540 

Subject: Conference of the South Asian Prime Ministers of Burma, 

Ceylon, India, Indonesia and Pakistan held in Colombo, Ceylon, 

| April 28-May 1 | 

Summary 
| 

The South Asian Prime Ministers of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indo- 

nesia and Pakistan held their conference in Colombo for 4 days at the 

end of April.1 It had been called by the Prime Minister of Ceylon in 

December of last year for the purpose of considering matters of com- 

mon interest to the five countries. The meeting, which observers had 

felt beforehand might well turn into a vehicle for India’s creating a 

third area of neutrality dominated by itself, brought forth consider- 

able divergence of views amongst the participants. It showed that 

India did not speak for South Asia and that the area was not unani- 

mous in its attitudes towards not only problems in the area but as well 

world affairs. Three topics became the principle matters of discussion : 

the Indo-China question, colonialism, and Communism. After con- 

siderable difficulty a communiqué was formulated to express the views 

of the conferees. This was a patched up compromise which propounded 

a number of “expressions of hope” but added little that was construc- 

tive for the area or with respect to international relations. | 

Background SO | | 

The original basis for the conference provided that there be no 

agenda nor commitments to either discuss or resolve any particular 

problems. It had been further agreed that if controversial subjects 

were introduced they would not be discussed if objected to by any of 

the Prime Ministers. Particularly in the mind were the U.S. military 

assistance to Pakistan and the Kashmir question. In this light it was 

originally thought that the conference would not have much signifi- 

cance and would merely represent a parley where views could be 

expressed and opinions exchanged. It was hoped, although not very 

| sanguinely, that in private conversations some progress might be made 

on the Kashmir dispute between India and Pakistan. | 

Two developments occurred, one over a period of several months 

| before the conference, and the other immediately preceding it, which 

radically changed the complexion of the meeting. The first of these 

was the growing evidence that India proposed to press vigorously for 

| its announced aim of creating a third area or third force of neutralism 

2 Documentation regarding the Colombo Conference is in Department of State 

files 120.4346E, 790.00, and 790.13.
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in the struggle between the free world and the Russian-Chinese Com- | munist bloc. India was to assume the role of leadership and dominance in this. At least as far as Ceylon was concerned India brought strong Pressure to bear through the press and through its diplomatic repre- sentation in this country to induce Ceylon to accept Indian policy. The other immediate development which turned into the paramount issue at the conference was the decision by the four great powers, U.S., _ U.K., France and Soviet Union, taken at Berlin to hold a conference at Geneva to seek to settle the seven years old war in Indo-China | (besides attempting to find a solution for the Korean issue).? The } ‘Secretary of State’s speech of March 29 calling for “united action” 3 against international Communist aggression in Indo-China 2 followed | by the proposal made by Mr. Dulles and Mr. Eden in London on : April 18 for a collective security agreement in the Far East and South _ East Asia ‘ struck the spark for agitation that the South Asian Prime Ministers seize themselves of the Indo-China problem. The press in i India and Ceylon violently condemned the Dulles~Eden proposal and demanded that the Asian Prime Ministers step in elther to restore peace themselves in Indo-China or take part at least in the solution | | of the issue as an Asian affair. For the U.S. and the other free world countries there was latent in this the danger of the South Asian Prime : Ministers adopting a position which would play into the hands of the | Communists and militate against the efforts of the free world to assure a free, independent and non-Communist Indo-China and to prevent Communist expansion into South East Asia. (Reference Embassy’s | telegrams 304, April 1, 1954; 329, April 18; 323, April 20; and 326, | April 20.5 a ae | | _ On the eve of the conference the Prime Minister of India, Shri Jawaharlal N ehru, announced in the Indian House of the People a five point plan for a solution of the Indo-Chinese hostilities. This plan, which is discussed in detai] below, was to take the form of recommenda- | tions to the Geneva Conference. At the same time the Indian High © : Commissioner in Ceylon, Mr. C. C. Desai, gave out to the press in Ceylon, under the tendentious statement that “Five Colombo Con- : ference Powers have tentatively agreed on a plan which ‘they will | Propose as a means to bring peace to Indo-China,” a program for implementing the N ehru plan. It called for cease-fire in Indo-China _ with a division of the country under Vietminh and Vietnam rule. 
* For documentation regarding Indochina, see volume x11. For documentation regarding the Geneva Conference on Indochina and Korea, see volume xyz. , 
° Secretary of State Dulles’ Speech, entitled “The Threat of a Red Asia”, is : 

_ printed in the Department of State Bulletin, Apr. 12, 1954, pp. 539-542. | ‘For documentation regarding the conclusion of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty, see vol. XII, pp. 1 ff. | , ! * None printed ; Colombo telegrams 304, and 322 are in Department of State files 751G.00/4-154: and 790.5/4-1854, respectively and Colombo telegrams 323 F 
and 326 are both in Department of State file 790.5/4-2054. :
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“The ‘temporary territorial settlement’ would give Tonkin and North- 

ern Annam to Ho Chi-Minh.” There would be a five year transitional 

‘period during which all foreign elements would be excluded from 

Indo-China both military and civil. During that time the five Colombo 

Conference Powers would control and enforce the agreement. It was 

implied that Indian troops would probably have to do most, if not all, 

of the policing and administering. The hope was expressed that 

“Chinese Communism” would be kept out of Indo-China but it was 

stated that there would not, however, be any interference with domes- 

tic Communism within that country. The statement concluded with 

the declaration that “the Communists would probably accept the plan 

but if they did not Communist imperialistic aims become clear to 

Asians, which is not now the case.” (Reference—Embtel 329, April 28 

and 335, April 25.)° | , 

Proceedings of Conference | 

On the opening day of the conference, April 28, speeches were made 

by each of the Prime Ministers setting forth in general their views. 

The remarks of each were published in the press. They set the temper 

of the whole meeting. Mr. Nehru said that the major problem was the 

“eold war” but that since the Ceylonese Prime Minister had proposed 

the conference two other urgent problems, Indo-China and the hydro- 

gen bomb had come to the fore. He stated that the proposals which 

India had put forward to deal with these problems were not ones to 

decide the questions, “this way or that.” “We merely indicated certain 

oe steps which might be taken, steps which we hoped would lead to a 

| settlement. They were steps to be taken by the parties concerned and 

not by us.” Mr. Mohammed Ali said that what the conference should 

do was not to intermingle in matters that were not its direct concern 

but to devote itself to problems between the conference countries them- 

selves, mentioning specifically the Kashmir dispute. The Prime 

Minister of Ceylon, acting as Chairman of the Conference, proposed 

for consideration the topics of Indo-China, control of atomic weapons, 

“the threat to democratic freedom—from aggressive Communism and 

the retention of and the attempt to perpetuate colonial rule” and 

economic questions such as “self sufficiency in food, stabilization of the 

prices of our valuable raw materials, development of agriculture and 

industry within a balanced economy, and expansion of trade between 

our countries—for cooperation to improve the living standards of our 

people.” " 

The effort of Mr. Mohammed Ali to have Kashmir discussed was 

over-ruled by the others and the conference proceeded to take up the 

Indo-China question as its first item. | | 

| ° Neither printed; Colombo felegram 329 and 335 are in Department of State 

files 120.4346E/4-2354 and 120.4346B/4-2554, respectively. a
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| Mr. Nehru presented his five point plan for Indo-China as follows: | (1) The establishment of a “climate of peace”, (2) A cease-fire in Indo-China, the cease-fire group to consist of France, the Associated States of Indo-China and Vietminh, (3) immediate termination of : French sovereignty in Indo-China, (4) direct negotiations between the forces fighting in Indo-China, (5) non-intervention denying aid, direct or indirect, with troops or war materials, to the combatants or for the purpose of war to which the U.S., Soviet Russia and the United Kingdom and China should be the primary parties. An additional or sixth point was added that the United Nations should be kept in- formed of the progress of the Geneva Conference and its good offices - ; sought for purposes of conciliation but not for invoking sanctions. During the discussions that ensued lines were drawn up, with India | and Indonesia accepting the Indian proposals in toto and Pakistan and : Ceylon refusing to agree to point 5 on non-intervention. The Burmese Prime Minister maintained a cautious position stating that there | should not be left a vacuum in Indo-China which would give either | side in the conflict any advantage. 

: The Indonesian Prime Minister, Dr. Sastroamidjojo, went so far as | to seek to append to the Indian plan a condition precedent that Com- munist China be admitted into the United N ations. This, however, was | “objected” to by all the other four premiers and left for @ separate resolution. | | a : The arguments between Mr. Nehru and Mr. Mohammed Ali were : reported to have become bitter and impassioned almost to the extent of disrupting the conference. (Reference Embtel 340, April 30) 7 : There was an endeavor on the part of Mr. Nehru to report out a Inajority resolution with a minority disagreement appended by Mr. : Mohammed Ali. It is significant that perhaps only the support of the Ceylonese Prime Minister, Sir John Kotelawala, to Mr. Mohammed Ali prevented this and maintained one of the original premises for : the conference that any decisions taken should be unanimous. A credita- : ble source has reported that during the debate between Mr. Mohammed | Ali and Mr. Nehru over the non-intervention clause, the former, } besides insisting that such a provision would be embarrassing to the Geneva Conference, averred that he saw a far-reaching implication in it. He is reported to have stated that Mr. Nehru might very well try to use such a provision against Pakistan and in a short time call | upon Pakistan to reject American military assistance as intervention in that country. 
The Indian resolution for control of atomic weapons was unani- ) mously adopted. _ ) | The subjects of colonialism and anti-Communism again brought | | forth differences of opinion and long arguments, Mr. Nehru stated | 

"Not printed. (120.4346H/4-3054) | |
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as his point of view that colonialism was mainly confined to Asia and 

Africa and to be of two types, the first foreign rule over subject 

peoples, and the second in Africa, attempts by small minorities of 

European settlers in semi-independent states to dominate vast coloured 

majorities. He was opposed to both of these. The other Prime Ministers 

agreed with him on the adoption of anti-colonialism resolution but the 

Pakistan and Ceylonese premiers wanted to have a resolution against 

Communism as well. Sir John Kotelawala introduced such a resolu- 

tion condemning international Communism and its efforts of infiltra- 

tion and subversion of the democratic countries. The debate that ensued 

brought Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma on the one side, and India and 

Indonesia on the other. The arguments boiled down to an insistence 

by the former that international Communism was foreign aggression 

and intervention, and by the latter that it was merely an ideology. 

Mr. Nehru in arguing that Communism was entirely different from 

colonialism, the one being “a fact” and the other “an idea”, contended 

that Communism was a state of mind which should be changed by 

obtaining the confidence of the people and influencing them against 

| the attractions of Communism. He further said that the challenge 

of Russian Communism was really the challenge of her economic sys- 

tem and that the real test was which economy, Communism or capital- | 

ism, would pay better dividends to the people. Both Mr. Mohammed 

Ali and Mr. U Nu insisted that the Asian countries should look on the 

dangers of Communism as equally threatening as those of colonialism. 

| Sir John observed that Communism had no real respect for “codes of 

behavior” and therefore could not be tolerated. | 

The other topics which the Prime Ministers included in their final — 

communiqué were accepted without much discussion. | 

There is attached the official statement of the final communiqué.® 

The drafting of the statements on the controversial points, 1.e., those 

concerning non-intervention, colonialism and Communism, were 

worked out by a committee headed by Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, the 

Minister of Finance of Ceylon and Governor-General designate. Par- 

ticular attention is invited to the formula found for phrasing the state- _ 

ment with respect to Communism. This states the “Prime Ministers— 

declared their unshakeable determination to resist interference in the 

affairs of their countries by external Communist, anti-Communist or 

other agencies.” | | 

Conclusion 
— 

As has been brought out in the foregoing, instead of this Conference 

being one of harmony and unanimity of views it turned into a forum 

of considerable difference of opinions and policies and even discord — 

between the five nations of South Asia. This development is amusingly | 

® Not printed. |
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| depicted in the enclosed cartoons ° that appeared in the local press. One is captioned “East Meets West” and portrays caricatures of the five Prime Ministers with the Chairman, Sir John Kotelawala, stating | 
“Well Gentlemen, one thing has been established !—When it comes to 
disagreeing, we are not second to the West !”” | 

The Conference also brought out that India and particularly Mr. 
Nehru did not, as many observers had been inclined to believe before, 
“speak for South Asia”. Some of his views were opposed by Pakistan, 
Ceylon and Burma, adamantly so by Pakistan. There was fortunately = 
no full-fledged breach between the two countries but this was prevented 
only through compromise by all concerned and particularly by notice- 
able compromise on the part of India which previously had publicly © | : 
announced its policies and the specific plans for their implementation. | 

Another element of the Conference, which though not played up at 
least in the press of Ceylon, was the failure of the meeting to adopt any 7 
really constructive proposals or at least formulate ideas and programs _ 
to this end. Although it was hardly to be expected that a solution of the | | 
Kashmir dispute could be found at the Conference, it had at least been _ : _ hoped that a be‘ter understanding for combatting Communist aggres- 
sion in the area might have been reached and a measure of cooperation | ! 
arranged in the economic field. It is, of course, realized that since the | | _ economies of the country concerned are mainly competitive rather than 
complementary not a great deal in a material way could have been 
anticipated but at least a more favorable atmosphere for economic im- 
provement and for facing the problems of food and population could 
have been engendered. These subjects were not even touched upon. — 

The statement with respect to intervention by “external Communist, 
anti-Communist. or other, agencies” could if taken out of the context : lend itself to varying interpretations. There is no doubt about its mean- + ing when viewed from the background of the debate at the conference. For Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma it had no other implication than re- | jection of Communist or other intervention in the countries themselves. I It does not mean to these three countries at least any concept of a third. neutral area or force between the free world and the Communist ; world. It would also seem that it would take very specious arguing 
in the other two countries to try to give such an interpretation to it. : _ It will be of interest to see whether any such attempt is made. There : has been one pro-Indian line editorial in the Ceylon press subsequent | to the Conference which tried feebly to give such a coloration to the : statement but that argument only appeared once and seems likely to _ be dropped for lack of any substantiation. . 

: One further action which the Conference also failed to take was any _ Teply to the statement addressed by Mr. Eden of Great Britain to the _ three Commonwealth Prime Ministers as to whether the South Asian | Conference group would associate itself in any guarantees with re-. 
, ° Not printed. 
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spect to a settlement to be arrived at in Geneva on the Indo-China 

question. Nor has there been any word that the three Commonwealth 

governments have individually directly replied. It may be significant 

in this respect that both Pakistan and Ceylon are reported to have 

stated that they would not send any troops to Indo-China for policing 

or administrative purposes. Sir John Kotelawala is quoted as having 

said “We have neither the army, navy or air force to give such a guar- 

antee.” He added that Ceylon, however, was prepared to support the 

other nations in any sanctions that might be imposed on any party 
that might transgress or violate a settlement. 

For the Ambassador: — 
. _ James Espy 

Counselor of E’'mbassy ; 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” — 

Memorandum by the Acting Executive Officer of the Operations 

Coordinating Board (Morgan) to the Ewecutive Secretary of the 

National Security Council (Lay) 

SECRET Wasuineron, July 29, 1954. 

- Subject: Progress Report on NSC 5409 (South Asia) | 

Reference: NSC Action No. 1052? | 

On March 6, 1954 the President approved NSC 5409, “United States 

Policy Toward South Asia,” and designated the Operations Coordi- 

nating Board as the coordinating agency.’ 
Attached hereto is the first Progress Report on the implementation 

of NSC 5409, covering the period through June 15, 1954. The Report | 

was approved by the Operations Coordinating Board on July 28, 
1954. | 

: Grorch A. Morcan 

[Attachment] 
|  « Juny 28, 1954. 

Progress Report on NSC 5409 
Untrep States Poticy Towarp Sourn AsIA 

(Policy approved by the President March 6, 1954) | 

A. SUMMARY OF MAJOR ACTIONS 

In implementing the United States policy toward South Asia, as 
contained in NSC 5409, the United States has: 

1 See footnotes 1 and 4, pp. 1089 and 1129, respectively. . 
2 According to a memorandum, dated Mar. 12, 1954, by Executive Officer of the 

Operations Coordinating Board Elmer B. Staats, to the members of the Opera- 

tions Coordinating Board, the Board Assistants, at a meeting on Mar. 12, 
approved, on behalf of their principals, the terms of reference for the working
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GENERAL POLICIES TOWARD SOUTH ASIA 1137 | , ee | (1) made active efforts to maintain cordial official and personal ! relations with peoples and governments im the area. Vice President | Nixon’s visit to South Asia? was particularly helpful; | _ (2) carried on a vigorous information program through the area; | (3) continued to try to be helpful in mitigating regional disputes ; (4) made substantial progress in our economic and technical as- sistance operations: 

(a) Has provided Afghanistan 12,006 tons of wheat and wheat flour for a threatened food shortage ; 
(6) On March 31, 1954, the U.S. made the last shipment to Pakistan under the 700,000 ton wheat grant authorized last year to prevent a famine in Pakistan; | 

(5) reached general agreement with India regarding shipments to 2 Bloc countries of Thorium N itrate, a strategic commodity; : (6) encouraged Pakistan and Turkey to sign a cooperation agree- | ment, and the U.S. and Pakistan on May 19 signed a Mutual Defense 7 : Assistance Agreement. 

B. EVALUATION OF THE POLICIES IN THE LIGHT OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE | 
These policies are considered to be timely, complete and appropri- ot ate. No changes are recommended at this time, 

C. EMERGING PROBLEMS AND FUTURE ACTIONS ; 
Three problems of more than ordinary importance are emerging | in South Asia: 

(1) the role of India in an Indochina settlement; # (2) the course of developments in East Bengal following the imposi- tion of Governor’s Rule and the effect of those developments on all of Pakistan ; 
I (3) Soviet activity in Afghanistan as related to the U.S. Mutual ’ Defense Agreement with Pakistan. 
: 

_ I. India, because of its national] consciousness, geographic position, 
size and relative strength, together with certain attitudes which it ; shares with the South and South East Asian countries arising from : colonialism and religious and cultura] affinities, has ambitions to take a position of leadership and strong influence in the region. India fears that the fighting in Indochina, if continued, might lead to a world war : with the reinstitution of colonia] power supported by the U.S. On the other hand, India would be apprehensive of a further consolidation of external communist power in Indochina. These factors, together with India’s policy of non-alignment and its desire not to offend communist | : 

group on coordination of NSC 5409. According to an enclosure to Staats’ memorandum, also dated Mar. (12, the working group was to be chaired by the Department of State, and its membership was to be drawn from the Department : of Defense, the Foreign Operations Administration, the Central Intelligence F Agency, the United States Information Agency, and other agencies of the govern- | : ment when appropriate, as determined by the Executive Officer of the Operations Coordinating Board. (OCB files. lot 62D 430, “SEA 1”) . * See the editorial note, p. 1088. ee oo * For documentation regarding Indochina, see volume xii. For documentation regarding the Geneva Conference and the Indochina settlement, see volume ‘XVI. | 

| 

i
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China place India in a difficult but important position from which its 

own self interest may be expected to lead it to take a part of increasing 

importance in the Indochina problem. India’s possible participation in 

an Indochina solution is under continuing study. — 

9. In the provincial elections in East Bengal this spring, the party in 

control of the Central Government, the Muslim League, was com- 

pletely repudiated. The new Chief Minister of Kast Bengal and his 

cabinet, drawn from the victors, the United Front, were completely 

ineffective. Riots broke out, hundreds of lives were lost, and the Cen- 

tral Government was forced to remove the provincial cabinet and | 

‘nstitute Governor’s Rule. Under the new Governor, Iskander Mirza, 

complete order is now being maintained, but it is widely recognized 

| that substantial economic improvements must be accomplished in the 

near future if stability is to be maintained and democratic processes 

restored. The situation is being closely watched, and consideration 1s 

being given to possible means of being helpful. 

3. Since February 19 when the Pakistan—Turkey cooperation agree- 

ment was signed, there have been increasing sions of Soviet interest | 

: in Afghanistan, manifested particularly in economic activity and plan- 

ning. This development has been emphasized by Ambassador Ward 

since his recent return on leave. The problem is being given careful 

study, since it includes fundamental political and security issues. 

| , | Annex “A” | | 

| DerAILED DEVELOPMENT oF Masor ACTIONS 

There have been no significant omissions or deficiencies in imple- 

mentation of NSC-5409. Significant substantive actions taken in sup- 

port of the policy are listed below. (Numbers shown below refer to 

paragraph numbers in NSC-5409. Courses of action are quoted.) 

Para. 15. “Give particular emphasis to the maintenance of cordial 

official and personal relations in all areas of contact, and where possi- 

ble increase those areas of association.” 

It is standard practice to maintain cordial official and persona! rela- 

tions. Of especial importance have been the representational activities 

of the Ambassadors and other key officers in the field, entertainment 

of foreign officials in Washington and attendance by our representa- — 

tives at cultural functions, exhibitions and conferences sponsored by 

the various South Asian governments. Recently the Army sent Major 

General A. G. Trudeau, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, and a small 

group to visit India and Pakistan to establish and renew contacts in | 

those countries on a more personal basis. On the occasion of a visit to 

India during the period by Vice Admiral Wright (CINCNELM) the 

U.S. Ambassador did not deem our relations with India sufficiently 

friendly to warrant his asking clearance for entry of the Flagship
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(USS Pittsburgh). During the course of his visit, Admiral Wright | received only the bare minimum of the customary courtesies from the Indian officials he encountered. ae 
Para. 16. “Vigorously pursue effective information and education | | programs designed to broaden support for actions consistent with U.S. | policies and to diminish susceptibility to communist appeals.” | 
In India, a major effort has been made in recent months to improve 

the information materials produced by USIA in India and to focus activities more selectively upon opinion leaders. The content of our publications has stressed collective security as the keynote of US. foreign policy and as the motivating factor in the U.S. decision to grant military aid to Pakistan. The economic, military and moral strength of the U. S. is another theme which has been stressed. Special , emphasis was given to the U.S. attitude towards colonialism as set it forth in Assistant Secretary Byroade’s speech of October 31.° Increas- ing attention is being paid in our output to developments in Southeast. | Asia, with the objective of making India aware of the threat to her | I security of Red Chinese aggression in Indochina and of identifying | U.S. policy in this area with her own national self interest. 
The American Reporter, a bi-weekly USIA newspaper in India, reaches 350,000 of the most important leaders in education, business, 2 the press, members of parliament and of the provincial legislatures. : Important official texts are produced in pamphlet form and mailed to j a highly selective list of opinion leaders including newspaper editors. | New Indian-language editions of American books include such titles as Stowe’s “Conquest by Terror,” Kirk’s “Postmark Moscow,” | | Koestler’s “Darkness at Noon,” and Chase’s “Goodly Heritage.” 
USIA is opening new reading rooms in four university cities. Read- 

_ Ing rooms will be opened in six additional cities by January 1, 1955. 
The films program reaches small groups of key officials rather than - 

mass audiences and has been integrated with pamphlet and book dis- 
tribution. Recent local productions made in cooperation with the | | 
Technical Assistance Mission and the Government of India, show U.S. ; contributions in support of India’s Five Year Plan. - I USIA plans to initiate August 1, on a trial basis, short wave news- 
cast from New York to supplement the present tape-recorded pro- 
grams in Hindi, Urdu, Bengali and Tamil, which are transmitted : from Colombo. The most recent count of 5,000 letters a month re- ceived from India by VOA indicates an increasing listenership in this | country. | 

The college contact program continued through this academic year. 
_ Nine American college presidents or professors, two youth leaders : _. and one newspaper man sent under the exchange of persons program, 

* For the text of Assistant Secretary of State Byroade’s speech, see the Depart- ; ment of State Bulletin, Nov. 16, 1953, p. 655. |
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participated in a vigorous program of lectures and informal! 

discussions. 

Pro-American sentiment in Pakistan facilitated relations with the 

press and resulted in high placement of information materials. An 

effective motion picture program has reached college students, military 

personnel, and government officials. Since the signing of the Military 

Aid Agreement, some Pakistanis have begun to question whether the 

price they have paid for military aid may not be too high. In addition, 

their expectations of the amount of aid that will be received have far. 

exceeded that contemplated by the United States. USIA, therefore, 

is faced with the difficult task of assuring them that their decision 

to stand up and be counted on the side of the West will be well re- 

warded and, at the same time, of presenting a realistic picture of the 

amount of aid that can be expected. 

In East Pakistan, the communists and the opposition party both 

have stirred up some anti-American feeling with charges that the 

government has sold Pakistan’s sovereignty for the promise of Ameri- 

can aid, and by implicating the U.S. with the imposition of Governor’s 

rule in East Bengal. Strenuous efforts are under way to expand the 

limited capabilities of USIS in East Pakistan. 

During Fiscal Year 1954, the following grants were awarded under 

the Department of State’s Educational Exchange Program to the 

countries in South Asia. 

India . 

167 grants of which 117 were to Indians and 50 to Americans. Among 

the 50 Americans were 12 American specialists lecturing under the 

college contact program throughout India. Among the Indians 

brought to the United States were 15 Indian leaders. 

Pakistan 

93 grants of which 74 were to Pakistanis and 19 to Americans. 

Among the American grants were five to American specialists who 

lectured and held seminars and discussion groups in both Kast and 

West Pakistan. Among the grants to Pakistanis were ten leader 

grants. | | 

Ceylon | | 

36 grants were awarded during Fiscal Year 1954, 28 of which went 

to Ceylonese and 8 to Americans. 

Afghanistan | 

Four grants were awarded—three to Afghanistan and one to an 

American specialist. 

Nepal 

Two grants. were awarded to Nepalese in FY 1954.
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India, Pakistan and Ceylon have Fulbright programs, and the | grants to American and foreign students, professors, and teachers | under these Fulbright programs were awarded during Fiscal Year | 1954. But the people to whom the grants were awarded will come be- | tween July and September of Calendar 1954. | | | Para. 17. “Encourage greater participation in all UN activities by | South Asian countries which are members of the UN.” | | We presently plan to support Zafrulla Khan in the special elec- tion to fill the vacancy in the International Court of J ustice left by the death of the Indian representative. . | | Para. 18. “Assist through the UN and by other feasible means in | the settlement of disputes between the various countries.” | | We have continued to watch developments on the Kashmir issue | | closely and are willing to be as helpful as may be possible. However, prospects do not look good. We also are following the World Bank : talks with India and Pakistan on distribution of the Indus waters. 

_ Para. 20. “Assist the governments of the area to develop their nat- f ural resources, particularly agricultural, and their basic industrial | potential, including the provision of technical assistance and limited : economic aid.” 
The FOA programs for all countries in South Asia are devoted pri- marily to assistance in the fields of agriculture and natural resources, | This is particularly true in Afghanistan and N epal where we are carry- | ing out only technical cooperation programs. In the case of India, : and to a lesser extent Pakistan, a certain amount of our assistance, both in the technical and development assistance fields, is devoted to devel- opment of the industrial potential but primary emphasis remains on | agriculture and natural resources, For fiscal year 1955 a total of $26.7 ! million ($6.7 million for technical cooperation and $20 million for : development assistance) is being requested for Pakistan. A total of ot $104.5 million ($19.5 million for technical cooperation and $85 million : for development assistance) is being requested for India. The Export-Import Bank extended a loan of $18.5 million to the Government of Afghanistan in May for use in further development of ; the Helmand Valley region and for some road maintenance work. Para. 21. “Foster South Asian conditions and governmental policies favorable to the investment of indigenous and foreign private capital in such economic development of the area.” | i _ We are doing everything possible with FOA programs to foster _ conditions and policies favorable to private capital investment, In _ the case of India, we are prepared to make available up to $15 million | worth of rupee counterpart towards the initial capitalization of a private industrial development corporation which will derive the re- mainder of its capital from private sources and from the World Bank.
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It is anticipated that this corporation will be set up and operating 

within a very short time, but we wculd be ready to encourage a similar 

enterprise in that country. Apart from this, we are using every avail- 

able means to ensure that private capital investment is encouraged. 

Industry and investment advisers are presently on the staffs of the 

FOA missions in India and Pakistan. Steps are being taken to place 

increased emphasis on this aspect of our programs in both of these 

countries. | 
Para. 22. “Be prepared to extend emergency aid as circumstances 

justify on a case-to-case basis to alleviate unexpected food shortages 

or the effects of natura] disasters.” oe 

A short time ago we signed an agreement with Afghanistan under 

which the U.S. is providing 12,000 tons of wheat and wheat flour to 

meet a threatened food shortage in Afghanistan. The aid is being sent 

under Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act of 1951, as amended,° 

which authorizes the use of MSA funds to finance the purchase of sur- 

plus agricultural commodities in the United States. 

On April 27 the Pakistan Government announced that. the food 

situation in Pakistan had improved to such an extent that it would 

not require the balance (amounting to about 89,000 tons) of the wheat 

grant of 700,000 tons which was authorized for Pakistan by the US. 

Government last year to meet threatened famine. It is estimated by the 

| Pakistan Government that the gift of wheat saved several million 

people from starvation. | | 

Para. 24. “Continue diplomatic, psychological and propaganda ef- 

| forts to discourage and where possible prevent shipment of strategic 

materials to the communist bloc.” an 

We have carried on active efforts to discourage and where possible 

prevent shipment of strategic materials to the communist bloc. As the 

result of some of these efforts, we have reached general agreement with © 

| India (although the agreement has not yet been ratified by India) 

which should assure that Thorium Nitrate will not be shipped by India 

to communist countries. | | 

Para. 25. “Encourage judiciously and, as appropriate, provide guid- 

ance for such action by South Asian governments in the general area | 

of land reform as will contribute to increased agricultural production 

and internal stability.” | | 

There are no land reform specialists on the staffs of the FOA mis- 

sions in South Asian countries, but FOA has sponsored certain short- 

term consultants in this field in India. Their report, written after a 

- ninety-day study of the problem some two years ago, recommended 

certain measures in the field of land reform which have been cordially 

- received by the Indian Government. Due to the political sensitivities 

6The Mutual Security Act of 1951, as amended, was signed into law on June 

20, 1952, as Public Law 400. For the text, see 66 Stat. 141.
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of this area, it is felt that large-scale, or continuing land reform work 
_ on the part of FOA, is not possible at this time. | 

Para. 26. “As politically feasible, seek to obtain (a) the use of mili- 
tary and strategic facilities in South Asia, including communications, | 

| transit and base rights and (0) the right to operate forces in the area 
| upon the threat of and during general hostilities.” 

An immediate favorable result of the U.S. decision to extend mili- 
| tary assistance to Pakistan may have been the latter’s permission for 

the U.S. aircraft engaged in the recent airlift to Indochina to refuel 
in Pakistan, | | | a eS 

The Air Force (MATS) has air transit agreements with both India 
and Pakistan. — - an . : 

| _ On the negative side, the following items are noted: | 

| a. India requested the U.N. to withdraw U.S. Military Observers | 
) on the Kashmir Commission on the ground that they were not neutral. 
| 6. In conformity with its long established policy India refused __ | 

_ permission for the above mentioned aircraft to utilize air facilities 
in, or to overfly, India. ee | a ss | | 

_ _@ In Ceylon the U.S.. Ambassador determined that friendly rela- 
tions had not developed sufficiently during the period for him to 
request permission to establish desired U.S. Army, Navy, and Air : 
Force communications facilities in that country. | 

Para. 27. “Encourage participation of the nations of South Asia 
in regional defense arrangements coordinated with those in adjacent 
areas,” | | Oe ae 

Pakistan’s cooperation agreement with Turkey flowed from U.S. 
encouragement of regional defense arrangements. | we | 

_ Para. 28. “Provide to selected South Asian nations limited military | 
aid, reimbursable or grant, contributing to the maintenance of internal : 
security and the defense of the area.” | . : 

The U.S. has agreements with India ’ and Pakistan for the provision 
for reimbursable military aid. Grant military aid to Pakistan will 
be extended in the near future under the recently signed agreement. 
Following Pakistan’s signature of a cooperation pact with Turkey we | ’ 
signed, on May 19, a Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement with : 
Pakistan * under the terms of which we plan to furnish military 
grant assistance to Pakistan. A survey mission headed by Brigadier : 
General Harry F. Meyers visited Pakistan to decide on its most urgent 3 
needs. General Meyers has made a report to the Secretary of the Army 
in which he recommends that $29.5 million be apportioned for Pakistan : 
from funds currently available. If no unforeseen difficulties arise, 7 
it is expected that the nucleus of a MAAG will be in Karachi in mid- | 
August with a token shipment arriving shortly thereafter. os 

"The U.S. Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement with India entered into 
force on Mar. 16, 1951. For the text, see United States Treaties and Other Inter- : 
national Agreements (UST), vol. 2, p. 872. | | 

*The U.S. Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement with Pakistan entered into | 
force on May 19, 1954, For the text, see TIAS No. 2976, printed in 5 UST 852, |
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Para. 29. “Utilize the above political, economic and military courses 

of action whenever necessary and practicable to encourage cooperation 

with the United States in attaining its objectives in the area.” 

The Battle Act implications of Indian exports to communist bloc 

countries of Thorium Nitrate upon U.S. economic aid to India have 

been of considerable force in bringing India toward an agreement with 

regard to disposal of its Thorium Nitrate production and other mate- 

rials such as strategic grades of mica. | 
Our Ambassador to Afghanistan recently notified us of his intention 

to bring to the attention of the GOA the probable consequences under 

the Battle Act of shipping beryl to a communist country. 

Para. 33. “Continue and increase close consultation with the Govern- 

ment of India on matters of policy and encourage it to consult more 

frankly with us, without permitting Indian opposition to deter us from 

taking actions which are clearly in the U.S. interest.” 

We have followed a policy of close consultation with the Govern- 

ment of India. Ambassador Allen has ready access to Nehru and has 

explained U.S. policy to him on a number of issues, including USS. 

military assistance to Pakistan, U.S. aid to the French in Indochina, 

non-recognition by the U.S. of Communist China, etc. Similarly, the 

Indian Ambassador in Washington has been briefed from time to time 

by State Department officers, including the Secretary. 

Para. 34. “Make clear to India that by providing military assistance 

to Pakistan, the U.S. is not seeking to make Pakistan the dominant 

| state of South Asia.” 

The purpose of U.S. military assistance to Pakistan was made quite 

clear to the Indian: Government by President Eisenhower’s letter to 

Prime Minister Nehru, by Ambassador Allen in conversations with 

| Nehru and other Indian officials in Delhi, and by the Secretary of 

State in talks with Ambassador Mehta in Washington. It was fully ex- 

plained that what was desired was not dominance of South Asia by 

Pakistan, but an effective defense establishment in Pakistan as a pro- 

: tection against aggression. , 

USIA has continued to make every effort in its information output 

in India to make our intentions understood. | 

Para. 36. “Support the continuation in power in India of elements 

which are non-communist and friendly to the United States, recog- 

nizing that at present the incumbent Congress Party comes closest to 

fulfilling these specifications.” | 

Ambassador Allen recently visited the U.S. and made very strong 

appeals before Congressional committees, in official bodies and before — 

public meetings in support of U.S. economic assistance to India. We > 

regard such assistance as of great importance in maintaining friendly 

elements in power. a 

Para. 40. “Recognize that for the present India’s policy of ‘non- |
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! involvement’ will continue; and make use of India as a mediator when 
| it is in U.S. interests.” 
| The possibilities and limitations of India’s usefulness as a mediator 
| were fully displayed by the role which India played as Chairman of 
| the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission in Korea. | 

| Para. 42. “Continue to make clear to India that the Kashmir issue 
should be settled by mutual agreement between India and Pakistan, 

| that the United States is willing to assist through the UN and by other 
| means, but that the United States has no ulterior motives or hidden __ 

objectives which would be fostered by settlement in favor of either 
country.” | | | | | 

| The U.S. has continued to make clear its view that the Kashmir issue 
| should be settled by mutual agreement between India and Pakistan. 
: Following the Indian protest against the presence of U.S. members in | 

| the UN Observer Group for Kashmir, our Ambassador informed the 
| Government of India that we had explained to the Secretary General 

| of the UN that while the U.S. Government recognized his responsibility : 
| to make the decision, the U.S. has no interest in maintaining American | 1 
| observers in Kashmir providing the effectiveness of the present | 
| observer system in Kashmir remains unimpaired. We told the Secre- : 

tary General in confidence that. we would like to see the U.S. members | 
| of the Observer Group withdrawn within a few months. Our most | 
| recent information from the office of the Secretary General is that he : 

| considers six United States observers the minimum necessary to main- : 
tain the morale of the observer corps in Kashmir and that his present [ 
inclination is to insist that the Indians permit replacement of that num- 
ber of U.S. officers whose assignments expire after July 1. | 

Para 43. “Seek through official statements and communications media j 
full recognition by the Government and people of India, (a) the | 
communist threat to India, (6) U.S. support for India’s independence ! 
and (c) the contribution which the United States is making to India 
through economic and technical aid.” | | 

See progress under para. 16. | 
Para. 45. “Continue and increase close consultation with the Govern- 

ment of Pakistan on matters of policy and encourage it to consult more : 
frankly with us.” — | | 

In connection with the Colombo Conference, the Secretary of State : 
invited the Ambassadors of Pakistan and Ceylon to call, explained : 
some of the difficulties he anticipated at Geneva, and expressed the 
hope that developments at the Colombo Conference would not make 
his course more difficult at Geneva. The Ambassador of India also was. i 
invited in for a more general briefing. Reports from Colombo indicated | 
that the attitudes of the Prime Ministers of both Pakistan and Ceylon | I 
were very helpful to us. | Oo | 

* For documentation regarding Korea, see volume xv. | | 

| 
: |
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Para. 47. “Seek greater participation of Pakistan in a common front 
against communism.” 

Pakistan’s decisions to sign a cooperation agreement with Turkey 
and a Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement with the U.S, were evi- 
dence of its increased participation in a common front against 
communism. 

Para. 48. “Make clear to Pakistan that our objective in the Kashmir 
issue is a solution acceptable to both India and Pakistan and that in | 
this issue we are not prepared to support either country against the 
other.” - : | a 

| Our attitude regarding withdrawal of the U.S. members of the UN | 
Observer Group in Kashmir should serve to reinforce our policy of 
impartiality between India and Pakistan in the Kashmir issue. 

| Para. 49. “Encourage Pakistan’s participation in any defense asso- 
ciation which is judged to serve the interests of the United States. 
Priority should be given to the establishment of such an arrangement | 
between Pakistan and Turkey.” 

| Pakistan’s cooperation agreement with Turkey, signed on February 
19, is a significant step toward participation in a defense association | 
which will serve U.S, interests. 

Para. 50. “Seek to insure that in the event of general war Pakistan 
will make available manpower, resources and strategic facilities for 
mutual defense efforts with the West.” | 

The recent agreement between the U.S. and Pakistan with respect 

to defense assistance is an important move in bringing about Pakistan’s 
complete cooperation in the event of a general war. 

Para. 52. “Support the continuance of the (Afghan) government in | 

its present form in the absence of conditions under which a more rep- 
resentative government could come into existence without the serious 
threat of chaos or of the advent of power of a group subservient to the 

Soviet Union.” : - | | 
We are supporting the continuance of the present Afghan Govern- 

ment through technical assistance and Export-Import Bank loans. The 

Export-Import Bank recently has agreed to extend another develop- 
ment loan in the amount of $18.5 million to Afghanistan. 

Para. §3. “Discourage Afghanistan’s Pushtoonistan claims.” 
When Vice President Nixon was in Kabul he made it quite clear that 

our policy of discouraging Afghanistan’s Pushtoonistan claims had 
the support of the highest officials of our Government. __ 

| Para. 54. “For the present refrain from encouraging Afghan expec- 

| tations that the United States will extend military assistance.” 
| We recently made it clear to the Afghan Government that we could 

not presently encourage any Afghan expectations of U.S. military 

| assistance. | 
Para. 57. “Endeavor to maintain the friendly relationship between
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| the United States and Ceylon which continues despite the strains im- 
posed by Ceylon’s trade in rubber with Communist China.” 

Vice President Nixon’s visit to Ceylon was a great help in strength- 
) ening friendly relations between Ceylon. The recent decision to have 

Prime Minister Sir John Kotelawala visit the U.S. should further 
improve U.S.-Ceylon relations. | | 

EKisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | | . 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 228th Meeting of the National | 
: Security Council on December 9,1954% 

TOP SECRET EYESONLY => | i 
| Present at the 228th Council meeting were the President of the 

| United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United States; the 
| Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign _ 

Operations Administration; the Director, Office of Defense Mobiliza- | 
| tion; the Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Item ! 
| 1)3 the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, U.S. Civil : 
: Service Commission (for Item 1); the Chairman, U.S. Information 

Agency (for Item 2) ; the Deputy Secretary of Defense ; the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; the Assist- | 
ant to the President; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the Presi- 

: dent; the NSC Representative on Internal Security (for Item 1) ; the | : 
White House Staff Secretary; and the Acting Executive Secretary, : NSC | | | There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 

| main points taken. ~ Ae | | 
| [Here follows discussion on security requirements for government ; 
| employment. | | | | } 

2. U. 8. Policy Toward South Asia (Memos for NSC from Executive 
| Secretary, same subject, dated November 12 and 30, 1954;2 NIE 

98-54; > NSC 5409; * NSC Action No. 1240-5 *) : 
*This memorandum was drafted by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on : Dec. 10. . | - | - : 
? Executive Secretary Lay, in his memorandum of Nov. 12 for the National F Security Council, informed the NSC that he was transmitting to the members, | : under cover of this memorandum, amendments to Section D of the Draft State- ment of Policy Proposed by the National Security Council in NSC 5409, p. 1089. 3 Section D dealt with U.S. policy toward Afghanistan. Lay also advanced the 3 proposal that if the NSC adopted the enclosed amendments, the NSC should | Submit them to the President with the recommendation that he approve them, ; and that they be substituted for the existing Section D of NSC 5409. Finally, F the Executive Secretary informed the NSC in his memorandum that he was also : enclosing a Financial Appendix, indicating the costs of the amended assistance programs for Afghanistan, and a staff study on Afghanistan which was supple- mentary to the overall South Asia staff study already contained in NSC 5409. 7 (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” ) | 
In his memorandum for the National Security Council dated Nov. 30, Lay enclosed a memorandum dated Nov. 19 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in which | : 

Footnotes continued on following page.
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Mr. Cutler briefed the Council on the subject report, emphasizing 

the conclusion reached in the Planning Board on the unlikelihood of 
any early union of Afghanistan with Pakistan and the undesirability 

of pressing for such federation. He then pointed to the fact that the 

Financial Appendix was premised on a policy of continued limited 
economic assistance to Afghanistan, and might be considerably higher 
if a policy of increased economic assistance were determined upon by 

the Council. 

Governor Stassen pointed out that he and the Secretary of State 

had reached agreement that no specific funds as such should be allo- 

cated to Afghanistan in the FY 1956 budget. Such assistance as 

Afghanistan should have would be provided later on from the Presi- 

dent’s contingency fund. Thus, said Governor Stassen, the issue of the 

level of economic assistance to Afghanistan, which had so concerned 

the Treasury and the Bureau of the Budget, had vanished. 

Mr. Cutler then directed the Council’s attention to the split in the 

policy report in paragraph 56,° relative to whether increased economic 

assistance or limited economic assistance should be programmed for 

: Afghanistan. Treasury and Budget had indicated a preference for 

limited economic assistance. - . | | 

Secretary Dulles said that he did not consider himself an advocate 

of substantially increased economic assistance to Afghanistan, and 

suggested that subparagraph 56-a confine itself to a statement that 

both technical and economic assistance would be provided to 

Afghanistan.’ 

Footnotes continued from preceding page. 

the JCS accepted the suggested amendments to Section D of the Draft Statement 

of Policy Proposed by the National Security Council in NSC 5409. (S/S-NSC files, 

lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” ) 
Wor the text of NIE-53-54, “Outlook for Afghanistan’, Oct. 19, 1954, see p. 

1481. 
* Ante, p. 1089. 
>NSC Action No. 1240-b was adopted by the National Security Council at its 

217th meeting on Oct. 14, 1954. The text reads as follows: 

“bh. Agreed that the NSC Planning Board should prepare a report on Afghani- 

stan after receipt of a Special Intelligence Estimate on the subject.” (S/S-NSC 

(Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95, “Record of Actions by the NSC, 1954’’) 

The materials which Executive Secretary Lay enclosed in his memorandum of 

Nov. 12 for the National Security Council constituted the report on Afghanistan 

prepared by the NSC Planning Board. The Special Intelligence Estimate on 

Afghanistan was, in fact, NIH-53—54, “Outlook for Afghanistan”, Oct. 19, 1954. 

®The text of paragraph 56 in the amended version proposed for Section D of 

the Draft Statement of Policy contained in NSC 5409, which was transmitted 

to the NSC under cover of Lay’s memorandum of Nov. 12, reads as follows: 

“56 As a means of increasing Afghanistan’s resistance to Soviet pressures, 

provide assistance for Afghanistan for those projects which would tend to 

strengthen its ties with Pakistan [and Iran] 7 | 

A. notation in the quoted text indicates the bracketed section was “Proposed 

by CIA.” (S/S-NSC files, lot 68 D 301, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” ) | 

7The text of subparagraph 56-a in the amended version proposed for Section D 

of the Draft Statement of Policy contained in NSC 5409, which was transmitted 

to the NSC under cover of Lay’s memorandum of November 12, reads as follows:
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The President stated that the real answer to this problem lies in our 
prospects of success. . . . ifthe Afghans really wished tobeontheside _ 
of the free world rather than merely to play off the Soviet Union and 
the U.S. to their own advantage, then we might be willing to take a 
chance with increased assistance. 

Governor Stassen agreed with the President, but said he certainly 
would not advocate increasing economic aid to Afghanistan to the 
level of $30 million, as contemplated by the State Department in the 

| present report. | | 
| Admiral Radford reminded the Council that he had been much inter- 
| ested in Afghanistan, and particularly in the prospects of a federation 
| between Afghanistan and Pakistan, since 1948. He asserted again 
| his feeling that there was a real chance that such federation would 
| come about, and it would be a great stroke from the U.S. point of 
| view. The chief opposition to it in Afghanistan came from the royal 

family, and he felt that if that attitude could be changed and Indian 
| propaganda were slowed down, the Afghans themselves would be 

inclined to favor confederation. Admiral Radford also warmly recom- 
mended an increase in the number of American visitors of. high 

| rank to Afghanistan... . | | 
| The Vice President said he thought Admiral Radford’s analysis | 

| very much to the point. The opposition to federation, he believed, was | 
concentrated in the small oligarchy which ran Afghanistan, and there 

| were many more considerations that brought Afghanistan and Paki- 
| stan together than divided them. Both, for example, were Moslem 
| states, and that was a potential bond. As for economic assistance, 
| continued the Vice President, we should leave the door open to in- 
! creasing the level of economic aid if this course of action seemed likely 

to pay off. The Russians were providing a very considerable volume of 
: aid, and the relatively small sum of $30 million might have a dispro- | 

: portionately great effect, considering the small population of Afghan- 
| istan. Noting that he had received the most hospitable welcome in | 
| Afghanistan in the course of his trip to the Far East last year, the , 
| Vice President also strongly backed Admiral Radford’s proposal for F 

additional American visitors to that country. | | 
Mr. Allen Dulles counseled moving to aid Afghanistan in as subtle 

| a fashion as possible. The Soviets were inclined to look on Afghanistan 
much as the United States did on Guatemala. They were in a position | 
to out-bid us on any assistance programs. Perhaps the most desirable : 
course would be to extend our aid through a third country or through : 
private organizations, rather than directly as a government. : 

“a. By providing technical assistance and substantially increased [limited] eco- nomic assistance.” | +t 
A notation in the quoted text indicates the bracketed section was “Proposed 

by Treasury and Budget.” (S/S-NSC files, lot 68 D 351, “NSC 5409—-Memoranda”’)
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Secretary Humphrey referred to a recent conversation with the 
contractor who had built the large irrigation dam in: Afghanistan. 
This builder, said Secretary Humphrey, was worried sick over the 
results of the completed dam. It had a great deal more water than 

| could be effectively used, it irrigates more land than can be cultivated, 
and there were no roads by which the produce of the irrigated lands 
could be got out. It looked as though, after all this work had bees: 
done, there was very little actual use of it. This was the sort of thing 

which so greatly disturbed the Treasury. 
The President inquired what proportion of the Afghan population _ 

was nomad, and wondered whether it might be possible to seitle some 
of the nomad population in the irrigated areas. 
Referring to Secretary Humphrey’s point about the dam, Governor 

Stassen pointed out that this project went back five years, and was 
financed by an Export-Import Bank loan and not by FOA grant. 
However, the FOA technical mission had been trying to correct the 
situation with its advice and assistance. Secretary Humphrey stated 
that this was merely another indication of an area in which more 
thought rather than more money was requisite. 

Mr. Cutler pointed out that all these suggestions for handling the 
Afghanistan problem fell within the limits of the new proposed policy, 
but he noted that the specialists on Afghanistan who had prepared the 
staff study did not share Admiral Radford’s enthusiasm for a federa- 
tion of Pakistan and Afghanistan. He read from the staff study to 

illustrate doubts as to the likelihood or even the desirability of an early 

union of the two states. a | 

Mr. Allen Dulles pointed out, at the conclusion of the discussion, _ 
that Afghanistan had just agreed to resume diplomatic relations with 
Communist China. This, said Mr. Dulles, was another straw in the 
wind. 

The National Security Council: | 
a. Discussed the proposed amendments to the reference report on the 

subject, prepared by the NSC Planning Beard and transmitted by 
the reference memorandum of November 12, in the light of the views 

| of the Joint Chiefs of Staff transmitted by the reference memo- 
| randum of November 30. 

6. Adopted the proposed amendments subject to the following 
changes: - 

(1) Paragraph 56: Delete the bracketed phrase in line 4 and 
the fcotnote relating thereto. / 

(2) Subparagraph 56-a: Delete the footnote relating thereto, 
. and revise to read as follows: : | : 

“a. By providing technical and economic assistance.” ,
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Note: The amendments to the reference report, as adopted in } 
| above and approved by the President, subsequently circulated for in- | 
| sertion in NSC 5409.8 | 
: [Here follows a discussion of significant world developments af- 

| fecting United States security, United States rubber policy, United 
| States objectives and courses of action with respect to Japan, a review 

| of basic national security policy, Fiscal Year 1956 budget consider- 
| ations, and the status of NSC projects as of December 1, 1954.] — 
| OO a, | S. Everetr GiEeason 

| * These final two paragraphs, numbered a. and b., subparagraphs (1) and (2), | and the Note regarding U.S. Policy Toward South Asia were adopted verbatim 
aS NSC Action No. 1282 (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95, “Record of 
Actions by the NSC, 1954”). | | For Executive Secretary Lay’s memorandum, dated Dec. 14, 1954, to the Na- | tional Security Council enclosing the amendments to Section D of NSC 5409, the | Financial Appendix, and the supplementary staff study on Afghanistan, see infra. antenna 
S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, “NSC 5409—Memoranda” . . 

| Memorandum by the Executive Secretary (Lay) to the National 
| . a Security Council} | 
| : | | SECRET > —— Wasuineton, December 14, 1954. : 
| Subject: U.S. Policy Toward South Asia | | 
! References: A. NSC 5409 2 | | 3 | _ _B. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, dated 
: ___ November 12 and November 30, 1954 3 
| _  C.NSC Action No, 1282 4 | | 
| _ The National Security Council, the Secretary of the Treasury, the | 
! Director, Bureau of the Budget, and the Director, U.S. Information 

| Agency, at the 228th Council Meeting on December 9, 1954, adopted 
| the proposed amendments to Section D of the reference report, pre- 

pared by the NSC Planning Board and transmitted by the reference 
| memorandum of November 12, subject to the changes set forth in NSC 
| Action No. 1282-6. The President on December 11, 1954 approved | 

| this action. — - | | yg 
| Accordingly, the enclosed revised pages of NSC 5409, incorporat- 

ing the above amendments, are transmitted herewith with the request : 
that they be substituted for pages 12,13 and 14° thereof and that the — 

_ Superseded pages be destroyed by burning. | | 

1 Copies of this memorandum and the enclosures to it were furnished to the Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, the Chair- | : man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence. __ :  ? Dated Feb. 19, p. 1089. | . : } * See footnote 2, supra. ae an 
* See footnote 8, supra. 
5 Page 12 of NSC 5409 began with numbered: paragraph 46; page 14 concluded _ with numbered paragraph 63. — | : | | - f 

| | 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2-7
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Also enclosed for the information of the Council are a staff study 
on Afghanistan and a Financial Appendix, to be inserted in NSC 
5409, following the staff study now ending at page 40.° 

| JAMES S. Lay, JR. 

| [Enclosure] 

[Here follow numbered paragraphs 46 through 50, which are iden- 
tical to the correspondingly numbered paragraphs in NSC 5409, Febru- 
ary 19, page 1095. | 

51. Give special consideration to Pakistan in providing military 
assistance, including grant, in view of Pakistan’s attitude and key 
position among the countries of South Asia with respect to military 
collaboration with the West. 

D. Afghanistan 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) 
52. Support the government of Afghanistan so long as it is not 

unfriendly to the United States and not subservient to the USSR. 

58. Encourage the growth of closer economic and political rela- 
tions between Afghanistan and Pakistan, thus creating conditions 

_ favorable to settlement of the Pushtunistan dispute and strengthening | 
Afghanistan to enable it better to resist Soviet penetration. 

54. Only if Afghanistan and Pakistan demonstrate within their — 
own governments a convincing mutual desire for confederation, con- 
sider encouraging and assisting in its realization, providing accept- 
ance of the consequences thereof is then in U.S. interests. 

55. Encourage the settlement of disputes and the development of 

trade between Afghanistan and Iran. 
56. As a means of increasing Afghanistan’s resistance to Soviet 

pressures, provide assistance for Afghanistan for those projects which 

would tend to strengthen its ties with Pakistan : | 

a. By providing technical assistance and economic assistance. | 
b. By supporting appropriate applications by Afghanistan to the 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and to the 
Export-Import Bank for sound development loans. 

c. By supporting the inclusion of Afghanistan in the Colombo Plan 
as feasible. | 

57. Refrain from encouraging Afghanistan expectations that the 

United States will extend—and for the present do not extend—mili- 

tary assistance to Afghanistan. However, upon attainment of improved 

Afghanistan relations with Pakistan and Iran, consider extending 

military assistance to Afghanistan, through Pakistan if expedient. , 

"©The staff study on Afghanistan and the Financial Appendix were to be in- 

serted in NSC 5409 immediately after paragraph 58 of the Study Prepared by 

the Staff of the National Security Council, p. 1096.
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| 58. Avoid giving the impression that the U.S. favors participation 
| of Afghanistan in a regional defense arrangement at this stage, with- 
| out foreclosing the possibility of such participation at a later date. 
| 59. In the event of increased Soviet efforts to subvert or take over 
| Afghanistan, immediately review U.S. policy toward Afghanistan. | 
| _ 60. In the event of overt attack on Afghanistan by Soviet forces: 

a. Attempt through diplomatic measures to arrest the action and to | obtain prompt withdrawal of Soviet forces, 
| 6. If unsuccessful, decide in the light of the circumstances existing 
| at the time what further action to take through the UN or otherwise. 
| K. Ceylon | , | 
| (In addition to courses of action in Section A above) 7 
! | Here follow numbered paragraphs 61 through 64, which are identi- 
| cal to paragraphs 57 through 60, respectively, in NSC 0409, February 
| 19, pages 1095-1096. ] 

| F. Nepal a 

(In addition to courses of action in Section A above) , 
[ Here follow numbered paragraphs 65 through 67, which are identi- 

| cal to paragraphs 61 through 63, respectively, in NSC 5409, February : 
19, page 1096. ] | 

| [Enclosure] 

| SECRET | 
: Starr Srupy on AFGHANISTAN 

| (Supplementary to the Staff Study on South Asia) | 
| RECENT SOVIET ACTIVITY 
| 1. Recent Afghan-Soviet economic agreements permitting Soviet 
| construction of important capital projects in Afghanistan and entry of 
| considerable numbers of Soviet technicians provide evidence that the I 

Soviets may be desirous of drawing Afghanistan out of its present | | buffer status into the Soviet orbit. Success of the United ‘States in j | promoting a defense agreement between Pakistan and Turkey and in 
developing a program of military aid for Pakistan have in part been d 
responsible for intensification of Russian interest in Afghanistan. Rus- 

| sian and Czech economic aid estimated at $13 million in loans and | | grants has been accepted by the Afghans. A gradual drift towards 
| Soviet influence may result, although openly aggressive action by the } ) USSR is unlikely because of strong anti-Soviet reactions which would | probably occur elsewhere in the Arab-Asian bloc. | 

2. An advance of Soviet ascendency to the southern borders of Af- 
ghanistan would bring undesirable consequences. An added burden 
would be created on the defenses of Iran and Pakistan and the possi-
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bility of Soviet access to the port of Karachi would be enhanced. A 
wedge would be driven down into the nascent Turkey—Iran—Pakistan 
defense tier and the prestige of the United States and the West would 
suffer with the subjection of another free area to Soviet control. 

STRENGTHENING AFGHANISTAN 

3. As Afghanistan is threatened by increasing pressure from the 
Soviets, success of the latter in achieving their goals will depend to a 
measurable degree on the extent of Afghan weakness. Proposals for 
strengthening Afghanistan and countering Soviet pressures have in- 
cluded (1) confederation or closer economic and political cooperation 

| with Pakistan; (2) improved relations with Iran; (3) economic aid; 

and (4) military aid. | | 

Confederation or Closer Economic and Political Cooperation With 
| Pakistan 

4, A major source of Afghan weakness is the country’s present unsat- | 
_ isfactory relations with Pakistan. Thus one means of strengthening 

Afghanistan and reducing the disadvantages of its present position _ 
would be through encouraging closer ties between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. This might be approached in two ways: (a) by attempting 

| _ to bring about a confederation* of the two countries within the fairly 
near future, or (6) by working for closer and better economic and polit- 
ical relationships of the two countries within their existing political 
frameworks which might in time lead to some form of political union. 

5. Confederation should be considered in the light of the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 

a. Advantages: | 

(1) The Pushtunistan dispute (Afghanistan’s desire for some 
kind of autonomous state composed of the Pathan tribesmen living 
in the northwest frontier area of Pakistan) is the basic cause of 
friction between the two countries. Confederation would tend to 
eliminate this dispute, or at least greatly reduce its importance. 

(2) Resulting economic union, particularly elimination of trade 
barriers existing between the two countries, might make them 
economically stronger than they are at present. 

(8) From a military viewpoint confederation would make avail- 
able to Pakistan additional space in which to maneuver her mili- 
tary forces and terrain which favors delaying or defensive action 
against a Soviet invasion. | | 

*Suggestions for confederation have come largely from Afghan spokesmen. The . 
concept has not been precisely defined nor is there evidence of unanimity among 
the Afghan ruling oligarehy as to the desirability of confederation. Pakistani 
spokesmen have not been particularly receptive to the idea of confederation 
although they have evinced willingness to consider means of greater cooperation 
between the two countries. Presumably confederation would involve at least a 
central government over both countries and economic union (freedom of internal 
trade). [Footnote in the source text. ]
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| 6. Disadvantages : , | , 

(1) Militarily and politically, a combined Afghanistan and | 
Pakistan might well be weaker than the existing separate states. 

: Since Afghanistan’s military forces are insignificant in train- 
| ing and equipment, Pakistan’s defenses would be extended over a : 

larger area without any real addition to the strength of her forces. 
_ Afghanistan, far more backward administratively, would absorb 

| some of Pakistan’s trained administrative talent. Progress to- | 
| _ wards political democracy, while not great in Pakistan, is well | 
| ahead of Afghanistan. Given the conflicting tribal groups in 
| Afghanistan and the existing provincial tensions in Pakistan, | 
| the prospect of a politically well unified state seems remote. 

(2) Desire for confederation in either country is not suffi- 
| ciently deep to make possible successful agreement on the numer- 

ous political and economic matters which would have to be nego- 
| tiated to bring it about. Pakistan has at present unresolved con- | 
| stitutional problems of a serious nature which would tend to 
| make its government unreceptive to injection of the complicated 
| problems implicit in possible merger. — 

(3) A step directly from the present political status of the two 
countries to their consolidation would represent to the Soviet 

| Union an American inspired effort to bring United States strength 
| _ up to Soviet borders in an area regarded hitherto as neutral 
i ground. Confederation would thus involve the risk of Soviet reac- 
| tion which would be beyond the capacity of the newly-merged 
| countries to resist. Soviet reaction would create a new area of | 
| tension and might deal a serious blow at the outset to the now | : 
| developing Turkish-Pakistan defense axis. - | | 
| (4) Adverse Indian reaction would be similarly severe with- : 
| out entailing such serious consequences. Indian objections would | 
| __ be based on fear of an eventual increase in Pakistan’s power and | 
| the elimination of Afghanistan as a buffer between the sub- 
| continent and the USSR. | | 
: _ 6. On balance, therefore, it is concluded that impracticality and the | 
| risk of adverse reaction from the USSR, make undesirable positive 

! U.S. efforts to promote confederation of Afghanistan and Pakistan 
| in one step. However, the concept of an eventual confederation, devel- | 
2 oped logically and gradually out of progressively improving relations 
| between the two countries, should not be ruled out. a | 
| 7. Afghanistan could be greatly strengthened by encouraging closer | 
| cooperation and better relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan | 
| within their existing political frameworks. Such a policy is more | 

feasible now than confederation for the following reasons: : 

. a. Real economic weakness is an important factor in Afghan will- 
| ingness to accept Soviet offers of economic assistance with consequent 
| gradual increase in Soviet influence. Strengthened economic ties with | 

| Pakistan would combat this important cause of Afghan susceptibility : 
| to Soviet penetration, . oe | : 

| _ 6. A program for increasing cooperation in economic matters be- 
| tween the two countries presents a series of more readily obtainable 

| _ objectives than confederation. Economic cooperation might help to
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create an atmosphere conducive to elimination of the Pushtunistan 
dispute, which, once resolved, would open the way for gradual evolu- 
tion of a merger. | 

c. Merger conceived as the end-product of a gradual evolution would 
be less likely to excite violent Soviet antipathies and reaction. 

d. As Pakistan and Afghanistan are drawn together through various 
forms of cooperation, Pakistan’s strength and that of the Northern 
tier defense system is expected to grow. An Afghanistan gradually 
drawn into closer relations with Pakistan could be fitted more easily 

- into this defense concept with benefit and less risk, eliminating the 
strategic liability consequent to Afghanistan’s geographic intrusion 
between Pakistan and Iran. : 

Improved Relations with Iran 

8. Afghanistan would also be strengthened by the settlement of dis- 
putes and the development of trade between Afghanistan and Iran. 

| The chief controversy between the two countries concerns disposition of 
the waters of the Helmand River, which rises in Afghanistan and 
flows into Iran, and which is important for irrigation. Iran feels that 
it receives insufficient water and that its position will become worse 
as new irrigation facilities using more water are developed along the 
upper river in Afghanistan. Iran has recently agreed to resume 
negotiations, which have been suspended since Iran in 1952 rejected the 
report of a neutral technical commission appointed at the instance 
of the U.S. to find a basis for sharing the waters. 

Economic Aid | 

9. The United. States has been carrying on a small program of 
technical assistance in Afghanistan of about $1.5 million annually and 
the Export-Import Bank has in recent years extended loans totalling 
approximately $40 million primarily for the Helmand River valley 

| development project. Future United States economic assistance to 
Afghanistan should be directed toward giving it maximum resistance 
to Soviet pressure primarily through promoting better relations be- 
tween Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

10. A program of stepped-up United States aid attempting directly 
to counteract Soviet economic penetration would entail two disad- 
vantages: (a) it might involve us in a bidding contest with the Soviets 

which would be expensive and perhaps ultimately useless, or (4) 
stimulated by our increased interest in Afghanistan, the Soviets might 

try countermeasures dangerous to Afghan independence. 
11. Economic aid directed to projects mutually beneficial to Pakistan 

and Afghanistan would entail these disadvantages to a much smaller 

degree. Such a program would serve to bring the two countries closer, 

- ereating conditions favorable for greater cooperation and merger as 

described above. Afghan susceptibility to offers of assistance from the 

USSR is the result in part of economic difficulties arising from its — 
| existing bad relations with Pakistan. Use of our aid to improve rela-
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tions between the two countries represents the most practical means _ 
of strengthening Afghanistan. 

12, Projects which might help to strengthen and smooth relations 
| between the two countries could include (a) the establishment of a 
| “free port” for Afghanistan in Karachi, (6) supply of: additional 

locomotives and rolling stock to facilitate the movement of goods be- 
| tween Karachi and Afghanistan, (c) a railway spur, bringing the 

northern railhead into Afghan territory, (d) storage facilities at 
Karachi and the railhead, (e) accelerating the construction of the 

| Warsak hydro-electric project in Pakistan’s Northwest Frontier prov- 
| ince, with the end of supplying electricity from Warsak to neighbor- 

ing areas of Afghanistan, (f) development of hydro-electric potential 
of Kajakai and Arghandab dams for power deliveries in Quetta and 

/ Chamon in Pakistan, and (g) improvement of roads connecting Kabul 
| with Pakistan. | 

| Military Assistance | : 
13. Military assistance to Afghanistan would have the advantage 

of strengthening Afghanistan’s internal security forces and providing 
| a basis for resisting external aggression should that develop. 
! 14. However, these advantages would, at present, be outweighed by 
| an accompanying disadvantage: a possible Soviet threat to the inde- 
| pendence of Afghanistan and perhaps the security of its neighbors as 
| well. The future assistance and support needed to counteract the effect 
| of such threats might involve the U.S. in responsibilities beyond what 
| we would wish to assume in this area at this time. Recent Russian eco- 
| nomic assistance to Afghanistan indicates a possible Soviet intention 
| to establish control over the country, altering Afghanistan’s buffer 
7 status. Delivery of U.S. arms would change this possibility to a near 
| certainty. | 
| 15. In addition, there would be the difficulty of overcoming Paki- 
| stan’s probable objections to arms deliveries to Afghanistan arising 
| from the discordant relations now existing between the two countries 
| and Pakistan’s fear that arms delivered to the Afghanistan Govern- 
: ment might well fall into the hands of tribesmen for harassment of 
i Pakistan’s borders. | 
| _ 16. Nevertheless, there are possibilities that military assistance could 
| be profitably extended to Afghanistan at some later date. This would 
| be particularly true if Afghan relations with Pakistan should im- 
: prove and if Pakistan should agree to act as intermediary for such 
| assistance. In the light of our present relations with Pakistan, any- 

thing we undertake in the way of military assistance should be with 
| the knowledge and concurrence of Pakistan. _ | 
| 17. Because of probable adverse Soviet reaction, the present very 
| limited military capabilities of Afghanistan, and the latter’s unsettled
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dispute with Pakistan, the adherence of Afghanistan to a Middle East 

defense system at this stage in the system’s development would result 
in a worsening of the position of Afghanistan and a weakening of the 

system itself, We should, therefore, avoid giving the impression that _ 
the U.S. favors participation of Afghanistan in a regional defense 
arrangement at this time, without foreclosing the possibility of such 
participation at a later date. 

{Enclosure ] 

CONFIDENTIAL 

AFGHANISTAN 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE PROPOSED POLICIES+t _ Oo 

Table I. Expenditures by Programs{ 

: (Millions of Dollars) | 
Actual | 7 Estimated | 

Expenditures Expenditures | 

| . : Total 
_ 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1955-58 

Military — | | | 
Assistance 

Economic 
Assistance §1.4 |[.4 [/.8 q.8 

| Technical | : 
Assistance 3 8 18 2.3 2.4 2.5 9.0 

Information . 
Services ** TT TT Jl Jl Jl .4 

Educational | | 

Exchange** Tr 6Tt)OUTTCOTHCOTTCOSTF {to 

Total 1.7 1.2 2.7 2.4 2.5 2.6 — 10.2 

jEstimated expenditures given above are premised on the policy of limited 
economic assistance contained in NSC 5409, as adopted prior to the increase 
in Soviet pressure on Afghanistan and prior to NSC 5409’s revision by NSC 
Action No. 1282. The Department of State and The Central Intelligence Agency 
believe that considerably larger expenditures will be necessary to carry out the | 
proposed new policy. Detailed estimates of the cost of such new policy have not 
yet been worked out, but the Department of State believes that the maximum 
needed for FY 56 would not exceed $30 million, even if none of the assistance 
could be financed by loans. No estimates are available as to the continuing an- 
nual costs of such an expanded program subsequent to FY 56. [Footnote in the 
source text. ] . 

tDoes not include Export-Import Bank Loans authorized in FY 1950 ($21 
million) and in FY 1955 ($18.5 million). [Footnote in the source text.] 

§Emergency wheat loan. [Footnote in the source text. ] 

[Sale of wheat for local currency under Section 550 of the Mutual Security 
Act of 1953. [Footnote in the source text. ] 

qNo estimate available for possible programs for disposal of surplus agricul- 
tural commodities under Public Law 480. [Footnote in the source text.] 

**Based on financial appendix to NSC 5409. [Footnote in the source text.] 
++Less than $100,000. [Footnote in the source text. ] 
ttFigure not available. [Footnote in the source text. ] |



| eo ae Table II. Availability of Funds in Relation to Expenditures — | 
| | Ss | | FY 1955-FY 1957 | | 

| (Millions of Dollars) | | | | O 
; | : - Technical = Economic Military = Information —_ Educational B | | Total ‘Assistance —s_- Assistance Assistance Services §§ Exchange §§ ts 

_ Unexpended carryover into FY Cae , | eS 
1955 | 1.2 8 | c 

~ Plus: FY 1955 Funds | | 1B Bo a 
- Equals: Total available for ex- a a Ei 

penditures 28 8) | | Q Less: Estimated expenditures | a | ea 
FY 1955 | | | | 1.8 8 - | -1 if | 4 | 

Equals: Unexpended carryover | | 7 - © into FY 1956. 1.0 | < 
Plus: FY 1956 Funds 2.5 |  g 

_ Equals: Total available for ex- | | on 
| penditures. | 3.5 | , — 2 

Less: Estimated expenditures , : g 
FY 1956 2.3 1 (I || ry 

Equals: Unexpended carryover | | | > 
into FY 1957 So | 12 |  § 

§§ Not available except expenditure data in Financial Appendix to NSC 5409. [Footnote in the source text.) 
| | | Less than $100,000. [Footnote in the source text.] | | 

| | On
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SUMMARY EXPLANATION | 

1. Objectives 

Since the end of World War IT Afghanistan has been engaged in an 
ambitious program of economic development. The Afghans intend to 
develop their own basic natural resources at the maximum rate possible. 
The effort may be described broadly as natural resources development 
(largely in Southwest Afghanistan and largely by the government) 
and industrial and power development by private investors mostly in 
the northern and eastern parts of the country. 

However, these capital development plans have not been accompa- 
nied by a requisite increase in numbers of skilled and semi-skilled per- 
sons to make effective use of them. Thus the dams and irrigation canals 
need competent men in the various fields of administration and opera- 
tion; the new textile and power plants require semi-skilled technicians 

-in management and technical operations; and the farmers need new 
methods and techniques to make the most of the new water resources 
available. oe | 

The FOA program has as its principal objective (a) to aid the 
Afghan Government in the reclamation, development and settlement 
of new agricultural land especially in the Helmand River Valley, (6) 
to give assistance in improving primitive agricultural practices 
throughout the country, (c) to aid the Afghan Government in estab- 
lishing and strengthening schools to train technicians required in the 
economic development efforts, (d) to aid in improving public adminis- 
tration in all fields of activity, (e) to assist in developing sounder 
communications and transportation systems, (f) to assist in utilizing 
coal resources, and (g) to assist in raising the level of technical com- 
petence by awarding grants for training in the United States and © 
elsewhere. 

2. Progress to Date | | 

FOA has provided technical assistance to Afghanistan in several 
major fields of activity. FOA technicians in the Helmand Valley work- _ 
ing with the Helmand Valley Authority have trained men in stream 
gauging, have established experimental and demonstration farms, have 

demonstrated improved irrigation techniques, and are assisting the 
Helmand Valley Authority itself to become an effective administrative — 
body able to regulate the use of land and water resources and to pro- 

vide service to the people already there and to the nomads who are set- 

tling on newly irrigated lands. . | 

In the field of education, teachers and equipment have been pro- 

vided for the Afghanistan Institute of Technology. Salaries of teach- 

ers at Habibia College have been supplemented in order to permit the __ 
maintenance of a higher standard of instruction. By means of a con- 

) tract with the University of Wyoming a vocational agricultural school
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has been strengthened. A training program for sub-professional health | 
workers is now underway at the extension training center in the Hel- | 

- mand Valley. Assistance in teacher training is being given through | 
a contract with Columbia Teachers College. Output of coal in two 
mines has been increased and safety measures for mines has been | 
improved. | | 
3. The FY 1955 Program | 

The FY 1955 program is planned at a level of $1,620,000. The FOA | 
Mission will continue in the activities started in earlier years with a 
major part of their efforts being devoted to the Helmand Valley De- 
velopment program. | | 
4. Host Country Participation | | | 

Tn the past seven years Afghanistan has invested between 60 and 70 
million dollars of its own and borrowed funds for Helmand Valley | 

_ development. Its contributions to activities associated with the tech- 
nical cooperation program are about four times the U.S. contribution. 
Despite extreme shortages of trained personnel, Afghanistan officials 
and technicians head up each of the program activities and work co- | 
operatively with the FOA technicians, The Afghans, realizing the 

_ importance of modernizing techniques and methods, have sent an- 
nually at least 50 students to the U.S. and other Western countries : 
for advanced training not available in that country. 
3. Other Technical Assistance Programs 

The United Nations and its Specialized Agencies have sent large 
numbers of technicians to Afghanistan. The total cost of these oper- | 
ations is estimated at approximately $500,000 annually. Close coordi- 
nation of FOA operations and other technical assistance programs is 
maintained at all times. | 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 

| | 
|



EFFORTS TO HELP RESOLVE THE DISPUTE BETWEEN 

INDIA AND PAKISTAN OVER KASHMIR * 

320/1—-152 : Telegram 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation to the General 
Assembly (foosevelt) to the Department of State ? | 

SECRET New York, January 1, 1952—8 p. m. 

Delga 811. Re: Kashmir. 
1. Graham * informed Dec 80 in general terms of contents Gadels 

540, Dec 22* and 553, Dec 26.° He welcomed ideas and timing, with 

two exceptions: | 

A. He thought it inadvisable SC endorse Devers’ plan,® which would 
be quite unacceptable to GOI. Confusion in this matter, and apparent 
Indian endorsement of plan, stems from fact Devers first gave Rau 
typewritten slip of unsigned paper, which contained first stage of 
plan, this stage being favorable to GOI. Devers later orally communi- 
cated to both parties balance plan which was unfavorable to GOI in 
that (i) it wld leave approx 11,000 civil police and Azad forces on Pak 
side cease-fire line and 13,000 forces on Indian side, (11) it defined 

| powers Plebad to dispose of remaining forces as “final.” Accord- 
ing Graham, GOI reference to having largely accepted Devers’ 
plan refers really to first stage that plan. Re desire bring plan into 
open (Gadel 559 Dec 28) * GADel’s guess is that GOP, knowing plan 
favors GOP in final stages, wants whole plan on record, while GOI 
referred publicly to plan in order give impression its goodwi'! in ac- 
cepting part of plan offered by UN reps mil advisor. Graham recog- 
nizes that GOI reference to Devers’ plan leaves him no choice except 

1¥For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. | 

1699 ff. a 
2This telegram was repeated for information to London, New Delhi, and 

Karachi. 
’ Dr. Frank P. Graham, UN Representative for India and Pakistan, had trans- 

mitted his second report to the Security Council on Dec. 18, 1951 (UN doce. 
S/2448). In the report he indicated that some progress had been made in securing 
concurrence by the Governments of India and Pakistan to a 12-point agreement 
involving the demilitarization of the state of Jammu and Kashmir in one con- 
tinuous process. Two principal points of difference remained: (1) the size of 
forces to be left on either side of the cease-fire line at the end of the demilitariza- 
tion period, and (2) the day on which the Government of India would agree to 
the formal appointment to office of the Plebiscite Administrator. 

The Security Council considered Graham’s second report at its 570th to 572d 
meetings on Jan. 17, 30, and 31 (UN does. S/PV. 570-572). 

4 Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1922. 
* Toid., p. 1926. 
*A demilitarization plan by Gen. Jacob J. Devers, Military Adviser to the UN 

Representative for India and Pakistan (see footnote 3, p. 1170), released by 
the UN Secretariat on Jan. 21 (UN doc. 8/2485). 

" Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1927. 
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to reveal plan in entirety to both sides, He contemplates doing this by | filing confidential copies with UN Secretary General’s office, for read- ing and possible retention by both sides. He believes the details of plan | will leak, and that it is better to have leak occur from sources such | that he and his staff cannot be accused of responsibility. Graham indicated thought plan shld not be made public because was informal confidential ettort and because does not want to be tied to it. | B. While he is willing make quick trip subcontinent and appeal to | Nehru agree to his proposals, immed after Indian elections, Graham believes: (i) He shld go only if asked by SC, since otherwise wld _ have no force behind expedition, which wld appear personal attempt bring home bacon in last hour; (ii) he shld see both Nehru and Nazimuddin appealing to both PriMins rise above power politics and come in person to UN forum with agreement which cld only redound | to prestige both countries. Apparently, this is idea which Graham | broached tentatively once before to N ehru, who appeared greatly | interested. | | | | 

2. Re tone his first oral statement before SC, Graham thought wld : have to be mere factual explanation reasons behind his “views” set | forth in his 19 [18] Dee report. Otherwise, his ability continue media- | tory activities by flying trip to subcontinent after Indian elections wld | be minimized. While unwilling commit himself on possible success this | last-minute appeal to N ehru, Graham said he thought at various | times, when he seemed to be coming close to Nehru, that GOI PriMin really wanted to settle Kashmir\dispute on reasonable fair terms. He | was encouraged by fact GOI appeared bear no resentment against him | for views given in 19 [18] Dec report, which were unfavorable to GOI position. This last remark was occasioned by indications GOI | willing Graham continue as mediator (Delhi’s 46 to Paris Dec 28) ,® | which info was given Graham in general terms. : 3. Graham stated wld appreciate any info concerning development in subcontinent re his report, and also wld welcome being provided | with argumentation to use with GOI re: (1) argument SC and | Graham and not deal with Pak aggression; (11) reasonableness Gra- | ham view that on 15 July 1952, at the end of the demilitarization proc- ess, there shld remain on either side of cease-fire line lowest possible number of forces based “in proportion” on number of armed forces | existing on each side of line on 1 Jan 1949. mde es | : Graham departed evening Dec 30 for Menton, in south of France, | and will not return to Paris until SC fixed date for Kashmir hearings. Arrangements have been made for communicating with him. _ | . 
| 

5. Ross wondered if might have SC mtg about 18 Jan; Graham | wld then go to subcontinent for week prior tabling resolution, in effort persuade both PriMins reach. agreement, returning end Jan; then 
| *The same as New Delhi’s telegram 2224 to the Department, Dec. 26, 1951, Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1925. | 

| 
| | 

| 
|
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start negots for resolution in SC, tabling resolution and speaking to it 

before parties interventions, probably around Feb; parties.cld then 

speak about Feb 12. Fowler thought cld not put off Paks this long. 

- 6. Fowler will report discussions to London, emphasizing new 

factors presented by Dept thoughts and Graham views. | 
RoosEVELT 

690D.91/1—252: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State * 

SECRET New DE tH, January 2, 1952—8 p. m. 

9299, For Acheson from Bowles. Re urtel 1295, December 21 [31] ? 

on Kashmir, strongly urge you consider fol points: © 

1. Although I cannot guarantee Bajpai’s sincerity in urging exten- 

) sion of Graham mission along line mytel 2273, Dec 29,? it our belief 

his attitude genuine. I can see no reason why he shld jeopardize his 

relationships with us simply to gain brief additional time in negots 

which have already covered many months. He himself pointed out he 

cannot guarantee success of negots in advance nor even Nehrw’s attitude 

under all conditions. However, I do not believe Bajpai wld have made 

this proposal unless he believed there was good chance that Graham 

cld succeed in securing agreement before Mar 31. We puzzled by Lon- 

don’s 61 of Jan 1 (sent Dept 2935 rptd Karachi 51)*.... 

9, It was probably wishful thinking recent months to assume Graham 

eld have secured agreement between Pak and India on the highly emo- 

tional subject of Kashmir while first Ind election were [was] being 

fought. However, Graham deeply respected here and since UN has 

been trying nearly four years thru one commission or another to se- 

cure agreement, it wld seem unreasonable not make one final effort. 

3. As we have pointed out before, res condemning India in which 

we participated would seriously jeopardize US relations with this 

country at time when there seems every prospect for steady improve- 

ment. More than that, such res wld not serve any purpose in settling 

Kashmir problem but it will further arouse emotions which have been 

perceptibly cooling, and in all likelihood make a rational settlement 

| impossible. | 

4, Altho Pak may be pressing for such action on part SC seems — 

most unlikely that she cld, as a consequence, provide substantial milit 

assistance which we gather is one factor under consideration in Wash- 

ington. The increased tension which wld surely result in Pak wld seem 

likely to tie down Pak Army even tighter. | - 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Paris, and Karachi. 

2 Not printed, but see Foreiyn Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, footnote 2, p. 1928. 

* [bid., p. 1927. - . 

* Not printed. :
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d. Under the circumstances believe strongly we have everything to | 
gain and nothing to lose from extension of Graham mission under : 
broad gen terms and cannot believe Graham will refuse undertake | 
this final effort in view Bajpai’s statements both to Brit and our- 
selves. If Graham mission is continued believe it wld be mistake for 
SC instruct him to open negots directly with the two PriMins, Noth- | 
ing cld be gained from specific instr this kind and it is possible that | 
either Nazimuddin or Nehru might reject this type of public pressure. 
In view of Bajpai’s suggestion it likely Nehru wld agree if same | 
proposal was made by Graham privately. 

6. Finally let me emphasize none of us here can guarantee what 
will happen if Graham mission is continued but we are unanimous | 
in our conviction that with patient handling along lines mytel 227 3, | 
Dec 29 there fair chance this dispute can be settled, thereby eliminat- 7 
ing serious point of conflict and at same time greater strengthening | 
public confidence in the UN. | | 
a a Bow.es | 

! 
690D.91/1-552 : Telegram 

| 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy inIndia | 
SECRET WasHINeToN, January 5, 1952—6: 36 p.m. 

1335. Re Kashmir. Dept’s further reaction Bajpai’s suggestion | Deptel 1295 Dec 31, contained Embtels 2224 Dec 26,? 2273 Dec 29, 2299 : 
Jan 2 follows: Co 

1, Dept suspects Bajpai’s proposals may be motivated by GOI de- 
sire delay SC res further and allow contd consolidation Ind position : Kashmir. GOI may well have in mind a further spinning out process | in which additional] delays will be sought. If this true Bajpai’s sug- 
gestions will provide mechanism for further delay and avoid possible 
SC action at this stage. | 
2, Nevertheless we do not wish pass over any possible opportunity | afforded by GOI to reach settlement and in view strong Emb recom- | mendations contained Embtel 2299 Jan 2 Dept suggests fol informal 

approach to Bajpai by Amb with implication clear that approach | being made under instrs: 

a) During long history negots on this issue Dept has been frankly disappointed in past that after being led believe more conciliatory at- | titude was developing on part of Ind, attitude had stiffened. FYI Bajpai strongly intimated to Dept officials in Oct 1949 that Ind wld | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Paris (for the delegation at the General Assembly ), Karachi, and London. . 
| * Foreign Relations, 1951, Vol. VI, Part 2, p. 1925. | | | 

|
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agree to partition with a plebiscite in the Vale * which Ind subsequently 
rejected when presented by Dixon.* End FYI ae es 

6) US wld be prepared support Bajpai’s suggestion re continuation 
Graham’s mediatory activities until Mar first if we have clear assur- 
ance re change of GOI attitude to indicate more responsiveness to 

Graham proposals. Minimum indication along this line wld be agree- 
ment to pt 10 of Graham proposals in Dec 18 report (appt of PlebAd).° 

| We believe such undertaking wld be conducive to quicker settlement 
re nr troops to remain at end demilitarization period. 

c) If GOI reaction negative we see likely end utility Graham in a 
mediatory role. In this event there wld seem to be no alternative but 
for SC to take further action which might well have unfortunate effect 
placing India in unfavorable light. | : 

| 3. While Dept does not intend discuss foregoing approach with UK 
until after your reply recd, Dept leaves your discretion whether you 

| discuss matter with Nye before or after your talk with Bajpai. 
4. FYI only, if GOI reaction negative we have in mind, provided 

UK agrees, urging Graham make final appeals in person to Nehru and 
Nazimuddin for acceptance his proposals prior tabling SC res. Inthis 
connection we wld hope Graham visit wld last approx 10daysin which | 
he wld visit both capitals. Dept believes best time Graham approach 
Nehru wld be about Feb 1 after Ind elections and before convening 

Ind Parliament. In event Graham unsuccessful Dept wld join UK in 
sponsoring SC res which wld presumably recommend parties accept 

Graham proposals. So 

| 5. In using phrase “if India were not asked to compromise too large 
nr of troops” (Embtel 2274 [2273]) Dept assumes Bajpai meant with- 
draw. In this connection Graham of opinion Ind figures much too large 
and he continues believe highly desirable have minimum mil forceson 
both sides. Presence large nr of troops wld in Dept’s view lessen _ 
chances fair plebiscite. Re Bajpai statement India “might allow 

| PlebAd to have final decision on placing these troops” GOT has already 
agreed per sec 4a Jan 5 1949 Res: ¢ “PlebAd will determine in consulta- 

tion with GOI the final disposal of Ind and State Armed Forces . . .”’ 
6. Dept believes inadvisable future conversations with Ind officials 

to make any ref to “pressure from Pak.” Only pressure officially 
| acknowledged by US is obligation work for just solution this dispute 

accordance with UN principles. a 

| ’For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. vi, pp. 1686 ff. 
¢ Sir Owen Dixon of Australia had been appointed UN Representative for India 

and Pakistan by the Security Council on Apr. 12, 1950, in accordance with the 
| Council’s resolution of Mar. 14, 1950 (UN doc. 8/1461). Dixon reported to the 

Security Council on Sept. 15, 1950 that no agreement had been reached between 
| India and Pakistan for the demilitarization of the State of Jammu and Kashmir | 

or on other preparations for the holding of a free and impartial plebiscite and 
requested the formal termination of his position. (UN doc. 8/1791) | 
°UN doc. $/2448. Oo 
‘The UN Commission for India and Pakistan (UNCIP) Resolution of Jan. 5, | 

1949, which set down the conditions and basic principles of the proposed plebiscite | 
(UN doc. 8/1196). 

™ Ellipsis appears in the source text. _
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7. Re para 2 Embtel 2224 you may in your discretion ask Bajpai | 
what he meant specifically by “extending Graham’s terms of ref as | 
far as possible.” Re para 3 Dept believes question Graham’s mtg both | 
Prime Ministers might well be left Graham’s decision. - | | 

| | | ACHESON | 

690D.91/1-1052 : Telegram - : 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State? 

SECRET New Dexa, January 10, 1952—7 p. m. 
2426, Had three long discussions Kashmir, one with Nehru, two with. | 

Bajpai. Resultsmay besummedupasfols: — | | 
1, Bajpai states GOI has no basic objection setting up plebiscite ad- | 

ministrator July 15 but suggest it wld be meaningless gesture unless | 
other questions can be settled by proposed March 31 termination 
Graham’s final effort. we - eee 

2. Bajpai states demilitarization is basic prob which must be settled, | 
and made fol points. | ne OO | 

a. Ind must insist no Pak troops be allowed Kashmir terr during — 
plebiscite. 4,000 Azad—Kashmir troops are nine times normal police | 
forcethisarea. | | | 

6. 21,000 troops requested by GOI roughly 20 percent number Ind | 
troops Kashmir last June. a | | 

c. Under my repeated questioning Bajpai stated some such number 
required because geographic situation favored Pak and once Ind mil 
left valley it wld be difficult for them return, Bajpai finally agreed this | 
figure might be subj reduction. | | - | | 

| d. Explained that GOI has already agreed plebiscite administrator | 
may place troops where he sees fit so that Ind forces cld not affect 
election result. - 7 

3. Bajpai stated in order avoid any last minute misunderstanding | 
he also anxious have Graham clear up two additional points. | 

a. What does agreement previously reached mean “local authorities” 
in Azad—Kashmir? If this means local govts various cities villages and 
towns Ind agrees. If means overall govt of Azad-Kashmir which was 
described as unrecognized there might be difficulties. a | 

_ 6, What are standards under which former residents Kashmir who 
_ left country during disturbances may return cast vote? How will their — 

eligibility be determined ? . eter 
Bajpai stated he expects no difficulty over interpretation these two 

points but GOI wld prefer have Graham deal with them rather than | 
plebiscite administrator who may not be familiar with background. : 

4, After repeated probing Bajpai unexpectedly stated he believed 
on conf basis it entirely possible work out agreement partitioning 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Paris, and Karachi. 
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_ Kashmir with plebiscite confined to valley. He agreed Azad—Kashmir 

wld undoubtedly vote with Pak and said no shadow of doubt that 
Jammu wld vote with Ind. He agreed if Ind shld win plebiscite cover- 

ing entire area it wld be faced with continual bitterness and opposition 
in Azad—Kashmir area with another population exodus and that there 

was no conceivable profit in this for Ind. He stated Ind had turned 

down Dixon proposal only because Dixon insisted Kashmir govt shld 

give up its duties six months before plebiscite was held. He likened 

this to request of Repub Party in Amer for Truman admin abdicate 
next June in order guarantee fair election in Nov. He stated question 

of partition had not been discussed with Graham and that his state- 

ment to me that he believed GOI wld accept reasonable proposal was 

in strictest confidence. | 
| I kept my discussions with Nehru deliberately in gen terms because 

he extremely weary from election efforts and I did not want run risk 
drawing from him dogmatic statements which wld make compromise 
difficult later. Focused my attempt on emotional appeal to him to 
take moral leadership in this difficult situation and to relieve world 

of one of its most critical points of tension. © 

Nehru stated it wld be easier for Ind if Amer and UK did not insist 

there was no moral or legal difference in position of Pak and Ind in 

| relation to Kashmir. He stated Pak had no legal rights in Kashmir 

while India’s rights clear and Campbell-Johnson’s recent book on 

Mountbatten issue accurately described situation.’ 

I said I understood his feelings but he shld also understand our con- 

cern when many Indian leaders speak of cold war as simply another | 

struggle between power hungry blocs. I pointed out our moral posi- 

tion completely clear in relation Sov Union and that just as he re- 

gretted unwillingness of many Amer to accept fully his position on 

Kashmir so we felt keenly about some Ind statements about US- 

USSR conflict. 

Nehru jokingly stated he wld cheerfully accept our moral position in 

regard to USSR and indeed already accepted it but in return we shld 

accept India’s basic case on Kashmir. | 

There is obvious psychological roadblock here which complicates our 

efforts deal practically with situation as it now exists. Much of con- 

versation consisted of discussion by Nehru of his relations with Sheikh 

Abdullah and his earnest desire estab Ind as secular state in which all 

religions work side by side. 

My discussions with Bajpai much more detailed and specific but 

friendly. I argued many points vigorously on ground I cld not recom- 

24 reference presumably to Alan Campbell-J ohnson’s book, Mission with 

Mountbatten (London, Robert Hale Limited, 1951).
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mend continuation Graham mission unless I was personally convinced : 
he had fair chance for success. | 
My conclusions these conversations as fols: 1. GOI deeply con- : 

vinced can win fair and honest plebiscite in valley and Jammu. 
2. GOI anxious get Graham here and sincerely hopeful agreement 

can be reached which will allow plebiscite be held. | 
3. GOI concerned over its ability handle Sheikh Abdullah if it com- | 

promises too far. 

4. GOI will remain adamant on Pak troops Kashmir and will com- 

promise on Azad—Kashmir and to some extent on its own troops. 

5. Face-saving devices to justify GOI in reducing number troops 

may be possible through clear cut UN guarantee against aggression 
or intimidation. : | 

6. GOI apparent willingness partition Kashmir with plebiscite con- | 
fined to valley suggests further opportunities dealing with mil ques- | 
tion. This emphasizes need for giving Graham broadest possible terms | : 
of reference. | | 

_ ¢. Graham may expect to find more reasonable attitude on part of Ind | 
provided face-saving devices can be developed, yet negots will get | 
nowhere if Pak Govt receives impression we will support its position | 
if negots fail. Must be made perfectly clear to Pak US playing no 

favorites and they can expect no help from us unless they willing enter | 
negots with determination to find reasonable basis for agreement. 

8. Situation remains complicated and cannot be settled in brief visit. 
Balloting for house of people completed Jan 30 except few areas. 

Graham shld come subcontinent Feb 1 with firm understanding this | 
final effort and that his findings must be completed March 81. | 

9. Decision at this point by SC as to rights or wrongs of situation | 
wld destroy opportunity securing reasonable settlement Kashmir | 
dispute. | | 

10. Wld also be mistake for UN simply leave situation to two Pri- : 

Mins with request for them negot directly since this wld not increase | 

chances for success and by admitting failure of UN effort wld tend to | 

lessen world confidence in UN. If there to be agreement let us do every- | 
thing our power see UN gets the credit. | 

Finally and with emphasis let me state I cannot guarantee what in | 

Bajpai’s or Nehru’s minds, that I can only judge situation by what | 
they say and how they say it, that even though Graham comes to sub- | 
continent and Pak cooperates, can be absolutely no assurance of success 
but earnestly believes that considering long persistent UN effort it wld | 
be tragic mistake not take full advantage whatever opportunities may : 

exist now for final agreement. : | | | 

| Bow tes | 

|
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690D.91/1-1152 : Telegram . . 

The Chargé in India (Steere) to the Department of State? 

SECRET New Devui, January 11, 1952—7 p. m. | 
2447. 1. Bajpai called on Amb last night at his own initiative and 

producing copy Dixon report pointed out sections with which GOI 
agreed. Agreed sections covered Dixon’s recommendations for parti- 
tion Kashmir. But Bajpai indicated GOI still objected Dixon’s recom- 
mendations for supersession Kashmir Govt by UN admin during 
plebiscite period. Bajpai’s last minute call seems suggest continuing 
and perhaps deepening GOI interest in seeking solution by partition, 
but indicates little if any advance over GOI 1950 position 
re admin control during pleb period. Amb felt Bajpai sincere in ap- 
proaches and they shld be earnestly considered, although Bajpai’s 
statements and views re GOI position shld be treated with reserve. 

2. Re Nepal comprising fol specific types asst: (1) GOI proposes | 

send milit mission to Nepal to which Nepal PriMin gave tentative as- 
sent (2) GOI to provide civilian police team aid Nepal in securing 
twelve passes situated on Tibet-Nepal border (3) GOI to assist Nepal 
in constructing militarily usable road from Razual to Kathmandu, as 

well as lateral east-west roads within Nepal. (4) GOI to assist 
in construction Nepal airfields. | 

3. In course conversation Bajpai alluded to GOI interest obtaining 
certain military items, including tank parts from US. Amb stated to 
Bajpai US cld not be expected supply GOI with milit equipment and 
supplies until Kashmir settlement effected. Amb utilized this point 
strongly as argument for speedy settlement Kashmir problem. Bajpai 
indicated he fully understood US position re this point. 

4, Amb expected amplify details his talk with Bajpai on arrival 
Wash, 

STEERE 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, Paris, and Karachi. 

320/1-1552 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 

| SECRET PRIORITY WasuHineron, January 15, 1952—7: 07 p. m. 

719. Re Kashmir re Delga 1027.2 Fol are Dept’s views after consulta- 

tion with Amb Bowles re SC handling of second Graham report: | 
1. Preferred course of action. Graham reports to SC Jan 17 giving 

complete explanation situation, his views. Such statement shld include | 
spelling out Devers plan for reasons set forth Gadel 688 Jan 12.3 At 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, Paris, and New Delhi. 
7 ? Not printed. 

*In telegram Gadel 688 to the delegation at Paris, Jan. 12, not printed, the 
. Department suggested that Dr. Graham should explain in detail the exact nature | 

of Devers’ proposals. The Department appreciated Graham’s fear of a strong
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subsequent mtg week or 10 days later, UK Del and USGADel in state- | 
ments to Council take fol position: a) Note satisfactory progress 2 
made; 6) Note 2 major problems yet unsolved, namely troops to re- 
main on either side of cease fire line at end demilitarization period, and : 
appt PlebAd by end demilitarization period; ¢) Express belief and | 
hope remaining differences can be resolved in very near future. Accord- | 
ingly, SC wld be ill-advised act now in manner which might jeopardize 
reaching agreement these 2 fundamental points; d) State opinion 
Graham has authority and shld use it to return to sub-continent for 
further negots with understanding this is final effort before substantive | 

SC action in event differences cannot be resolved; e) Indicate belief 
Dr. Graham shld report to SC on results final effort at his discretion 
and in any event no later than Mar 31. Under this procedure USGA Del 
and UKDel shld undertake urge other dels make similar statemenis, | 
So as to indicate SC majority opinion verbally Graham make one more 
attempt. oe 

2. Alternative course of action. If, after assessing possibilities re 
course of action indicated one above, USGA Del convinced it cannot be 
undertaken, Dept leaves to USGA Del’s discretion decision to co-spon- 
sor UKDel res continuing Graham effort. Dept does not agree with 
UK draft res. Believes it essential, if res necessary, that it contain fol | 
elements: a@) Note Graham report and Graham statement; 0) Indi- | 
cate appreciation points of agreement; c) Note that 2 basic differ- | 
ences remain, namely, number of troops remain on either side cease fire | 
line at end of demilitarization period and appointment of PlebAd by 
end demilitarization period; d) Direct Graham make final effort to | 
effect agreement by parties on these 2 points; e) Direct Graham to | 
report on outcome final effort at his discretion but no later than Mar 31. 

_ 8, As USGADel knows, basic problem either course of action is sell- 
ing it to Pak Del. USGADel after reaching agreement with UKDel on | 
course of action to be pursued shld assure continuing UK initiative | 
with strong US support. If UKDel and USGADel agree preferred i 
course of action in one above, line of argument with Pak Del cld be: | 
next res logically shld be one either commending parties for reaching | | 
agreement re demilitarization or recommending steps to parties on how | 
demilitarization shld be achieved. Now is not time for such res in view | 
of Indian internal polit situation with real or alleged negot problems | 
arising therefrom. Pak position in eyes all UN members and in world | 

Indian reaction, but believed no useful purpose was served by withholding the | proposals, as long as Graham in detailing them indicated their tentative nature. : Full divulgence, in the Department’s opinion, would not jeopardize Graham’s | position vis-a-vis India So much as his failure to do so would vis-a-vis Pakistan. 
The Department indicated for the delegation’s own information that it had ! now seen details of Devers’ proposals and believed them to be “fair, well thought : "350 WL 0b} and practicable suggestions on staging of demilitarization,” 

|
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_ opinion will be stronger by agreeing final delay whether or not Indians 
eventually accept remaining points demilitarization program. India 
can thus have no excuse for failing to come to agreement on remaining 
points unless GOP changes present well known attitude full coopera- 
tion with SC in solving this problem. If UKDel and USDel decide res 
must be introduced, efforts shld be made obtain agreement both sides 
that their statements will be brief and not conducive protracted heated 
debate, which more likely to be avoided by not having res tabled. 

| ACHESON 

320/1-1752 : Telegram . 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation to the 
General Assembly (Roosevelt) to the Department of State * 

SECRET PRIORITY Parts, January 17, 1952—11 p. m. 

Delga 1089. Re Kashmir. Malik speech 2 which attacks Graham re- 
port and econ concept of plebiscite with UN plebiscite admin and urges 
instead settlement by Sheik Abdullah’s constituent assembly is first 
Sov intervention in Kashmir case. 

Since it may on examination present broad change in Sov policy 
by opposition to Pak, Gross commented only briefly that we seek set- 
tlement agreed by parties. | 

1. Speech can indicate Sov concentration on Indian public opinion 
because of USSR plans in SE Asia with consequent abandonment of 
Pak support. In showing support for Sheik Abdullah’s constituent as- 
sembly it may be calculated to support independent Kashmir which 
wld be set up for Commie infiltration and which India wld be forced 
by its own public opinion to protect against Pak mil aggression. With- 
out commenting on this phase, Dayal interprets it as having a bad 
effect on Indian Govt’s support of UN means of settlement with wide 
appeal to India public opinion. Also, speech may be conditioned in 
part on desire of USSR to see Arab leadership in hands of Egypt and 
Azzam Pasha (we saw Malik in conversation with them yesterday 
and today) rather than in hands of Zafrullah who is more aligned to 
West. 

_ 2, Another interpretation of Sov move wld be desire to complicate a 
case they feel is moving toward settlement with irritation at Devers 
trip in border area and feeling US UK may be planning to supply 
troops to plebiscite administrator. Fowler (UK) and Ayub (Pak) are 
personally treating it as localized tactical move that shld be tested out 
by proceeding with plans re next steps. 

3. Possible interpretation of move ominous nature might be this 
is part of Sov-Chi Commie plan for SEA and SE Asia mil adventure. 

4. Until we have conferred further with UK and Graham and 
had further views of Dept, we believe that to proceed with instrs 

- might be very dangerous particularly in view of Pak reaction which 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and New Delhi. _ 
? For the statement in the Security Council on Jan. 17 by the Soviet Representa- 

tive, Yakov Aleksandrovich Malik, see UN doc. S/PV. 570.
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wld have been adverse even apart from today’s developments in SC 
(on either interpretation tactical questions will arise) such as: | 

(a) Whether USSR wld veto any further res on Kashmir, or 
whether we wld take case to GA ? | | 
(6) Graham’s attitude toward continuing as mediator with or | 

without res; : | 
(c) Indian attitude toward further negots along lines of UN 

plan. | 

| | ROosEvEL?T 

357.AB/ 1—1852 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé in India (Steere) to the Department of State * | 

SECRET New Detui, January 18, 1952—8 p. m. | 

_ 2562. Bajpai asked me to call today and said GOI was anxious that | 
US Govt and Amb Bowles shld know that GOI was as much surprised | 
as they must be at Russian charges Anglo-US interference in Kashmir 
affairs and their alleged interest in mil bases Kashmir. He was at pains | 
to emphasize that GOI had not given Soviet authorities info or lead 
upon which its charges cld be based. He went to length of showing me 
MEA cables dated Jan 10 to Ind Ambs Ankara and The Hague which | 
had been repeated to Moscow but which, as far he aware, had not | 
been communicated to Sov authorities because absence Ind Chargé 
Moscow in Berlin. . 

He also showed me exchange cables with jr officer Moscow, acting | 
Chargé, instructing latter not to communicate contents cable in | 
(qundevia’s absence. a | 

Cable in question outlined well known attitude GOI toward Kashmir 
question and upon issues recently under discussion Paris with Graham. 
They indicated GOI receptivity to all Graham proposals except that 
armed forces to remain either side cease-fire line shld be proportional | 
to forces present Jan 49. Latter unacceptable to GOI. | 

Bajpai stressed cables sent to brief Ambassadors countries repre- 
sented SC with which GOI had not been in close contact re Kashmir 
affairs. | a : 

_ Bajpai expressed hope it wld be evident that cable contained nothing | 
which cld possibly give basis for charges such as USSR had made in | 
Paris. I indicated agreement that this was also my impression. I also | 
remarked that it had not occurred to Emb that Russian charges were | 
anything other than tactics with which world thoroughly familiar. | 
MEA cable contains reference to assurance from UK that GOI wld | 

be informed in advance of action which it now proposed to take in the | 
Security Council. In this connection Bajpai expressed hope info might | 
be recd before his expected departure for Paris approx Jan 24. He | 

* Repeated to London and Paris. | | 

| | 

:
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considered it most desirable he be able consult New Delhi on basis — | 
| such info before his departure if at all possible. He revealed Setalvad, 

Ind Attorney Gen, and he expecting proceed Paris for SC discussion. 
Setalvad will lead debate while he, on doctor’s instrs, will confine him- 
self to advisory functions. GOI was concerned Thampa Istan was en- 
Joying advantage Zafrulla propaganda activities Paris during coming 
critical days in which India inadequately represented. 

Bajpai said he had spoken to Nye in same sense and I have since 
talked with Nye who confirmed he given identical info by Bajpai this 
morning. 

STEERE 

357.AB/1—1952 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé in India (Steere) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New Dexui, January 19, 1952—8 p. m. — 

2575. I saw Bajpai and Nye again today re Kashmir developments. 
Told Bajpai Emb impression that Malik statement had had strong 
impact in US and at Paris, and that we were concerned about reac- 
tions India and Pak. I alluded to Sadiq statement welcoming Sov 
attitude, and said it cld not but make bad impression US. 

Bajpai said in reply that he had foreseen yesterday repercussion 
to Sov charges were likely and that was reason he had been at pains 
to make clear GOI in no way responsible (Embtel 2562, Jan 18). 

_ Sadiq said statement mischievous and he had so informed Nehru 
at Allahabad. We wld note Ind press had treated Sov charges with 
restraint, all he cld say confidentially that to press requests for lead 
he had stated GOI was taking no official notice of Malik statement. 

| GOI did not want Kashmir question become part of ideological 
conflict. CN 

I said that Amb Bowles, as he aware, had made certain recommenda- 
tions re Kashmir talks with him, and I wld like to give him some idea 
of Ind reactions and attitude Kashmir in light Sov statement. Bajpai 
thereupon said that Amb and Dept might be assured that GOI attitude 
was still as had been outlined to Amb by PriMin and himself. 
We then discussed possible effects Sov action on attitude Pak and 

on position in SC, Bajpai thought Pak reaction wld be emotional but 
concluded by saying he thought all parties wld recognize that Sov 
action aimed at stirring up differences, and that even Pak wld realize 
that Sov might veto SC res. At end Bajpai intimated his great interest | 
in learning as soon as possible course US/UK decide to propose to SC. 
Kmb view is that Sov statement shld not be allowed delay or inter- 

fere with course action outlined Deptel 719 Jan 15 to Paris GA Del | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, Paris, and London.
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rptd London 3358, Karachi 649, New Delhi 1413. GOT has recently | given indications of readiness to go along in further UN efforts to | 
resolve problem to delay now might release GOI from living up to : these rather intangible but nonetheless important assurances. To falter | wld also greatly weaken UN authority in Asia, and seem hkely to : throw Kashmir squarely into Commie’s free world conflict, with India | 
perhaps forced against its will into Commie camp on this issue, | 

: STEERE 

690D.91/1-2052: Telegram 7 OS | 
TheC hargé in India (Steere) to the Department o fState | 

SECRET _ | - _ New Dexut, January 20, 19525 a.m. 
2577. Emb believes Malik’s remarks re Kashmir before SC Jan 17 | shld be read against background other developments India and else- | where during past few months, Among these fol are considered | | | Significant: | fee | 7 | 
(1) Since extension Amer food grain assistance to India in J une, | and particularly since Amb Bowles arrival in India in Oct there has | been increasingly friendly tone Indo-Amer relations. Previous bitter- ness which characterized news articles and comment in Indian press | has disappeared. Confidential conversations with high GOI officials seem show greater understanding US and Western point of view and | to some extent spirit of accommodation. 

| (2) Recent conclusion TCA agreement and Amb Bowles reported remarks before US congressional groups regarding more extensive US econ assistance during next few years have recd wide Indian press | coverage and have created definite impression US understanding India’s econ problems and US efforts to assist. | | (8) Fol opening Internat] Industries Fair (with strong Commie | flavor) Bombay Jan 11 Russian Amb to India Novikov made state- | ment indicating USSR prepared supply India with industrial equip- ment and buy Indian products, Novikov “offer” apparently taken | _ seriously by Indian press and widely interpreted as attempt counter Amer aid plans. : a — (4) Commie and leftist groups have achieved greater success than anticipated in Tranancore-Cochin, Madras and Hyderabad during cur- rent Indian gen elections. These increased may strengthen Commie and | leftist position in other Indian states which have yet to vote such as West Bengal. — 7 : | ep fish hypo dee g | (5) For some time Commie propaganda in India has plugged Anglo- | US interference re Kashmir alleging their desire use Kashmir as armed base in guise trusteeship. Recent statements by high Kashmir | Govt officials take similar line such as RevMin Beg supporting pres- ) _ ence Indian troops. Kashmiri rejecting possibility their replacement : by foreign, UN or neutral troops and Suggesting Kashmir Con As- _ sembly shld proceed with drafting Kashmir constitution in view | Graham’s failure. Kashmir Con Assembly Pres Sadiq Jan 18 wel- : | | comed Malik’s SC speech and urged India withdraw Kashmir issue | | rom UN. Co re a
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- (6) Dr. Graham’s reports to SC indicating some progress toward 
solution demilitarization aspects Kashmir dispute, although important 
points remain to be solved. — | 

In view foregoing factors, Emb speculates USSR believes time come 
it must endeavor disrupt improving pol and econ relations between 

| Indian and US. Sov intervention Kashmir wld make dispute new item 
in ideological conflict and wld create impression India and Soviet views 
similar. Indo-US relations might be prejudiced and execution of ar- 
rangements for present and possibly future US aid to India might be 
hampered. Soviet support wld inject new spirit into Indian Commie 
ranks and possibility Commie successes in remaining Indian elections 
might be increased. Some Kashmir Govt officials wld view Soviet 
support as confirming their stand which might cause them more | 
strongly to resist continuation Graham mediation. USSR might also 
hope Malik’s statement its attitude wld deflect SC from continuation 
Graham’s mediation activities at time when they appeared be moving 

| forward with greater hopes success. | | 
Emb notes some foregoing points covered Delga 1089, Jan17 from 

Paris to Dept, rptd Karachi 18, Delhi 23. Emb believes USSR had all 
foregoing in mind and particularly possibility Malik’s statement wld 
prejudice continuation Graham’s further efforts. See Embtel 2575, Jan. 

19 for Indian reaction and Emb views. | 
STEERE 

690D.91/1—2152 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

SECRET Karacui, January 21, 1952—noon. | 

745, Last nite the PM in long conversation partly on Kashmir said 
he was not disturbed by Malik’s statement in SC altho many of his 
colleagues were. Apart from attack on US and UK he said he inter- 
preted Russian proposal for decision on future of Kashmir by freely 
elected Consembly as having no relation to “the farcical Consembly” 
set. up in 1951. In his view, the Russ posit approximates closely Pak _ 
desire the only difference being a Consembly vote after a free election 

| instead of a plebiscite vote on the future of the state. He said “the 

Russians have served notice we must take them into consideration and 
I intend to do it”; he wld review his govts hitherto negative attitude 

toward Russia. | Oo | a 
About three weeks ago, he remarked, intimations came from Pak 

Emb in Moscow that Russians hoped Pak wld send delegation from 

Federated Chambers of Commerce to forthcoming econ conf and they 
also expressed wish for medical del to Sov Union (re return visit of 

- Sov del to Pak medical conf last March). His analysis of Malik pro- 

+ This telegram was repeated to London and Paris.
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posal is taken from press reports because he has not been in touch with 
Sov Emb here. 

I felt obliged to remind him that any flirting between Pak and Sov 
wld undoubtedly have adverse effect on Amer public opinion with 
embarrassment to operation of cash reimbursable mil aid agreement | 
now in effect between our two countries. He made no comment on my | 
remarks, | | 

I gather he feels confused and dismayed by present outlook of SC 
debate on Kashmir and doubts that he will be able to control indefi- | 
nitely his press or his public opinion shld it be made apparent that : 
SC is not prepared to take definitive action on Kashmir problem. | 

He reiterated several times that India continues to derive large 
benefits from her attitude towards US whereas Pak, which has tried ! 
not only to exercise a moderating influence in Iran and Egypt but also | 

_ took a position of leadership on the Jap treaty signing, continues “to | 
be pushed around”. | 

He feels that if his people get out of hand on this issue his govt will : 
fare no better than Govts of Egypt and Iran which he characterized : 
as now being at mercy of ignorant and unruly mobs. | 

He concluded by saying that he had not heard from Zafrulla or 
Mohammed Ali in last few days but wld let me know what position | 
he wld take on Kashmir when a Cab decision is requested by them. | | 

Karachi press and public appear unanimously to assure ref in : 
Malik’s speech was to existing Kashmir Consembly (see Embtel 744, | 
Jan 21)? and hence to regard speech as having placed Sov Union 

_ squarely on Ind side in Kashmir dispute. 
| WaRREN : 

* Telegram 744 from Karachi, Jan. 21, summarized local press reports and other reaction to Malik’s statement on Kashmir in the Security Council on Jan. 21. | (690D.91/1-2152) : 
357.AB/1-2452 | 
Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
astern, South Asian, and African Affairs ( Berry) to the Secretary 
of State: — ) | 

CONFIDENTIAL [| WasHineton,] January 24, 1952. | 
Subject: Status of Kashmir Dispute; Significance of USSR Intervention | 
_On January 17, 1952 Dr. Frank Graham presented to the Security | 
Council his views on his report of December 18, 1951, at which time | 
he made a strong appeal to India and Pakistan for a settlement of the | 
~ 1 Secretary Acheson requested in his staff meeting of Jan. 22 “to be brought up | to date on the Kashmir issue,” in response to which the Director of the Executive Secretariat, William J. McWilliams, asked the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and: African Affairs to prepare a memorandum on the subject. (Memoran- dum of conversation: by McWilliams, Jan. 22, 1952, Secretary’s Daily Meetings, lot-58 D 609, box: 22). 

|
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Kashmir dispute. Following Dr. Graham’s presentation, Mr. Malik 
accused him of being a “secret agent of the Pentagon” and said that 
Anglo-American “annexationist, imperialistic” policies had prevented 
a settlement. The US and the UI, he said, “had denied the people’s 
attempt to express their will by the constituent assembly”, and 
“intended to transform Kashmir and Pakistan into military spring- 
boards against the USSR and new China”. Although it was at variance 
with India’s official position, based on a commitment to settle the 
dispute through a UN plebiscite, the Malik statement has encouraged 
elements which claim that the Kashmir constituent assembly can and > 
should settle the question of accession. Immediately after the Security 
Council meeting Mr. Vishinsky assured Sir Zafrullah Khan that Malik — 

| had not meant that the present Kashmir constituent assembly should 
decide the future of the state, but that this might be done by a really 
representative assembly yet to be elected. Bajpai, Secretary General 
of the Indian Ministry of External Affairs, was at pains to assure 
our Embassy that India was in no way responsible for the Soviet 
intervention, and indicated surprise. This Soviet move, however, may 
provide India with an excuse for insisting on a maximum number of 
troops being kept in Kashmir. Bajpai also stated that India would 
welcome a continuance of Dr. Graham’s efforts. | 

Probable Soviet aims are: | 

1. to support Communists in India who advocate independence for 
JXashmir, and possibly influence the current elections; 

2. to promote friction between India and Pakistan which will delay 
a settlement ; 7 

3. to dissipate Indian good will toward the US resulting from 
American food grain assistance and other economic aid, and the 
cordial reception accorded Ambassador Bowles; | a 

. 4. to lay the ground work for an eventual Communist coup in © 
Kashmir. 7 

Concurrently with Malik’s statement in the Security Council on 
Kashmir, reports have been received that an irredentist campaign in 
Kashgar is being developed with a view to “recovering” Gilgit and 
Ladakh—territories in Kashmir bordering Tibet and Sinkiang—on 
the ground that these were once part of China. Thus active Com- 
munist pressure in the form of infiltration, military activity or propa- 
ganda has been extended in an almost unbroken line from Indochina 
to the borders of Afghanistan. | 

For some time we have been aware of the presence of a number of 
Communists or pro-Communists in the Indian-supported Kashmir 
government of Sheikh Abdullah. In his address before the Security | 
Council Mr. Malik quoted the President cf the Kashmir constituent 
assembly, G. M. Sadiq, reputed to be the leader of the Communist | 
Party in Kashmir. Two days later, on January 19, Mr. Sadiq issued 
a statement fully supporting the Soviet views as expressed in the
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Security Council and urging that India withdraw the Kashmir issue | 
from the UN. In addition, the leader of the Socialist Party in India, 
Jayprakash Narain, has issued a statement calling for similar action. 

The Pakistan Prime Minister has informed Ambassador Warren | 
that “the Russians have served notice we must take them into con- ! sideration and I intend to do it”, and added that he would review his | Government’s hitherto negative attitude toward Russia, While it is | difficult. to believe Pakistan would seriously consider allying itself : with the USSR, it must be remembered that fear of India, disappoint- | ment over failure to settle the Kashmir dispute, and a feeling that the : _US may be partial to India, may lead Pakistan leaders to reappraise | their policy vis-a-vis the US. In this connection the recent allocation | of 50 million dollars of MSP aid to India, plus the pleas made by | | Ambassador Bowles in the US for large-scale economic assistance, _ have caused a certain amount of dissatisfaction in Pakistan. | UK officials are at present conferring with the Pakistan Foreign ot Minister, Sir Zafrullah Khan, in London and have agreed to present | informally to him the US proposal that Dr. Graham go to the sub- | continent to make a final effort at mediation during a period of not | more than 60 days. Since any Security Council Resolution on Kashmir : may now be vetoed by the USSR, we propose that Dr. Graham pro- | ceed with the approval of the various members of the Security Council | but without a resolution, Assuming that Pakistan agreement to a final effort by Dr. Graham is obtained, we consider it of the greatest im- | | portance that Dr. Graham continue in the Kashmir case. Mr. Bowles ; mentioned this to the President on J anuary 22. Failure to settle the dis- | pute during the next few months may well lead to hostilities in the =. | subcontinent which would ultimately benefit no one but the Communist : bloc. | 
Recommendation; | | 

That you indicate to the President ihe absolute necessity of keeping | Dr. Graham on the Kashmir case, and express our hope that this will | not jeopardize any other plans which the President might have for him.? | — | 
* A marginal notation on the source text indicates that the Secretary discussed ; the subject of the memorandum with the President on Feb. 4. See the Secretary’s | memorandum of conversation of Feb. 4, p. 1185. 

| 
690D.91/1-2252: Telegram 

| 
Lhe Secretary of State to the E mbassy in Pakistan * | ! 

SECRET WasuiIneTon, J anuary 24, 1952—1 :50 p.m. 
688. Dept seriously questions accuracy PM’s analysis USSR inter- vention (Embtel 745 Jan 21) and assumes Emb shares this belief. | 

* This telegram was repeated to London and Paris. | | 

E
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Dept requests Emb’s estimate importance PM’s statement re reexami- 

nation GOP-USSR relations, When occasion arises Emb shld stress to 

PM our belief USSR action most likely motivated by desire block 

further progress when Kashmir solution appears to be in sight. Thus 

Sov tactic if successful cld only prove harmful to Pak. Re Vyshinski’s 

explanation to Zafrulla (Embtel 751 Jan 22)? you shld note Mahk 

clearly referred to present consembly and not to any consembly yet to 

be elected Vyshinski to contrary notwithstanding. In any event we 

| have long ago learned to discount word of USSR spokesmen. 

Emb may observe further to PM that for present at least any SC 

res very likely to be vetoed by USSR. If final Graham effort leads to 

agreement all pts fol another visit to subcontinent, USSR wld be in 

weak position veto resultant res. You may finally reaffirm to PM our 

single purpose in seeing Kashmir issue to early successful conclusion. 

Dept suggests further reference US—Pak mil aid program this con- 

nection not desirable. 

FYI Emb will be kept informed London talks with Zafrulla re 

US-UK views on immed future course action SC and Graham which 

Dept hopes will result deferment res until after final effort by Graham. 

: _ ACHESON 

2In telegram 751 from Karachi, Jan. 22, Ambassador Warren reported as 

follows : 
“We learned yesterday from FonSecy Baig, and later from PriMin in conversa- 

tion with Amb, that Zafrulla has reported a conversation in which he asked 
Vyshinski to explain significance of Malik’s speech on Kashmir. Vyshinski replied 
it had no special significance, it was just normal participation in SC debate. He 
said Malik’s ref to a consembly was not to the existing body but to a really repre- 

sentative one yet to be elected. 
“Baig expressed personal opinion motive behind Malik speech was to ‘throw 

a spanner in the works’. He did not think it was intended to help ‘the Indians.” 

(690D.91/1—2252) 

690D.91/1-—2552 : Telegram 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Department 

of State? 

SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, January 25, 1952—noon. 

3230. 1. Lord Ismay had two long discussions with Zafrullah yester- 

day in which he attempted to win him over to view it wld be desirable 

avoid formal SC res altogether, suggesting it wld be preferable merely 

afford Graham opportunity have last round of conversations with 

India and Pak, and that procedure cld be set in motion by Pres SC 

stating, after appropriate introductory speeches by US, UK, Fr and 

perhaps others, that it appears to be sense of SC that Graham shld 

| make final effort. . 

9. At first mtg Zafrullah willing give idea reluctant support. 

1 Repeated for information to Karachi, New Delhi, and Paris.
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3. UKG has now wired Paris and Washington reporting sense of | above and recommending effort be made get necessary SC support for | sending Graham back without res, or failing this then relatively ano- dyne res such as that already under contemplation. : | 

HouMeEs | 
320/1-—2552 : Telegram 

| 
Lhe Secretary of State to the E mbassy in France 3 | 

SECRET Wasurneron, January 25, 1952—8 : 03 p. in. | Gadel 840. Re Kashmir. Gadel 7 66, London’s 1550 to Paris Jan 25.° : 1. Dept has received fol info from Brit Emb today. | 
a) Conversations in London by CRO and Zafrulla and Mohammad ! Ali resulted in Zafrulla’s reluctant agreement preferred course of ac- : tion outlined in Gadel 719 Jan 15. | | 6) UK Del Paris has been instructed concert with USGADel re early SC meeting carry out preferred course of action. | ¢) UKDel instructed approach Bajpai as fol: | 

“Indians will know that resumption of negots without a coun- | cil res endorsing Graham’s views created difficulties for Paks, | We have however persuaded the latter to give this course a chance and have told them we expect a sincere effort on their part to make the negots a success. We have done this in good faith because of what Bajpai has told us and the Americans about the readiness of | the Indian Govt to resume negots under the aegis of Graham and | because we are anxious not to jeopardise any chances of agreement. Pak Govt are facing risks in agreeing to this course. We are not | | asking for any undertakings; but we expect Indian Govt to re- | spond with a sincere effort which in nature of things must involve | significant concessions on their side if agreement is to be possible. We shall feel bound to regard their attitude in the forthcoming discussions as a crucial test of the sincerity of their expressed dle- sire for agreement. In particular it will be difficult for us to avoid the impression that they are not sincere if they do not prove ready : _ to modify their present proposals for the composition of Azad | Kashmir forces on the Pak side of cease fire line which seems to _ | us unreasonable as also the overwhelming disparity in the nr of armed forces in India’s favour.” | | | | 
| 2. Dept notices London’s instr UKDel Paris leaves to its discretion | introduction res if GOP presses. This wld indicate uncertainty in -London’s mind as to extent of Zafrulla agreement re preferred course | of action. USGADel may wish assess for itself this conjecture and if | correct indicate concern any res at this time may be vetoed by USSR. Draft res such as transmitted to UKDel if vetoed wld certainly termi- nate Dr. Graham’s activities, and raise acute question re next step. | 

* This was repeated to London, Karachi, and New Delhi. | | * Telegram Gadel 766 and London’s 1550 to Paris are repeats of London’s tele- | gram 8230 to the Department, supra. 
| :
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3, USGADel, if it has not already done so, shld approach Pak Del — 

indicating preferred course of action and reasons, therefor, L.€., possi- 

bility veto; US appreciates reluctance with which GOP may agreeto 

preferred course of action and of firm belief this must be Graham’s 

final effort; US will indicate in SC general endorsement Graham 

proposals. 

| 4, Indian Del shld be approached along lines indicated likely UK Del 

approach except emphasis final sentence shld be on firm necessity In- 

dians agree appoint PlebAd per Graham’s proposal. F YI this designed 

support Bowles—Bajpai conversations and increase pressure on Indians. 

5. In concert other SC Dels shld be approached as suggested Gadel 

766 para 3. | 

6. Dept believes it necessary be certain Fr and Grk Dels consulted 

concerning Council procedure in view possible necessity President SC 

ruling it opinion of SC that no res continuing Dr. Graham role neces- 

sary since it shld be anticipated Sov Rep will state belief res is neces- 

sary. Dept presumes challenge of Sov Del to ruling of President re 

consensus of Council wld be supported by members of the Council. 

Any doubts this course action from Fr Grk Dels shld be reported 

immediately. | 

7. Dept suggests fol as basic elements US statement in SC: 

a) US notes report as clear indication progress, though slow, being 

achieved in increasingly favorable atmosphere for settlement. 

| b) US endorses concept of Graham approach i.e., 12 point program 

and believes program likeliest, most logical approach to ultimate deter- 
mination fate Kashmiris through plebiscite. | 

c) Basic issues remaining unsolved are agreement PlebAd appoint- 

ment prior to end of demilitarization period, and nr of troops remain- 

ing on each side cease fire line at end of demilitarization period. Clearly 

these points shld not remain obstacles settling Kashmir question. 

Neither India or Pakistan can afford allow history indicate these 

points stood in way mtg their obligations under UN Charter Le., 
peaceful settlement of their dispute. | 

d) Graham shld make final effort over period approximately 2— 

months to get parties agree remaining unsettled point for demilitari- 

- zation program. This clearly within his auth under res Mar 30, 1951 ° 

and Nov 10, 1951. te 
e) US wishes Dr. Graham success; urges parties cooperate fullest 

extent with him. | a 

8. Date next SC mtg left to discretion USGADel and UKGADel. 

ACHESON 

* For text, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1758. 

* Thid., p. 1904.
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690D.91/ 1—2852 : Telegram | . 

Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? | 

SECRET Karacui, January 28, 1952—noon. 
780. Deptel 688, Jan 25[24]. Whatever motive or motives may have been behind Soviet intervention in the Kashmir problem, Emb | concurs in Dept’s belief PriMin is wrong in seeing possibility that | Russia intends playing a constructive role in South Asia. Moreover, | we find little or no support for this thesis in FonOff or among public. Even in case of PriMin himself I am not sure his analysis as : reported in my 745, Jan 21 is a reasoned and final one. As I remarked : in reftel, PriMin seemed “confused and dismayed” and it is quite | possible that he may come around eventually to some other inter- : pretation of the Russian move. Consequently, I feel any re-examina- 

tion of GOP-USSR relations in light of PriMin’s statement shld | await further conversations with him. He is now in East Pakistan : and will not return to Karachi until end of this week. | Having not recd the text of Malik’s speech from Dept, I am unable | te discuss with the PriMin Malik’s ref to a Kashmir “Consembly” ! or Vishinsky’s statement to Zafrulla that the ref was to a yet-to- 
be-elected assembly. The Karachi Civil and M itary Gazette claims 
to have obtained full text of Malik’s statement as published by 
Pravda and deduces therefrom that Malik’s remarks were delib- 
erately distorted by AP and Reuters. It wld be useful to know on | what the Dept bases its conclusion that Malik referred to the present / Consembly. 

| 
| | WarREN 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and Paris. | | | 

357.AB/1-3052 : Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State? 

SECRET | New De ut, January 30, 1959—6 p. m. 
9718. Conversations yesterday with Nehru and Menon on Kashmir while marked by great reticence on their part indicated GOI some- what resentful re tone of UK approach to Bajpai (para 1(c) Gadel 840, Jan 25, rptd Delhi 1503). Questions as to GOI sincerity plus argumentative tone approach may be misunderstood by GOT officials Whose attitude like that of Pakistan’s is often emotional re Kashmir. UK, HC and we agree approach was unfortunate in that GOI may interpret as effort obtain commitment in advance further mediation by Graham and to that extent lessen his chance success. It is also my : belief that Bajpai’s confidential suggestion to me that Graham shld : consider possible future mtg of two Prime Ministers shld not be raised : 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, Paris, and Karachi. : 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 9 .
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in discussion with Indian officials at Paris at this stage as such mtg 
wld be up to Graham and wld in any event probably depend upon 
course further mediation by Graham. Moreover, it might prejudice my 
future relations with Bajpai. 

I realize this is old situation, that it has involved many tense issues, 
but may I suggest fol approach: 

1. Let’s all relax as much as possible and carefully avoid emotional 
involvement. Soviet Union trying put us in middle. If we don’t look 
out they will succeed. 

9. Make up our mind we alone cannot solve every problem and 
restrict our role this issue to that of friend to both countries which 
refuses take sides but anxious help if possible in solution present 
conflict. 

3. In that mood send Graham to sub-continent soon as possible with 
minimum of discussion, scolding and advance bargaining efforts, and 
with clear understanding odds probably against settlement this time. 

4, Pray for Graham’s success but if he fails, keep our patience, re- 
frain from moral judgments and adopt position in SC which, in light 
of situation then existing, will be best calculated to advance settle- 
ment between India and Pakistan, without aligning US with one side 
or other and thus avoid falling into a Soviet trap. 

5. Meanwhile, consider various alternative steps both through SC 
and outside of it which might be taken in event Graham shld fail. 

Bow Les 

690D.91/1-—2852 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy mm Pakistan * 

SECRET WasHINGTON, February 2, 1952—1: 08 p. m. 

728. Embtel 780 Jan 28. While Malik referred at length to present 
consembly he did not say precisely anywhere in statement present 

- consembly is one to act on issue. : 
In penultimate para Malik’s remarks he said “USSR Govt con- 

siders Kashmir question can be resolved successfully only by giving © 
Kashmir people opportunity decide Kashmir constitutional status 
by themselves without outside interference. This can be achieved if 
that status is determined by consembly democratically elected by 
Kashmir people.” This ambiguous passage probably used by Soviet 
apologists to refute charge Malik referred existing consembly though 
evident to Dept USSR wanted Indians to believe USSR had latter 
in mind. In either case Pak stands to lose. | 

Two-faced nature USSR operation indicated by fact that if Malik’s 
remarks deemed applicable present consembly, viewpoint Sheikh 
Abdullah and certain Indian elements is presumably favored; while 
if Malik statement interpreted not apply present consembly, USSR 1s 
in position cynically to assure GOP (as Vyshinsky assured Zafrulla) 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London and Paris.
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USSR position not opposed to GOP position. Nevertheless it is op- | posed since selection of new consembly wld deny Kashmiri oppor- | 
tunity to vote directly on question accession, Furthermore statement 
eld in any event have effect encouraging Abdullah Govt toward au- | tonomy with increased danger Commie domination Kashmir. | 
Dept will appreciate continuing info re developments Pak reaction | 

to Malik statement. | 
ACHESON | 

357.AB/2-452 
| | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State | 
CONFIDENTIAL | WasHINeGTON, | February 4, 1952. 

| Wurre House Dictation 

Item No. 2 | | Kashmir—Dr. Graham 
, : 

I discussed the importance of Dr. Graham’s making another effort in India to settle the Kashmir dispute. The President approves of his going and has sent him word to that effect. — 

320/2-652 : Telegram | 
. 

Lhe Acting Chairman o f the United States Delegation to the General | Assembly (Roosevelt) to the Department of State? 
SECRET — PRIORITY — | Paris, February 6, 1952—9 a. m. 
Delga 1309. From Gross. Re Kashmir, I met with Sheikh Abdullah | at his request. He expressed doubts that Graham cld succeed under his present terms of ref which he thought were too narrow. As “innocent : victim” of dispute between India and Pak, the people of Kashmir : were suffering from uncertainty as to their future. Graham shld be given broader terms of ref so that he cld consider “other sols”. Parties : have dug themselves into their present positions and both sides will find it almost impossible to give in because of polit repercussions at : home. Pak was insisting on substantial parity in quantum forces to | remain after demilitarization. India cld not agree to this since its claim was based on instrument of accession and it had right to be in ! state. Pak forces shld be withdrawn and Azad forces disbanded, In connection with holding plebiscite, problem of refugees must be faced. “ There were four or five hundred thous refugees. Some in India wld | have to be repatriated in order to have fair plebiscite and this wld | take time even if it were possible at all. | | I replied frankly to Abdullah along fol lines. We attached greatest Importance to success of Graham mission, We considered time was of the essence. Graham had narrowed issues down and I cld not agree 

* This telegram was repeated by the Department to New Delhi and Karachi.
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with implication of Abdullah’s suggestion that issues shld now be 

broadened again, or worse, that agrmts already made shld be set aside. 

SC had up to present time wished to deal with problem on basis of 

principles, and agrmts already made shld be carried out in good faith 

and UN mediators had been set up as SC agency to help bring about 

compliance with agrmts on demilitarization. We assume parties still 

honored their agrmt to establish conditions in which free and fair 

plebiscite cld be held and we still regarded demilitarization as indis- 

pensable step. Also essential to install plebiscite administrator. 

T frankly expressed concern at Abdullah’s pessimism, saying I 

thought sol in sight if both parties had will to find so] and full under- 

stunding of importance of reaching sol soon. Failure of Graham mis- 

sion wld, I thought, be disastrous for people of Kashmir. 

Abdullah asked me my views re probable SC action in event Graham 

mission failed. I replied we were not thinking in terms of failure of 

Graham mission. I expressed personal hope that SC wld not be driven 

inexorably to abandon efforts to mediate along lines of broad principle 

and be forced to prescribe specific terms of settlement. We have always 

wanted to avoid this course and this is another reason we attach such 

importance to success of Graham’s mission. ~ 

I asked Sheikh Abdullah for his frankest reactions re Sov inter- 

vention in Kashmir case. He said it was clear that USSR had “rea- 

sons of its own” and thought it significant that they shld suddenly 

intervene after several years of silence. His own interpretation was _ 

that Sov was disturbed by suggestions which had been made, first in 

Commonwealth mtg in London and then by Graham, to have Common- 

wealth or foreign troops in that area. | 

When we parted I told Abdullah that I was glad we had had chance 

to talk frankly and I reaffirmed strong interest of US in seeing prompt 

sol built upon progress which Graham has thus far made. 

Substance of foregoing communicated to Fowler (UK) who said 

Abdullah was in with similar story yesterday to Jebb. Abdullah told 

Jebb he favored independence and did not mention partition. He 

thought independence wld mean less danger of aggression from north 

and declared it had always been an acknowledged possibility. If 

plebiscite were to be held, he said it was essential for all refugees to 

return before vote and also for Kashmir to be unified with all Pak 

forces out, Abdullah’s forces presumably taking over. If it came 

to pass, Kashmir wld choose India because it was secular state. How- 

ever, GOI assurances on incapacity of Constituent Assembly to deter- 

mine accession were only expressions of opinion from GOI. People of 

{Kashmir were determined otherwise. 

. RoosEvELT
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690D.91/2-1152 : Telegram | | _ | 
The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | Karacui, February 11, 1952—1 p. m. : 
844. Sat nite I sought interview with Prime Minister to learn his | 

present thinking about Kashmir. He said he now attaches no sig- ! 
nificance to Malik’s statement before the SC altho he does consider | 
significant Vishinsky’s remarks to Zafrulla in Paris that the Russians : 
back a Kashmir Consembly freely elected rather than the present body. | 
This he believes fols a pattern identified with Sheik Abdullah’s known | 
Leftist tendencies and desire for an “independent” Kashmir. Prime | 
Minister says he does not understand why Nehru’s govt fails to ap- | 
preciate the risk of time working against them and in favor of Sovs | 
on Kashmir issue. Once the question is resolved he said that India can | 
concentrate attn on Commie menace in south part of the republic and 
Commie infiltration thru Assam and Nepal. They cld rest assured that 
once Pak has responsibility for the def of Kashmir there will be little 
further risk of successful infiltration from across the mountain passes 
leading from Sinkiang and the Pamir area of E Afghan. He said it is 
to the common interest of India and Pak to help Graham in his forth- 
coming efforts and also to work out with Eugene Black Pres World : 
Bank a solution of the Indus Basin watershed problem. 
When I inquired if he subscribed to the impression I have that the 

Kashmir issue is quiescent in Pak press and in public discussion at this | 
time, Prime Minister agreed and said his explanation is the English | 
speaking as well as the Urdu press of Pak have hopes that GOI, now 

_ that the elections are over, will move constructively towards a solu- : 
tion of Kashmir problem. He said his people have considerable faith 
that Graham may move further ahead in reaching agreement on de- 
militarization in next seven weeks and that he himself is very hopeful : 
that Black who is spending this week in India will engage the careful 
thought and consideration of members of GOI on the Lilienthal plan. : 
But he said his conclusion is that if nothing happens on these probs. | by the end of Mar then the reaction in Pak will be sharp and he isnot _ 
sure that he will be able to control disappointments and frustration 
shld these present attempts at conciliation fail. 

| — Warren 

357.AB/2-1252 | nee 
| 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense ( Lovett) | 

CONFIDENTIAL : [Wasuineton,] February 12, 1952. | 
My Dear Mr. Secretary: The Department of State has received a | request from the Secretary General of the United Nations for the as- : 

signment of twelve additional United States officers for service with
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| the United Nations Military Observer Group in India—Pakistan. Simi- 
oe lar requests have been addressed by the Secretary General to the other 

Governments which have provided observers for this mission. 
It is the purpose of this request to restore the strength of the Ob- 

server Group to the level previously authorized. In the second quarter 

of 1950, the Department of State approved a United Nations proposal 
to increase the number of observers in India—Pakistan to sixty, thirty 
of whom were to be detailed by the United States. The Department of 
Defense concurred in this proposal and took steps to raise the United 
States contingent to the total requested. However, the Observer Group 

| never reached the authorized level. In September 1950, there were 
forty-five observers in the field, twenty-three from the United States. 
There are now approximately thirty-one observers serving with this 
mission, seventeen from the United States. (This latter figure does not 
include the two United States Air Force officers on the crew of the air- 
craft assigned to this mission. ) | 

In view of the importance of maintaining and insuring the full effec- 
tiveness of this Observer Group, the Department of State strongly 
endorses the Secretary General’s recommendation that the strength 
of the Group be increased. General Jacob L. Devers (United States 
Army, Retired), who has served as military adviser to Dr. Frank P. | 
Graham, the United Nations Representative for India-Pakistan, has 
expressed his. views in the enclosed communications * as to the advisa- 
bility of this increase. I would appreciate it if you could give this 
matter your early and favorable consideration. | 

Sincerely yours, , For the Secretary of State: 

| JoHN D. Hickrrson 
| Assistant Secretary 

1Letter from Devers to Andrew W. Cordier, Dec. 3, 1951; report prepared by 
Devers for Graham, September 1951; neither printed. 

357.AB/2-1252 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New De ut, February 12, 1952. 

2851. Deeply concerned for fol reasons over approach to Graham 
mission and implied US position in event failure as expressed in 

Gross conversation with Sheik Abdullah.t Assume you may see Gra- 

ham in Washington before his return to subcontinent. 

1. I am sending this directly to you. Many talks in Washington 

and in brief conversation in London I outlined GOI belief partition 

Kashmir with pleb confined to valley represented best practical solu- 

tion to problem. | | 

2. This position in our opinion has considerable validity. It will be 

faced continuing bitter opposition Jammu with transfers population — 

1 As reported in telegram Delga 1309 from Paris, Feb. 6, p. 1185.
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on mass scale if Pak shld win all-Kashmir pleb. He would be faced | 
similar difficult situation Azad Kashmir if Ind shld win all-Kashmir | 
plebs. . 

3. If settlement on basis overall pleb becomes clearly impossible best 
practical approaches to recognize this situation to work towards solu- 
tion that would award Azad Kashmir to Pak, Jammu to India and : 
pleb confined to valley. . | 

4. This approach may also make demilitarization agreement some- 
what easier belief here. : 

). In previous Graham visit understand this possibility not discussed — | 
because in his conscientious opinion it lay outside his authority as 
granted by SC. I urged this situation be clarified when in Washington | 
before his return since our objective is a lasting settlement, it should 
be peaceful and agreeable both sides and not simply one that fits | | 
previously adopted formula by United’ Nations. | 

6. That opening up question of Graham instructions at this time 
might be unwise; Kennedy, Hickerson and others made reasonable | 
point but agreed that Graham should be informally advised of this 
possibility and urged to take whatever steps he thought best get set- 
tlement if overall pleb became clearly impossible. | 

¢. Gross conversation with Abdullah is likewise misinterpreted as 
unexpectedly slamming door this approach and will give ammunition 
to fellow traveler group in Kashmir which GOI has been seeking to 
control. ae | 

Abdullah definitely cannot be trusted in this view. a | 
8. Further disagree with point view expressed Abdullah conversa- | 

tion in reference SC action if Graham talks fail. Talk of prescribing : 
terms of settlement in our opinion which invariably involves moral ? 
judgments and appearing take sides premature and dangerous. If Pak | 
becomes convinced we will support such statement there is strong likeli- 
hood negotiations will become more difficult in event Graham failure. 

9. We believe such a statement would be mistaken, reckless and 
empty for fol reasonsevenif Graham should fail.  _ — 

a. [Garble] recd and adverse judgment would bitterly reject verdict, | | develop deep resentment against US and UK and possibility war be- | tween Pak and GOI would be increased. | | a : 
6. Nation in question would not knuckle under and likely would 

be driven wrong direction if unemployed econ sanctions back up its | decision. | a | | 
c. It would be meaningless gesture if UN failed take action and | 

UN prestige would sink. | | | d. Nothing would make USSR happier than be position be in India as great and good friend in SC on this issue, Soviet Union would take 
full advantage embittered situation. 

10, For settlement our belief best chance exists is for Graham be un- 
Officially encouraged make broadcast possible approach this task, |
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| 11. It is our opinion US position in SC should probably be as fols 1f 
despite every effort, incl an effort to induce parties agree on partition, _ 

if Graham fails. | 

a. Above all [not] to be drawn down deadend alley of empty judg- 
ment, take no sides and refuse above. We cannot take responsibility 
solving all problems everywhere, we are neither Ind or Pakis enemy. 

6. Express hope that two govts endeavor achieve settlement by di- 
rect effort and also avoid recrimination. 

12. If Graham should fail without making effort toward partition 
solution, SC should accept his failure as clear evidence futility seek- 
ing solution thru demilitarization and all-Kashmir pleb, and should 
propose solution thru partition and pleb in valley. Graham’s report 
might make such recommendation or suggestion. But we earnestly 
hope that this “final effort’ ’is one that tries everything. | 

Bow .ess 

- 357.AB/2-1252 : Telegram 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET WasuinetTon, February 18, 1952—6: 51 p. m. 

1686. For Amb. Re Kashmir. Embtels 2718 Jan 30 and 2851 Feb 12. 

A. Dept guided by certain genl principles: | 

1. Primary US consideration is maintenance strictest neutrality as 
between India and Pak. US desires simply assist in any possible 
manner early solution acceptable to both parties. Either party show- 

- ing unwillingness make fair concessions and live up to previous com- 
mitments wld naturally be inviting adverse criticism. 

2. Case must be viewed as urgent problem with most delicate internatl 
polit overtones. Only possible solution regardless of claims and counter- 
claims of past rights and wrongs wld be one based on present realities 
and recognition that both sides have justifiable if conflicting interests. 

_ No disposition of case which is not freely accepted and implemented by 
both parties can possibly free subcontinent from danger eventual hos- 
tilities, lighten present drain on respective economies and enable both 
nations pool their defense capabilities against possible outside 
aggression. | 

3. Patience in view of intense emotionalism on each side continues 
be essential. This must not exclude firm pressure on either or both sides 
where calculated to induce them accept reasonable proposals. | | 

4. It clear that Sovs and commies are intensifying their activities in 

and on borders of subcontinent in such manner as unmistakably to 

indicate immed threat. Kashmir maneuvers may well be one aspect 
overall commie strategy. Deptel 1571 to New Delhi Feb 2? provides 

background these developments; note especially presence of nr of © 

commies or fellow travelers in Abdullah’s entourage and Beg’s pro- 

posed visit Peking. 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New York. | 
* Not printed.
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5. Case shld continue be pursued through UN, wherein UK assumes lead in intra-Commonwealth dispute, while US lends strong support. UN action of course does not preclude independent discussion by | parties themselves, SC by implication in Mar 30, 1951 res rejected parti- ) tion as result parties objections para 4 Feb 21 res * containing partition | provision. Therefore discussion such step by or with the parties obvi- | ously must remain contingent outcome Graham’s final effort or upon | his judgment re timing or appropriateness such discussion. Premature ! discussion partition might be seized upon by one or both parties as. | pretext for not coming to agreement on demilitarization proposals and | | so prevent all possibility success this stage. — | 6. In view inability adequately anticipate polit-mil situation at time : “free and fair plebiscite” it wld seem unwise assume which way Kash- | miris wld vote. If India is confident of winning plebiscite it is to be | hoped it will adhere to its own previous commitments and meet views | UN Rep in order conditions may be established hold plebiscite early | date, | | 
B. Additional comment re next stage: ee 
1. Graham leaving for subcontinent approx Feb 24. Badly in need rest week ten days in US before departure. a | 2. Is returning for negots with small staff. Devers remains officially as Mil Advisor but for urgent business reasons must remain in US, | hence will not accompany Graham. Shld Graham later need him Graham will request him ‘(or substitute) join negots immediately. 3. Two polit decisions most important: a) appointment of PlebAd : by India; 6) agreement quantum troops. Other problems re phasing : demilitarization can be worked out per his program’s point 9, | 4. Graham will submit report sé as near time indicated by SC as possible. This means he will be subcontinent approx three weeks, | 5. Nature SC action and possible res naturally will depend Graham’s _ recommendations in report. Dept believes Graham not likely recom- mend SC take steps involving “moral judgment” and not likely to “take sides”. Possible res wld endorse Graham’s demilitarization pro- | ) posals as spelled out by him in report and recommend to parties that they put such program into effect forthwith or soon as such details as may be pending are worked out, l.e., phases involved demilitariza- _ ! tion program which wld be determined under point 9 Graham’s pro- | posals. If Graham reports unwise pursue idea demilitarization further Council undoubtedly wld consider his recommendations re next course action. 

| _ 6. Dept understands Graham does not intend deviate from present | assignment of achieving agreement 12 point demilitarization program | end believes most essential he be given complete support this effort. | Evident Graham believes SC has given him prior responsibility work out demilitarization; he does not believe it his duty or right raise such possible proposals as partition which by their nature not in accord general objectives UNCIP res, presently only basis UN action. If | either party indicates to him desire make proposals to other re possible | partition and plebiscite in Vale he no doubt prepared act as messenger. ! Dept concurs this view his responsibilities and role, i 
_* The draft resolution was introduced in the Security Council by the United | Kingdom and the United States on Feb. 21. 1951 (UN doc. S$/2017 ). a " 

| 
| 
|
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Dept foresees possibility requesting you use ur immense personal 
influence at some given moment to be determined later to obtain Indian 

acceptance Graham/’s final provosals, 
| WEBB 

357.AB/2-1852 : Telegram . 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
to the Department of State? — 

SECRET New York, February 18, 1952—5: 50 p. m. 

543. From Gross. Re Kashmir. Have just seen No. 2851, Feb 12, 
from New Delhi re Kashmir and in particular Emb expression con- 
cern re implications my talk with Sheikh Abdullah (reported Delga 
1309, Feb 6). | | 

Dept aware that for over two years USUN has studied case with 
UN reps McNaughton,? Dixon and Graham as well as with reps of 
both parties, including Zafrullah, Mohammed Ali and Ayub for Pak 
and Bajpai, Rau, Menon, Dayal and others for GOI. 

I profoundly hope Emb New Delhi gives no indications to GOI 
or to Abdullah at this stage that any solution other than state-wide 
plebiscite following demilitarization is envisaged even as residual 
possibility. From beginning it has seemed. of extreme importance to 
USUN (dealing with both sides and with impartial UN reps) that 
parties be firmly held to their agreement until and unless it is super- 
seded by mutually acceptable alternative. | 

In his conversation with me in Paris, Abdullah was clearly shop- 
ping for bargains. I fear that quickest way really to destroy UN 
prestige in this case would be to weaken Graham’s authority by per- 
mitting doubts to arise now concerning our firm intention to throw 
our weight behind compliance with agreements already reached be- 
tween parties. I believe it is premature to say that SC should accept 
Graham’s failure as “clear evidence futility seeking solution through 
demilitarization and all-Kashmir plebiscite”. After all, this solution 
represents agreement of parties rather than SC fiat. I cannot believe 
it is “taking sides” to ask parties to honor their commitments. 

AUSTIN 

*This telegram was repeated by the Department to New Delhi and. Karachi. 
*Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton of Canada, President of the Security Council in 

December 1949, negotiated informally with Representatives of India and Paki- 
stan. His final report to the Council, dated Feb. 3, 1950 (UN doe. 8/1453), which 
included a plan for demilitarization, was accepted by Pakistan but rejected by 
India (UN docs. S/PV. 463-466, Feb. 7-10, 1950). 

357.AB/2—2152 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission 
at the United Nations} 

SECRET WasHINeTon, February 21, 1952—7 : 37 p. m. 
306. Re Kashmir. 

1 This telegram was repeated to Karachi and New Delhi. —
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1. During past week Brit Emb has repeatedly pressed Dept support | : 
UK suggestion with Graham that he get Nehru and Nazimuddin in : 
face-to-face conf re Kashmir. Brit have expressed view that for | 
Graham to continue merely as go-between will freeze GOP and GOI : 
positions and prevent successful agreement re demilitarization, Dept : 
has pointed out to Brit that if 2 PMs meet before Graham has | 
exhausted all possibilities private mediation, PMs’ positions under | 
public pressure might freeze even more quickly. Dept has indicated | 
while having no objection to Graham’s getting 2 PMs together, if he so | 
clesires, wisdom such mtg is for him determine. Dept’s reservations re ! 
such mtg are as fol: | | | 

A. Purpose such mtg is not clear and we believe 2 PMs shld not meet | re Kashmir unless objective of mtg clearly established and something 
like agenda agreed upon. While possible 2 PMs wld be willing get | together merely to discuss 2 major outstanding differences in Graham's | 12 point program, i.e., quantum troops remain each side cease fire line | end of demilitarization and date for appointment PlebAd, we feel such ! high ranking mtg for such purpose wld be trying kill ant with baseball © | 
bat. : | ! B. If purpose mtg 2 PMs is effect quick political settlement of Kash- | mir dispute, it shld come only after quite clear present UN efforts reach agreed demilitarization program cannot succeed. SC has made no such assumption, nor has Graham. Effect of such mtg therefore wld | be that India wld feel entitled believe it relieved of obligation to reach agreement pursuant to UNCIP res on demilitarization and state-wide : pleb. Presenting opportunity to India at this time to avoid agreement : pursuant to UNCIP obligations will wipe out effect of UN efforts : during past year. 

| _C. Graham has indicated repeatedly his conviction his duty is effect demilitarization per Mar 30, 1951 res. He understands he has other | rights and powers than those merely relating to demilitarization but believes demilitarization is priority obligation. | 
2. In view above, Dept believes you shld inform Graham Dept’s | 

views re proposed mtg, indicating to him our belief attempting to get 2 | 
PMs together entirely up to him. Dept assumes that UK Del will | 
present UK point of view to Graham when he is in NY early part next 
week, | | 

3. USUN at its discretion may discuss our reservations re mtg of 
2 PMs with UK Del. In so doing shld indicate, as Dept is with Brit 
Emb, we open to persuasion if UK can convince us re chances success 
such mtg and can indicate ideas re logical course of action in event mtg 
2 PMs fails. | | 

_ 4, Dept does not dismiss idea mtg 2 PMs at some time in future but, | 
unless Graham desires such mtg, we believe it premature. Dept’s pres- | 
ent thinking is that mtg of 2 PMs might fol as logical step to SC : 
action on Graham’s final report if he reports failure. | : 

| | WEBB
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357.AB/2-—2652 : Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
to the Department of State? 

SECRET New York, February 26, 1952—6: 18 p. m. 

550. Re Kashmir. Gross and Hyde lunched with Graham and con- 

veyed to him substance Deptel 306, February 1[27]. — 
1. He feels his primary task is to seek agreement on demilitarization. 

If he cannot obtain agreement on remaining issues, he will ask parties 
for their own suggestions for settlement. Finally he will submit his 
report which may or may not, depending on circumstances, contain his 
own recommendations. 

2. On issue of demilitarization, he feels Devers plan of substantial 
parity on either side of the line will never be acceptable to Indians. 
He sees a little leeway for negotiation in getting Indians to agree to 
early date for appointment of PlebAd in return for Pak’s agreement 
for smaller Azad Kashmir Forces and possibly to smaller reduction of 
Indian Forces. 7 

3. Re UK view that Graham shld bring two PriMins together, he is 
disinclined to attempt this unless he sees a good chance of thereby 
settling case along lines of his twelve principles. 

4. His staff problems are now solved. Elmore Jackson flies with him 
today. Graham is content to be able to call on Devers or an alternate 
to be quickly available if needed. 

AUSTIN 

1Mhis telegram was repeated by the Department to New Delhi. 

690D.91/3—1052 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State 

SECRET __ Karacut, March 10, 1952—10 p. m. 

| 961. Zafrulla told me today he had a conversation yesterday with 
| Graham, and today the Deputy Secy of Min of Kashmir Affairs has 

had a conversation with Marin Graham’s personal asst. Zafrulla is 

seeing Graham again tomorrow. 
When yesterday’s meeting was arranged Zafrulla’s asst was told 

that Graham was very anxious to present some thoughts to the Min 
at his earliest convenience. Imagine his surprise when after a pre- 
liminary conversation of 20 minutes Graham said to him that he wld 
like his concurrence in an estimate that discussion of the four outstand- 
ing points might lead towards agreement between the two parties. 
Zafrulla replied as he understood the four points consisted in the 
establishment of the number of troops and their categories that shld — 
remain on both sides during the plebiscite, the date when the troop 
reduction shld be completed and which wld terminate in the appoint-
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ment of the plebiscite administrator. In effect there are only two ques- : 
tions of importance that have to be resolved. One is the minimum | 

_ Security forces required and the second the date on which the opera- | 
tion, which wld be continuous, is to end. If Graham were to consider, | 
and Nehru agree, these two essential questions Zafrulla said the. next 
steps wld be a mtg of competent military authorities of both sides with | 
Graham’s own military advisor, For Zafrulla, a layman, to approach | 

_ the Pak military command with a dictum wld in his opinion subj | 
himself to ridicule for moving into a specialists field. He will press | 
Graham tomorrow to suggest a troop disposition arranged by his own | 
military advisor working with the Ind and Pak military. : 

Later this evening Graham came to see me. He knew that I had | 
talked with Zafrulla today. He said that for the Paks to hold out for | 
an adjustment of differences in the number of troops as proposed by | 
India (21,000 on the Ind side and 2,000 on the Pak) as opposed to | 
Graham’s proportion of five to four wld be to play India’s game of | 
further delay in decision on what Graham regards as the basic ques- | 
tion namely the appointment of plebiscite administrator and his in- : 
duction to office. I inquired if he had broached this subj to Zafrulla. | 
He said he intended to tomorrow. | 

Then I told him I did not believe Zafrulla wld want to make too | 
strong a position on this discussion because I understood from | 
Zafrulla he did not regard himself as competent to make recommen- 
dations on a technical military matter. | 

I then raised the question with Graham as to Devers availability; 
he said that Devers has told him it is inconvenient for him because of 
his business commitments to come to the sub-continent again and that : 
he is not disposed to press him. He then raised the question of my 
opinion of Nimmo’s competence to act as military advisor. I told him | 
I had no basis of opinion for Nimmo’s standing with the Ind military, | 
but I know that he has been discreet and correct and is certainly well | 
informed on the Kashmir matter and is held in high regard by the | 

Pak military. From the Australian HICOM ' I have an opinion that | 
his status is equally good in India. | 
Graham then suggested that it might be useful to put it up to Nehru : 

to have Nimmo preside over a military mtg of the Ind and Pak 
Generals to work out a recommendation for the troops disposition. In 
this way Graham’s earlier recommendation cld be modified and a new | 
suggestion worked out. If Nehru were to agree to the thought that | 
Nimmo might be available I said I thought the Paks wld certainly | 
take it. The reason which cld not be advanced is that I have an opinion | 
expressed by the Pak military as late as yesterday that they wld like _ : 
to see the problem handled in simple and broad lines and that they 
wld agree to any number of Ind troops remaining in Kashmir pro- ! 

—_ | 
+ J, E. Oldham. | |
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vided their artillery were taken out. As for themselves they are will- 
ing to put their own troop disposition in Graham’s hands. 
Graham told me he is going to press Zafrulla strongly that the im- 

portant thing is to remove this present obstacle of discussion on troop 
numbers in order to move into the next step which is agreement on 
the assumption of office of a plebiscite administrator. Graham feels 
strongly that if the Paks cld accept this point he cld prevail on Nehru 
to give effect to his statements that he is prepared to agree to the 
administrator assuming office. | 

It appears evident that Graham after drawing a blank in Delhi has 
now come to Karachi to get the Paks to accept a modification of troop 
dispositions that wld give him a basis for going back to Delhi and 
asking Nehru to agree on the next point which is the entry of the 
administrator into office. Zafrulla for his part seems determined to 
throw the military discussions into a technical field. 

. WARREN 

357.AB/3-1152 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* ——— 

SECRET - PRIORITY WasuinetTon, March 11, 1952—7:17 p. m. 

1873. For Amb. Re Kashmir. FYI only. During Graham visit 
Wash Feb 11 prior to his departure subcontinent Dept officials in- 
dicated desire to be maximum assistance to him in his final effort 
achieve Indo-Pak agreement.? Informal suggestion made that if 
Graham believed Presidential appeal Nehru and Nazimuddin wld be 
helpful Dept wld consider recommending such a move. Timing wld be 

| contingent upon some indication from Graham as to possible effec- 
tiveness. Graham expressed considerable interest in above suggestion 
but stressed appeal shld appear as spontaneous as possible. | 

In view limited period Graham negots such an appeal if made wld 
have to be forwarded within ten days or so. Appeal cld express sincere 
hope success Graham’s efforts stressing settlement Kashmir dispute | 
vital to peace of subcontinent and Asia.as a whole. 

Dept believes advantages such appeal can be gauged only in light 
negot situation facing Graham at moment and his as well as Embs 
estimate effectiveness such a move. Fol possible disadvantages occur to 
Dept: 1) Nehru and/or Nazimuddin might interpret appeal as un- 
warranted interference and stiffen attitudes; 2) Effectiveness appeal 
contingent upon confidential nature and strong possibility leak which 
might disrupt negots cannot be overlooked. ) 

In view foregoing Dept requests Embs assessment wisdom despatch | 

1This telegram was repeated to Karachi and for information to London. 
7A memorandum of this conversation of Feb. 11 with Dr. Graham by John D. 

Hickerson, Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs, is in file 
357.AB/2-1152. :
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of Presidential appeal at this time. Emb shld if feasible confer with | 
Graham and obtain his reaction possible consequences such a move. | 
Utmost discretion of course imperative. Dept believes joint Truman— | 
Churchill appeal not likely in view Dept understanding UK insistent | 

_ that any appeal to PMs shld be for purpose getting them together ) 

under Graham’s aegis. Graham advised Dept before leaving for sub- | 
continent he believed getting PriMins together now might be pre- | 
mature and dangerous. : 

Reply soonest. | | | 
| ACHESON 

357.AB/3-1452 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State 

SECRET | ) _ Karacut, March 14, 1952—11 a. m. | 

991. Before leaving for Delhi at 5 a. m. today Graham sent me word | 
late last night that he leaves Karachi with more hope of reaching 
settlement on quantum of troops to remain in Kashmir than at any 
time during his visit here. In course yesterday Mahmud Husain gave : 
him a dinner last night with Mohammed Ali and Mins of Agric and 
Communications present and Gurmani, now Min Interior and police 
entertained him at luncheon with Mohammed Ali and deputy Min 
Kashmir Affairs present. Graham also had conversation with Zaf- 
rulla yesterday evening when he went to take leave. Jackson, Graham’s 
asst who was present at all these functions except at call on Zafrulla. 
said atmosphere was much more hopeful and cooperative than it has 
been. | | 

Graham wanted me to know that he feels Paks are willing to make | 
more concessions on troop quantum subj to his proposals as to what | 
constitutes minimum of safety. Feeling as he does that Nehru will | 
be disposed to agree to installation of the plebiscite administrator once _ } 
troop handicap is overcome, the prospect looks more hopeful as of 
today than it has at any time. I am seeing Zafrulla this p. m. and un- 
doubtedly he will want to talk about the prospects of action in the — | 
next fortnight. Shld he make any statement to me that might be 
helpful to Graham, Graham has asked me to send it along to him | 
safehand. | RE USS | 

Ref Deptel 887 Mar 111 Graham discussed with me desirability of 
trying to bring the PM’s together at this time. I agree with him it 
wid be unwise to attempt it until a specific agenda has been first ! 
approved by each of them. In my opinion the time to bring them to- 
gether is after there is an indication that Graham’s 12 points have | 

| been accepted by both sides. Shld Graham encounter unexpected set- 
backs in Delhi, the decision wld have to be taken there on the desir- 

* The same as telegram 1873 to New Delhi, Mar. 11, supra. , 

: 
| 

|
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ability of the Pres making an appeal. Shld that be done the same 
language wld have to be used towards Pak, otherwise Nehru wld be 
affronted and any hope of settlement wld disappear. | | 

~ Warren _ 

357.AB/3-1552 : Telegram . 

Phe Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Karacut, March 15, 1952—1 p. m. 
1000. FonMin yesterday p.m. confirmed the impression I had the 

night before from Graham that the Paks are prepared to make con- 
| cession on the quantum of troops remaining both sides in Kashmir un- 

der Graham demilitarization schedule. Zafrulla said he regarded the 
decision on the minimum number of troops required as a mil opinion 
and that he had suggested to Graham the desirability of informing 
himself on the relative number rather than the question of ratio which 
might be a polit question by getting India to agree that the two com- 
manders in chief with Graham shld try to work it out. The Paks do 
not believe Ind wld take such a chance even with her own military. 

| Graham knows from what I told him of the Pak mil opinion how | 
broad minded and imaginative they are in this respect. The fact that 

_ the Pak mil have no quarrel with Ind troop numbers so long as their 
artillery goes out cld be useful to Graham provided there were no polit 
reservations and this Zafrulla seems to be willing to concede. FonMin 
also said that Graham told him when he came to say goodbye accom- 
panied by Marin that he felt confident Nehru wld agree to the other 
points in his program including the installation of the Pleb admin- 
istrator once the mil consideration was out of the way. ee 

- | | WakREN 

357.4B/3~-2152 : Telegram : 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State — 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY = New Deut, March 21, 1952—10 p. m. | 
3436. Graham left yesterday for Karachi and believe will go di- 

_ -reetly from there to Geneva to write his report. I have not cabled Dept | 
about progress of talks because my only info until yesterday was given 
me by Graham on specific understanding it wld not be repeated to any 
one. However, Bajpai in mtg yesterday described to me progress of 
talks in detail and since this jibes with what I have heard from other __ 
sources I can repeat: | | Oo 

1. Graham has made more progress than in previous mtgs in Dec 
and now feels there is good chance situation can eventually be settled 
on reasonable basis. |
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2. Indian Govt has demonstrated most reasonable attitude and is 
agreed specifically on fol: | | | 

a. To remove all troops from Pakistan frontier for minimum 
_ distance 70 miles from border with most of troops going back 450 | 

| miles. This retirement in process and will have been completed by 
April 15. | | 

6. Removal of additional 18,000 Indian troops from Kashmir 
to be completed by end April. | | 

c. Both actions to be taken regardless of what Pakistan may do | 
_ with no request by GOI for compensating advantages. _ | | 

8. In addition GOI stated to Graham. | 

(a) Belief (but not agreement) that 21,000 Indian troops on | 
which GOT insisted last fall can be reduced somewhat probably 7 | 
to between 16,000 and 18,000; | | | 

(6) That they cld see no difficulty agreeing appointment pleb- | 
_ iseite administrator by middle of July once remaining difficulties _ | 
removed; 7 os a : | 

(c) That best way remove remaining difficulties and reaching | 
final agreement is through partition, i.e., Azad Kashmir going | 

_ to Pakistan, Jammu going to India, with plebiscite confined to 
valley. Bajpai stated there was only one reason he had not made | 
GOI partition proposal matter record through letter or memo. If | 
Pakistan Govt shld learn about it now it wld be more difficult | 
for Graham secure agreement this approach. Bajpai stated, how- | 

_ ever, GOI position was established as result clear verbal statement 
made personally to Graham and Marin. Bajpai confident if all | 
efforts ended in failure no doubt about GOT attitude wld exist be- 

_ cause Graham wld be able include verbal statement in his SC | 7 
report. ; a | a 

4, Attitude Pakistan Govt has also been reported as reasonable and 7 
Graham convinced both sincerely want settlement. 
_5, However, because Graham was not briefed on partition possibility 

as reported by me in Jan he has continued take his terms of reference 
very literally and has informed GOT he eld not properly explore path 
which everyone here has consistently held offers best hope of | 
settlement. __ | | 

I emphasized this phase of situation repeatedly in Jan visit to Wash- 
ington and again in telegrams, particularly Embtel 2851, Feb 11, 
and I believe it was mistake not inform Graham. Only conversation 
he had with rep of US Govt was with Gross in New York who told 7 
Graham of emphasis which he had placed on terms of reference in his | 
talks with Sheikh Abdullah early in Feb. For this reason Graham 
is convinced he cld handle problem only on strict interpretation of 
his terms of reference, and because of this he feels can do nothing 
further at present. However his report will undoubtedly recommend he 
be allowed continue negotiate with broader terms of reference neces- 
sary cover this promising possibility. | | | 

6. It seems to us biggest question now will be attitude Pakistan Govt. 
| toward continuation of discussions under new mandate from SC since | 

GOP has repeatedly stated will not agree to any further extension | 
Graham negotiations past April 1. Graham will be seriously handi- 
capped in talking to Pakistan Govt because if he tells them he asking 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 10 : 

|
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for broader terms of reference so he can discuss question of partition, 
Pakistan Govt may assume this is Indian proposal and very likely re- 
fuse go along. However, Graham reasonably confident he can con- 
vince Pakistan Govt Karachi he shld be allowed further opportunity 
basing his request solely on reasonable attitude shown by GOI. 

If Graham unable win Pakistan agreement to continuation his ef- 
forts then probably wld be useless him return here and our only hope 
wld lie in direct negotiations between two govts with partition pro- 
posal as basis. On other hand if Pakistan Govt agrees continuation 
and if they do not get idea proposal of partition coming from Indians 
there seems be good chance Graham can bring two parties together 
fol favorable action on part SC in widening his terms of reference. 

I asked Graham whether he wld be prepared continue efforts now 
if I were to inform Dept of latest developments and Dept were to 
cable him urging him widen his efforts here in case he thought GOI 
and GOP would be receptive to broader approach. He shrugged and 
said he thought it was too late. oR 

If, as seems possible, both GOI and GOP were to be found recep- 
tive to partition idea it seems shame Graham leave here at this time 
for legalistic reasons. _ , 
If Dept shld decide situation requires its intervention and it wishes 

refer info from Delhi in msg to Graham, I wld appreciate you refer- 
red to info “communicated to Bowles by GOI”. 

Extremely important there be no leak to anyone on development 
this situation since it wld not only be embarrassing to us here but 
also cld readily jeopardize attitude Pakistan Govt. In any event noth- 
ing we can do until Graham report completed. . | 

— oe Bow Les 

690D.91/3-2152 : Telegram = | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? : 

SECRET  §NIACT Karacut, March 21, 1952—7 p. m. | 
1042. FonMin said this afternoon he is very depressed. Graham 

came to see him today. All India offers is withdrawal of one division 
from Kashmir which still leaves an army of 45,000 and no hope of © | 
agreement on minimum mil forces necessary for security. | 

As for India’s withdrawal of her army from Paks Punjab border, 
| last year Nehru annouriced the mobilization was no threat. There- 

fore the withdrawal is no relief. | 
Zafrulla commented that Graham now goes on to Geneva to write 

his report and present it to the SC the first week in April. He sees no 
basis for optimism and no reason to expect either US or UK to press | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London.
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SC for positive action calling on both parties to reach agreement | 
forthwith on quantum of troops. | | 

Zafrulla says his own burden is the heavier because he must make | 
some statement to his people. | 

_ I venture to recommend that now is the time for the Pres to make | 
an appeal to the two PriMins. I have not yet seen Graham. | 

| WARREN 

357.AB/3-2252 ; Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department o f State? 

SECRET | Karacut, March 22, 1952—11 p. m. 

(1052. 1. Under Cab instrs resulting from a mtg that lasted late last | 
nite the FonMin sent for the UK HICOM ? and me separately today 
and expressed in almost identical language, the Pak Govt’s sense of | 
bitterness and frustration at the failure of Graham’s present mission 
to the subcontinent. The UK HICOM read to me his draft of the inter- | 
view including his advice to Zafrulla. | | | 

2. After Zafrulla’s conv with me yesterday as reported in mytel | 
1042,° he attended a Cab mtg at the Gov Gen’s house and reported that | 
Graham proposed to leave Pak in a few days for Geneva there to pre- 
pare a report for the SC to the effect that there was no agreement | 
between India and Pak on the minimum nbr of troops to be held by | 
each side in Kashmir to insure conditions for a fair pleb. As a con- 

_ sequence it had not been possible to proceed to consideration of the | 
remaining point in Graham’s proposal, that is the installation of the 
pleb admin in Kashmir. FonMin told the Cab that Graham had come | 
out to the subcontinent without his mil advisor and was accompanied : 
by an undistinguished group of assistants, that he had not made any ! 

_ specific proposals and the time had been wasted. He recalled to the 
Cab that Pak had agreed to this present visit of Graham’s only on | 
the insistence of Lord Ismay. The Cab’s reaction to this report was | 
violent. They said that Pak has been “tricked”. | 

3. The FonMin then said that as he had advocated recourse to the ! 
| SC for the resolution of the Kashmir problem and as his efforts had : 
| proved to be futile and as the SC seemed unable thru its agent to : 

bridge the gap of differences between Pak and India, it appeared that — | 
he shld confess the failure of his policy by tendering his resignation 

| as FonMin. What the public reaction wld be shld his resignation be 
| accepted cld not be surmised but the Cab agreed with him that if he 
| were to resign Pak public opinion might force the resignation of the 

| Cab and face the country with a grave crisis. | | 
| _ | 
| * This telegram was repeated for information to London. | 

“Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald Nye was U.K. High Commissioner in Pakistan. 
| 8 Supra. 

| | ( | |
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4. Some members of the Cab in the heat of discussion advocated 
Pak’s immed withdrawal from the commonwealth of nations. They 
said that their presence in the commonwealth prevented them from | 
taking the water rights dispute with India to the Internat] Court of 
Justice and they might do better if they were “on their own”. 

). The US came in for sharp criticism on the grounds that the pres- 
ent Amer policy in India is more than conciliatory while the US has 
never shown any marked preference for Pak’s goodwill altho Pak reps 
in internat] bodies have almost uniformly aided the US in voting and 
advocating the Amer point of view on critical conditions. 

6. The Cab finally decided that the FonMin shld call in the UK 
HICOM and myself and request that we inform our govts of the grave 
sitn that will arise when the Graham report is presented to the SC and 
the Govt of Pak must inform its people of the position as it sees it. 
The FonMin was to recommend to each of us the urgency of obtaining 
Amer and Brit support for the application of art 37 of the charter of | 
the UN to the Kashmir issue. 

7. The UK HICOM after he had listened to the exposition, ven- 
tured to impress on the FonMin the necessity for caution on the part 
of his govt so as not to excite public opinion at this time. He said that 
while he wld report as requested the attitude and feelings of the Pak 
Govt, that he doubted if the UK Govt wld be able to instruct him on | 
further steps to be taken until after the Graham report had been recd 
and considered by the SC. He said that while he cld not express an 
opinion on the minimum nbr or troops required for internal security 
in Kashmir he agreed with Zafrulla’s previous stand that the question 
is a tech one and he hoped that the GOP had taken this into consider- 
ation in its convs with Dr. Graham. 

8. The FonMins conv with me was conducted on a somewhat more 
informal basis than his interview with the UK HICOM altho they 
are close personal friends of many years standing. Since he had talked 
to me earlier yesterday before the Cab mtg, he did not review in detail 
his statement to the Cab but did point up the tender of his resignation 
and the probable consequence shld it be accepted. I asked him if there 
were any likelihood of that taking place and he said no. On the other 
hand, he told me that the bitterness and frustration in the Cab was 
violent in its demonstration and that in such a tempo it was quite pos- 
sible that foolish and disastrous decisions might be taken. / 

9. We then proceeded to a more considered discussion of the present 
sitn bearing in mind that Graham is still in Karachi and will not be 
leaving for several days. I asked Zafrulla why it was that he had 
allowed a situation to come about where no specific proposals had 
been made and where nothing had been done without placing his own 
posit on the record. Graham had told him yesterday of India’s inten- 
tion to withdraw a division from Kashmir leaving 45,000 troopsthere _
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and the program of the Ind Army’s withdrawal from the Punjab : 
frontier to a depth of 70 miles. While Pak over the past months had 
withdrawn without: fanfare over 75 percent of her troops from the _ 
border adjacent from the Ind Army, nevertheless, I suggested Ind 
by publicizing its contemplated disposition wld go far in re-establish- | 
ing a sympathetic world posit which it had lost last year at the time 
of troop mobilization. It seemed to me that Pak made no point of its 
willingness to accept the mediators estimate or even to ascertain what 
the estimate wld be of the minimum troops necessary in Kashmir, and : 
that Graham in drafting his report wld in all fairness blame Pak 
possible more than Ind for an intransigent attitude on troop dispo- | 
sitions and mil posture. Earlier in our convs of this present month, 
Zafrulla had expressed the point of view that he was incompetent to : 
estimate the ratio or quantum of troops which shld remain during the i 
pleb. When I asked him if he had placed this attitude on the record, | 
he replied it was that point that gave him reason to think. | 

10. I told him I cld sympathize with the Cab’s sense of frustration | 
at the negative report he had presented, but at the same time I was | 
sure he wld counsel them to the contd exercise of caution and the | 
contd patience on the part of the press which has been useful in re- 
cent months. It seemed to me that time had not yet run out and I hope | 
that he and his colleague wld review the sitn in the hope that further 
convs might be held with Graham that wld narrow the gap of differ- 
ence and press the responsibility on the mediator of fixing the quantum : 
rather than ratio of forces in Kashmir. 7 ; 

He is seeing Graham again tomorrow. , : 
| | ree | WARREN : 

690D.91/3-2852: Telegram | | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? : 

SECRET NIACT WasuineTon, March 23, 1952—5: 42 p.m. | 

936. 1. Pls take earliest opportunity ascertain from Graham latest | 
GOT position re quantum and/or ratio of troops at end demilitariza- ) 
tion. On basis available info Dept under impression there may still be : 
room for additional pressure either by US and UK Reps in New Delhi : 

| or by Graham himself in view Indians’ past indications ref to figure of | 
| 21,000 not necessarily final. | | | : 
| 2, Dept also under impression Graham has not yet discussed concrete 

| proposals re quantum troops, and believes such discussion essential. 
| Dept suggestions to fol. | | | 
: 3. Dept strongly hopes Graham will for present reserve decision re 
! departure for Geneva, _ . | ) 

* This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 4688 and for information 7 
to New Delhi, | | | 

| 

| |
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4. Re Zafrullah’s inquiry possibility US-UK sponsorship art 37 
| action you may tell him US position will be governed largely by nature 

and content Graham report. | . 
5. Brit Emb Wash alerting London this tel. Emb London pls immed 

inform FonOff and CRO who will presumably tele comments and 
instrs to UKHC Karachi. Emb Karachi pls consult UKHC. 

ACHESON 

357.AB/3-2452 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan 

SECRET NIACT WasuineTon, March 24, 1952—5: 22 p. m. 
937. Re Kashmir. Re niact Deptels to Karachi as 936, London as 

4688, Mar 23. You are requested to convey to Graham fol views Dept 
for his consideration: | 

1. Unless he has already done so, can he not make specific suggestions 
to both parties re precise number and nature troops or ratio troops 
remaining each side demilitarization line? Is it too late for him to 
Make new specific suggestions even if both parties have rejected pre- 
vigus specific suggestions? We believe Graham report to SC wld be 
materially weakened if it does not discuss specific proposals re number 
or ratio of troops remaining each side demilitarization line made to 
both parties and their replies. If SC is to take any constructive action 
on basis Graham’s report it must have clearest indication limits area 
of disagreement. It wld be difficult for SC effectively to act upon mere 
comments that parties cld not agree on quantum or ratio of troops, 

2. Re number of troops, fol possible alternatives occur to Dept: a) 
Without indicating numbers based on ratio of troops at time Jan 1, 
1949 cease fire, maximum troops at end of demilitarization period 
mght be 18 thousand troops on Ind side (to include State forces, line 
of communication, supply, signal corps everything) and 11 thousand | 
troops on Pak side cease fire line (to be composed generally as indi- 
cated in third phase Devers’ plan). Neither party shld have artillery 
with remaining troops on either side cease-fire line by end of demili- 
tarization period. Figures cited based on fol considerations: GOI has 
indicated to Graham that their figure of 21 thousand troops cld be 
reduced as low as 16 thousand. Accordingly, 18 thousand gives Indian 
median figure allowing for line of communication of troops. 11 thou. 
sand figure for GOP based on slight up-raising ultimate figures sug- 
gested by Devers as constituting minimum security force for Pak- 
controlled Kashmir. 6) Basing number of troops on polit decision, sug- 
gestion of ratio has obvious merit for quick decision from two govts. 
Ratio of troops at time pf cease fire was 5 to 3 in favor GOI. That ratio 

*This telegram was repeated to London and for information to New York and 
New Delhi ; subsequently repeated by the Department to Geneva. :
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has since apparently been widened to 21% to 1 in favor of GOI. Sug- 
gest ratio might well be restored to 5 to 3, or be 2 to 1, or 8 to 2 in | 
favor GOI. Uunderstanding being no artillery by end of demilitariza- 
tion period and maximum figure to include all necessary service | 
troops. - | | 

The precise number of troops remaining and staging of with- | 
drawals presumably wld be worked out under para 9 of Graham’s pro- 
posals. | : 

. Along with either alternative above, Graham mght suggest to par- | 
ties point 7 of 12 point program be amended by adding fol: 

“and further agree that if either govt believes that adjustments | 
in the level of troops on their side of the cease fire line shld be made 
in the interest of internal security of the area under their control they ! 
may at the end of the demilitarization period, but not prior to carry- ! 
ing out the other provisions of this para, request the UN Rep for | 
India and Pak to undertake the negot of such an adjustment with the | 
other govt or to request the PlebAd to undertake the negot of such an 
adjustment pursuant to para 8 of the Jan 5, 1949 res”. | | 

In making this suggestion we believe the important thing is agree- 
ment on number troops at end of demilitarization, and performance | 

of agreement. This amendment will have advantage of allowing both 
sides feeling that security requirements of portion of state under their 
control can be reconsidered fol demonstration their bona fides in com- ) 
plying with demilitarization provisions. We feel reasonably sure that | 
if fol actual reduction of forces in area threat to internal security of : 
state arose either from Commie neighbors or from Abdullah Govt UN : 
Rep cld negot new level of troops with both parties cooperating. 

| 8. We believe Graham might well take present opportunity to go 
| back to Delhi to press GOI agree to appointment PlebAd. Unless or | 
| until number of troops can be decided 12 point program not binding on ) 
| either party. Agreement now of GOI to appoint PlebAd all in GOI | 
| favor in forthcoming SC debate. | | 
: In presenting these views, indicate to Graham we prepared to give | 

| such parallel diplomatic support in Karachi and New Delhi as he | 
| may believe wise and we fully prepared to take necessary steps to dis- | 

courage early consideration Graham report in April if further negots 
| possible on subcontinent now. | 
| ACHESON 

| 357.AB/3-2552 : Telegram : | 

Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State} | 

| TOP SECRET Karacuti, March 25, 1952—5 p. m. | 

| 1076. 1. Yesterday Graham had lunch with the GovGen, Zafrulla, and | 

*This telegram was repeated by the Department to London as telegram 4748 
| and to New Delhi as 2004. ) | 

|
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| _ Mohammad Ali. He came to see me immed afterwards. At Australian 
FonMin Casey’s request, I arranged an interview for him with 
Graham. Then Casey went to see Zafrulla. He is very anxious to be 
helpful but Graham told me later that he did not feel he cld speak 
freely with him. Graham came to see me at 4:30 to say goodbye. His 
plane was due to leave for Geneva at 6:00 but it was delayed and he 
did not get away until 9:30 this a. m. 

The Dept’s 936 of Mar 23, 6 p. m. did not reach me until 3:45 a. m. 
this morning. Immed after its receipt, I saw Graham and tried to _ 

| prevail on him as I had yesterday afternoon to reverse his decision to 
depart for Geneva. He said that he appreciates thoroughly the serious- 
ness and gravity of the present situation arising from the Pak attitude 
towards his mission, but he has concluded that the best thing for him 
to do at this time is to prepare his report and get it before the SC. He 
indicated the report will include ref to troop quantum discussions he 
was unable to tell the Paks because of possible violation of Ind 
confidence. 

2. He had drafted a short statement to give the Pak press at the air- 
port when he left last night. It was probably as favorable in its 

| language as truth and the circumstances permitted. It included a note 
of hope based on Graham’s conviction that some progress had been 
made during his present stay in the subcontinent. The press statement 
was not to be issued, however, until he actually went aboard the plane. 
The Paks took advantage of his delay by leaking to the local English 
language press their impression of the failure of his mission so that 

__ he lost the initiative in the issuance of the press statement. In a sepa- 
rate tel I am forwarding a general summary of the press which coin- 
cides with the Cabinet attitude towards Graham as of today, together 
with Graham’s release. I have asked to see Zafrulla but he will not see 
me until tomorrow on account of illness. He has also declined to see 
the UK HC who today received instructions similar to mine. 

3. I regret deeply Graham decision to leave at this time. The Paks 
appear convinced that he did not make specific proposal to GOI on 
the minimum troops that Ind wld accept in the demilitarization pro- 
gram. They resent what they believe is ‘abandonment of Devers 
formula without substitution. Zafrulla has been informed in rather 
intimate details of alleged differences between Graham, Schmidt, and 
Devers, and believe that the Devers ratio was not utilized in discus- 
sions during this visit. While I have no facts that I may cite to sup- 
port my opinion, I am strongly inclined to believe that the Pak 
Cabinet is out of hand and that Zafrulla having been voted down by 
his colleagues has now joined up with them and that the decision for 
war is either in the making or may possibly already have been taken. I 
realize the seriousness of such an expression, but I wld be failing in 
my duty if I did not voice it at this time. Notwithstanding the words
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of caution that have been addressed to the PriMin and tothe FonMin _ | 
by my Brit colleague and myself separately and almost continuously | 
over the past few days, I believe they have fallen on deaf ears. The 
newspapers today show it. Some of my closest friends in the govt are 
how avoiding me and I believe it is being done under instructions. I 
do know in the almost continuous Cabinet mtgs which lasted the last 
few days until midnight that feelings have run high. It is no longer | 
in my opinion desirable for the Pres either alone or with Churchill | | 
to appeal to the two PriMins to reconcile their differences. Such an 
appeal I believe cld be made only at the time Graham may submit his | 
report and time may have run out then. I hope the Dept may pre- | 
vail upon Graham to reconsider his departure and to return here and _ 
attempt to obtain from GOI a statement that wld at least keep the 
door open. With Graham’s final departure from the sub-continent, I 
think the Paks consider that the link with the SC has in effect been | 
broken and that they find themselves alone in the world without a 
friend and in a position so desperate with respect to their own people ot 
that the most catastrophic decision can be entertained without appre- 
ciation of disaster that may overtake the area. I realize there may be 
elements of bluff in this situation to impress the UK and US but I 
discount them. I do not think the Cabinet has the courage of Liaquat 
to face a fanatic and disappointed people and call for patience in 
slow progress. The PriMin last night in a reception to the Colombo | 
plan conf wore a steel jacket under his coat. The Commander in Chief : 
until yesterday was scheduled to come to Karachi on April 6, 7 and 8 
for a conf. His orders have been changed and he will proceed from E 
Pak where he is inspecting, to army headquarters at Rawalpindi. 
Under the power of personal and collective fear, I believe their judg- : 
ment may be distorted. : 

aor an WarREN | 

357.AB/3—2652 : Telegram . | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? ! 

SECRET Karacut, March 26, 1952—4 p. m. | 
| 1085. Ref London Embtel 65, March 25 sent Dept 937.” ! 

As reported in my 1054 of March 23,? Graham left Karachi yester- | 
day KLM 9:30 a. m. for Geneva. I am assuming the Dept will com- | 

-municate with Graham in Geneva if it desires to bring to his attn the 
He : | 

| * This telegram was repeated for information to London and by the Department 
| to Geneva. So | 
| * Telegram 65 from London to Karachi, Mar. 25, was the same as telegram 4239 
| from London to the Department,. not printed. It made reference to the Depart- : 

ment’s telegram 937 to Karachi, Mar. 24 (p. 1204), and inquired, inter alia, 
whether the Embassy was able to deliver the Department’s views expressed | 
therein to Graham before his departure. (357.AB/3-2652) | 

| * Not printed. 

|
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material in its 937 of March 24,5 p. m. which arrived in Karachi after 
Graham’s departure. 

Zatrulla this a. m. said he was much better physically and appeared 
more cheerful mentally than he has been the last several days. He re- 
peated to me almost verbatim the conv he had earlier today with 
UKHC as to what he had said to Graham when he last met him for 
luncheon at the GovGen’s with only Mohammed Ali as the fourth per- 
son present. His remarks were substantially the same as Mohammed 
Ali gave me last night when he said that the three of them had at- 
tempted to prevail upon Graham to return to Delhi instead of going to 
Geneva, with the suggestion that he present the GOI with specific pro- 
posals on the quantum of troops and that he consider after conversing 
with Nehru the possibility of a mtg with two PriMins. 

Zafrulla added today that he cld not understand why Graham felt 
unable to move on either of these suggestions. He expressed the hope 
that it was not yet too late for Graham to return to the sub-continent 
after several days stay in Geneva to write up his report thus far, and 
if he does return, he wld hope he wld bring with him a mil advisor, 
either Devers or Malone, in order to work out with the govts of India 

_ and Pak their specific views on the quantum of troops in order that 
the SC when it has Graham’s final report will have positive material 
on which to make a decision. Zafrulla reiterated his country’s willing- 
ness to consider a mtg of the two PriMins. This I regard as a great step 
forward. I had not believed that the Pak PriMin wld be willing to 
meet Nehru because of his impression of Nehru’s great ability in conv 
and debate and his own relative inexperience in recent years in negot. 
When I asked Zafrulla if he felt there might be any possible reflection 
on Graham’s personal or official position if he were to come back, he — 

said that he did not see how that might occur, that if he shld return 

| in the next few days, the action cld well be construed as part of his 
present mission and that so far as the time element is concerned, Pak 

gave no significance to the March 31 deadline. He did not believe Ind 
wld attach any significance to it either. 

WARREN 

357.AB/3-2652 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Geneva? 

SECRET NIACT WasurineTon, March 27, 1952—7:10 p. m. 

732, Re Kashmir re Karachi’s 1085 to Dept? and Dept’s 937 to 
Karachi rptd to Geneva as Deptel 733. 

a This telegram was repeated to London and for information to Karachi, New 
Delhi, and New York. . 

* Supra. 
* Dated Mar. 24, p. 1204.
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AmConsul is instructed as matter of urgency to contact Dr. Frank | 

Graham, UN Rep for India and Pakistan who is now in Geneva and : 

hand him copy this tel and paraphrased copies reftels. | 

(1) Re Karachi’s 1085 Dept views Zafrulla’s comments to Amb | 

Warren as encouraging development fol apparently serious cabinet : 
| crisis past weekend resulting from disappointment over apparent lack 

of agreement re Kashmir and Graham’s departure Karachi. Con- | | 

sequently we believe it of utmost importance, if at all consistent with 
his thinking, that Graham take some further steps re Kashmir to | 

encourage possible bargaining by parties which we believe parties may : 
now be prepared enter into; | | 

(2) Dept’s 9387 to Karachi indicates our suggestions re possible 
specific proposals which Graham might make to both parties. We : 

suggest that he consider simultaneous communication such proposals 

or any alternative ones he believes preferable to both govts. Such | 

communication might be made now or as part of suggested procedure | 

infol para; 7 | | | 
(3) Another course of action which Graham might pursue wld : 

be to indicate now to both parties he drafting his report and is plan- t 
ning return to subcontinent to present draft report to both parties | 
for their comments. Such draft report might contain his specific pro- | 

posals re quantum of troops. Such announcement now and indication | 
that report wld be in draft only wld serve as sound ground for 

further negots with both parties either by Graham’s returning to 

subcontinent or communicating with them from Geneva. Important 

thing is that indication is made of opportunity for further negots , 

prior to SC debate; | 
(4) We suggest means for continuing negots wld be for Graham 

address communication to Pres SC before Mar 31 at same time he | 

| informing parties per para 2 stating he preparing report per SC _ 
| members request, but there are certain matters arising out his draft 

| report which he thinks it desirable to discuss further with two govts 
| and trusts SC will see no objection his deferring submission report. 

| Mar 31 deadline suggested since Pak Rep becomes Pres SC Apr 1 

) and receipt such note might be embarrassing ; | 

! (5) In order further negots may be made possible we believe that. : 

| Graham wld be wise request Indian Govt as matter of utmost impor- | 

tance that he be released of obligation of confidence to GOI re any 
proposals or concessions which they may have made; | 

| (6) If Graham decides return subcontinent we believe it desirable | 

! he have mil adviser and believe decision who mil adviser will be is | 

for Graham to make in light his understanding views of parties. | 
Possible advantage Devers returning is that, if GOP prepared to 

| | 

! | | | |
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make any concession on ratio or quantum troops, Devers might serve 
as face saving device; Devers presence might however antagonize 
GOI. Dept will render such assistance as possible re this matter on 

Graham’s request. | | 
(7) Re possible mtg of parties, we believe in view Zafrulla’s state- 

ment his country’s willingness consider mtg two PMs, Graham may 
wish seriously reassess feasibility desirability mtg of parties at some 
appropriate level ; 

(8) Our Brit colleagues have indicated to us apparent serious con- 
cern, which we do not share, that Graham may be inclined discuss 
partition proposals either with parties or in report to SC. They believe 

, such discussions at this stage wld be diversionary from main pt negots 

namely quantum troops. We believe it wise pt out that discussion 

partition in report, if not agreeable both parties, wld probably cause 
violent debate in Council particularly between parties. We presume 

Graham will appreciate necessity that such agreement as indicated in 
- report, is understood and accepted both parties prior to SC debate. 

Devers experience shld be sufficient underscore this pt. If there any un- 
| certainty re area of agreement it will surely be brought out in SC 

debate with advantage only to Sov Union. Graham, we trust, is also 

mindful any recommendations which he may make and which may re- 

quire SC res may provoke Sov veto. Hench recommendations might 

best be presented in manner least likely invite veto and most likely be 

carried out by parties if veto shld occur. 
(9) We wish underscore Zafrulla’s indication GOP places no sig- 

nificance to Mar 31 deadline for Graham’s report. We convinced that 

SC debate on his report can be postponed pending further negots. Ac- 
cordingly Graham shld not feel that obligation to report by Apr 1 out- 

weighs desirability last minute negots. | 

: (10) We prepared as indicated Deptel 937 to Karachi to give such 

parallel diplomatic support in Karachi and Delhi as he may believe 

wise. We are in constant communication with Brit colleagues on such 

possible courses of action. 

| (11) Dept prepared to consider assigning an officer familiar with 

this problem to Geneva to maintain contact with him if Graham so 

desires. : 

_ FYI You are instructed to communicate Graham’s reactions to above 

and to reftels and you are to keep in close touch with your Brit col- 

league for possible future joint action. London pls communicate info 

this tel to FonOff. | 

ACHESON
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357.AB/3-2852 : Telegram | | : 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State — : 

TOP SECRET New Devut, March 28, 1952—7 p. m. | 
3531. Ref Deptel 2004 March 25 (Karachi’s 1076 March 25 to Dept) ? | 

It seems regrettable that Graham considered it necessary to leave | 
Karachi without divulging enough of what he had discussed with | 
GOI or of what was in his mind to be able convince Pak officials that : 
he had in fact made considerable progress with GOI and that course | | 
he was pursuing had some merit in circumstances, | 
We not only regret his.departure but his unwillingness to discuss _ 

anything outside his official terms of reference. We are inclined to 
believe he may not have realized the seriousness of Pak attitude which 
reftel reveals, and that he may be relying too heavily upon Pak willing- 

~ ness go along with procedure which we assume he has in mind for his | 
reporttoSC. | | 

Garner acting UK HC has informed Emb of calmer situation 
Karachi past two days and of Zafrullah suggestions that before re- _ | 
porting SC Graham return with mil advisors, and that he shld bring 
two PriMins together. Graham prompt return seems to us highly de- 

| sirable, but we believe it should be done with full realization that | 
chances seem against any definite agreement on quantum of forces or | 
lines now being sought. Bajpai has expressed (only yesterday to | 
Garner) view he does not think Pak will agree figure acceptable: to 
GOI. | : 
The course Emb wld suggest in circumstances is that (1) Graham 

should submit to SC from Geneva only very. brief and gen interim : 
report expressing belief that sufficient progress made to justify con- | 
tinuing discussions, which lack of time did not permit him to carry 
to conclusion, in particular to bring two PriMins together and (if 
necessary) asking for extension of time to carry on such further dis- | 
cussions as he finds essential; (2) Graham should return to sub-con- | 
tinent with mil advisors as soon as possible and carry discussions of 
quantum as far as he can; (3) he should reckon with possibility that : 
demil talks will deadlock and should plan to bring PriMins together if. 
this occurs and to seek their suggestions for way out, and should be | 
prepared to entertain and explore any alternatives, particularly the 
one we know GOI has in mind. This seems to us best way to bring it 
into discussion, and cld result we believe in considerably easing demil | 
problem. | | 

*This telegram was repeated by the Department to Geneva on Mar. 28 as 
telegram 740 (priority) with the request that Dr. Graham be informed of its sub- 
stance. (357.4B/3—2852) 

? Ante, p. 1205. | |
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I might add that Bajpai told me yesterday he was aware tension 
in Pak including tone press but did not consider situation serious. GOI 
had no evidence Paks preparing mil moves. GOI was continuing with- 
draw Ind troops from Kashmir which it expected complete on April 

15. It seems to me that if GOI actually had info Pak planning mil 
moves it wld have taken immediate advantage situation to publicize 
them, 

Bow es 

357.AB/3—-2952 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul at Geneva (Oakley) to the Department of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY GENEvA, March 29, 1952—9 p. m. 
727. SARep. Oakley and Blaisdell called on Graham Friday eve- 

ning and handed him copy Dept’s 732, Mar 27 , also Karachi’s 1085, 
Mar 26 to Dept and Dept’s 937, Mar 24 to Karachi. Substance Dept’s 
740, Mar 28? given Graham by Blaisdell this afternoon. 

Although under his terms of ref Graham shld report to the Security 
‘Council around the 31st March, he is sure Dept will appreciate that he 
wld not have left the subcontinent if he had seen the slightest pos- 
sibility that agreement cld be reached at this time. 

After careful consideration, and having fresh in his mind the well 
stated positions of the parties, he became convinced that only some 
new approach cld help solve the remaining difficulties. 

Therefore he is now giving consideration to the possibilities of a 
new procedural approach which cld be developed within his frame of 
ref and based on the two res of UNCIP ? and the existing res of the 
SC and which cld stabilize the presently very difficult situation pend- 
ing a final period of negots leading up to arrangements for a plebiscite. 
Graham needs a few days to develop and finally assess the value of 

the approach he is now considering. If he definitely adopts this new 
approach, which will be under the res, he believes that it may lead to 
a removal of the difficulties which until now have deadlocked the 
issues. Graham gave no idea of what the new approach was. 

Pursuant instrs from FO UK permanent deleg called on Graham 
earlier this afternoon, but did not disclose nature of msg. Graham 
told Blaisdell he expected to reply to UK perm delegs same as above. | 

OAKLEY 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, New Delhi, Karachi, 
and New York. | 
-* See footnote 1, supra. 

* The two resolutions of the UN Commission for India and Pakistan were dated 
Aug. 13, 1948 (UN doc. 8/995) and Jan. 5, 1949 (UN doe. S/1196).
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357.AB/3-2952 : Telegram | | 
The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Geneva’ — : 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasurneton, March 29, 1952—10: 40 p.m. : 
742, Re Kashmir, re Geneva’s tel 727, Mar 29. | 
1. While we hopeful, in view Graham’s comments in reftel, that he : 

preparing further negots, since he apparently did not indicate AmCon- 
sul his precise plans re date submission his report and his personally 
returning New York, we believe it of utmost importance that AmCon- 
sul convey Graham fol: | | : 

A. We earnestly hope Graham appreciates that concern UK and : 
ourselves is that political situation GOP sufficiently serious and 
negot possibilities between parties sufficiently well indicated to 
justify our belief Graham might well devote himself now to further 
negot efforts with parties without regard report deadline and limita- 
tions of terms of ref. | ] 

B. We do not believe any report desirable at this time in absence full 
| agreement parties, Even if interim report submitted we fear it might 

not be satisfactory basis SC debate, and might be embarrassment Pak 
Rep, who becomes SC Pres April 1. Accordingly, we reiterate our 
suggestion in para 4 Deptel 732, Mar 27. - 

C. Re possible Sov blast in SC re Graham’s continuing his effort : 
without report to and permission from SC, we far less concerned over | 
Sov insistence on consideration report now or in next few weeks than 
over trouble they cld cause if report turned in and Graham made sub- 
stantive proposals re continuing negots. | | 

D. We urge, in view above, that Graham not return New York, but 
plan, instead, conduct further negots with parties. 

K.. We are extremely pleased at possibility his having new approach | 
satisfying SC and UNCIP res. We reiterate our offers assistance. _ : 

2. We note UK Rep Geneva called on Graham prior AmConsul, but : 
did not disclose nature his message. We believe it of great importance : 
you and he keep in close touch re this matter so that representations 
to Graham are coordinated in substance. FYI UK CRO presently ap- | 
pears about day behind Dept in making decisions and sending instruc- 
tions to field re this matter, Accordingly, it possible his comments to | 
Graham may have conflicted with yours. aa 

a ACHESON 

* This telegram was repeated to London (priority) and to Karachi, New Delhi, 
and New York. = | 

OO 
Truman Library, President’s Secretary’s file 

Memorandum by the Office of National Estimates, Central I ntelligence : 
Agency, to the Director of Central Intelligence (Smuth) : 

_ SECRET [| WasuHineton,] 1 April 1952. | 
Subject: Pakistan and the Graham Mission | :
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| 1. Dr. Frank Graham’s decision to give up further mediation efforts 
regarding Kashmir and instead report back to the UN Security Coun- 
cil has produced a strong adverse reaction in Pakistan. On 25 March, 
US Ambassador Warren reported that he was “strongly inclined to 
believe” that ministerial emotions had gotten out of hand and that a 
decision for war against India was in the making, if it had not already 
been taken. On 26 March, however, Warren saw Zafrullah again; the 
latter, who appeared more relaxed than in the previous few days, re- 
iterated Pakistan’s willingness to consider a meeting between Prime 
Minister Nazimudden and Indian Premier Nehru and expressed him- 
self favorably toward Warren’s suggestion that Graham be urged to 
return to the subcontinent to resume his labors.? | 

2. In NIE-41 * it was estimated that Pakistan would probably not 
deliberately resort to war against India, despite its strong sense of 
frustration over the Kashmir problem, at least “so long as the UN ap- 
pears to GOP leaders to offer any hope of effective action.” The failure 
of Graham’s “one more try” at mediation has undoubtedly been a 
severe blow to any such hope of effective UN action, and it is extremely 
likely that the Pakistan Cabinet has in fact been engaged in a thorough 
review of its Kashmir strategy, in which the question of a resort to war 
may well have been raised. Nevertheless, it is improbable that a de- 
liberate war policy is in the making. The strong deterrent factors cited 
in NIE-41 are still operative; although the Pakistanis might hope to 
secure some quick victories and then have the active fighting halted by 
UN action or the mutual exhaustion of ammunition supplies, they 
would have to fight against numerically superior forces and would 
risk, in any prolonged fighting, the almost certain loss of East Paki- 
stan and major areas of the Punjab. There have been no signs of Paki- 
stanl war preparations. | 

3. The possibility remains that popular pressure might force the 
government into a war. The sudden termination of the Graham mis- 
sion has aroused bitter and in some cases incendiary statements in the 
press and in parliament. There is at present no indication, however, 
that the government will be any less successful than in past crises in re- 
taining its dominant position in Pakistani politics and in curbing the 
press. In fact, it is quite probable that the government has once again 

deliberately played up Pakistani feelings, as it has during previous 
periods of tension, in order to put pressure on the US and the UK. 

SHERMAN KENT 
Assistant Director 

* Telegram 1076 from Karachi, Mar. 25, p. 1205. 
* Telegram 1085 from Karachi, Mar. 26, p. 1207. 
* For the text of this National Intelligence Estimate, ‘Probable Developments 

in the Kashmir Dispute to the End of 1951,” dated Sept. 14, 1951, see Foreign 
Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 1850. |
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357.AB/4—152 : Telegram 

The Consul at Geneva (Oakley) to the Department of State? : 

CONFIDENTIAL . PRIORITY Geneva, April 1, 1952—3 p. m. : 

739. RepSA. Fol text was handed me today by Graham for trans- | 
mission to Dept: | ! 

‘The concern expressed Mar 29 is definitely appreciated by me as are 
the negotiating suggestions passed on earlier. These suggestions, as 
well as many other possibilities, have been thoroughly considered and 
I have become convinced of the necessity of a new procedure. 

“If you have obtained assurances that the position of the parties : 
has changed substantially since I left the subcontinent and that they : 
are now prepared to take additional forward steps toward agreement : 
of the quantum of forces and on the question of the plebiscite adminis- 
trator I wld be quite ready to hold conversations with both parties at | 
UN Hqtrs before the report is submitted. Before making this decision 
I wld need more definite indications than I now have of changes in : 
the positions of the parties. | | | | 

‘Upon my arrival in NY and before officially submitting the report 
I will meet with reps of the govts of India and Pak to the UN convey- 
ing to them my suggestions for further. negots. Shld the parties agree : 
to these suggestions I wld be glad to pursue the negots with the two 
govts at a place to be agreed upon and in the Itr submitting the report | 
mention cld be made that in agreement with the parties the UNRIP is | 
continuing the negots within the lines set forth in the report and under , 
the terms of ref given to him by SC. | | 

“It seems to me most important during the next few days that both 
parties be impressed with the vital importance of a peaceful solution”. 

| 
Although Jackson of Graham’s staff had told me Sun night that 

there wld be a communication for Dept Mon, he called me late Mon | 
morning advising that they are expecting a msg later in the day from 
sub-continent by way of Bern, and that they wished to see it before 
taking any decision. I asked Jackson whether the msg was from one : 
of their people in the sub-continent, to which he replied no, it is from 
one of the parties. — 

After reading the above text, I asked Graham whether this meant 
that he had decided definitely against returning to the sub-continent | 
for the time being. He replied that was correct. He gave me no indica- 
tion of what the report referred to in his text wld contain, or what : 
its nature was, beyond the fact that it was what they were now work- 
ing on in Geneva. Apparently he does not expect to submit any 
communication of any kind to the SC as of Apr 1, not even an interim 
report or a communication to the effect that he is working on a report. 
Graham said further that he did not think it necessary for the Security | 
Council to meet at this time on this sub, and that he wld be in Geneva : 
a few days more. | 

| ~ 1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi, London, Karachi. 
and New York. | | 
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In response to my inquiry, Graham said that he was handing to 
the UK perm rep the text of the same statement which is transmitted 
above. 

OAKLEY 
357.AB/4-152 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Geneva? 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, April 1, 1952—7: 13 p. m. 

746. Re Kashmir, Geneva’s tel 739 Apr 1. AmConsul instructed 
convey to Graham fol expression US views re his note in reftel: 

1. We appreciate careful consideration which Graham has given 
suggestions and views hitherto transmitted by us to him, and we ac- 
cept his assessment necessity new procedure in dealing with parties 
and his decision return to New York with draft report. 

2. We hope Graham will understand that views and suggestions 
presented to him were based on our genuine concern negots must be 
kept going at this stage between parties. Indications of seriousness of 
polit situation on sub-continent and expressions by FonMins of both 
countries of their willingness have Graham return to sub-continent for 
further negots were basis our believing we shld urge such course of 
action. We believe polit situation on sub-continent continues such as 
to maintain our concern and believe indication by parties of willing- 
ness negotiate may well be seized upon by Graham to conduct further 
negots when he returns New York. 

3. Pursuant suggestion last para Graham’s note to us, we are plan- 
ning possible dip] appeal to parties to use opportunity in New York 
prior Graham’s submission his report for further negots and possible 
concessions on two outstanding points. | 

Shld Graham care comment, we will welcome any suggestions he 
may have re timing, substance such representations. 

ACHESON 
*This telegram was repeated to Geneva and London (priority) and for infor- 

mation to New Delhi, Karachi, and New York. 

357.AB/4-552 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan} 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Wasuineron, April 5, 1952—5: 05 p. m. 

1018. Re Kashmir. Dept and Brit Emb with UK FonOff approval 
are in agreement that the fol message shld be conveyed by you to 
GOP (the UK High Commissioner will receive similar instructions) : 

1. We were impressed by wisdom Zafrullah’s suggestion that it was 
important to avoid further formal stage (SC debate) before negots 
by the parties with Dr. Graham were resumed and that a continuing 
process of negot shld be aimed at. 

2. Accordingly, we conveyed this suggestion to Dr. Graham at Ge- 
neva and commended it to him. 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and New York.
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3. We understand that Dr. Graham is returning to NY this week- | 
end and we further understand that on arrival before submitting any 7 
report, he wishes to hold further discussions with the reps of the 
parties in NY. | : 

4. We hope that the Govt of Pak, recognizing the great. importance 
of continuing their efforts to reach agreement, will be ready to resume 
negots in this way, particularly in view of the advantage of avoiding 
public debate at this stage. | 

: ACHESON | 

357.AB/4—552 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY WasuHiIneTon, April 5, 1952—5: 05 p. m. | 

2128. Re Kashmir. Dept and Brit Emb with UK FonOff approval 
are in agreement that the fol message shld be conveyed by you to GOI ) 
(the UK High Commissioner will receive similar instructions) : | 

1. We understand that Dr. Graham is returning to NY this week- | 
end and we further understand that on arrival before submitting any _ | 
report, he wishes to hold further discussions with the reps of the : 
parties in NY. — 

2. We hope that the Govt of India, recognizing the great importance 
of continuing their efforts to reach agreement, will be ready to resume 
negots in this way, particularly in view of the advantage of avoiding 
public debate at this stage. | 

ACHESON 

This telegram was repeated for information to London and New York. | 

«857. AB/4-752 : Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State} | 

SECRET Karacui, April 7, 1952—10 p. m. 

1154, Deptel 1018, April 5, 5 p. m. FonMin this afternoon said his | 
first personal reaction to the Dept’s suggestion is that it may be worth- : 
while if there is hope that Graham wld come to grips with the prob- 
lem. Evidence of such intent wld be inclusion of military advisors in 
the group conducting the conversations. Either Devers, Malone, Clay 
or Wedemeyer will be acceptable to Paks. Shld this foregoing thought 
be acceptable to Graham and the GOI, the FonMin is confident that 
the Pak Cab wld be willing to send a cab min to the SC—probably 
Mahmoud Hussein, Min for Kashmiri Affairs—supported by ad- 
visors who wld probably include the Fon Secy and the Secy of Defense. 

The FonMin will not leave Pak at this time because he is needed to 
| guide the Cab thinking and to act as a brake on precipitate action. | 

The Brit HC visited the FonMin half an hour before my own inter- 
view. Zafrulla’s comments to him, while not so specific as his state- 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London.
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ments to me, followed the same gen line of a favorable reaction to the 
proposal from Whitehall in Wash. 

WARREN 

357.AB/4—852 : Telegram . | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yorx, April 8, 1952—7: 02 p. m. 

684. Re Kashmir. Pursuant to instructions USUN called on Graham 
today at his request. He handed us copy of aide-mémoire (text in 
immediately following telegram)? he gave Indian and Pakistani reps 
this morning. He said they both received it without outcry and said 
they would send it to their govts for early reaction. | 

Graham said he had come to conclusion soon after return to sub- 
continent that neither India nor Pakistan was willing to give way 
sufficiently on troop quantum to make compromise on demilitariza- 
tion possible. At same time, Indian decision to withdraw a division 
means that majority of forces on both sides will be withdrawn. This 
he construes as bringing demilitarization process to final phase, at 

a which point it merges with phase of establishing prerequisites for 
holding of plebiscite. Purpose of associating plebiscite administrator 
designate with UNRep in next round of negotiations is to link ques- 
tions of disarming, disbanding and location of remaining forces with 

| question of withdrawal. 

Graham said this idea came from his principal secy, Marin. Marin 
explained proposal further, pointing out that UNRep in final stage 
of demilitarization would be encroaching on PlebAd’s responsibility 
unless some form of association and joint consultation were estab- 
lished. PlebAd’s functions now would be simply advisory, not execu- 
tive. He thought this step would be very good for Pakistan as 
indication to people of real progress towards plebiscite. He thought 
proposal also advantageous to India in that if it should develop that 
plebiscite could not in fact be held, i.e. if agreement on demilitariza- 
tion is still not forthcoming PlebAd was only authoritative person to 
make this finding. 

Graham said task they had set themselves in Geneva was to find 
device which would keep negotiations moving, bring in new element, 
and avoid SC debate. He thought they had succeeded. He believes 

| parties will both accept his proposal. He suggested that if proposal 

* Telegram 685 from New York, Apr. 8, not printed, contained the text of the 
aide-mémoire Graham gave to the representatives of India and Pakistan, sum- 
marizing bis third report to the Security Council. For the text of this report, 
dated Apr. 22, 1952, see UN doc. S/2611.
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commended itself to US it would be helpful if Dept should decide : 
to instruct Bowles and Warren to commend proposal to parties. 

Graham and his staff did not seem confident that negotiations even 
with this new approach would succeed. Jackson said if this became 
apparent after month or two it might be helpful if indication could 
be given that Graham’s terms of reference were broad enough to | 
permit him to explore alternative. We said we understood Graham 
was heir to Dixon’s powers and wondered why question arose. Jack- 
son referred to Dept’s March 29 message to Graham in Geneva © 

| (Deptel 742) ? which suggested Graham might proceed with further 
negotiations without regard to deadline on report and limitations of | 
terms of reference. Marin said there was also some feeling in secre- ; 
tariat that March 30, 1951 res limited Graham strictly to 2 UNCIP | 
res and did not include Dixon’s terms of reference. We said there was 
apparently confusion on this point and promised to raise it with Dept. : 

Regardless of answer on this point, Graham said he had no intention 
of raising alternative solution at present. Any such suggestion, he 
said, would send Pakistanis straight through roof. noe : 

We told Graham about our representations on sub-continent, on 

importance of continuing negotiations, and about Zafrullah’s reply ) 
(Deptels 1018 to Karachi* and 2128 to New Delhi;* Karachi’s : 
1154).5 He said he was pleased, and encouraged by Zafrullah’s | 

response. | 
In departing we raised question of Engert and story he gave 

Times correspondent. Graham knew nothing about it. Marin said , 
Engert had told him he had not spoken to James and that general line | 
of James’ story was being talked around Karachi by Pakistan officials : 
who complained to them of US favoritism to India on economic f 
assistance, etc. Marin said he would ask Engert about story again and 
if he had spoken in this way to James would recommend to Graham : 
that he drop him from staff. Graham said he had told people in 
Karachi he wouldn’t even listen to such stories, that he was UNRep | 
and had nothing to do with US relations to either India or Pakistan. 

AUSTIN | 

* Dated Mar. 29, p. 1213. | 
* Dated Apr. 5, p. 1216. 

| ‘Dated Apr. 5, p. 1217. | | 
° Supra. 

307.AB/4—952: Telegram — 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) ta the Department of State' 

SECRET , | Karacut, April 9, 1952—11 a. m. 

1165. Ref Embtel 1154 Apr 7, 10 p. m. FonMin yesterday afternoon 
called separately UK Acting HICOM and myself to say he had now | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London.
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studied carefully language of suggestion left with him day before 
by UK which was substantially the same as oral statement I made to 
him later that afternoon (ref Deptel 1017 [1018] Apr 5). He took ex- 
ception to the language in para one (UK “A”) and said that it is almost 
exact opposite of what he has advocated. He had favored Graham’s 
contd presence in the subcontinent provided he “came to grips with the 
problem” and had suggested desirability of his return from Geneva 
provided he wld bring with him a mil advisor and present specific pro- 
posals on which SC might take a decision. | 

Zafrulla then repeated to me substance of his conversations with 
Graham in Karachi to effect that since no specific proposals had been 
submitted to Paks, it was assumed none had been presented to GOI. 
Paks had agreed to Graham’s 12 points and in their last conv at the 
Gov Gen’s luncheon, with Mohammad Ali present, they deferred to 
Graham’s judgment on desirability of GOI-Pak mtg at ministerial 
level. 

When no action was forthcoming, they assumed Graham must 
acknowledge failure, so Gov Gen and the PriMin had called confs 
of provincial governors and chief mins to consider what action Pak 
shld take to protect its interest and satisfy its public opinion. These 
confs are now in session in Karachi. Zafrulla said shld he appear before 
them and advocate contd negots without clear prospect of decision, his 
policy of cooperation with UN wld certainly be repudiated. 

In his conv with UK acting High Comm, Zafrulla made practically 
same statements and requested clarification of para A of the UK’s 
démarche. | 

The sharp difference in the FonMin’s attitude on Apr 7 (ref my 1154 
Apr 7, 10 p.m.) and his demand for clarification of language yesterday 
reflects in my opinion result of convs he must have had earlier yester- 
day afternoon with some of his colleagues. He told me he had men- 
tioned to the PriMin fact that UK and US had presented a suggestion 
for resumption of convs in NY prior to submission of Graham’s report 
and that PriMin had been so busy with the Constituent Assembly, 
the governors conf and the provincial PriMin’s conf that he had been 
unable to fix a date for a more considered discussion of the proposal. 
IT have a feeling that he may have discussed question also with 

| Mohammad Ali whose attitude towards contd negot has been sharply _ 
negative, 
When I asked Zafrulla if I might review again what he had said to 

me yesterday, he confirmed the accuracy of my memory but reiterated 
that before he will go before the Cab, language of the Anglo-Amer 
approach must be sharply altered. Naturally he offered no suggestions 
aside from a review of his convs with Graham. From them I inferred 
he is trying to maneuver Brit and ourselves into an intimation of 
support for a move to force consideration of Graham’s last four points 
to which Paks have agreed but which GOI has not accepted.
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Fact that 24 hours elapse between my conv with him Apr 7, for 
which I had prepared him by an earlier conv with the FonSecy who | 
talked with him before I went to see him, and our conv of yesterday 
afternoon in which he revealed a radical change of attitude, indicates 
to me he has been advised either by PriMin or by Mohammad Ali | 
that the Cab may repudiate his suggestion for further discussion with 
Graham and that his threat to resign may possibly receive some con- | 
sideration if Paks in their frustration have to find a scapegoat. : 

If Dept and UK can consider a rephrasing of para one of the msg | 
to put it more in line with Zafrulla’s suggestion that Graham continue : 
his convs by presenting specific proposals to both countries which 
might be accepted or rejected, and thereby provide the SC with a basis 
for decision, I believe his present sense of distress at what he considers 
a misquotation may be overcome. 

WARREN | 

357.4B/4~952 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Dexui, April 9, 1952—9 p. m. 

3696. In line Deptel 2128, Apr 5 discussed with Bajpai possibility 
Graham’s desire hold further meetings on military quantum question | 
with GOI and GOP reps in New York. Bajpai stated GOI rep already 
received request from Graham for interview and that of course he pre- | 
pared cooperate every way. However, Bajpai went on state his view it 
impossible for any progress be made at such distance from subconti- : 
nent and through relatively low level reps of the two govts. He stated | 
again in his opinion there only one practical approach to problem and : 
that was discuss here on subcontinent if need be under broader terms | 
ref question of partition of Kashmir based on either three zonal pleb- | 
iscites or on plebiscites limited to valley. 

Bajpai again stated his opinion this approach wld make all aspects 
of question far easier to solve and that it his opinion Graham agreed | 
with this. | 

Bajpai further stated wld have much preferred Graham stay on in : 
subcontinent to continue discussions along these lines on personal basis 
if impossible for him stretch his terms ref enable him cover this facet 
officially. He also repeated that only reason GOI not written strong | 
memo to Graham recommending this approach was their belief that : 
if Pak Govt felt this proposal came from India, opportunity for suc- | 
cess wld be lessened. He said his conf view proposal shld come from . 
some other source and that for strategic reasons GOI’s reaction in early | 
stages might be rather cool but that both I and Graham had his assur- | 
ances of cooperation on this line of attack. .
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. I asked Bajpai exactly how hard Graham had pushed question on 
quantum of troops and Bajpai stated Graham did not apply any par- 
ticular pressure. His opinion reason for this lay in fact Graham did 
not want risk danger of deadlock this issue which might jeopardize 
opportunity agreement along broader lines, i.e., partition. | 

GOI in its conversations with me has been consistent this whole 
situation since Bajpai opened it up day before I left for Wash in 
January. 

In my discussions with Graham I found him understanding of this 
and optimistic of what might be accomplished if he cld return here 
with broader terms ref. GOI certainly agree Graham’s return under 
broader terms and I assume from recent despatches Pak wld also agree. 
If this is case, it seems to us most important that this approach shld | 

_ be explored and extremely unfortunate that Graham was not in posi- 
tion discuss it on recent visit and proposal by Graham for personal 
meeting of the two PriMins wld undoubtedly develop in due course but 
this shld not be part prior agreement since forced meeting at wrong 
time wld be fruitless. 

Bajpai told me had been very concerned about statement reputed 
made by Nazimuddin to effect only solution might be war but that 
Zafrullah had specifically and categorically denied Nazimuddin had 
made this statement and GOI accepted denial in good faith. 

Bajpai also went on say GOI’s promise to Graham to withdraw 
troops from valley and further from Pak frontier not affected by 
recent reports from Pak and they carrying out troop movements on 
schedule. 
Narrowing complication in Kashmir situation from GOI point of 

view is belligerently independent attitude of Sheikh Abdullah who 
apparently wants Kashmir to be associated with Ind not as a state 
under the Ind constitution but as a sort of semi-independent unit. 
Latest incident was Abdullah’s vigorous statement that Ind consti- 
tution’s requirement of reasonable payment for property taken by 
govt could not be applied to Kashmir land reform. GOI refers to this 
only occasionally and in vague terms but it worries them. 

BowLes 

397.AB/4—952 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
United Nations | 

SECRET WasuineTon, April 9, 1952—7 : 06 p. m. 
376. 1. You are requested to convey to Graham our heartiest con- 

gratulations on proposals which he has made to parties, We are 
genuinely impressed with them as extremely able maneuver for keep-
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ing negotiations going and indicating some progress being made, 
thanks to his efforts. a | | F 

2. You may indicate to Graham we contemplating sending instruc- | 
tions to field re his proposals, in coordination with UK. ; 

8, Re his terms of ref and concern thereon, Dept supports USUN’s 
statement to him regarding his powers. Through inadvertance Deptel : 
742 * to Geneva did not qualify ref to Graham’s terms of ref to read 
“and his concern re limitation on terms of ref”. We have assumed that : 
Mar 30, 1951 res merely directed Graham as a matter of priority to | ; 
arrange demilitarization of area but did not preclude, in event of 
failure to fulfill assignment, his exercising Dixon’s functions and_ 
powers to which he succeeded. We share Graham’s view re unwisdom | 
his raising alternative solution Kashmir problem at present. | 

4. Dept conferred with British Emb officer today concerning joint | 
representation which shld be made to two parties. We assume USUN 
will be advised by UK Del concerning UK Del’s and UK FonOfft’s 
reaction to proposals and nature representation to two parties which 
UK may make. Oo 

, | ACHESON : 
’ Dated Mar. 29, p. 1213. | | 

357.AB/4-952 : Telegram TT 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan} 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasurneron, April 9, 1952—7 : 07 p. m. | 
1029. Re Kashmir. Re Deptel 1028? giving text Graham aide- : 

mémotre : | | 
1. USUN, as result of talk with Graham Apr 8, received fol info: 

(a) Graham said both parties received aide-mémoitre without out- : cry and said they wld send it to their govts for early action. 
(6) Graham said he had come to conclusion soon after return | subcontinent that neither India nor Pakistan was willing give way | ‘sufficiently on troop quantum to make compromise on demilitarization | possible. At same time, Indian decision withdraw a division means ; that majority forces on both sides will be withdrawn. This he construes | as bringing demilitarization process to final phase, at which point | | it merges with phase of establishing prerequisites for holding plebi- : scite. Purpose associating plebiscite administrator designate with 7 

UNRep in next round negots is link questions of disarming, disband- : ing, and location of remaining forces with question of withdrawal. | 
(¢) Graham indicated his belief that UN Rep in final stage of 

demilitarization wld be encroaching on PlebAd’s responsibility unless 
some form of association and joint consultation were established. He thought this step wld be very good for Pak as indication to people of ; real progress toward Pleb. He thought proposal also advantageous | 

* This telegram was repeated to New Delhi (priority) and for information to | London and New York. 
1 D etn as telegram 685 from New York, Apr. 8, not printed; see footnote :
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tc India in that if it should develop that plebiscite cld not in fact be 
held, 1.e., if agreement on demilitarization is still not forthcoming, 
PlebAd was only authoritative person to make this finding. 

(d) Graham said task they had set themselves in Geneva was to find 
device which wld keep negots moving, bring in new element, and avoid 
SC debate. He thought they had succeeded. He believes both parties 
will accept his proposal. 

(e) Graham said he had no intention of raising alternative solution 
of problem at present; any such suggestion wld send Pakistanis 
straight through roof. | 

(f) USUN told Graham about our representations on subcon on 
importance of continuing negots and about Zafrullah’s reply (Deptel 
1018 to Karachi and 2128 to New Delhi and Karachi’s 1154). Graham 
said he was pleased and encouraged by Zafrullah’s response. 

2. Dept heartily endorses Graham proposals to parties and requests 
you strongly urge in your most persuasive manner acceptance proposals 
as basis for further negots. Such representation shld be coordinated 
with UK colleagues. However if UKHC has not received instructions 
from London by end 48 hours after receipt this tel you shld proceed 
communicate our views to GOI and GOP. If questioned by them in 
meantime you may indicate US support for proposal and urge ac- 
ceptance. Dept and USUN keeping in close touch with Brit colleagues. 

London pls keep in close touch FonOff re UK instructions to Karachi 
and New Delhi. 

. | ACHESON 

357.AB/4-1152 : Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| the Department of State 

SECRET New York, April 11, 1952—4:37 p. m. 

696. Re Kashmir. Pursuant to Dept’s instructions contained 
Deptel 376, Apr 9, USUN called on Graham, expressing Dept’s think- 
ing and congratulations on his most recent proposals. 

1. Graham and Jackson had just received Indian azde-mémoire in 
reply to his (mytel 685, Apr 8) .* Indian reply stated (a) GOI willing- 
ness to negotiate here and later in such places as might be agreed on, 
preferably Geneva or the subcontinent; (6) while not opposing as- 

| sociation of PlebAd designate with Graham, GOI would object to 
PlebAd engaging in negotiations which might prejudice his impar- 
tiality at later stage when acting in capacity of PlebAd; (c) GOI 
confirmed its statement to Graham it would withdraw troops from 
Kashmir and Pak frontier. 
Graham and Jackson interpreted this reply as on the whole en- 

- couraging, because (a) is not conditioned by (6) but an absolute 
statement re willingness to continue negotiations. 

+See footnote 1, p. 1218.
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Graham is about to draft clarification re proposed role of PlebAd | 

designate. He stresses language of original aide-mémoire that PlebAd 
will be associated with Graham in studies and consideration of prob-- | 
lem. He does not intend he should be negotiator. However, Jackson 
points out distinction between negotiating with two govts which is | 
solely role of Graham and informal discussions in which Nimitz would 
play a role. He and Graham agree that given Nimitz’s prestige he is | 
bound to have discussions of importance but that formal negotiations | 
would be channeled through Graham. Thus Graham’s clarification to : 
GOI would be that he does not intend Nimitz as his negotiator. Jack- | 
son added that Nehru is on record as agreeing to association of this : 
sort of PlebAd and UN commission before stage of plebiscite is 
reached. | | 

2. We expressed on behalf of US and UK (at request of Fowler) 
our hope that proposed date of Graham report, Apr 15, does not mean , 
that he would act until firm replies are received from both parties and 
that he would hold question open and confidential so long as concur- 
rence on his new suggestion is possible. We added that if one or both 
parties offer further serious difficulties, diplomatic assistance might 
be possible and UK had suggested its desirability in such a situation. 
Necessarily such assistance would depend upon keeping negotiations : 
confidential. Graham said that his statement he “expected to submit | 
a report on Apr 15” is merely the expression of a hope and stated 
that he regarded the date as purely tentative and would confer with | 
us further before taking any action of a public nature and would let 
us know the Pak reaction to his aide-mémoire. 
We covered current developments, including Nimitz’s availability as 

indicated by Dept’s recent soundings and Dept’s recent démarche con- | 
tained Deptel 1029 * to Karachi, repeated Delhi. He was interested in | 
Dept’s view re his terms of reference as stated in third para, Deptel 
376, of Apr 9, but was anxious to keep off this entire subject so as not 
to be diverted or have parties diverted from current tactical problem. 

3. In general, Graham seemed moderately optimistic and relaxed 
as far as timetable is concerned and emphasized desirability of keep- 2 ing in close touch with us. 

—_—_____ AUSTIN 
* Supra. 

357.AB/4-1152 : Telegram 
| 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET — PRIORITY New Dexunt, April 11, 1952—9 p.m. : 
3732. Bajpai showed me copy of aide-mémoire given to GOI SC : rep by Graham for transmission to his govt. This was identical to copy : 

2 This telegram was repeated by the Department as telegram 386 to New York . (priority), 164 to Karachi, and 185 to London.
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which we had already reed and which I was prepared to discuss with 

GOI. Bajpai showed me their reply, which he said had been cabled 
to NY afternoon of Apr 10, in which the Ind Govt had expressed its 
desire for continued negots, but expressed its belief that association 
of Pleb Administrator with Graham mission at this time is premature. 

I told Bajpai I was deeply disappointed GOI had taken this position 
and while I had no knowledge, official or otherwise, of what Graham 
had in mind, it seemed to me quite likely his proposal to bring Pleb 
Administrator into assoc with him at this time was designed solely 
to enable him open in indirect manner line of negot which GOT itself 
had proposed i.e., partition with Pleb confined to valley or 3-zone Pleb. 

I emphasized this was pure guesswork, but if my estimate was correct | 
it was unfortunate GOI had seemed close its doors on discussion of very 
approach they had advocated. Bajpai hesitated and said he thought 
it was necessary for him to talk very frankly with me and in con- 
fidence. He then stated decision was made not by him, but by Cabinet 
comite on fon affairs and that at mtg he had stated he felt it possible 
Graham had very point in mind which I had suggested. However, two 
or three members of comite argued strongly that if Graham had 
actually had this in mind he wld have given GOI directly or indirectly 
some inkling of his objectives and fact that there had been no explana- 
tion indicated proposal for assoc of Pleb Administrator at this time 
was for some other purpose. I suggested to Bajpai I might inquire 
as to whether or not our estimate is correct and if it is correct, that 

I might ask to have Graham outline his reasoning in separate and 

confidential msg to GOI. Bajpai stated he wld welcome this and 

while he eld not guarantee Cabinet comite wld reverse its position, he 

felt there is good chance of this provided Graham’s explanation was 
clear, | | 

He emphasized GOI had at least as much desire as Graham himself 
to keep their interest in partition possibility confidential since 

publicity might destroy whatever chance there might exist to secure 
Pak agrmt. Bajpai stated if GOI had any other view that wld have 
made major public point of their willingness to agree to this approach 
and wld have sent official proposal in memo form to Graham instead 

of opening question discreetly, verbally and confidentially. : 

Bajpai went on to say that if we are correct in assuming Graham’s 

desire to include Pleb Administrator is for purpose of allowing latter 

to discuss partition or zonal Plebs in hope of getting agrmt on this 
approach, which in turn wld enable Graham himself to approach 

question of quantum mil forces on somewhat different basis, there was 

no reason why he shld not say so in conf to GOI rep in SC. Bajpai 

stated chances of Inds accepting Graham’s suggestion under this con- 

dition wld be improved if Pleb Administrator was assigned as advisor
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and was not at that time officially granted powers to move ahead with : 
Pleb itself. : 
We note in London Embtel 4585, Apr 10, Dept rptd Delhi 102,2 the : 

possibility Adm Nimitz may not be available. Although it will be | 
difficult to find another man of his great integrity and understanding, 
we do feel that if there is a new man, he shld not be Amer. As US : 
citizen Graham has already given us special responsibility which wld | 
be intensified needlessly by selection of another Amer to take Nimitz | 
place. | | | 

| We wholly agree with position of Brit in their suggestion not to 
bring Australs into this sitn. We repeat that our best hope for settle- 
ment and we believe it is reasonably good hope is in getting Graham | 
back to subcontinent with full power to approach Kashmir problem in : 
broadest possible way and particularly to negotiate on basis of zonal | 
Pleb or partition and Pleb confined to valley. GOI is convinced that if 
this question is to be settled it will be settled only in this manner. | 

a | | Bow.Les : 

~ ? Not printed. : | | | 

357.AB/4—1252 : Telegram 7 : | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan) | 

SECRET PRIORITY = Wasuineron, April 12, 1952—12:05 a. m. : 

1048. Re Kashmir. a | 
1. FYI Dept understands GOP reply April 11, to Graham re 

his proposals not favorable. End FYI. 
2. On assumption Zafrulla’s remarks to you, when you presented 

our views in Deptel 1029 of April 9, were in similar vein, we request | 7 
you, if you deem timing and situation appropriate, indicate our con- . 
cern over GOP position. | 

3. We suggest your comments might be following: : 

A. We know of no more constructive step which can be taken at | | 
this time. _ a 
_ B. We believe continuance Graham’s negots not inimical to GOP | 
interests. : 

C. Acceptance proposals wld enable GOP maintain strong posi- : 
tion established as result past record firm coop with SC. | 

D. Failure Graham negots due parties’ nonacceptance proposals | 
might well jeopardize two UNCIP res. | | | | 

EK. Bringing PlebAd into negots now wld constitute step forward. 
F’. In view GOP’s known desire for peaceful settlement, we hope | 

GOP will appreciate advantages of accepting Graham’s proposals. | 

_ 4. You are requested consult with UKHC prior making this : 
approach. London please keep in touch with FonOff. 

| ACHESON 

*This telegram was repeated to Karachi (priority) and for information to — | 
London (priority) and New York.
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357.AB/4-1252 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? 

SECRET Karacut, April 12, 1952—5 p. m. 

1178. Deptel 1029 Apr 9, 7 p. m. In the absence of the PriMin and 
FonMin from Karachi, I called on FonSecy this a.m, to discuss the 
substance reftel. He permitted me to read the Pak instr sent to Bokhari | 
April 10 stating that the GOP is not prepared to take a decision on 
Graham’s aide-mémoire but preferred to await the presentation of his 
report to the SC on April 15. At that time the GOP will examine the 
report with sympathetic consideration and open mind in the hope it 
may contain constructive suggestions that will justify contd negots. 

Commenting on the instr to the Pak UN member, the FonSecy said 
the decision was reached at a cab mtg. The attitude of the cab is to 
accept Nimitz provided he is named administrator and not admin des- 
ignate. To accept Graham’s suggestion of his participation in further 
conversations without the authority of designation wld, in the Pak 
opinion, subj him to possible attack by India and subsequent rejection 
as administrator. Shld Graham offer to continue negot on his four 
outstanding proposals with the participation of mil advisors, the Paks 
will be prepared to participate even without the presence of Nimitz. 
In that event, they will not send a cab min as Zafrulla intimated to me 
earlier in the week, but will probably send the FonSecy accompanied 
either by the Commdr in Chief or the Sec of Defense. In the event 
that Graham is unwilling to meet these two Pak reservations, they 
then intend to withdraw from further participation and to inform 
their people of Graham’s failure and the SC’s inability to bring about | 
a. solution. 

The FonSecy said that during two days of emotional] discussion on 
Kashmir at the governors conf this week, the cab was urged strongly 
to take the Kashmiri case to the people. The suggestion was rejected 
by the PriMin and his colleagues on the ground that the time is not 
opportune while the Graham report is under preparation. However, 

| shld the report be considered to be a failure, then the cab must be 
prepared to inform the Muslim League and the country how things 
stand. 

Fol my conv with the FonSecy, a 3-way conv was immed set up in 
the Fon Office with Mohammad Ali who has been designated by the 
cab to discuss Kashmiri matters with my UK colleague and myself 
during the absence of the PriMin and the FonMin. Mohammad Ali 
confirmed to me that the attitude of his govt is to wait upon the pre- 
sentation of Graham’s report and then to agree to further negots if 
the Paks find anything constructive in it, and if not, to ‘‘faceup to the 
issue”, 

| WARREN 
1 This telegram was repeated by the Department to London (priority).
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357.AB/4-1252 : Telegram 

Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Department of State 

SECRET  NIACT New Yorx, April 12, 1952—5 :45 p. m. 
700. Re Kashmir. Pursuant to Dept’s telephone instructions, USUN 

called on Graham this afternoon to convey substance of Deptel 386 re- 
_ peating New Delhi 3732.1 Marin and Jackson of Graham’s staff were | 

present. Graham said he did not understand reason for different in- | 
terpretations put upon Indian reply to his aide-mémoire by himself 
and Bowles. He read first para of Indian reply which indicated GOI 
acceptance of continued negotiations. Graham interprets this as ac- 
ceptance also of condition implicit in his own aide-mémotre—that 
PlebAd would be associated with him in further negotiations. | 
Graham said he was giving Indian Rep this afternoon aide-mémoire : 

in response to Indian request for clarification of PlebAd’s role. After 
some discussion with staff, he gave us copy. (Text in immediately fol 
tel).? He suggested Dept might wish send text to New Delhi. He said : 
he would not wish to comment beyond this on Bowles’ conversation 
with Bajpai, saying “I think we had better not take any cognizance of | 
that”. | | 

Despite this diplomatic reticence, it was apparent Graham and staff 
were much concerned about conversation. Marin said Karachi would | 
have heard of it already, since everything that happened in one Fon- : 
Off was somehow immediately transmitted to other, Graham said there | 
should be no talk of partition now as it would only make possible 
agreement on demilitarization and plebiscite more difficult to reach. He 
noted Bowles’ statement that his suggestion to Bajpai of Graham’s in- 
tention was “guess-work” and implied he hoped Bajpai would be | 
guided by this word. ) 

Marin said association of PlebAd might in fact result in his finding | 
at some future time that conditions for plebiscite did not exist. He | 
suggested possibility that after month or 6 weeks of negotiation in | 
New York Graham might ask PlebAd to visit Kashmir and report to 
him on steps needed to complete preparations for plebiscite. Graham | | 
cut him off, saying it was not useful to talk about future contingencies : 
now. | 
We expressed Dept’s concern about clarifying memorandum, and | 

pointed out danger Indians might delay resumption of negotiations | 
by requesting further clarifications or obstruct possible future prog- 
ress by quibbling over details of new aide-mémoire. Graham said : 
they were aware of these dangers and had tried to keep memoire simple 
so. as to avoid pitfalls. We questioned first sentence in fourth para of _ : 

* Dated Apr. 11, p. 1225. 
* Telegram 701 from New York, Apr. 12, not printed (357.AB/4~-1252).
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new aide-mémoire saying that PlebAd “should not take part in nego- 
tiations”. Graham said this was precisely what he meant: He was | 
the negotiator and simply wanted PlebAd’s advice when necessary at 

this stage. 
In response to question, Graham said he had not given Pak azde- 

mémoitre to Indians. He hopes for more favorable Pak reply as result 
of UK-US approaches in Karachi. If more favorable response not 
forthcoming on Monday he will probably delay submission of report. 
His proposal on PlebAd is contained in report, so he wants acceptance 

by parties, before submitting it. 
His general approach at moment is to try to avoid definite “no” 

from either party on proposal, interpret their replies in most favorable 
way, and thus move into further negotiations without SC wrangle. 
He thinks it will be easier to associate Nimitz with next round of nego- 
tiations in New York than on subcontinent. In connection with this, 
Bajpai told Marin he would come to New York if negotiations 

continued. _ 
AUSTIN 

357.AB/4-1352 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations | | 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, April 13, 1952—5 :18 p. m. 

388. Re Kashmir. 
1. After consultation with UKDel you shld convey to Graham sub- 

stance Karachi’s 1178 of April 12. 
2. Our comments on reftel, which you may pass on to Graham, are 

as follows: | | 

| A. Re Graham’s report GOP seems assume no mention will be made 
of intended association of PlebAd with further negots, and that there 
will be no indication whether Graham intends pursue further efforts 
obtain agreement parties to quantum of troops, etc. We suspect GOP 
believes report will merely narrate lack of progress in last negots on 
subcontinent, but will include general indication by Graham he be- 
lieves troop withdrawals by both sides create atmosphere conducive | 
to further negots of no indicated nature. 

B. If this estimate GOP guess on report correct, we hazard sugges- 
tion GOP, fearing Graham has no intention press GOI further on any 

points his program, will be prepared reject, if necessary in SC, any 

further negots involving UNRIP. Such rejection, whether or not fol- 

lowed by GOP demand (which wld probably fail obtain SC support) 

for SC action recommending parties carry out plebiscite per UNCIP 

res forthwith, wld probably serve publicly to justify GOP “taking 

matters into their own hands”. 
C. It seems to us Pak FonSecy either not sure of his facts re PlebAd, 

or is using his ostensibly distorted impressions re PlebAd to attempt 

obtain from Graham, via us, clarification Nimitz precise role in future
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negots. In view of fact that Nimitz has already been approved for | 
PlebAd by both GOI and GOP, has been designated PlebAd by | 
UNSYG per UNCIP res, and fact that: only GOI may arrange for 
installation PlebAd, FonSecy’s quibbling over whether Nimitz to be 
named PlebAd or PlebAd-Designate strengthens our belief clarifica- | 
tion to GOP re Nimitz role desirable. We assume such clarification, if 
given, wld be identical with that given GOI. | 

D. FonSecy’s comments lead us to believe that US-UK démarche in : 
Karachi not likely inspire new, more favorable aide-mémoire to 
Graham from GOP. Rather, GOP seems to intend to make no new : 
move vis-a-vis Graham’s proposals until report made public. | 

i. We suggest, therefore, that initiative by Graham vis-a-vis PakDel 
April 14 might be beneficial, and, while he is obviously best judge how | 
this shld be done, we are inclined to volunteer view that PakDel be 
edvised: oS | | | 

(1) Graham planning postpone report few days in order give | 
parties adequate time for favorable consideration his proposals. : 

(2) He wishes to present to GOP clarification of PlebAd’s role. | 
| (3) Views he has presented re necessity bringing PlebAd into | : 

picture will be part of his report. © | 

F. We are becoming increasingly concerned that unless Graham’s : 
report carefully details difficulties with either or both parties re , 
quantum of troops (see USUN’s 684, April 8), and installation of 
PlebAd, report will be severely attacked by Paks as vague, and pro- | 
GOI in view favorable mention of GOI withdrawing division of | 
troops. GOP and we tend to view this withdrawal more as matter of | 
strategy than good-will. Such attack on report and Graham by GOP 
might well make possible future negots by Graham extremely difficult. 

, - ACHESON 

357 .AB/4-1452: Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Department of State | | 

SECRET | _ New Yorx, April 14, 1952—6: 40 p. m. 
705. Re Kashmir. Re Deptel 388,1 UKDel has received report | 

from UKHC Karachi similar to that contained in Karachi’s 1178 and 

instructions from FonOff to talk to Graham along lines similar to those | 
suggested in Deptel 388. UKDel also had report on Bowles—Baj pal 
conversation (New Delhi 3732).? Since Jebb had date to see Graham | 
at noon today, USUN felt it unnecessary for us to convey similar in- | 
formation and views separately to Graham. | | 

" ee - | . | oe AUSTIN 

‘Supra. | : | | 
* Dated Apr. 11, p. 1225. | 
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357.AB/4-1152 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, April 15, 1952—8: 18 p. m. 

2226. FYI Graham attempting persuade both parties continue 
negots under provisions set forth his atde-mémoire Apr 8. He has in- 
terpreted. Indian reply not as a rejection as implied New Delhi’s 3732 
Apr 11 but as expression of willingness continue negots and indica- 
tion that GOI while not opposing association PlebAd designate with 
Graham wld object to PlebAd engaging in negots which might preju- 
dice his impartiality at later stage when acting in capacity of PlebAd. 
Graham has informed GOI Rep in aide-mémoire Apr 12 he has “read 
with satisfaction acceptance further negots by GOI” and that he 

| “shares pt view GOI that PlebAd designate shld not take part in 
negots”. 

Substance New Delhi’s 3732 Apr 11 communicated to Graham in- 
cluding Amb’s speculation re possibility of partition with plebiscite 
confined to Vale or three zone plebiscite. Graham replied he wld not 
wish to comment on Ambs conversation with Bajpai but was clearly 
disturbed by info. He emphasized to USUN that there shld be no talk 
of partition now as it wld only make possible agreement on demil and 
plebiscite more difficult reach. Dept and UK fully support Graham’s 
views this regard. In view delicate nature current negots Dept re- 
quests Emb endeavor avoid in conversations with govt officials initi- 
ating any substantive discussion Kashmir case, unless instructed by 
Dept. If issue is raised suggest you confine remarks to stating willing- 
ness transmit GOI views to Dept. | 

ACHESON » 

857.AB/4-1852 CO 

The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET WasHIneoTon, 18 April 1952. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to the letter of Febru- 
ary 12, 1952, addressed to the Secretary of Defense by Assistant Sec- 
retary John D. Hickerson on behalf of the Secretary of State, 

concerning the assignment of additional personnel to the United States 

Military Observer Group in Kashmir (USMOK). 
Subsequent to your letter of February 12, 1952, the Department of 

State informed the Department of Defense that the United Nations 

had modified its request for additional observers in Kashmir by recom- 

mending a United States complement of twenty-two in lieu of thirty 
observers. In addition, the Department of State advised that Army 

officers were preferred in restoring the strength of the USMOK. 

Although Army officers may be more suited, by training and ex- 

perience, to the particular requirements of the situation in Kashmir
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_ than Navy or Air Force personnel, budgetary limitations prevent the 2 
Army from providing all the observers. 

| The observer group in Kashmir currently consists of United States | 
_ observers, by Service, as follows: twelve Army, two Navy, and three 

Air Force. There are also two Air Force officers who serve as pilots 

for the assigned aircraft, but these officers are not included in the : 
observer strength. As changes or increases in the USMOK occur, the 7 
Department of Defense will assign officers from the three Services 7 
on an approximate ratio, four Army, three Navy and three Air Force. | 

Since the Department of the Army now has twelve observers on | 
duty with USMOK, the Secretaries of the Navy and Air Force are 
being requested to furnish additional observers as soon as possible to 
provide a complement of five observers each, meeting the Department 
of State request for a total of twenty-two. . 

Sincerely yours, | For the Secretary of Defense: : 
| MarsHati 8S. CarTER | 7 

| So Brigadier General, USA | 
| Director, Executive Ofe | 

G90D.91/4—2852 | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Assistant Secretary of 
State for United Nations Affairs (Hickerson)*' 

SECRET New De ut, April 28, 1952. | 
OFFICIAL-INFORMAL 

Dear Joun: I certainly do wish that I could sit down with you 
and really talk out the Kashmir situation in detail. Cablegrams-on a | 
complicated subject such as this are certainly an unsatisfactory means | 
of communication. 

I am really quite in the dark as to the Department’s attitudes and : 
reasoning. Probably there is good reason for the positions which have 
been taken but I do wish that I knew exactly what it was. : 

In all frankness as it appears to stand as I write this, Graham’s | 
last two trips to the subcontinent were doomed to failure in advance, | 
and there seems to be a possibility that he will soon be out here again | 
with a little better hope for success. | 

His mission early in the winter came as you know right at the time | 
of the Indian elections. Kashmir was a hot issue and Nehru was 
under strong fire from the Hindu right wing which charged him with 
being about to hand Kashmir over to Pakistan. Under the circum- | 
stances Indian government officials including Nehru acted just about 

* An attached chit by Sandifer to Hickerson, dated May 2, reads as follows: | 

“T think you will want to see this before it goes to UNP. 
“It should have a very substantial reply, as it reflects an astonishing gap 

between Bowles and the Department.” :
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the way any American politician would act if he were accused next 
October of planning to turn Formosa over to Mao Tse-tung. 

Bajpai came to me early in December, told me that it was impossible 
for the Indian government to make any moves during the elections, 
and urged me to tell my government not to be discouraged at Graham’s 
failure. Bajpai said that if Graham came back, it was his opinion that 
he had a very fair chance for settling the dispute. I told Bajpai that . 
I knew Graham intimately and I was certainly not prepared to see 
him come back again and simply break his heart with no real chance 
for success. I further told him that if he had a tangible basis for 
saying Graham’s mission might be successful, he should tell me. 

For several weeks Bajpai and Nehru gave me very little except 
generalities, but I continued to tell them that under the circum- 
stances I could not personally recommend Graham’s return. As a 
result, the night before I left for the States early in January, Bajpai 
called at my house to say that the basis for his hope for a settlement 
lay in the belief that both Pakistan and India should be able to get | 
together on a partition which would give Azad Kashmir to Paki- 
stan and Jammu to India outright, with the plebiscite confined to the 
valley. | 

He stated that in the first place this was the right solution because 
it was the only way that the winner of the overall plebiscite could 
avoid the presence of a bitter unrelenting minority. He said that if 
India won an overall plebiscite, they knew very well that the Azad 
Kashmiri would remain their unrelenting enemies, and that this 
would mean more refugee problems and increased bitterness and 
suffering. He stated that if Pakistan won, they would be faced with 
the same situation in Jammu. Moreover, Bajpai said that by con- 
fining the plebiscite to the valley, the question of troop numbers 
would certainly be eased. 

I stopped over in London for a few hours and reported this to our 
Embassy there and to the British with whom I had luncheon. They 
were most interested and urged me to get ahold of Graham in Paris. 
However, I was unable to locate him before my plane left. 

I also covered the same ground in Washington, and on the basis 
of Bajpai’s statement urged very strongly that Graham should 
return to the subcontinent with the understanding that he could open 
up the partition issue, either formally or informally. 

Kiveryone seemed to feel that it would be a mistake to ask for a 
change in the terms of reference because of the possibility of an open 
conflict in the Security Council, and I gather that it was the general 
understanding that apparently Pakistan would not agree to handle 
this change quietly and without debate. However, I understood that 
Graham would be given the full background on this partition angle, 
and indeed it was only on that basis that I recommended his return.
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Shortly after my return, however, I received a cable describing a | 
talk between Ernie Gross and Sheikh Abdullah in which to my surprise 
Abdullah's oblique reference to the possibility of partition was im- : 
mediately rejected. 

We sent a cable on February 11 again strongly pointing out. that 
partition seemed the only possible basis for a settlement, and it was 
pretty much a waste of time to carry on these talks unless we were 
willing to tackle it from that angle. I do wish, J ohn, that you would - | 
get out this cable and reread it, because I am honestly buffaloed about | 
the whole development from that time on. os 

Perhaps the Department simply assumed that my reports were 
partly incorrect and that an agreement could be reached through the : 
same approach which had failed twice previously. But actually what | 

_ seems to have happened is that my advice was taken, although some- | 
what reluctantly, on sending Graham back, but the very basis for my 
urging him to come was not taken into acccount. In any event, Graham | 
arrived without any knowledge whatsoever of the partition proposal. 7 

He told me in our first visit that not only had he had no discussion | 
on the subject but that his talk with Ernie Gross in New York had | 
seemed to him to indicate that our government was standing firmly | 
on the requirement that he talk about no subject outside his terms | 
of reference. | | 
Graham said that in looking back on it, it seemed to him that the : 

British had tried to tip him off that he was free to tackle the prob- | 
lem on a broader base, but that he was not even sure of this. | | 

On the Saturday night before Graham left Delhi, he and Marin | 
had a talk with Bajpai and Nehru, during which Graham asked | 
Nehru if the Indian government had any proposal which might lead | 
to a settlement. Nehru stated that he would let Graham know in a 
day or so, and on Monday morning Bajpai called Marin and said that : 
India would like to open up the possibility of a partition such as was ; 
previously described. Marin, however, acting under instructions from . 
Graham, said that in view of his terms of reference, this subject was | 
beyond the limits of his powers. | | | 

Bajpai told me of this talk an hour later with the deepest dis- | appointment and surprise. I then had a long talk with Graham in 
which he verified Bajpai’s statements to me as to what had transpired. 
I urged him on a personal basis to stay on and to open up the whole 
subject of partition as a private citizen. I asked him if he would feel ) 
more willing to do this if I could get a cable to him from Dean | 
Acheson and from the British specifically stating that he was free to 
act on his own once he was confident that he could not succeed under 
his terms of reference,’ | 

* A marginal comment by Sandifer, which begins opposite this paragraph, reads as follows: “Rather amazing suggestion from an Ambassador, How does he think Graham could possibly act asa private citizen?”
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However, after much long and tortuous consideration, Graham 
decided that he simply could not do this. He told me however that he 
felt quite optimistic about his ability to get a settlement on the basis 
of partition, with the idea coming perhaps from Graham or possibly 
terms of reference and allow him to come back. He said he thought he 
could make his report, get an agreement from the Security Council, 
and be back before the latter part of April, provided he could convince 
the Pakistanis to continue the negotiations on this basis without let- 
ting them know that India had proposed partition. 

The latter point he felt was vitally important because in his opinion 
if the Pakistanis knew that the idea of partition had come from the 
Indians, they would not, in all likelihood, accept it. | 

At that time, Graham expressed great satisfaction at the willing- 
ness of the Indian government to modify its position on troops im- 
mediately and without compensating advantages. 

Bajpai then called me to his office for a long and searching dis- 
cussion of the whole subject. Bajpai was hopeful that Graham would 
come back and that the whole subject could be reopened on the basis 

of partition, with the idea coming perhaps from Graham or possibly 
even from the Pakistanis, if that could be maneuvered. 

Although he did not give me the exact figures, he implied that the 
gap on demilitarization was still quite substantial, perhaps 16,000 

Indian troops against 4,000 Azad Kashmir, half of whom would be 
volunteers. I pointed out that unless he was willing to modify these 
figures substantially, agreement would probably be no easier even if 
the problem was approached from the point of view of partition, but 
he stated that as Jong as Azad Kashmir was given on an outright grant 
to Pakistan and Jammu to India, the troop problem would be a lot 
easier if only the approach could be really opened up. | 

A short while later Bajpai called me over to tell me about Graham’s 
proposal that he come out with a plebiscite administrator associated 
with him, Bajpai was extremely disappointed that Graham had ap- 
parently decided not to go to the Security Council for broader terms 
of reference, and said that they had written a rather cool reply, in- 
ferring that the Indian government was losing its patience. I suggested 
that perhaps Graham had run into trouble with the Pakistanis on 
changing his terms of reference, and that he was resorting to a plebi- 
scite administrator as a means of introducing the subject in another 

way. 
Bajpai grasped at this possibility and stated that this would make 

everything much easier. When I reported this to the Department, I 
received a rather cursory cablegram asking me to stop talking about 
partition. However, Bajpai again brought up the subject with me, as 
I reported by cablegram, and this time stated that while India was not 
going to put itself in a position of refusing to negotiate, he felt that it
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was more or less a waste of time unless they could really get at the 
heart of the problem. 

He again stated that he felt that a substantial reduction of troops in 
the valley could be made if the Azad Kashmir and Jammu problems , 
were cleared up. | 

I asked him if the Indian government had really thought through : 
to the position that they would take if Graham did open up the parti- | 
tion approach, and had they considered just how far they would be : 
willing to go on troop reductions. I said that they must know the kind 
of agreement that the Pakistanis would accept, and if they want a 
settlement as sincerely as they seem to want one, they should decide 
what they were willing to do. | : 

Otherwise, I suggested that they would be in the position of finally | 
having gotten everybody to agree to the problem from the point of ! 
view that they wished without themselves offering an acceptable pro- | 
posal on the basic question which would probably continue to be the 
quantum of forces. | 

Bajpai said that he agreed that they had not thought the thing | 
_ through in as hard-headed a way as they should, and that he thought 

they should do so. He said if any test was needed of their sincerity, it | 
lay in the fact that they had refrained from any publicity whatsoever : 
on their proposal, and had even gone so far as to keep the partition : 
discussions on a purely verbal basis both with me and with Marin. He | 
repeated what he told me last March, that he was afraid that any 
document would become known and if it became evident that this pro- : 
posal was coming from them, it would be doomed to failure. | 

He said that if India did not want an agreement. and simply wanted | 
to secure a solid propaganda position before the world, they would | 
have long since made an appealing case in writing for partition, with : 

| emphasis on the rights of minorities, their willingness to compromise | 
substantially for the sake of agreement, the fact that the plebiscite : 
confined to the valley would greatly ease the military quantum of 
forces, ete. . 

He reiterated that the one reason they had not done this was be- 
cause they wanted an agreement and not simply strategic advantage. 

This is the story and I really wish I knew what had been going on ) 
at the other end of the line. For some reason, our views on this whole 

| question have been pretty much disregarded, and I can’t quite figure ) 
out why. The result, however, was one fruitless trip on the part of 
Graham, and unless we face up to the basic problem, it looks as though 
another fruitless trip was in the making. It is possible, of course, that 
Graham can come out on the same old basis, end up in a deadlock, and 
then ask both India and Pakistan if they would agree to a discussion | 
of the partition approach, provided he can get agreement from the
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Security Council. However, there is a good chance that Pakistan may 
refuse. 

In any event, by that time everyone will be even more tired of the 
whole business. Finally, he would only be suggesting a course of action 
in June or July which it seems to me could have been followed last 
February. 

I would deeply appreciate it if you would Jet me know what is going 
on, as we are entirely in the dark here. I feel as you do that it is des- 
perately important that this conflict should be settled, and I have yet 
to have anyone explain to me why we can’t tackle it through this most 

promising avenue.? 

Sincerely, Cirster Bow rs 

* For Hickerson’s reply, dated May 29, see p. 1252. 

337.AB/4—-2852 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ New Deny, April 28, 1952—8 p. m. 

3976. Two recent conversations with Bajpai on Kashmir. First just 
before publication Graham report, second this morning. 

First conversation as follows: 

1. Bajpai stated he had just recd cable from GOI rep SC stating 
that at private luncheon Marin on confidential basis had stated it clear 
to him overall plebiscite was impractical and wld never lead to agree- 
ment and strongly implied Graham agreed with this. 

2. Bajpai stated this reassuring to GOI but cld not make it jibe with 
other info they had recd since Graham’s departure from subcontinent 
which indicated that he interested only in continuing talks on former 
asis. | 

3. Bajpai said GOI wld probably not stand in way of Graham’s 
returning subcontinent even though basis his return seemed indicate 
no hope for agreement. Bajpai said GOI had no desire take onus for 
breakdown of negotiations. a _— 

4, However, Bajpai said it his conviction that any negotiations 
limited to problem demilitarization wld simply mean continued beat- 
ing of dead horse, that it shld be clear by now it was most unlikely 
either GOI or GOP eld compromise far enough to allow agreement in 
this narrow concept, and he again wanted make it clear if there was 
ever to be agreement on Kashmir in his opinion it wld be based on 
partition and plebiscite in valley. Oe as 

5. Bajpai further stated: = 

a. Three zonal plebiscites wld eliminate certainty of bitter 
minorities such as Azad Kashmir or Jammu attempting under- 
mine overall plebiscite winner. However, zonal plebiscite idea wld 
not ease disagreement over question quantum of forces which was 
heart of issue. For this reason he strongly favored giving Azad 
Kashmir outright to Pakistan and giving Jammu outright to 
India. He stated this wld substantially reduce number troops
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needed defend passes into valley. He further stated Ladak region : 
eastern Kashmir might present special problem since it Buddhist, : 
ardently anti-Pakistan and inclined ‘under best of circumstances : 
towards Tibet, but that area thinly settled and some solution ! 
probably cld be developed. | 6. Bajpai said frankly GOI had not thought through exactly : 
what they wld agree to do if partition proposal was opened up | 
but that as soon as Graham had made statement to SC he wld : urge Prime Minister and his associates hammer out position which 
wld enable GOI, in Bajpai’s words, “to really talk turkey” pro- ! . vided Graham were given broader terms reference to open up | partition angle. | ) | : 

| Second conversation this morning followed publication of full Gra- 
ham report in all Delhi newspapers over weekend. Bajpai expressed | 
deep disappointment that Graham had not opened door for broader | 
discussion and had implied that further negotiations shld continue : 
along previous lines. Bajpai reiterated that for obvious reasons GOT : 
did not want to be in position of opposing any negotiations but that : 
in his opinion nothing cld possibly come out of a continuing discussion ; 
unless question of partition cld be opened up. a | 

He then referred to my previous criticism of GOI attitude on the 
negotiations, i.e. that they were very clear on what they wld not | 
agree to but that they were not yet specific on what they wld agree | 
to do except for their frequently expressed belief that plebiscite shld | 
be confined to the valley. He said I was quite right, that the quantum 
of the forces wld still remain to be decided and that GOI must make , 
up its mind exactly how far it wld go. He stated that he had opened : 
up this whole question with Nehru who in turn brought up the problem — | 
of Sheikh Abdullah. Bajpai said no one has any real knowledge of | 
what Abdullah is trying to accomplish beyond the suspicion that he 
wld like to develop an independent state. Bajpai said they had reports 
that several of the Communist and fellow traveler associates of | 
Abdullah had regained their position of influence. However, he em- 
phasized this was pure rumor and no one really knew. Bajpai said 
Nehru said Abdullah shld be asked to come to Delhi to talk out whole : 
problem. He said Abdullah had been consistently stating he favored | 
plebiscite and that they believed he wld agree to the partition but that | they had not fully checked this angle with him. He said that Nehru 
wld return Wednesday night and he wld see him Thursday morning | 
and do all he cld to establish clear cut GOI position on whole situa- 7 tion. He said that whether or not Abdullah was willing to participate | in such a discussion and regardless of Abdullah’s views, GOI must be | a lot more clear than they are atpresent. = : | 

As result of these and previous conversations I wld like to add fol | thoughts. | | | 
_1. From the beginning of my discussions with GOI they have con- sistently held to their view that only practical solution les through |
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partition. This did not come out in Dec conversations but I forced it 
out just before leaving for States in Jan by stating I cld not recom- 
mend to my govt that Graham shld come back unless I felt there was 
very real hope that problem cld be solved. 

2. For some reason or other this angle on which our entire hope for 
agreement here rests was not discussed with Graham and hence he was 
unprepared when Bajpai at Nehru’s instruction opened the question 
of partition a few days before Graham left New York. 

8. At that time Graham did not feel he cld go beyond his terms of 
reference but he told me he felt partition angle was the most likely 
means of getting settlement and that he intended to go to the SC ask for 
broader powers and then to open up whole question on basis which 
promised real solution. 

4. For some reason this tentative plan seemed to have fallen through 
but in any event the situation remains as of the last four months, 
ie., that GOI is anxious in theory at least to discuss a settlement of 
the Kashmir problem on basis of partition and that Bajpai has stated 
in his opinion such approach wld enable GOI to substantially reduce 
their forces. 

5. Clearly Graham can not come back with broader terms of ref- 
erence granted by SC unless Pak agrees. If it refuses the suggestion 
that Graham return with one final try with no restraint on how he 
handle the discussions then obviously there is no sense in seeking to 
change his terms of reference. If, however, it appears Pakistan wld 
agree to one final broad discussion of the problem with Graham granted 
the same opportunity Dixon was granted, I believe we shld put the 
situation on ice for few days until I have chance to find out what 
GOI will really do. If, as I believe, GOI really wants to settle this 
question, I am in strong position if I tell them I can not recommend 
to my govt that Graham come back unless I am convinced they have 
thought through the problem and really intend to present Graham 
with reasonable proposal that has good chance of being accepted by 
Pakistan. I can not be sure, but believe I have reasonable chance of 
getting to do this. If I can not get them come to grips with problem 
or if for any reason we can not get the partition angle discussed there 
seems no future basis for negotiation at this time. 

6. Any thought, in my opinion, that Graham can come back again, 
fail again, and then go back to SC for broader powers is mistaken. 
The five newspapers here yesterday were unanimous in calling Gra- 

ham’s mission a failure. Statesman was reasonably moderate. The 

other four, three of which are good friends, stated that clearly UN 

‘approach is failure. However, I still have strong hope that Kashmir 

situation can be settled if we will face up to need of securing broader 

terms of reference for Graham either through SC action or a clear 

understanding with Graham himself that he is free to open up the 

problem asa private citizen and also provided we can get GOI in 

advance to make up its own mind on what it will do when the chips 

are down. On any other basis believe Graham is wasting his time by 

| returning to the subcontinent. _ 
Bow es 

357.AB/4—2852 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State 

SECRET Karacut, April 28, 1952—6 p. m. 

1266. FonMin told me this afternoon a mtg of GOP Cab was called
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this morning to discuss Graham’s report. PM is still ill suffering from 
shingles and FonMin who presided told his colleagues he is not yet | prepared to formulate recommendations for Cab decision, He expects | PM will recuperate sufficiently to hold mtg in next two or three days. | 

Then Zafrullah went on to indicate what he proposes to present for 
Cab action. : 

1. The Graham recommendations must be accepted. There is no sound | basis for their rejection. There is no realistic alternative to their acceptance. 
| 

2. (@) The Paks will be glad to have Nimitz come into the picture | as PlebAd. They believe GOI does not want him, because they do not | want a plebiscite, also they are playing up their closer cooperation with : US and fear criticisms of Nimitz might arouse American antagonism. | 
(6) The Paks are not agreeable to having Nimitz collaborate with Graham except as PlebAd because of possible adverse effect on his sub- . sequent designation. But if Graham insists he needs Nimitz’s collabora- | tion on points other than establishing the quantum of troops prior to demilitarization, they will not object. : 3. (a) GOP will agree to continue negotiations with Graham in New | York and will send a deputation including a mil adviser as soon as the | date 1s fixed. | 
(6) GOP will insist on a prior assurance from Graham before agree- . _ Ing to continued negotiations that he will seek an agreement on quan- | tum of troops and that if he fails to obtain agreement from both sides | ke will so report to the SC and terminate his negotiations. 

Zatrullah said his colleagues are disposed to believe that Graham 
is an old man of the sea with his legs locked around the neck of Kash- 
mir and will never let go. They cannot hold their people off with con- | 
tinued conversations without risking violent reaction. | | 

Zafrullah says he will not ask them to agree to further negotiations 
unless Graham in this next attempt obtains agreement on troop 
quantum. | 

WARREN | 

357.AB/4—2852 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India : 

SECRET — PRIORITY WasHINGTON, May 3, 1952—12: 31 p. m. 
2431. For Amb FYI only. | 
1. Dept grateful report Bajpai’s frank discussions Kashmir with | 

you contained Embtel 3976 Apr 28. We believe if it is GOI position | 
that negots re demilitarization merely “beating of dead horse” as 
Bajpai says, good faith shld impel GOI so inform UNRIP in which 
case entirely new situation wld be created. It shld be understood that 
if GOI considers demilitarization plan dead, and likewise other com- 
mitments it has entered into by accepting two UNCIP res, GOP
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does not. Graham has indicated in his report that GOP has accepted 
all 12 proposals (with certain qualifications re character of forces 
to be withdrawn or disbanded). Paks over three year period have 
consistently agreed to various UN suggestions for settlement. Dept 
believes it wld be mistake with effects extending beyond Kashmir 
dispute for SC or UNRIP accept responsibility abrogation internatl 
agreements which shld clearly rest with that party which not now 
prepared implement them. 

2. With foregoing in mind, and considering that Graham is for 
present charged with responsibility conduct negots between India 
and Pak, Dept believes that GOI, if it has not already done so, might 
form clear impression as consequence Bajpai’s discussions with you 
re partition, that US favors Graham opening up discussion partition 
at this stage, and therefore that we do not believe his 12 proposals 
feasible. Such an erroneous impression cld only undercut Graham 
and wld practically ensure failure his forthcoming talks. Dept and 
UK concur in Graham plan to concentrate on remaining differences 
this time and believe full support shld be given his efforts persuade 

GOI agree less troops Indian side cease-fire line. _ 
3. Dept has at no time ruled out partition as possibly eventual 

solution if peaceably agreed to by both parties but is convinced that 
Dept and its reps shld at this time refrain from any action which 
might be interpreted by GOI as present encouragement of partition 
talk. In our view talk of partition clearly matter of timing and we 
feel Graham and parties are only ones who can determine proper 
moment for initiating such talk. Accordingly, we believe your con- 
versations with GOI, which can most advantageously occur only as 
result their initiative, shld be limited to objectives: (a). avoiding any 
situation which might lead GOI not pursue negots along lines Graham 
indicates he intends pursue; and (6) not discouraging GOI from in- 
itiating any sincere steps of alternative nature which have genuine 
possibilities leading to peaceful settlement with GOP. 

4. Bajpai’s statements to you, which we believe probably represent 

GOI policy, may well be interpreted as meaning that while GOI does 

not intend fol through its commitment under UNCIP ress, in order 

not take onus for scrapping them, it prepared talk around them in- 

definitely. While conceivable GOI may genuinely desire settlement 

now even at risk of seeing part of the state go to Pakistan, it must be 

remembered that Bajpai’s emphasis on desirability of partition may 

be merely a device to negate efforts so laboriously made by Graham 

within present terms of ref. Introduction of partition proposal wld 

provide GOI with additional excuses for obstructing settlement as 

they have in past. 

5. Re possible discussion of partition we have indicated to Graham 

our belief it unnecessary for SC brcaden his terms of ref as we believe
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his authority under Mar 30 res is sufficient authority him make any __ : 
proposals he deems necessary toward solution Kashmir question. Mar 
30 res appointed Graham successor Dixon and as such he has all | 
Dixon’s authority. However, as Graham understands obligation to | 
SC he is bound as matter of priority make every effort arrange for 7 
demilitarization of area pursuant UNCIP res. While he fully briefed 7 
in Wash Jan your views (see para B2[5b] reftel) he has indicated re- | 
peatedly he does not propose raise matter of partition with parties. — 7 
Although we can assume he understands logic of arguments for parti- | 
tion, as negotiator we believe he knows that were he to raise matter of | 
partition not only wld all his work of past year on demilitarization be | 
scrapped, but GOP which already unfavorably inclined toward him 
wld probably refuse to negot any further. Graham has indicated : 
several occasions that if both parties indicate willingness discuss par- | 
tition he will assist in mediating role. He has further indicated that if : 
one party wishes him to be messenger re partition proposal he will 7 
convey message to other party but initiative on partition must be with : 

_ parties and not with him. In absence something solid from GOI he | 
apparently not prepared as matter negot strategy initiate new pro- | 
posals which involve extremely difficult problems. It will be recalled 
that Dixon’s discussion of partition with parties ended when he con- 
cluded that there was no possibility GOI agreeing to conditions in : 
limited plebiscite area which in Dixon’s view were minimum required | 
to assure fairness of vote to which Pak had agreed. . : 

) [6]. Dept understands Graham does not propose return sub-conti- 
nent but plans remain in NY for next phase negots unless parties sug- | 
gest agreed alternative place. | : 

| a _ AcHESON : 

357.AB/5—552 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | New Dexut, May 5, 1952—5 p, m. 
4072. Deeply appreciate Deptel 24311 with complete discussion | 

Kashmir problem. Earnestly wish we cld discuss this around table as | 
there several points where we seem be talking cross purposes but am 
sure we wld quickly come together with all facts, - | 

For instance, you state Graham fully briefed Jan as to my views | 
presumably on partition and yet here in Delhi he claimed had had no ) 
discussion whatsoever this subj. Also implication Graham willing dis- : 
cuss partition if either party brought it up. Inds did bring it up in 
formal way in answer Graham’s request their views on how settle- 
ment might be reached, but Graham felt unable pick up suggestion , 
because his terms ref, | 

* Supra. 
|
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Finally, when Graham left here he and his asst both seemed fully 

agreed partition offered best hope eventual settlement provided of 

course, GOP cld be induced discuss this possibility. 
Wd like add fol suggestions: 

1. GOI has basic deep conflict between desire maintain status quo 
which already gives them best parts Kashmir, and their desire live up 
their internat] commitments. In addition, Bajpai wld dearly like end 
career Foreign Ministry with solution Kashmir problem. Therefore 
he much more inclined really think problem through than Nehru. | 

2. According best info I cld get GOI and GOP stalled on quantum 
of forces under present terms ref in neighborhood 4000 Azad Kash- 
miris to roughly 16,000 Ind arm troops without armor. 

Conceivably GOI might go somewhat further but do not believe 
much further than three to one ratio which everyone assumes not suf- 

| ficient secure Pak agrmt even though pleb administrator has control 
their placement. GOI argument continues be there many passes to val- 
ley from Pak side but only one from Ind side. 

3. Bajpai’s statement as to why he favors partition as fols: 

a. If Ind won overall pleb she doesn’t want rule over bitter 
relentless minority in Azad Kashmir nor does she want face new 
shifts population. 

b. By confining pleb to valley essential question which must be 
solved; ie., quantum mil forces, becomes much easier. Bajpai 
states GOI troops cld be reduced substantially. 

4. No one knows whether GOI position sincere or as you seem sus- 
pect, simply delaying tactic, nor to what extent Bajpai represents 
views of GOI. If GOI object is simply delay, then this opening up of 
partition approach wld quickly estab this fact. 

5. PriMin was certainly not enthusiastic about Kashmir when I saw 
him Sat. When I asked him if their was anything he wanted say about 
Kashmir, he said glad continue Graham discussion long as any hope 
for settlement, that GOI earnestly wanted pleb and that Ind glad 
discuss question partition, but no sense talking details on latter subj 
unless Pak willing open up question. He added Sheikh Abdullah not 
making situation easier, then changed subj abruptly. | 

6. Later, Bajpai, who had asked me come his office fol talk with 
Nehru, told me again GOI had definitely not thought through its po- 
sition as sharply and specifically as it shld, and that he had sent long 
detailed memo to PriMin that day stating it essential GOI clarify own 

mind as to just what it wld agree do on Kashmir and what it cld not 
do. He said wld call me soon as he had heard further from PriMin. 

Except for my talks with Graham, I have acted only as messenger 

on this question of partition. My positive statements to GOI have 

been consistently along lines they carried very real responsibility 

working towards settlement, their position not strong before world as 

long as they insisted on three or four to one advantage in quantum 

of troops, that Nehru had great chance eliminate at least one world 

sore point, etc. I will continue along these lines and hope for best 

unless you have further ideas. 
BowLes
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357.AB/5-552 : Telegram | . | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India : 

SECRET Wasuineton, May 5, 1952—6: 03 p. m. : 
2440. For Amb. Re Kashmir, FYI Dept believes Graham reaction 

to substance Embtel 3976 Apr 28 conveyed to him at Dept request | may be helpful to you with particular ref paras 2 and 38 containing : ur further thoughts. Summary statement his views reported by USUN | follows: 

1. As is well known, Graham’s position has consistently been that he | strictly observes his terms reference; he is adverse to suggesting him- | self alternative solutions which, if question of such were arise at this | stage, wld be raised on motion of one or both parties. As a mediator, | he 1s characteristically open-minded on alternative solutions, He considers and stated in conversation on subcontinent that his | terms reference chart a course of negot with emphasis on plan of | demilitarization preparation for plebiscite. ; He disturbed that Bowles felt Graham contemplated any request 2 to SC for change terms reference and he feels nothing in his conversa- | tions looked in that direction. Graham deeply appreciative Bowles : over-all good work India. | : 2, Graham anxious India shld not be given excuse shut door on continuation present negots by any reports about Graham’s attitude on alternative solutions; he does not want his hands tied in future; he ; emphasizes strongly need for bringing Pakistan along on continuing : negots and agreeing to any future steps suggested. E'nd summary. : 

ACHESON : 

$57.AB/5-1352 : Telegram | | . 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? : 

SECRET PRIORITY _ WasHINGTON, May 13, 1952—7 : 24 p.m. | 
2521. Re Kashmir. Dept and UK have agreed on parallel identical | approaches in Delhi and Karachi. You shld coordinate with UK | colleague, Dept suggests fol text be read as statement representing : views US Govt. | 

| 
Begin verbatim text: (a) We understand that although both parties | have accepted m principle Graham’s proposal for resumed negots, | there may be a wish on one or both sides to lay down certain qualifica- : tions for the basis of the negots, 
(6) This seems to us a negation of what wld seem to be the whole : purpose of Graham’s proposal. His aim is to get discussions between | the parties going in order that there shld be an opportunity for real ! negots on crucial issue of demilitarization, 

: (c) Graham has made it clear that his negots will be directed towards | 2eneral implementation of two UNCIP res and that his starting point : 
‘This telegram was repeated to Karachi as telegram 1211 (priority) and to | London for information as 5879. 

i
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for these negots will be the four outstanding points of difference and, 
particularly, the quantum of forces, and this seems right to us, since 
agreement on demilitarization is essential prerequisite for a plebiscite. 
We feel that during last round of negots parties did not come to grips 
with this problem and that the immediate need is for detailed discus- 
sions about it. 

(d) At the same time, we hope that both parties will be ready with 
contributions of their own which they may consider wld help towards 
agreement. 

(e) We expect negots to enable Graham within a reasonably short 
time to take matters a definite stage forward. We believe that out- 
standing issues are susceptible of agreement, given a real effort by 
both parties to seek it. Mach party in these negots will have to be 
prepared to make some concessions to point of view of other, and we 
urge both parties to accept implications of this. We therefore urge 
both parties to enter negots on basis now suggested by Graham. 

(f) If proposed negots do not resolve all outstanding points of dif- 
ference, we ourselves contemplate that there shld be a full examination 
by SC of these differences in light of Graham’s report. L'nd verbatim 
text. 

ACHESON 

857.AB/5-1552 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

SECRET Karacut, May 15, 1952—5 p. m. 

1377. Re Deptel 1211 May 13.? After I went to the FonMin today 

with statement of the Dept’s position and recommendations on Dr. 

Graham’s reply to the Paks conditioned acceptance of his aide-mé- 

moire on Kashmir, Zafrulla gave me the results of his preliminary 

thoughts on probable Pak action. I gather the Paks are prepared to | 

send reps immed to NY to be at Dr. Graham’s disposal for a period 

of a month from the date of their arrival in NY. They will have au- 

thority to participate in conversations but not authority to negotiate 

with respect to the quantum of troops. This quantum is to be based 

on Dr. Graham’s proposal or on the Devers memo, whichever is the 

more acceptable to India. The further condition of acceptance is that 

if no agreement emerges after a month of convs, the GOP will then 

insist that Graham, under the authority of para five of the SC’s res of 

Mar 30, ’51, report back to the SC and so invite a full debate on his ef- 

forts to reach agreement. FonMin was disturbed by some of the lan- 

guage in Graham’s offer as well as the Dept’s statement I read to him. 

He pointed out that Pak has consistently made concessions in order to 

reach agreement on demil as a step toward the solution of the Pak 

problem and that such concessions have been unilateral. He said he 

feels the present language addressed to Pak puts a premium on intran- 

1 This telegram was repeated to London and New York. 

2 The same as telegram 2521 to New Delhi, supra.
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sigence. On the other hand, he is most anxious to get on with the nego- 
tiations, but the Paks do not want Graham’s forthcoming and final ef- : 
forts to be diverted. They feel that an emphasis must be placed on ) 
reaching agreement on his four points that remain outstanding and : 
that then further steps to be taken under the two UN resolutions for 3 
the demil and pleb must be considered in relation to the designation of : 
the pleb administrator and his inductign into office. The FonMin is : 
adamant in his feeling that action must be taken either positive or a 7 

recognition of failure at the end of these forthcoming discussions. He | 
said that he will not be a member of the del and he will have to wait : 
Cab action to determine whether a del shall consist of the persons al- 
ready indicated, that is, Ayub, Secy of the Min of Kashmiri Affairs, | 
and Lt. Col. Iqbal of the headquarters staff of the Pak Army, or 
whether there shall be other persons. I inferred from this aspect of his 
conv that he may be considering the desirability of permitting the Fon 
Secy and the Defense Secy to go as evidence of Pak good faith in at- 7 
tempting to reach solution by conducting the discussions at a high 
level. | | | : 

, | | | WARREN 

357.AB/5-1652 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations | 
Affairs (Hickerson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET . WasuHIneTon, May 16, 1952. : 
Subject: Continued Availability of Dr. Frank P. Graham on 

Kashmir Case. 

Discussion | | | | 
UNA understands from Ambassador Gross that Don Dawson of the : 

White House has had a telephone conversation with Andy Cordier 7 
over the availability of Dr. Graham for a position to which the Presi- 
dent wishes to appoint him. This position will require senatorial con- : 
firmation and accordingly it has been indicated that the White House ; 
would wish to have the nomination sent in before Congress is likely : 
to adjourn. - | | : 

| We fully appreciate the desirability of Dr. Graham taking the | 
Presidential appointment which we understand was originally | 
tendered to him by the President last October and which the Presi- | 
dent has, largely at your behest, held open for Dr. Graham since that | 
time. However, we are confronted with the fact that the Kashmir 7 
negotiations are presently at their most critical stage and it is of the : 
utmost importance that there be no apparent uncertainty as to Dr. : 
Graham’s continued role in them at least for the time being. We be- 
lieve that naming Dr. Graham for a post of reasonably national | 
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prominence now would undoubtedly destroy his usefulness as a 
negotiator vis-a-vis the parties and conceivably might set back 
seriously his slowly won progress. We believe that the next three or 
four weeks will be critical but at the same time should indicate the 
ultimate availability of Dr. Graham for the position to which the 

President wishes to appoint him. 

Recommendation 

That you raise again the matter of Dr. Graham’s absolute impor- 

tance to the Kashmir case and express the hope that the President 

will agree with us that no formal or public action should be taken 

with regard to appointing Dr. Graham to a national post at least for 

the next three of four weeks. We fervently hope that the President will 

agree to a postponement of this decision during the time indicated. 

357.AB/5-1952 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State to 
the President 

CONFIDENTIAL WasuincTon, May 19, 1952. 

Item3. Dr. Frank Graham 

The President agreed not to make any public move in Dr. Graham’s 

appointment for three weeks or so. He would like to review the matter 

in the first or second week in June. He contemplates that there may be 

some opposition to Dr. Graham and he would like sufficient time so 

that mere delaying tactics cannot defeat the appointment. 

D[zan] A[cHeEson ] 

690D.91/5—-1952 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations 

SECRET : WasuineTon, May 20, 1952—7 :26 p. m. 

441, Re Kashmir. Urtels 830, 831." 
A. If Graham requests USUN advice next step vis-a-vis Pak reply 

you may indicate fol : 

1. We believe he is in best position know what course he shld pursue 

and we are prepared give him such support as he may indicate he 

desires ; 

1Telegrams 830 and 831 from New York, dated May 19 and 20, respectively, 

reported that Pakistan had replied to Graham’s last note and were sending repre- 

sentatives to New York immediately. The representatives would be authorized to 

discuss only Graham’s 12-point proposal, with emphasis on the four unagreed 

points. They would be authorized to negotiate on these points only on the basis 

of Graham’s conclusions as contained: in his report to the Security Council of . 

Dec. 18, 1951. (690D.91/5-1952 and 690D.91/5—2052 )
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2. It 1s our opinion that best course for him pursue wld be ack Pak 
communication and state that after careful consideration their reply 
he is still convinced the course of action which shld be followed is that : 
indicated to the parties in his Apr 21 report and subsequent clarifying 
aide-mémoires. ; 

3. He might add assurances he will adhere strictly to course of : 
action he has indicated and he hopes it will be possible to begin negots | 
at an early date. | 

B. We understand this position conveyed to UK Del who have in- | 
dicated likelihood their agreement. | 

| | ACHESON | 

690D.91/5-2152 : Telegram | 

Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
the Department of State | 

SECRET New Yorx, May 21, 1952—7: 03 p. m. : 
844, Re: Kashmir. 
A. USUN called on Graham at his request with Marin and Jackson 

present. During a conversation in which we conveyed the points con- : 
tained in Deptel 441 of May 29 [20], the fol points were touched on: ) 

1. Graham felt disadvantage of SC mtg at this stage is that Paks 
might press for Art 37 res and upon failure to obtain it they wld feel : 
they had suffered another defeat. But for short time before Malik : 
presidency Marin wld favor SC debate now. | ) 

There was general feeling that tentative USUN suggestion of SC : dinner with parties and Graham present might be useful device for 
Graham early in his negotiations. | | 

2. Graham expressed repeated concern at having Indians arrive not : 
knowing of strict limitation of authority of Pak del. Paks had told : 
him of this on very confidential basis and therefore, he hesitated to 7 
repeat it to GOI. | 
Marin suggested, and Graham appeared to agree, that when discuss- | 

ing agenda of talks it wld be appropriate to point out limitations on : 
Pak del’s authority. He thought Graham’s position wld be protected | 
by reply to recent Pak letter along lines suggested in Deptel. Graham : 
and Marin indicated that given current attitude of parties there is : 
little if any room to maneuver and to make negotiations produce re- : 
sults. However, USUN recalled that this period might be used, as 
Graham had suggested, for discussing a place to which both govts , 
might send higher level dels. | 

3. Graham asked us to confirm that in his next report, especially if | 
a final one, he can state such conclusions as he desires. Jackson sug- 
gested that the conclusions of such a report might not lend themselves 
to the adoption by the SC of an Art 37 res, | | 

B. After the above meeting, Graham telephoned USUN, stating that | 
he had decided to address a letter to GOP expressing his gratification | 
that its del is en route and recalling his terms of reference as stated 
in his original and clarifying aide-mémoire to GOP. |
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| C. In subsequent conversation with Rajan (India), USUN was 
probed about what Pak attitude will be. He inquired who wld repre- 
sent GOP and we indicated probably Ayub and we were uncertain 
who else. He wondered how limited Pak del wld be by instrs and we 
expressed opinion it wld be limited but important thing is UN medi- 
ator authorized to act under his own terms of reference. He inquired 
our understanding of UN rep’s mention in 22 Apr report of “other 
factors . . . bearing on demilitarization.” We suggested he direct 
that inquiry to Graham. 

He indicated personal feeling SC debate wld be undesirable. We 
pointed out it is reasonable to expect some flexibility in position of 
both parties if negotiations continue. 

Graham has suggested to parties that negotiations begin at hdqtrs 
on May 29. 

AUSTIN 

690D.91/5—-2452 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET New De ut, May 24, 1952—10 p. m. 

4411. Bajpai delivered the following aide-mémoire to me today. 
The Government of India have most carefully considered the aide- 

mémozre presented by the Ambassador for the USA on the subject of 
the Kashmir dispute. | 

While they appreciate the friendly spirit in which the resumption 
of negotiations on the four outstanding points of difference, particu- 
larly the quantum of forces, listed by Dr. Graham in his third report, 
has been strongly urged by the Government of the USA, they regret 
that the concessions already made by India regarding the quantum of 
forces have not been fully appreciated. India has already agreed to 
reduce the number of forces on her side of the cease-fire line:to a 
figure of 21,000, which is approximately one-sixth of the force that she 
had in Jammu and Kashmir on the first January 1949. She has made it 
clear that this force will have no supporting arms and that, as and when 
the fear of infiltration from the other side diminishes, she will be will- 
ing to consider, in consultation with the UN rep, further reductions. 
She has given an assurance that whatever force it may be necessary to 
maintain in the state for purposes of security will be so distributed as 
not to interfere in any way with the freedom of the plebiscite. 
The Government of India, therefore, find it difficult to understand 
what fresh concessions they can reasonably be expected to make. They _ 
have, throughout their discussions with Dr. Graham, in India or in _ 
Paris, given convincing evidence of their desire to do everything in 
their power, consistently with their obligation to safeguard the secu- 
rity of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, to make his mission successful.
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It is their earnest desire that the Kashmir dispute, which has now | 
lasted over four years, should be peacefully settled. Animated by this 
desire, they are willing that negotiations to this end should be resumed, | 
and are instructing their permanent representative at the headquarters : 
of the UN accordingly. | | 

Bow Les | 

357.AB/5-2852 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State — | | 

SECRET an WasuinerTon, May 28, 1952. 

Subject: Kashmir | | — | 
| Participants: Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, UN Plebiscite Adminis- | 

co _ trator Designate for Kashmir 
| _ Mr. David Bruce, Acting Secretary | | 

Mr. Samuel K. C. Kopper, Acting Director, NE | 
| Mr. James Ludlow—UNP | ae | | 
Admiral Nimitz called on me this afternoon to pay his respects and | 

to inform me that he was planning to resign as UN Plebiscite Ad- : 
ministrator Designate for Kashmir. He indicated that he had already | 
talked at some length to Mr. Hickerson concerning his reasons for so | 
doing. Briefly he stated to me that he believed no mediation effort in 
Kashmir was going to succeed so long as Mr. Nehru maintained his 
present “unstatesmanlike” attitude on the Kashmir question, => ; 

He said he had promised Mr. Hickerson that he would not submit | 
his resignation until after he had conferred with Dr. Graham and : 
Ambassador Gross in New York. He said he did not wish to cause : ; 
any embarrassment to the United States but added that he definitely | 
opposed his associating himself with the present round of negotiations 
which Dr. Graham is conducting with the Pakistan and Indian Dele- : 
gations in New York. — — | | 

I said that we appreciated his desire to resign and also appreciated | 
that he had indicated that he would postpone submitting his resigna- 
tion at least until he had talked with the people named. I informed | 
him that the Secretary had spoken to me about the possibility of the 
Admiral resigning his post. In view of the fact that the Secretary : 
had expressed some concern on this matter I hoped that he would seize | 
the opportunity to speak to the Secretary when he returned, which , 
would be sometime toward the end of this week. | | 

The Admiral indicated that he would be in touch with us again after 
his conversations in New York. : 

Davw Bruce
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Editorial Note | 

The United Nations Representative for India and Pakistan in- 
formed the Security Council in a letter of May 29, 1952 that nego- 
tiations between India and Pakistan had been renewed (UN doc. 
5/2649). The negotiations took place in New York between May 
29 and July 16, 1952. 

690D.91/4-2852 

The Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs 
(Hickerson) to the Ambassador in India (Bowles) 

SECRET [Wasuineton, May 29, 1952.] | 

Dear CueEster: Thank you for your friendly and informative 
letter of April 28 on Kashmir. I am glad that you wrote and took 
the time and trouble to detail your candid analysis of the apparent 
differences between yourself and us over how the Kashmir question 
should be handled. I have described our differences as “apparent” 
because I think they are more apparent than real. But however 
described they should be removed and I hope my reply will do just 
that. In this connection, I trust that our telegram no. 2481 2 has been 
helpful. 

In discussing the Kashmir question, particularly from our point 
of view, it seems to me we have to answer two fundamental ques- 
tions: (1) What are our objectives in this problem; and (2) What 
can be done to settle it? | 
Answering the first question, our objectives are that the problem 

be solved through peaceful means acceptable to both parties and 
that we as a nation vitally interested in this problem shall assist 
toward such a settlement as an impartial friend of both India and 
Pakistan. We believe that, in attempting to reach a peaceful solu- 
tion of this problem, India and Pakistan, as members of the United 
Nations, wisely resorted to the Security Council for assistance. The 
Council has patiently considered the case for four years. We as a 
member of the United Nations have firmly endorsed and assisted all 

_ the efforts of the Security Council in seeking settlement. We believe 
that the problem should be settled in the United Nations, partic- 
ularly since the parties themselves sought. recourse to it. This does 
not preclude the settlement of this matter outside the forum of the 
United Nations, if the parties themselves mutually agree on a settle- 
ment on a bilateral basis. This, however, is up to the parties and since 

* Drafted by James M. Ludlow of the Office of United Nations Political Affairs 
(UNP) and by T. Eliot Weil and William L. S. Williams of the Office of South 
Asian Affairs (SOA). 

? Dated May 3, p. 1241.
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they have not agreed on such a course of action, we must continue | 
to support United Nations action and to press the parties to reach 
therein a peaceful solution of their dispute. | i 

I’m sure you would agree that in the process of mediation, it is 
dangerous to abandon a plan of settlement which has been agreed to : 
by the parties to the dispute in favor of something new, unless there is 
the strongest reason to believe the new approach will work. Do you 
think we have that reason now? When India had the opportunity to 

discuss partition (when Sir Owen Dixon was working on this case) it 
very quickly made it clear that it was not prepared to agree to condi- 
tions for a plebiscite in the Vale, which in Dixon’s opinion were the | 
very minimum required to assure the freedom of the vote. It is pos- 
sible, although we are compelled, on the basis of the past history of 
this problem, to remain skeptical that the Government of India may | 
now be in a mood to agree to conditions which from the objective : 
standpoint seem required for the administration of the plebiscite area 
under a plan of partition. Nevertheless, I think it is safe to assume, 
that even if Pakistan were now wiliing to talk about partition, it | 
would only be on the condition that India first accept a plan of ad-_ | 
ministration in the plebiscite area which, in Pakistan’s view (since 
there must be agreement), would provide the proper safeguards for 
the freedom of the vote. It is very clear to us that there is scope for 
infinite discussion and delay over the modalities of a plebiscite 
whether it be held throughout the state or in a smaller area. : | 

I should appreciate your critical analysis of Indian motives in | 
talking to you about partition, while apparently maintaining silence, 
except on one occasion, in talks with Graham. You mention in your : 
telegram No. 4072 * that the Indians raised the question of partition 
with Graham in a formal way, but it is clear that they did not 
authorize Graham to go to the Pakistan Government with the sug- 
gestion, Why does India seek to have someone else raise the question ? 
If Bajpai were serious about partition couldn’t he find some way of | 
letting the Pakistanis know that GOI honestly desired to discuss 
this possibility? Partition, however, flies in the face of the concept of 
the secular state, and if proposed by India might give cause for gen- 
eral speculation as to the security of India’s present position in Kash- ; 
mir. Partition, as you know, is something of a nasty word in the : 
subcontinent, particularly in India. I am sure the Indians must real- : 
ize that if Pakistan should propose partition there might also be a | 
negative reaction in India. We are frankly not impressed by Bajpai’s 
rather tortuous explanations of India’s failure to push the idea. It : 
seems clear to me that if India is sincere in its expressions of a wish | 
for a settlement via partition, it must in the nature of things come : 
forward with some sort of specific proposals, , 
-® Dated May 5, p. 1248. :
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The pressure is on India because of its own record, and has been 
for some years now, to give some convincing evidence of a genuine 
intention to do its part in settling this dispute. You have reported in 
your telegrams and mentioned again in your letter that Bajpai has 
admitted that his Government has really not itself come to grips with 
the idea of partition—that it hasn’t “thought” through to the position 
that they would take if Graham did open up the partition approach. 
This brings into doubt India’s motives in trying to get Graham to open 
up on partition. It suggests that if Graham were willing to discuss 
partition he would have to wheedle and cajole India into making 
some firm proposal. It again raises the question as to whether the 
Indians are seeking to get out from under the current pressure by 
raising a new point. If Bajpai is hinting that India is willing to con- 
sider partition with the idea of getting GOI out from under the cur- 
rent negotiations, his remarks cannot be taken seriously until such 
time as his Government may officially say to Graham or to the Paki- 
stanis something along the following lines: “We believe certain agree- 
ments which we made three years ago have outlived their usefulness; 
we want a settlement of our dispute with Pakistan but we cannot now 
proceed on the basis which we previously accepted. We are now willing 
to discuss a settlement on the basis of partition as follows: . . .” And 

then the Indians should spell it out. In this connection, your repeated 
suggestions to Bajpai along the lines that India has a very real 

| responsibility to work for a settlement and to come forward with con- 
| crete proposals are most appropriate. 

Adverting for a moment to the question of conditions in the smaller 
plebiscite area under a scheme of partition, it might seem at first 
glance that demilitarization would be less of a problem. Bajpai has 
indicated to you that partition with a plebiscite limited to the Vale 
would reduce the problem. We believe that the problem of the quantum 
of troops would still remain, particularly since there would still be 
the necessity of determining how many troops Indian or otherwise 
should be stationed in the Vale. We would assume that the Indians 
would want to relate the number of their troops remaining in the 
Vale to the number of Pakistani troops which might be on the Paki- 
stani side of the partition line. Does it not seem likely that India 
would still insist on the extreme disproportion of troops that they now 
insist upon? The point to this question is that whether there is ac- 

ceptance of Graham’s Twelve Point Program or whether the UNCIP 
resolutions are scrapped in favor of partition and a plebiscite in the 

- Vale a number of extremely knotty questions would still remain. 

We now come to the second fundamental question—what can be done 

to settle the Kashmir dispute? Graham as the agent of the Security 

Council is charged with doing his utmost to get agreement between the 

parties on the demilitarization of the state as the step precedent to the
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plebiscite. He has been carrying out the task with which he has been | | 
charged and he has indicated that. he proposes to continue to do it. He | 
would not be fulfilling his task if he should now drop his program 
without having reached a clearly indicated Impasse on the remaining | 
major points. The Pakistanis have indicated it is on this one remain- | | 
ing point that they are most anxious to negotiate. Now we gather from 
Bajpai’s remarks to you the Indians do not desire to pursue further 
negotiations on this point. Rather, before an Impasse is reached with 
the genuine likelihood of an unfavorable reflection on India’s motives | 
and sincerity, Bajpai, speaking for the Indian Government, wants 
Graham to go to the Pakistanis who are still willing to negotiate on 
this program, and say in effect : “Let’s forget my demilitarization pro- | 
gram which the Security Council directed me to work out, and let’s | forget the two UNCIP resolutions to which you and the Indians 

_ agreed and upon which the Security Council long ago put its blessing. | 
I have got an idea for partitioning the state and for a plebiscite in the | 
Valley, and I hope you and the Indians will agree to it. If you don’t 
agree, I’ll not only have to report that I can’t get agreement on my 
demilitarization program but also that you would not agree to my 

alternative proposal.” Granting the crudeness of this illustration, I 
have the gravest doubts over Graham’s resorting to what the Indians 
are suggesting to you. Not only would he be scrapping his own efforts 
of the past year but he would be proposing something which he knew 
the Indians, at least in principle would accept and the Pakistanis, as : a matter of fact, would not. What would be accomplished by such a : procedure and who would benefit by it? The Kashmir question would - | certainly be no nearer settlement and the United N ations and the — | 
United States would certainly not have gained anything in India’s | favor commensurate with the United Nations loss of prestige and with ? | our loss of favor in the eyes of Pakistan and probably the rest of the 
Moslem world. Graham’s usefulness as agent of the Council in this | particular case would be destroyed and we would not only have retro- | gressed as far as the date of the adoption of the UNCIP resolutions 
but farther back than that since the UNCIP resolutions themselves : hike Graham’s labors of the past year would in effect, be scrapped. One | can only guess at the consequences arising out of such a situation but : it is a fair guess that further handling of the case by the United Na- | tions would he a virtual impossibility and that the Pakistanis might | well feel impelled to rash action. : | In dismissing this course of action, it seems well to comment briefly : on the alternative course of action proposed to you by Bajpai as being | that course of action which India suggested would only be misunder- | stood as a propaganda move, i.e. a public appeal in writing for parti- - tion with emphasis on the rights of minorities etc. The mere fact that _ | the Indians have not taken that course of action and have stressed to !
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you their desire to avoid any publicity whatsoever on their proposal, 
even to the extent of being sure any discussion of it is on a purely 
verbal basis, merely underscores our conviction, that India does not : 
wish to assume the responsibility for undertaking a course of action 
which would, in effect, say that they desired to go back on their com- 
mitments under the UNCIP resolutions and hence were proposing a 
new course of action. Rather, they want us or the United Nations in 
the form of Graham, to abrogate for them their agreement with 
Pakistan. 

The course of action which we must pursue is that upon which we 
have been embarked for the past four years. The settlement of the 
Kashmir question is the initial responsibility of India and Pakistan. 
The United Nations and we, as a member of the United Nations, are 
rendering the parties friendly assistance in their seeking a solution of 
the problem. We can and must encourage the cooperation of both _ 
parties toward the desired objective. The United Nations has to date 
had the general cooperation of the Pakistanis. Thanks to you and 
Graham we have had the feeling that the Indians have recently shown 
a more cooperative attitude than in the past. We hope that this attitude 
will continue to develop since it is the only way that a just and peace- 
ful solution of the problem may be reached. In pursuing this course of 
action, we must rely on the parties themselves and on Graham to deter- 
mine the how and the when of each new development in the negotia- 
tions and we must then be prepared to back up Dr. Graham and the 
cooperating party or parties, at such time as public debate may occur 

in the Security Council. 

These are some of the considerations which we feel bear heavily 
on the approach we take to the Kashmir dispute at its present stage. 
I think you understand that Dr. Graham is responsible only to the 

Security Council. He listens to ideas but makes his own decisions. I 

don’t know the reason for the different stories you have had regarding 

whether or not Dr. Graham was briefed on your views in Washington 

in January. The fact is he was informed of your talks with Bajpai 

and of your own ideas as well. Quite possibly he felt when he was in 

Delhi that his position demanded that his informal talks in Washing- 

ton not be referred to as “discussions.” I don’t know, but I hope the mat- 

ter can now rest. 

My feeling is that if there are any differences in our views on 

this case they relate mainly to timing and technique. The US does 

not have the ball; Graham has it, and he is not a US agent. He has 

apparently so far not considered, in the light of his considerable know- 

ledge of the problem and of the attitudes of the two governments, that 

the time has been propitious for entering into the question of partition. 

He has indicated that he would do so if one of the parties wanted him 

to be a messenger boy, or if it was clear to him that both parties wished
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to talk about it. We have no reason to think that this is not still his 
attitude, and we have no solid reason to question the wisdom of his not : 
epening up the question so far. | | 

I sincerely hope this letter, which is in the nature of a commentary 
/ on our telegram no, 2431, answers the questions which you have had out : 

there. I greatly appreciate your writing me and hope that this ex- _ | 
change will clarify further any doubts you may have had concerning 
this case. I am looking forward to seeing you sometime during your | forthcoming visit to the Department and possibly using the oppor- 
tunity for a further exchange of viewson Kashmir. _ oe 

Sincerely yours, | Joun D. Hickrrson 

357.AB/6-1352 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 
United Nations Affairs (H wckerson) 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] June 13, 1952. 
Subject: Kashmir | | 
Participants: Ambassador Chester Bowles | 

John D. Hickerson | 
Mr. Weil,SOA | | 
Mr. Stein, UNP 
Mr. Ludlow, UNP 

Ambassador Bowles called upon me this morning to discuss the 
Kashmir situation. He commenced his comments by describing to us ! the last few meetings he had with Dr. Graham in New Delhi, particu- 
larly as they related to the consideration of the limitations on Dr. Gra- | ham’s terms of reference. He requested information as to what hap- 
pened after Dr. Graham left New Delhi and he was advised of Dr. : Graham’s experiences in Karachi which convinced him that further | negotiations on the Kashmir question could not be conducted by him 
there on the subcontinent at that time. | 

The Ambassador then proceeded to outline his views concerning the | necessity for settlement of the case through partition or through a par- | tial partition with a plebiscite in the Vale. He said that he did not be- | lieve that there was reason to hope for anything productive coming | out of Dr. Graham’s present talks in New York. He indicated his belief 
that the Indians were really not prepared to permit a quantum of forces which the Pakistanis could accept, since it appeared likely that | 
whenever the Pakistanis would insist on a force larger than insisted | upon by the Indians, the Indians would merely increase the number , that they were insisting upon. Aside from the troop quantum question, i the Ambassador said that it was his belief that the Indian Government | now was coming to the conclusion that they could not win a plebiscite
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in Kashmir. Up to about a month ago they had assumed that in a 
plebiscite one quarter of the people would vote for Pakistan, one quar- | 
ter of the people would vote for India, regardless of what the Sheikh © 
Abdullah urged, and 50 percent of the people would be swayed by the 
position that the Shiekh Abdullah took which would mean that the 
plebiscite would then go to India. The Indian Government now is not 
at all sure of Abdullah’s loyality. Accordingly, they would be much 
more inclined to settle the Kashmir question on the best partition 
terms possible. He said that, as he saw it, the only possible alternative 
to partition, with or without a plebiscite, would be a joint guarantee 
by India and Pakistan of Kashmir’s independence, but it was agreed 
that this would present some extreme difficulties. 

I told the Ambassador that it had been my feeling for nearly two 
years now that there never could be the plebiscite anticipated in the 
UNCIP resolutions, and perhaps there should not be. My own prefer- 
ence was for straight partition with no plebiscite as being the way 
most likely to produce quick settlement. Sir Owen Dixon’s experi- 
ences with Nehru two years ago, when talking about partition in the 
Vale, had tended to discourage me from the belief that even a partial 
plebiscite can be held. Ambassador Bowles pointed out that he had 
attempted in his conversations with Bajpai to indicate his belief that 
holding a plebiscite in the Vale after the rest of the state was parti- 
tioned would still confront the two parties with the problem of the 
quantum of forces and that a proposal for a plebiscite merely in the 

Vale, in reality, did not bring the Kashmir question much nearer 

solution. 

We talked of the ways and means of inducing the discussion of 

partition. The Ambassador and I agreed that the water rights problem 

with the possibilities of loans to the governments for the development 

of the water ways had an important bearing on the case and might 

offer an incentive to both parties to work for a settlement of the prob- 

lem. Ambassador Bowles pointed out that India in particular would 

have a much better prospect of receiving loans from the International 

Bank if, with the solution of the Kashmir problem, defense appro- 

priations could be substantially reduced. It was pointed out that the 

water ways talks were not progressing at all well now with the Indians 

taking an intransigent position on the subject. Ambassador Bowles 

pointed out that it was the Government of India’s thesis, as evidenced 

by his talks with Bajpai and his talks this past week with Indian Am- 

bassador Sen, that India itself could not raise the subject of partition. 

I told the Ambassador that it was our belief no one but India could 

raise the matter of partition. Certainly we could not and Dr. Graham 

had indicated he would not. I hoped therefore that he would use every 

effort to persuade Nehru of the necessity of Indian initiative. 

Turning to the consideration of what we should do in the event that
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_ Dr. Graham’s effort failed, both in New York and with the Prime 
Ministers, Ambassador Bowles said that it was his opinion, and he 
was glad to say that Ambassador Warren agreed with him, that we 
should make every effort to get out of the case since, so far ag our 
relations with India are concerned, we were profiting nothing by our 
manifest role in the case. Only the Soviet Union was gaining any ad- 
vantage by our continued role in the case. I pointed out to the Ambas- : 
sador that while we could not get out of the case entirely we had been _ | 
giving careful consideration to the possibility of a good offices group, : 
consisting of Prince Wan, Romulo, and Entezam, being the means not | 
only of putting pressure on the parties to settle the case but of ) 
broadening the UN responsibility for the settlement of the case— | 
possibly to the point where we could step into the background. To : 
Ambassador Bowles’ question I replied that I thought that it would | 
be possible to persuade all three persons mentioned to undertake the | | 
task, 1f we decided upon this course of action. We agreed that there : 
would be nothing gained, if Dr. Graham failed, by attempting to : 
force upon India an Article 37 resolution which could not be enforced. : 

In concluding, I reiterated our hope that the Ambassador would do : 
everything in his power, when we so requested, to persuade Nehru to | 
meet with the Pakistan Prime Minister and to take the initiative on a | 
new course of negotiation. Ambassador Bowles said he would be ready | 
to do this although he did not know at this stage who had the hardest : 
job: he, in attempting to persuade Nehru to do what we were suggest- 
ing, or Ambassador Warren in attempting to persuade the Pakistanis | | 
to accept talks on partition. | 

| oe oy | J[oun] D. H[icxerson] | 

690D.91/6-1952: Telegram | : | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the | 
United Nations} | | 

SECRET | Wasurneton, June 19, 1952—7:50 p. m. 
498. Re Kashmir. As result of conversations between Graham, 

USUN, and Dept’s reps and subsequent info that Pak Del plans to 
discontinue talks with Graham by end of next week, we request you ) 
discuss with Graham fol possible next steps in case. We understand 
Graham is already favorably inclined toward course indicated. 

1. In order to forestall Pak Dels terminating conversations with | 
Graham, before Bowles has reached Delhi and is in position to fol | 
up on Graham’s appeal to Nehru, we believe Graham shld inform _ 
both Pak and Indian Dels on Monday, Jun 23 that he is planning to 
communicate with their respective Prime Ministers on the Kashmir | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, | | 

|
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question within the next few days. Nature of communication wld not 
be discussed. | 

2. On or about Jun 26 Graham wld make strong appeal to Nehru and 
Nazimuddin to meet together with him at place he suggests or place 

2 PMs can mutually agree upon. Pak and Indian Dels cld be advised 
of Graham’s plea but we believe possibility of plea being stalled off 
by GOI is less likely if not transmitted to dels for referral their 
respective govts. Graham is obviously best judge as to content of plea 
but he might wish indicate nature of stalemate and other circum- 
stances which dictate his being forced to request meeting. Graham 
might or might not indicate to 2 PMs his view on what agenda of 
meeting shld be. If he chooses offer agenda fol is a possibility: 

a. Full agreement on the unresolved points of his demilitarization 
program ; , 

b. Suggestions by the 2 PMs as to what he, Graham, shld say on 
point (a) to. SC in event of continued disagreement ; | 

e. Any other suggestions or recomms which the PMs might have 
in mind making to him or to each other on courses of action which 
might lead to settlement of the Kashmir question. _ 

We suggest that if he includes point (¢) Graham might wish to 
indicate to both parties that, while he wld feel compelled to report 
on items (a) and (6), he wld not include info on point (c) unless in his 
discretion he decided to do so with the prior approval of both par- 
ties. This provision we believe may allay to some extent Pak fears 
that Graham intends to propose a new course of action to both 
parties and might serve as face-saving basis for GOI to indicate 
possible new approach to problem along lines of partial or total 
partition, We suggest that date for commencement of negots shld 
be latter part second week in July in order to give govts time to 
prepare for meeting and give US and UK chance to build up poli- 

| tical support for constructive action in meeting. 
3. US wld simultaneously give strong dipl support this step by 

urging GOI and GOP accept Graham’s request and asking GOI 
take more reasonable position re troop quantum if there is still hope 
of progress in that direction otherwise declare to Graham it ready 

make alternative detailed proposals. If our approach to GOI has 

positive result US after consultations with UK and Graham wld 

approach GOP saying we have assurances GOI will offer suggestion 

re demilitarization or new approach (depending GOI response our 

appeal) and urging GOP consider proposals without prejudice to 

UNCIP res commitments. 

4, USUN shld consult with UK Del on proposed course of action. 

Brit Emb has been informed and has been requested to obtain views 

of FonOff on joint action. 
ACHESON
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690D.91/6-—2152 : Telegram ~ 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K ingdom. } 

SECRET — PRIORITY WasHINeToN, June 21, 1952—5:29 p. m. 
6836... . | | 
Dept officers made fol pts in answer to Belcher: 

a) Proposed meeting is not procedural expedient but logical step by 
Graham designed to shift discussions from lower level to highest level 
and thus exhaust all possible avenues open to Graham. Unless he 
proposed PM’s meeting Graham will not be able to say he has done 
everything possible. His negotiations in NY provide the lead-up and 
the proposed UK-US representations to both parties plus Graham’s 
own arrangements with parties re agenda etc wld provide necessary 
spade work. If meeting fails it will be clear that failure due to parties 
and not to Graham and UN. 

6) If PM’s meeting held now India wld be under pressure of 1m- 
pending unknown SC action which wld immediately follow failure of | 
such meeting. Such pressure might be more effective than pressure | 
which wld theoretically be created by SC res. : 

c) Graham has not explored with parties solutions other than de- 
militarization and state wide plebiscite. Steps proposed by Dept would | _ give him what might be his only chance for such exploration. At this : 
time he eld undertake such exploration without public admission of | 
failure. os : 

d) GOP will not be satisfied with any res which does not pt finger } 
directly at India. Past experience indicates res of this sort not effec- | 
tive and might only cause GOI harden its position. It is likely that | both parties will be dissatisfied with res SC wld pass. It wld therefore 
be helpful avoid res if progress cld be made in PM meeting now. 

e) USSR may veto SC res which wld make subsequent PM meeting 
more difficult. | | 

f) Failure of PM meeting held now wld not exclude such meeting 
in the future. Such second meeting presumably wld be held in response 
to new SC res which wld provide new context. 

g) We do not believe GOP adverse reaction to proposal of mtg now : 
wld be as strong as indicated by FonOfft. PM meeting wld cause only 
a brief postponement of SC discussion and might open new avenue | 
for solution or at least test, sincerity of alleged India desire for ex- 
ploring new approaches for a solution. 

h) Graham’s preliminary reaction to suggestions in ref Deptel was | favorable. Bowles and Warren also reacted favorably. | 

Request Emb urge FonOff and CRO review their objections in light | 
above Dept arguments. USUN discuss above with UK Del. 

ACHESON 

* This telegram was repeated to New York (priority).
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690D.91/6-2552 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? 

SECRET § NIACT Karacui, June 25, 1952—noon. 

1563. PriMin last night talked to me about his current thinking on 
Kashmir. He said he had not heard from Graham this week. He feels 
that practically no headway has been made in the conversations now 
taking place in New York and with the deadline of June 26 when his 
del is under instructions to terminate the conversations, he is pessi- 
mistic about any practical action resulting from a SC debate. With 
these thoughts in mind, he told me he is calling the Cabinet together 
to ask approval for a compromise on the troop ratio in Kashmir on 
which Pak has been holding out. The suggestion he will make to his 
colleagues is that if Graham can prevail on the GOI to reduce their 
over-all troops in Kashmir to 18,000 and accept a total of 6,000 for 

GOP or a3 to 1 ratio, then the GOP will withdraw its demand that the 
quantum of troops be based on the cease-fire ratio of Jan 1949. Shld 
Graham be able to obtain Indian acquiescence in this suggestion, then 
the Prime Minister believes it might be useful for him to meet with 
Nehru to work out the details of the plebiscite and the designaticn of 
the plebiscite administrator. He anticipates some further stalling in | 
this connection but believes a mtg wld be worthwhile provided there 
was a prior understanding that he and Nehru had reached agreement 
on trcop numbers. He concluded by saying that the results of the mtg 
between Nehru and Liaquat in the company of Sir Owen Dixon were 
so fruitless he wld be hesitant to enter into another mtg unless some 
tentative agreements had been made that wld furnish a basis for 
discussion. WARREN 

1This telegram was repeated to New York and London and for information 
to New Delhi. : | 

690D.91/6—2552 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan } 

SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 26, 1952—4 : 28 p. m. 

1396, Re Kashmir. Emb’s niact tel 1563.? 
In view: (a) indicated intention of Pak Del in NY to stop negots 

with Graham on June 26 or shortly thereafter; (b) info contained in 
reftel indicating poss willingness Nazimuddin to consider different 
figure on troop quantum; (c) our understanding Graham desires Ayub 
stay in NY, you are requested urge Nazimuddin or Zafrulla as you 
see fit to direct Ayub to remain in NY for poss further negots along _ 
lines Nazimuddin has indicated GOP might be prepared to consider. 
You may indicates US greatly interested in Nazimuddin’s considera- 
tion of new figure for troop quantum. Bruce 

. * This telegram was repeated for information to New York. | 
* Supra.
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690D.91/6-2652 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State? | 

SECRET = NIACT New Dexui, June 26, 1952—4 p. m. 

4815. En route New Delhi today I met Amb Warren at airport : 
Karachi and discussed later Kashmiri, developments with him at 
length. I was particularly impressed and encouraged to hear of Nazi- 

_ muddin’s tentative suggestion made 48 hours previously to effect 
Pak might be willing abandon former 18 to 10 ratio on troops and 
to accept 3 to 1 ratio at around 18,000 to 6,000 as basis for direct 
negots between two PriMin’s under Graham auspices. ) 
In view possibility of direct proposal along these lines by me to : 

Nehru in New Delhi, we agreed I shld interrupt my flight and call 
with Warren on Nazimuddin for further discussion. Nazimuddin 
agreed at once to see us and in most forthright way outlined fol : 
position: = - ar | 

1. Hour is very late and Pak has no real hope for anything more. : 
tangible than further heated discussion if problem is once again 
dumped in lap of SC. Thus situation calls for risk taking on Pak’s 
part if solution to be developed. __ oe | | 

2. Speaking for himself but with strong implication Cabinet wld | 
fully support him at its next meeting on Friday, Nazimuddin first | 
said he believed Pak wld accept 3 to 1 ratio in valley as basis for 
direct discussions under fol conditions: | 

| (a). That a pleb admin be set up without delay (Nazimuddin - | 
explained unless this were done Nehru might not get down to 
cases in spite of prior assurances). — Pe | | 

(6). That pleb admin shld have power place troops wherever 
he thought wld best serve interests of free and uninfluenced 

plebiscite. | | oe 
| (c). Nazimuddin also suggested pleb admin shld have power : 

_ to reduce number of troops if he felt some unnecessary, but it 
seemed clear he did not intend to insist on this. | | 

3. I asked what actual figures he had in mind, Nazimuddin replied | 
18,000 to 6,000. I then asked if he meant to include militia now in : 
valley in Ind figure. He replied this might add some 6,000 troops to : 
Ind figure and leave ratio at 24,000 to 8,000. | | ; 

4, After further discussion he then said he personally wld even _ 
agree to a 4 to 1 ratio and that this might mean 15,000 Ind regulars 
without heavy weapons and 6,000 Kashmir state militia on one side 
and 5250 Azad Kashmiris on other side. Both Warren and I had clear | 
impression there was no intention to insist on Pak regulars. | | 

5. Nazimuddin added Sheikh Abdullah position re Ind was now | 
less clear. He said if his proposal is accepted by Cabinet and agreed : 
to by Nehru as basis for discussion other angles of situation cld be | 
brought out which might make Nehru’s position easier. Warren and | 
I later agreed this seemed intended to suggest possibility of partition. 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi. 
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Nazimuddin made it clear he was expressing only his own views but 
clearly implied Cabinet wld back him up. Warren told me Abdullah 
out of Karachi but had stated before leaving he wld agree with what- 
ever Nazimuddin wanted to do. Nazimuddin stated he wld immedi- 
ately inform Warren of Cabinet final decision and he expressed hope 
I cld obtain Nehru’s agreement. | 

It is difficult to see how Nehru can turn down this proposal if it 
finally develops as outlined today. However, we all realize we are 
dealing with an unpredictable man in a highly emotional situation. 
Paks cld make their proposal directly to Graham fol action of Cabinet. 
However, in view of time element and advantage of talking directly 
and personally with Nehru about my visit to Nazimuddin over pro- 
posal cabled him from his rep in NY, Warren and I agree I shld 
initiate discussions here in New Delhi as soon as Warren gives word. | 

If Dept agrees I urge we be given green light so we can make most 
of this new opportunity. If Nehru goes along final arrangements for 
meeting of two PriMin’s shld be handled by Graham in New York. 
Since I expect to hear from Warren Saturday wld appreciate Dept’s 
reaction soonest. a 

I would appreciate it if Warren wld carefully check my impression 
of our meeting this morning, as set forth above, and immediately 
report to Dept and to me any points which he may feel I have not 

| fully or accurately covered. 
BowLzs 

690D.91/6-2652 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

SECRET Karacui, June 26, 1952—8 p. m. 

1577. This morning Amb Bowles, while passing through Karachi 
enroute to Delhi stopped over at my request and called on PriMin 
Nazimuddin. In a conversation directed to the acute situation 
presented by the Kashmir problem and the termination of conversa- 
tions in New York with Dr. Graham, the PriMin recapitulated the 
thinking set forth in mytel 1563 of June 25, a copy of which went to 
Delhi. He said further that he is holding a cab mtg tonight and will 
present to his colleagues a proposal that they agree to accept a ratio 
of troops in Kashmir prior to the plebiscite of four to one or even five 
to one provided India will agree in terms of quantum, this wld mean 
that Pak would have from 4,000 to 5,000 Azad Kashmir troops and no 
regular army, while India wld have 15,000 regular troops plus 6,000 
state militia, or a total of 21,000 in Indian held Kashmir. In the event 
that India wld not agree to this figure but wld acquiesce in a total of 

1Mhis telegram was repeated to New York and London and for information to 

New Delhi.
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18,000 troops plus 6,000 militia, or 24,000, then Pak wld feel they shld 
have 6,000 Azad Kashmir militia. If the Pak cab agrees to this con- 
cession, both with respect to ratio as well as quantum, then the PriMin 
is to inform me and it is our understanding he will inform Dr. 
Graham. Tin my turn am to inform Amb Bowles. 

It is our thought fol the conversation with the PriMin before 
Bowles left for Delhi at two p. m. this afternoon that the Dept, pro- 
vided Dr. Graham agrees, authorize Bowles to approach the Govt of | 
India with a strong recommendation that the Pak concession be | 
accepted by India and that the two PriMins agree to meet with | 
Graham either in Delhi or elsewhere to work out the further details | 
leading up to the designation of the plebiscite administrator to which 
they are both committed to Dr. Graham once the troop quantum : 
handicap is overcome. | 

| WARREN | 

630D.91/6-2752 : Telegram | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India : 

SECRET  NIACT - Wasurneton, June 27, 1952—3 : 30 p. m. 
2947. Re Kashmir. We commend initiative of Warren and Bowles in 

_ discussing with Nazimuddin possible new GOP proposals. Dept | 
thoroughly agrees that momentum in this matter must be maintained 
since it considers Nazimuddin’s indicated attitude currently most ; 

_ hopeful development in recent months. We suggest however that even | 
at expense of appearing to lose some momentum in New Delhi, it is 

essential that Bowles take no action on this case until steps indicated | 
below have been fulfilled: | : 

1, If Pak Cabinet agrees to Nazimuddin’s proposals, Warren shld | 
urge GOP to transmit officially offer of new proposals to Graham | 
immed. 

2. We will keep in touch with Graham and as soon as he advises us 
of recipt GOP proposal and their transmission by him to GOI we will 
notify Bowles he shld proceed strongly support proposals. 

We note in New Delhi’s 4815 ? Bowles indicates Nazimuddin speaks 
of troop ratio 3 to 1 “in valley.” In Karachi’s 1577 * Warren gives no | 
indication that ratio relates to troops in valley only. We request such | 
clarification on this as two posts can render since if Nazimuddin is in : 
fact talking of troops ratio only in terms of troops in the valley, we 
wonder if this may not be basis for preparing our thinking along lines | 
of partition with pleb limited to Vale only. | 
We urgently request views of Karachi and New Delhi whether it | 

their understanding GOP wld make acceptance their proposals pre- : 
‘This telegram was repeated to Karachi and for information to London and 

New York. | 
? Dated June 26, p. 1268. 
* Dated June 26, supra.
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condition for mtg of two PMs or whether GOP intends proposals as 
basis of discussion at 2 PMs mtg. 

Graham has been advised of info in two reftels and has been alerted 
possible new communication from GOP. | 

| BRUCE 

690D.91/7-152 : Telegram 

The Deputy United States Representative at the Uniied Nations 
(Gross) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New York, July 1, 1952—5 p. m. 
1. Re Kashmir. USUN and Fowler called on Graham, Marin and 

Jackson present at Graham’s request. 
1. Graham reported Bokhari and Ayub had called this morning, 

stated their month is up and inquired what Graham had to suggest. 
2. From other sources Graham understands Ayub has instructions 

to return home. | 
3. Graham and Marin feel they have stalled Ayub from leaving or 

breaking off negotiations at least until Thurs evening and possibly 
until Mon or Tues. 

4. Graham is anxious to have benefit US-UK views on next steps 
whatever outcome of current Karachi negotiations. He commented 
that it looked increasingly as if Nazimuddin had lost intra-govt fight. 
Ayub quoted Zafrullah to Graham as saying it is now essential to 
have something affirmative from Graham. 

d. We left it we would again meet tomorrow when Graham hopes 
we might have out govt suggestions. 

| Gross 

690D.91/7-152 : Telegram 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
United Nations 

SECRET WasHINGTON, July 2, 1952—6: 12 p. m. 
4. Re Kashmir, USUN’s 1 July 1. In view Graham’s request for 

suggestions as to next steps based on assumption that Nazimuddin 
has lost GOP fight for his proposals we suggest Graham consider the 
fol line of action: 

1. He make specific proposals with regard to troop quantum, the 
date for end demilitarization period and the date for installation of 
PlebAd. We suggest with regard to troop quantum the fol figures: 
On Indian side of cease-fire line 18-21 thousand combat troops with no 
armor or artillery, such troops to include the state militia, On Pak side 
of cease-fire line 4-6 thousand without armor and artillery but con- 
stituted from present Azad Kashmir forces. Comment: These figures
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are suggested as bracketing a ratio approaching that suggested by 
Nehru (21 to 4) as being only acceptable figure to GOI. These figures 
also bracket the ratio of 4 to 1 which Nazimuddin himself has indicated 
in extremity he might be willing accept. In stipulating that forces on 
Pak side of line wld be Azad Kashmir troops we believe lowness of | 
figure is compensated by better military organization of these troops. | 
L'nd Comment. With regard to dates for end of demilitarization period | 
and installation of PlebAd we believe that since Paks are not likely to | 
agree to troop quantum without agreement of PlebAd question, date 
for installation important. We recomm Sept 15 so that if we decide | 
Kashmir case shld be taken to GA performance or non-performance on | 
demilitarization program wld be clearly indicated in time for matter 
to be placed on GA agenda. | 

2. As of poss assistance to his negots with Pak and Indian Dels we | 
suggest the fol amendments to his 12 point program which may war- 
rant consideration. We do not recomm that these amendments be sub- ) 

mitted at the same time that he submits specific proposals in para 1 | 
above. (a) We suggest that in order to meet arguments possibly from 
both sides that over-all limitation of troops might permit unwise con- 
centration of troops in one area i.e. in the valley or in the Pak held | 
areas opposite Punch and Jammu. | | | 

Para 7 might be amended to read as fol: | 

“(¢) On both sides of the cease-fire line: that of the forces per- — 
mitted on either side of the cease-fire line under the provisions of this 

_ para or under the programme of demilitarization referred to in para 
nine, no more than one-half shall be stationed in any one of the pro- : 
vinces of Jammu, Kashmir, Gilgit, or Ladakh. This sub-para shall 
remain in effect unless, pursuant to paras 4 ‘a’ and ‘b’ of the 5 Jan : 
1949 UNCIP res, the PlebAd and the UN Rep for India and Pak, in 
consultation with the indicated authorities, determine that final dis- 
posal of the remaining troops requires revision of this agreement.” 

(6) We suggest that in order to meet argument most likely to come 
from Indian Del concerning threat to security of state para 7 might 
be amended to have as part 2 of that para the fol: | 

“Further agree that if either govt believes that adjustments in the : 
level of troops on its side of the cease-fire line shld be made in the | 
interest of the security of the area under its control it may, at the | 
end of the demilitarization period, but not prior to its carrying out 
the provisions of this para, request the UNRIP to undertake the , 
negot of such an adjustment with the other govt, or to request the : 
PlebAd to undertake the negot of such an adjustment pursuant to : 
para 8 of Jan 5, 1949 res.” : 

_ 8. We believe specific suggestions cld be submitted to GOP and 
GOI in formal note from Graham asking their acceptance his pro- 
posals as a basis for discussion at a mtg at high governmental level | 
at which these proposals and the rest of his demilitarization program |
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wld be discussed. He might suggest such mtg if held take place in 
New Delhi and indicate an early date with an intended termination 
(late for discussions. | 

4. These proposals if acceptable to Graham shld not in our opinion 
be handed to Ayub until July 4 on assumption that we shall hear 
from Karachi by that date. | | 

BRUCE 

690D.91/7-—252 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

SECRET  NIACT Karacuti, July 2, 1952—8 p. m. 

15. PriMin, with FonMin Zafrulla in attendance, received me this 
morning to discuss his govt’s present position in Kashmir [garble]. 
Zafrulla did most of talking with PriMin interpolating from time to 
time. After reviewing non-productive negots thus far since Dr. 
Graham made his report last Dec, Zafrulla said Cabinet were in 
agreement that PriMin’s statements made to Amb Bowles and me (re 
Delhi’s 4815, June 26 and Karachi’s 1577, June 26) must be recognized 
and receiye Cab support. Accordingly, Cab has agreed, if Dr. Graham 
has no further recommendations to make (they understand from latest 
communication he addressed to Bokhari, he is waiting on word from 
Delhi and Karachi fol Amb Bowles return to India, and my return 
to Pak), that they will offer these concessions in hope of achieving 
immed entrance into office of the plebiscite administrator: 

1. The 6,000 militia troops in India-held Kashmir and the 3,500 
northern scouts in Pakistan-held territory are to be excluded from 
consideration. 

2. If India is prepared to reduce regular Indian troops in Indian- 
held Kashmir and Jammu to 15,000, Pak will accept a ratio of Azad 
{Kashmir provincial forces of 4 to 1 and exclude any claim for Pak 
reg army troops in Kashmir. 

3. The concession in (2) offered by Pak is subject to India’s immed 
consideration and early acceptance, plus Indian acquiesence in immed 
entry into office of plebiscite administrator. 

4. In communicating this offer to me, GOP gives me liberty to 
divulge it in confidence to Bowles, and Govt of US at its discretion to 
communicate it to Dr. Graham in a final report to the SC as a gesture 
on Pak’s part. GOP feels in event an effort growing out of this offer 
shld fail, then it will be incumbent on Dr. Graham to submit specific 

| proposals to the two govts relating to the maximum quantum of troops 
permitted to each and, on the basis of their replies, to inform the SC 
what he, in consultation with his mil advisors, recommends a maximum 
of troops of all categories to remain on both sides, in accordance with 
principle that in each case quantum shld not be sufficient to present 
a threat of aggression to the other side, nor shld it be sufficient in 
numbers to constitute a coercive force likely to jeopardize fairness of 
plebiscite. 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and New Delhi.
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5. GOP has instructed its del in New York to break off conversations 
with Dr. Graham if he has no specific proposals to make to their govt | 
setting forth a recommended quantum of troops as a prior condition | 
to the immed entry into office of the plebiscite administrator. Zafrulla, | 
when I asked him if this was an ultimatum, said there was no time 
factor involved but his govt hopes that the PriMin’s suggested offer ! 

_ to Bowles and to me, which the Cab supports, will receive earliest pos- ! 
sible consideration. 

WARREN | 

690D.91/7-252 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? : 

SECRET = NIACT WasHIneTon, July 4, 1952—3: 32 p. m. | 

31. Dept gratified at GOP willingness offer concessions in hope 
achieving demilitarization and entrance into office of PlebAd and | 
regards GOP proposal as statesmanlike move. On basis urtel 15 Jul 2 | 
and Burnett’s tel to London ? relayed to BritEmb Wash Dept assumes 
GOP has clearly decided against transmitting proposal to Graham 
either to be presented to parties as Graham’s proposal or to be pre- | 
sented to GOI by Graham as a GOP proposal. Dept assumes GOP 
definitely prefers Bowles sound out Nehru on informal basis. | 

If foregoing assumptions correct you are auth tel Bowles immed 
that Dept auth (s) him see Nehru immed to present GOP offer in- 
formally for Nehru’s consideration. Suggestions to Bowles re presenta- | 
tion fol in separate tel. 

Dept understands that Jul 3 before Graham was informed by USUN : 
of GOP proposal, Graham promised Bokhari and Ayub that on Jul 7 ; 
he wld present them with new proposals of his own. Dept presumes | 
Graham will now postpone mtg sched for Jul 7 at least until Bowles | 
has had opportunity transmit GOP offer to Nehru and to obtain GOI 
reaction. | 
FYT BritEmb on Jul 3 conveyed to Dept certain observations and 7 

suggestions made by FonOff and CRO re GOP proposal. Dept did 
not consider these very helpful or pertinent and informed BritEmb it 7 
favored immed informal transmission by Bowles to Nehru of GOP | 
offer-—assuming this was method preferred by GOP. As soon as Bowles ; 
has transmitted GOP proposal to Nehru you shld inform Zafrullah. : 

| Dept suggests that at that time you ask Zafrullah whether he intends : 
mention this development to UK with a view to obtaining UK support 7 
for GOP proposal in New Delhi. | 

Dept requests you cable all pertinent devlpts priority. | : 
| BRUCE 

‘This telegram was repeated for information to London, New Delhi, and | 
New York. 

* Not printed. 

|
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690D.91/7-452 : Telegram 

I'he Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET PRIORITY WasHInotTon, July 4, 1952—3 : 82 p. m. 
41, For Amb. Re Kashmir. Re Karachi Embtel 15 July 2 rptd New | 

Delhi 3 and Deptel 31 to Karachi rptd New Delhi 40, on receipt con- 
firmation from Warren, you shld as soon as possible see PriMin 
Nehru and present GOP proposal informally for his consideration. 

Dept believes it important that at time you convey GOP offer Nehru 
understands that offer originated with GOP, that it is entirely their 
idea, and you are acting in capacity of friendly messenger. In order 
further minimize possibility Nehru might construe offer as “gang-up” 
Dept believes you shld confine comment to expression of your personal 
view that offer deserves most serious consideration by GOT; and state- 
ment to effect that while you have not received detailed comment from 
Wash, Dept’s initial reaction is that proposal is reasonable and offers 
promising possibilities. 

We believe it wld be desirable that your initial informal approach 
to Nehru be followed by official representations in support of accept- 
ance offer by GOI. We have no info to indicate GOP has yet informed 
UK of their proposal, and it is possible this deliberate. | 

Subsequent telegram will contain Dept’s views re nature and timing 
ur approach conveying US Govt support. 

Bruce 

yc This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, and New 
Ork. 

690D.91/7-552 ; Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? 

SECRET Karacuti, July 5, 1952—1 p. m. 

23. Immediately upon receipt of Dept’s nr. 31, July 4, 4 p. m., I saw 

PriMin and FonMin separately this a. m. They said as assumptions in 

para 1 are correct and understand that I am to tel Amb Bowles im- 
mediately so that under the Dept’s authorization he may see Nehru on | 

this matter. Zafrulla said that if Bowles transmits the Pakistan offer 
without first sounding out Nehru on his willingness to agree to the 

immediate appointment of the pleb administrator, there is little likeli- 
hood of GOI’s acceptance of the proposal. The suggestion from both __ 

the PriMin and Zafrulla is that Bowles shld first ascertain if Nehru is 

willing to agree to the immed formal designation of the pleb admin, 
provided an agreement can be reached on the quantum of troops. If 

Nehru is not prepared to agree to the appointment, then the Paks are 

*This telegram was repeated for information to London and New York.
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unwilling for Bowles to present their four to one offer on troop pro- 
portions in Ind-held Kashmir and Azad Kashmir. On the other hand 
if Nehru expresses a willingness to agree to the pleb admins formal | 
appointment immed, provided an agreement can be reached on troop 

_ quantum, he may then present the Pak offer. The Paks feel that if 
Nehru is not prepared to come down to a maximum of 15,000 (ex- 
cluding the 6,000 militia) then their offer of a four to one proportion 
(excluding the 3,500 northern scouts) cannot be made. | 
Zatrulla added that in case Bowles’ overtures are not successful, 

then the Paks feel Graham must be prepared to recommend to the SC 
(1) an immed formal appointment of the pleb administrator and (2) 

| a quantum of forces at this stage to be in proportion to the cease-fire 
numbers as Devers may determine. | Do, 

a — Warren 

690D.91/7-552 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
— United Nations * : 

SECRET | WasHINGTON, July 5, 1952—2: 53 p. m. 
14. For Gross from Hickerson. Re Kashmir. In view of our plans to 

proceed with Pak request that we transmit GOP proposal re de- 
militarization and PlebAd to Nehru via Bowles and possibly obtain 
from Nehru agreement to proposals, we feel it important that you 
personally convey to Graham Monday AM our appreciation and belief 
this move by GOP in largest measure the result of his patient efforts to 
bring parties together by proposals made on their own initiative, That 
GOP has chosen this means of taking such initiative, we feel sure | | 
Graham appreciates, indicates GOP, intent on settling Kashmir ques- 
tion, decided it had to make move as Graham hoped it would, but for 
combination of reasons including internal political situation and gen- 
eral “face-saving” felt that this move should be conveyed to Nehru 
through informal channel. | 
We have undertaken this step with fullest appreciation of complica- 

tions which may arise from negots proceeding in two channels simul- 
taneously. We believe that this can be avoided by our confidentially 
keeping Graham fully informed of developments and, if he agrees, by 
his suspending his negots during these informal negots. We do not 
believe he need explain such suspension to either party until such time | 

_ as he is informed that Bowles has presented GOP proposals to Nehru. 
He cld then informally say to Pak and Ind Reps in NY that he had 
learned that certain informal discussions on the problem had been 
initiated in subcontinent. He therefore wished to suspend negots in | 
NY until outcome of discussions in subcontinent were known. 

1This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi, Karachi, and | London. .
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Finally we wish to assure Graham that we are determined that 
GOP-GOI negots must return to UN forum at earliest opportunity. 

BRUCE 

690D.91/7-552 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET Wasuineton, July 5, 1952—2: 53 p. m. . 

42, For: the Ambassador re Kashmir. We presume you will want 
to keep in mind, in talking to Nehru, Dept’s tel to USUN re our 
suggestion to Graham that, after he has been informed that you 
have presented GOP proposals to Nehru, he then informally say to 

Pak and Ind reps in NY that, having learned certain informal dis- 
cussions on Kashmir. had been initiated in subcontinent, he wishes 
to suspend negots in NY until outcome of discussions in subcontinent 
known. Assuming Graham agrees, we hope this will enable you to 
bring pressure to bear on Nehru to make specific reply to Pak pro- 
posals, since Graham wld in fact not be continuing negots of his own 
until he knew outcome of discussions in subcontinent. 

If Nehru endeavors avoid responsibility of making direct reply to __ 
Pak proposal by raising question of alternative approaches to solu- 
tion such as partition you shld endeavor avoid discussing alterna- 
tives until such time as Nehru has given you reply and you have 
transmitted this to Karachi. Dept considers it of greatest importance 
that in these talks you avoid any possible situation wherein it mght 
be alleged that you compromised GOP proposals in course of con- 
versation with Nehru. 

ee Bruce 
y 2 ns telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, and New 
ork. 

$$ 
690D.91/7-852 : Telegram. 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State? 

SECRET NIACT New Devut, July 8, 1952—8 p. m. 

100. Met Nehru 11 a. m. Tuesday for discussion Nazimuddin pro- 
posals basis cables from Wash and Karachi. Fifty minute discussion | 
inconclusive. Conversation proceeded along following lines: 

1. I told Nehru frankly I had stopped Karachi en route Delhi that 
Warren informed me GOP seemed be taking most reasonable attitude 
towards Kashmir, that tentative proposals had been suggested and 
might be wise for me talk direetly Nazimuddin. 

2. I said that as result I had seen Nazimuddin with Warren. I re- 
ported that Nazimuddin had opened conversation by saying with great 
earnestness time running out on Kashmir question an Pak considering 
making major concessions secure agreement. 

'This telegram was repeated for information to London and New York.
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3. I stated Nazimuddin asked me if in my opinion Nehru would 
agree establish plebiscite administration if agreement reached on 
quantum forces. I had replied it my understanding GOT had always 
made it clear appointment of plebiscite administration would not be 
an issue under such circumstances and indeed Graham had so stated in 
his last report to SC. I asked Prime Minister if his interpretation | 
correct. | 

| 4. Prime Minister agreed there should be no difficulty on question : appointing plebiscite administration if other questions which were 
principally military problems were once decided. He said demilita- | rization could go forward promptly and there should be no delay on : appointment plebiscite administrator himself. Nehru not 100 percent | clear on exact timing but I believe it fair assume this not problem. | 5. I then presented Nazimuddin proposition ie. Indian regular | army in Kashmir be limited 15,000 with 3,750 Azad Kashmiris on four : to one basis; that 3,500 northern scouts and 6,000 Kashmir militia should not be counted; and that this proposal predicated on assump- _ tion there be no delay establishing plebiscite administration, 

6. For three or four minutes Nehru did not speak. He then said : Indian position quite clear. | 
__ @, 21,000 Indian regular army troops without heavy equipment : (when I reminded him on occasions he had stated would go below _ this figure he said this quite correct but that in last month GOP : had moved armored brigade into Sialkot 22 miles from City | Jammu and these troops in position cut Indian’s communication with valley. He stated if security situation became easier with | _ removal this brigade as one demonstration this easing his state- : ment that he might go below 21,000 still held good), : 6. That India insisted present Azad Kashmir forces be entirely : _ disbanded. He said, however, that it clear some force be avail. _ able preserve order and therefore GOI had stated their willing- 
ness allow 2,000 regular Azad Kashmir troops be recruited for — : police duty with 2,000 additional police recruited other sources, : _ He said ratios were not the way to approach problem since this I implied Pak had definite rights in Kashmir which Indians had | consistently denied. He stated in event plebiscite Indians would 
of course not enter Azad Kashmir and UN officers would be in 
entire control Azad Kashmir police force. — 

c. Although I tried pin him down he noncommittal about north- 
ern scouts and Kashmir militia. This does not necessarily mean his 
agreement. 7 

_¢. I then made strongest possible plea for his cooperation reaching | settlement. I said even though he objected Nazimuddin presenting his 
concessions basis troop ratio this been part discussion from beginning. Important point as I saw it was GOP seemed earnestly anxious meet | 
him halfway. I said world covered with trouble spots which threatened | peace that Kashmir one of these and that he as man dedicated peace, within his grasp tremendous opportunity demonstrate it possible 
through negotiation and reasonable approach ease situation such as | Kashmir; that I understood tremendous complexity Kashmir situation 
but certainly he must agree not as complex as Germany or Korea two 
questions on which he often criticized us. I said I speaking solely as — 
individual but I also speaking for many tens of millions of people .
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when I urged him demonstrate to world that even as difficult a prob- 
lem as Kashmir subject to reasonable discussion and solution. This 
statement made with considerable emotion and he seemed impressed 
and uneasy. | - 

8. I then said to Nehru I had responsibility reporting result my talk 
and asked what he wanted me say. I added I hoped if negotiations 
were to continue they could be handled through Graham in New York 
or if he wished I quite sure Graham willing return subcontinent. He . 
stated thought proper thing do is for Graham make any recommenda- 
tions to negotiating bodies New York that seemed to him be fair and 
with some chance success. 

_ 9. I asked Nehru if he had anything specific add this genera] state- 
ment since I afraid whole UN negotiations fast approaching crisis 
and if Graham’s next efforts failed whole issue likely be back in SC. 
Nehru said I knew very well India had always been interested parti- 
tion possibility as outlined Dixon report omitting requirement Kash- 
mir Government should give up its sovereignty during demilitariza- 
tion and plebiscite period. I stated Graham felt it impossible bring up 
question partition because his terms reference did not cover it and if 
Nehru felt this suggestion might bring solution closer he might ask | 

| his representative in New York open up question with Graham on 
, his own directly. Nehru answered he thought everyone understood 

India’s attitude on this that it really Paks who had turned Dixon 
down flatly and if they now mood discuss it they should open ques- 
tion. I ended discussion Kashmir with renewed plea he do everything 
within his own power make agreement possible. Again I pointed out 
Pak and India an economic unit and even though two countries would 
always remain independent politically they as well as world in general 
had everything gain in material as well as moral sense in finding solu- 
tion. He stated he not discouraged that India pledged plebiscite under 
proper conditions. 

Nehru’s manner and one throughout entire conversation most pleas- 

ant and friendly. However, he definitely did not give very much and 

result generally disappointing. Pessimistic interpretation of meeting 

might be Nehru determined avoid agreement and would continue avoid 

coming grips with situation on general theory if it allowed drift pres- 

ent status Kashmir might gradually become accepted. More optimistic 

interpretation would be Nehru did not want be position accepting 

what is actually generous gesture from Pak. 

| Similar proposal made by Graham might succeed provided its lan- 

guage and implications do not run counter to GOI position that Kash- 

mir legally part India and that plebiscite if held solely based on de- 

sire of GOI to take reasonable position and not because of any inherent 

right GOP. This may be hard swallow but it basic to GOI position. 

We need not of course accept this GOI interpretation. But any lan- 

guage or proposal that fails even by implication take it into account 

is doomed failure. My recommendation is Graham without mentioning 

Pak proposal should state he more less final recommendation make to 

the two parties.
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a. That Pak brigade be withdrawn from Sialokot and Pak army 
troops be kept reasonable distance from Azad Kashmir frontier. 

6. That once this accepted Azad Kashmir army should be dis- 
banded and Indian troops Kashmir reduced to 1,600. 

c. That under UN direction police force be immediately orga- 
nized keep in Azad Kashmir consisting 2,000 former Azad Kash- 
mir soldiers and 2,000 recruited other sources. 

d. That Kashmir military be limited 6,500 men (their strength 
estimated by Nehru in Parliament yesterday) and northern scouts | 
limited no more than 3,500. : 

é. That plebiscite administration be immediately appointed that 
agreed demilitarization program be carried out under his direction | 

: | and that he have power decide when situation enables fair plebi- | 
scite be held. , | | 

f. I personally like see Graham add final statement that while : 
question partition as originally suggested by Dixon outside his : 

_ Jurisdiction he would be interested in attitude both GOI and GOP | 
on question whether or not plebiscite limited to valley would make | 
entire settlement easier achieve. Warren’s judgment would be | 

__ better than mine but it my guess based on talk Nazimuddin Pak | 
| would not object partition plus plebiscite in valley. Many believe | 

GOL is bluffing on this but time running out and if it is bluff it | 
should be called. | 

Whether India would accept this series proposals quite uncertain. 
But taken together they answer almost every question Nehru raised 
with me and he would be in extremely weak position if did not accept. | 

| If either or both parties refuse accept this proposal by Graham seems si 
to me no other alternative but for him take question SC and make his | 
report. In that case it my hope US Govt take neutral position regard- : 
less what may appear be rights wrongs case. SC vote to censure either 
GOP or GOT may give us sense moral righteousness otherwise it will | 
only enable Soviet Union take advantage this situation and further _ | 
to muddy waters. Resentment towards US would be great and position | 
UN and US in either Pak or India would be seriously undermined. 

As background this whole situation we should not forget that India 
itself in very ticklish position subject Kashmir. Few months ago most 
people agreed Kashmir clearly favored India and would so vote in any 
fair plebiscite. In recent months most observers believe there definite | 
shift toward Pak and even stronger towards idea independence. Sheikh 
Abdullah statements critical India may simply have reflected his belief | 
public moving away from India and he better move with it or his state- | 
ment may be largely responsible for shift. | 

__ India cannot possibly win plebiscite in valley without solid backing ; 
Abdullah and for last several weeks Abdullah has steadfastly refused : 
even come Delhi discuss situation with Prime Minister. As result top : 
GOI cflicials negotiating with second rank Kashmiri and they frus- 
trated and angry. Reports Abdullah’s growing insistence on independ- : 
ent Kashmir have increased.
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Nehru may now feel waters so thoroughly muddy there nothing him 
do but sit tight in hope situation may become more favorable. Or he 
might decide to take chance and use plebiscite as method whipping 
Abdullah into line. If Nehru stated flatly to Abdullah independence 
not possibility, that he morally pledged plebiscite and intends adhere 
this pledge, that if Pak wins plebiscite Abdullah definitely finished 
while if India wins Abdullah can continue enjoy semiautonomous set 
up within Indian Republic there might be chance his swinging Abdul- 
lah and his village to village organization again squarely favor joining 
India. | | 

However, it quite possible Nehru feels damage already created by 
Abdullah’s actions so serious that India’s former position Kashmir 
cannot be recaptured for sometime, Exactly where this would leave 
India hard determine. In absence any clear solution GOI might simply 
adopt political drift. 

I have just received telephone call from Nehru’s office. He would 
like Mrs. Bowles and I come dinner alone July 10. This may or may 
not be desire continue today’s discussions. 

— BowLes 

690D.91/7-—952 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET NIACT WasHINGTON, July 9, 1952—7: 11 p. m. 

74, Re Kashmir, urtel 100 niact.? 
1. We appreciate your detailed reporting conversation with Nehru 

and share your indicated doubts re likelihood change Nehru’s probable 
position on GOP proposal. Nevertheless we feel opportunity provided 
you by your engagement Nehru July 10 might be occasion for follow- 
up on presentation made. You may inform Nehru that you have now 
received further indications from Wash that US regards GOP offer as 
reasonable and encouraging. 

2. We believe follow-up shld cover fol points: 

a. Expression your hope that Nehru has given further consideration 
to GOP proposal and is prepared indicate what may be nature his 
reply to be conveyed by you to GOP. 

b. You firmly believe that GOP proposal eminently just and reason- 
able. You might indicate at your discretion that, while we do not know 
what Dr. Graham may indicate on subj troop quantum in forthcoming 
report, we wld find it most difficult, shld he indicate troop quantum | 
along lines GOP has privately put to Indians, not support in SC such 
figures as mtg GOI’s previous position re quantum more than half-way. 

ce. GOI’s insistence on absolute disbandment Azad—Kashmir forces 
is not part UNCIP agreement. To bargain for this is of course GOI 

y t This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, and New 
ork. 
* Supra.
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privilege, but insist upon it is, in our opinion, not consistent with what 
we understand be Indian willingness to carry out the UNCIP ress. At 
same time, since Nehru does appreciate that some forces must be avail- 
able too preserve order in Azad—Kashmiri occupied areas, he surely 
must also appreciate that experienced mil forces wld be more effective 
in assuring order and security of area. 

d. We honestly can not see ratio in any way reflects on either Indian | or Pak rights to Kashmir. US for its part believes that ratio so far as | 
GOP proposal is concerned was coincidental with GOP desire meet : 
GOI’s highly disproportionate figures. While as we see it nothing is to 
be gained by long legal discussion at this point on Indian rights in ! 
Kashmir, we believe attitude most likely induce settlement problem is : 
to assume that rights respective govts pending settlement of question | 
exist only in areas of physical occupation and that commitment of 2 | govts to resolve Kashmir through UN limits their auth over the other | part of the state to the provisions of UNCIP ress and the SC ress on ! 
the problem, | 

e. Re Nehru’s remarks concerning Pak Armoured Brigade at Sial- : kot, (Dept has no info this movement), you might indicate Nehru | _ that it wld be reasonable expect, once agreement reached on basis GOP | 
offer, demilitarization in Kashmir wld not be vitiated by existence | 
army formation in threatening positions outside but on borders state. | You may add it is self-evident that interests GOP wld obviously be | 
adversely affected by any mil move against Kashmir or India. 

3. Basic objective this further discussion is that you obtain from 
Nehru reply which you may convey GOP. | 

4. We urge you to repeat effective presentation which you made to 
Nehru in para 7 of urtel. While you shld avoid any discussion alterna- 
tives (see Deptel 42 July 5) at least until GOP given Nehru’s answer 
their proposal, if Nehru reiterates view GOP shld initiate any steps | 
re alternative solutions, you mght indicate belief Nehru has stature 
and world position warranting taking such initiative. If he bases re- 3 
luctance take such step on allegation GOP rejected Dixon proposal] for : 
partition and Pleb in Vale you mght indicate we under impression ? 
from Dixon’s report to SC Nehru rejected it because he cld not agree : 
Dixon’s minimum suggestions for administrative arrangements in : 
Vale necessary for conducting fair Pleb i.e. steps to reduce Abdullah’s | 
polit control peoples in Vale. | 5. FYI re your comments and suggestions: (a) we will advise | 
Graham informally of your suggested figures re quantity and nature of ) 
troops; (6) in absence of initiative by either GOI or GOP in raising , 
sub] partition with Pleb in Vale, we do not believe Graham shld be | 
urged to add final statement on subj in report to SC; (¢) as we have | already indicated to you we agree that there is nothing to be gained in | an SC res which censures either party. However, depending on nature 
of Graham’s report, it wld seem inevitable course for US indicate gen- | eral support for what Dr. Graham wld recommend, even at possible 
risk of pointing a finger, : 

| BRUCE
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690D.91/7-1152 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State} 

SECRET §NIACT New Devut, July 11, 1952—7 p. m. 

155. I talked with Nehru and again brought up subj Kashmir altho 
with some reluctance because I had clear impression he did not want 
carry on his conversation any further with me after our first mts. How- 
ever, I stated I had done great deal thinking about our conv and again 
wanted urge him examine Pak’s attitude with greatest care. I empha- 
sized proposal itself long step towards his own position and he must 
agree GOP seemed genuinely anxious settle this problem. 

I then stressed gain to whole world if this Kashmir dispute cld be 
ended and particularly gain to India in her efforts push forward five- 
year plan. Nehru perfectly pleasant but did not give. He stated he felt 
any further discussions shld come thru Graham New York and rptd 
that his own position been clearly stated; that he cld not move from 
it; and that he did not think presence Pak armored div Sialkot repre- 
sented whole-hearted desire part Pak Govt for settlement. I did not 
tell him this brigade withdrawn because it my understanding from 
Karachi it replaced by other troops. 

I personally believe our next move must be thru Graham and that 
(xraham shld make definite recommendation to two parties with no 
ref Nazimuddin informal] discussions with Warren and me. Our only 
hope this stage which may well be last stage as far as UN concerned - 
is for Graham offer Nehru and GOP proposal so close Nehru’s own 
professed ideas that he must accept or appear before world as sole 
obstacle Kashmir peace. ) 

Nehru acting wholly unreascnable manner and probably will con- 
tinue do so. But there chance proposal along lines prev tel presented 
in language that does not run counter legal position GOI persists main- 
taining may still force him accept. | 

Nehru definitely hopes whole sitn can be made go away. That way he 
resists talking to me. But he clearly conscious his position weak and 
knowledge in event failure Graham wld present full record security 
council and that he will be forced into most uncomfortable and un- 
principled position before world might conceivably do trick. 

It my guess Nazimuddin may be willing go even further than his 
offer to Warren and me; first because he confident he can win plebi- 
scite; and second because he knows that if Nehru turns down offer 
publicly GOP will be in strong position. 

On question 4,000 Azad Kashmiri forces, I believe Nehru in keeping 
his concern for legal appearances is more interested symbols than 
realities. In other words 2,000 Kashmiris cld [be] demobilized 10 a.m. 

? This telegram was repeated to London, Karachi, and New York.
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and recruited as police 10: 10 a. m. the other 2,000 re his stand wld have 
to be recruited from local police ete. | | 

Sheik Abdullah is at last coming Delhi Monday for conv with Nehru. | 
Nazimuddin offer probably speeded up this mtg. | 

Needless say we bitterly disappointed way this sitn has developed. : 
| Bow Les : 

| —_——— | 
690D.91/7-1152 : Telegram | | | | 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? | Bo | 

| SECRET PRIORITY _ Wasurneton, July 11, 1952—6 :28 p. m. 

104, While Dept realizes Nehru’s remarks (urtel 155)? probably | 
constitute rejection Pak proposals, it is not clear whether N ehru gave | 
you a specific answer to transmit Karachi. If Nehru authd you trans- | 
mit substance of his remarks to Karachi Dept assumes your approach | 
is terminated and Warren may now convey msg to PM. On other hand : 
if Nehru did not specifically indicate reply to be transmitted Dept 
suggests in your discretion you see Nehru again and ask him what he | 
wld like you to report back to Karachi. While this may not affect his 
apparent position it will serve purpose impressing further upon him 
seriousness his failure respond to a generous offer, Likewise in view | 
great importance these talks it is essential record be clear. As you 
aware Graham not expected proceed with his negots until such time | 

_ as your approach completed. 

- ACHESON : 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi (priority), London, | 
and New York. 7 | | 

Supra, | OO 
690D.91/7-1252 : Telegram _ oo Cas - 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Perkins) to the Department of State? : 

SECRET  NIACT Karacut, July 12, 1952—1 p. m. | 
60. Re Delhi’s 155 of July 11 to Dept. PriMin requested me call on : 

him this A. M. and asked for news from Delhi re Kashmir. I informed | 
him Amb Bowles had had second conversation with Nehru in which 7 
latter stated there had been no change in his own position, and that he : 
felt any further discussions shld come thru Graham in NY. Nazimud- , 
din said he was deeply disappointed because “I really think I made | 
Nehru a very sporting offer.” | 7 

I have also talked to Zafrulla on subj, at his request. He said he had : 
yesterday recd a “most disturbing” msg from Bokhari who quoted | 
Graham to the effect he had been preparing to present concrete pro- 
posals of his own re troop question and induction of pleb adminis- 

? This telegram was repeated to New Delhi, London, and New York. 
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trator into office, when “negots” were undertaken in the subcontinent 

which “short circuited” him and made it impossible for him to 

proceed. 

Zafrulla said he hoped Dept wld clear up Graham’s misconceptions 

concerning the informal “explorations” which have been in progress 

in Delhi and Karachi and explain to him the circumstances in which 

they had been undertaken. He also hoped the US wld urge Graham to 

“get on with it” now that Nehru had clearly turned down the Pak 

proposal and to present his own “concrete proposals to the two parties 

without delay”. If both parties accepted Graham proposals, the Fon- 

Min said, negots cld go on from there. If either party rejected 

them, Graham wld then have to report failure to SC. 
PERKINS 

690D.91/7-1452 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations 

SECRET | Wasuineton, July 14, 1952—6: 29 p. m. 

96. Re Kashmir re Deptel 4 July 2; New Delhi’s 155 July 11; and 

Karachi’s 60, July 12. 
1. Barring receipt by noon July 15 tel from Bowles indicating any 

other possible course of action we believe it desirable Graham pro- 

ceed with his own proposals. We hope he will give serious considera- 

tion incorporating our suggested figures re quantum in Deptel 4 and 

our proposal] following. 

2. Nehru’s comments in two talks with Bowles lead us to believe — 

Graham shld be*prépared make specific proposal to remove Nehru’s 

alleged concern for assuring security of entire State. While we do 
not accept GOI position that they are entitled to allege or exercise 
sovereignty over entire State and cannot insist on complete disband- 

ment Azad Kashmir forces since this not required under either 

UNCIP res, we suggest that Graham consider sounding out Pak Del 
on acceptability following proposal as follow-up to quantum pro- 

posals in event Indians raise matter of State’s security : 

A. Pursuant to this authority under SC res of Mar 30, 1951 and 
Part II of A 3 of UNCIP res of Aug 13, 1948, Graham will assume 
right of “surveillance” over Azad Kashmir upon coming into effect 
at final stage of demil program. Under this procedure he intends that 
all military forces in State on Pak side cease fire line will be under 
command his Military Adviser. | 

_ B. Military Adviser will assume command on date agreed upon 
by parties as date all regular Pak forces are out of State. He will | 
then proceed supervise reduction of remaining forces as agreed upon 
by parties.
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— C. GOP will arrange for assuring that Azad Kashmir Govt will 
agree to accepting putting into effect of two preceding paras. 

8. Nehru’s repeated indication that any further negots shld be in 
New York through Graham is, in our opinion, opportunity for 
Graham to make proposals to parties. While such proposals might 
be made as basis for discussions at ministerial level, we believe they 
shld be put forward in initial instance for approval or comment by 
Pak and Indian Dels in NY. We believe suggestion by Graham that 
negots by parties be at different level and different place might if 
made too early give Nehru opportunity to get off hook re his sug- 
gestion to Bowles. | a 

ACHESON 

690D.91/7-1552 : Telegram | 

The Deputy United States Representative at the United Nations | 
(Gross) to the Department of State | 

SECRET New York, July 15, 1952—12 :34 p.m. : 

40. Re Kashmir—(for limited Dept distribution). Substance Deptel | 
26 1 given to Jackson of Graham’s staff. | 

1. Bokhari and Ayub (Pak) are seeing Graham this a.m. to deliver | : 
message from Karachi stating that GOP thinks next move is up to : 
Graham. (Jackson had forecast of this message last night from Ayub.) | 

_ Graham plans to call joint mtg of parties for late today or tomorrow 
a.m. He will suggest higher level mtg at Geneva or other mutually | 
agreeable spot at which he will make specific proposal (bracketed fig- 
ures for quantum ; plebad induction 90 days after signing demilitariza- ! 
tion agreement). He will propose mtg should run eight days, with pos- 
sibility of another eight if necessary. Subsequent to joint mtg, he will : 
indicate separately and privately to parties general tenor of what he | 
has in mind. He does not plan to make formal proposal prior to minis- | 
terial mtg, since he and staff fear that one party or the other might | 
either reject proposal and mtg or take proposal and go direct to SC. | 

2. We said decisions were of course for Graham himself to make, but | 
since he had asked for our views on tactics we felt obliged to give them. | 
We set forth views contained in para 8 of reftel, and recalled Nehru’s 
comments on next steps as quoted in New Delhi’s 155 and 100.2 We | 

_ raised possibility that Paks would go through roof if suggestion made 
for further negotiation, particularly out of NY, without any specific | 
proposal being advanced as basis for this negotiation. | | 

3. Jackson replied these points had been carefully considered by | 
Graham and staff. On other side of scales, they have intimations from | 
Ayub that Karachi would not necessarily demand details before going 
in to ministerial mtg, and repeated references by Indian del to desir- : 

* Dated July 11 and 8, pp. 1278 and 1272, respectively. )
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ability of mtg in Geneva. Graham feels it essential to get away from 
post box operation here and move into negotiations with reps who are © 
responsible and who can talk informally without clearing every word 
with capitals. In any case, Jackson said, this is first move in new phase, 
not last: If either party asks for discussion here on new proposal, 

Graham might begin with this as preparation for further discussions 
on ministerial level. He also has in mind possibility of moving on from 
ministers to PM’s if situation develops. 

4, On next steps after making of quantum proposal we recapitulated 
Dept’s suggestions in paras 2(a) and (0) of Deptel 4, and suggested 
how they might tie in with new proposal in Deptel 26. Jackson said 
these ideas fitted in rather well with ideas they had been thinking 
about. He thought they would prove helpful in further negotiations. 

Gross 

357.AB/T-1752 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for United 
Nations Affairs (Sandifer) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET [WasHineton,] July 17, 1952. 

Subject: Present Status of the Kashmir Dispute 

On July 16, Dr. Graham proposed to the United Nations Delega- 
tions of Pakistan and India that their two governments designate rep- 
resentatives at the Ministerial level to meet with him in Geneva in an 

- effort to reach formal agreement on a demilitarization program for 

Kashmir.? Dr. Graham proposes that, at the meeting which would 
start the last week in July, he would submit to the two governments 
a draft agreement for their approval. This draft agreement would in- 
corporate the points of Dr. Graham’s demilitarization program to 
which, as a result of past negotiation, the two governments have 
agreed. It would also include Dr. Graham’s suggestions concerning the 
number and the nature of troops which should remain on each side of 
the present cease-fire line at the end of the demilitarization period, and 
would establish the date when the Plebiscite Administrator Designate 

| (Admiral Nimitz) would be installed and would commence prepara- 
tions for the Plebiscite. Dr. Graham is proposing with regard to the 
troops question that the Indian forces be established at a figure be- 
tween twelve and eighteen thousand troops and the troops on the Paki- 
stan side of the cease-fire line be established at a figure of three and six 
thousand. 

As you know, Pakistan recently submitted a proposal of its own to 
Nehru through Ambassador Bowles concerning the level of troops. 
We believed that the Pakistan offer which provided for approximately 

* Sent through the Executive Secretariat. 
* See UN doc. S/2788.
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the same ratio of troops in favor of India, but which required the | 
immediate installation of the Plebiscite Administrator, was reason- 

able. Ambassador Bowles pressed Nehru for a favorable reply. Nehru 
refused to discuss the proposal, maintained the previous Indian posi- 
tion on the number and the nature of troops, and suggested that nego- 

tiations between the two governments continue through Dr. Graham. 
In the event that Dr. Graham’s new effort fails we presume that the 

Kashmir question will be the subject of early consideration by the _ 
Security Council at which time we and the British will undoubtedly 
be under pressure from Pakistan for an Article 37 resolution (whereby —_ 

the Council recommends “Such terms of settlement as it may consider 
appropriate”). In the debate we will, of course, be largely governed by 
Dr. Graham’s recommendations, and our consultations with the United 

Kingdom. | 

— Bditorial Note | 

Graham stated on July 31, 1952 that India and Pakistan had agreed : 
to a ministerial-level conference of representatives of the two govern- : 
ments, under the auspices of the United Nations Representative for 

India and Pakistan at the European office of the United Nations in | 
Geneva, beginning August 25. (UN doc. 8/2727) The meetings were : 
held between August 26 and September 10. | | 

690D.91/8-152 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? 

SECRET  Wasurineton, August 1, 1952—6 :35 p. m. | 

173. Re Kashmir. Graham has informed Dept he wld be happy if _ | 
in event US Ambs Karachi New Delhi are asked their views re his | 
July 16 proposals (reftel 87 Karachi 151 New Delhi and 359 to Lon- | 
don)? they wld say US Govt fully supports such and hopes parties 
will accept. Graham wld welcome same support UKHICOM both 
capitals. | | 
Graham doubtful now is time formal representations but may ask : 

for such after Geneva mtg set Aug 25 begins. | 
Joos: a | Bruce : 

1This telegram was repeated to New Delhi and for information to London. | 
*The Department’s telegram 87 to Karachi, repeated as 151 to New Delhi and | 

359 to London, transmitted Graham’s statement to the Delegations of India and | 
Pakistan in the joint meeting on July 16 at UN headquarters and Graham’s 
revised draft proposals for an agreement on demilitarization (357.AB/7—1652). 
The texts of these documents were originally sent to the Department by the U.S. — . 
Mission at the United Nations in telegrams 47 and 48 from New York, July 16 : 
(857.AB/7-1652). See Graham’s fourth report to the Security Council, Sept. 16, 
1952 (UN doc. 8/2783).
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690D.91/8-552 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET | Karacnti, August 5, 1952—3 p.m. 

173. Re Deptel 173, August 1. It occurs to me it might be useful 
if US Ambassadors and UK HICOMs, Karachi and Delhi, were to 
indicate to Pakistan and Indian IonMins their respective govt’s sup- 
port of Graham proposals before the two dels leave for Geneva, at a 
time when they will presumably be receiving their instructions. 

| WarREN 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi as telegram 28 and . 
to London as 138. 

—— 

690D.91/8-852 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State * 

SECRET | New Deut, August 8, 1952—5 p. m. 

562. I have considered suggestion made in Karachi’s tel 175 to Dept, 
rptd Delhi 28,? in response Deptel 173 to Karachi, rptd Delhi 325, 
and have formed conclusion less said here now the better. In any case | 
I doubt whether representations wld influence Nehru who has decided | 

views on issues, which he has already anticipated in recent parliamen- 
tary debates. Therefore, as far as Ind concerned I suggest problem be 
left with Graham and US for time being. 

Bowes 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and London. | 
* Supra. | 

 690D.91/8-552 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

‘SECRET Wasuineton, August 12, 1952—6:08 p. m. 

429. Dept believes it wld be desirable in ur discretion informally 

indicate govt to which accredited that you have recd msg from ur govt 

expressing its gratification that two govts have decided send mins to. 

meet with Graham in Geneva and its earnest hope mtg may have fruit- 

ful result. Re Karachi tel 178 Aug 5 rptd New Delhi 28 and New 
Delhi tel 562 Aug 8 rptd Karachi 24. | 

Dept believes failure express views along above line might lead 
misunderstanding US attitude toward Geneva mtg. | 

ACHESON 

“a This telegram was repeated as telegram 289 to Karachi and for information 

to London and New York.
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690D.91/8-1552 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State 

SECRET Karacut, August 15, 1952—3 p. m. 

914, Last night I delivered orally to FonMin msg in Deptel 239 

Aug 12.? Zafrulla expressed his pleasure and at same time his doubts 

that Geneva mtg will achieve any marked success. He said his own in- 

tention is to support Graham’s proposals with complete sincerity and 
to the limit. He has obtained from Cab approval to negotiate on mini- 

mum figs for both sides mentioned in Graham’s invitation. 

He added as last thought hope that Pres and UK PriMin will ex- | 
press their interest in a succeseful mtg shld there be indication of it 
going on rocks. | 

This morning when UK HICOM talked with me at our usual 

weekly mtg he said Zafrulla had mentioned to him last night my mes- 

sage and that Laithwaite on his own had expressed gratification that 
_ two govts have decided to send Mins to Geneva. He added itishisown | 

personal hope that the conf may have successful results. In comment- 
ing this morning on his conversation with Zafrulla, Laithwaite said 

he did not feel free to mention his govt org GOI. Zafrulla in talking 

with him had expressed more or less same thoughts he had given me 

earlier in evening. : 

WARREN | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi and New York. : 
? The same as telegram 422 to New Delhi, supra. 

690D.91/8-2652 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Geneva? | 

SECRET Wasuineton, August 26, 1952—6,:38 p. m. 

126. Re Kashmir talks. Approach Dr. Graham soonest to assure 
him US readiness assist in any manner he may request and to ascer- 
tain discreetly progress of talks. If timing necessitates, requests for 

assistance shld be sent Dept niact, info re talks priority.’ 
BRUCE | 

1 This telegram as repeated for information to New York. | | 
“Consul General Ward replied that Graham on Aug. 27 expressed appreciation 

for the Department’s offer of assistance, adding that it was too early to tell 
whether he would wish to request any assistance. “On progress of talks,” Ward 
reported, “Graham said he had for first time gotten the two parties into same _ 

: 5 ORee) that ‘they are talking.’” (Te.egram 118 from Geneva Aug. 28, 690D.91/
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Editorial Note 

Dr. Graham submitted his fourth report to the Security Council 
on September 16, 1952, concerning negotiations in New York carried 
out in agreement with the two governments from May 16 to July 16, 
1952 and the conference at the ministerial level in Geneva from 
August 26 to September 10, 1952 (UN doc. S/27 83). 

690D.91/9-2452 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Deut, September 24, 1952— 5 p. m. 

1291. Visited Kashmir first time for badly needed week’s rest. Just 
before leaving for Delhi Sunday Mrs. Bowles and I, two our children, 
invited informal family luncheon by Sheikh Abdullah and his fam- 
ily. After luncheon Sheikh Abdullah talked with me for hour and 
half going over Kashmir sitn great detail. During this conversation 
he made fol points: | 

1. His opinion there no doubt but that India wld win pleb in valley 
by large majority. He bases conviction on land reform, debt reforms, 
strengthening public school systems, erection village grain banks, new 
irrigation work and fact that altho Kashmir very poor average cultiva- 
tion better off than any time during last several years plus bitterness 
created by raiders in 1947. He stated under land reform land owner- 
ship had increased from 10,000 to 800,000 in last three years and over 
80 percent loan rural debt wiped out some by negots and some by 
necisions panels which have now covered all Kashmir not occupied 
v Pak. 
Any individual short-term judgment must necessarily be superficial. 

However, it my guess people dependent upon tourist trade Srinagar 
wld vote for Pak despite fact tourist trade increased this year 50 
percent but that Abdullah right saying sizable majority village people 
wld vote to establish permanent relationship with India. 

2. Abdullah made clear he totally committed to India and his con- 
victions on subj] go very deep. He stated Jinnah had done profound 
disservice to subcontinent by creating conditions which made partition 
inevitable. He stated altho he devout Muslim he believed no one reli- 
gion shld form basis any govt as now in Pakistan. 

3. However, he implied several occasions criticism of not only Pak 
but India in handling negots at UN. He stated Kashmir had become 
pawn in struggle between India and Pak and views and rights Kash- 
miri people being disregarded. 

4, I asked him if he saw any solution present impasse. He stated 
emphatically his opinion it up to US and [¢o?] move into sitn and ne- 
gotiate directly with Pak and India. He stated felt past negots demon- 
strated there cld be no solution long as discussions limited to quantum 
forces. He stated whole subject must be opened up and every consider- 
able solution examined. When I asked him suggest kind solutions might 

* Not printed.
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be possible he put at top list old proposal partition, Azad—Kashmir 
going to Pak, Jammu to India with pleb in valley. He added there 
several variations, | | | | | 

Said he wld also like see some consideration setting up Kashmir as 
semi-autonomous state for ten-year period with free access both Pak 
and India and guaranteed by UN. I asked him if he thought India 
wld agree such proposal and he stated did not know but felt time had 
come try everything. Added he welcomed direct discussion between 
Azad—Kashmiri and his own govt on chance some formula might 
develop which they cld in turn propose to India and Pak. | 7 

Sheikh Abdullah’s proposals with exception partition with pleb in 
valley all sounded more emotional than rational. He disturbed over | 
fact Kashmir continues remain suspended mid-air that he cannot get 
capital into country or do something he believes needs doing. 

It my present opinion direct negots on part UK and US with GOP 
and GOI wld be fruitless. However, I may have some specific sugges- 
tions after discussions I will hold this week with Ayyangar, PriMin 

and others. OS . 
ae Cp | - -Bowzzs 

* The Department replied on Sept. 26 as follows: a | | 

“Appreciate ur report interesting comments Abdullah urtel 1291. In ur discus- 
sions with GOI officials believe you might refer our distress over failure recent 
Geneva discussions and reports that Ind Reps offered no suggestions whatso- 
ever. We wld be interested in knowing views those officials with whom you will 
be talking re nature and probable Ind position in SC consideration Graham 
report. Hope you will avoid giving impression US is thinking along line other 
than full support SC consideration as next step. Starting pt will be Graham | 
report.” (Telegram 927 to New Delhi, Sept. 26; 690D.91/9-2452) | 

690D.91/9-2652 : Telegram , . 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State? : 

SECRET § NIACT _ _Karacut, September 26, 1952—8 p. m. ) 

486. 1. FonMin, who on his return to Karachi last night from the | 
Geneva conf on Kashmir, held an unspectacular press conf ref 
Weeka ... Sept 28,2 today asked me to come see him before he | 

_ reported to PriMin his conclusions and recommendations. oe 
2. Zafrulla said Graham worked hard during the two weeks in 

Geneva to bring about agreement between India and Pak on the dis- } 
puted issues and altogether presented four proposals: Two referring 
to numerical troop reductions and two presenting formulae for troop 
dispositions. Pak accepted all of these proposals but Indian delegation 
rejected them all. | | | 

3. Then it was suggested by Indian delegate Ayyangar that he and 

Zafrulla should meet privately to see if they could reach an under- 
standing on disputed issues. Zafrulla said to him “Tell me what itis __ 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and New York. 
* Not printed. Ellipsis appears in the source text.
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you fear from Pak: (a) Do you fear a Pak attack on Kashmir or an 
attack on India, which would be suicidal; (6) Do you fear an attack 
by the tribesmen on Kashmir either instigated by Pak or made because 
GOP is unable to control tribal activities; or (c) An attack by Azad 
Kashmir men officially demobilized by Pak but who are actually in 
possession of clandestine arms?” Ayyangar replied he held no such 

~ fears. Then queried Zafrulla tell me what you propose because I have 
authority to consider any proposals you may make. After an hour of _ 
shilly shallying Ayyangar told Zafrulla “the truth is I have no author- 

_ ity to negotiate.” He said Nehru has insisted that only he could make 
decisions for India and that the Indian delegation had gone to Geneva 
to learn what offers Pak was prepared to make and what propositions 
Graham would offer that could be acceptable to India without requir- 
ing concessions from her. 

_ The truth as I see it, said Zafrulla, is that India hoped to get out 
of the Geneva conf acquiesence by Pak in the principle that in addition | 
to the number of troops on each side necessary to maintain internal | 
security and insure a correct observance of the cease-fire line, there 
should remain also in India-held Kashmir sufficient troops to be at 
the disposal of the Kashmir Govt and not at the option of the plebiscite 
admin to offset any political risks, This, said Zafrulla, we could not 
agree to. We did agree to the minimum troops to be determined jointly 
as the number necessary to maintain internal security in India-held 
Kashmir and Azad Kashmir, and to preserve the integrity of the cease- 
fire line, if India agreed to these two conditions we were prepared also 
to agree that the disposal of troops on each side should be determined 
not absolutely by the plebiscite administrator but in consultation with 
local authorities. Doctor Graham had advanced the opinion that such 
a concession by Pak would still be in line with the terms of the resolu- 
tions on which the conf was called, but the Indians did not agree to it. 

F YT only, Zafrulla then proceeded to outline to me the recommenda- 
_ tion he intends to make to the PriMin and the Cabinet for future action 
by Pak. | | 

His understanding is that the major powers, except Russia and sat- 
ellites, are prepared in the forthcoming session of the Gen Assembly 

_ to hold in abeyance debates on substantive matters until after the Amer- 
ican elections. In this three week interval he believes it may be useful | 
for the SC to take up the Graham report, which is not a matter of sub- 
stantive consideration by all the powers, and reach a decision. He will 
suggest to the PriMin that Pak support Doctor Graham’s report on 
the Geneva conf and pay tribute to his sustained efforts and strong en- 

deavor to reach an agreement between the parties. He will then recom- 

mend in the name of Pak that the SC support the proposals either with 
respect to specific number of troops or the acceptance of their formulae 
and call on the two countries to proceed with the withdrawal of their
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forces either by the terms of the formula or an agreed quantity in order 
that the appointment of the plebiscite admin can be made before the 
end of the year. If this should be done, then in the succeeding 90 days 
necessary steps could be taken that would permit the holding of the 
plebiscite at the end of March or the beginning of April 1953, which 

_ seasonally would be the most desirable period for this kind of political 
action in Kashmir. | | 

| WARREN 

— 680D.91/10—-252 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State? 

SECRET | New Devt, October 2, 1952—7 p. m. 

1408. In last two days fol my talks Sheikh Abdullah Sringar, have 
had two talks with Ayyangar and two talks Pak High Comm lasting 

) total several hours. | : | 

1. Ayyangar stated were two major roadblocks at Geneva which 
made agreement this stage impossible. | 

a. Unwillingness GOP accept what GOI believes be its legal : 
| position Kashmir, i.e., Kashmir legally acceded to Ind in Oct | 

1947; Pak committed act of clear aggression in first allowing : 
invasion by tribesmen and later invasion of Pak troops. Accord- | 
ing Ayyangar Graham seemed clearly aware problem but GOP : 
insists on language which wld jeopardize GOI moral position and | 
which Ind cannot accept. | _ | | 

6. Situation made doubly difficult by Graham’s unwillingness | 
depart in even slightest degree from strict wording of his terms | 
of ref, i.e., discussion of dev is based on assumption of plebiscite : 
covering all Kashmir and Jammu. , 

2. Ayyangar stated his first talk with Zafrullah had been most 
encouraging and he felt he making substantial progress in arriving at 
agreement on principles which might later have been translated into : 
more specific terms. Ayyangar reported that during his two-day : 
absence from Geneva to visit GOI Min at Bern, Zafrullah’s attitude i 
changed sharply presumably on instruction his govt. . | 

3. Ayyangar stated had made two attempts broaden basis for discus- | 
sions and open possible channels for agreement. First occasion in gen : 
mtg [garble] quickly picked up Ayyangar’s suggestion of broadening ; 
of discussions but Graham stated flatly his terms of ref clear and was 
only one question he was prepared discuss, i.e., quantum forces, etc, 7 
on basis of overall plebiscite. : : 

Second occasion, according Ayyangar, was in private discussion with : 
Graham. Graham stated he deeply disappointed find that his mission | 
appeared be headed for failure. Ayyangar reported he told Graham | 
his “failure” was only in very narrow field, i.e., effort secure agreement 7 
on restricted basis prescribed by SC, and that broader effort might be 7 
-more successful. a | 

‘This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi as telegram 49 and | | 
to London as 68. | |
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_ According Ayyangar, Graham asked how he felt problem shld be 
approached. Ayyangar answered Graham shld ask each party list in 
brief memo every possible approach solution which it felt worthy dis- 
cussion. Stated that he, Ayyangar, cld immed list at least four or five 
possibilities. Said if he were Graham’s place wld then compare two 
lists, select proposal on which seemed be widest agreement and ex- 
plore that fully with both parties. If this failed wld then move on to 
next possibility. 

According Ayyangar, Graham said unfortunately he cld not open 
up broader discussion subject because felt conscientiously bound stick 
tightly within instructions from SC. 
Ayyangar stated he hoped Graham wld ask for authority make 

another attempt negot agreement with no limitations. Graham stated 
that while wld not like to see his whole efiort end failure, he most 
reluctant seem appear anxious hang on to his job. 

4, Lasked Ayyangar if wld care list “four or five possible solutions” 
which had in mind. Offered only Indian adaptation old Dixon pro- 
posal for partition wld give Azad—Kashmir to Pak, Jammu to Ind 
and limit plebiscite to valley. He stated emphatically that in his opin- 
ion this by far most practical approach to whole question. I asked him 
tell how he felt this wld ease argument on mil forces, pointing out that 
even if plebiscite were limited in scope, GOP wld inevitably question 
number of troops that GOI wld want maintain in valley. | | 
Ayyangar replied. that this approach wld immed do away with old 

argument on ratios which implied that two nations had equal right in 
| Kashmir and which therefore created insurmountable problems for 

GOI. He also reminded me that Nehru had stated on two or three 
occasions that wld be willing to go below 21,000 plus 6,000 militia if 
conditions enough justify such reduction. | 

I said that in my talks with people in Kashmir, I had been told 
conditions were far easier than at any previous time, that there was 
no sign of trouble between two armies on cease-fire line and in gen 
seemed me atmosphere was now such that GOI shld be prepared make 
whatever reductions it had in mind. | 

Ayyangar did not reply directly but went on point out that cld be 
no valid objection to GOI troops in valley if they did not influence 
vote and any possibility of influence cld be eliminated thru plebiscite 
admin right to place these troops wherever he wished. He wld obvi- 
ously place them in mts, well out of valley. 
Ayyangar did not outline other proposals he said he had in mind. 
5. I asked Ayyangar if was sure Ind wld win plebiscite in valley. 

He replied that since agreement with Sheikh Abdullah, there was no 
doubt in his mind. I asked if it not likely that Sheikh Abdullah’s in- 
fluence now at its peak. I said that reforms which Sheikh had put 
thru for cultivators had won him strong support but also pointed out 
gratitude rarely lasted for any length time and even tho people were 
somewhat better off, there was likely be steady growth opposition to 
any govt. I stated that longer disagreement continues, more restless 
people in Srinagar, who are dependent on deflated tourist industry, 
are likely become. I added that bitterness against Pak.raiders for their 
excesses wld probably grow less and less as time progressed, and sug- 
gested that from Ind’s point of view, the sooner pleb occurred the 
stronger its position might be. Ayyangar was non-committal but did 
not disagree. |
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The GOI position in Kashmir is, of course, very complex and I 
disagree with those who oversimplify problem by stating situation 
based solely on Ind intransigence and desire avoid pleb and maintain 
status quo. Ind is by no means in a comfortable position. Is under con- 
siderable pressure from Kashmir govt and is most sensitive to our 
opinion and that of other nations. 

Dept will make profound mistake if underestimates Ind honest and 
fundamental conviction that she legally and morally right and Pak 
legally and morally wrong. Regardless our own judgments this matter, 
Ind feel deeply on this point and will steadfastly refuse allow their 
position be undermined in any way. Ayyangar discussed this point 

- with some feeling with Tom Finletter and me on courtesy call last week. 
He underlined it again in talk with me yesterday. With utmost em- 
phasis he said if Pak had any honest legal position in Kashmir, it wld 
have long since taken its case to World Court. Stated he wld be de- 
lighted to present Ind’s case before Court if Ind was challenged and 
that had no doubt whatsoever of outcome. Is clear, of course, that | 
GOI not anxious to hold pleb until it reasonably confident of winning | 
in spite of my effort to persuade they undoubtedly feel that year from : 
today their position will bestrongerthantoday. = a 
_ Ido not know whether they are sincere on question of partition, pleb : 

or not. I can only report that this subject comes into every conversation | 
and hence wld appear most difficult for Ind to back away from this 
concept if were proposed on reasonable basis. You will note that 
Ayyangar’s suggestion that each nation be asked to write down on | 
paper whatever proposals it feels might lead to settlement is identical — 
with Abdullah’s suggestion to me in Srinagar ten days ago. | 

Obviously Abdullah borrowed the idea from Ayyangar with whom — 
he talked at the Indo Red Conf. | | | | 
My two talks with Pak High Com Mohammed Ismail, who is about | 

leave Ind, were interesting and may possibly be constructive. Mo- : 
hammed Ismail is man of integrity and good friend of ours. He is 
also good friend of Ind and told me over and over again of his ardent | 
desire for Kashmir settlement and his desire do everything possible : 
contribute toward agreement. In our two conversations fol points | 
emerged. | | | 

1. I brought up possibility of partition without in any way crediting ! 
it to Indians, but simply based on my reading of Dixon report. Mo- | 
hammed Ismail stated unequivocally that in his opinion partition | 
along lines we had previously discussed offered by far best opportunity | 
for settlement. Stated that some time ago question of partition had 
been discussed on most confidential basis between him and unnamed | 
GOI Cabinet Minister. He said Dixon picked up idea and was in | 
process of putting it into form for discussion when leak occurred and | 
both govts were immed placed under heavy pressure. | 

He stated that provision that Sheikh Abdullah’s govt shld turn
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over power to UN six months before pleb was fruitless effort ease 
problems of GOP, but he added that background was such that no 
agreement was possible at that time. He pointed out that at that time 
fighting was still going on and situation is much more favorable today 
for reexamination of possibility. 

I stated I thought at one time Ind Govt had seemed favorable to 
this approach but they seemed hesitant because their feeling it might 
not be acceptable to GOP and Graham had been unable take it up 
because his terms of ref. Mohammed Ismail stated he thought this 
unfortunate and hoped some way wld be found bring this approach 
into open. , 

2. Mohammed Ismail then asked for my frank blunt evaluation of 
GOP position and what specifically I wld do if I were responsible for 
GOP policy. I stated in my personal opinion GOI had taken rather 
legalistic approach all along and they wld undoubtedly continue main- 
tain their legal rights in Kashmir and resent any challenge to this 
position. 

I added my opinion that GOP foolish attempt to outdo GOT in this 
area. 

Emphasized that GOI position on question their primary legal right 
in Kashmir was adamant; no arguments cld change this; wisest thing 

_ do was avoid this issue and concentrate on guts of problem i.e. how | 
cld GOP get fair, honest pleb without further loss of time. oe 

I suggested that GOP had every practical reason for holding pleb 
soonest. Pointed out longer Abdullah Govt remained in power, stronger 
GOI position likely get. Reminded him of rupees 10 croces five year 
economic program for Kashmir on which Ind Govt about embark and 
stated this wld undoubtedly tend improve Ind position (I added that 
we making no contribution whatever this economic program). 

I said since he asked me talk frankly, I wld suggest GOP forego 
legal arguments and technicalities and take whatever forthright steps 
necessary bring about agreement on pleb. Added that as practical 
matter, I did not see why mattered GOP whether GOI had 10,000 
troops in valley or 30,000 provided they were definitely out of sight 
and in no position influence pleb directly or indirectly. | 

I stated that GOP shld concentrate on making sure plebiscite wld 
be fair without advantage either side and that fair pleb wld depend not 

| only on ability and courage Admiral Nimitz or whoever is established | 
as pleb admin but also to previous agreement between two parties. 

I stated I fervently hoped wld never be war between Pak and Ind 
and that such war wld be catastrophic not only for nations involved 
but for whole free world. Added if war shld come, Pak as practical 
matter had nothing lose if large number Ind troops cooped up in 
valley of Kashmir. Stated the serious fighting wld obviously be in 
totally different area and GOI troops in valley wld be largely 
immoblized. 

I pointed out that GOP had every reason want honest pleb and I 
was sure GOI wld accept results of such pleb; in any event whatever 
country lost wld be forced abide by results, because of overwhelming 
power of world opinion. . 

I stated these views totally my own and I had given them to him in 
complete confidence only because had urged me over and over again 

speak frankly.
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Mohammed Ismail seemed intensely interested in viewpoint I pre- 
sented to him and I thought rather inclined accept it. | 

I believe we shld take fol position in SC; (1) commend Graham for 
his continued patient efforts which near success; (2) request Graham 
carry on efforts reach de-militarization settlement but also give him 
specific authority explore additional channels, find settlement. | 

I strongly feel we shld keep patience and avoid any action which 
condemns or criticizes either party for continued stalemate. I wld 
advise SC not to pass any resolution calling on either or both parties 
to take this or that specific step toward settlement but leave it to media- 
tor to continue negots. It is crystal clear GOI will accept no resolution 
with which it does not agree. Passage by SC of resolution unacceptable | 
to GOI might result in complete rupture of negots—a development we 
shld avoid at all costs. 

| | | | Bow.LeEs 

690D.91/10-552 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

‘SECRET Karacut, October 5, 1952—1 p. m. 

537. FonMin this a. m. told me Pak High Comm in India; Mohd 
Ismail has reported to the PriMin substance of his conversation with 

Bowles. FonMin said he would like United States Govt to know that 

Pak has not made legalistic approach to Kashmir problem since adop-- | 

tion of UN resolution. He added GOP agrees with point of view pre- 

sented by Amb Bowles that it would not be useful for Pak to engage in 

legalities and further that it is most useful for Pak to press for imple- | 
mentation of plebiscite. He said he cannot agree with Mr. Bowles’ 

thinking that presence 30,000 Indian troops hidden in the mountains 

of Kashmir would have no effect on the plebiscite. FonMin reminded 

me that the Kasmiri are a timorous people and the mere fact of 30,000 ; 

troops adjacent to the Vale would undoubtedly influence the outcome of ! 

the election. Ref Delhi’s 49, Oct 2, ’52.? | 
WARREN | 

* This telegram was sent also to New Delhi. | : | 
? Same as telegram 1408, supra. | | 

600D.01/10-952: Telegram | | | | | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 1 

SECRET a New Dexut, October 9, 1952—7 p. m. | 

1518. UKHC official tells us basis info recd from UK del New York | 
Graham in agreement with proposal invite GOI and GOP make final : 
effort reach agreement in direct talks and wld accept invitation from : 

* This telegram was repeated to London and Karachi. |
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SC to suggest criteria. Also that UK del believes Graham hopes 
parties may call on him to assist them in further talks and that he 
will be ready in any case to continue as UN rep until end of year. 

FonSec R. K. Nehru told me yesterday GOI wld welcome Graham’s 
return. UKHC has same impression and states its info from Karachi 

indicates Paks approaching current SC consideration in moderate 

open-minded manner. 

Foregoing indicates considerable realism on all sides, growing good- 

will and, it seems to me, splendid opportunity for Graham return to 

subcontinent and finish task which he has so ably conducted. 

Here in Delhi we fully appreciate difficulties which have beset Dept 

for five long years re Kashmir and realize many pressures to which 

Dept subjected in framing its policies and statements in SC. At risk 

of repeating myself, I strongly hope it will not be necessary for us take 

position in SC which is critical of either party or condemn them on 

moralistic or legalistic grounds. If discussion takes constructive line, 

as now seems indicated, new opportunity wld seem to arise to broaden 

| scope Graham’s authority. 
May I recall under SC resolution March 14, 1950,? Sir Owen Dixon 

in addition his responsibilities for demilitarization was empowered 

make suggestions for solution Kashmir dispute. Pertinent para of 

resolution authorized Dixon “to place himself at disposal of govts of 

Ind and Pak and to place before those govts or SC any suggestions 

which, in his opinion, are likely to contribute to expeditious and en- 

during solution of dispute which has arisen between two govts in 

regard to state of Jammu and Kashmir”. Furthermore, Dixon was 

also authorized “to report to SC as he may consider necessary sub- 
mitting his conclusion and any recommendations which he may desire — 

to make”. | 

Altho SC resolution of March 30, 1951 does not repeat these paras it 

wld seem logical to believe that Graham, as successor to Sir Owen 

Dixon, wld inherit powers which latter held under previous SC resolu- 

tions including that of March 14, 1950. Even though Graham may be 

said now have similar authority, wld seem to me prefer a clear refs be 

made to it in SC debate or that it be restated in whatever res or views 

SC may express regarding Graham’s fourth report. | 

I strongly hope that Dept will concur my belief regarding utility 

this stage of broadening Graham’s authority to enable him, in addition 

to further demilitarization negots, also to explore additional channels 

for settling Kashmir question. 

Dept’s comments will be appreciated. 
, Bow es. 

| *UN doc. 8/1461.
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690D.91/10-952 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
| | United Nations + 

‘SECRET WASHINGTON, October 9, 1952—7: 03 p.m. — 

163. Re Kashmir. Fol are Dept’s present views re handling debate 
inSC: 

1. Graham will make opening statement at SC mtg Oct 10. We 
envisage no need for statements from any member of Council but if 
either Pak or Indian Del wish to commence statement of their posi- | 

_ tions we perceive no objection. ee 
_ Q, Next mtgs devoted to presentation of Pak and GOI position. | 

3. Fol presentation by parties SC members wld direct questions to 
Graham re his specific recommendations resulting from conclusions 
his report on troop quantum under first alternative or criteria for 
parties negots under second alternative. Purpose such interrogation 
wld be establish specific phrasing Council’s recommendations. UK and 

US wld then introduce res and speak on subj. | | 
4, Dept will draft material for US statement for SC. 

a | ACHESON 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and New Delhi. | 

Editorial Note | | 

_ The third and fourth reports of the United Nations Representative | 

for India and Pakistan (UN dcecs. S/2611 and 8/2783, dated April 22 
and May 29, 1952, respectively) were considered by the Security 
Council at its 605th to 611th meetings on October 10, November 5, and 
December 5, 8, 16, and 23, 1952 (UN docs. S/PV. 605-611). 

690D.91/10-1852 : Telegram 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| . the Department of State | 

SECRET New Yorx, October 18, 1952—5 : 42 p. m. 

359. Re: Kashmir. At Pak request Gross, Ross and Hyde lunched | 

with Zafrulla Khan and Bokhari to discuss Kash. | | 
1. Zafrulla opened conversation by asking what Gross now wanted 

him to do re Kash case. Zafrulla felt his policy has proved largely a 
failure. While he did not press on shortness of time, he felt that time 
was short to arrive at settlement. | 

9. Going on to specific aspects of case, he feels Graham worked hard 
in most recent phases, that he is entirely fair and unprejudiced, that he 
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kept Ayyangar from freezing position in Geneva and that he should 
be continued. Zafrulla discussed in detail his private conversations 
with Ayyangar. In answer to question he stated it was not fair to say 
that Ayyangar was not in a negotiating position. However, he was 
very limited in that Nehru keeps a short rein. He feels that any further 
negotiations to be meaningful should be at ministerial level and that 

any SC res should so provide. | 
3. Zafrulla emphasized that Indian arguments on security of state 

_as test for determining number of Indian troops to remain in Kash 
is an attempt to go behind UNCIP resolutions which put to one side 
all legal questions about accession. 

4. Zafrulla sees as basis for SC res strong unequivocal approval by 
SC of Graham’s Sept 2 proposals on troop figures: A request to parties 
to negotiate with Graham; negotiations at ministerial level to be held 
at UN headquarters and not on subcontinent. While a deadline or time 

| limit would have some political advantage to Paks at home, Zafrulla 
did not attach any particular importance to this in a SC res. He felt. 
we should state in SC discussion opinion that Graham has more than 
a mediator’s powers but not attempt so to provide by res. However, by 
this Zafrulla did not mean that Graham should be encouraged in any 
way, certainly not at this stage, to open question of partition which he 
feels involves problems somewhat beyond Graham’s capabilities. 

As to tactics, Zafrulla would prefer not to have any mtg of SC until 
there is general agreement with US and UK on a type of res which he 
would hope would be along lines mentioned. Zafrulla feels that Nehru 
has never really opposed world public opinion as contained in SC reso- 
lutions and that he would not do so now. He argued strongly that there | 
was no real danger of Indians completely disregarding such a res. 
We discussed possibility of SC res containing recommendation that 

alternatively parties agree on troop figures or on criteria recommended 
by Graham, these being clarified in SC discussion. Zafrulla felt that a 
recommendation to agree’on criteria would introduce an intermediate 
step that might extend discussions for another two years. On other 
hand, if SC were to suggest concrete figures with Graham continuing 
negotiations, he thought that could lead to one of two compromise 
formulas that would settle this issue. 

(a) The possibility of taking existing figures recommended by 
Graham with understanding that PlebAd has power to reduce number 
of forces in any area when he comes into office. In this connection 
Zafrulla would insist on interpretation of disposition in this sense. _ 

(db) Other possibility would be to agree on lower original figures 
with understanding that PlebAd by reason of term disposition would 
have merely right to direct location of troops during plebiscite period. 
This is in accordance with report of Zafrulla’s conversation with Salis- 
bury reported in London’s 2155 of Oct 138.7 , 

~ ‘Not printed. |
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5. There was general discussion of partition. Zafrulla pointed out 

that term can mean any one of number of things. If by partition is 

intended a division of Kash along cease-fire line, that obviously would 

be intolerable for Pak because it would be surrender of vale. 

On other hand, Zafrulla recognizes that after appointment of Pleb- 

Ad question may arise on what basis a plebiscite should be held. It 

| might be state-wide or it might be provincial. He cld conceive of possi- 

bility of partition with plebiscite in valley. However, he and Bokhari | 

warned that in their opinion a plebiscite in valley could only be held if 

PlebAd was in position to get substantially all Indian troops out of 

valley during plebiscite. That might possibly involve other UN troops | 

in their place. | 

Zafrulla was drawn in his discussion with Ayyangar to say that 

he did not conceive of a plebiscite necessarily being on a state-wide 

basis and added that these questions would arise only after appoint-— 

ment of PlebAd. _ | | 

Zafrulla warned that general discussions of partition except in 

context mentioned immediately above are an entirely new approach 

that discards all areas of agreement thus far reached and for that _ 

reason involves real dangers. | . 
6. There was discussion of Sheik Abdulla’s role ahd possible Sov — 

attitude toward SC res. For reasons stated, Zafrulla was not con- 

cerned with possibility of Sov veto because he feels moral effect of res 

on Indians would. be substantially as great even with a veto. We 

frankly discussed possibilities of taking case to GA after such a veto 

and for familiar reasons Zafrulla was opposed on theory that it is too 

difficult to educate GA members and there would be ten resolutions 

proposing solutions which cannot be as effectively handled in GA asin 

SC. Zafrulla and Bokhari feel that Abdulla is playing a lone hand with , 

clear Communist tendencies and they mentioned his activities as creat- 

ing in Kash a weak point on subcontinent’s perimeter allowing Com- 

munist infiltration. They feel that policy of Abdulla has become in- 

creasingly dangerous and added to difficulty of settling Kash issue. 

7. In conclusion Zafrulla feels that even though troop quantum is 

an artificial objection by Indians, who really do not desire to settle 

ease but let it drag on, this troop issue can be settled. We should scale 

this peak of Himalayas and not despair at higher ones beyond. He | 

recalled that this dispute can affect the broadest interests of Pak and 

_ of US in that whole area of world. | | 

Gross commented that US is determined to move on in every practi- 

cal way toward facilitating settlement. We feel Graham can continue | 

to be useful; we shall confer immediately with UK and discuss issue 

further with Paks. 

| | AUSTIN
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690D.91/11-—552 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, November 5, 1952—7: 21 p. m. 

682. Re Kashmir. Agreement has been reached with UK on res to be 
presented to SC Nov 6. Res sponsored by US and UK but will be 
tabled by UK Rep who also will give and explain text to Ind Pak Reps 
today. US will speak after parties. Text follows: ? 

“The SC 
| song its resolutions of Mar 30, 1951, Apr 30, 1951 and Nov 10, 

51; 
Further recalling the provisions of the UNComm for India and Pak | 

resolutions of 13 Aug, 1948 and 5 Jan, 1949 which were accepted by the 
Govts of India and Pak and which provided that the question of the 
accession of the State of Jammu and Kashmir to India or Pak will be 
decided through the democratic method of a free and impartial plebis- 
cite conducted under the auspices of the UN; 

Having received the third report dated 22 Apr, 1952 and the fourth 
report dated 16 Sept, 1952 of the UNRep for India and Pak; 
Endorses the general principles on which the UNRep has sought to 

bring about agreement between the Govts of India and Pak; 
Notes with gratification that the UNRep has reported that the Govts 

of India and Pak have accepted all but two of the paras of his twelve 
point proposals; | 

Notes that agreement on a plan of demilitarization of the State of 
Jammu and Kashmir has not been reached because the Govts of India | 
and Pak have not agreed on the whole of para 7 of the twelve point | 
proposals ; | 

Urges the Govts of India and Pak to enter immediate negotiations 
at the headquarters of the UN in order to reach agreement on the 
specific number of forces to remain on each side of the cease fire line 
at the end of the period of demilitarization, this number to be between 
3,000 and 6,000 armed forces remaining on the Pak side of the cease 
fire line and between 12,000 and 18,000 armed forces remaining on the 
India side of the cease fire line, as suggested by the UNRep in his pro- 
posals of 16th July, 1952 (annex III of S/2783) such specific numbers 
to be arrived at bearing in mind the principles of criteria contained in 
para 7 of the UNRep’s proposal of 4th Sept, 1952 (annex VIII of 
S/2783) ; | 

Records its gratitude to the UNRep for India and Pak for the great 
efforts which he has made to achieve a settlement and requests him to 
continue to make his services available to the Govts of India and Pak 
to this end ; 

Requests the Govts of India and Pak to report to the SC not later 
than 30 days from the date of the adoption of this res and further 
requests the UNRep for India and Pak to keep the SC informed of 
any progress.” 

1This telegram was repeated to New Delhi as telegram 1353. 
7¥or the text of the joint draft resolution as submitted to the Security Council 

by the Representatives of the United States and United Kingdom on Nov. 5, See 
UN docs. 2839 and Corr. 1. The joint draft resolution as amended (8/2883) was 
adopted on Dec. 23, 1952 ; for the text, see p. 1310.
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Dept has been working in consultation with UK for weeks in effort 
evolve res which wld meet honest and fundamental conviction each 
party it morally and legally right and at same time wld provide basis _ 
for contd negots leading ultimately settlement acceptable both Govts. 
Dept has urged res which wld present alternatives of acceptance of 
specific figures for armed forces or of negotiating on basis Graham’s 

Sept 4 proposals. This shld have enabled parties either to arrive almost 
immed at agreement or to continue negots if they unwilling accept 
specific figures. UK argued parties wld become deadlocked on alter- 
natives and in any event use of criteria without specifying troop limits 

wld enable India avoid agreement. | 
To facilitate SC consideration and recognizing special UK interest. 

Dept agreed support UK res which is based on Graham’s twelve pt 
proposals, consolidates areas of agreement already reached and im- 
plicitly recognizes India’s concern for security of state yet stipulates 
limits for armed forces which shld be acceptable to Pak. 

- Dept convinced that given sincere desire for settlement by both 
parties, present res shld offer opportunity and instrument for agree- 
ment. — a | - 

In view relative failure earnest efforts by SC over period four years 
since cease fire agreed on, reps both govts being informed sponsors of 
res are giving serious thought to question of seeking advice from GA 
if no agreement reached by end 30 day period. 

Foregoing for your info and use at your discretion if questioned. _ 

- - Bruce | 

690D.91/11~1352 ; Telegram | | : 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State * 

SECRET | New Dexui, November 18, 1952—7 p. m. 

2028. At dinner Saturday night, Sir Benegal Rau, who is here in 
Delhi for two months’ visit, volunteered info confidential talks might | 

take place between GOI and GOP on subj of Kashmir and added pro- 

posed solution might take form of partition with Azad—Kashmir 

going to Pak, Jammu to India and pleb confined to Vale. I fol up this 

conversation at long 3 hour luncheon with Sir Benegal, during which : 
he made fol points: : 

(1) Partition with limited pleb is only practical way out of present : 
dilemma. Under no circumstances can Ind accept presence Pak troops | 
on Kashmir soil during pleb and proposals for various troop ratios : 
seemed ignore this point. If Azad—Kashmir actually goes to Pak under | 
partition quantum forces agmt will be much easier for both GOI and , 
GOP. | 

+ This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. |
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(2) Acceptance partition proposal with limited pleb wld create 
potential polit problems for both Ind and Pak but these pressures wld 
not be so great they cld not be handled by both govts. 

(3) US—-UK were mistaken in making proposals to UN on quantum 
forces since we knew in advance Ind wld reject them. Although he did 
not personally question integrity of our position, he said there is much 
resentment in GOI circles and if we went any further along present 
line this resentment wld sharply increase and might eventually wipe 
out gains which have been made in Indo-Amer relations in last several 
months. : 

(4) Sir Benegal said it was particularly unfortunate we allowed 
Jebb to present resolutions since Ind’s have long been convinced he is 
unfriendly to them. By separate tel (Embtel 2029)? we are sending 
Dept substance of article obviously inspired by GOI which appeared 
in principal Delhi papers today. Article described Jebb’s speech on 
US-UK res as calculatingly sinister attempt to rewrite UNCIP report 
and as breach of solemn agmts between UN, Pak and Ind. 

Sir Benegal further stated Jebb seemed to go out of his way to attack 
Ind position on point which had already been accepted by Graham, 
i.e., Ind responsibility for security of state. 

(5) Sir Benegal indicated negots presumably between Ind and Pak 
may “start in day or two” but did not volunteer any details. I did not 
feel it proper to press him. I am confident Dept will carefully protect 
me on this point.. | 

I deeply apprec consistent solid support Dept has given us here in 
Delhi on many delicate and potentially controversial situations during 
past 12 months. Indeed, I believe question of how best to handle 
Kashmir is only point on which we have been in disagreement. How- 
ever, I am sure you will agree it is my responsibility to describe situa- 
tion as we see it here and to urge what we believe to be best course of 
action, even though we know in advance it may not strike responsive 

chord. 
In that framework, I must again express my conviction there is no 

hope whatsoever for solution Kashmir question by our present ap- 
proach. Quantum of forces argument strikes directly at basis for Ind’s 
entire claim to Kashmir. Whether we agree or not this is one of facts 
we must face if we are to make progress towards a solution. In our 
opinion, Ind is anxious to postpone pleb as long as possible on theory 

that time is on her side and that GOI position in Kashmir will con- 

stantly grow stronger. It is wholly possible that regardless of what 

position we take or even what concessions Pak is prepared to make Ind 

will refuse to go along. However, our best hope lies in presenting Ind 

with a proposal which in view of their past statement, wld be far more 

difficult for them to reject than present US-UK res. 

If we continue to press res which was presented this week, Ind posi- 

tion will, in our opinion, crystallize even more sharply and much of 

the ground we have worked so hard to gain will be lost. A moral judg- 

ment against either party can only lead to still greater bitterness on all 

7Not printed.
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sides and elimination of whatever small hope may exist of GOI-GOP 
agreement. | 

As indicated most recently Embtel 1518 Oct 9 to Dept, I have long 
felt Graham’s terms ref shld be broadened by SC either by ref Sir 
Owen Dixon’s auth under SC resolutions Mar 14, 1950 or by specific 
wording new res. Such broadened terms ref wld permit discussion solu- 
tion along lines of partition. SC might call upon and urge Pak and Ind 
PriMins meet further discussions with assistance Graham as UN rep. 
Such discussion might not only consider results Geneva talks but also | 
any suggestions for overall solution. Acting under auth such res 
Graham shld be in position conduct advance exploratory talks both 
PriMins and be able bring them together when he considers moment 
propitious. | a 

There is likelihood Kashmir question at this time simply cannot be 
solved regardless of what we say or how many resolutions we may pass. 
In that case our tactics shld be to maintain position of friendliness to 
both countries and, above all, not to get caught in middle. We feel US 
already much too prominent in Kashmir dispute. UN mediator is 
Amer, pleb admin is Amer; nearly half UN officers responsible for 
ceasefire line are Amers. In a situation of such actual and potential 
bitterness this may present bad tactics, and explosiveness of situation 
may be intensified if we stand behind resolution which we know in 
advance Ind cannot accept. 
We can count on Sov Union to take full advantage this situation 

whenever possible. Last week Radio Moscow beamed at Ind stated 
that US Govt was violently opposed to any Nehru-Sheikh Abdullah 
agreement, and that I had been instructed to tell GOI no further econ | 
aid wld be forthcoming unless this agreement was dissolved. There is _ | 
no point in giving the Soviet Union any opportunity to denounce US | 
and UK as imperialists and pose as friend of Ind and Kashmir by : 

possible veto of proposed resolution in SC. : 
It seems to me inevitable that, in present confused world situation | 

we cannot avoid at times becoming irritated at policies of some of our 
closest friends incl Ind and Pak. However, what we need is patience | 
and willingness to ignore many inconsistencies and irritations which : 
for some time to come will plague our efforts in South Asia. But stakes 
here are crucially important and it is mistake for us to allow ourselves — 
to deviate from an approach which has.already proved successful in 

dealing with GOI. During recent weeks I have sent Dept a number of 
tels re Kash such as Embtel 1513, Oct 9 and 1894 Nov 5,? thus far have | 
recd no answer or comment. I am sure you understand spirit in which : 
I have again stated my own strong convictions and those of our polit- | 
ical section. But I am sure you wld not respect me if I did not tell | 

you what I thought. | | | 
| Bow.es — 

* Not printed. . |
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357.4B/11-1752 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State} 

SECRET PRIORITY New Deut, November 17, 1952—11 a. m. 

2063. Personal Acheson from Bowles. We here New Delhi con- 
vinced US-UK resolution on Kashmir serious mistake. Although we | 

_ did not have opportunity express our views before resolution became 
public, we cabled Dept few days ago giving our analysis problems 
created here (Embtel 2028, Nov 18). | 

Two long talks Bombay Thursday and Friday with our good friend 
Sir Girja Bajpai plus further crystallization Indian attitudes has 
convinced me that cable directly to you with request you personally 
review our position amply justified. If you decide present position 
Security Council correct I will of course loyally support position 
regardless consequences here. But I sure you and your associates must 
agree I have responsibility make certain implications our action shld 
be clearly understood before final die is cast. 

_ Bajpai stated he had two long telephone calls from Prime Minister 
_ Nehru, one Wednesday and one Thursday. Although purpose first call 

to ask if Sir Girja wld accept Trygve Lie’s position if it offered him; 
_ Nehru also discussed Kashmir. Second talk largely on Kashmir. Prime 

_ Minister made fol points with considerable emotion: 

1. Resolution strikes deliberately at Indian position and Churchill 
govt clearly responsible. UK seems Lave two primary: purposes (@) 
win support major Muslim nations, i.e., Pakistan, in order help restore 
former UK prestige Middle East following failure in Iran and else- 
where (6) to split neutralist Arab-Asian bloc at UN. 

2. US role puzzling. Difficult believe US did not understand full 
implications. Possibility our support given to ease UK resentment over 
our stand colonial question. But why did we appear go along with 
Jebb’s “obviously anti-Indian presentation”. 

| Sheikh Abdullah’s speech before Kashmir Assembly Friday fol- 
_ lowed this same general line. - | 

Sir Girja took moderate view as to motives, expressed his keen dis- | 
appointment over our position, said he fearful we wld lose much 
ground recently won with GOI and advised me not to discuss situation 
with Nehru at this time as I wld only draw forth emotional reaction. 

Another and less tolerant explanation here in Delhi assumes our 
resolution reflects hardened attitude of new US admin and next step 

will be bases in Pakistan. Vew York Times article by Knowles Novem- 
ber 12 issue used as “evidence” bolster these charges. Another news 

story over Wash dateline November 15 flatly states US military strate- 

gists anxious make deal with Pakistan’s 80 million people for military 

N 1 aT telegram was repeated by Washington to New York as telegram Telac 68, 
ov. 18. |
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assistance and for “airbases only 90 minutes flying time from Sov 
industrial centers.” | | 

- I know these latter explanations ridiculous and I record them only 
to indicate intensity reaction high circles here. If resolution cld have 
brought Kashmir agreement nearer or if it cld have served some 
critically important purpose elsewhere it would have been justified 
regardless GOI attitudes. But we must face fact that if we pursue our 
present line whatever chance agreement on Kashmir through UN will 
be eliminated. Ind attitude towards Pakistan will harden, Soviet will a 
be given golden opportunity denounce US and UK and pose as friend 
of Kashmiris and 360 million Indians, and we will receive sharp 
setback. | | | 

- Our general relations here with GOI and Indian people have 
immeasurably improved. This largely result patient understanding 
approach developed by Dept and ourselves which has gradually won 
GOI confidence our motives, in our dedication to peace, in our under- 
standing of their own peculiar problem, and in our willingness help. 

Seems most unfortunate for us depart at this stage from this proven 
approach in Indo-US relations. My long letter Oct 30 to you urged 
high level policy decision as to India’s importance in global situation 
and steps we might take increase chances she will remain democracy 
with growing strength and with increasing willingness support West 
in cold war and possibly hot war conflict. Our acceptance US-UK 
resolution represents serious backward step. _ | a 

Tn light all these factors I would hope US would be able devise more 
moderate position in SC on Kashmir. I realize how difficult it wld be 
wholly abandon our support present resolution. However, we could at 

least disassociate ourselves from those remarks of Jebb which GOI 
believes challenge agreements already reached in SC. After hearing 
both parties we could also amend resolution to remove unacceptable 
provisions and to broaden Graham’s terms ref to permit approach by 
him to two Prime Ministers to seek overall solution whole Kashmir 

question. | | os 
We have said many times last ten months that we held no brief for 

GOI’s delaying tactics on Kashmir and we have no illusions as to her 
motives. But our present approach eliminates all hope settlement be- 
cause it allows GOI debate case on legal ground where she believes 
herself tobestrong. | 7 

Our only hope for settlement lies in earnest, perhaps somewhat 
emotional, unbiased appeal to two Prime Ministers to bury differences, 
bring two nations together not only on Kashmir but on other issues 
such as water and thus to demonstrate to world that bitter conflicts 

| can be solved by peaceful means. Partition with Azad-Kashmir to 
_ Pakistan, Jammu to India and plebiscite confined to Valley is only 

practical basis for actual agreement. a
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If such approach fails we should express our regrets, hope further _ 
attempts will soon be made, resist temptation offer moral judgments 

and continue to maintain patient unprejudiced friendly relations with 

both nations. 
Again let me say I understand many difficult problems with which 

you and Dept faced in this peculiarly unsettled atmosphere but I know 
you will want have facts as we see them. | 

| BowLEs _— 

690D.91/11-2052 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET PRIORITY |§ Wasuineron, November 20, 1952—7:llp.m. 

1510. For Amb from Hickerson and Byroade. 
1. Greatly appreciate urtel 2063 Nov 17 re Kashmir. Dept has given 

| most careful consideration to Embtels reed before and after res placed 
before SC. Conflicting interests of India and Pak and our basic policy 
of attempting help both parties without siding with either made neces- 
sary decision to support res. | a 

2. As stated Deptel 1363 Nov 6? Dept had been working in consulta- 
tion with UK for weeks in effort evolve res which wld meet honest 
and fundamental conviction each party it morally and legally right 
and at same time wld provide basis for contd negots leading ultimately © 

- settlement acceptable both govts. Dept convinced that given sincere — 
| desire settlement by both parties res as tabled offers opportunity and 

instrument for agreement. 
| - 8, Re reactions of parties to provisions res we believe explanation 

opposition 380 day time limit is obvious: neither party wishes matter 
go to GA. GOP fears it will not get sufficient understanding support 
its position which thus might lead other UN members to recommend - 
partition or solution other than thru UNCIP res. GOI does not wish 
to face embarrassment thru discussion its record in Kashmir particu- 
larly when it so vigorously seeking lead role this GA on such matters 
as Korea and SoAfr. 

4, Re GOP objection to suggested negot role for Graham during 
proposed 30 day period we believe of utmost importance emphasis be 
placed at this stage on direct negot between parties. This does not pre- 
clude Graham’s undertaking any initiative parties encourage him 
undertake. He has already indicated he will indicate his availability to 
parties immed after passage res. We had hitherto assumed Indians 
were inclined to direct negots and accordingly wld find no objection 
this provision. 

1 This telegram was repeated to New York. 
. #Not printed. . .
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5. Re GOI objection that res ignores Pak alleged aggression wld 
call attention to fact that present res based upon and entirely conso- 
nant with UNCIP resolutions which were accepted by both parties 
and in which ref to aggression was avoided. Re GOI objection that 
res gives parity of status to Pak in dispute and ignores Ind responsi- 
bility re Kashmir security we believe GOI knows res does not ignore 
these pts and remains entirely faithful UNCIP resolutions because - 
it contains specific ref to principles of criteria contained para 7 of 
UNRep’s proposal of 4 Sep 1952 * which include security of state. 

6. Operative part of res is based on Graham’s proposals of July 16 | 
and Sep 4. Proposals were conscientiously set forth with full apprecia- 
tion of Ind views and in our opinion they do nothing to prejudice 
whatever may be GOI’s rights under UNCIP resolutions. Res does not 
seek equate GOP and GOI rights in Kashmir. Those rights such as 
they may be were established by parties themselves in UNCIP resolu- 
tions. SC has endorsed these resolutions and has scrupulously at- | 
tempted leave parties’ respective roles in Kashmir to mutual agree- 
ment. GOI’s claim to responsibility Kashmir security and its objec- 
tions to apparent failure draft res to clarify character of forces are 
covered by ref in res to Graham’s proposals of Sept 4 relating to 
criteria for establishing nr and nature of forces. As for Ind concern 
no Pak troops shall remain during plebiscite GOP has already under-. 
taken in UNCIP resolutions assure this will not be case and nobody, 
not even GOP, advocating any Pak troops remain either by public 
statement or by implication res. What UK has proposed and what we 
intend to support in statement before SC is that in our joint view 
best way assuring law and order in Pak-held Kashmir will be to use 
Azad—Kashmir armed forces. We believe that GOI in insisting on 
only “civil armed forces” shld know that under such circumstances 
there wld be grave danger plebiscite cld not be held because of chaotic 
conditions which wld exist in Azad-Kashmir as result of absence | 
organized law enforcement machinery. 

7. Initial mild press reaction to res followed later by violent attacks 
on res and on Jebb indicate as does Embtel 20284 such reaction 
obviously inspired by GOI. Text of Jebb statement conciliatory. (Text | 
being airmailed to you.) In our opinion to consider it as breach of 
solemn agreements between UN and Pak and India is unreasonable. : 
Res has no implications beyond clear language of text and in no way | 
departs from our previous approach of patient understanding. 

8. Re Graham’s terms of ref we wish recall Deptel 2431 May 3 | 
particularly para 5. Wid like repeat that we believe your understand- | 
ing in urtel 1513 ° re Graham’s powers under Mar 30, 1951 res correct. 
We believe however that only Graham in position determine when he : 

* UN doc. 8/2788. : 
* Dated Nov. 18, p. 1299. | 
5 Dated Oct. 9, p. 1293. 7 |
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may wish exercise powers, other than those relating to demilitarization 
assigned him Mar 380, 1951 Res. He is not unmindful these powers. We 
believe it wld be most unwise for SC at this time indicate its concern 
that Graham has not exercised these powers or direct him do so. 

9. Res does not prevent parties from agreeing on another solution. 

Either party cld have advanced proposals to other at almost any time 

during years dispute has been before SC, as we understand Graham 
hoped they wld. | | 

10. Dept is not unaware of advantages partition. However Pak wld 
not accept any proposals which it considered as only a maneuver by 
India to escape from its commitments under UNCIP resolutions and 
will not put aside UNCIP resolutions unless there is something con- 

. crete to replace them. : 
11. Dept considers Nehru key figure in settlement Kashmir issue. 

Until he is willing make some agreement there of course can be none. 

When he indicates a sincere desire to make settlement it probably will 

follow. | | 
12. Pls therefore at your discretion discuss Kashmir question with 

Nehru. Explain why we have supported res and that it in no way 
strikes at Ind position but was intended as means helping India and 

. Pak arrive at agreement. Ask him whether he wants settlement which 

wld give due weight to claims and sensibilities of weaker Pak nation 

and whether he is willing work for such settlement. In this connection 

- you might mention GOT’s concern over increasing instability in Pak 

which was subj Embtel 1103 Sept 13.¢ Some move by Nehru making _ 

possible progress on Kashmir case wld be of help to Govt at Karachi 

in maintaining peace and stability. If Nehru desires a settlement and is 

willing work for it Dept wld suggest you press him instruct his reps in 

New York at UN approach Pak Del directly to make their proposals. 

13. Dept also suggests you discuss Kashmir issue with UK HICOM 

in terms of asking him urge Nehru discuss with Paks any proposals 

he might have in mind. 
Bruce 

* Not printed. | 

690D.91/11—2452 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State* — 

SECRET New Detui, November 24, 1952—7 p. m. | 

9172, Appreciate expression Dept views Kashmir Deptel 1510, 

Nov 20. There is no doubt we agree re objective of assisting parties to | 

agreement altho we disagree at vitally important points re means of 

achieving this objective. 
In order to be helpful we shall review situation as it touches India 

briefly as possible. | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. |
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1, One of our two or three most important objectives US policy in 
South Asia must be to ease Pak-Ind tensions. These tensions involve 
not only Kashmir but also water, property, refugees, etc. If Pak and 
Ind can be induced patch up their quarrels, econ progress subconti- 
nent will be greatly speeded up; traditional invasion route to Ind 
and Pak from USSR, Iran and Afghan can be more effectively | 
blocked; Pak support for Middle East more certain, and Ind army 
can face north and east towards Tibet, Burma and Commie China with 
greater likelihood increasing community interest with Western nations. __ 

2. It will be extremely unfortunate if in spite our best efforts Ind- 
Pak relations continue strained and Kashmir remains trouble spot. 
But will be far more unfortunate if our efforts to ease present situa- 

tion results not only in failure but in embittering Ind or Pak relations 
and creating distrust of our motives and resentment against us. 

3. Hence it seems essential for us to help settle Pak-Ind differences © 
if we can, but if that not now possible, to maintain in strict neutrali- 
ty regardless our views and to hold ourself in readiness for renewed 
effort achieve understanding when opportunity presents itself. _ 

4. If Dept agrees with this analysis then our disagreement on wis- 
dom proposed resolution must stem from either disagreement on facts, 
difference opinion on what resolution will accomplish, or widely differ- 
ent estimate Ind reaction. 

On these key questions our judgment is as fols: 

a. Resolution is not likely to lead to solution Kashmir. 
a. [6.] SC shld coordinate and arrange eloquent appeal to two Pri | 

Mins to join together in bringing peace, understanding and prosperity 
to sub continent. Res shld point out how much the two nations have in 
common, that continued tensions dangerous to peace of world and call 
on them to meet together and develop formula fair to each nation, on 
which they can agree. Resolution shld be neutral, objective and on 
high plane. Dr. Graham’s services shld be made available. 

6. [c.] Immediately thereafter World Bank shld quietly approach 
PriMins urging them include in their discussions question water rights, 
refugee property and econ cooperation. Approach wld have to be 
carefully worded to avoid implication of “advance payment for settle- ! 
ment” and might take line that there were many econ and financial | 
steps which shld be taken but that in absence of a solution it was diffi- | 
cult if not impossible to proceed. It eld be added that after agreement : 
was reached bank wld be prepared to explore investment of substantial | 
amounts capital for international development Indus valley waters | 
and for other activities and offer its services as econ mediator. 

8. There some chance this approach might succeed within reason- : 
able period. Even if result is nil our relations with two nations will 
not be jeopardized. Indeed fairness our approach and our neutrality ! 
and objectivity wld place us in favorable position to continue our : 
efforts achieve agreement. 

If new approach is not considered feasible by Dept, we wld strongly 
recommend that US withdraw, so far as possible, from position of
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initiative in SC on Kashmir and only emphasize need for moderation 

In proceedings. 
Bow .es 

| 690D.91/11-2452 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

Unied Nations 

SECRET Wasurneron, November 24, 1952—2:18 p. m. 

997%. Zafrulla called on Byroade Nov 22 and during conversation 

introduced subject Kashmir, covering some of background including 

reference McNaughton’s and Dixon’s attempts and Geneva discussions. 

In latter case he confirmed that Ayyangar admitted he was without 

authority to negot. 
Significant points Zafrulla made were: 

1. SC res had difficulties for him but he cld not refuse accept it. 

9. He wanted a real try to be made in NY and thought Graham 

shld “spark” it by getting parties together. Zafrulla said he wld be 
out of NY from Dec 8 to 16 attending Commonwealth mtg London. 

8. He did not favor taking Kashmir to GA but said he had been 

willing consider this in light situation at close 30 day period provided 

for in SC res. 
4. He did not like idea of parties making report at SC mtg because 

it likely the Indians wld raise all the old issues and he wld have to try 

to anticipate an answer. This wld merely confuse and divert attention. 

He thought Graham shld report. 
5. He wld not be “sticky” on troop movements and indicated he 

might go above 18 thousand regulars plus 6 thousand state militia on 

Indian side cease-fire line if this wld make agreement possible. 

6. He wld have to insist however on same interpretation being 

applied to Paras 4(a) and 4(b) of 5 Jan 1949 res. If “final disposal” 

meant location and not withdrawal as applied to Indian side it had to 

mean same for Azad—Kashmir forces; if it were to mean withdrawal 

as applied to Azad—Kashmir forces it wld have to mean withdrawal 

for Indian troops. | 

Byroade asked what Pak attitude wld be if partition were broached. 

Zafrulla said he had no instructions but wld be willing put it to his 

govt if necessity arose. His discussion of some of technicalities indi- 

cated problem had been definitely in minds of Paks. He said Pak wld 

not advance this solution however and he did not believe Indians 

would do so either. It wld have to come from third party. He thought 

such proposal wld have to be done secretly at highest level and by 

someone of high prestige and authority. Only when agreement had 

actually been reached eld solution involving partition be made public. 

He and Byroade agreed however that presently contemplated negots 

in NY under SC res shld be carried through without introduction of _ 

new and complicated proposal outside UN.
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Byroade asked if Zafrulla thought agreement cld best be reached by 
getting Nehru and Nazimuddin together; it appeared that only they 
eld settle matter. Zafrulla thought this might be so at some stage but 
believed preliminary work by intermediary was essential. 

Hold above in strictest secrecy. | 

BRuUcE 

690D.91/11-—2452 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET _ Wasuineton, November 26, 1952—8: 14 p. m. 
1574. Re Kashmir urtel 2172 Nov 24. 

1. We appreciate your info re unlikelihood GOI acceptance SC res 
and your suggestions re possible SC action which in your opinion wld 
receive more favorable GOI reaction. However we believe this res is" 
the only logical and useful step which might lead to agreement on 
demilitarization program pursuant to parties’ own undertakings in 
UNCIP res. Whether or not Indian reaction to our res is govt-inspired 
we believe that Indian decision to reach any agreement is in the last — 
analysis responsibility Nehru personally and therefore it is essential 
res which comes out of SC debate is one the logic and intent of which 
Nehru understands. | 

2. Because of our estimate of our res as only logical and useful step 
which SC can take at this time we cannot agree to course of action 
which you suggest even although it has its attractions. Tactically it | 
wld be dangerous in Council for us withdraw support of res we have | 
now tabled, and table res along lines you now suggest. As you know 
we have held all along it is important that UK be in forefront in 
settling this dispute. For us as co-sponsor now to “back out” on res : 
which has presently been tabled and about which Jebb has spoken | 
wld be to bring strong reaction from UK and jeopardize cooperation 
on future course of action in Kashmir. We cld also expect violent | 
reaction from Paks and quite likely some raised eyebrows from other : 
members of SC whose contd support we need in this case. For these 
reasons we also cannot fol your suggested alternative course, namely 
that we withdraw so far as possible from position of initiative in case. 
We intend to be moderate and impartial in debate. | 

8. As you know per Deptels 1353 ? and 1510 ® we now have in mind | 
possibility taking Kashmir case to GA if at end 30 day negot period 
agreement or evidence of progress toward agreement not forthcoming | 
from parties. Obviously final decision whether or not to take case to : 
GA will have to be made at end of negot period. As indicated in Deptel : 
1510 both parties are opposed to idea of case going to GA but as we 

’ This telegram was repeated for information to New York and Karachi. | 
* The same as telegram 682 to Karachi, Nov. 5, p. 1298. : 
* Dated Nov. 20, p. 1304. | 2
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see it if parties cannot agree on nature and nr of troops we must 

either get much wider internatl support from other UN members for | 

continuing to require parties to negotiate on basis their previous under- 

takings or start upon possibly radically different lines of negot. If 

this latter step is to be set before parties it can best be done as result 

of GA debate rather than by further SC resolutions or direct inter- 

vention by US, UK or other friendly powers. In our opinion GA 

recommendation on new course of action for parties wld be best face- 

saving device for both GOI and GOP to shift to something more 

likely to lead to settlement Kashmir question. 
4, Awaiting with interest report your conversation with Nehru 

accordance Deptel 1510. 
BRUCE 

Resolution Adopted by the United Nations Security Council on 

December 23, 1952 * 

| The Security Councu | 

Recalling its resolutions of 80 March 1951, 30 April 1951, and 10 No- 

ember 1951; | 

Further recalling the provisions of the United Nations Commission 

for India and Pakistan resolutions of 138 August 1948 and 5 January , 

1949 which were accepted by the Governments of India and Pakistan 

and which provided that the question of the accession of the State of 

Jammu and Kashmir to India or Pakistan will be decided through 

the democratic method of a free and impartial plebiscite conducted 

under the auspices of the United Nations; 

| Having received the Third Report dated 22 April 1952 and the | 

Fourth Report dated 16 September 1952 of the United Nations Repre- 

sentative for India and Pakistan ; 

Endorses the general principles on which the United Nations Repre- 

sentative has sought to bring about agreement between the Govern- 

ments of India and Pakistan ; | 

Notes with gratification that the United Nations Representative 

has reported that the Governments of India and Pakistan have ac- 

cepted all but two of the paragraphs of his twelve point proposals; 

Notes that agreement on a plan of demilitarization of the State of 

Jammu and Kashmir has not been reached because the Governments of | 

India and Pakistan have not agreed on the whole of paragraph 7 of the 

| twelve point proposals ; 

Urges the Governments of India and Pakistan to enter into immedi- 

ate negotiations under the auspices of the United Nations Representa- 

1The joint U.K.-U.S. draft resolution of Nov. 5, as subsequently amended (UN 

doc. 8/2883), was approved by the Security Council at its 611th meeting on 

Dec. 23, 1952 by nine votes to none, with one abstention (USSR). Pakistan did 

not participate in the voting. (UN doc. S/ PV. 611)
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_ tive for India and Pakistan in order to reach agreement on the specific 
number of forces to remain on each side of the cease fire line at the 
end of the period of demilitarization, this number to be between 3,000 
and 6,000 armed forces remaining on the Pakistan side of the cease fire 
line and between 12,000 and 18,000 armed forces remaining on the 
India side of the cease fire line, as suggested by the United Nations _ 
Representative in his proposals of 16 July 1952 (Annex ITI of S/2783) 
such specific numbers to be arrived at bearing in mind the principles 
of criteria contained in paragraph 7 of the United Nations Representa- 
tive’s proposal of 4 September 1952 (Annex VIII of 8/2783); 
fecords its gratitude to the United Nations Representative for 

India and Pakistan for the great efforts which he has made to achieve 
a settlement and requests him to continue to make his services avail- — 
able to the Governments of India and Pakistan tothisend; = > 

Requests the Governments of India and Pakistan to report to the 
Security Council not later than thirty days from the date of the 
adoption of this resolution and further requests the United Nations — 
Representative for India and Pakistan to keep the Security Council 
informed of any progress. | , | 

, Editorial Note 

Dr. Graham informed the Security Council on January 23, 1953 
that the Governments of India and Pakistan had agreed to ministerial- 
level meetings under his auspices at Geneva, beginning February 4, 
1953 (UN doc. S/2910). The negotiations were to proceed on the basis | 

| of the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (UNCIP) 
Resolutions of August 13, 1948 (S/995) and January 5, 1949 (S/1196). : 
The conference took place at Geneva between February 4 and 19. | 

690D.91/1-2953 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State — | 

SECRET | New Deut, January 29, 1953—midnight. | 

3020. Sir Girja Bajpai arrived in Delhi yesterday for discussions : 
with Nehru and associates on handling Kashmir case at Geneva. Sir 

- Girja called and requested private talk outside office. We met my house 
and talked hour and one half. Sir Girja stated he had been over Kash- 
mir situation fully with Prime Minister and others and was clear that 
within limitations likely to be laid down at Geneva he believed solu- 
tion impossible. Bajpai implied he would like make concession on | 
Azad-Kashmir troops but he has been overruled. He stated discussions 
in Government India inevitably return to what Nehru and other Gov- : 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 17 |
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ernment India officials believe to be fundamental point, i.e., India’s 

prior rights in Kashmir on basis of accession by Maharaja and accept- 

ance by Viceroy. 
He stated only hope he could see for solution on Kashmir was com- 

pletely new proposal. I asked if he referring specifically to modified 

Dixon proposal which he and I have discussed on many occasions. He 

stated this still seemed to him only basis for progress. | 

Then told me in great confidence with specific request I inform no 

one that it his personal view Kashmir case should be sent World Court 

for clarification. He said either India was right as to her legal rights 

in Kashmir or she was wrong and if it were authoritatively established 

she were right not only would India’s position be clarified but solution 

might be more readily forthcoming. _ 
I asked him if he felt absolutely confident India would win case 

before World Court and he answered he did not see how India could 

possibly lose but if she did he felt Government of India should accept 

result and proceed from that point. | 

Sir Girja seemed as ever well aware of strategic importance of 

Kashmir and that inability to find solution is blocking not only eco- 

nomic development this whole area but also political stabilization and 

military defense. 
He can be counted on better than any one else in Government of 

India honestly to seek basis for agreement at Geneva. But he will be 

closely bound by instructions and they in turn will be deeply rooted in 

‘Government of India conviction that it can not deviate from position 

it has taken as to validity of its rights in Kashmir. 
Bajpai told me that Sheikh Abdullah would be happy with almost 

‘any solution as he was under very great pressure and that freedom 

with which he discussed situation had caused some concern in govern- 

ment circles. This borne later in day by Lady Stafford Cripps who 

described her discussions with Sheikh Abdullah. 
Sir Girja stated he was tired of his job as Governor and anxious for 

more active role. Stated was possibility he might go United Nations 

as permanent delegate. 

| Bow Les 

690D.91/1-8183 : Telegram | | 

Phe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET New Deru, January 31, 1953—2 p. m. 

3066. Deputy UKHC Garner confidentially states he personally 

raised Kashmir question with Indian Secretary General Pillai with 

reasons for importance of settlement between India and Pakistan. 

‘Latter said Bajpai had been given no new instructions that he had no 

17This telegram was repeated for information to London, Geneva, and Karachi.
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idea how talks would progress, but that he not optimistic. He added 
that Prime Minister was in ugly mood about Kashmir and placed 
primary blame United Kingdom for SC resolution. As result Prime 
Minister’s attitude toward other issues in which United Kingdom inter- 
ested such as Nep Gurkha recruitment and MEDO was being affected. 

_ Pillai told Garner recent Nehru-Nazimuddin correspondence had 
related to “no war” declaration but that as was case with Nehru- 
Liaquat exchanges Nazimuddin’s last letter reiterated Pakistan’s 
position on Kashmir ; consequently no progress had been made beyond 

| point previously reached. | 
| | Bow zs 

690D.91/1-2953 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Geneva? 

SECRET Wasurneton, February 2, 1953—5:12 p. m. 
496. Re Kashmir. Dr. Frank P. Graham United Nations Repre- 

sentative for India and Pakistan in Kashmir dispute arriving Geneva 
Feb 2 or 3 for purpose negotiations at UN European Headquarters 
with representatives of India and Pakistan. You are requested estab- 
lish and maintain liaison with Dr. Graham’s group for purpose convey- 
ing and receiving latest information re negotiatidns and developments 
elsewhere. Department prepared consider any action or representations 
which Dr. Graham may wish and any requests he makes for assistance 
or information should be handled on priority or niact basis. All other 
communications to Department should be routine telegram. At earliest | 
opportunity convey to Dr. Graham substance New Delhi’s 3020? and 
3066 repeated to you as 497.8 | 

- | | MatTTHEWS 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New York. | 
* Dated Jan. 29, p. 1311. | 
* Dated Jan. 31, supra. | 

690D.91/2-2553 : Telegram | : 
The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations * 

SECRET Wasuineron, February 25, 1958—6: 87 p. m. 
324, Re Kashmir. Following are Department’s present views re next : 

steps, which views we believe should be conveyed to UK Delegation : 
and Graham: 

1. We believe it advisable that Kashmir dispute not be debated in : 
Security Council during months of March and April if debate can be | 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, New Delhi, and 
London. 7
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avoided. Pakistan has presidency in March and in view of role in 
dispute must turn the chair over to USSR. USSR has presidency in 
April. OS | 

2. With this in mind we believe Graham should submit factual 
account of negotiations just concluded in Geneva going as far as indi- 
cating failure and nature of impasse. We urge he not submit any con- 
clusions or recommendations but in covering letter to President of 

_ Council submitting report he should indicate his intention to submit 
such conclusions and recommendations in near future. In following 

| this procedure we believe pressure on Zafrullah from his government _ 
| will be sufficiently lessened so that there will be no necessity for his 

calling Council meeting during Pakistani presidency. | 
3. About’3 weeks after submission of report Graham might assess 

likelihood of Indians and Pakistanis having further negotiations with 
him. After this assessment he would then be in a position to make his 
conclusions and recommendations which might be submitted to the 
Security Council in early part of April. 

4, If Graham is under such pressure that he believes it necessary to 
submit conclusions and recommendations now it is our present view 
that he should not make recommendations relating to specific numbers 
of armed forces. We believe that any conclusions or recommendations, 
while not foreclosing further pressure on parties toward implementa- — 
tion of UNCIP resolutions, may raise question wisdom of Council 
pursuing further demilitarization program as the only avenue toward © 
solution of dispute. We also think Graham might consider making 
recommendation following up his proposal made at Geneva for con- 
sultations by UN Representative to determine conditions for free ex- 
pressions of will of the people. Such recommendation might open door 
for new suggestions, including plans other than for state-wide 
plebiscite.” 

| | DULLES 

2 The UN Representative for India and Pakistan transmitted his fifth report to 
the Security Council on Mar. 27, 1953 (UN doc. S/2967). 

690D.91/3-1453 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Fastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) and by the Assistant 
Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs (Hickerson) to the 

Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| March 14, 1953. 

Subject: Attached Memorandum for the President on. Kashmir." 

Not printed ; the text of the memorandum as sent to President Eisenhower is 
printed infra. .
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For five years attempts have been made to resolve the India— 
Pakistan dispute over Kashmir through the Security Council. 
Dr. Graham, the UN Representative, recently concluded conversations 
in Geneva which produced no progress since both parties held firmly | 
to their established positions. Without prejudicing further UN action, 
we believe it is time that a new and fresh approach be undertaken. 

A proposal for the partition of Kashmir between India and Paki- 
stan made by a special emissary of the President would provide such 
a new approach. It is believed that the emissary should conduct his 
discussions in privacy and secrecy. He should proceed to the subconti- 
nent for some unrelated purpose and should be of sufficient stature so 
that he would have easy access to the Prime Ministers of India and 
Pakistan and be listened to by them. Thus he should be a man of 
influence within the present Administration. Although his mission 
would appear to be non-official he should be able to inform the two 
Prime Ministers that he had the blessing and full support of the Presi- 

: dent in making an attempt to settle the problem. Mr. Paul Hoffman 
appears to fit these requirements. Furthermore, the Ford Foundation 

_ has achieved remarkable success in India and Pakistan and, as the 
president of that organization during the achievement of this record, 
he should be very well received in both countries. _ | 

_ Mr. Hoffman, or some other emissary if he is not available, could 
be given a preferred plan for the partition of Kashmir. He would also — 
be given alternative proposals and informed that any solution for 
which he could obtain the agreement of the parties would be acceptable 
to us. He should in fact be given the broadest flexibility in the manner 

_ of approach, in the discussions which it is hoped would follow, and : 
in the specific terms of the solution. We will have suggestions for the : 
emissary at the appropriate time. During the period the emissary is 
consulting with the parties, we will discourage Security Council action | 
so that failure of a partition proposal will not preclude continued : 
efforts thereafter within the framework of the UN. _ | 

The attached memorandum to the President requests his approval of | 
a course of action involving proposals to partition Kashmir and sug- 
gests that he ask Mr. Hoffman to accept the assignment. Late March or 
early April appears to be the preferable time for making the approach 
in the two countries. | ope ee | 
Recommendations —_- | : 

_ 1. That you approve the above course of action subject to consulta- ) | 
tion with Ambassador Lodge. You may wish to undertake this con- 
sultation ; if not, we will undertake the consultation, if you so desire. 

2. Following this consultation, that you transmit the attached 2 
memorandum to the President and discuss the proposal with him. 

:
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690D.91/3-2453 | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President * 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| March 24, 1953. 

| KasHMIR | 

The Kashmir situation is becoming increasingly acute and war be- 

: tween India and Pakistan is a not remote possibility. The UN effort 

has bogged down. Would you think that Paul Hoffman might go on 

a private mission to explore confidentially the attitude of the two 

parties to some partition of Kashmir? It would seem that such a 

project might be acceptable and it is the only solution which now 

~ seems to have practicable possibilities. | 

- JoHN Foster DULLES 

* Drafted by Secretary Dulles. | 

Bisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file, Dulles-Herter series i | 

| Memorandum by the President to the Secretary of State : 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] March 25, 1953. | 

I had hoped to talk to you this morning about the Kashmir situation. 

If you believe that Paul Hoffman could do some good by going on a 

private mission I think we should, by all means, send him at once. Our 

world simply cannot afford an outbreak of hostilities between these 

two countries, and I would risk a great deal to prevent any such 

eventuality. | | 
D[wicut] D. Eftsennower] 

—-- @90D.91/4-1753 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in India (Mills) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET New Deut, April 17, 1953—8 p. m. 

3873. Eyes only for the Secretary of State from Paul Hoffman. 

After consultation with Mills and Counselor Wilkins, I concluded 

that best way to approach Nehru regarding Kashmir was as follows: 

1. To suggest, without prejudice to present negotiations through 

UN, possibility considering alternative approaches which Graham re- 

ferred in latest reports ; _ oo 

9. To raise question as to whether all outstanding questions includ- 

ing Kashmir might be settled by direct negotiations; 
3. To persuade Nehru, if direct negotiations. were to take place, it 

was imperative for him to take initiative. | 

During lengthy discussion at dinner last night, it became clear 

Nehru had little hope for successful outcome UN negotiations, largely 

because he believes that even if agreement were reached on troop dis- 

position, too many issues would be left unresolved.
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Nehru not only willing to meet with Pakistan Prime Minister in 
effort settle all outstanding questions but is confident they can be 

- resolved by direct negotiation. As Nehru explained to me, senior In- 
dian and Pakistan officials will meet in Delhi soon to thrash out cur- 

rent questions including Kashmir, canal waters, evacuee property and 
all other issues. Differences of opinion will undoubtedly arise. In early 

June while Nehru is in London for coronation he will have informal 
talks with Pakistan Prime Minister there during which groundwork 
ean be laid for formal conference at later date. | | 

Nehru discussed Kashmir situation freely, including possibility full 
plebiscite, limited plebiscite for Vale and possibility joint control of 

Vale. While he would not commit himself to any particular solution, 
he seemed confident that satisfactory answer could be found. | 

I believe, as result our discussion, Nehru is convinced primary re- | 
sponsibility for bringing about closest cooperation between India and 
Pakistan, which of course includes settlement outstanding issues, rests 
squarely upon him. Furthermore, I believe he is convinced success in 
these negotiations will enhance his effectiveness as leader in movement 
for world peace. He also agreed that success would give his friends in 
America opportunity to promote both understanding and friendship. 
between our two countries. | 

Nehru has given me permission to advise Pakistan Prime Minister 
of his eagerness to effect settlement all differences through direct nego- 
tiation and has requested me to report results of my conversation to 
him on my return to Delhi next Wednesday. | 

- I started my discussion with Nehru by giving assurances deep inter- 
est President and Secretary in both India and Nehru as leader in move- 
ment for world peace. I then read excerpts from President’s speech 
which were deeply gratifying to Nehru. | | 

MiL1s 

690D.93/4-2053 | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [Wasuinecton,] April 20, 1953. 

Subject: Informing the British about Paul Hoffman’s mission on : 
Kashmir. 

Paul Hoffman has reported that he has had a full and free discus- 
sion with Nehru about Kashmir (New Delhi’s 3873).1 He did not, 
however, specifically advance partition as a solution. Nehru has given 
Mr. Hoffman permission to advise the Pakistan Prime Minister of his, 
Nehru’s, eagerness to effect a settlement through direct negotiation. 

In this connection Nehru referred to plans for a meeting with the 
Pakistan Prime Minister some time later. Mr. Hoffman is to report | 

* Supra. | |
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the results of his conversation in Karachi to Nehru on Wednesday, 
April 22, when he returns to New Delhi. You will recall that it was 
decided not to inform the British of the Hoffman mission at the outset — 
but that depending on what happened a top British official might be 
told after Mr. Hoffman arrived. Since it is likely that word will now 
filter back to London through the High Commissioners’ offices in New 

| Delhi and Karachi, I think you might consider orally informing John 
Selwyn Lloyd, Minister of State, while you are in Paris attending the 
NATO meeting. He will head the British delegation.’ 

- * Notation on the source text by Roderic L. O’Connor, Assistant to the Secretary 
of State: ‘“‘As I said—Sec mentioned this to Selwyn Lloyd 24 April in general 
way—got no reaction.” | 

690D.91/4-2353 : Telegram _ 

The Chargé in India (Mills) to the Department of State — 

TOP SECRET New Devut, April 23, 1953—5 p. m. 
3918. Eyes only Secretary from Paul Hoffman. I saw Nehru for 

45 minutes evening April 23. I told him that following my conversa- 
| tions with new Pakistan officials over week end in Karachi I considered 

that moment was particlarly opportune for the conversations he is 
planning have with Mohammed Ali, new Pakistan Prime Minister. 
He asked me why I thought moment opportune. I replied that new 
Prime Minister was determined to meet him more than half way in 
order reach settlement Kashmir and other differences since Ali real- 
ized absolutely essential for Pakistan to achieve solid understanding 
with India so it could cut down its exorbitant expenditures on defense. 
Nehru said he had barely heard of Mohammed Ali before recent events. 

In spite of this somewhat negative reaction, he did not withdraw in| 
any way from his previous commitment to do everything possible to 
settle by direct negotiations with Pakistan the differences dividing the | 
two countries. | : 

I am leaving India tonight hopeful that my visit here and in Paki- 
stan has helped create climate favorable to successful direct negotia- 
tions between the two countries. 

| Mirus 

- 690D.91/4-2683 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of South 

Asian Affairs (Kennedy) ee 

TOP SECRET [Wasurneton,] April 26, 1953. 
Subject: Kashmir 

Participants: Mr. Paul Hoffman | 
Mr. Donald Kennedy, SOA 

Mr. Paul Hoffman summarized his talks on Kashmir as follows<¢, 

1. Nehru believed Kashmir should be settled by direct talks with | 
the Prime Minister of Pakistan on a neighbor-to-neighbor basis and
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said he would continue to talk with Pakistanis until agreement was 
reached. He referred to talks by members of the secretariat of both 
countries preliminary to a meeting of the two: Prime Ministers. He 
hoped to have an informal and personal word with the Pakistan | 
Prime Minister Mohammed Ali in London at the time of the Corona- 

tion which would clear the way for a later meeting on the subcon- 

tinent. Nehru admitted he should take the lead in a settlement. Private 

conversations with Nehru were on a very frank and relaxed basis, but _ 
no specific solution was put forward as suggested by Department 
Officers. ee Bee 

, 2. Deshmukh, Finance Minister, and Radhakrishnan, Vice Presi- — 
dent, said in private conversations that either an autonomy or parti- | 
tion with a plebiscite in the Vale offered the best chance for solution. 
The latter method was considered more desirable with the cease-fire 
line to be used as the basis for partition outside the Vale (adjustments 
would be necessary), «ss | a 
8. Discussions in Karachi were with the Governor General, Ghulam 

Mohammed, the Prime Minister, Mohammed Ali, the Foreign Min- — 
ister, Zafrulla Khan, and the Minister of Finance, Mohammed Ali. 
These officials were pressed very hard with the necessity from Paki- _ 
stan’s viewpoint of settling the issue. The Prime Minister indicated his 
understanding that this was so and his willingness to negotiate a 
settlement directly with Nehru. The Governor General put in the 
caveat that Pakistan would not be a camp follower of Nehru’s. — 

4, It was understood that these talks would not relieve either India 
or Pakistan of any of its commitments or obligations under the UN 
resolutions. Further Security Council action should, however, be held 
in abeyance to permit the direct negotiations to be carried out. Paki- 
stan officials said, however, that there should be a time limit placed on 
the talks. It is understood that the parties will inform their repre- 
sentatives in New York of their wishes for delay, but the procedure 
on this is not clear. 7 . | 

| 5. The approach to Nehru was on the basis of an appeal to leader- 
ship for peace, the contribution to world peace which a settlement of 

| this trying and long standing issue in Asia would make, and an em- 
phasis on the fact that the time for agreement was “now”. The present. 
attitudes of the two parties appeared very favorable for a real attempt — 
at direct negotiations. — a 

690D.91/4-2853 a | | 

Paul G. Hoffman to the Secretary of State 

: Los Ancstss, April 28, 1953. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: In the cables which I sent you from India 
and Pakistan I tried to give you a running account of what transpired.
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The significant development was, of course, the agreement of the 

Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan to enter into negotiations on a 

“neighbor to neighbor” basis for the resolution of all important issues 

in dispute between their countries and to persist in these negotiations 

until a mutually satisfactory settlement had been reached. It is not 
clear as to whether the United States can take further action to facili- 
tate these negotiations, but on the assumption that an opportunity 
might arise, I thought it would be in order for me to supplement the 
information already given by offering my impressions of the person- 
alities of the individuals who will be the principal participants in these | 

negotiations. | 
Mohammed Ali, the Prime Minister of Pakistan, is young, without 

experience as the head of the State, but a man of action and of great 

zeal to serve his country well. He can be counted upon to negotiate in 
good faith, to go more than half way, in fact, in trying to work out 
a settlement. Furthermore, he recognizes that the settlement of the 
issues between Pakistan and India is an essential condition to the 

success of his administration. One action must be taken by the U.S.A. 

in order to insure the support of his own countrymen and that is the 

effecting of some arrangement whereby shipment of sufficient wheat 

can be made in order to prevent famine. | 
The three men to whom the Prime Minister will, in my opinion, 

turn for counsel are the Governor General Ghulam Mohammed, the 
Minister of Finance, Mohammed Ali, and in a more limited way, the 

_ Foreign Minister, Zafrulla Khan. All three can, I believe, be counted 
upon to support the Prime Minister, both in his efforts to arrive at a 

settlement and in obtaining acceptance of a settlement when once | 

reached. Perhaps it is worth knowing that these gentlemen feel that 

prompt action in meeting tie famine is necessary to insure stability to 

the new regime. | 
Jawahrlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India, as everyone knows, is a 

complicated person. He is supersensitive both as to himself and his 

country, rather ready to take offense at what he considers a slight,even 

though one is not intended. He believes that as the undisputed leader 

of the largest free state in Asia, his counsel should be sought by the . 

U.N., U.S.A., and U.K. before important policy decisions are made. 

As one of his ministers told me, “You don’t need to follow his advice, 

but you should ask for it.” This supersensitiveness also affects Nehru’s | 

attitude toward foreign aid. He recognizes the rather desperate need 

for help but he will not be a supplicant. He will welcome aid but only 

if it comes to India as an equal among equals. | 

Nehru’s attitude toward Communism is worth knowing. He is under 

no illusions about it, recognizing both its limitations and the menace
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it carries for all free people. His recognition of how little Communism 
has brought to people was made clear by a remark he made to me in 
commenting upon the progress Russia had made both in achieving a 
somewhat higher standard of living and in promoting literacy. The 
remark was, “At what a cost.” He is fully aware of the drive the Com- 
munists are making to take over India, but he is confident that they 
will not succeed. Most notable to me is the fact that he is completely | 
unafraid. This undoubtedly accounts for the fact that there is no trace 
of appeasement in his attitude toward the Kremlin. 

Like most of the Asians I have met, Nehru feels that “New China” 
should be admitted into the United Nations. He understands that this. 
is not possible now because of China’s action in initiating an undeclared 
war against the U.N., but he feels that until a situation develops which 
permits such recognition, it will be difficult to lead Asia to peace. While 
Nehru did not say so in so many words, I gathered the impression that 
he felt that the Russian strategy for the past few years has been 
directed toward keeping China out of the U.N. on the theory that 

| China would thus be left without friends and would become more and 
more dependent upon Moscow. In view of Nehru’s attitude about the — 
admission of “New China” into the U.N., the relations of the U.S. to 
the Government of Formosa are a complicating factor. ae 

The attitude of Nehru’s which holds the most promise from the 

standpoint of success in the forthcoming negotiations is his attitude 
toward peace. He not only has a passion for peace, but an acute con- 
sciousness of his own responsibility toward helping to bring it about. 
The most potent argument I found in my efforts to persuade him that 
he had to put his mind and heart into solving the differences between 
India and Pakistan was that only by so doing could he adequately meet _ 
his responsibilities as a world leader in the drive for peace. _ 

In endeavoring to persuade Nehru that time was of the essence in 

arriving at a settlement, I stressed that this is one of those fluid 
moments when prompt and vigorous action on the part of the world’s 
leaders can be of historic significance. 

IT am deeply appreciative for your having given me the opportunity | 
to try to be of service to you. | | 

Sincerely yours, Pavut Horrman | 

_ 1 Secretary Dulles replied on May 7 as follows: : : 
“TI have your very informative and interesting comments about your recent trip 

to India and Pakistan. Please let me express my warm appreciation for your most 
helpful efforts. It has been of tremendous value to me to be able to draw upon 
not only your breadth of experience and sensitive perception but also the im- 
mediate knowledge which comes from your visit. | 

“The President joins me in this note of thanks.” (690D.91/5-753) | 

| 
.
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690D.91/5-853 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan * 

SECRET WasHINGTON, May 8, 1953—7: 28 p. m. 

1580. Yesterday UK informed Department its view recent change in 
government in Pakistan and subsequent agreement between Moham- 
med Ali and Nehru to meet after Coronation gives grounds for hope 
for some progress in settlement of Indo-Pak disputes including Kash- 

mr by direct discussion. | 
UK thinks action on Kashmir dispute in Security Council should be 

deferred so two Prime Ministers discussions may take place in best 

possible atmosphere. a 
We have agreed approach Pak Foreign Office along foregoing lines 

following prior approach of UK High Commissioner. 
| Approach your British colleague immediately ascertain whether he 

has received instructions regarding foregoing and after his visit go to 
Foreign Office and state British have expressed foregoing views and 
requested our support of them, and that we do support them. Approach | 

should be informal. on | 
DULLES 

* This telegram was repeated to London, New Delhi, and New York. | 

690D.91/5—-2158 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations 

SECRET Wasuineton, May 21, 1953—5: 50 p. m. | 

449. Re Kashmir. In view of UK Delegation’s indicated desire to 
confer with USUN on future action in Kashmir case, particularly on 
basis of UK specific proposals, following are our views: | 

1. We suggest that discussions on Kashmir may more profitably be 
held after Secretary returns from trip. Accordingly we suggest USUN 
indicate to UK Delegation belief that discussion should wait until 
after the Secretary’s return and we have had chance to assess Indo- 

Pak situation on basis of his trip. 
2. FYI we believe, like UK and Graham, that best hope for progress 

settlement of Kashmir problem rests in meeting of two Prime Min- 
isters, which we assume will not occur until middle or later part of 

June. In our opinion nothing should be done which might disturb the 
friendly atmosphere in which it is expected that meeting will take 
place. We feel that chances for successful negotiation between two 
Prime Ministers will be better if US and UK have not entered into sub- 
stantive negotiations in anticipation of failure of meeting. Pakistan 
would certainly hear promptly via UK of any agreement we reached
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with UK on next UN steps. We believe GOP will be less prone want SC 
debate in preference to negotiation between two Prime Ministers if 
it understands all discussions between US and UK suspended pending 
Prime Ministers’ meeting. For this reason we see advantage in not 
pressing forward in talks with UK. There is perhaps risk in 
not attempting to reach complete understanding with UK soon but 
we think US-UK talks now would lessen prospects of productive 
direct negotiations between India and Pakistan, and in any event 
US-UK position in SC will be affected, if not determined, by atmo- 
sphere created by and outcome of Prime Ministers’ meeting. | 

| ‘Smrra 

690D.91/7~-1858 : Telegram | | - 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State* 

SECRET a New Deut, July 13, 1953—4 p.m. 

79. Indian leaders continue to show concern over reports that in- 
dividual Americans have encouraged Abdullah to favor independence 
for Kashmir and have held out hope for US economic assistance, pos- | 
sibly in return for US air bases. References continue to be made to 
alleged increased intransigence of Abdullah following Adlai Steven- 
son’s talks with him in May, and there have even been veiled implica- 
tions that Stevenson was charged with special mission by present US _ 
administration. Nehru appears to be convinced of this and may have 
originated reports (Embtel 31, repeated Karachi 4, July 6).2 | 

— Limes of India editorial of July 11 asks, “Must we continue to brook 
the unasked-for interference of mischievous third parties?” ae 

It is possible that Americans referred to in Hindustan Times article 
of June 30 (Embassy’s 19, July 4)? were US members of UN observa- 
tion mission, although they usually highly circumspect. a | 
~ In view of forthcoming Ali-Nehru talks, it might be useful if I 

could assure Nehru officially, on basis of fresh instructions, that US 

) continues to hope for successful settlement of Kashmir problem by 

bilateral negotiations between India and Pakistan and that in any _ 

case US Government is not interfering in Kashmir and that any loose 

talk by private Americans regarding independence is fully repudiated. 

It might also be useful if I could give Nehru direct statement from 

Stevenson, stating that latter had learned that press references had | 

been made to his talks with Abdullah and that he wished to make it 

clear that conversation was solely to obtain information and that he 

(Stevenson) had no solution in mind or desire to suggest one. — 

| | | ALLEN 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and London. 
7Not printed.
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690D.91/8-1353 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* — 

SECRET WASHINGTON, July 15, 1953—10: 32 p. m. 

48. Embtel 79. You authorized give Nehru firmest assurances US 
Government made no suggestions officially or unofficially encourage 
Kashmir government seek satisfaction any given set demands. You 
may assure Nehru Stevenson given no mission discuss Kashmir with 
Abdullah or anyone else. _ | ) 

In light current misunderstandings among Indian officials public 
you may wish instruct your staff refrain visits Kashmir for present. 

While making clear Nehru complete lack substance charges our in- 
terference Kashmir you should remind him our real hope forthcoming 
negotiations will provide progress Kashmir solution.  _— 

| 7 | DULLES 

| * This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and London. | | 

690D.91/7—-2754 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State? 

SECRET  NIACT Karacui, July 27, 1953—8 p. m. 

94. Foreign Minister asked UK High Commissioner and myself _ 
call this afternoon to give us confidential summary Nehru—Ali talks 
Kashmir. Zafrulla began saying he had sad duty to report a failure. 

First day meeting characterized by lengthy historical monologue by 
Nehru which began pre-Alexander Great had not reached British 
period by end day. References Kashmir emphasized cultural unity 

deprecated possibilities of division. Second day discussion on more 
practical plane with Nehru mentioning alternatives: Independence all 
Kashmir, independence valley, overall and regional plebiscites. Nehru 
ruled out first two. Pakistani Prime Minister then offered paper as 
basis discussion which showed agreements already reached and points 
remaining for settlement. Nehru asked for copy to study. 

At this morning’s meeting Nehru made no reference to Pakistani 
paper and after referring to many difficulties inherent in various — 
possible courses, expressed view it might be better maintain status 

quo which seemed be working quite well. Mohammad Ali said this © 

quite unacceptable to Pakistan. | | 
Cabinet meeting followed morning discussion. Prime Minister report 

roused great indignation part members but after heated discussion, 

all agreed advisable course would be avoid break and agree further 

discussions should Nehru desire. It seems likely therefore that Prime 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London and New Delhi.
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Minister will go to Delhi probably late August. Cabinet agreed do all 
possible keep public opinion calm and prevent “ebullience”. 7 
Nehru is holding press conference today and communiqué will be 

issued. Effect on public opinion will depend to large degree on Nehru’s | 

statements and tone of communiqué. | a 
Foreign Minister also told UK High Commissioner and myself he 

had discussed Kashmir with N. R. Pillai on basis their long personal 
friendship. Pillai said Nehru alone dealt with Kashmir question and 

_ neither he nor anyone else knew his mind on it. Zafrulla emphasized 
to Pillai importance to two countries of agreement, enabling both to 
reduce defense expenditures and work out common defense policy, and 
warned of dangers should hot heads in Pakistan become aroused. He 
cited as example what could happen Punjab disturbances of few 
months ago. | : 

Zafrulla says no progress has been made on evacuee property or other 
issues. Nehru in vague way proposed to Mohammad Ali that two coun- 
tries should work more closely together in foreign affairs matters but 
dropped matter before any concrete suggestion emerged. 7 
UK High Commissioner and I expressed gratitude to Foreign 

Minister for giving us this information (which he said he was doing 
before press reports appeared and before reports were made to Paki- 
stani embassies abroad) and said we were sure both our governments 
would receive news with most profound disappointment. He knew of 
interest of our government and hope that understanding could be 
reached by friendly discussion between leaders and therefore would 
understand great disappointment at outcome he had described. 

I believe much will depend on public handling of talks in both coun- 
tries. News bound to leak from Cabinet members and danger is that 
press will reverse friendly tone of past days and begin vituperative 
campaign which can only have unfortunate consequences. One hopes 
Cabinet can restrain discussion and keep door open for future meetings 
although prospects progress appear dim indeed. | | . 

| | EXMMERSON 

690D.91/8—1053 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | - New Deru, August 10; 1953—5 p. m. 

278. As Department aware, numerous articles have appeared in 
India press during recent weeks alleging US interference in 
Kashmir. These reports claim Americans have encouraged Sheikh 
Abdullah to support independence and to count on US economic aid. 

I have not felt it desirable to dignify these allegations with any 
public statement until today. However, new Kashmir Prime Minister 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi.
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Bakshi in his first public statement yesterday justified dismissal of 
Abdullah on grounds that “an independent Kashmir under the in- 

fluence of an imperialist power will be a grave threat to the freedom 

- and independence of the Indian and Pakistan people”. That US is 

“imperialist power” intended is beyond question. Consequently, some 
statement by Embassy has become imperative and I am releasing 
following to press today: “I have had several inquiries concerning | 

recent allegations of American interference in Kashmir. , 

“JT wish to state unequivocally that such allegations are entirely false. 

The sole interest of the United States in Kashmir is the sincere hope 
that the problem of its status will be solved on a basis mutually ac- 
ceptable to the two countries directly concerned, India and Pakistan.” 

| | ALLEN 

690D.91/8-1088 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State* 

SECRET | New Deu, August 10, 1953—7 p. m. 

| 982. .. . GOI claims to have in hand positive documentary proof 

American intrigues in Kashmir and that these documents will not be 
used unless GOI is challenged by US for proof. | 

Embassy has ... learned... that... Thursday, Nehru was in- 

clined to follow cautious policy vis-a-vis rift in Abdullah Cabinet but 

that Katju, Tyagi and C. D. Deshmukh were able to win him over to 

active policy by showing him documents in question. He was already 

prone to accept reports of American interference, particularly through 

Stevenson visit, and gave his OK for ousting of Abdullah and appoint- 
ment of Bakshi, according to prearranged plan made when Bakshi 
visited Delhi three weeks ago. | 

A. V. Pai, Secretary to GOI Cabinet, is said to have visited Kashmir 

for few hours August 7 to put finishing touches on plan and give 

Karan Singh go ahead. 
I consider it advisable for US to take prompt action to counteract 

reports of US interference and suggest I be authorized to deliver 

letter to Nehru expressing confidence that both GOI and US Govern- 

ments are equally anxious to correct false impression of American 

interference and requesting any information GOI may have on this 

subject. 
| | ALLEN 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. |
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690D.91/8-1053 : Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State’ | 

SECRET © | New Deru, August 10, 1953—8 p. m. 

283. I am inclined to believe that Indian allegations of US interfer- 
ence in Kashmir have been based in part, and perhaps subconsciously, 
on Indian fears of Soviet and/or Chinese interference there. Indians 
are genuinely afraid of Russians and Chinese, but feel they can 
lambaste US with impunity and without fear of retaliation. By alleg- 
ing US interference as basis for ousting Abdullah, GOI may have felt 
it was establishing plausible grounds for action and also indirectly 
warning other powers against interfering. — | 

Unfortunate feature of this nefarious scheme is that not only Indian 
public at large but also practically every high Indian official and writer 
has become firmly convinced of story manufactured out of whole cloth. 

| oe ALLEN 
1 This telegram was repeated for information to London, Karachi, and Moscow. 

690D.91/8-1083:Telegram = ss—t—~S | 
The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State? 

‘CONFIDENTIAL NIACT _ Karacut, August 10, 1953—9 p. m. 

141. Foreign Minister asked me to call at five this afternoon. He 
stated Prime Minister had sent message to Nehru affirming that im- 
mediate meeting is necessary to resolve Kashmir difficulties and that in 
no case should meeting be postponed beyond August 17. 

Zafrulla indicated GOP took extremely serious view recent Kashmir 
_ developments, that dilemma presenting itself seemed to be choice be- 

tween fact accompli and continuing deterioration of situation with _ 
disorder and possible bloodshed. Either one unacceptable to Pakistanis _ 
and, while they feared talks would be fruitless, they were compelled 

take this further action after which recourse would be Security 
Council. | | | 

Foreign Minister emphasized government was trying keep press 
subdued and maintain as favorable atmosphere as possible. Zafrulla 
said fact of Prime Minister approach to Nehru would be publicly an- 
nounced tomorrow. Foreign Minister and I gave assurances we would 
keep each other appropriately and promptly informed of our respec- ! 
tive governments attitudes on this matter. : 

HILDRETH | 
This telegram was repeated to New Delhi. | | 

 690D.91/8-1158: Telegram ts —— | 
The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State? 

| CONFIDENTIAL Karacut, August 11, 1958—4 p. m. : 
143. Prime Minister during my call on him this morning said that | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
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Government of Pakistan was afraid that tribes in north and Azad 
_ Kashmiris might make move toward Indian-held Kashmir and that 

Government of Pakistan had issued instructions to Pakistan army to _ 
prevent any breach of cease-fire line. 

Prime Minister remarked “responsible” source had told him US had 
engineered Abdullah ouster to get needed bases Kashmir which US 
could not obtain India or Pakistan. Agreeing with fantasy this state- 
ment he commented US served useful purpose as source of aid to needy 
countries and at same time target of blame when things went wrong. 
Prime Minister noted that Indians had lost basis their case for Kashmir 
since both Maharaja and Abdullah, principal parties to accession to 
India, now discredited and disappeared. 

Defense Secretary in conversation today with Embassy officer was 
asked what two Prime Ministers would discuss if they met as suggested 
by Pakistan. He replied, “What can they discuss?” He added that they 
had discussed the issue threadbare at their last meeting without suc- 
cess and that Nehru would not give way on Abdullah ouster. Pakistanis 
feared move would lead to communal troubles and start refugee flow 
again to Pakistan. 

Reliable non-government source says majority middle class Karachi 
people saying it futile for Prime Ministers meet again and that SC 
useless, therefore only alternative was direct action. Added that they 
“distressed” over Abdullah ouster and that principal fear was for 
future Kashmir Muslims. Embassy believes that Government of Paki- 

stan completely frustrated and at total loss as to what to do. Indo- 

Pakistani relations, at all-time high few weeks ago, have sunk to new 

low as far as Pakistanis concerned. Embassy has observed more agita- 

tion and indignation over this issue than any other in last several years, 

including Liaquat “troops on border” announcement 1950. Protest 

strike called for today mainly successful in morning with expectation 

that procession and public meeting scheduled for tonight will make 

hartal complete. | | | | 
| - - HILDRETH 

690D.91/8-1153 : Telegram - 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

RESTRICTED PRIORITY New Detur, August 11,1953—7 p.m. 

295. During conversation with Pillai today I mentioned rumors of 

American interference in Kashmir and said that while I took no official 

cognizance of them, since there had been no allegation of such inter- 
ference by GOI, I was anxious to find out their source. I said I felt 
confident GOI was as desirous as I was to clear up situation and I 
would welcome any evidence it might have on subject. 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and London:
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Pillai said he wished to assure me he personally did not believe one 
word of these rumors, and he would let me have any information he 
might receive on subject. I emphasized that any basis whatever for 
reports that US had offered loans to Abdullah would be especially 

welcome. 
| ALLEN 

690D.91/8-1353 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State * 

SECRET Karacut, August 18, 1953—4 p. m. 

151. Embassy believes that in considering US attitude toward 
Kashmir situation Department will wish bear in mind following: — 

1. Pakistan frustration probably more intense now than ever before. _ 
Popular attitude toward India and Nehru has changed 180 degrees 
from unprecedented high two weeks ago to present new low. GOP in 
dilemma; realize folly and fatality any direct action and yet sees no 
hope now for peaceful and acceptable solution. Officials admit 
helplessness. a a a 

9. Although Delhi in better position comment than we, it appears 
from here that change regime Kashmir increases Commie influence 
and hence Commie threat both Pakistan and India. This point has 
been made in Pakistan press and by Pakistan officials though not to 
any emphatic degree. Today’s Times of Karachi says editorially: 
“Union with which the Indian communalists and Commies speak and 
the unanimity with which they have charged the US for organizing 
a conspiracy against India and inciting Sheikh Abdullah should serve | 
as a warning to that country which is so anxious to please and placate | 
India.” : — 

Once Ali-Nehru talks either cancelled or fail, Paks apparently plan 

appeal again to SC. At this point their attention will likely turn from 

India to US and we will probably face revival of attacks on US for 

failure get UN action against India. Editorial comment quoted above 

forewarns return to critical line toward US for “partiality” to India. 

Dawn. editorial yesterday described new UN approach as “final test 

of much-vaunted Anglo-American love of democratic and human | 

values.” - | a : 
Embassy believes we must be prepared for such turn of events. 

I believe above consideration impose obligation consider most care- ! 
fully future US position and actions regarding Kashmir. Although I 
do not have specific recommendations to make at this time, problem 

| is of course constantly and uppermost in our minds. | | 

| HILDRETH | ! 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London and New Delhi.
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690D.91/8-1483: Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State* 

CONFIDENTIAL New Detut, August 14, 1953—4 p. m. 

315. Re Embtel 311, August 13.? Pillai also cited as basis for alle- 
gations of American interference in Kashmir Vew York Times article 
of July 5 stating that consideration was being given to partition of 
Kashmir, with independent status for Vale. Article added “it is ru- 
mored, without official verification” that Secretary Dulles supported 
solution of this nature. Pillai commented “Mr. Dulles, of course, never 
discussed any such solution with Prime Minister. Trumbull’s article 
created much resentment here.” 

Information officer of MEA recently said “you Americans are 
responsible for reports of interference” citing Trumbull’s article and 

| Adlai Stevenson’s article on India in Zook magazine Trumbull’s basis. 
It seems clear that both Pillai and MEA information officer were _ | 

reflecting views of Prime Minister Nehru. Meantime, V. P. Radha- © 
krishnan said yesterday that neither he nor Prime Minister Nehru 
has slightest evidence of American interference in Kashmir. Answer 
to this seeming paradox is that Nehru does not think US Government 
has intervened officially but he believes private American individuals, 
notably Stevenson, influenced Abdullah and that US Government is 

| generally inclined to be pro-Pakistani on Kashmir issue. __ 
False reports alleging that I have visited Kashmir are beginning to 

backfire. Since fact that I have never been to Kashmir and have never 
met any Kashmiri officials except brief handshake with Karan Singh 
at reception is well known in official diplomatic and press circles in 
Delhi, and allegations of my visits are beginning to be cited as proof 
that whole story of American interference is based on either manu- 
factured or flimsiest evidence. | a 

| ALLEN 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi. 
2In telegram 311 from New Delhi, Aug. 18, Ambassador Allen reported in part 

as follows: : 
‘Pillai asked me to call today to discuss Kashmir. He repeated that he had no 

idea whatever that US Government had been interfering in Kashmir, and he had 
already spoken to information officer of MEA requesting latter to do what he 
could to stop press allegations. He also said he would speak to Vishnu Sahay 
regarding latter’s ‘loose talk’ as soon as Shah returns from Kashmir.” (690D.91/ 

8-1353 ) - 

690D.91/8-1753 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State * 

CONFIDENTIAL | New Dexui, August 17, 1953—7 p. m. 

340. Series of articles frontpaged by Hindustan Times August 15, 

16, 17, indicates Government of India continues endeavor divert atten- 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi.
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tion from its embarrassment over its action in Kashmir by charging 
foreign interference in Kashmir affairs. Articles by Hindustan Times 
political correspondent in Kashmir charge “United Nations Agency” 
with plotting establish Abdullah at head of independent government 
in Indian-occupied Kashmir through economic aid furnished by 
United Nations. Extremes to which these articles go are indicated by 
fact no effort has been made explain how Abdullah could gain inde- 

pendence through economic aid while surrounded by Indian troops. | 
Embassy doubts Hindustan Times would play up these stories without: 
at least acquiescence Government of India. | 

Special article in Hindustan Standard August 16 suggests plot to 
establish independent Kashmir hatched when Sheik Abdullah visited 
United States America “several months ago”; that United States Gov- 
ernment was behind “coup” which made Mohammed Ali Pakistan 
Prime Minister; that Adlai Stevenson went to Kashmir in May 1953 
to give final instructions to Abdullah regarding coup to make Indian- __ 
occupied Kashmir independent. Article observes Abdullah’s foreign _ 
contacts obviously of “criminal, conspiratorial and treasonable char- 
acter”, and United States America objectives were buffer state be- | 
tween USSR and India, and Pakistan friendship which would make 
possible importation through Karachi of arms for Kashmir which 
would have become “virtually a Northern Pakistan”. 

a an ALLEN 

-690D.91/8-2653 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State * 

SECRET | Karacut, August 26, 1953. 
172. Embassy has carefully considered US position respecting 

Kashmir question and possible steps which might further achieve- 
ment of settlement (re Embtel 151 August 13). 

Disappointment over Delhi talks is deep and widespread and we 
believe Prime Minister has lost strength and prestige. Embassy be- 
lieves weakening of Ali Government or fall his Cabinet would be 
extremely detrimental to US interests this area. Consequently, if any __ 
US action to strengthen government could be successful, we believe it 
deserves most thorough examination. a | 

Secretary’s statement after leaving Karachi re maintenance of pres- 
sure on Nehru with respect Kashmir and military aid to Pakistan plus 
plan to send Ruffner mission here indicate to Embassy that US may be | 
prepared enter closer defense relationship with Pakistan. While we 

advised against divulging mission visit during Delhi stage Kashmir 
negotiations, we believe those considerations no longer prevail and that 

_ * This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi and to Cairo for : 
Jernegan.
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conversations on military assistance could now be held here with profit, 
with respect both pressure on settlement of Kashmir issue and restor- 
ing prestige Prime Minister. | | , 

Nehru actions against Abdullah, Indian campaign on “American 
interference”, and Nehru attitude toward Admiral Nimitz all appear 
to us to justify hardening of US attitude on Kashmir question. We 
believe while India would not be pleased over US military aid to Paki- 
stan, result on Kashmir question might in the end be beneficial. Finally 

military assistance agreement would strengthen present Pakistan Gov- 

| ernment and further enlist Pakistanis as active partners defense free 

world. | | 

In view above Embassy perceives no objection visit mission such as 
one contemplated. However, in view cancellation Ruffner trip Em- 
bassy proposes as alternative discussions in Washington at time Gen- 

eral Ayub visit September 25. If military aid is to be discussed at that 
time Ayub should be supported by Defense Secretary Iskander Mirza 

whose position and influence in government permit him speak with 

, | authority. Embassy, therefore, suggests Mirza be invited to Washing- 

ton at same time and that Embassy Army Attaché be recalled for 
consultation and participation in talks. | 

If State and Defense representatives mentioned Deptel 143 ? could 
visit Karachi early September discussions with us here could prepare 

way for Washington meetings. 

Army Attaché concurs. | 

HipretTH 

® Not printed. 

690D.91/8-2753: Telegram = 
The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

SECRET New Dexut, August 27, 1953—4 p. m. 

899. Re Karachi’s 172 August 26, repeated Delhi 48. While I fully 

appreciate Karachi’s reaction to India’s attitude and actions re 

Kashmir, I wish to raise question whether we are not in danger of 

becoming somewhat more involved with this question than our national 
interests justify. It would be very serious matter for US to get tied up 

militarily or become morally committed to assist physically either side 

in territorial dispute so far from US shores. Many such disputes exist 

around world, some of which we must learn to live with i.e., Trieste 

and Saar, helping where we can, through UN wherever possible, but 

avoiding bilateral commitments. . 
| ALLEN 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, Cairo (for Jernegan), 
and London.
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690D.91/8-2853 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

SECRET Karacut, August 28, 1953—3 p. m. 
| 176. Reference Delhi’s 399.2 Primary point Embassy’s 172 was not | 

to interfere in Kashmir but merely to point out that if military assist- 
ance to Pakistan had been decided as sound then the knowledge of 
that fact now, so far as Pakistan is concerned, would have the addi- 

| tional effect of buttressing Prime Minister who as result of Kashmir 
is in weakened position and might also have salutary effect now on 
Kashmir issue. Have assumed Kashmir issue is secondary to military 
assistance issue and that adequate guarantees against use of military 
assistance in Kashmir issue would be part of any military assistance 
agreement. | | Oo 

- a Hitpretu 

1This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi and Cairo (for — 
Jernegan). : | 

* Supra. | 

357.AB/9-153 : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by James M. Ludlow of the Office of 

os United Nations Political and Security Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL __ [Wasuineton,] September 1, 1953. 

| Subject: Admiral Chester W. Nimitz’ Letter of Resignation as UN | 
Plebiscite Administrator Designate for Kashmir. | 

Participants: The Secretary ae 
Rear Admiral Bernard L. Austin, OP 35, Office of 

Chief of Naval Operations _ | 
Mr. Ludlow, UNP | | LO 

Admiral Austin, at his request, called on the Secretary this morning 
to deliver Admiral Chester W. Nimitz’ letter of resignation as UN a 
Plebiscite Administrator Designate for Kashmir. He stated that he © | 
was transmitting the letter at Admiral Nimitz’ personal request. 

In receiving the letter, the Secretary said that he intended to write 
Admiral Nimitz to express the Department’s thanks. He said that the 
Department had felt it necessary to urge Admiral Nimitz to refrain 
from resigning so that he might remain as a symbol of sustained inter- 
est and hope in a solution of the Kashmir question. It fully appreciated 
the inconvenience and self-sacrifice which Admiral Nimitz had ex- 
perienced, and appreciated his desire for a terminal date for his re- 
sponsibility. Now was probably as good a time as any for his resig- | 
nation since an early solution of the Kashmir question did not seem 
likely. He doubted that the UN would be the means of settling the 

| 
|
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dispute. Direct negotiations between the two governments offered the 
_ best chance of success, and he had so told the two governments while 

| in the Middle East this spring. He was encouraged that they were now 
negotiating directly. He assured Admiral Austin that the letter would 
be forwarded to the UN Secretary General and asked the Admiral to 
convey his best wishes to Admiral Nimitz for his continued good 
health. The Secretary concluded with the hope that the Department 
might feel free to call upon him at some time in the future should his 
services be needed. — | | | : 

690D.91/9-258 : Telegram | | a 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan — | 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasurneton, September 2, 1953—4: 03 p. m. 
178. Department has confidentially informed Indian and Pakistan 

Embassies Admiral Nimitz’s resignation as plebiscite administrator. 
designate has been transmitted to UN Secretary General. Department 
emphasized that Admiral’s action taken on own volition for personal 
reasons and that he has considered resigning for past year. We added 
fact his resignation should not be taken to indicate any change in posi- | 
tion on our part as to Security Council consideration Kashmir. At 
same time continue hope bilateral negotiations will succeed in arriving 
at Kashmir solution. 

DULLES 

_ +This telegram was repeated to New Delhi. | 

690D.91/9-353 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT -Karacuz, September 3, 1953—8 p. m. 

196. Called to Prime Ministers who, in obvious great distress and 
| concern, showed me telegrams Foreign Office had received from Paki- 

stan Embassy Washington advising Nimitz resignation received by 
Department and forwarded to USUN. Prime Minister position has 
already been weakened, as we have advised (Embtel 172)? and only 

_. yesterday in radio fireside chat he emphatically stated he had not 
approved any suggestion for substitute for Nimitz. He is now greatly 

concerned that Nimitz resignation will cause public to brand him 
liar and become convinced he has made secret deal with Nehru. Prime 

+ This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
* Dated Aug. 26, p. 1331.
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_ Minister implores us to urge Secretary personally to request. Nimitz | 
not to resign at present moment and to do everything possible to avoid 

any leaks of his intention resign. | 

I believe Prime Minister analysis correct and concern justified. 

Furthermore, Nimitz resignation will almost certainly be construed in 
_ Pakistan as United States surrender to Nehru pressure. In fact, 

Cabinet Secretary informs us government official who has seen tele- 

grams has himself accused State Department of complicity with 

Nehru. | | | 
I believe effect on Prime Minister own future will be extremely 

serious not to mention disastrous consequences to further Indo-- 
Pakistan talks and to any settlement Kashmir problem and present — 
Pakistan goodwill to United States. I urge Department to do every- 

thing possible prevent this from happening. 

OO | Huprera | 

690D.91/9-458: Telegram ) os 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan 

- CONFIDENTIAL | _ Wasutneton, September 4, 1953—7 p. m. 

191. Re Kashmir. | ce | 
1. UNSYG being requested by USUN hold up if possible announce- 

ment Nimitz resignation for few days. Report already leaked by GOI. 

Nimitz, though refusing confirm or deny, has told press UNSYG will 

make announcement in few days. Believed not possible defer longer. 

2. You may indicate to GOP that while we firmly believe GOI will 
never agree to American as Plebiscite Administrator we will be willing 

to submit to GOP, should it wish, name or names distinguished Ameri- 
- eans who might be made available for assignment. | 

3. After announcement appears in press you authorized issue state- 

ment along following lines: | 

(a) Nimitz has planned to resign for well over year and has been 
induced by US Government’s request to remain on by considerations of 
service and at great personal inconvenience to himself. _ | 

- (b) Most recently he again deferred his resignation so that it would 
not affect outcome of July-August discussions between Nehru and 
Mohammed Ali on Kashmir. - ie | 

(c) Clearly there is no other relationship between timing Nimitz 
resignation and Nehru-Mohammed Ali agreement. — | 

(zd) US considers resignation does not affect status Kashmir case 
before UN and continues hope for prompt and just settlement 
mutually acceptable to Pakistan and India. | 

| _ DULLEs 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi.
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690D.91/9-653 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department o f State 

Karacuti, September 6, 1953. 
202. Times of Karachi editorial today entitled “stab in back” at- 

tacked US for Nimitz resignation which it says “cannot be interpreted 
as private act” nor friendly act toward Pakistan. Editorial states “by 
withdrawing Admiral Nimitz at this juncture US has done no more 
no less than to sabotage entire Security Council achievements.” Times 
says fulminating against India for Nimitz resignation would be ad- 
mission India’s overwhelming influence in American affairs which 
ridiculous. “Of course America can on her own accommodate India 
and that is exactly what she has done and incidentally dealt the 
deadliest blow to Pakistan” editorial speaks of devastating results 
direct talks with India. Says Nimitz withdrawal by US means latter 
desires Paks to be pushed out of UN on Kashmir. “In light American 
attitudes we see no hope whatever making any headway.” Editorial 
concludes “ultimately it is not wheat from US which will help to keep 
us alive but our inherent strength which is by no means mean. We hope 
government is now as clear about its objectives and course of action as 
people have always been.” 

HILDRETH 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 

690D.91/98-753 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department o f State? 

SECRET Karacut, September 7, 1953—5 p. m. 
203. Substance Deptel 191? reported Prime Minister who still de- 

_ ploring timing of Nimitz resignation. Pleads announcement be delayed 
until after arrival Pakistan Foreign Minister in United States about 
September 15. Much pleased with rest of reftel 191. Advises he will 
publicize fact he sent wire to Nimitz saying in substance “if reported 
resignation is true, hope you will reconsider” believing this public 
statement will show he was no party to withdrawal and is opposed to | 
it despite Nehru’s expressed wishes. This leaves United States posi- 
tion on resignation less clear for present in minds of Pakistan public 
than Prime Ministers (Embassy telegram 202 repeated to Delhi 53) 3 
although statements authorized in Department 191 will help when 
published. | } HiItprReTH 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
; Dated Sept. 4, p. 1885. | .
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690D.91/9—853 : Telegram | — 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State* 

CONFIDENTIAL Karacuti, September 8, 1953—3 p. m. 

206. Re Deptel 191.2 Embassy believes Pakistan’s reaction to public 
announcement United States had successfully restrained Nimitz from 
resigning for more than year will be to question why United States 
had then been unable prevent his resignation at moment which could 
scarcely be worse from point of view effect on Kashmir negotiations. _ 
Our statement resignation has no relationship with Nehru—Ali agree- 
ment will not be believed and will be interpreted as either United 
States hypocrisy or utter lack of sympathy with considerations which 
motivate Pakistan point of view. __ 
Embassy strongly recommends statement be confined to paragraph 

d reference telegram plus indication that, since Nimitz compelled 
resign for personal reasons, United States, should GOP or GOI so 
request, would be willing submit names distinguished Americans who 
might be available. | | 
We believe such statement would have best reaction on Pakistan 

public opinion and would avoid dangerous implication United States 
Government responsible in any way for either Nimitz retention or 
resignation. : | | 

If United States unwilling publicly say it would recommend dis- 
tinguished successors for Nimitz on request GOP or GOI, Embassy 
recommends statement be limited paragraph d reference telegram 
plus either official statement United States or Nimitz personally of 
regret that personal reasons require his resignation this time. 

an | | | HitpRETH 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
* Dated Sept. 4, p. 1335. | | 

357.AB/9-853 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations * | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, September 8, 1953—7 : 27 p. m. 

100. Re Kashmir. Re Karachi’s 203 of September 7 to Department. 
You are requested to convey following information to UN Secretary 

General: - | | 

a. Pakistan Prime Minister has plead with us that announcement of 2 
Nimitz’ resignation be delayed until after arrival Zafrulla in US about . 
September 15. — | | 

6. We understand Pakistan has made direct appeal to Nimitz to hold 
off resignation and has received neither affirmative nor negative reply | 
from Nimitz. We have not been consulted by Nimitz. 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and New Delhi. |
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We consider that timing of Nimitz’ resignation rests with Secretary | 
General after such consultations with Nimitz and parties as he deems 
appropriate and are passing on information concerning Pakistan 
Prime Minister’s plea only to assure that Secretary General is advised 
of Prime Minister’s views. 

| DuLLEs 

357.AB/2-1054 ; Telegram 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State * 

SECRET - Karacut, February 10, 1954—2 p.m. 

608. Foreign Minister informed Ambassador yesterday that Paki- 
stanis have agreed to Nimitz resignation and have so informed Indians 
and SYG, who, however, is giving no publicity to resignation until 
either Nimitz successor agreed on or formula for selection successor 
worked out. Zafrulla said Nehru had now narrowed selection down to 

representative small power not engaged in cold war which seemed 
leave only Switzerland, Sweden. Foreign Minister stated recourse to __ 
Security Council inevitable. _ | 

Action on accession ratification taken by Kashmir “Consembly” has 
evoked anticipated reaction Pakistanis, with unanimous press con- 
demnation on action Consembly and GOI part. Prime Minister at pub- 

| lic meeting East Bengal appealed to Nehru to repudiate unilateral 
decision. Prime Minister stated he “surprised” learn of decision by 
illegally constituted assembly and it violation Prime Minister’s Delhi 
agreement and insult to UN. Foreign Minister, in response query by 
UP Karachi correspondent, referred to Security Council resolution 
March 1951 and said favorable response by Nehru to Prime Minister 
appeal affirming Indian stand “would obviate any recourse to Security 

| Council on this aspect of matter at this stage”. He added that we must | 

wait for Nehru’s response. 
- EMMERSON 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 

357.AB/3-254 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State * | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, March 2, 1954—7 p. m. 

1364. Prime Minister Nehru’s statement in House of People yester- 
day that US members of UN observer group in Kashmir can no longer 
be regarded as neutral and hence their continued presence is improper 
was featured in eight column headlines in local press today and may 
be regarded as chief positive Indian step in response to Pakistan aid 

1This telegram was repeated to Karachi, London, and New York.
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decision. It remains to be seen whether GOI will follow-up with fur- 
ther measures in New York to achieve elimination of US members. 
It is possible US personnel in Kashmir may be subjected to restric- 
tions on Indian side of cease fire line. 

I do not believe we should take any position on Nehru’s observation 
for the time being. It goes without saying that whatever position we 
finally take should carefully avoid possibility of interpretation as 
admission that US observers have been in any way unneutral.? _ | 

| | ALLEN 

*The Department eabled its concurrence on Mar. 8 (telegram 1037 to New | 
_ Delhi, Mar. 3, 4: 04 p. m. ; 357.AB/3-254). - 

357.AB/8-454 : Telegram — | | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

| | United Nations + oe | 

SECRET Oo Wasuineton, March 4, 1954—6: 10 p. m. 

1041. In recent conversation with Department officer, UN Repre- 
sentative Graham estimated GOI and GOP will not be able agree on — 
Plebiscite Administrator by deadline April 30 and GOP might raise 
matter in UN Security Council as early as middle April. He doubted 

| Indians want Kashmir question come back to Security Council because 

his last report was so damaging to their position. | | | 

High UN Secretariat official expressed view to USUN March 2 we 

should not yield to Indian pressure have US observers withdrawn but 

that it might be possible in process rotating US personnel to gradually 
cut down number of observers. Still no information re Indian commu- 

nication to Secretary General on this matter. | | 
In reviewing US position, Department would like have benefit your 

_ views re probable developments in Kashmir dispute and US attitude in 

UN. In particular, would appreciate your estimate though necessarily 
speculative on following points: oe | 

1. Are there any indications that Nehru will object to Graham’s 
continuation as UN Representative on ground of his US nationality ? 

9. Will Nehru-Ali talks be resumed and will they lead to any 
success ? | oe | 

3. Will Kashmir dispute come before Security Council early this 
spring? Would Security Council proceeding at that time be disadvan- 
tageous from our viewpoint in view of present Indian reaction to US 
aid to Pakistan ? | 

| - ‘SmirH 

1This telegram was repeated to Karachi as telegram 728 and for information to 
New York as 891. | : 

7A memorandum of this conversation held in New York on Feb. 15 between 
Dr. Graham and James M. Ludlow is in file 357.AB/2-1554. |
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357.AB/3-954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State? 

SECRET Karacui, March 9, 1954—noon. 

708. Reference Deptel 728.2 Embassy in agreement with Graham 
estimate that GOI and GOP will not be able agree on plebiscite ad- 
ministrator by April 30; Pakistan officials seem in almost unanimous 
agreement this view. In absence agreement on plebiscite administrator 

GOP approach to SC would seem inevitable but Embassy believes : 
from conversations Karachi Pakistanis will not make approach until 
after deadline. Officials stated privately to Embassy officers that for — 
sake Pakistan position world opinion they must give August agree- 
ment every possibility implementation althouh they state flatly such 
implementation impossible as result Nehru’s stand. 

Zafrulla’s statement that Pakistanis would not countenance re- 
moval US observers from UN team presages Pakistan’s last ditch stand 
on Graham should, as seems likely to us in Karachi, Nehru attempt 
exclude Graham from negotiations. Pakistan likely to be insistent last 
Graham report be considered by SC, stating they have in good faith 
initiated direct Ali-Nehru discussions but events subsequent to initia- 
tion those discussions, including ouster of Abdullah, Nehru’s present 
stand on Kashmir and Nehru’s.refusal meet Ali again have resulted in | 
stalemate which can only be solved by SC. Strongly-held Pakistan 
view is Nehru’s stand prompted by desire escape previous commit- 
ments with possible attempt on part Nehru withdraw case from SC. 

Embassy believes and this confirmed by Foreign Minister, Ayub, 
other officials approach to SC inevitable. Pakistanis watching with 
interest Nehru’s action on US observers. Should Nehru officially insist 
that Council withdraw US observers, this would bring issue up before _ 
Pakistanis feel that they could rightly do so themselves. Embassy be- 
lieves that Pakistanis would not be unhappy if Nehru brings up issue. 

From Pakistan’s point of view, effect SC consideration issue this 

spring would depend entirely on tone of discussions. Foreign Office 

official stated to Embassy officer privately that he foresaw Soviet veto 

any resolution damaging to Indians, giving Indians advantage in not 

having to accept or reject any such resolution. Added, and Embassy 

concurs, that with no plebiscite administrator and in view possible 

Nehru rejection Graham continued mediation, dispute back where it 

was immediately after cease-fire but with essential difference that Indi- 

ans (and Communists) have consolidated their position in Kashmir. 
Only Pakistani officials found reasonably optimistic have been Com- 

mander-in-Chief, General Ayub, and Adjutant General, Sher Ali, 

both of whom have told US officials in last few weeks that they had 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
7 The same as telegram 1041 to New York, supra.
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advocated patience to their civilian colleagues. Both stated that beside 
the religious element, other elements ensure ultimate Kashmir junction 
with Pakistan. General Ayub in discussion with Embassy officer stated 
it up to army to prevent any precipitate armed action in Kashmir, that 
he able stop any possible tribal incursion and that he intended do so, 
should the tribes get restive. _ | 

As reported before, Embassy convinced US arms assistance will not 
lead to GOP attempt reach military decision in Kashmir but it obvious 
that as result arms assistance promise, Pakistanis feel they in better 

bargaining position. They feel also that Nehru has weakened his own 
position in eyes of world on Kashmir. Nevertheless, they remain asin 
past, pessimistic. | | 

| HILDRETH 

357.AB/3-954 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the — 
United Nations1 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, March 9, 1954—6: 15 p. m. 

397. Re section Nehru’s speech? concerning withdrawal US ob- 
servers from Kashmir, US military observers were provided at UN 
Secretary General’s request and were carefully picked for integrity 
and judgment. They are agents of UN and answerable to Senior Mili- 

tary Observer. They have not become any less impartial since an- 

nouncement US military aid to Pakistan. US rejects any implications 

partiality or lack “neutrality” these men. | 
UN has authority and responsibitity for recruitment these observers. 

Preservation this authority and responsibility is important matter of — 

principle. | 

Department understands Dayal of Indian Delegation handed above 
section of speech to Secretary General without any request for action. 

If Secretary General asks your advice as to action he should take, De- 

partment suggests following reply: | ) | 

Nehru’s speech does not constitute a communication either to UN 

or US. In our view no action is required in absence of a formal com- _ 

munication from GOI to UN requesting action. | | 

Upon receipt communication by Secretary General Department 

would assume he would make text available to us. At that time we 

would make further suggestions depending on content and tone Indian 

note. | 
a | SMITH 

‘This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi, Karachi, and 

newith respect to Nehru’s statement of May 1, see telegramin 1364 from New 
Delhi, Mar. 2, p. 1338. 

| |
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357.AB/3-1054 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State * 

SECRET New Dexut, March 10, 1954—4 p. m. 

1405. Department’s 1041, March 4. I had long talk with Pillai 

yesterday about Kashmir and other questions. He said Indians re- | 

garded Graham as “very fine gentleman”. He had no idea whether 

Prime Minister objected to his continuation as UN mediator but would 

inquire. | 
Speaking entirely personally, he was highly pessimistic re possi- 

bility of any progress on Kashmir and other matters in dispute be- 

tween India and Pakistan. He said he doubted very much Nehru and 

Mohammad Ali would meet before they come together at Colombo 

April 28. Again emphasizing that he was speaking entirely personally _ 

and beseeching me not to give him away, he said he was most dubious 

that any progress would be made even if two Prime Ministers did meet 

at this stage. He said Nehru had worked himself—or been worked— | 

into adamant position from which he would not budge. 

Pillai did not know whether Kashmir dispute would come before 

SC this spring. : 

Comment: It seems to me most unlikely that India will take 

initiative bringing Kashmir case before SC. GOI tendency is towards 

lessening UN role in Kashmir dispute. GOI may fear India’s present 

~ position in Kashmir would prove embarrassing and difficult to defend 

in full-dress debate. I do not think SC proceedings on Kashmir would 

improve our relations with India since we would find it most difficult 

not to show favoritism towards Pakistan position. However, I would 

not recommend that we make strenuous efforts to avoid case coming up 

if Pakistanis insist. 

As re US observers, I told Pillai that while this Embassy would 

have less worries if they were removed, I thought GOI should think 

carefully, in its own interests, before pressing for their withdrawal. If | 

incidents occurred, it might be most helpful to India if American 

observers on the spot could report facts. 

If Americans were only on Pakistan side of line, they would hear 

only Pakistan story. I pointed out that President Eisenhower would 

find it easier to implement his promise to prevent Pakistan aggression 

if American observers were present, whereas if India insisted on their 

removal, India might have itself to blame if US Government and 

public obtained biased. picture. Pillai said he appreciated strength of 

this consideration but repeated that Prime Minister had taken un-_ 

changeable position and would not rest until Americans had left. He 

- mentioned report that American observers had been seen with known 

1TMhis telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi.
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Pakistan agents in their jeeps in Srinagar and said Nehru was con- 
_vinced Americans were not “neutral” on Kashmir issue. 

| | | ALLEN | 

357.AB/3-1054: Telegram - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

_ CONFIDENTIAL Wasutnerton, March 10, 1954—6: 57 p. m. 

. 1058. Following received from USUN March 10: US observers in 
Kashmir. con 00 | | | 

Secretary General Hammarskjold indicated to Wadsworth March 9 
he had not received formal demand from GOI on withdrawal US mili- 
tary observers Kashmir. However both Dayal and Menon (India) had 
mentioned matter to him, latter in usual inflammatory style. 
Secretary General reported he would suggest to General Nimmo he > 
gradually rotate US military observers into rear echelon posts to pre- _ | 
clude possibility of incident. He had no intention making any arrange- 

_ ments for withdrawal or replacement US observers. | | 
In Hammarskjold’s opinion, Nehru had taken fantastic position. He 

said it would be very unwise withdraw properly accredited members of 
observer team under such circumstances. | 

_ According to Protitch (Secretariat) Dayal gave Secretary General 
excerpt from Nehru’s speech containing statement on military ob- 
servers. Dayal had not however requested official action and Secretary 
General did not intend do anything further unless he heard more from 
India he said. | - 
Hammarskjold was more non-committal as to his course of action 

‘in event GOI makes formal demand for removal US observers. He did 
reiterate however he felt such demand would be wrong on its face 
and should not be made. | 

| SMITH 

* This telegram was repeated to Karachi and London. a 

690D.91/3-1154: Telegram 7 | | | - 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? | 

TOP SECRET _ Wasuineron, March 11, 1954—5: 37 p. m. | 
PRIORITY | : 

762. Limited distribution. Atmosphere of tension in subcontinent 
would be eased substantially if some progress re Kashmir dispute were _ | 
evident. At moment it does not appear likely plebiscite administrator : 

1This telegram was repeated by the Department to New York (eyes only for 
Lodge and Wadsworth). | 
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will be appointed by April 30 as provided in Nehru-Mohammed Ali 
| agreement reached New Delhi August 21, 1953. Such failure imple- 

ment agreement will no doubt further increase tension and feeling 

i] will. 
Suggest in your discretion you see PM privately with following 

line making clear your comment entirely in spirit friendly help and in 
: no way should be considered as a request or Department position: 

1. At an appropriate time (we believe should be no later than 
April 1) Mohammed Ali address communication to Nehru referring 
to agreement, failure thus far to have meeting to select plebiscite ad- 
ministrator and desire make progress, and putting forward three (or 
more) names of individuals who would be acceptable to Pakistan as 
plebiscite administrator. It most important individuals named be 
recognized as men of ability so that Nehru would have difficulty re- 

| jecting. They should also meet test of coming from small neutral 
nation and at least one should be an Asian. We would suggest nationals 
following countries for consideration, making clear it entirely Paki- 
stan’s decision: Sweden, Switzerland, Burma. Would be impossible 
of course obtain prior consent individuals considered so any nomina- 
tions would have to be subject willingness individuals to serve. Under- 
stand Pakistan has informed Secretary General UN it agrees 
resignation Nimitz and this would be good time for public announce- 
ment by Secretary General it accepted. 

2. Depending on the status of communications between Mohammed 
Ali and Nehru,? of which we know next to nothing, and Mohammed 
Ali’s evaluation of chances of success this tactic, the proposal might 
be made public in order to make Pakistan position clearly evident to 
all. This of course also to be Mohammed Ali’s decision. Presumably 
names would be held secret but countries represented could be specified. 

8. Nehru would seem to have three alternatives: (a) Accept one of 
the men in which case a real step forward would have resulted. FYI 
only. This believed unlikely but rejection of good nominations by | 
Nehru would result in India’s losing standing before free world and | 
within UN. End FYI only. (6) Reject all three with a counter offer 
of one or more. FYI only. If Nehru suggestion anvwhere near reason- 
able one we could urge Pakistan acceptance. On other hand, if nomi- 
nations obviously not impartial or not possessing stature and ability, 
Pakistan would have maintained good position although necessary 
reject. End FYI only. (c) Reject all nominations with no counter 
nominees on basis US military aid creates new situation with need for 
study and reconsideration of position. This would clearly place respon- 
sibility of failure of agreement of August 23 on Nehru. You should 
make it clear that we continue favor bilateral negotiations and believe 
reference to SC should only come as last resort (Embtel 708) .° If Paks 

The texts of messages exchanged between the Prime Ministers of India and 
Pakistan in 1958 and 1954 are contained in two publications of their respective 
governments. See Government of India, Ministry of External Affairs, Kashmir, 
Meetings and Correspondence between the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan — 

(July 1958—October 1954): White Paper (1954) ; and Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Kashmir Affairs, Negotiations between the Prime Ministers of Paki- 

sian ond India regarding the Kashmir dispute (June 1953-September 1954) 

> Dated Mar. 9, p. 1340.
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do finally decide, all else failing, to raise issue in SC, would seem its 
position strengthened as result above line. PM should understand we 
not committing ourselves any position if SC debate requested. 

If you discuss above with PM make clear we should not appear in 
matter and any steps he takes should be on basis his own initiative. 
As part of keeping ourselves out of it, we are not informing anyone 

| else including UK and Pakistan Embassy. Any comment from Em- 
bassy should be marked Limited Distribution. 

| SMITH 

357.AB/3-1354 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State? 

SECRET Karacui, March 18, 1954—noon. 
728, Foreign Minister yesterday in conversation with Embassy offi- 

cer made following points: 

Reference Kashmir: 

Neliru has now sent letter to Mohammed Ali stating there no reason 
for two Prime Ministers to meet, thus all doors closed except recourse 
to Security Council. Foreign Minister suggested that. Embassy officer 
“warn” Department and USUN that Pakistanis coming back to Secu- 
rity Council soon. Asked if Pakistanis would wait until after April 30 
deadline, Foreign Minister stated in view Nehru attitude as expressed 

| in reply, there no reason for Pakistanis to wait. Foreign Minister 
agreed with officer’s analysis that dispute now where it was in 1949. He 
said he had no idea about Nehru’s stand toward Graham. Added he 
could not understand position Nehru who was “smart man”. Said he 
felt that while it did not really help Pakistan, Nehru had worsened 
India’s position in world opinion. When Embassy officer commented 
on recent news reports of restlessness on Indian side cease-fire line, 
including reported attempt burn Jammu, United Nations observers’ 
headquarters, Foreign Minister said GOP concerned over situation 
and that General Ayub has issued orders his troops not to be provoked 
by any incidents and to keep peace on Pakistan side cease-fire line, pre- 
venting any tribal movement into Kashmir. Foreign Minister added 
that Pakistanis would not allow anything to start on their side. For- | 
eign Minister welcomed SYG statement on neutrality United Nations’ | 
observers and said that his own opinion. Reference Embtel 708.2 | 
Reference canal waters: — : 

Foreign Minister said Pakistan technicians consider there two prob- ) 
lems arising from World Bank plan: First was time element in 
waters substitution. Foreign Minister said five years was believed to | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. | * Dated Mar. 9, p. 1340. | 

:
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be insufficient to complete project. Second was financial angle. Paki- 

stanis would have to have financial assistance to complete their part. | 

They believe that Lilienthal plan for water conservation has been 

ignored by Bank. When asked whether Pakistanis would be disposed 

accept Bank plan if time and financial problems resolved, Foreign 

Minister said he could not answer officially but his personal opinion 

that such would be case. 

Reference Ceylon Prime Ministers’ conference: 

Foreign Minister said Kashmir would definitely not come up at 

| conference. Added “in fact, I do not know what on earth they can talk 

about.” | 

Reference Turk-Pakistan alliance: 

Foreign Minister quoted Syrian Ambassador Karachi as saying 

with ouster Shishakly there probability Syria would be disposed enter 

alliance. 
| HILDRETH 

690D.91/3-1554 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Karacut, March 15, 1954—noon. 

733. Eyes only Secretary. Re Deptel 762." Private conference Prime 

Minister yesterday wedged between kingly appointments. Contents 

reference telegram delivered. Spirit in which suggestions made fully 

appreciated. Conference disclosed following: 

1. With Cabinet approval already decided not take Kashmir issue 

SC at present and determined go “all out” meet. Nehruw’s expressed 

desire for plebiscite administrator from neutral country. | 

9. Nehru written within last ten days no need consider plebiscite 

administrator until preliminary issues cleared of which principal 

issue demilitarization and threatened GOI required more force in 

Kashmir than he had previously agreed because US military aid. 

3. Nehru letter extracted from context statement Mohammad Ah 

in US News World Report interview quoted Ali as saying military 

aid would help settle Kashmir question. Prime Minister replying 

within few days protesting extraction quoted statement and pointing 

out in interview US News World Report Ali had repeatedly empha- 

sized resort to arms on Kashmir would be suicidal both countries and 

especially GOP and had constantly reiterated Kashmir solution must 

be peaceful. 

4. Prime Minister favorably impressed suggestions reference tele- 

gram and expects follow them in reply Nehru letter mentioned above. 

Prime Minister certain, however, he will not make suggestions public 

1 Dated Mar. 11, p. 1848.
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at time transmittal suggestions in private letter to Nehru for fear he 
| would only further irritate Nehru and injure his cause by letting 

Nehru believe Prime Minister playing more to gallery than to peace-_ - 
ful solution issue. Subsequently may make public fact he had pre- 
viously made suggestions in reference telegram but only after Nehru 
had opportunity consider proposals in private. Prime Minister may 
include Australia in suggested countries. | 

5. Re paragraph 2 reference telegram Prime Minister away so much 
been impossible catch him but to supply Department full knowledge 
his correspondence re Nehru Prime Minister voluntarily offered sup- 
ply copies complete Ali-Nehru correspondence re Kashmir provided 
Department wanted same on condition only top Department officials 
have access same or made aware delivery US. I countered with sug- 
gestion to relieve Department embarrassment asking for same and ~ 
protect utmost secrecy that he give me sealed package of correspond- 
ence for delivery Saturday pouch marked “Eyes Only Secretary”. 
Correspondence will be pouched Saturday. 

6. Prime Minister wanted give military aid team reception on 
arrival but I said I was purposely being absent Karachi time arrival 
to minimize attention and in view delicate feelings in area we were 
doing everything possible minimize publicity concerning team which. 
Embassy thought sound policy and wondered if he would not want 
postpone his reception for team until its return to Karachi from its 
trips through northern area. Prime Minister agreed that wiser. Begum | 
Liaquat also anxious give reception on arrival but I shall take same 
line with her. 3 

7. Prime Minister said he and Cabinet fully determined build best — 
possible record evidencing cooperation prior taking Kashmir issue 
SC even to extent refusal gain world public good will at risk irritating _ 
Nehru. Prime Minister agreed fully protects secrecy suggestions ref- 
erence telegram. : | 7 

8. Down-to-earth talks Iraqi guests deliberately withheld by agree- 
ment with guests until Nuri Pasha goes to India and talks with Nehru 
and returns here to rejoin royal party about March 21. Prime Minister 
felt by showing willingness not press issue joining Turk-Pakistan 
agreement until after exposure to Nehru showed Pakistan confidence 
and would favorably impress guests. Feels optimistic. 

| : | HILDRETH | 

357.AB/3-1754 : Telegram - | 

The Deputy United States Representative at the United Nations 
(Wadsworth) to the Department of State , 

CONFIDENTIAL New Yorn, March 17,1954—6 p.m. | 
009. Re US observers in Kashmir. Cordier called on me this noon 

at his request on Kashmir observer question. Dayal has asked to see
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Hammarskjold immediately on latter’s return Saturday morning and 

appointment has been arranged. Subsequently, Menon, planning to 

leave this weekend, also has requested to see Hammarskj old, among 

other things to express his personal views on same point. 

Cordier anxious to have fullest possible expression US views in 

order brief Hammarskjold for these meetings. 

First question Cordier raised on “strictly confidential” basis was 

whether consideration should be given to any “face-saving” formula 

for Nehru, for example reducing number American observers to 10. 

On objections raised by us he did not press this point. 

He thought it not impossible Dayal may present formal request Sat- 

urday. More likely, Cordier thought, question of travel document might 

be pressed as means of determining whether observer personnel is US 

or UN. Laissez-passer would not be appropriate, said Cordier, but he 

referred to possibility using “travel form” such as used by Bennike and 

previously by Bernadotte for observer teams in Palestine. We indi- 

cated we did not like this idea. He asked us to get definitive comment 

which we said we would do. 

Cordier said he had information indicating that if Nehru cannot 

win on principle he will do so by bringing charges against individuals. 

In this regard Cordier said that some observers had made free use of 

UN radio system in area for personal messages but nothing derogatory _ 

to India contained therein. Also “irresponsible letters” had been 

written charging some observer personnel with partisan political 

activity. However, Cordier said there was no sound evidence to support 

such charges. 

I pointed out that we could make no concession that American ob- | 

server personnel was in any way unneutral. Cordier indicated that 

Secretariat will strongly maintain this position. 

Exploring means of dealing with situation, Cordier said at Ham- 

marskjold’s request Nimmo had been queried on possibility deploying 

American observers in manner to avoid Indian contact. Nimmo had 

replied observer functions carried out on team basis and no conspicuous 

changes could be made. Cordier question whether, depending in part 

on US attitude toward “travel form,” SYG should press for issuance 

_ visas for pending replacements. He asked for our views on this point. 

Cordier thought it would be desirable proceed if possible with re- 

placement USAF plane by RAF plane, pointing out this question 

had been raised by Nimmo about two months ago (before Nehru’s | 

statement) because lack servicing facilities US plane in area. | 

Re American personnel still in Kashmir Cordier uninformed con- 

cerning continuity validity (e.g. expiration date) present visas these 

people. Asked if we could get this information as pertinent in Satur- 

day’s discussion. I said we would try. | | 

In course discussion we made clear our agreement Cordier’s view that
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compliance with Nehru’s request would tend break down whole ob- 
server system, not only Kashmir but elsewhere. 

Comment: Thus far Hammarskjold and Cordier have taken strong 
stand against Nehru’s attitude. I assured Cordier that we wanted to 
back up the SYG and be as helpful to him as we could. In this connec- _ 

_ tion it seems most desirable keep ball on Nehru’s side of net rather 
than putting Hammarskjold in position having to force issue with 
Nehru. This would probably occur if Hammarskjold insists on visas 
for pending replacements. On other hand, if Hammarskjold does not 
so insist, any further initiative will have to be taken by Nehru. _ 

| Answers to specific inquiries above and any additional Department 
comments would be appreciated for communication Cordier before 
arrival Hammarskjold early Saturday morning. a 

W aDSWwoRTH 

357.AB/3-1954 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
Onited Nations 1 

CONFIDENTIAL WaAsHINGTON, March 19, 1954—6 : 30 p. m. 

URGENT 

426. Re US observers in Kashmir (urtel 509).2 FYI. Aside from 
possible serious consequences US—Indian relations, principal US con- 
cern this matter is preserve authority Secretary General run efficient 
observer system not only in Kashmir but in Palestine and elsewhere. 

Secretary General’s capitulation to Indian demand withdraw US 
observers would deal severe blow this authority. Beyond this concern _ 

in efficient UN system we are not interested in forcing our service per- 

sonnel where they are not desired and particularly where their personal 
safety may be endangered. Nor are we anxious to have this issue develop 
into serious open US-Indian controversy. We prepared follow Ham- 
marskjold’s judgment and will respond to any reasonable arrangement 
which he may work out. However it is not clear what Indians will ask 
for on Saturday. AP dispatch from New Delhi March 18 quotes Nehru 
saying India has no present intention withdrawing visas of US observ- 
ers. Thus in taking up matter with Cordier we see no reason discuss 
at this time any formula which would lead to reduction or gradual 
withdrawal US observers before we even know whether Indians actu- 
ally will ask for withdrawal. End FYI. | 

In view above suggest you take following line in reply to Cordier’s 
request for advice. 

1. Secretary General will obviously wish impress upon Dayal and | 

*This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi, Karachi, and 

vr Supra
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Menon baselessness Indian position and severe damage it will cause 

UN system. 
9. 1f Indians demand officially withdrawal US observers, Secretary 

General might hint this problem might go beyond his responsibility 

and he might seek advice from appropriate UN organ. If Indians make 

formal request for withdrawal, we shall have sufficient time consult 

with Hammarskjold as to whether he will wish pursue this line. 

3. We are not clear what “travel document” or “travel form” means. 

US observers of course have valid US passports in accordance with 

US law. If Cordier has in mind UN travel identification card used for 

- instance by TSO members in Palestine, there would be presumably no 

objection if our observers were given such cards to carry along with 

their passports. We fail however see how this would solve visa prob- 

lem unless Indians dispense with visa requirement altogether. Suggest 

you cbtain clarification of what Cordier has in mind. 

4. We shall raise with Defense matter withdrawing USAF plane as 

requested by Nimmo. 
5. While we of opinion Indian visas are for unspecified duration of 

observer’s tour of duty, speediest way obtain information re expiration 

date of visas of our observers presently in area would be through Secre- _ 

tariat channels. Simultaneously verification report of recent departure 

three US observers could be obtained. Suggest you ask Cordier send 

appropriate message. Further reason for this procedure is our desire 

avoid direct contact between US observers and Embassy personnel. 

6. If Indians do not submit formal request for withdrawal US ob- 

servers or do not formally declare unwillingness issue further visas, it 

might be quite appropriate for Secretary General himself request 

Indian visas (Deptel 413) * 
DULLES 

~ §&Not printed. 

611.91 /3-2054 : Telegram . 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State * 

SECRET New Devut, March 20, 1954—8 p. m. 

| 1450. Reference Embtel 1444, March 19.? Pillai called at my house 

this morning enroute to his office to discuss question of US observers 

in Kashmir “entirely personally, informally and without instructions.” 

(It is obvious that Pillai would not have come to see me without 

Nehruw’s knowledge.) | 

Pillai said he was deeply disturbed over deterioration of Indian— 

American relations and wanted “desperately” to find some means of — 

reversing trend. For this reason he was most anxious to explore every 

possible avenue for solution of question of observers to prevent 

- Indo-US relations from growing much worse. He wonders whether 

‘gome-basis might not be found for us to withdraw the American 

observers voluntarily. 

I expressed full agreement with his desire to prevent further 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi. 

7Not printed.
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deterioration of relations and said I was ready and felt confident my 
government was also, to explore any feasible possibility. As regards _ 
the observers, I pointed out that Secretary General Hammarskjold 
appeared to have rather definite views and my government would find _ 
it most difficult to take any action which might run counter to his 
wishes. I also said, speaking in entire frankness, that I would not wish 
to “go out on a limb” in endeavoring to solve this question if there 
was any likelihood that we might immediately be faced with some 
further dramatic action by GOI which would undo any amelioration 

~ which might be achieved. Pillai said he knew of no such action under 
contemplation and expressed confidence that quiet solution of ob- 
servers problem would start pendulum swinging in reverse direction 
and lead to steady improvement of Indo-American relations. He 
asked what type of dramatic action I had in mind. I said I had 
heard rumors that Doctor Kitchikew was going to Moscow and Peking | 
soon to negotiate tripartite act of friendship and non-aggression be- 

tween USSR, China and India. Pillai said this rumor was nonsense. 
He said Kitchikew might well be trying to foster such reports but he 
could assure me categorically that no approach whatever would be 
made by India towards USSR. He thought that if negotiations with 
Peking over Tibet were satisfactorily concluded, some kind of state- 
ment of mutual desire by India and China to maintain peace between 
two countries with long common frontiers might naturally follow. 

I asked whether GOI wanted Americans to withdraw from both 
| sides of cease-fire line in Kashmir or merely from Indian side. He said 

_he had not thought of this point but presumed that since each observer 
changed sides every three months, he did not think it logical for any 
observers to operate exclusively on one side. | 

I repeated my question whether American observers in Kashmir was 
[were] sole barrier to reversal of current trend in Indian-American 

relations. He said only other problem, which he wished to talk to me 
about at some length next week, concerned Nepal. He personally put 
little credence in reports that Americans were intriguing against 
Indian interests in Nepal but said conviction was growing among peo- 
ple of both India and Nepal that this was true. I expressed confidence 
that we could give India full reassurance on this score. While we rec- 
ognized independence of Nepal, we also recognized that Nepal’s situa- 
tion was such that it must lean either towards north or south. Certainly 
we had no desire to disrupt Indian-Nepalese relations and throw N epal 
into hands of Communist China. 
Comment: I believe it-is timely for us to consider once more effect | 

on Indo-US relations of our decision to give military aid to Pakistan. | 
This decision has been serious defeat for Nehru. I hope with time it . 
will undermine his entire concept of neutralism in this region. If this 
develops it will be a major victory for US policy. We should try to : 
find way in which price we pay for such victory is cut to minimum. !
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The price might well be permanent impairment of Indian-American 

relations and alienation of Indian good will for indefinite period. 

Pillai and other high Indian officials are sincere in wishing to prevent 

| this and are asking for our help. Observer problem is immediate issue 

to be met. I know the vigor with which those who find Nehru exasper- 

ating will argue that we should not cater to him in any way. I believe, 

however, that we may well let our own feelings do us a disservice if we 

fail to look beyond the present. I therefore suggest that we re-examine 

present impasse and see if some formula cannot be found which would 

permit a solution. 
| ALLEN 

357.AB/3-2254 | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Secretary of State’s 

| Special Assistant (O’Connor)* 

[Wasuineton,] March 22, 1954. 

Subject: American neutral observers in Kashmir 

Ambassador Lodge telephoned the Secretary on March 20 in refer- 

ence to the American neutral observers in Kashmir. Lodge says that 

Menon is genuinely and personally disturbed by the presence of these 

observers and said that it was Menon’s view that the observers would 

never be accepted by India anywhere and that their presence inevitably 

means trouble. Lodge added that a final decision was up to the Secre- 

tary General rather than us but that the SYG would be certainly in- 

| fluenced by what we had to say. Lodge felt that if we could concede 

this point, we would improve our position with Nehru, and it was his 

(Lodge’s) recommendation that we take the people out. 

The Secretary promised that he would look into the matter right 

away. I would like to have your coordinated recommendation for the 

Secretary as soon as possible. 
R. L. O’Connor 

*SenttoUNAandNEA, 

357.AB/3-2554 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for United 

Nations Affairs (Wainhouse) to the Secretary of State> — 

SECRET [Wasurneton,] March 25, 1954. 

Subject: US Members of UN Military Observer Group in Kashmir. 

Background 

1. Nehru declared on March 1 that it is improper for US observers 

‘to be in Kashmir because the US had ceased to be neutral as a result 

* Sent through the Executive Secretariat.
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of our military assistance to Pakistan. Since then the Indians have 
become aware of the additional problems which N ehru’s action might 
create for them in the UN and with the US, and the Indian Govern- 

_ Inent would prefer to avoid a public show-down; nevertheless, India 
is determined to have our observers out of Kashmir. The Indians have 
approached the Secretary General and Menon has made an earnest 
plea to Ambassador Lodge, who recommended that we take our 
observers out, Following the approach by the Secretary General of 
the Foreign Office Pillai, Ambassador Allen recommended that we 
find some formula for a solution so that the US-Indian relations al- 
ready seriously impaired, would not be further worsened. 

2. The Secretary General has the responsibility for recruiting 
observers, He has said publicly that UN observers are UN agents and 

_ that their nationality is irrelevant. Privately he termed the Indian 
position “fantastic” and said that he had no intention of asking for the 
withdrawal of the US observers. The Secretariat believes that acced- 
ing to India’s demand would impair the entire UN observer system 
with immediate repercussions in the Middle East. Apart from estab- 
lishing a harmful precedent, withdrawal of the 18 US observers out 
of the total of 45 UN observers in Kashmir without replacement would 
seriously affect the UN observation function in Kashmir. We have 
indicated to the Secretary General that we share his concern but that 
the issue is one between India and himself. However, a new factor has 
been introduced by the direct Indian approaches to us and we are 
seriously concerned that our relations with India not further 
deteriorate. | 

3. The Secretariat advised USUN that two US observers scheduled 
to leave Kashmir in mid-July need not be replaced by US personnel. 
Recommendations  — , 

_ 1. USUN should inform the Secretary General that we share his 
_ concern in maintaining an effective UN observation system, we desire 

to uphold his authority, and continue to consider the Indian request 
to be a matter between India and the UN on which it is within his 
authority to decide. We have noted the Secretariat’s decision that it 
will not be necessary to replace out two observers scheduled to leave 
in July. | | | | 

_ 2. Confidentially and off the record we should advise the Secretary 
General that we are seriously concerned over the effect of this issue on | 
US-Indian relations, we have had high-level approaches by the ) 
Indians, no US national interest will be served by maintaining our ! 
observers in Kashmir and that we would like to see them replaced by 2 

_ observers of other nationalities within the next few months and ina : 
way not impairing the observation system. |
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357.AB/3—2954 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations * | 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, March 29, 1954—6 :57 p.m. 

URGENT 
| 

448, US observers in Kashmir. Urtel 540? reporting Secretary Gen- 

eral’s decision to request “no expediting of our US replacements” in- 

dicates Secretary General appears decided reduce number of or replace 

all US observers. This confirms line taken in his notes to USUN of 

March 10. 

Our thinking has moved in same direction. Menon’s approach to 

Lodge and Pillai’s call on Allen (New Delhi’s 1450 passed to USUN, 

repeated Karachi 204, to London 269)? have brought new element in 

problem since Indians have now directly requested US take action 

toward withdrawal US observers. | | 

Request you approach Hammarskjold along following lines: 

1. Submit to him written aide-mémoire reading: ‘“US Represent- 

ative to UN presents his compliments to Secretary General and wishes 

acknowledge receipt of two notes dated March 10, 1954 concerning 

completion of tours of duty of Major Dean M. Bressler and ‘Thomas 

H. White, members of UN Military Observer Group in India and 

Pakistan. US Representative to UN notes Secretary General’s advice 

that no replacement for these two officers will be required at this time. 

“US Representative wishes confirm that US Government shares with 

Secretary General his concern in maintaining effective UN observation 

system and desires to uphold authority of Secretary General necessary 
for organizing and maintaining such system. 

“With respect to statement of Prime Minister Nehru of India on 

March 1, concerning US members of UN Military Observer Group in| 

India and Pakistan, US rejects as entirely unfounded any implication 

of lack of impartiality on part of these members. In view of US Gov- 

ernment it is within authority of Secretary General to determine what 

steps, if any, are necessary in matter. US remains ready at all times to 

cooperate with Secretary General in every way in spirit of principles 

and purposes of UN Charter.” | | 

9. Orally, confidentially and off record, you should inform Ham- 

marskjold we desire him know we seriously concerned over effect 

this issue on US—Indian relations. We have had high-level approaches 

by Indians indicating on one hand their determination press matter 

and on other their desire find some way out. We cannot see how our 

observers could continue perform their duties effectively without co- 

operation and good will both parties and in face possible harassment 

and danger of incidents. No US national interest would be served by 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi as 822, to London by 

pouch, and to New Delhi as 1126 with the addition of the following sentence: 

“You will be advised of Hammarskjold’s response and on action you should take.” 

2 Dated Mar. 27, not printed. 
| 

2 Dated Mar. 20, p. 1350.
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Juaintaining these observers Kashmir. For these reasons, we would like 
see them gradually replaced by observers of other nationalities within 
next few months in manner not impairing UN observation system. 
We are taking steps withdraw US airplane from Kashmir as sug- ~ 

gested by Secretariat. We also shall not send replacements for four 
observers mentioned urtel 540. One US observer (Major Clark) who 
earlier received Indian visa and who scheduled leave for Kashmir will 
not be sent into area pending further advice from Secretary General. 

3. If Hammarskjold agrees, we would like advise Indians that 
while we recognize it is up to Secretary General to make decision we — 
made it clear to him we have no interest in maintaining our observers 
in Kashmir provided effectiveness present system in Kashmir remains 
unimpaired. | 

| ~ Duties 

357.AB/3-3054 : Telegram | | | 
The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) 

| | to the Department of State es 

CONFIDENTIAL New Yor, March 30, 1954—4 p. m. 
548. Re Kashmir observers. Re urtel 448, March 29, after delivery 

of aide-mémoire I conveyed to Hammarskjold the gist of your para- 
graph 2. He expressed complete understanding of our position and 
said he would be glad to have us advise the Indians, that while we 
recognize that it is up to the Secretary General to make a decision, 
that we have no national interest in maintaining our observers in 
Kashmir. He gave me copies of his letter to Dayal on clarification 
status observers and consultations on replacement of observers and 

of his new instructions to Nimmo on direction and discipline of 

observers. (Copies being pouched tonight. ) | : 

In view of big point which Menon made of this in several different 
conversations with me, it would be helpful to my future relations 
with him here if I could advise him myself of US position. 

Request, therefore, that Ambassador Allen convey the message to 
Menon on my behalf. We are advising Dayal here. 

Lopez 

| 857.AB/4-2084 : Telegram | 
The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations * 

CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineron, April 20, 1954—6: 35 p. m. | 

509. Re Kashmir observers. Indians appear expect US observers will 

be replaced by other nationals at latest at expiration their respective 
tours of duty and hope process may be speeded up (Dayal in urtel 647, 

* This telegram was repeated to New Delhi.
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April 19,? Pillai in New Delhi’s 1494, April 1 relayed to USUN).? On 

other hand, Cordier requested we (urtel 597, April 7)? extend tours of 

duty of US observers until “early fall”. We desire avoid any mis- 

understanding with Indians this matter. | 

Request you inquire from Cordier: (a) does Hammarskjold intend 

replace US observers in near future as he finds replacements of other 

nationalities or does he plan not to release and replace any US ob- 

servers presently in area until next fall? (6) What are Secretariat’s 

plans re replacement of US observers for period after “early fall”? 

(c) Are Indians aware of Secretariat’s plans and if so what is their _ 

reaction ? 
In your discretion you may wish recall to Cordier your statement 

to Secretary General of March 30 that while decision is of course up 

to Secretary General, we would like see US observers gradually re- 

placed within next few months in manner not impairing UN observa- 

tion system. 
DULLES 

7 Not printed. 

357.AB/4—2654 : Telegram 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to 

the Department of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Yors, April 26, 1954—7 p. m. 

663. Re: Kashmir observers, Deptel 509, April 20. In conversation 

with Cordier today USUN ascertained that UN Secretary General does 

not foresee immediate replacement US observers whose terms due to ex- 

pire in next three months by observers other nationalities. Secretary 

General, however, does not intend request extension of these terms. 

Cordier has argued that for long-range purposes a certain balance of 

US observers to total number must be maintained. He foresees number 

US observers leveling down to about 8. As for period after “early fall” 

by which time Secretary General hopes situation will have cooled 

down, Cordier reports Secretary General will probably request re- 

placement remaining US observers when their terms expire by US 

[WN] personnel. 

Re Indian attitude, Secretary General disturbed at recent publicity © 

over weekend regarding arrangements to phase out US observers. 

Indians have been given understand balanced character UN observers 

as mentioned above must be maintained. | 

Cordier informed USUN that firm contract arrangements have been 

made for plane to be provided within ten days by Aden, subsidiary of 

BOAC. Information re plane and non-extension of terms US observers 

expiring next three months will be confirmed by letter. — 
| LopcE
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690D.91/5-1254 

_ Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
_ Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan)* 

TOP SECRET [WasHineton,] May 12, 1954. 

Subject: Recent Exchange of Letters Between Prime Ministers Mo- 
hammed Ali of Pakistan and Nehru of India Regarding the Kash- 
mir Dispute and Military Assistance to Pakistan. | 

With a top secret letter dated April 3, 1954 to you, Ambassador Hil- 
dreth transmitted a file of correspondence containing copies of a recent 
exchange of nineteen letters between Prime Ministers Mohammed Ali 
of Pakistan and Nehru of India. The file was given to the Ambassador 
by Prime Minister Ali with the request that only top Department of- 
ficials have access to it. Oe 

A summary of the correspondence (Tab A)? has been prepared for 
your use. | | 

Highlights of the correspondence are: - 

1, Ali’s vigorous attempt to have Admiral Nimitz retained as Kash- 
mir Plebiscite Administrator, Nehru’s refusal and Ali’s acquiescence 
to Nehru’s position. 

| 2. Nehru’s suggestion of a regional plebiscite in Kashmir, Ali’s con- 
tention that the regions should be defined before any plebiscite, 
Nehru’s position that the regions could properly be defined only after’ 
a plebiscite—no agreement reached. | | | 

3. Nehru’s vigorous objections to U.S. military assistance to Paki- 
stan, Ali’s unsuccessful efforts to answer them and Nehru’s firm posi- | 
tion that further progress on the Kashmir issue is not now possible. 

* Sent through the Executive Secretariat. 
* Not printed. With respect to correspondence between the Prime Ministers, see 

footnote 2, p. 1344. 

690D.91/5-1754: Telegram _ | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 

United Nations} | 

SECRET a Wasuineron, May 25, 1954—7:05 p. m. 
589. Re Kashmir, urtel 733 May 17, 1954.2 We believe initiative for 

This telegram was repeated to Karachi and New Delhi. 
* Telegram 733 from New York reads as follows: 
“New York Times of 16 reports Pakistan Prime Minister statement 15, that 

Pakistan plans bring Kashmir question to SC. I believe we should discuss with 
Bokhari near certainty that Soviets will frustrate SC on Kashmir as they are 
doing on Palestine. We might suggest Pakistan request Kashmir be added to 
Ninth GA provisional agenda instead of bringing matter to SC. | 

“I would like sound out Bokhari promptly, if Department agrees.” (690D.91/ 
5-1754) | | :
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discussion SC or consideration GA of Kashmir should be left entirely 

with Pakistan delegation without any encouragement or discourage- 

ment from us. If US should take initiative with Pakistanis and it 

should become known, it would be interpreted by Indians an anti- 

Indian move and would harm Indo-US relations without helping 

Pakistan. 

We agree with your estimate that Soviets would almost certainly 

frustrate efforts in SC for any substantive resolution on Kashmir. 

They also would probably use SC debate for propaganda attack — 

against US—Pakistan military pact. | 

Should Pakistan delegation approach you, we suggest, you indicate 

following as our views if Pakistan wishes proceed in SC. | 

1. Pakistan request could center on Graham’s last report ? now well 

over year old and narrative accounts from Pakistan and Indian 

representatives over: developments since that report. | 

9, As Council did in January 1952 it might then by consensus urge 

Graham discuss with parties future chances of settlement either by 

his further mediation or by direct negotiation between parties. He 

would be requested report to Council following conclusion his 

discussions. | 
3. We believe no substantive resolution could pass in SC now due 

Soviet obstruction. 

You may at your discretion indicate our ideas to Graham. | 
DULLES 

* Dated Mar. 27, 1953 (UN doc. 8/2967). 

690D.91/7—2454 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State — 

TOP SECRET Karacut, July 24, 1954—6 p.m. 

81. Eyes only Secretary Dulles. Under date April 3 I pouched you 

top secret eyes only certain correspondence between Prime Ministers 

GOP and GOI. Have just been given two more similar letters by 

Prime Minister New Delhi dated April 13 and Karachi reply J uly 14 

which being pouched today. | 7 

New Delhi April 13 summarized following quotes: 

“No person to my knowledge imagines Pakistan is or can be in 

danger invasion from north. If that 1s so purpose military aid can 

only be to assist in warlike operations outside Pakistan’s borders 

wherever they might be—it has always been not only my earnest wish 

but my fervent hope India and Pakistan as well as our neighbour 

countries in Asia would keep out of war approach and that in present 

state world tension they would not elect to be part war areas or group= 

ings of powers. Both from point view international peace and practical 

common sense as well as ethically this appears be only reasonable 

course adopt. Pakistan by rejecting this course completely lines up 

with one of great power blocs—this position created as I have said
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by Pakistan’s decision, makes great difference to whole position in 
Asia and affects India more especially—you have referred to question 
Kashmir, and asked me accept view US military aid to Pakistan has 
no relation this question. I must categorically decline accept this 
view—in present context these difficulties have greatly increased.” 

Karachi July 14 reply summarized following quotes: | 7 

“Your attitude this matter (i.e., unilateral opening Bhakra Canal), 
your continued disinclination proceed with implementation our joint 
communiqué of last August and your stand as regards bearing US mil- 
itary aid will have on Kashmir issue despite all my assurances have led 
me wonder whether under circumstances any useful purpose can be 
served by further correspondence or negotiations between us. Never- 
theless, issues that hang on our ability improve relations between India 
and Pakistan are so grave that I feel I must make one further effort 
help compose our differences—Pakistan has certainly not lined up 
with any of great power blocs or has become predetermined party or 
theatre or base or arsenal in present conflicts or in possible war between 
two rival power blocs. Assumptions to contrary are not warranted by 
agreement Pakistan has signed with USA or Turkey and I must ex- 
press my astonishment and distress that you should continue make them 

_ despite all statements made by me, in public and private correspondence 
with you, disavowing them in clear, unmistakable terms—it seems to 
me extraordinary that steps taken by country to strengthen its de- . 
fences should be considered steps not in direction peace, since weakness 
inevitably invites aggression, but in direction war. Surely what mat- | 
ters is not measures with which Pakistan and India seek strengthen _ 
their defences but their relations with each other. It is my conviction | 
no greater contribution could be made to promotion peace in Asia than 
by elimination disputes that embitter relations between our two coun- 

| tries and prevent them from joining hands in friendly collaboration 
in promotion peaceful objectives—it is my understanding that during 
our conversations you too favoured this approach. You now take view 
Pakistan decision receive military aid from US has changed entire 
context in which Kashmir dispute is to be considered. In my opinion 
no such change has occurred: No such change can occur so long as In- 
dia and Pakistan continues seek settle their differences by peaceful 
means—more particularly, if you should still feel disposed maintain 
despite my assurances, that US military aid has direct and material 
bearing on question demilitarisation in Kashmir (where, in my opin- 

_ jon, it has not) then solution Kashmir dispute would appear be com- | 
pletely ruled out. Your proposition would seem imply India would now 
wish retain even larger forces Kashmir during plebiscite than previ- 
ously—a situation which we could not possibly agree to. To retain 
heavy forces Kashmir would be make nonsense all our pronouncements, 
yours and mine, that plebiscite must be free. This latter, I trust you 
will agree, is matter highest importance. Demilitarisation would be 
purposeless if it did not result securing freedom of vote—if therefore | 
you consider that context Kashmir negotiations has changed in above | 
sense then further negotiations between us unlikely prove fruitful. In | 
that event I must infer that our efforts settle Kashmir dispute and ) 
place Indo-Pakistan relations on sane and friendly footing have un- | 

_ fortunately failed and so far as this dispute concerned we revert to po- | 
sition where it stood before you and I took it up for settlement.” | 

| HILDRETH 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 20 |
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690D.91/9-2354 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State * 

TOP SECRET Karacui, September 23, 1954—5 p. m. 

394. Cabinet Secretary today furnished Embassy in confidence 
copies Nehru’s top secret letter of August 23 to Pakistan Prime Min- 
ister and latter’s reply of September 21. Copies will be pouched.? 

On Kashmir Nehru reiterates point on United States military aid 
changing context Kashmir dispute particularly with regard quantum 
of forces. Ali repeats usual Pakistan arguments, revives Liaquat’s 
proposal no-war declaration with assurances on settlement disputes, 
concludes Kashmir dispute must go back to Security Council and 

proposes publication Kashmir correspondence October 1. 

In discussion Kashmir question Ahmed expressed fear United 

States military aid to Pakistan will become serious issue and publica- 

tion correspondence will lead many doubters to believe chances for 
Kashmir settlement shattered by United States military aid. Ahmed 

stated numerous Pakistani who basically favorable United States 

| aid now having second thoughts based on risks incurred by Pakistan. 

Such individuals would be led further to doubt wisdom military aid 

by arguments on Kashmir. 

Cabinet Secretary said United States would inevitably hold great 

responsibility in SG discussions this issue; United States position 

would be of greatest importance in Pakistan eyes. United Kingdom, 

according Ahmed, basically cool to United States aid and now more 

anti-Pakistan than any time since partition (partly due to GOP 

decision become republic) ; USSR now violently anti-Pakistan; thus 

United States only friend. 

I mentioned that United States position must necessarily be one 

designed to try bring about agreement between both parties. We could 

not take position which would in effect prevent such agreement. 

With respect our participation SC debate Embassy believes United 

States must be prepared defend vigorously United States military aid 

to Pakistan refuting specious arguments that context Kashmir issue 

thereby altered. Regardless our position on other aspects of case this 

would seem obligation we must fulfill. ne 

Cabinet Secretary expects reply from Nehru shortly and unless lat- 

ter insists on continuing correspondence Foreign Minister will be 

instructed prepare case for SC. 
: EMMERSON 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 

24 copy of Nehru’s letter to Mohammad Ali, dated Aug. 23, 1954, and a copy of 

the reply, dated Sept. 21, 1954, were sent under cover of an official-informal 

letter from Chargé Emmerson to Byroade, Sept. 25, 1954 (690D.91/9-2554).
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690D.91/9-—2354 : Telegram | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan 1 

TOP SECRET - Wasuineron, September 27, 1954—4 :12 p.m. 

381. Re Kashmir urtel 394.? Believe you should take earliest oppor- 
tunity convey GOP following US views re Kashmir debate in SC: 

1. Soviets do not wish see reconciliation between India and Pakistan 
and could be expected veto any resolution which might be helpful Kash- 
mir settlement. 

2. Indians and Soviets would try have SC debate focused on US: , 
military aid. We of course prepared defend vigorously such aid as hav- 
ing no connection with settling Kashmir question, but such debate 
probably would serve only to intensify present tensions. 

8. If obvious impasse reached in SC consideration move might de- 
velop to transfer question to GA. | 

You should assure GOP US position as in past will be firmly and 
impartially support all constructive efforts earliest negotiated settle- 
ment either through continued bilateral talks or through further UN 
mediation. In view of foregoing points you should obtain GOP reaction 
and possible ideas as how SC debate might be handled. 

Re proposal Mohammed Ali-Nehru Kashmir correspondence ascer- 

tain if possible why GOP proposes action GOP officials believe would | 
lead many Pakistanis believe US military assistance had shattered | 

chances Kashmir settlement, which would weaken US—Pakistan rela- 

tions and undermine present government. | 
You should find opportunity informally point out to appropriate 

_ GOP official although decision rests with GOP and India we consider 

publication correspondence in near future would be harmful Pakistan’s 

best interests. : 

| | SMITH 

_ + his telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi and New York. 
* Supra. | 

e90D.91/ 3054 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Pakistan (E’mmerson) to the Department of State* — 

TOP SECRET Karacuti, September 30, 1954—4 p. m. 

444, Communicated substance Department’s telegram 381? to Aziz 

Ahmed Cabinet Secretary and to Rahim Foreign Secretary. 

According Foreign Secretary Nehru has already agreed to publica- 

tion correspondence suggesting October 5 release date. Nehru has 
proposed three changes: (1) to start publication with joint communi- 

qué issued after meeting two Prime Ministers Karachi; (2) to omit 

' This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi. 
* Supra. |
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one “official note” included by Government of Pakistan; (3) to insert 

final letter from Nehru not yet received by Government of Pakistan. 

Pakistanis surmised Nehru would wish last word but they will agree 

his suggestions. | | 

Both Ahmed and Rahim believe publication good thing from over- 

all point view. Ahmed says public would misunderstand suppression of 

correspondence which would inevitably come to light in garbled form 

and out of context from one side or another especially during United 

Nations debates. Rahim less worried about military aid aspect, empha- 

sizes wide popular support United States aid throughout Pakistan. 

Since Foreign Minister now in New York both Ahmed and Rahim 

suggest matter of handling question in United Nations be discussed 

with him. Ahmed himself will be in United States with Prime 

Minister. 
EMMERSON 

690D.91/10—-554 : Telegram 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to 
the Depariment of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New York, October 5, 1954—4 p. m. 

952. Re Kashmir. As Department suggested USUN, spoke with 

zafrulla Khan on Friday, October 1. He said he was informed of 

Department’s views via Pakistan Foreign Office and suggested fur- 

ther talks after Prime Minister’s departure from New York, pos- 

sibly 6th. ... | 

| | | | LopeE 

689.90D/10—2254 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan * 

CONFIDENTIAL WaAsHINGTON, October 22, 1954—8: 09 p. m. 

- 518. Following are Pakistani views re Kashmir given by Foreign 

Minister in recent meetings consequent to Prime Ministers visit Wash- 

ington: Zafrulla indicated intent return dispute Security Council 

but specified no date. Reflecting probable domestic political pressures 

he said further UN consideration needed to give hope to Kashmiris 

still oppressed by Indian rule. Pakistanis propose agree almost any 

Indian demand re quantum forces each side cease fire line. Realizing 

probability Soviet veto any constructive resolution, they believe how- 

ever that simple indication of consensus of agreement between SC 

members re quantum forces might enable Graham proceed further 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London.
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negotiations looking to selection Plebiscite administrator. Zafrulla 
believes Secretary General has suitable candidate in mind for position 
who once selected might then be empowered decide final troop distri- 
butions. Pakistanis exhibited little enthusiasm possible reference 
General Assembly. , 

Hoover 

690D.91/10—-554 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the 
United Nations 

SECRET WasHineton, November 2, 1954. 
237. Re Kashmir urtel 252 October 5, We note with interest and 

endorse UK desire for reference Kashmir question to GA (UK’s third 
alternative). Impasse between parties indicates to us GA now probably 
only means making any progress toward solution Kashmir question. 

Following are our views as to how question should be referred toGA _ 
if Pakistanis request SC consideration : | | 

1. Contrary to UK suggestion in their three choices we wish to avoid 
any substantive resolution. We believe most desirable objective should 
be US-UK jointly sponsored resolution requesting recommendations 

_ of GA under Article 12 of Charter on continued handling of dispute. 
In this particular case tactic is desirable as best means of assuring 
there will be no question re continued binding effect of previous SC 
resolutions and UNCIP resolutions on parties. Although we would not 
accept the contention, dropping Kashmir item from SC’s agenda 
might be basis for Indians in particular to allege they no longer bound 
by prior actions of Council, UNRep and UNCIP. | . 

2, After hearing formal statements from Pakistanis and Indians 
concerning impasse in their direct negotiations, Dr. Graham might be 
asked for his comments. | | 

3. While we would hope resolution on Article 12 action would not be 
vetoed by Soviets, if it were, we should consider with UKDel and other 
delegations move to drop Kashmir question from SC agenda, making  _ 
it clear in our view there can be no question as to continued validity 
SC resolutions and actions UNCIP and UNReps taken pursuant 
thereto. | 

4. Following Council action we should consider with UKDel press- 
ing for consideration Kashmir question by GA. 

| UK should be advised our ideas above. Pakistanis, Indians and Dr. 

_ Graham may be advised these views at this time only if they are already | 
concurred in by UK and only if sought by those delegations. 

I’YI. We appreciate in view (1) advanced stage present GA, (2) _ 

internal political difficulties in Pakistan, and (3) Department’s intima- 

tton to Zafrulla here in Washington we were contemplating possibility 
turning Kashmir question over to GA, that Pakistan may not push for 

— early SC action. Exploratory conversations suggested may deter fur-
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ther any Pakistani move for early SC debate. However, since GA 

action appears only logical step out of present impasse we should 
proceed. coordinate with UK Del toward laying ground ‘work for GA | 
debate. We are presently giving consideration type GA action. Should 
so indicate to UK Del and ask for UK’s views. Since other delegations 
likely press USUN for our views once above steps agreed upon you 
may indicate US Government presently considering various possible 
constructive steps and hopes other delegations will do likewise. End 

FYI. 
DULLES



THE PUSHTUNISTAN DISPUTE: INTEREST OF THE 

| UNITED STATES IN PRESERVING PEACEFUL RELA- 

TIONS BETWEEN AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN WITH 
RESPECT TO JURISDICTION OVER THE NORTHWEST 

~ FRONTIER PROVINCE?! | 

689.90D/1-552 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chargé in Afghanistan 
a (Horner)? 

CONFIDENTIAL Kasvut, January 2, 1952. 

Participants: H.E. Ali Mohammad Khan, Minister of Foreign Af- 

fairs 
John Evarts Horner, Chargé d’A ffaires, American Em- 

~ bassy, Kabul | 

| Place: Foreign Minister’s Office | 

I mentioned that my Government had been hoping for some time to 
detect a diminution in the volume and intensity of Afghan propaganda 
directed against Pakistan. Unfortunately, these hopes had not been 
realized, and offensive articles continued to appear. A case in point 
were articles published in Anzs of November 29 and Jslah of December 
1 respecting the observation of Christian holidays in Pakistan. The 
plain implication in both articles was that Pakistan was unduly sub-— 

-servient to foreign and particularly Christian influence. Since these 
| two newspapers are Government-owned, it was difficult to disassociate 

such items from official Afghan Government policy. 

Ali Mohammad denied that the articles in question reflect the views 
of his Government. Afghanistan made no pretense of interfering in 

the religious policies of other Muslim countries. It knew, and accepted 
the fact, that in such countries as Egypt or Turkey full freedom of re- 

ligion was granted to non-Muslims. Afghanistan does not follow such 
a policy herself but that happens.to be a matter of internal policy. Ali 
Mohammad asked whether I had noticed the kind of anti-Afghan prop- 

aganda appearing in Pakistan. I replied that I was not assigned to 

*For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. 
1929 ff. For related material, see documentation on general U.S. policies with 
respect to South Asia, ibid., pp. 1650 ff.; on efforts of the United States to resolve 
the dispute between India and Pakistan over Kashmir, ibid., pp. 1699 ff.; and on 
United States policy with respect to Afghanistan, ibid., pp. 2004 ff. 

| son emorandum transmitted with covering despatch 229 from Kabul, Jan. 5, 

| 1365
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Karachi and I was sure our Embassy there was doing everything it 
could to counsel moderation. I felt that if Afghanistan would set an 
example Pakistan might well respond favorably. | 

The Foreign Minister said that he was always ready to bring about _ 

a diminution in some of the personal invective provided Pakistan did 
the same. Afghanistan resented personal attacks on the King and other 

members of the Royal Family and was obliged to respond in kind. | 
While he was capable of causing reduction in the intensity of Afghan 
propaganda, “it was impossible” to drop the pro-Pushtunistan case 

itself. _ 

I asked Ali Mohammad about the so-called Hussein—Majid agree- . 

ment.? He replied that no agreement had been reached. Abdul Majid 

had spent three days in Karachi discussing all aspects of Pakistan— 
Afghanistan differences. No conclusion had been arrived at other than — 
that the Afghan Delegate to the General Assembly, Prince Mohammad 

- Naim, would continue these same discussions with Zafrullah Khan, 
Pakistan’s Foreign Minister. I asked Ali Mohammad whether he 
thought Abdul Majid’s visit had brought the two countries any closer 
together. He replied that he felt no special surge of optimism, and his 
only suggestion was that Pakistan should be urged to accept unequiv- | 
ocally our November 6 approach.‘ I remarked that my Government now 

- considered the November 6 approach to be a dead issue, had no further 
proposals to make, and felt it was up to the two countries concerned 
to negotiate directly in a spirit of reasonableness. 

-8In telegram 525 from Karachi, Nov. 15, 1951, it was reported that Abdul 
Majid, former Afghan Minister of National Economy, met in Karachi that day 
with Mahmud Hussain, Acting Foreign Minister of Pakistan. Majid and Hussain 
agreed that the propaganda exacerbating the Pushtunistan issue should be grad- 
ually decreased over a period of 3 months, at the end of which time ambassadors 
would be exchanged between Karachi and Kabul and discussions on Pushtunistan 
and other issues would begin. (689.90D/11—-1551) 

“On Nov. 6, 1950, the United States had approached the Governments of Afghan- 
istan and Pakistan with an expression of concern over the tension between the - 
two and an offer to act as an informal “go-between” in seeking agreement by the 
two governments to the following four. points : 

1. To cease attacks upon one another by officials or through official channels 

and to use their best efforts to prevent such attacks in the press or from other 

- nonofficial sources. . 

2. To use their influence to prevent incidents among the tribes which were 

likely to affect good relations between the two governments. The two govern- 
ments would further agree that if, despite their efforts, incidents did occur, they 

would consult together through diplomatic channels and avoid public statements 

on such incidents. 
8. To exchange ambassadors within two months. | 
4. To designate representatives to meet within three months for informal, 

exploratory discussions of their differences without a previously agreed agenda 

or stated preconditions. The two governments would further agree that there 

should be no publicity concerning these discussions without prior agreement 

between them. 

For the Department’s instructions concerning this approach, see telegram 117 

to Kabul, Nov. 2, 1950, in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v, p. 1455. 

The four points were quickly accepted with minor alterations by the Govern- | 

ment of Afghanistan, but the Government of Pakistan declined to accept them as 

| a basis for discussions.
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601.8990D/3-2652 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Merrell) to the Department 
of State? | 

SECRET Kanu, March 26, 1952—3 p. m. 

406. PriMin ? informed me this morning that an Afghan Amb wld 
not be sent to Karachi until the Pak Govt had accepted the fourth point 
of the November 7 proposal.* He seemed pleased however that Shah * 
is coming to Kabul as Pak Amb and appeared to hope that some good 
might come of the appt. — 

When I told him that while in Wash I had been much disappointed 
to learn of a recrudescence of Afghan propaganda against Pak he | 
admitted this had occurred but said that “slowly slowly it wld die out”. 

Pe MERRELL 

‘This telegram was repeated for information to London and Karachi. 

*Shah Mahmud Ghazi. — . | 
* Reference is to the U.S. initiative of Nov. 6, 1950. See footnote 4, supra. — 
‘Col. A. S. B. Shah. oe | 

689.90D/7-752 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL Kasut, July 7, 1952—noon. - 

10. In first interchange of views, new First Under Secretary MFA 
Aziz? has expressed to me hope his Govt that US will not withdraw 
its interest in settlement differences between Pak and Afghan. — 

Earlier in conversation, Aziz had requested my views on merits 
Afghan case. I informed him that (a) so-called Pashtun State wld 
be polit and econ non-viable, (6) there seemed to be no ethnic basis for 
including all of Baluchistan in Pashtunistan, since Baluchis are 
wholly distinct from Pashtuns, (c) that, in any case, arguments for 
creation new natl states on ethnic basis are dangerous, and that | 

| Afghan, with its mixed population, is particularly vulnerable to pos- 
sible Sov claims for “return” various [garble] groups, and (d) that 
present world trend is toward surrender some measures natl sover- 
eignty in favor broader regional politico-econ groupings (I mentioned 
Benelux in this connection). There was no visible reaction to these pre- 
sumably unpalatable opinions. 

Aziz then asked what my thoughts would be on settlement quarrel 
with Pak, which he recognized was penalizing this country’s econ, 
besides being source of weakness for area generally. I replied that 
I had no instructions on subj from Dept, nor was I fully briefed on | 
current attitude of GOP. However, I thought GOP might be prepared 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. 
* Abdul Hamid Aziz. ©
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make econ proposals advantageous to Afghan. Main requirement was 

face-saving formula. Speaking entirely personally, I wondered 

whether some form of mixed Afghan-Pak commission on welfare of 

tribes (not confined to tribes within Pak, since tribes are spread 

across border, and some of them are nomadic or semi-nomadic) might 

not meet case. Aziz said he wld like to discuss this possibility with his _ 

superiors. 

I am uncertain whether conversation stemmed from Aziz’s personal 

interest in settlement, or whether he was acting on instrs. 

| HORNER 

601.8991/9-652 | 

The Chargé in India (Taylor) to the Department of State * 

SECRET New Deut, September 6, 1952. 

No. 686 

Ref: Embdesp # 368, August 2? 

Subject: Transmitting Memorandum of Conversation with Afghan 

Ambassador Re Prospects of Reopening Afghan-Pakistan 

. Negotiations. : 

The Embassy encloses as of possible interest to the Department a 

memorandum of a conversation which took place on August 31 between _ 

the Afghan Ambassador to India, His Excellency Najibullah Khan, 

and an officer of the Embassy. Inasmuch as this conversation appeared 

to reflect a somewhat more realistic attitude than formerly by the 

GOA toward its long-standing differences with Pakistan, the conver- 

sation has been reported in some detail. 

This is the second time recently that the local Afghan representative 

has interviewed Embassy officers on the subject of Afghan economic 

and political problems, especially as they are related to the GOP. It 

seems likely that the economic and political pressures are becoming so 

serious that the GOA may be ready to renew negotiations with Paki- 

stan, and that if arranged, negotiations may have a slightly greater 7 

prospect of success than heretofore. | 

With regard to the merits of the Afghan case for more extensive 

economic and technical assistance, the Embassy is, of course, not in a 

position to comment. The subject may have been brought up primarily 

by way of introduction to other topics which the Ambassador had on 

his mind. ) 

While a number of the latter’s “official” remarks bore a marked 

1 Copy also sent to Kabul. 
2In despatch 368 from New Delhi, Aug. 2, Political Counselor Everett Drum- | 

right reported on a conversation on July 19 with Najibullah Khan, the Afghan 

Ambassador in India. The Ambassador made the usual Afghan arguments con- . 

cerning the Pushtunistan issue and complained that Pakistan was engaged in a 

policy of economic “strangulation” of Afghanistan. (601.8991 /8—252 )
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similarity to views which the Department has heard many times, the 
reporting officer was struck by the omission on this occasion of the 
repetitious and emotional circumlocution which has become almost a 
ritual on these occasions, and by a certain note of urgency which at- 
tended the Ambassador’s presentation of numbered points 4 and 5 in 
the attached memorandum, which seemed not to be just another vari- 
ation on the old refrain with its occasional overtone of international 
blackmail, but to introduce a new and more plausible theme. This 
officer was also impressed by the Ambassador’s suggestion that the 
(heretofore perfidious) British might be helpful in promoting re- 
newed negotiations with Pakistan. To a graduate of many weary talks 
on this subject, the impression was pronounced that the Afghan ap- 
proach wore a “new look”. It occurred to the reporting officer that the 
GOA showed a certain readiness to take constructive steps on its own 
and not rely entirely on the interest of a third power. 

It is suspected that the Ambassador’s thinking, if not that of his 
Government, may be colored by the following considerations: (1) Pos- 
sible imminence of Soviet moves to cut off trade, with a prospect of 
economic collapse. (2) A conviction that Pakistan’s present internal 
and external problems would now render it more than usually amenable 
to a liquidation of difficulties on at least one of its borders, that of 
Afghanistan. (8) Developments in Kashmir involving the latter’s lim- 
ited accession or partial autonomy within Indian territory, which 
might be considered by the GOA as a favorable precedent, or as an 
index of an advantageous talking point to be used with regard to the 
Pushtu-speaking areas of Pakistan. (It will be recalled that never 
since 1947, at least, has the GOA ceased to regard these areas as pre- 
senting a special case.) (4) Recent developments in Iran eliminate 
that country for the foreseeable future as a source of petroleum and 
other supplies (alternatively to Pakistan and Russia) and have prob- 
ably reinforced Afghan dread of the growth of Communist influence 
on its borders.’ 

| It is difficult to understand why this indirect channel of communica- 
tion has been employed unless it is that the Afghan Government is 
making a concerted attempt to make.an impression concurrently 
shrough our Embassy at Kabul, through this Embassy, and through 
its own Embassy in Washington. No other explanation comes readily 

to mind, except that the American Ambassador at New Delhi‘ is 

widely known in this area as a sympathetic advocate of assistance to 

under-developed countries in this part of the world. It would be of 

_ interest to the Embassy to learn whether representations have been 
made along similar lines either directly to the Department in Wash- 
ington or through the Embassy at Kabul. 

*¥For documentation on the oil crisis in Iran, see volume x. 
“Chester Bowles. | |
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Action Requested: The Department is requested to send repro- 

duced copies of this despatch to the American Embassies in Moscow, 

Karachi, and London. 
For the Chargé d’A ffaires, a.1. 

Everett F. DruMRIGHT 

Counselor of Embassy (Political) 

[Enclosure] 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the First Secretary of the E mbassy 

in India (Leach) | 

SECRET New Deru, August 31, 1952. 

Participants: His Excellency Najibullah Khan, Ambassador of 

Afghanistan 

Richard S. Leach, American Embassy 

Reference: Embdesp #368, August 2, 1952 

Subject: Afghan-Pakistan Relations | 

At the request of the Afghan Ambassador I called at his residence 

this morning and conversed almost two hours with him privately. The 

conversation was divided between what he said he was officially author- 

ized to say and what he represented as his personal views, which he 

wished to have kept distinct. I assured him I should respect his wishes 

and accordingly for purposes of this record, the substance of this con- 

versation is divided into two parts, In summary, some of the views 

which the Ambassador outlined as representing those of his Govern- 

ment, and which he hoped might be brought to the Department’s at- 

tention, were the following: | | 

(1) Afghanistan is disappointed at the limited amount of US. 

economic and technical assistance provided for that country. believes 

that it can effectively absorb a much greater amount, and fears that 

the progress already made in Afghanistan may be jeopardized if addi- 

tional assistance is not obtainable. 
The Ambassador showed me a copy of a letter from the American 

Chargé at Kabul to the Foreign Office conveying the Department’s 

reasons for extending limited assistance to Afghanistan.’ He took this 

limitation of economic assistance as the point of departure for his | 

ensuing remarks. 
(2) The Ambassador emphasized that Afghan economic difficulties 

grew out of transit trade difficulties with Pakistan whose solution de- 

manded as a prerequisite, a political rapprochement. 

5 This letter, which has not been found, probably repeated the reasons outlined 

in telegram 21 to Kabul, July 24, not printed. The Department explained that 

funding for economic assistance programs for several South Asian countries had 

been reduced for fiscal year 1953 to levels which. were appreciably lower than 

those which had been approved for the previous year, and the reductions had to | 

be apportioned accordingly. (889.00 TA/7—1852 )
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_ (8) Afghan economic and political life is threatened with being 
crushed between the upper and nether millstones of Soviet and Paki- 
stan pressures. . : | 

_ (4) The Soviets have recently made clear to the Afghan Ambassador 
at Moscow their displeasure over oil development plans and operations 
in northern Afghanistan,° and the Afghan Government expected them 
to make further representations. | 

(5) The Afghan Government would by no means yield to such 
pressure in a matter involving its own sovereignty and internal affairs, 
but felt certain that its rejection of the Soviet representations would 
be followed by drastic economic sanctions in the curtailment or even 
the termination of the current barter agreement between Afghanistan 
and the USSR, upon which Afghanistan is dependent for critically 
needed petrol supplies for the northern half of the country, and for 
other essentials. As is well known, the only practical alternative source 
of such supplies is from or through Pakistan. 

(6) Afghanistan and Pakistan cannot live without each other 
economically, politically or otherwise, and it is time that they came to 

.a mutually advantageous understanding, to preserve stability in the 
_ area, which both countries need, and to make sure that the subcontinent 

does not lose the defensive frontier provided by the Hindu Kush. 
(7) Afghanistan—Pakistan differences can be negotiated and the 

present time is not unfavorable. | | 
(8) Although the GOP had not gone all the way in accepting the 

U.S. “November 6 approach”, the gap to be bridged was not so great 
| that it could not be accomplished with a little assistance from the U.S. 

(9) The GOA would be glad to resume conversations on a high 
level with the GOP and hopes that the U.S. may be willing to take the 
initiative in bringing them about. 

(10) The basis proposed for a resumption of negotiations. would be 
that the two parties should enter into them unconditionally and with- 
out prejudice to the previous positions of either Government, in the 
event that agreement should not result. | . | | | 

The role which it was hoped the U.S. would play, as the reporting 
officer understood it, would be (a) to provide the initiative in having 
the negotiations resumed and (0) to act as an “observer” and to render 
friendly “advice” to either party when it appeared that either was 
taking a wrong stand. 

The second phase of the conversation, for which the Ambassador did 
not wish to be held accountable except on an unofficial and personal 
basis, reverted to conversations which he himself had had with 

Liaquat Ali Khan’ in 1947 when, he said, the possibilities of eco- 
nomic, military and other fields of association between the two coun- 
tries had been discussed. It is the Ambassador’s personal view that at 
the present time there is no reason why, assuming some ultimate, and __ 
not necessarily sweeping, concession by the GOP, to the idea of “free- _ 
dom” or autonomy for Pushtoonistan (not defined) within the borders 
of Pakistan, the two countries should not proceed with very construc- 

° For documentation on this subject, see pp. 1447 ff. | 
‘First Prime Minister of Pakistan.
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tive discussions of their respective, and mutual problems. The time is 

favorable because both countries now have particularly compelling 

reasons for doing so; Afghanistan, for the reasons already mentioned 

and Pakistan for the reason that it was in a parlous state internally, 
(he mentioned ties with East Pakistan as being very shaky), and par- 

ticularly needed stability along its western borders in the face of other 

difficulties. He went on to say he personally believed it entirely possi- 

ble, along with reaching an understanding regarding the tribal Push- 

toons (who were, in fact, independent) for the GOP and the GOA to 

work out a complete political, economic, and defensive agreement 

between themselves. He believed that on this basis Afghanistan would 

be willing to enter into some sort of a federal scheme or confederation 

which would embrace all three entities, namely Afghanistan, Push- 

tunistan, and Pakistan. (He did not think that Pakistan’s common- 

wealth connection would stand in the way of an association of this 

sort.) 
It may be mentioned here that, in the course of the conversation, — 

which included many points which have been raised in former discus- 

sions of this subject, it was mentioned by the reporting officer that the 

U.S. had made a protracted but unsuccessful effort to assist in a solu- 

tion between November 6, 1950 and the latter part of 1951, and it was 

suggested that some other impartial third power might be in a better 

position to extend its good offices. The Ambassador replied that in his 

opinion only a great power such as the U.S. was competent to sponsor 

the negotiations which he had outlined; moreover, Afghanistan hopes 

the U.S. will become permanently interested in the survival of South 

Asian countries against threatened Communist domination. (He also 

suggested that the U.K. might also be helpful in the course of negotia- 

tions, if they should take place.) He said he realized that in Afghani- 

stan’s present state of defencelessness, the USSR could move in mili- 

tarily very easily, given a pretext or even without one, at any time, and 

he again pointed to this fact as demonstrating the necessity for com- 

plete stability, agreement, and cooperation among the South Asian 

countries. . | 

Considering the long history of U.S. efforts to promote a settlement, 

-and the circumstances of its termination of the “November 6 approach” 

about a year ago,® and other factors, I told the Afghan Ambassador 

that while the U.S. is always interested in the peaceful adjustment of 

differences such as those between the GOA and the GOP, I could not of- 

fer any assurance of a renewed interest in the exercise of its good of- — 

fices, but said that I would see that his views were brought to the 

attention of the Ambassador and the Department, with due regard to 

those which he indicated were his personal and unofficial opinions. 

® For documentation on the decision of the United States to become less actively 

involved in the Pushtunistan controversy, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. vI, 

Part 2, pp. 1929 ff.
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| _ The Ambassador also made the interesting observation that since the 
Security Council had been seized of the Kashmir problem, he had never 
felt that he should visit Kashmir. (It will be recalled that despite al- 
leged GOA efforts to restrain their own tribal elements in 1947, some 
of them undoubtedly participated in the Kashmir raids.) However, he 
felt now that in light of recent developments he could properly do so, 
and expected to go there in October. He intimated that he would very 
likely be called upon to make scme public addresses, possibly at the 
University in Srinagar. | 

689.90D/10—-152 : Telegram . | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 1 : 

SECRET New De ut, October 1, 1952—6 p.m. 

1398. In conversation with Emb officer yesterday afternoon, Acting 
Foreign Secy R. K. Nehru stated GOI is deeply concerned re recent 
Sov démarche to Afghan Govt, asserting it GOI policy to foster 
strong and indep Afghan in basic interest of Ind security, which no 
less than that entertained by Brit when they controlled Ind. Nehru 
said Pak policy of blocking ingress to Afghan had compelled latter 
to enter into closer econ and polit ties with USSR, a development 
inimical to the democracies and definitely contrary to Ind’s desires. 
He therefore considered it in interests of Pak, Ind and Western de- 
mocracies to persuade Pak to grant unrestricted transit facilities into 
Afghan. In this connection he observed Pak should be urged to observe 
terms of “Barcelonan Conv.” ? When Emb officer raised Pushtoonistan 
question and suggested GOA should be urged to cease using this issue 
against Pak, Nehru defended Afghan position, asserting these tribes- 
people never tamed, not even by Brit, and what GOA sought for 
tribespeople from Pak was their cultural autonomy. Pak, he said, on 

other hand, wanted GOA to eat humble pie renouncing all interest 

in tribespeople, something GOA could hardly do. Altho Emb officer — 

pressed point repeatedly Nehru indicated GOI supported GOA posi- 

tion re Pushtoonistan issue and unwilling suggest GOA drop propa- 
ganda, and other activities. | . 

It seems to Emb Sov action offers good opportunity explore possi- 
bility of bringing about better relations between Afghan and Pak. I 
am seeing PriMin * later today and hope to find opportunity discuss 
matter with him. | 

Bow Les 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, Kabul; and Moscow. 
3 The Barcelona Convention of 1921 provided for the internationalization of 

navigable waterways that separate or traverse different states. (Whiteman, 
Digest of International Law, III, 879-880) 

* Jawaharlal Nehru. |
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689.90D/ 10-252 : Telegram 
| 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State’ | 

SECRET | New Dexut, October 2, 1952—9 p.m. 

- 1406. During two-hour session this morning, PM himself brought 

up sitn in Afghanistan and expressed grave concern over recent de- — 

velopments. Nehru stated free Afghan clearly and traditionally essen- 

tial security India and Russian demands Afghan deeply concerned 

him. | 

Nehru stated curious know why Sov Union had suddenly taken this 

position and he doubted they wld have gone so far unless they intended 

bring at least severe econ pressure bear on Afghanistan to break their 

resistance. 

Nehru pointed out Afghanistan peculiarly vulnerable econ pressure 

brought by Sov at this time because of what he described as “Pak 

blockade” Afghan. Nehru urged US bring all possible influence bear 

on Pak to facilitate free transport into Afghan and assist every prac- 

tical way strength their position vis-a-vis Sov Union. 

Stated it most unfortunate question of Pushtoon tribesmen cld not 

be settled or at least temporarily eased encourage more favorable ac- 

tion part GOP. | | 

_ Nehru suggested possibility comm might be set up to study Push- 

toon problem and make recommendations to two govts and that per- 

haps on basis such action Pak eld be induced give Afghan support that 

may be so essential during next few months. Of course, it wld be mis- 

take any discussion with Pak to touch on Nehru’s views. | 

' ‘Wid appreciate reaction Dept and Emb Kabul and Karachi of 

Nehru’s remarks and suggestions on anything we can do here. 

| | BowLEs | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Kabul, Karachi, and London. . 

689.90D/10-552 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Warren) to the Department of State * 

CONFIDENTIAL Karacat, October 5, 1952—1 p. m. 

536. In conversation with FonMin ? this morning Zafrulla reviewed 

current Pak attitudes towards Afghan. He reminded me that I had 

had a conversation with Gurmani,? Min of Interior and Min of States 

~ and Frontier Provinces, on Friday fol Gurmani’s return from his visit 

to Afghan frontier, and said that in a mtg held yesterday between 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi and Kabul. 

? Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan. 
*Mustagq Ahmad Gurmani. |
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him and Gurmani with the assistance of the Secy of Info‘ it was 
agreed that Pak policy towards Afghan wld be oriented to being most — 
helpful towards the success of Pak Ambassador Shah stationed at ) 
Kabul. Ref Delhi’s 48 Oct 2.5 | —_ | 

Instrs have been given that Radio Pak shall exercise the greatest 
care on commenting on events in Afghan and that every effort shall be 
made to smooth rather than ruffle relations between the two countries. 

_ Zafrulla said he himself expects on his arrival in NY, as Chief of | 
Pak Delegation UN, to renew to the principal Afghan Del the offer 
he made at last winter’s sesssion in Paris to give most sympathetic 
consideration to any suggestion by Afghans to trade and particularly 
to trade between the two countries. He reports that no specific pro- 
posals have come forth from Afghanistan nor have there been so far 
any suggestions of a mtg of minds of those responsible for trade be- 
tween the two countries to facilitate intercourse and communications. 

_ He hopes that Shah while in Kabul may make some forward steps in 
this direction and that as a result the econ conditions of the people, 
particularly in South Afghan, will be improved. He offered no com- 
ment on Soviet relations between [with ?] Afghan. | 

oe . | WARREN 

‘The Minister of Information and Broadcasting was Dr. Ishtiagq H. Qureshi. 
* Same as telegram 1406, supra. 

689.90D/10-282 : Telegram : 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India | 

SECRET _ | _ Wasuineron, October 6, 1952—2:03 p. m. 
— 1010. Embtel 1406 Oct 2 Deptel 954 Sep 30.2 Appreciate offer ur 
reftel but Dept does not wish Afghan-Pak relations to be subj official 
US GOT discussion at this time. It has been apparent for some time 
GOI not disinterested third party either to Pushtoonistan dispute 
or Afghan-Pak relations in gen. Nehru’s comments reflect GOA 
propaganda output, even including ref to “Pak blockade”, favorite 
Afghan cliche. 2 

Despite Depts serious reservation Indian attitude in Pak-Afghan 
relations it has no objection ur advancing in informal conversation 
with appropriate Indian officials ur belief GOA as minimum earnest 
its sincere desire accomplish rapprochement with Pak shld recipro- 
cate latter’s action by sending Amb to Karachi. Once that is done no 

* Drafted by Percival and Metcalf, cleared by Smith, repeated to Kabul as tele- 
gram 124, to Karachi as telegram 528, and to London as telegram 24338. 

*In telegram 954 to New Delhi, the Department instructed the Embassy not to ~ 
become involved in a discussion of the Pushtunistan issue with the Indian Gov- 
ernment. (689.91/9-3052 ) | 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI = Pt. 2 - 21
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reason why those govts, both equally aware Sov menace South Asia, 

cannot initiate conversations on their own re mutual problems. 

Depts instrs to Kabul (Deptel 112 Sep 29) ° pouched Delhi. 

ACHESON | 

* Post, p. 1454. 

689.90D/10-2452 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State * | 

SECRET -[TWasuineton,] October 24, 1952. 

Subject: Ambassador Naim’s Statement of Situation in View of the 

Soviet Démarche Concerning Afghan Oil Drilling Plans 

Participants: Mr. Bruce, Acting Secretary 

H. R. H. Sardar Mohammad Naim, Ambassador of 

Afghanistan | | 

Mr. Etemadi, First Secretary, Embassy of Afghani- 

stan 
| SOA—Mr. Metcalf | 

The Ambassador called on me today to describe his Government's 

position in the light of the recent Soviet démarche to Afghanistan 

protesting against the latter’s UN-sponsored oil drilling plans. 

- He began by going at some length into. the history of Afghan- 

Pakistan relations and the central issue of Pushtoonistan. The Am- 

bassador said that the British gave assurances to Afghanistan that 

its interest in the future of the Pathans in the Northwest Frontier 

Province of British India would be taken into account at the time of 

the partition of India. In a referendum to determine the wishes of the 

Pathans only two choices were open to them: accession to India or 

to Pakistan. Afghanistan’s contention is that a third option should 

have been offered, namely, that of a free Pathan nation. The Am- 

bassador said that ever since partition Afghanistan’s efforts to in- 

duce Pakistan to discuss the status of the Pathans have met with 

failure. In the meantime (he continued) Pakistan has been imposing 

an “economic blockade” against Afghanistan which has resulted in 

steady economic deterioration. : 

The Ambassador explained that one of the principal outside needs 

of Afghanistan is gasoline, and that in the light of Pakistan’s “eco- 

nomic blockade” two sources were open to it. It could either explore 

for oil within its own boundary, or it could look to the Soviet Union 

as a supplier. Some drilling activity was begun shortly before World 

War II, but it was terminated when hostilities broke out. Finally, 

after the war Afghanistan concluded a barter arrangement with the 

1 Drafted by Metcalf and initialed by Bruce, indicating his approval.
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Soviet Union in order to obtain a supply of petroleum products from that country for the northern area of Afghanistan. Subsequently it 
decided to resume oil exploration activities, using French technicians | under UN auspices. It was this decision that provoked the recent 
Soviet démarche. | . | | 

The Ambassador said that on behalf of his government he wanted to make it clear that he did not intend to play on the theme of the 
Soviet menace in his talks with the Department. However, the fact 
remains (he went on to say) that the Soviets know that Afghanistan’s 
sources of supplies from the south are “blocked” and that it must rely | _ upon the Soviets for essential items. This is the position that Afghan- 

-istan finds itself in today, the Ambassador said, adding that his gov- 
ernment has instructed him to explain the position to the State De- partment and to ask for its “opinion.” . no — 

I said that it seemed to me that the most desirable move now is 
to send an ambassador to Pakistan as a necessary step in the resump- | tion of the negotiation of outstanding problems. I observed that there 
are other means of solving issues, such as mediation and arbitration, 
but that settlement by diplomatic negotiation should be attempted 
first. In this effort the US would be glad to lend its support. The 
Ambassador replied that envoys had been exchanged by the two gov- 
ernments after Pakistan became soverelgn in 1947, but after it. be- 
came evident that Pakistan would not agree to talk about. Pushtoon- 
istan, Afghanistan withdrew its ambassador. Subsequently the United 
States made an informal attempt by its démarche of 1950 to get the 
two countries to agree to discuss their mutual problems; the Ambas- 
sador said that this effort failed because of Pakistan’s rejection of 
the offer. a 

I asked Mr. Metcalf if he had any observations to make at this 
point. He remarked that it was his understanding that the Pakistanis _ 
are willing now to talk to the Afghans about all their common prob- 
lems. The Ambassador said that the phrase “all common problems” 
is too vague. I said that the Afghans might well send an ambassador to 
Karachi to see just how vague it is. | 

I then suggested that for the moment we put aside the problem of 
Afghan-Pakistan relations and turn to the Soviet démarche. I sald 
that it was well known that the Afghans are a proud people and re- 

_ Sent interference into their domestic affairs by anyone. Their rejection 
of the démarche reflected this spirit and, in the Department’s opinion, 
it was the wise and proper course to follow. I then asked the Ambas- 
sador what, in his opinion, the Soviets would do if Afghanistan went 
ahead with its oil drilling activities in northern Afghanistan or, al- 
ternatively, what would they do if the Afghans proceeded with other 
types of developmental activity in that area under UN auspices. The 
Ambassador parried with the assertion that essentially it was not a
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question of what the Soviets might or might not do under given cir- | 
cumstances, but it is a question of what the Soviets know they can | 

do since the Afghans are “sealed off” in the south and must depend 

upon the Soviets for essential supplies. — 

I said that it seems to me that the Ambassador’s exposition poses a 

primarily political problem rather than an economic one, and that 

accordingly a solution would seem to lie in the improvement of rela- 

tions between Afghanistan and Pakistan. The Ambassador intimated 

that Afghanistan would welcome any effort by the United States to 

| persuade Pakistan to accept an Afghan ambassador with the under- | 

standing that Pushtoonistan would be a subject of discussion, = 

| The conversation was concluded with my assurance that we would 

consider carefully the Ambassador’s exposition, after which we would 

talk further with him on the subject. | | 

689.90D/10-2952 Se | ) | | 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by William Witman of the United 

States Delegation at the United Nations * | 

TOP SECRET [New Yorx,] October 29, 1952. 

Subject: Afghanistan-Pakistan Relations | 

Participants: H.R.H. Prince Naim, Afghan Ambassador to USS. 

H. E. Mohammed Kebir Khan Louddin, Chairman of | 

Afghan Delegation to UN General Assembly © a 

| The Secretary | | | 
| / Mr. Plitt, US Delegation oe | 

Mr. Witman, US Delegation - 

Prince Naim and Mr. Louddin called at their request on the Secre- 

tary at 10:45 this morning. | | | 

| Mr. Louddin referred to the conversation which he had had on 

October 23 with Mr. Plitt, and to the appointment which Ambassador 

Naim had had on October 24 with the Under Secretary. He then 

| proceeded to read, with frequent verbal interpellations, a long state- 

ment, copy of which is attached hereto.? __ ae 

| The statement opened with a reference to the recent Soviet. dé- 

marche regarding petroleum exploration and exploitation in northern 

Afghanistan, and cited the view of the Afghan Government that the 

démarche was a “logical consequence” of the “strained relations” be- 

tween Afghanistan and Pakistan, which had adversely affected politi- | 

cal, economic and social conditions in Afghanistan. 

1 William Witman was the Officer in Charge of India—Nepal-Ceylon Affairs and 

an Adviser to the U.S. Delegation to the Seventh Session of the UN General 

Assembly. : 

2 Not printed.
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| _ The statement then dealt at length with the historical origins and 
_ present status, by Afghan lights, of the Pashtoonistan dispute with 
Pakistan. It observed that the Soviet authorities, who were fully — 
aware of their predicament, might “wish to exploit it realistically in. 
a political sense.” Thus, there existed a “critical situation” for 
Afghanistan, far reaching in its influence for peace and security in 

that part of the world. The Afghan economy was deteriorating, and _ 
the political situation resulting from the strained relations with 

| Pakistan had resulted in dangerous restiveness and tension among the | 
peoples of Afghanistan. BE TE ESS Se 

_. Expressing appreciation for the U.S. Export-Import Bank loan,? — 
the statement recounted the various measures of economic development _ 
which the Afghan Government has taken, including the petroleum 

_ project which has had to be stopped as a result of the Soviet note. 
The Afghan Government has “answered” that note, but is also “con- 
scious of the risks” of such an answer to the Soviet Government. 

The statement went on to declare that if the Pashtoonistan problem 
were solved, the whole region would enter upon a new era of harmon- 
lous cooperation “which would result in the joint economic develop- 

_ment and prosperity.” In that event, it said, “the whole region can be 
considered as one economic and security unit,” increasing its political 
stability and assuring its security. With “farsighted statesmanship” on 

the part of responsible authorities of Pakistan, an unrestricted plebi- 
scite might provide a solution, as demanded by Pakistan in the case of 
Kashmir. | | ae 

In conclusion, the statement “respectfully requests the expression of 
an opinion by the friendly Government of the United States of 

America.” oe Se 

_ When the reading of the statement had been concluded, the Secre- | 

tary inquired precisely what it was that we were being asked to ex- 

press an opinion on. Prince Naim and Mr. Louddin expanded some- 

-.what on the points made in the statement, and mentioned the great 
_assistance rendered by the good offices of the United States in con- 
nection with the Helmand River problem with Iran.‘ They also ex- 

pressed appreciation for our earlier efforts at good offices with Paki- 

stan, and said that Afghanistan had stood ready to accept them but 

* On Nov. 23, 1949, the Export-Import Bank approved a loan to Afghanistan of 
$21,000,000 to cover the construction costs of the Kajakai Dam, completion of the 
Boghra canal system, and such subsequent river development and irrigation 
prodects im the Helmand and Arghandab valleys as might later be approved by 

= In February 1948, the United States tendered its informal good offices to facili- 
tate a settlement of the dispute between Afghanistan and Iran concerning the 
distribution of the waters of the Helmand River. A basis for a settlement of the 
problem was ultimately established when the Helmand River Delta Commission 
submitted its report to the Governments of Afghanistan and Iran on Feb. 28, 1951. 
For a full discussion of these developments, see the editorial note in Foreign 
Relations, 1950, vol. v, p. 1459. | | : |
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Pakistan had refused. They now hoped that the United States would 

be able to suggest means by which the Pashtoonistan question could be : 

solved. — oo | | 

The Secretary stated that their views would be carefully studied and 

that he would be pleased to discuss the matter further with them after 

he had consulted his staff. | | 

It should be noted that in the statement and subsequent conversation, 

Mr. Louddin and the Ambassador did not go as far as Mr. Louddin 

did in his conversation with Messrs. Plitt, Witman and Fluker on 

October 23. (See top secret Memorandum of Conversation of that 

— date.)5 a a 

. Not found in Department of State files. | 

689.90D/11-452 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 

Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (J ernegan) to the Under 

Secretary of State (Bruce) . 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] November 4, 1952. 

Subject: Pushtoonistan Question with Pakistani Ambassador 

Several days ago you asked me whether it would not be a good idea 

for you to call in the Pakistani Ambassador and talk to him about the 

possibility of arranging for discussions between Pakistanis and the 

Afghans on the Pushtoonistan question. As you will recall, the Push- 

toonistan question is a subject very much on the minds of the Afghans 

who have taken it up both with you and the Secretary in New York. 

| On investigation, I find that SOA does not believe it would be help- 

ful to broath the matter to the Pakistanis at the present time. Past 

experience, it seems, has shown that they will resolutely refuse to con- 

sider any discussion of this question, which directly affects the terri- | 

torial integrity of Pakistan. A little less than a year ago we made a 

suggestion to both parties that they sit down to talk about the problem 

and we offered our good offices.! The Afghans accepted but the Paki- 

stanis gave us a flat rejection and were extremely resentful of what they 

considered to be our gratuitous intervention. It took us some time to get 

off the hook. 
A further consideration is that in our view the Afghan position is an 

unreasonable one, and if we urge discussion between the parties it will 

be taken by the Afghans as encouragement. | 

In the light of the foregoing, it seems best to me to let this question | 

rest so far as the Pakistanis are concerned until and unless there 1s 

some new and hopeful development. | 

t™ne reference is to the U.S. initiative of Nov. 6, 1950 rather than 1951; see 

| footnote 4, p. 1366.
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689.00/11-1852: Telegram | oe | - 
Lhe Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State + 

SECRET — | _ Kasun, November 18, 1952—6 p. m. 

266. King’s formal remarks on occasion my presentation Nov 8? 
contained no statement of tele import. During our colloquy fol formal 
presentation King talked almost uninterruptedly for half hour. 
Remarks limited, however, to statement of admiration for, friendship 
toward and confidence in US, thanks for US constructive interest in 
and aid to country, and lengthy dissertation on need fusing interests 
of isolated areas and diverse peoples this country through improved 
highway system promoting more rapid travel and goods exchange. | 
Project of warmest interest is building new highway from Charikar 
to Pul-I-Khumri via Khinjan, some 100 kilometers, thereby shorten- 
ing present Charikar Pul-I-Khumri highway between Cis and 
Trans-Hindu Kush by some 150 kilometers. | cet 
~ Delivered message Deptel 141 Oct 112 yesterday to FonMin, who 
stated econ development Trans-Hindu Kush will continue as Vigor- — 
ously as physical and fin circumstances permit, but early renewal 
petroleum exploration not contemplated. He, too (FonMin was present 
at my conversation with King) voiced need for improved highway 
between Cis and Trans-Hindu Kush to strengthen natl econ and to 

_ give compensatory benefit to country’s most important revenue produc- 
ing area in North which not being immed benefited by Helmand 
Project in South.* He voiced country’s thanks and warmest apprecia- 

tion US and UN assistance, and made passing mention need for — 

assistance in approaching wheat crisis (Embtel 254 Nov 5).° FonMin 
made but passing mention of US démarche of Nov 6, 1950 in his 

thanks for US interest and assistance his country. He was flowery in 
comments on US efforts for world peace and betterment of mankind. 
He stated govt not prepared send Amb Karachi unless Paks indicate 
willingness discuss Pashtunistan question (in fact, he used word 
“negotiate” almost as frequently as “discuss”). He held forth in hour 
long monologue this question, during course which he stated were 

Paks to evince conciliatory attitude Afghan would probably “tomor- _ 
row or day after” send mission or high official to Karachi for ex- _ 
ploratory discussions. He referred to Sov threat to Iran and Commie 
threat to India and implied quite clearly they are influences toward 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, and Moscow. 
? Angus Ward was appointed Ambassador to Afghanistan on June 27, succeed- 

ing George R. Merrell. : | 
8 Post, p. 1462. | | 
* See footnote 4, p.1379. | : 
* See footnote 4, p. 1464. |
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ultimately forcing Pak conciliation in settlement Pashtun question | 

for reason Pak survival dependent on coexistence non-Commie Afghan, 

and for this reason Pak will continue refrain from econ pressure 

for throttling which may create want in Afghan sufficient entail dis- 

content and create disorder exploitable by USSR. If FonMin’s con- | 

tention valid wld seem to explain feeling [I heard?] in conversation 

with Gov Gen at Karachi and Gov at Peshawar that notwithstanding _ 

their bold phrases, inter alia “we could crush Afghan out of hand 

if we so wanted.” Paks too may feel they are “riding the tiger” in 

Pashtunistan question. _ Se | 

Delivered Sec State’s greeting (Deptel 72 Sept 4)° to PriMin this 

morning, which he reciprocates warmly. He stated petroleum explora- 

tions suspended for “these days only” and will be resumed shortly be- 

cause urgent need country bolster its earning power. He made brief 

mention wheat situation and expressed hope US will see fit give needed _ 

assistance. My mention Pashitunistan launched him on half hour un- 

interrupted dissertation. PriMin stated send Amb to Karachi with- 

out prior public statement by Paks that Pashtun question would be 

_ discussed would be interpreted by populace as GOA abandonment _ 

| brother Afghans across border and would arouse populace to excesses 

(although statement may be far fetched, there is possibility Pashtun 

creature has become master of creator, as not infrequently happens 

with artificial bugaboos). He stated Pashtun question has magnified 

itself in sentiments of Afghans “like pellet of snow rolling down moun- — 

tain side.” Were GOPak indicate willingness toward conciliation of | 

Pashtun question, GOAf stands prepared send exploratory mission or 

govt official Karachi, but will not send Amb without unequivocal in- 

dication willingness discuss question (PriMin unlike FonMin did not 

use word “negotiate,” but his command English less broad than Fon- 

Min). He added that even though discussions non-productive of result 

| for “a month, a year, two years or more,” GOAT would continue them 

(Comment: Discussions would break impasse and afford face-saving | 

escape.) PriMin stated whereas no Commies in country 15 years ago. 

- guch not case today and young people are falling away from Orthodox 

Religion and many turning to Communism. Any indication GOAT 

turning away from Pashtunistan would, PriMin feels, be used by 

Commies as strong anti-govt propaganda weapon. (Comment: Highly 

questionable reasoning.) He estimated that “imperialistic tendencies” 

of and menace mounting Communism in India may cause GOPak © 

evidence conciliatoriness in Pashtun question, but at same time be al- 

leged realization continuation this open sore weakens Afghan vis-a-vis 

USSR. He referred US Nov 1950 offer good offices, but gave impres- 

- ®In telegram 72 to Kabul, the Department instructed Ambassador Ward to 

_ convey the Secretary’s best wishes to the Afghan Prime Minister and to urge that 

Afghanistan appoint an ambassador to Pakistan. (123 Angus Ward)
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sion he now considers them no longer active. Only sharpness of word 
and tone throughout conversation was when PriMin commented on . 
vilification of King, govt and Afghan ancestry constantly published 
in pub Azad Afghan at Peshawar (Embtel 187 , Oct 7, para 3).” / 

| oo Warp 

| "In telegram 187 from Kabul, not printed, Chargé Horner reported on a meet- 
ing with British Ambassador Lingeman and Pakistan Ambassador Shah to dis- 
cuss the Pushtunistan problem and Soviet pressure on Afghanistan. (689.90D/ 10-752) | a ies 

—-- 690.90D/11-2652 a oe 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
_ South Asian Affairs (Kennedy)! — | 

SECRET a [Wasurineton,] November 26, 1952. 
Subject: Pakistan’s Relations with Afghanistan, Turkey, and the 

Middle East. _ | 

Participants: Mohammed Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan © | 
-~ SOA—Mr, Kennedy | | 

| SOA—Mr. Metcalf | 
I asked Mohammed Ali to see me this morning before he leaves for 

New York to board the “Queen Elizabeth” enroute to London to attend 
the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ conference. Primarily, I wanted 
him to arrive in London with two or three thoughts fresh in his mind, 
including some on Pakistan—A fghanistan relations, Pakistan—Turkish 
relations, and a reaffirmation of our belief in the advantages of Paki- 
stan’s progressively closer interest in Middle East affairs. | | 

I gave the Ambassador a piece of paper containing some language ~ 
which I described as perhaps being worthy of consideration by 
Afghanistan and Pakistan as the basis of a formula by which an 
Afghan ambassador could be named for Pakistan. (This is the same 
language that was furnished to Sir Zafrulla by Mr. Byroade during 
their conversation of November 22.)? The text of the formula, which | 

_ 4s designed to overcome the insistence of Afghanistan to have the 
Pushtoonistan issue specifically and publicly accepted as a condition 
precedent to the nomination of an ambassador, reads as follows: | 

“Pakistan is agreeable to discussing with Afghanistan through dip- 
lomatic channels the welfare of the Pushtu-speaking people on both 
sides of the frontier.” | oe 

I said that the Pakistan Government deserved compliments for its 
- recent gestures of conciliation toward Afghanistan, and reiterated the 

Department’s belief that Afghanistan may well be taking a hard look 

-- ' Drafted by Metcalf. an | oO 
ale N oO memorandum of this conversation has been found in Department of State
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at its attitude on the Pushtoonistan issue as a result of the Soviet | 

—  démarche. a 

By way of transition I observed that it seemed to me that Pakistan 

had still another interest in improving its relations with Afghanistan: 

the salutary effect it would have on other Moslem countries of the Mid- 

dle East. I said that it was our impression that some of these countries 

seemed hesitant to support a closer association by Pakistan with the 

Middle East (in some kind of Middle East defense organization, for 

example) so long as Pakistan is involved in controversies with other 

friends of the Middle East. 

I went on to say that we believed that Pakistan-Turkish relations 1n 

particular could be very beneficial as a stabilizing factor in the Middle 

East and that Pakistan should explore all means of moving closer to 

Turkey, including perhaps the training of some of its military person- 

nel in Turkey.*? The Ambassador interjected at this point that this 

might not be practical in view of the language problem and in view of 

the different structure of the Pakistan Army which is patterned after 

the British system. I suggested that nevertheless the merits of such a 

program might be examined by Pakistan military people. | 

I then reminded the Ambassador that Turkey places quite a bit of 

importance on its status as a lay state, and that we hoped that Pak- 

istan’s relations with Turkey would take this factor adequately into 

consideration. Specifically, we hoped that the recently accredited Pak- 

istan Ambassador to Turkey, whose ultra-religious activities were ob- 

served for some years in Tehran, would accommodate himself to the 

new lay environment of Turkey. 

Finally, I reminded the Ambassador of his inquiry in the possibility | 

of expediting shipments of 76 MM shells to Pakistan for use in Sher- 

man tanks which they purchased from us. I said that we had reminded 

the Defense Department again of Pakistan’s need for a minimum num- 

ber of this ammunition for training purposes.” 

Upon departing, the Ambassador said that he would talk to his 

Prime Minister in London on the subjects of our conversation today. 

689.90D/12-552 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of South 

Asian Affairs (Kennedy) 

SECRET New Yors, December 5, 1952. 

Subject: Afghan-Pakistan Relations. | 

Hor documentation on the U.S. desire to promote closer relations between | 

Pakistan and Turkey, see volume Ix. 

‘For documentation on U.S. military aid to Pakistan, see pp. 1818 ff.
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Participants: H. E. Mohammed Kabir Louddin, Chairman of the 
| Delegation of Afghanistan to the United Nations | 

General Assembly | - 
Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, SOA 

Mr. Louddin, head of the Afghan Delegation to the UN, invited me 
to lunch in order that we could have some informal conversation. He 
was obviously interested in continuing the discussion of Afghan-Pak- 
istan relations which he started in November with Messrs. Plitt, Wit- 
man and Fluker.* | 

_ I raised certain questions with regard to the proposal for a federa- 
tion involving Pakistan and Afghanistan which Mr. Louddin had put 
forward on the occasion of the previous conversation. In response to a 
query as to what interest Pakistan would have in such a federation, 
Mr. Louddin inferred that without a solution of the Pushtu issue, 

there would be continued and increased effort on the part of Afghani- 
stan to antagonize the Pathans under Pakistan sovereignty and that 
ultimately this would likely cause Pakistan considerable difficulty. It 
would be therefore in Pakistan’s interest to resolve the issue now, and 
federation offered this opportunity. I referred to the fact that he had 
said in the earlier conversation that under federation Pushtoonistan 
would fall into place and asked if by that he meant that the federation 
would be one involving three states—Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
Pushtoonistan. Mr. Louddin said that this was correct. I remarked to 
Mr. Louddin that it seemed to me that continuation of violent anti- - 

Pakistan propaganda could only have the effect of making more dif- 
ficult a solution of the Pushtoonistan issue. I wondered why it was that | 
the Government of Afghanistan continued this campaign at the time 
they were saying they desired to establish more friendly relations with 
Pakistan as an offset to their neighbor to the north. Mr. Louddin re- 
plied there were elements in Afghanistan which were in opposition to 
the present government and would seize any opportunity to make dif- 
ficulty for the government. A cessation or marked reduction in propa- 
ganda would be seized by these elements as indicative of the fact that 
the government had “sold out” to Pakistan. This chance his govern-— 
ment could not afford totake. — | See 

I asked Mr. Louddin if he had any ideas as to what his government — 
would like the US Government to do under the present circumstances, 

to which he replied that he thought the US should re-establish its No- 
vember 6 approach to the two governments. (The US had suggested | 
four steps for improving relations between the two countries, includ- 
ing as the final one the holding of a meeting between representatives 
to discuss common problems, but without any agreed upon agenda.) 

alc No memorandum of this conversation has been found in Department of State 
es. :
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He added that he understood a delegation would go to Karachiinthe 

near future to discuss mutual problems relating to the Pustu speaking 

tribes, and he hoped that the GOP would not rebuff this group. a 

SOA files, lot 54 D 341, “Political Affairs—General”’ 

The Director of the Office of South Asian Affairs (K ennedy) to the 

| Ambassador in Turkey (McGhee) 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasurneton,] January 7, 1953. 

OFFICIAL-INFORMAL | | - a | 

Dear Gzorcx: Your letter of December 19, 1952, enclosing a memo- 

randum of conversation with the Afghan Ambassador to Ankara, Gen- 

eral Assadullah Khan Seraj, was indeed interesting.’ The Ambassa- 

dor’s views are almost identical with those expressed by the Prime 

Minister and Foreign Minister to our Ambassador in Kabul, by the 

Afghan Ambassador here to the Secretary and Under Secretary in 

recent conversations, and by the Afghan Ambassador in India to Am- 

bassador Bowles. In talking to the Afghans, we have maintained the 

position that it seems desirable for the Afghan Government at this 

time to send an ambassador to Karachi to reciprocate the despatch of 

a Pakistan Ambassador to Kabul. We believe that during the past few 

months, until the recent bombing incident at least,’ there were signs of 

| an improving atmosphere between the two countries. Keeping in mind 

our unproductive November 6, 1950, approach to Afghanistan and 

Pakistan, we wish to refrain from putting the US in the middle again. — 

On the other hand, we did suggest to Sir Zafrulla, before he went to 

the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference, some wording of a 

formula by which the Afghans might be induced to name an Ambas- 

sador to Karachi. Unfortunately the most difficult problem is trying 

to show the Afghans that the root cause of their difficulties is not the 

policy of the Government of Pakistan, but rather it is the issue of | 

“Pyshtoonistan” which, created by Afghanistan, continues to annoy 

- Pakistan and thus to be disadvantageous to Afghanistan. We now ex- 

_ pect to continue to urge the Afghans to send an ambassador to Karachi 

and to emphasize the need for improved Pakistan—Afghanistan rela- 

tions in the interest of Afghanistan’s own security vis-a-vis the USSR. 

Very best wishes for the New Year. | : 

Sincerely ‘yours, Donat D, KENNEDY 

1 Not found in Department of State files. | 

2In telegram 353 from Kabul, Dec. 18, 1952, not printed, the Embassy reported 

on a series of bombings between Dec. 7 and 10 by Pakistan aircraft designed to 

disperse Afridi and Orakzai tribesmen gathered in Pakistan territory near the 

Afghanistan border under the leadership of Wali Khan, who was described by the . 

Embassy as a “known GOA agent”. (789.00 (W ) /12-1852)
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689.90D/1-2753 | | - | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade)* 

SECRET _ mg [Wasuineton,]| January 27, 1953. 

Subject: Pushtoonistan Formula. | a | 

Participants: Mr. Henry A. Byroade, Assistant Secretary oe 

| His Excellency Sir Zafrulla Khan, Pakistan Foreign | 
Minister — Sen Ce 

| _. Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, SOA : es 

Sir Zafrulla referred to our previous conversation, at which time I | 
had suggested a formula by which the Afghans might be induced to 

‘send an ambassador to Karachi.? He had discussed this with his Prime 

Minister, and the following was acceptable: “Pakistan is agreeable 
that it would be discussing with Afghanistan through diplomatic 
channels welfare of tribal people of two countries on both sides of 
Durand Line.” * — | — | en es 

I asked if his government would approach the Afghan Government | 
on this, to which Sir Zafrulla replied in the negative. I said that Paki- 

| stan’s acceptance of this formula was very helpful and we would con- 
sider further use to make of the statement. | 

1 Drafted by Kennedy and initialed by Byroade, indicating his approval. 7 
* See the memorandum of conversation by Kennedy, Nov. 26, 1952, p. 1883. 
’The boundary line between British India and Afghanistan drawn up by a 

British mission under Sir Henry Mortimer. Durand and agreed to by Amir Abdur . 
Rahman Khan of Afghanistan on Nov. 12, 1893. For the text of the agreement, 
see British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 95, 1901-1902, p. 1049; or India, For- 

- eign and Political Department, A Collection of Treaties, Engagements, and Sanads 
Relating to India and Neighboring Countries (Calcutta, Government of India 
Central Publication Branch, 1933), vol. xIII, p. 256. 

689.90D/2-958 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan * 

CONFIDENTIAL = ~—.:«&WASHINGTON, February 9, 1958—7 :01 p. m. 

339. Foreign Minister Pakistan in conversation in Dept authorized | 
use: following language in our discussing with GOA sending Afghan 

Amb Karachi: “Pakistan is agreeable that it would discuss with 

Afghanistan through diplomatic channels welfare tribal people of 

two countries on both sides Durand Line.” ? Not entirely clear if Govt 
of Pakistan agreeable public release by Afghanistan above statement 

at time Amb is designated but believe such use probably acceptable | 

| 1 Drafted by Metcalf and Kennedy, approved for transmission by Byroade, 
repeated to Karachi as telegram 1159. | 
See the memorandum of conversation by Byroade, Jan. 27, supra.
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since Zafrulla indicated Pakistan would not deny above statement if 

made. . a | 

Suggest unless you perceive serious objection you give appropriate 

GOA official above quoted statement making fol comments: 1) US 

hopes GOA will find it possible send Amb Karachi near future and 

believes above indication Pakistan attitude very helpful. 2) This not 

a renewal of our 1950 good offices effort but expression our continuing 

desire improvement relations which of lasting benefit Afghanistan. If 

question arises indicate US would not wish to be intermediary this 

matter. 3) Naming Amb Karachi particularly desirable now in view 

increased pressure from USSR, necessity close working relations in 

expediting US wheat shipments through Pakistan, and possibility in- 

creased chrome ore shipments. 4) This also in pursuance Amb Naim’s 

statement in Dept last fall that GOA would welcome any effort by 

US to help improve Afghan-Pakistan relations.’ 5) Suggested. lan- 

guage known to GOP. 6) Would hope GOA would consult with GOP 

on question publicity in connection nomination Ambassador. 

You should consult with Amb Shah before you approach GOA in 

event he may be in midst operations which US approach might jeop- 

ardize. Entirely possible Shah, as well as Pakistan Foreign Office, has 

no knowledge this matter. Hence you should give him background 

para one this telegram and if he has reasonable objection to timing 

: or to approach itself please advise with recommendations repeating | 

to Karachi. | | | 

If you have reason believe there is substance in para one Moscow 

telegram 2 Feb 2‘ and that GOA is on verge naming Amb to Karachi 

you should not make this approach to GOA pending further informa- 

tion. Cable when approach made so. Dept can inform both Afghan > 

and Pakistan Embassies here and Karachi can inform Foreign Office.® | 

If approach not made because of objection by Shah, Dept will advise 

Karachi appropriate action to take with Foreign Office. 
DULLES 

3 See the memorandum of conversation by Bruce, Oct. 24, 1952, p. 1376. 

“In telegram 1104 from Moscow, repeated to Kabul as telegram 2, the Embassy 

reported a rumor to the effect that the Afghan Ambassador in Moscow was about 

to be appointed Ambassador to Pakistan. (601.8961 /2-253). 

5 See telegram 494 from Kabul, Feb. 14, p. 1390. | 

689.90D/2-1253 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

| Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade)* — 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] February 12, 1953. 

Subject: Problems in Afghanistan—Pakistan Relations 

1 Drafted by Percival. .
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Participants: HRH Sardar Mohammad Naim, Ambassador of 
eS Afghanistan oO 

Mohammad Hashim Khan Maiwandwal, Counselor of 
Afghan Embassy - . 

_ NEA—Mr. Byroade | - - 
: Mr. Jernegan — a 

SOA—Mr. Percival | | 
Ambassador Naim called to introduce his new Counselor, Mr. Mai- 

wandwal, to Mr. Jernegan and myself. After the usual exchange of 
_ amenities, the Ambassador asked if the Secretary planned to make a 

visit to South Asia as the newspapers had recently suggested. I re- | 
pled that I understood the Secretary was occupied with matters of 
Departmental reorganization and would have to attend a NATO meet- | 
ing in April. Consequently I did not believe he had any firm plans for 
visiting in our area although I was sure he would like to do so as soon 
as circumstances permitted. Mr. Jernegan pointed out that although 
press reports suggested that the purpose of the trip would be to de- 
velop some form of Far Eastern or Asiatic defense pact, he was un- 
aware of the existance of such plans. The Ambassador also asked when 
I was planning to go to South Asia. I replied that I had hoped to go in 
February. Unfortunately that was impossible and I now had no firm 
idea as to when I could make such a trip. . 

Referring to his conversations last October with Secretary Acheson 
and Under Secretary Bruce re the Soviet pressure on Afghanistan over 
oil exploration and the difficulties Afghanistan faces because of 
strained Afghanistan—Pakistan relations,? the Ambassador said that. 
he understood that because of the problems attendant upon a new ad- 
ministration and possible Departmental reorganization it had been — 
impossible to transmit to him the American “opinion” on his presenta-_ 
tion of the problems last fall. His interest in US views on this matter 
continued, however. I replied that our interest in the problems of 
Afghanistan—Pakistan relations continues and we still hope that the 
Afghan Government will find it possible to send an ambassador to 
Karachi to discuss mutual problems through normal diplomatic 
channels. _ | ne 

The Ambassador then referred to the December bombing incidents 
in Pakistan tribal territory, in “Pushtoonistan,” as he said, which inci- | 
dents, the Ambassador felt, showed that there were people in the tribal 
territory who were dissatisfied with GOP’s policies. Pakistan had said | 
that the group, who were bombed while attending a peaceful normal 
tribal Jirga to settle their own affairs, were led by an outlaw, Wali 
Khan. Irrespective of Wali Khan’s presence at the Jirga or his status . 

_ as far as the GOP was concerned, the incident established that there _ 

*See the memoranda of conversation by Bruce, Oct. 24, and by Witman, Oct. 29, 
(1952, pp. 1376 and 1378, respectively. ?
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were those opposed to the Government of Pakistan in the tribal area, 
- -as Afghanistan had long asserted. He felt that such an incident could 

only serve to exacerbate Afghanistan—Pakistan relations. The Ambas- 
sador asserted that Afghanistan was always willing to discuss its prob- 
lems with the Government of Pakistan. However, when his uncle, 
H.R.H. Sardar Mohammad Hashim Khan, former Afghan Prime Min- 
ister, had accepted an invitation extended by the GOP to visit and to 
hold discussions in Karachi enroute to the United States in December 

he found upon arrival in Karachi that there was no official with whom 

to talk. Sir Zafrulla was at the UN, Prime Minister Nazimuddin was 
in London and the Governor General was up in Lahore. About two. 

weeks ago Sir Zafrulla asked Hashim Khan to stop in Karachi enroute 

home from the United States. Hashim said he would be willing to 

accept if there was someone there to talk to. He appreciated Pakistan’s 

courtesy and hospitality but he couldn’t discuss mutual Afghan—Pak- 

istan problems unless ranking government officials were present in 

Karachi. a oS 

I said that I had talked generally on the question of Afghan-—Paki- | 

stan relations with Sir Zafrulla some two weeks ago and he seemed to 

be quite open minded.’ I assured the Ambassador of our continued 

interest in the improvement of Afghanistan—Pakistan relations and 

that we would inform him when we had something on the subject which 

would be of interest to him. | ES ge ee 

| 3 See the memorandum of conversation by Byroade, Jan. 27, p. 1387 . - . 

689.90D/2-1458 : Telegram | Re a 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State? - 

CONFIDENTIAL - Kaput, February 14, 19583—6 p.m. 

494, Embtel 484 (to Karachi 96) February 11.2 Conferred Foreign . 

Minister today pm, Prime Minister absent at J alalabad. | 

Foreign Minister brushed aside GOP Foreign Minister’s proposal 

as Pakistan attempt obtain GOA recognition pre-partition British- 

| imposed frontier status and delimitation. He held forth in hour dis- 

sertation (without characteristic Afghan fiery emotionalism on Pash- 

tunistan but nevertheless some approach thereto). Asserted no need 

| for GOP discuss welfare people within, Afghanistan, Maintained no 

“tribal people” today in Afghanistan along Durand line for reason 

| people along line have precisely same status (except liability to mili- 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. — 7 

2In telegram 484 from Kabul, the Embassy reported that the Pakistani Am- : 

bassador in Kabul saw no reason to delay the approach to the Afghan Foreign 

Ministry authorized in telegram 339 to Kabul, p. 1387. (689.90D /2-1153 ) :
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| tary service) as people elsewhere in Afghanistan. I mentioned Afghan 

people along line would benefit from GOA-GOP agreement and co- 
ordinated effort on defense, highways and other communications, 

trade, transit traffic, grazing rights et cetera, but in main did not ad- 
vance arguments in light his evident oversensitivity. He asserted pre- 

. requisite any GOA-GOP discussions Pashtunistan must be Pakistan 

| formal statement “political status people Pashtunistan is problem be-— - 

| tween two governments and will be discussed by governments con- | 

cerned.” Although he inferred appointment Ambassador Karachi con- 

- tinues dependent on Pakistan willingness discuss Pashtunistan, al- 

‘though did not so state specifically, but did state GOA not contem- 

| plating such appointment. He stated Afghans aware Pashtun issue 

“disastrous” both GOA and GOP, but added “there are factors in life 

of a people higher than material welfare.” He evidenced no reac- | 

tion to points set forth under 3 in second paragraph reference tele- 

gram.? Concluded with emphasis “proposal Zafrullah Khan can never 

serve as basis for discussion between GOA and GOP.” Expressed GOA 

deep gratitude US for efforts bring about solution vexatious Pashtun 

problem = ©. NE . 

| | a | | | _ Warp 

3 Reference is to telegram 339, Feb. 9, p. 1387. | _ 7 

689.90D/2-1758 : Telegram os, - 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State * 

SECRET | Kasut, February 17, 1953—10 a. m. 

| 501. (1) I have impression Foreign Minister’s rather categoric re- 

jection Pakistan proposal for negotiation Pakistan-Afghan differ- 

ences Pushtoonistan issue (Embtel 494 Feb 14, repeated Karachi as 

99) ? may have reflected hardening GOA attitude as result Pakistan 

bombing Afridi tribesmen last December. Fact that Foreign Minister, | 

who certainly one of more moderate GOA leaders, insisted adamantly 

on formula for bilateral discussion virtually certain unacceptable to-  _ 

day GOP augurs ill for early settlement what Foreign Minister him- 

self termed “disastrous” situation both governments. Despite Foreign — | 

Minister’s expression gratitude for US efforts bring about solution, I 

see little advantage injecting ourselves this quarrel pending tangible 

- indication GOA genuinely interested in settlement. 

(2) During conversation week ago with Aziz, Deputy Foreign 

Minister, discussion included Pushtoonistan and I inquired whether 

more favorable atmosphere for discussion and settlement could not be 

created by lessening radio press campaign. This touched off Aziz (who 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, Moscow, and 

New Delhi. ~ } | " 
1 Supra. | 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 22 ©
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had been most rational in previous discussions Pushtoon issue) in 
_ fiery outburst damning British and their Pakistan successors for dis- | 

memberment of Afghans and treatment of orphaned Pushtoons, and 
pledging unceasing Afghan support Pushtoon self-determination. 
These two outbursts by normally rational Pushtoon proponents cause 
me believe Pakistan bombing of Pushtoons has either (1) affected 

| “brother” Afghans more than has been openly evident or (2) GOA in 
trouble with Pushtoons for not having taken action beyond presenta- 
tion protest to GOP. If latter assumption correct, actions Foreign 
Minister and Aziz, which somewhat out of character, may have been _ 
staged to (a) re-emphasize importance in Afghan eyes of Pushtoon 
issue, (6) convey to us that we should withhold taking overtly active 
role for time being, or (c) serve as forewarning of adverse GOA re- | 
action to Pakistan accession to MEDO. Which of these or other possi-_ | 
ble motivations may have been uppermost is not clearly evident now. 

_ (3) It may well be GOA presently in process some form govern- 
mental change which may be reflected in foreign policy shifts. Arrival 

| yesterday of Shah Wali,? who old and ailing and hence unlikely lightly 
_ undertake arduous mid-winter trip from London, suggests council of 

royal family in prospect. As earlier reported (Embtel 484, February 11, 
repeated Karachi as 96) ,¢ elder statesman Hashim Khan, and Ambassa- 
dor to US Naim, also expected Kabul next month, after stay Karachi 
as guests Governor General. At this stage. difficult to predict direction 
foreign policy changes attendant upon possible top-level governmental 
reorganization. Obviously much will depend upon future position 
Daud,° who perhaps most zealous and capable Pushtoonistan advo- 
cates, and whether Shah Mahmud succeeds in his recently-reported 
efforts to be reconciled with Abdul Madjid and bring latter back into _ 
government. | - | | | | 

(4) In reassessing our policies regarding Afghan, consideration 
necessarily must be given to effects possible accession to MEDO of 
Pakistan might have. From Foreign Minister’s conversation with me 
February 14 (Embtel 500, February 16, repeated Karachi as 11)* which 
tends confirm what Deputy Foreign Minister told Embassy officer , 

several days before, seems clear GOA seriously concerned this regard. 

Following upon initial attitude real or feigned indifference to press 

reports GOP would be invited join MEDO, GOA now apparently 

realizing this development could entail crystallization of Durand Line, _ 

and resultant exposed position Afghan between MEDO and USSR. 
Tn reporting almost certain adverse Afghan reaction to Pakistan mem- 

* Shah Wali Khan, Afghan Ambassador to the United Kingdom. a 
* See footnote 2, supra. . 
* Mohammad Daud Khan, Minister of National Defense. : 
*In telegram 500 from Kabul, Ambassador Ward reported the Foreign Min- | 

ister’s concern that Pakistan would be invited to join the Middle East Defense 
Organization. (689.90D/2-1653) —
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bership in MEDO, and influence thereof on US-Afghan relations, I 
do not imply that overall political and military policy, which Depart- 

ment in best position judge, would not be best served by inclusion | 

Pakistan into MEDO none-the-less. , | 

| | | ee WarpD 

689.90D/2-1953 - | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African A fairs 

(Jernegan)* — Be | | 

CONFIDENTIAL oe te! [Wasuineron,| February 19, 1953. 

Subject: (1) Afghan-Pakistan Relations; (2) the Relationshi of 

Afghanistan and Pakistan to a Middle Last Defense 

_ Organization. | | | 

Participants: HRH Sardar Mohammad Naim, Ambassador of 

| Afghanistan — 
Mohammad Hashim Khan Maiwandwal, Counselor 

of Afghan Embassy 

NE A—Mr. Jernegan — | 

— -  SOA—Mr. Metcalf | 

The Ambassador called at the Department’s request primarily to 

be informed of our continuing interest in the improvement of Afghan- 

istan-Pakistan relations, and also of Ambassador Ward’s submission 

to the Afghan Government of Sir Zafrulla’s proposed formula under 

which the two governments might reach agreement on the establish- 

ment of full diplomatic relations. : | 

I asked the Ambassador first what truth there was in reports to 

the effect that he was going to Kabul in the near future. He said that 

he had asked his Government to let him return in late March or early 

April but that he had not yet received a reply. He added that he told 

his Government that his increasing deafness, which doctors here said 

could not be remedied either by treatment or by artificial hearing aids, 

limited his usefulness, and that therefore he would like to be relieved. 

He also remarked vaguely that things needed “clearing up” in Afgan- 

istan. (He did not amplify this remark, but it suggests that he may be 

one of the several members of the Royal Family abroad on diplomatic 

assignments who seem to be converging in the near future in Kabul 

for what might be an important meeting of the governing clan.) 

When asked, Ambassador Naim said that he and his uncle, Hashim 

Khan, former Prime Minister of Afghanistan now in the United 

States, would stop over in Karachi as guests of the Governor General 

if they get assurances from Karachi that they will be able to talk to 

1 Drafted by Metcalf and initialed by Jernegan, indicating his approval.
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ranking members of the Government about Afghan-Pakistan. 
difficulties. Oo 

Prince Naim then said that he had just received a report from his 
| Foreign Minister to the effect that Ambassador Ward had passed on 

to the Afghan Foreign Office a statement that Sir Zafrulla Khan gave 
to Mr. Byroade which the Pakistanis thought might be acceptable as 
a basis for the naming of an Afghan Ambassador to Karachi. (Sir | 
Zafrulla’s formula reads as follows: “Pakistan is agreeable that it 
would be discussing with Afghanistan through diplomatic channels 
welfare of tribal people of two countries on both sides of Durand 

7 Line.”) The Ambassador declared that the statement had no relation 
to the problem, that the welfare of the tribal peoples was a concern of 
both the Afghan Government and the Pakistan Government, but that | 
the issue at hand is the wish of some seven million Pathan tribesmen 
freely to express themselves in connection with their political future. 
Ambassador Naim thereupon launched upon the well-known Afghan 
line on Pushtoonistan, emphasizing that it was not in the thoughts of 
any of the members of the Afghan Government to acquire more terri- 
tory, but that it was their concern in the interests of the security of the 
area that something be done about the lot of these seven million people. | 

After his discourse I assured the Ambassador that the Department 
is fully aware of the differing views on this problem held by Pakistan 
and Afghanistan, that the Department is interested in seeing those dif- 
ferences reconciled, that we would have to accept the judgment of the 
Foreign Minister that Sir Zafrulla’s proposed formula for establishing 
full diplomatic relations could not satisfy Kabul, and that if we should 
develop any constructive thoughts or suggestions to improve the rela- 
tions between these two countries, we would certainly pursue them. 
Meanwhile it is the Department’s belief that it can do nothing more at | 
this time and that indeed an intercession at this time might make 
matters worse. | 

Ambassador Naim observed at this point that he did not think that 

this is necessarily true. He said that given the distance between the | 

positions of his country and Pakistan, a third and impartial inter- 
mediary is almost essential to a reconciliation of their differences. 

I then told the Ambassador that there was another matter that I 

would like to speak to him about. As a result of certain newspaper 

stories in this country on MEDO, and subsequent stories in the Pak1- 

stan and Indian and presumably the Afghan press, certain speculation 

had developed in South Asia, and more recently in Afghanistan. I 
said that I would like to outline to the Ambassador, for his informa- 

tion and for that of his Government, the facts of the matter concern- __ 

ing MEDO. I then described the concept of MEDO as it is presently 

envisaged, stressing these two points: (1) that the organization isa 

planning one, not involving any formal alliance, command structure,
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or commitments in either direction; (2) that MEDO is not a going con- 

| cern, that its actual establishment depends laregly upon the existence 

of a favorable political climate in the area, the timing of which I could 

not predict; (3) that no invitations had been sent to any of the govern- 

ments in the area; and (4) that once the organization is established 

it might wish to invite other nations in the general area to participate, 

including, for example, Pakistan and Afghanistan if they were in- 

terested. | Co, | 

The Ambassador said that what concerns his Government is the 

prospect of the participation of Pakistan in any kind ofa Middle East 

defense organization prior to the solution of the Pushtoonistan issue. 

He opined that India would feel the same way with respect to the | 

-. Kashmir dispute. He submitted as a second source of concern to his 

Government, in the event of Pakistan’s participation, the isolation of — 

Afghanistan with its long common border with the Soviet Union. | 

In concluding the conversation, Ambassador Naim said that he ap- | 

preciated the problem of getting all the Middle East states lined up 

to cooperate in a defense organization, and expressed the opinion that 

the basic obstacle involved is a century-old suspicion among those 

countries of the motives of the great Powers. Middle East peoples have 

only recently emerged from a colonial period, he observed. But, he de-_ 

clared, the United States does not bear the onus of this suspicion. It 

enjoys a unique position in the area; consequently it could only be 

through clear-cut policy and action by the United States (as distinct. 

from a US-UK operation, he implied) that the countries in the Mid- 

dle East would whole-heartedly cooperate in a defense organization. 

He said that he was confident that Middle East countries recognized 

it to be in their self-interest to participate in a defense organization ; 

they had only their own suspicions to overcome.” ek 

2¥or additional information on the Afghan attitude toward the proposed Mid- 
dle East Defense Organization, see footnote 5, p. 1466. . Pr 

110.11 DU/6-1153: Telegram meet 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Kast, June 11, 1953—noon. 

700. Foreign Minister states Washington Chargé* indicates US 

| Government “unkind” to Afghanistan in that no mention this country | 

made any public statement Secretary State Dulles re recent trip,” not- 

withstanding Iran mentioned which too not visited. oo 

1Mohammad Hashim Khan Maiwandwal. — 
_7On May 9, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and Director for Mutual 

Security Harold E. Stassen embarked on a 20-day trip to the Near East and South | 

Asia. They visited India and Pakistan in South Asia but did not visit Afghanistan. — 

Najibullah Khan, the Afghan Ambassador to India, discussed the Pushtunistan | 

question with the Secretary and Assistant Secretary Byroade in New Delhi on 

ay ao eien memoranda of these discussions have been found in Department of
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He inquired whether I have received message for him, alleging Sec- 
retary State informed Najibullah (Damascus telegram 1 May 15, 
repeated Department 698)° that after discussions Karachi statement 

would be sent me for delivery GOA. | | 
I again suggested sending Ambassador to Karachi, which evoked 

another impassioned harangue on Pushtoonistan and intransigency 
Pakistan, but which ended encouragingly for first time my experience 
in Foreign Minister statement “perhaps it can be done, we shall see”. 
Toward end our conversation I spoke metaphorically as Afghanistan 
Ambassador Karachi being drop of water which may wear down the 
stone of Pakistan obduracy toward Pushtoon discussions, whereupon 
Foreign Minister stated “we want Americans with pneumatic drill”. 

It may be Foreign Minister hopeful we would pressure GOP into 
Pushtoon discussions as guid pro quo for Pakistan wheat loan, but I 
cloubt his being so naive. More likely he apprehensive some settlement 
‘Kashmir dispute possible, with lessened likelihood Pushtoon discus- 
sions. a a | 

Oo Warp 

*In telegram 1 from Damascus to Kabul, Ambassador Ward was informed that 
the Secretary and Byroade would repeat the U.S. position on Pushtunistan to : 
Najibullah in New Delhi. (110.11 DU/5-1553) 

110.11 DU/6-1153 : Telegram | oc | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan: ~ 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, June 15, 1953—3: 53 p. m. 

515. Regret no report conversations with Afghan Ambassador at 

Delhi was sent you (Embtel 700, June 11).? Conversations were gen- 
eral with Secretary seeing Ambassador only a few minutes and longer 
substantive discussions with Byroade. | | 

Ambassador presented the familiar Afghan case on issue of Push- 
toonistan and requested Secretary’s party negotiate in Karachi for 

- some change in Pakistan position. He was informed such specific ne- 
gotiation was inconsistent with Secretary’s mission of fact-finding 
within area. Ambassador was informed we would discuss matter how- 

| ever in Karachi which was subsequently done with Mohammed Ali.* 

Ambassador was not led to believe that any message would be sent to 
Afghan Foreign Minister after such discussions. 

* Drafted by Byroade. | 
7 Supra. 7 7 | 
7The subject of Pushtunistan came up in the conversation which Secretary 

Dulles and Assistant Secretary Byroade had in Karachi with Prime Minister 
Mohammed Ali on May 24. The Prime Minister felt that economic difficulties were 
at the root of Afghan agitation on Pushtunistan. He added that, if the Afghan 
Government were to devote itself to economic development, it would enjoy the 
support of Pakistan. See memorandum of this conversation in volume Ix.
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_ These discussions resulted in nothing new on situation and Depart- 
‘ment pleased you turned conversation into the constructive line of Af- 
ghan sending Ambassador to Karachi. Regret no mention of Afghani- 
stan in Secretary’s speech‘ but it was limited to report on countries 
‘Secretary visited plus Iran on which he received report enroute from 
Henderson. | 

DULLES 

*This speech is printed in the Department of State Bulletin, June 15, 1953, 

pp. 831-835. — | : | 

689.90D/7-2153 | : 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department 
| of State? 

SECRET - , Kasut, July 21, 1953. 

No. 15 | 

Ref: Department’s Instruction No. 18, June 25, 1953 ? 

Subject: Afghan Agitation Regarding Pushtoonistan _ | / 

| The Embassy has read with interest the copy of the memorandum 
from Sardar Najibullah Khan, Afghan Ambassador to India, to 
Assistant Secretary Byroade, on the Pushtoonistan question, enclosed 
with the Department’s Instruction No. 18 of June 25, 1953. | 

Najibullah’s memorandum is, as would be expected, the more or 
less standard Afghan presentation. It is perhaps worthy of note, how- 

ever, that Najibullah appears to place some emphasis on the alleged 

historical inclusion of the Pushtoons in the Afghan nation, and im-— 
plies forbearance on the part of the Government of Afghanistan in 
not demanding the return of the Pushtoons to Afghan sovereignty, 

“notwithstanding that the land of the Pakhtoons was severed from 

Afghanistan”. Najibullah may thus be among those Afghans who are 
in reality strong irredentists, dreaming of Afghan expansion to the 

Indus. The official pronouncements of the Government and the press 

articles generally confine themselves to demands for the independence 
of the Pushtoons. In private conversation, however, it is not unusual 

for officials to admit that they consider the ultimate aim to be annex- 

ation of Pushtoonistan by Kabul. : _ | 
As the Department is doubtless aware, Najibullah’s figures on the 

* Copies also sent to London, Karachi, and New Delhi. | 
| * Instruction 13 conveyed to the Embassy a copy of a memorandum delivered 

by Ambassador Najibullah Khan to Assistant Secretary Byroade on May 19 in 
7 New Delhi. The instruction noted that the memorandum, which dealt with Push- 

tunistan, did not call for a reply and none was contemplated. (689.90D/5-1953) — 
The memorandum is not attached to the copy of the instruction found in the files, 
and no other copy of the memorandum has been found in Department of State
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results of the 1947 referendum do not correspond with the official re- 
turns announced by the British who conducted the plebiscite in the — 

N.W.E.P. The officially announced results of this controversial refer- 

endum appeared to establish that a majority of the registered elec- 

torate in the province favored union with Pakistan. Although it is 

true, as the Afghans allege, that numbers of the inhabitants abstained 

from voting, British figures show that 51 per cent of the total elec- 

| torate voted for Pakistan, although only 65 per cent of the electorate 

went to the polls. Thus, even had the abstaining 35 per cent been 
able to vote for an independent Pushtoonistan, in theory they could 
not have registered a majority. Najibullah’s statements on the plebi- 
scite are, however, representative of the official Afghan Government 
position, which is that the number of abstentions represented a ma- 
jority vote for independence. | 

| In the closing paragraphs of his memorandum, Najibullah expresses 
concern over the prospect of military aid and other assistance being 
given to Pakistan. There is reason to believe that the apparent deter- 
mination of the United States to shore up the economy of Pakistan, 
as well as the possibility of early solution of some of Pakistan’s difli- 
culties with India, have aroused fears among Afghan officials that 
these developments, possibly leading to a more economically and po- 
litically stable Pakistan, may have a detrimental effect on Afghan 

plans to alienate the tribes from their connection with Karachi. 

The Embassy, in its last comprehensive survey of the Pushtoonistan 

controversy between Afghanistan and Pakistan (Embassy despatch 

131, October 12, 1951),? suggested that any further American efforts 

to break the deadlock must await a more propitious time. The Depart- 

ment has, we believe, also maintained the position in the intervening | 

time that, the U.S. approach of November 1950 having been unsuc- 

cessful, further intervention would be equally unavailing, conditions 

remaining essentially the same. | 
The intervening years since 1950 appear to have brought the two 

countries no nearer a solution of the problem of Pushtoonistan. The 

Afghan Government, mainly through the media of a controlled press 

and radio, continues to vilify the Government of Pakistan in a manner 
probably unequalled in malignancy anywhere in the non-Communist 

world. Its unremitting efforts to subvert the Pushtu tribes in Pakistan 

territory by propaganda and subsidy, while probably not notably fruit- 

ful, nevertheless serve to keep the tribes in turmoil and thwart Paki- 

stan plans to integrate the inhabitants of tribal territory as useful 

citizens of the state. Neither country now enjoys a thoroughly sound 

economy. Yet each year substantial proportions of their respective 

*This 16-page despatch, not printed, contained a summary of the question for : 
the period 1950-1951. (689.90D/10-1251) |
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budgets are expended in competitive subsidies to the obstreperous | 

tribes, who are the real beneficiaries of a continued state of tension 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. | | 

There have been informal conversations between Afghan and Paki- 

stan officials in Karachi, and the Pakistan Ambassador to Kabul, 

| Colonel Shah, has striven to create an atmosphere of amity between 

the two nations, but basically the situation remains the same as that 

prevailing in 1950. The Afghan Government will not take part in 

formal discussions, or send an accredited representative to Karachi 

until the Pakistan Government agrees to a public announcement that 

- Pushtoonistan will be discussed. The Paks do not feel that they can 

make such an announcement, which would constitute acknowledge- 

ment of a legitimate Afghan interest in affairs within the borders of | 

Pakistan. oe ie 

There seems little likelihood that the Afghans will, in the foresee- - 

able future, retreat from their uncompromising position on the Push- 

toons. Quite possibly, they feel that they cannot retreat, even if they 

go desired. That may be on the horns of a dilemma of their own crea-_ 

tion. The present regime came to power in Kabul in 1929 with the _ 

support of the Pushtu tribes from both sides of the Durand Line. It is 

not confident of the allegiance of the other racial groups in Afghani- 

stan, nor, it may be said, does it make any real effort to secure this 

- allegiance. The ruling house, therefore, woos and fears the Pushtoons, 

whom it cannot really control. While the British were masters on the | : 

North West Frontier, the Afghans were reasonably sure that the | 

Afghan Pushtoons, as well as the trans-Durand Line tribes, would 

be generally friendly towards Kabul, and that the manifestations of 

their predatory inclinations would be directed at the infidel British. 

But when a Muslim state succeeded the British on the Frontier, the — 

‘danger immediately arose that the successor authority might be able 

to make its peace with the tribes of the unadministered districts, and 

indeed that the Afghan Pushtoons would be oriented to Pakistan, 

leaving the Kabul regime without what it considered its mainstay. 

It may thus well be that the Afghans, faced with the potential 

‘danger described above, seized upon the issue of Pushtoonistan as a 

means of preserving the status quo of the former British era, and 

fostering the idea that they are the only true friends of the tribes. 
It is also possible that the Afghans have no great expectation of the 
attainment of an independent Pushtu state, and do not really wish 1t, 

- preferring the continuance of anarchy in tribal areas. 
The Embassy feels that the legal position of the Afghans on Push- 

toonistan is extremely weak, and that they well know it. They are, 

| therefore, unlikely willingly to submit the controversy to an interna- 

- tional arbitration or fact-finding body, in spite of pious calls on the 

U.N. to come to the aid of the Pushtoons.
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The stake of the United States in this area is considerable. We are 
trying to shore up the economies of both Afghanistan and Pakistan 
«nd help them to attain a stage of economic development which will 
make for higher living standards and stable government. So long as 
both nations dissipate their energies in a continuation of this seem- __ 
ingly aimless dispute, the achievement of these objectives will be 
inaterially delayed, and investment of American funds and technical 
skills will not bring the maximum return in terms of U.S. objectives. 
Even perhaps more serious in terms of U.S. objectives is the fact that 
this quarrel between Afghanistan and Pakistan prevents the two 
countries adopting a joint defense program against possible Soviet 
aggression and the fact that Afghan attacks on the Karachi Govern- - 
ment on this issue furnish an excellent precedent for the Soviets at an 
opportune moment to commence agitation for liberation of the 
Tadjiks, Turkomans or other ethnic groups having population on both 
sides of the Afghan-Soviet border. : : 

So long as Afghanistan persists in villifying Pakistan and demand- | 
ing that that nation permit itself to be carved out of existence by the 
creation of an independent Pushtoonistan, and so long as Pakistan 
refuses to concede that affairs within what it considers to be its borders 
are any concern to Afghanistan, the wasting deadlock will continue. | 
There appears to be little reason to believe that either party will make 
the concessions required to satisfy the other. | - 

As noted above, the Embassy is inclined to believe that the Afghans 
rest their case on rather shaky legal ground. On the face of it, it ap- 
pears that conducting a campaign for the independence of a portion 

_ of a neighboring sovereign state constitutes unwarranted intervention 
in the affairs of that state. The Afghans, however, imply that their 
campaign is not such an intervention, since they maintain that the 
Durand Line, the recognized international frontier between Afghani- 
stan and Pakistan, is not a legal boundary. What then would be the 
result of a request by the Government of Pakistan that the legality 
of the Durand Line be adjudicated by an international commission 
composed of representatives of nations having no interests in the area, 
say Saudi Arabia, a Scandinavian country and a Latin American 
country? The Embassy believes that the United States, members of 
the British Commonwealth, and India for obvious reasons should not 
be represented on any such commission. — | | | 

If, as the Embassy believes, the decision of such a commission would 
be in favor of Pakistan, Afghanistan would be placed in the unfavor- 
able light of interfering in the internal affairs of a neighboring state 
if it continued its Pushtoonistan agitation, and Pakistan would be 
entitled to the assistance of other powers in bringing pressure to bear 
on Afghanistan to abandon its agitation in the frontier areas of Paki- 
stan. It is entirely possible and even likely that any such request by the
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Government of Pakistan would be scornfully rejected by the Govern- 
ment of Afghanistan on the ground that any arbitration must consider 
the broad question of Pushtoon independence and not just the narrow _ 
legal issue of the validity of the Durand Line. Nonetheless the Em- , 
bassy believes that to be forced to take such a position would be em- 
barrassing to the Afghan Government and would not only weaken 

their position on this issue with other friendly powers but might also 
cause them to moderate their agitation. | 

The Embassy cannot anticipate the reaction of the Pakistan Gov- 
ernment to this idea and would welcome the comments of the Embassy 
at, Karachi as to possible Pak objections. Presumably the Government 
in any event would wish to delay any démarche until the conclusion 

of the current conversations with the Indian Government over Kash. 

mir and other disputed points. | | 
If the Department and the Embassy at Karachi concur in this 

Embassy’s belief that this type of approach might be fruitful, it is 

suggested that the Department discuss it with the Pakistan Embassy — 

in Washington. The Embassy at Kabul is of the opinion that a dis-_ 
cussion with the Pakistan Ambassador at Kabul would be unwise at 

least at the outset and that the United States should confine its 

activity in this matter to a suggestion to the Pakistan Government and 

should not directly or indirectly be known to be sponsoring any such 

move. 
Awnoeus WaRrD 

689.90D/7-2158 : Circular airgram | | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanstan* 

CONFIDENTIAL - Wasurneron, September 2, 1953. 

CA-1189. Re despatch No. 15, July 21, 1953.2 The Department 

has carefully considered the proposal presented in the Embassy’s des- 

patch under reference, and wishes to commend the Embassy for its 

continuing interest in devising possible approaches to the solution 

of the Pushtoonistan problem. | | | 

The Department has held for some time that this controversy is pri- 

marily political in nature rather than legal. No government other than 

that of Afghanistan is known seriously to have questioned the validity 

of the Durand Line. As the Embassy recognizes, considerations under- 

lying the espousal of a so-called Pushtoonistan have their sources in 

a variety of historical and political factors which strongly influence 

Afghan conduct. An adjudication of the Durand Line in favor of 

- ‘Pakistan would not basically alter any of those factors. Moreover, it 

1 Drafted by Metcalf; cleared by Smith; repeated for information to Karachi, 

Spr and New Delhi. . | oe
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is not clear that the embarrassment of an adverse decision would deter 
Afghanistan from supporting the Afghan [Pushtoon] case, for it has 
virtually no outside support for the case now and is not visibly de- 

: terred thereby. Finally, it is believed that the Government of Pakistan | 
would firmly reject any suggestion that it submit its international 
boundary to adjudication. | ; 

The Department has received no comment from Embassy Karachi 
regarding Embassy Kabul’s proposal, and continues to believe that 
under the present circumstances the preferred course of US action is | 
to continue to suggest to the Afghans at appropriate occasions that the 
Afghan Government negotiate its differences on a bilateral basis with 
the Pakistanis. Such negotiations should be prefaced by the assign- 
ment of an Afghan Ambassador to Karachi. | 
Embassy Karachi’s comments on the proposal in the despatch under 

reference are invited.® 
, ACHESON 

* The Embassy in Pakistan did not respond to this invitation. | 

689.90D/9-2953 | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by LeRoy F. Percival of the Office of 

South Asian Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] September 29, 1953. 
Subject: Afghan Interest in US Informal Good Offices in the Push- 

tunistan Issue | 
Participants: Mr. Mohammad Hashim Maiwandwal, Chargé d’Af- 

faires, Embassy of Afghanistan 
| _NEA—Mr. Byroade | | 

SOA—Mr. Percival | | 
In the course of a conversation regarding the visits of military of- 

ficers from Pakistan and Iran to the US, Mr. Maiwandwal expressed 
the hope that the United States was still willing to use its informal 
good offices to improve relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan, | 
which are still beclouded by the Pushtunistan issue. In reply to a sug- 
gestion, he said that Afghanistan was always willing to send an am- 
bassador to Karachi provided, however, that the ambassador was 
assured that he could discuss “Pushtunistan” with Pakistan Govern- 
ment officials. He added that he thought that the new cabinet 
in Afghanistan! might take a new look at Afghanistan—Pakistan 
relations. 7 

Mr. Byroade said he believed that the assignment of an ainbassador 
would be helpful as an ambassador’s job was to discuss ali problems 
*On Sept. 6, Prime Minister Shah Mahmud Ghazi resigned and Mohammad Daud formed a new government in which the former Ambassador to the United States, Mohammad Naim, became the Foreign Minister.
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extant between his government and the government to which he was 

accredited. He added that sometimes there are pol:tical problems out- 

star. ding between countries which may not be immediately resolveable 

in a manner agreeable to both parties. However, there are other aspects | | 

of relations upon which a meeting of the minds is possible, and that | 

a practical approach to these problems through normal diplomatic 

channels often results in their resolution and leads toward a solution | 

of the main political issue. He felt that it was unfortunate that many oe 

countries concentrate all their energy and effort upon what they con- 

‘sider to be the major external political problem instead of utilizing © 

their efforts to increase their economic strength, to develop their 

stability, and to improve relations with their neighbors insofar as 

practicable. He stated that the United States has always been inter- 

ested in the Pushtunistan problem and in the improvement of Afghan- 

_ Pakistan relations. This US interest is a continuing one and the US 

would be willing to use its informal good offices to help the two coun- 

tries to improve their relations when an opportunity to be really help- 

| ful presents itself oo | ae 

689.90D/11-2858 — | OO 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 

Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan) to the Acting 

| - Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) | | 

SECRET tt _ [Wasnineton,] November 28, 1953. 

Subject: Line Vice President Nixon Should Take Re the “Push- 

toonistan” Issue # | | | 

Discussion: coe | | | | 

- &Pyshtoonistan” is an imaginary political and geographic concep- 

tion which Afghanistan wishes to bring into reality by creation of a 

new state from the territory and inhabitants of a broad area of Pak- 

istan extending along the entire length of the Afghanistan—Pakistan _ | 

frontier. pe. ae re 

Afghanistan has long maintained an active interest in the Pathan | 

| peoples on both sides of the frontier. Afghan governments tradition- 

ally resisted all efforts of the UK and British Indian governments to 

incorporate the Pathan tribesmen of the northwest frontier of India 

into the Indian provincial administrative system. This interest stems 

1On Oct. .7, 1958, Vice President Richard M. Nixon and his party embarked 

upon a goodwill tour of the Far East. In addition to visiting various Far Eastern 

| states, the Vice President also journeyed to South Asia, where he visited Ceylon, 

India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. He visited Afghanistan from Dec. 4 to 6. After 

a final stop in Iran, the Vice President and his aides returned to Washington on 

Dec. 14. For additional information, see the editorial note under date of Oct. Tin | 

volume xi. Extensive documentation regarding the trip is in Department of 

State file 033.1100-NI. | |
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largely from (1) very old ethnic and cultural ties with all Pathans, 
including the Pathan royal family in Kabul, and (2) the realization 
of successive Afghan governments that their tenure depends primarily 

| upon the good will of Pathan tribesmen, who have been capable of 
unseating several regimes in Kabul. 

Upon the partition of the Indian Subcontinent a referendum was 
| arranged in the Northwest Frontier Province by the relinquishing 

British authorities giving the inhabitants, largely Pathans, an option 
to accede either to Pakistan or to India. They chose Pakistan. Pathan 
tribesmen in the unadministered tribal territory of British India also 

_ acceded to Pakistan through documents of accession. Afghanistan 
unsuccessfully attempted at that time to have a third option included 
in the referendum an option for independence. Frustrated in that 
attempt, the Afghans have since supported and energetically prop- 
agandized the creation of an independent nation of Pat .an tribesmen 
to be called Pushtoonistan. | 
Afghanistan’s demand for an independent Pushtoonistan nation 

rests essentially on the following claims: | 
1. The Durand Line (the international boundary between Pakistan 

and Afghanistan) is not a legal territorial boundary (the Durand Line 
was demarcated by Sir Mortimer Durand and accepted by Afghani- 
stan and British India as the territorial boundary by agreement signed 
on November 12, 1893. It was confirmed by the Amir Habibullah in 
1905; in the Anglo-Afghan Treaty of Peace of August 8, 1919 and the 
Anglo-Afghan Treaty of Friendship of November 22, 1921);2 

2. The Pathans of so-called Pushtoonistan are unhappy under Pak- _ 
istan rule and should be given an opportunity to confirm their desire 

_ for independence. | 

Pakistan’s position is that the Durand Line is a legal territorial 
boundary; hence Afghan interest in Pathans east of the Durand Line 

| constitutes an unwarranted intervention in Pakistan’s domestic affairs. 
Since partition, and up to the present writing, vituperative propa- 

ganda warfare over this issue, periodic border incidents, and sporadic 
economic harassment of Afghanistan by Pakistan have contributed to 

| the serious deterioration of relations between the two countries, Un- 
successful efforts in 1948-49 to resolve this issue resulted in the recall 
of both the Pakistan and Afghanistan ambassadors. Various third _ 
parties, including the British Government, the Shah of Iran and the 
Saudi Arabian Government, have unsuccessfully tried to bring the 

_ disputants together to discuss their differences. In 1950 the U.S. offered | 

* On Mar. 21, 1905, Amir Habibullah signed an agreement with Louis W. Dane, 
Foreign Secretary of the Government of India, which, inter alia, confirmed the 
agreement of 1893 which established the Durand Line. The Durand Line was also 
accepted in the Anglo-Afghan treaties of Aug. 8, 1919 and Nov. 22, 1921. Texts of 
these agreements are printed in A Collection of Treaties, Engagements, and 
O86 oop Relating to India and Neighboring Countries, vol. xt, pp. 282-283,
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its informal good offices in an equally unsuccessful effort to bring, the 

two countries together. All such efforts have foundered basically over 

the insistance of the Afghans to have the Pushtoonistan issue spe- 

cifically inscribed on an agenda of discussion and the refusal of Paki- 

~ gtan to accept such an item. Oo | 

In September 1952 Pakistan sent an Ambassador to Kabul (the first 

since 1949), reduced the volume of its anti-Afghan propaganda, and 

otherwise made conciliatory gestures towards Afghanistan. Mean- 

while Afghanistan still refuses to send an ambassador to Karachi until | 

- it can announce that Pushtoonistan will be a subject of discussion. 

To date Pakistan has not accepted this condition. Rather it consistently 

maintains that it is agreeable to discussing issues of “common interest.” 

Recently, there have been major changes in the Afghan Cabinet, and 

the new Prime Minister, Prince Daud, has been one of the most ener- 

getic proponents of “Pushtoonistan” and the attendant agitation, 

which has been a cause of concern to Pakistan. During the past week, 

the Afghan Government informed the UK that it no longer considered 

the Treaty of 1921 valid due to changed circumstances in the Indian 

Subcontinent, and requested that conferences be held to consider the 

new situation.? 

Recommendation: 

That you sign the attached telegram (Tab A) to Embassy Kabul ¢ 

drafted in response to Kabul’s 185 (Tab B).° 

: Reported in telegram 180 from Kabul, Nov. 23. (689.90D /11-2353 ) 

sTn telegram 185 from Kabul, Nov. 28, the Embassy asked for instructions in | 

the event that the Afghan Government made a strong appeal on the Pushtunistan 

issue to Vice President Nixon when he arrived. (689.90D/11—2853 ) | 

689.90D/11-—2853 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan * 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 3, 1958—4: 24 p. m. 

139. Urtel 185.2 As you note US has urged bilateral negotiations be- 

tween Afghanistan and Pakistan with hope they would lead to mutu- 
ally acceptable settlement of Pushtoonistan issue. / | 

Accession of new Afghan Prime Minister and new cabinet together 

- with circumstance that Afghanistan may anticipate hardened Indian 

attitude toward Pakistan arising from rumors of US military assist- | 

ance to Pakistan might lead to intensified pro-Pushtoonistan activities 

by Afghanistan. | 

‘Drafted by Metcalf and Smith; approved for transmission by Murphy ; 

repedted to Karachi as telegram 428, New Delhi as telegram 618, and London by 

per See footnote 5, supra.
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Therefore suggest Vice President may wish state in reply to official 
_ Afghan appeals that we consider most desirable course that of bilateral 
negotiation prefaced by assignment of an Afghan Ambassador to Ka- 
rachi; and that we keenly regret continued agitation this issue which 
weakens political and economic stability of two countries both friendly — 
to us and each important in own right. If Afghans bring up old chest- 
nut of looking to USSR if US unwilling to support Afghanistan, Vice 
President may wish observe difficult believe Afghanistan, with its | 
familiarity with USSR and its reputation as freedom-loving nation, 

would commit political suicide over a dispute with a friendly Moslem 
neighbor. If question of our bringing pressure to bear on Pakistan in 

favor of Afghan position is raised, Vice President may wish to indicate 

it as his personal view this would be difficult to do and that he doubts 
very much it possible. — | , 

In unlikely event Vice President is questioned by press on question 
in Kabul or Karachi he may wish to say it is problem between two 

friendly countries and he thinks they should settle it between them- 
selves. 

DULLEs - 

689.90D/12-358 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Kapur, December 3, 1953—4 p.m. 

| 195. Foreign Minister Naim today inquired re validity recent press 

statements US and GOP about to enter military pact. I stated I had 

no information beyond recent Washington denials,1 of which I as- _ 

sumed he aware. | 

Naim stated military assistance to GOP would prove harmful to 
GOA. for reason (1) it would strengthen neighbor which has not dem- 

onstrated desire for harmonious existence with Afghanistan and (2) 
it would prompt USSR take defensive measures at expense Afghani- 

stan. He added subsidizing Pakistan military might by-outside power 

would destroy hope neighboring countries acquiring parity and these 

latter would therefore fall into apathy and passivity, which would 

constitute regional menace. | 
Naim stated Afghanistan does not desire dismemberment Pakistan, 

but does desire Pushtun brethren be afforded opportunity to decide 

freely own fate. For first time he volunteered discussion on Pakistan- 

Afghanistan need for common policies and joint agreements on eco- 

* At a press conference on Nov. 17, Secretary Dulles denied that the United 
States and Pakistan were negotiating a military aid agreement. President Eisen- 
hower confirmed that denial on Nov. 18 and promised that the United States 
would be very cautious about doing anything with respect to Pakistan which 
might create unrest in India. (New York Times, Nov. 18 and 19, 1953)
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‘nomic, political and military matters, which he alleged are realizable 

were GOP’s not so unreasonable on Pushtunistan. 
| oo 7 ‘Warp 

083.1100 NI/12-1553 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Kasut, December 15, 1953—noon. 

| 210. Deptel 146, December 9,1 Vice President and Mrs. Nixon made 

excellent impression on GOA officials and Afghan people by ease, — 
charm of manner and directness. GOA and Afghan people greatly 
pleased at visit particularly after inability Secretary and FOA Di- 
rec'or Stacsen visit Afghanistan. | 

Vice President and I conferred at length with Prime Minister and 
- both Deputy Prime Ministers. No direct mention made size FOA 

aid allotted Afghanistan, Export-Import loan or alleged US—Pakistan 
military discussions. Only substantial points raised were (a) Afghan 
need ou‘side assistance for economic, educational and social develop- — 
ment; (0) Pushtunistan question. No inference GOA will turn to 
USSR should US aid not be forthcoming. Vice President [on] Push- | 
tunistan followed recommendations Deptel 139, December 4 [3]. Firm 

reiteration by Vice President US unwillingness become involved | 
| Pushtunistan dispute should convince GOA (1) impossibility use US _ 

as mediator and (2) desirability direct negotiations with Pakistan. 
Although Vice President and I dined with King, am uninformed 

nature Vice President’s pre and post-dinner talks with him.? 

Detailed report being pouched.® a | | oo 

| a oe — Warp 
1 In telegram 146 to Kabul, Dec. 9, the Department asked for a report on Nixon’s 

visit to Afghanistan. (033.1100 NI/12-953) 
* Nixon’s report to the National Security Council on his trip included the fol- 

lowing paragraph: . 

“T feel that Afghanistan will stand up against the Communists. I discussed the 
Pakistan aid problem with the Prime Minister and the King, who suggested that 
it would be a good idea if Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran and Turkey entered 
into something like an ‘Atlantic alliance’, with aid going to these countries as a 
group instead of individually where they might be a threat to each other. The 
Pakistanis had the opposite view.” (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, 
Whitman file, discussion at the 177th meeting of the National Security Coun- 
cil, Dee. 23, 1953) | | | 

| * Despatch 110 from Kabul, Dec. 10, was originally filed at 033.1100 NI/12-1553. 
Not found in Department of State files. | 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 | 

. Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of 

| Pakistan—Afghanistan Affairs (Metcalf) | 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WasuineTon,] January 5, 1954. 

Subject: Afghanistan’s Attitude Toward U.S. Military Assistance to 
Pakistan 

213-752 O - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 23
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Participants: The Secretary | 
: Mohammad Kabir Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 

Mr. Mohammed H. Maiwandwal, Counselor, Embassy 
: of Afghanistan 

SOA—Mr. Metcalf | 

Ambassador Ludin expressed his Government’s appreciation and 
_ understanding of U.S. aid programs in the underdeveloped countries 

of the Middle East and South Asia to strengthen the free world. Af- 
ghanistan has had a long history of association with both those areas. 
He said his Government is prepared to cooperate with the U.S., Pak- 
istan and others to realize the defense of the area. However, a prerequi- 

_ site to such cooperation is a solution of the Pushtoonistan issue with 
Pakistan. Afghanistan does not consider this issue insuperable or even 
difficult to solve, given goodwill and understanding on both sides. - 
However, should the issue remain unsolved while Pakistan’s econ- 

omy, productivity and military strength is increased, as a result of 
U.S. aid, the increased imbalance of strength between the two countries 
would be of serious concern to Afghanistan. The imbalance would work 

| adversely against a solution of Afghan-Pakistan differences. The rela- 
| tively slower rate of economic development in Afghanistan would be 

| difficult for the Government to explain to the Afghan people, who 
| aspire, as do the Pakistanis and Iranians, to a better way of life. Fi- 

nally, the development of other countries in the area, particularly Pak- 
istan and Iran, would constitute a vacuum in Afghanistan which would 

_ Invite pressure from an undesirable ideology. 

Concluding, the Ambassador observed that Afghanistan has long oc- 
cupied the position of a keystone in the arch between the Middle East 
and the Indian Subcontinent, lying astride historic routes of invasion 
and commerce, Strategically speaking, Afghanistan lies within the 
perimeter of an area defense concept; the Hindu Kush has been the 
traditional physical and ideological bulwark of the Subcontinent. The 

_ Ambassador said that he was advancing the foregoing considerations 
_ now on behalf of his Government for the attention of the U.S. Govern- 

ment in its plans for the area, He left. with the Secretary an informal 
memorandum (the text of which is attached) presenting his Govern- 
ment’s views in somewhat more detail. 

The Secretary replied that the U.S. Government was studying the 
possibility of a military assistance program for Pakistan, but that 
a decision had not yet been taken. He assured the Ambassador that 

| in arriving at a decision the considerations he had advanced would | 
be taken into account. The Secretary said further that a military aid 
program for Pakistan would have the objective of increasing the © 
defense capacity of that nation and that it is not our desire to make 
one country strong at the peril of a neighbor. He expected that in any 
agreement with Pakistan adequate safeguards would be provided for |
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against the aggressive use of its increased military strength. The 

Secretary observed that the Ambassador had advanced a difficult 

problem: that of attempting to maintain a condition of equilibrium — 

in an area characterized by local disputes. Nevertheless, he said, we 

cannot permit such disputes to perpetuate an area of weakness which 

can otherwise be remedied. The Secretary reiterated in conclusion 

that the views of the Afghan Government would be taken into full 

~ account. | 

[Attachment] oo 

Note Presented by the Ambassador of Afghanistan (Ludin) 

| [WasuineTon,} January 5, 1954. 

We understand and appreciate the underlying principle of the for- 

eign policy of the United States of America, which is strengthening 

economically and militarily the free and independent nations of the 

world to preserve their freedom and independence. Strengthening of 

| each nation adds up to the collective strength of peoples who are anxi- 

ous to preserve their character, identity and independence. = 

It is in this light that we look upon the strengthening, economically | 

and defense-wise of our part of the world, generally referred to asthe - 

Middle East. We welcome a move that would raise the standard of 

living of these peoples and provide them with a stake in life, and a 

means to preserve that stake, as well as their identity and independence. 

However, there is some preliminary ground work to be done in order 

to make this Help Program both effective and efficient. The aid that 

the Government of the United States has rendered to Pakistan, in the © 

food and technical fields, as well as the military and further economic 

assistance which the United States Government intends to give to 

Pakistan are points relevant to our present consideration. 

- We appreciate more than anyone else that the passes which cut 

through Hindu Kush and Sulaimen range of mountains, to wit: 

Khawak, Shiber-Shikari, Salung, Bamyan, Khayber, Gomal and 

Bolan, are critical sections of the important land routes that debouch 

- into the Indian Subcontinent. The routes traversing these passes, have | 

been, throughout historic periods and in prehistoric times, the main 

highways of migration, invasion, and commerce, as well as the pas- 

 sageways for the traffic of ideas and thoughts. This area will inevitably 

be the keystone of the arch of any future scheme of defense for the 

free world in the Middle East. The area betwen Oxus and Indus, and 

beyond that to the Arabian Sea, is one defensive unit. It has been so 

throughout history. The mountain citadel in this area has always been 

the abode of freedom loving peoples. The strengthening, economically 

and militarily, of the people inhabiting this area to preserve their — 

freedom is an obvious necessity of the defense of this part of the world.
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My Government is prepared to cooperate to the fullest extent pos- 
sible with the United States, Pakistan, and others, in order to realize 
the full economic and defense potentialities of this area. However there 
is one reservation, one essential prerequisite to this full and harmonious 
cooperation, and that is the solution of the problem of our kinfolks, 
the inhabitants of Pashtoonistan. We do not believe the solution of 

_ this problem to be insurmountable or even excessively difficult. Given 
@ mutual good will and understanding and a statesmanlike apprecia- 
tion of this problem in the general context of the world situation, we 
are confident that the matter will be solved. At least important steps can 
be taken immediately toward its solution. A high level conference be- 
tween representatives of Afghanistan and Pakistan will be an im- 
portant step towards the solution of the problem. In this connection | 
I should like to mention that Afghanistan accepted the proposal of the 
friendly good offices of the United States. Our acceptance of it still 
stands. 

However, if the question of Pashtoonistan is not solved, and Paki- 
stan continues to be strengthened economically and militarily by the 
United States, we will be less than honest and frank with our very 
dear friends, the American Government and people, if we do not ex- 
press our anxiety and vital concern regarding a critical condition that 

: such a course of action will bring about: | | 

1. The balance of power in this part of the world will be upset. The 
relative defense strength of Afghanistan will suffer an irreparable 

_ damage. The security of the nation will be completely jeopardized, The 
Government of Afghanistan will be under critical questioning and 
pressure by its people for not having coped with this situation. — 

2. With other Countries of the Middle East, especially our neighbors, 
Pakistan and Iran having been strengthened by the United States, 
there will remain an economic and power vacuum in Afghanistan which 
will entail a political and ideological vacuum as well. 

We should not like to be alarmist but the resultant situation seems to 
be desperate indeed. We do not wish to state that history repeats it- 

_ self in every instance and in all detail, but we should like to point out 
that the very germs of Hinduism were brought by the Aryan migrants 
from their first abodes in the Valleys of Hindukush. Afghanistan was _ 
the instrument or the agency that The Almighty chose to send forth 
the religion of Islam into India. The faith of Islam, the arabic script, 
the Urdu language, the cultural heritages, the factors which distin- 
guish Muslim Pakistan from Hindu India were brought to the sub- 

continent mainly by the Afghans. : 

Conversely, the effective defense, the bulwark against physical or 

ideological invasion of the subcontinent has been in the country of 

Hindukush. If Afghanistan should succumb to an economic and politi- 
cal collapse, and an ideology foreign to its history and tradition should :
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overtake it, partly because of the cataclysmic events over which we | 
have no control, and partly because of the lack of interest in its fate by 
the free world and its leaders, that will indeed be a dark day in the 
history of Asia. It will be a great blow to the free world and to hu- | 

manity aswell. 
However, we are hopeful and confident that the wisdom of statesmen 

will find an amicable solution for the problem which now separates us 
from joining in a common effort to preserve our common freedom and 
independence, and that such a day will never come. | oe 
We are hopeful and confident that such an eventuality shall be 

warded off and that such a bleak day shall never come to pass. God was | 
pleased to choose our people as His instrument to propagate the light 
of Islam in the subcontinent and to hold in common with one hundred _ | 
million people the same faith and beliefs. They are out natural friends 
and sympathizers. We wish to strengthen this mutual friendship by . 
preserving our identity and independence and by respecting the natural 
desires of others to cherish the same privileges. | 

689.90D/2-1054 : Telegram | 

| The Consul General at Bombay (Turner) to the 
a | | Department of State? | 

CONFIDENTIAL | | Bompay, February 10, 1954—5 p.m. 

997. From Ambassador Ward. Pakistani Ambassador Shah states 
in confidence Afghan Minister-Chargé Attiq ? pressing GOP for early 
settlement Pushtunistan issue alleging GOA prepared make substan- 

| tial concessions. Proposes early customs union and joint defense 

agreement. Has requested that Zafrullah Khan visit Kabul soon. Shah — 

states GOP eager for settlement and most conciliatory. Zafrullah will 

go provided GOA first confirms Attiq statements as firm basis for 

negotiation. Attiq will meet Zafrullah and Shah today afternoon. | 

| | TURNER 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Kabul. _ —— 
2Mohammed Atiq Rafiq was the newly appointed Afghanistan Minister to ~ 

Pakistan. | | | 

| Editorial Note | — , 

At its 187th meeting on March 4, 1954, the National Security Coun- 
cil considered and adopted the draft statement of policy contained 

in NSC 5409, “United States Policy Toward South Asia”, dated 

February 19, 1954, subject to an amendment set forth in NSC Record 

of Action No. 1052 (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95, 

“Record of Actions by the NSC, 1954”). On March 6, President Eisen-
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hower approved NSC 5409 (memorandum by James S. Lay Jr. to the 
National] Security Council, March 8, 1954, S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D | 
351, NSC 5409—Memoranda). NSC 5409 superseded NSC 98/1, “The 
Position of the United States with Respect to South Asia”, which 
had been in effect since January 25, 1951 (for the text of NSC 98/1, 
see Yoreign Relations, 1951, volume VI, Part 2, page 1650). Section D 
of NSC 5409 dealt specifically with Afghanistan and reaffirmed the 
determination of the United States to discourage Afghanistan’s Push- 
tunistan claims. For text of NSC 5409, see page 1089; for text of 
Section D, see page 1151. | 

789.00/7—-1054 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Little) to the Department of State * 

SECRET Kazu, July 10, 1954—11 a. m. 
11. Embtel 470, June 23.2? Two courses action GOA on Pushtunistan | 

past fortnight, although seemingly contradictory, suggest possibility 
denouncement this issue not distant future. a 

_ On one hand following termination Jirgas Jalalabad area reported 
reference telegram, Kabul-inspired Jirgas held various places NWFP. 
Thereafter leading participants came Kabul where formal welcomes _ 
organized their honor including luncheons given by King, Prime Min- 
ister and ex-Prime Minister Shah Mahmoud. Although press con- 
tains mere speech of welcome and thanks by King [to the?] Jirgas’ 
participants, I am informed King pledged his honor devote “rest of 
life” and energy achieve Pushtunistan goal and Daud assured partici- 
pants their case now has support in addition Afghanistan two un- | 
named “great outside powers”. Embassy endeavoring verify these two 
statements. Simultaneously press campaign against Pakistan has in- 
creased in violence, particular targets being current attempt integrate 
Baluchistan states union with Baluchistan. _ | 

In seeming contradiction above GOA intransigence Foreign Min- 
ister Naim and Deputy Foreign Minister Aziz take every oppor- 
tunity assure representatives western powers GOA urgently desirous 
establish closest relations Pakistan in interest mutual defense and 

trade and aware need settle Pushtunistan dispute. In farewell call on 
Deputy Foreign Minister Aziz . .. I expressed our concern at con- 

_ tinuation this dispute particularly in view possibility after conclusion 
Korea-Indochina efforts Soviet bloc might choose this area site next - 
effort and openly back Pushtunistan agitation with military as well as 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, New Delhi, 
Jidda, and Lahore. 

*In telegram 470 from Kabul, the Embassy reported on a sharp increase in 
agitation on the Pushtunistan issue stimulated by Afghanistan. The Embassy 
felt that the increase was owing to Prime Minister Daud’s desire to strengthen 
his position with the Pathan tribes and to divert attention from economic prob- 
lems. Pakistan Ambassador Shah indicated that Pakistan could not tolerate this 
type of agitation within the borders of Pakistan. (789.00/6—2354) 7
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financial assistance. At suggestion Aziz Foreign Minister Naim asked 

us call discussion Pushtunistan issue. After expression our concern 

Naim stated: | 

(1) Was well aware Soviet long-term objectives Afghanistan and 

inherent dangers present situation, | a 

(2) Every political, military and eccnomic reason dictates closest — 

Afohan-Pakistan relations, [apparent omission | peoples or territory 

and acceptance outccme if GOP will agree plebiscite (preferably — 

‘under UN auspices) Pushtun areas with choice offered (a) complete 

integration Pakistan, (b) independence, and (c¢). limited autonomy 

within territorial and political framework Pakistan. | 

Naim stressed obligation royal family owed tribes which had helped 

family regain throne and stated impossible establish desired close co- 

operation Pakistan until this matter settled. Moreover Naim stated 

GOA willing include Afghan Pushtuns in plebiscite but did not elab- 

orate this point. Oe | | oe 

_ Almost identical views have been expressed by Naim in past fort- | 

night to new French Ambassador, Italian Chargé and [garble] 

resident representative Spence and he obviously hopes US and other 

western powers will press Pakistan accept plebiscite proposal. _ a 

Plebiscite proposal presented last week Pakistan Ambassador Shah 

who left July 3, discuss situation his government. I have been informed 

GOP had earlier informed GOA any plebiscite proposal unacceptable 

unless it is integral part of formal declaration Pak-Afghan solidarity | 

and cooperation whereas GOA professes wish dispose Pushtunistan | 

issue first and then work out arrangement political, economic and other | 

cooperation. | | | | 

Accurate appraisal GOA sincerity and intentions presently impos- | 

sible in face above apparent contradictions. Although GOA plebiscite 

proposal has obvious attraction as means settling this dispute, vague- 

| ness and inherent dangers (unfavorable outcome for Pakistan and 

precedent for demand plebiscite East Pakistan supported by India) 

are such I feel US should refrain any attempt at this time influence 

GOP consideration proposal. | 

Despatch with more details being forwarded pouch next week.? : 

|  Lrrris 

* Despatch 7 from Kabul, July 14, not printed. | 

789.00/7-1454 : Telegram — | | | 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Little) to the Department of State * | 

SECRET | Kast, July 14, 1954—10 a. m. : 

_ 16. Embassy telegram 11, July 10.2 Embassy informed by usually | 

reliable sources GOA Pushtunistan agitation and plebiscite demand | 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, New Delhi, London, 

Moscow, and Jidda. | | . : 

* Supra. , | | 

|
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reported reftel now receiving active support India and probably _ | 

| Soviet Union. Nehru’s talks with Chou En-lai* believed impressed 

GOA giving prestige and weight Indian representation. Oo 

GOI reportedly has urgently stressed following points. 

1. Afghan fear Soviet Union needless as India will ensure Soviet 

‘observance Afghan-Soviet 1921 friendship pact.* | | 

92. GOA must take advantage soon Indian friendship offer and pre- , 

sumably join Asian neutralist bloc or find herself alone since US can-. 
not offer comparable friendship owing Pakistan alliance and India 
cannot be held responsible Soviet action should GOA join US- 
sponsored alliance. mS 

3. GOA should make Pushtunistan international issue (presumably 
UN) and not mere dispute between two Muslim powers. If so handled 
GOI assures Afghanistan support India, Soviet bloc and unnamed 
members “Asia bloc”. - a os oe 

| | | — Lirtte 

* Prime Minister Chou En-lai met with Prime Minister Nehru in New. Delhi - 
from June 26 to. June 28, 1954. A text of the communiqué issued after their talks : 
is printed in Royal Institute of International Affairs, Documents on International 
Affairs, 1954, pp. 318-314. . . — . 

‘The Afghan-Soviet Treaty of Friendship of Feb. 28, 1921 is printed in A 
_ Collection of Treaties, Engagements, and Sanads Relating to India and Neighbor- 

ing Countries, vol. xIII, pp. exevii-cxcix. | | 

789.5 MSP/9-1554 ce  , | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
— | Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) = SO 

SECRET [Wasuineron,] September 15, 1954. 

Subject: Review of Afghan Problems Bo | . 

Participants: Mr. M. K. Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 

os NEA—Mr. Byroade — | | 

- SOA—Mr. Thacher 

The discussion with Ambassador Ludin centered on two problems: 

Afghanistan’s need for small arms, because of the deterioration in | 

equipment of its army and security forces, and the need for a settle- 

ment of the Pushtunistan problem. 

With regard to the first problem the Ambassador said that Afghani- 
stan has made no purchases of foreign ammunition since 1947 or 1948, 

and it has now insufficient amounts for suppression of internal disturb- 

ance. The Ambassador said that the Afghan military isdeeply worried _ 

about obsolescence of its equipment, and would like to purchase some ~ 

small arms wherever it could, but because of the country’s economic / 

condition, some outside economic assistance would be needed before | 

1 Initialed by Byroade, indicating his approval. |
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such purchases could be made. He wondered whether the United ‘States 
could consider some short-term economic aid to Afghanistan to help it | 
buy small arms in Europe. The Soviets would know that no non-satel- 

“lite European country would sell Afghanistan arms without U.S. ap- 
proval but Afghanistan would have to take the risk of the probable 
adverse Soviet. reaction. He was aware also that any such possible aid 
by the United States to Afghanistan might present difficulties for usin 

: the context of the “Pakistan—United States alliance.” 

In discussing Pushtunistan the Ambassador said concern with this 
question in Kabul had increased sharply of late because of accelerated _ 

| integration of the Pushtu tribal areas with the settled areas in Paki- 
stan. The Ambassador said that the Afghans view this Pakistan policy | 
simply as a continuation of the old British policies whereby British 
domain was extended through alternate pursuit of a “forward” policy 
of forceful absorption or peaceful penetration by subsidy and bribe. 
Ludin wondered whether in the light of Pakistan’s participation in 
the Manila treaty ? it might try to claim that the Pushtunistan move- 
ment should be considered as a form of subversion within the terms of | 
the treaty. Still the Government of Afghanistan is sharply aware that | 
little progress can be made in deciding whether Afghanistan is to re- 

- main in a position of neutrality or whether it should come into closer 

association with other nations of the free world as long as the Push- | 
tunistan problem remains unsettled. If half of the Pushtu-speaking 
peoples are absorbed into Pakistan, the Pushtoons of Afghanistan be- 
come simply another small, insecure minority, and the Pushtoon people © 
may be in danger of extinction. | | oo 

Mr. Byroade said that Pushtunistan, like a number of other interna- 
tional disputes, was one in whose substance we did not have a direct 

- Interest and in which our chief desire was to see a settlement. He said 
that from his personal observation he had not been able to understand 

_ either the logic or justice of the Afghan view. We have continued to 
hope that there might sometime be a change in Afghan attitudes which 
would permit a settlement. He asked what was the status of negotia- 
tions at present and whether through some kind of union of Afghani- _ 

stan and Pakistan the road might be opened for settlement. 

The Ambassador said negotiations were continuing. They had dis- 
_ cussed with Pakistan two proposals: a settlement of the Pushtunistan : 
question which in turn might open the way for closer economic and 
political ties or some kind of merger between the two countries. How- 

| ever, there was a question in Afghan minds as to the sincerity of Pak- 
_ istan’s intentions. The Afghans had been disturbed by a leak last 
spring of these highly confidential discussions to the Vew York Times | : 

*The Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty, signed in Manila on Sept. 8, 
1954 (6 UST 85). For documentation on the participation of Pakistan in this | Treaty, see volume XII. | | 

|
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| correspondent in Karachi. The Times story ® reflected that its reporter 
| had been told only of the proposals for merger but not of the pre- 

condition of a Pushtunistan settlement. | - | | 

| Ludin asked about the possibility of U.S. support of Afghanistan’s _ 
desire for a seat on ECOSOC. He was informed that it did not seem 

- probable that we would be able to support Afghanistan’s candidacy. 
| Ludin said that he had asked Prince Naim, Foreign Minister of Af- 

ghanistan, who was arriving in New York next week to head the Af- 
ghan UN delegation, to come to this country to discuss these matters 
with the U.S. Government. He hoped that Prince Naim might be able 
to call on the President and the Secretary. Mr. Byroade pointed out - 
that the President would be out of Washington for some time yet but 
that he would draw to the Secretary’s attention the desire of Ambassa- 

dor Ludin and Prince Naim to meet with him in New York. 

~ 8On Apr. 11, 1954, the New York Times published an article by John P. Callahan 
which reported that Pakistan and Afghanistan were planning a merger. 

689.90D/9-1854 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
| 7 Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) | 

- CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] September 18, 1954. 

Subject: Sir Zafrulla Khan on Pakistan-Afghan Relations 

Participants: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Foreign Minister of Pakistan 
) NEA—Mr. Jernegan 

| SOA—Mr. Thacher | | | 

Mr. Jernegan remarked on our concern over the increasing Russian 

economic penetration of Afghanistan. Sir Zafrulla said that obviously 

Pukistan must share this concern. However, Pakistan found that its 

negotiations with Afghanistan tended first to advance and then to drop 

- back without visible progress. The Pushtoonistan question remains a 

seemingly hopeless stumbling block. The Afghans have, however, 

talked a good deal about a merger of the two countries without appar-— 

ently realizing that this would have to be undertaken very gradually — 

through customs union and other agreements. Further the Pakistanis 

felt that for the present Afghanistan needed continuance of its own 

royal regime for maintenance of stability. 

Referrihg to a New York Times news report from Karachi which 

discussed the possibility of merger between the two countries,’ Zafrulla | 

| said he felt this story had been leaked to the Times representative from 

Sardar Atiq Rafiq, the Afghan Minister to Karachi. Zafrulla com- 

* See footnote 3, supra. |
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mented on the somewhat curious tactics of the Afghan Minister who 

had suggested to Zafrulla that while discussions between them went on 
the press be given no indication of possible improvement in the chronic 
animosities of the two countries, since the Afghans felt that this might 
“change the atmosphere.” 

689.90D/9-—2554 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Little) to the Department of State? 

_ CONFIDENTIAL __ KaBuL, September 25, 1954—2 p. m. 

100. Pakistani Ambassador Shah informed me today Foreign Min- 
ister Naim and Pakistani Prime Minister had two meetings during 
former’s stay Karachi en route US. Principal subject discussion was 
Pushtunistan. Pakistani Prime Minister informed Naim (1) GOP 

considered Afghanistan followed Hindu dominated policy, (2) Paki- 
stan had never interfered in Afghan affairs notwithstanding Pakistani 
interest in Pushtuns, and fact Hindu Kush is natural Pakistani defense 
line, (3) Pakistan could not consider cession one single inch present 
territory, (4) Pakistan and Afghanistan should work together for im- 
provement living conditions Pushtuns, both countries respecting terri- 
torial integrity other. Pakistani Prime Minister refused consider 
Naim’s argument past relations GOA with Pushtuns in NWFP gave 
GOA right intervene their behalf. Pakistani Prime Minister and Naim 
agreed continue discussions in US. | - | 

I believe Naim during his visit will make another effort persuade US 
intervene mediate Pushtunistan issue. I see no reason why Depart- 

ment should modify its previous unwillingness intervene this dispute. 

| OO oe Lartie 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. 

_ Karachi Embassy files, lot 59 F 3, 320 Afghanistan/USSR | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Embassy 
a in Pakistan (E’mmerson) 1. 

CONFIDENTIAL [ Karacut,] October 5, 1954. 

Participants: Colonel A.S.B. Shah, Pakistani Ambassador to | 

Afghanistan : 

John K. Emmerson | | 

Colonel Shah called at the Embassy at his request. He referred to | 
- our previous conversations in Kabul and Karachi of some months ago. | 

Memorandum transmitted in covering despatch 190, Oct. 7. In another en- | 
closure, the Embassy suggested that the Department consider military aid to 
Afghanistan, possibly through Pakistan, to encourage a settlement of the Push- | 
tunistan issue. . a | 

| | 
|
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I asked him whether he believed any progress had been made in better- | 
ing relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan. He said that he was 
less optimistic about the situation now than he had been when he talked 

>to me previously. oe 
Ambassador Shah briefly outlined the history of the discussions 

which had been going on between the Governments of Pakistan and 
Afghanistan during the past year. He said that when he was first 
assigned to Kabul he was prepared to work for closer relations between 
the two countries in the defense, economic, political and cultural fields. 
The visit of Vice President Nixon and his frank discussions with the 
King and other high officials of Afghanistan had furthered the de- 
velopment of improved relations. Consequently, Attik Rafiq had been 
sent as Minister to Pakistan and discussions had been carried on with 
the Foreign Office in Karachi. During the course of these discussions, 

| Attik Rafiq had proposed that the ultimate objective be discussed first 
and then, working backwards, the intermediate steps would be filled in. . 
This ultimate objective was described by Attik as a confederation of 
the two countries. While he made the proposal as a persona] one, never- 
theless he submitted it in writing to the Pakistan Government. When 
Attik returned to Kabul he was reprimanded for having gone beyond 
his instructions. As Colonel Shah described it, he was given a pretty 
hard time and thoroughly “raked over the coals”. As a result, Attik | 
returned to Karachi and began to take a very stiff line in order, as : 
Colonel Shah believes, to convince his Government that he was follow- 

_ ing their policy. He made a number of public statements about Push- 
toonistan and in general made himself extremely unpopular with | 
Pakistan Government officials. The position of the Afghan Govern- 
ment changed and they insisted that no discussion of confederation 
would take place without a parallel consideration of Pushtoonistan. 
They had seen in Attik’s proposals a quashing of the Pushtoonistan 

issue. | 
In the meantime, following the granting of U.S. military aid to Pak- 

istan, the Afghan Government began to come under heavier pressure ~ 
from both the USSR and Communist China. The Russian pressure _ 
took the form of the proposed pipeline,* which would bring about a 
thousand Russian “technicians” into Afghanistan, and a series of proj- 
ects. The Czechoslovak Government proposed a five million dollar as- 
sistance program which would include the construction of a glass fac- 

tory, a cement factory and provision of agricultural implements. The 

_ Afghans turned down the Soviet pipeline project but have accepted 

others. The Indians became very active in attempting to persuade Af- 

ghanistan to follow a neutral line. They are reported to have offered 

2 An assessment of Soviet economic pressure on Afghanistan, which included a | 

proposed gasoline pipeline from the border of the Soviet Union to Mazar-i-Sharif 

in northern Afghanistan, can be found in despatch 35 from Kabul, Sept. 7, 1954, 
file 661.89/9-754. | |
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guarantees, which would be shared by China, in return for Afghan 

commitment to a neutral course. Se 
In the meantime, the Pushtoonistan issue has been kept alive. Colonel | 

Shah suggested-that the Afghans may not be aware of some dangers 
In the issue which they are pushing. They should realize, he said, that. 
the seven million Pushtoons on Pakistan’s side might exert more influ- 
ence than the three million Pushtoons on the Afghan side. At the same 
time, separatist movements might also appeal to the Uzbeks, Tajiks, 
and other peoples who have racial affinities with provinces within the 
Soviet Union. _ ) 

Colonel Shah indicated that he still thought the face-saving formula 
of agreement by Pakistan to change the name of the Northwest Fron-_ 

tier Province might be a useful one. - . : 
The Ambassador said that he was now in Karachi for a series of con- 

ferences with the Foreign Secretary. Pakistan’s policy toward Afghan- 

istan was up for discussion and decision. The question to be decided was 
whether it was profitable for Pakistan to continue the policy of 
friendly effort to better relations or whether a tougher policy would 
be more productive. Colonel Shah said it was quite understandable that 
the Government was disappointed in his efforts, since after two yearshe 
had nothing to show for his attempts to bring about a rapprochement 
between the two countries. It is natural that the Government of Pak- 
istan should be impatient and should expect some results from this 
kind of policy. | . : | 

The Ambassador said he believed that it would be beneficial for a 
closer coordination to be effected between policies of the U.S. and Pak- 
istan with respect to Afghanistan. Pakistan ought to be guided by the 
weneral line which the U.S. might decide to take. 
_ Finally, Ambassador Shah said that he did not agree with those 
who thought a real deterioration in relations between Pakistan and | 

_ Afghanistan had taken place. The fact that the Afghans were pre- 
pared to discuss matters with the Government of Pakistan was an en- ! 
couraging sign. The Afghan Foreign Minister had stopped in Karachi | 
on his way to the United States and would stop again on his way back i 
to Kabul for a series of conversations. Colonel Shah will be back in | 
Karachi for those talks. _ | / a | 

_ It was evident in the implications of Colonel Shah’s remarks that he | 
has been criticized by his own Foreign Office. It is known, for example, | 
that the Secretary of the Foreign Office, Mr. J. A. Rahim, recently | 
stated that Colonel Shah had gone much too far in offering concessions | 
to the Afghans. He apparently was referring to Colonel Shah’s | | 

_ formula with respect to the Northwest Frontier Province. a | 
It is apparent that the question of a friendly or a “forward” policy | 

toward Afghanistan is under active consideration now by the Govern- | 
ment of Pakistan. | : 

| | | | | 

|
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689.90D/10-854 : | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan—_ 

Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) | 

SECRET [Wasurtneton,] October 8, 1954. 

Subject: Views of Afghan Foreign Minister 

Participants: The Secretary 
Prince Naim, Foreign Minister and Deputy Prime 

| | Minister of Afghanistan | 

SOA—Mr. Smith 
Mr. Thacher 

Prince Naim said Afghanistan found itself in a new and difficult 

situation largely because of increasing American concern in the Middle 

East as exemplified by our decision to give military aid to Pakistan. 

Afghanistan, however, is not integrated into this growing security syS- 

tem and feels particularly exposed to the threat of its northern 

neighbor. The latter may stimulate acts of rebellion, confusion and 

| infiltration in Afghanistan which makes it imprudent for Afghanistan 

to resist USSR overtures in the form of economic assistance offers. 

Afghanistan senses too a threat from India’s increasing interest in the 

affairs of other Asian and African countries. 
Prince Naim sees Afghanistan’s security as best assured through 

close cooperation with Pakistan. He had discussed with Pakistani 

leaders the possibility of a merger between the two countries. He had 

tried to assure them that in supporting the concept of Pushtunistan, 

Afghanistan had no desire for political gain or territorial aggrandize-__ 

ment at Pakistan’s expense. Afghanistan is deeply anxious that this 

problem should not remain a barrier to a settlement with Pakistan 

since if Afghanistan remains exposed, it may at last fall victim to 

pressures from the north with serious adverse consequences for the 

safety of the entire sub-continent. But, once the Pushtunistan ques- 

tion is settled, then the whole area would be strengthened and Afghan- 

istan would have no uneasiness over U.S. plans for strengthening 

Pakistan. © | a 

Prince Naim stressed his country’s need for economic and military 

assistance. It now lacks adequate weapons for maintenance of internal 

security and for training purposes. Naim expressed deep appreciation 

for economic aid previously received from the U.S., the immense long- 

range benefits of which he recognized. However, Afghanistan now 

needs further economic aid for other urgent projects which will yield 

immediate tangible returns. 

Naim stated finally that his country’s policy was based on friend- 

ship with the free world under U.S. leadership and on friendship with 

its neighbor, Pakistan. | 
The Secretary stated that we are anxious to see close, untroubled
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relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan, and we hope the _ 

Pushtunistan issue will not be a permanent obstacle to achieving this. 

The U.S. will give careful consideration to Afghanistan’s requests for 

military and economic aid, and will communicate further with the 

Government of Afghanistan through its Ambassador in Washington. — 
(The attached memorandum handed the Secretary by Prince Naim 

expounds the above Afghan views in greater detail.)> 

*Not printed. — | ee | ce 

689.90D/10-854 : | : we 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
| Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher)* | 

CONFIDENTIAL ss P Wasutneron,] October 8, 1954. 

Subject: Afghan Problems © - oo | 

Participants: Prince Naim, Foreign Minister and Deputy Prime 

Minister of Afghanistan | 
_ NEA—Mr. Byroade | | | 

Mr. M. Kabir Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 

7 - §OA—Mr. Thacher _ - | 

-. Prince Naim declared that Afghanistan was beset by deep anxiety 

and a lack of hope. The Afghans have earnestly attempted to reach 
a settlement with Pakistan on the Pushtunistan question with which 

so much of importance to them is linked. Prince Naim said he was 
deeply troubled by recent intensification of USSR interest in Afghan- 

 istan, the direct result of the Turkey—-Pakistan pact? and the U.S. 

decision to give military aid to Pakistan. Afghanistan is aware of 
the growing power of India and the possible threat this poses tothe _ 

security of neighboring nations. —__ - 
Naim discussed his hope for “greater unity” of Pakistan and 

Afghanistan which if achieved could make it possible for the United 
States to contribute to a security system in this area without creating 

apprehension in the minds of any of its friends. Meanwhile Afghan- 
istan desperately requires the means to deal with its own problems of 

internal security. It needs arms and the facilities for training officers. 

The safety of Afghanistan is in the final analysis, the safety of the 

whole Indian subcontinent, and in spite of the friendly face presented 

_ by their neighbors to the north Afghans are deeply apprehensive of 

Russian pressure. Touching on economic matters Prince Naim urged 
the need for short-term development projects which if promptly : 

1 Initialed by Byroade, indicating his approval. | 
2For the text of the Turco-Pakistani Agreement for Friendly Cooperation, 

signed at Karachi on Apr. 2, 1954, see Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
Documents on International Affairs, 1954, p. 185. | .
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: accomplished would be an antidote to the despair and hopelessness 

now prevalent. 
Mr. Byroade described our deep concern with the entire Middle Kast 

situation. Our goal is to provide military and particularly moral 

strength for the countries in the Middle East. The USSR could of 

course send its military forces into the area practically without opposi- 

tion. However, U.S. military assistance to these countries should make 

clear to the Russians that they could not take the area without a general 

war, Next steps in this direction would perhaps be for Iran and Iraq 

to join Turkey. and Pakistan in development of a defense system. Prob- 

ably it would be better for Afghanistan to allow this system to gather 

some strength before joining it. We realize Afghanistan’s reed for mil- 

itary equipment but when, in the nature of things, we have to move so 
slowly, would it be wise to promise Afghanistan military aid which 

might not reach its destination for some time after our intention to 
send aid was known throughout the world? Thus we aretryingtothink | 

| of other means of assisting Afghanistan. | 
Mr. Byroade compared the Pushtunistan question to the problem of | 

| the Saar in Europe. The Saar problem can perhaps be resolved only in | 
some greater scheme for European unity. Could Pushtunistan be set- | 

| tled in the context of a plan for closer unity of Pakistan and Afghan- 
- istan? Settlement of the Pushtunistan problem seems to block so many a 

_ things including Afghanistan’s adherence to a program for area de- 
- fense. At present Pakistan is preoccupied by a number of domestic dif- 

ficulties, but we would be glad to do what we can to promote some steps 
toward unity of the two countries although we do not believe much 
would be gained from formal negotiations. Mr. Byroade asked if any | 

hopeful signs had become evident in recent Pakistan-Afghanistan 

| Prince Naim said that Afghanistan’s security was important to all 
Muslim nations and that he was deeply aware that security could only 

__ be achieved in union with others. In spite of his best efforts, however, 

he could not succeed in downing Pakistan’s suspicions, Afghanistan | 
desired only a just settlement without loss or gain to anyone. Pakistan 
could not be made to believe this. Mr. Byroade’s remark that the Paki- 
 stanis felt that they have a good legal case brought a brief but emphatic 
historical argument for Pushtunistan from Ambassador Ludin. Mr. 

_ _ Byroade informed the Afghans that we had made clear to Pakistan _ 
| _ our military aid was not for use in their arguments with their neighbors 

and that in fact we believe this aid creates a desire within Pakistan to - 
get its difficulties with its neighbors straightened out. He promised — 

that the problem of Afghanistan’s present position would be the sub- 

| _ ject of further careful deliberation in the Department and of discussion _ 
- with the Secretary. — ae Oo |
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689.90D/10-—1254 : Telegram 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to 

the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New York, October 12, 1954—5 p. m. 

257. Re Afghanistan Pakistan merger. 
Prince Naim, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign 

Affairs of Afghanistan, came to see me Saturday, October 9th, and 
said he was glad to avail himself of my invitation to call and discuss 
some of the problems of his country. He said that Afghanistan was a 
member of the free world and owing to long experience with its Rus- 
sian neighbors was strongly opposed to Soviet Communism. However, 
the sending of military aid from the US to Pakistan had created an 

immediate Soviet reaction and the resulting situation presented one of 
the chief difficulties faced by Afghanistan today. 

Prince Naim said that the USSR was pressing Afghanistan to accept 
economic aid and specialists of various kinds to assist in the develop- 
ment of the country. In response to my question he said that Afghani- 
stan had been compelled to accept a few of these specialists, owing to 
the danger of internal subversive political action in the event of refusal. 

The only way to keep Afghanistan securely in the free world, in the 
opinion of Prince Naim was to bring about a form of federation with 
Pakistan. I inquired whether this would be an alliance along the lines 
of Benelux. Prince Naim replied that it would be a good deal closer 
than that. It would be a type of union in which the two countries would 
be brought together under one flag. Prince Naim described in some 
detail the frontier problem now existing between the two countries 
(Pushtoonistan) where the people of northern Pakistan were racially 
and religiously similar to those of Afghanistan, an area which was in 

fact a serious sore spot for the free world. He advocated the abolition 
of the Afghanistan—Pakistan frontier, which was actually the old 

British northwest frontier, and thus merging the two countries 
together. 

I inquired what the views of Mohammed Ali were on this subject. 
Prince Naim said that he had talked to Mohammed Ali in Karachi, 
but that Mohammed Ali had remained suspicious and had not given 
him much encouragement. Prince Naim therefore said that it would 

be in the interest of the free world if the US could offer its good 

offices in promoting this plan and that it was a matter of life and 

death for his country. 

Mr. Villard, US GA Del, inquired whether there were good relations 
between Afghanistan and Turkey. Naim responded that these relations 

were excellent and that Turkey was a gocd friend of both Afghanistan 

*Henry Villard, Senior Adviser to the U.S. Delegation to the Ninth Session of 
the UN General Assembly. | 
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and Pakistan. To Mr. Villard’s query whether Turkey might not serve 
as intermediary rather than the United States, Prince Naim observed 
that despite Turkey’s friendship for Afghanistan, Turkey would not 
carry sufficient weight in a case of this kind. He thought that the US. 
would be the best country to serve in any consideration of Afghanistan-— 
Pakistan federation scheme. 
Comment: Prince Naim’s proposal seems to have great merit and 

to be bold and statesmanlike. From where I sit it appears to be clearly 
in the best interest of the US. Recommend it be informally studied 
having in mind Turkish and US good offices. 

Lopes 

Editorial Note 

National Intelligence Estimate NIE-53-54, “Outlook for Afghani- 
stan”, issued on October 19, 1954 (page 1481), contained the following 
assessment of the Pushtunistan controversy : 

“40. The chances for an improvement in Pakistan-Afghan rela- 
tions, now dominated by the Pushtunistan controversy, are poor. 
Afghan agitation of the issue is likely to continue, particularly while 
Daud continues as prime minister. While most other nations oppose 
the Afghan proposal, covert support from India, and possibly from 
the USSR, is likely to encourage Afghanistan to persevere in its de- 
mands. It is possible that Afghanistan may take the issue to the UN. 

“41. Pakistan is unlikely to give in to these pressures. It will prob- 
ably continue its present policy of economic betterment in the tribal 
areas and a gradual integration of the tribes into settled life.” 

780.5/10-2054 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) * 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] October 20, 1954, 

Subject: Pakistani Views on Negotiations with Afghanistan _ 

Participants: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Pakistan Foreign Minister 
Mr. Chaudhri Mohammad Ali, Pakistan Finance 
Minister | 

Mr. Syed Amjad Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan 
NEA—Mr. Byroade 
SOA—Mr. Smith 

Mr. Thacher 

In one of the meetings with the Pakistanis held during the Prime 
Minister’s visit to Washington there was a brief discussion of Paki- 
stan—Afghanistan relations. 

* Initialed by Byroade, indicating his approval.
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Mr. Byroade said we had informed the Afghans that this was prob- 

ably not the time for them to join a Middle East alliance. When the 

latter had grown to the point where it could command respect, then 

perhaps would be the time for Afghan adherence. He said we had also 

informed the Afghans that we doubted the wisdom of any military 

aid agreement providing U.S. military assistance for Afghanistan. We 

had said that we would, however, be happy to see some moves for closer 

relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan. ) 

Sir Zafrulla said that in discussions with the Afghans, they had a 

tendency to cover a wide range of rather disjointed ideas. Recently 

they had talked about the desirability of the federation of the two 

countries, expressing their willingness for the moment to drop the © 

Pushtunistan issue. In the Pakistan view, however, it would be better 

to start with a more modest approach—for example cooperation in | 

some joint economic and scientific programs, Thus excess power pro- 

duced by the Warsak project in the Northwest Frontier Province 

might be sent across the border to the Jalalabad area in Afghanistan 

where it is needed. The Pakistanis believe Afghanistan still requires 

the stabilizing influence of the royal family, although Atik, the Af- 

ghan representative in Karachi, had insisted that the royal family was | 

ready to take whatever risk to their position confederation might 

involve. o 
Zafrulla said that Atik had gone about discussing the desirability 

of confederation but that he had been most annoyed when it got into 

the press. Edgar Mowrer, the American foreign correspondent, had re- | 

ported to the Pakistanis that Atik had talked of a Pushtunistan ex- | 

tending up to the Indus River. Later, in discussion with Zafrulla, 

Atik had insisted that even though the two countries were discussing 

various possible settlements, this should not be made public and that 

Pakistan and Afghanistan should continue to maintain a public pos- 

ture of unfriendliness with exchange of hostile radio propaganda, etc. 

Zafrulla indicated that the Pakistanis found the Afghan gyrations 

incomprehensible and a difficult basis on which to make real progress. 

| Mr. Byroade said that we had been encouraged lately by continuing 

contacts between the two countries and that he hoped Pakistan would 

let us know of anything which we might do to bring the two countries 

closer together. _ | | | 

689.90D/10-2354 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State* 

SECRET | Karacut, October 238, 1954—5 p. m. 

562. Foreign Secretary requested me call at Foreign Office, said 

wished keep United States Government entirely “in the picture” with 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Kabul.
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respect Pakistan’s policy toward Afghanistan. Foreign Secretary 
stated GOP still re-assessing policy, had not given up hope improving 
relations (although risking charges of adopting “soft” attitude) and 
that Prime Minister would confer with Afghan Foreign Minister 
when latter returns from United States and Europe. | 

GOP apprehensive over Russian influence Afghanistan and had 
impression Afghans think United States would pressure GOP make 
concessions Afghans. Foreign Secretary suggested would be grateful 
reactions United States Government Afghan question. | 

_ Re Embassy’s despatch 190, October 7,? Embassy would appreciate 
~ any guidance which Department might desire give. 

a | EMMERSON 

_ * See footnote 1 to the memorandum by Emmerson, p. 1417. . 

689.90D/10-2954 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 

| Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) + , 

CONFIDENTIAL : [WasuineTon,] October 29, 1954. | 

Subject: Afghanistan—Pakistan Relations _ 
Participants: Mr. M. K. Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 

NEA-—-Mr. Byroade | . 
| SOA—Mr. Thacher 

Ambassador Ludin said he believed the new cabinet in Pakistan? 
served simply to strengthen what were the real governing influences 
in the country : the Civil Service and the Army. He expressed particu- 
lar interest in the selection of Dr. Khan Sahib (pre-partition Chief 

, Minister of NWFP who was kept in jail or detained by the Pakistan 
Government until a few months ago) for membership in the cabinet. 
The Ambassador declared’ that if Dr. Khan Sahib and his brother 

- Khan Abdul Ghafar Khan (“the frontier Gandhi”) were permitted 
to reactivate their political machine in the Frontier Province they 

_ would soon have political control of the Pathan tribesmen in Paki- | 
stan. The Ambassador believed that these two influential leaders could 

be expected to take a pro-Pakistan attitude on the subject of Push- | 
tunistan. Thus if a plebiscite were held it would probably result in a 
verdict against Pushtunistan and in favor of Pakistan. The Ambas- 
sador felt such a result would be accepted by Afghanistan and would 
represent a gracious settlement of the Pushtunistan problem. 

Mr. Byroade said that plebiscites do not always bring a happy solu- 
tion. There are usually hurt feelings on one side or the other. Our hope 

1 Initialed by Byroade, indicating hisapproval. oe 
*On Oct. 24, Prime Minister Mohammed Ali announced a reorganization of the 

cabinet. The reorganization was completed on Oct. 28 with the inclusion of Dr. 
M. L..A. Khan Sahib, the leader of half a million members of the Khudai Khid- 
matgars (Servants of God). (New York Times, Oct. 25 and 29, 1954) ,
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is that Afghanistan and Pakistan will continue to work for steps that 

will bring them closer together. Prime Minister Mohammed Ali had — 

- expressed his willingness while he was here to consider definite action 

to bring the two countries together. He did not think it impossible to 

do this and he did not think that useful action need be put off forever. 

| We believe the best way of promoting unity between the two countries 

is through continuation of quiet bilateral talks. However, we should 

like to do anything we can to promote the idea of unity between the | 

two countries although we are not certain now exactly how we can help. 

But there is a lot of interest in this idea in the United States Govern- 

- ment from the President on down. The President had in fact mentioned 

to Mr. Byroade his interest in the possibility of Pakistan and Afghan- 

istandrawing together, = = | 

Ambassador Ludin asked whether any decisions had been made in ~ | 

the U.S. Government concerning the problems discussed by Prince 

Naim during his visit to this country (ie. Afghan interest in securing ~ 

military and economic assistance) .? Mr. Byroade said he regretted that ~ 

the Secretary’s absence and heavy load of other duties had made it — 

impossible for him to give thoughtful and careful attention to this 

problem. Mr. Byroade expressed his intention to have further discus- 

sion of Afghan problems with the Secretary, but he wanted to be sure 

the Secretary had an opportunity to consider them with the thorough- 

nessthey deserved. —j | | : | 
Ambassador Ludin asked whether it might be possible for the United - 

States to say something to the Turks which would encourage them to 

provide Afghanistan with further assistance in training army officers. 

Mr. Byroade said that during his visit to Turkey last spring he had 

discussed the desirability of providing military training opportunities 

there for officers from armies of the other Middle East nations, In gen- 

eral the Turks had expressed sympathy with this idea. 
The Ambassador said that whenever we had reached any decisions on 

the questions placed before us by the Afghans he would be glad to come 

in and hear our decisions, and that he would leave further initiative in 

discussion of these matters with Mr. Byroade. a 

* See the memoranda of conversation by Thacher, Oct. 8, pp. 1420 and 1421. | 

689.90D/10-2354 : Telegram | . | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan * 

SECRET Wasuineton, November 4, 1954—5:15 p. m. 

582, Embtel 562.2 In discussion with Pakistanis you might say we 

share fully their concern recent intensification Soviet interest Afghan- 

1Drafted by Thacher, approved by Jernegan, and repeated for information to 

London and Kabul by pouch. | 

* Dated Oct. 23, p. 1425. |
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istan evidenced bilateral economic agreements but do not believe these 
foreshadow aggressive Soviet military action to control area. Without 
counteraction gradual drift of Afghanistan toward Soviet orbit seems 
probable. | | | 

We do not sympathize with extent of Afghans’ Pushtunistan claims 
and have attempted discourage them. U.S. recognizes clearly difficulties 
this issue for Pakistan and serious barrier it constitutes improvement 
Pakistan—A fghanistan relations. | 

_ However we believe most important Pakistan continue discuss com- 
mon problems with Afghans in effort reach mutually agreeable settle- 
ment. Admittedly we have little evidence relaxation Afghan inflexibil- 
ity re Pushtunistan but we find encouraging recent statements Afghan 
spokesmen indicating their eagerness achieve closer relations Pakistan 
which they aware best means developing needed strength resist Soviet 
encroachment. Any formula face saving for Afghans which can be _ 
devised by Pakistanis probably worth trying. Perhaps best promise of __ 
closer ties lies in exploration possibilities common economic and devel- | 
opmental programs thus strengthening weak Afghan economy now 

| principal target Soviet tactics. : | , 
_ US ready use its good offices informally to assist parties in their 
bilateral discussions but we see little value at present in our involve- 
ment formal negotiations. | a 
FYT possibility US economic assistance policy to promote increased 

Pakistan—Afghanistan economic cooperation and establishment better 

atmosphere between two countries now being developed in US Govern- | 

ment. Will inform you soonest developments. 

Dues 

—-689,90D/11-554 | | | ; 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of — 

State for Near Fastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan) — 

SECRET | [Wasutneton,] November 5, 1954. 

Subject: Afghan-Pakistani Relations _ | 
Participants: Amjad Ali—Ambassador of Pakistan | | | 

John D. Jernegan—Deputy Assistant Secretary— 
NEA 

Following discussion of another subject, the Ambassador said that 

he had been thinking a good deal about the reasons which might lie 
behind the recent Afghan indications of interest in a federation with 

Pakistan. He wondered if the Afghans had been trying to deter the 

_ Russians from increasing their pressure on Afghanistan. He had writ- | 
ten Prime Minister Mohammed Ali to suggest that he try to find out
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just what the picture was and that he put some good men on the 

problem. | | Oo 

I agreed it was possible that the Afghans were frightened into try- 

ing to develop a counter-weight to the Soviets. If they were merely | 

pretending to want federation, however, I thought this would be very 

unwise tactics. Russian knowledge of plans for federation would be 

likely to inspire the Soviets to take more aggressive action in Afghan- 

istan in order to forestall the federation. . - 

I went on to say that we had been giving more thought to the general — 

problem of Afghanistan’s situation and that the more I thought about 

it the more I thought the best and safest answer lay in the step by 

, step development of closer economic relations between Pakistan and | 

Afghanistan. Even if both Governments sincerely desired it, imme- 

diate political federation would be extremely difficult to bring about — 

and might not be in Pakistan’s short-range interest. It would add to 

Pakistani territory a large undeveloped area with a weak economy 

and still weaker military forces, which Pakistan would be called upon 

to support and defend. The Ambassador indicated his agreement. — 

On the other hand, I said, economic cocperation would help build | 

up Afghanistan as well as Pakistan. I did not know whether they were 

sound from an economic or engineering point of view, but various 

possible projects had occurred to me which might be undertaken on a 

cooperative basis. They included the establishment of a free port at 

Karachi, the development of a good road from the Pakistani frontier 

to Kabul, the development of electric power in the Helmand Valley © 

and its transmission for use in the Quetta area, and the use of power 

from the Warsak Development in the Jallalabad area of Afghanistan. 

I also mentioned the possibility of improving the Pakistani railroad 

lines running to the Afghanistan frontier. en 

The Ambassador indicated that all of these seemed worth consider- 

ing. With regard to the railroad, he observed that the difficulty lay in 

the very high freight rates which the Pakistani railroads had to 

charge. He felt the Afghans were justified in complaining about these 

rates, although he did not know what could be done to bring them 

down. I suggested that we might consider whether in some future year 

a portion of American aid might not be allocated to improve the ef- 

ficiency of the Pakistani railroads, dividing the allocation of the cost 

of this particular project between Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

The Ambassador said the Afghan Foreign Minister, Prince Naim, 

had been invited to stop in Karachi on his way back to Kabul and he 

hoped there could be some useful conversations. I said we had heard - 

of this and had sent Ambassador Hildreth some general thoughts 

along the lines I had mentioned. 

*Telegram 582, supra.
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689.90D/11-854 | , : es 
The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to — 

| | the Secretary of State | an 

SECRET 7 _ _. New Yorx, November 8, 1954. | 

Dear Foster: On October 12 I reported to the State Department | 
a conversation with Prince Naim of Afghanistan to the effect that 
Afghanistan wanted to merge with Pakistan. It seemed to me that 

this was an event of enormous strategic significance for the free world, | 
and would change what is now a weak situation into a strong 
situation. _ , | : 

Yesterday Prince Aly Khan? (who, in addition to his other better 
known activities, has good connections with Pakistan) told me in the 
utmost secrecy that the merger of Afghanistan and Pakistan was all 
agreed to and would soon be made known. | 

| My purpose in writing this letter is to tell you this in case you do 
not know it already, because I would like to see you somehow get in 
on the publicity, as this would be another important addition to the 
already growing list of world developments that are favorable to the 
U.S. interests. Oo 

Sincerely yours, | Henry Cazot Lopes, Jr. 

+ An alternate representative on the Indian Delegation at the United Nations. 

689.90D/11-1954 | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

SECRET Karacuti, November 19, 1954. 
No. 297 | | 

Subject: Pak-Afghan Relations | 

The purpose of this despatch is to summarize the salient points 
developed in several recent discussions which the Ambassador and 
members of the Embassy staff have had in Karachi and in Kabul 
on the subject of Pakistan—Afghanistan relations, and to offer certain 
comments for the Department’s consideration. 

The Ambassador and several members of the Embassy staff flew to _ 
Kabul with the Air Attaché the weekend of November 5-7. While there, | 
they talked at some length with the American Ambassador and mem- 

bers of his staff, and with the staff of the Pakistan Embassy in Kabul. | 

(Ambassador Shah was absent from his post.) The principal points — 
which emerged from these discussions may be summarized as follows: 

1. Soviet efforts at penetration of Afghanistan are increasing in 
pressure, and have already reached a point to cause us serious disquiet. 
The Pakistanis are acutely conscious of this development and are 
seeking all possible ways to check it. (The Embassy staff were im-
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_ pressed with the caliber of Pakistani representation in Kabul; con- 
sidering the relative scarcity of trained skills in the Pakistan Foreign 
Service, they have obviously made a considerable effort here. To a 
-considerable extent, however, this has been accomplished by means of 
recruitment from other than the normal sources. Pakistan Embassy 
officials in Afghanistan expresed annoyance that the people with “big - 
names” in Pakistan wanted assignments in the Western countries 

and were relucant to go to Afghanistan in spite of its greater 1m- 
| portance to Pakistan.) oO | a 

| 9. A solution of the Pushtu question is the obvious prerequisite of 
effective Pakistani moves to the above end. At present, such a solution 
is nowhere in sight. Prime Minister Daud is so emotionally involved in 
the issue, and his personal prestige so bound up with it, that it would | 
be unrealistic to expect any change in the inflexible Afghan position so 
long as he retains his dominant voice in Afghan policies. | 

“3. Nevertheless, there is no fundamental] anti-Pakistani feeling in 
the country, and basic conditions are such as to make possible an ac- 

commodation on the issue if Daud specifically, and the royal family 
generally should change their attitude. In spite of the synthetically 
fabricated anti-Pak campaign in the press (thought to be heavily 
subsidized by India) the people generally show themselves friendly 
to Pakistan. In fact, there appears to be considerable uneasiness with 
the Government policy of aligning itself with India, whose internal 
and external policies can be considered as anti-Moslem, and against 
Moslem Pakistan. It is difficult to assess the strength or potential im- 
portance of this attitude, but it is a factor which might become 
significant. Bo eh oo 

4, The motives of the Afghans in putting forward the Federation : 
concept last spring are not completely clear. At the moment, the idea 
is quiescent, and it is best that it should remain so for the time being. 
Signs that such a move was being seriously considered might be a signal 
for the Soviets to move with vigor. Before this risk is run, Pakistan’s 
military strength should be very substantially increased, and, if pos- 
sible, other deterrents developed in the area. | OS 

5. As a practical matter, for the Pakistanis there seems to be no 
feasible alternative at. present to the policy they are following. This 
policy is understood to include the following elements: | 

a. Despite the constant Afghan provocation, to maintain a 
friendly attitude and a certain tolerance of the abuse whichistheir 
lot. (There are influential Pakistanis who reject this idea and have 
urged a campaign of retaliation, including the incitement of a 
jirgah or so. This policy threatened to win acceptance for a while | 
last spring, according to Colonel Shah, but has lost ground in 
recent months. ) OO 

6, To try to persuade the Afghans to work with them in the re- 
| moval of specific irritants in the relations of the two countries. - 

-. @, At the same time, to strengthen and consolidate their position 
in the tribal areas to the east of the Durand line, and to make a 
concentrated effort to improve the liv-ng conditions of the Pathans 
in this area. (This will be the most effective possible means of 
exerting pressure on the Afghans. At the same time, such an effort 
is needed to counter the demonstration which the Soviets are mak- 
ing among the peoples immediately to the north of Afghanistan 
of the material benefits which Communism brings. ) |
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7 _. @, It would be a most useful concrete measure if the Paks could 
, persuade the Afghanis to cooperate on at least one joint project 

of mutual benefit. Once the possibilities cf fruitful cooperation 
had been demonstrated, it might be possible to extend the prin- 
ciple. (This recommendation had been made by Ambassador Ward 
both at the Ambassadorial Conference in Istanbul last May and 
during his subsequent visits to Washington. )? 7 

6. Given the realities of the situation in Afghanistan and the limita- 
tions inescapably imposed on direct U.S. intervention there, the con- | 
clusion seems clear that U.S. policy objectives in this general area can 
be best served by a rapid strengthening of Pakistan. (Ambassador sy 
Ward concurred unreservedly on this proposition.) We should en- 
courage the Paks to follow the policy outlined in paragraph 5 above. 
However, in encouraging “c” we shall need to be particularly discreet _ 
and avoid any overt involvement, since in the present highly nervous 
state of the Afghan leaders this would be interpreted as a hostile act 
and might impel them definitely into the Soviet camp. 

Following his return to Karachi, the Ambassador had talks on this _ 
general subject with the Prime Minister and Colonel Shah, the Paki- 
stani Ambassador to Afghanistan, who was in the city on consultation, 
and Embassy officers discussed the matter with Secretary Rahim of 
the Foreign Office. The following points were developed in the course 

of these discussions: Oo | 

1. The discussions just concluded betwen Pak officials and the Af- 
ghan Foreign Minister, Prince Naim, showed the Foreign Minister in 
a more conciliatory mood than previously, and the Pakistanis were 
feeling somewhat encouraged. Oo | 

9, There had been no mention of Federation in these discussions, and 
the idea was not active at this time. Oo | | : 

3. The Paks think that the way to proceed is to take up with the Af- 
ghans a series of specific problems: trade, customs, etc. and settle these 
one by one. OC oe | 

4. The Paks are definitely interested in the possibility of securing 
Afghan agreement to cooperate on some joint project. 

| Embassy comment: So far as the Pakistan Government is con- 

cerned, there is no doubt of the welcome which it would give to any 

proposals of the United States Government designed to assist and 

: facilitate Pak-Afghan collaboration in the economic development of 

the Pushtu area. (Deptel 582, November 4, 1954.) | 

With the expanded development program in prospect for next year, 

and the increased availability of counterpart funds, there should be 

opportunity for accelerated development in the tribal areas within | 

| Pak jurisdiction. The Embassy believes that in addition to the objec- 

tives listed in 5c, such developments might serve specific U.S. security 

1A conference of U.S. Chiefs of. Mission in:the Near East area was held at 
Istanbul, May 11-14, 1954. Ambassador Ward visited Washington for consultation 
and home leave from June 16 to July 2 and from Aug. 16 to 20. For documentation 
on the Chiefs of Mission conference, see volume Ix. |
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interests in the area, and that they should be discreetly examined. The 

Embassy concurs in the judgment that the United States should not 
be openly involved in any such developments, but considers that ways 
might be found to accomplish these objectives through indirection? | 

| For the Ambassador: 
ALEXANDER B. Daspir 

_ Furst Secretary 

* Marginal comment by an unknown author: “maybe but pretty risky”. 

689.90D/11-854 | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
| — United Nations (Lodge) 3 

SECRET | [WasHineton,] November 22, 1954. 

Dear Casot: Thank you very much for your letter dated Novem- 
ber 8 referring to your conversations with Prince Naim and Prince 
Aly Khan regarding a possible merger between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. — | | 

As you know, following discussions between Pakistan and Afghan 
representatives in Karachi last March during which the possibility 
of some form of confederation was explored, we have been following 

this problem very closely. | | 
United States policy toward Afghanistan presently is being studied 

in the working levels of the National Security Council and within a 
few weeks I expect to have an amended policy statement in which our 
position with regard to confederation between Pakistan and Afghan- 
istan will be stated. . | 

Under certain circumstances confederation of Afghanistan and | 
Pakistan might be to our national interest. However, there are a num- 
ber of considerations which lead me to believe that the United States 

should not play any public role in bringing about confederation be-— 
tween Afghanistan and Pakistan. We see confederation as the product 
of an indigenous evolutionary process covering a considerable period | 
of time during which we would attempt to encourage closer relations 
between Afghanistan and Pakistan by economic assistance and other - 
means. Conspicuous United States activity, however, might alarm _ 
India and the Soviet Union to a degree which would be harmful to 
Afghanistan and render a confederation impossible. Furthermore, 
internal political conditions in Pakistan and the known hostility be- 
tween Pakistan and Afghanistan make it desirable for us to act with 

caution and, to be effective, secretly at least for the time being. 

1 Drafted by Smith. The substance of this letter was conveyed to Kabul in tele- 
gram 160, Nov. 27. (611.89/11-2154) |
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As soon as the NSC policy paper is approved, I shall have a copy 
sent to you.? | oS 

Sincerely yours, Foster 

* See the editorial note on this page. 

689.90D/12-254 ;: Telegram 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Kasur, December 2, 1954—5 p. m. 

203. Prime Minister Daud in press conference November 29 was 
asked GOA view on announcement Pakistan Prime Minister integra- 
tion provinces West Pakistan into single governmental unit.2 Daud 
stated (1) GOA demand rights Pushtunistan people had undergone 

_ nochange; (2) GOA and Afghan people do not consider Pushtunistan 
part Pakistan territory; (3) enforcement integration decision with 
respect Pushtunistan territory is against rights Pushtunistan people; 
(4) regrets this new decision GOP coming at time when it was expected 
both sides would open negotiations and reach understanding, this new 

_ decision having made even more barren and abortive than before every 
hope for improvement relations two States. | | 

Embassy believes this statement Daud slams door in face resumption 
Afghan-Pakistan negotiations at least time being and leaves Pushtun- 
istan question no nearer settlement than before Foreign Minister 
Naim’s trip New York. Pakistan Chargé believes statement kills pro-. 
posed Kabul trip Pakistan Prime Minister. Daud statement also sig- 
nificant as first public declaration by Afghan Prime Minister to Em- 

| bassy knowledge GOA does not consider Pushtunistan forms part Pak- 
istan territory although similar view often unofficially expressed and 
recently stated in note Pakistan Foreign Office. 

oo Warp 

' ? This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi. . 
*On Nov. 20, Prime Minister Mohammed Ali announced that all of the pro- 

vincial and state governments of West Pakistan would be integrated into a single 
| unit. (New York Times, Nov. 21,1954) — | 

Editorial Note | 

At its 228th meeting on December 9, 1954, the National Security 
Council reconsidered United States policy toward Afghanistan in the 
light of increased Soviet pressure on Afghanistan. The President and 

the National Security Council considered recommendations that eco | 
nomic aid to Afghanistan be increased to a total of $30 million per year 
to encourage the Government of Afghanistan to resist Soviet pressure 
and to reach an accommodation with Pakistan over outstanding differ-
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ences. The National Security Council decided that a significant increase 
in United States aid to Afghanistan would create the danger of 
increased Soviet interest and would do little to facilitate an under-— 
standing between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Secretary of State Dulles 
discounted the possibility and the value of confederation between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan and President Eisenhower agreed. The NSC 
decision was recorded in S. Everett Gleason’s memorandum of discus- 
sion, drawn up on December 10, page 1147. The revised section of 
NSC 5409 relating to Afghanistan did reflect the continued desire of 
the United States to encourage a settlement of the Pushtunistan con- _ 
troversy. The revision of NSC 5409 is printed under cover of a memo- 
randum by James S. Lay, Jr. to the National Security Council, dated 
December 14, page 1151. _ a 

689.90D/12-1384 | | a | | 

Memorandum of Conersation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan— 
Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) 

SECRET [WasHineton,] December 18, 1954. 

Subject: U.S. Thinking on Questions Raised by Prince Naim During 
his Visit to the U.S. a | 

Participants: Mr. Mohammad K. Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan _ 
_ NEA—Mr. Jernegan 
SOA—Mr. Thacher | 

Ambasssador Ludin asked whether we could give him any replies to 
the questions raised by Prince Naim in his conversations with the Sec- _ 
retary and Mr. Byroade in October.! 

Mr. Jernegan said that Prince Naim’s remarks to Ambassador Lodge 
relative to the possibility of a confederation between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan had attracted considerable interest in this government but 
our feeling was that an attempt to carry out such a plan at this time 
might perhaps be somewhat premature. Pakistan is itself in the throes 

of an internal political reorganization, and in addition we felt thata 
confederation of the two countries might lead to a strongly unfavor- 

able Russian reaction, Mr. Jernegan said that frankly we did not feel 
the amount of military aid which, in the light of our commitments else- 

where in the world, we could deliver to Afghanistan would be sufficient 
to be of any real benefit. We are not in a position to strengthen Afghan- 

istan to the point where it could resist any outside attack. U.S. arms 

delivered to Afghanistan might simply create undue complications | 
with the USSR. Moreover, considering the difficult budgetary and eco- | 

nomic situation now existing in Afghanistan, we feared that a military 

buildup would result in increased internal expenses for the Govern- 

“See the memoranda of conversation by Thacher, Oct. 8, pp. 1420 and 1421.
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ment of Afghanistan, which it could not afford, and there might thus | 

| arise the question of finding means to assist Afghanistan in meeting 

these expenses. 

Mr. Jernegan declared that on the other hand we saw considerable 

merit in gradually strengthening the ties between Afghanistan and 

Pakistan through development of closer economic relations. We were 

interested in the possibility of practical steps to bring Afghanistan 

into closer relations with the West through improving its communica- 

tions with the rest of the world. As a practical matter it appeared that 

this would have to be done by developing Afghanistan’s lines of com- 

munication with Pakistan, since opportunities for a similar strength- 

ening of ties through Iran were not as apparent. At present Kabul 

must rely for its communication with the western world on the inade- 

quate railway lines up to Peshawar and thence via the rough road from 

Landi Khotal. We thought there might be much advantage in the 

two governments working out means for improving these communi- 

- eations by consultation among themselves. The United States would 

have an interest in assisting such a development as this or in other 

mutually beneficial interchanges as, for example, the extension of 

power from the Warsak project in the NWFP over to Jalalabad or, 

similarly, of facilities for sending power from the Kajkai dam to 

areas in Pakistan where it was needed. Mr. Jernegan stressed that 

there were no funds in the present fiscal year ending June 30, 1955 for 

the U.S. to assist in these developments. Discussion between the two 

governments themselves to discover the feasibility of arrangements 

along these lines would naturally increase the interest in the U.S. 

- Government in trying to discover means of assisting through loans or 

, possibly through some grants in aid. on | 

(On his way out of the building Ambassador Ludin expressed con- 

siderable disappointment with this line of thinking. He stressed that 

confederation had never been conceived of without the idea of some 

accompanying settlement of the Pushtunistan issue. He said that Af- 

ghanistan could not consider leaving aside the Pushtunistan issue and 

proceeding with the establishment of economic ties with Pakistan. He 

said he believed this desire for establishment of closer relations through 

strengthening economic ties with Pakistan had in fact been a position | 

of the State Department for the last several years. He asserted that 

economic assistance was not really the problem. After all, Afghanistan 

could get such assistance from other sources—Czechoslovakia, for ex- 

ample. He professed to believe that Prince Naim had failed somehow 

to get across his point in his talks with the Secretary and other U.S. 

officials. Ludin indicated some hesitancy in reporting to his govern- | 

ment what he had just been told, preferring rather to return for a 

further discussion with Mr. Jernegan.)? 

2 See the memorandum of conversation by Thacher, Dec. 22, p. 1438.
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689.90D/12-1654 : Telegram . | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan? — 

SECRET WasHINGTON, December 16, 1954—6: 10 p. m. 

186. FYI. Following revised U.S. policy towards Afghanistan: 
1) encourage closer economic political relations between Afghanistan | 
and Pakistan thus creating conditions favorable settlement Push- 

tunistan and strengthening Afghanistan to better resist Soviet pene- _ 
tration 2) U.S. would assist Afghanistan strengthen its ties with 
Pakistan by: providing technical and economic assistance, by support- 
ing sound development loan applications by Afghanistan to interna- 
tional lending institutions and by supporting inclusion Afghanistan in 
Colombo Plan as feasible? 3) U.S. would consider encouraging and 
assisting confederation only if two governments demonstrate convinc- 
ing desire for its realization 4) U.S. will not for present extend mili- 
tary aid to Afghanistan. However upon attainment improved Afghan 
relations with Pakistan and Iran consider extending military assist-. 
ance 5) Avoid giving impression U.S. favors participation Afghans in 
regional defense arrangements at this stage without foreclosing pos- 
sible participation at later date. End FYI. a | 

Ludin has questioned Department re progress our thinking points 
raised by Naim his talks with Secretary and others.? He informed we 
believe confederation concept somewhat premature since Pakistan in 
throes its own internal political reorganization and confederation of 
two countries might bring strongly unfavorable Russian reaction. 
Ludin informed amount military aid which we could in light our other 
commitments deliver Afghanistan would not be sufficient strengthen 
Afghanistan point where it could resist outside attack. U.S. arms de- 
livered to Afghans might simply create complications with Soviets 
and impose increased burden on Afghan budget. On other hand we 
believe much merit in working for gradually strengthened Pak- 
Afghan ties through development closer economic relations. We inter- 
ested in practical steps bring Afghanistan closer to West through __ 

' Improving its now inadequate communications with Pakistan and — 
development other mutually beneficial economic interchanges such as _ 
delivery Warsak power to Jalalabad area. U.S. would have an interest 
in assisting through loans or perhaps grants such developments al- — 
though it was stressed to Ludin that no funds in Fiscal year 1955 
available and 56 appropriations still in planning stage. Ludin’s prelim- 
‘Inary reaction not favorable. | 

*Drafted by Thacher; cleared by Jernegan; repeated for information to 
Tehran, New Delhi, Moscow, London, Karachi, and Lahore by pouch. | : 

_ ? The Colombo Plan was a program calling for regional economic development 
adopted by the Commonwealth Consultative Committee on South and Southeast 
Asia in 1950. The United States agreed to participate in the development of the 
Colombo Plan in 1951. : | 

_ * See the memoranda of conversation by Thacher, Oct. 8, pp. 1420 and 1421.
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- _Departrnent believes if you deem appropriate above should be com- _ 
municated Naim as our present thinking. Stress should be laid fact 
U.S. does not now have available funds for such plans. Believe it im- 
portant you emphasize also that while U.S. hopes two governments 

will continue efforts to reach mutually acceptable settlement of dis- 
agreements, possible course action described above does not represent 
U.S. effort persuade Afghanistan accept any given settlement with 
Pakistan nor U.S. desire establish political preconditions for any 
possible U.S. assistance. 

FYI. Executive branch not yet agreed upon inclusion or amount 

economic aid in FY 56 budget for projects type described above. 
Report Afghan reaction.‘ | 

Hoover 

_ *See telegram 242 from Kabul, Dec. 25, p. 1441. | 

689.90D/12-2254 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) | 

_ SECRET © [Wasutneton,] December 22, 1954. 

Subject: Afghanistan’s Attitude Towards Cooperation with Pak- 
istan | 

Participants: Ambassador Mohammad Kabir Ludin, Embassy of 
Afghanistan Me 

Mr. John D. Jernegan, NEA | 
Mr. Nicholas G. Thacher, SOA 

Ambassador Ludin said he had come in for some further discussion 

of the points mentioned by Mr. Jernegan on December 13.1 He said 

that since Mr. Jernegan had mentioned the conversation between Am- 

bassador Lodge and Prince Naim last fall in which Naim had alluded 

to the possibility of confederation between Afghanistan and Pakistan, 

he had seen Ambassador Lodge in New York and had tried to clarify 
Afghan views on this matter.? Ludin believed that perhaps Ambas- — 

sador Lodge had been under a misapprehension as to Naim’s sugges- _ 

tions about confederation, and he had wished to make it clear to Am- 

-bassador Lodge that Afghanistan could consider the possibility of 
' close association with Pakistan only after there had been a settlement 

148ee the memorandum of conversation by Thacher, Dec. 18, p. 1485. = > : 
7In a memorandum dated Dec. 18, Ambassador Lodge recorded a conversation — - 

at the United Nations with Ambassador Ludin. Ludin explained that confedera- | 
tion between Afghanistan and Pakistan was contingent upon a solution of the 
Pushtunistan question and he asked that the United States exercise its good _ 
offices to facilitate a settlement. Lodge endorsed the request. (689.90D/12-1854)
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of the Pushtunistan question. Ludin said that Ambassador Lodge had 

given him sympathetic attention and said he might find an oppor- | 

tunity to mention this problem to the President. Oo 
Ludin continued that he had not yet supplied a full report to his 

government on the points mentioned by Mr. Jernegan at their previ- 

ous conversation since he wished to discuss them further. These are | 

most difficult and anxious times for Afghanistan. Ludin said he was 

very discouraged by the recent decision of the Pakistan government | 

to combine the provinces of West Pakistan into a single unit. This was 

a. blow to the hopes of a majority of the members of the Pakistan Con- 

stituent Assembly, who had been, he understood, largely in favor of 

greater autonomy for the various provinces. In addition, this was a | 

severe blow to the hopes of the people of the North West Frontier Prov- 

ince and the tribal areas for a just determination of their political 

_ rights. Although there are now two Pathans in the cabinet at Karachi, 

General Ayub and Dr. Khan Sahib, Ludin felt that the former was so 

strongly pro-British in outlook as to be scarcely a Pathan at all, and. 

Dr. Khan Sahib might well be under severe restraints within the cab- 

inet. Discouragement and disappointment at developments in Pak- 

istan were reflected in a letter from Prince Naim which Ludin had 
received by special courier in the last few days. In this communication 

Naim stressed his interest in receiving the clearest possible answers to 

the questions he had raised with Department officials last fall. The 

courier who brought this message was now waiting to carry back a 

full report from Ludin on the Department’s views. 

_ Mr. Jernegan said that he wished to make clear that there was no 

misunderstanding on his part, nor did he believe on the part of Am- 

 bessador Lodge, relative to the importance which the Government of 

Afghanistan attached to settlement of the Pushtunistan question and 

its view that such settlement must be a prerequisite to confederation 

with Pakistan. However, in previous conversation with Ambassador | 

Ludin, Mr. Jernegan had in a sense gone around this question in order 

to give our thinking on other possible means of developing coopera- | 

tion between Pakistan and Afghanistan, since we do not see how we 

can be of any assistance in bringing about a settlement of the Pushtun — 

question. We feel that were the two countries to undertake certain 

_ joint and mutually beneficial economic enterprises, a considerable 

measure of cooperation would by the very nature of the projects have 

to emerge. At the same time we do not wish to imply that we want to 
fcrce any particular settlement with Pakistan on Afghanistan. We 

are not proposing to attach any strings or special political conditions | 
toouraid, Oo Cs 
Ambassador Ludin reiterated that this was a most difficult and 

anxious time for Afghanistan. Because of United States aid to Paki- 

213-752 0 = 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 = 25 |
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- stan the latter’s increasing sense of strength had made it more rigid | 

| and inflexible with regard to any settlement of the Pushtun question. 

Meanwhile, United States aid to Iran was helping that country to 

advance. In the north the Soviets were achieving economic progress 

in the areas adjacent to Afghanistan, and the latter thus found that 

on its northern, eastern and southern borders, countries were moving 

ahead in their development while Afghanistan remained in a kind of 

“trough of depression.” | | 

Referring to future U.S. aid to Iran, Mr. Jernegan said that most 

of this would be in the form of loans which reminded him of the fact 

that there had been considerable delay in concluding arrangements 

for Afghanistan to secure funds from the loan granted by the Exim- 

bank last summer.? Ludin pleaded guilty personally for a good deal of 

this delay, saying it had arisen from certain misunderstandings about 

the terms of the loans. | 

Ludin described various impediments to cooperation with Pakistan. 

He said that any slight degree of cooperation by Afghanistan might be 

given a twisted public interpretation by the Pakistanis, who would 

‘maintain that Afghanistan had been agitating the Pushtun question 

merely as a means for getting economic concessions from Pakistan. 

Ludin said the Afghans were most upset over the way the Pakistanis 

had tried to make propaganda favorable to themselves out of the talks 

of the Afghan Minister in Karachi. He cited the press story by Cal- 

lahan, Vew York Times correspondent in Karachi, that the Afghans 

were eagerly seeking confederation but which did not make clear the 

Afghan prerequisite of a Pushtun settlement.* Callahan had later ad- 

mitted that he got his information from the Pakistanis. Similarly, 

when Naim had discussions in Karachi on his way to and from the 

United States, the Pakistan Urdu radio had broadcast that Naim had 

come hat in hand begging the Pakistanis for concessions and agree- 

ments. The Pakistanis would inevitably suggest that any steps toward 

cooperation represented some weakening of Afghanistan’s firm stand 

. on the Pushtun question. gs, | 

Mr. Jernegan wondered whether this was perhaps a situation in 

which separate problems should be considered separately. Would it not 

be possible to go ahead on mutually beneficial economic agreements 

- with Pakistan without an immediate settlement of the Pushtun ques- 

tion? Because of existing physical facts Afghanistan has inevitably to 

~ geek its connection with the free world through Pakistan. | : 

_ Ludin said that increased economic ties with Pakistan would simply | 

7On Apr. 29, 1954, the Export-Import Bank authorized a new loan to Afghan- 

istan. For information regarding this loan, see the memorandum by Kirk and 

the letter from Arey, pp. 1466 and 1472, respectively. | | | | 
| “ See footnote 3, p. 1416. | | a
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make it possible for the Pakistanis to bring added economic pressure 

to bear. He cited in some detail an instance of several years ago when 

there had been difficulty in getting adequate petroleum products into — 

Afghanistan through Pakistan for the use of the Morrison—Knudsen | 

Company, and referred to the assistance given by the United States 

in this matter after Ludin had taken it up with the Department. 
Mr. Jernegan felt that improvement of the actual physical facilities 

for Afghan trade and communication with the rest of the world — 

through Pakistan could not in fact give Pakistan more opportunity 

for exercising pressure than it had at present. | 

Ludin remarked that Afghanistan could not participate in any proj- 
ects which were connected “even by so much as a thread” with the 
concept of bringing about a closer relationship with Pakistan since this 
would be seized by the Pakistanis as a sign of weakness, Ludin said 

that there were, after all, other places where Afghanistan could find 

- economic assistance. But he felt certain that upon a word from us 

Pakistan would be willing to consider some dignified and reasonable 
| settlement of the Pushtun question. He declared that it was of the 

greatest importance that answers be provided by us as completely as _ 
possible to the questions raised by Prince Naim. 

Mr. Jernegan said he understood that Mr. Ludin had requested an 

appointment with the Secretary, and that we would try to arrange for 
Ludin to receive our views on Prince Naim’s questions from the high- 
est level in the Department.* - 

5 See the memorandum of conversation by Thacher, Dee. 28, p. 1442. 

689.90D/12-2554 : Telegram - | | 
The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State 

SECRET a _ _Kaxut, December 25, 1954—4 p.m. _ 

— . 942, Deptel 186.1 Saw Naim today and although he aware of Ludin i 
talk with Department has not yet received full report thereof, which 
he will await before discussing further. He mentioned having discussed 

_ with Secretary and others (1) Afghanistan-Pakistan tension, (2) Af- 
ghanistan need economic aid and (3) Afghanistan desire military aid, 

but he did not mention confederation, and thereafter stated his firm 

conviction Afghanistan-Pakistan Pushtun impasse cannot be broken _ 
_ without US good offices. Confederation idea evidently not presently 
being considered GOA. _ | | 

*Dated Dec. 16, p. 1487. Oe
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689.90D/12-2854 | - | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 
Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) | 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] December 28, 1954. 

_ Subject: U.S. Views on Military or Economic Assistance to Afghani- 
stan and on Greater Cooperation Between Pakistan and Afghani- 
stan 

Participants: The Secretary 
Mr. M. K. Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 

| NEA—Mr. Jernegan | 
| SOA—Mr. Thacher — | 

Ambassador Ludin explained that Prince Naim, Foreign Minister 
of Afghanistan, had recently sent him a letter by special courier ex- 
pressing deep concern over developments in Pakistan, particularly the 
Pakistan Government’s declaration of its intent to create a single po- 
litical unit out of the existing provinces in West Pakistan. These events 
had accentuated Prince Naim’s desire to secure the Secretary’s views 
on the matters raised by Naim in his discussion with the Secretary 

, last fall. The special courier would carry to Kabul the Secretary’s 
views. . 

The Secretary gave Ambassador Ludin an Aide-Mémoire setting out 
_ our views.! Referring to the paragraph in the Aide-Mémoire, express- 
ing the U.S. view that a military aid agreement with Afghanistan at 
this particular time would create problems for it which would not be 

| offset by the strength such aid might create, the Secretary said that at 
_ present we have to be careful that any actions we take do not tend to 

increase the considerable tensions already existing in Europe and Asia, 
and that we believe it is better to defer consideration of possible mili- 
tary aid for Afghanistan until a later time when conditions may be 
more favorable. Regarding the part of the Aide-Mémoire which ex- 

_ presses hope for better Afghan—Pakistan relations, the Secretary ob- 
- served that perhaps the Pushtun question could best be settled in the 

- context of an over-all improvement in relations with Pakistan rather 
than as a prelude to such improvement. The settlement of the Trieste 

| problem, for example, was made possible by a general improvement _ 

of the relations among the countries of Southern Europe. In tryingto 
reach a settlement of the problem of the Saar, talks at'the outset had 
concentrated on possibilities of increased economic interchange. Thus 
we believe’ that a first step in the settlement of the Pushtun problem = 
might lie in improvement of facilities for trade and other cooperative 
projects with Pakistan. | | 
Ambassador Ludin observed that the Afghans believe U.S. military 

? Printed below. |
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and economic assistance extended by the United States to Pakistan has 

increased Pakistan’s rigidity although he had been assured by the 

Department that U.S. aid would not make Pakistan less conciliatory — 

but would contribute to its willingness to settle its disagreements with 

its neighbors. Alluding to the Pakistan Government’s intention to com- 

bine existing provinces of West Pakistan into a single unit, Ludin 

declared this would further deprive the Pathans of any opportunity 

for the autonomy they desired and that zonal federation represented a 

device for assuring Punjabi dominance over Bengalis, Sindhis and 

Pathans alike. Prince Naim has indicated Afghanistan’s readiness to 

accept any position which the United States may allot it in the Middle | 

East. Afghanistan would understand if the U.S. decided to leave it 

out of military and economic aid programs, but it was deeply anxious - 

to preserve the “entity” of the Pushtu people on both sides of the 

frontier. The Afghan people wish to be able to hold on to their individ- | 

uality in the future pattern of events in that part of the world. A word 

from the U.S. would greatly influence Pakistan. Pakistanis have 

abused recent Afghan approaches made in good faith. a 

The Secretary declared that we would be displeased if we felt our 

aid to Pakistan made it less reasonable in its dealings with Afghani- 

stan and that we did not believe this was the case. We hoped our influ- 

ence would encourage cooperation between the two countries. It was 

the Secretary’s understanding that the concept of zonal federation in 

West Pakistan had sprung from attempts at resolution of Pakistan’s 

other difficult internal problems rather than being directly connected 

with the situation of the Pathans. | a 

Ambassador Ludin expressed his appreciation for the receipt of 

| these views and declared that he would convey them to his government. | 

| a | [Attachment] | 

The Department of State to the Afghan Embassy 
SECRET a Oo 

ArpE-M£MOIRE | 

In the memorandum presented by His Highness, Prince Mohammad 

Na’im Khan, Foreign Minister of Afghanistan, to the Secretary of 

State on October 8, 1954,? and in conversations between the Foreign 

Minister and His Excellency, Mohammed Kabir Ludin, Ambassador . 

of Afghanistan, on the one hand, and United States officials on the 

other, various problems relating to Afghanistan have been discussed.® 

? Not printed ; it repeated the arguments made by Foreign Minister Naim tothe | 

Secretary, as recorded in the memorandum of conversation by Thacher, Oct. 8, 

° Soe ‘the memoranda of conversation by Thacher, Oct. 8, Dec. 13, and Dec. 22, | 

pp. 1421, 1485, and 1488, respectively. —
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It has been suggested that the United States should aid Afghanistan 
| In the military sphere and should augment its assistance in the eco- 

nomic sphere. The United States’ attention was invited to proposals 
for improving relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Subse- 
quently, these problems have been given fullest consideration within 

the United States Government, which attaches great importance to 
the preservation of the ties of friendship and understanding which 
have characterized its relations with Afghanistan. | 

The United: States Government has given careful consideration to 
the possibility of extending military assistance to Afghanistan. It has 
come to the conclusion that a military aid agreement at this particular 
time would create problems for Afghanistan which would not be offset 

by the strength such aid might create. , 
We have noted with satisfaction His Highness’ observation on the 

importance of close and harmonious cooperation between Afghanistan 
and Pakistan. The United States Government shares the belief that 
Afghanistan can best realize its potential for progress through cooper- 
ation with Pakistan. Such cooperation would also strengthen Afghan- 

: istan’s ability to resist efforts from any other quarter to render it eco- _ 
nomically subservient. We share the concern expressed in His High- 
ness’ Memorandum that Afghanistan may be vulnerable to inimical 
activities on the part of another neighbor, and hope that the Govern- 
ment of Afghanistan will take advantage of all opportunities to guard 

against such activities. | | | 
_ The United States Government has examined the Government of 
Afghanistan’s latest suggestions concerning a possible solution of the 
Pushtun question in conjunction with confederation of the two coun-_ 
tries with the same friendly interest which has characterized its atti- | 

| tude over the past several years. It is realized that Afghanistan be- | 
_ lieves a settlement of the Pushtun question is a necessary prerequisite 

to possible confederation. However, since the United States Govern- 
_ ment sees no way in which it can help to bring about a settlement of 

that particular question, it has considered other possible means for the 
improvement of Afghanistan—Pakistan relations and the strengthen- 

ing of the Afghan economy, particularly the possibility of economic 

development projects of benefit to both countries which would by their 

very nature make for an increasing degree of cooperation between 

them. The United States might be able to assist in execution of such __ 
| projects although United States participation could only be realized 

after extensive further study and upon the authorization of necessary | 

funds by the United States Congress. The United States would hope _ 

that Pakistan and Afghanistan might themselves undertake in the 

near future joint consultation on the feasibility and practicability of 

such projects as sharing of electric generating facilities, improvement 

of communications and facilitation of trade. Such consultation might
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produce concrete plans which would assist the United States in de- 

termining whether and how it might participate. | 

It should be emphasized that the United States Government is not 

a partisan of any particular settlement with Pakistan, nor is it propos- 

ing to attach political conditions to any aid it might be able to offer. 

WasutnerTon, [December 28, 1954. ] | | 

689.90D/12-2854 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Pakistan- 

| _ Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) — , 

SECRET os [Wasuineron,] December 28, 1954. 

Subject: Afghanistan—-Pakistan Relations | 

Participants: Mr. S. Amjad Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan 
-.  NEA—Mr. John D. Jernegan | 

| ~ S§OA—Nicholas G. Thacher | 

Mr. Jernegan said we had been disturbed by the recent increase. 

of Soviet activity in Afghanistan and had given a good deal of 

thought to what we might do about preventing Afghanistan from | 

coming under Soviet influence. Earlier today we had explained to 

Ambassador Ludin some of the ideas we had been considering and 

handed him an Aide-Mémoire.t The Afghans have talked about the 

aid which the United States was giving Iran and Pakistan and have 

indicated that they felt rather left out. We did not believe that military 

aid to Afghanistan was the answer since this might well lead to a 

worsening of Afghanistan’s relations with the Soviets with ill effects 

overbalancing the benefits of any arms assistance we might be able to 

deliver. Instead, we have suggested that perhaps Afghanistan might | 

be strengthened economically and its ties with the outside world in- 

creased by a greater degree of economic cooperation with Pakistan. 

This approach would seem to provide a basis for cooperation between 

the two countries which might in time provide an atmosphere favor- _ 

able for a settlement of the Pushtun problem. In the Saar and Trieste 

problems general improvement in the atmosphere surrounding the two 

disputes without actually concentrating on the disputes themselves _ 

had made for conditions favorable to solution. One objection seemed 

to be that the Afghans seemed afraid of taking any steps that would 

increase Pakistani capabilities to put pressure on Afghanistan through 

economic means. However, Mr. Jernegan said, it seemed to us that 

because of Afghanistan’s geographic location Pakistan already had 

sufficient capacity to put a great deal of pressure on Afghanistan and — 

this did not seem a valid reason for rejecting improvement of Afghan- 

* Supra. , | | : | |
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- igtan’s trade and communications channels through Pakistan. We be- 

| lieve, however, that such things as provision of additional railroad cars . 

for Afghanistan’s trade, provision of a free port in Karachi or ex- 

change of power facilities in the Warsak-Jalalabad and the Kajkai- 

Quetta areas would be very beneficial to both countries, and would in 

fact provide a real step toward cooperation between them. We had 

done some very tentative thinking on how we might help, though at 

present we had no money for such a program. Any possible U.S. aid to 

help in projects of such a nature would be outside the existing eco- 

nomic ald programs. | 

Ambassador Ali voiced his general approval for the type of approach 

Mr. Jernegan had suggested. He said that personally he had been 

giving the prob'em of Pakistan—Afghanistan relations a great deal 

of thought. He had been thinking of suggesting the possibility of giv- 

ing reduced freight rates—perhaps as much as fifty per cent—to 

Afghan shipments through Pakistan. He thought much could be done 

| io help the Afghans by a real effort to streamline present Pakistan 

customs procedures and by the other projects of the type Mr. Jernegan 

had mentioned. He would write a letter to General Mirza? (the Prime 
Minister being out of the country) conveying our ideas. He said he did 

| not propose for the moment, however, to report to his government the 
fact that we had been discussing these possibilities with the Afghans. | 

2 Gen. Iskandar Mirza, Minister of the Interior. re
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| UNITED STATES POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO AFGHANISTAN? | 

889.2553/9-952 : Telegram | | | 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State ? 

SECRET  NIACT | KagsuL, September 9, 1952—5 p. m. 

_ 125. Over past year Emb has reported evidences increasing Sov 
interest in Afghan. Without burdening Dept with citations particu- 
lar des and tels, it may suffice to say that we have felt earlier estimates _ 
of relative Sov non-interest in this country to be in need of radical 

revision, tay . / 

In conversation this morning with Philip Beck and Louis de Laive 
of UN technical assistance mission, FonMin ® confirmed that (a) Sov 
Chargé Shpedko delivered stiff aide-mémoire * two weeks ago stating 

USSR wld regard GOA plans for oil drilling in north (by French 
firm under UN auspices) to be “unfriendly act” and specific violation 
of 1936 [7931] non-aggression treaty > and (6) Afghan Amb in Mos- 
cow Sultan Ahmad a few days ago was called in by Vishinsky ® and 

given a severe tongue lashing in same gen sense. In written reply to 

local Sov Emb yesterday GOA asserted that planned oil developments 
was purely internal matter. oe 

_ Ali Mohammad informed Beck and de Laive that GOA most 

seriously concerned over this latest Sov move, and went so far as to say 

that had dispute with Pak over Pashtunistan been resolved he wld 

- 1¥or previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. 
2004 ff. For additional documentation pertinent to U.S. relations with Afghani- 
stan, see pp. 1057 ff. and 1365 ff. | a 

: 2This telegram was repeated to London, Moscow, and Karachi. 
* Ali Mohammed Khan was the Minister of Foreign Affairs. 
* Apparently a reference to a Soviet note dated Aug. 7. An English translation 

of this note is included in airgram 48°to Kabul, Oct. 24, 1952. The phrase “un- 
friendly act” does not occur in this translation. Instead, according tothe pertinent = 

section of the translation, the USSR stated that cil exploration and exploitation | 

in areas of Afghanistan bordering on the Soviet Union, by foreign firms and | 
specialists belonging to the aggressive North Atlantic bloc, pursuing hostile aims 
with respect to the Soviet Union, might endanger the safety of the frontiers of 
the USSR, and might do damage to the good neighborly relations existing be- 
tween the USSR and Afghanistan. The USSR then invoked the first sentence of 
Article 2 of the Treaty cited in footnote 5 below, and concluded by stating 
its expectation that Afghanistan would eliminate the abnormal condition referred 
to and would ensure the essential fulfillment of the conditions of the Treaty. | 

(889.2553/10-2452) a 

_. 5 For text of the Treaty of Neutrality and Non-Aggression between Afghanistan 
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, signed at Kabul on June 24, 1931, see 
League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. CLVII, p. 371. 7 | 

_ © Andrey Yanuarevich Vishinsky, Soviet Foreign Minister. | 

7 7 1447
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have declined to accept Shpedko’s note. While indicating that for | 
time being GOA intends to suspend any fresh UN activities in north 
Afghan (an important hydrological project also is in course of being 
implemented) he recognized that Sov démarche regarding oil had 
much broader implications, GOA was on horns of dilemma. In his 
own recent trip throughout north he had clearly understood there 
was widespread resentment over fact that large sums of money were 
being spent in developing Helmand Valley whereas nothing what- 
soever had been done in north. As polit realist, he knew country wld 
simply fall apart unless econ assistance was accorded north which is 
only economically viable part of country in modern sense and harbor 
bulk of natural resources. On other hand if GOA goes ahead with 
plans to develop north, it risks an intensified Sov propaganda cam- 
paign designed to separate this strategic area, inhabited largely by 

Turkish peoples and their incorporation into USSR. A third course 
wld be to accept “repeated” Sov offers technical assistance in north, 
but. this wld be tantamount to relinquishing this area to USSR. 

Ali Mohammad reiterated that at this stage settlement of the quarrel 
with Pak is absolutely essential. However GOA cld not accept recent 
suggestion UK Amb Ligeman that matter be left in abeyance for few 

years. Present regime inevitably will be overthrown if it cannot reach 
face-saving settlement since it is already deeply committed. A greater 

danger for entire area is fact that Pashtun tribesmen are interested in | 
nothing except “money and rifles”. If Sovs decide to proceed energetic- 
ally with program of subversion they wld find “irreligious” tribesmen 
ready tools. | 
FonMin has given Beck permission to communicate tenor his con- 

versation to UK Amb and myself. At same time, he indicated that we 
wld soon be called in to discuss both this new Sov threat and possibly 

future means of procedure. | | 7 
Since any advice we may give (and it is hard to conceive of our being 

able to take completely negative position) depends upon evaluation of | 
over all Sov intentions, it will be useful to have Dept’s view as well as 

a those of Emb Moscow. On face of it, it is somewhat difficult to imagine 
that at this particular time the Kremlin wld take any overt steps 
against Afghan, especially since any such move wld serve to cancel 
out Sov gains in ME generally and perhaps in India, Pak and Iran | 
especially. This argument seems all the more cogent if it is true, as 
we have assumed that Afghan in itself does not constitute a primary 

Sov target. On other hand there seems to me to be strong likelihood 

that if GOA goes ahead with development in the north (and the © 
alternative is to abandon that area) Sovs are quite capable of whipping | 
up campaign of propaganda and subversive activities possibly under 
slegan of reunification oppressed Tadjik Usbek and kindred brothers 

in “free” republic of Sov central Asia. At same time Hyrat province
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eld be rewarded to a quiescent Iran. With its corrupt and inefficient 
govt, weak econ and inefficient milit establishment, and above all owing 
to the discontent that prevails among the Afghan populace generally 
it is hard for me to see how this govt cld withstand determined Sov 

pressure aime at exploitation of egocentric tendencies. 
It is very encouraging that Ali Mohammad referred at some length 

to pressing need for settlement with Pak. It may be that Sov pressure 
and Afghan apprehensions as regards her northern frontier may afford 
a mental climate in Afghan which will be more favorable to real 
settlement with Pak than at any time in past or possibly any time in 
future. As minimum possibility I shall continue to suggest that GOA 

reciprocate the appointment of an Amb to Pak. However it seems that 
present opportunity shld be used to make another real effort at settle- _ 

ment of Pashtunistan problem. Some workable and face-saving com- 

promise, if combined with assurances of Pak moral or milit support 

to Afghan against direct Sov aggression or subversion wld have far 
better chance of settling problem at present time than in past. It 

appears that if agreement can be reached at all it can be reached 

speedily under present circumstances. Among various possibilities we 

might suggest the setting up of a joint Afghan-Pak Comm on welfare 
of Pashtun tribes, or perhaps a system of intergovt consultations on 

question or policy regarding tribes within two countries. In either 

case chance for success wld be greatly increased if US cld offer real 

fin assistance to any binational body for econ developments, and even 

further to provide additional inducements separately to Afghan in 

the shape of econ development funds aside from Export-Import Bank 

loan or Point IV. If GOP is willing to take advantage this moment 
to meet Afghan aspirations settlement of Pashtunistan question and 
vastly increased security for Pak itself is possible. | 

HorNER 

889.2553/9-952: Telegram . 

‘The Chargé in Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State? _ 

SECRET - _Kasut, September 9, 1952—9 p.m. © 

126. Ref Embtel 125? rptd info Karachi 19, London 19, Moscow 1 

Sept 9. Sn 
---—- [have just been [called?] to MFA by First Under Secty * and filled | 

| in on matters discussed reftel. Aziz explained that FonMin, being in 
| Cabinet mtg, unable see me right away but wanted US to have info 

soonest. | | | | 

, This telegram was repeated for information to London, Karachi, and Moscow. 

| 3 ALdul Hamid Khan Aziz. | |
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- Aziz said Sov aide-mémoire most serious incident in country’s _ 
recent history. When it was first received, GOA inclined to think it 
might be “lapin”, but subsequent soundings convinced govt Sovs were 
in dead earnest. Small comite consisting of King, PriMin, FonMin 
and himself had considered question and had sent firm rebuttal yester- 
day. However, there was still future course of action to be decided, and 

this was still under consideration. 
Aziz, who was quite emotional, said that for years he has been trying 

to convince responsible officials in the Dept that Afghan shld not be 
allowed to “stew in its own juice”. He felt present danger to this coun- 
try every bit as great as threat to Iran and potentially even greater 
since, unlike Iran, all natural resources of Afghanistan in north. If 
Sovs have been rather quiescent up until now, that was only because 
they had no suitable pretext for interfering. What was Afghan to do? 

The peoples of the north cld not be left in the “stone age,” seeing but 
not sharing in the econ progress of their kith and kin across the Amu 

Daria. It wld be unthinkable for the GOA to accept Sov proffers of 

| technical assistance, since that wld mean Sov assumption of control. 

Concluding, Aziz asked me to impress upon Dept extreme gravity 
with which GOA views this new development (which he had expected 

| sooner or later to come). Afghan considered US her really true friend 

| and counts on us to help Afghan take her place among free and demo- 

cratic nations of the world. Comment: GOA apparently did not ap- 
proach us until after reaching decision to rebuff Sov démarche because 

it did not want us to think we were being blackmailed into position of 

_ support. Even now we are asked for nothing other than “Moral Sup- 

port” (apparently implying greater econ assistance). It is significant, — 

however, that Foreign Minister told Beck that GOA had been moving 

in direction “Atlantic Powers” and Sov move wld accelerate this trend. 

| oe Lae Horner 

889.2553/9-1052 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan? | 

SECRET PRIORITY |= WASHINGTON, September 12, 1952—7 :05 p. m. | 

82. Embtels 125,? 126,° 127.4: Dept does not feel Sov démarche | 

(Embtel 125) is precursor of any immediate Sov threat Afghan. | 
Dept feels ur evaluation Sov intentions sound. Sov démarche may be 
first step in Sov campaign to prevent entry Westerners north of = 

Hindu Kush in line with long standing Sov policy and to endeavor 

- +This telegram was drafted in SOA and repeated for information to London, , 
Moscow, and Karachi. 

7 Dated Sept. 9, p. 1447. oe 
| * Supra. 

“Not printed. 7
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‘prevent economic improvement amongst peoples who are potentially 

exploitable by Sovs on ethnic grounds. Sovs may believe that in view 

their strengthened position in Asia generally and deteriorating con- — | 

ditions Iran, it is opportune commence greater pressure on Afghan. 

Dept appreciates and sympathizes with Afghan grave concern at 

this latest Sov attempt to interfere in Afghan internal affairs and 

at the internal dilemma re econ development in north as explained 

urtel 125 and perceives possibility taking advantage situation to seek 

‘solution Pushtoonistan issue. However, Dept has discussed Sov pro- 

test to Afghan and situation developing therefrom with Brit Emb 

and finds certain points require clarification. Dept notes that although | 

FonMin told Beck and de Laive Sep 9 (Embtel 125 Sep 9) GOA 

~ reconsidering Pushtoon position and recognizes settlement now essen- : 

tial, Deputy FonMin Aziz apparently made no reference to Pushtoon | 

in his conversation with Chargé Sep 9 (Embtel 126). Dept has also — 

- noted that although Aziz spoke to US Chargé apparently Ministry _ 

Fon Affairs has not yet approached Brit. Does Emb believe Min Fon 

Affairs still plans to formally apprise US and UK of situation and 

request US-UK views on Sov threat and advice on possible future 

means procedure, or does Aziz conversation constitute unilateral GOA 

approach and request to US for advice and moral support? Initiative 

re concrete steps to settle Pushtoon issue appears to lie with GOA. 

Dept wld appreciate Embs evaluation of whether or not GOA serious 

about modifying Pushtoon position. Until clarification above Dept 

prefers not suggest possible means of settling dispute unless it clear 

GOA has serious intention of resolving issue, has indicated its tenta- _ 

tive plans procedure, and has requested US advice re possible 

procedures. 7 | | 

oe ee oe ACHESON 

889.2553/9-1652 : Telegram ce 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State* | 

- SECRET Se - Kasut, September 16, 1952—1 p. m. 

137. Ref Deptel 82, Sept 12.? I called on FonMin this morning to 

obtain clarification of points raised in ref tel, Ali Mohammad made it 

clear GOA was seeking joint advice and support of UK and US. Be- 

fore UK Amb left Kabul last week on trip, he had been given an in- 

formal fill in, and Ali Mohammad intended to talk with him again 

as socn as he returns. In this regard, Ali Mohammad pointed out that | 

Sov démarche on oil had directed accusations against “North Atlantic 

bloc.” | | 

Pa. This telegram was repeated for information to London, Karachi, Moscow, and 

ris. 

* Supra.
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| - FonMin then proceeded to stress gravity with which GOA regards 
position. He did not believe the Brit were fully aware of implica- 
tions, and in past he had made unsuccessful attempts to convey to 
Ambs Palmer and Dreyfus * potentialities inherent in common border 
with USSR. | 

Ali Mohammad also referred at some length to extremely weak 
milit position this country. In approaching us last autumn for milit 
aid (Embdes 100, Sept 6, 1951+) GOA had in mind danger Sov sub- 
version. If Afghan had two additional divisions equipped with 
modern arms, it wld send these to the north immed. Obviously Afghan 
army cld not attempt to hold back Red Army thrust which he con- 
sidered unlikely, but it should be in a position to put down any in- 
ternal uprisings financed or aided by Soviets. 
FonMin said that in seeking US-UK advice on what next to do, 

GOA. had in mind clarifying its general east-west policy. For con- 
siderable time Soviets have been complaining of GOA partiality to- 
ward West. They have pointed to activities USIS library and con- 
trasted it with situation they are in of having to channel all pubs 
distributed through MFA. Shpedko has claimed that while Afghan 
officials freely visit with Amers, Sov dipls are under constant 
surveillance. 

I had impression that Ali Mohammad is deeply disturbed over 
continued existence bad relations with Pak, but has no very concrete 
ideas of how the Pashtun issue can be solved. He did not make a direct 
reply to my question whether GOA prepared to recede from position 
that separate state of Pashtunistan shld be created, but he gave impres- 
sion something in nature of cultural autonomy wld be acceptable. He 
said that if issue were simply shelved this wld be playing hands Sovs 

| who cld exploit nationalism of Afghan youth and purchase support of | 
tribesmen. In brief, GOA was seeking way out of dangerous position 
and sought our advice. | 

| HorNER 

SEly Eliot Palmer was U.S. Chief of Mission in Afghanistan from December — 
1945 to November 1948. Louis G. Dreyfus, Jr., was Ambassador in Afghanistan 
from August 1949 to January 1951. 

*Not printed. | 

661.89/9-2352 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State* 

SECRET Kasur, September 23, 1952—11 a. m. 

147. Re Delhi desp 368 [686], Sept 6th ? and Embtel 146 * to Dept 
rptd info Karachi 27, London 28, Moscow 5. , 

_ 7 This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi and London ; Depart- 
ment passed Moscow. 

4 Ante, p. 1868. | | 
* Dated Sept. 23, not printed, but see footnote 2, infra.
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Emb feels US shld develop more powerful counterweight than moral 

support to Sov pressure on GOA. Present GOA fears center on econ 

results possible abrogation Sov barter agreement and politico mil 

potentialities Sov subversion in north, Probable that gas shortage 

resulting from cut-off Sov trade wld very seriously cripple north area, : 

and glut of unwanted raw cotton along with immed shortage cotton 

c'oth cld bring about grave situation even without Sov subversion. 

Main limiting factor in internal economy is poor north-south com- a 

munications. Sufficient gas and cotton cloth for north available from 

Pak side but present condition roads and transport across Hindu | 

Kush [would limit?] flow to mere trickle. Recent drouth in north 

and resulting discontent and unrest wld sharpen effects of Sov action. 

Afganistan Press announced GOA plans float first internal loan 

Afghanistan history to pay for roads program. Afghanistan anxiety 

(particularly on part of King) to construct modern road to north 

already well-known to Emb and Dept. | , 

__Emb requests serious consideration be given US dollar contribution 

matching GOA funds for improvement and construction highways 

including suitable north-south road, and dollar loan to govt monopoly 

or private Shirkat for setting up modern motor transport maintenance 

and repair depots on road and purchase suitable trucking units. Cost of 

US contribution highway project wld be about $5,000,000 equip project. 

about $1,000,000. Resistance potential to Sov econ and subversive pres- 

sures wid be further strengthened by establishment agricultural devel- _ 

opment bank at cost of $500,000 to US. 
Projects cld fall under heading TCA general econ aid or even, in 

view north oil possibilities, basic materials development. Proposals for 

roads development and agricultural bank are key points in US-UN 

working paper of Jan 26,* which has been accepted by GOA as basis 

econ development planning. — - | 
| Further projects which cld supplement above wld include Kabul- 

Kandahar Road and assistance to Af Air Force towards purchase of 

and facilities for medium transport aircraft which wld provide regu- — 

lar govt air service to north and at same time greatly strengthen govt 

mil strength as against subversion and tribal uprising without giving 

justifiable cause for alarm to either Pak or Soviets. | 

Emb realizes consideration these measures can be justified only on 

basis revised high level estimates US policy toward Afghan. Emb be- 

 lieves implementation, or, to lesser extent, announcements assistance | 

outlined abovewld: |. | 

1) Strengthen Af will resist Sov pressure ; - 
2) Provide additional incentive toward development of north; _ 

“ Reference is to the Joint Working Paper on Technical Assistance to Afghani-. | 

stan prepared by the United Nations Technical Assistance Mission and the Amer- 

ican Embassy, Kabul (enclosure 1 of despatch 242, Jan. 14, 1952 from Kabul; 

889.00 TA/1-1452). |
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| 2 Provide effective means over-all econ-strengthening Afghan; 
a e ‘ Reduce possibility successful Sov econ pressure on North ~ 

ans | | 
| 5) Increase GOA potentiality combat subversion and subversive _ 

rebellion in north; | | | | 
6) Afford no cause for alarm in Pak; | 
7) As long as Sov pressure is applied, or probably even without | 

such pressure, net effect of projects wld make GOA, in pure self- 
interest, more amenable to settlement dispute with Pak which wld be 
even more important as route exports and imports. | 

Emb feels existence proposed facilities wld not to any appreciable - 
extent facilitate Sov overt [garble] against Afghan, Pak or Iran and 
wld assist in preserving what might be invaluable base for covert ac- 
tion against Soviets in time of war. | 

Understand Brit Emb Kabul has suggested inclusion Afghan in | 
Colombo plan.* ) | 

| | | _ HORNER 

° See footnote 2, p. 1487. | 

661.89/9-2352 : Telegram ) 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan + 

‘SECRET | WasuHinerTon, September 29, 1952—6: 26 p. m. 

| 112. In Dept op‘nion Sov démarche when considered in historical 
_ perspect-ve does not pose any substantially new polit problem for 

GOA, though ser:cusness over-all problems econ development and 
internal admin northern provinces in context Afghan-USSR rela- | 
tions fully appreciated. Démarche need not discourage continuation | 
econ development North Afghan which has proceeded for several 
years with and without UN auspices; and it may have salutary effect | 
on Afghan-Pak re‘ations, Dept inclined believe that as:de from desire 
for friendly advice from US and UK, GOA may well be capitalizing 
on démarche in attempt to achieve (1) increased econ asst (2) mil | 
asst and (83) US—-UK pressure on GOP to negot Pushtoonistan agree- 
ment with GOA, thereby hoping minimize concessions GOA may | 
otherwise have to make. Oo _ | _ 
GOA is understandably nervous over démarche but Dept finds it 

difficult to determine precise kind support US can usefully offer. 
Dept does not see how large scale US econ and mil aid program of _ 

which north wld be substantial beneficiary (urtel 147 Sep 23) can be _ | 
sclution to polit problem in Afghan-USSR relations when fon aid is 
very pt of sensitivity in those relations. Afghan reflected appreciation | 
this basic situation in decision few years ago to restrict outside aid in 

1 [his telegram was drafted in SOA; approved for transmission by Byroade; ~ 
and repeated for information to London, Karachi, Moscow, Paris, and New Delhi.
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North Afghan to UN. This is third choice referred para 2 urtel 146? 
and in Dept’s op‘nion still remains most practical course to follow. 

Dept cannot wholly accept FonMins black and white description of 
. Afghan dilemma (Embtel 125%) re econ development in North Af- 

ghan. First, Dept considers statement “country wld fall apart unless 
econ asst is accorded north” an exaggeration. Second, it is certainly | 
inaccurate to assert “nothing whatsoever has been done in north.” 
Textile mill of Pul-i-Khumli, beet sugar refinery of Baghlan and cot- 
ton ginning facilities of Kunduz region alone belie that statement. 
Even if oil project abandoned, which is by no means backbone of de- | 
velopment program in Afghan, various fields econ development can 
be pursued which can be of demonstrable benefit to inhabitants within 

relatively short space time and which wld be less provocative to 
USSR. This seems to be line of action best suited to circumstances. 

Dept agrees with Emb that atmosphere may be more favorable for 
improvement in Afghan-Pak relations which is certainly of priority 

importance. In this connection dept notes with interest Najibullah’s 
talk to Emb Delhi officer (Delhi desp 686 Sep 6 *). Pts 2, 3, 6 are recital 
of what USReps have been telling GOA for past few years. Essential 

| to recall GOA avowedly concluded barter agreement with USSR in 
1950 primarily because of difficulties arising from Pushtoonistan dis- 
pute. Fact is that Afghan can get gas and cloth in subcontinent if Sov 
barter agreement abrogated, though transportation problems admit- 
tedly great. It seems clear Afghans are not sufficiently worried over 
supply problem and relations with USSR in general even to take 
minimum step of reciprocating Pak’s move by sending Amb to Ka- 

| rachi. Hence does not follow that greater econ aid to Afghan wld. 
make it more amenable to settle dispute. On contrary good case can — 
be made that it wld be lessamenable. _ | — 

Parenthetically it is interesting to note (Embtel 125 para 4) 
FonMins time-worn assertion that regime “inevitably” will be over- 

_ thrown if face saving Pushtoon settlement not achieved, while on | 
other hand he characterized tribesmen as “irreligious” and interested 

in nothing but “money and rifles.” This patent inconsistency may be 
pointed out if this line presented to Emb officers. | 

By way of advice to GOA Dept desires that you (1) tell FonMin US 
applauds GOA rejection Sov protest which is only position hon sov- 

| 2"The second paragraph of this telegram, dated Sept. 28, reads as follows: “As 
Emb has alzeady indicated, GOA plans exploit oil represent only initial phase 
gen econ plans for development north Afghan. By same token, Sov démarche is 
aimed at total effort block any econ progress in north, leaving that area a ripe 
plum to be plucked at leisure. Essentially, when [what?] GAO is. being con- 
fronted with [is?] choice of three alternatives: (1) to cease from any effort 
develop north; (2) to accept Sov proffers of tech and other assistance in the 
development of north; and (3) to take the calculated risk of a strong Sov reaction 
and proceed with econ development plans under UN aegis.” (661.89/9-2352) _ . 

® Dated Sept. 9, p. 1447. 
* Ante, p. 1368. 
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ereign state cld take; (2) express hope that regardless final decision 
re oil exploitation, which is decision for GOA to iake, other types econ 
development in north proceed as usual not only for their intrinsic econ 
and polit advantage but also to avoid appearance capitulation to 
USSR;; (8) reaffirm contd US interest and efforts to help Afghan with 
econ development; (4) reiterate US govt earnestly hopes GOA will 
make effort to settle its outstanding issues with GOP. Such settlement 
wld not only strengthen GOA position vis-a-vis USSR and therefore 
be in mutual security interest but wld also make for improvement in 
Afghan-subcontinent trade relations. Latter factor in particular shld 
have consequence of placing Afghan in better position to more success- 
fully absorb econ asst, a condition of significance to US executive 
agencies and Congress in studying development problems. You may 
say GOA desire settle Pushtoon wld be demonstrable by reciprocating 
GOP gesture good will by sending Amb to Karachi and toning down 
anti-Pak propaganda. Both steps shld have immed salutary effect on 
Afghan-Pak relations and provide basis for settlement outstanding | 
issues without loss of face to tribesmen or Afghan people in general. 

: _ ACHESON 

611.89/10-252 : Telegram | | 

The Chargéin Afghanistan (Horner) to the Department of State* — | 

SECRET  NIACT Kasur, October 2, 1952—5 p. m. 

176. Ref Deptel 112, Sept 29. I feel that Dept seriously under- — 
estimates present and future potentialities Sov pressure on this coun-_ 
try, and utterly neglects regional aspects. Further, no account seems - 
to have been taken of Afghan psychology or existence of important —__ 
elements here willing to come to terms with Sovs. | 

During past five or so years, western (and especially US) prestige 

here has been mounting fairly steadily. Effects of delivering message | 

along lines reftel almost certainly will be (a) to cause consterna- 
tion among our numerous and influential friends within and without — 
govt, (b) to give aid and comfort to those who seek an accommodation 

with Sovs, (c) to cause Afghans of all persuasions to think that we 

regard this country of negligible importance to our effort to stem flood 

of Sov aggression. | : | 
I am even more disturbed over possible consequences of implement- | 

ing Dept’s instructions by recent information coming to attention UK | , 

Amb and myself that Cabinet coming around to view that accommo- 

dation with Sovs must be sought at almost any cost. According Mines | 
Min, both PriMin ? and FonMin now of opinion that Sovs mean busi- 

This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, New Delhi, | 
Paris, and Moscow. 

* Shah Mahmud Ghazi.
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ness and that development of north must proceed along lines agree- 

able to USSR. If this is true, it seems to me we shld act promptly and 

positively and not wait until enemy is already within gates. 

Emb comment on specific points follows: 

(1) “Démarche need not—UN auspices” unless GOA shows unsus- 

pected spirit standing alone, realistic UN aid will not be possible in 

view improbability using NATO and other western technicians. Note- 

worthy that all econ development in north so far has been by Bank 

- Milli, and that overall exchange resources (largely derived from 

north) now must be earmarked support Helmand commitment. — 

(2) “GOA may well be capitalizing on démarche” only natural that 

such condition may be present, but Afghans have requested only econ 

and moral support, and stiff reply to Sov note was sent without con- — 

sulting us thereby throwing away useful bargaining counter for US 
aid. 

(3) “Dept does not see—point of sensitivity in these relations” mod- | 

est econ program outlined Embtel 147, Sept 23 designed primarily 
allow Afghans fighting chance withstand Sov econ and subversive — 
pressure. If Dept does not envisage with favor an Afghan firmly with- 
standing all Sov attempts at interference [economic?] development, 
will not also object to any other development using fon technicians? 

(5) “Transportation problems admittedly great” even if transport 
problem cld be solved in next few years without extensive fon aid (in- 
conceivable to Emb), price of northern cotton wld decline and prices 
petrol, textiles and other imports wld rise, thereby increasing discon- 
tent and subversion potential. ae 

| (6) “It seems clear—less amenable” obviously proposed US aid wld 
be conditioned on substantial Af steps toward reasonable settlement | 
Pashtun dispute. US positive pressure on Pak at same time cld well 
result in acceptable solution. See Emb desp 41, Sept 18, 1952.? 

(7) “Parenthetically—money and rifles” Emb thus long believed 
(Emb desp 131, Oct 12, 1951*) that while tribes not likely rise on 
Pushtoonistan issue against GOA or GOP, nevertheless complete re- 
treat by GOA from its admittedly unreasonable stand on this issue wld 
represent dangerous loss prestige to Kabul Govt. FonMin’s remark on 
nature tribes designed emphasize danger Sov meddling in tribal areas. 

(8) First point proposed remarks to GOA in reftel wld appear to | 
GOA as pious platitude. Second point means that US, upon request, 
will not advise GOA to reject Sov interference in purely domestic 
affair. To Afghans, remarks on other types development will be limited 
to those projects to which Sovs might not object. Presumably Sov 
objections to other types development wld again be “decision for Af 
Govt to take”. Third point meaningless to GOA in present position 

_unless accompanied by concrete offers. Fourth point wld have no 
-_ weight whatsoever in view contents second point. Statement regarding 

improvement Pak trade relations wld be taken by GOA as confirming 
GOA accusations deliberate Pak econ blockade. Ref to US agenc‘es 
might be taken as offer increase Point Four assistance, if Pashtun dis- 
pute settled. Does Dept mean to hold out such promise ? 

* Not. printed. 
“This 16-page despatch, not printed, contains a summary of the Pushtunistan 

question for the period 1950-1951. (689.90D/10-1251)
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a In view my firm conviction that delivery reftel observations wld be 
serious blow to US policy objectives in this area, I request specific _ 
instruction deliver reftel views and wish record that I cannot take 
responsibility for consequences. 

_ Brit Amb telegraphing FonOff along similar lines. 
) HOorNER © 

661.89/10-1052 | | | | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Under Secre- 
tary of State (Bruce) } | | 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] October 10, 1952. 

Subject: Soviet Démarche to Afghanistan. — | 

| Discussion: | | 

About August 23 the Soviet Foreign Minister protested to the Af- 
ghan Ambassador against economic development in northern Af- 

| ghanistan under UN auspices. | 
About August 27? the Soviet Chargé at Kabul delivered an aide- 

_mémoire to the Afghan Government stating that the USSR would 
regard Afghanistan’s plans for oil drilling in the north with special- 
ists from countries which are members of the Atlantic Pact as con- _ 

trary to the Afghan-Soviet non-aggression treaty of 1926 [7931]. At 

the time of this démarche Afghanistan was on the verge of signing 
an oil drilling contract with a French firm as part of a UN project. 

According to a recent Afghan press release, on September 9 the | 
Afghan Government, in a written reply to the Soviet Embassy reject- 
ing its démarche, said in effect, that economic development, whether in 

| the north or any other part of the country, does not create danger 

for any neighboring country of Afghanistan. The exact texts of the 
| démarche and the Afghan reply are not known to the Department. | 

On September 10 the Afghan Foreign Minister informed UN of- 
ficials in Kabul of the foregoing developments and indicated that con- | 

| sideration of fresh UN activity in the north, including oil exploration, 
would be suspended. On the same day the First Under-Secretary of the 

Foreign Office gave our Embassy its first. official notification of the | 

exchange of notes between Afghanistan and USSR, and asked our 

Chargé to impress upon the Department the “extreme gravity” with 
which the Afghan Government views the development. In comment- 
ing on this conversation our Chargé said that the Department is being 

_ asked for “moral support.” * The Chargé has interpreted this to imply | 

* Memorandum drafted in SOA. | 
* See footnote 4, p. 1447. 

~ * See telegram 126 from Kabul, Sept. 9, p. 1449.
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greater economic assistance. The Department requested the Chargé at 

Kabul for clarification of the request for moral support,‘ asking | 

whether the Embassy believed that the Foreign Minister planned 

formally to apprise the US and UK of the situation and request their 

views. — | | 

Upon receipt of that telegram our Chargé called upon the Foreign 

Minister who said that he was seeking “joint advice and support of the 

UK and US.” § In the course of this conversation the Foreign Minister 

said that he had had some after-dinner conversation about the dé- 

marche with the UK Ambassador before the latter’s departure on an 

extended field trip. The Department subsequently learned that the con- — | 

versation with the British Ambassador was held on August 30, 10 days 

before Afghanistan’s reply to the démarche and 17 days before our 

Embassy finally learned that the Afghans wanted our advice and sup- 

port. At no time during these conversations with our Chargé has any © 

Afghan official requested anything more. | 

To this date the Afghan Embassy in Washington has not discussed | 

any aspect of the démarche with the Department. Moreover, it is of 

more than passing interest that as early as August 31 (again, 10 days 

before our Embassy in Kabul was officially informed) the Afghan 

_ Ambassador in Delhi ® called one of our Embassy’s officers to his resi- 

dence for a two-hour conversation, part of which the Ambassador 

specifically described as that which he had been authorized to say. The 

burden of that part of the conversation was that since the economic and 

political life of Afghanistan is being “crushed” between the millstones 

of Pakistan and Soviet pressure, to which the Afghans would never 

yield, the time seemed ripe for an over-all rapprochement with Paki- — 

‘stan. He hoped that the US would help in getting the two countries 

together in talks to that end. | | 

This was 2 completely new line from the Afghan Ambassador who 

heretofore had been the most vocal supporter of “Pushtoonistan,” an 

Afghan-proposed country of Pushtu-speaking peoples of both Afghan- 

istan and Pakistan. This issue has poisoned the relations between the _ 

two countries for the past five years. Oe 

Recommendations of our Chargé at Kabul: oda 

_ The substance of our Chargé’s recommendation is that the US come 

forth with a “positive program of advice, coupled with additional 

means of economic assistance.” Suggested means of assistance include, 

among other things, dollar contribution to a north-south highway, a 

road and motor transport maintenance depot and an agricultural | 

| “See telegram 82 to Kabul, Sept. 12, p. 1450. : | 

® See telegram 137 from Kabul, Sept. 16, p.1451. : | 

*Najibullah Khan.
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| development bank. (Total outlay to US for these projects: $614 mil- 
| ~ lion; NEA plans now to ask for $114 million for the 1954 fiscal year 

TCA program.) | 
| Our Chargé asserts that the Soviet démarche is aimed at a “total ef- 

fort to block any economic progress in the north, leaving that area a 
ripe plum to be plucked at leisure.” He argues that if we do not come 
forth with positive advice and material support, we would encourage 
those elements both within and without the regime “who are already 
calculating the economic and other advantages of Soviet connection.” 

He goes on to say that “with a lamentably weak government torn 
into opposing factions, the chances that power may fall into the hands 
of those who will weigh honeyed Soviet promises of aid with the rela- 
tively negligible assistance received to date from UN and ourselves 
should not be underestimated. An early showdown, stimulated by eco- 
nomic distress and Soviet instigation, may be sufficient to topple pres- 
ent regime. In short, Afghanistan seems to be facing an imminent crisis 
which will determine for all time whether it leans towards the west or 
becomes a Soviet satellite.” * | | | | 
The Department’s position: | 

The Department has no evidence to support the extreme position of 
our Chargé on the danger of Afghanistan’s falling into the Soviet 
camp. There is no Communist party in Afghanistan, and in the Depart- 
ment’s knowledge there are no organizations or leaders who are pres- 
ently capable or desirous of delivering the country to the Soviet Union. 
The elements referred to by our Chargé who are already calculating 
the advantages of Soviet connection are: 1) one or two leading Royal 
family personalities who are at present inactive politically ; 2) some so- 
called liberal opposition leaders who are at present in jail and who were | 

| never organized; and 3) certain ethnic minority north Afghans who, | 
because of their cultural affinity to their neighbors in Russia, are said to 
be potentially exploitable and who are usually at odds with the central 
government largely because of maladministration in the area. The Em- 
bassy has furnished no evidence that any one of these groups constitutes 

_ any more than a potentially long-range danger to the internal stability 
of the country. a | | 

The usefulness of increased economic assistance of the character sug- | 
gested by our Chargé is acknowledged, but a suddenly stepped-up aid 
program, a substantial part of which would go to the north, would not | 
appear to be the solution to Afghan-USSR political relations when 

| foreign aid is the very point of sensitivity in those relations. Further- 
more, it would be virtually impossible to obtain funds from present ap- | 

" All the quotations in this and the preceding paragraph are from telegram 146 
from Kabul, Sept. 23, not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1455.
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propriated moneys for economic assistance along the lines suggested by 

our Chargé. | | 

We do not believe that the Afghan Government intends to permit 

the Soviet démarche to stop economic development in north Afghan- 

istan. Activity in that area has proceeded for some years with and 

without UN auspices, and there are several fields of development 

which could be pursued with demonstrable advantage to the inhabi- 

tants and which should not be provocative tothe USSR. 
The Afghan Government plans within a few weeks to submit a 

loan application to the Export-Import Bank for $20 million.’ The 

‘Department expects to lend sympathetic support and the Exim Bank 

is favorably disposed toward an internal development loan. Should 

the loan be made, the proceeds from that source together with the 

1954 fiscal year TCA aid program will furnish all the funds which 

the Afghan Government can usefully employ for development for 

some time to come. | | | 
In view of the Afghans’ previous complaints about insufficient aid 

we cannot help but think that aside from the desire for friendly advice _ 

| from the US and UK, the Afghan Government may well be capitaliz- 
ing on the démarche in an attempt to achieve (1) increased economic 

assistance, (2) military assistance, and (3) US-UK pressure on the 

Pakistan Government to negotiate the Pushtoonistan issue with 

Afghanistan. 
All the officials to whom our Chargé has talked subsequent to the 

démarche have said that a rapprochement with Pakistan would be 

desirable. Yet, though Pakistan has sent an Ambassador to Afghan- 

istan,® the latter has not reciprocated. The Afghans’ desire to settle - 

the Pushtoonistan question would be demonstrable by sending an 

envoy to Karachi and by toning down anti-Pakistan propaganda. 

| Both steps should have an immediate salutary effect on Afghan- | 

Pakistan relations and provide a basis for the settlement of outstand- 

| ing issues. e a | Oo 

Recommendation: | 

It is recommended that you sign the attached telegram to Kabul,” 

- confirming the Department’s instructions to our Chargé and explain- 

ing further the reasoning behind the Department’s decision. _ | 

8 On Nov. 28, 1949, the Export-Import Bank had authorized a credit to the Royal 

- Government of Afghanistan of $21,000,000 for U.S. equipment, materials, and 

service for the construction of a dam and canal in the Helmand River Valley. The 

| principal U.S. contractor for this project was the construction firm, Morrison- 

Knudsen Afghanistan (MKA)._ a 

*Col. A. S. B. Shah. | | ne 
Infra. |
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oo The following concur in substance: E, TCA, and Export-Import — . 

661.89/10-252 : Telegram oe | : me 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan * | _ 

SECRET | WasuineTon, October 11, 1952—2:20 p.m. _ 

141. Your comments have been considered most carefully and sym- 

pathetically (Embtel 176 Oct 2). In addition considerations reflected 

Deptel 112 Sept 29 fol factors have been considered in formulating 

statement advice and support to GOA: a | 

1) It wld be virtually impossible obtain funds from present ap- | 
propriated moneys for increased econ assistance along lines urtel 147 
Sept 23; | 

2) Dept unable say in advance what size Afghan 1954 TCA program ) 
will be. Unlikely that exec branch submission to Cong will exceed 
presently projected figure $114 million ; 

3) As you know GOA plans within few weeks submit loan applica- 
tion to Exim Bank for $20 million to carry forward program internal | 
development now near completion under $21 million loan of 1949. Dept 
cannot make prior commitment Exim Bank but will lend its own sym- | 
pathetic support as it has in past to GOA application. | | 

Therefore you shld make oral statement to FonMin closely along 

lines fol text which gives our moral support to Afghan but does not 

preclude further action which may become desirable in light develop- 

| ments and your future recommendations: _ 

1) tell FonMin US applauds GOA rejection Sov protest which is in 
Afghan tradition of firmly resisting fon interference in Afghan inter- | 

nal affairs; | eo | | 
2) express hope that Afghan will continue econ development in north 

as before, not only for intrinsic econ and polit advantage but also to 
avoid appearance capitulation to USSR—appearance of capitulation = =—=«_— 
inevitably wld lead to further Sov attempts at interference in Afghan 

internal affairs; BO 
3) reaffirm contd US interest in Afghan econ development and cite 

work done by private interests and TCA as well as benefits from 1949 
Exim Bank loan and Dept’s sympathy proposed application new loan; | 

4) reiterate US Govt earnestly hopes GOA in its own interest and 

interest regional stability will make effort settle outstanding disputes | 

-+ This telegram was repeated for information to Karachi, London, New Delhi, 

Paris, and Moscow; drafted in SOA; and cleared in draft with OFD, ED, TCA, — 

and the Export-Import Bank. The message was approved by both Byroade and 

Bruce.
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with GOP—such effort cld begin with sending Amb to Karachi and — 
reducing anti-Pak propaganda.? oe 

| | ACHESON 

2The Mission delayed conveying the message contained in this telegram to the 
Afghan Government until after Ambassador Angus Ward presented his cre- 
dentials to King Mohammed Zahir Shah on Nov. 8. In telegram 266 to Washing- 
ton, Nov. 13, Ward stated that he had made the statement specified in tele- 
gram 141 to the Foreign Minister on Nov. 12, and that Ali Mohammed Khan 
had replied that economic development of Trans-Hindu Kush would continue as 
vigorously as physical and financial circumstances permitted, but that early 
renewal of petroleum exploration was not contemplated. However, in the same 
telegram Ambassador Ward reported on a conversation held with the Prime | 
Minister on the morning of Nov. 13. “He stated petroleum explorations suspended 
‘for these days only’ and will be resumed shortly because urgent need country. 
bolster its earning power.” (689.00/11-1352) For full text of telegram 266, see 

p. 1881. | | : a 

| a wee | Editorial Note Soap. 

On October 24, Ambassador Sardar Mohammed Naim discussed 
with Bruce the Pushtunistan question and other issues in the light _ 

of the recent Soviet démarche. The memorandum of this conversation | 

| is printed on page 1376. | | | 

On October 29, a conversation on similar subjects took place in New 

York between the Secretary, Ambassador Naim, and Mohammed 

Kabir Ludin, Afghan Representative at the United Nations. For the © 

memorandum of this conversation, see page 1378. ) | | 

689.00/12-1652: Telegram Pe 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Ward) to the Department of State 

SECRET | -~Kasutn, December 16, 1952—3 p. m. 

850. Ref second para Embtel 266 November 10 [13].1 FonMin today 
_ stated orally oil exploration in Trans Hindu Kush will not be re- 

sumed until matter has been discussed and approved by new Par- 
liament in March or April. GOA will recommend resumption 
operations but undecided whether exploration shld be conducted by | 

French or “some others, not Russians.” | Oo 
De Laive, Dutch petroleum exp'oration expert with UNTAM, has 

_ been standing by awaiting resumption exploration but is now about 
depart for Europe and thence UN New York. De Laive alleges no 
early expectation resumption oil exploration. He states GOA has 

| requested departure be as inconspicuous as practicable and that he 
give out departure not permanent but travel incidental to consultation. 

aa | Warp 

+ Ante, p. 1881. _ : a
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 Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 58 D 444 | ee 

_ Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] December 24, 1952. 
Participants: Mr. Tannenwald 2 

: Mr. Acheson 

I telephoned Mr. Tannenwald and reported the substance of my 
conversation with Mr. Lawton and Mr. Foster. 

I then said that I wanted to speak about another matter which was 
the Afghanistan request for wheat.t I said I had been over David 
Bruce’s letter of December 17.5 I thought it was a good letter and I 
hoped that Mr. Harriman would see his way clear to going ahead with 
the proposal. The Communist démarche on oil in the north had been 
the most serious in recent years. It had brought a stop to all activity in 
the north. I felt strongly that now they had asked us for the wheat, we 
should get along with it. Mr. Tannenwald said that Mr. Harriman had 

_ wanted Mr. Bruce’s and Mr. Acheson’s personal judgment on the mat- 
ter and had been particularly concerned whether the foreign aid law ° 
covered this request. Mr. Tannenwald assured me that Mr. Harriman 
would take the matter up with the Pentagon and try to get the money.’ | 

| D[zan] A[cHEson] 

*Memorandum drafted by Barbara Evans of the Executive Secretariat. | 
* Theodore Tannenwald, Jr., Assistant Director and Chief of Staff in the Office 

of the Director for Mutual Security. 
* Frederick J. Lawton, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, and John C. 

Foster, Deputy Secretary of Defense. Memorandum of this conversation has not 
been found in Department of State files. 

*In telegram 254 from Kabul, Nov. 5, the Embassy had reported an informal 
request from the Government of Afghanistan that it explore in confidence the 
possibility of U.S. assistance in meeting a shortage of wheat grains estimated by 
the GOA at about 10,000 tons. (889.2311/11-552) Subsequent documents in file 
889.2311 for 1952 indicate that the Embassy was able to verify the existence of 
the shortage. . ee 

° Letter from Bruce as Acting Secretary to W. Averell Harriman, Director 
of Mutual Security, not found in Department of State files. In telegram 254 to 
Kabul, Dec. 20, the Department informed the Embassy that the letter requested 
Harriman to support a long-term low interest loan of $1,500,000 to Afghani- 
Stan to assist in its procurement of 10,000 tons of wheat and flour. “Funds wld 
have to come from Mutual Security programs and difficult locate. Decision now 
up to White House and hope it will be possible give you very early answer.” 
(889.2311 /12-2052) 

° For text of the Mutual Security Act of 1952, approved June 20, see 66 Stat. 
141. | .: 

7In airgram A-51 to Kabul, Jan. 8, 1958, the Department stated that on Dec. 31 
President Truman had authorized a credit to Afghanistan of $1.5 million. 
(611.89/1-853) The credit had been approved the previous day by the National 
Advisory Council on International Financial and Monetary Policy in a telephone 
poll constituting NAC Action No. 595. “It is understood that the credit would 
be repaid in installments within a period of 35 years, including a 6-year grace 
period on principal and a 4-year grace period on interest, and that the interest 
rate would be 214 percent.” (NAC Document No. 88, Dec. 30, 1952; NAC files, 
lot 60 D 137) For text of the Agreement relating to this loan, effected by an 
exchange of notes at Washington on Jan. 8, 1953, see United States Treaties 
and Other International Agreements (UST), vol. 4 (pt. 2), p. 2941.
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689.90D/2-1653 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in Afghanistan * 

SECRET WASHINGTON, February 20, 19538—5 :48 p. m. — 

871. Ambassador Naim called on Department 19 to be informed 
result your submission Zafrulla’s formula to Government Afghan- — 
istan * (Embtel 494). Naim said he had received report re this matter; | 
that statement unacceptable, that welfare tribal peoples is concern both | 
Afghanistan and Pakistan but real issue is the right “7 million peo- 
ple” to self-determination which Afghanistan supports. Department 
acknowledged differing viewpoints this issue between disputants and 

said it not clear how Department can be helpful until both countries _ 
exhibit tangible evidence of progress toward resolution their prob- 
lems. Naim demurred saying divergence views Afghanistan and Pak- 
istan so serious that third party mediatory action essential. | 

Re Embtel 500* Department referred to press reports in US as 
well as India and Pakistan re MEDO which are provoking speculation 
in those countries and reportedly in Afghanistan. By way of back- 
ground for Afghanistan Government Ambassador was told follow- 
ing: (1) MEDO is presently conceived to be military planning or- 
ganization only, not involving formal alliances or commitments; (2) 
MEDO does not exist now and its formation depends upon favorable 

_ political relationships within Middle East area, timing of which 
unpredictable; (8) when organization established perhaps it would 
wish invite other nations of general area for example Afghanistan 
or Pakistan if they are then interested; (4) no invitations to join 
MEDO have been extended to any governments. 

| Ambassador said Afghanistan concerned about Pakistan participa- 
tion in any kind Middle East defense organization before solution 
Pushtoonistan issue. India presumably would feel same way with 
respect to Kashmir dispute. His government also concerned about 
Pakistan participa‘ion which would result isolation Afghanistan 
which shares long bord:r with USSR. Ambassador gave no indication 

_ Afghan Government interest in MEDO participation. | / 
In v.ew Afghan proximity to USSR and Article 2 Afghan-Soviet 

Treaty of June 4.[24], 1931, Department wonders if Afghan Govern- 
- ment would in fact be interested in Joining MEDO which as presently 

_ env:saged would appear to put Afghan Government in position of 

* This telegram was drafted in SOA and approved for transmission by Jernegan. 
It was repeated to Karachi. 

For a memorandum of this conversation, held Feb. 19, see p. 1393. 
* Dated Feb. 14, p. 1390. — 

‘In this telegram, dated Feb. 16, Ward had reported that in a conversation 
he'd with the Afghan Foreign Minister on Feb. 14,. the latter had stated that | 
he had information Pakistan would be invited to join the proposed Middle East 
Defense Organization and that admittance of Pakistan would be a matter of 
concern to the Government of Afghanistan. (689.90D/2-1653) 

For documentation concerning the proposal for a MEDO, see volume 1x.
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being open to charge of violating Soviet Treaty obligations and invit- | 
ing increased pressure with uncertain compensating advantage. 
Though public and official reaction to prospect Pakistan participation 
is adverse because of status Afghanistan—Pakistan relations it can be 
argued that such participation would help fill power vacuum left by 
British withdrawal from subcontinent. This would be especially so 
should MEDO develop into substantial defense system. | 

You may wish pass on Afghan officials on suitable occasion sub- 
stance paragraph 2 this telegram. Embassy’s comments re paragraph 
4 appreciaied.® | | 
FYI Naim said he has requested his own recall. He and Hashim ° 

expect stop over in Karachi March or early April enroute Kabul pro- 
vided Pakistan Government assures them high officials will be there 
for talks. | | 

| DULLES 

In telegram 586 from Kabul, Mar. 2, Ambassador Ward reported in part: 
, “Considerations in second paragraph Deptel 371, February 20, brought to atten- 

tion Deputy Foreign Minister Aziz today. Aziz offered no comment other than 
to say that since MEDO, like NATO, presumably would be purely defensive 
arrangement, GOA would not be barred from membership because of 1931 non- 
aggression treaty with USSR.” (689.90D/3-253 ) 

® Mohammed Hashim Maiwandwal, Counselor of Embassy. , 

103 XMB/8-1153 | a | | 

Memorandum by N. H. Kirk of the Investment and Development Staff | 
to the Chief of the Investment and Development Staff (Ross) — 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasurneron,] August 11, 1953. 
Subject: Status of Eximbank Loan to Afghanistan re 
Problem: About a year ago the Afghan Government began talking _ 

about applying for an additional Eximbank loan for roads, power, and | 
further development of the Helmand Valley. On January 12, 1953 the 
Embassy requested the Bank by letter to consider a line of credit for 
$20,000,000, the details of the additional projects to be worked out sub- 
sequently. The Bank thereupon sent Messrs. Gates and Kohler to Af- 
ghanistan to study the situation. In view of the situation at the Bank © 
and the fact that the Afghans were firmly convinced that additional 
funds would be forthcoming the best the mission could do was make it ~ 
clear to Afghan officials: (1) that the amount of financing which the _ 
Eximbank might undertake for further development inthe Helmand =| 
was in real question, (2) that favorable action on road projects was 
doubtful, and (3) that there was no chance of further financing unless 
projects were submitted to the Bank in detail. Although General - 
Edgerton has spoken discouragingly to Afghan Embassy officials re- | 
cently about the possibility of a new loan, an Afghan mission is sched-
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uled to leave Kabul about September 1st to enter into loan negotiations 

in Washington. In the meantime, the Afghans, with the assistance of 

Morrison-Knudsen Afghanistan, have been developing detailed proj- 

ects to submit to the Bank. | 

Discussions with the Afghan mission could be greatly facilitated if 

the NAC could go on record at an early date concerning whether it las 

any objections to the Eximbank considering an Afghan application for 

| a further development loan. For reasons given below it is essential that 

arrangements for financing further Helmand development be worked 

out early this fall as prolonged negotiations will have a deleterious 

effect upon the pace of actual development work and U.S.-Afghan | 

relations no matter who finances it eventually. . | | 

Recommendation: It is recommended that the NAC be asked to 

consider this problem and indicate to the Eximbank that it has no 

objection to the Bank considering further development loans for the 

development of the Helmand Valley in Afghanistan. | 

Backgromd : 

Financing the Investment Program: The Government of Afghani- 

stan is committed to two heavy but, in the opinion of the Eximbank 

representatives, sound investment programs in the private and publie 

sectors. The private investment program includes textile manufactur- 

- ing, cement, and power development and the Government is com- 

mitted to provide the Bank Milli (private) group about $6 million 

of foreign exchange annually over the next few years for these proj- 

ects. Government investment plans are confined at this moment to a 

second stage development program for the Helmand Valley project, 

which may require from $9 to $11 million of foreign exchange over 

_ the next three years, and a road repair and construction program 

which might absorb $6 to $8 million over the same period. Thus Gov- 

ernment foreign exchange expenditures for investment alone are 

planned at about $12 million annually while receipts fell from around 

| $16 million in 1950 to around $11 million in 1952; Central Bank ex- 

change reserves fell by $10 million in the same period (during this 

period the Helmand program was being financed out of the Eximbank 

credit). Efforts are being made to capture more exchange in the open 

market and curtail other expenditures but it seems apparent that the 

investment program must be cut back unless additional outside financ-_ 

ing can be found. | ee 

_ The private group (Bank Milli) has long been critical of the Gov- 

ernment’s investment program in the Helmand and in order to prevent 

a dangerous political schism from developing over this issue the Gov- 

ernment is forced to assist private development by making exchange 

available at the official rate. Thus, curtailment of the private invest- 

_ ment program would bring with it almost certain political risks.
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Status of the Helmand Project: The curtailment of the Govern- 

ment investment program in the Helmand would entail even greater 

| political risks for the U.S. as well as the Afghan Government. It has 

been estimated that some $45 million including the $21 million Exim- 

bank credit has been invested in this project since 1946 and yet only 

the first stage of construction development (water storage) has been — 

comple‘ed. The Arghandab dam, the Kajakai dam and the Boghra 

canal system are completed or will have been completed by fall. This 

has enabled the people already on land to extend their farms and bring 

additional water to their land but actual settlement of new land has 

hardly begun with only 235 families having been assigned land. The 

first tract of land being developed includes about 19,000 acres whereas 

there are some 900,000 acres potentially irrigable from the Arghandab 

and Kajakai Reservoirs. With the exhaustion of the 1950 Eximbank 

credit, the Afghans requested in January the following amounts in 
order that land development and settlement can continue to go 
forward: | | 

$1,000,000—F urther engineering and soil and agricultural surveys | 
$3,200,000—Marja, Nad-i-Ali and Shamalan water delivery, road 

and drainage systems 
$3,000,000—Arghandab diversion dam, main canals, water delivery, 

road and drainage systems | 
$2,100,000—Arghandab power plant 

Until quite recently there was considerable danger that the Helmand 
Valley project would fail completely because of the inability of the 
Afghans to solve institutional and human problems. MKA was doing 
a fine job on construction but there was little progress on planning, 
organizational and social problems which a valley development author- 
ity must be prepared to solve. Stimulated by TCA the Afghan Govern- | 
ment has created a Helmand Valley Authority which is beginning to 
assume responsibility and through which technical assistance can be | 

: made effective. Over the past few months, the role of MKA has changed 
from that of combined planner, engineer, constructor and advisor to 
that of a contractor in our more limited sense of the word. It still re- 
mains for the HVA, reinforced by the technical assistance agencies 
participating in the project, to take over functions heretofore assumed 

by MKA merely because of the existence of a vacuum. | 
Even if the HVA can assume its planning and operating responsi- 

bilities it will still have need of its contractor during the next stage of 
development which it is hoped can continue to be a trans-tion period. 

| Unless a firm source of funds for financing further MKA operations | 
is found this fall, the company will probably be forced to close down 

a going organization of several thousand Afghans headed by exper- 

ienced Americans with whom they have worked for years. The project 

could probably not recover from the loss of time and money which
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would result at this stage from disbanding the organization which now 

exists. | 
Political Importance of the Helmand Project: The Helmand 

Valley project is important to Afghanistan because it offers oppor- 

tunities for greatly improving their marginal food production situa- 

tion, achieving governmental administrative integration of this region 

with the rest of the country, for reducing present and prospective pop- 
ulation losses to neighboring countries, and obtaining for this region 
economic parity with more prosperous sections of the country. 

The project is important to the United States not only because of 

the capital investment which has been underwritten by this Govern- 

ment. The prestige of the U.S. in Afghanistan and the neighboring 

countries is involved in the success or failure of a project in which an 

American construction company, the Eximbank, the Department of 

State, and TCA have assumed responsibility. The failure of the proj- 

ect for any reason would be a severe blow to American prestige and 
American relations in this part of the world. It will be difficult enough 
to prevent failure from institutional and human inadequacies but the 
addition of new financial problems would probably assure failure. 
Afghan Government officials have a very strong expectation that 

they will obtain more loan money for the Helmand Valley development 

from the U.S. Government. In the past year the Eximbank has sent 

| two missions to Afghanistan because of this project. The U.S. Ambas- 

sador in Kabul has travelled the length of the valley and has made it 
clear that he considers the project a basic element of U.S. policy in the 
country. The very fact that, if the project failed, the present Afghan 

Government would be so severely embarrassed that it might fall, con- 
firms the Afghan officials in their belief that further U.S. assistance 
will be forthcoming. _ | a 

| Alternative Sources of Financing: Afghan expectations and the 

danger of failure require the U.S. to consider what sources of further 

financing are available. From the standpoint of continuity of opera- 

tions and the willingness of the GOA to borrow, the Eximbank would 
be the preferred source. Afghanistan is not a member of the IBRD and 

could probably not be admitted and negotiate a loan there fast enough 
to assure continuity of operations. Grant aid funds are a possibility 

although a somewhat incongruous possibility when the country is will- 

ing to borrow. The use of grant funds would require a considerably 

larger allotment of grant funds—$3-4 million annually for several 
years. This compares with the $700,000 programmed in fiscal 1953 and 

with about $1,500,000 tentatively allocated for fiscal 1954. The foreign 

minister recently complained bitterly over the inadequacy of TCA 

assistance to Afghanistan when compared to aid received by neighbor- 
ing countries but there is a real question as to the country’s absorptive
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_ capacity for technical assistance. There is also considerable feeling 
| - that the country should not undertake new capital investment projects _ 

until those already underway are closer to completion. The current 
investment programs can be financed out of Afghan resources and bor- | 
rowing capacity so there are no financial reasons for putting our capital 

assistance on a grant basis. The Afghan desire for a larger grant pro- 
gram can probably be satisfied at less cost than would be entailed in 

putting the whole Helmand project on a grant basis. 
Adjustment of Present Eximbank Loan Repayment Schedule: The 

present loan of $21,000,000 is repayable in 9 years commencing in 1956. 
Repayment on these terms in addition to new borrowing will result in 
a very heavy drain on the country’s foreign exchange position during 
years when the Government will be anxious to move into a new stage 
of development. Last spring the Eximbank indicated to the Afghan 
Government that it would be inclined to give sympathetic considera- 
tion to a request for some lengthening of term. If this were done in con- 
junction with a new loan the total annual payments would be increased 
over the present schedule and would make easier the continuation of 
the private investment program at a higher level than would otherwise 
be the case. Such action might help to lessen the disappointment of the 
Afghans if the Bank decides not to undertake new projects such as the 
road program. | 

1A memorandum of the conversation held on July 25 between Foreign Minister 
‘Naim and William J. Hayes, Director of Technical Cooperation in Afghanistan, 
is enclosed with despatch Totec 11 from Kabul, July 28. Neither is printed. 

(889.00 TA/7-2853) | 

| Editorial Note 

On September 6, 1953, Prime Minister Ghazi resigned and Prince 
Mohammed Daud formed a new government in which the former Am- 
bassador to the United States, Mohammed Naim, became the Foreign - 
Minister. | | 

790D.5 MSP/1-2254: Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan * 

| SECRET WasHINcTon, January 22, 1954—4: 28 p. m. 

183. Your 233.2 Ludin called on Byroade Jan 15 in pursuance in- 
structions and after reviewing his earlier representation to Sec (De- 
partment’s 169)* took line quite similar that reported ur 233, His gen- 

1Telegram approved for transmission by Byroade. 
2Dated Jan. 7. In it Ambassador Ward had reported in part that Foreign Min- 

ister Naim had requested him to inquire what the attitude of the Department 
would be should Afghanistan request military aid from the United States. 
(780.5/1-754) 7 

*In this telegram, dated Jan. 11, the Department had informed the Embassy 
of a conversation held between Ambassador Ludin and the Secretary. on Jan. 5. 
(790D.5 MSP/1-1154) For a memorandum of this conversation, see p. 1407.
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eral concern seemed be over magnitude of present and contemplated 

assistance to Afghans’ neighbors without corresponding benefit to 

them. He stated frankly that he and his government having difficult 

time deciding whether Afghan should request military and greater 

economic assistance from US. He wished discuss matter in preliminary 

way so that they could best make up their minds. | 

As Tdin had mentioned figures quoted in Press of up to $250 mil- 

lion for Pakistan military assistance,* he was told this pure specula- 

tion. US did not decide money amount military assistance programs in 

advance. If decision made to proceed with Pakistan, survey team would 

be sent that country and assistance would take form of needed maté- 

riel as result such survey, depending upon available supply of items 

and priority given that country in view our other commitments. Thus 

any figure at this stage pure speculation. | 

Ludin was asked for an analysis of what he thought Afghan posi- 

tion would be. He replied his governments decision to assume initial 

risk receiving military assistance from US would probably be deter- 

mined by their understanding of amount of aid that could be obtained 

‘and speed with which it could be made available. Byroade concluded 

conversation with asssurance Department would give serious thought 

Ludin’s remarks. | ” 

Although it seems doubtful amount assistance US could make avail- 

able would seem sufficient in Afghan’s eyes to warrant them taking 

‘such a step with the West would prefer not attempt make decision or 

definitive reply at this time. We hopeful developments re Turkey and 

Pakistan will occur soon and may have some bearing on this problem. _ 

| In meantime believe best reply to Naim is that US has matters raised 

by him under consideration. Since question inevitably involves other 

developments in general area determimation US views may take some 

time. : | pe 

a Oo | SmitH 

*¥For documentation on this subject, see pp. 1818 ff. and volume Ix. 

ee | 

| | Editorial Note | ne 

| At its meeting held on March 4, 1954, the National Security Council 

considered and adopted the draft statement of policy contained in — 

NSC 5409, “United States Policy Toward South Asia,” dated Febru- | 

ary 19, 1954, subject to certain alterations. On March 6, President 

Eisenhower approved NSC 5409 as amended. Section D of NSC 5409 

deals specifically with Afghanistan. 3 

For texts of NSC 5409, Gleason’s memorandum (drawn up March 5) 

of the NSC discussion on March 4, and Section D of NSC 5409, see 

- pages 1089, 1126, and 1151, respectively. - oe 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 27 .
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_ NAC files, lot 60 D 1872 - | mo 
_ ‘Lhe Assistant Director of the Export-Import Bank (Arey) to the 

Secretary of the National Advisory Council on International Mone- 
tary and Financial Problems ( Glendinning) ? 

| Wasuineton, April 19, 1954. 
Dear Mr. Gienpinnine: The Royal Government of Afghanistan 

has applied to the Export-Import Bank for a credit of approximately 
$36 million to assist in financing the purchase in the United States of 
equipment, materials, and services required to continue its develop- 
ment program in the Helmand River Valley, and for certain other 

_ purposes. This program is designed primarily to continue the work 
begun in 1946 which the Export-Import Bank assisted in financing 

| through a $21 million credit authorized in 1949. 
The program authorized in 1949 called for the construction of two 

major dams to obtain control of the Helmand and Arghandab River 
_ Waters and construction of a major canal system in what is known as 
Boghra—Marja-Shamalan area. The work has been completed except 
for minor clean-up but has not resulted as yet in significant increases 
in acreage under cultivation and crop production. The first task was 
one of providing the basic capital works which must be followed by 
construction of a substantial amount of irrigation facilities and land __ 
development in order to obtain the full benefits of the original invest- 
ment. This fact was recognized at the time the original credit was 
made, as was the possibility of further financing. It was hoped that the 
Government of Afghanistan would be able to carry out some of the re- 
quired irrigation and land development work without external assist- _ 
ance and simultaneously with the basic construction. program. This 
has not been the case for a variety of reasons, most of them not entirely 
unexpected. The work accomplished with the first loan of the Export- 
Import Bank has been successful to the extent of gaining control of | 
basic water resources in a major section of Afghanistan, but a further | 
investment in connection with this water potential is required if the 

_ possibilities of the development are to be realized. . 
In the course of the study of this loan program over the past year 

the American Ambassador to Afghanistan, the Chief of Mission of the 
FOA in Kabul, and representatives of the State Department have em- 
phasized repeatedly to the Bank their views as to both the economic 
and political importance of going ahead with this job. These views have 
been set forth in both oral and written form and might best be summed 

_ up by saying that, in their opinion, unless further substantial credits 
from the Bank are forthcoming the United States position and objec- 

* Master file of the documents of the National Advisory Council on Interna- tional Monetary and Financia! Problems for the years 1945-1958, as maintained by the Bureau of Economie Affairs of the Department of State. * This letter is filed as NAC Document No. 1615. | |
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tives in Afghanistan will be seriously, and perhaps critically, Jeopar- 

dized on political as well as economic grounds. 

During the construction period under the first loan the Staff ofthe 

_ Bank made three extensive field trips to Afghanistan in which the prob- 

lem of the next logical step in the Helmand Valley development was 

carefully studied. On the basis of these trips and a detailed study of the 

Afghan loan application, the Staff has advised the Executive Commit- 

tee of the Bank that a minimum and necessary next step for a three- 

year construction and agricultural development program would require 

financial assistance from this Bank to the extent of approximately 

$18.5 million. Approximately $16.2 million would be spent on the Hel- 

mand development and the remaining $9.3 million on a high priority 

road maintenance program. Total cost of the program contemplated 

would amount to approximately $27.5 million in dollar equivalents. 

Thus, the Government of Afghanistan would be undertaking an obli- 

gation to furnish the equivalent of some $9 million to cover necessary 

rupee, afghani, and off-shore dollar requirements of the construction 

program, This latter appears to present no problem. 

Careful study of the current Afghan financial and economic situa- 

tion and prospects indicates that the Government can undertake an 

additional dollar debt burden of this magnitude only if the terms of 

the original $21 million loan are re-negotiated on a more liberal basis 

and the terms of new financing are set accordingly. Based upon the lim- 

ited information available in 1949, the original loan was established to 

carry a six-year grace period and nine years to repay, which, in the 

light of more recent practice on programs of this character, now seems 

excessively conservative. The current Afghan foreign exchange situa- 

tion is difficult and prospects are that it will remain tight for the next 

four or five years in consequence of commitments already undertaken 

for a private industrial development in the North and of inadequate 

management of the Afghan karakul industry. Looking beyond 1959- 

60 there would seem to be every reason to expect improvement. 

a It is proposed, therefore, that the terms of the new credit provide for 

repayment in 36 semiannual installments commencing October 20, 

1958 under a level payment arrangement so that the total of each 

semiannual combined interest and principal payment thereafter is ap- 

proximately constant; with disbursements under the credit to be evi- 

denced by promissory notes bearing interest at the rate of 414 percent 

per annum, payable semiannually; and with the line of credit to be 

available for disbursement until December 31, 1957. 

In addition, it is proposed that the Bank give assurances to the 

Government of Afghanistan that it is prepared on completion of dis- 

bursements under the existing credit to refund all obligations which 

have been issued to the Bank under that credit by accepting new notes 

bearing interest at the present rate of 314 percent per annum, payable
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semiannually, and repayable in 36 semiannual installments commenc- | 
ing on October 20, 1958 under a level payment arrangement, so that — | 

| the total of each semiannual combined interest and principal payment 
thereafter is approximately constant. | | | 

a The Export-Import Bank requests the National Advisory Council 
to advise the Bank whether the Council perceives any objection to the 
Bank’s considering the proposed credit and revision of terms in the 
old credit.’ | | | - 

Very truly yours, HawTHorNE AREY 

*In NAC Action No. 694, Apr. 26, the Council stated that it offered no objection 
to either of the proposals outlined above. (NAC files, lot €0 D 187; NAC Docu- 
ment No. 88) The Export-Import Bank authorized the new credit on Apr. 29 and 

_authorized refunding of the previous loan either on that date or shortly there- 
after. (Export-Import Bank, Highteenth Semiannual Report io Congress: Jan- 
uary—June, 1954 (Washington, Government Printing Office), p. 44) 

789.5/6-2354 | . 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director, Office of South Asian Affairs 

(Smith) to Donald D. Kennedy of the Bureau of Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs | | 

SECRET _ [WasuineTon,] June 23, 1954. 

Subject: Views of Ambassador Ward on Military Assistance to 
Afghanistan _ coe gh 

As instructed by you, I have had discussions in which both Ambas- oe 
sadors Ward and Hildreth participated on the subjects of (1) military 
assistance to Afghanistan and (2) the possibility of ameliorating the 
hostility between Pakistan and Afghanistan growing out of the Push- | 
toonistan dispute by using Pakistan as a channel for extending mili- 
tary and economic assistanceto Afghanistan. | 
Ambassador Ward’s views on military assistance to Afghanistan 

areas follows: wo MEPS eee | oo 

1, As a result of the Turkish—-Pakistan cooperation agreement ! and a 
the U.S.-Pakistan Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement,? the belief —__ 
is growing in Afghan governmental circles that the U.S. has turned ~ 
its back to Afghanistan. At the same time, the Soviets have been mov- 
ing to strengthen their ties with this buffer state through trade on — 
terms very favorable to the Afghans and through credits foreconomic  ——_— 
development accompanied by technical assistance. 

2. Should Soviet efforts be intensified, and in the absence of any  —_—| 
effective counter move by us, we can expect the Soviets to establish ote 

1¥or text of the Turco-Pakistani Agreement for Friendly Cooperation, signed : 
at Karachi on Apr. 2, 1954, see Royal Institute of International Affairs, Docu- | 
ments on International Affairs, 1954 (London, Oxford University Press, 1957), | 

P : For text of this Agreement signed at Karachi on May 19, 1954, see United 
States Treaties and Other International Agreements (UST), vol. 5, p. 1954. For 
documentation, see pp. 1818 ff. and volume rx.
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effective control in the trans-Hindu Kush area of Afghanistan within 

the foreseeable future, and possibly south of the HinduKush = | 

3. There should be an appraisal by the appropriate U.S. military 

authorities of the importance of Afghanistan, both direct and indi- 

rect, to the U.S. and it should be determined whether it is in the U.S. 

interest to permit the Soviet Union to extend its borders southward 

to Pakistan, at the same time outflanking Iran. This determination | 

also should include the effect on U.S. interests of the loss of Afghan 

fighting forces, which latter might be very effective in immobilizing . 

Soviet troops through guerilla warfare. __ 

4. Tf the loss of Afehanistan and its fighting forces and the exten- 

sion of Soviet power to Pakistan’s borders are judged sufficiently ad- 

verse to U.S. interests, we should extend military assistance to 

Afghanistan. > Co 7 

5. Certain Afghan leaders already have indicated their interest in 

receiving U.S. military assistance despite the Soviet threat. In pur- 

suance of a decision called for in No. 4 above, we should offer military | 

assistance to Afghanistan in the context of a regional arrangement, 

i.e., association with Turkey or Pakistan or both in arrangements sim1- 

lar to those existing between Pakistan and Turkey. | a 

6. We should be completely forthright in making clear to the Af- | 

ghans that we can make no commitmen‘s beyond the language of the 

mutual defense assistance agreement, We cannot guarantee Afghani- 

stan’s borders. ae | | So 

7. If Afghanistan accepts assistance under our terms, it should be 

used in strengthening and making more efficient existing military | 

units. It should not be used to expand Afghanistan’s armed forces. 

8. It should not be overlooked that the Soviet Union may react to 

our assistance by taking over northern Afghanistan, whose people are 

racially akin to the peoples living on the Soviet side of the present 

Afghan-Soviet border, but this possibility exists whether or not we 

extend military assistance to Afghanistan. | 

| 9. The natural frontier of Pakistan for defense purposes is the | 

Hindu Kush. If we do not move before the Soviets do, we may find 

them on the Durand Line, which would be less possible to defend. 

10. It may be argued that from a psychological and propaganda 

point of view we should consider timing and not move into Afghani- 

‘Stan until after the Soviet Union had taken the northern part, but a 

negative approach of this kind could result in the Soviet absorption _ 

of all of Afghanistan before we could mount any effective counter- 

action. - BO oe 

11. The issue really is whether we should enable the Afghans to op- 

pose the Soviets at the Hindu Kush, or permit the Soviets to advance 

| practically unresisted to the Durand Line, and thus become an imme- 

diate threat to Pakistan and the sub-continent. Determined Afghan 

resistance could upset the time table of a Soviet drive to the Indian 

‘Ocean sufficiently to enable the Pakistanis to mobilize for effective 

defense. 7 

I shall send you another memorandum regarding the possibility of _ 

ameliorating the hostility between Pakistan and Afghanistan growing _ 

out of the Pushtoonistan dispute by using Pakistan as a channel for 

extending military and economic assistance to Afghanistan.* | 

3 Memorandum as described not found in Department of State files.
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— 661.89/6-2584 - | ; Doe ge 
_ Memorandum by the Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs, Office of 

South Asian Affairs (fluker) to the Deputy Director o f That Office — 

SECRET ; | [Wasurncton,] June 25, 1954. 
7 Subject: United States and Soviet Interests in Afghanistan | 

Though Soviet economic activity has been somewhat overshadowed 
by overt Communist aggression in Asia, there has been an obvious 
quickening of Soviet economic activity in the area. South Asia has 
been receiving marked attention perhaps to a degree sufficient to sup- 
port the surmise that the Soviets and the Communist Chinese have 
reached some agreement on the line within South Asia that demarks 
their respective spheres of “influence” or responsibility. Within South 
Asia, SOA has been concerned particularly with trends in Sovict 
Pressures on and in Afghanistan. Although it is important to keep 
matters in perspective and, therefore, to avoid undue emphasis on 
events in individual countries, matters in Afghanistan may be coming 
to one critical stage from the US standpoint, The potential of recent 
events seems to indicate the need for decision or at least present US 
evaluations of future action or reactions, - 

Further light may be shed on the area and global aspects of recent 
Soviet economic activity in the area when OIR completes the study 

_ requested by SOA.? DRN estimates that the study will be ready in 
about a month from now. With regard to the Afghan situation, the 
following general summary serves to indicate the nature of the prob- 
lem before us—perhaps summed up in the observation that to date 
from the standpoint of effective political-economic action, the US is _ 
in a relatively good position which the Soviets are trying to 
undercut. CO 

1. The present GOA, with the rise of the new cabinet, is faced with 
_ the normal Afghan difficulties of administration, control of certain 

tribes and an ostensible shortage of internal and external revenues. 
(a) This government is split by economic forces favoring state con- _ 
trol on one hand and established private interests on the other. In 
addition the GOA, for the first time since the advent of the present 
royal family, is without one of the original brothers at its head. The 
difficulties of control of a country such as Afghanistan will undoubt- 
edly be greater for the sons, at least in the initial stages of theirrule. 
(6) The GOA doubtless desires more US aid and support. It is un- 
happy with its “share” of such aid and may well be prepared to play 
off the Soviets against the US. (c) In the past Afghanistan’s reaction oe 
to sporadic Soviet pressure has been one of cautious courage. Recent 
GOA acceptance of Soviet offers—reportedly under Soviet pressure— | 
indicates that in addition to the reason advanced in (6) above, the 
GOA believes it can take the “benefits” of Soviet aid and eliminate or 
control the adverse aspects. | 

* Projected study not found in Department of State files. |
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9. US economic aid policy in Afghanistan has been to stimulate 

economic development. but in such a manner as to keep the Soviets 

from reaching a high state of excitement and the consequent reaction 

of stepped-up pressure on Afghanistan. 7 | 

3 Soviet economic activity in Afghanistan has moved beyond the 

trade agreement stage. It has taken in the extension of relatively easy 

credit and technical assistance from the erection of oil storage tanks, 

erain storage, milling and a bakery. Apparently it now proposes to 

move into roads, more oil and gasoline storage, possibly pipeline con- 

struction, etc. All evidence points to the probability that the Soviets 

will move quickly. The Soviets may well have taken this line as a reac- 

‘tion to: (a) US military aid to Pakistan—and the Turko-Pakistan  _ 

pact, (0) the effectiveness of US economic aid in the area, (¢) the pos- 

- sibility of increased free world “influence” in its own Central Asiatic 

Republics. It is also possible that the Soviets are taking their present 

line not so much as a reaction to free world action, but as a part of 

their global strategy. = | 

4, Dangers of the increased Soviet activity in Afghanistan include | 

the military aspects of road and oil storage construction, subversive | 

activity by Soviet “technicians” who are of the same racial stock as the 

Afghans, the opportunity thus presented for Soviet infiltration and 

pressure on a West Pakistan which has some susceptibilities to such 

action, and the effect on further Soviet action, and the reaction in the 

free world of the establishment of a pro-Soviet regime in Afghanistan. 

5. A review of US economic policy in Afghanistan seems necessary 

in light of stray Soviet action, the probable consequences of such ac- 

tion, and the US various alternative lines of action now possible for 

the US. | 

(a) The present US alternatives include: | | 

(1) keeping our present policy without significant increases or 

| decreases in our aid, (2) “minimize our losses” by gradually re- 

ducing our activity and our aid to a minimum consistent with 

achievement of bare economic results, and (3) countering the 

Soviet moves so as to preclude infiltration by Soviet technicians 

or mitigate their effectiveness. ‘The latter line of US action may 

be expensive since it will probably be possible only upon US: 

acceptance of likely GOA requests for substantial additional 

US economic aid, US military aid on certain guarantees. 

- (b) The US, therefore, faces some difficult decisions in Afghan- 

istan. While all final decisions need not necessarily be made at this 

time, some evaluation of US interests 1s necessary in order to 

guide our immediate action. The basic considerations requiring 

decision or evaluation at this time relate to (1) the US military 

interest in Afghanistan (2) the US political and psychological in- 

terest in keeping Afghanistan out of the Soviet orbit. 

On the basis of these present evaluations, the US can proceed to 

take certain steps or combinations of steps: 

(1) In any case the first action, even before the above-mentioned 

evaluations or decisions are available, should be to have a frank 

talk with the GOA by way of emphasizing the dangers of 

Soviet aid, determining the extent to which the GOA intends to
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| | go, and putting our reservations or objections firmly on record. | 
We should consider consultation with the UK on the problem— _ although this has some disadvantages with a view to common 

_ action. We should also keep a sharp eye on day-to-day develop- 
‘ments In Soviet activity—from Kabul, Moscow and elsewhere, | with up-to-date information on Soviet citizens (their abilities, - 
disabilities, etc.) assigned to the area in any capacity. 

(2) We should consider immediate action with regard to bonded 
transit of goods through Pakistan to Afghanistan, admission 
of Afghanistan into the “Colombo Plan,” better US loan terms 

, for economic development, and the possibility of increased 7 Afghan trade with Pakistan ( possibly in conjunction with US — 
ald to Pakistan) , India, and particularly Japan. 

(3) If the evaluations indicate a need for strong US action to 
counter or preclude Soviet economic action, we should consider 

_ an emergency aid program extending into administration and 
possibly military fields. In this event we should recognize that 
the Soviets’ ultimate step might well be an all-out effort. to 
stimulate armed rebellion in Pakistan and that strong US- _ 
Afghan (or regional) counteraction would probably be the 
only timely course open. | 

(4) The foregoing decisions and evaluations might properly be | 
made final by the NSC or some part thereof. The NSC consider- | 
ation could undoubtedly be facilitated by the dispatch of an 

_ evaluations mission composed of representatives of various 
interested agencies. | | | 

OCB files, lot 61 D 385, “Afghanistan” a ee 
Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, — oo 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Under Secre- oe 
tary of State (Smith) _ Oo : 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] June 29, 1954. | 
Subject: Soviet Economic Penetration of Afghanistan | 

I understand that Soviet economic penetration of Afghanistan, | } 
described in Kabul’s telegram No. 472, June 24 (Tab A),? has been 
suggested for discussion in an early OCB meeting. I believe that be- | 
fore this step is taken, the Department should develop a position on . 
the problem along with suggested courses of action. This is being 
done on a priority basis. 

*In this telegram the Embassy, after describing a number of Soviet ‘aid pro- 
posals, reported on the Afghan attitu<e as follows: | 

_ Foreign Minister Naim has stated he is fully awaré dangerous implications 
Soviet aid offers and although under great pressure has only accepted least | 
objectionable projects. Embassy not convinced his views fully shared by Daud 
and Malik and fears latter may have naive belief they can adequately guard 
against dangers inherent these projects. Sources close Malik and Economy 
Minister report considerable anxiety expressed cabinet meetings over these pro- | 
posals but further cabinet discussion choked off on instructions presumably : 
from Daud.” (661.89/6-2454)
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Soviet economic penetration first became noticeable at about the 
time we were entering into our military aid program with Pakistan 
early this year. We had, of course, anticipated that the Soviets might 
take some such action in the area in response to Pakistan’s committal 
to the West. Afghanistan has already yielded somewhat to the con- | 
stant Soviet pressure to accept the extensive bilateral economic de- 
velopment program which it is offering. Some projects have been en- 
tered into and others are being considered, all involving growing 
numbers of Soviet technicians in the country and constituting an in- — 
creasing mortgage on the Afghan national economy. There is a divi- 
sion of opinion among Afghan leaders as to their ability to keep an 
eye on the activities of all the Soviets who will be working in the 
country but the Prime Minister, although not pro-communist or pro- 
American, is attracted by the intrinsic value of the Soviet offers, and 
reportedly believes that he can maintain control of the situation. — 

Any action on our part in Afghanistan to counter the Soviets fur- 
ther probably will have far-reaching consequences. We, therefore, 
are giving the problem careful study. | 

790D.8 MSP/7-2754. | | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of 

- State | 

SECRET - | [Wasurneton,] July 27, 1954. 

Subject: Your Appointment with the Afghan Ambassador 2:30 p.m., 
So July 27,0 oe : | 

The Afghan Ambassador called on me today to say good-bye before | 
leaving for Kabul in pursuance of instructions to return for consul- 
tation. In some recent conversations he has explored our attitude 
toward a possible Afghan request for military assistance. His Gov- 
-ernment’s apparent position now is that it would be willing to con- 
sider U.S. military assistance on a bilateral basis, without reference 

4 to a regional organization, with the avowed purpose of bolstering 
( its internal strength and of improving its capacity to resist aggres- 
- ‘sion from whatever direction it should come. The Ambassador asked 
7 me today if there were any messages he could carry with him to Kabul. 
-. He may put the same question to you. | 

I replied that the U.S. does not have an answer to the question of 
A military assistance to Afghanistan. It was my own belief that the 

Middle East is a vulnerable area, is threatened by increasing Soviet — 

. interest, and the conclusion of a U.S.-Afghan military aid program 

might provoke a very strong Soviet reaction. The consequence might 

be serious for Afghanistan, and the interests of neither of our coun-
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tries would be served thereby. I said that I had confidence in the : 
possibility of the Turkish—Pakistan agreement as a basis for a wider | 
and stronger regional defense organization in the not too distant 
future. It seemed to me that it would best serve Afghanistan’s interest 
to receive military assistance at some future date within an estab- 
lished regional organization which would command the respect of 
the USSR. Conversely, it probably would not be wise for Afghan- | 
istan to associate itself now with the Turkish—Pakistan accord, or to 
consider aid on a bilateral basis. This was particularly true now, since 
we have only limited appropriated funds to devote to Middle East 
military programs and could not embark on a large program for 
Afghanistan. Finally I told the Ambassador that I hoped that 
Afghanistan and Pakistan would soon solve their Pushtoonistan issue. 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of 
Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs (Metcalf) 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] July 27, 1954. 

Subject: U.S.-Afghan Relations | 

Partic:pants: The Secretary _ | 
Mr. Mohammad K. Ludin, Ambassador of Afghanistan 
SOA—Mr. Metcalf | | | 

The Ambassador said he had been called home for consultation and 
inquired whether the Secretary had any message which he could take | 

| to Kabul with him. The Secretary asked how Afghanistan’s relations 
with Pakistan were faring. The Ambassador replied that there were 

no new developmenis in that respect. | | 
_ The Ambassador remarked that recently he had put to Mr. Byroade 

the hypothetical question of the U.S. attitude to an Afghan request 
for Amer.can military aid. Mr. Byroade said that the matter had been 

_ under study but that there was no answer.' The Secretary said that | 
he thought Afghanistan should proceed slowly in this matter. We were j 
anxious to see real strength develop in the Middle East that would i 
command the respect of others, Moreover we wanted to see that j 
strength develop naturally and not artificially with the appearance of i 
outside pressuring. The Secretary noted that some of the more immedi- ¢ 

ate imponderables in considering military aid for Afghanistan were {4 

the nature of the aid program for the coming-year, the character of 4% 

our current commitments, and future contingencies such asthe imple- * "| 

mentation of the Geneva Agreement on Indochina. | 5 
Meanwhile the U.S. appreciates the potential role of Afghanistan in 

* See the memorandum, supra. | ce
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the Middle East because of its geographical location and its friendship 
with non-communist nations. The Secretary asked the Ambassador to 

convey this Government’s warm regard for the Prime Minister and 

the Goverrment of Afghanistan.’ 

2U.S. officials increasingly considered the question of U.S. arms aid to Afghan- 
istan in relation to various issues between Afghanistan and Pakistan; for docu- 
mentation on that subject for the remainder of 1954, see pp. 1414 ff. 

. INR-NIE files 1 

National Intelligence E'stimate * . 

SECRET WasuincTon, 19 October 1954. 

NIE-53-54 
| | OvuTLook FoR AFGHANISTAN ° 

| THE PROBLEM | 

To estimate probable developments in Afghanistan’s internal affairs 

and external relations over the next few years in the light of: (1) So- 

1 Files of National Intelligence Estimates, Special Estimates, and Special Na- 

tional Intelligence Estimates, retained by the Directorate for Regional Research, 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research. 

7 National Inte’ligence Estimates (NIEs) were high-level interdepartmental 

reports presenting authoritative appraisals of vital foreign policy problems. 

NIEs were drafted by officers from those agencies represented on the Intelligence | 

Advisory Committee (IAC), discussed and revised by interdepartmental work- 

ing groups coordinated by the Office of National Estimates of the Central In- 

telligenee Agency (CIA), approved by the IAC, and circulated under the aegis 

of the CIA to the President, appropriate officers of cabinet level, and the Na- 

tional Security Council. The Department of State provided all political and some 

economic sections of NIEs. : 2s 
3 According to a note on the cover sheet, the CIA and the intelligence organiza- 

tions of the Joint Staff and of the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, and 

the Air Force participated in the preparation of this estimate. The Intelligence 

Advisory Committee concurred in th's est'mate on Oct. 19. | 

~ The stimulus for this Estimate is described in the memorandum of discussion 

relating to the NSC meeting held on Oct. 14. During this meeting, it was indicated 
that Afghanistan had sounded out the United States with regard to a possible 
merger of Afghanistan with Pakistan as the best way to keep Afghanistan from 
being absorbed into the Soviet orbit. According to the memorandum of discussion, 
Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles commented that “there were not 

, many difficulties in the way of such a merger that it would be desirable to have the 
NSC Planning Board prepare a policy statement on the subject. Mr. Cutler agreed 
with this suggestion, and as an initial step requested a Special National Intelli- 
gence Estimate on the subject. Admiral Radford commented that there were very | 
good reasons from the point of view of the United States to encourage these two 
countries to get together more closely. He said he had been recently advised by the 
United States Ambassador in Kabul that the Government of India was doing all 
in its power to keep the troubles between Afghanistan and Pakistan stirred up." 
(The quotation is from Item I, “Significant Developments Affecting U.S. Se- 
curity’. The memorandum was drawn up on Oct. 15; Eisenhower Library, Hisen- 

| hower papers, Whitman file) | 
As a result of this discussion, the NSC, in Action No. 1240-6, taken on Nov. 14, 

ordered the Planning Board to prepare a report on Afghanistan following re- 
ceipt of the Estimate. (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

For major documentation concerning the Afghan proposal for a merger with 
Pakistan, see pp. 1865 ff. For documentation concerning the policy review on 
Afghanistan, see pp. 1057 ff. oe
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viet policy respecting Afghanistan, and (2) the impact of Wéstern- 
sponsored efforts to strengthen the surrounding area. | 

| 7 CONCLUSIONS | 

1. Afghanistan is a primitive tribal kingdom with a heterogeneous 
_ population and with undeveloped economic resources. Although the 

royal family, which completely controls the government, is not very 
popular among the Afghans, it can probably meet any internal chal- 
lenge to its authority in the foreseeable future. In general, the Afghan 
armed forces are of poor quality. They are capable of maintaining in- 
ternal security, provided there are no simultaneous widespread tribal 
uprisings, but would quickly disintegrate as an organized force against 

outside aggression. | 
2. Afghanistan is confronted with a shortage of foreign exchange 

needed for economic development and for certain essential imports. 
This shortage may become critical in the next three years. However, 
‘the Afghan economy is largely self-sufficient in foodstuffs, and if it is 
able to surmount its foreign exchange difficulties, Afghanistan’s 
longer-term economic prospects including economic development on a 

, modest scale, will be reasonably good. 
3. The strategic significance of Afghanistan is as a buffer state, sep- 

arating the USSR on the north from non-Communist Pakistan and 
India to the south, but itself dominated by neither the Communist nor 
the non-Communist power bloc. Afghanistan’s proximity to the USSR, 
its remoteness from centers of Western strength, its military weakness, 
and its growing reliance on-the USSR for trade and loans withtechni-  —> 
cal assistance make it highly vulnerable to Soviet pressures. 

4, Soviet attentions to Afghanistan, particularly in the form of tech- 
nical and economic assistance, have increased markedly within the last 
year. We believe that these attentions are part of a general effort to 
counter Western gains elsewhere in the Middle East-South Asia area 
and that they are likely to increase substantially, The Soviet reaction | 
would be particularly strong if Afghanistan’s own participation ina => 

Western-backed defense arrangement or its acceptance of substantial 

Western military aid appeared to be in prospect. | | 
| 5. Soviet economic penetration may well result in a gradual drift 

of Afghanistan toward the Soviet orbit. Moreover, the influx of So- 

viet personnel in connection with Soviet economic and technical aid | 
greatly enhances Soviet subversive capabilities. However, we do not 

believe that the USSR will actually gain control of Afghanistan, at | 
least within the next few years. It is unlikely that the now negligible __ 

pro-Communist element within Afghanistan can gain sufficient 

strength to overthrow the regime in the foreseeable future. The USSR | 
-could easily take over Afghanistan if it chose to do so, but openly 

aggressive action against Afghanistan. would almost certainly entail
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anti-Soviet reactions elsewhere, particularly in the Arab-Asian bloc, 

which the USSR would wish to avoid. i 

6. The Afghan Government is likely to continue with its funda- 

mental policy of attempting to play off the great powers to Afghan- 

| istan’s advantage, meanwhile continuing its association with the Arab- 

Asian bloc in the UN. | | | | 
| 7. Afghan leaders will attempt to obtain additional Western eco- — 

nomic aid to counterbalance that received from the USSR and will’ 

probably display continuing interest in the idea of participating in | 

Western-backed military aid programs. However, it is unlikely that 

the Afghans would actually accept membership in a Western-backed 

| area defense arrangement since they almost certainly realize that no . 

foreseeable arrangement could furnish them sufficiently realistic pro- 

tection against Soviet attack to compensate for the increased Soviet 

hostility toward them which would almost certainly ensue. | 

8. At the same time, Afghanistan will probably continue to accept 
Soviet aid offers. In doing so, Afghan leaders may misjudge their 

ability to curb Soviet political and subversive activity connected with 

economic development, and may fail to recognize the limitations on 

- the ability and willingness of the Western Powers to assist them in | 
the event of a military or diplomatic crisis. | : 

9. Chances for an improvement in Pakistan-Afghanistan relations, 

. now dominated by the Afghan-instigated Pushtunistan controversy, 

are poor. There has actually been some discussion in Pakistan and» 

Afghan official circles of some form of union or confederation between 

the two countries. However, because of basic internal complications — 
and almost certain Soviet and Indian opposition, it is extremely un- 

likely that such a merger will take place.* oe | 

DISCUSSION ae 

I. Background and Present Conditions | 

— Afghanistan’s Strategic Importance and International Position 

10. Afghanistan’s primitive economy, undeveloped resources, neg- 

ligible military capabilities, and lack of useful strategic facilities 

severely restrict its positive value to either side in the East-West 

power struggle. However, US interests may be substantially affected 

by developments respecting Afghanistan because: (a) it is flanked by 

states which the US is seeking to strengthen against the Soviet threat; 

(6) its weakness and remoteness from centers of Western strength — 

make it highly vulnerable to Soviet moves, and thus a likely point for _ 

Soviet pressures against Western interests in the general area; and 

*See paragraphs 43-44. Other than is stated therein, the feasibility and con- 
sequences of such a merger are beyond the scope of this estimate. [Footnote in 
the source text.] :
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_ (e) it lies between the USSR and the subcontinent of India and ) 
| Pakistan. | - | 

11. During the nineteenth century, Afghanistan became a focal point 
of conflict between the Russian and British Empires, since it lay in the 
path of Russia’s drive to expand southward toward India. The British | 
accordingly came to favor Afghanistan’s development as a buffer state, 
with a reasonably strong government which in its own interests would 
oppose Russian expansion. By the latter part of the century, Afghani- 
stan had come under a strong ruler and Britain had gained control of 
Afghan foreign policy. After 1885, Afghanistan’s buffer role was 
strengthened when its previously ill-defined borders were delimited by 
joint commissions. In 1907, Russia and Britain confirmed its buffer 
status when Russia agreed that it lay outside the Russian sphere of 
influence, in return for which Britain pledged noninterference in 
Afghan territory and internal affairs. | 

12. Thus for almost a century, Afghanistan’s security and internal 
independence depended on the fact that neither Russia nor Britain 
could afford to permit its seizure by the other. As a result, Afghani- 
stan’s foreign policy, after it gained control of its external relations | 
in 1919, became one of balancing British and Russian influence. World 
War IT and the British withdrawal from India in 1947 , however, rad- 
ically altered the balance of power which had supported Afghanistan’s 
independent status. The replacement of British power in the subcon- 
tinent by two relatively weak states, Pakistan and India, deprived 
Afghanistan of its traditional support from the south. In the absence _ | 
of counterbalancing power, Afghanistan is extremely vulnerable to 
Soviet pressures. AES | | 

13. Partly because of this position Afghanistan has taken a neutral- | 
ist position in the present East-West conflict. It is a member of the 
Arab-Asian bloc in the UN and has frequently abstained from con- 
troversies between the Soviet Bloc and the West. It has welcomed 
Soviet as well as US and UN assistance in its development program. 
While leading Afghans are believed in general to favor the West and 
to regard the USSR with distrust, they are aware that they are in no 
position to disregard the attitude of such a strong neighboring power. 
In general, they continue to seek maximum advantage for Afghanistan 
from balancing the interests of the two great power blocs. 

The Pushtunistan Controversy with Pakistan 

14, The replacement of British power along Afghanistan’s southeast | 
flank by a weak nation of initially uncertain stability also encouraged 
a revival of Afghan interest in the territories and peoples it had previ- 
ously lost to the British. Although Afghanistan has laid no formal 
claim to territory in what is now Pakistan, it has never fully accepted 
Pakistan’s assumption of the old Durand Line as its boundary with 
Afghanistan and has demanded ever since Pakistan’s establishment
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that the latter’s approximately five million Pushtu-speaking Pathan 
tribesmen, originally part of what is still the dominant tribal group in 
Afghanistan, be given an autonomous state of their own, Pushtunistan. 
Afghanistan’s original motives in sponsoring the Pushtunistan cause _ 
are still not completely clear, and its efforts to stir up support among 
the tribesmen themselves have had only limited success. However, 
Afghanistan has persisted in its campaign to the extent that by now 
the Pushtunistan issue has become an issue of national prestige with a 

momentum of its own. | , 
15. Although Afghanistan’s demand for Pushtunistan is a major _ 

theme of its foreign policy, the proposal has never been exactly defined. 
Afghan propaganda varies widely in its treatment of the territorial | 
extent of the proposed state and what its relations to Pakistan and © 
Afghanistan should be. Pakistan refuses to discuss any question involv- 
ing its territorial integrity. It takes the position, which is largely sup- 
ported by the available evidence, that Pakistan has succeeded to all 
British rights east of the Durand Line and that the Pathan tribes are 
satisfied with maintaining the same relation to Pakistan as they had 

- with British India. The Pathan tribes themselves receive subsidies and 
inducements from one side or the other and, hence, though the tribes 
themselves are not particularly in favor of the Pushtunistan state, 

| they have an interest in seeing the controversy continue. Various efforts 
by third parties, including the US in 1950, to bring about a settlement 
have foundered on the unwillingness of either side to recede from its 
basic position. | a oe 

16. Afghanistan refuses to enter formal negotiations with Pakistan 
over common problems unless Pushtunistan is on the agenda. Although 
some leading Afghans profess a desire to see the dispute closed, Prime 

Minister Daud is perhaps the most ardent advocate of Pushtunistan 

among the royal family. The tempo of propaganda from Kabul has 

been stepped up again in recent months. At jirgas (tribal assemblages), 
tribal leaders have been promised that the government will continue 
to seek the separate Pathan state and the government-controlled Af- . 
ghan press maintains a barrage of Pushtunistan propaganda. __ - 

Internal Conditions _ | , BS 

17. Socio-political. Afghanistan’s population, variously estimated 

at eight to 12 million, is largely engaged in agriculture and animal 

husbandry. Perhaps as much as one-third of the people are nomadic 

| er seminomadic, and the tribal system is still strong. ‘Communications 

are poor, and there are few urban concentrations, the capital city of 

Kabul with a population of something over 200,000 being the largest. 

In common with other underdeveloped countries of the Middle East 

and South Asia, Afghan society consists of a vast majority engaged 

in primitive agricultural and pastoral pursuits; a much thinner layer 

of small landowners, petty traders, lesser tribal leaders, and a few
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urban shopkeepers, professional men, and government employees; 
and a very small elite (probably not more than two thousand) compris- 
ing the royal family, big landowners, the principal tribal leaders, 
large-scale traders, and wealthy businessmen. | 

18. As a result of the many invasions and migrations which have 
traversed the area, the Afghan population is ethnically heterogeneous 
and the various groups have little in common beyond adherence to 
Islam. Loyalty to the tribe, clan, or family is usually stronger than 
loyalty to the nation. There is a lack of national spirit and a general 
dislike of the central government. National consciousness is further 

_ weakened by the fact that many of the tribes near Afghanistan’s bor- 
ders are ethnically akin to similar groups in adjacent areas of the 
USSR, Iran, and Pakistan.+ The dominant ethnic-linguistic group, 
both numerically and politically, is composed of the Pathan tribes 
(also called Pushtun and “true Afghans”), which are concentrated in | 
southern and eastern Afghanistan. Afghanistan’s ruling oligarchy 
stems from the principal Afghan Pathan tribe. Other ethnic groups, | 
such as the Tajik, Hazara, Uzbek, Turkomen, and Nuristani, have  —> 
little or no political power in Afghanistan and for the most part have — 

_ been forced to accept a second class status within the nation. 

_ 19. The government, ostensibly a constitutional monarchy, is actually 
) an autocratic oligarchy tightly controlled by the royal family. There — 

are no political parties, and the members of the royal family, who oc- 
cupy the top positions in the government, also maintain their hold 
on the government machinery through appointment of lesser officials, 
flagrantly rigged elections to the rubber stamp legislature, complete. 
state control of newspapers and other media of communication, and a | 

large degree of state monopoly over the economy. While disputesdo ts 
_ occasionally occur within the ruling family, they are normally settled | 

_ within the group. | | | 
7 20. Although the royal family is apparently not very popular among | 

Afghans, in recent years there has been no serious challenge to its / 
position. It maintains control of the principal Pathan (“true Afghan”) = 

_ tribes, who constitute the most likely internal threat to the central | 
government, by a combination of subsidies, use of the armed forces, and. 

| exploitation of tribal rivalries. The three changes of prime ministers | 
_ which have occurred within the last decade, the most recent being the — 

accession of Prince Daud in September 1953, have been effected peace- _ 
- fully within the family councils. Daud is not well-liked personally, and : 
some of his policies have incurred the resentment of influential ele- 
ments in Afghanistan. He is probably less favorably disposed toward 
the West than most Afghan leaders and he, along with Finance Minis- 

_ ter Malik, who is the other key figure in the present regime, is largely 

f An accompanying map indicates -the location of the principal ethnic groups | 
in Afghanistan and related groups in adjacent states. [Footnote in the source 
text. The map is not printed.] — . a 7
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responsible for the current policy of accepting closer economic rela- 

tions with the USSR. He has also fostered a trend toward increasing 

government intrusion into economic activity. These views have aroused 

some resentment among other members of the royal family and among 

trading and commercial circles. In addition, certain of Daud’s pro- — 

jected tribal policies—notably his efforts to subject the previously ex- 

empt Pathan tribes to taxes and military conscription—have hadtobe _ 

withdrawn at least temporarily in the face of strong tribal opposition. 

Daud and Malik probably receive the support of a group of young © 

intellectuals—many of whom have been trained abroad—who form the 

second echelon of the government services. | | | 

91, The only political forces of consequence other than the Pathan 

tribes and the ruling oligarchy are the wealthy urban merchants and 

traders and the religious leaders (mullahs). Religious opposition to 

King Amanullah’s attempts at sweeping modernization in the late 

1920’s was the primary factor in a successful revolt against him, and 

indicates the potential of the religious leaders as a check on modern 

reforms, Some merchant and trading interests with large financial re- 

sources are influential in urban areas but would probably assume po- 

litical importance only in combination with army, tribal, or religious — 

leaders. While certain minority tribal elements and some young | 

~ reformists in Kabul and provincial cities are probably dissatisfied with 

| the regime, they are not united and have little opportunity to make 

| their influence felt. rn | | 

. 99. Economic. Although much of its total area is wasteland, | | 

f - Afghanistan’s agricultural and pastoral economy is normally self- 

sufficient in basic foodstuffs, except for sugar. In the past, foreign trade 

‘has not been of major importance to the Afghan economy, which has 

depended on external sources to only a limited degree: With growing 

oe Afghan desires for economic development, foreign exchange require- 

ments have expanded with a consequent increase in the significance — 

- of foreign trade. Afghanistan’s major export and foreign exchange 

. earner has long been karakul (Persian lamb) skins, but cotton has 

increased in importance and, with recent declines in karakul sales, 

may replace the latter as the principal export article. Other exports 

\ are wool, fruits, and nuts. Major imports are sugar, tea, cotton cloth 

\ and other manufactured consumer goods, petroleum products and 

- materials needed for development. | 

93. Sixty to seventy percent of Afghan foreign trade is with non- 

| Soviet Bloc countries. Until very recently, the US was the largest pur- 

chaser of Afghan exports, chiefly karakul skins, with the Soviet Union, 

India, and Pakistan ranking next in order. Principal sources of im- | 

ports are the Soviet Union, India, the US, and West Germany, in that 

order. In the past few years, however, as a result of a sharp decline in 

karakul sales to the US and a concurrent rise in barter trade with the 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 28
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USSR, the Soviet Union probably now ranks near the US as a leading 
market for Afghan goods and is easily the largest single exporter to 
Afghanistan. Soviet trade now constitutes between 30 and 40 percent 
of Afghanistan’s total legal trade. The USSR’s willingness to engage 
in barter trade is particularly attractive to Afghanistan at this time 
because of its foreign exchange difficulties arising out of the depressed 
karakul skin market. In addition, prices charged by the USSR for 
commodities needed by Afghanistan are low, and, especially for 
northern Afghanistan, the USSR is the most accessible market and 
source of supplies. _ | | 

24, Afghanistan’s most serious economic problem results from its _ 
dependence for foreign exchange on the export of karakul skins to 
the West, chiefly the US. Postwar overstocking of karakul in the US, 
reduced demand, and increased competition from South Africa have 
led to a sharp decline in Afghanistan’s karakul sales to the US (from 
a high of $16 million in 1949 to around $10.5 million in 1953). Afghan | 
foreign exchange reserves, mostly dollars, have consequently dwindled 
to less than $2 million from a total of more than $13 million in 1951. 
This decrease in foreign exchange receipts has reduced Afghanistan’s | 
ability to import essential cloth, sugar, tea and gasoline from sources | 
other than the USSR. It has also adversely affected the development © 
of private cotton and textile production, which would help Afghani- 
stan toward self-sufficiency. The loss of foreign exchange from karakul . 
has been partly offset by increased cotton sales to Germany and other 7 
countries, as well as barter arrangements with the USSR. Moreover, 
the government has some $47 million in gold and silver reserves on 
which it could draw. However, the over-all exchange position is not’ 
good. 

25. Economic development in Afghanistan was undertaken on a very | 
small scale in the 1930’s and has been accelerated since World War II. oe 
The two major objectives of the current program are the irrigation / 
and reclamation under government auspices of the Helmand Valley in 
southwest Afghanistan, and the construction of small industrial | 
plants, such as cotton mills, aimed at reducing the country’s depend- 
ence on external trade and conserving foreign exchange for develop- 
ment purposes. Heretofore, private enterprise carried out much of the / 
development of small industries but the Daud regime favors a statist ¢ 
economy in which private enterprise will play a small role. Afghani- 
stan is heavily dependent upon outside loans and technical assistance 
for its development. Loans totalling almost $40 million from the Ex- | 
port-Import Bank have been made for the Helmand Valley program 
and much of the work has been done by a US engineering firm; in ad- . 
dition the US has supplied more than $5 million in development assist- 
ance and technical aid. Within the last year, the USSR has made a | 
series of offers to Afghanistan of economic loans and technical ‘assist- |
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ance for devélopment purposes. It has also sought to participate in the 

small UN technical assistance program for Afghanistan. So far, Af- 

ghanistan has reportedly accepted over $6 million in Soviet loans for 

development with accompanying technical assistance. In addition, Af- 

ghanistan received in September 1954 a $5 million credit from 

Czechoslovakia. a | 

26. Military. The Afghan armed forces, totalling about 65,000, con- 

sist of the Royal Afghan Army (about 45,000), the Royal Gendar- 

mérie (about 20,000), and the small Air Force (about 30 aircraft). 

The greater part of the armed forces are located in tribal areas in east- 

ern and southern Afghanistan and in Kabul. These dispositions reflect _ 

the primary missions of the armed forces, which are to defend the gov- 

ernment against tribal uprisings and to maintain internal security in 

the more troublesome tribal areas, chiefly among the Pathans. In gen- 

eral, the Afghan armed forces are of poor quality. They are capable 

of maintaining internal security, provided there were no simultaneous 

widespread tribal uprisings, but would quickly disintegrate as an or- 

ganized force against outside aggression. | | 

| Il. Probable Domestic Developments : 

27. Socio-political. The primitive, personalized nature of the Af- 

ghan Government makes political stability somewhat uncertain. How- 

ever, in the absence of strong external subversive interference, pres- 

ent indications are that the royal family can probably meet any likely | 

challenge to its control of Afghanistan in the foreseeable future. While 

disputes within the royal family may be expected to recur, and changes 

of prime ministers are quite possible, there is no indication that the 

present method of settling these matters will be altered. Prime Minis- 

ter Daud’s removal in the near future is not expected. The possibility | 

should be noted, however, that Daud, an unusually strong-willed and 

ambitious official, might forcibly resist an attempt by other members 

of the oligarchy to oust him. 

98, In any event, a change of prime ministers would not substan- . 

tially alter present internal and external policies, although there might 

be some weakening in the present trends toward a statist economy and 

toward expanded economic ties with the USSR. Those politically ac- 

tive members of the royal family who happen at any time to be out 

of office, and who therefore constitute a sort of opposition, do not dif- 

fer significantly in their basic views of policy from those in authority. 

A coup by leading Afghans other than members of the royal family 

might have initial success, but unless it had firm army and tribal sup- 

port, and was not opposed by the religious leaders, its success would 

probably be short-lived. As far as is known, no group has such support. 

99. A military coup is not likely. Traditionally the army has been 

loyal to the King. However, in the unlikely event of Daud initiating a 

contest for power with the King, Daud’s long and close association
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with the military as Minister of War and the numerous changesmade 
_ among top-ranking officers since he became Prime Minister probably ee 

would enable him to obtain the support of the army. | 
_ 80. Prime Minister Daud or any member of the royal family will 
probably move very cautiously in order to avoid open conflict with the 
tribes. A concerted uprising of the major tribes is not expected, al- 
though Pathan tribal discontent in the Southern Province is consider- | 
able and isolated rebellions are possible. The armed forces are capable 
of handling such minor tribal disturbances. | | 

dl. We have no evidence of the existence of a Communist party in | 
Afghanistan, and the number of Communist sympathizers is believed 
to be very small, The minority tribal elements near the Soviet. border 
in northern Afghanistan, many of whom are ethnically akin to groups 
in the USSR, offer opportunities for Communist subversion. One neu- | 
tralizing factor, however, is that a substantial number of the northern | 
tribal people are refugees who fled from Soviet oppression in Central 
Asia in the 1920’s and 1930’s. | 

32. Hconomic. Afghanistan’s short-range economic prospects are 
darkened by the current depression in the karakul market. The result- 
ing shortage of foreign exchange will probably continue to hinder such 
industrial developent as the cotton textile industry and will increase 

| the difficulties of servicing the external debt. By 1957, when the ex- _ 
ternal debt burden will be heaviest, a serious foreign exchange crisis 
is possible. In these circumstances, Afghanistan’s need for barter trade 
may increase its vulnerability to economic threats and inducements 
from the USSR. | 

| 33. However, if Afghanistan is successful in meeting these immedi- 
ate problems, and sets reasonable limits on foreign borrowing for its 
economic development, its longer-range economic prospects will be 
reasonably good. Some improvements in karakul production have been 
initiated, although the benefits will not be realized for several years 
and Afghanistan will continue to be vulnerable to fluctuations in the 
karakul market in the foreseeable future. The development of a local | 
cotton textile industry, although proceeding more slowly than was 
hoped, should within the next few years release several million dollars 
now annually spent on piece goods imports. In addition, the production 
of raw cotton may be expected to increase sufficiently to permit a grad- 
ual rise in export. Finally, the recent Export-Import Bank loan will 
probably allow completion of the important Helmand Valley project 7 
in the next few years. Barring unpredictable catastrophes, food pro- 
duction, except for sugar, will probably continue to be sufficient for 
local consumption. | 

IIY. Probable Developments in Soviet-Afghan Relations 

34. Since about mid-1953, and particularly after the signing of the 
Turk-Pakistani agreement in early 1954,.Sovict attentions to Afghan-
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istan have markedly increased. As noted above, the USSR has made 

substantial offers of economic and technical assistance and has consid- | 

erably improved its trade position in Afghanistan. oe 

35. We believe that this increased Soviet attention to Afghanistan is | 

part of a general effort to counter recent Western (particularly US) | 

. gains in the Middle East-South Asia area. With regard to Afghan- 

istan itself, Soviet objectives probably remain those of: (a) limiting 

Western influence and especially preventing the development of West- 

ern military facilities in the country; (6) maintaining the Afghan | 

Government’s responsiveness to Soviet pressures and influences; (c) 

building up Soviet subversive capabilities within Afghanistan; and | | 

(d) developing facilities that would be useful in the event of a decision 

to invade the Indian subcontinent. | | 

36. Nevertheless, the USSR almost certainly views the cumulative 

effects over the last year of the Turk-Pakistani agreement, the initia- 

| tion of military aid programs for Pakistan and Iraq, the strengthen- — 

ing of the Western position in Iran, and the settlement of the Suez 

dispute as a setback for Soviet interests in southwest Asia. In this sit- 

uation Afghanistan, with its extreme military weakness, its already | 

‘great economic dependence on the USSR, and its strategic location 

athwart the “northern tier” defense line which the US is attempting to 

develop, offers the USSR a convenient arena for countermeasures de- 8 

signed to discourage nearby states from further cooperation in West- | 

ern defense programs and to offset Western gains in the area. 

| 87. Soviet efforts to exploit the situation in Afghanistan will almost 

certainly continue. At least initially, the USSR is likely to continue 

| to emphasize a soft policy of economic and other inducements, which — 

serve the dual purpose of demonstrating to Afghanistan’s neighbors _ 

| the value of cooperation with the USSR and of building up Soviet 

power and influence within Afghanistan. If the threat to Soviet inter- 

| ests in the area grows, however, the USSR is likely to turn increasingly 

to pressure tactics. If Iran should show signs of preparing to join a 

Western-oriented defense system, the USSR might consider a show of 

strength not only against Iran but also against Afghanistan. This 

show of strength might take the form of diplomatic and economic 

pressures backed up by military moves along the borders. While the — 

USSR will in any event continue to discourage Afghan acceptance of 

increased Western influence and activity in the country, it would bring 

particularly strong pressure to prevent Afghan participation in any 

- Western-backed defense arrangement or acceptance of substantial 

Western military aid. The Soviet-Afghan Treaty of 1931, which binds 

each party to refrain from undertaking or assisting any actions preju- _ 

dicial to the interests of the others would provide strong legal backing - 

to such pressure.[ | | 

t The text of this treaty appears in the Appendix. [Footnote in the source text. 
The Appendix is not printed.] : Sot
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88. Thus the outlook is for continuing Soviet penetration of Af- 
ghanistan’s economic and other internal affairs. Afghan leaders will 
almost certainly seek to place some limit on the growth of Soviet power 
and influence over their country and will endeavor to obtain counter- 
balancing Western economic and other support. However, they will 
find it difficult to resist the economic advantages of Soviet offers of as- 

_ sistance. They probably overestimate their ability to curb the growth 
of Soviet political influence and subversive activity in connection with 
economic cooperation programs, and may fail to recognize the limita- 
tions on the ability of the Western Powers to come to their assistance 

| in the event of a military or diplomatic crisis. Soviet economic penetra- 
tion may well result in a gradual draft [drift] of Afghanistan toward 
the Soviet orbit. | 

39. Nevertheless, we do not believe that the USSR will actually gain 
control of Afghanistan, at least within the next few years. Communist — 
subversive capabilities will be increased by continuing Soviet penetra- | 
tion of Afghan economic life and the accompanying introduction of 
Soviet personnel. However, it is unlikely that the now negligible pro- 
Communist element within Afghanistan can gain sufficient strength 
within the next few years to overthrow the regime. The USSR could 
readily reduce Afghanistan to satellite status by more or less open 
means: through overthrow of the present dynasty or establishment 
of a puppet regime in northern Afghanistan, utilizing guerrillas from 
across the border as well as disaffected and venal tribesmen; through | 
demands for military bases on Afghan territory; and through open 
military aggression. Under present circumstances, however, Moscow 
would probably be reluctant to engage in such openly aggressive tac- | 
tics lest it thereby alarm the neutralists of the Middle East and South 
Asia and encourage them to draw closer to the West. Physical occupa- 
tion of the country would offer few if any strategic advantages to the _ 
USSR. Even in the event of a general war, Afghanistan would prob- | 
ably be taken over only as part of a Communist invasion of the Indian 
subcontinent. Our present estimate is that such an invasion would 
probably not be undertaken, at least in the early stages of general war. 
IV. Probable Developments in Afghan Relations With Pakistan 

40. The chances for an improvement in Pakistan-Afghan relations, 
now dominated by the Pushtunistan controversy, are poor. Afghan 
agitation of the issue is likely to continue, particularly while Daud 
continues as prime minister. While most other nations oppose the 
Afghan proposal, covert support from India, and possibly from the 
USSR, is likely to encourage Afghanistan to persevere in its demands. | 
It is possible that Afghanistan may take the issue to the UN. 

41. Pakistan is unlikely to give in to these pressures. It will 
probably continue its present policy of economic betterment in the. _ 
tribal areas and a gradual integration of the tribes into settled life.
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While Pakistan is apparently still willing to cooperate with Afghan- 

istan in jointly solving some tribal problems, it is irritated with what 
it views as the aggressive nature of Afghan propaganda. If the con- 

troversy should become more acute, Pakistan might feel compelled to 

take countermeasures such as covertly creating tribal disturbances 

within Afghanistan. However, open hostilities between the two coun- 

tries are unlikely. Pakistan might also retaliate against Afghan trade — 

with and through Pakistan. As a result of Afghanistan’s reliance on 

Pakistan for the transit of its trade and its communications with the 

West, such developments would threaten to increase Afghanistan’s 

dependence on the USSR. oO | | 
49. If the Pushtunistan issue were to be settled, Pakistan-Afghan 

relations would improve considerably. Pakistan-Afghan trade is sub- 

stantial, Pakistan being the fourth largest importer of Afghan goods, 

and Afghanistan’s trade with the West must pass through Pakistan in 

transit. Pakistan has generally facilitated Afghan trade within the 

limits of its transport capabilities, except for a brief period in 1951, 

and would probably welcome closer ties if the Pushtunistan irritant — 

could be removed. | | | 
43, There has actually been some discussion in Afghan and Paki- 

stan official circles not merely of rapprochement but, apparently un- 

der Afghan initiative, of some form of union or confederation between 

the two countries. Such a project has also been advocated by the Agha 

Khan, leader of the Ismaili sect of Shia Moslems, who enjoys con- 

siderable prestige in the area. In October 1954, the Afghan Foreign © 

Minister, Prince Naim, approachéd high US officials with the sug- 

gestion that the US use its good offices to promote the plan of con- 

federation. It is possible that Afghans advocating the project may be 

motivated by the belief that close association with Pakistan is the 

most feasible means of securing Western, particularly US, support to 

prevent Soviet domination of Afghanistan, now that the British no 

longer provide a counterbalancing power on Afghanistan’s southern 

flank. However, we believe it at least as likely that such proposals as 

Prince Naim’s may reflect no more than a desire to involve the US 

in the Pushtunistan controversy. There is no evidence that confedera- . 

tion has been formally considered by either government. 

44, The concept of Pakistan-Afghan unity is likely to continue to 

| be discussed and further efforts may be made to enlist US support for 

the project. However, we believe that even if responsible officials of 

both countries were to agree on its desirability, the practical difficul- 

ties involved, both internal and external, would make actual impie- . 

mentation highly unlikely: (a) both Pakistan and Afghanistan are 

aware that the USSR would almost certainly regard such a develop- 

ment as threatening its position and rights in the area, which are 

spelled out in the long-standing Soviet-Afghan Treaty; (5) India
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_ would also strongly oppose a merger both because it would strengthen 
Pakistan and because it would invite adverse Soviet reaction in an 
area India seeks to keep neutral in the East-West struggle; and (c) 
the two governments would not only have to work out a solution to the 
Pushtunistan dispute, but would also have to cope with a complex 
of almost insurmountable constitutional, administrative, and social | 
problems. | 

V. Outlook for Afghan’s Relations With the US 
| 45. Despite Afghanistan’s neutralist policies, most Afghan leaders 

recognize the desirability of maintaining good relations with the West 
as a counterpoise to the USSR, which they fear and distrust. Afghani- 
stan will probably continue to hope for the maximum Western assist- 
ance but, in view of the proximity and power of the USSR, and in 
line with the habitual Afghan policy of playing off Russia and the 
West, it will probably set cautious limits on the extent of Western 
influence over its policies. Despite the recent growth in Afghan-Soviet 

| trade, Afghanistan will continue to be dependent upon non-Com- 
munist countries, particularly. the US, for a substantial proportion of | 
its foreign trade and a large share of the external assistance required 
for its major current development projects. Afghanistan will also con- 
tinue to seek US economic aid, primarily because of its economic needs | 
but possibly also to increase US interests in Afghanistan. 

46. While Afghanistan has been critical of US arms aid to Pakistan, 
it has not opposed US efforts to strengthen the area as a whole, and 
has even expressed some interest in receiving US arms aid. There is 
little doubt that many leading Afghans would like to join in a defense | 
pact with other states of the area if it had US backing and US arms 
aid were involved. However, it is unlikely that Afghanistan could | 
actually accept membership in a Western-backed area defense pact | 
since the Afghans almost certainly recognize that any foreseeable 

arrangement, even with the firmest US backing, could scarcely offer 
Afghanistan realistic protection against Soviet attack. In addition, the 

Pushtunistan dispute would make difficult if not impossible any ar- 

rangement involving direct ties with Pakistan. 
‘47. Although US efforts to strengthen the area may to some extent | 

run counter to Afghan interests by building up Pakistan and increas- | 

ing the USSR’s sensitivity over its southern flank, Afghanistan prob- a 
= ably hopes for continued US interest in area defense. The Kabul 

Government still tends to think in terms of Afghanistan’s traditional , 
_ buffer state role, and probably regards US. moves in the area as a de- | 
sirable means of replacing British with US power on Afghanistan’s 

southern flank and of giving the US an increased stake in continued — 

Afghan independence. For this reason, Afghanistan will probably seek  __ 
to exploit to the maximum US interest in Afghanistan and in the area
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as a whole, and is likely to continue to bring up at intervals the possi- 

bility of obtaining US arms and of joining a regional defense arrange- 

ment even though it recognizes that such plans are impractical. 

‘VIL. Outlook for Relations With Other Nations : | 

48. India. Relations between Afghanistan and India have been. 

amicable. Both have long-standing disputes with Pakistan, and India 

| has given Afghanistan moral and financial support in the Pushtunistan 

dispute. India and Afghanistan have substantial trade relations, and 

both follow neutralist. policies in the East-West conflict. Although 

Moslem Afghanistan retains some distrust of Hindu India, their mu- — 

tuality of interests appears to outweigh their differences. India may be | 

expected to continue its efforts to draw Afghanistan more closely into 

the neutralist bloc. | | - 

49. Iran. Afghan-Iranian relations have long been irritated by 

Iranian contempt for Afghan culture, recurring border incidents in- 

- yolving migratory tribes, and some smuggling between the two states. 

| The chief controversy between the two governments, however, is over 

the disposition of the waters of the Helmand River, which rises in | 

| central Afghanistan, enters eastern Iran in the Seistan region, and is 

_ important to both countries for irrigation purposes. During normal 

years the volume of Helmand water is sufficient for both nations but — 

in years of low rainfalls, the Seistan region of Iran does not get suffi- 

cient water. In addition, Iran fears the Afghan development in the 

Helmand Valley, because it will enable Afghanistan to construct new 

irrigation facilities consuming a disproportionate share of the avail- 

| able water. In 1952 Afghanistan concurred in the report of a neutral 

technical commission, appointed at the instance of the US to find a 

-. gatisfactory basis for sharing the waters. Iran rejected the commis- 

sion’s report and has only recently agreed to resume negotiations. — 

_ There appear to be no insuperable obstacles to a settlement. However, 

Afghanistan’s control of most of the course of the river and of the 

river control projects give it a good bargaining position and, from the 

| standpoint of Iran, it may prove intransigent. In the absence of an 

early settlement of ‘the dispute, and with Iran now freed from its 

preoccupation with the oil controversy, an increase in tension over | 

this issue is possible. = eS gee 
50. Turkey. Afghan-Turkish relations have been generally cordial 

and the Turks have had a strong influence, particularly in Afghan 

military and educational fields; for over 30 years Afghanistan has 

been assisted by a Turkish military mission, Afghan military men 

have been trained in Turkey, Turkish teachers have been employed in — | 

Afghan schools, and some Turks have served in certain Afghan gov- 

ernment departments. However, Turkey does not have a decisive in- 

fluence on any major policy matters in Afghanistan. Some Turks are
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irritated by Afghanistan’s continued Pushtunistan agitation and are 
likely to oppose it even more if Turkey and Pakistan draw closer to- 
gether on the basis of their present agreement. In addition, Turkey 
resents the frequent failure of many Afghan military leaders to im- 
plement Turkish recommendations. These are minor irritants, how- 
ever, and will not disrupt basic Afghan-Turkish friendship. Turkish 
association with Pakistan in a regional defense arrangement has not 
had, and is not likely to have, a detrimental effect on Afghan-Turkish 
relations. 

51. Western European. nations. Since the British withdrawal from 
India, UK-Afghan relations have not been close. Trade between the 
two countries is not large and the UK has not participated signifi- 
cantly in development assistance to Afghanistan. Afghans generally 
are disposed to resent UK foreign policy as imperialistic. France 
exerts cultural influence through a French-Afghan college and a hos- 
pital in Kabul, and archeological activities. French-Afghan diplo- 
matic relations are cordial. German prestige has traditionally been — | 
strong in Afghanistan, and Afghan relations with West Germany in | 
the commercial and technical fields may be expected to increase with 
current German efforts in revive trade with states of the area. German- 7 
Afghan diplomatic relations, broken off in 1945, may shortly be re- | 
sumed. Afghan relations with other West European countries are ex- 
tremely limited. | 

52. The Arab States. Afghanistan maintains friendly relations with 
the principal Arab states, with whom it shares a common adherence 
to Islam and a neutralist and anticolonial outlook. The Arab cause 
in Palestine, for example, has a certain emotional attraction for Af- | 
ghans. It is likely that Afghanistan will continue to support the Arab- — 
Asian bloc in the UN. | —— | 

_ Editorial Note 

At its meeting held on December 9, 1954, the National Security _ 
Council reconsidered United States policy toward Afghanistan in the - 
light of increased Soviet involvement with that country. According to 
Gleason’s memorandum of the discussion, drawn up December 10, 
the Council considered recommendations that economic aid to Afghan- : 

istan be increased to a total of $30 million per year to encourage the 
Government of Afghanistan to resist Soviet pressure and to reach an - 
accommodation with Pakistan over outstanding differences. The NSC 
decided that a significant increase in United States aid to Afghanistan 
would create the danger of increased Soviet interest and would do | 
little to facilitate an understanding between. Afghanistan and Paki- 
stan. Secretary Dulles discounted the possibility and the value of
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confederation between Afghanistan and Pakistan and President — 
Eisenhower agreed. (For the memorandum summarized here, see 
page 1147.) However, the NSC did adopt a revision of the Afghani- 
stan section of NSC 5409. Texts of this revision, a Planning Board 
Study on Afghanistan and a financial appendix, are printed as enclo- 

sures to a memorandum from Lay to the Council, dated December 14, 
page 1151. | . 

689.90D/12-1654 : Telegram - 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Afghanistan * 

SECRET | WasHINGTON, December 16, 1954—6:10 p.m. _ 

186. FYI. Following revised U.S. policy towards Afghanistan: 

1) encourage closer economic political relations between Afghanistan 

and Pakistan thus creating conditions favorable settlement Push- _ 

tunis‘an and strengthening Afghanistan to better resist Soviet pene- 

tration 2) U.S. would assist Afghanistan strengthen its ties with Paki- 
stan by: providing technical and economic assistance, by supporting 
sound development loan applications by Afghanistan to international 
lending institutions and by supporting inclusion Afghanistan in 
Colombo Plan as feasible 3) U.S. would consider encouraging and 

| assisting confederation only if two governments demonstrate convinc- 
ing desire for its realization 4) U.S. will not for present extend mili- 
tary aid to Afghanistan. However upon attainment improved Afghan 
relations with Pakistan and Iran consider extending military assist- 
ance 5) avoid giving impression U.S. favors participation Afghans in 
regional defense arrangements at this stage without foreclosing pos- 
sible participation at later date. End FYI. . 

Ludin has questioned Department re progress our thinking points 
raised by Naim his talks with Secretary ? and others. He informed we 
believe confederation concept somewhat premature since Pakistan in 
throes its own internal political reorganization and confederation of 
two countries might bring strongly unfavorable Russian reaction. 
Ludin informed amount military aid which we could in light our other 
commitments del’ver Afghanistan would not be sufficient strengthen — 
Afghanistan pcint where it could resist outside attack. U.S. arms 
del'vered to Afghans might simply create complications with Soviets 
and impose increased burden on Afghan budget.* On other hand we 
believe much merit in working for gradually strengthened Pak- 
Afghan ties through development closer economic relations. We inter- 

*This telegram was repeated (by pouch) for information to Tehran, New 
Delhi, Moscow, London, Karachi, and Lahore. 

*¥For tre memorandum of conversation held between the Secretary and Am- 
bassador Ludin on Oct. 8, see p. 1420. 

* For the memorandum of Jernegan’s conversation held with Ambassador Ludin 
on Dec. 13, see p. 1435. |
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ested in practical steps bring Afghanistan closer to West through __ 
improving its now inadequate communications with Pakistan and de- © 
velopment other mutually beneficial economic interchanges such as 
delivery Warsak power to Jalalabad area. U.S. would have.an interest 
in assisting through loans or perhaps grants such developments al- 
though it was stressed to Ludin that no funds in Fiscal year 1955 | 
available and 56 appropriations still in planning stage. Ludin’s pre- 
liminary reaction not favorable. — Oo 
Department believes if you deem appropriate above should be com- | 

municated Naim as our present thinking. Stress should be laid fact 
U.S. does not now have available funds for such plans. Believe it im- | 
portant you emphasize also that while U.S. hopes two governments _ 
will continue efforts to reach mutually acceptable settlement of dis- 
agreements, possible course action described above does not represent 

U.S. effort persuade Afghanistan accept any given settlement with 
Pakistan nor U.S. desire establish political preconditions for any pos- 
sible U.S. assistance. | | | 

FYI. Executive branch not yet agreed upon inclusion or amount | 
| economic aid in FY 56 budget for projects type described above.¢ 

Report Afghan reaction. , - 
Hoover 

‘For the memorandum of Dulles’ final conversation of the year held with | 
Ambassador Ludin on Dec. 28, see p. 1442. |
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| UNITED STATES POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO CEYLON * | 

| 846H.2395/1—852 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State? _ 

SECRET a Cotompo, January 8, 1952—11 a.m. 

404. Yesterday evening Black and I were called to PriMin’s office. 
| Min Home Affairs Goonetilleke, MinFin Jayewardene and MEA 

Parliamentary Secy Renanayake also present. 

PriMin said MinFin proceeding London Wed for Commonwealth 
finance talks and it was most important he should know what future 

dollar position would be. He then quoted statistics to demonstrate 

reduction in US purchases Ceylon rubber. At this point Goonetilleke | 

interjected that this decline coincided with Mickiewicz shipment to | 

China * and presumably some connection between two, © © 
PriMin concluded by asking whether we considered this appro- 

priate time hold discussions to re-estab normal pattern US rubber 

purchases. | oo Bo 

We expressed categorical opinion no relation between Mickiewicz — 
shipment and decline in US rubber purchases which should be attrib- | 

uted to purely econ factors. We then reviewed background original 

rubber purchase talks and mentioned that when Amb Corea raised 
' question in Dept in Nov (Deptel 202, Nov 17)* door was left open 

- and that Emb subsequently indicated US willing discuss rubber con- | 

1 For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, ‘vol. VI, Part 2, pp. 
2013 ff. | - : 

* This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 186. a a 
*The Mickiewicz was a Polish vessel which had departed Colombo harbor in 

early October 1951, with the first major shipment of Ceylonese rubber to Commu- : 
nist China. Since this. action: violated both the U.S. and UN embargo of strategic 

. goods to China, undertaken as a Korean War measure, it consequently strained 
U.S.-Ceylonese relations. The U.S. Government shortly thereafter terminated 
all aid to Ceylon in compliance with the Battle Act (explained more fully in 
footnote 3, p. 1503). For an account of events surrounding the Mickiewicz ship- 
ment and the U.S. reaction to them, particularly for the months of September and 
October 1951, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. 2018 ff. ; 

*Telegram 202 to Colombo stated that Claude Corea, Ceylon’s Ambassador to | 
_ the.United States, had on his own initiative discussed with a Department official 

the possibilities of reopening talks with the United States on a rubber purchase 
agreement (846E.2317/11-1051). See footnote 2, ibid., p. 2078. 

| | 1499
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tract (Deptel 226, Dec 6)° presumably on basis original ideas (Deptel 
1, July 2).6 i Ba 

| We concluded by saying that so far as we knew US position un- 
changed but that US definitely would not be willing send negotiator 

to Ceylon at least until gen principles had been agreed upon in 
Washington between two govts and under no circumstances would 
US official negot with Ceylon trade. We realized GOC could not con- 
clude final agrmt without consultation trade here but time as to when 
trade should be brought into picture should be decided between two 

_ govts. If GOC desired resume talks it should take initiative by in- 
structing Amb Corea approach Dept and GOC must suggest alternate 
procedure other than US send rep Ceylon, or at least indicate willing- 

ness consider US views on way discussions should be conducted. 

There was gen agrmt US Govt should not be asked negot with | 

Ceylon trade but PriMin pointed out it would be easier reach agrmt 
acceptable to trade if it were brought into negots at early stage. 

Meeting ended with PriMin saying Amb Corea would be immedi- 

ately instructed request resumption discussions and asking us advise | 
Dept accordingly. So | 

After meeting gov Central Bank Exter, who had been there prior 

our arrival, informed us that principal purpose calling us in was to 
dissipate PriMin’s fears US might try “push Ceylon around” if talks 

resumed. 
During discussion there was no mention future shipments to Red 

China. Embassy had, however, previously made US attitude clear 

(Embtel 315, Nov 12,’ 347, Nov 28,8 370 Dec 7).° . 
Emb still awaiting receipt airgram referred to Deptel 226. i 

| | , GUFLER - _ 

5 Telegram 226 to Colombo suggested that the Embassy indicate to Ceylon Gov- a | 

ernment officials the continued U.S. willingness to discuss a rubber contract | | 

(746H.10/11-2851). | 
® See Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 2031. : 

| 7 See ibid., p. 2074. , - 
®Telegram 347 from Colombo reported a conversation between the governor _ | 

of the Ceylon Central Bank and an Embassy official in which the possibility of a | 

_ U.S. rubber purchase agreement was discussed. In this conversation, the governor a 

assumed that the United States would not consider a bulk buying agreement 

unless Ceylon gave assurances that further rubber shipments to China would 

cease, (846H.10/11—2851) | 
®°Telegram 370 from Colombo reported a conversation between the Ceylonese 

Prime Minister and Embassy officials in which the American attitude toward — 

rubber shipments to China was again reiterated (493.46H9/12-751). 

846E. 2395/1-852 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

CONFIDENTIAL - Wasutneron, January 8, 1952—7: 46 p. m. | 

263. Inform GOC ur discretion fol except as marked: 

GSA still willing discuss possibility rubber contract with GOC but 

negots shld be concluded within month or two. FYI GSA indicated
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- wid have no further interest. in negotiating contract after June 1952. 
End FYI. | | 

View past unfortunate disclosures and exaggerated press reports 
US offers, Dept still believes inadvisable send official Colombo (Deptel 
53 Aug 3 1951) .* Dept continues interested in receiving alternative pro- 
cedural suggestions from GOC. : 

| GSA still prepared consider contract for about four thousand tons 
monthly for period 12 to 18 months which wld be equivalent to monthly 
US take Ceylonese rubber over three year period 1948-50, or close:50. 
percent Ceylonese production this period.? Contract this type shld 
prove advantageous Ceylonese because of assurance it wld give of main- 
taining higher level dollar earnings than otherwise. In first nine 
months 1951 US purchases averaged less than 1,700 tons per month 
or 20 percent Ceylon production; during last three months of year US 
purchases from Ceylon still only one-half average level preceding 
three-year period. No comparable decrease US purchases throughout 
world. | 7 

Suggested type contract shld also prove of value by resulting some- 
_ what higher prices per pound to Ceylon sellers. In absence contract 
GSA considers its purchases as residual and therefore may, when it 
believes rubber prices high, make its offers to purchase at several cents 

_ below market prices. GSA is however prepared sign contract with 
GOC to purchase at market prices (customarily determined noon _ 
Singapore market). _ . 

In view these factors benefits Ceylon by large purchase contract are | 
positive. You may report advantages mentioned in general terms ur 
discretion to Ceylonese officials. 

_ FYTonly, US probably will re-establish free market for commercial. | 
purchases natural rubber with private imports by mid 1952. This will 
be announced well advance effective date. Results this action in con-— 
junction possible decreased stockpile purchases as stockpile goal is 
neared may well result in softening of price. End FYI. | | 

_ In absence suggestion for procedure by GOC, you may wish in-— 
formally indicate to GOC that one way reopen discussions wld be 
instruct their Amb Wash to open negots here. ee 

Shld GOC raise question Emb may say US is no longer interested 
exploring possibility contract for purchase other commodities (Deptel 
1July21951)3 | — 

* See Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 2086. oe 
* Total Ceylonese exports of rubber for the previous year (1951) had been 

103,633 long tons (2,240 lbs.), or an average of 8,636 long tons per:month. U.S. 
| rubber imports from Ceylon in 1951 had totalled 25,600 long tons or roughly 
: 24.7 percent of Ceylon’s annual production for that year. (Ceylon Department of. 
| Commerce, Thirty Years Trade Statistics of Ceylon (1925-1954), Part V, pp. 1836— : 
| 1837 ; U.S. Department of Commerce, Report No. FT 110, 1951, p. 43) : 
| Telegram 1 to Colombo stated that the Department would consider discussing - 
| contracts for other commodities besides rubber, perhaps for copra (dried coco- 
| nut meat). See Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 2031. | 
| 

-
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This replaces airgram mentioned Deptel 226 Dec 6.4 _ | oe 

| | an | | | ACHESON | 

4 See footnote 5, supra. | 

 498.46E9/1-952 | | ee 

Memorandum by Peter H. Delaney of the Office of South Asian | 

| | Affairs to the Director of That Office (K ennedy ) 

SECRET | | [Wasuineton,] January 9, 1952. ) 

Subject: Relationship of Rubber Agreement with Ceylon to Con- 

| trol of Rubber Shipments by Ceylon 

| Yesterday I stated that it was my understanding that, while the 

Department had made it clear to our Embassy in Colombo and to | 

the Ceylonese Embassy here that the conclusion of a rubber contract 

and any action by Ceylon with respect to the control of rubber ship- 

ments were unrelated, in fact the US Government did not plan to 

conclude a rubber contract without having assurances from Ceylon 

with respect to the control of rubber shipments. The background of 

my statement was as follows: Oo 

(1) In earlier conversations between Mr. Fluker and Ambassador — 

Corea, it was made clear that, although in no sense would we permit 

a rubber agreement to be treated as “buying off” Ceylon, at the same 

time we would expect a friendly and cooperative attitude from Ceylon 

with respect to rubber movements in general. Mr. Corea is said to 

have the implications of this approach well in mind. — a 

| (2) In the Department’s outgoing cable to Colombo, No. 202 of 

November 17,1 it was stated that the Department had explained its | 

position on a rubber contract to Ambassador Corea and made clear _ 

China shipment could not be linked with a rubber agreement. The | 

Embassy replied in its cable 347 of November 28,’ that it agreed 

with the Department’s view that a rubber agreement should not be 

linked with China shipments but that, presumably, the US would not. 

consider a rubber agreement unless assurances had been given that 

no further shipments to China would be made. 

(3) We are, of course, perfectly free to modify what Corea and 

the Embassy understand to be our position—a position which may 

have been based on a misunderstanding of your desires on this matter. 

I merely want to apprise you of the background of this matter as I 

understood it. | | | | | 

(4) You will undoubtedly have received from Mr. Moline the latest 

information on Mr. Harriman’s thinking on this problem. It occurs 

to me, however, that the probable publicity which the conclusion of. 

a rubber contract would entail, in Ceylon, in this country and in 

| 1 See footnote 2, Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. vi, Part 2, p. 2078. With reference 

to the Department’s position on linking a rubber contract to Ceylonese shipments _ oe, 

to China, telegram 902. stated: “Govt has no pre-emptive purchasing policy, no te 

long term protection producers any raw material.” . | | 

#2 See footnote 8, p. 1500. | a
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other countries affected by the Battle Act,? might place the Depart-  _ 

ment in an embarrassing position unless we were able to follow such — 

publicity with a rather firm statement that Ceylon is willing to as- 

sume the obligation of controlling exports of rubber to China. 

2 ™he Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act (H.R. 4550), sponsored by Laurie 

©. Battle of Alabama, provided for the suspension of economic aid to nations 

supplying strategic materials to Soviet bloc nations. Superseding the Kem 

Amendment, which had a similar provision, the Battle Act was passed by the 

House and Senate in August and approved by the President on Oct. 26, (P.L. 218, 

65 Stat. 644). Title II of the act specifically enumerated the strategic commodi- 

ties which were to be denied to Communist countries. | : 

| 846H.03/1-1852 | = me 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador in Thailand 

| | re (Stanton) oo 

CONFIDENTIAL OO -[Banexox,] January 18, 1952. 

| Participants: Mr. A. Ratnayake, Minister of Food and Cooperative 

| | - Undertakings, Ceylon GADel, Paris | 

Edwin F. Stanton, American Embassy, Bangkok | 

Subject: Food Problems in Ceylon | os 

Mr. Ratnayake, Minister of Food of the Government of Ceylon, to- 

gether with Mr. Alva Tillai [Alvapillai], Director of Food Supply, 

and Mr. Edwards, Secretary of Food Directorate, F.A.O., called on 

me on January 18. | | 

Mr. Ratnayake expressed appreciation for the assistance rendered by 

the American authorities in arranging for a loan of rice from Japan. 

He described the food situation in Ceylon as “very critical”, and said | 

that the present rice ration was only 51 ounces per person. He said 

the situation was particularly serious in view of the growing strength | 

- of the Communist Party in Ceylon. He said his government had felt 

it unwise to prohibit the establishment of the Communist Party or to 

censor or suppress Communist propaganda, since to do so would run 

counter to democratic and liberal policies and objectives of the newly- 

constituted government. While he did not criticize the government’s 

policies in this regard, he emphasized the fact that Communists were 

flourishing, that a cabinet minister had recently defected to the Com- — 

munists, and that Communists and fellow-travelers now control 40 out 

of 101 seats in Parliament. He repeated several times that the situation 

was such that the Communists through constitutional means might 

seize control of the government “without firing a shot”. He also under- 

scored the fact that elections are to be held during 1952, and that there 

is genuine anxiety regarding the outcome. _ | 

| The Minister said it could readily be seen that a shortage of rice and 

| food stuffs was a critical matter and that if his government were un- | 

able to obtain an additional 200,000 to 800,000 tons of rice, rations 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 29 |
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_ would have to be decreased, with perhaps disastrous consequences for 

the country. In this connection he described his unsuccesful efforts | 

at, Rangoon to get a larger allotment from the Burmese Government, 
and added that here in Bangkok he had succeeded in obtaining only a — 
promise of 10,000 tons. He also mentioned American rice, but said that 
Ceylon’s small dollar earnings precluded purchase of any substantial 
quantities of American rice. | | 

He referred to the displeasure occasioned in Washington by the sale 
of rubber to China. He said his government seriously regretted what 
had occurred, and was genuinely anxious to remain in the “democratic 
camp”, but he described the serious difficulties it faced. He said at this 
juncture the Chinese Communist regime had come forward with an 
offer of 100,000 tons of rice. He stated he knew the offer was spurious, 
but that nevertheless the Communist Party in Ceylon naturally capi- 
talized on the offer, and criticized the government for not accepting 
it at a time when the people were so short of food. 7 

I thanked the Minister for outlining the difficulties facing his gov- 
ernment, and said I felt sure that these matters had been brought to 
the Department’s attention and were being given careful and sympa- 
thetic consideration. He replied that the Department of State had, of 

_ course, been apprised of the situation faced by his government. 

Epwin F. Sranton 

846E.2317/1-3052 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department 
| of State} | | 

CONFIDENTIAL Cotompo, January 30, 1952—4 p. m. 

446. All figures metric tons. GOC 1952 rice situation critical due re- 
duction approximately 200 available from Burma. Against GOC 

minimum requirement 500 during 1952 to maintain current issue 
rate of 6.7 ounces per day per capita (which approx half GOC esti- 

mated prewar consumption rate) only commitments thus far are 120 

from Burma, 20 Pak, 15 Indochina, 15 Thailand leaving deficit 80 

for first half 1952. Only prospects for second half are 80 from Burma 

| and 20 from Indochina.? | 

Thai reported having surplus 1,600 of which 1,100 being immed 

disposed of, 800 on govt-to-govt basis and 300 through commercial 

channels. Thai Govt reported to have already allocated 760 of 800. 

1 This telegram was repeated to Bangkok as telegram 4. . 
* All figures are in thousands of tons. The commitment of 120,000 tons from 

Burma was later reduced to 80,000 tons (telegram 478 from Colombo, Feb. 21, | 
1952 ; 846H.2395/2-2152). : 

*A more detailed explanation of the critical nature of Ceylon’s rice shortage 
was reported in despatch 664 from Colombo, Feb. 1, 1952 (846E.2317/2-152).
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GOC considers and Emb fully concurs it wld be most unwise reduce 
present rice issue. Gen elections undoubtedly will be held this year 
and results may well depend on food situation. At present critical 
months for Ceylon appear to be June, J uly and Aug which months 
probably will precede general elections. Min Food personally re- 
quested Emb urge US use good offices with Thai Govt to obtain addit 
185. 

_Emb agrees fully with GOC estimate seriousness situation and 

strongly recommends Dept and Emb Bangkok give every. assistance. — 

‘GOC also requests estimate current US stocks available for immed 

exploitation and stocks estimated available for export beginning May 

1952. | | 7 
| a - / SATTERTHWAITE 

846H.2395/2-1152 : Telegram : 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department | 
| 3 of State | es 

SECRET De Cotomso, February 11, 1952—4 p. m. 
_ 464. Views contained penultimate para Deptel 300, Feb 91 pre- 
sented to Perm Secy MEA and MinFin. Emb continues maintain posi- 

tion (Embtel 449, Jan 31)? that rubber contract being discussed at. re- 
quest GOC and therefore GOC unwise to jeopardize agreement by | 
insisting on terms unacceptable to US. | ae 

Perm Secy said Corea had been instructed ask US undertaking assist 

GOC procure development not defense forces items, Perm Secy agreed 

contract shld stand alone but said question wld be discussed by Cabinet 

tomorrow and he unable instruct Corea without Cabinet auth. | 

MinFin said agreement enlargement sought as means making con- 

tract more acceptable to Ceylon public and rubber trade and expressed 

view that gen statement of US friendship and willingness assist in 

GOC procurement problems wld fill requirement. MinFin said he wld | 
press Cabinet to instruct Corea proceed immed with negots. Principal | 
Cabinet opposition apparently from Min Commerce and Trade.* | 

: aoe | SATTERTHWAITE 

+Department telegram 300, not printed, reported that Ceylon Ambassador 
Corea had proposed on Feb. 8 that a rubber agreement be enlarged to include | 
U.S. assistance in procuring for Ceylon certain needed materials including de- 
fense items. The Department expressed its belief that the rubber contract should 
Stand on its own feet and should be concluded rapidly if Ceylon were really 
interested (846E.2395/2-952) . : 

~ ? Not printed. : | : oo 
*The Minister of Commerce and Trade, Richard G. Senanayake, nephew of . 

the Prime Minister, Don Stephen Senanayake, had been in favor of expanding | 
trade with China at the expense of commercial ties with the United States.-He 
was personally to lead Ceylon’s Delegation to Peking in the fall of 1952 to nego- 
tiate the five-year rice rubber agreement with China. -
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846B.2395/2-1352 : Telegram - 7 | — | : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

- CONFIDENTIAL Wasuinecton, February 14, 1952—8: 35 p. m. 

PRIORITY | SMe oh 

- 312. Embtel 469 Feb 13.2 This tel is FYI. Corea and Gunaratna? _ 

met with Dept reps today. Emb also questioned by reporter and re- 

plied there nothing to rumor. No further inquiries Dept. | 

Corea instr basis discussion today crossed his previous outgoing 

cable. Much discussion re price based on GOC amplification earlier 

proposal that price be highest obtaining any one of four markets. 

Impossible interpret adequately but seemed imply GOC request this 

be minimum and that purchases any day cld be effected by GSA buyers 

at higher price. If so, unacceptable GSA. Discussion inconclusive. 

Corea again raised question obtaining US Govt assurances re pro- | 

curement and informed conferees sympathetic GOC desire but again | 

urged not make part of contract. Believe Corea agreeable later dis- 

cussion this point. Advised also that ground work for any high level — 

mission shld precede such possible mission. | : 

On Battle Act, Corea asked whether only Chi or all Commie coun- 

tries included frame of reference. Informed that criteria for negot for 

control under Battle Act now being considered but that for countries 

other than Chi there wld be room for negot. Informed that spirit of 

| Battle Act intended apply all countries which might be unfriendly 

US and that while room for negots countries other than Chi there wld 

be considerable pressure for inclusion other countries in embargo. 

Corea understood and rested on understanding room for negots. | 

Corea informed contents London tel 3501 Feb 12 rptd Colombo 162 

Expect further discussion Feb 15. _ a oe _ 

1Telegram 469 from Colombo, not printed, reported that Corea had been in- | 

structed to ask if the United States would assist Ceylon with procurement prob- 

lems after an agreement was concluded. The Ceylon Ambassador had confided 

that the main intent of this proposal was to appease Commerce Minister | 

Senanayvake, who opposed an agreement. (846H.2395/2-1352) 

_ 2-W.D. Gunaratna, Counselor of the Ceylon Embassy in Washington. oe 

?Telegram 3501 from London reported that the financial editor of the Daily 

: ‘Telegraph advised that the USSR had bought 3,000 tons of rubber in Ceylon for 

shipment in February or March, a report which was confirmed by another London 

source (861.2395/2-1252). co, - ; | 

— 8461.2395 /2-2552: Telegram : 7 ae os OS | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Coromso, February 25, 1952—5 p.m. 

484, For Kennedy and Arinstrong only, Gov Central Bank informed 

- Emb that Finance Ministry and Central Bank today made strong reps 

| to PriMin that Corea be instructed negot contract on basis American
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proposal (Embtel 482, Feb 25).1 They argued it is to Ceylon’s advan- | 

| tage sell largest possible amt rubber for dollars and avoid bargaining 
over slight differences in price which might on any day exist in differ- _ 
ent markets. PriMin agreed but has been strongly influenced: by Min 

| Com, Min Agri, and Parl Secy MEA who argued: aa 

| 1. Trade will react adversely if forced at any time accept price less 
| than best obtainable; | | | , 

2 _ 2. Wld be polit unwise for GOC enter Colombo market as buyer or 
_ impose destinational control in order insure delivery 6,000 tons monthly 
toUS;and- > | | ee 

8, Therefore, wld be preferable for PriMin who must have polit gued 
pro quo for stopping shipments to China to accept informal gentle- 
men’s agreement whereby US wld purchase 5,000 tons monthly in 
Colombo market without obligation on part GOC assure fulfillment 

—thisquota, 2 | 

_ At this point PriMin uncertain but has instructed Central Bank 
draw up proposal acceptable to rubber trade whereby GOC cld assure 

s 6,000 tons monthly to US. It wld assist Central Bank greatly to know | 
| whether : RR | | | - | 

(1) With return rubber purchasing to private firms GSA wld buy 
entire 6,000 tons or only residual amts; —s_—> oo 

¥ (2) US planning make any alterations in its proposal; and 
ke _ (3) How prices wld be fixed for types crepe for which there are no — 
| comparable Singapore prices. _ , 

| Emb questions ability Ceylon deliver 5000 to 6000 tons monthly of 

» -sRss 1, 2 and 8 and thick pale crepes (Deptel 315, Feb 20) ? as according ~ 

- Rubber Commr, Ceylon 1951 rubber exports totaled 103,633 tons 
5 divided as follows: Rss 57,118; sole crepe 6,352; scrap crepe 19,029; 

# ~ latex crepe 19,708; liquid latex 1,426. : | 
Emb also questions practicability implementing gentlemen’s agree- 

ment for fol reasons: | - | 

- 1. If US makes commitment buy in Colombo open market, rubber 

= undoubtedly wld be held here for unjustifiably high prices; a 

“ 2. PriMin presumably wld be unwilling announce embargo to China 
without actual record US purchases ; | OS 

3. US Govt wld be asked make commitment which US private trade 
later might be unwilling or unable fulfill. Soe RE 

a os oa | ‘SATTERTHWAITE 

; 2 Telegram 482 from Colombo, not printed, reported that the Minister of Finance 

| and the Central Bank representative had left a Ceylon cabinet meeting with the 

we impression that Corea would continue to press for GSA acceptance of the Colombo 
fe market price. The American proposal based any U.S. purchase of rubber on the . 

a condition that GSA pay. the Singapore or world price. (846E.2395/2-2552) | 

: 7 Department telegram 315, not printed, stated that Corea had been handed a : 

- draft rubber agreement identical in all major respects to the current U.S. contract | 
Bo with Thailand. The Government of Ceylon was expected to fill in the beginning _ 
-— and termination dates of the agreement, the total tonnages, and the rubber 

| grades to be sold. The Department urged that Ceylon ‘prosecute the negotiations 
as rapidly as possible. (846E.2895/2-2052) | : 

7 
: 

|
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846H.2395/2-2552 : Telegram 8 | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, February 26, 1952—5 :22 p.m. 
PRIORITY da ae | 

320. Re Embtel 484 Feb 25.1 OnE AL a 4 
1. US Govt commitment wld be to buy up to maximum of monthly ] 

tonnage specified in contract. GSA wld in any event be residual buyer ] 
to assure specified total but might buy more actively through estab- a 

lished private trade channels depending on current patternof govtand —: 

industry requirements. | ! 4 
| 2. No alterations our proposal planned. | : 

3. GSA willing pay an agreed percentage above the Singapore price : 

for nr one Rss for acceptable types crepe, or cld alternatively pay : 

Singapore average for thin pale crepes. | | z 

4. Dept and GSA agree with Emb questioning of ability Ceylon S 

deliver 5 thousand to 6 thousand tons monthly Rss 1, 2 and 3 and thick & 
pale crepe but this was suggestion Ceylon Amb. | a 

5. GSA not interested gentleman’s agreement idea, in part for rea- 4 

sons advanced reftel. Our gen view is that by time gentleman’s agree- q 

ment was developed to pt at which it was thoroughly understood by e 

both sides and workable it wld not be substantially different from con- 2 

tract. Obviously signed contract affords real protection both parties | 

and shld be more effective as means enabling GOC prevent shipments | 

to China without announcement. 4 
: | Weep tt 

1Supra. | | “ 

846K. 2395/2-2752 : Telegram | s 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 4 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, February 27, 1952—6: 58 p. m. a 

PRIORITY oo 

323. Deptel 320 Feb 26.1 Gunaratna today asked Depts reaction to 4 

gen understanding under which US wld buy 5,000 tons rubber a 
month in Ceylon market. Request based on difficulties with Ceylon rub- 3 

ber trade which wld arise from restrictions involved in contract. If US 4 

wld buy reasonable quantities, based on 3-year pattern of 4,000 tons a a 
month going to US, GOC cld explain to trade stoppage shipments to = 

Chi on grounds Chi trade new development. | 4 
Gunaratna informed gen understanding not feasible since after A 

* Supra. | |
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June 30, no machinery available US Govt enforce specific purchases 

in Ceylon by private trade except through GSA contract, with GSA 

agents residual purchasers for stockpile if private trade purchases fell 

short of agreed amt. Without contract GOC wld have no assurance 

' US purchases and misunderstanding might lead to recriminations. 

Emphasized that contract price wld be floon price and GSA wld not | 

: need enter market if private traders US bought full quantity specified. 

| This wld permit maximum amt free trade at highest prices obtainable | 

with minimum interference by govt. . es | 

: Dept explained that even under proposed gen understanding restric- 

tions on Ceylon rubber traders involved since stoppage sales to Chi 

wld require restrictions. Restrictions on liberty of rubber traders cld _ 

‘ be explained Ceylon people as in nat] interest, inasmuch as assurances 

1 wld be gained of stable sizeable dol earnings which wld enable Ceylon 

| economy continue and even expand needed imports from dol area. 

1 Other countries faced with exchange problems have found it wise to | 

‘ subordinate particular export and import interests to over-all nat] | 

3 interest. All this undoubtedly familiar GOC Central Bank which must 

7 have informed GOC these facts. : 

4 Point made that if GOC fearful 6,000 tons a month shipments re- 

4 quired undue restrictions, that amt proposed originally by GOC. If | 

7 smaller amt, which wld nevertheless be consistent with desire both : 

q parties maximize quantities, wld leave more flexibility, GOC cld dis- 

cuss with GSA. _ an a | | 

Gunaratna referred Battle Act and asked whether these negots wld 

4 be separate from any rubber agreement. Dept stated rubber agree- 

4 ment stood on own feet. However, referred to Corea’s earlier statement 

3 that control exports to Chi implicit in rubber agreement; this wld of — 

. course ease Battle Act discussions when held. a 

4 - | Wess 

Zs 846B.2395/2-2852 : Telegram | | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

4 CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineoton, February 28, 1952—6: 49 p.m. 

a PRIORITY — | 

4 394, Embtel 489, Feb 28.1 We appreciate reluctance GOC undertake 

4 commitment requiring interference local rubber market. Simple fact 

. is that rubber contract implies firm obligations by both sides. US _ 

q obligation wld be to take fixed quantity rubber at Singapore price. 

3 Ceylon obligation wld be to see that quantity made available. Benefit 

a -1Telegram 489 from Colombo, not printed, stated that when the U.S. rubber 

a position was discussed with the governor and deputy governor of the Ceylon 

Central Bank, both officials emphasized that the Government of Ceylon would be 

extremely reluctant to undertake any commitment which would require it to 

enter the local rubber market (846E.2395/2-2852). . .
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for Ceylon is assured receipt dollars plus stability resulting from 
rubber contract. | ES Be a | 

- Obviously GOC cannot undertake commitment make definite quan- 
tity available without in some fashion interfering free local market. 

_ This interference cld take several forms: == | | | 

1. Informal arrangements with rubber dealers to make certain that = 
quantities are offered. This may or may not be feasible, depending on 
local conditions. In any event, without formal controls, govt wld run 
risk in making commitment. ne , | ) -_ 

2, Export license system which wld direct contract quantity to US, 
| and which wld prevent excessive shipments other directions. We recog- 

nize it is difficult impose export licenses on top of auction system, but it 
is not impossible. . 

| 3. Entrance of GOC into market as buyer to extent necessary as- 
7 sure performance under contract. This wld probably place GOC in 

somewhat more vulnerable position than export license system, but 
again it cld be done. . | 

4. Complete appropriation of entire rubber output by GOC. This 
probably too drastic step and not required by circumstances. 

Thai rubber agreement terms provide for use private trade in | 
Thailand, where conditions quite different from Ceylon (i.e., no auc- 

_ tion system). As far as we know, agreement has worked satisfactorily 
with minimum interference in trade by Thai Govt (only two in- | 
stances, both of minor nature). — a 

Gunaratna called at Dept today and we again reviewed with him __ 
foregoing, emphasizing that a “gentleman’s agreement” is unworkable —_ 
from US standpoint, that a contract places obligations on the US) 
which we are prepared to assume, that comparable obligations wld. 
fall on Ceylon, and that net advantage wld be to assure supply dollars 
to GOC, and to afford general market stability. We also pointed out 
that control of rubber for security purposes wld involve measures 
comparable to foregoing in any event, and that net advantage of con- 
tract might as well be included, since some form security control will = 
doubtless have to be undertaken. | eens 
FYI three NY rubber traders indicated separately to GSA today 

that they had obtained rather full knowledge contract negots from 
Colombo trade. | | | 

) | | | ACHESON 

846H.324/3-752 : Telegram oe | - 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwatte) to the Department | 
| - of State | . 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Cotomso, March 7, 1952—10 a. m. | 

502. Exter Gov Central Bank yesterday gave background and sum- __ 
mary recent highest level GOC discussions re rubber agreement. Exter
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said GOC taking contract most seriously and on no economic problem 
with which Exter concerned has PriMin personally spent more time. _ 
For example, this week PriMin presided at three very long discussions 
on subject. cos 7 : | mae 

Exter summarized polit background by saying PriMin convinced 
desirability contract from point view dollar earnings and also has re- 
peatedly stated desire restore cordial relations with US and anxiety 
find plausible pretext embargo rubber to China as fully aware moral 
implications GOC present position. PriMin however cannot run very 
real polit risk being accused selling out Ceylon rubber intereststo US 
which might be case if GOC itself forced buy rubber at any time at 
lower levels than Colombo open market prices. In other words GOC 
considers it cld not justify any losses which producers or traders 
might be forced take. as result contract. Embargoing rubber to China 
undoubtedly will depress market which maximum risk GOC willing 
take. Mao _ , oe 

Central Bank made day by day analysis relationship over 15 months 
between Colombo and Singapore prices and found in general prices 
very competitive. However, variations do occur for such obvious — 
reasons as: | | | — | 

a. Singapore market highly organized and prices may fluctuate 
from transaction to transaction, whereas in Colombo auction single 
price established daily applies to all sales; | 

6. Unusual flow rubber into one market. or current availability 
shipping space; ; a ak | 

c. Ceylon rms. No. 1 sheet usually brings fractional premium over 
Singaporerms. No.1; | 

_ d. Buying in Ceylon for Commie China causes buoyancy in local 
prices. ue oe 

_ -View above reasons Exter after conversations with trade leaders 

convinced GOC cannot persuade trade agree accept Singapore noon 
pricesascontract basis. | | a 

Instructions now being sent Corea along fol lines: | a . 

1. GOC wld make firm commitment deliver average 3,000 tons sheet 
- monthly. Total 36,000 tons wld be delivered over period of year and 

not necessarily on basis equal monthly deliveries. Se 
2. GOC wld enter market as agent for GSA only if latter cld not 

purchase residual balances through normal commercial channels. 
~ GOC wld guarantee deliver residual balances to GSA at price not 
exceeding 1 US cent per pound above Singapore price. 

3. GOC wld not undertake supply crepe but wld expect GSA pur- 
chase crepe as long, as differential between crepe and sheet remained 

| below agreed maximum. — | | 

| Exter emphasized that above proposal represents greatest possible 
| area agrmt between GOC elements opposing contract and those favor- 
3 ing it and is convinced that while some possibility negot exists, perhaps 

| 
| 
|
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connection (2) above, in general GOC must have terms substantially 
as outlined. On basis Central Bank study he considers average 3,000 

_ tons sheet monthly cld easily be handled through commercial channels 
at prices competitive with Singapore. It is Exter’s considered view 
that if GSA unable accept proposal along these lines it will be polit 
impossible for GOC improve terms and that contract discussions must 
be abandoned. | | = | 

There are very influential elements in GOC opposed to contract and 
I consider unlikely PriMin will be able make further concessions. 

| Vaithianathan Perm Sec MEA later called on me and confirmed that 
| instrs tel Corea Mar 6 along lines indicated and that PriMin had 

serious difficulty obtaining agrmt among colleagues for such terms. 
| While I fully appreciate necessity conclude contract on sound busi- 

ness basis, at same time in view strategic importance Ceylon and fact 
there is no satisfactory alternative to supporting present govt, I be- 
lieve Dept and GSA shld give serious consideration polit factors 
involved. Oo 

SATTERTHWAITE 

846E. 2317 /38-752 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department ) 
of State» — | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Cotompo, March 7, 1952—11 a. m. 

503. Vaithianathan PermSec MEA called on me yesterday and said 
he had come at personal request PriMin Senanayake who gravely con- 
cerned over rice situation (Embtel 478 Feb 21).? Present stores and 
expected arrivals wld carry country through mid May with possib 
addit quantities which wld supply Ceylon until carly June. After that 
only most intangible prospects exist. Suppliers’ promise becoming in- 
creasingly less convincing. 

PriMin urged US assistance in this unprecedented situation. Perm- 
Sec suggested assistance might take form rice loan patterned on India 
wheat loan. After I explained position to him however he seemed 

_ realize this not feasible. He asked however whether US assistance cld 
be obtained in procuring rice for which GOC wld pay. In latter con- 
nection he mentioned there wld be no difficulty making payment in 
sterling but problem exists if payment required in dols. I suggested 
possib drawing on dol pool. Later Food Min Ratnayake spoke to me 
on same subject and himself mentioned dol pool as possib solution. 

Altho I agree fully with PriMins estimate seriousness situation 
(Embtel 446 Jan 30)° it is difficult visualize practical measures US 

*This telegram was repeated to Bangkok as telegram 6, Rangoon as 8, and 
Saigon as 1. . 

* Not printed. 
3 Ante, p. 1504.
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cld take to assist. I wld welcome Depts comments. In any event info | 

wld be helpful re current US stocks available for immed export and 

stocks estimated available for export beginning May 1952. Also 

whether any aid anticipated from Bangkok. | 

ce SATTERTHWAITE 

846H.2317/3-1252 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon * 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, March 12, 1952—6 :54 p. m. 

339. Re Embtel 446 Jan 30, sent Bangkok 4? and Embtel Feb 21, | 

sent Dept 478 Bangkok 52 _ ae 

Dept concerned rice procurement difficulty Ceylon as evidenced by 

aid given in diversion to Ceylon of Southeast Asia rice destined Jap 

and switch procurement by US Army for Korea from Southeast Asia 

to US. However, see no feasible basis for US approach Thailand Govt 

now particularly in absence internat] allocation, for increase declared 

availabilities and portion earmarked Ceylon. Thailand policy reduce 

scale its allocations appears applied generally across board. Presume 

that when later in year becomes evident export availabilities exceed 

1,100,000 tons figure now used for allocation purposes, allocations will 

be increased. Unless Emb perceives objections pls inform GOC along 

lines foregoing. = | | 

FYI only. Dept considers US intercession with Thailand Govt 

might react to disadvantage GOC. Emb Bangkok believes present 

small export allocation in spite of current crop optimism reflects un- 

willingness Thailand commit itself over the year on prices on rising 

market. Also Thailand Govt worried “possibility sterling devalua- 

tion.” Thailand expected emphasize greatest possible sales for dols. 

This connection desire your comments on final para Rangoon tel Jan 

25 * pouched Colombo. | | 

Difficult assess possible further availability from US. Prelim cal- — 

culations indicate relatively small availability US during current rice 

year for Far East beyond shipments and commitments already made 

_ and normal requirements for market Western Hemisphere. GOC can 

explore with private trade possibility procurement rice US. No US 

export controls on rice presently in force. Whether rice cld be pro- 

cured US after April doubtful. Dept agrees Embtel 503 March 7 * not 

| 17This telegram was repeated for information to Bangkok as telegram 1904. 

| 2 Ante, p. 1504. . Co 
| * Not printed. . 

2 | ‘his referred to the last paragraph of Rangoon telegram 727, Jan. 25, 1952, 

: which stated as follows: “Thai Chargé told me understood Ceylon offering 

| dollars for additional Burmese rice. Not confirmed. UK Emb lacks info.” 

| (790B.00 (W ) /1-2552 ) 

| 5 Supra. | | | 

| |
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appropriate US Govt provide financing this purpose GOC this time. 
If GOC concerned re dol position, GOC understands means open to 
GOC improve situation. eee ee | 
Bangkok airpouch to Rangoon this tel and Colombo tel 4. - 

| - ACHESON 

711.56346E/3-1952 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by William Witman II of the Office 
of South Asian Affairs 

TOP SECRET [ Wasuineton,| March 19, 1952. 

_ Subject: Ceylon Proposal for US Military Installations in Ceylon 

Participants: Ronald H. Belcher, First Secretary, British Embassy 

SOA—William Witman IT © = 

| References: Memorandum of Conversation with Mr. Belcher Decem- 
ber 21, 1951.1 Despatch No. 604 from Colombo Janu- 

— ary 11, 1952.? . 7 

_ Mr. Belcher called at his request to convey to us his Government’s 
answer to the informal inquiry made to him on December 21, 1951 

_ regarding the possible interest of the Government of Ceylon in defense 
_ arrangements with the US. _ oo 7 

Citing a letter dated March 14, 1952 from London, Mr. Belcher 
stated that the general conclusion of the British Chiefs of Staff was 
that the Ceylon approach should not be taken too seriously. It was 
feared that possible steps in our direction might have rather un- — 
fortunate effects. | Be 

The British Chiefs of Staff, according to Mr. Belcher, have already 
sent to their representatives here views regarding the strategic impor- 
tance of Ceylon, to be communicated to our Chiefs of Staff for | 
discussion. — 

_ From the political point of view, the British considered that as long 
as the present Government remained in power, there was no danger of 

its ceasing to align itself with the West. This was based upon the _ 

UK-Ceylon Agreement of November 1947 regarding defense, and also | 

upon discussions in January 1952 with the Ceylon Prime Minister who — 
said that the UK could count on continued use in peace and war of the 

facilities and establishments in Ceylon now occupied. On the assump- 
tion that the US were allied with the UK, these facilities would be 

available to us. (On checking his files, Mr. Belcher was unable to 
_ ascertain whether the reference to US use of these facilities was quoted 

* See Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, p. 2081. oe 
* Despatch 604, not printed, described a discussion of the bases question be- 

tween Rupert Metcalf, British Deputy High Commissioner to Ceylon, and 
Bernard Gufler (711.56346E/1-1152).
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from the Prime Minister’s statement, or whether it was the comment 

of the British Chiefs of Staff.) The situation would be entirely dif- 

ferent if the present Government of Ceylon should fall. For this very 

reason, it would be unwise to go ahead with US-Ceylon discussions, 

for this was precisely the sort of thing which would be likely to upset | 

the opposition. | ne 

I replied to Mr. Belcher that we had not taken the informal sug- 

gestions of Sir Oliver too seriously, but could not ignore them. I said 

that I felt that the views of our military establishment, which I had — 

communicated to him on December 21, 1951, had clearly indicated that 

while we might be interested at some future date, we had no intention | 

at the present time of pressing forward in the matter. _In the mean- 

time there had been other developments, such as rubber shipments to_ 

China, that made it even more advisable to postpone any possible 

discussions. —t™ . | oe 

746H.13/3-2352 : Telegram ; | | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department | 

| Bo ee of State 

SECRET Oo - Cotomso, March 23, 1952—noon. 

530. Death PriMin after accident that left him unconscious*has put _ 

governing party in difficulties as to succession. Obvious successor wld | 

be either party’s chief surviving elder statesman Home Min Goonetil- 

leke or majority leader House Min Trans Kotelawala. Former appears 

polit though not legally disqualified as member Senate. Latter con- 

sidered have too many enemies. PriMin’s son MinAgri Dudley _ 

Senanayake was being groomed for eventual succession and may be se- 

lected now despite relative youth to capitalize on patriarchal traditions 

Ceylonese people and prestige family name. Likely Goonetilleke wld 

prefer Dudley as most inclined take his advice. Kotelawala reliably. 

reported consider himself as House leader to be obvious successor and — 

feel that failure select him wld constitute intolerable public affront. 

As his faction includes heavy contributors party funds he probably is 

in position make difficulties. | Sie | 

- _In absence Governor General Soulbury, role as officer administrating 

govt likely continue present Cabinet as stop-gap for few days. De- 

| cision can likely be postponed until after funeral PriMin Sat 29 which 

shld give Soulbury who due arrive Wed time use his personal prestige . 

| (his work as head former Soulbury Commission facilitated Ceylon’s 

| independence) to exert moderating influence. ae . . 

: ; - cee | a _. SATTERTHWAITE | 

! 1 He had fallen from his horse on the afternoon of Mar. 22.
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- 74GE.18/8-2752: Telegram a a : 

The Ambassador in Ocylon (Satterthwaite).to the Department 
of State Lote S 

SECRET Cotomso, March 27, 1952—4 p. m. 

542, Lunched today with Gov Gen Lord Soulbury who returned 
Colombo shortly after noon yesterday and almost immed asked Dudley 

Senanayake form govt (Embtel 541, March 26). He confirmed that 
| before his departure he asked late PriMin, who was then in hospital 

what his wishes were re successor shld anything happen him during 
Soulbury’s absence from Ceylon and that PriMin clearly stated in re- 

| ply (my 532, March 24)? that he hoped his son Dudley cld succeed him 

in such event. Even without this strong constitutional peg Soulbury 
had, he said, decided some time ago that Dudley was only official who 
eld hold govt together in event his father was incapacitated. Actually 

_ Gov Gen’s decision was eased by receipt communication from large 
number govt MPs to effect Dudley was only member govt they wld 

support for PriMin. As this definitely means Sir John Kotalawela cld 

not form govt it was therefore not even necessary consider his claims 

for Priminship. Soulbury is pleased with way situation has worked 
itself out and is inclined believe delay due his absence was all for best. 

Foregoing para as in case my 532, March 24 shld be handled with 
greatest discretion and not used outside Dept. Greatest problem con- 

fronting new PriMin is bitter disappointment Sir John Kotalawela 
who is reported furious at being passed over and may defect. Today’s | 

papers, however, publish conciliatory statement from him and it is 

possible he may still be persuaded remain in govt or at least not oppose 

it. Reliable source indicates PriMin may visit Sir John this afternoon 

in effort persuade him remain in Govt.? Question timing next elec- 

tions will presumably have wait for decision for few days at least. 
New PriMin is not mtg govt Parliamentary group until Tuesday as — 
immed after funeral he is going Kandy to worship at sacred Buddhist 

shrines there. He may therefore not receive chiefs diplomatic mission 

before Wednesday. : eG | 

Vaithianathan will presumably remain in present position. PriMin 

| has two sure vacancies to fill, his own in Agric and that of Health 

which has remained vacant since Bandaranaike’s defection; also Min ~ 
| _ Transport in event Sir John refuses remain in govt. _ | 

| SATTERTHWAITE | 

* Not printed. 7 / 
* Telegram 545, Mar. 28, 1952, reported that the new Prime Minister visited 

Sir John at the latter’s house and persuaded him to stay on as head of the Min- | 
istry of Transportation (746H.13/3—2852). ; .
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846.2395 /4—552 : Telegram | BS 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY | WasurneTon, April 5, 1952—5 : 04 p. m. | 

376. Re rubber, Deptel 323 Feb 27* and Embtel 502 Mar 7, num- 

bered pts (a) made in GOC aide-mémoure Mar 10 [//],?and (6) in US 

response dated Apr 4: ® 

1. (a) GOC willing enter 2-year agreement covering 72,000 tons 

per annum or average up to 6,000 tons per month. y 

(6) Providing other terms satis, US wld accept 2-year agreement. | 

US wld accept 72,000 tons year or average 6,000 tons month, but shld 

GOC prefer lesser amt, US wld accept any stipulated quantity average 

between 3,000 and 6,000 tons month. | 

| 2, (a) Purchases by US private trade or GSA or both. GOC un- 

derstands GSA purchases wld normally be for stockpile and cover | 

residual amt left by private trade. _ | | 

(b) Purchases expected_ be made US private trade. GSA pur- 

chases only residual for US stockpile. | 

3. (a) GOC hopes all purchases be made in open market at cur- 

rent Colombo market prices. While recognizing prices Colombo mar- — 

ket have tended slightly higher than Singapore or elsewhere, GOC 

states both markets highly competitive and small price variation in 

single day. GOC prefers as little interference in free market as 

possible. —_ 

(b) US unable adopt Colombo prices as basis rubber purchases since 

perhaps 70 percent rubber entering Colombo market absorbed under 

agreement, price fluctuations in small quantities left cld be unrepre- 

sentative. US proposes either (1) price based on Singapore price on 

date purchase or (2) price based on 30-day average price Singapore 

in preceding month. Re acceptable types crepe, US willing pay Singa- 

pore average price thin pale crepes or alternatively agreed percentage 

above Singapore price No. 1 ribbed smoked sheets. 

4. (a) GOC wld agree secure any shortfall in residual quantity 

which GSA required purchase. In event GSA purchases rubber pro-- 

cured by GOC, GOC wld require price one US cent above correspond- 

ing Singapore price. | | oe 

(b) US unable accept one cent premium payable GOC since agree- 

ment between two govts neither acting as agent other. 

| 5. (a) Of 72,000 tons year proposed, GOC requests breakdown 36,000 

| tons sheet and balance not exceeding 36,000 tons in either sheet or 

| crepe as may be available or desired by purchaser. eed 7 

| (b) Div 72,000 tons year as proposed by GOC acceptable provided 

Po GOC wld give US its assurances 40 percent of total will be thick pale 

crepes nrs 1X, 1 and 2. US prepared accept not less than 15 percent 

of total in crepes but in event assured quantity crepe less than 40 per- 

| cent, duration and total quantity involved in agreement wld be 

: decreased. | | | | 7 7 OO | 

| 1 Ante, p. 1508. fe | | 

| ® Ante, p. 1510. 
- | 

: - 3 Not printed. | | 

| 
|
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6. (a) Purchase Ceylon crepe wld be left to open market Ceylon and 
GOC cannot undertake assist purchase crepes. Provided US has 
bought all sheet procureable exceeding minimum 36,000 tons, US cld 

| claim exemption from shortfall. GSA not obliged buy crepe at price 
more than 8 US cents per pound above current price best grade sheet 
Colombo market. - ae gos 

(6) Crepe component important to US. US must have firm assur- 
ances crepes forthcoming agreed amts. GOC aide-mémoire does not 
meet point adequately. US aware GOC desire avoid interference or- 
dinary processes Ceylon rubber market and willing consider any other 

_ GOC suggestions re arrangement which wld meet US requirements. 
7. (a) Finalization agreement subject consultation local trade. 
(6) Our response implied approval if terms basically acceptable to 

GOC. | 

US memo also (1) expressed belief proposed agreement advan- 
tageous GOC in assuring regular source US dollars, of direct aid in 
meeting pressures world demand on commodities imported Ceylon, 
(2) again advised GOC circumstances in which conclusion agreement 

| appropriate will not obtain in indefinite future. | a 
_ Copies both documents airpouched.* © | OS 

a OO | | ACHESON 

a * Aide-mémoires mentioned in the first paragraph. a 

846H.2395/4—-1052 : Telegram | ; | 
The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department — 

- of State oe | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Cotompo, April 10, 1952—5 p. m. 

574, Discussed rubber negotiations with new PriMin Dudley Sena- 
nayake today in course farewell visit. Gufler and Vaithianathan also 
present. Latter MEA has still received no telegrams on subject from 
Corea probably on account his illness and therefore know only what _ 
we have told them (Deptel 376, April 5).1 | | 
PriMin seems clearly desirous concluding rubber agreement. Asdis- = 

cussion developed however it became clear it very unlikely we can 
reach agreement until after new govt has been formed on June 10. 
Vaithianathan pointed out that since no policy decision had been 
reached by cabinet it is now legally impossible for govt authorize sig- _ 
nature while Parliament dissolved.? On practical political side - 
PriMin said it wld not be politically feasible sign agreement during 
election period as result wld almost certainly be at least slight de- — 

7 1 Supra. | : | 
| 7On Apr. 3, 1952, Ceylon Governor General Soulbury had issued a proclama- 

tion dissolving the House of Representatives effective Apr. 8, 1952, and stating 
that new elections should be completed by May 31, 1952 and that the first meet- 
ing of the newly elected House would take place on June 10, 1852 (despatch 817 
from Colombo, Apr. 8, 1952 ; 846H.2395/4-1052).
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pression price on local market. PriMin hoped that in circumstance we 

wld understand his difficulty and be willing delay further discussions 

until after elections. I said this most unfortunate as credits have been 

opened up for at least 6000 tons rubber for Commie China. Continued _ 

shipments to that destination made negotiations more difficult and 

were also upsetting local pattern trade. On other hand I assured him 

my govt wld not wish take any action which might benefit Marxist 

supported candidates. | | oe | 

In view foregoing it seems unlikely Dept will receive any reply to 

its counter-proposals until June at least. Emb wld welcome further 

suggestions from Dept but in view fact GOC began its long vacation 

today which ends Apr 19 it will probably be impossible even discuss 

matter further with GOC before Apr 21. 

ne | | SATTERTHWAITE | 

460.979 /4-2452 : Telegram a ae 

‘The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | Cotomso, April 24, 1952—5 p.m. 

597. Exter, Gov Central Bank called personally today to discuss 

status rubber negots in light info included Deptel 383 [393], April 18,* 

given him by me. Said he pressing GOC to continue talks before new 

govt formed as contract wld bring badly needed dollars. Also believes _ 

_ US shld be interested in order stop further shipments rubber to China. 

Reported new PriMin desires agreement but he and Perm Secy 

MEA cannot take final decision without Cabinet approval which 

cannot be given until after elections. | 

-Exter has impression GOC disturbed by Apr 30 deadline and in- | 

quired as to reasons therefor. Gave him substance Deptel 383 [392], 

Apr 18, but he unable understand meaning “approaching cessation — 

new rubber activities GSA” unless refers to decontrol announced . 

Apr 20 or possibility GSA unable make contract after end fiscal year. 

| Emb wld also appreciate clarification. | oo 

| _ Finally Exter inquired if it worthwhile for GOC to reply to US 

. counterproposals (Deptel 376, Apr 5)* despite fact it unable sign 

contract before June or whether negots that basic definitely closed as 

of Apr 30. Emb answered it wld transmit this question to Dept. 

| 1 Department telegram 393 to Colombo, not printed, stated that although the 

| Department was sympathetic with the government’s difficulties, it would be 

| unable to hold open the current offer beyond Apr. 30 because of rapidly diminish- 

ing funds and the approaching cessation of new rubber activities by GSA 
| (846H.2395/4-1052). 7 | oo . 

| | 2 Department telegram 405, Apr. 28, 1952, explained that the approaching 

| cessation of new rubber activities referred to the termination on June 30 of GSA 

purchases for industry and to the fact that the U.S. rubber stockpile was near- 

ing completion (460.979/4—2452). : 

| 8 Ante, p. 1517. | 

| 213-752 O - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 30. :
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He also informally intimated GOC cannot accept price for thick | 
pale crepes based on Singapore average for thin pale crepes and ques- 
tions whether Ceylon production No. 1 X, 1, and 2 former item can 
meet, US demand. Central Bank sees little difficulty in agreeing price 
and volume of sheet. og = 

If Exter’s impressions correct it appears GOC remains sincerely 
interested in contract and might wish continue negots during interim 
before new Parl meets. It cannot under any circumstances sign con- 
tract before June. | 

| GUFLER 

746E.00/6-152 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL — PRIORITY Coromepo, June 1,1952—lla.m. 
650. With results all 95 districts announced, following is parties 

standing in order gains, losses, total: UNP 23, 12,54; Freedom Party 
6, 6,9; LSSP 1, 6, 9; Front 0, 2,4; Tamil Cong 0, 1, 4; Federalist 1, 
1, 2; Moors 2, 0, 2; Labor 1, 1, 1; Peoples Republican 0, 1, 1; Inde- | 
pendents including speaker 5, 2, 9. Of 7 former Indian Cong seats, 
UNP won 6, Labor 1. —_ 

Among last day victors were MinFin J ayewardene, Freedom Party 
leader Bandaranaike, LSSP leader Perera, English wife of CP leader 
Wickermasinghe. Losers include Wickermasinghe, Federalist Presi- 
dent Chelvanayakam, Parl Sec Home Min Kanagaratnam, Freedom 
Party Sri Nissanka. | 
UNP having clear majority Senanayake remains PriMin and 

expected choose new Cabinet within few days. _ 
Among factors that contributed to UNP victory are following: (1) 

sentimental reaction to death former PriMin and energetic personal 
| campaign by PriMin who promised carry out father’s policies (this 

was principal factor mentioned by PriMin in interview with AP rep- 
resentatives) ; (2) support principal Buddhist and Christian religious 
leaders; (3) effective use Indian citizenship and immigration question 
by presentation UNP as only reliable defense against Indian “impe- 
rialism” opposition mishandled this issue and continued see greatest 
foreign threat in Anglo-American “imperialism” ; (4) appeal to tradi- 
tionalist conservatism villagers through anti-Marxist campaign label- 
ing opposition as enemies religion and agents Soviet imperialism; (5) __ 
bad strategy opposition parties which made outward motions toward _ 
cooperation but actually fought each other. Apparent alliance, how- | 
ever, enabled UNP include Freedom Party in anti-Marxist attacks ;
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(6) superior UNP organization, large campaign fund, and support 

entire English and Sinhalese daily press; (7) order of polling with 

UNP held constituencies placed first. 

| - GUFLER 

| 4468.519/6-1952 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 1 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, June 24,.1952—12: 12 p. m. 

7548. Re Colombo tels 675,2 669,2 665; 4 rptd Paris 8, 7, 6; rptd 

London 181, 179. Emb shld approach Fr this matter with view con- 

: firming that Fr Govt intends refuse license refined sulphur Ceylon 

and expressing US hope Fr will stand firm.° | 

US position this question as fols: In response UN resolution 

May 18 calling for strategic embargo against Commie Chi all rubber 

producing countries except Ceylon have been embargoing rubber ship- 

ments. Despite US representations Ceylon Govt has been unwilling 

take action prevent continuing sizeable shipments. Because this situa- 

ion and in view acute needs other free countries for US refined sul- 

phur, US beginning Oct 1951 has not licensed exports refined sulphur 

Ceylon. As you know, US supplies considerable amts crude sulphur to 

Fr, US has preferred not regard its policy as retaliation, but as neces- 

sary on grounds refined sulphur used Ceylon for dusting rubber trees,° 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to Colombo as telegram 459 and 

to London as telegram 6882. - 

4Telegram 675 from Colombo, June 19, 1952, reported that the French Minister 

had recently received a note from the Government of Ceylon indicating concern 

that French authorities were preventing the export of French sulphur to Ceylon. 

The note was personally delivered by Vaithianathan who added a strong oral 

plea underlining the importance both he and the Prime Minister attached to the 

matter. (446H.519/6-1952) | 

| ?Telegram 669 from Colombo, June 18, 1952, stated that the French Govern- 

ment had replied to its Minister in Ceylon that it had issued no license for the 

export of sulphur to Ceylon, nor did it intend to do so. (446H.519 /6-1352) r 

‘Telegram 665 from Colombo, June 10, 1952, reported a Ceylon Times news- 

paper story that France was willing to provide Ceylon sulphur which the United 

States refused to supply as a result of Ceylon’s rubber trade with China. The 

French Mission in Ceylon assured the Embassy that it was in no way involved 

with making any such arrangements. (446H.616/6-1052) : 

5 The Embassy replied in telegram 8139 from Paris, June 27, 1952, that French 

export licensing authorities had agreed to prevent the export of black sulphur 

to Ceylon, a commitment which would require France to impose export license | 

requirements on pest control mixes containing black sulphur as a major in- 

gredient (4461.519/6—2752). 
‘Black sulphur was imported by Ceylon to control the oidium disease which 

afflicted its rubber. trees. The disease is a mildew which attacks the young rubber 
leaf, causing it to shrivel and fall to the ground. The fungus dramatically reduces 
a tree’s rubber output over the near term and ultimately kills the tree if not 

Footnote continued on following page.
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thereby contributing to production which likely be used support Com- 
mie Chi aggression against US and UN forces Korea. 

LS os gh se | BRUCE 

Footnote continued from preceding page. as Bu | 

brought under control. The use of black sulphur in either a dry (dusting) or wet 
spray does not eradicate the disease but generally prevents it from spreading. 
Despatch 51 from Colombo, July 26, 1954, on Ceylon rubber contains more in- 
formation on this issue (846E.2395/7-2654) ; see also International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, The Economic Development of Ceylon, 
pp. 241-242. 

846H.2317/6-2552 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State | | 

SECRET  NIACT Cotompo, June 25, 1952—6 p. m. 

| 685. Called on PriMin today on his summons and was recd in pres- 
ence Min Food-Agri Goonetilleke and Perm Sec MEA. PriMin stated 
he plans send Goonetilleke Washington reopen rubber discussions and 
explore possibility obtaining urgently needed rice and financial assist- 
ance. PriMin indicated desire avoid recurring rice crises by some sup- 
ply agreement that might run for several years under which Ceylon 
could have certain portion American exportable rice surplus beginning 

_ with Sept harvests. He threw out suggestion this cld possibly be tied up 
someway with rubber agreement and referred to rice-sugar agreement 
he understood in effect between US and Cuba. 

Goonetilleke will be accompanied to Wash by Asst Sec Fin Min 
Rajendra Coomaraswamy and Food Comm Alvapillai. En route Wash 7 
will visit Rome and London. Plans discuss possibility purchase Italian | | 
rice and have discussions UK Govt and Bank Eng on rice and financial 
question. N U Jayewardena, Deputy Govt Central Bank Ceylon will 
accompany party to London. | : 

Exter Gov Cent Bank informed me this morning that summons from _ 
PriMin imminent result last nights “dramatic” cabinet session. Exter 

| stated that GOC encountering difficulty obtaining rice usual south | 
Asian sources result competition dlr purchasers among whom FPAP 

| Logistic Command buying for South Korean Army. He added that 
| rice suppliers reluctant sell rice for sterling and Ceylon now at com- 

| petitive disadvantage as purchaser since its dlr earnings power de- | 
clined result falling off direct rubber exports US. Exter believes this 
situation has increased desirability US rubber purchase agreement in 
Ceylonese eyes. | | - 

PriMin and Goonetilleke both well aware any discussion rubber ques- | 
tion must be on basis new situation, since prior US offer expired Apr — 
30 (reDeptel 383[393], Apr 18) 2 | 

- +See footnote 1, p. 1519. | |
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PriMin stated that Goonetilleke’s trip would be described as “search 

for food” and specifically requested that other purposes visit be kept 

secret. | | \ 

Before sending Goonetilleke PriMin wld be grateful for indication 

his visit Wash wld be welcome. Goonetilleke must be back Ceylon July _ 

26. Tentatively plans two days stop Rome, week London, ten days 

Wash. No arrangements made Rome, London visits pending Wash ap- 

proval which urgently needed, as maintenance this sched requires 

departure Ceylon not later than next Sat. or Sun. Tele inst urgently 

requested re acceptability visit. W1d also appreciate in same or follow- 

up tele any information or comment Dept believes could usefully be 

communicated PriMin or Goonetilleke prior latter’s departure.’ 

| ES . GUFLER 

2 The Department replied in telegram 463 to Colombo, June 26, 1952, that it was 

: willing to see the Ceylonese Delegation and would give consideration to Ceylon’s 

rice needs. However, it warned that rice was generally unavailable for export at 

that time, although a new crop due in August would provide marketable supplies 

later. Any agreement on rubber would have to be made separately from any rice 

transaction, and the Department reiterated its position in telegram 393 that it 

was too late to reach a rubber agreement on the terms previously discussed. 

(846H.2317/6-2552) 2s | a 

846H.2317/6-2852: Telegram oan . oe 

- The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State* Lo 

SECRET _ | | Cotomno, June 28, 1952—3 p. m. 

691. Re Deptel 463, June 27 [26].? Present Ceylon rubber export— 

rice import problem appears as much exchange as rice shortage prob- 

lem. Falling off direct US rubber purchases decreased dollar earnings 

at time when rice suppliers will only with delay and reluctance sell 

rice to non-dollar purchasers. Burma reportedly supplying rice for 

: dollars to Japan, Philippines. and Indonesia. Siam supplying Indo- 

| | nesia for dollars. Ceylonese conclude that only with dollars can their 

rice supply be made assured. __ Otel! 

! GOC decision send Goonetilleke mission urged by Finance Min- 

| ister, supported by Central Bank whose primary concern exchange 

| problem, Food Minister Goonetilleke and Prime Minister himself. 

| Suggestion possibility rice-rubber agreement on lines reported Cuban- 

| US-rice-sugar agreement introduced in Ceylonese discussions by 

| Prime Minister himself. _ | ns 

| | ‘This telegram was repeated for information to London as telegram 182 and 

to Rome as telegram 3. | | - . 

2 See footnote 2, supra. 

| 

: | 
| |
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This tel being repeated info London, Rome. Dept may desire repeat 
those offices its tel 463, June 27 [26]; Embtel 685, June 25.5 

: | : _ GUFLER 

5 Supra. ' . | | | 

846B.2395/7-1852 ee 
Memorandum by the. Deputy Director of the Office of International 

Materials Policy (Armstrong) to J. Robert Fluker, O ficer in Charge 
of Economic Affairs, Office of South Asian Affairs 

RESTRICTED | [Wasnineton,] July 15, 1952. 
Subject: Rubber agreement with Ceylon. 

This memorandum summarizes the points concerning the practica- => 
bility of a rubber agreement with Ceylon which were made at a meet- 
ing in your office on July 14. a - _ 

On June 30 the Government stopped buying rubber for current con- 
sumption by industry. At present the Government is buying natural 
rubber only for the stockpile. 

The General Services Administration now has under contract nearly 
enough rubber to meet the minimum stockpile objective. Since some : 
rubber remains to be purchased, it theoretically would be possible for | 
the Government to negotiate a contract with Ceylon for a modest ton- 
nage of stockpile rubber. However, those officials in GS.A who are re- 
sponsible for buying rubber intend to maintain a maximum freedom 
of movement in purchasing the remaining tonnage and have stated 
categorically that they no longer are interested in signing a contract 
with any government for any tonnage of any kind of rubber. 

_ If there were general agreement on the wisdom of such a course, the 
Department could attempt by means of a high level approach tohave __ 
the operating officials overruled. OMP believes that an attempt along 
these lines would be unwise. It would be sure to irritate the operating 
officials in GSA who have been among the Department’s strongest allies 
In interdepartmental rubber discussions. It might fail, since no oper- 
ating agency likes outside meddling in its affairs. In any event, GSA 
or Defense could not be approached on the subject until full intra- — 
departmental discussion had indicated that now was the time and 
Ceylon was the issue over which to intervene. The whole operation | 
could hardly be concluded in time for the present series of meetings 
with the Ceylonese. | 

Conceivably an attempt may be made to justify a contract as a means | 
of keeping Ceylonese rubber away from communist China. The pri-
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- mary responsibility for initiating any such suggestion would lie in | 

EDS rather than in OMP. It is only fair to state, however, that OMP 

| perceives numerous pitfalls, not only for rubber but for other com- 

modities as well in any such scheme and would do its best to secure 

recognition of these difficulties while an E position was being 

formulated. | 

| | | | 

446H.419/6-1952 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, July 17, 1952—5:49 p. m. 

377. 1. FYI Embtel 5815? considered prior drafting Deptel 43.* 

Fully prepared accept BOT statement re situation that date, but never- 

theless deeply concerned by possibility reports recd here may be borne 

out by subsequent request for license. We read urtel 5815 as indicating 

possibility license cld be issued if application filed. Quantities men- 

tioned both reports recd here from different sources were identical ; 

recognize possibility may have derived from same source originally. 

| 9. FYI our concern based on following considerations: Despite | 

repeated objection to GOC by US, Ceylon has exported substantial 

| quantities of rubber to China since fall 19951. Objection based China’s 

use rubber in aggression against UN. US stopped aid and refuses ex- 

port licenses sulphur and other commodities directly related rubber 

| production. Attempt being made achieve change Ceylon’s present. 

policy. Fungus attacked Ceylon’s rubber trees causing rubber growers 

pressure GOC stop shipments China order obtain badly needed 

| sulphur. Present US effort on verge success. Vital that policy not be | 

| jeopardized by inadvertent or uncoordinated UK action. Ceylon cabi- 

: net minister due Wash July 17 discussions enter alia rubber. Coopera- 

| tion France this subject obtained 100% (ref Deptel 7548 and Paris 

| 8139).4 UK shipments now wld undermine US position and have seri- 

| ous repercussions public and congressional opinion here. oe 

| 8. In light above request Emb advice re procedure most likely avoid 

| undesirable consequences which wld follow from shipment by UK. © 

| | | ACHESON 

| 1This telegram, repeated to Colombo as telegram 22, was drafted by Carlton 

| L. Wood, Director of the Far Eastern Division, Department of Commerce. 

| | * Telegram 5815 from London, June 19, 1952, reported that the London Board 

| of Trade had stated that it had received no applications for the export of sulphur 

to Ceylon and hence had issued none (446E.419/6—-1952). | 

* After receiving telegram 5815 (footnote 2 above), the Department in telegram 

43 had asked the Embassy in London to investigate reports that British au- 

thorities had permitted the shipment of 500 tons of dusting sulphur to Ceylon 

| (446H.819/7-252). : | | 

| ‘ See telegram 7548, June 24, p. 1521. | | : : 

|
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411.46E31/7-1852 , we | . | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of | 
State 1 “By ae | 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] July 18, 1952. 
Subject: Appointment at 3:30 P. M., July 21, with Ambassador 

Corea and Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, Minister of Agriculture and 
Food of Ceylon | | | 

| Sir Oliver Goonetilleke’s call will be in the nature of a courtesy call, 
and Sir Claude Corea, who has been Ambassador of the United States — 
since 1948, wishes to present new credentials from Her Majesty, Queen 
Elizabeth. | | 

Sir Oliver arrived in the United States on July 17 from Ceylon via 
England. During a brief stay in England he discussed with repre- — 

_ sentatives of the British Government Ceylon’s needs for rice and | 
dollars. The British are reported to consider Ceylon’s rice position 
precarious and to be prepared to authorize dollars for purchases in 
the United States. ae 

| All four matters on the agenda suggested by the Ceylon Govern- 
ment for discussion with the United States are related to our rubber 
problem with Ceylon. Rubber is Ceylon’s main dollar earner. It is also 
an irritant to smooth relations between Ceylon and this Government, 
because Ceylon has not embargoed rubber shipments to Communist 
China. | | 

_ Ceylon has refrained from embargoing rubber shipments to Com- __ 
munist China despite continued pressure from the United States. It 

__ chas evidenced a desire to do so if an embargo could be accompanied by 
some measure to provide a politically acceptable rationale, since 
certain important groups in Ceylon would be adversely affected. 

: ‘Sir Oliver and his delegation had brief talks with the Secretary of 
Agriculture,? Assistant Secretary Thorp and me on Friday, July 18. 
Other appointments have been made with the Technical Cooperation _ 
Administration and other groups for substantive discussions of the 
subjects on the agenda. Following is a brief statement of each problem: 

1. United States supplies of rice and flour for Ceylon: The United 
States is probably the only feasible source of supply for 100,000 tons 
of rice and flour which Ceylon needs by February 1953. A small por- | 

_ tion of this is needed in Ceylon by October of this year. Ceylon is also 
requesting aid and advice on an agreement with United States pro- 
ducers for a supply of rice over the next five years. 

1This memorandum was drafted by Yenchius, Fluker, and Delaney of the | 
Office of South Asian Affairs and received concurrences from representatives 
from the Office of International Materials Policy (OMP), the Agricultural Prod- 
ucts Staff (APS), the Office of Economic Defense and Trade Policy (EDT), the 
Economic Defense Staff (EDS), and the Technical Cooperation Administration | 

| Charles F. Brannan. :
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_.The Department of Agriculture is prepared to give Ceylon’s needs | 
every consideration. There is a relatively small quantity of rice avail- 
able from last year’s US crop, but it is of higher quality and price 
than the rice Ceylon ordinarily imports. This year’s crop, now being 
harvested will permit some exports to Ceylon. The details involved in | 
meeting Ceylon’s requests will be discussed with the Ceylonese delega- 
tion on Tuesday, July 22, ee 

2. A long-term agreement for the purchase of Ceylonrubber: After 
earlier discussions had been interrupted, the United States—through — 
the General Services Administration—replied to the Ceylon Govern- 

| ment’s overtures by offering a rubber purchases contract. This offer 
expired on April 30. Since our offer expired, GSA has continued to 
purchase rubber elsewhere and has been using up its appropriated 
‘funds. It is now reluctant to make any additional intergovernmental 

— contracts. | | | | | 
3. An exemption for Ceylon under the provisions of the Battle Act: 

The Battle Act requires (a) that, for countries recipient of United 
States economic assistance, negotiations be held on the control of such 
exports as rubber, destined for the Soviet Bloc, and (6) the fullest 
support of the UN resolution. relating to the shipment of certain 
strategic materials to Communist China. The latter requirement makes 
it impossible to extend Point 4 aid to Ceylon while Ceylon rubber 

moves to Communist China. : a 
4, An agreement for the provision of economic and financial aid to 

Ceylon: “Point 4 aid to Ceylon was suspended in October 1951 because | 

| Ceylon was not embargoing rubber shipments to China, and hence 

| was not eligible for aid. The Government of Ceylon has indicated that 

: it wishes to embargo rubber shipments to Communist China, but that | 

| an embargo would need to be accompanied by some measures which 

| would provide an acceptable rationale for internal political purposes. 

| Representatives of the Ceylon Government suggested informally that 

| ~ such a rationale would be provided in part if the Ceylon Government 

| could announce a joint US—Ceylon economic development program of 

| a magnitude considerably in excess of the $300,000 now contemplated | 

: for fiscal year 1953. a | - ok 
| | This matter is now under discussion with TCA, with particular 

| attention being given to the possibility of arriving at some language 

| which might meet the Ceylonese desire to be able to refer to a joint 

| program of a given magnitude and covering several years. — , 

Recommendations: = | 

| Should Sir Oliver raise any questions on the above numbered points, 

| you may wish to reply along the following lines: - | | 

| 1, The Department understands that there is a small amount of high 

| grade rice available now in the United States and that the Department 

| of Agriculture has arranged for detailed discussions on United States 

| rice availabilities from the coming crop. | | 

| 2. The United States will be glad to examine any rubber purchase _ 

| proposal made by Ceylon, although we are not confident that the United 

| States can now conclude an agreement. — | - 
| 3. The United States knows and appreciates the Ceylon Government’s 

| understanding of the communist threat to democracy throughout the 

, world. Ceylon’s stand at the Japanese Peace Treaty Conference in San 

| Francisco is a fine example of that understanding. We have earnest 

| | | 
| 
| 
|
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hopes that, since the recent favorable elections, the Ceylon Govern- 
ment will find it possible to embargo the shipment of rubber to Com- 
munist China. : a 

4. The United States is desirous of helping Ceylon with its task of 
economic development. You may wish to note that we are looking for- 
ward to the time when Ceylon has taken action to meet the requirements 
of the Battle Act and the United States will be able to extend aid. | 

Sir Claude Corea is convalescing from an illness that proved almost 
fatal and has not been able to carry on his official duties since last April. 
He was knighted in June 1952. You may wish to congratulate him on | 
his knighthood and express an interest in the recovery of his health. 

446E.119/7-1952 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon? 

SECRET WasHINGTON, July 19, 1952—3 :34 p. m. 
25. Goonetilleke, Corea and party accompanied by Clyde,? Chair- 

man UK Rice Board and FonOff Rice Adviser, had mtgs with 
Byroade, Thorp and Secy Agri * July 18. 

Goonetilleke stressed hope for consideration Ceylon’s polit impor- 
tance despite size; recalled Ceylon’s World War II contribution, 
slaughter-tapping, etc; noted internal struggle against Marxists and . 
mandate given PriMin by people in recent elections; mentioned 
Ceylon’s need plan econ development concentrated on agricultural 
development rather than industrialization, and need settle problems _ 

| with US before such planning. en 
~ Fol pts made: | a on | 

1. Ceylon needs US purchase rubber contract. | | 
2. Ceylon needs US rice and flour. | | 

(a) Wants purchase 2 cargoes rice for Sept US shipment. | 
(6) Goonetilleke empowered contract up to 100,000 tons rice 

delivery through Feb. | 
(c). Wishes arrange with US producers for supply 200,000 

tons annually for next 3 to 5 years. Goonetilleke said Ceylon 
willing to cover risk involved for US producers but did not elabo- 
rate; said long range prospects Southeast Asian supply versus 
demand not bright. a 

(d) Desires US advice on how, when, where and at what price 
make purchases. 

3. Goonetilleke emphasized need development of water storage and 
of existing millions acres paddy and other acreage through Agri 
extension and improved implements; reclaiming up to half-million 
acres Jungle possibly for cattle raising. He stated’: | 

‘This telegram was repeated for information to London as telegram 436. 
? William Clyde, U.K. Adviser to Ceylon Mission. | 
* Charles F. Brannan. | |
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(a) Ceylon foreign assets $250 million; now drawing down 

$40 million year; can continue at this rate for little over two 

years. | 
(6) Need US aid on basis fon exchange and local currency 

requirements. (Need for US aid meet local currency requirement 

questioned indirectly by Dept and reaffirmed with some uncer- 

tainty by Goonetilleke.) He added that econ development in 

Ceylon was “military measure” in support world democracy. 

4, Goonetilleke made no direct reference Battle Act but stated once 

econ development under way (implying joint US—Ceylon effort) 
Ceylon cld make even greater contribution free world coop, 

5. Clyde said UK vitally interested Ceylon rice problem and pre- 
pared make every effort help. UK will release dols for current 
purchases. | | 

Dept expressed deep concern Ceylon’s problems; said importance 

of Ceylon fully recognized by Dept and that importance not related | 

to island’s size; Dept will follow Washington discussions closely. 

Dept Agri advised make purchases 100,000 tons rice in cargo lots 

without reference full quantity lest price be unduly affected. 

Corea making excellent recovery but still far short full vigor. 

Goonetilleke appears cautious and as yet uncertain precise procedures 

and pressures to use. _ oa | 

| Goonetilleke and Corea (latter to present new credentials) to see 

! Secy July 21. Goonetilleke and delegation scheduled July 21 call on 

| Acting TCA Administrator, lunch Byroade; July 22-28 working 

| group mtgs re details any proposals. rubber, rice and flour, and pt — 

: four; Battle Act discussions expected work in with latter three mtgs. 

Goonetilleke departs July 25. | a | 
| | _ ACHESON 

| * Jonathan B. Bingham. Me a 

| | 846H.2317/7-2152 | - oe 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State * 
| | 7 

SECRET | [Wasutneron,] July 21, 1952. 

| Subject: Presentation of credentials from the Queen by Ambassador 

2 Corea; discussion of Ceylon’s need for rice, interest in a rubber 

: contract, and desire for technical assistance. 

| Participants: The Secretary 

| a Sir Claude Corea, Ambassador of Ceylon 

| | Sie Oliver Goonetilleke, Minister of Food and Agri- 

| | culture, Ceylon | 

| | _ Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, SOA 

: Ambassador Corea handed me his new credentials from the Queen. 

| I expressed my great pleasure at seeing him again after his long illness 

| 1This memorandum was drafted by Donald Kennedy, Director of the Office 

| of South Asian Affairs. :
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and extended my congratulations on his having received a Knighthood — 
onthe recent honors list. © re | 

Sir Oliver Goonetilleke explained that one of the first things his 
Prime Minister had decided upon after the elections had been success- | 
fully concluded was that he, Sir Oliver, should come to America to dis- 
cuss and work out, if possible, cer‘ain matters of great interest to Cey- 
lon. The first and most immediate question was the obtaining of rice. 
He had already seen the Secretary of Agriculture and further discus- 
sions were to be held tomorrow; he had discussed the matter of financ- 
ing in London and had been given $37 million, converted from ster- 
ling, for the purchase of rice and believed that help would be available 
this year for current needs. In addition, however, he wished to obtain 
some forward assurances for a period of two or three years, and this 
still had to be worked out. On rubber, he would like to discuss a pos- 
sible contract for the procurement by the US of Ceylonese rubber. 
Conversations had taken place on this some months ago, but they had 
had to be terminated at the death of the late Prime Minister, Don 
Stephen Senanayake. Sir Oliver said that the third important question 
was the matter of technical assistance. He would like to see what agree- 
ment could be developed. He hoped that he could find out what was 
possible on these three important subjects so that his Government 
could make an overall decision on what to do. | 

I asked Mr. Kennedy if there was anything I could do at this time. 
Mr. Kennedy replied that the immediate problem of rice seemed to be 
in hand, that the longer run problem of procurement presented some 
difficulties but was still subject to discussion, and that the question of 
a rubber contract awaited Sir Oliver’s suggestions, which he had not 
yet given us. Presumably this matter would be taken up tomorrow with 
representatives of GSA and the Department. Mr. Kennedy also said 
that in connection with a TCA program for Ceylon there was the 
problem occasioned by shipments of Ceylonese rubber to Communist 
China; this trade brought into play certain provisions of the Battle 
Act. | 

I asked Mr. Kennedy to let me know if there was anything I could 
do at a later stage. | | 

846H.2395/7-2252 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Emmett Lamar White of the Office 
of South Asian Affairs a 

CONFIDENTIAL / [Wasnineron,] July 22, 1952. 

Subject: Ceylon’s Present Rubber Problem | 
Participants: Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, Minister of Agriculture and __ 

Food, Government of Ceylon . | 
_ Sir Claude Corea, Ambassador of Ceylon | - |
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Mr. K. Alvapillai, Food Commissioner, Government 

| | of Ceylon mo on 

| Mr. Rajendra Coomaraswamy, Assistant Secretary, 

| Ministry of Finance, Government of Ceylon | 

| Mr. William Clyde, U. K. Adviser to Ceylon Mission 

Mr. G.S. Peiris, Second Secretary, Embassy of Ceylon | 

| | Mr. George C. Casto, General Services Administration 

| Mr. Frank Wilson, OIT, Department of Commerce 

: Mr. Willis Armstrong, OMP, Department of State 

Mr. George Alexander, APS, Department of State 

| Mr. E. A. Dow, Jr., EDS, Department of State : 

- Mr. J. R. Fluker, SOA, Department of State 

Miss M. Yenchius, SOA, Department of State : 

Mr. E. L. White, SOA, Department of State > 

The Ceylon Mission to the United States met with officials of the 

United States Government at 10 a.m. to discuss the above subject. 

~ Sir Oliver Goonetilleke opened the discussion by summarizing the 

two main developments in Ceylon’s situation since the previous United 

on States-Ceylon conversations in 1951 and early 1952. (1) Shipments 

| to Communist China have brought about a 5 to 7 pence (5.75 to 8.05 

| U.S. cents) premium for sheet rubber prices in Ceylon. (2) Falling 

| world prices for most grades of rubber are severely damaging Ceylon’s 

) - marginal producers. Sir Oliver went on to say that Ceylon is, and 

| must continue for years, looking to the dollar area for a growing share 

| of its rice needs, and that the Prime Minister is “very keen” on work- — 

| ing out some means of returning Ceylon’s rubber exports to the his- — 

| torical trade pattern. Hence Sir Oliver was interested in knowing 

| what the United States Government might be prepared to do with 

| respect to purchasing rubber from Ceylon. BE | 

| Mr. Armstrong reviewed developments on the United States side 

! since the termination of the earlier (1951-52) discussions with the | 

Ceylon Government, On June 30, 1952 the General Services Adminis- 

| tration stopped buying rubber for current consumption by industry. oe 

| Since then, this Government’s purchases have been solely for the stock- 

| pile. It is believed that other measures taken by the United States 

| Government, including the elimination of restrictions on natural rub- 

| ber consumption, have been generally helpful to the rubber producing 

| community, | : , | eh a 

| Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Casto emphasized that the United States 

| stockpile goal is now largely met, and that the funds available for rub- 

ber purchases when the 1951 offer to Ceylon was under discussion are 

now nearly exhausted. The residual purchasing power now available 

| would permit only a 6-month contract of the type previously dis- — 

-__ eussed, which would not be very useful for Ceylon. Mr. Armstrong 

| added that in giving this objective account of the United States Gov- 

i - ernment’s rubber buying activities he wished to assure the Ceylon 

| Mission that we are conscious of the problems faced by Ceylon and
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other rubber producers, and of the need of so many countries to max1- 

mize their dollar exchange receipts. _ | 
At this point Mr. Fluker asked Sir Oliver whether he wished to | 

| give the group the benefit of any further thinking and suggestions the 
Ceylon Mission might have, since the gist of the United States situa-. 
tion had been transmitted to the Ceylonese some time ago. (Sir Oliver | 
interjected that Ambassador Corea had made it clear to his govern- 
ment why the United States offer had an expiration date, and that the 
Government of Ceylon could only hold itself to account if it allowed 
the offer to lapse.) Subsequent discussion brought out that the Ceyon- | 
ese still were hopeful that by some means the United States Govern- 
ment could backstop an “assured sales” program approaching 6,000 
tons per month or 72,000 tons per annum. However, the Mission of- 
fered no constructive suggestions or new ideas. 

Mr. Casto and Mr. Armstrong then offered informal suggestions | 
as to how, within the framework of what might be possible and feasi- 
ble, Ceylon could increase the volume of its dollar exports of rubber. 
There is a strong demand in the United States market for certain pale © 
latex crepes (#1-x and #1 thick pale crepe). Ceylon could convert its 
facilities for producing sole crepe into facilities for thick pale crepes, 
increasing production of the latter from 1,900 tons to 3,000 tons per 

_month. The G.S.A. would be prepared to help by contracting for 500 
tons monthly over an 18- or 19-month period to offset the cost of . 
installing extra equipment. Such equipment. could be purchased in 
Singapore without a dollar outlay. Ceylon could thus realize an early 
increase in dollar earnings. Apart from the immediate benefits, this 
conversion would constitute a sound investment for Ceylon in adjust- | 
ing to the future market pattern. 

| As regards dollar exports of sheet rubber, Mr. Casto pointed out | 
that the Government of Ceylon’s big problem is internal. Under the 
existing auction system, which has many advantages for the Ceylonese 
rubber trade, United States buyers constantly are being outbid by 
non-dollar buyers: the market thinking of the Ceylonese producers 
and exporters is, understandably, in terms of rupees. Even if a gov- | 
ernment-to-government agreement were still possible from other 
standpoints, its implementation in conformity with the auction system 
would be highly doubtful. Therefore the Government of Ceylon ~ 
should decide whether the country’s need for dollar exchange war- 
rants some degree of interference with the auction system. Sir Oliver 
was asked whether the Government of Ceylon would consider it feasi- 
ble to set aside some definite portion of total sheet exports for hard 
currency markets, possibly coupling this measure with some suitable 
incentive scheme for the producers, such as tax adjustments, to assure 

them substantially the same rupee yields (“take-home” pay) asifthey 
had sold this sheet under the auction system. In this way, perhaps
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1500 or 2000 tons of sheet could be marketed monthly for hard cur- 

rency. It would be for the Government of Ceylon to decide whether 

the foregoing suggestions would be reasonably satisfactory financially 

and from the standpoint of acceptability to producers. 

- Sir Oliver responded that some such plan might be possible, par- 

ticularly with the larger producers. He had appeared to be favorably 

disposed to consider the “thick pale crepe” suggestion. - 

There was some general discussion of such related topics as rice 

subsidies and the cost of living index (Sir Oliver anticipated it will 

be necessary to make sharp cuts in the subsidies), land use questions, 

and declining tea prices. | 

In response to the suggestion that Sir Oliver and his group might 

wish to give further thought to the points made by Mr. Casto, Sir 

Oliver requested continuance of the discussion at 4 p. m. July 23, a 

meeting subsequently cancelled. 

446H.119/7—2852 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon * 

SECRET - PRIORITY — Wasutneton, July 28, 1952—7:11 p. m. 

| 35, No distribution outside Department. Pts made and results mtgs 

| noted Deptel 25 rpt info London 436? summarized by Goonetilleke 

| and delegation in final meeting with Byroadeé and Thorp July 24. - 

| 1. Ceylon can get all flour desired on US market. | 

| (a) Can expect get through US commercial channels 60-100,- 

| 000 tons rice by Feb from oncoming crop. Because Japan con- _ 

| tracts about. 70,000 tons early delivery from this crop will be dif- 

| ficult Ceylon get 40,000 tons before Nov. Ceylon has arranged one 

| cargo for Oct shipment and attempting more. Ceylon unwilling 

| -_ pay price 10.5 cents pound for CCC held rice which has dwindled 

| from 7,000 to about 5,000 tons since talks began. Dept offered in- 

| __-vestigate possibility selling this rice at 9 cents which Ceylon wld 

pay. | ) | 

| ' (b) Re arrangements with trade for 5 year supply 200,000 tons 

! US rice annually, Agri will take Ceylon demand into account in 

: its regular advice to domestic producers on production planning. 

| Ceylon approach to trade to contract for future years supply on 

| | large scale might affect price rather than supply. 
| | | | 
| _ 2. Rubber discussion yielded : , a | 

| (a) Goonetilleke view developed since previous rubber pur- 

| chase discussion (1) China shipment brought 7 pence premium 
| and falling world price most grades severely damaging Ceylon 

marginal producer; (2) Rice need by Ceylon is and will be near — 

| future in dollar area. | : 

| This telegram was repeated for information to London as telegram 615. 

| 2 Dated July 19, p. 1528. : | 7
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_ (0) US suggested (1) Ceylon produce more pale crepe, partly 
in lieu sole crepe now being produced; sure market exists in US, 
and necessary creping batteries easy to acquire; crepe sales could 
be expanded from 1900 per month to 2900-3000 per month in this 

| way. (2) Greatest problem for GOC with Ceylon producers was 
relationship auction system to some form of channeling to dollar 
area, So might develop incentive plans for producers to make sales 
in dollar areas attractive. Goonetilleke noted these suggestions 
and appeared grateful for them. — 

(c) In intimate conversation with Dept officer Goonetilleke said 
| wants assured sale 5,000 tons monthly and gave impression wld 

accept following: (1) Statement that crepe normally comesto US _ 
through regular channels, with reference to US-Ceylon consulta- 
tion to attempt adjustment of flow crepe if drops below 2,500 tons, 
assuming Ceylon increases output to that figure. (2) US purchase 
residual amount 2,000-2,500 tons month sheet grades 1X to 3 for 
21 months. (3) Wld accept Singapore price, no premium. 

3. If legal requirements met US wld be able extend TCA aid 
$300,000. In face very severe cuts funds available most difficult increase 
this amt fiscal 53 but might find up to $200,000 additional for FY 53 if 
urgent situation develops which justifies this. Cannot commit Congress 
to five year program for Ceylon, but Goonetilleke informed that on 
basis present info Dept might consider recommending presentation to 
Congress program about one million for FY 54, which info might help | 
Goonetilleke in his approach this problem. Goonetilleke said amt too 
small meet need of 50 million dollars US aid for program (designated 
as 6 year program in previous conversation) improve agri produc- 
tion—particularly rice—and meet his problem re rubber. Other than 
gen idea of 100 million dollars joint program (in addition to Ceylon 
6 year plan) for improvement seed, tanks and implements, Goonetil- 
leke did not present details, although at earlier meeting he stated that 
complete info cld be made available. Dept noted present lack basic 
info and availability of funds even if need proven and suggested best 
procedure wld be establish FY 53 pt 4 program, whereupon TCA 
mission working with GOC cld develop best program economic 
development. | 

4, Goonetilleke said he cld publicize and use for presentation cabi- 
net US rice developments and rubber agreement in achieving embargo 
rubber Chi if US aid forthcoming in order 50 million dollars. He cld 
force rubber producers comply with embargo by administrative | 
means. Dept informed Goonetilleke that Battle Act requirements wld 
be met if informal assurances given and shipping statistics proved no 
rubber shipped Chi. Dept said wld investigate matter of US aid possi- 
bilities but no assurances given re order magnitude mentioned by 

_Goonetilleke. Goonetilleke said he arrives Colombo July 29 and hoped 
US aid info will be available then. Coomaraswamy mtg with TCA 
July 29 for further discussions aid matter. Goonetilleke read from tel 
from PriMin stating Commie Chi Amb at. Rangoon had approached 
Ceylon Amb with offer 100,000 tons rice for sterling and hoped re- 
ceive Ceylon delegation Peking discuss this and greater development 
trade; PriMin wished discuss matter with Goonetilleke upon his 
return.
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Goonetilleke informed that full investigation possibilities above 

rubber agreement cannot proceed until Goonetilleke indicates GOC 

acceptance 2(¢) above and willingness assure US no shipment rubber 

to Chi if rubber agreement signed. FYI Dept has not made proposal 

GSA who understood be very reluctant agreement now. Goonetilleke 

has been told that even if GOC accepts Dept 1s not sure it can arrange - 

| contract for rubber, ee | Ee, 

-Emb shld mark any response this tel for Dept distribution only. 

| — — ACHESON 

446B.119/7-3052 : Telegram - | Phe a ad | 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State* | 

SECRET a | ~ Cotompo, July 30, 1952—4 p. m. 

46. For Emb info only. Dept distribution only. In lengthy conversa- 

| tion with Black and myself today, Goonetilleke, who arrived Colombo — 

| yesterday afternoon, made fol points directly bearing on Wash con- 

) versations (Deptel 35, July 28):? | | 

| 1. Altho he discussed results trip with PriMin he (Goonetilleke) 

must have firm proposals from Wash on rubber agreement and tech- 

nical assistance before he can officially take up problems involved with 

! cabinet. He had hoped they wld have been received here already. In 

reply to direct question, he confirmed he is awaiting proposals from 

| Wash not planning to suggest terms to Wash. OS 

| | 9. He anticipates Wash will propose purchasing 5,000 tons (50 per- 

| ‘cent crepe, 50 percent number 1 and 2 sheet) monthly over two-year 

| period according price formula based on Singapore market without | 

| premium. Transactions wld be through commercial channels but GOC 

wld have responsibility provide and US Govt to purchase residual 

| quantities. Ceylon wld stop rubber shipment to Commie Chi on signing 

| - agreement. He proposes encouraging output crepe by immediately 

; establishing cooperative factories for small producers. 

3. He expects US agreement, subject necessary reservations future 

| Congressional action, participate as equal partner his proposed five- 

year $100 million program. He appreciates US unable make binding 

commitment and willing accept necessary reservations. | : 

When queried on discrepancy between his $100 million and 

Coomaraswamy’s fifty rupee program, he replied benefits of smaller 

program wld not offset political disadvantage of having US aid mis- 

| sion in Ceylon. 

| 4, As result UK dollar grant and projected purchases in US he 

| satisfied Ceylon rice position balance 1952. | | a 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 6. | | | 

| ? Supra. 7 

| ~. 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 31 

| |
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5. He proposes to increase drastically price subsidized rice ration in 
| order reduce GOC financial burden. ss — " | 

Altho Goonetilleke exuded cordiality and enthusiasm over recep- 
tion received Wash and made repeated protestations friendship for 

| US he did not fail make clear that other alternative exists. In this 
connection he mentioned (1) he had been unable persuade colleagues 
that GOC shld not accept invitation send rice mission to Commie Chi. 
MinComm favors mission, PriMin as yet undecided. | 

(2) USSR holding out bait possibility increased rubber purchases 
end again pressing send three “inspectors” Colombo to pass on rubber 
shipments. Thus far, GOC has refused. a 

| (3) In conversations in London with Indonesian Amb and promi- 
nent Indians, he detected tendency consider that South and South- 
east Asia shld not become involved in political differences between 
communism and West and that USSR and Chi shld be regarded not 
as military powers but as economic areas that cld supply Asia’s basic 
economic requirements. 7 — 

| _ GUFLER 

446B.119/7-3052 : Telegram a 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon? 

SECRET Wasuineron, August 4, 1952—6: 45 p. m. 
45. Dept notes Goonetellike’s comment necessary receive firm pro- 

posals (Embtel 46 July 30)? and suggests GOC be informed as follows: 
1, Pleased Goonetellike satisfied rice position balance 1952. Dept 

desired be helpful without regard any other considerations. In this 
connection reference is made to PM’s statement on Mission to China 
procure rice (Embtel 47 July 31)? and wonders if Dept Agri shld con- 
tinue take Ceylon’s needs into acct in its regular advice to producers 
planting in US (Deptel 35 July 28).¢ 

2. At last mtg between Andrews* and Coomerswamy latter was 
given ltr signed by former. Substance as fols: Re ur desire for expres- 
sion amt of aid, tentative allocation present fiscal year approximately 
300,000 dols and possibly 500,000 if required. So far as future years _ 
concerned willing examine carefully GOC’s needs economic develop- 
ment and discuss ways mtg. Believe GOC and US in best position 

, This telegram was repeated to London for Armstrong as telegram 810. 

ok 47 from Colombo, not printed, reported the substance of the Prime 
Minister’s recent public comments on Ceylon’s planned trade mission to China. 
The Prime Minister had promised that Ceylon was not going to be limited in 
searching for sources of rice and that Ceylon would soon send a mission to China . 
to negotiate a rice purchase. Ceylon’s willingness to canvass all sources would 
apply to any other commodities of prime concern to the Ceylonese people. 
(400.46E9/7-3152) 

‘ Ante, p. 1533. os 
* Stanley Andrews, Administrator of the Technical Cooperation Administration.
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develop sound program if early agreement reached along lines June 16 

ltr (Andrews to Coomerswamy).® FYI Goonetellike given no indica- 

tion US able make any commitment his proposed five year 100 million 

do] program. | | 

3. As to rubber contract Dept willing to discuss with GSA possibil- 

ity reopening negots fol gen lines: Four thousand to five thousand 

tons monthly 50 percent pale crepe and 50 percent 1X-3 sheet; no 

commitment on crepe since this normally comes to US through regular 

channels but wld be willing have provision consult if amt drops below 

2500 tons monthly; sheet wld flow through regular commercial chan- 

nels, GOC obligating itself to deliver and GSA to buy any short-fall 

at Singapore prices; contract limited to 21 months on basis Aug is first 

month of commitment. | | 

4, Dept desires indication from GOC that, in view of assistance 

| on rice and willingness provide technical assistance this year and 

| examine future needs this regard (see point 2), it will be prepared 

: meet requirements Battle Act, especially to prevent shipment rubber 

| to Commie China if rubber contract along lines para 3 above agreed 

| upon. This indication necessary before Dept able to proceed discuss 

| possibility rubber contract with GSA (Deptel 35 July 28). Latter 

| very reluctant open question. Emb might wish point out to GOC 

: that on occasion earlier discussions GOC willing embargo shipments 

| rubber to Commie China if rubber contract agreed upon (Embtel 449 

| Jan 31).7 Wld seem govt position stronger than before on basis elec- 

! tion results and possibly unpopular action therefore easier to take. 

| 5. Dept will await reply (per para 4 above) before taking any fur- 

| ther steps. | | 

! Mark reply Dept distribution only. | | ue 

| : | - Brucr 

| - ®Not found in Department of State files. 

! 7Telegram 449 from Colombo, not printed, reported that Vaithianathan had 

given the Embassy categorical assurances that Ceylon’s rubber shipments to 

| Communist China would stop the moment a rubber contract was signed with the 

| United States (846E.2395/1-3152). : 
| | 

 44648.939/8-1252 : Telegram 

| The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State * 

| SECRET ~ Coromso, August 12, 1952—11 a. m. 

| 65. For Dept distribution only. Substance Deptel 45 August 4,’ yes- 

| terday discussed separately with Permanent Secretary MEA and 

| ~ Goonetilleke. - | | , | 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to London for Armstrong as telegram 9, Embassy 

distribution only. | 

| —— *§ Supra. en o 

|
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Permanent Secretary made little comment but during conversation 
stated Goonetilleke hoped if rubber agreement concluded US might — 
grant Battle Act exception and permit GOC exchange for Chinese rice _ 
rubber not covered US Ceylon agreement. Goonetilleke later said he 
hoped for “fighting chance” for exception if rubber exchanged for 
much needed rice (we gave no encouragement to this hope). 
Permanent Secretary said Chi Mission (Embtel 55, August 4)? wld 

leave end Aug-early Sept.‘ In reply direct question whether mission 7 
being sent in real expectation obtaining rice or to destroy basis for op- 
position claims re possibility effective Chinese help, Permanent Sec- 
retary replied the former. , 

Goonetilleke said (1) our info wld now enable him report to Cabinet 
on trip and he wld inform US shortly re GOC reaction. (2) He not so 
concerned with rubber agreement but requires substantial econ and 
tech aid in order “launch massive attack” on problem increasing local 
food supply which must be solved if conditions are to remain stable in 
Ceylon. $1,000,000 annually indicated by Wash as possible extent US 
participation insufficient to cope with problem. (3) He would appreci- 
ate US Dept Agri considering GOC requirements in advice US rice } 
producers. (4) Prime Minister instructed Chi Mission not make any 
commitment but merely listen and report back any proposals. Both 
Minister Finance and himself consider only outside chance Chi will 
make rice available. Mission instructed request 150,000 tons but in his 
opinion will be lucky obtain 20,000, N. M. Perera, head of LSSP (Trot- 

| skyite party) requested permission accompany mission but Prime Min- 
ister refused. | 

I pointed out that additional rice might be available from Indo- 
Chinese States in return for recognition. _ 

Goonetilleke said he appreciated this and had suggested recogni- 
tion to Prime Minister. Fonseka ® has been instructed visit Saigon and 
Prime Minister said if Vietnam makes satisfactory commitment pro- 
vide rice, he would reconsider question recognition. However, PM 
relucant have GOC only Asiatic country extend recog. | | 

| Today’s Ceylon Daily News carried a front page article by New 
Delhi correspondent which included quotation from spokesman 
Chinese Emb New Delhi, “America is trying get Ceylon rubber with-_ 

*Telegram 55 from Colombo, not printed, indicated that the prospective 
Ceylonese mission to Communist China would deal with trade, not cultural 
matters, and it disclosed the tentative composition of the delegation. The tele- . 
gram continued that if a rubber for rice exchange were agreed upon, the agree- 
ment would probably provide for Ceylon’s purchase of Chinese rice at a fixed — 
price, the proceeds of which would be used to buy Ceylonese rubber at the 
Colombo market price. The Government of Ceylon would not agree to any ar- | 
rangement which could make Ceylon responsible for delivering rubber or other- 
wise acting as the agent for Peking. (446E.939/8—452) 
*Telegram 115 from Colombo, Sept. 15, 1952; reported that the mission departed 

in two groups on Sept. 11 and 14, 1952 (446E.9331/9-1552). 
* Deepal Susanta de Fonseka, Ceylon Minister to Burma. a
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out paying fair price. We (Chi) can take as much rubber as Ceylon | 

can give and can give as much rice as Ceylon wants”. oe, . 

OSE gre | | GUFLER 

446B.119/8-1652 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Department of State * 

- SECRET | - CotompBo, August 16, 1952—3 p.m. — 

. 72, Dept distribution only. PermSec MEA today orally gave official _ 

GOC reply US proposals (Deptel 65, Aug 12)? substance of reply 

was: GOC | Oo | | 

1. Appreciates US assistance in rice procurement. PermSec stated | | 

GOC hopes purchase minimum 100,000 tons current US rice crop pro- 

viding sufficient dollars available. | | | | 

9.Is continuing tostudy UStermsforrubberagreement. | 

- 3. Disappointed small current US appropriation for assistance to _ 

Ceylon and particularly that US did not give “greater encourage- 

ment” to Ceylon’s requirements for economic aid in future. vee 
4. Considering dim econ outlook and particularly falling prices 

Ceylon exports, GOC politically, economically unable take step, 1¢., 
embargo rubber to Chi, which wld eliminate premiums now being paid 

by Chinese and result in throwing out of production estimated 100,000 

acres marginal rubber holdings. | | 

5. Regrets exceedingly it must reject US proposals as they fail to | 

give GOC adequate political and economic justification for embar- 

going rubber to China. | " | os 

| 6. Hopes under circumstances US will reconsider proposals, partic- 

ularly in respect to amount of economic assistance. : | 
7. Wld like US to realize China mission sent, at invitation Chinese 

and GOC took no initiative. Cabinet. considered, however, mission 

necessary from polit view point. — | | | 

In discussing these points and in reply to direct questions PermSec 

stated > | | | | | 

a. GOC not vitally concerned with rubber agreement and considers 

greater economic assistance of more importance. Only rubber agree- 

ment plus economic aid would enable GOC justify embargoing rubber | 

to Chi and to make such step acceptable to Parliament and public. (It 

was obvious during discussion that GOC thinking in terms substantial _ 

phe financial not tech assistance.) __ Bo | . 

__ 6, Although Cabinet considers possibility conclude agreement with © 

US prior return to Ceylon of Chi mission, it is unlikely GOC cld take 
any action on any proposals US might make unless they were sufii- 
ciently glowing to convince Cabinet they wld be acceptable to public. 

| - We mentioned that prior to PriMin’s death, rubber agreement alone 

had appeared sufficient justification embargo rubber to Chi and that ss 

| 4 This telegram was repeated to London for Armstrong, Embassy distribution : 
only, as telegram 10. | 

| ? This reference is incorrect and should be cither Deptel 45, Aug. 4, p. 1536, or 

| Embtel 65, Aug. 12, supra. | . | 

| 

.
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it appeared evident that GOC had raised its price. We gave no en- 
couragement that further proposals wld be forthcoming from US. 

In conversation last night Goonetilleke emphasized to me that GOC 
reply would be in form which wld enable negots to be kept open. 
Today acting Gov Central Bank told Black that both bank and MinFin 
vitally interested in rubber agreement as dollar source. It is possible 
therefore, but not probable in view what we interpreted as flat rejec- 
tion that GOC attitude ultimately may change. 

| | GUFLER 

“The Department replied in telegram 72, Aug. 29, 1952, that it regretted that 
the Ceylon.Government was not prepared to proceed on the basis of telegram 
45 and hoped that it understood the great effort the United States had made in 
assisting it to overcome the difficulties in stopping rubber shipments to Com- 
munist China. The telegram continued that TCA was not prepared to go any 
further in its offer of aid than it had already done. (446H.119/8-1852) 

446B.9331/9-1752 : Telegram | oO | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department | 
of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL ~CoLomso, September 17, 1952—noon. 
, 120. Prior receipt Deptel 85 Sept 13 ! I had expressed to Vaithiana- 

than along line suggested therein, my regret that GOC was sending 
mission to Commie China and will at first opportunity express similar 
view to PriMin. Gufler and Black have also consistently made these 
points in conversations with responsible Ceylon officials and MEA is 
well aware our feeling on this subj. ~ | | 
We have not however issued press statement as local press fully 

aware US position and as previously reported is hinting we have 
brought strong pressure on GOC to prevent mission’s departure. We _ 
therefore consider it unwise to stir up further controversy in which 
press wld in all probability be unanimous in attacking our position. 

As long as present econ and food crisis prevails we must expect any 
| measure taken by GOC holding forth any prospect obtaining addi- 

| tional rice and higher prices for Ceylon products especially rubber to 
be popular. Any efforts on our part criticize mission publicly wld there- 
fore be likely produce contrary results and might also prevent us from 
obtaining on their return from otherwise friendly officials participat-_ 
ing in mission frank reports their impressions. We can only hope these 

officials will learn at first hand some of dangers and difficulties involved 

' *Not printed ; it requested that the Embassy express to the Ceylonese Ministry 
of External Affairs that it was regrettable that Ceylon was pursuing negotiations 
with Communist China which would not only hurt the free world effort in Korea 
but would also result m subjecting Ceylon to the political designs of the Com- 

: munist bloc (446E.9331/9—-1352). . |
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in dealing with Commie dictatorships and we have reason believe that 

more responsible members govt share this feeling. a | 

| SATTERTHWAITE 

846K. 2562/9-1852 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthaaite) to the Department 

| of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | Cotompo, September 18, 1952—9 a. m. 

123. US position in not making US sulphur available to Ceylon 

understood and generally accepted here. I believe, however, there 

would be the most adverse reaction on part both GOC and public if 

US activity in attempting bar exports from other sources were known. 

Appointed MP formerly official Planters Association advised Black 

re what MP characterized as “serious charge” made to him by impor- 

tant local planter that US Govt actively engaged in preventing other. 

countries supplying Ceylon with sulphur. Black replied that Emb had. 

confined itself to reporting sulphur situation and that Emb had re- 

ceived no protests from any local importers. oe 

Press reports Min Justice Rajapakse * subsequently informed Sen- 

| ate in reply to question that he was not aware US Govt had obstructed 

| GOC in obtaining sulphur because GOC has permitted sale rubber 

) Chi. | | | 

It is becoming increasingly evident that our policy withholding sul- 

| phur has failed achieve objective halting Chi rubber shipments. In cir- | 

| cumstances Dept may wish review this policy particularly re efforts 

| being made deprive Ceylon of sulphur of non-Amer origin. 

| | | SATTERTHWAITE 

| 1 Sir Lalita Abhaya Rahapakse. | : a 

493.46E9/9-1982 : Telegram a 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department — 

| of State | 

| SECRET , Coromso, September 19, 1952—11 a. m. 

| | 124, Had first serious talk since my return with PriMin Dudley 

| Senanayake yesterday. Said I had followed elections with interest and 

| was of course pleased with outcome, I had however been out touch 

: with Ceylon affairs during last six weeks my absence * and was there- 

| fore very disappointed learn on arrival that our govts had reached no 

| 1 Ambassador Satterthwaite had taken home leave to the United States from 
| late June to late August 1952. : | | 

| | 

|
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agreement on rubber which was going to Chi in ever increasing quan- 
tities and that official Ceylon mission was now in Chi one member of 
which had reportedly told press in Singapore that Ceylon was ready _ 
sell its entire rubber crop to Chi. | oe 

PriMin at once protested mission was authorized only investigate 
and report and had been sent in reply to Chinese invitation only under 
dire political necessity of exploring every offer rice. If possibility ob- 
taining Chinese rice were not explored and if present profitable sales 
rubber to Chi were now shut off rice consumers and rubber producers 
wld rise up and overthrow this govt. 

I said I understood and sympathized with his difficulties in view 
present econ crisis confronting Ceylon. I hoped however he realized 
that any free country entering into the close relations with a Commie 
country of kind so enthusiastically described in press interviews by 
mission leader is in serious danger falling into Commie clutches both | 
politically and economically. I hoped he wld also keep in mind reac- 

tion any such agreement wld have on US public opinion. Our soldiers 

have been dying for over two years in defense very objectives which 

he had advocated so successfully in his own political campaign. He 

shld keep in mind also that rubber is commodity most urgently needed 

by Commie China and was going directly into its war machine. More- 

over Ceylon’s ever increasing commercial relations with Chi were _ 
being anxiously watched by Indonesia and Malaya who were observ- 

ing UN resolution. 
It was unfortunate I continued he had not been present at talks | 

concerning rubber shipments I had had with his father and which 
latter had had with his advisers. While his father felt very strongly 

that Ceylon’s rubber shld be sold on free market he had nevertheless 

mentioned several times to me his concern over moral issue involved. 

He had also assured me his govt wld have nothing do with rubber-rice 
barter deal reportedly offered GOC by Commie Chi about year ago. | 
To this PriMin made curious reply that Food Min had told him only | 

reason this proposal was not accepted was because investigation indi- _ 

| cated Chi actually had norice available. __ | | : 
| PriMin did however seem genuinely concerned over failure our re- 

cent negots and said he had sent Goonetilleke to Wash because of im- 

portance he attached to reaching agreement with US. Unfortunately 

assistance we had offered Ceylon as compared with that being made 

other countries in Asia made it politically impossible for him accept 
our last proposal..He hoped we wld realize seriousness econ crisis fac- 
ing his govt re which he must face Parl next week. He concluded by 

saying he wld like discuss situation at greater length with me after | 

this debate had been completed. 
| | | SATTERTHWAITE
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846H.2562/9-1852 : Telegram | a 

. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasurneron, October 2, 1952—1:05 p. m. 

107. Embtel 123.1 Dept has kept constantly under review possibility 

revising dusting sulphur policy and concurs statement re failure to 

date halt rubber shipment Commie Chi. But in view fact annual re- 

quirement is 6,000 tons (Embtel 125)? and estimated quantity shipped 

or licensed thus far 1952 by other supplying countries about 3500 tons, | 

welcome further Emb views on possible results further efforts stop 

rubber shipments through joint efforts restrict dusting sulphur 

supplies. | | | oe | 

Dept has tried obtain assurances from principal supplying countries 

re limitation shipments dusting sulphur with varying degrees success. 

Latest positions indicated in Rome tel 854,° Paris tel 1812,* London 

| tel 815.5 Doubtful that further approaches along these lines wld meet | 

our objective of having firm policy decision re future shipments. 

Dept therefore considering whether there is better chance of achiev- 

ing objective through joint action (not through Additional Measures 

| Comite) based on proposition that limitation sulphur shipments neces- 

| sary to make effective UN strategic embargo resolution May 18, 1951 

| because sulphur availability directly related rubber production. Pur- 

pose in seeking such joint action wld be avoid appearance unilateral 

pressure by US. 8 : | 

| Dept emphasizes foregoing thinking entirely tentative. Bo 

| Desire Emb evaluation of net advantages or disadvantages to 

| achievement US aims—especially halting rubber shipments ‘Commie 

| 1 Dated Sept. 18, p. 1541. ho _— 

| 2Telegram 125 from Colombo, Sept. 22, 1952, stated that the Ceylonese Gov- 

ernment had estimated the annual sulphur requirement to be 6,000 tons and had 

informed rubber producers that they should expect no difficulty in meeting their 

| sulphur needs. As a result of the Rubber Research Board’s 1951 report comment- 

ing on a particularly severe oidium season, the Ceylonese Government on 

| Sept. 17 had ordered compulsory sulphur dusting of most categories of rubber 

| trees. (846E.2562/9-2252) | 

| ?Telegram 854 from Rome, Aug. 27, 1952, stated that Ceylon could purchase 

| refined sulphur through regular Italian trade channels. The Italian Foreign 

Office reported that two Italian companies held valid licenses for the exportation 

| of 1,000 tons of dusting sulphur each and indicated that no additional licenses | : 

| would be issued. (446H.119/8-2752) _ _ 

| Telegram 1812 from Paris, Sept. 23, 1952, stated that French export licensing 

| | authorities said that it would be very difficult to refuse export licenses for 

! French black sulphur destined for Ceylon in view of the apparent failure of 

other countries to stop such exports. They continued that black sulphur pro- 
| 

Y 
ducers were now clamoring for additional licenses and that it would be unfair 

to penalize them while exporters in other countries were taking advantage of | 

| the Ceylon situation. (446B.519/9-2352) - | a 

| —* Telegram 815 from London, Aug. 18, 1952, stated that a recent letter from the 

| British Foreign Office to the Embassy indicated that the Ceylonese were promised 

| refined sulphur “up to 500 tons only.” The letter further stated that the last | 

| license was issued July 10, bringing the total to 500, and that the Ceylonese had 
been told that thereafter they had to look to the International Materials Con- 

| ference for further sulphur supplies. (846E.2562/8-1352) .
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Chi—inherent above suggested action: (a) if resulting eventually 
in complete sulphur embargo, (6) if resulting in partial but damaging 
embargo, (c) if largely ineffective; under assumption Ceylon becomes 
aware other supplying countries withhold dusting sulphur in support 
UN resolution. | | 

Dept understands Commie Chi net sulphur importer therefore not 
likely be able supply substantial quantities sulphur Ceylon. 

| ACHESON 

446.119/ 10-452 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the 
| Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL : Cotomso, October 4, 1952—11 a.m. 

150. Following is Embassy’s evaluation net results endeavoring 
deprive Ceylon of dusting sulphur requested Deptel 107, Oct 2:1 

1. Stopping of sulphur shipments to Ceylon was temporary device 
to achieve an immediate specific objective. Our long-term policies 
‘will not be served by imparing Ceylon rubber production or injuring 
Ceylon economy. 

2. Exceedingly unlikely any action re sulphur, even assuming all 
exports to Ceylon could be stopped, would succeed in halting rubber 
shipments to Chi. 

3. Irrespective fact that future embargo on sulphur exports Ceylon 
might be imposed by joint action, it would be difficult if not impossible 
avoid impression embargo was result US pressure. Reaction certainly 
would be violent in Ceylon and our position in other sulphur pro- 
ducing areas would be embarrassing (Paris 1994 Oct 1).? 

4, From practical point view, although GOC estimated 6,000 tons 
sulphur would be required for compulsory dusting program :(Embtel 
125 Sept 22),? the 3,500 tons which Deptel 107 reported have been 
shipped or licensed thus far 1952 by other supplying countries will 
be sufficient tide over coming spraying season and demand therefor 
will not again become urgent for another year. In this connection it 
should be noted that small holders specifically exempted from provi- 
sions compulsory dusting requirement. and Emb considers great 
majority Ceylonese producers in whose support GOC is interested 
are more concerned with short-term prospect of premium prices for 

1 Supra. 
* Telegram 1994 from Paris, not printed, pointed out the embarrassing circum- 

stances of the French Government’s refusal to grant an export license to a 
French exporter of black sulphur to Ceylon. The exporter, convinced that the 
American Embassy was instrumental in the refusal, protested vigorously to the 
Consul General at Marscilles and supplied extensive statistics showing sulphur 
shipments to Ceylon from the United States as well as from other European coun- 
tries. The Consul General was placed in a difficult position because the exporter 
was a leader in a pro-American organization in Marseilles. The telegram con- | 
cluded that in view of the businessman’s influence in economic circles and the 

| fact that Ceylon provided the only market for most of France’s black sulphur 
production, the French decision to embargo sulphur shipments to Ceylon would 
probably be reversed sometime in the future. (4468.519/10-152) 

3 See footnote 2, supra.
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their rubber than with long-term consequences of not receiving 

sulphur. Oo 

It is therefore Embassy’s considered view that it would be in our 

best interest to abandon efforts deprive Ceylon of sulphur of non- 

American origin. 

| | SATTERTHWAITE 

446B.9331/ 10-2052: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department — | 

| | of State — | 

| | - 
| 

| SECRET | Cotomso, October 20, 1952—5 p. m. 

| 181. Min Food Goonetilleke today gave Black in strictest confidence 

| fol details re Chi rice-rubber proposal (Embtel 179, Oct 20).? | 

: 1. Chi will supply 200,000 tons rice annually at cost 56 pounds sterl- 

| ing per ton f.o.b. This will be in addition to 80,000 tons already agreed 

| upon. | . 

| 2, Chi will buy any quantities No. 1,2 and 8 sheet rubber offered up 
| to 50,000 tons annually at average price of Rs 1.75 per pound f.o.b. 

In event world price rises above Rs 1.75 GOC can renegotiate price. 
Rubber will continue to be sold through Ceylon commercial channels. 

| 3. Although agreement theoretically for five years, quantities and 

prices of both commodities will be negotiated annually. | 

4. GOC has no intention permit Chi station either trade or diplo- 

| matic reps in Ceylon. Mission chief Senanayake rejected categorically 

! Chi request permit Chi agent reside Colombo to pass on rubber ship- 

| ments. . - 

| Goonetilleke said there is no question whatsoever but that Cab will 

| approve agreement and he himself has recommended such action. He 

| asked that in reporting matter to Wash Emb shld emphasize: | 

(2) GOC has no alternative but to sign agreement. Providing rice 

| for people is surest way to maintain present govt and there is no danger 

| of opposition parties taking over in Ceylon. - | | 

: (6) Signing of pact shld not be construed as indicating increase in 

| (¢OC’s sympathy for Commies. GOC stands and will stand “staunchly 

| on side of West.” a 7 : 

| Goonetilleke said US “shld not worry over implications of agree- 

| ment as we in Ceylon have ways of slightly tricking our enemies.” __ 

| According Goonetilleke, Brit Consul General Peking; informed mis- 

| sion chief Senanayake that Chi use rubber for civilian purposes is ex- 

| panding greatly and obviously there is no shortage or restrictions on 

| civilian use wld have been imposed. This made strong impression on | 

| Senanayake who used it in presenting proposals to Cab. | 

| ————— - | 
| 1This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 21. 

Telegram 179 from Colombo, not printed, quoted local newspapers reporting . 

( on the details of the Ceylon-Chinese negotiations (446E.9331/10-2052). | | 

| | 
| ;
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Emb considers such statements re “civilian” consumption in Commie 
controlled economies to be meaningless. Furthermore, statement incon- 

| sistent with Chi willingness contract year in advance pay premium 
price crude rubber. 

7 SATTERTHWAITH 

446H.9331/10-2552 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department 
of State+ 

Cotomso, October 21, 1952. 
187. Re Embtel 179, Oct 20.2 Times Ceylon Oct 21 carried full text 

fol documents: - 7 
1. Purchase contract for 80,000 tons Chinese rice signed by Ceylon 

mission in Peking on Oct 4, price Rs, 720 per ton f.0.b.? Proceeds from 
sale to be deposited in Bank Ceylon for account Bank China, Peking. 
GOC shall ensure seller free use funds to purchase and export rubber 
and/or other Ceylon products. 

2. Preliminary report to cabinet of mission chief Senanayake pre- | 
sented on Oct 17. This outlined all proposals and emphasized benefits 
to Ceylon. “Rice described as excellent quality much superior to 
Burma”. In conclusion Senanayake stated “We note on Chinese side 
absence of spirit of bargaining and haggling on comparatively small 
po’nts”. 

3. Trade agreement between Ceylon and China approved by Ceylon 
cabinet on Oct 17. This loose agreement (for one year but may be 
extended as agreed) with no contractual obligations and merely ex- 
presses desire to promote trade between two countries. Lists of com- 
modities available for export by each country were annexed among 

such items exportab'e from China to Ceylon is sulphur with target 

figure of 2,000 metric tons, Article I states trade between two countries 
expected reach annual volume approximately Rs. 250 million on each 

side, Article V provides all payments for trade between two countries 
shall be conducted in Ceylon rupees. 

4, Separate memos on long-term proposals re rubber and rice pres- 
ently under consideration by Ceylon cabinet. Govt China agrees pur- 

_ chase 50,000 tons sheet rubber each year for 5 years beginning 1953 

and GOC agrees permit exportation this quantity. Govt China agrees 

pay price in excess average Singapore f.o.b. price. Two govts will fix 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London as telegram 35. | 
. 7 See footnote 2, supra. . 

__* The price, converted to American currency, was $1.51 per ton or roughly 7.6 
U.S. cents per pound. The dverage price Ceylon paid for rice increased drama- 
tically from 5.6 cents per pound in 1951 to 7.7 cents in 1952, insurance and freight 7 

| included. Ceylon Department of Commerce, Thirty Years Trade Statistics of 
Ceylon (1925-1954), Part V, p. 1782. | |
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price for one year at a time. If during this period world market price 

(Singapore f.0.b. price) exceeds price already fixed Govt China agrees 

to negotiate new price providing GOC makes request this effect. Price 

for year commencing from date rubber agreement is concluded shall 

be 82D + per pound f.0.b. Colombo. Pending decision of two govts on 

this proposal GOC “is to undertake that there will be no interference 

with export of rubber to China”. Rice agreement is for five year period | 

beginning 1953. GOC agrees purchase and Govt China to sell each 

year 200,000 metric tons rice. Two govts will fix price for one year at 

atime. During this period if GOC makes request for renegotiation of | 

- pubber price for same period GOC agrees to negotiate new price for 

rice if requested by China, Price for rice commencing on conclusion 

of agreement shall be 56 pounds sterling per metric ton f.o.b. | 

Emb airpouching copies all documents. oe | 

- oe | _ SATTERTHWAITE 

| -£The price was 37 cents per pound in U.S. currency. The world or Singapore | 

| price of rubber had declined precipitously in 1952, falling from 46 U.S. cents per 

| pound in January to 25 cents in October when the agreement was signed. The 

Chinese offering price was therefore considered particularly attractive to Ceylon- 

ese rubber producers. (The Secretariat of the International Rubber Study 

Group, London, Rubber Statistical Bulletin, vol. VII, No. 9, June, 1953, p. 37) — 

| 446E.119/10-2252 | | 

_——- Memorandum by M. G. Lyon of the Office of International Trade to — 
| the Chairman of the Operating Committee (Sawyer)* 

SECRET sd PWasutneton,] October 92, 1952. 

| OC Document 950 oe , | | 

| Subject: Expansion of Program Determination 810 ? to Cover Prob- 
| lems Raised by Ceylon’s Export of Rubber to Communist China 

| Discussions | | | 

| Ceylon is at present the principal source of rubber for Communist 

| China. Ceylon is not a member of the U. N. and did not commit itself 

| to adhere to the U. N. embargo of May 1951 on shipments of rubber to 

2 Communist China as did Malaya and Indonesia. ee 

| The Office of International Trade (OIT) was one of the four major branches — 

| of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the Department of 

| Commerce. : 
| The Operating Committee (OC) was an interdepartmental advisory group : 

| headed by the Secretary of Commerce and consisted of representatives from the 

| Mutual Security Agency and the Departments of Commerce, Agriculture, and 

| Defense as well as State. The committee, part of the larger Advisory Committee 
on. Export Policy (ACEP), met approximately twice a week and concerned itself 

| primarily with problems of licensing and export control. . a 
| * Program Determination 810 set forth U.S. export policy with regard to the 
| shipment of strategic materials to friendly foreign countries. No copy of. the 

original document was found in Department of State files although Revision 1, 
| dated Aug. 3, 1953, is available from the Department of Commerce. So 

|
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In the absence of an agreement to embargo rubber to Communist 
China, the U.S. entered into negotiations with the Government of 

_ Ceylon to impose destinational controls. Despite advance warnings by 
the U.S. that continuation of rubber shipments to Communist China 
might precipitate the denial of economic aid to that country, Ceylon 
continued such shipments and aid was terminated in October 1951 
under provisions of the Kem Amendment (Public Law 45, Section 
1302), | | 

The Kem Amendment was superseded by the Battle Act (Public 
Law 213), the provisions of which likewise provided for suspension 
of economic aid to nations supplying a specified list of strategic com- 
modities to the Soviet Bloc. Rubber is one of the commodities included 
in Title II of this Act. Nations exporting Title II commodities to the 
Soviet Bloc can receive aid under the Act if negotiations between such 
countries and the U.S. for cessation of such shipments are concluded 
favorably. Since negotiations with Ceylon. regarding discontinuance 
of rubber shipments to Communist China were not successfully con- 
cluded, aid to that country has not been resumed. | 
OIT in consultation with interested agencies issued, in the Export 

Control Manual, on January 11, 1952, Section G-12, “A pplications for 
Shipments to Ceylon”. G-12 details the treatment to be accorded all 
“Applicants for Shipments of Refined Sulphur or any Other Com- 
modity Directly Related to the Production of Rubber”. As a result of 
this instruction, applications for shipment of 1738 tons of dusting 
sulphur, which have been received, have been rejected or are still pend- 
ing in OIT during 1952. | | | 
Prior to the death of its late Prime Minister in March 1952, Ceylon 

had indicated that it was prepared to negotiate, pursuant to the Battle — 
Act, regarding possible suspension of further shipments of rubber to | 
China, provided a suitable guid pro quo could be worked out. Ceylon 
considered a rubber buying agreement by the U.S. as an essential ele- 
‘ment of such guid pro quo and negotiations conducted by the Depart- 
ment of State were progressing satisfactorily when interrupted by the =| 
death of the Prime Minister. The caretaker government did not con- 
tinue the negotiations. Meanwhile rubber purchases by the U.S. Gov- 
ernment have ceased and if resumed could only be on a token basis at 
most. | | | | 

Meanwhile rubber shipments to China have continued at an acceler- 
| ating rate and amounted to 20.2 percent by quantity of all rubber ex- | 

ports during the period September 1951 to June 1952, compared with 
less than 1 percent in prior years to all Soviet Bloc countries. During 
August 1952, rubber shipments to China totalled 2400 long tons, equiv- 
alent to 38.7 percent of Ceylon’s rubber exports; this was exclusively __ 
sheet rubber, amounting to 92.2 percent of exports of that commodity. 
The price differential offered by China amounted to 36.9 percent
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(weighted average) over Singapore prices for the period from Octo- 

ber 2, 1951, to August 15, 1952. | 
The U.S. share of Ceylon’s rubber exports have decreased from 99 

percent of total exports in 1947 to 15 percent for the period Septem- 
ber 1951 to June 1952, whereas U.S. exports to Ceylon have increased 

substantially in the postwar period. , | 
During the late spring of 1952 it became obvious that Ceylon would 

intensify its attempts to obtain U.S. sulphur for its rapidly deteriorat- 

ing rubber plantations. A number of direct and indirect. approaches 

| were made to OIT to permit export of a minimum of 1200 tons of dust- 

| ing sulphur urgently needed for the current crop year (commencing 

| in December). After consultations by the Office of International Trade 

| with representatives of the Department of State, including the U-S. 
| Ambassador to Ceylon, it was decided to continue the existing U.S. 

| policy of denying export of dusting sulphur for the time being, in 

| view of continuation of rubber shipments by Ceylon to China. Latest 

| information on Ceylonese requirements from the Government of Cey- 

| lon indicates an estimate of 6000 tons of sulphur needed annually to 

| implement a new Government of Ceylon order making dusting of rub- — 

| ber trees mandatory. ; Cy / “ | 

| In June 1952, The Government of Ceylon made representations to the 

| French and British to obtain shipments of dusting sulphur. The Gov- __ 

| ernments of France and the United Kingdom were apprised informal- 

| ly by the U.S. Government of its concern over any such shipments. 

The United Kingdom, in spite of known U.S. desires to the contrary, 

| issued export licenses and shipped 500 long tons of refined sulphur to 

| Ceylon (all of which is presumed to have been refined from crude 

| sulphur of U.S. origin). The Government of France, contrary to previ- | 

| ous assurances to the U.S. Embassy at Paris and after making refer- 

! ence to the U.K. licenses, issued export licenses for the shipment of | 

: dusting sulphur to Ceylon; during August and the first week of Sep- 

| tember, Ceylon received 255 long tons of dusting sulphur (presumably 

| of U.S. origin). The Italian Government, understood to be prepared to 

po license refined sulphur shipments to Ceylon, was requested to withhold 

| export licenses. The Government of Italy informed the U.S. Embassy 

| at Rome that licenses in an amount of 2000 long-tons of sulphur had 

| been issued; shipment of 325 tons was received in Ceylon during the 

| first week of September. As a result of a U.S. request to the Italian 

| Foreign Ministry, assurances were received that half of the quantity 

: licensed would temporarily be withheld from shipment. Meanwhile 

| _ U.S. dusting sulphur exporters have learned from their Ceylonese 

| ~ business associates that Ceylon was importing sizeable quantities of 

| dusting and refined sulphur, presumably of U.S. origin. U.S. mer- 

| chants have advised OIT that this was grossly unfair if true. Only 

. recently the Government of Canada approached OIT to request infor- 

| 

;
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mation regarding U.S. policies on licensing sulphur to Ceylon, since 
many applications are now pending in Ottawa for exports of Canadian 
(U.S. origin) sulphur to Ceylon. | 
Total shipments of sulphur completed or assured are estimated by 

the U.S. Embassy, Colombo, at 3500 tons to date. A further fact, not 
directly related to rubber or dusting sulphur but very pertinent to the 
problem, is that Ceylon, which in July indicated its desire to purchase 
US. rice, has failed to place any contracts as of the end of August, | 
while simultaneously negotiating a rice-rubber barter agreement with 
Communist China. In the meantime, the U.S. decided to place all rice 
exports on a quota basis and arranged a quota for the August—Decem- 
ber 1952 period of 1,125,000 bags (100 Ib. bags) for Ceylon. (Total U.S. 
export quota for this period—7,280,000 bags). As a further point of 
interest, Ceylon now appears to have met its rice while Indonesia 
and Hong Kong are seriously short of their annual requirements. — 
(Indonesia is abiding by the U.N. embargo on rubber shipments to 
Communist China and the U.S. Ambassador at Djakarta has requested 

_ explanation of preferential treatment of Ceylon vis-d-vis Indonesia in 
view of Ceylonese shipments of rubber to China.) 

_ It is clear from information obtained from Ceylon that our policy 
was approaching fruition and imposition of destinational controls :was 

| imminent until ‘Ceylon received sulphur supplies from the United | 
Kingdom (in spite of our known concern), after which other sulphur 

| suppliers saw no further need to consider U.S. desires in the matter. 

Recommendations: Sn OO 
_ It would appear from the above that the steps taken by OIT in deny- _ 

_ ing licenses have not been and cannot be successful by themselves in | 
accomplishing the desired result. The OIT believes that trade controls _ 

are not the complete answer to our economic defense program. OIT 
further recognizes that success in our efforts to divert Ceylon’s rubber 
from Communist China depends on successful parallel action by other 
supplier nations and the development of free world markets for rubber. | 

OIT therefore proposes adoption of the three following courses of 

action. It should be clearly understood that these three recommended __ 
lines of action cannot be successful unless there is effective implementa- 
tion of each of them: | | : 

I. Unilateral Trade Control Measures | 

a. That OIT continue to deny applications for export to Ceylon of 
commodities directly related to the production of rubber, including sul- | 
phur and sulphur formulations. a 

_ 6. That OIT redefine items embargoed for export to Ceylon to in- 
_ clude any commodities used in the growing, processing, and shipping 

of raw rubber. . yo | 
ce. That OIT place on the denial screen all Ceylonese firms known 

to be selling or shipping rubber to Communist China with the result
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that no licenses for any commodities are issued to these consignees until 

they are removed from this screen. . | | 

Il. Multilateral Trade Control Measures | | | : 

a. That the U.S. Delegation in COCOM ? be instructed to request 
through appropriate COCOM channels that the international rating 

of crude rubber be increased from International List III to Inter- 

national List II.* | | | 

6. That the U.S. Delegation in COCOM be instructed to request 

| through COCOM the adoption of trade control measures similar to 

those mentioned in (I) by all the participating countries. 

- ¢, That the U.S. without awaiting the outcome of discussions in 

COCOM, approach the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Canada, Bel- | 

gium, and Western Germany, on a bilateral basis, conveying to those 

countries the U.S. position as expressed under (I) above, and advising 

those countries of the seriousness with which we view rubber shipments 

to the Bloc, and especially those made to Communist China by Ceylon. | 

Ill. Zrade Promotion | , Oo 

That the U.S. Government shall give active and immediate consider- 

| ation to the problem of expanding and stabilizing the free world mar- 

| ket for natural rubber. OIT believes that until a solution to this phase 
of the problem is found, actions suggested above in (1) and (II) will 

| not lead to a wholly satisfactory solution of the problem. oy | 

| In addition to the three types of action listed above, OIT recommends — 

| that PD 810 be amended to permit OIT in cases of extreme importance 

| and after consultation with other interested agencies, to curtail exports 

| of any commodity going to a friendly country if that country, contrary 

to U.S. policy, is shipping a similar commodity to a second friendly _ 

| country where the material is being used to produce strategic items for 

| shipment to the Soviet Bloc. Such authority could then be used by OIT, 

| if after a reasonable time it becomes obvious that action pursuant te 

| (II) above does not meet with full cooperation. _ Se 

| _ In making these suggestions the OIT believes that unilateral action 

on the part of the United States will not be sufficient to solve this 

| problem, as has been demonstrated in recent developments outlined 

| above. OIT believes, however, that it would be a mistake to abandon 

| our present policy, even though it has not as yet been effective, while 

: attempting to secure multilateral action in COCOM. If we should _ 

: abandon our present embargo on sulphur and similar items while wait- 

| ing upon international cooperation, we would lose much of the force 

| behind our case in COCOM and would undoubtedly convince other 

_ participating countries that we are not seriously interested in achiev- 

| 3 The Coordinating Committee (COCOM) was established in 1949 to perform 

the day-to-day task of coordinating free world trade controls. It was a working 

| committee subordinate to the Consultative Group, which consisted of most of the 

| nations of Western Europe, Turkey, Japan, and the United States. For further 

| general discussion, see the. Ninth Semi-Annual Report to Congress on operations 

| under the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951 entitled “The Strategic 

Trade Control System, 1948-1956”. , 

| “ See footnote 4, p. 1588. oo | 
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ing the desired objective. In making these recommendations, OIT is 
aware that previous efforts to have the strategic rating of rubber up- 
graded have met with opposition from the United Kingdom. It is felt 
however, that if the Ceylon shipments of rubber to Communist China 
continue there is a grave danger that Indonesia may abandon its 
present embargo on rubber to Communist China. Such a development 
might well be the beginning of the end of the U.N. embargo of May, 
1951, on strategic items to Communist China. At the same time, it must 
be recognized that the embargo of rubber to Communist China cannot 
be effective as long as the United Kingdom and other countries feel free 
to ship rubber in practically unlimited quantities to the European 
Soviet Bloc, since the transshipment of such rubber or products made 

| from it, from Eastern Europe to Comunist China does not present an 
| imsurmountable obstacle. | | | 

446E.9331/10—-2252: Telegram . 

| Lhe Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department | 
= | of State } 

| SECRET _ Cotomso, October 22, 1952—5 p. m. 
191. There has been considerable speculation locally both as to why 

Chi shld have made such seemingly over generous proposals to Ceylon 
(Embtel 187 Oct 21)? and as to full implications of proposals. 

In Emb’s opinion GOC wld have been content accept any substan- 
tial quantity rice Chi might have offered at reasonable price and in re- 

_ turn guarantee continued free rubber market in Ceylon. Chi in Sept 
_took over 94 per cent Ceylon’s sheet rubber exports at premium price of 
5D to 6D ® per pound. Competition among shippers has been reducing 
premium and there is reason suppose that shippers wld be willing sell 
all sheet to Chi for considerably less than present premium. Trade sees 
no factors (excluding war which wld obviously nullify agreement) _ 
which during next twelve months wld result in marked improvement. co 
in natural rubber prices. oe oe ae 

In circumstances, it is reasonable assumption that Chi rice-rubber 
proposals, which apparently so favorable to Ceylon, were motivated by 

political factors and not by necessity ensuring rubber supplies. These 
political motivations may include any or all of fol: . 

1. To achieve propaganda victory over democratic countries which 7 
will be exploited specifically by strengthening position local Commie 

i This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 37. 
? Ante, p. 1546. | ; , 
* These figures are undoubtedly erroneous since the rubber price in 1952 did not 

decline below 23 cents per pound in any market (see Rubber Statistical Bulletins, 
1952-1953). The sender may mean that the Chinese took over 94 percent of 

. Ceylon’s rubber at 5D or 6D (6 or 7 cents) per pound over the market price.
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Party in Ceylon and generally by creating pressure in other Asian and 

European countries for greater trade and closer relations with Chi in 

view generous terms granted by latter. Agreement also may be ex- 

ploited by Chi for domestic propaganda purposes. | | 

9. As soon as pattern is established and Ceylon’s dependence on Chi 

as source rice and market for rubber confirmed, Chi expect apply pres- 

sure on GOC to permit trade or diplomatic mission in Ceylon (this 

mission wld actively assist local Commie Party, and what 1s more 

important, be in position extend influence to South India where Com- 

mie Party already important. eet 

3, Because GOC willingness ship rubber contrary GA resolution 

and send high level mission to Chi, Commie Chi may have considered 

there is strong latent pro-Commie sympathy among high GOC officials 

which can be successfully strengthened and exploited. 

4, Commies may have feared that US wld conclude rubber agree- 

ment with GOC which wld result in latter embargoing Chi shipments, 

therefore willing pay price high enough assure GOC wld “stay 

| bought”. It is difficult define future trend with any accuracy. At this 

| time, however, Emb considers fol: os Oo 

bo (a) GOC will ratify agreements. a oe | 

(b) GOC will take line in justification that prolonged negotia- 

| tions had been carried on with US but latter always quibbled over 

minor points. Despite this, before turning to Chi, GOC sent | 

| -Goonetilleke mission to US to ask for aid which was refused; 

| therefore, GOC forced to turn to Chi. a 

| (c) Chi will meticulously fulfill obligation supply rice at least | 

| until able appraise fully propaganda and other results of gesture. 

| | (d) GOC is arrogant and confident of ability to handle Com- 

| mies and feast on bait without getting caught. However, GOC 

| might well balk and even repudiate agreements in event Commies, 

| Chinese or local, move toward their probable objectives in too 

| open or abrupt a manner. Although GOC not unwilling flirt with 

| Commie Chi, key personalities in govt still believe be definitely 

| anti-Commie and some at least recognize basic realities. 

p _ Emb suggests Dept request other posts such as Moscow, Taipei, 

! and Hong Kong for their appraisal Chi motives. | 

| | SATTERTHWAITE 

| 446H.9331/10-2352: Telegram an 

! | The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon * 

| SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, October 23, 1952—6: 39 p. m. 

| 129. Dept commends Emb on speed and detail its reports Ceylon mis- | 

| sion to China. | | ; _ 

| Dept believes you shld follow up ur frequent discussions US views 

! re Ceylon rubber trade with Chi Commies and latest Chi Commie pro- 

| posals, by conveying to PriMin and other key GOC officials US views 

: * This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 2872, to Paris as 2325, to 

Rangoon as 601, to Djakarta as 621, to Singapore as 453, and to New Delhi as
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along fol lines. Dept knows you familiar these points and no doubt 
have stated them on previous occasions but believes wld be helpful for 
you repeat them as views US Govt. Dept leaves ur discretion whether 
approach shld be formal, informal, oral or written, and you of course | 
at liberty modify or expand as you consider appropriate: 

1. US Govt greatly concerned re danger of Ceylon’s econ depend- | 
ence on Commie Chi particularly for food supplies if proposed five 
year agreement made. US Govt notes that under proposals one half 
Ceylon’s rubber production and all sheet rubber wld be allocated Com- 
mie Chi and wonders whether GOC has considered long term effects 
(a) depriving itself important dollar earner and ( 6) consequent modi- 

| fication present trade channels for rice supplies. Believe it entirely 
probable, if agreement ratified, that in due course, Ceylon wld find 
itself at mercy Chi Commies and obliged accept their terms which wld 
most likely be disadvantageous instead of favorable. 

2. It evident to US Govt that Chi Commie offer not made pri- 
_ marily out of econ considerations, but motivated basically polit fac- 

tors including breach of UN embargo. US Govt urges GOC carefully 
consider use which Commies wld most probably make of propaganda 
on deal in Ceylon to strengthen position Ceylon Commie party and 
use Chi Commies cld make of agreement to create pressure other coun- 

_ tries for closer trade and polit relations with Peiping. | 
3. US Govt convinced Chi Commie auths, under cloak of proposed 

agreement if ratified, and when pattern established in which Ceylon 
dependent on Commie Chi for supplies rice and market for rubber, 
will require that trade or dip] mission be established Colombo. Such 
mission, as in case other non-Commie countries which have entered 
into formal relations with Commie Chi, wld most probably actively 

_ assist local Commie party in latter’s effort overthrow democratic Govt 
Ceylon, and serve as base for operations in nearby countries where 
Commie parties significant force. US Govt doubts that GOC wld be 
able long resist Chi Commie pressure opening up regular relations 
with Ceylon. a 

4. US Govt recalls impressive victory UNP over Commies recent | 
election, which fought basically on issues democracy versus totali- 
tarianism, Ceylon ‘nationalism versus internat] communism. Fre-| 
quently voiced principles and views Ceylon’s leaders have associated 
Ceylon with other nations of free world and formed firm basis for 
friendly US-Ceylon relations. Views and assurances solidarity with | 
free nations which have characterized UNP and GOC pronouncements 
were weakened by continued shipments strategic material to UN- | 
named aggressor and now appear vitiated by most recent action in- 
volving possibility formalization this trade thereby contributing, even 
more than in past, to buttressing milit effort of aggressor in Korea 
which costing thousands lives Amer and other UN forces fighting 
there. US Govt regrets that late PriMin’s and present PriMin’s assur- 
ances that Ceylon was searching for means stopping rubber shipments 
wld lose force in light present development if confirmed. | | 

5. If you consider useful you might recall numerous US efforts as- 
sist Ceylon meet food crisis and solve problem rubber exports. | 

6. US Govt notes that 80,000 ton rice-rubber agreement already 
signed. In spirit of friendship which animates our relations US urges 
GOC study most carefully probable ramifications present Chi Commie
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proposals and implications for welfare independence Ceylon. US Govt 

earnestly hopes GOC will decide after mature consideration not enter 

into long term agreement with Chi Commie auths. US convinced such 

agreement wld result in linking Ceylon’s economy inextricably with | 

that of Commie Chi to Ceylon’s ultimate disadvantage and in pene- , 

tration of Ceylon by external communists who with willing helpers 

in Ceylon wld endanger democratic institutions of country. | 

FYI Dept repeating Embtels 191,’ 187,2 and 181 * Rangoon, Dja- | 

karta, New Delhi, Singapore and Paris for info and for comment to_ 

Dept and Colombo on official and public reaction this matter. Dept wld 

appreciate info re exact terms trade agreement as signed (Le. prices, : 

deliveries etc) and all possible details five year proposal, including 

; timing. Also desire info on place graphite and other commodities in 

recent discussions since only passing ref made in press reports. _ | 

| a | | — Bruce 

* Supra. ee . | . | | | a 

* Dated Oct. 21, p. 1546. , 
‘Dated Oct. 20, p. 1545. oo | oe a 

| 4468.9381/10-2752 : Telegram | Oo oye 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department 

| ae cre of State , 

SECRET = PRIORITY | | Cotompo, October 27, 1952—6 p. m. 

| | 203. I have just conveyed orally to PriMin US views re Commie 

| - Chinese rice-rubber proposals substantially as set forth in Deptel 129, 

Oct 23.2 Perm Sec Vaithianathan and Black also present. 

| In subsequent discussion PriMin. 

(1) Gave categorical assurances his intention to continue fight 

on Communism. | | | | 

| (2) Stated he had given most serious consideration to all implica- 

| tions rice-rubber proposals and while he is not particularly happy 

| - about situation, can see no satisfactory explanation to electorate if 

| govt rejects them. | : - . 

| (3) Pointed out that. proposals offer solution to 3 most critical 

| politic-econ problems confronting Ceylon today, ie., assurance ade- 

quate rice supply, necessity obtaining econ price for rubber and 

| amelioration balance of payments position. He emphasized that surest 

| way for GOC to play into hands local Commies wld be to reject this. 

solution. He had sent Min Food Goonetilleke to US in effort to obtain 

our aid in solving these problems but aid had not been forthcoming 

| to degree necessary. 
(4) Emphasized that as far as danger of Commie Chinese pressing 

to establish trade or diplomatic mission concerned, Ceylon only coun- 

| try in area which consistently has rejected request of Commie coun- 

| tries to establish such missions. SO oo | 

| _ this telegram. was repeated .to London as telegram 46, to Paris as 27, to | 

| Rangoon as 4, to Djakarta as 3, to Singapore as 1, and to New Delhi as 9. 

| | * Supra. = |
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(5) Made much of fact that UK is selling rubber to USSR and that 
both UK and India are carrying on large scale trade with China. In 
this connection PriMin commented that it is unfortunate that one of 
three of Ceylon’s major export commodities has to be a strategic ma- __ 
terial. So far as change in pattern trade concerned, this has already 
been effected. For example, Ceylon is practically out of Burma rice 
market as result heavy Jap and Indonesian dollar buying. 

PriMin made it clear that he personally sees no alternative but to 
ratify proposals. In reply direct questions he said that cab action is 
being deferred pending Chi clarification certain terms in proposals. 
He expects this clarification will be received shortly. Although it ‘is 
possible cab action may be deferred until after Commonwealth 
PriMins meeting in London, he sees no reason why it shld be. 

In refutation we used every argument to convince him that Ceylon’s 
long-term rather than short-term interests wld best be served by re- 

_ jecting rice-rubber agreement. Neither he nor Vaithianathan gave any 
indication being convinced by these arguments although Vaithianathan 
did tell Black confidentially on side that GOC had before mission’s 
return practically decided to disavow any agreements mission might : 
have made. Terms offered by Commie China were however so favorable | 
it now seemed impossible do so, PriMin insisted that if his govt re- 
jected present proposals it wld lose its present majority; “That you 
can’t have a govt without support of the people”; that if his govt 
were overthrown “there wouldn’t be any long-term”. 

It seems likely therefore that as indicated Embtel 191 Oct 22 * GOC 
will for sake political expediency ratify agreement. 

SATTERTHWAITE 

 § Ante, Dp. 1552. 

446E.9331/10-2952 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the 
Department of State} 

CONFIDENTIAL Lonpon, October 29, 1952—6 p. m. 

2501. Ceylon—China rubber-rice agmt discussed yesterday with econ- 
divn Commonwealth Relations Office. (Deptel 2915 Oct 24.) 2 Brit 
are unwilling to make any official representations to Ceylon about the 
proposed agmt and are leaving matter to discretion of UK High Com- 
missioner in Colombo. Statement was made that “we have not con- 
cealed from Ceylon Govt that we do not like it,” but no advice on 
ratification has been offered. CRO did not know about “clarifications” 

_ which have been requested from China. 

* This telegram was repeated to Colombo for information as telegram 15. 
7? The Department’s telerram 2915 to London, not printed, suggested that the 

Embassy in London urge British officials to discuss the dangers of the five-year | 
agreement with the Government of Ceylon (4468.9331/10-2052). |
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Without stating it bluntly, Commonwealth rels spokesmen took line : 

that arrangement with Communist Chi was direct result US failure to 

make satis deal with Ceylon during Goonetilleke’s visit. Plea made | 

that UK was without “desiderate” in sitn, having no rice to provide 

and being unable to offer market for Ceylon rubber. Therefore, if 

Ceylon refused pact at UK request, UK wld incur moral responsibility | 

which cld not be discharged. | | 

Despite report that UK High Commissioner’s office was proposing | 

to London that Ceylon be asked defer decision until after Common- : 

wealth mtg next month (Colombo tel to Dept 196 Oct 24),3nosuch pro- — | 

posal is under consideration. In fact, there was strong adverse reaction | 

to this suggestion on ground Ceylon PriMin might refuse attend mtg : 

if he thought that he wld be put on the carpet about this trade agmt 

while here. Also on assumption Ceylon wld conclude agmt despite dis- . 

cussion at London conf, it appears doubtful that this procedure wld 

be a wise one. Unless public statement made to contrary, which wld 

show open disunity in Commonwealth, impression wld be given that 

Commonwealth conf had approved the agreement. 

Despite negative and defensive attitude displayed by Brit, it was 

stated UK was aware dangers of agmt, which were termed “polit over- 

tones”, After discussions with econ div, EmbOf talked with Polit 

| Under Secy at Commonwealth Relations Office, who was more respon- 

| sive to our arguments and promised to “look into matter” again. How- 

ever,-we do not believe it likely that UK will be willing to intervene. In 

addition other points, they are aware their own vulnerability due 

- Malayan rubber shipment to bloc and Brit trade with China in non- 

strategic goods. | 

! | | GIFFORD 

| ® Telegram 196 from Colombo, not printed (446E.9331/10-2452). 

| 446B.119/11-652 a 

| Memorandum by J. Robert Fluker, Oficer in Charge of Economic 7 

| | Affairs, Office of South Asian Affairs | 

| SECRET [Wasuineton,] November 6, 1952. 

| [Subject :] OC Document 950, October 22, 1952 (OIT’s Proposal to 

| Expand Program Determination 810)* | 

| It is our understanding that the Operating Committee plans to con- 

| sider the above matter on November 10. From our review of the docu- 

| ment under reference we judge that there are a number of points of 

| considerable interest to several offices in the Department. There are 

| certain points of special concern to this office, and SOA is submitting 

herewith its views and comments, with the request that they be taken 

| 1 See footnote 2, p. 1547. | , | 

| | 

| |
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into full account in the presentation before the Committee of State’s 
position. (We are informed that you will act for Mr. Thorp as State’s 

_ representative on the Operating Committee. ) 

Discussion Section of OC 950 - | 
_ The discussion section of OC Document 950 could be improved 
considerably with changes in certain of the statements which, as 
they now appear, are not sufficiently accurate. One point of particular 
significance for SOA is the statement made in paragraph 2, page 1 
that the U.S. negotiated with the GOC to “impose destinational con- . 
trols”. Actually, the objective in these negotiations was for the GOC 
to effect a stoppage of shipments to Communist China, by whatever 

_ method the GOC would find most suitable. | | a 
In the last sentence of the paragraph the word “terminated” should 

read “suspended”. There was no official United States Government 
decision to terminate aid. Since there was no request for an exception 
for Ceylon under the Kem Amendment or the Battle Act, no aid 
is being extended to Ceylon. 7 
Another point of particular concern to SOA is the wording of 

_ paragraph 1, page 2. There was no question, strictly speaking, of a 
quid pro quo, instead, there was the GOC’s repeated insistence that 
means must be found to forestall damaging internal criticism by 
some dramatic counter-development, such as the announced intention | 
of U.S. aid over a period of years. Divergencies of interpretation 
of the GOC position are understandable, but it should be made clear 
that the Ceylonese themselves were most anxious that their sugges- 
_tions not be characterized as “quid pro quo” proposals. | 

In the next-to-last sentence, same paragraph, “could” is far more 
adequate than “did”, because the caretaker government did not have 
the authority to continue the negotiations. | | 

__ On page 3, the second sentence of the second paragraph is seriously 
_ Inadequate and confusing. Since July and before the 80,000 ton rice 

purchase from Communist China, the GOC placed contracts from _ 
| _ about 30,000 tons of U.S. rice against its allocation of about 50,000 

tons (which was not announced until September 10). Earlier in 1952 
the GOC had bought about 35,000 tons of rice here. Furthermore, the _ 
rice purchase arrangement with the Chinese Commies is not a barter 
deal (the GOC doesn’t undertake to supply rubber or other goods) and 
was not negotiated “simultaneously” with any procurement or non- 
procurement of U.S. rice in July-August (the GOC mission to China 
left Ceylon around September 11 and the agreement was concluded in | 
early October). - oo 

| It is an exaggeration to say (first sentence, p. 4) that “imposition 
of destinational controls [by GOC] ? was imminent” until Ceylon re- 
ceived sulphur from the U.K. | | 

? Brackets appear in the source text. | | | |
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- We note one question which is for EDS to decide, as to whether 

sentence 3, para. 3, p. 1 reflects an accurate and adequate interpretation | 

of the Battle Act. a oe 

Discussion Section of OC 950 | | 

- SOA considers that several of the recommendations call for dis- | 

cussion and/or rebuttal. First among those primarily affecting SOA 

is 1(). I find it hard to believe that OIT intends such an embargo | 

to be so broad as to interfere with processing and shipments of rubber, | 

- particularly pale crepe, purchased by the U.S. and other non-Soviet 

Bloc countries. SOA thinks that the blacklisting proposed in I(c) 

would be ineffective because of constant evasions and would not help | 

to accomplish the immediate U.S. objective. It would tend to further 

alienate the GOC and public opinion in Ceylon. - 

SOA would insist that in paragraph 2 of III, “consultation” be 

changed to “concurrence”. © | 
_ As to recommendations of general interest, we understand that “EK” 

has definite views with respect to the bilateral and multilateral ap- 

proach suggested in II. Subject to those views, SOA does not look 

with favor on further bilateral or multilateral control measures at this 

time. We would comment, as regards II(a), that the proposal to up- 

| rate rubber, if adopted, should be contingent upon results of a thorough 

po re-appraisal (by our best intelligence services) of rubber’s importance. 

to Communist China and the Soviet Bloc; this evaluation is badly 
| needed in any event. The other recommendations, if acceptable to OMP 

| and EDS, appear satisfactorytoSOA. = = = _ we 

| One final thought, applicable to all the recommendations is that since | 

| this problem of trade with Communist China is such a tangled one 

| and the situation at present is so extremely fluid, the U.S. position 

| needs to be reasonably flexible. | | ee 

| _ '146H.00/11-1082 : Telegram _ 
| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department — 

| : a of States sss 

SECRET - ~ Coromso, November 10, 1952—1 p. m. 

| 247. Min Food Goonetilleke informed Emb rep that Min Comm 

| _ Senanayake arrived at Cab meeting Friday night (Embtel 245, Nov 8)2 

| with written and signed resignation which he left with Cab before 

| stalking out of stormy session during which he acted'very childishly. © 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 60. 
|  * Telegram 245 from Colombo, not printed, reported the local newspaper story 

| that the cabinet, in a meeting on Nov. 7, had approved the rice-rubber proposals 

in principle, but it had decided to send a working level mission to Peking to seek 

| a lower price for Chinese rice (446H.9331/11-852). oo : | 7 

| / | 

|
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He later went to PriMin’s residence and withdrew resignation. Goone- 
tilleke said PriMin getting completely “fed up with Dickie’s antics” 
and was sorry resignation had been withdrawn. MEA Perm Sec Vaith- 
ianathan also told Emb rep that “Dickie behaved very badly and 
under any other circumstances (i.e., family relationships) wld be 
finished”. _ | 

According Goonetilleke, Min Comm extremely upset at Cab’s de- 
| cision to “approve in principle” Chinese rice rubber proposals and to 

send mission to Chi for further negotiations as he feared Cab intended 
“torpedo” agreement. Min Comm wld like to head mission but with 
possible exception De Fonseka, Ceylon Min to Burma, mission will be 
working level. Min Comm apparently convinced there is “secret plot” - 
between Min Fin Jayewardene and US State Dept whereby latter will 

finance Min Fin’s campaign to become PriMin in return for Min Fin 
opposing Chinese proposals. —— 

Goonetilleke expressed annoyance over fact Chinese had asked for 
only 20,000 tons rubber per year and Min Comm himself had proposed 

90,000 ton figure. GO'C wld have preferred former as it then cld have 
taken position vis-4-vis democratic countries that amount rubber in- 

velved actually less than Chi now purchasing. | 
Goonetilleke convinced proposals will be approved by both countries 

within next thirty days as Chinese apparently anxious for agreement. __ 
| Mission expected depart within one week. Min Comm pressing for 

| GOC establish Govt export corporation to handle Chi rubber ship-  __ 
a ments but Cab strong opposed. 

In reply direct question whether mission wld be authorized sign _ 
final agreement, Goonetilleke said that “I propose” have mission carry 

draft approved by Cab. Mission wld then consult with GOC on any 
modifications, communications between mission and GOC are carried 

on in code through commercial telegraph channels. Peking, however, 

sent Chinese reply to GOC request for clarification in clear through 

- commercial channels direct to Min Comm Senanayake. GOC communi- 
cates with Commie Chi Govt thru GOC Min Burma and Chi Amb 

Rangoon. | 
Today Vaithianathan informed Emb that GOC mission wld be on 

“official level” and wld be headed by De Fonseka. Mission will have 

authority sign long-term rice-rubber agreement “subject to ratifica- 
tion”. In this case, however, ratification will be formality as Cab has 

_. already agreed on points involved. — 
Vaithianathan said principal points to be discussed with Chinese 

are: 

(1) Quantity of rice to be purchased. GOC has now inquired | 
| whether Chi able provide 300,000 tons of rice instead 200,000 tons 

originally proposed. |
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(2) Rice price. GOC is seeking reduction in price 56 pounds sterling 
per metric ton proposed by Chinese under long-term agreement (Kmb- : 
tel 210, Oct 29).° | : 

(3) Certain details re mechanics of rubber purchase. | 

Vaithianathan said GOC members of first Chi mission are optimistic : 

that Chinese will agree on all points and that Chinese so eager for | 

GOC ratification that they will even concede reduction in rice price 
without demanding corresponding reduction in rubber price. . 

| SATTERTHWAITE | 

* Telegram 210 from Colombo, not printed, indicated that the price China 
would charge for its rice was 56 pounds sterling per metric ton (7.1 U.S. cents 
per pound of rice) and Ceylon would have to provide gunny sacks for ship- | 
ment (446H.9331/10-2952). After subsequent negotiations, the Chinese reduced | 

| their price to 54 pounds per ton (telegram 309, Dec. 19, 1952 ; 446E.9331/12-1952). | 
This price would be equivalent to 6.9 U.S. cents per pound, resulting in a total ! 
price to Ceylon, including gunny sacks and shipping costs, of 7.6 cents. By way | 
of comparison, the rice Ceylon purchased from the United States in 1952 cost 7.7 | 

OD) plus shipping. (U.S. Department of Commerce, Report No. FT 410, 1952, _ : 

646H.93/1-858 a 
The Chargé in Ceylon (Gufler) to the Officer in Charge of Economie 

Affairs, Office of South Asian Affairs (Fluker) : | 
| 

CONFIDENTIAL OFFICIAL—IN FORMAL Cotomso, January 8, 1953. | 

- Dear Bos: Thank you for your letter of November 26.1 I have not 
answered it sooner because it arrived while I was away on a leave trip | 
from which I returned to find a mountain of paper on my desk. ! 

Gretchen and I decided to take every day’s leave to which we were | 

entitled and flew to Japan. We stopped over a number of places en 
route and had a chance to get a pretty good bird’s eye view of the _ 

territory between here and Tokyo. _ | 
The Leftist groups in Ceylon are having a real field day as a result 

of the agreement with Red China. They are extracting the last ounce 

of satisfaction possible out of assertions that even the UNP has to go 

to the Communist world when it has a real problem to solve. I should: 
| think that a good many UNP stalwarts would be embarrassed by the 
: line the Leftists are now taking. It puts the UNP in a difficult position 

in view of the political line it has always taken, particularly in the 
recent election campaign. All of the political leaders in every party | 

| almost without exception own rubber plantations. I suppose, there- 
| fore, that the extra rupees they are all earning will serve as a consola- 

tion to the UNP leaders for their political inconsistencies and add addi- 

| tional sweetness to the opposition leaders’ satisfaction with the deal. 
| - I am too old to have experienced the recent actions of the Ceylon | 
| Government as a first demonstration of the Adam family’s tendency to 

1 Not found in Department of State files. 

| ‘ 

|
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sell out principles for cash or prospects of cash, but I still cannot keep 
down a feeling that the whole exhibition here has been a disgusting 
demonstration. With all that, our Ceylon friends remain as charm- 

: ingly friendly and hospitable as ever and in conversational references 
to the Red China deal blandly and almost childishly present the as- 
sumptions that we must of course be aware of their unalterable opposi- 
tion to communism, must know with what great reluctance they view 
the deal, and must understand the economic necessity that they get a 
higher than world market price for their rubber and that starvation 
was the only alternative to Red Chinese rice. They follow this with the 
assertion that the alternative to some such deal was a state of affairs 
that would foster the growth of communism in Ceylon and that the 

rubber-rice deal is therefore one of the best means at hand for fight- . 
Ing communism. a 

| That may be something of an oversimplification of the attitude here. 
There are indeed Ceylonese who are uneasy over the whole matter and 
who are particularly disturbed by the extent to which de Fonseka ap- 
pears on his second visit to Peking to have added new elements to the 
origina] deal. Nevertheless self-interest and national pride, awakened 
by “European” criticism of the deal, has brought matters to the point 
where most Ceylonese are inclined to defend it more and deplore its 
objectional features less than when it first was proposed. Those who 

still have grave misgivings about it are reluctant openly and vigorously _ 

to voice them. , | 
The deal has increased and in some cases brought to the surface the | 

_ latent nervousness of “European” elements in Ceylon. The unease that — 
tends to make “Europeans” increasingly reluctant to increase or leave 

their capital investments in Ceylon or to invest substantial parts of 
their lives in work in Ceylon has gained in intensity from the Red | 
Chinese deal. We have heard this from many sources, both business 

and professional, and not all of them are old line British die-hards. | 

_ They include people who have hitherto been sympathetic and whoap- 

peared satisfied here. One of the most striking reactions along thisline _ 
was shown to my wife and me by an Austrian bacteriologist and his 

| wife who have taken the Chinese deal as a signal to look elsewhere for 

a permanent connection. The bacteriologist heads the main Govern- 

| ment laboratory that services the principal hospitals here and has pre- 

viously shown great interest in his work and in the opportunities he has 

had for original research here. oe _ 

Gretchen joins me in best wishes for the New Year and in the hope 
that we shall soon again have the pleasure of a visit from you. 

Sincerely yours, , : | GuF 

P.S. If you can ship over some of that Kansas-Nebraska snow sur-_ 

plus, we might be able to turn Nuwara Eliya into a ski resort. B. G.
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746H.18/1-8188 : Telegram nee! ! 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department — | 

Sn of State» | a | 

CONFIDENTIAL - Coromso, January 31, 1953—noon. : 

377. Called on Prime Minister Senanayake yesterday P.M. and , 

handed him aide-mémoire in reply following statement made by Minis- ) 

ter of Com R. G. Senanayake during House debate on China Pact | 

January 22 mentioned briefly first sentence fifth paragraph Embtel 

367, January 23:7. | | os | 

“We waited for foreign aid, foreign assistance. As you know, Sir, 7 

over and over again we made appeals for Point IV aid. We waited | 

four long years. We have got in the form of assistance only a cook for | 

the Kundas All Girls School.” OO ee | 

I pointed out that person referred to as cook must be Mrs. Gladys | 

Simon who is superintendent All Girls Agriculture Schools in Ceylon : 

and is here on Smith-Mundt grant and not under Point IV. It seemed 

most unfortunate that responsible Minister his government should: 

refer to lady of her unusual qualifications in such derogatory manner. 

Aide-mémoire also explained Point IV situation and concluded by say-_ 

ing I was making explanation contained therein for purpose setting | 

record straight and also with thought he might wish have error con- 

cerning Mrs. Simon’s true status corrected. Am forwarding’ text by 

pouch, | ee 

Re Mrs. Simon, Prime Minister said at time Minister of Com made 

‘statement he couldn’t imagine to whom he was referring and for that | 

reason did not mention matter in his statement in closing debate. After 

learning from me few days ago who person in question was (meeting 

him at reception I told him I planned call on him to protest this state- 

| ment), he said he had already discussed matter with Min Com and told. 

him it was extremely unfortunate he should have made such an irre- 

sponsible statement. _ | _ Oo 

__——_. In course discussion that ensued, Prime Minister again complained 

| that Ceylon had been given no American assistance while India was . 

| receiving huge amounts. This led to discussion Battle Act which made 

| it impossible give Ceylon either technical or financial assistance after 

| first shipment of rubber to China had gone forward. He said Ceylon © 

| had requested exemption under Title Two and had offered negotiate 

and asked why Ceylon could not have been given exemption in same 

Jo way UK had been. I said in my opinion there were two reasons, first, — 

| that UK received in return for rubber it shipped to USSR vitally 

| neéded products (Ceylon was receiving nothing from China in return 

| | This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 110... | 

| Telegram 367 from Colombo, not printed, reported the debate on Jan. 22, 1953 

|  eoncerning the Chinese rice agreement in the Ceylonese House of Representatives 

| (446B.9331/ 1-2353). : | | 

|
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at that time) and, second UK was making large military contributions 
to common defense free world. We had always listened sympathetically 
to Ceylon’s arguments defending its actions and had always passed on 
these arguments to my government. What we could not overlook, how- 
ever, was fact that rubber they sold to China was going to aggressor 
which was engaging in warfare with UN and that American and UN 
forces were dying daily in defending free world. | 

Re technical assistance, I recalled statement Minister of Food 
Goonetilleke had made to Gufler and Black on his return from Wash- 
ington last summer to effect that 50 million dollars was smallest amount 

which would make it politically expedient justify presence in Ceylon 
of American aid mission. I also pointed out that this amount had been 
demanded without submitting any detailed projects. We had neverthe- 
less made offer substantial amount of aid which they had turned down. 
India, on other hand, had given complete details justifying every proj-. 
ectfor whichit wasreceivingaid. 9 °° - | | | 

Subject then changed to recent criticism Ceylon for selling rubberto 
China contained in Battle Act report.? I told him I failed understand | 
rather extreme criticisms being made of this statement locally since it 
was factually correct and seemed to me to set forth Ceylon’s side of 

question in a fair light. This statement moreover had not given full 
account efforts US had made to assist Ceylon in connection with rice. 

I therefore, handed him statement describing just what we had done 

based on page 5 January 6 issue “current economic developments”.‘ 

I also read Prime Minister excerpts of article appearing in yester- 

day’s UNP journal which described Battle Act report as slashing 

attack on Ceylon—China Pact and said it would not of course be dif- 
ficult for powerful country like US to bully a small country like 
Ceylon, to starve her out, to ruin her rubber industry, and to establish | 
virtual economic blockade around her vulnerable economy. Article 
also said that American policy amounts to this “You Ceylonese must 
sell your rubber to us even if it means total loss to producer and 
bankruptcy to government. You Ceylonese must starve rather than 

buy your needed rice from China. You must starve and sell your rub- 

>The Battle Act report referred to here was the Second Report of Congress 
on the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951 submitted by Administrator. 
Averell Harriman. The portion on Ceylon (pp. 26-27) elicited a highly critical 

. Yresponse from some sections of the Ceylon press. (Telegrams 363 and 364 from 
Colombo, Jan. 21, and 22, 1953; 846.H2395/1-2153, 846H.2395/1-2253) . 

“Current Economic Developments is a classified weekly publication of the De- 7 
partment of State. Page 5 of the Jan. 6, 1953 issue provided details of the U.S.- . 
Ceylonese rice negotiations in 1952, noting that the U.S. Government offered 
Ceylon its entire stock of 7,000 tons of rice when Food Minister Goonetilleke 
visited Washington in July 1952 (see memoranda of conversation, dated July 21 

| and 22, 1952, pp. 1529 and 1530). However, Ceylon was unwilling to pay the cur- 
rent free market export price for the rice and subsequently used only part of a 
later U.S. allocation of rice for Ceylon because the “prevailing market price was 
higher than it wanted to pay.” (Current Economic Developments, Issue 389, 
Jan. 6, 1953, p. 5)
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her at a loss in order that the free world may be safe against com- | 

munism”. I said I was quoting this article as it was published in | 

journal of party of which he was president and wondered if it repre- : 

sented his views. I said it seemed to me there was no basis as claimed 

by article that US was following policy of economic imperialism and 

that our assistance with respect to rice would certainly indicate we | 
were not trying to’starve Ceylon. 

Prime Minister was somewhat apologetic over article which he : 

cbviously had not seen. He said it was true UNP now had some re-_ 

sponsibility for UNP journal (it was formerly Minister of Transport 

Kotelawala’s private organ) but that it was still cause of embarrass- | , 
inent to him and even attacked members his government. He said his | 
government was indeed appreciative of assistance we had given : 

Ceylon re rice. He felt, however, that our action in depriving Ceylon | 

of sulphur was a type of economic imperialism. I pointed out that I | 
had informed his father who was Prime Minister at time first rubber 

shipment left for China that US could not furnish sulphur if rubber | 
was sold to China. As it would be impossible for us to justify to US | 

- Congress and public sale to Ceylon of article which was used to grow 
rubber which was being sold to our enemies. I pointed out at same 
time that we, nevertheless, did not wish cause any harm to Ceylon’s | 
long-range economy and had offered small amount of sulphur for : 

rubber experimental farm but that GOC had never taken this up. | 
_ Prime Minister also criticized statement in Battle Act report saying 

that controls over shipping and fueling of vessels calling at free world | 
ports might provide one salutary course action. I replied I did not con- 
sider this a threat as suggestion was intended apply such controls I _ 

_ was sure only to ships carrying strategic materials and not for purpose 

depriving Ceylon of food. 
-Parenthetically it was in my opinion most unfortunate that this 
sentence was contained in statement as it has been seized on by local 

| press as threat against Ceylon. If MSA had consulted Department, . 
latter could have pointed out that we undertook prevent first ship- 
ment rubber to China by employing such controls in September, Octo- 

| ber 1951 and failed. Since then Soviet and satellite vessels have 
| apparently made all necessary arrangements for fueling in this area _ 

by carrying sufficient fuel from Black Sea and by shipping fuel to 

| Chinese ports. Naval Attaché tells me that week ago there were 29 
| ‘Soviet and satellite ships in Indian Ocean. | a 
| I then told Prime Minister we had received several reports from 

| our Indonesian, Malayan and Burmese offices indicating that efforts 
were being made in those countries to ship rubber to Ceylon for | 

| premium prices for resale to China. Prime Minister replied he was 
| sure no such shipments were being made and that Ceylon had no 

intention permitting reexport any strategic material other than rub- 

| ;
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ber. He also specifically reiterated assurances given me by Vaithiana- 
than (Embtel 316, December 22) § re truck tires and tubes. a 

| I asked if he had any information as to when first Chinese might 
arrive here under arrangements approved in rubber contract (Embtel 
374, January 29).° He said no but he thought not soon as Chinese were 
accepting reports of rubber surveyors for first shipment now being 

_ loaded under long term agreement. | | 
Interview was inconclusive in that Prime Minister again said that 

he regrets this trade with Communist China very much but that in 
absence US aid Government of Ceylon had no alternative if it were 

_ to avoid economic collapse. I think, however, it may have served some 
purpose in clarifying US position and in bringing out several points 
of which he was apparently not aware. | | 

On departing I gave him message contained Department’s circular 
airgram 788, January 97 to effect. Secretary Dulles has no present 

plans to visit Asian countries, et cetera. 

| _ SATTERTHWAITE 

* Not printed. | | | | 
*Telegram 374 from Colombo, not printed, noted that for the time being the 

Chinese would not send a mission to Ceylon to oversee their rubber purchases 
_ but would-accept rubber grade certificates from locally appointed representatives 

(446B.9331/1-2953) . . | 
“Not found in Department of State files. | 

7461.18/2-258 : Telegram 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, February 4, 1953—6 :44 p.m. © 

229. Congratulations on excellent presentation to PM (Embtels 377 
Jan 31? and 379 Feb 2).3 Re para 5 Embtel 377 additional point you 
might make some future occasion is that UK and other rubber pro- 

ducing countries completely embargoing rubber to China in accord- 
ance UN resolution.* Shipments to Russia and Eur satellites in dif- 
ferent category. UK has no exemption on Chinese trade. Battle Act 
states that Act shall be administered so as “to bring about the fullest 

' support for any resolution of the General Assembly of the UN sup- 
ported by the US to prevent shipment of certain commodities to areas 

This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 5183. 
 -* Supra. . 
*Telegram 379 from Colombo, not printed, carried the verbatim text of the 

aide-mémoire referred to in the second line of telegram 377 to Colombo, supra. 
The substance of the aide-mémoire concerned the remark about Gladys Simon 
and the past.and current status of U.S. Point Four assistance to Ceylon. (746EH. 
13/2-253 ) 

“The UN General Assembly adopted resolution 500 (V) on May 18, 1951 
calling for an embargo on the shipment of arms and strategic materials to areas" 
under the control of Communist China and North Korea. For the text of the 
resolution and related documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v11, Part 

2, pp. 1874 ft. |
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under the control of governments engaged in hostilities in defiance of 

Re statement in Battle Act report on controls over shipping and | 

bunkering purpose correctly stated in Embtel 377. Shld be noted that | 

these controls not directed specifically against Ceylon but rather de- , 

_ signed to assist general adherence at operating level to UN resolution. : 

-PM’s statement (para 12 Embtel 877) implies GOC may permit | 

re-export rubber originating other countries. Ceylon Emb advises it. | | 

is govt policy not permit such shipments which is supported by last | | 

para Embtel 363 Jan 21.° Pls advise. | | 

, | MatTHEWS 

_ 5 he Embassy, in telegram 386, Feb. 6, 1953, acknowledged the argument that 
the United Kingdom was cooperating fully in embargoing rubber to China in 

accordance with the UN resolution. It noted, however, that most Ceylonese sus- a, 
pected that U.K. (Malayan) rubber going to the Soviet Union was being re- : 
shipped to China and North Korea to aid in their war effort. In addition, the 
Embassy continued, Ceylonese tended to view our insistence on Ceylon’s ad- 

herence to the UN resolution illogical since Ceylon was not a UN member. — : 
(498.009/2-653) | | : 

| *Not printed. | , 

711.56846H/4-1488 | a oe | 

| The Assistant Secretary of Defense for International — 
| Security Affairs (Nash) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, April 14,1958. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to the letter of 7 April 

| 19521 from the Department of State concerning United States mili- 

| tary requirements in Ceylon. This letter indicated that the time was not 
| propitious to open negotiations with the Government of Ceylon with 
| a view toward securing the necessary military rights to establish and | 

operate certain United States military facilities in Ceylon. a | 
| On 21 July 1952 your Department was furnished a copy of the re- 

quirements for military operating requirements in Ceylon, expressed 
| in general terms.? Subsequently, upon receipt of your concurrence, a 
| copy of these requirements was forwarded to the British Chiefs of 
| Staff for their information. The British Chiefs of Staff have requested | 
| that they be advised prior to the opening of any intergovernmental 

negotiations. | | | | 
The acquisition of the military rights necessary to accommodate the 

| proposed United States military requirements is a matter of great im- 

| 1The letter was from Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
| South Asian, and African Affairs Burton Y. Berry to the Special Assistant to the 

Secretary of Defense, Frank C. Nash. It indicated that the Department of State 
concurred with the current British view that the present time (Apr. 7, 1952) 

i was not propitious to undertake U.S.-Ceylon discussions over bases because new 
on national elections were soon expected to be held, and a new prime minister, 
! Dudley Senanayake, had just taken office. (711.56346E/4-752) | 

, 7? 7his material, not printed, included a cover letter. dated July 21. 1952, a 
| draft memorandum ‘to the representatives of the British Chiefs of Staff, and a 
| general outline of U.S. military requirements for Ceylon (711.56346H/7-2152). 

| 2132-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 33 oe
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portance to the United States Air Force inasmuch as the requirement 
for a heavy bomber staging base is a priority item in the current 
United States Air Force program. Accordingly, forwarded herewith 
is a statement of the detailed military requirements which may be used 
as the basis for future negotiations, It is requested that this Depart- 
ment be advised whether negotiations with the Government of Ceylon 
may be opened at this time or if this is still not possible in view of the 
political considerations, that this Department be advised when it may 
reasonably be expected that such negotiations can be initiated. This 

| Department will notify the British Chiefs of Staff prior to the initia- 
tion of any negotiations. 

This Department will be prepared to furnish military advisors to 
assist the U.S. Ambassador whenever negotiations may be initiated. 

Sincerely yours, For the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) : 
| Crark L. RuFFNER 

_ Major General, U.S. Army 
Military Deputy to the Assistant | 

Secretary of Defense (ISA) 

6468.93/4-1453 : Airgram 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineton, April 14, 1953. 

A-82. The Department refers to what appears to be an increasingly 
friendly attitude in Ceylon toward Communist China and to the shift 
in public opinion toward a friendlier feeling for communism within 
Ceylon as a result of statements by UNF and public officials in their at- 

_ tempts to justify the Ceylon-Communist China rice-rubber pact. These 
shifts have meant a corresponding increase in suspicion of the United 
States and dissatisfaction with its policies as they affect Asia and par- 
ticularly, Ceylon. They have been referred to most recently in the De- 
partment’s Fourth Quarter review of US—Ceylon relations (A-54, 
January 7, 1953)1 and Part II A of the Embassy’s despatch No. 559 of 
March 17, 1958, USIS Country Plan—Ceylon. 

The Department is considering publishing shortly a paper in its 
“Background” series on the embargo of strategic materials to Commu- 
nist China and Ceylon’s rubber shipments to that country. This paper 

* Airgram A-54 to Colomho, not printed, stated that Ceylonese Communists, 
taking advantage of the generally favorable feeling in Ceylon toward Peking, | 
could receive closer guidance and financial support from the Chinese Communists _ 
(611.46E/1—753). 

* Part II A of despatch 559 from Colombo, not printed, indicated that there was 
a growing fear in Ceylon that the United States was pursuing an imperialistieé 
course in Asia which disregarded the rights of small nations to act in their own | 
best interests (511.46E/3-1753). | |
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is designed for the United States public but may very possibly come to ! 

the attention of the Government of Ceylon or the Ceylon press. Be- 

cause it sets forth the United States’ position regarding US-Ceylonese | 

discussions prior to the China—Ceylon agreements, it will no doubt be 

unfavorably received in Ceylon and may stimulate a rejoinder. 

We believe that we should take all possible measures to stem the ; 

shift which seems to be developing in Ceylon. One course of action : 

which is suggested for consideration and adoption, if the Embassy con- 

curs, is for the Ambassador and senior officers of the Embassy to make ) 

the following points on suitable occasions to appropriate UNP leaders ; 

and Government of Ceylon officials. | — | 

1. Ceylon’s breach of the embargo has received wide and unfavorable : 

notice in the United States. It is normal for agencies of the United | 

States Government to issue periodic reports to Congress and to the | 

public to keep them informed on important issues. Therefore from time | 

to time statements regarding Ceylon’s action will have to be made by 7 

the United States Government. Such statements and reports are a re- : 

quired feature of the United States Government operations and are : 

not designed to stimulate inter-governmental arguments. | : 

2. As the Government of Ceylon is fully aware, it was able to 

negotiate a contract with Communist China on favorable terms only 
because other countries were not selling rubber to China. If the em- 

bargo should be lifted or if rubber should otherwise become avail- 

| able to China from other sources, it is entirely possible that the Chinese 

Communist regime will not live up to its contract with Ceylon. What 

then would Ceylon’s position be? What is Ceylon doing about pre- 

| serving its relations with countries to whom it may have to turn in 

| such circumstances? It should be borne in mind that anti-US state- 

! - ments by Government of Ceylon officials receive publicity in the United 

| States. Such statements, plus the fact of Ceylon’s rubber being used 

against the United States and the United Nations in actual combat, 

| must necessarily be taken into account in considering any action that 

the United States might take vis-i-vis Ceylon should it require help. 

| In the United States, Congressional and public opinion are controlling 

| in any consideration of US assistance to Ceylon even in such matters 
| 2g an allocation of a scarce food or other commodity. 

| 3. The UNP won the May 1952 elections largely on an anti-Com- 

| munist platform.? Now UNP members and high officials of the Govern- 

| ment of Ceylon (such as de Fonseka and R. G. Senanayake) are mak- | 

| ing public statements indicating friendship for Communist China and 

| pointing to the great strides made by Communist 'China. These state- _ 

| 8 Sir John Kotelawala, United National Party leader and later prime minister 

! of Ceylon, defined the election as a contest between democracy and totalitarianism 

| and described his party’s approach in this manner: “We did our best to convince | 

| the voters that, if we were defeated, the political freedom we had won would be 

destroyed, and the country would be exposed to a much more tyrannical domina- 

; tion than the old colonialism at its worst. The Marxist parties would assume 

power, and might destroy our religious and national traditions.” He thus inter- 

| preted the resulting UNP victory as a triumph for democracy ; Kotelawala, An 

| Asian Prime Minister’s Story (1956), pp. 82-83. For a summary of the election 

results, see telegram 650 from Colombo, June 1, 1952, p. 1520. 

|
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ments may very possibly lead Ceylonese voters to decide that com- 
munism might make equally great strides within Ceylon and thereby 
swell the ranks of the Communist Party and its supporters. UNP 
leaders in their zeal to justify Ceylon’s agreements with Communist 
China may, perhaps unwittingly, be facilitating Communist plans to 
displace the UNP and gain contro] of the Government. 

4, We hope that Ceylon will ultimately recognize that it is acting 
contrary to its own long-term interests and take steps to put itself 
squarely on the side of the democracies to which it claims to belong. 
The United States, on its part, is engaged with other UN nations in a 
war that is costly not only in loss of life but also in treasure and re- 
sources; it is also fighting inflation within its own country (which 
affects directly or indirectly practically all countries of the world), and 
has been paying higher than peace-time prices for practically all mate- 
rials, including, until recently, rubber. If Ceylon is itself unwilling 
{0 ease the burden of war in Korea, the least it can do is recognize 
that the responsibility for keeping democracy alive in the world 1s 
being shouldered by the United States and other freedom loving coun- 
tries who must take steps which they consider necessary towards that 
end. | 

5. While we deplore Ceylon’s trade in rubber with the aggressor 
Communist China, we are aware of the immediate pressures which led 

| to the decision by the Government of Ceylon to continue and expand 
this trade. However, Ceylon’s critical economic problems are deep | 
seated. The temporary alleviation brought about by rubber exports at 
premium prices and rice imports with price inducements could end 
very quickly. Ceylon’s trade with Communist China, under an ob- 
viously politically inspired arrangement on the part of the Chinese, 
is not likely to solve these problems; the alleviation of symptoms in 
this manner creates new dangers. It is important for Ceylon now to 
lay the groundwork for meeting the problems with which it will be 
faced when it will wish to return to its traditional patterns of trade, 
or to the development of new trade with free countries and for as- 
sistance in meeting the deep seated problems of its economy. 

Some of the foregoing points may be subject to interpretation as 
undue or improper interest in Ceylon’s internal affairs. They should 
be conveyed informally, and only to those who are regarded as friendly 

to the United States. It is not believed that a written communication _ 
| along the above lines would be useful. It seems possible that persistent 

reiteration of the foregoing points may raise doubts in the minds of _ 

_ some responsible and influential leaders as to the wisdom of the views 

being widely expressed in Ceylon today. With reference to numbered 

paragraph 3, our Embassy in New Delhi reports that public state- 

ments by leading Indian officials praising the “accomplishments” of 
Communist China are much less frequent and more restrained than 
formerly. The Indian officials appear to have recognized that it was 

bad politics to emphasize the accomplishments of Communism abroad 

while they were criticizing Communism in India. 
SMITH |
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6468.93/5-—2538 : Telegram os | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department 2 

| of State* | 

SECRET / Cotompo, May 2, 1953—11 a. m. : 

497. I naturally share Department’s concern expressed its A-82? : 

re shift here toward Communist China and away from US as result 

rubber-rice pact which is inevitably drawing Ceylon and Communist : 

China closer together as regards trade relations. I doubt, however, : 

whether as Department fears there has been any appreciable shift in : 

Ceylon toward Communism. Even Minister Commerce Senanayake 

has of late been making anti-Communist speeches. > | 

It would, nevertheless, be unrealistic in my view expect Ceylon to 

break its contract with Communist China as result arguments con- | 

tained A-82. Rubber-rice pact has worked so smoothly to date and | 

has been so profitable to Ceylon during present financial crisis that | 

even high officials who were most opposed to it would hesitate take | 

any action in present circumstances to end it. Finance Minister Jaye- | : 

wardene for instance in statement in Parliament April 28 on difficult — | 

economic conditions prevailing in Ceylon today cited as favorable | 

factor fact that rubber-rice agreement. had stabilized for time price 

| paid for Ceylon’s sheet rubber above world price and price Ceylon has 

| to pay for portion its rice imports below world price. | . 

As far as we can judge here any action which might lead to termina- 

tion rice-rubber agreement in immediate future at least must originate 

outside Ceylon for example as result Korean truce leading to lifting 

| UN embargo with its resultant effect on rubber prices or seizure by 

| Chinese Nationalists of ship carrying Ceylon rubber to Communist 
China. os a ae | - | 

: - Therefore, arguments set forth in five numbered paragraphs A-82 

| while indeed strong ones will I fear have little effect as long as rubber 

| shipments continue at present favorable prices. We have of course, 

| used most these arguments in many previous discussions with high | 

government officials and will continue do so. A favorable opportunity 

| might be found by handing Permanent Secretary Vaithianathan ad- 

vance copy Department’s background paper with explanation in num- 

bered paragraph 1.3 I believe this course would be preferable to letting 

Ceylon Government learn of its issuance through press even though 

| . This telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 136. 

| | 8 The Department, however, delayed issuance of the background paper to the 
point where the Embassy questioned whether issuing it at all would still serve 

| 3 purpose. (Telegram 504 from Colombo, May 19, 1953 ; 446.9331 /5— 

| — 

|
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we do not ourselves pass it out here. Prime Minister and Vaithia- 
nathan will be leaving for London attend Coronation May 25. We 
could use text transmitted with Kennedy’s letter March 24 * unless sub- 
sequent changes have been made. , 

Please let me know when statement will be released. 

SATTERTHWAITE. 

* Not found in Department of State files. | 

711.56346E/4—1453 : Instruction — | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Ceylon 
(Satterthwaite) 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, May 28, 1953. | 

No. 15 | | 

Sir: Reference is made to the Embassy’s Despatch No. 312 of No- 
_ vember 28, 1952 * and previous correspondence regarding the question 

of the establishment of United States military installations in Ceylon. 
The Department of State has received a letter dated April 14, 1953 ? 

from the Department of Defense, a copy of which, together with its 
enclosure, a “Statement of U.S. Military Requirements”, is attached. 
The Department of Defense requests advice as to whether the political 
situation in Ceylon would permit the opening of negotiations for | 
United States military rights with the Government of Ceylon at this 
time and, if not, an estimate as to when such negotiations could be 
initiated. | : BO 

You will note from the enclosure that the availability of funds for 
the facilities required is “subject to review”. Furthermore it has been 
ascertained informally that although the requirement for a heavy 
bomber-staging base is a priority item, the Department of Defense will _ 
not be able, until after Congressional action on the Defense budget, to 
make a firm decision as to the availability of funds and, consequently, __ 

. as to the practicability of opening negotiations. However, an indica- 
tion of prospects for successful negotiation in Ceylon would be useful 
to the Department of Defense at this stage. 

* Despatch 312 from Colombo, not printed, reported a conversation between 
Myron Black, First Secretary of the Embassy in Ceylon, and Sir Oliver Goone- 
tilleke, Minister of Agriculture and Food, in which Sir Oliver raised the issue of 
a formal defense agreement between the United States and Ceylon. The despatch 
noted the tendency of Goonetilleke to use the offer of military bases and a defense 
agreement as bargaining points when he had brought up the issues before. 
(611.46E/11-2852) The Department was not certain to what degree Goonetilleke 
made these proposals on his own initiative or at the specific request of his gov- , 
ernment. (Airgram A-54 to Colombo, Jan. 7, 1953, pp. 1-2; 611.46E/1-753) 

_ * Ante, p. 1567. 
*The “Statement of U.S. Military Requirements,’ which has been omitted, 

enumerated the supplies and facilities needed to make the Negombo airfield and 
surrounding area a U.S. staging base in time of war.
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In previous correspondence on the subject of United States military _ | 

requirements in Ceylon, specifically your telegram No. 533 of May 12, | | 

1951, you have stated your view that the United States isnot likelyto , 

obtain military facilities in Ceylon without giving the Government of | | 

Ceylon a substantial guid pro quo. | 

Nevertheless, in view of the interest shown by a high Government : 

of Ceylon official in the establishment of United States military fa- : 

cilities in Ceylon (Embassy Despatch No. 312, November 28, 1952 and — 

previous), the Department would appreciate your views as to whether — 

the Government of Ceylon might at this time be willing to negotiate | 

on the basis of the economic and security benefits which would accrue : 

to Ceylon as a result of the establishment of United States facilities. — 

If, in your opinion, the Government of Ceylon would be unwilling to 

cede the rights and facilities desired on this basis, the Department . 

would appreciate your views as to the nature and amount of the addi- : 

tional benefits which would have to be offered. ne | 

Although it is not possible at this time to determine whether either , 

~ economic or military aid will in fact be available it would be useful , 

| ‘to have your judgment as to the relative efficacy of either category — . 

of aid in obtaining the rights desired. There are now pending before ) 

Congress, proposals for the amendment of the Mutual Security Act 

which would make possible the extension of a limited amount of | 

| economic aid despite the restrictions of the Battle Act. | 

The Department would also appreciate your views as to the prob- 

| able effect on Ceylon—Indian relations of the establishment of a United 

States military base in Ceylon. 

Very truly yours, For the Acting Secretary of State: 
—— JoHN D. JERNEGAN _ 

| | | Acting Assistant Secretary 

| | eu: for Near Eastern, South 

| | Asian, and African Affairs 

| ‘Not printed (746H.5/5-1251). 7 

| a 
711.56346E/6-2753 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Satterthwaite) to the Department 

| of State 

| TOP SECRET 7 Cotomso, June 27, 1953. 

| No. 774 , | 

Reference: Department’s Instruction No. 15, May 28, 1953? 

Subject: Possibilities of Obtaining U.S. Military Rights in Ceylon 

| In the despatch under reference the Department requests my views 

| on behalf of the Department of Defense as to whether the political 

| 1 Supra. oe | | oo 

| |
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_ situation in Ceylon would permit the opening of negotiations for U.S. 
Military Rights with the Government of Ceylon at this time, and if 

_ not, an estimate as to when such negotiations could be initiated. 
I have given the Department’s inquiry careful thought and have 

reached the conclusion that, for reasons given below in greater detail, 
the political situation is not at the present time favorable for under- 
taking such negotiations. The reasons in brief for my views are (a) 
the present financial crisis which the country is undergoing, which in 
turn has led (6) to growing fear on the part of the Government of 
being overthrown by the parliamentary opposition which shows some 
signs of cooperating and becoming more effective, (c) fear on the part 
of the Government of the reaction of the Indian Government to giving 

_ the United States such rights, and (d) the state of our own relations 
with Ceylon as a result of Ceylon’s important trade in rubber with 

| Communist China. 

Financial Crisis a 

As has been reported the financial crisis in Ceylon has reached rather 
serious proportions, primarily as a result of the excessive food subsidies 
the Government has been paying. For more than a year the Govern- 
ment has been selling rationed rice, which now costs it between 85 and 
90 Ceylon cents per measure, at a cost to the public of 25 cents per 
measure. Originally this large subsidy was paid mainly for political 
reasons and in order to assure the reelections of the United National 
Party (UNP). The Government felt at the time that it could afford 
to pay such a large price. Although rubber prices had declined severely 
a very unrealistic budget was, for purely political reasons, brought in 
last year, since when with the decline of tea as well as rubber prices 
the Government has been reducing its external assets at an alarming 

rate. | : 

| - The Government is now faced with the problem of reducing or 
eliminating the food subsidy in order to survive economically and is 
apparently about to face up to the issue in the budget which will be 
‘presented about the middle of July. The UNP back-benchers, as well 

_ as some of the leaders of the party themselves, are fearful of the effect 
this may have on their political fortunes and there is as a result a 

_ distinct possibility that a number of back-benchers may desert the 
party. 

Growing. Strength of the Opposition Parties | 

_ The parliamentary opposition, made up mainly of the Marxist _ 
Communist and Trotskyist (LSSP) Parties and the allegedly non- 

_ Marxist Freedom Party, has taken full advantage of the Govern- 
ment’s financial and political ineptitude and has had considerable suc- 
cess in turning public opinion against the Government. Moreover the 
Communist Party is apparently having some success in convincing 

/ the Trotskyists that they should cooperate in forming a common |
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front. If this should happen and if the Freedom Party, which often © | 

seems disposed to cooperate with the Marxist Parties, should form a | 

common front of the opposition, the UNP Government, in spite of — | 

now having a substantial paper majority and four more years of | : 

political life before the next elections have to be held, might possibly | 

be overthrown through the desertion of some of its present supporters. | 

As the opposition is unanimous in proposing that Ceylon should 

leave the Commonwealth, in favoring cooperation with Communist | 

China and the Soviet Union, and in condemning the present policy 

of the US Government at every opportunity, the Dudley Shenanayake 

Government would, in my opinion, be very reluctant to undertake | 

any negotiations which might tend to strengthen the opposition. The : 

Government would undoubtedly at this time consider negotiations | 

for United States military rights here to be in this category. | 

As an indication of the real fear of some of the UNP leaders _ : 

that the Government. may be overthrown, the Minister of Health, | 

Major E. A. Nugawela, told me only a few days ago that he was seri- | 

ously thinking of getting out of politics and asking to be appointed = 

Ambassador in Washington. He seems to feel that the intrigues of — | 

Sir John Kotelawala, Minister of Transport, to oust Lord Soulbury | 

| as Governor General in order to fill that position himself, coupled | 

| with the Government’s general ineptitude, may well be ruinous to | 

the Party. There seems moreover to be a growing feeling that Sir 

John is secretly doing everything possible to undermine the Prime 

Minister, his first cousin. In brief, the political situation 1s very unsat- 

isfactory indeed. _ oo | | 

Oeylon-Indian Relations Pg , 

The Department in the final paragraph of its Instruction of May 28 

| asks my views as to the probable effect on Ceylon—Indian relations of 

| the establishment of a United States military base in Ceylon. In my 

telegram No, 84 of February 2, 1950,’ I reported the feeling of Sir 

Kanthiah Vaithianathan, the influential Permanent Secretary of the 

Ministry of Defence and External Affairs, on this subject. Referring 

| to the request we then had pending for permission to station a small 

| United States Naval unit within the existing British Naval communi- 

| cations unit here, Sir Kanthiah asked why the United States Navy | 

| could not arrange to obtain the facilities it so badly needed through 

the British forces already here. He said that there was a historical 

| pattern and necessity for the stationing of British forces in Ceylon 

and that their presence here could therefore be explained by his Gov- 

* The Ceylonese position reported in telegram 84 from Colombo is adequately 

| summarized in this paragraph. Ambassador Satterthwaite went on to state his © 

belief that any attempt to pressure the Government of Ceylon into granting the 

| United States any military concessions would be deeply resented by the Ceylo- 

2 nese people. He, therefore, supported the view, held by Vaithianathan, that the 

| United States attempt to satisfy its-defense needs through cooperation with the 

| British forces in Ceylon. (946H.20/2-250) | 

| | | |
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ernment. If, however, Ceylon were to grant similar military privileges 
to the United States, Ceylon was afraid that a great and powerful 
neighbor whom she feared and distrusted, referring of course to India, 
would insist on receiving similar privileges. _ os 

In spite of superficial indications to the contrary this inherent fear 
of India still prevails here and will no doubt continue to do so even if 
the present unsatisfactory relations between the two countries over 
the question of the citizenship rights of persons of Indian origin resid- 
ing here should be settled. As an indication that this fear of India is 
not unreasonable, high Indian military personages are known to have 
told their friends in the Ceylon Government that India is determined 
some day to get possession of the great naval base at Trincomalee. 
Therefore the reaction of India to the granting by Ceylon of military 
rights to the United States is almost certain to be negative and should 
be a matter of some concern to the United States Government in view 
of the predominant position India holds in this area. 

Sale of Ceylon Rubber to Communist China | 
| With reference to the unsatisfactory situation arising out of the sale 

since October 1951 of substantial quantities of Ceylon rubber to Com- 
‘munist China, I shall only comment briefly in view of the Depart- 
ment’s current awareness of the implications of this complicated and 
troublesome problem. I should, however, like to refer to my telegram 
No. 497 of May 2, 1953,? in which I point out that it would in my view 
be unrealistic to expect Ceylon to break its present rice-rubber contract 
with Communist China as long as it continues to work so smoothly 
and so profitably. I also expressed the opinion that any action which 
might lead to the termination of the rice-rubber agreement in the 
near future would have to originate outside of Ceylon, and mentioned 
in this connection the possibility of a truce in Korea, which would pre- 
sumably lead to the lifting of the UN embargo with its resultant effect 
on rubber prices, and the raising of the legal restrictions on trade with 
Communist China imposed by the Battle Act. 

The Embassy has of course made the opposition of the US Govern- 
ment to this trade abundantly clear to the Ceylon Government. I am 
glad to report that in addition to the rather powerful forces in Ceylon 
always opposed to closer trade ties with China and favoring the main- 
tenance of Ceylon’s historical trade relations with the West, there has 

_ recently been developing on the part of the powerful Buddhist Priest- 
hood, as reported in our OM of June 13, 1958,* from the Public Af- 
fairs Officer, a realization that Buddhism is not enjoying in Commu- | 

- nist China the freedom which many had believed. This favorable 
| _ development has resulted in vigorous public attacks on Communist. 

| > Ante, p. 1571. | 
* Not found in Department of State files.
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China at a large Buddhist meeting held at Anuradhapura recently on 

the occasion of an important Buddhist holiday. | ane 

Possibilities of Current Negotiations . | ! 

The Department’s despatch of May 28 states that the Department | | 

would appreciate my views as to whether the Government of Ceylon | 

might at this time be willing to negotiate on the basis of the economic _ : 

and security benefits which would accrue to Ceylon as a result of the | 

establishment of United States facilities here. While such benefits : 

could indeed in more favorable circumstances play an important role | 

(many still remember the prosperous days of World War II when 

British and American forces were stationed here), these considerations | 

would not alone in my opinion be sufficient to induce the Government 

to enter into negotiations. Such benefits may well have been in the 

mind of Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, Minister of Agriculture and Food, 

when making his various suggestions for a formal defense agreement 

with the United States and the stationing of smal] naval and air : 

force units here. As indicated in my Despatch 312, November 28, 1952,” | 

to which reference is made in the Department’s Instruction under 

reference, I am of the belief that Sir Oliver has been less than sin- 

cere in making these proposals and has had in mind primarily the | 

| bargaining strength which such suggestions might give to the Ceylon | 

| Government in any controversy with the United States, and the fav- | 

| orable light which he hoped Ceylon would be placed in as a result 

| of such suggestions in spite of its shipments of rubber to China. | 

It is my belief, in the light of the factors discussed above and in : 

spite of Sir Oliver’s suggestions, that we would have to offer both eco- | 

| nomic and military benefits of a substantial character in order to inter- 

| est the Ceylon Government in our proposals, with the emphasis on the 

| former at the present time. As to the nature and the amount of ad- 

2 ditional benefits which would have to be offered, I can only say that 

| the economic benefits would probably have to be substantial in nature, 

| as illustrated by the unreasonable feeling so often expressed here 

| that Ceylon should receive from us economic assistance proportionate 

| to that we give to India. This belief is born out in part by Sir Oliver’s 

: insistence during his mission to Washington in J uly 1952 that the | 

| United States should agree to advance a total of 50 million dollars 

! during the next five years. 

| If we are willing to offer both substantial economic and military aid 

| I think it is indeed possible that the Ceylon Government may, after it 

| has survived the present financial crisis (which I think it 1s likely to 

! do) be willing to consider granting us the right to construct facilities 

| for global communications which are so badly needed by our Air Force 

: ® See footnote 1, supra. ——- | | | CO |
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and Army. There is some doubt, however, in spite of Sir Oliver Goone- 
tilleke’s repeated suggestions to the contrary, whether the Ceylon Gov- 
ernment would be willing to consider the establishment of a heavy 
bomber-staging base, unless we are willing to offer a very substantial 
quid pro quo indeed, primarily because of its fear of the reaction the 
granting of such rights would cause in India. 

It seems to me that the United States should not seriously enter into _ 
a military program in Ceylon of large proportions unless and until it 
is willing to take over from the British if need be the responsibilities 
of the defense of the Indian Ocean and to face the probable hostility of 
the Indian Government in doing so. I would recommend that we limit 
our target for the present to global communications facilities, and, if 
we succeed in obtaining these, we could then decide whether to make a 
proposal for a heavy bomber-staging base. 

In the meantime we should, I feel, strongly support the military po- 
sition here of the British, whose base rights are rather precarious. In 
fact their legal rights to their bases at Trincomalee and Negombo are 
so uncertain that the continued use by the British of these bases could 

, possibly be lost if the present Government here were overthrown at a 

time when a weak Government was in power in England. Therefore it 
is in our best interest; it seems to me, to continue to cooperate fully with 

the British in this area and to encourage them to take the lead as far 

as possible, while at the same time insisting that at all costs they main- 

tain their military rights here. 

It may be of interest to report that I have discussed a number of these _ 

_ questions during the past few months with Admiral Radford, Gen- 

eral Vandenberg and Vice Admiral Wright during visits they have 

made here. I have shown them (except General Vandenberg who was | 
here too short a time) a number of the pertinent. documents, including 

the letter dated December 12, 1951, from the Acting Secretary of De- 
fense to the Secretary of State setting forth the position of the former 

at that time with reference to military rights in Ceylon. | : 

Conclusion | | 

| In conclusion I repeat that I do not feel that the political situation 
in Ceylon at the present is such as to justify the opening of negotiations 

for military rights here. I venture to make the suggestion therefore 

that the question be reconsidered within a few months, at which time 
my successor here may be able to give a more optimistic view of the 

prospects of success.° | | 
| | oJ. C. SATTERTHWAITE 

| °In a letter to Assistant Secretary of Defense Frank C. Nash, July 28, 1953, in 
which a copy of this despatch was enclosed, Deputy Under Secretary of State H. 
Freeman Matthews wrote that the Department of State concurred in Satter- 
thwaite’s recommendation that negotiations for.U.S. military rights in Ceylon be 
postponed (711.5346E/6—2753) .
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846B.2317/9-1553 : Telegram © | nL pte : | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon - _ 

SECRET WASHINGTON, September 15, 1958—6:56 p.m. Zz | 

66. Ambassador Corea called on Assistant Secretary Byroade Sep- o | 

tember 14 to sound out US “position” on Ceylon. Said he was stimu- | 

lated make this approach by (1) recent unrest in Ceylon, (2) favor- f 

able US public reaction to his statements of GOC view of rice-rubber | 

agreement during his recent US tour, and (3) possibilities and oppor- | 

tunity let five-year agreement lapse through failure reach agreement 

on second year’s prices in negotiations GOC mission now in Peking. | 

On point (1) he noted GOC believe must quell dissatisfaction of | 

people before opposition consolidated and becomes grave threat con- | 

tinuance present GOC. On point (3) he said that good possibility ex- 

-isted for failure reach agreement on prices for second year of 5 year ) 

| agreement and implied that with US help GOC might be able imple- 

ment its desire “to get back into step with the free world.” | a 

| In response to question whether possible US help was purely finan- 

| cial matter to GOC, Ambassador said GOC considerations were not 

| entirely financial although Ceylon economic situation made finance 

| - importanttoGOC. | | . 

Ambassador seemed to concur in Byroade’s indication previous. 

| Goonetilleke aid demands were excessive then and from US standpoint 

| would be even more so now. Byroade noted that lack of knowledge in 

| Washington of next year’s US aid programs limited present US con- | 

| sideration of Ambassador’s request to matters of rice and rubber. 

| _ Ambassador informed that while rice situation appeared to be easier 

| with developments in Southeast Asia, the outlook for US rubber agree- 
| ment seemed even tighter than in previous discussions. Ambassador 
| expressed hope US would study the situation and suggested the possi- — 

| bil-ty using some wheat as substitute for Ceylon rice imports, Depart-_ 

| ment observed that any US wheat help which might be possible for 
|. Ceylon could not impinge on normal trade. | . 
| Byroade said Department would undertake study of situation im- 
: mediately and without prejudice. Ambassador indicated some urgency 

in getting US reactions to his approach because fact Ceylon Mission 

| now in Peking. | So | | Coe 
| Department believes that prior to departure Ceylon Mission from 
| Peking it wou'd be tactically unwise for US give to GOC any concrete 

proposals which might develop from study here. 7 : 
. Desire Embassy comment. | BF os 

| 1 There had recently been a number of strikes and protest marches and several | 
incidents of violence resulting from the Ceylon cabinet’s decision to reduce the 
Government’s rice subsidy, thereby raising the cost of rice for the general popu- 

| Jation. More detailed information is contained in Department of State file 
| 746E.00 for the months of August and September 19583. |
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 $46E.2317/9-2353 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State* 

SECRET PRIORITY Cotomso, September 23, 1953—noon. 

89. Re Deptel 66, September 15.2? Embassy concurs with Department 
that it would be unwise for US give GOC any concrete proposals in 

| present situation. } | 
Embassy has not yet.been able obtain definite information regard- 

ing rice purchase negotiations Rangoon or accomplishments Peking 
talks, Press this morning announced signing Peking agreement for 
second year’s rice-rubber exchange but gave no information re terms. 
Ceylon delegates due return by next week and Embassy will endeavor 
obtain and transmit information re agreement. 

Sir Oliver Goonetilleke informed Embassy privately that his Ran- 
goon talks had been so successful that he would be able reduce retail 
price rice by rupee cents 15 or 20 per measure. He did not quote and © 
has not announced specific figures amounts or prices rice Burma will 
furnish. It appears likely concessions were obtained Rangoon that 

| were used strengthen position Ceylon negotiators Peking. | 
_ Embassy believes it likely that Corea approach made not so much 
in hope that satisfactory concrete offer from US would be received as. 

with idea of “keeping open the telegraph wire to Washington” with 
~ eye to some possibly favorable future developments and in order that 

Ceylon might continue reiterate statements that it turned to Com- 
munist world only after failure appeals to US to produce assistance to 
extent needed. ee | 

Domestic political situation Ceylon uncertain at moment. Prime Min- 
ister Dudley Senanayake, overtired and apparently half ill from worry 
and possibly feeling inadequacy, is almost daily threatening resign and 
then permitting himself be persuaded continue. His irresolution has 
now become matter general public concern and discussion to extent 
that is seriously damaging his personal prestige. Even people who have 
always supported Dudley in past and who have been critical of Sir 
John Kotelawala’s attitude when he was passed over for Prime Min- 
istership are now saying that wrong man was chosen. Uncertainty, as" 
to whether succession can be passed amicably as result rivalry between | 
Sir John Kotelawala, who is as leader House obvious successor, and 
Finance Minister Jayewardene, who is also reportedly making bid for 
successorship and whom Dudley said to favor, appears be principal 
motive behind continuing but increasingly less hopeful efforts persuade 

| Dudley remain. His vacillation seems have tried patience most associ- _ 
ates to extent that would influence them wish him Godspeed were suc- 

| cessorship clear. | 
: 1 Philip K. Crowe replaced Joseph Satterthwaite as U.S. Ambassador to Ceylon _ 

on Sept. 19, 1953. : | 
Haus jelegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 21.
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Embassy believes difficulties present domestic situation arise pri- 
marily from irresolution Prime Minister and resulting weakness GOC | 
as presently constituted and pose problem that Ceylonese must solve | 
themselves. Situation is not at the moment of nature to lend itself to | 

- solution by foreign aid financial or otherwise. Embassy does not be- | 
lieve Ceylon at this time requires foreign financial support preserve in- 
ternal] stability. Primary need is government with resolution to govern. 

Without this foreign aid is useless and with this foreign aid would be 7 

of secondary importance. 7 | 
As indication magnitude problem involved in terminating Ceylon- | 

Red Chinese rubber-rice trade Embassy study indicates benefits exist- | 
ing deal approximately as follows: , | | 

_ By September 1 Ceylon has shipped 35,000 metric tons rubber to Red 
China under the five year trade agreement at. estimated gross profit : 

| over and above Singapore market prices of over $10 million. In absence : 
| material rise Singapore rubber prices Ceylon should receive additional : 
| gross profit on balance 15,000 tons rubber to be shipped on this year’s 
| contract of approximately $5 million. Savings to Ceylon on low price : 
| China rice compared with Burmese rice amount to an estimated $4.5 | 
| million. Benefits to Ceylon China rice-rubber deal in 1953 therefore 

| likely total approximately $19 to $20 million. a co 
| | | CROWE 

! . a 

846H.2395/9-2953: Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Cotomso, September 29, 1953—5 p. m. 

94. Reference Embassy telegram 89, September 23,? Embassy des- 
patch 184, September 25.2 oo | . 

Press today announces prices 1954 Ceylon-Communist China rubber- _ 

| rice agreement as 49 pounds sterling a metric ton for China rice and 28 

| pence sterling per pound for Ceylon rubber representing about 9 per- 
cent and 12.5 percent reductions respectively from prices of 54 pounds 

| _ for rice and 32 pence for rubber in 1953 agreement. | | 

| Minister Agriculture and Food Goonetilike confirmed price rubber, 
| but said that rice price reduced to 47 pounds per metric ton. He ex- 
| plained press error as follows: Because Ceylon must furnish bags and 

| pay certain other extra costs on Chinese rice and because Chinese rice 

prices metric tons and Burmese long tons,‘ it is necessary add about 

2 pounds to basic agreement price Chinese rice to arrive at correct cost 
comparison with Burmese. Therefore, basic price and actual cost rela- 

| | | _ 

| 2 ahis telegram was repeated to London for information as telegram 25. 

! 8 Despatch 184, not printed, reported a meeting between Vaitnianathan and a 
U.S. Embassy official at which the recent Ceylonese rice rubber negotiations with 
China were discussed in general terms (4461.9331/9-2553 ). / 

| “A metric ton contains 2,204.6 lbs., compared to 2,240 lbs. in a long ton. 

| 7 : . 
|
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| - tionships Chinese rice are: 1953 agreement 54 and 56 pounds, 1954 
agreement 47 and 49 pounds.5 | a 

This represents rice price decrease about 13 percent in 1954. | | 
Basic 1954 price of 28 pence for Rss one sheet rubber is approxi- 

mately 55 Ceylon cents premium over average September Singapore _ 
price to date. Such an average premium on 50,000 metric tons rubber | 

| to be sold China in 1954 would provide Ceylon with a profit of between 
- 12 and 18 million dollars over present Singapore prices. | | | 

_ Press reports Burma, offering Ceylon five-year contract at sliding 

scale prices for any quantity rice between 250,000 to 600,000 metric =. 
tons a year. Present rice rations require about 475,000 metric tons 
annually. With 270,000 tons available under China deal, Ceylon would 
require about 200,000 metric tons additional from other sources. This 
does not take into account possibility increase local yields and pro- 
duction paddy. oo . | | | 

Goonetilike confirmed press reports and said he could meet Ceylon’s 
| rice requirements entirely from Burma, but had not made firm agree- 

. ment Burma, pending conclusion Peking talks. Chinese showed deter- 
‘mination give almost entirely barter character to trade and raise ques- 

| tion how they were to pay for rubber if Ceylon did not take their rice. 
In still continuing talks, they are showing disposition widen scope of 

| trade providing barter basis further extendable and among other 
things exploring possibility exchanging coal for Ceylon coconut oil. 

Goonetilike indicated rice-rubber contract would come before Ceylon 
_ Cabinet for ratification at next meeting October 8. CrowE 

° For the 1953 figures, see footnote 8, p. 1561. The new rice price of 49 pounds 
per metric ton offered by China represented a 0.9 cent per pound reduction from 
the contract price for 1953. : : 

846H.2395/9-2958 : Telegram | | 

| | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon 

SECRET § NIACT WASHINGTON, October 3, 1953—3:25 p.m. — 

81. FYI only. Department concurs general sentiment your tele- _ 
gram 94, It would appear that U.S. interest dictates sincere effort 
in response to Corea on possibility, if not probability, that concrete 
proposals may help (a) reduce flow strategic commodity to Commie 
China, (6) get Ceylon “back in step”, (c) reduce Ceylon dependence 
on Commie China markets and supply. | 

If Ceylon met legal requirements of U.S., 1.e., ceased shipments to | 
Commie China, U.S. might make following type proposals which not 
yet firm in Department or Executive Branch: 

1. Rice a | 
(a) US supply up to 50,000 tons wheat as rice substitute under Sec- 

tion 550 MSA, estimated value up to $5 million. Statute requires price | 

1 Supra. |
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| be consistent with maximum world market prices; Ceylon put up | 

local currency equivalent which would be used as part US economic 

aid in Ceylon. Possible but not probable other Section 550 US surplus 

commodities may be used get rice for Ceylon from third country. Such 

commodities cannot replace regular free world purchases. US Depart- _ : 

ment of Agriculture would aid and advice Ceylon purchase US rice. 

(2. Rubber | . - - a 

(a) Not proposing preclusive buying. eS ES 

 (b) Additional stockpiling rubber appears not feasible, but GSA | 

willing buy from all sources perhaps 100,000 tons rubber year for rota- : 

tion purposes, GSA willing contract 100,000 tons, apportioning con- | 

tracts among rubber producing countries. Ceylon’s share world pro- | 

duction low. Contemplated procedure, however, would be tell Ceylon , 

we will perhaps consider contracting for Ceylonese rubber and from _ : 

| all sources for stockpile rotation at world market price without com- | 

| mitting ourselves to any quantity in initial discussion. If Ceylon indi- 

| cated interest producing countries would be invited offer amounts. 

| Would attempt workout contract quantity for Ceylon which might be : 

| helpful Ceylon (say 20,000 to 25,000 tons) and still be on basis some | | 

; principle applied equally all producers. _ , ee | 

3. US technical and economic assistance to Ceylon in approximate : 

| amount $7.5 million including: - | | 

| (a) Local currency derived from up to $5 million surplus wheat 

| 1 (a) above. 7 - 

| - (b) Technical assistance for purposes in (¢) below and related pur- 

| poses about $450,000; os 

| (c) Economic assistance combined with (6) above for rehabilitation 

| or conversion marginal rubber plantations, irrigation, agricultural 

extension, etc., of about $2 million foreign exchange costs. This amount 

aid not on recurring basis since Congress determines annual 

| appropriations. => | | ee 

| Believe offer should attempt find balance between magnitude needed 

| have chance of being effective achieving US objectives and realization 

| that excessive amount of aid to Ceylon at this time might react disad-_ 

| vantage US by damaging our relations with other countries in the area. 

| If response to Corea to be of use, believe must be made by October 6 

| in view GOC cabinet meeting October 8 on Commie Chinese arrange- 

| ment. Desire Embassy comment soonest on proposal as a whole, and on 

| individual sections, including need to make such response to Corea, 

magnitudes proposed, and possibility or advisability deletion or 

: unendment any parts of proposal. End FYI. DULLES 

| 4468.9331/10-453 : Telegram oS | - 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

| SECRET NIACT © Cotomso, October 4, 1953—8 p. m. 

! 97. Re Deptel 81, October 3.1 Official communiqué issued this week 

: end reports ratification Burmese four year rice agreement and 1954 

| 1 Supra. = 

| 213-782 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 34 see
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prices Chinese rubber-rice contract at. special cabinet meeting October2. 
| 

Chinese rubber-rice prices as reported Embtel 94 September 29.? | Burmese rice prices on yearly purchases minimum 200,000 to maxi- mum 600,000 tons are as follows: 1954, 50 pounds sterling; 1955, 48; 1956, 46; 1957, 44. Kotelawala, who now presiding over Cabinet in absence Prime Minister, informed Embassy privately that Chinese | offer trade coal for coconut oil refused as Ceylon prefers buy Indian 
coal. He characterized Burma agreement as gamble, view possibility _ world conditions could produce declines rice market, but considers | risk worth taking as he believes agreement may permit reduction re- tail price rice to rupees cents 55 per measure without increasing sub- ‘Sidy. 

| 
_ Press today reports Kotelawala as predicting reduction rice price 
and abolition rationing system and suggesting possibility turning over to private trade import and distribution rice. He is already under 
criticism by some UNP members house and government officials who 
call these pronouncements premature. | | Goonetilike, Minister Foods, and Jayewickreme,? acting Minister 
Commerce, both privately informed Embassy that Ceylon was dis- 
appointed by failure efforts persuade Red Chinese take rubber ton- 
nage over and above 50,000. Latter said Ceylon Government now 
planning buy at same price fixed for purchases on account Red 
Chinese contract additional amounts sheet rubber available estimated 
up to 10,000 tons that would be sold on open market at loss covered by 
government from stabilization fund established from part of profit | 
Red Chinese sales. | | 
Embassy has impression from remarks ministers refusal coal coconut 

oil barter proposals may reflect such awareness. 
It appears: | | | a 
(1) Ceylon now in position satisfy entire rice import needs from Burma under terms that protect it from rice free market prices on 600,000 tons and allow it take advantage market declines on amount over 200,000 tons. 

| (2) Advantage rice purchases Red China over Burma in 1954 greatly decreased as compared 1953 and Red Chinese rice now being taken | largely on Chinese insistence as means payment for rubber. (Re Embtel 94, September 29 next to last paragraph.) 
(3) Crux problem continues be determination Ceylonese exploit op- portunity sell rubber at premium over freer market price. For so long as this opportunity open it is unlikely that any counter-offer, which does not present approximately equal advantages over sale rubber free market, would be acceptable Government Ceylon. Benefits Ceylon Red Chinese 1954 rubber contract approximately $13 million. 
(4) In view availability rice, offer wheat not likely present great 

? Ante, p. 1581. | a * Maj. W. G. M. Jayewickreme.
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attraction. Government has in past failed in attempts reduce rice con- | 
sumption by offering wheat flour free for rice ration coupons. 

(5) Technical assistance now being generously received through | 

Colombo Plan and UNTA. Idea increased technical aid not likely pre- _ | 
sent wheat attraction as criticism freely being made both publicly and 
privately that there are already too many foreign experts here for | 
results achieved. | 

| In view developments and considerations set forth above Depart- : 

ment may desire before formulating concrete proposals further explore | 

matter with Corea in effort ascertain amount economic assistance that | 

in his opinion might provide sufficient counterattraction to interest 

Ceylon. | | Crow: | 

746B.5 MSP/10-653 | | | 7 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office of | 

| | South Asian Affairs (Smith) 

| SECRET WasHINGTON, October 6, 1953. : 

Subject: Possible US Assistance to Ceylon : | 

| Participants: Sir Claude Corea, Ambassador of Ceylon | 

: Mr. H. Shirley Amerasinghe, Counselor, Embassy of | 

| —_ Ceylon 

| NEA—Mr. Jernegan 
| SOA—Henry T. Smith — Oo 

! Sir Claude called on Mr. Jernegan today at the latter’s request. 

: Mr. Jernegan first referred to Sir Claude’s conversation with Mr. 

| Byroade on September 141 in which the Ambassador had raised the | 

| question of possible US assistance which might enable Ceylon to | 

| withdraw from its trade agreement in rice and rubber with Commu- : 

| nist China. He then stated that we had learned that the Government 

| of Ceylon had on October 2 approved a new agreement relating to | 

| prices on rice and rubber and asked what effect that had on Sir 

| Claude’s approach. | | oe | 

: Sir Claude replied that his approach’ could no longer be considered 
! “on that basis.” 

Mr. Jernegan observed that the US Government had given con- 

| siderable thought and study to the problem and had almost arrived 

! at a number of proposals which he had thought would “fill the bill” 

for Ceylon. He had thought, however, that the Ceylon Cabinet was 

| not going to consider the rice-rubber contract for some days yet and 
: he was surprised at this early approval. | | _ 

| Sir Claude replied that he had made it clear in his earlier visit that 
! his approach did not emanate from the Government of Ceylon, but 

had been the result of his evaluation of several considerations which 

| 1 Summarized in telegram 66 to Colombo, Sept. 15, 1958, p. 1579. , 
| 

|
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he had mentioned previously. He continued that he had told Mr. Ken- 
nedy some time ago that the Ceylon Cabinet might consider the con- 
tract with Communist China within a few days. | 

_ Mr. Jernegan referred to our efforts in working up an aid program 
for Ceylon, and commented that nevertheless our proposals would not 
have been of a magnitude to equal the profit which Ceylon was making 
on its trade with China. The US was not impelled by the same political 

| considerations as China, and US policy would not permit such an aid 
a program. He then again asked whether there was anything Sir Claude | 

wanted us to do with regard to his original approach. | 
| Sir Claude again said no, not on that basis. He continued that he 

was not happy with conditions in Ceylon. The opposition was gaining 
strength. New elections would come up within a few years and he was 
concerned about the outcome. He hoped that we could do something to 
strengthen the present government, regardless of the Battle Act. | 

Mr. Jernegan asked whether a victorious opposition would be com- 
munist. 

Sir Claude replied that it probably would be a coalition in which 
the communists would play a prominent part. | 

| Sir Claude continued that he had observed that there appeared to 
be some relaxation on trade controls, particularly with regard to 
Japan, and that even in the beginning under the Kem Amendment and _ 
the Battle Act certain trades by some countries had been excused, and 
he hoped that some exception might be made for Ceylon. 

It was explained to Sir Claude that the exceptions which he had | 
noted had not been with regard to Communist China, that there had | 
been no general relaxation of US trade controls, and relaxation of | 
Japanese controls did not relate to strategic materials. — | 

Mr. Jernegan continued that US public opinion would not permit 
our Government to give aid to a country that was sending rubber to 
Communist China and that the other rubber producing countries cer- | 
tainly would not understand it. US policy up until now would not per- 
mit such assistance and there was no indication that there would be | 

_ any change during the present fiscal year. | 

Editorial Note | | 

On September 14, 1953, the Department of State sent telegrams to 
the Embassies in London, Paris, Rome, and Colombo requesting their 
advice on whether the United States should continue its embargo of 
sulphur to Ceylon, particularly in view of the refusal of the United 
Kingdom, France, and Italy to withhold sulphur from Ceylon over the 
past year (446E.009/9-1453). In telegrams 1261 from London, Sep- 
tember 23, and 92 from Colombo, September 25, both the Embassies at
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London and Colombo replied that they favored the discontinuance of 
the United States embargo. They expressed the belief that continued 
United States refusal to ship sulphur to Ceylon would have little effect : 
on Ceylonese rubber production but would only serve to aggravate | 
United States—Ceylon relations. The Embassy in London doubted, in 
any event, that the United Kingdom would be inclined to cooperate. 

| with the United States in withholding future sulphur supplies from | 
Ceylon. (446E.009/9-2358 ; 446E.009/9-2553) The Embassy at Paris : 
in telegram 1243, September 25, indicated that France would in all 
likelihood permit exports of black sulphur to Ceylon and stated that 
French officials would consider the abandonment of the United States —=s_si| 
embargo to be “realistic” in the absence of any strong international | 
support for United States policy (446E.009/9-2553). In despatch 686, 
September 22, the Embassy in Rome advised against the United States 
resuming sulphur exports to Ceylon on the grounds that such an action 
might convey to United States allies a softening posture toward Com- ) 
munist aggression. It, however, offered little hope that Italy would : 
withhold its huge stocks of high-priced black sulphur from the Ceylon _ : 

market if there were to be a demand for it. (446E.009/9-2253) 

446B.119/11-553 | : a | | | 

Memorandum by the Bureau of Foreign Commerce: Member to the 
| Chairman of the Operating Committee (Sawyer) ” = 

SECRET | | [Wasutneton,] October 30, 1953. | 
OC Document 1120 * eg Pe 

_ Subject: Dusting Sulphur for Ceylon tae Te | 
- BFC recommends the resumption of licensing of dusting sulfur to ! 
Ceylon. This recommendation is made to the Operating Committee at : 

this time, following review by the P.D. 810 Consulting Group at meet- | 
ings of October 14 and October 19, 1953.3 The Consulting Group failed 
to concur in the BFC proposal with State, Defense and the ACEP 
staff member expressing the view that the sulfur question should not : 
be considered separately from the question of general U.S. policy ) 
toward Ceylon with regard to trade in strategic goods. It was the | 
opinion of the group, however, that it was not improper to. consider : 

_ dusting sulfur as a P.D. 810 problem, under the concept of a produc- | 
| tion material] as expressed in Section VI. Dusting sulfur, in this view, | 

is a necessary materia] for the production of natural rubber, being an 

insecticide essential to the growth of rubber trees. Ceylon is currently 
shipping natural rubber to Communist China. ES | 

_*The Bureau of Foreign Commerce (BFC) was the new naine for the Office of © 
International Trade (OIT). The writer of this particular memo was not identified. — 

- 3 See footnote 1, p. 1547. | 
-*No minutes or summaries of these meetings were found in Department of : 
State files. | |
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Sulfur is rated IL IT and, dusting sulfur US IIB and IL IIL.‘ It 
was BFC’s contention in the Consulting Committee, from which there © 
was no serious dissent, that the conditions for exceptional approval, as 
set out in PD 812, Sect. V B, Par. 4(a) had been met, namely: (a) the 
negotiating history clearly indicates that assurances are not to be ex- 
pected; (6) the withholding of approval of licenses in question will 
have no significant effect in decreasing shipments of rubber by Ceylon ; 
and (c) approval of the applications will not affect-the willingness 
of Ceylon to grant assurances in other items. | 

General U.S. Policy Affecting Ceylon | | 

Ceylon has been favorable to the West with the exception of this 
rubber trade, and has agreed to all U.S. and international requests 
concerning limiting shipments of strategic materials to Communist 
China and the Soviet Bloc. In an effort to induce Ceylon toembargoor _ 
at least materially restrict rubber shipments to China, the U.S. Gov- ) 
ernment has undertaken the following: | 7 a 

1. Withheld U.S. assistance under the Mutual Defense Assistance . 
Act; | | 

2. Made an offer to purchase the rubber in question, rather than 
allow it to go to China, which Ceylon rejected on economic grounds; 

3. Refused to bunker ships carrying rice and rubber in Ceylon’s 
trade with China; and | 

_ 4, Embargoed shipments of dusting sulfur to Ceylon, and other 
materials directly required for the production of rubber. 

To the present time none of the individual actions listed above has 

been effective, and the entire program has brought us no closer to the 

ultimate objective of cutting off Ceylon’s rubber shipments to China. 

This is evidenced by the recent conclusion of the 1954 contract under 

the five year rubber-rice agreement between Ceylon and China. 

- It is not our purpose in this paper to attempt fully to analyze the 
reasons for the failure of this general U.S. policy objective with regard 
to Ceylon. Among the factors mitigating against the success of U.S. 

policy, however, are the following: | | 

‘International Lists were established in 1949 by an informal Consultative 
Group consisting of the United States, Canada, and several Western European 
countries for the purpose of préventing or curtailing the shipment of strategic 
materials to Communist countries. International List (IL) I consisted of items | 
of direct military value which were to be withheld from Iron Curtain countries. | 
Of these arms, ammunition, implements of war, and nuclear materials fell under 

Category A; all other items considered to be of strategic importance but which | 

. did not, necessarily have a military or nuclear application were subsumed under 
Category B. IL II contained other strategic commodities whose shipment was to | 

be “controlled”, or permitted only to a limited degree. The traffic to Soviet bloc 

nations of IL III goods, which were only indirectly related to military capabili- 
ties, was to be kept under surveillance in case future developments warranted 

their curtailment. Materials on all three lists were embargoed to North Korea 
and Communist China. (For further details on the operation of Battle Act trade 
controls, see the reports to Congress on the Mutual Defense Assistance Control | 

Act of 1951.) .
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1. The importance of rubber to the economy of Ceylon. Rubber con- 
stitutes 20-30% of Ceylon’s export trade; 7 

2. The importance of an assured supply of rice to Ceylon, which | 
‘constitutes the means by which China pays for the rubber ; | 

3, The relative lack of dependence of Ceylon on trade with the U.S., 

and the traditional ties of Ceylon with the U.K. and Commonwealth 
countries; | | 

4, The unwillingness of the U.K. to join the U.S. in withholding 

rubber under its own control from the Bloc, and the consequent sup- 

port given by the U.K. to Ceylon’s position both directly an indirectly. | 

5. The relative unimportance of U.S. assistance to Ceylon, which | 

_ had consisted of technical assistance only. | 
6. The general decline in world prices for rubber, and the especially : 

serious impact of such a decline on Ceylon, which is a high-cost. pro- 

ducer of rubber relative to its competition in Malaya and Indonesia. 
7, The unwillingness or inability of the U.S. and the rest of the Free 

World to offer Ceylon a practicable long-term solution, in terms of 

rubber procurement and supplies of grain. | 

For the reasons cited above, and perhaps others, U.S. policy to date | 

to reduce or cut-off Ceylon’s shipments of rubber to China have been 

fruitless. We are aware of no changes in the factors cited above which : 

would indicate greater success in the future of present U.S. policy. | 

Furthermore, we are aware of no new proposals to make the present | 

policy effective. | | | 

— General Policy Alternatives | | 

In terms of general U.S. policy to withhold Ceylon’s rubber from : 

Communist China, there would appear to be basically only three | 

alternatives available at this time: | | | 

1. To reaffirm the general policy and intensify efforts to convince the | : 
Government of Ceylon to cooperate ; i 

9. To reaffirm the general policy but not to develop increased pres- 
sure to implement it; or | | 

3. To abandon the policy as incapable of being achieved under pres- 
ent circumstances. a | | 

-It is the view of BFC that dusting sulfur ought to be freely licensed 

to Ceylon under all three alternatives. This conclusion is based on the © 
. opinion that withholding dusting sulfur as such provides no leverage 

in negotiation with Ceylon—regardless of whether this control is | 

taken alone or in conjunction with other controls now in effect or to | 

| be put into operation in the future. The sections below amply demon- 

strate the ineffectiveness of the embargo in the past, and indicate why 

_ it is not likely to produce any impact in the foreseeable future. 

Ineffectiveness of Present Sulfur E’mbargo | | 

The policy of withholding dusting sulfur from Ceylon was adopted | 
at time of a world-wide shortage of sulfur and particular need for in- | 
secticidal sulfur on the part of Ceylon. Ceylon was deprived of U.S. 

sulfur for a period which threatened the rubber crop, but the planta-
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tions were saved by timely shipments from the U.K., FranceandItaly. 
In August 1952 Ceylon received 56.4 long tons of sulfur (35 L.T. from | 
U.K. and 21.4 L.T. from Germany), and 704 L.T. in the following 
month (Italy 324.8; France 254.7; U.K. 118; other 6.5). These ship- 

ments effectively aided Ceylon over the crisis period. | | 
Analysis of Ceylon’s requirements for sulfur and an appraisal of 

supply prospects, indicate that approximately 4,000 L.T. per year are 
necessary, and this can be met entirely from non-U.S. sources, In 1952 
Ceylon imported a total of 4,070 L.T., supplied as follows: Germany 
37%, Italy 23%, U.K. 14%, Canada 9%, France 6%, and the balance 
from 5 other countries. In 1953, through September, Ceylon had issued _ 

import certificates for 6,390 L.T., as follows: France 2,000; Canada 
1,300; Germany 1,027; Italy 584; U.K. 547; Sweden 564; U.S.A. 500. a 
Presumably import certificates have been issued in excess of require- 
ments by about 50% in an effort to build up reserves. | | | 

It has been suggested, even by those who frankly admit the failure 
of the present embargo on sulfur to Ceylon, that an intensified effort 
involving sulfur shipments to countries which are in turn supplying 
dusting sulfur to Ceylon might offer significant prospects for success. 
In this view the U.S. would take advantage of its position as the pre- 

_ dominant supplier of natural sulfur for the free world and use our 

_ position as a means of forcing the U.K., France, Italy, Germany, etc. 

to adopt a policy of embargoing dusting sulfur to Ceylon. Although 

superficially this course might appear to have merit, it is evident that 

it has as its basis a very serious and questionable premise—that is, — 

that a coercive attempt to withhold sulfur will succeed in inter- 
- national negotiations with our major allies when direct negotiations 

-. with them with regard to rubber have failed. In this view, sulfur 

_. would appear to offer no new approach to this problem other than | 
providing an excuse for taking this matter to the very highest levels 

in international negotiations. If the strategic significance of rubber is 
deemed to require such high level treatment, it would appear to us 
better that the negotiations take place on this ground rather than on 

the less germane question of sulfur. | | | 

Conclusion | 

From the above it appears that Ceylon no longer needs U.S. sulfur, 
although it would presumably buy U.S. sulfur for reasons of price, 
assured deliveries, etc. It follows therefore that the U.S. is not likely 

to induce Ceylon to withhold shipments of rubber from China, as. 

called for by the recent 5-year Ceylon-China rubber-rice agreement, | 

by further restriction on shipments to Ceylon of sulfur. | 

It is evident that the U.K., France, Italy and Germany are not 

_ disposed to cooperate with the U.S. in withholding sulfur from Cey- 

lon, as is indicated by the unsuccessful negotiations to date, recent —
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allocations by U.K. for Ceylon, and general lack of interest displayed 
by the U.K. in withholding rubber from the Bloc. | 

Therefore further U.S. embargo of sulfur to Ceylon appears to 
serve no useful purpose under present circumstances. 

Recommendation 

‘The BFC recommends that the U.S. discontinue the present policy 
of withholding sulfur from Ceylon, on the ground of its obvious — 
failure in the past and indications of lack of success in the future. 

_ Unless the U.S. is prepared to undertake a new and vigorous approach | 
to Ceylon and/or Western countries shipping rubber to the Bloc, the 
continuation of the U.S. embargo on sulfur serves no purpose. In the 

~ event of adoption of a new and vigorous approach, it would be neces- 
sary to examine the place, if any, of sulfur controls. It is our pre- | 
liminary view that sulfur offers no more satisfactory lever for such an 
intensified program as it does for the present program. oe 

446E.119/11-553. | | | | 

| Memorandum by A. Guy Hope of the Office of Chinese Affairs to the | 
. _ Director of That Office (McConaughy) | ! 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] November 5, 1953. | 
Subject: Urgent requirement for statement ‘of position on Ceylon: 

export of dusting sulfur and bunkering of rice-rubber ships 

1. Dusteng. sulfur: Commerce position: oe | 

The Operating Committee, an interdepartmental advisory group to _ 
_ the Secretary of Commerce, has called a mecting for 2 p.m. today to | 
consider a paper submitted by the Bureau of Foreign Commerce 
(new name for OIT) recommending the resumption of licensing of 
dusting sulfur to Ceylon (Tab A). | - 

If it argued that the withholding of sulfur (used by the Ceylonese 
AS an insecticide in spraying rubber trees) has not caused Ceylon to 
withdraw from its sales of rubber to the Chinese Communists, and 
Ceylon has been able to obtain supplies of dusting sulfur from several 
of our European allies, including the U.K., despite U.S. protests. 

Commerce states that the only basis on which it would consider | 
continuing to withhold sulfur shipments to Ceylon is a renewed, vigor- | 
ous U.S. approach to Ceylon and/or Western countries shipping rub- | 

_ ber to the Soviet Bloc. Even then Commerce doubts the effectiveness or 
usefulness of including sulfur denials as a weapon against the trade 
In rubber to Communist China. | ! 

2. Sulfur and bunkering: MDAC position: | ! 

Yesterday afternoon I was invited to a meeting in Commerce with | 
Mr. Braderman, chief of the Far Eastern Division of the Bureau of 

*See OC Document 1120, supra. |
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Foreign Commerce, and Mr. Hale, Far Eastern adviser to the Battle 

Act Administrator. There I was presented with Tab B, a paper pre- 
pared by the MDAC staff? following meetings of an ad hoc interde- 
partmental group (with Mr. Goodkind of EDS? sitting for State). 

This paper postulates that the denial to Ceylon of sulfur and the 
refusal to permit U.S. oil companies in the Far East to bunker vessels 
carrying rice from Communist China to Ceylon as a part of rubber- 
rice transactions have been ineffective in cutting off the Ceylon-Com- 
munist China rubber trade, will not discourage other nations from 
shipping strategic materials to Communist China, and may be ag- 
gravating relationships between the U.S. and Ceylon, the U.K., and | 
other friendly nations and jeopardizing cooperation of our allies in 
“other economic defense and larger endeavors.” | 

| The paper then recommends that the U.S. “disengage itself from 
| existing economic defense policy toward Ceylon” by approving bunkers 

for the rice ships and by resuming exports of dusting sulfur, but “that 
the timing and manner of this disengagement be arranged so as to 
minimize any possible adverse inferences, either here or abroad, with 
respect to U.S. policy on China-trade control”. Oo 
Braderman has stated that Commerce could agree to its formula. 

Treasury and Defense have not been consulted, as far as I am aware. 
E and EUR can be presumed to like it, and I am certain it would be 
agreeable to NEA/SOA.* . 

3. Analysis of factors: | | 

A. The original Commercial ‘proposition reflects: (1) long-standing 
Commerce unhappiness with the Ceylon situation and pressure from 
U.S. sulfur exporters to abrogate the controls over dusting sulfur, 
accentuated by the sales to Ceylon of sulfur by European suppliers; 
(2) a Commerce doctrine that trade controls of other nations should 
parallel those of the U.S., now applied with the reverse twist that 
the U.S. should relax where other countries refuse to get in line; 
(3) the philosophy which is attributed to Assistant Secretary of Com- 
merce Anderson ® that U.S. controls appear generally too restrictive 
in the light of the uneven application of controls by various countries 
of the free world, and that we should give more consideration to the | 
needs and desires of American businessmen seeking markets. 

B. (1) The MDAC proposal generally reflects Mr. Hansen’s ® dis- 
satisfaction with the ruling of the Secretary of State on the denial 

7Tab B was not found in the Department of State files. The Mutual Defense 
Assistance Control (MDAC) staff assisted the Director of the Foreign Operations 
Administration (formerly the Mutual Security Program) in administering the 

oe The Heonomic Defense Staff (EDS) served in the Office of Economic Defense _ 
and Trade Policy in the Bureau of Economic Affairs. 

‘The Office of South Asian Affairs (SOA), which had direct responsibility for. 

Ceylon, was a branch of the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and African 
Affairs (NEA), headed at this time by Assistant Secretary Henry A. Byroade. 

5 Samuel W. Anderson. 
®Kenneth R. Hansen, Acting Deputy Administrator of the Mutual Defense | 

Assistance Control Act. 7
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of bunkers by oil companies under U.S. jurisdiction, and further re- 
flects his understanding of Mr. Stassen’s’ philosophy of easing trade 
controls where they appear to be ineffective and are provocative to our 
allies. 

(2) The second recommendation (on timing) is an effort on the part 
of an interdepartmental group under EDAC ® (in which CA was not 
a direct participant) to arrive at some formula which might be sub- | 
mitted to the Secretary for a new ruling. | | 

4. Alternative courses of action: | - | 

FE appears to have the following alternatives: ) 

A. Attempt to maintain the line that it is untimely to consider relaxa- _ 
tion of any controls in view of the negotiations with the Chinese | 
Communists. | | 

B. Agree to the MDAC line that these controls have been a mistake | 
but will not be unwound until a political decision is made that such 
relaxation will not damage substantially the structure of economic 
pressures against Communist China. | 

C. Attempt to persuade E, EUR, and SOA that a new, vigorous 
campaign against Ceylon’s supplying rubber to Communist China 

_ should be undertaken, accompanied by new pressures against the : 
Western suppliers of rubber to the Bloc; and maintain the sulfur | 
controls as they are, separating out for later consideration the question | 
of bunkers. | | | 

5. Conclusions : | 

A. The first alternative accords best with the doctrine of NSC 
154/1 and the relevant portions of NSC 152/2, despite arguments by | 
MDAC to the contrary. We must recognize that the Department is 
being attacked in influential quarters as being unreasonable and re- 
sponding to political pressures without regard to the total interest of 
the U.S. in keeping its allies friendly for the long struggle ahead. The __ 
Department is charged with inconsistency in having unilaterally an- 
nounced relaxations in the case of Japan, and in having urged the case 
for non-opposition to British proposals for disembargo on antibiotics, 
while trying to maintain a rigid line in the Ceylon cases. Opponents 
cite NSC 152/2 as a general statement calling for liberalization of 
trade controls, and ignore the exceptions set out in that paper with re- 
gard to controls directed against Communist China. 

B. The second course would establish‘a precedent that every action ) 
which offended some ally, and which did not stop some undesirable | 
trade, should be abrogated. U.S. authority would be terribly weakened 
in the eyes of nations which expect us to be reasonably firm on basic 
moral issues. — | | i 
_C. From the long history of these difficulties with Ceylon and even _ | 

older problems with U.K. shipments of rubber to the Soviets, it is ap- | | 

"Harold HE. Stassen, Director of the Foreign Operations Administration. ! 
°*The Economic Defense Advisory Committee (EDAC) was an interagency 

committee set up to coordinate government activities in support of the enforce- 
ment of Battle Act provisions. The committee consisted of representatives from | 
the Departments of State, Defense, Commerce, Treasury, and Agriculture in 
addition to other government agencies.
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parent that none of the three areas mentioned would go along with the — 
third course. : | | 

6. Recommendations : 

That the Department take the following position in the Operating 

Committee: | | 

A. The Department would favor a re-examination of controls ap- 
plied against Ceylon in connection with rubber shipments to Com- 
munist China only under one of the following conditions: | 

(1) It is demonstrated that such controls are, in fact, jeopar- 
| , dizing our relations with Ceylon to the point where real and im- 

mediate danger exists that Ceylon will become dominated by 
Communism; ® | 

(2) the Chinese Communists have demonstrated by word and 
action that the essential character of the regime has changed so 

| that a real desire exists for peaceful settlement of outstanding 
problems in the Far East; | | | 

(3) there is a basic change in the U.S. view of the strategic na- 
ture of rubber, and controls over rubber are abrogated. | 

° The phrase, “Ceylon will become dominated by Communism,” is crossed out 
in the source text. However, the words, “a rupture may occur,” which appear to 
have been penciled in as .a replacement, are also crossed out. The existence of 
two check marks over the original phrase suggests that in the final review it 

| was reinstated to read as printed. 

611.46H/12-2353 | | | , - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of South 

Asian Affairs (Kennedy) | oo 

SECRET WASHINGTON, December 23, 1953. 

Subject: Various Items Involving U.S./Ceylon Relations 

Participants: Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, Minister of Finance, Ceylon 
NEA—Mr. Byroade | | oye 

SOA—Mr. Kennedy | 

Sir Oliver Goonetilleke opened the conversation by stating that his 

Government was strongly anti-Communist. He knew our position with 

respect to the Chinese Communist rice/rubber deal and understood | 

our legal position re no aid to Ceylon, and hence was not asking for 

financial assistance. He hoped, however, that it was understood here 

that this transaction was considered by his Government as merely a | 

question of trade. One bit of evidence that this was so was his Prime 

Minister’s refusal to accept a goodwill mission from Communist China 

although Chou-En-lai had made the request during the recent negotia- 

tions for the coming year. This request had been discussed in the 

cabinet meeting at which time de Fonseka (Ceylon’s Ambassador to
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Japan and head of the negotiating mission to Peiping) had urged it. | 
The cabinet had decided, however, that they would rather forego the ! 
deal (adequate rice was now available in Burma) than accept such a : 
mission. | : | | | 

Sir Oliver next gave an interesting account of the August disturb- | 
ances caused by the reduction in the rice subsidy. At one point, all rail 
and road transport was closed down, and there was much looting going 
on together with the burning of buildings in Colombo. The former 
Prime Minister (Dudley Senanayake) early in the afternoon of the. : 

_ first day asked Sir Oliver to go to the leaders of the demonstration and | 
ask for terms, Sir Oliver said that Dudley had lost his “guts” and : 
reported that he had told the Prime Minister that such a step would : 

_be suicidal and that he, Dudley, should go along to his Council meeting | 
while he, Sir Oliver, undertook additional steps. These included shoot- | 
ing on sight, six o’clock curfew, and no bail. Within two days order 
was restored. a a | 

Mr. Kennedy referred to press stories on military aid to Pakistan | 
and said that he thought Mr. Byroade would be interested in Ceylon’s~ | 
attitude if such aid were extended. Sir Oliver said in a very positive | 
manner that he hoped we would go through with military aid for Pak- | 
istan if we had it in mind. He begged the British to maintain strength — 

in Trincomalee, which they had not done, and he was afraid that some — 
time India might move in on Ceylon with a request for base rights | 
there. With no one in possession in strength, Ceylon would be in a very | 

poor position to resist. Also, he said that he was afraid India’s attitude. | 

of neutrality would lead it to neutralize Ceylon in case of war, | 

although Ceylon had always stated that it would be on the side of the | 

West in the event of hostilities. This danger would be all the greater if | 

neither ourselves nor the U.K. were present in strength in the area. 

Mr. Byroade inquired how the talks were going at the World Bank. 

Sir Oliver replied that everything was satisfactory except for one small 
technicality. The Bank wanted an independent Authority established | 

to administer operations involving electricity. At one time there had | 
been such an Authority but it had not worked satisfactorily. The | 
present Prime Minister, at that time the responsible Ministry in this ! 
area, had abolished it and placed operations under the Ministry. It 

would now be politically impossible for him in so short a time to 

reverse himself. There was no difference in substance and he, Sir Oliv- | 

er, was prepared to write Mr. Black, President of the Bank, a letter 

| stating that he would make all the changes in the operating procedure | 

which the Bank wished. (These included matters relating to hiring and ! 
| firing of personnel, pay scales and budget presentation.) Mr. Byroade _ | 

said he would look into the question and see if there was anything he 
could do. If it would be helpful, he would be willing to call Mr. Black. |
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a 711.56346E/1-554 : Instruction | : | ce 

The Secretary of State to the E’'mbassy in Ceylon * | 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, January 5, 1994. 

CA-3476, Reference is made to the Department’s instruction No. 15 

of May 28, 1953,? the Embassy’s despatch No. 774 of June 27, 1953 ° 

and to previous correspondence on the subject of the possibility of ob- 
taining U.S. military rights in Ceylon, The Department’s instruction 

No. 15 enclosed a “Statement of U.S. Military Requirements”. It is 
understood that such requirements remain approximately as outlined 
in the Statement, with priority possibly being given to rights for the 
establishment of communications facilities. | 

The Department would appreciate at this time the Embassy’s es- 
_ timate as to the practicability and desirability of opening negotiations 

with the Government of Ceylon for the rights outlined in the State- 
ment and the Embassy’s comment with respect to the related questions 
which are specified in the Department’s instruction No. 15, May 28, _ 
1953. oe 

The Department is requesting the Embassy at New Delhi for an 
estimate of the Government of India’s reaction to a request for U.S. | 
military facilities in Ceylon should it be made and become known, and 
the effect on United States-Indian relations and Indian-Ceylonese re- 
lations of the establishment in Ceylon of United States military facili- 

ties. A copy of the Department’s instruction to New Delhi is enclosed.* 

| , DULLES 

- 1 Phis instruction was repeated for information to New Delhi. | 
2 Ante, p. 1572. . . 
3 Ante, p. 1573. | 
“Department instruction CA-3475 to the Embassy in New Delhi, Jan. 5, 1954, | 

requested an estimate of India’s anticipated reaction to the establishment of a | 
U.S. base in Ceylon (711.56346H/1-554 ). | 

711.56346E/1-2154 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

TOP SECRET New Dexut, January 21, 1954—5 p. m. 

| 1155. Indians would react strongly and automatically against US 
military facilities in Ceylon (CA 3475 January 5).? Coming on top of 
proposed military aid to Pakistan, reaction would take form of greatly 
intensified propaganda and official outbursts against US. Indians 
would allege US was endeavoring to encircle India with bases; would 
protest that Ceylon would become prime target in an atomic war; and | 

would intensify accusations US trying wreck Nehru’s non-alignment 

policy. : 

1This telegram was repeated for information to Colombo as telegram 38. | 

? See footnote 4, supra.
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Nehru would probably bring every pressure he could to bear on | 
Kotelawala to reject US request and would undoubtedly instruct Con- : 
gress Party and all Indian diplomatic missions abroad to agitate | 
against it. Further charges of imperialism, colonialism, war-monger- 

| ing would be made against US. | | | 
While GOI would probably not say so publicly, many Indians | 

would also jump to conclusion that US bases in Ceylon would incline | 
US to support Ceylonese in dispute between India and Ceylon over | 
status of Indian residents of Ceylon. This feeling would be especially | 
intense in South India, principally in Madras and “Tamiland”. 
-Nehru’s personal reaction would be especially bitter because he | 
would regard grant of bases to US in Ceylon as running directly coun- _ | 
ter to his efforts to develop South Asia into “third area”, under his | 
leadership, not aligned with any power bloc. oe : 

I hope Department will not approach GOC in this matter unless _ | 
there is considerable likelihood of success. Failure would incur all dis- 

| abilities without any compensating advantages, and Nehru would win | 
| resounding victory at our expense. a | 

At same time, if there are adequate grounds for thinking: facilities 
| would be granted, I believe approach to Ceylon should be made despite | 

immediate and strong reaction against US in India. I believe long- 
range Indian national interests lie with free world and that more and 
more Indians will become disillusioned with so-called neutralist or 
independent foreign policy of GOI. Firm attitude on our part in sup- | | 
porting elements in this area willing to align themselves with us under _ 
collective security program will encourage them to declare themselves | 
openly, whereas weakness or vacillation on our part in face of Nehru’s | 
displeasure would build up his ego and make him increasingly difficult 
to deal with. 

Perhaps I should add, paradoxical as it may seem, that in my opinion | 
present GOI is probably more satisfactory, on balance, than any we 
would be likely to encounter if Congress Party were overthrown. I | 
would not favor a policy designed either to uphold or unseat Congress 
Party or Nehru’s leadership. I do not rule out possibility that Nehru’ 
himself may be forced, grudgingly, to change of foreign policy, but | 
whether he stays in office or not is incidental to our objective of helping 
this part of world strengthen its posture against threat of Communist 

aggression. We should hew to our line and let question of local leader- | 
ship in India or elsewhere take care of itself. . 

a ALLEN 

746E.13/1-2954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State | 

SECRET CotompBo, January 29, 1954—3 p. m. 

233. Prime Minister told me this morning that even though he feels |
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| he made a good deal with Nehru on the Tamil question during his © 
recent trip to New Delhi he continues to oppose Nehru’s desire to form 
a neutral Asian bloc. He reiterated his former statement to me that his 
primary reason in calling a conference of Prime Ministers in Ceylon in 
April is to confer on methods of fighting Communism.' He added that , 
he would vigorously oppose the introduction into the agenda of the 
Pakistan arms issue, Kashmir, or other purely sectional matters. He 
queried me on his trip to the US and said he would greatly appreciate 
an invitation to visit Washington. after the Southeast Asian Prime 
Ministers conference here.” He felt that he would then be ina position => 
to give the President a clear picture of the situation in this part- of 
the world. I personally feel that in view of the above it would be wise 
to invite him. | 

| CROWE 

1Kotelawala on Jan. 5 addressed formal written invitations to the Prime 
Ministers of Burma, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan to attend the South East 
Asian Prime Ministers conference in Colombo, April 1954 (despatch 366 from 
Colombo, Jan. 12, 1954 ; 790.13/1-1254). 
-2The Prime Minister brqught up the subject of a visit to Washington in a 

- conversation with Ambassador Crowe, Dec. 25, 1953. Kotelawala stated that he 
would very much like to discuss the whole matter of communism in South East 
Asia with President Eisenhower (telegram 192 from Colombo, Dec. 25, 1953: 

- 7468.00/2-2553). The Department replied on Jan. 29, 1954 that it did not intend 
to invite him in the near future since it believed that there was no matter to be | 
discussed with him which could not effectively be handled in Colombo by the 
Ambassador (airgram A—75 to Colombo, Jan. 15, 1954; 746E.13/12-3053). 

711.56346H/2-254 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Cotompo, February 2, 1954. 

No. 401 | | 

Subject: Possible US Requirements in Ceylon 

Reference: Department’s CA-3476, January 5, 1954 * 

The Department’s instruction under reference inquires whether the | 

_ Embassy considers it practical and desirable to attempt to negotiate 
now with the Government of Ceylon for facilities in this country for 
our Armed Forces. © | | | 

I have sought to make as thorough a study as possible of this ques- 
tion but have concluded that the reply I can now make can only be of 
a limited nature. To give a more positive response and to be more 
helpful I believe that the Embassy requires further information from 
our Government on such questions as the full nature of our military = 
needs here, how we propose to attain them and what we can give in. 
return. Thereafter I venture to hope to be able better to assist the 
Department of State and the Department of Defense in determining _ | 

1 Ante, p. 1596. |
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whether and when we might seek to negotiate for military facilities | 
in Ceylon. | 

The situation here is complicated, as the Department is aware, by | 
various as yet unsettled problems. The first of these is the nationalistic 
sensitivity of Ceylon over any encroachment on or derogation of its | 
sovereignty. A major part of this reflects the internal political situa- : 
tion, particularly “face” of a small country only recently become in-— : 
dependent and still obsessed with apprehensions over possible external ) 
domination. Not only the opposition group but as well much of the : 
majority government party is highly affected by this sensitivity. ! 
_ The second problem concerns Ceylonese-Indian relations. While on : 
the one hand fearing India and strongly rejecting what are generally | 
believed to be its intention to dictate to if not control this country, on : 

the other hand Ceylon realizes it must live with India and presently | 
has several important questions to settle with that country. The first of : 

these 1s the issue over Indian immigrants in Ceylon, now numbering | 

almost one million people of a total population of the country of eight 

. million. An agreement was reached last month by the Ceylonese Prime | 
Minister, Sir John Kotelawala, and Pandit Nehru of India for a | 
solution of the issue. This agreement still has to be ratified by the 

Cabinets of the two countries. Until this is done the Ceylonese Gov- 
ernment will have to proceed-carefully in any steps that it might take 

as they could affect Indian opinion. | | | 
- Of all things that would be most likely to induce the Indian Gov- 

ernment not to ratify the agreement is that of India’s learning of 

negotiations between the United States and Ceylon for the granting of 
_ military rights to the United States in this country. The resentment _ 

shown by Mr. Nehru to the alleged negotiations between the United | 

_ States and Pakistan over our military assistance to that country would | 
immediately be directed as well at Ceylon. Moreover, most public 

opinion here is skeptical of any military “intervention in this neutral” | 

part of the world. If now, coming right on the heels of the contro- | 
versial subject of the United States-Pakistan alleged military nego- | | 
tiations it should become known that we are also conducting military — ! 
negotiations with Ceylon, public feeling here would unquestionably ! 
become aroused and there would be emphasized the point of view that | 

_ there is indeed a good deal of justification to the apprehension that the : 
United States is trying militarily to encroach on the Middle East. 
There would be an increased tendency to side with India’s contention | 

| that this is the case and to support Mr. Nehru’s energetic opposition to | 
such an assumed situation. Accordingly even should the Government 
of Ceylon be willing to negotiate with us for definite military facilities | 

| it is hardly likely that it would dare to do so and thereby incur the | | 
criticism of its parliament and people. a | 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2- 35
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- Besides this factor in the Ceylon-Indian relations there is the initia- 
tive which the Prime Minister of Ceylon himself has taken to call a 
conference of the Prime Ministers of Southeast Asia to be held here 

at the end of April of this year. Although in a sense only incidental to 
that meeting, Sir John Kotelawala would probably feel that he had 
to avoid any chance for Mr. Nehru to seize on the subject of United 
States military rights in Ceylon either to refuse to attend the meeting 
or to use it merely as a sounding board in attacking both Ceylon and 
the United States for such an act. a 

The third unsettled problem and that of direct relation to the 
United States is the prohibition of any Point Four or TCA aid to 
Ceylon as a result of the Ceylon-Communist China Rice-Rubber 
Agreement, now in effect. This is coupled with a feeling on the part of 
the Ceylonese that by “right” we should either make long-term low- 
‘interest loans or-out-and-out financial grants to this country to help it 
out. of its straightened monetary situation and help finance its agricul- 

tural and industrial development. Other things being equal, a con- 
cession of military privileges would not be easily distinguishable in 

the Ceylonese mind from just a one-sided and therefore unwarranted 
| - favor to us. | | 

_ Based on these considerations any direct effort at the moment to 

obtain the military facilities for our Armed Forces would not only 
probably be unproductive but as well imprudent. If they become pub- 

lic knowledge, which in the nature of things here I believe could very 
well happen, a serious propaganda defeat might result for us here, 

aside from India. (Reference New Delhi’s telegram to the Department 

1155 of January 21,1954.) ?. | | 

As has been indicated in the beginning of this despatch, however, it 

seems to me that the subject is incompletely and limitedly dealt with 

without a wider basis for consideration. This would in turn affect any 

consideration of timing once, as may be possible in the future, the im- 
mediate impediments arising out of Ceylon’s problems with India and 

the regional stress brought about by the uncertainty of our military 

negotiations with Pakistan are out of the way. 

The firm stand of the Prime Minister now being taken against com- 

munism and the confidential statements of Sir John Kotelawala and 
Sir Oliver Goonetilleke thoroughly approving our extending military | 

assistance to Pakistan show an appreciation on their [part] and 

through them on the part of an element of the Ceylon Government of 

the need for cooperative international defense against communist ag- 

gression. As reported in my telegram 233, January 29,? the Prime — 

Minister again reiterated his former statement to me that his primary 

? Ante, p. 1596. | | 
* Supra.
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reason for calling a conference of the Southeast Asia Prime Ministers | 

is to confer on methods of fighting communism. | - | 
- Ina conversation which I had with Sir Oliver Goonetilleke this | 
morning (February 2) I inquired what he had in mind when, as was ! 
reported in the Department’s memorandum of conversation between 
Sir Oliver Goonetilleke and Mr. Henry A. Byroade in Washington on — 

December 23, 1953, he hinted at the possibility of US help in the de- | 
fense of Ceylon. His reply was that Ceylon must “remart'y England”, | 
that it required Great Britain’s economic and military support and : 

that in turn the United States should assist the British here. In this : 
respect he declared that Ceylon would never let itself become a part 
of Nehru’s “neutral bloc” but would immediately join the side of Great | 
Britain and the United States should a war occur, He then spoke of the | 

) Ceylon-Great Britain Defense Agreement of 1947 and said that it was | 

a definite one without time limit. On his own initiative he offered to 
send me copies of the documents concerning this agreement. | | 
The thought of our in a sense going through the British had pre- | 

viously occurred to me. I enclose a letter from the Acting British High : 
Commissioner in response to the Naval Attaché’s inquiry at my re- _ 
quest as to what military rights Great Britain has in Ceylon. : 

| It is evident that this concern over the defense of Ceylon and its 
possible cooperation with the United States as well as Great Britain to 
assure it of such defense has not flowed down to parliament or the peo- 
ple as a whole, A turn in the public mind will probably be based on | 
more definite events and particularly on the conviction that coopera- 
tive defense measures are not only needed but can be welcomed with- | 
out loss of “face” or national pride nor that they imply any derogatiofi 
of Ceylonese sovereignty. | | | 

In any event here might be the beginning for a favorable situation 
eventually to develop for the negotiations with Ceylon for mutual 

defense. - 

To be able to judge how and when we could seek to make an ap- | 

proach to attain the military facilities I feel that we should now have | 

the answers to questions as to the conditions that would be acceptable 
to us for that purpose. I particularly stress that it will probably be | 

necessary to act quickly, secretly and positively. By positively I mean 
that we should know not only what we want but just what we are will- | 
ing and prepared to give in return. | oe | 

Accordingly I pose the following questions and hope that I may | 

receive the Department’s answers to them as soon as possible: 

1. Are we only willing to negotiate for military facilities on the | 
_ premise that they concern only mutual defense and therefore require 

: - no payment from us? This will be such a restricted basis that we might 

‘ Ante, p. 1594. |
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presume that we would have to wait a very long time if we could hope _ 
to be successful in obtaining them. _—|/ a 

2. Are we prepared to pay in some way or other for the facilities? | 
This would mean in my view either a large financial grant of some 
millions of dollars, possibly war ships and/or airplanes, several mer- 

_ chant ships for the Ceylonese merchant fleet and, should it be eventual- 
ly possible, Point Four-TCA assistance or an elimination of the pro- 
hibition of such aid. oO 

3. The exact facilities which are desired. I assume that those listed 
in the Department’s Instruction No. 15, May 23 [28], 1953,° are still 
what are contemplated at this time. Could these be combined? At least 
the communications facilities? Our chances of getting them would be 
greatly enhanced, I am sure, if there were just one unit or complex. 

One other alternative suggests itself as far as the radio communica- 

tions are concerned if our Armed Forces did not agree to cooperate 

with the British. That is an unpublicized expansion, by agreement with 

the Ceylonese, of our VOA network here. Certain disadvantages sug- 

gest themselves to this procedure, however, which seem quite obvious. 

| 4. If we do obtain the facilities, does the Department of Defense 
have the funds available, over and above the purchase price I have 
mentioned above, to build them here? A delay in implementing the 
agreement would be unsatisfactory and might suggest that we should 
put off the whole matter until we were sure that we could meet our 
end of it. | - | 

5. Should our approach for the facilities be made directly to the | 
| Ceylonese and merely bilateral or in conjunction with the British? — 

There is much to recommend the latter approach. I present for the 
Department’s consideration that it might be well for us to use the 

British in a sense to obtain the requirements for us here with, of 

_ course, the concurrence of the Ceylonese. In the first place this would 
be a cover for us and in the second place it might be much more © 
feasible of realization. It should be provided under such a three- _ 

way arrangement that the Ceylonese would grant assured long-term 
| rights to the British at Trincomalee, Negombo and either the air- - 

base at Minneriya near Sigiriya or the airbase at Jaffna, and we in 

turn have a formal agreement with the British for our participation 
in these facilities. I would hasten to add that I do not, of course, _ 

entertain the thought that there would be a joint operation with the _ 

British for the radio communication station or stations but that the 

same land with separate facilities could be arranged. | - 
In view of all the publicity in connection with Pakistan, in view | 

of the attitude of the Indians and in view of Ceylon’s relationship | 
- with India, I wish again to reiterate that I consider it of utmost = 

| ® Ante, p. 1572.
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importance that if and when we do seek to obtain the military re- | 

quirements we must be able to act quickly and positively.® | 

| | Puitie K. CrowE | 

- ®No record has been found of any subsequent approach to or discussion with | 

Ceylonese officials on this subject. | 

711.56346B/2-254 | CE | | 

The Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) to the Assistant | 

OS | Secretary of Defense (Nash) ! 

TOP SECRET oO ) [Wasuineton,] February 24, 1954. | 

My Dear Mr. Nasu: In a letter dated January 5, 1954+ this De- | 

partment informed you that our Ambassador at Ceylon was being 

requested to make a current assessment of the prospects for success of | 

any negotiations with the Government of Ceylon which we might | 

undertake to obtain certain military facilities in Ceylon. At the same _ | 

time, our Ambassador in New Delhi was requested to give an estimate | 

of probable reactions by the Government of India to such negotiations | 

po by the United States with Ceylon. | | 

-Ambassador Allen telegraphed from New Delhi (No. 1155, January | 

- -- Q@1, 1954)? in effect that the Indians would react strongly and auto- 

matically against United States military facilities in Ceylon, that | 

‘Prime Minister Nehru probably would bring every pressure on Prime | 

Minister Kotelawala of Ceylon, and in view of the probable intensity 

and bitterness of Indian reaction he hoped that we would not approach | 

the Government of Ceylon in the matter unless there was considerable | 

likelihood of success. Failure, he said, would incur all disabilities with- 

out any compensating advantages, and Nehru would win a resounding 

victory at our expense. He believed, however, that if there were ade- 

quate grounds for thinking facilities would be granted, an approach | 

should be made to Ceylon despite immediate and strong reaction 

against the United States in India. | 
In a recent despatch from Ceylon (No. 401, February 2, 1954),? a | 

| copy of which has been transmitted to the Department of Defense, | 

_ Ambassador Crowe concludes that negotiations with Ceylon at this | 
_ time probably would be not only unproductive but imprudent as well. | 

‘However, with the view to judging how and when we could seek to | 

make an approach, he requests additional information as to exactly 

what the Defense Department desires and whether and how much it is 

! Not printed. | oe Oo 
2 Ante, p. 1596. . 
3 Supra. | | |
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prepared to pay for the facilities, He also raises the question whether 
it would not be useful to work through the British, who already have a 
defense agreement with the Ceylonese. | 

This Department, in general, is in agreement with the conclusions 
of both Ambassadors Allen and Crowe. However, in view of the impli- 
cations for South Asia, including Ceylon, of our decision to grant 
military assistance to Pakistan, this Department believes that the 
basic consideration from the point of view of the Ceylon Government 
will be how much we are prepared to pay for military rights, and 
that, if we pay enough, other factors will become secondary. It will 
be noted that the question of a guid pro quo has been prominent in 
previous evaluations and that on June 27, 1953 our chief of mission 
at that time, Ambassador Satterthwaite, wrote that it was his belief 
that we would have to offer both economic and military benefits of a 
“substantial character” in order to interest the Ceylon Government in 
our proposals.‘ | Oo | 

This Department will be glad to communicate with Ambassador _ 
Crowe again upon receipt of the response of the Department of | 
Defense to the questions which the Ambassador has posed. | 
Sincerely yours, | R[opert] M[vrruy] 

* Despatch 774, June 27, 19538, p. 1573. . 

746E.13/3-1154 : Telegram . 7 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State — 

SECRET Cotomeo, March 11, 1954—5 p. m. 

286. For Jernegan. Since you left I have done a lot more thinking 
on question inviting Sir John to visit US and have come to conclusion — 
that if we intend to do it at all, now would be time. I do not meanto __ 
ask him for a specific date but simply let him tell papers here that he 

_ has been invited for some indefinite time in future. (He hoped asI 
_ told you visit could be in June.) | | anes 

My reasons for this are that C. C. Desai, Indian High Commissoner, 
is moving Nirvana and earth to swing Sir John into Indian orbit 
before Prime Ministers conference begins April 28. In addition to 
amiable terms which India allowed Ceylon on Tamil issue and red 
carpet which Nehru spread for Ceylon party in Delhi, Madame _- 
Pandit * is coming here next week to level her heavy gunsand charm __ 
on him. A Ceylon parliamentary delegation has been invited to visit — 
India. | | | 

Everyone knows, moreover, that despite press report last December __ 
he has not received an invitation to states, and consequent loss of face 

Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, sister of Prime Minister Nehru, President of the | 
UN General Assembly, 1953-1954.
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obviously peeves him and might tend make him more receptive Nehru’s | 
ideas at conference than he might ordinarily be, On other hand if he | 
went. into conference with assurance that US was interested in him it 
would certainly strengthen his position. | 

_ I would appreciate it if you would discuss with Henry and Don? : 
and let me know your joint reaction as soon as possible. To tender Sir | 
John such an invitation just before the Prime Minister’s conference , 
would certainly look like bribery, but I think it could be done with | 
reasonable safety. | | 

| CROWE 

3 Presumably Assistant Secretary Byroade and Office of South Asian Affairs _ 
Director Kennedy. | 

—_ : 
711.56346E/4-1654 | 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs 
(Hensel) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy)' | | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, April 16, 1954. | 
Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to your letter of 24 Feb. 

1954? which forwarded a report from the United States Ambassa- | 
| dor in Ceylon concerning possible negotiations with that country 

and requested additional information regarding the United States | 
military requirements in Ceylon. | | 

_ This will confirm the information which has been informally trans- | 
_ mitted to a representative of your Department that the United States 

Air Force requirement for a heavy bomber staging base in Ceylon 

has been deleted.? That requirement has been reprogrammed to an- | 

other location because of the delay in securing base rights in Ceylon. 
| With reference to the other United States requirements in Ceylon, 

the United States Air Force communication requirement is currently / 

being reviewed in the light of the doubtful prospects for obtaining | 
the military rights in Ceylon. It is anticipated that this requirement | 
will also be deleted from Ceylon and programmed for an alternate | 

site in the Indian Ocean area. This matter will be referred to the | 

Joint Chiefs of Staff for consideration. It is very probable that the | 
Navy communication requirement in Ceylon may likewise be modi- 

fied as a result of the above action. The Army requirement remains | 

unchanged unless there is a possibility of obtaining a suitable alter- | 
nate site. Your Department will be advised when this review has 

‘This letter was relayed to Colombo in Department instruction CA-6320, 
May 4, 1954 (711.56346H/5—454). | 

2"Ante, p. 1603. | / 
- *Colonel Boyd of the Air Force had met with Williams and Yenchius of the 
Office of South Asian Affairs to state that the bomber staging objective had 

_ been dropped for Ceylon as impractical (memorandum of conversation, Mar. 15, 
1954 ; 711.56346E/3-1554). . : | : |
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been completed and will be furnished with a revised statement of — 
the United States requirements in Ceylon. | ey 

With reference to the other questions posed by the United States 
Ambassador to Ceylon, the following information is furnished: | 

a. This Department is not prepared to pay for military rights in 
Ceylon from Defense appropriations. While Defense Department 
funds have been used for similar purposes in the past under excep- ~ 
tional circumstances, we do not consider it generally appropriate for _ 
a military department to provide funds to a foreign government in 

| return for military base rights. | 
6. The British Chiefs of Staff have been advised of the United States 

military interest in Ceylon as indicated in the letter of 14 April 1953 to 
your Department. However, with the possible exception of the United 
States Navy communication requirement, we do not believe that it will 
be possible to fill our military requirements in Ceylon by an arrange- 
ment with the British in a manner which would make it possible to jus- | 
tify the expenditure of public works funds and safeguard the United 
States interests in such matters as jurisdiction of forces, residual val- | 
ues, customs and tax exemptions, etc. 

In view of the continued requirement to accommodate the United | 
States communications requirements in the Indian Ocean area, it is re- 
quested that this Department be advised when, and if, the negotiating 
prospects with Ceylon improve in the future. Insuch an eventuality the 

oe military services would desire to reassess the military planning for that _ 
| area. | | 

Sincerely yours, | For the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) : 

| A. C. Davis | 
| Vice Admiral, USN 

| Director, Office of — ) 
Foreign Military Affairs 

746E.13/3-1154 : Telegram | | 

| _ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon | 

SECRET | WasuHineTon, April 23, 1954—7:12 p.m. | 

311. Embtels 286 ! and 233.2? As you know Department has not been 
attracted to proposal that Sir John be invited to the United States 
because under present circumstances there would be little of concrete 
nature to discuss with him. Although we are interested in intimations 
that some consideration being given by Government of Ceylon to 
ending rubber trade with Communist China and are exploring pos- _ 
sibilities of general action regarding rubber and other matters which _ | 
you discussed with Jernegan, do not yet see basis for any mutually | 
satisfactory understanding. | a 

-1Dated Mar. 11, p. 1604. | 
, “Dated Jan. 29, p. 1597. | 7 | :
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Nevertheless some response to Sir John’s importunities might be | 
desirable in view imminent Colombe conference of South Asian 
Prime Ministers. If you agree it would be helpful you may give Sir | 

John orally and informally message along following lines: | 

You have reported Sir John’s interest in visiting US sometime fol- : 
lowing Prime Ministers conference at Colombo and you have now re- | 
ceived message that Department considers visit by him to US under | | 
appropriate circumstances would be very helpful and he of course ! 
would be warmly welcomed. However present not propitious time in | 
light heavy schedules President, Secretary and top advisors and | 
Geneva discussions. You may assure Sir John that in connection with | 
ferward planning of official visits desirability of his visiting Wash- = 
ington will be kept very much in mind. | | 

120.4346H/4—2354 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State : 

| SECRET PRIORITY Cotompo, April 23, 1954—4 p, m. | 
330. Prime Minister told me this morning that he is under great | 

pressure from Nehru to join India at the forthcoming conference in : 

a “hands off” Asia policy which would apply equally to Communist — 
and Western nations. He added further that in regard to Indochina he 
may have to stand alone as even Pakistan may go ‘along with Nehru on 
an anti-colonial resolution. He still holds to his original statement to. 
me that he will do his best to keep the conference from becoming a “tool | 
of Nehru’s Asian ambitions” but said the United States was not making 
this stand easy for him. He then spoke somewhat bitterly on our refusal | | 
to buy Ceylon’s rubber and our subsequent failure to give his country : 
aid. While he did not specifically mention it I think he is also piqued | | 
by our silence re his earnest desire to visit America. I pointed out that | 
the real benefit that he and his neighbors received from America and | 

_ the Commonwealth was found in our firm stand against Communist | 
| aggression. He agreed with this but said he wished that we should : 

phrase our declarations on protection more gracefully. My personal — | 

feeling is that the Prime Minister is still on the side of the West but | 
is under the strongest possible pressure from all sides, and anything we 
could do to indicate our appreciation at this time would be a wise move. 
The Ceylon press is hundred percent behind Indian view and many 

_ members of Cabinet also lean toward it. I then talked to Sir Oliver 
Goonetilleke who told me that C. C, Desai, Indian High Commissioner, . | 

has attempted sell Prime Minister, J. R. Jayewardene and himself on : 
the scheme to bring up Nehru’s plan (re Embtel 329, April 23 to De- | | 

_  *7his telegram was repeated for information to London as telegram 47, to 
Paris as 5, to New Delhi as 66, to Rangoon as 19, to Karachi as 31, and to 
Djakarta as 7. |
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partment,” repeated all addressee posts) but that he personally strongly  =— 
opposed it and believed that Prime Minister and Jayewardene did also. 

I also consulted with Sir Cecil Syers, British High Commissioner, — 
~ who told me that he had talked with Prime Minister on Dulles-Eden 

communiqué of April 13 and that it was his opinion that the Prime 
_ Minister would strongly resist Indian domination at forthcoming 

conference. 

“ | CROWE 

*Telegram 329 from Colombo, Apr. 23, 1954, sketched Nehru’s plan for Indo- 
china as follows: (a@) a cease-fire in Indochina with each side retaining territory 
it then held; (0) a 5-year transitional period during which all foreign elements 

| would be excluded from Indochina ; and ‘(c) enforcement of the agreement during 
. the 5-year transitional period by the five Colombo powers (i.e., those invited to 

the conference in Colombo: India, Pakistan, Burma, and Indonesia, with Ceylon 
as host). Although the plan was. formulated in India, Nehru desired to have it 

- formally introduced by another of the five powers to avoid charges of attempting 
tc dominate the conference. (120.4346E/4—2354 ) | | 

746B.00/4—2454 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State* 

SECRET | Coromspo, April 24, 1954—4 p. m. 

333. J. R. Jayewardene, Minister of Agriculture and one of two 

Cabinet members who will sit in with Prime Minister at forthcoming 
meeting Prime Ministers (other being Sir Oliver Goonetilleke, Minis- 
ter of Finance and Governor General designate), told me this morning _ 

_ that rumors that Cabinet was split on issue of landing in Ceylon of US 
planes carrying French paratroopers was entirely false. He said 
Cabinet backed Prime Minister’s firm stand on this issue and will also 

| back his firm anti-Communist stand at conference. He said that ru- 
: mored Indian proposals to solve Indo-China problem would not be - 

supported by Ceylon. (Ref Embtel 329, April 23, 1954)? | 
Discussing rubber deal with Red China he said that Prime Minister 

is anxious not to sign up for another year and queried me on what, if 
any, aid might be expected from U:S. if rubber deal was abandoned. I 
replied I had no idea but that my government would certainly regard 
such a move as an earnest example of Ceylon’s strong anti-Communist 
position. He told me that Ceylon has profited by approximately thirty 
million U.S. dollars for three year period of deal with China. He then 
said that United National Party was having a hard time keeping rural 
support and that ten million U.S. dollars would make all the difference _ 

to hospital, irrigation and road programs. | | 
I also talked this morning to Sir Kanthiah Vaithianathan, Minister 

of Housing and former secretary of External Affairs. Even though a 

*This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi as telegram 67. 
* See footnote 2, supra. |
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Tamil and reported to be pro-Indian on certain issues, Sir Kanthiah 

told me frankly he considered U.S. position on Indo-China correct and 
that he believed Ceylonese Government would not beled by Nehruinto _ 
a denunciation of it. He added that he thought the conference could | 

only end in a stalemate and would accomplish little. | 
Today’s press reported that seven American Globemaster planes | 

passed through Colombo yesterday and day before on way to Indo- | 
China carrying French paratroopers in civilian clothes. J. R. Jaye- | 
wardene also told me this morning that Prime Minister, Sir Oliver 
Goonetilleke and he had called in Esmond Wickremasinghe, editor of _ 
Lake House Press, and demanded he not raise editorially issue airlift | 
through Ceylon. This morning’s Daily News merely factually reported , 
story, adding U.K. High Commissioner’s Office had said landing planes _ | 
here matter entirely between Ceylon and American Government, U.S. | 

_ Ambassador had made no comment, with respect to Colombo port no | 
special attention paid to ships carrying large number French troops 
passing through Colombo regularly on way to and from Indo-China 
on regular French passenger ships which classified as “passenger 
ships” and not “troopers” because they also carried civilians, and that 
Pieter Keuneman, Communist Party leader had sent telegram to Prime © | 
Minister “strongly urging him follow lead GOI and refuse air and | 
other facilities Ceylon to U.S. airplanes carrying troops for use against | 
Asian peoples of Vietnam and for prolonging the colonial war.” Paper 
had noeditorial. 

Both afternoon papers today however took up issue. Times of Ceylon 
in editorial captioned “Fantastic” said officials Foreign Ministry had | 
“yesterday morning blandly denied that clearance had been asked for | 
or granted” and then noting that “Ceylon Government has not inter- 
fered with passage of seaborne troops destined for Indo-China and it 
would have been nothing extraordinary therefore to allow these troops | 

to be airborne through Ceylon.” Editorial enquired why all the mys- 
tery and “What precisely are our External A ffairs officials after.” | 

(Embassy comment: This is the most restrained editorial T7mes of | 

Ceylon has published since issue over Indo-China first editorialized 
upon by it and in notable contrast all its previous violently emotional | 
diatribes. ) 

Ceylon Observer, afternoon paper of Lake House Press reported in 

short article that it had learned that a senior official of Externa] Affairs | 

Ministry (although not mentioned by name official referred to must be 

Permanent Secretary reference Embtel 321, April 17) * “treated | 

French operation as matter of routine of no special significance” that | 

U.S. Embassy requested permission three weeks ago for refueling : 

‘Telegram 321 from Colombo, not printed, summarized a conversation between 
an Embassy official and the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of External | 
Affairs, Gunasena de Soyza (751G.00/4-1754). . | | 

, 
|
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American planes at Katunayake Airport (Negombo), that official had 
not thought it sufficiently important to put up to Prime Minister for __ 
a decision and had acceded to American request on his own authority. 

(Ref Embtel 310, April 7)4 oe | 
This article accompanied on front page by editorial entitled 

“Masterpiece of Bungling” which using External Affairs Ministry of- 
ficial as scapegoat plays right down Indian line. Stating that External 
Affairs official who thought permission was “just a routine matter” 
showed supreme naivete and then expressed its views by posing ques- 
tions: “Did official who finally issued clearance inquire why Nehru © 
had refused allow planes pass through India? Had he not heard that 7 
fall of that fortress (Dien Bien Phu)® was imminent and that Asian 

_ Prime Ministers were preparing their briefs to demand cease fire at 
| Colombo Conference which begins next week? (Ref Embtel 329, April 

23) Had he not read up his file on Geneva Conference which has been 
specifically summoned to discuss Indo-China? Any event deed now ~ 
done, question allowing French troops pass through Ceylon academic, 

_ news fall Dien Bien Phu may come any minute and Vietnamese inde- 
| - pendence practically in bag.” | | 

| Crowe 

*The Department on Apr. 6 had requested the Embassy to secure permission 
from the Government of Ceylon for the American airlift of French troops to 
refuel in Ceylon (telegram 282 to Colombo, Apr. 6, 1954; 751G.00/4-654). The 

| Embassy reported back that the Permanent Secretary of MEA had seen “no 
reason why his government should not grant clearance for the airlift” and that 
he was informing the Prime Minister the following day (telegram 310 from 

. Colombo, Apr. 7, 1954; 751G.00/4-754). The Prime Minister provided definite 
clearance on Apr. 8 (telegram 314 from Colombo, Apr. 9, 1954 ; 751G.00/4-954). 

-> The French fortress at Dien Bien Phu was a key French defensive position — 
under siege for many weeks by the Viet Minh nationalist forces in Vietnam. For 
documentation, see vol. x11, Part 1, pp. 987 ff. | 

120.4346E/4-2554 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

SECRET —- PRIORITY Cotomso, April 25, 1954—noon. | 

334. One of my Asian colleagues told me confidentially today that 
he heard that the following six points may come up for discussion 
at Prime Ministers conference: A cease-fire in Indochina. Offer by 
the five governments meeting in Colombo to form a joint trusteeship in 
Indochina. Demand for evacuation of foreign pockets in India. This 
would include Portugese as well as French pockets. Efforts to ease | 
tension between India and Pakistan. Some sort of loose “no war pact” _ 
and perhaps a motion by Burma to speed up expulsion of KMT troops — 
from that country. This confirms same points reported in this morn- _ 

ing’s press. | | . , 
Sunday Zimes carries interview with Prime Minister by Philip 

Deane, London Observer correspondent, in which the Prime Minister _
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goes along with the general idea of a conference-inspired settlement 
in Indochina but carefully refrains from specific views on how this | : 
can be brought about. He also refused to commit himself on issue of : 
US arms aid to Pakistan. He did say, however, that “the refusal of | 
American aid is a form of political pressure which is hardly worthy : 
of a great country like America”. He added that the UK could also do 
more in the way of financial help for Ceylon. - | | 

I believe that if we are ever going to make a gesture to help Sir | 
John that now is the time to do it. He feels that our readiness to sd 
consider an offer of aid on the basis that he terminates the China | : 
rubber deal (Embtel 338, April 24) + would do much to strengthen ! 
his internal position with the country, and thereby strengthen his | 
stand as an independent at the conference. I think even an affirma- | 
tive reply to his strong desire to be asked to America would be help- _ 

| _ ful. As I reported earlier, he feels that he is getting no return from | 
the US for his strong anti-Communist stand. His recent willingness 

) to buck popular opinion by allowing us to fuel in Ceylon US planes. __ | 
| carrying French paratroopers to Indochina was an earnest of this | 
| basic position. Needless to say he was under strong pressure both from _ | 
| India and from pro-Indian elements in Ceylon to refuse permission. 

I certainly do not think that the US should reward every govern-. | 
| ment that is wise enough to adopt an anti-Communist stand but it | 
_ appears that some sort of gesture from the US at this time would : 
_ influence both the Prime Minister and the Cabinet. Reply requested | 
pe prior conference opening April 28. | | - 
- | , CROWE 
| ————— 

| 1 Supra. | | | | 
| _ | 

746H.13/4-2654 : Telegram _ 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon | 

TOP SECRET WasHIneTon, April 26, 1954—7: 13 p. m. | 

PRIORITY | | | | | | 

313. Deptel 311? indicated best line possible with PM at this time. 
(Embtel 334) .? Considerations leading to this decision were 1) impos- — 
sible meet annual profit to Ceylon from China deal (estimated at 15 

_ million).and doubt wisdom going even to 50 percent this amount be- | 
cause of effect on other areas such as Indonesia and Malaya now ob- 
serving embargo without receiving “Price” as guid pro quo and also 

_ likelihood any offer from us would be used by Ceylon for purpose 
| bargaining Chinese next negotiation. It quite possible that our rela- | 

tions with Ceylon over Jong run will be on firmer basis if they come to 

us for assistance after finding China deal is not for them “utopia”. _ 

| * Dated Apr. 23, p. 1606. | | 
os * Supra. , | 

| | |
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2) Letter from Defense just received * advises that requirements for | 
heavy bomber staging base deleted and that it anticipated requirement 
for communication facilities by Air Forge will also be deleted. Re 
certain questions raised by Ambassador, Defense advises it not pre- 
pared pay for military rights in Ceylon. Also Defense states that with 
possible exception US Navy requirement, it not believed possible fill 
military requirements in Ceylon by arrangement with British. 3) As — 
general rule it not desirable invite top officials foreign governments 
when there are real problems affecting relations and it pretty certain 
these officials will have to go home empty handed. It anticipated Sir | 
John’s line would be use his known opposition to communism as basis 
for pleading forgiveness so far as rubber to Communist China con- 
cerned so that Ceylon could have both China deal and US aid. 4) For 
years high officials have repeatedly said India feared more than any 

| other country. If this so it questionable that Sir John would follow 
_ Nehru line simply because he did not get invitation this time. 5) Syn- 

thetic rubber price policy currently under review at top level. If price — 
increased this would have beneficial effect on natural rubber prices 
with result China deal would be less attractive financially to Ceylon — 

_ and another look at aid to Ceylon would be possible. 6) Believe prefer- 
able have results Geneva and Colombo Conferences before deciding 
whether or not discussions in Washington with Sir John helpful. | 
7) PM was very helpful re Indochina airlift and Ceylon cooperationin ~ 
future might be of great importance. This possibility kept in mind in 
connection desirability invitation later date. 

Will keep questions you raise Embtel 334 under constant study. 

| _ Smrru 

: ® Dated Apr. 16, p. 1605. a a 

746B.13/4—2654 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State* 

SECRET Cotomso, April 26, 1954—5 p. m. 

336. Goonetilleke, Minister Finance and Governor General-desig- 
nate told me today that I have no fears that Ceylon delegation to 
Prime Ministers’ conference will endorse any proposals for an Indo- 
china settlement opposed to the Dulles-Eden agreement.? He said 

Prime Minister, Agriculture Minister, Attorney General, who was to- ~ 

+This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi as telegram 69, 
to Karachi as 33, to Djakarta as 9, and to Rangoon as 21. 

* This agreement presumably referred to the Dulles-—Eden communiqué, dated 
Apr. 18, 1954, in which both statesmen agreed that the United States and Britain 

| would examine “the possibility of collective defense measures” in Southeast 
- Asia (telegram Secto 2, Apr, 18, 1954; for text, see vol. x11, Part 1, p. 1821).
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day added to Ceylon delegation, and who are all in complete agree- | 
ment to hamstring any efforts by Nehru to force Ceylon into Indian 
camp on this issue. He added that recent information from Burma — | 
indicates that Burmese Prime Minister has indicated to Sir Oliver ! 
that Burma will not throw its weight behind India on Indochina issue. 

Sir Oliver said he has been told that Pakistan Prime Minister will | 
also refuse to be bullied by India whether isstie is Indochina or Kash- | 

| mir. Sir Oliver had no opinion on Indonesian Prime Minister, saying | 
that he is crazy and unpredictable. I asked Sir Oliver if there was any | 

significance in story which Prime Minister gave Philip Deane (re | | 
- Embtel 329 to Department)* and he replied it should be considered | 
meaningless. Sir Oliver concluded conversation by saying he feared | 
India more than Communism. _ | | - . | 

I then saw Prime Minister and told him I had been empowered in- | 
| vite him visit United States but was not able set specific date at this 

time. He was immensely pleased and told me that such a trip would | 
| mean great deal to him personally and to Ceylon. I then brought up ( 

| matter of conference and he repeated substantially what I had heard | 
| from Sir Oliver. He added gleefully that he had told newspapers re- | | 

cently he would make a treaty with the devil rather than with Reds. _ | 
In view press opposition and chance such an invitation might be re-. 

| garded by it as a last-minute bid by US to curry favor with Prime | 

| Minister it was agreed not to release news of his invitation visit 

| America now. . | oe 

| _ Harry Toyberg-Frandzen, Danish Minister to Ceylon, told me this , 

morning Sir John Kotelawala told him yesterday that if Ceylon was | 
placed in a position where she had to choose between the “spiritual” ! 

nations, such as India and the “practical” nations “such as the Western _ 

- allies” she would of course side with latter. ES 
| Coes | CROWE | 

| 8 See footnote 2 to telegram. 330, Apr. 23, p. 1608. Nehru’s plan for Indochina | 

was relayed to the U.S. Embassy by Deane, a correspondent for the London 

Observer, a | | 

746H.13/5-454: Telegram | | | : 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State : 

SECRET , Cotomso, May 4, 1954—5 p. m. 

352. Re Deptel 318, April 28.1 Prime Minister told me today he 

wishes announce now his invitation visit US. In Embtel 33€, April 26 ? 

1Telegram 318 to Colombo, Apr. 28, 1954, stated that the proposed. message to 

| the Prime Minister in telegram 311 (p. 1606) intended to respond to his desire to 
visit the United States without at that time making a commitment to invite him. 

| It emphasized that since the Department currently had no plans for his visit, it 

| was extremely important that there be no news release of his invitation until a 
definite date had been fixed. (746H.13/4—-2654) , 

* Supra. | 

. |
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| _ Ido not see how we can refuse him and further believe any attempt _ 
_ avoid issue would be sure cause both embarrassment and resentment. 

| He understands clearly there can be no date set for visit in fore- 
seeable future and that invitation is not predicated on any change US 
attitude towards Ceylon’s rubber-rice deal with Red China or aid 
possibilities. He and Sir Oliver Goonetilleke still feel however that 
such announcement at this time would greatly strengthen the govern- | 
ment’s position especially since it is now under heavy fire from oppo- 
sition and even some nationalistic groups on issue of allowing first 

| flight of US Globemasters to fue] at Colombo while carrying French 
paratroopers en route Indochina. Two more flights, sure to attract 
wide press comment, are due to fuel here May 7 and 8. __ | | 

I should like to add further explanation that Sir John repeated 
what Sir Oliver and J. R. Jayewardene have previously told me that 
he is. trying to get rid of the China rubber-rice agreement, He implied 
that announcement of an invitation in itself would strengthen his 
hand in this endeavor. He seemed to feel that the psychological effect 
would be most helpful. . . . Oo an 

‘Both Sir John and Sir Oliver have repeatedly emphasized to me 
need for Ceylon maintain close ties not only with Great Britain and 
Commonwealth but with US as well. Accordingly from broad view- 
point psychological effect invitation would particularly help main- 
tain equilibrium in Ceylon’s foreign relations. This balance was | 
threatened at recent Prime Ministers’ conference here when Nehru 

| sought form an Indian dominated bloc, and there is every reason | 
believe that he will continue this effort. | } Sn 

751G.00/6-254 : Telegram Soe 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State | 

| TOP SECRET.. PRIORITY _ Coromsro, June 2, 1954—noon. 

885. Reference Deptel 363, June 1.1 In my opinion it would be ex- © 
ceedingly embarrassing politically for the Government of Ceylon to 
permit another flow of US aircraft ferrying French troops to Indo- 
china at this time. | | 

Prime Minister has been under strong pressure as result of last two 
| airlifts. He has been severely attacked in the press and by leftist and — 

independent members in Parliament. A mass meeting of citizens called _ 

on this issue further underlined unpopularity of his decision. ys 

1Department telegram 863 to Colombo, repeated to 11 other capitals, asked 
that all addressees estimate the reactions of their host governments to possible 
U.S. requests to land on their territory and use their air space for the ferrying of . 

| French troops to Indochina (751G.00/5-3054) . . |
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I believe that he would face same reaction if requested for another | 
airlift and unless additional airlifts absolutely essential I would cer- | 
tainly advise against them at this time.? Constant calls here of French | 
troopships en route Indochina have never aroused public concern for | 
the past seventy years as they, unlike Globemasters, are considered : 
routine movement. | | | 
_ Developments at Geneva which might tend fix blame for failure of __ i 

settlement in Indochina on Red Chinese might be reflected here by a | 
less hostile public attitude in which case our assistance might be re- ! 
garded more favorably and the pressure on the Prime Minister not to _ | 
allow such flights would be minimized. | | ee ! 

. | , — _CRowE | 

| ?The Department concluded in telegram 365 to Colombo, June 3, 1954, that | 
since the bypassing of Ceylon was not possible in any airlift from the west, it : 

| would recommend to the Department of Defense that the airlift be performed 
via the United States—Pacific route (751G.00/6—354). | | | 

| 746H.00/5-1354 : Telegram oe a | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon | 
| | | | | 

CONFIDENTIAL 7 _ WasHINGTON, June 12, 1954—3 :57 p. m. | 

871. Embtel 368.1 White House has now approved appointment in 
December for Sir John to see President and luncheon by President in | 

Sir John’s honor. — | OO | 
You should therefore now inform Sir John that President extend- : 

ing an invitation to him to be official guest in Washington of the 

United States Government for three days in December. This normally — 
involves stay at Blair House, appointment with President and lunch 
by President (sometimes combined), dinner or luncheon by Secretary — 

of State. Other appropriate courtesies will of course be accorded, but _ 

longer stay Washington and other travel in United States would be on | 

Sir John’s own arrangements. __ | | 
After consultation White House, Department suggests December : 

6 as an appropriate arrival date Washington and December 7 for 
appointment with President. Please confirm if this agreeable to Sir 
John. Press release will be made after date of visit is fixed. Release 
will be subject later message. | | 

Be , | | MurpPHy | 

*Telegram 368 from Colombo, May 13, 1954, was a response to Department ) 
telegram 347 to Colombo, May 12, 1954, which requested that the Embassy esti- : 
mate, without consulting the Ceylonese, whether October or December was more | 
convenient for the Prime Minister to come to Washington (746E.13/5-454). The | 
Embassy in telegram 368 responded. that December appeared to be more satis- 
factory (746E.00/5-1354). | | | 

7 "213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 36 | | | | 
|
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| _ 611.46E/7-2054 — 

The Ambassador. in. Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

-Corompo, July 20, 1954. 

No. 37 | | | 

‘Subject: Anti-Americanism in Ceylon 

One of the most disturbing trends in Ceylon today is the growth of 
anti-American sentiment, apparently among all classes of the people. 
The newspapers, both European and vernacular, attack the United 
States on every possible issue; politicians campaign against the Colos- 
sus of the West; and there are even religious leaders and university 

professors who seek to make capital at the expense of our country. 
The reasons behind this. antagonistic attitude are complex and di- 

vergent—so much so, in fact, that many intelligent Ceylonese, when | 
questioned, have difficulty phrasing exactly why they feel as they do, 
and are apt to pin their argument on some specific point of difference 
such as the rubber deal with China or US policy in Indo China. Those 

who think more deeply about the matter—and there are many firm 
friends of America in Ceylon who do think about it—are inclined to 
lay the reason to a broader issue. They believe that the underlying 
basis for anti-American feeling in Ceylon, and for that matter in most 
of the East, is due to resentment against the materialistic aspects of 
American life. They rationalize that because we put so much store 
by material wealth, we must be primarily motivated by it and must 

| furthermore be guided by these false standards in our foreign policies. _ 
This distrust is not confined to the United States nor were we respon- 

sible for its beginnings. Having been successively invaded and occu- 
| pied for the past three hundred years by first the Portuguese then the. 

Dutch and finally the British, the Ceylonese say they have good rea- 
son to turn a quizzical eye.on any maneuvers of the white races in this 

- part of the world. American support of French and British colonial- | 
ism has also been held ‘against us. Bao Dai, Syngman Rhee and 
Chiang Kai-shek are frequently attacked as American puppets who 

- enjoy little if any support in the countries of their origin. The grim 
consequences of a U.S. failure to support them seldom seems to be 
considered. CO oe 

Ceylon is a Buddhist nation and as such is basically opposed to 
communism and all it stands for, but in somewhat the same religious 
sense she is also opposed to “American imperialism”. I have talked 
with many men of intelligence and position who theoretically at least 

| see little difference between the two isms. Pressed, they always break 

down to admitting that America is certainly the lesser of the two 

| evils (and the only one in which they would care to live) but that 

does not stop them from feeling an underlying suspicion of our motives 
.. in this part of the world. Even the communist propaganda line that
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America 
only fights wars in behalf 

of trade has many adherents 
among 

| 
men who would 

be the first to condemn 
Russian 

influence 
in Ceylon. 

| 
The recent 

rightist 
revolution 

in Guatemala 
was construed 

asa US | 4h 
attempt 

to dominate 
a small neighboring 

country.’ 
Editorials 

in some * | 
liberal 

British 
newspapers, 

especially 
the Manchester 

Guardian, 
which 

— | 
attacked 

us viciously 
on this issue, were reprinted 

in full in the local : 
papers. 

When 
I brought 

up the similarity 
between 

measures 
used to : 

suppress 
communism 

in British 
Guiana 

and Malaya 
and those exerted 

: 
by the anti-red 

forces 
in Guatemala 

it was admitted 
that I had a point 

but most people 
still thought 

of Guatemala 
as a little country, 

about | 
the size of Ceylon, 

whose 
politics 

were being influenced 
by her power- 

| 
ful neighbor. 

: | 7 | | 
Recognition 

of Red China by America 
is another 

sore point. Even | 
though 

most Ceylonese 
fear India, 

due mainly 
to the historic 

fact that | 
India has repeatedly 

invaded 
Ceylon, 

they are inclined 
to go along | 

| with Mr. Nehru’s 
thesis 

that it is possible 
to build a neutral 

bloc in | | 
southeast 

Asia and by moral 
pressure 

repulse 
any further 

aggressive 
: 

| attempts 
that might 

be made by Red China 
or Russia. 

US recognition 
| 

| of Mao’s 
government 

of course 
plays an important 

part in any such | 
idealistic 

scheme. 
oe | | 

po The appeal 
of neutrality 

is a logical 
one for a nation 

of only eight : 
| millions 

of peoples. 
Some leading 

Ceylonese 
statesmen, 

in fact, would 
: 

| like to see Ceylon 
become 

“the Switzerland 
of the East”, 

an island 
| 

| whose neutrality 
would 

be respected 
by all nations 

and whose good | 
| offices as an intermediary 

would 
be universally 

acknowledged. 

: | 
Be this as it may, the prevailing 

sentiment 
in Ceylon 

is strongly 
anti- 

war and most people 
think that America 

is quite willing 
to plunge 

: 
Asia into battle 

with the Communist 
countries 

if it happens 
to suit her 

purposes. 
They point out heatedly 

that this war would 
be fought 

over | 

their island 
with their cities as targets 

and their population 
as innocent victims. 

The alternative 
of red domination 

does not appear 
anything _ like as gruesome 

an alternative. 
A leading 

lawyer 
told me recently 

that | 

undoubtedly 

his class would 
be liquidated, 

but he did not think 
com- 

munism 
would 

cause much change 
in the life of the peasants. 

I natural- 
| 

ly took sharp 
issue on this but I do not think 

he is alone in his thinking. The atom bomb is also a political 
hot potato 

for us in Ceylon. 
I am : 

often asked “why did the United 
States 

single 
out an Asian 

nation 
on | 

which 
to drop the first bomb?” 

There 
is a deep seated 

feeling 
that the 

United 
States 

is quite willing 
to use Asiatics 

as guinea 
pigs. Remarks in the American 

papers 
to the effect that “Asians 

should 
fight Asians” 

| 

have most unfortunate 
repercussions 

here. This resentment 
is under- 

| 
lined by the erroneous 

impression 
that the great powers 

have neglected | to consult 
the Colombo 

powers 
in regard 

to the Indo China 
war. : : , 

* See volume 
Iv. 

|
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| _ The rubber deal with Red China has always been a source of virulent | 
- anti-American propaganda. It is contended that it was only because - 
America was unwilling to pay a price higher than that of the world 
market for Ceylon’s rubber that the deal with China was consum- 
mated. Since Ceylon was at that time short of rice and needed money 
to import it, critics of US policy also say that by not paying more for 

| Ceylon’s rubber America was in effect starving her people and con- 
sequently forced the Ceylon Government into the China deal in order 
to feed them. The fact that Ceylon was the only rubber producing 
country to demand such a subsidy and that if the United States gave 
it to Ceylon she would be establishing a precedent for paying above 
the market prices for the commodities of other friendly nations, is 
either ignored or not clearly understood. | | 

Resentment at the United States over the rubber deal is compounded 
by the Battle Act, a United States congressional decision that pro- 
hibits the giving of American aid to nations which violate the ruling 
of the United Nations against trading with a proclaimed aggressor. 
Ceylon is not a member of the United Nations and is not violating any 

of its tenets, but America, as a member of the United Nations, must 
be governed by its rulings whether she likes it or not. This point is not 
clearly understood in Ceylon either. 

Today America is being accused, often by men who know better, 
| of offering aid in exchange for the breaking of the rubber agreement. 

This is, of course, completely untrue. America has never offered Ceylon 

any aid as an inducement to stop trading with Red China. The gambit _ 
makes easy oratory, however, and continually crops up asanexample 

| of America’s “underhanded attempt to put strings on her so-called 
benevolent gestures.” | | 

Less obvious but equally insidious are the constant references to 
McCarthy, the Oppenheimer case, southern agitation against the segre- 
gation decisicn of the Supreme Court, etc. Many of these stories are 
reruns from the leftist British press and are made to appear to reflect 
British public opinion. Far more space is often given to Attlee’s | 
opinions on world affairs than to Churchill’s. No one is more pleased _ 
with this state of affairs than the local communist party who are only 
too delighted to rub salt in the smallest crack in Anglo-American 
relations. — | | | 

Another source of friction between Ceylon and the United States _ 
is the calibre of the moving pictures and comic books imported from _ 
America. Many of the.former portray exactly the kind of selfish and — 

materialistic existence that-the Ceylonese have been led to expect in 

the American scene. I have been asked by responsible travelled persons _ 

if it 1s really true that gangs of children terrorize the slums of big 
American cities. I have then been shown US-made comic books that _ 

obviously encourage exactly this type of juvenile crime. |
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I began this report with the observation that anti-Americanism 1s ! 

growing in Ceylon. As far as I have been able to ascertain, however, | 

this antipathy is almost solely concerned with the past and present — | 

policies of various American governments and is not directed against _ | 

American nationals in Ceylon. Even the newspapers, which often | 

reveal an underlying anti-white bias, refrain usually from unfavorable | 

personal attacks on us. The managers of the resident American firms | 

appear to enjoy the confidence and respect of their workers and clients : 

and so far have not reported any reaction from the anti-American _ | 

- The Government of Ceylon itself is firmly anti-communist and | | 

friendly to America. Sympathy for the West has been repeatedly ex- . 
pressed by the present Premier, Sir John Kotelawala, whose position | 

| at the Asian Prime Ministers Conference and on the passage via i 

7 Ceylon of French troops in US Globemasters to Indo China left no 

doubt as to where he stands. I believe furthermore that the majority of | 

| his ministers have substantially the same attitude. ae a : 

| _ Efforts to combat anti-American feeling are necessarily conditioned | 

by the number and calibre of persons that the Embassy and the United | 
| States Information Service are able to reach and influence. I believe | 

_ _ that the various grants allowing Ceylonese to travel and study in 
| America are without any doubt the best method of selling them what : 

America is really like and, more important, what her government and 
: people stand for. Outstanding men and women have been picked for _ 

| these grants and in almost all cases justified our choice by becoming | 
firm friends of America. Such grants, of course, are limited and can 

be given to only fifteen men or women per year. | | 
The United States Information Service does a fine job, within its 

| limited budget, to reach and influence a broad market. Three news- 
papers—an English, Sinhalese and Tamil edition with a combined | 

: circulation of around 10,000 copies—are published weekly. A well-— | 
stocked library is maintained on one of the busiest corners in down- | 
town Colombo and a mobile film unit is sent to outlying towns and © | 
villages. Recently the arrival of the USIS film truck in a small market | 
town coincided with a political rally at which the speaker, an 
ex-minister of the present government, violently attacked the United _ 

| States. He was cheered but when he finished the crowd filed happily 

intothe USIS show. Ss 
_ The Committee for Free Asia, an organization privately financed : 
in America, is also doing a great deal of good work in Ceylon. By 

| contributing to projects that help everyone, the Committee has made | 

| many friends for America who answer critics by asking how it is that : 
American Imperialism benefits from a library in Jaffna or a cottage 

| industry workshop in Galle. | | . 
| | | Put K. Crowe — 

|
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790.5/7—2154 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Cotomso, July 21, 1954—5 p. m. | 

27. Reference: Depcirtel 39, July 16.1 It is very doubtful Ceylon 
Government would immediately join collective security pact for SEA 

| and southwest Pacific. Although present government Ceylon not un- 
sympathetic such arrangement, temper of press, parliament and people 
generally would probably not permit government make such move. 
Government’s hands also would be tied by its association with Colombo 
powers and majority opinion other powers would have strong bearing 
decision GOC. Almost certain any event GOC would not act without _ 
prior consultation other Colombo powers. . 

Possibility GOC joining later date somewhat more favorable but 
by no means certain. Much depends result consultations with other 

| Colombo powers and strong diplomatic persuasion, coupled with heavy 
informational press campaign. __ 
GOC probably would adopt neutral rather than favorable attitude | 

towards pact initially. Must be borne in mind that press and leftist 

elements likely continue campaign against pact and even general atti- 

tude of country could be opposed to it on grounds intrusion west and 

United States in the “peace area” southeast Asia. Results this popular 
feeling could well force government refuse, for example, any use Cey- 
lon territory transit defense troops and material by air although not 
necessarily by sea as in past. | | Oo 

| BS Crowe 

*Department circular telegram 39 to Karachi, Colombo, Rangoon, Djakarta, 
and New Delhi, not printed, stated the U.S. view that, contrary to the British 
position, the United States was not prepared to accept a delay in concluding 
the SEATO pact in order to induce presently uncommitted nations to join now. _ 

| The telegram nevertheless requested that each addressee estimate the possibility 
of its host government joining SEATO in the future and its likely attitude 
toward the pact. (790.5/7—-1654) ee . oe 

790.5/9-954 | oe -_ | 
The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL - Coromso, September 9, 1954. 
No. 159 | | | 

_ Subject: Report of Conversation on September 9, 1954 between Sir 
Claude Corea, High Commissioner of Ceylon to the United King- 
dom, and Ambassador Crowe 

_ Sir Claude Corea, due to his long residence in Washington is, I be- 
- lieve, a good friend of America and his opinions therefore can be con- 

_ sidered as friendly criticism. During his six weeks visit to Ceylon | 
which terminate this week we have had three separate talks and
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covered most of the pressing questicns of the day. It was not, however, 
till this morning’s conversation that he really expressed himself force- | 
fully. The matter under discussion was SEATO and should be made a 

matter of record. — . | 
‘Sir Claude said that in his opinion and in that of most of the | 

Ceylonese Government Great Britain and America were very inept 
in their presentation of SEATO to the Colombo Powers. He added ; 

| that if the western powers had taken Ceylon into their confidence and — | 
invited her to do the persuading for them in this part of Asia there | 
would not have been the slightest doubt of her joining the pact. In- 
stead of this approach, however, Ceylon was faced with a fait accom- ! 

pli with which she had nothing initially to do. | os 
He said that the efforts of Mr. Dodds-Parker, the Parliamentary | 

Secretary of the United Kingdom Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who | 
recently visited the Island to get Ceylon to go along with SEATO | 

| were both ill-timed and unconvincing. Questioned further on this 3 

| | point, he said that it was felt that a man of more position and experi- | 
| ence should have been sent out here.* | So | 
| Sir Claude said that the Prime Minister is personally for SEATO 
| and it was he that insisted on leaving the door open against the pos- : 
| sibility of joining the pact in the future. 

| P. K. Crowr > 

__. *Asked about the Government’s reaction to the efforts of the diplomatic corps 
here to swing Ceylon toward SEATO, he said that he had heard no criticism 

| and felt that it was generally accepted that the representatives of France, the | 
United Kingdom and the United States should endeavor to get Ceylon in line 

| with Pakistan. [Footnote in the source text.] | le 7 | 

| 396.1 MA/9-1554 : Telegram | / | : | 

 _ The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

SECRET Cotomso, September 15, 1954—5 p. m. 

98. Although likelihood Ceylon adhering Manila pact remote sub- 
| ject still under consideration by GOC and Prime Minister in several 

recent statements has steadfastly maintained GOC keeping open mind 
| on matter. Press here still emphatically opposed Ceylon joining pact 

reflecting indirectly Leftist cajoling and also unquestionably strong | 
Indian neutralist pressure. Moreover in view of such external possi- 
bilities as India’s working out some form of non-aggression agree- 
ment with Communist China during visit of Nehru to Peking next 
month, Burma’s leanings towards similar arrangement, Indonesia’s 7 

| efforts assemble Afro-Asian conference including Communist China, 
| Ceylon may be irresistibly pulled further away from-South Asian — : 
| defense concept. Accordingly if Ceylon adherence Manila pact to be | 
| _ hoped for may be necessary formulate more positive approach this | 

end. — | ) 

—_ : | 
|
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| _ Unquestionably most attractive element Manila pact for Ceylon 

is economic benefit to be derived therefrom. Therefore immediate 

question arises whether our government would consider that Ceylon’s 
joining pact would supersede Battle Act prohibition against aid this 
country as result of Ceylon-Communist China rubber rice deal. If so 
could well be determining factor Ceylon’s decision to join pact in 
near future and in turn forestall possibility Ceylon’s becoming alien- 
ated by foregoing mentioned developments engineered by India and 
Indonesia. _ - 

| Request earliest possible instructions.* 
| | | / CROWE 

+In telegram 100 from Colombo, Sept. 16, 1954, Ambassador Crowe made the 
additional comment: “If Ceylon’s participation in Manila Pact is really impor- 
tant to us, I think now is time for a reappraisal of our policy toward the Island. 
Obviously, Ceylon will not join pact if she is ineligible for economic aid due to 
Battle Act. Clarification on this point soonest would be appreciated.” 
(396.1 MA/9-1654) : oe | : 

460.46H9/10-454 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Cotompo, October 4, 1954—11 a. m. 

118. Reference Department Circular telegram 169 September 30.1 | 
I believe that most important consideration as far as Ceylon is con- 

cerned is equal treatment this country with that accorded Indonesia 
respecting application Battle Act on shipment rubber to Communist — 
China (either as “not knowingly permitted” or by withdrawal listng 
rubber under UN embargo). This factor is sine qua non if hoped for 
other objectives our relations with Ceylon can be expected. With re- 

1 Department circular telegram 169, not printed, requested the comments of 14 © 
U.S. Embassies on the question of how the U.S. Government should react to 
violations of the U.S. and UN embargo of Communist China. In addition to 
Ceylon, Indonesia seemed on the verge of exporting rubber to China. The De- 
partment noted (paragraph 3) that its policy of exerting pressure on rubber- 

- producing nations to embargo rubber to China could increase international | 
opposition to the UN embargo. The U.S. should avoid the premature reversal of 
its position so as not to create the impression of being weak or vacillating, but 
it needed also to reduce its political liabilities in Asia and retain a maximum 
degree of diplomatic flexibility there. Therefore, in the event that Indonesian 
rubber shipments to China were definitely established, the Department proposed 
(paragraph 4A) that the U.S. urge Indonesia to inform the UN that it was 
removing rubber from the UN list (requiring total embargo to North Korea and 
China), but that it was adhering to the embargo in all other respects. Such an 
action would make it easier for the Battle Act administrator not to insist upon : 

| the total embargo of rubber to China, without undermining other aspects of. the 
. UN embargo resolution. The Department proposed (paragraph 4B) that Ceylon 

be informed promptly, in the event that Indonesia formally lifted its embargo | 
of rubber to China (and only, in that event), that ‘‘something less than the ¢com- | 

_ plete embargo of rubber” would be acceptable to the United States under the — 
Battle Act. Ceylon should be told, if it inquired on the subject, that if it were to | 
moderate its rubber trade with China and cooperate with the terms of the Battle 
Act in all other respects, that it would satisfy the Act’s preconditions for U.S. 
aid. (460.509/9-3054) | |
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gard proposed course outlined.in Deptel, I perceive as previously re- | 
ported Embtels 98 September 15? and 100 September 162 and Des- | 
patch 190 September 22,‘ any advantages our relations Ceylon. We | | 
are now on dead center here with little prospect on present basis of | 

improvement for future. | | oo | 
In light these over-all considerations following points are believed to — | 

be significant: | | | | 

1. Negotiations for renewal 1955 rubber-rice contract with Com- : 
munist China now taking place in Peking and probably will be con- | 
cluded by end ofthis week. / Dog ESP | 

2. Even if time permitted it probably would not be advisable to - 
attempt influence these negotiations. We could drop hints of possibility | 
that Ceylon may be able to become eligible for US assistance, but this 
probably have to be in form firm commitment and even so might be | 
used by Ceylon to improve its negotiating position or enable it to play 
off US with Communist China in future. | , | | 

3. Embassy feels our government’s course of action should be predi- | 
cated entirely on Indonesian case as outlined Deptel paragraph 3 and | 
4A, with equal treatment all rubber producing countries this area and 

| with no reference at this time or later to Ceylon. | eh | 
4, It would follow that no impression be given to Ceylon of any 

guid pro quo for this country in sense of buying it out of Communist — 
China rubber-rice agreement. or buying it into Manila Pact. 
5. On basis these conditions.and ensuing lifting prohibition under 

Battle Act for Ceylon’s qualification US assistance favorable climate | 
_ would be automatically created for initiative by Ceylon to request eco- | 
nomic cooperation from US and chances of bringing about closer rela- 
tions between two countries through mere improvement of psycholog- : 
ical atmosphere would be greatly enhanced. | | | 

6. I agree with procedure outlined reftel [paragraph] 4B with such | 
adjustments as may be necessary by prevailing circumstances: keeping | 
in mind that Ceylon may still have an operative agreement to sell rub- | 
ber to China. Oo | | 

_ %. In order gain maximum benefit Department’s course action as far | 
_ as Ceylon concerned question of timing may be important. It is hoped | 

in this respect steps contemplated by Department could be brought to | 
stage where public announcement might be made in conformity para- 
graph 4A Deptel prior Ceylonese Prime Minister’s arrival US this | ( 
December. He departing Ceylon November10. = | | 
8. It is anticipated that if such timing possible Sir John could then 

discuss in Washington US economic cooperation without inhibitions | 
now attached by part of government and all of Ceylonese press. Any | 
negotiations between our government and Prime Minister could be : 
done therefore openly and preparatory to Parliamentary considera- | 

_ tion and approval upon his return this country. a | | 
_ This in turn would unquestionably increase acceptability to Ceylon | 

? Supra. ee a ners 
* See footnote 1, supra. 
“Despatch 190 from Colombo, not printed, provided a further analysis of 

Ceylon’s attitude toward the Manila Pact and included pertinent local news- 
paper reportage (790.5/9—2254). oe 

I
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of Manila Pact. But as recommended in paragraph 4 above two factors 
should not be publicly linked. | re 

, 9. Reverting to question of possible outcome of Ceylon-Communist 
Chinese rubber-rice contract negotiations, impossible to offer any guess 
what will happen. There are probably three alternatives; A. New con- 
tract will be entered into with same provisions as last year 1.e., exchange 
50,000 tons rubber for 277,000 tons rice, with rubber again to be bought 
by China at above world market and rice at cheap price; B. Complete — 
failure of negotiations and breakdown of agreement; C. Compromise 
of reduced quantities of rubber in exchange for rice with diminished 
financial benefits to Ceylon. | | 
Embassy would not be surprised if third alternative would result. If 

either possibility of A or C eventuate there is one plus value to be borne 
in mind. As far as Ceylon’s economy is concerned and as far as the 
special economic interests of the country are involved criticism from 
these quarters of US economically stifling Ceylon and at same time 
criticism of government accepting US aid” would be countered. More- 
over a transition period would be provided over one year’s time, an 
interv1l in any event which would probably be required to negotiate 
.and implement any US assistance to Ceylon, for Ceylon’s change over 

- to the conditions of the free world rubber market from its present peg 
on China. a | 

| | | _ CROWE 

033.46E00/11-1254 : Telegram a . — 

The Chargé in Ceylon (Espy) to the Department of State - 

‘SECRET _- | Cotompo, November 12, 1954—6 p. m. © 

159. Objectives round-world tour Prime Minister Ceylon reduced — 

two categories: First, US-Ceylonese relations; second, Ceylon’s 

position world affairs, primarily south and south-east Asia. At de- 

parture November 10 Prime Minister stated purpose world tour was 

. “good will” and was “going abroad with open mind” and “did not 

intend enter into secret discussions or parlays”. Previously Prime 

Minister stated before Parliament (Embdes 270)* he was “able go US 

with open mind and clear conscience. Ceylon is not recipient Ameri-  _ 

can aid and I do not therefore have to go America either with hat in 

hand or with accounts to. square”. oe 

He added would be no agenda for talks but expected engage in- 

formal discussion. variety subjects. He made known however he will 

not enter into definite commitments. 
Press comment here has ranged from coolness to-trip to blessings for 

success his good will mission. Continued opposition recorded any 

thought Ceylon becoming member of SEATO, primarily on principle 

of not joining power bloc. Criticism his making trip at all based on 

need his attention to urgent domestic problems: food, finance, racial 

‘Despatch 270 from Colombo, Nov. 6, 1954, transmitted the text of Prime 
Minister Kotelawala’s speech in the Ceylonese Parliament on his pending visit 

to the United States and other countries (746E.13/11-654). -
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religious tensions, economic development planning. Practically all | 
press played on theme real purpose Prime Minister’s visit US is obtain | 
aid “under Colombo Plan without strings” despite prohibition Battle ! 
Act. Several articles have appeared stating without attribution Am- 

bassador Crowe convinced Ceylon deserves US aid. : 
With regard second category should be noted Prime Muinister’s 

visits London, Washington, Tokyo, Manila, Djakarta are precursor to © 7 
series international conferences namely Colombo powers Djakarta end | 
December, Commonwealth London end January, Afro-Asian pos-— | 
sibly February. Information and impressions Sir John will receive 
may well influence position Ceylon these meetings including par- | 
ticularly Manila pact, relations Communist China, colonialism, | 

| economic cooperation. _ a | 
| Attention invited following problems consideration Department | 
: and also possible consultation London, Tokyo, Manila: 

| . (1) US economic aid Ceylon. Can prohibition Battle Act be over- / 
| come and aid granted? If so, should it be entirely direct US—Ceylon : 
| bilateral arrangement or within Colombo Plan scheme or under Ma-— : 

nila pact? Embassy submitting despatch next pouch this problem. 
(2) SEATO. How far press Ceylon join Manila pact. Ambassa- | 

| dor Crowe made personal study this-question and will have views 
| present Department. Economic features pact as already reported by | 
| far most interesting to Ceylon. Embassy also believes essential far | 
| stronger support than heretofore for inducing Ceylon join Manila | 
| pact required Commonwealth countries. Thought occurs to Embassy 
| whether Nehru following visit Peking would refrain openly oppose. 
| if not openly give his blessing Ceylon join pact as in a sense sheet to 
| windward defense India despite fact India not member. Bo 
| (3) Relations Communist China. Press here early this month pub- 

lished Nehru’s statement Rangoon that Communist China would like | 
participate Afro-Asian conference. Embassy informed by Foreign | 

| Office felt Pakistan could be relied upon Colombo powers meeting — : 
| Djakarta prevent invitation Communist China. Apparently continued 
| heavy burden being placed on Pakistan prevent Nehru neutralism and 
| - coexistence pet themes to prevail. Embassy warned Foreign Office 
| danger idea including Communist China snowballing but recommends | 

British also use influence. Foreign Office further insisted that press re- 
| ports to contrary, countries to be invited Afro-Asian conference must 
| be decided upon by all Colombo powers at meeting. Special note taken 
| fact Israel not included original Indonesia proposed tentative list. 

Visit Prime Minister to Japan and Philippines may have consider- | 
| able significance through opportunity appreciate Far Eastern non- : 

| Communist opinion. As reported Embtel 21,2 November 5 Prime Min- © 
| ister stressed desire increase relations between Ceylon and Philippines. | 

| This could be forerunner establishment diplomatic relations two coun- | 

* This appears to be an error. Telegram 153 from Colombo, Nov. 5, 1954, dis- 
| cussed Kotelawala’s plans for a visit to the Philippines (033.46E9B/11-554). 
| There was no telegram 21 dispatched on this date. 

| | | ;
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| tries which Embassy feels could be very helpful as liaison two areas” 
Asia. Question Ceylon’s relations Thailand might be raised in De- 
partment’s talks with Prime Minister. _ 

| | Espy 

033.46E11/12-254 | 

- Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, - 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary 
of State | 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, December 2, 1954. 

Subject: Talk with Ceylonese Prime Minister, Sir John Kotelawala 

I. Attached as Tab A! is a chronology of the Kotelawala talks. At- 
tached for your signature as Tab B? is a memorandum for the Presi- 
dent on the Kotelawala visit. Before his appointment with you at 4: 30 

_ p.m., December 7, the Prime Minister will have talked with the Pres- _ 
ident. Sir John’s meeting with you, which might last for forty-five 
minutes to an hour, is his only talk in the Department. oe | 

The Defense Department has had a long-standing interest in base 
| facilities in Ceylon. Currently Defense requirements are understood to 

_ be communications facilities for the Army and Navy and, possibly, for 
the Air Force; the Air Force also desires landing and transit rights at 
three Ceylon air fields. We have not so far deemed circumstances 
propitious for negotiating with the Ceylon Government in this matter. 
Until Ceylon is prepared to adhere to the Manila Pact, it is unlikely to 

| favor American bases in Ceylon. However, the Defense Department is 
- not disposed to allocate funds for obtaining these facilities beyond the | 

actual cost of construction. Attached as Tab C ? is a memorandum on 

| Defense requirements in Ceylon. : | : | 
_ IL. Possible points for your meeting with Sir John follow: - 

A. General International Situation | | Ree 

The Prime Minister will be interested in knowing your personal 
views on the general international situation with emphasis on Indo- _ 
china and Southeast Asia. | | | 

— -B. Recommended United States Position-Regional South Asian Con- 
ferences . | | : / 

1. We appreciate . . . Sir John’s efforts to impress on some of his — 
colleagues the realities of the Communist threat in Southeast Asia. We | 
were gratified that the Conference did not take any action which made 
the Geneva talks on Indochina more difficult. | —_ oe 

2. Very little is known about plans for a so-called “Afro-Asian” _ 
Conference which may be held in Djakarta in the spring. We under- 
stand that the Government of Ceylon is not especially enthusiastic 
about such a Conference. We wonder whether the proposed Conference 

7 1 Not printed. | | _ | } 
* See below. —
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can accomplish much of a constructive nature in view of the diverse | 
interests and differences of view among the possible participants, If, as 
seems possible, the Conference finds common agreement only on such 

_ Matters as European colonialism or racism, the results would not con- 
tribute to the solidarity of the free nations. We hope Sir John will ex- 
ercise a moderating influence on the deliberations of the Conference if ) it is held. | | 

Anticipated Ceylon Position | | 
_ Sir John may be expected to express. understanding of-our views as 
to the dangers of such a conference. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that : 
he would be inclined to oppose the Conference when it comes up for | 
discussion at the next meeting of the “Colombo Powers” in Djakarta | 

| in December. : 
C. Ceylon’s Desire for United States Economic Assistance—(If Sir | 

John raises the question, which is expected.) ae : 
| Recommended United States Position — | oY | 
i 1. We would be sympathetic to assistance to Ceylon if Ceylon’s _ 
| course were to be consonant with the objectives of the Battle Act. At | 
| this time, however, Ceylon’s present rubber trade with Communist - | 
| China stands as a bar to American help to Ceylon, and whether or not 

| developments will be such as to permit us to offer aid to Ceylon can- : 
| not now be forecast. Nevertheless, in view of our sympathy for Sir | | 
| John’s problem, we shall be glad to have another examination of Cey- 

lon’s difficulties. | _ 
2. If Sir John contrasts the application of the Battle Act to Ceylon | 

with its application to other countries trading with the Soviet bloc, we : 
Inay point out that the difference is that Ceylon’s trade is with Com- I 

_ Inunist China (as contrasted with trade controls on the European So- | 
viet bloc) and on a regular contractual basis in large quantities, rather _ : 
than on a spot basis as has been the case of other countries. : | 

| — Anticipated Ceylon Position Oo me | | | 
| _ While Sir John is well aware of the situation as regards the Battle 

| Act, he desires American aid and may wish to explore means whereby 
_ Ceylon might become eligible for it. He might suggest that substantial _ 
| American aid extending over a period of years would be sufficient to 
! allow the Government of Ceylon, from both the political and economic 
| points of view, to decide to abandon the Chinese rubber trade. | 

| D. The Manila Pact | | — 
: Recommended United States Position a 7 | 

; _1. We hope that Ceylon eventually will associate itself with the | 
| Manila Pact. We understand, however, that public opinion in Ceylon | | 
| presently does not favor adherence to the Pact. We would not wish 

Ceylon to adhere to the Pact if such action would lead to Sir John’s 
dismissal as Prime Minister. _ | 

| Anticipated Ceylon Position | : 
| Sir John has informed us that he personally favors the Manila Pact : 
| in principle but that public opinion is opposed. The Ceylon Govern- | ! 
| ment has not made a final decision on the question of adherence. Last | 
| September it was particularly interested in the possible economic bene- 
» fits which Ceylon might derive from adherence. Sir John might take 
| the position that Ceylon public opinion could be won over to adherence ' 

po |
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| if he could hold out to the public the prospect of substantial economic — 
| benefits in the form of foreign aid and an assured alternative market 

for Ceylon’s rubber. He may also mention the problem which India’s 
opposition to the Manila Pact poses for Ceylon. : 

oe [Tab B] 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President® 

SECRET WasHiIneTon, December 4, 1954. 

Subject: Your Talk with the Prime Minister of Ceylon, Sir John 
Kotelawala, 12:30 p.m., December 6, 1954 | 

The Prime Minister will be accompanied by Ambassador Crowe and 
Acting Assistant Secretary Jernegan, as well as by Mr. R. S. S. 
Gunewardene, the Ambassador of Ceylon and Mr. Gunasena de Soyza, 
Permanent Secretary of the Ceylon Ministry of External Affairs. 

Sir John heads the United National Party, is personally strongly 
anti-Communist, and has been Prime Minister since October 1953. Sir 
John told Ambassador Crowe that he would like to talk to you “about 
Communism”. You might ask him for his views on the communist _ 

| threat in Asia and his ideas on how best to meet it. | | 

I shall see Sir John in the afternoon of December 7. I expect he will 
want to discuss the general international situation particularly in 
Southeast Asia, and to explore the question. of American economic 
assistance to Ceylon. While we would be sympathetic to assistance to — 
Ceylon if Ceylon’s course were to be consonant with the objectives of 
the Battle Act, Ceylon’s present trade in rubber with Communist | 
China which it has been carrying on since soon after the outbreak of 
hostilities in Korea makes Ceylon ineligible to receive American finan- 
cial or economic assistance. We recognize that Ceylon’s present rubber 

, trade to which we are opposed is based on economic considerations and 
does not imply sympathy for Communist China or communism 
generally. | — a 

For your information we are studying the possibility of offering __ 
Ceylon a modest amount of aid if it on its part should take some action 
which we could regard as bringing its policies into closer conformity 
with the purpose of the Battle Act. At the moment, however, it is not 

possible to offer aid to Ceylon, nor desirable to discuss our present 
policy review with Sir John. , 
_ Sir John conceived the idea of periodic meetings of the “Colombo 
Powers” (Ceylon, India, Pakistan, Burma and Indonesia). His influ- 
ence at the first conference last April was generally favorable to our 
interests. ... We want Ceylon to maintain an attitude friendly 
toward the United States at such regional meetings including the 
projected “Afro-Asian” Conference in Djakarta. = | | 

> Drafted by W. L. S. Williams of the Office of South Asian Affairs.
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We hope Ceylon will eventually adhere to the Manila Pact; although : 
public opinion in Ceylon presently does not favor adherence, Ceylon | 

_ has little to contribute to area defense now except its strategic location 
and facilities including the Naval base at Trincomalee and a large air 
base which the United Kingdom already uses. __ | 
Sir John once was active in the Ceylon Light Infantry and rose to 

the rank of Colonel. He might be pleased by an allusion to his military | 
experience. | : 

He wil] present a silver inkstand to you. = 
PE - _ Joun Foster Dutizs 

| TOP SECRET | - [Wasuineton,] December 1, 1954. 

: | Untrep States Minrrary Requirements IN CEYLON 4 | | 

| Since 1948, the year of Ceylon’s independence, the Department of 
| Defense has expressed needs, varying from time to time, for. installa- 

| tions in Ceylon primarily in the field of communications. The need | 
| for Defense facilities in Ceylon will exist as long as there is a pos- 

| sibility of allied strategic air operations in that part of.the world. | 
_. Ceylon’s importance as a communications link was emphasized by 
| the airlift of French troops to Indochina via Ceylon earlier this year, 
| following India’s refusal to permit the use of Indian facilities for / 
| this operation, a a 
| In its last communication on the subject, the Department of De- | 
| fense notified the Department of State by letter dated April 16, 1954, | 
| that the United States Air Force requirement for a heavy bomber | 
| staging base in Ceylon had been deleted because of the delay in | 
| securing base rights in Ceylon; that the US Air Force communica- 

tion requirement was being reviewed in the light of the doubtful 7 
prospects for obtaining rights in Ceylon; that the N avy communica- _ : 

| tion requirement in Ceylon might likewise be modified; and that ) 
| the Army communication requirement remained. The Department of 

| Defense stated further that in the eventuality negotiating prospects | 
with Ceylon improved it would desire to reassess the military plan- 
ning for that area. — | - : | 

_ The requirements as of December 1 are understood to be communi- | 
| cations facilities on the part of the Army and the N avy,.and possibly _ 

communications facilities on the part of the Air Force. The Air Force | 
| has a requirement for transit and landing rights at three existing 
| airfields in Ceylon. oo | | 

| ‘This statement was cleared by Col. J. J. Throckmorton of the Department of 
| Defense. | 

po |
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Our Ambassador in Colombo initiated informal discussion with 
the Ceylonese Prime Minister (then Don Stephen Senanayake) in 
January 1949 with a view toward the establishment in Ceylon of a 
Navy communications facility comprising one officer and twenty men. 
The Prime Minister evaded a reply to this request, stating that he 
wished to defer consideration of it until clarification and more spe- | 
cific definition was given to the terms of the United Kingdom-Ceylon 
Defense Agreement of 1947. Such clarification apparently never was _ 
reached. Furthermore, the Office of the High Commissioner for the 

_ United Kingdom at Colombo on January 29, 1954, informed the US 
Embassy that negotiations were initiated in 1951 for drawing up 
a more detailed defense agreement but that those negotiations were 
never brought to a conclusion. The fact that the UK has been unable 
over a period of years to reach a detailed agreement with Ceylon 
suggests that the US would encounter even greater difficulties in 
bringing negotiations to a successful conclusion; Ceylon is a member _ 
of the Commonwealth and its ties with the UK are well recognized 
and much closer than those with the US. The United States Gov- 
ernment did however obtain in 1949, on a secret basis and without 

_ the use of US Navy personnel on shore, permission from the Govern- 
- ment of Ceylon for the lease of oil storage facilities of the British 

Navy in Ceylon. | _ | 
Since the original approach to the Prime Minister the Department 

has from time to time queried our Embassy regarding the prospects 
for favorable negotiation for Defense facilities. Each time the answer 

| has been that prospects were unfavorable and that a substantial guid 
pre quo would be required before they could be improved. | ne 

‘Major factors in an assessment of Ceylon’s attitude toward the 

granting of base facilities are: | 

1. The defense of Ceylon is already provided for by its Defense 
Agreement with the United Kingdom. | | 

2. Ceylon desires substantial economic and financial assistance from 
the US. Since 1951 US aid to Ceylon has been suspended because of 
its trade in rubber with Communist China. | 

8. Ceylonese public opinion favors noninvolvement in the “cold war” 
or in a possible “hot war”; the US is more closely identified with the 

| “eold war” than is the UK. | | — 
4. Ceylon fears the possibility of eventual domination by India; 

this is balanced by a general respect for India and fear that closer in- 

volvement with the US may make settlement of the important ques- 

tion of Indians in Ceylon even more difficult than it is now. ; 

5. Ceylon probably considers that military involvement with the 
US might force an end to its progressively less lucrative, but still 

financially attractive, trade in rubber with Communist China. Ceylon - 

is loath to give up this trade unless it receives comparable financial 

benefits. 

Ceylon’s failure to attend the Manila conference last September and 

its failure since then to adhere to the Manila Pact leave little doubt
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that Ceylon is not prepared at this time to grant facilities for United ; 
States defense installations in Ceylon without a substantial guid pro | | 
quo. Ceylon’s official attitude on the Manila Pact is, however, that it | 
“Is prepared to maintain an open mind on the subject”. The Prime ; 
Minister informed our Ambassador on September 16 that the Cabinet | 
had agreed with him not to make a decision regarding the Manila Pact | 
until after the Prime Minister’s return from his visit to the United | 
States.> — | | | 

| >No record has been found of any further Department of Defense efforts to | 
gain military base facilities in Ceylon. : | 

033.46H11/12-1054: Telegram | 

| _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Ceylon | 

| SECRET Wasuinoton, December 10, 1954—11:03 a.m. _ : 
| _ 167. Prime Minister’s Washington visit believed entirely successful 
| from US Government’s point of view and remarks by Prime Minister 
| and members party lead us believe visit was satisfactory their view. 
| Prime Minister departed for Akron morning ninth accompanied by | 
| members party and Ambassador Crowe. | 
| In talk with President substantive matters did not arise. | 
| In hour and fifteen minutes with Secretary Prime Minister referred ) 
| to Ceylon’s apprehensions regarding India, agreed that communism 
| was primary danger in Asia, stressed economic development as best 

means combatting communism in area, expressed appreciation fact 
door still open other Asian countries adhere Manila Pact. Secretary 

| noted Communist China had not yet given proper indications of desire 
| for peace, and discussed difficulty of defining aggression and subver- 

sion. Secretary explained US view that under present circumstance 
_- Strength in face communist threat was best approach to peace, and re- 
! viewed for Sir John US position on Chinese Communist representation 
| in the United Nations. | | | 
| In talks with Stassen ? and Weeks * Prime Minister stressed hope for 
, development in Ceylon and US assistance particularly for develop- | 
| ment of small scale industry, and explained need for resources survey 
| and technical advice. In talk with Stassen Prime Minister gave some | 
|. indication he might be thinking in terms possible reduction or aban- | 

donment rubber trade with Communist China next year, and indicated 
| he believed review Battle Act problems worthwhile on both sides. 

Ambassador Crowe had earlier suggested to Sir John on highly ten- 
| tative basis possibility that if Ceylon were to take action to bring trade 

| * For documentation on this subject, see vol. III, pp. 620 ff. | | 
_ Harold Stassen, Administrator of the Foreign Operations Administration. | 
‘Sinclair Weeks, Secretary of Commerce. | 

| | 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 37 | |
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policy into consonance purpose Battle Act including reduction rubber 
trade by perhaps fifty percent way might be found offer Ceylon modest 
amount economic assistance. Sir John seemed interested told Crowe he 

would examine this idea. | 
In talks US officials Sir John indicated some understanding Battle 

Act problem and realization that Ceylon would have to do something 
on its part to become eligible for US aid. : 

In talk Jernegan, de Soyza said Colombo powers meeting Djakarta 
would last only day and half and only item on agenda Afro-Asian con- 
ference. Showed no enthusiasm for such conference. 7 

Visit given favorable and moderately extensive press coverage. 
Memoranda conversations pouched. | 

| DULLES



| INDIA | a 

PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS AND POLICIES IN RELATIONS WITH INDIA? ) 

Editorial Note | 

Ambassador Chester Bowles and Prime Minister and Minister for | 

External Affairs Jawaharlal Nehru signed an agreement and thereby : 

| brought into force a technical cooperation program on January 5, 

| 1952. For the text, see United States Treaties and Other International _ | 

Agreements (UST), volume 3 (pt. 2), page 2921. Documentation : 

| regarding the negotiation of this agreement is in Department of State 

| files 791.5 MSP and 891.00 TA. | | 

| ‘For previous documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. 
| vi, Part 2, pp. 2085 ff. For related material, see pp. 1057 ff. and 1162 ff. | | 

oO | 
891.00/1-1852 | | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat . 

| (Barnes) to the Staff Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of State 

| for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Hemba) | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | [WasHiIneton,] January 18, 1952. | 

| Following his discussion with Ambassador Bowles the other day 
. h 

the Secretary assured the Ambassador that he would help him push 

| his ideas on the economic program for India.’ I pass this on so that the | 

| appropriate people in NEA will be aware of the Secretary’s interest in 
this program and will be alert to the desirability of raising it to his | 

| level as may seem desirable in the future. a | 

. oe R[opert G.] B[arnzs] 
| —_——______ . L | 7 : | | | 
| -* According to a memorandum from Burton Y. Berry, Acting Assistant Secre- 

| tary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs, to Secretary of 
| State Acheson on Jan. 16, 1952, the Secretary was scheduled on Jan. 17 to have | 

an appointment with Ambassador Bowles, who was in Washington at that time 
for consultations regarding U.S. policy toward India (611.91/1-1652). } 

| | | 1633 | 

| 

| |
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791.5 MSP/2-852 | 

Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Near 

Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Berry) to the Deputy 

Under Secretary of State (Matthews)* | 

SECRET [Wasuinoton,] February 8, 1952. 

Subject : Attached Telegram to New Delhi; ? 1953 India Aid Program. 

Discussion 

The attached telegram represents an effort to explain to Mr. Bowles 

that under the circumstances his proposal to grant $125,000,000 to 

India for commodities would be unlikely of adoption, and to comment | 

on difficulties being encountered in our efforts to have certain amounts 

restored to the Mutual Security Assistance program for South Asia. 

The telegram will necessarily seem disappointing to the Ambassador 

who is dealing with a most urgent situation; he may as a result reply 

in a critical vein, especially since he believed he succeeded in obtaining 

a large measure of understanding and agreement in Washington.° , 

NEA wishes to make it clear that it continues to regard $150,000,000 

program for South Asia in FY 1953 as the minimum which may be 

expected to achieve our aims, i.e., to help the countries of South Asia, 

particularly India, to strengthen their national economies as a pre- 

requisite of political stability, and to prevent subversion of a strategic 

region containing nearly half a billion people and natural resources 

which play an important part in our defense program. 

There is no time to lose. Communist gains in the recent elections in 

India show ciearly that the conditions our program is designed to 

combat are being successfully exploited by Communist agents. NEA 

believes that if South Asia is subverted it will be only a matter of time 

before all of the Asian land-mass and over a billion people will be 

under Communist domination, and our national security will face an 

unprecedented threat. NEA believes that if this very real possibility 

materializes, the Department will find it difficult to defend any action 

‘This memorandum was drafted by T. Eliot Weil and Donald D. Kennedy, the 

Deputy Director and Director, respectively, of. the Office of South Asian Affairs. 

2'The draft telegram to be transmitted to New Delhi indicated to Ambassador 

Bowles that there was no possibility of submitting any supplemental legislation 

to Congress which would recommend that India be granted additional aid to 

procure such commodities as wheat and cotton. | | 

The draft also was designed -to inform the Ambassador that the Mutual 

Security Assistance budget being submittted for India for FY 1953 for economic 

development called for a grant of approximately $70 million; that the Depart- | 

ment was trying to increase this amount of aid; but that it was not practical for 

Bow'es to expect the Department to secure $150 million for economic aid to 

2 Ambassador Bowles had been in Washington for consultations from Jan. 14 

through 17 and from Jan. 21 through 238, 1952... .
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which may have reduced the amount now requested for the region for 
FY 1958. : | 

Recommendation 

_ That you sign the attached telegram.* : 

‘The draft telegram described in footnote 2 above was sent to New Delhi as : 
Department telegram 1631 on Feb. 11, 1952, not printed. It was drafted by 
Kennedy of the Office of South Asian Affairs and was signed by Secretary of 
State Acheson. (891.00 TA/2-552) | 

| 891.00 TA/2—2152: Telegram — a 

_ The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT. New Deut, February 21, 1952—5 p. m. : 

| 3002. Deptel 1631, February 13,1 most disturbing to us here. If this ! 
! proves to be final word on Indian aid for 1953, I believe we will have | 

| committed a blunder of extremely serious proportions. If India goes : 
! under during next few years, the negative arguments expressed | 

| reference telegram will sound flimsy indeed. | 
| In my opinion our responsibility is to propose what is right and | 
| necessary and not simply what we think Congress will accept. Situa- _ | 

| tion here is much too dangerous for compromise in this way. In view 
| of Communist victory in China, Congress will hesitate long time be- | 
| fore they turn down program we have proposed. 
| At President’s suggestion, have cabled him expressing my concern.’ 

| / - | | BowLes 

1 See footnotes 2 and 4, supra. Apparently Ambassador Bowles did not receive. | 
this telegram until 2 days after the Department had transmitted it to New Delhi. 

* The reference is to New Delhi telegram 3008, Feb. 21, 1952, infra. 

891.00 TA/2—2152 : Telegram oo 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State : 

| TOP SECRET NIACT New DELHI, February 21, 1952—5 p. m. | 

| 3003. For President Truman. You were kind enough ask me write : 

| or cable directly to you if I ran into difficulty so here goes. : 
Latest information from Washington indicates 1953 India aid pro- 

gram unlikely be increased despite the fact that I believed top officials 
all agencies concerned during my Washington trip agreed with our : 
analysis of extreme urgency and danger present situation here. Dis- : 

| _ cussed with MSA, ODM, CIA, Pentagon, Bureau Budget and all levels | 
! State Department as follows: | OC | 
| Survival democratic Indian Government over next 5 years definitely | 

| unlikely unless bold steps are taken now to sharply increase food pro- | 

} 
t 

[
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duction and strengthen economy. Recent Communist successes South 
India indicate how rapidly political and economic situation here could 
disintegrate. Failure of Indian democracy would in all probability 
result in disaster substantially greater than Communist victory in 
China since Southeast Asia and Middle East would become impossible 
to hold once India is lost. Communist sweep in Asia would gravely 
undermine our position Europe and convince hundreds of millions our 
friends all over world they are betting on wrong horse. Soviet Union 
is well aware of dynamic possibilities of this situation. If we succeed 
in stabilizing lines of Europe through NATO their efforts in Asia, 
already great, will surely be stepped up considerably with India as 
principal target. | a oe 

Proposed economic aid program is minimum effort which can enable 
us begin meet this situation. American aid by itself will not guarantee 
that Communism will be stopped in India and democratic government 
survive but combined with determined effort on part Indian Govern- 
ment it can greatly increase chances of success. Looking at situation 
positively, India through wise handling, adequate aid and good luck | 
can be built into solid dynamic democratic bastion with results far- 
reaching not only in Asia but world-wide. We face choice of acting 

now with reasonable chance of success or finding ourselves faced 2 or 
3 years from today with potentially catastrophic situation which is 
rapidly getting out of hand. | 

This analysis represents combined judgment all top people our 
Embassy . . . British, French, other experienced observers. However 
Department’s telegram 16311 indicates dangers and opportunities of | 
this situation are being largely disregarded in setting 1953 budgets. 
Basic reason seems be not disagreement over what is needed but alleged 
difficulty getting Congressional action. Even if this appraisal Congres- 
sional situation correct it would be serious blunder to follow timid 
course. | 

Greatest single strength your administration has been fact you 
have taken each critical situation as it arose, figured out what was 
right thing to do and then gone ahead and done it regardless of op- 
position. In this tradition a positive proposal to Congress and the 

_ people to stop the disintegration of India would seem the right course 
even though Congressional agreement seems impossible. ) 
However I seriously question supposition that Congress would re- 

_ ject this program. Have. received letters and reports from Hill and 
many people of standing in public life indicating keen understanding 
urgency and promise of support. Believe United States people though 
convinced great need rearmament understand Communism cannot be 
successfully defeated by arms alone and that positive efforts to make 
democracy effective in under-developed areas is essential. The ap- 

7 See footnotes 2 and 4, pp. 1634 and 1635, respectively.
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_ plause that greeted your reference to India Point IV aid an indication | 

of this. Also response to my own speeches in the States. _ | | 
India perfect test Point IV concept. Second largest country in world : 

in a key strategic position in Asia. Present government devoted demo- 
cratic way, sound development program ready to go, great natural : 
resources, willing people. Short on food, capital, technical know-how. | 
Half measure can result disintegration present democratic govern- 

_ ment, despair of people, open invitation to waiting Communists take 
over. | . 
‘Your proposed program aimed to reach 120 million village people 

_ India in 4 years time and make India wholly self-supporting in food 
| and probably cotton within that period. Our entire emphasis on mak- 
| ing dollars produce several times their value in production here. Total 

| _ 4-year cost for 360 million Indian people no more than amount spent 
| on economic aid Greece and annual total economic and military aid 
| committed to Formosa, an island of 8 million which symbolizes Com- | 

! munist victory in China, a nation of 400,000,000. | 

| If Republican party refuses support this program for India then — 

| the basic political motivation and dishonesty of their criticism past : 
| Chinese policy will be dramatically evident to all concerned. I believe — | 
| this program is not only minimum on an economic basis but also sound : 

| politically and truly vital if we not to share responsibility India going _ 

way of China. | | 
| Believe me I wld not send this urgent cable to you unless I earnestly 
| believed that situation required it. If you were here I am absolutely — 

- confident you would see it as we see it. What I have proposed is estab- : 
) lishment of some basic new strategic values in our foreign policy. Many : 

| sincere individuals while accepting our reasoning reject logical action 

that must follow because they believe total amount of economic aid 
: cannot be changed and no one wants to see his own budget cut. Only 

| you can put this situation in balance and thus enable us to cope suc- : 
| cessfully with the constantly growing Communist tide in India and in 
| Asia. Regards. 

| | | | Bow es 

| 891.00 TA/3-352: Telegram | | os | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

| SECRET | WasHIineTon, March 3, 1952—5 :32 p. m. | 

| 1806. For Amb. Appreciate ur info and helpful messages on Indian : 
| situation. Ur proposals have received careful attention of Pres, MSA 

| and Dept, and in light of all relevant factors it has just been decided 

‘This telegram was drafted by Kennedy of the Office of South Asian Affairs 
and was signed by Secretary of State Acheson. | 

Oo |
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to increase budget amount 1953 econ aid SOA from $90 million to 
$150 million of which $115 million wld be for India. Provided Con-— 
gress appropriates funds, this practically meets ur orig recommenda- 
tion for $125 million econ development program and represents real 
opportunity to move ahead with constructive, positive and imagina- 

tive approach during fiscal years 52 and 53. 
No provision included in 1953 budget for $125 million grant aid for 

wheat, milo and cotton but will keep this question under constant 
examination. Wld be necessary make clear and compelling technical © 

case need for this additional aid and persuasive justification addi- 

tional contribution such aid wld make to US fon policy over and 
beyond that to be realized under presently proposed programs. For 

example, on basis India 5-year Plan data, using best present judg- 

' ment on sources and amounts of external financing from use sterling 

balances, Colombo Plan contributions, IBRD, deficit will approxi- 
| mate $125 million annually next four years. If 5-year Plan data 

vitiated by adverse balance of payments developments or otherwise 
superseded, critical and detailed study required. Among other things 
will require detailed examination balance of payments position GOI 
and evidence that fon exchange saved by grant aid for commodities 

mentioned can and will be usefully used by GOI for additional capital 
- equipment needed from abroad. There also wld be increased difficulty — 

establishing that items such as electrical equipment, tractors, heavy 
earth moving equipment will be available in additional amounts in- 

dicated by such increase in program. 
- Continue believe it wise to refrain from further discussions publicly 

and with GOJI size and detailed character 1953 program since Cong 

still must approve proposed budget. | 
| | ACHESON 

Editorial Note 

_ Secretary of State Acheson on October 17, 1951, and the Indian Am- 
bassador to the United States, B. R. Sen, on March 26, 1952, signed and 
thereby brought into force on March 26, 1952, an agreement providing 

for duty-free entry into India and free inland transportation therein — 

of relief supplies and packages. This agreement was signed by the 

United States and India as an application of the agreement pertaining 
to the same items which had been entered into force on July 9, 1951 
(TIAS No. 2291, 2 UST (pt. 2) 1483). For the text of the agreement 

of March 26, 1952, see TITAS No. 2918, printed in 5 UST 298.
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791.5 MSP/4-1852__ oo | | 

: Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary of State (Cowen) to 
: the Director of the Office of Military Assistance in the Department | 
. of Defense (Olmsted) : 

| CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] May 18, 1952. | 

|. §ubject: Request Involving Reimbursable Military Assistance under 
| ~ Section 408(e) of the MDAA, as Amended. - 

Reference is made to the following request : 

| Note from the Embassy of India to the Department of State dated 
) April 18, 1952," requesting authorization to procure from 50 to 200 | 
| F-84E, F-80B, F-9F aircraft plus a six years supply of maintenance 
: spare parts. In addition, the request included 54 fully equipped C-119 

Fairchild aircraft for delivery between 1954 and 1956. 
_ Although the Department of State approves, from an economic and 
political viewpoint, the furnishing of a reasonable quantity of the 

! types of aircraft requested under the provisions of Section 408(e) of 
| the MDAA of 1949, as amended,? this approval is subject to the esti- 
: mate, by the Department of Defense, of the quantity of aircraft that 
| India’s military requirement can utilize effectively. | 

| The views of the Department of Defense are requested. wo : 

| oe M[yron] W. C[lowen] | 

| * Not printed; the record copy of the Indian Note numbered Air Att/104/AP/ ! 
| 1/52 is in Department of State file 791.5 MSP/4—1852. : 

-? The Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, as amended, was signed into law 3 
: on July 26, 1950, as Public Law 621. For the text, see 64 Stat. 373. ) 

| | 791.18/5-1552: Telegram - | | a ; 

| ‘The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

| SECRET _ New Deru, May 15, 1952—2 p. m. | 

| 4237. Nehru’s cabinet reshuffle is gen in line with forecasts and | : 

occasions no surprise except last minute appointment of K. C. Reddy | 
| to newly established Production Min. Press and political comment has 

| been politely favorable if not enthusiastic. Nehru’s critics may be 
expected to criticize new cabinet as nothing more than face-lifting his : 
old and with some merit, we think. New appointees are limited six 

| mins, one of whom once before a Min (Kidwai). Several most im- 
portant posts remain in hands Nehru’s close associates such as Azad, 

| Amrit Kaur (we feel both might have been replaced to good advan- 
| tage), Ayyangar, Nanda, etc. There noteworthy failure introduce 
! “new blood” which so urgently needed provide cong with administra- 

tive continuity. 
It clear despite Nehru’s avowed aim achieve secularism communal : 

) considerations present in selections. Thus cabinet includes two | |
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Moslems (Azad and Kidwai), one Sikh (Saran Singh) ; one Harijan 
_(Jagjivan Ram); and one non-Brahmin (Reddy). Amrit Kaurhas 
evidently been retained to give representation to India’s women. 
Geographical considerations appear also not to have been neglected ; 
virtually all important states are represented, although with seven 
mins from UP, Nehru will be accused of partiality to his own state. 

It seems to us on balance new cabinet represents some improvement 
over old. Thus Ayyangar should bring new competence to defense 
which suffered under Baldev Singh’s weak administration. Katju, 
who takes on states while dropping law, has shown competence during 
his few months in office and his retention in all-important Home 
Ministry is happy augury for future. Giri with long labor record and 
experience in Madras states should bring fresh and constructive ap- 
proach to labor which suffered inexpert hands of Jagjivan Ram who 
has been shifted to relatively unimportant communications post. 
Kidwai, who has reputation for vigor and administrative capacity, 
should be vast improvement over scholarly and well-intentioned Mun- 
shi, under whom important Agri Min unable function smoothly or 

‘efficiently. Krishnamachain is untested, but seems likely he, with his 
‘technical knowledge of economics, will be improvement in commerce 
and industry over provincial politician Mahtab who reportedly felt 

| private enterprises shld play larger role in India’s development than 
Nehru. | 
Swaran Singh comes with good reputation from politically stormy 

Punjab to take over works, housing and supplies (from which pro- 
duction now divorced), but there wide-spread regret popular and. 
capable Gadgil relieved. Gadgil’s departure is believed to herald vir- 
tual end Patel influence in cabinet. Nanda, in addition planning, takes 
on river valley projects which signifies stress Nehru places on latter 

development in relation five year plan. | 
| Shastri, who had good administrative record as Home Min in UP 

and who personally close Nehru, shld be able handle railways com- 
petently. Biswas functioned capably as minority min and shld acquit 
himself well in concurrent law post. Reddy enjoyed good reputation — 
chief Min Mysore, but it unclear whether he, has ability operate such 
complex projects as Sindri. Keskar shld prove vastly better in info 
and broadcasting than Diwakar, who unimaginative and poor 

administrator. - a 
Departure of Bajpai from MEA will throw further heavy burden 

on Nehru and at same time increase difficulties of diplomatic corps in 

arranging high level contact with MEA. While well intentioned and — 

capable, K. P. S Menon is loath accept responsibility and act on own 

initiative in manner comparable Bajpai. . , 
To sum up, new cabinet represents retention of bulk of Nehru’s old 

guard plus few new appointees of good caliber with whom Nehru :
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feels he can work in full political and social harmony. But, as Dept | 
is well aware, Nehru is dominating character and will, in any case, | 
determine policies to be followed. Therefore, we need not look for any | 
appreciable changes of policy, internal or external, to emerge from 
new cabinet. | ! 

. , Bow Les | 

891.00 TA/5-1952 » | ! 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of South Asian ! 
Affairs (Weil) to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near | 
Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Berry)? | 

SECRET : a [Wasuineton,] May 19, 1952. : 

: Subject: Embassy New Delhi’s Proposal for an Additional $125 ! 
: _ Million of United States Aid to India in FY 1953 4 : 

In the early part of 1952 Ambassador Bowles assessed our position 
| in India in the light of most recent developments. Subsequently he | 

| proposed that the Executive Branch request the Congress to authorize | 
| an additional $125 million in US aid to India for 1953. He pointed to | 
| the internal political situation in India and the basic requirement for | 
| immediate additional economic assistance in order to maintain and ! 

strengthen India’s ability to remain a part of the Free World. | 
In Deptel 1806, March 3, the Secretary informed Ambassador F 

| Bowles that we were proposing to the Congress a program of $115 : 
| million of US aid to India in fiscal 1953, but would keep under con- : 
| stant examination the Ambassador’s proposals for additional aid. In ; 
! a later communication Ambassador Bowles stated that “once we agree 
| on the facts I believe we have a clear, unrelenting responsibility to 
| recommend to the Congress” ? this additional program. | 
| An informal intra-departmental Working Group * was established 
| to study the facts of the situation. The Working Group reached agree- | 

ment on the first four points summarized below. These and other 
| points following are covered more fully: in the attachment to this | 
| memorandum prepared by SOA. | 

1. The current political situation in India heavily underscores pre- 
| vious statements made by the Department regarding the interrelation- | 

* This memorandum was drafted by J. Robert Fluker, Acting Officer in Charge, | 
Economic Affairs, Office of South Asian Affairs, and by Peter H. Delaney of the F 

| Office of South Asian Affairs. 
| 4 5 iso) quotation is from New Delhi telegram 3921, Apr. 24, not printed (891.10/ 

| 3 This Working Group was composed of representatives of the Investment 
Development Staff of the Bureau of Economic Affairs: the Division of Research 
for Near East, South Asia, and Africa of the Office of the Special Assistant to 
the Secretary of State for Intelligence; the Technical Cooperation Administra- : 
tion ; and the Office of South Asian Affairs of the Bureau of Near Eastern, South 
Asian, and African Affairs. | : 

| *The attachment to this memorandum, “Aid to India’, is not printed. 

| :
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ship of economic development and political stability, the importance 

of India in the containment of communist aggression in Asia and the — 

need for early improvement of the Indian standard of living. It 1s 

generally agreed that, since general elections must be held by 1956-57 

at the latest, the present Government of India must produce that 1m- 

provement within five years. The present low standard of living 

among the people of India is being fully exploited by the Communist 

Party in India, whose gains in the recent elections clearly placed the 

present Government of India and the whole of the West on warning. 

2. The United States program aims at reaching the people of India 

directly. The most important way of reaching the people is by aiding 

the Government of India to increase food production in the very near 

future. The community development projects in the United States 

program will make an important contribution to the solution of the 

food problem while dealing directly with the people at the village 

level through a democratic organization which will go far to demon- 

| strate to the people of India the relationship between material benefits 

and the democratic approach. | 
3. India must establish by 1954 the concrete pattern of economic 

- development necessary for achievement of the goals set for 1956-57. 

7 Recent developments raise grave doubts regarding India’s ability to 

o this. 
4, It has become increasingly clear that the original estimates of 

the Indian Five-Year Program were inadequate at least with respect 

to the goals established for increased food output and the efforts 

needed to reach such goals. Moreover, the calculations. themselves 

were in terms of prices which were more favorable to Indian develop- 

ment than are present prices. Since the original Five-Year Plan est- 

mates did weigh heavily in determining the level of aid requested 

from the Congress for fiscal 1953, higher levels of assistance will be 

needed from abroad if our political objectives in India are to be ac- 
complished by 1956-57. The Working Group did not come to an agree- 
ment regarding the immediacy of the need for supplementary funds. 

However, if there is general agreement in the Department that this is 
a propitious time for approaching the Congress for such expanded 

assistance, the Working Group recommends such an approach. 7 

SOA believes that the above points and conclusions representing _ 

the maximum complete agreement reached in the Working Group do 

not present clearly the problems involved, and do not reflect adequate 

: consideration of the best economic data available to the Group. SOA 

notes some inconsistency in the Group’s acceptance of the first three 

points and its unwillingness to come to the conclusion that a request 

to the Congress for additional funds is warranted now on the basis 

of those points and the realization that United States aims are more | 
likely to be achieved by earlier rather than later action. The following 
broad facts, elaborated upon in the attachment, are deemed by SOA 

to be basic to any analysis of the proposed additional program: 

5. While it is apparent that some statistical details of the economic 
data are not presently available, it is equally. apparent that the crucial | 
nature and general orders of magnitude of the problems facing the 
Government of India are fairly represented in the best information
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available in the Department and supplied us by the Embassy at New 
Delhi. SOA believes that these data show clearly that: ! 

A. The most significant aspect of the present problem is India’s | 
inability to mobilize sufficient savings to support the rate of in- | 
vestment necessary to carry on its economic development program. ! 
Total investment planned for fiscal year 1953 is $1,820 million | 
(excluding the additional amounts required for community de- | 
velopment) as compared with estimated savings of $900 million. : 

_ The short-fall of savings in relation to the essential level of in- 
--vestment must be met, The Indian budget estimate for 1952-53 | 

shows a real deficit of over $300 million or about one-fourth of the : 
total budget. Savings inherent in the public accounts are already | 

- Included in the estimated $900 million of total savings. 
B. India’s balance of payments has taken a very unfavorable — 

. turn since India incurred a small surplus on current account in 
1950, culminating in a deficit estimated at $420 million in fiscal 

| ~- year 1953. The estimated deficit for fiscal year 1953 takes into | 
fo account neither recent price developments nor the total amount of 
| imports required for the community development projects. With 
| sterling balance availabilities of no more than $155 million for | 

this fiscal year, it is obvious that this deficit can be met only | 
| through outside aid. | | 

6. SOA is aware of the broad range of considerations related to a : 
decision to approach the Congress at this time. These considerations 

| include the possible views of Pakistan, the apparent growing United 
| States public sentiment in favor of the proposal, and the matter of | 

form and procedures of an approach to the Congress foranadditional = =—s 
| $125 million for India in fiscal year 1953. On balance, SOA believes 
| that an approach to the Congress on this matter stands a reasonably 

| good chance of being received favorably. | . | 
| ~ % Ambassador Bowles’ proposal would utilize the $125 million for | 
| commodity imports—e.g., grain and cotton, which would create im- 
| mediate benefits for the people of India and would also provide addi- : 

tional local currency for the community development projects. While 
SOA recognizes the validity of that proposal, it also recognizes the 
tactical and real advantages of extending aid for developmental im- : 

| ports only (capital goods and materials directly related to the develop: | 
ment program). It is SOA’s considered opinion that in order to be : 
prepared to deal with the changing situation in India, United States 
interests can best be served by an approach to the Congress now on — | 

| the basis of a program intended for developmental imports but. which 
permits a degree of flexibility in the ultimate apportionment of funds : 
between developmental and consumers’ goods. | | | : 

Recommendations | 

| That you authorize discussions with the Administrator of the Tech- : 
nical Cooperation Administration, the Assistant Secretary for Eco- | 

2 nomic Affairs, the Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations and 
| the Special Assistant to the Secretary for Mutual Security Affairs, 

with a view to approaching the Secretary in order to formulate a De- | 

partmental position on $125 million in additional assistance for India 
in fiscal year 1958. |
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691.00/5-2652 : Telegram 

The Chargé in India (Taylor) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET New Deut, May 26, 1952—2 p. m.. 

4497. Following from Bowles prepared just prior his departure: ? 
“In line with promise made me two weeks ago Bajpai came my 

house for long extremely confidential talk Saturday night May 24 
about attitude of Nehru, his associates and GOI relationship with 
USSR and Communist China. Bajpai made point he willing talk with 
me frankly on confidential basis because he gave up his portfolio 
Saturday afternoon and because he felt by speaking with complete 
frankness to me he could best serve not only his own country, but 

_ prospects for peace. Bajpai made following points: 
1. Death of Patel, departure of Rajagopalachari and by implication | 

departure of Bajpai, eliminated all strong influences around Prime 
Minister and has increased even further his complete dominance GOI 
(government. | | | | 

2. There only three people with whom Nehru now consults on inti- 
mate basis: | : | 

a. Deshmukh, who has great influence with him on financial mat- 
ters, budget, et cetera and who willing argue with Prime Minister 
vigorously this field, but who is rarely consulted on political matters. 

6. Katju, Home Minister, whom Bajpai described as confused op- | 
portunist, weak, too anxious please. . 

c. N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar, Defense Minister, whom Bajpai. 
described as vain, intelligent, but easily dominated. 

3. Nehru completely dominant and no one has status or courage 
stand up against him when he determines on course of action. Presi- 
dent stands aside. Vice President described as theoretical intellectual. 
However, Bajpai stressed Nehru had complete personal integrity, 
brilliant mind, unlimited courage and profound dislike for totali- 
tarian methods. He stated Nehru considered himself quite far to left 
and somewhat of revolutionary, but his inherently conservative back-. 
ground and education would strongly influence him towards middle 
road policies. He pointed out Nehru had vigorously supported 
Deshmukh budget which is most conservative approach to India’s 
economic problems. | 

_ He stressed fact Nehru vain and extremely sensitive. For instance, 
he said Nehru most upset about recent New York Times editorial — 
which drew what we consider rather unwarranted criticism from 
Nehru’s remark POW issue Korea ? seemed be only thing holding up 
truce and he hoped both parties would cooperate, find answer. Bajpai 
stated Nehru actually supports our position this issue. 

* Ambassador Bowles had returned to the United States for consultations re- 
garding U.S. policy toward India. 

* For documentation regarding Korea, see volume xv.
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4, Bajpai said there no Cabinet member remotely sympathetic Com- 
munists. Said we should stop worrying about India’s attitude toward 
USSR. Stated on China Nehru convinced government Communist | 

| and totalitarian and this view shared by all Indian Cabinet. Stated, 
however, India would continue talk softly on subject Communist 

° f . z 

China because common long boundary and fear Chinese aggression 
_ southeast Asia. I pointed out if Communist China decided move south 

it would not be deterred by India’s efforts maintain superficially 
friendly relations. Bajpai said agreed, but he describing not own 
views, but those of colleagues. Bajpai emphasized there no sympathy : 
whatsoever for totalitarianism in Cabinet, but there oversupply fuzzy : 
mindedness and some wishful thinking. _ | | 7 

5. Specifically in case Russia Bajpai stated Nehru had lost whatever 
illusions he might have had previously and he definitely anti-Soviet. | 

| However, Nehru convinced under no circumstances would Russia : 
declare war or commit act which would conceivably lead to war. Baj- 2 

| pai said this personal opinion Soviet Union did not want war, but it : 
his conviction Soviets would attack if they felt odds over-whelmingly 

| with them. — | 
| 6. I asked Bajpai compare Prime Minister’s views with those of | 
__ Bevan. He stated Nehru not unsophisticated as Bevan on subject : 

| Soviet Union, but he still influenced considerably by correspondence 
| from group of extremely confused Quakers in London whom he had 

known years ago, among them elderly lady named Agatha Harrison. : 
Bajpai added Nehru feels US right in arming against Soviet Union, _ : 

_ but wrong in carrying armament to extremes, and that some our state-. 
| ments tend be provocative and disturbing to people who inclined be on 
| ourside. | , | 
| _ % Bajpai stated when I arrived October Nehru on guard because 
| _ his sister and others’ had written overly enthusiastically stating we 
| certain become good friends. However, Bajpai stressed his reserved 
1 attitude disappeared. quickly and relationships now excellent. He : 
| stated Nehru said he trusted me and what I said about my Govern- +t 

ment’s policies completely, et cetera. (I hesitate include this, but De- 2 
| partment entitled full report.) a. es 

| Bajpai suggested I continue see good deal Deshmukh with whom I 
: on close terms and I also make it point see Ayyangar reasonably fre- : 

| quent intervals. He said I could count on these two men, exception 

, some issueson which Nehru felt vigorously, = = | . 
| He emphasized, however, on any major issue our relationships here : 

| going depend completely on our personal relations with Nehru and : 
| we should not underestimate this. He suggested I not bother Nehru 
| routine matters, but should see him regular intervals two or three : 

| weeks or whenever anything of real importance came up. a | 
I asked if I had pushed too hard in trying get faster action from :
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Indian Government on Point IV program. Bajpai replied he had 
worried a bit about this possibility, but there no repercussions what- 
soever and Cabinet appreciated our attitude and had come trust us 
more fully and more thoroughly than he had dared hope. I said I 
concerned over fact Indian Government moving too slowly on tube 
wells and village worker training. Bajpai said I on safe ground push- 
ing this sort of question vigorously with Prime Minister. He said 
Prime Minister made great many promises and history may record it _ 

-was Americans who made it possible for him keep them. | 
All in all I do not believe we have learned too much from this con- 

versation although it generally most helpful to us here confirming our 
own impressions. | | . 

Leak on this conversation would be disastrous and I urge Depart- 

‘ment restrict this information to maximum practical extent.” | 

TAYLOR 

Truman Library, Truman papers, PSF-—Subject file 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State and the Director for Mutual 
Security (Harriman) to the President 

SECRET Wasuineron, [June 5, 1952]. 

Subject: Bowles Program of Additional Aid for India 

Ambassador Bowles has asked your support for an increase of $125 
million in Fiscal Year 1953 aid for India. This would be in addition 

to the Administration proposal to the Congress of $115 million. (See | 
his telegram to you, No. 4356 from New Delhi, copy of which is at- 
tached.)! He is expected to.arrive in the United States on June 3, but 

probably will not be in Washington until June 9. | 
_ Ambassador Bowles discussed his program for India with the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee and with a number of members of Con- 
gress in January. He also explained his views fully to representatives 
of the Administration at that time. With global requirements and 
United States availabilities in mind, however, the Administration re- 
quested only $115 million for India rather than the amount of $200 
to $250 million then suggested by Bowles. The Administration pro- 
gram included the whole of the technical assistance and developmental 
supplies supported by Bowles, but did not include his proposals for 
supplying on a grant basis substantial quantities of grain, cotton, and 
other general commodity imports. The Ambassador was informed that _ 
his proposal would be kept under review. | 
With respect to the present legislation, the Conference Report on 

1 Not printed; Ambassador Bowles in this telegram, dated May 22, informed the | 
President that he had information which indicated that his friends in Congress 

' believed that the possibility existed that Congress might pass special legislation 
giving India an additional $125 million in aid for fiscal year 1953, if the Truman 
Administration gave its firm support to the proposal (791.5 MSP/5—2252).
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the Fiscal Year 1953 authorizing legislation cuts by 3214 percent the | 

request made for technical assistance for Title III countries, of which 

India and Pakistan are the most important. Such a cut would reduce 

the India program from $115 million requested to about $77 million. : 

- Ambassador Bowles has continued to urge a request for additional 

- money to provide imports of commodities which will relieve a heavy — 

. burden on India’s foreign exchange, and which can be re-sold in India : 

’ to provide the government with rupees which can be used in the de- | 

- velopment program over and above those being provided in the Gov- 

ernment of India budget. There are a number of questions on the : 

substance of the Bowles proposal which should be discussed with him ! 

| in order to be in a position to weigh accurately the need for the pro- 

gram against the legislative problems described below. These include 

such matters as the precise size and character of the rupee shortage 

| of the Government of India, the rate at which the Indian Government — | 
| - could provide trained active leadership for an expanded program, 

| and the effect of a postponement of the request for additional funds — 

until next year. Boe! | 

| - While substantial progress has been made in obligating the $54 mil- 

| lion appropriated for Fiscal Year 1952, very little of this money has 

: been spent, due to delay in Congressional action on the appropriation _ | 

and the time required to negotiate a basic Point IV agreement. ) 

| --_It is now clearly out of the question to seek additional money in the 

| present Mutual Security Program legislation, since both Houses have | 

already taken action on the authorizing Bill and agreement has been ? 

| reached by the conferees. _ oe ne 
| Ambassador Bowles has suggested the possibility of separate legis- 

lation to cover India alone. There are considerable difficulties, how- ; 

| ever, in doing this. (a) The Congress has been firm in its desire to have 7 

all aid programs covered in a single package bill. The Administration 
| has taken the lead in volunteering the single package approach. A | 
| special additional request now may therefore adversely affect appro- : 
| priations under the Mutual Security Program if a separate bill were 

| offered at this time. (6) The program of “must” legislation to be : 
enacted is a large one, and the Administration has been reluctant to 

| add to the list in view of the very tight schedule faced by the Congress 
before the conventions. (c) We are on particularly vulnerable grounds 

| in asking for additional funds in view of the fact that the $54 million 
appropriated for India for Fiscal Year 1952 is still largely unspent, | 

| with only one month of the Fiscal Year yet to go. (d) A congressional 
rebuff to an administration request for a supplemental program, | 

| which is more than likely, would undermine Bowles’ remarkably suc- 
| cessful efforts in improving Indian-American relations, and would | 

| make more difficult a gradual and orderly building up of the program 

next year should that be desirable. | 
| Despite the strong arguments against a further aid request at this 

| | - 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 38 | 

|
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_ time, we feel that no firm decision should be taken until we have had 
an opportunity to discuss the situation with Ambassador Bowles. It 
seems clear that our decision must rest on a determination as to how 

_vital to United States objectives in India immediate action on his ad-— 
ditional program is. In the absence of a critical emergency, it is ex- 
tremely difficult to see how separate legislation could be justified. 

If no action is taken at this session, it is possible that a supple- 
mentary request might be submitted early in the next session of the 

_ Congress if Indian requirements then appear urgent. Again, it secms 
highly doubtful, however, that we would wish to give special attention 
to India at a time when preparations will be under way for a rounded 
and balanced 1954 program, unless a special emergency should exist 
in India at that time. On the other hand, it is possible that the present 
Congress may make such severe cuts that the Administration will feel _ 
it necessary to seek supplementary legislation for a wide range of 
programs, including that for India. The final answer on this pos- 
sibility connot be given at this time. | 

It is suggested that in view of the above considerations you may | 
wish to make the following points to Ambassador Bowles: __ 

1. We cannot add the proposed $125 million to the present authoriz- 
ing legislation. | 

2. The alternative of requesting additional funds for India through 
separate legislation during this session presents grave difficulties. 
However, before a firm decision is made on this point, Ambassador 
Bowles should review his proposals thoroughly with Messrs. Acheson 
and Harriman. | 

3. We hope that Ambassador Bowles will assist other Administra- 
tion representatives to secure the most favorable possible appropria- 
tions for India within the limits set by the Fiscal Year 1953 
authorizing legislation. , 

4, We cannot rule out the possibility of a supplemental request next 
session for India, though many of the objections to separate legislation 
this session would also apply. | 

5. Ambassador Bowles’ proposals will be fully considered in the 
development of the Administration’s program for Fiscal Year 1954. 

W. A. Harriman 
Dean ACHESON 

611.91/6-952 — ] Oe 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State? 

SECRET [Wasurneton,] June 9,1952. 
Subject: Report on India by Ambassador Bowles. | 

Participants: The Secretary | 
| Ambassador Chester Bowles So 

Mr. Edwin Martin—S/MSA | oe 
Mr. Donald Kennedy—SOA | | 

I expressed solicitude about the Ambassador’s difficulty with his ear 

- This memorandum of conversation was drafted by Kennedy of SOA on June 11.
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and he responded that the doctor had reported the situation was partly | 

good and partly bad—good in the sense that no operation was in- 

volved, at least now, and bad because the doctor was not sure anything | | 

could be done about the trouble. The Ambassador then said he was | 

very pleased to have this opportunity to talk to me, to which I re- ! 

sponded that he had done a colossal job for us and that I was very 

proud of his accomplishments. | : 

~ In reporting on the improvement of relations between India and 

the US, Ambassador Bowles said that various factors were responsi- : 

ble. One important reason was that the Communist Party in India : 

| had now emerged as the opposition party. At his suggestion Nehru 

| had had investigated the means by which Communists were obtaining 

funds to carry on their propaganda. It had been established that these _ : 

| funds were derived from the sale of pro-communist books sent in | 

gratis from Moscow. Moscow Radio has recently attacked Nehru and 

| this had had an effect upon the Prime Minister. As to Korea, Ambassa- : 

| dor Bowles believed that the Indians now understood the facts and sup- | 

| ported our position on prisoners of war 100 percent, although they ! 

were critical of the way we had handled the problem. He also thought : 

that Nehru no longer held any illusions as to China. He had told Nehru 7 

that the Russians wished to keep China at war in Korea because that 

| kept them dependent upon Russia for supplies and matériel. In this | 

| way they were kept dependent upon Russia and therefore in the 

| Russian camp. | 7 ! 

~ Ambassador Bowles ‘believed that the officials of the GOI now : 

| understood better the Indochinese question.? On recent occasions they 

| had not pressed their previously expressed views so forcefully but , 

| had rather seemed to “skim lightly” over the question. I commented 

: that the French would like to get out but could not find a way, and 

| it was very fortunate for us that this was the case. 

| Ambassador Bowles said that the information program was now 

in good shape—a few months ago it was in bad shape—and in the _ 

| near future it should be a really good program. The Ambassador felt 

| it was a “flop” to try to sell the “American way” as perfection. We 7 

| should humble ourselves and admit our errors. He did not want more ; 

: money for the information program but would desire a different | 

| allocation. Students in universities were 25 percent communist, and | 

| he had in mind increasing his cultural affairs staff in order that officers | 
| could get to the various universities about three times a year. He 
| hoped that these visits would be followed up by letters, and in certain | 

cases by donations of books. | | 
! - The big question was, “Will they succeed or will they not?”. A ; 
| typical Indian will say that private enterprise in democracy worked | 

| in the West where time was available but will it work here in India : 

| * For documentation regarding Indochina, see volume x1. 

| 

| | 
| :
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where results must be achieved under forced draft. This Indian will — 

say that we must prove that our system will give better living quickly. 
The Indians, the Ambassador said, need confidence in themselves. He 
had told his Indian friends that they had accomplished much more 
in the last three years than the Russians had in any three year period. 
For example, the Bhakra Dam was much larger than anything in 
Russia, and it was 50 percent completed. I asked if there were enough 
trained people in India to take on a greatly expanded program, to 
which the Ambassador replied that that was part of our job. We would 
have to have trained by June of next year 14,000 people, by December 
of this year 5,000. The Ford Foundation was cooperating marvelously 
in its training venture. It would also be necessary to do some dramatic 
things. For example, the Rockefeller people had estimated that by 
1956 malaria could be eradicated at a cost of around $17 million. There 
were 80 million cases in India and about 1 million deaths every year. 
Once the program was carried this far the states would be forced to 
carry it on because of the demand of their people. | 
Ambassador Bowles said that we could accomplish our economic 

objectives in India and still see it go communist—something more was 
needed than merely economic progress, and this something was of the 
spirit. There was now complete confusion in India as to what kind of 
economy they should have as a result of their economic progress. The 
Ambassador referred to a letter he had written Mr. Thorp on the sub-_ 
ject of incentives;* he had suggested that possibly a World Bank 
mission might be sent to India to develop recommendations as to the 
long-range pattern of the economy. | | ey 

I asked what India was doing about the population problem. Am- 
bassador Bowles said he believed that increased productivity would 
provide one part of the answer. As a result of this there would be a 
decreased need for large families which in the past had been looked 
upon as an insurance against old age. At some stage too many children 
became a burden. The Ambassador recognized that diverse incentives 
would be necessary in order that increased production of food could 
be maintained. Increased availability of consumer goods was not the 
only answer. Additional schools and hospitals would also help. Other- 
wise increased efficiency in agriculture would lead to more leisure 
rather than to more food in total. | 

I said it looked like a massacre to go to Congress for more money 
now. We had a problem on. how to present a request of the sort that 
the Ambassador recommended. Would we do it under Point IV or as 
something special? This question had been fudged -in-connection with 

present legislation, and the Ambassador could help us sort it out. I 
believed we could do much more for the Ambassador’s program next => 

January. There would be new faces in Congress and in the Administra- 

*This letter has not been found in the Department of State files. |
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tion, and we should have ready for them what we thought was sound | 

and necessary. — — | 
Ambassador Bowles said he liked to think of a mythical Indian. : 

This Indian would look at the world struggle and consider where he 

- would likely find himself in the future. Once this Indian came to the 

conclusion that democracy might not succeed, he would start to hedge | 

his position. When this happened we would be on the way to losing 

India. 
Ambassador Bowles asked if it would be possible to pick up any un- 

used funds from other programs. Mr. Martin said that there was a ten 7 

; percent transfer provision which gave some flexibility, but with the | 

| substantial reduction in the Administration’s program imposed by 

Congress, he thought there would be quite a wrangle over the alloca- | 

tions which the Administration would have to make. Ambassador 

! Bowles agreed that everybody would fight for his own program and | 

| that in the final analysis the top officials of the Department would 

| have to judge the relative priority. Mr. Kennedy asked if it would be : 

| possible to speed up the spending of the money which would be avail- 

| able for the 1953 program in anticipation of an approach to Congress 

in January. I added that the slowness in getting the 1952 program un- : 
derway had caused us some difficulty in justifying the larger amounts 

| for fiscal 1953, Ambassador Bowles said there would be difficulties in ? 

| the way of spending the money provided as quickly as that. Tube wells, 

| for example, which were an important part of the Indian program, | 

! might take as much as two years to complete. Ambassador Bowles also | 

! said that India was afraid of deficit financing and in some ways he | 
| thought their fiscal policy was too sound. This approach, together with 7 

| the present high tax level in India, made it very difficult for the GOI | 

| to provide rupees for the community development program. This pro- : 
gram required a ratio of 8 to 1 between rupees and dollars. As an illus- | 

| tration of the GOI’s attitude on fiscal policy, the Ambassador said he 
| had been surprised to learn that the government was already setting | 
| aside out of their development fund rupees in anticipation of repay- | 
| ments on the wheat loan, although these repayments were not due to : 
| start for another four years. | 

I said that I would like to talk to the Ambassador again, later in 
the week, on this matter, and also I particularly wished to discuss with 

him the colonial question on which he had written me. | 

| As he was leaving Ambassador Bowles suggested the establishment | 

| of a sort of NATO board to develop an overall plan of propaganda. 
| He did not think that we could carry the whole load of information | 
| and propaganda in India; representatives of other countries should 

| do their part. When people like Norwegians came to India they could ) 
| also play an important role in “selling the Western line.” As a matter : 

| /
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of fact, nationals of other countries might have more success than 
Americans. This effort of course would require careful planning-and 
coordination. I said this idea seemed to have a lot of merit and should 
be carefully examined. | 

123 Bowles, Chester 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasurneron,] June 12, 1952. 
I remarked to the President that in a cable Bowles had suggested 

that, if the President made any speech on the 4th of July, he might 
include in it the support of our Government and people in the struggle 
for independence by dependent peoples. I said that, if any such sug- 
gestion were made to the President—which I doubted, since I had 
spoken to Ambassador Bowles about the matter—I hoped that the 
President would reject it, since this would cause us grave difficulty in 

_ connection with the Tunisian matter.2 The President said that he 
would not in any circumstances get involved in this matter. | , 
Ambassador Bowles was with the President when I arrived,’ and | 

the President asked me to be present. Ambassador Bowles was press- 
ing the President to request additional funds for India at this session. 
The President was obviously reluctant. Ambassador Bowles thought 
that there was a chance that the funds might be obtained (with which 
I did not agree and so stated), or that even if they were not obtained, 
the record should be clear that the Administration had tried and 
failed. 

The President said that the matter would be referred to the Budget 
Bureau.* Ambassador Bowles’ views would be considered there. I 
said that I thought the Administration’s position would be made clear, 
first, by the fact that the funds which we had requested had been cut 
and, second, by the President’s stressing Point 4 and India in his 
State of the Union and Budget Messages in J anuary 1953. 

* Secretary of State Acheson did not draft this memorandum of conversation 
until the following day, June 13. 

* For documentation regarding the issue of Tunisia, see pp. 665 ff. 
* No record has been found in the Department of State files of a conversation 

on June 12 between Ambassador Bowles and the President prior to the Secre- 
tary’s arrival. ; 

“On June 16, President Truman sent a memorandum to the Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget, Frederick J. Lawton, requesting that Lawton examine 
enclosed copies of New Delhi telegram 4356 of May 22, not printed, and the 
memorandum of June 5 from Director for Mutual Security Harriman and Sec- 
retary of State Acheson (p. 1646), and make whatever recommendations he, Law- 
ton,- thought were necessary (Truman Library, Truman papers, PSF—-Subject 

file). | ;
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Truman Libary, Truman papers, PSF—Subject file 

The President to the Ambassador in India (Bowles) 

SECRET -[Wasurneron,] July 1, 1952. | 

Drar Custer: I am enclosing you [a] copy of a memorandum — 
from the Bureau of the Budget regarding the suggestion which you | 
made on India. | | 

| I have directed a reassessment of the Indian Program and the 
whole National Security Program for future use. The attitude of the 

Congress in these matters has been anything but cooperative. They 
| have had a wave of hysteria which has caused them to almost strip | 

_ foreign aid and also the Defense Program. | | : | 
I don’t know how we will come out of it until I have had a chance | 

| to analyze just exactly what they have done. My sympathies however : 
are with this proposal and we will keep working at it as long as I am : 

| here. | | | 
| Sincerely yours, Harry S. TRUMAN 

| 

| [Enclosure] 

| Memorandum by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget (Lawton) : 
oo to the President | 

| | 
| SECRET WASHINGTON, June 30, 1952. 7 

| Subject: Bowles Program of Additional Aid for India : | 

| By memorandum of June 18, 1952, you requested suggestions on the 
| memorandum submitted by Messrs. Acheson and Harriman concern- 

| ing Ambassador Bowles’ request for additional funds for economic | 

| assistance to India during fiscal year 19538. The memorandum from | 
| Messrs. Acheson and Harriman urged that the proposed increase of 
| $125 million for the Indian program not be submitted during the | 
| present session of Congress and argued against a supplemental request 
| during the next session although without ruling out the possibility.’ | 
| I am in general agreement with the position taken in the memoran- 
| dum. Only a small part of the money made available in fiscal year 1952 | 
| has been expended and there are indications that similar delays may ) 
| be encountered in fiscal year 1953. In addition, further study needs to | 

| be made of alternate methods of financing the local costs of the 
-- program. a OO | 

| For these reasons and because of the basic issues concerning aid to | 
| underdeveloped areas raised by the proposed suppleniéntal program | 

| *See footnote 4, supra. Lawton’s reference to the date of June 18 suggests 
| that he received the President’s memorandum at that time. | |
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for India, it may be desirable to reassess the India program at some 
future date in the context of the review of the national security pro- 
grams being undertaken at your direction. 

F. J. Lawton | 

| 791.5 MSP/7-552 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Detut, July 5, 1952—3 p. m. 

57. Bruce from Bowles. Prev desps and Embtels this Emb plus my 
talks Wash emphasized urgent need Ind econ for bal payments sup- 
port. Studies completed by our econ sec during my absence indicate 
sitn even more dangerous than prev stated. oe 

Ind lost approx 150 mill overseas assets during second half calendar 
year 51. Has lost addit $200 mill first five months 52. Most these losses 
attributable to net deficits with dol area even after US grain loan. 
Prospects are that even with most stringent import controls India will | 
lose another $75-100 mill bal this calendar year. 

This means India’s external asset in form sterling bals virtually 
_ exhausted. Bal remaining this calendar year will be insufficient permit 
drawings even at rates permitted under Indo UK Colombo Plan 
agrmt unless India dips into currency reserve. 
We have consistently advised Dept of India’s crucial need for rupee 

assistance if they to succeed in their efforts to demonstrate to world 
and particularly to Asia that democracy can provide dynamic econ __ 
as well as polit answer to Commie. Altho everyone with whom I talked 
or corresponded professed full agrmt with our analysis and recom- 
mendations the action which required not forthcoming. _ 

This sitn plus addit drastic cuts in already meager fon aid act re- 
portedly made in appropriation act underscores importance action 
which I proposed to Pres, i.e., special msg to Cong stressing impor- 
tance India’s efforts build sound economie democratic nation with 
expanding living: standards and urging Cong make available $125 
million in credits—$25 mill to make up a part slashes fon aid recom- 
mended by admin—$100 mill with which Ind can purchase cotton, 
industrial raw materials or grain and which can then be turned into 
rupees to assist in essential econ development this strategically placed 
nation. | | | 

Even though Cong fails act such message wld be enormously re- 
assuring Ind people and their govt. | 

Also hope Averell Harriman and his associates will do everything 
possible build up our very meager allotment in dols. Am sure you wld :
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be reassured by earnest efforts Indian Govt making and enthus re- | 

sponse villagers to community dev programs on which we already : 

embarked. | | a 

Will be absolutely tragic if our present momentum here lost. Does 7 

not seem possible we cannot find money to meet modest requirements 

this key area out of $80 bill natl budget. I know we can count your | 

help. I need not restate to you urgency polit reasons for insuring we | 

do not fail India. Appreciate if you will pass copy msg Harriman. | : 

Know you understand my persistence this stems entirely from my _ | 

conviction sitn urgent and obligation to report it as I see it and from 

fact that so few in admin or Cong seen this first hand. Whatever hap- | 

| ‘pens you can count on us to do our best. We will work all the harder it 

! to do job that must be done. | : | | 

| | | Bow Les : 

| 791.5 MSP/7-552: Telegram | : ! 

| The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET oe New Dexut, July 5, 1952—2 p.m. | 

| | 59. For President Truman from Bowles (pass to Secretary Bruce). | 

| Hesitate bother you again after our long discussion of India’s needs. | 

| However, have just received shocking news Congress chopped our : 

| meager allotment Foreign Aid Act by nearly sixty percent. Instead 

| $50,000,000 which I advised Administration this past winter urgently ; 

| needed meet critical needs this key country, Mutual Security Agency _ | 

| budget and State reduced figure $115,000,000. This figure sliced by 32 | 

| .percent to $77,000,000 in Foreign Aid Bill. Appropriations Bill now | 

! reduces India total to $34,000,000 which only 15 percent our original | 

| conservative request. | | | : 

| As you would expect, this news has been immensely reassuring Com- | 

| munist Party here which made American aid program its chief point | 

of attack against Nehru government. | | | 

| Cuts which Congress applied India and Southeast Asia more vicious | 

! than those any other geographic area. Men responsible for this, very | 

| individuals who time and time again have attacked you and your ad- | 

ministration for its alleged failure “do enough for China and to save | 

| Chiang Kai-shek”. This reckless action, plus Mutual Security budget | 

| and State decision we undertake half of job, leave other half hanging | 

/ in mid air, adds up to situation which no less than tragic. : 

| Our program for stopping Communism at front door in Europe | | 

| wholly sound and courageous, but must not leave back door unlatched. : 

600,000,000 people live Southeast Asia. If India goes under, this entire 

| area will become untenable and repercussions Europe will be explosive. | 

| | : |
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Is not enough stop Communists Europe, it must be stopped entire 
Europe, Asia continent. Unless we can convince Congress and people 
that we must think in such terms, we may ultimately face disaster. 

Believe next few years will demonstrate that far from having over- 
stated dangers and opportunities, this area our proposals consistently 
modest side. For instance, survey by our economic staff during my 
absence indicates Indian Government faces balance payments situation 
even more acute than we reported Department earlier in year. Sterling 
balances will be exhausted by end 1952, except for necessary reserves 
held to support Indian currency. Our Technical Cooperation Admin- 
istration field people report response villagers all over India to our 
community development work most enthusiastic. Unless more assist- 
ance can be forthcoming, our plans for next year or two must be dras- 
tically cut at time when ball starting roll our way. 

For all these reasons, I earnestly hope you will send Congress spe- 
cial message requesting $125,000,000 grant to India. $25,000,000 this 

should be added to sum voted by Congress to enable us to do bare 
minimum job. $100,000,000 should be made available Indian Govern- 
ment purchase cotton, industrial raw materials and wheat, which can 
later be sold for rupees in Indian market. These rupees will enable 

Indian Government pay their share community development work 
which we had hoped could cover 30,000,000 village people within next 
year and also continue press forward with irrigation work. 

Suggest this message should sharply attack opposition for their 
insincerity dealing with Asia, call their bluff on charges they levelled 
at associates constantly on China and thus put them on serious spot 
during election campaign. Any Republican who opposed your recom- 

_ mendations would at least have to stop talking about China. 
_If you do not plan call Congress back, or if you do not want reveal 

your intentions by special meeting until after conventions, earnestly 
hope you will issue special statement now hitting hard at action Con- 

gress on India, and saying you intend make them face this situation. 

_ I believe that situation here requires this action. In addition, such 
move your part would be heartily welcomed here and provide great 
shot in arm to Indian Government, even though Congressional action — 
not forthcoming. we EER a 

Hope you will also request Averell Harriman and Mutual Security 
Agency to stretch their powers and funds to limit to increase dollar 
grants to India under present aid bill by picking up unused funds 
assigned less important areas or projects. _ . | 
My apologies again for bothering you with this, but if you could 

see firsthand both dangers and opportunities in this vast Democratic 

country of 300,000,000 million people, you would understand my 
persistence. | | | |
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- -Whatever happens, you can count on me to do my best. We will : 

work all the harder to meet our responsibilities here.* 
BowLes | 

1On July 7, Acting Secretary of State David K. E. Bruce gave President Truman 
a copy of this telegram. The President observed, according to Bruce, that he, too, 
“was very concerned at the big slash made in funds for India but that there was 2 
no way to reopen the question with Congress at this time.” (123 Bowles, Chester ) : 

President Truman responded to Bowles’ telegram on July 8 in a letter to the 
Ambassador in which the President said, in part, that he had done the best he : 
could to get the necessary aid funds from Congress, but that, in view of the ; 
circumstances, “we will have to meet it [the situation] as best we can and we 

| will have to meet it without funds.” (Truman Library, Truman papers, PSF- : 
| Subject file) 
| i 

791.5 MSP/7-552 : Telegram : 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

| SECRET | WASHINGTON, July 24, 1952—6: 25 p. m. 
| 225. For Amb. Re urtels 55? and 57 of July 5. Urtel to President | 
2 was discussed with him by Bruce and Pres asked me send you fol msg: 

| “T am as deeply concerned by Congressional action in cutting pro- : 
gram funds for South Asia as you are and regard refusal accept my | 
recommendations short-sighted and basically contrary US interests. I | 

| believe situation must be remedied by Congress but I see no way re- | 
| opening question until next regular session. Cuts were made despite | 
| our most strenuous efforts. | 
| ~“T have issued statement along lines you have suggested with focus | 
| on situation which Cong has created as regards India. Text has been 
| sent you separately.2 Understand Director of MS and Dept have : 
| examined possibility bringing up amount for India to that of last : 
| year within present authorizations and existing appropriations, but | 
| this very difficult. Harriman sent tel re this.* 
| °° “Tf particularly regret that in carrying out ur magnificent job in | 
| India you must cope with this discouraging situation. You know you : 

| have my support and my confidence that you will do ur best what- ) 
| ever the circumstances.” | | 

| | Bruce is now on leave but I am sure he is very conscious as am I of | 

| the potentially precarious situation resulting from the deep cuts made | 

: by Congress. We will continue efforts to obtain additional funds. I 

know you will do ur best in India and appreciate very deeply ur will- | 

| ingness carry on with enthusiasm under these difficult circumstances. | 

! - | ACHESON 

| *The following handwritten notation appears on the record copy of this tele- 
| gram: “Approved by the President & the Secretary. F[rancis] E. M[eloy] S/S”. 

- # The reference in fact is to New Delhi telegram 59, July 5, 1952, supra. 
| * Pertinent portions of President Truman’s remarks on July 16 dealing with 
| the situation Congress had created regarding aid to India were transmitted to 
| New Delhi in Department telegram 141, July 16, not printed (791.5 MSP/7-752). | 
| “The telegram again under reference was Department telegram 141 to New | 
| Delhi, July 16 (791.5 MSP/7-752). | | | 

| |
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791.5 MSP/8-152 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by William L. 8S. Willams o f the 

Office of South Asian Affairs * 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] August 1, 1952. 

Subject: India’s Request for Release of Tanks and Jet Aircraft 

under Provisions of Section 408(e) of Public Law 3829 as 

Amended. | 

Participants: Mr. Sen, Ambassador of India 
Brigadier Banerji, Military Attaché, Embassy of 

India 
Mr. Byroade, NEA | 
Mr. Kennedy, SOA | 

Mr. Williams, SOA 

Mr. Sen said that the Embassy had requested, by a letter dated 

July 1,? the release of 200 Sherman M4A4 tanks together with spares 

under the terms of US-Indian agreement regarding reimbursable 

military assistance.* He said that India’s present fleet of tanks were 

obtained at the end of the war and through Lend-Lease settlements, 

and that India has obtained few spare parts since the end of the war. 

The tanks were needed for replacement, not expansion. 
Mr. Byroade said that it appeared that Sherman M4A1 tanks were 

available, but that it would take some time, perhaps from nine months 

to a year, to recondition them. The cost of the tanks and spares was 

estimated to be around $19,000,000. Mr. Byroade said that he could 

not give the Ambassador a formal answer because he believed certain 

further operations were involved. — 
Mr. Kennedy referred to India’s request for a maximum of 200 jet 

aircraft and said that the two requests might be considered together 

and could raise questions about India’s capacity to pay. Mr. Byroade 

added that preliminary studies put the cost of jet aircraft and the 

required spares and special tools and equipment at $150,000,000. In 

commenting on this Brigadier Banerji said that he understood the 

jets were not required until 1954, and that India had money allocated 

to the purchase of tanks. On this point Mr. Kennedy replied that it 
would be necessary, if jet aircraft were available, to make substantial 

down payments when the contract was agreed upon. 
Mr. Byroade said that he did ‘hot see any great difficulty over the re- 

quest for tanks, but that the request for the release of jet aircraft 

placed the US Government in a difficult position. If the request were 

1 This memorandum was drafted on Aug. 4. | , 
2 Not printed; the Indian Note MG/434/ARM/52 of July 1 is in Department of 

State file 791.56 MSP/7T-152.. . _ , 
® Under Secretary of State James E. Webb on-Mar. 7, 1951 and the Indian | 

Ambassador to the United States, Vijaya L. Pandit, on Mar. 16, 1951, signed a 

mutual defense assistance agreement, which entered into force on Mar. 16, 1951. 

For text, see TIAS No. 872, printed in 2 UST 872. |
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approved, it would mean that the responsible United States official 

would be saying in effect that India has money to finance the purchase | 

of costly military equipment, but at the same time India does not have - | 

the ability to finance essential economic development, and requires 

external grant aid for this latter purpose. | oe ) 

Mr. Sen replied that India has demands both for economic develop- | 

ment and for defense. He said that if tomorrow there were no trouble : 

with Pakistan, India would still need a good defense force, and that : 

defense does not run counter to economic development. India needs _ 

strong defenses to guard its borders. | | 

| The Ambassador said that India’s military needs were not for ex- , 

| pansion but for replacement. The Government of India’s budget for 

defense is about the same this year as it has been for the past few years. 

| He said that India’s equipment was becoming obsolete very rapidly and — 

the time had come to change over to newer and more modern equipment. | 

| Mr. Byroade said that he realized the tendency all over the world 

| for countries to seek to keep up with the trend, but that from a very | 

: realistic standpoint, the maintenance of jet aircraft was largely a for- 

eign exchange problem. He did not take issue with India’s desire for. 

aircraft, but the problem should be viewed also in the light of India’s 

: other requirements and available resources. ! 

| Mr. Sen replied that he believed if India became weak it would be a | 

: matter of deep concern to the whole world, that India had to be able, to | 

| defend itself. The Government of India, however, as a matter of policy ; 

wishes to keep military expenditures down to the minimum consistent — | 

| with efficiency. He then said he wished to put aside the request for jet 

| aircraft for the present and consider only the tanks. © , 

Mr. Byroade said that the Department would do everything it could 

| with regard to the tank request, and it was agreed that a more definite 

| answer to the request might be made within a week’s time. | 

| 791.5 MSP/8-752 | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by William L. S. Williams of the Office 

| of South Asian Affairs : 

SECRET | [Wasutneton,] August 7, 1952. : 

7 Subject: India’s Request for the release of Sherman Tanks and jet | 
| _ aircraft under Section 408 (e) of Public Law 3829. | : 

Participants: Brigadier Banerji, Military Attaché, Embassy of ) 

| India | 

| Mr. Kennedy, SOA , 

| Mr. Ryss, MN | | : 

| | Mr. Williams, SOA 7 | | 

Mr. Kennedy said that he could now inform Brigadier Banerji that 

the Department of State had approved the release of the tanks which 

| |
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India has requested, and that the Embassy should now deal directly 
with the Pentagon to ascertain firm availability information, types, 
prices and delivery dates. | 

Brigadier Banerji expressed satisfaction and asked for the name 
of the individual in the Defense Department with whom he should 

. deal. 7 | | 
Mr. Williams said that the memorandum from the Department 

which conveyed the Department’s approval of the request was ad- 
dressed to General Olmsted,! and that Mr. Cain had made the pre- 
liminary studies of the availability of tanks to fill India’s requirements. 

Mr. Kennedy said that he had the clear understanding that the In- 
_ dian Ambassador, at his meeting with Mr. Byroade on Friday, August 

1, had said that the Indian request for jet aircraft would not be pressed 
now. Brigadier Banerji confirmed Mr. Kennedy’s understanding, and 
added that he had reported to the Defense Minister the points raised 
during the meeting on August 1 and that so far there had ‘been no 
instructions which indicated anything contrary to Mr. Kennedy’s un- 
derstanding. He added ‘that he understood from the Indian Air At- 

__ taché that the jets which "had been requested were not available in any 
case, but that the transport aircraft which India had also requested had 
been agreed to. , 

Mr. Kennedy said that he had not been aware that approval had been 
given to the request for transports.and that he would look into it, 

+ Not printed; the memorandum under reference from Edwin M. Martin, 
. Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Mutual Security Affairs, to Maj. 

Gen. George Olmsted of the Office ‘of Military Assistance in the Department of 
Defense, Aug. 6, is in Department of State file 791.5 MSP/7-152. 

-—--791.5/8-1352: Telegram 

_ ‘Lhe Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Dexuz1, August 13, 1952—5 p.m. | 
639. Acting Fon Secy R. K. Nehru summoned Drumright yesterday 

and took up GOI’s desire buy Amer tanks (Deptel 337, Aug 2).} | 
Nehru explained Ind’s present tanks obtained after last war now worn 
out and GOI in urgent need replacements, GOI had accordingly in- 

_ structed Amb Sen seek procurement 200 M4A4 tanks with maintenance 
spares. Sen had later been informed US Govt agreeable release 200 _ 
M4A1 tanks and spares at cost 19 million dollars. Nehru said Ind 
Amb has now been instructed negot direct with Defense Dept re price 

_ and delivery date, adding GOI feels price quoted for M4A1 tank exces- _ 
sive. He contended this tank obsolete for US purposes and GOI finan- 
cial resources too s'ender permit tank outlay at price quoted. He also 

Not printed; the Department informed the Embassy in New Delhi in this 
_ telegram of what had occurred when Assistant Secretary of State Byroade had 

met with Indian Ambassador Sen and Brigadier Banerji on Aug. 1; see p. 1658 (601.9111/8-252). — : 7
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stated GOI engaged in great internal economic construction 
program, | 

in which US assisting, 
and GOI anxious utilize maximum. 

number ) 
dollars that program. However, he contd, Ind had to look to preserva- , 
tion her security and needed replacement 

tanks as part that program. 
He concluded 

by saying GOI wld appreciate 
receiving tanks at lowest 

price quoted any other purchaser 
and wld be grateful for Emb inter- — | 

position to that end. | | | | 
Drumright 

confined remarks largely to intimation 
Emb had heard | 

of Sen’s original approach and to statement 
he wld report to me. | 

I am well aware of fact GOI in poor position to divert scarce foreign : 
_ exchange 

to mil requirements, 
especially 

when GOI needs her meager | 
resources for econ construction 

program on which she now embarked 
with our help. I wld be particularly 

reluctant 
to see a disproportionate 

| 
_ part of GOI resources 

spent for unproductive 
mil purchases 

such as | 
| purchase 

of jet aircraft (Nehru made no ref to jet aircraft and I 
| presume their purchase not being actively pursued.) _ a 

Nevertheless 
it only fair to recognize 

GOI has growing security 
| problem arising from Commie expansion 

in Asia and tank replace- | 
| ment is one important 

way through which GOI defenses can be ; 

buttressed. 
Moreover, 

I believe this useful opportunity 
encourage 

Ind : 
_ use US equipment 

rather than have PriMin Nehru cast about else- : 
2 where incl perhaps Soviet Union for needed mil equipment. 

I wld 
! also like point out GOI has been notably sparing in requesting 

favors 
: of US. Other things being equal, I feel a gesture on our part by way : 
: of knocked down tank prices wld be gratefully 

recd, wld probably 
| 

| contribute 
to improved relations, and wld at same time help | 

| strengthen 
GOI’s capacity to fight aggression, 

a factor which may | 
| eventually 

be of great importance 
to us here in South Asia. For these : 

| various considerations, 
I wld appreciate 

Dept doing what it appro- : 
| priately can to obtain tanks for GOI at reduced prices.” a | 
| Be | _ _- Bow ss : 

*The Department 
responded 

on Aug. 15 in telegram 
461 to New Delhi, not | 

printed, that the $19 million cost figure quoted to the Indian Government 
for : 

M4A1 tanks covered 
the expense 

of reconditioning 
the vehicles, 

providing 
each | 

: tank with a main battery gun, plus 5 years’ supply of spare parts, and that this ! 
| was the lowest price which could be quoted (791.5/8-1352). 

7 . : 

791.5622/8-1452 
| | a | 

| Memorandum 
by the Director of the Office of Military Assistance in 

| the Department 
of Defense (Olmsted) to the Secretary of State’s | 

: Special Assistant for Mutual Security Affairs (Martin) — 

| CONFIDENTIAL 
| Wasurneton, 

August 14, 1952. | 
| Subject: Reimbursable 

Military Assistance 
Under Section 408(e) of 

| the MDAA, as Amended—Case 
No. OMA India 7 | 

1. Reference 
is made to your memorandum, 

subject as above, dated 

' 

| :
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13 May 1952, which forwarded note from the Indian Embassy request- 

ing procurement of fighter aircraft for the Indian Government. 

9. In accordance with oral requests made by your office, the estimated _ 

pricing and availability study made by the Department of the Air 

Force on the 54 C-119 aircraft requested under this case is forwarded » 

for information and study. — | Oo 

a. Estimated Availability - 

— (1) 1954 | a a 
| Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1 2 0 3 1 0 O-| 

(2) 1955-1956 ee | | 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
1 6 5 #5 2% 6 5 4 8 

Oct Nov Dec Jan - | 
3 2 2 1 - 7 

Note: The delivery of the first group of 26 aircraft requested ends 

with the first two in May 1955. The second group of 28 aircraft will be 

_ delivered from May 1955 through January 1956. | 

b. Estimated Cost | 

' (1) For the 26 C-119G aircraft estimated to be delivered in 1954 and 
_ 1955, the estimated prices are based on a 1 September 1952 go-ahead. 

Per Unit (Installation) $571, 501 | 
Total for 26 Aircraft 14, 859, 026 
Per Unit, Spares 329, 353 : 

‘Total Spares* | 8, 533, 178 

Unit Program Cost 900, 854 
| Total Program Cost (26 Aircraft) — 93,422,204 

_ (2) For the 28 C-119G aircraft estimated to be delivered in 1955 and 
1956, the estimated prices are based on a 1 February 1953 go-ahead. 

Per Unit (Installation) $560, 075 | 

, Total for 28 Aircraft: 15, 682, 100 © 
Per Unit, Spares 326, 405 
Total Spares 9,139,340 — 
Unit Program Cost 886, 480° 

_ Total Program Cost | 24, 821,440 

_ (8) The grand total program estimated cost for 54 C-119G aircraft 
and support is $48,243,644. : 
_ (4) An additional month should be added to the delivery schedule | 
indicated above for each month’s delay up to six months in the go- 

ahead dates. _ | | 

3. This information covers partial pricing and availability on the 

_ aircraft requested by the Indian Government. In view of the fact that 

there are no F-84E or F-80B aircraft available for release to the 

Indian Government, the Department of the Air Force is considering 

the substitution of the F-84F, F-84G or F-86 aircraft. Information 

on F-9F aircraft is being held in abeyance pending a resolution of 

the entire fighter portion of the Indian request.
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4, It is expected that further information covering the remaining | 
_ aircraft on this request will be forthcoming approximately 31 August | | 
1952. | an RS 

oe _ [For the Director of the Office of Military Assistance : | 
| Do . a H. H. Fiscyer | 

611.91/8-1952 : Telegram | ce : 
The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State : 

CONFIDENTIAL : New Deru, August 19, 1952—3 p.m. 

703. Called on Nehru Sun 17th for what I assumed wld be brief : 
visit. Actually turned out be leisurely relaxed extremely friendly 
discussion lasting more than hour. I brought up subject TCA and | 
particularly what I believe three weaknesses in program. | | 

__ 1. Notenough people GOI accept community development program | 
| as mass-effort designed eventually cover all India. Because costs too 
| high, coverage plan wholly inadequate and we in danger simply set- 

ting up model operations which will have only minimum effect on mass | 
| poverty and low production:: ) | ae : 

2. Importance malaria program not fully understood by planning — 
| commission and has been treated somewhat as‘stepchild. This program | 

shld have priority immediately after agric effort. With good organi- | 
| zation, $7,500,000 yearly and comparable amount rupees new cases 
| malaria can be eliminated by next gen election 57. a 
| _ 38. Community development effort shld have at head man with rank | 

of minister who can deal more effectively with heads of depts and 
PriMin himself. Also concerned with arbitrary approach many civil 

| servants who believe their job is do things for people or to people but 
not sufficiently wth people. oe | | 

Detailed discussion these points foll and Nehru expressed himself 
emphatically in agreement. He showed imaginative grasp of program 
as whole and I felt considerable progress was made. Had 75 project ) 
directors to lunch our house Saturday with members planning comm a 
and top TCA personnel. Our relations with them have become ex- : 

_ tremely close which gives us powerful influence. Nehru who had seen 
project directors at tea spoke warmly in stating they told of closer : 
relationships development with Amer Point IV personnel. -= | 

Then told Nehru I wld like discuss USIS program in India. : 
Showed him last four copies Reporter which he looked over with much ! 
interest. He much impressed with fact Reporter had circulation of : 
300,000 with requests in writing for additional 350,000 subscriptions. 
I explained work of our libraries, motion picture units, book publish- 
ing, etc. He seemed impressed and by no means displeased with scope 
our work and with gen good acceptance we receive from Indian public. ! 

| Told him in future wanted discuss material we putting out and to | 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 39 |
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contrast it with that of Sov Union and Comm Chi. I again stated we 
reluctant turn India into propaganda battleground but we must be 
free meet Comm attacks vigorously. | 

- As I hoped, Nehru himself then brought up political questions. Our 
discussion gen but covered some detail Korea, Ger and disarmament. 
Nothing particularly new. I gave him point by point outline our posi- 
tion on Ger and apparent impossibility reaching any agreement with 

Soviet Union. | | 
Also gave him detailed outline our latest disarmament proposals 

with which he unfamiliar. He expressed opinion UNGA meeting wld 
be most important and he earnestly hoped we cld avoid line-up Arab- 
Asian world versus West on colonial questions such as Tunisia. 

This led to Inde-China and we went over same ground in which I 
suggested he worried too much about 19th century imperialism which 

fast dying and not enough about 20th century Communist imperialism 
which much greater threat. He told me he extremely glad I going. 
Southeast Asia and he wld be most interested my reactions on return. 

_ .I asked PriMin when Ayyangar leaving for Geneva and he said | 
about week. I asked if he optimistic about results and he smiled and 

| said he always optimist which meant nothing. 
However, whole talk was warm, friendly and open despite fact — 

PriMin has bad cold and sore throat. He about to leave for Kashmir 
for ten day rest. | oe 

Chief of Mission here extremely critical lack of contacts with 
_ Nehru or competent GOI spokesman since Bajpai’s departure. With _ 

exception Nep Amb Bijaya who met Nehru discuss recent cabinet 

crisis, I informed I only Chief of Mission who has seen Nehru past 
eight weeks. | | 

Bow Les 

Editorial Note oe | 

‘United States Chargé ad interim Loyd V.. Steere on August 27, 
| 1952, and R. K. Nehru, Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, 

_ on August 25-26, 1952, signed and thereby brought into force on 

August 27, 1952, another agreement providing for duty-free entry 
into India and free inland transportation therein of relief supplies 
and packages. This agreement was retroactive to July 30, 1952 and 

was a. renewal of the agreement signed by the United States and India ~ 
pertaining to the same items which had entered into force on July 9, 
1951 (TIAS No. 2291, 2 UST (pt. 2) 1483). For the text of the agree- 
ment of August 27, 1952, see TIAS No. 2919, printed in 5 UST (pt. 2) 

301. | |
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791.5 MSP/8—2952 : Telegram ! | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? | 

SECRET WasuinetTon, August 29, 1952—1: 01 p. m. 

622. Further to Deptels 337 Aug 2 and 18 July 2.? In response his 
inquiry Indian Emb Air Attaché informed by Dept Aug 27 re 1954 
and 1955-56 availabilities and costs Indian request Apr 18 for 54 C-119 SS | 
Fairchild mil transport aircraft (fully equipped). Grand total $48,- 
243,644, , | oe | 
Wing Commander Varma stated just recd new instr reducing nr 

such aircraft required 1954-55 from 26 to 14 and 1955-56 from 28 to: 
12; another total 26 wld be requested for 1956-57 and 1957-58. Net re- 

| sult change is reduction total nr by 2 planes spread over longer period. 
Further Dept action awaits formal note with details.® : 

| Problem posed by such requests mil procurement explained along 
| lines Byroade statement to Sen para 2 Deptel 337. Varma replied In- | 
| dian air force possessed 2 squadrons of transport aircraft strength 14 
| planes plus 2 reserve, total 16 each. These formed Dec 1950 and still | | 

not up to full strength with only about 9 planes each. GOI endeavoring 
-cannibalize.old C-4%s and might be able add several more but useful 

| life not more than 8 or 4 more years. Present Indian request therefore } 
| entirely for gradual replacement existing mil transport strength. Or- 
| ders must be placed now since training and change over take time. CAB 
| had now decided spread out procurement presumably in order ease dol- an 
| lar drain; thus one squadron might be changed over first and other | 
|. possibly disbanded, to be reformed later. | 
| Revised request when recd will be forwarded to Defense and sched 

dollar payments set up. | ee 
| ~ Re jets Varma. confirmed GOI not pressing but explained 200 re- 7 

quested was also not new addition as they viewed it, but in accordance 
| with long range Indian program although only 37 Vampires now on 

hand and some of these possibly gone. Indian air force wld have liked 
to stick to Vampires some of which cld have been built on Indian mfrd : 

| frames with UK engines but UK cld not promise deliveries. Too ex- | 
| pensive maintain various types therefore decision reequip with type | 

they eld stick to for years to come. | 
| Sa | | Bruce | 
[oo-_____ 
| *This telegram was drafted by William Witman II, Officer in Charge, India- | 
| Nepal—Ceylon Affairs, and was signed by Kennedy of SOA. | 

* Neither printed ; Department telegram 18 to New Delhi is in Department of | : 
State file 791.5 MSP/7—152. For information on telegram 3387, see footnote 1 to | 

| telegram 639, Aug. 13, p.1660. | 
*Wing Commander Varma’s note to the Department which embodied these 

shanges was dated Sept. 2. The text is in Department of State file 791.5 MSP/9- | 

| 
| 

| }
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791.00/10-252 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

/ SECRET New DE tut, October 2, 1952—4 p. m. 

1401. In my conversation with Nehru yesterday morning discussed 

at some length his impressions Commie movement India. He stated 

categorically that Commies less strong today than six months ago. He 
said his trip Hyderabad most encouraging; in Telengana area Commie 
strength deteriorated sharply. Stated were many instances of attacks 

| on Commie leaders by villagers. Said it gratifying find Commies now  _ 

complaining about lack police protection in area which had run with 

iron hand only relatively short time ago. | i 
Nehru asked if I had seen report his speech Hyderabad in which had _ 

praised Amer assistance and particularly Amer technicians. Spoke 
particularly of Walker and Fox, both of which he met and remembered 
by name and for whom had warmest praise. | | 

In Nehru’s Hyderabad speech, commenting on Amer aid, used fol 

, language “some people say no nation such as India shld be dependent _ 
upon foreign aid and in general this probably correct. However, aid 
from Amer has been given us from very best of motives and without 
‘strings of any kind. For this reason we welcome this assistance”. 7 

Newspaper report went onadd that PriMin spoke in “most glowing 
terms of work of Point Four technicians in Hyderabad”. oe 

| Nehru leaving for Madras state in few days and planning cover all 
difficult sections of India before Parl reconvenes. | | 

| Returned from Hyderabad trip refreshed and invigorated and look- 

ing ten years younger than thirty days ago. — ae 
We inclined feel Nehru’s estimate of Commie situation tends be 

optimistic. Is true Commies have slipped somewhat in Hyderabad, 
Madras and Travancore—Cockin, but is no question my mind that have 
been steadily gaining ground in universities. Asked Nehru if agreed | 
with this and he stated universities most. vulnerable institutions in 
India and this largely due fact universities were not soundly conceived | 
and too much instruction along antiquated Brit lines. — 

| we. | BowLeEs 

| 891.16/10-652: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Department of State 

| SECRET New DE tut, October.6, 1952—7 p.m. © 

1458. In long discussion with PriMin Wednesday, considerable time 
devoted question land reform in India. On several occasions Nehru has — 
invited my views on GOI polit and econ problems. In answer his ques- _ 
tions I have suggested that if reforms do not take place in villages 
and if Cong Party stays where it is at present seems likely sizable
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vacuum will gradually open to left of Cong Party. Socialists even fol — : 

their merger with KMT unlikely develop hardheaded polit approach | 

and sophistication required fill this vacuum and as result Commies will | 

have opportunity widely expand their influence. Se 

On other hand, if Nehru moves to institute land reforms and rural 

debt reforms he can fill this vacuum and keep Commies from further | 

headway. Such development wld admittedly result in split-off landlord — | 

grp and others from Congress Party and creation of sizable Conserva- 

tive right-wing bloc; but if Commies to be stopped no other alterna- 

tives. This wld leave Nehru slightly left of center. 

-___- Lalso suggested on previous occasion that while undertaking village | 

and rural reforms he shld consider encouraging private investment to | 

| speed development Ind industry. Specifically, I suggested he study _ ! 

| experience Puerto Rico in offering tax incentives to both fon and local 

risk capital. Suggested moratorium on corporation tax for new invest- | : 

| ment for five to ten years and similar moratorium on real estate taxes : 

_ for newly expanded industry, | | : | 

| Also suggested while increasing incentives thru lower taxes to crea- 

tive expanding industry taxes might be increased on stagnant capital 

in order discourage idle funds. Nehru has agreed at least in theory | 

| this analysis altho remaining extremely fuzzy his discussion develop- 

! ing industry. At Wednesday mtg I told Nehru anxious have him dis- — 

| cuss land reform problem with Ladejinsky soon as Ladejinsky’s — 

| studies completed. Was concerned when Nehru responded by saying _ 

wld be delighted see Ladejinsky but thought Ladejinsky wld find that 

| India was making major progress on land reform and that problem 

| was on its way to solution. | 

| ‘He then gave me specific outline of alleged land reforms state by _ | 

| state which in fact are either non-existent or in conversation stage and 

| likely to remain there. > | | | 

) ~ His lack factual info is startling and offers indication extent to _ 

| which he is cut off from facts and influenced by members his Cab whose 

| views on land problems have become increasingly conservative. Young | 

| competent staff people who know score do not dare challenge Nehru’s | | 

| convictions on such subjects which all too often based on lack honest _ | 

! info. This is basis for real concern on domestic questions. Nehru may 

! become increasingly cut off from people and their problems and more 

| inclined substitute speechmaking for admin and legislative actions. _ | 

| Ladejinsky, who just returned from trip thru Madras state which 

| Nehru says “had practically solved its land problem”, confirmed my | 

| understanding. Ladejinsky states even under new so-called “reforms” 

| in Tanjore area 60 percent crop still going to landlords; cultivators | 

| forced to pay expenses for seeds, etc. out of their 40 percent and clear : 

| indications that they turning increasingly to so-called Red Flag Assoc 

which, of course another name for Commies. Ladejinsky stated that 

, | | 

| 
| 
| :
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| in some sections bitter attitude of villagers, blind stubbornness of land- 
lords and creeping influence of Commies reminiscent of what he saw 
in China in 1948, | - 

Fortunately Nehru seems to like discuss rural problems with me and 
I will continue tactfully whenever possible to do what I can. However, 

_ I believe best hope for Ind econ progress lies less with Nehru’s leader- 
ship than with the conviction and determination which seem to be 
growing in many state govts notably Uttar Pradesh. The excitement 
and widespread All-India Press coverage of opening of first 55 com- 
munity projects October 2 was deeply impressive. I was present at 
opening 100-village project at Alipore which attended by 16,000 en- 

- thusiastic villagers. - . , - 
a Bow.es 

791.5 MSP/10-2052 | 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State’s Special Assistant for Mutual 

| Security Affairs (Martin) to the Director of the Office of Military 
Assistance in the Department of Defense (Olmsted) : _ 

| [ WasHINGTON, | October 20, 1952. _. 

Subject: Request Involving Reimbursable Military Assistance under 
Section 408(e) of the MDAA, as Amended. | 

Reference is made to the attached copies of a letter dated October 1, 
1952, from the Embassy of India to the Department of State, modify- _ 
ing India’s previous request to purchase C-119 Fairchild Aircraft and 
indicating a firm desire to enter into negotiations with the Department 
of the Air Force for a total quantity of 26 such aircraft. Fourteen are 
requested for delivery in 1954/55 and the remaining twelve during the 

| period 1955/56. | So | | 
The Department of State approved this request on May 13, 1952, 

and now recommends that the Department of the Air Force be author- 
ized to negotiate directly with representatives of the Indian Embassy 
for transport aircraft in the above quantity. - 

_ The Indian Embassy will be advised of this clearance by the De-_ 
partment of State. | 

| Epwin M. Martin 

*The reference is to Wing Commander Varma’s letter of Oct. 1 to Donald 
Kennedy of SOA. (791.56/10-152) 

791.5 MSP/10-2852 | 

The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Secretary of State — . 

SECRET § OFFICIAL-INFORMAL New Deut, October 28, 1952, 
Dear Dean: For several weeks by cable and airgram we have been 

striving to reach agreement with the various interested groups in the
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State Department and with MSA on the Indian Aid program for the | : 

next fiscal year. - : — - : 

For several reasons our progress so far has been frustratingly slow. | 

Some members of the Department are still clinging to the mistaken | 

belief that the Indian economic problem can be largely solved by tech- 

nical assistance: Others, who see the problem more clearly, are reluc- : 

tant to make recommendations which in their judgment the new Con- 

gress might not accept. . : 

~ Still others insist that the Indian government must produce precise 

figures on its future economic needs which we would find difficult to 

| provide in our own country. And behind the whole confused situation 

there seems to lie a lack of awareness of the seriousness of the political | 

situation here in India and an unwillingness to face what we believe 
| __ to be a clear-cut crisis in Asia. a | | | | 

What we need and need urgently is a top level political decision on 

| the followingtwo points: © | | 

| 1. Am I correct in my assumption that a free India is vitally im- 
i portant to world stability and to our future security ? | | 
| 2, Am I correct in my assumption that steady economic progress in 

| the next few years is essential to the survival of a free India? | 

| If the Department feels that I am wrong, I should be told that I 
am wrong, and my proposals for economic assistance should be modi- 

| fied on the basis of that decision. But if it is agreed that my analysis | 
| is reasonably correct we should proceed to build a program that will . 

| fit the requirements of the situation. In other words, I believe that the 

| time has come either to reject my views or to act upon them. . : 

| _ Qver a period of many months I have presented my thoughts on _ : 
| India at considerable length in cables, letters, and in personal com- | 

munications. At no time has the substance of the analysis been seri- | 
| ously challenged. : | | 

| Let me sum up this analysis as briefly as I can, with the earnest re- 

| quest that you and others who are responsible for high level policy _ | 
| examine it carefully, come to a decision, and then communicate that 
| decision to those who make up the budget. OO 
| As I see it, the choice in India is between the present. democratic © | 

| government and Communism. There are no other political forces of | | 
any importance. The failure of a democratic government in India, fol- | 
lowed by a Communist triumph, would be catastrophic to America. 

| More than one-sixth of the world’s people live in India. They are in- 
| telligent, quick to learn, and adaptable to modern methods. They have : 

shown in two wars their capacity as soldiers under:-.competent : 

| leadership. | | | — 
| In World War ITI India provided the allied cause with an army of 
! some 3,000,000 men, Although a good part of this army was kept in |
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| India to maintain order, Indian forces probably turned the tide in | 
Africa during a decisive phase of the war. A Communist India would 
provide the USSR with large forces which could readily dominate __ 
Southeast Asia. , | 

In addition to. this human potential, India possesses some of the 
_- richest and most strategic mineral resources in the world which are of 

growing importance. | 
The strategic location of India is obvious from a glance at the map. 

If India fell, the only air entry to East Asia from Europe and Africa 
would be lost, since Russia blocks the direct routes. An alternative sea 

| lane around Africa and the Cape would remain but it is a poor second 
best compared to the Suez Canal and the Indian Ocean. | 

| Although the disappearance of India behind the Iron Curtain | 
would be profoundly dangerous in itself, the secondary results would 
be potentially even more far reaching. As the implication of India’s | 
loss to the free world became fully understood, Communist prestige 

_ would soar while ours would hit an all time ebb. 
_. Tens of millions of people, now on our side, would become con- 
_ vinced that they had bet on the wrong horse. It is difficult to see how | 
_. the countries of Southeast Asia could be kept out of Communist — 
_ hands. The ferment in the Middle East would be intensified. The 
- -confidence of European peoples which has been gradually increasing | 
- would be undermined. The neutralists and the Bevanites would be 

| ~ in the driver’s seat. | | 
'. ‘Thus, it is my considered opinion that the fall of India would set 

in motion a chain. of ugly events which might readily jeopardize our | 
_ hopes for the free world and eventually our own ability to defend 
_ ourselves. The continued existence of India as a free and friendly 
_.. nation is second only in importance to the survival of a free Western 
_ Europe, and indeed it is wholly possible that these two great strategic | 

areas may. stand or fall together. | eg | 
This leads us squarely to the second question, “What are the © 

chances of India remaining free and what are the factors which will | 
effect the final determination?” 

Paul Hoffman once said, “India stands in 1952 where China stood 
in 1946”, Although Paul himself would probably agree that this is 
an oversimplification, the comparison has been made so frequently 

_ that it may be useful to examine the Indian situation against this 
_ background. There are some factors in India which are decidedly more 

favorable than those present in China in 1946. But there are others 

which seem atleast equally: ominous. | a 
| First let me state the favorable features as they now appear to us 

- here in India. ; | 

' 1. Most Indian officials are of high integrity and of more than — 
: usual experience. Among them are some individuals of outstanding
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ability. India has a civil service which has been built up over a period | 

of years and which is capable of providing the country with perhaps | : 
the best administration in Asia, with theexceptionofJapan. | 

9. Most Indian government leaders were educated in the West and 
practically all of them in the Western tradition. Without exception, 4 
they are non-Communists and rapidly becoming more sophisticated 1n — | | 

their understanding of the cold war struggle. — - aa 
3, Among Indian leaders there is an Anglo-Saxon respect for law. | 

ayid order. The army is efficient and free from politics. a | 
4. Nehru, as the unquestioned leader of the Congress Party, hasthe __ : 

greatest mass support of any political leader in free Asia. A sub- 
stantial majority of the people respect his integrity and his accom- ft 
plishments. He is identified in the public mind with liberal convictions _ 
and with a desire to better the lifeofthecommonman. = = 

5. The Indian Five Year Plan offers a competent program for ! 
India’s economic betterment and growth. Many of the projects, notably | 

| the river-valley developments, are already well under way. | 
| 6. Because the Indian economy has been so long bound by tradi- | 

| tion, major advances, particularly in agriculture, are possible in a | 
| relatively brief period of time. 7 ees : 
| 7, In the:last seven years, the United States Government has come | 

to a better understanding of Asian peoples and their problems. Our 
| information work in India has‘steadily improved and is substantially : 
| more effective than a year ago. , ed | 

On the negative side of the ledger there are many unfavorable fac- | 
| tors to balance the above list of advantages. Some of these factors are 
| as follows: | . 3 

| 1. There is considerable graft among the minor politicians, whichis = =—Ss | 
| seized upon and magnified by the Communists. | oa oy 
| 2. The older Congress Party leaders, who won independence, are | 
| growing old and tired, and are inclined to retreat from present prob- : 
| lems into the memories of past accomplishments, Some younger lead- 

| ers, convinced that the Congress Party offers them no future, have 
| drifted into the Communist ranks. Once the unifying strength of 

| ‘Nehru is removed the party is likely to splinter and to become less | 
and less effective. _ a - - ) 

| 3. The present dominance of the Congress Party over the Indian 
political scene tends to cover up some inherent weaknesses in the ad- — | 
ministrative structure of India. The central ministries are in effect — : 

| staff operations concerned with overall planning. The responsibility : 
for administrative action lies almost entirely in the hands of the 

| tates. . | : | oes : 

: - Today Nehru, as head of the Congress Party, is in a position to : 
crack the whip and the chief minister of nearly every state will re- : 
spond. Once Nehru dies or his position becomes less dominant, this — | 

_ cohesive factor will be seriously weakened and strong state govern- | 
, ments moving in different directions will tend to undermine the effec- | 
| tiveness of central policies. - | 
! _4, Although Nehru talks constantly about the need for reform, | 
| there are strong influences which prevent him from actually pressing 

forward with the programs which are so desperately needed if Com- __ | 
-munist influence in the rural areas is to be checked. Land reform pro- 

- |
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grams are for the most part paper accomplishments, and where they | 
exist they are largely unenforced. The load of rural debt is overwhelm- - 
ing in many parts of India and it is common for landlords to receive 
60 percent or more of the crop. | 

| The villagers are breaking loose from old traditions and developing 
| a new political consciousness. In most sections, there is a fast-growing 

conviction that the economic and social patterns of the past are unjust | 
and on their way out. : 
Although this movement is still largely without direction, the Com- 

munist Party is steadily expanding the extent and effectiveness of its 
work in the rural areas. The Communists win many converts by their 

| willingness not only to tackle the problems of the villagers but also 
_ to share their day to day life, a political technique that the Congress 

_ party members, with few exceptions, have long since abandoned in 
favor of an easier existence. | | , 

_ Wolf Ladejinsky, who has worked closely with the land reform pro- 
grams in Japan and other Asian countries, is now on an assignment in 
New Delhi. Following a recent trip to South India he told me: “As I 
listened to the talk in the villages, I closed my eyes and found it easy _ 

_, to imagine that I was in China in 1946. There was the same growing 
_ bitterness of the peasants; the same stubborn insistence of the land- 

lords that the status quo must be maintained; the same reluctance of __ 
the government to grapple with the basic problems and to win the sup- 
port of the people”. | 

5. An Indian government public relations effort to tell the people 
_ of its accomplishments is practically nonexistent. India’s river valley 

developments are among the most ambitious ever undertaken, yet even 
: people in the government are almost totally unfamiliar with what is 

_ being done. 
When Communists and fellow travellers sing the praises of the 

~ “new regime” in China and its alleged reforms and accomplishments, _ 
it is rare indeed that anyone raises his voice to remind the people of 
India’s progress in the last five years. This helps to foster a sense of | 
pessimism, and an acceptance of the ultimate victory of Communism in 
Asia, even among Indians who are ardently on our side. | 
6. India’s highly classical educational system seems almost designed 

to turn out frustrated, cynical young people, ill-prepared for the task _ 
| of building a new country, and easy prey for Communist propaganda. 

| The attitude of many students in India today is similar to that of __ 
- Chinese students in the 1930’s. _ 
_ _ % Although the disabilities of the scheduled castes are disappearing 

in the cities, they are still strong in the villages. The Communist ap- 
peal to these “second-class citizens” is increasingly effective. | 

8, Although most Indian leaders were educated in the West and all 
of them know the West well, they are psychologically conditioned by — 
200 years of colonialism to an almost psychopathic suspicion of western 
intentions, and to deep resentment of our prejudices towards the 
colored races. In these troubled waters, the Communists fish with great 

| skill. 7 . 
_ 9. The Chinese and Indian Communists, fellow travellers and Chi- 

_ hese visitors have done a disturbingly effective job of selling China 
as a new land of milk and honey, which, it is alleged, has solved its 

| problems through Communism in three years’ time. The fact that
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Communist China is an Asian nation modifies Indian resentment : 
against the world Communist movement. Unfortunately, most In- | 
dians are still convinced that Russia’s influence in China is unimpor- | 

10. The Soviet Union, blocked temporarily in Europe, is likely to 
concentrate heavily on Asia in the next few years and India is its log- 
ical number one target. The propaganda efforts of the Soviet Union, | 
backed by ample funds and with increasing skill in dealing with 
Asian nations, are likely to be at least as effective as in China imme- 
diately following the war. | i | 

11. The goals of the Five Year Plan, although certainly modest, 
cannot possibly be achieved without substantial assistance from the | 
United States, and so far there is no assurance that aid on a sufficient. : 
scale is likely to become available. We have been told bluntly that if 
we are unable to provide considerably more assistance, it will be 
impossible to start many of the projects included in the Plan, and 
much of the present work will be slowed down or abandoned. _ | 

) The target date for completing the Five Year Plan is the spring | 
| of 1956, and the success or failure of the Indian government’s effort | 
| to accomplish its clearly stated objectives will be the principal issue 
| at stake when Nehru and the Congress Party go to the polls to request _ 
| another five years of governmental responsibility at the end of that 
| year. The failure of this widely heralded effort will be no less than | 
2 disastrous. be ce | 

| - To sum up these positive and negative factors, it may be said that | 
| India’s ability to survive as a free nation will be determined by the | 
: way in which the following questions are answered in the next five | 
| years. oe a | | 

| _ Will Nehru and his government move boldly ahead with the neces- | 
| sary village reforms, particularly land tenure and the easing of rural 
| debt, before the Communists have the chance to expand their present | 

crganization and take advantage of the growing political conscious- | 
: ness of the villagers? Or will he and the Congress Party become still 
| further removed from the people and less and less willing to face 

| up to their problems? oe a | 
| How well can the Indian administrators of the Five Year Plan at 
| _ all levels learn that while it is vitally important to build dams and 
_ schools and to prevent malaria, it is equally important that these ad- 
_ vances be achieved in a way which will give the people, and particu- | 

larly the younger people, a dynamic sense of participation and 
| purpose? ae | | 

: _ Will Indian universities continue to turn out ready made material | 
| for Communist party cells or will the long needed redirection of the i 
_ Indian educational system take place before it is too late? | 
| Will the world situation enable us to maintain the kind of patient, | | 
| moderate policies in South Asia which will make it possible for the | | 
| situation here gradually to move in our direction if other factors are __ | 

favorable? - | | oe | a 
|
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Can we continue to improve our efforts to present American policy 
and the American people to Asia in sympathetic understandable terms _ 

. and in a way that will gradually increase their confidence in us? 

Finally, will sufficient financial resources be made available by the 
United States to enable India to reach the objective laid down in the 
Five Year Plan? oS a oo 

_ Some observers may wish to add new factors to either or both sides 
of the ledger, or to modify or expand the questions which I have posed. 
But I believe that most thoughtful observers will agree that this sober- 
ing analysis is at least reasonably valid. | 
What are the chances for India’s survival as an independent and 

| _ free country? In my opinion, the odds are slightly better than 50-50. 
The most optimistic estimate that you will get in New Delhi might be 
two to one in our favor, and the most pessimistic at least two to one 
against us. This means that the range of judgments is remarkably 
small, and that even the most optimistic among us believes that there is 

| one chance in three that India will disappear behind the Iron Curtain 
| within the next few years with profound repercussions throughout — 

the free world. a a | 
| ~ What exactly can we do about it? I believe we must recognize at the 

outset that regardless of what we do we cannot by our own efforts 

| wholly control the situation. Even though we follow the most patient 

_ and intelligent policies, and provide India with all the economic assist- 
ance that she can constructively use, Indian democracy may still fail 

- beeause of some of the inherent weaknesses which I have described _ 

above. In other words, we can do our part to the hilt and still see India 

disappear behind the Iron Curtain in the next few years. __ | 
Our responsibility, however, seems clear. Regardless of the cost in 

time, resources and energy, we must make sure that we have done every- 
thing within our power to maintain India as a free, democratic and 

friendly nation. | | 

| We must send Americans to India and other Asian countries who 
understand the importance of this particular part of the world, and 

who, with their wives, are willing and able to win the confidence of the __ 
Indian people both in and.out of government. We must continue by _ 

| our example ‘and by our counsel to urge broader participation of the 

| Indian people in their own economic development. _ | 
Above all, we must here and now boldly face the facts on economic de- 

velopment. Let me say again with the greatest possible emphasis that _ 
the present Nehru government, which is our best assurance of free, 

| democratic government in India, cannot maintain the necessary work- 

_ ing majority in the next election unless the Five Year Plan isasuccess, _ 

and the Five Year Plan is doomed to tragic, explosive failure unless we _ 
are willing sharply and immediately to increase our assistance. — |
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A great many people both in the administration and in Congress : 

have been fervently hoping that this crucial situation would simply go | 

away. But it is a life and blood crisis which will only respond to hard | 

headed, intelligent planning and action. | | 

Such action will cost money, but unless I am profoundly wrong in | 

my analysis, the cost, whatever it may be, will be cheap indeed if it : 

~ lessens the odds of a Communist victory in India with the ugly after- : 

math which would surely follow in many other parts of the world. 

In 1947, you were one of the first to understand the disaster that the 

Western World would face if Greece and Turkey slipped into Soviet : 

| hands. In 1947, you, General Marshall, the President and others under- | 

stood clearly the grave danger to our whole position in the world if. | 

Europe stumbled into an economic collapse and if the Communists - : 

| took over in Italy and France. Thanks to the boldness and imagina- _ : 

tion which we displayed through the Greek-Turkish program, and : 

| later the Marshall Plan program, the Communist threat to Europe and : 

| Turkey was stopped, and this strategic area gradually stabilized. | : 

| It is our considered opinion that we face a similar threat in India _ : 

| today, and I believe it must be faced with equal imagination, equal 

intelligence and equal boldness. What India needs is what Europe and — | 
| Turkey needed in 1947, a guarantee (or as close as any Congress can 

: come to giving a guarantee) that American resources will be available | 

in sufficient quantities to give the Indian government the opportunity : 

| to reach its Five Year Plan objectives before the next election, and 

| thus to build a solid political and economic foundation for the future. _ | 

| ‘Sir Chintaman Deshmukh, the Indian Minister for Finance and one : 

| of the most competent men in the present government, believes that a | | 

| total of $1 billion, part in foreign exchange and part in commodities 

| which can be turned into rupees, will be required in the fiscal years 
1954, 1955, and 1956 to assure the success of the Five Year Plan. Sir | 

_ Chintaman has presented a lucid and sobering case for this amount. | | 
| I have strongly recommended that the President should propose to | 

| the 88rd Congress a three year program, with an appropriation of 
| $250 million for the next fiscal year ($150 million in commodity grants : 
: which can be turned into rupees here in India and $100 million in 

_ foreign exchange). | a Oe 
| No one can tell you the exact three year cost for an Indian aid pro- : 

gram any more than you knew the exact cost of Greek-Turkish aid | 

| when you and Loy Henderson presented that emergency situation to | 

the President in 1947; or any more than you, General Marshall and | | 
Paul Hoffman knew what it would cost to stabilize the economies of | 

| western Europe between 1947 and 1951. Se ta : 

| _ The total cost of the Marshall Plan was in the neighborhood of $12 | | 
| billion. When we consider that the Second World War cost $100 bil- | 

| lion a year, in addition to endless misery and suffering, any sensible | 

| | |
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man must agree that the stabilization of western Europe which this _ 
program made possible would have been justified if the price had been 

ten times as great. — | | | 
The dollar cost. of helping France and Viet Nam to stop Communist 

aggression in a shooting war in French Indo-China approaches $500 
million annually, or double my estimate of India’s needs for the next 
fiscal year. If we wait until the Indian situation really begins to fall 
apart, Congress will undoubtedly vote any sum that we request. But 
by that time it will be too late for effective action. | 

There are several reasons why it should be easier now to give India 
our assurance of full economic support than it was in the historic year 
of 1947 to take the bold decisions on Europe, Greece and Turkey. First, 
the investment which seems likely to be required is actually less than 
what was spent for economic assistance in Greece alone between 1947 

and 1951. | 
Second, we have learned a great deal since that time about handling 

economic aid. | 
Third, the Indian Government, unlike several European countries 

in 1947, has demonstrated its willingness to make very great sacrifices 

in its own behalf. 
Fourth, the Indian economic situation is definitely not a bottomless 

pit. If the Five Year Plan is successful, our aid can be sharply reduced 
by 1957. Once India becomes self-supporting in food and cotton (a 
goal which the Five Year Plan reasonably assumes can be reached by 
the end of 1956) more than $600 million in foreign exchange which _ 
now must be used each year to buy wheat, rice and cotton abroad can 
be put to work in building Indian industry and opening up her 
resources. ne eee | 

Fifth, both our political parties have been outdoing each other in 
this election to express their concern about Asia and their determina- 
tion to face up to Asia’s problems. = . : oa 

Thus, I strongly recommend that we present to Congress a three- — 
year program, based on the experience of the Marshall Plan, with an 
assurance to the Indian Government that we shall fill the gap in their 
own financial resources necessary to enable them to reach their Five 
Year Plan objectives. I propose that we offer our best estimate for the 

total overall program with a specific figure for the first year. The eco- 
nomic specialists can then work out the details of the program with 

the Indian government, with the clear understanding that no funds | 
will be authorized except for carefully planned and urgently needed 
projects. | 

By and large the record of the present Administration in foreign af- 
| fairs is a record in which all Americans take pride. The tide of Com- 

munism has begun to recede in Europe and the danger of a military 
attack has lessened. We have faced up to the challenge of Korea and
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there is a fast-growing awareness of the importance of India and | 
Southeast Asia to our global strategy and to the maintenance of the 
free world. - | 

In a little more than two months, a new Administration will take : 
over. I know you are anxious that we turn over our responsibilities to | 
that Administration on the most solid pgssible basis. In my opinion : 
this calls for a firm, clear recommendation to Congress and to the : 

new Administration that the crucial problem of India must be faced 
-as boldly as we have faced equally difficult problems in the past. | | 

Let me emphasize again that we cannot assure the success of democ- 
racy in India regardless of what we do or how much money we spend. 

_ Much will depend on what the Indian government itself does or fails : 
| todo. ee a OS | | 

_ But it is clear that without our assistance the establishment of a 
| stable, secure democratic government in India verges on the impossible. _ | 
! Our willingness to meet India’s urgent economic need plus our ability 
| to win India’s understanding and friendship may readily determine | 
| the future of free Asia. And regardless of the outcome we will always | 

| have the satisfaction in knowing that we met this crucial situation | 
| squarely at an important period in history. a 
| May I add one final word. This lengthy letter has dealt necessarily 
| with the implications of a Communist India, and with what I believe 

| we must do to help prevent this catastrophe. The positive side of the i 
| situation should be readily obvious. | - os 
: A dynamic, stable India and a friendly Japan can provide two cru- a 
: cial anchors for the whole vast territory from South Africa to the b 
| Aleutians. Democratic India with her 360 million people linked to the — | 

| United States by a common stake in a free and prosperous world can | 
| provide the essential bridge between East and West. The balance of } 
| power and influence would be tipped sharply in our direction. The | 

| stabilization of Southeast Asia, the Middle East and Africa and the — | 
| isolation of the Communist world without war would be brought im- | 
| measurably closer. oe - a | 
| My proposals obviously call for the highest level policy decision. 
| For this reason, I am enclosing three copies of this letter which you © 
| may wish to send to Bedell Smith, Averell Harriman and Bob Lovett. 7 
| With my warmest regards. 7 oe 

Sincerely, | _ CuHEsTER BowLes | 
_ P.S. My heartiest congratulations on your magnificent speech before 

| the General Assembly.? I have just mailed a copy to Nehru. — | | 

! *On Nov. 18, Assistant Secretary of State Byroade sent copies of Ambassador 
| Bowles’. letter to Secretary of Defense Lovett (110.11 AC/1852), to Director 

of Central Intelligence Smith (891.00 TA/11-1952), and to Director for Mutual ; 
| Security Harriman (891.00 TA/11-—1852). 
| * The reference is to Secretary of State Acheson’s speech before the UN Gen- 
| eral Assembly at New York on Oct. 16, 1952. The text is in the Department of 
| State Bulletin, Oct. 27, 1952, p. 639. | 

| |
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791.56/11-552 Oo , 7 7 ae 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade)? 

SECRET | . [Wasnineton,] November 5, 1952. 

Subject: Possible release of tanks to India. , 

‘Participants: His Excellency Mohammed Ali, Ambassador of Paki- — 
stan | os a 

| | Assistant Secretary Henry A. Byroade, NEA _ | 

| _ Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, SOA : a | 

| Mohammed -Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan, called by appointment to | 

-- gay that his Government had information that the US might release _ 

300 tanks to India; that this would adversely affect the balance between 

the two countries to Pakistan’s disadvantage; that Pakistan believed _ 

India had aggressive designs against Pakistan which such US action 

would assist ; and that arming of India by the US would be considered 

as an unfriendly act. . oe | 

| I first raised the question of intent, pointing out that I was very 

disturbed by his reference to “designs” on the part of India. I said 

I had no information on which to base such a conclusion. In fact, the 

US had an agreement under Section 408(e) with India as it also had 

with Pakistan, in which that Government assured us that it would not 

engage in any aggression. As to the specific question of the 300 tanks, 

| 1 said that in my view this did not constitute a magnitude that would 

really disturb any balance in the subcontinent. If India had asked for 

| a large number of jet planes, for example, then I would have been 

concerned as to the implications. Actually, Pakistan had procured = 

from us on a cash, reimbursable basis more in actual quantity than had 

India. We of course had no program for “arming” India. The Am- 

bassador suggested that we obtain the full details of both India’s and 

Pakistan’s military establishment and decide in light of all the facts 

how much each should obtain. I pointed out that we had no arms 

program for either country, and I did not see how we could undertake ; 

such an examination or, in fact, how we could arrive at any judgment 

as the result of such an examination. Under the 408(e) agreements we 

proceeded on the requests of the other government. I would find it very 

difficult to deny the assistance for the amounts of equipment involved 

because of my own belief that the presence of the communist menace 

really should impel each country to maintain its ability to defend 

itself and to improve that ability where possible. The real solution was 

the establishment of friendly and cordial relations between India and _ | 

Pakistan. ee 

1This memorandum was drafted by Kennedy of SOA. . |
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The Ambassador asked what he could report to his Government. I : 

said I hoped that he would reflect our position as it has been discussed. | 

‘In addition he might wish to point out that the number of tanks going | 

to India as indicated by the Ambassador was over-stated and say that | 

it was my belief that the tanks which India might get would not be of | 

a magnitude to really adversely upset whatever balance between the | 

two countries might exist. It was also a fact that Pakistan had ob- 

‘tained more of the item in question than had India, which would seem | 

‘to indicate that US action had not disturbed any existing balance. | : 

The Ambassador asked if he could come in next week after his return 

to: Washington to discuss this question further. I replied that I would 

po be glad to see him, but that I doubted I could tell him much more than os | 

| I already had. I would, however, study the question further. The Am- 

| bassador thanked me for this consideration. | | 

| 891.00 TA/11-1952 | | a | 

| The Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL OFFICIAL-INFORMAL NEw Deut, November 19, 1952. 

| _Drar Dean: In my letter of October 28, 1952,1 I urged the need | 

| for a fundamental policy decision that would goyern for the next three 

| years our attitude towards Indian affairs, and serve as a basis for | 

determining the size of our aid efforts in India. I expressed the need ; 

| for some sort of a commitment to India that we would not allow her | 

| Five Year Plan to fail for lack of resources. | | | 

As you know, I have consistently argued in behalf of a program | 

2 that not only faces up to India’s foreign exchange problems, but also 

! to the urgent need of finding adequate local finance without resorting | 

| to inflation. I originally suggested that this phase of our program : 

should include the importation of consumer goods such as wheat and | 

| cotton that India would have to import in any case. The rupee proceeds | 

| could then be made available to the Government of India for the | 

| internal financing of essential development projects under the Five | 

| Year Plan. | | | 

| The Department, however, in its telegram 1322 of November 1,? : 

while accepting the need for rupee financing, said that for various : 

| reasons it was opposed to grants for wheat and cotton, and that salable 

goods to develop rupee funds should be largely fertilizer, iron and 

steel and industrial raw materials. In a previous telegram (4257 of | 

| _ May 16)* I had agreed to this kind of a program as a second choice, 

and in my telegram 1961 of November 7 * I agreed again, subject to | 

| 1 Ante, p. 1668. oe . oo | 

| ?Not printed. (891.00 TA/9-1952) 
>Not printed. (891.00/5-1652) - | | 

| ‘*Not printed. (891.00 TA/11-852) _ oe : = | 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 40 |
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| certain qualifications that were inherent in my earlier assent. The _ 
Department’s desire to construct the India aid program for fisca] 1954 
along these lines calls, however, for certain administrative and opera- 
tional changes which I should like briefly to explore with you. 

Although industrial raw materials from abroad are consumed in 
quite large quantities by private industrial firms in India, a large 
demand remains unsatisfied. This demand is matched by rupee finance 
in the form of idle balances of Indian industrial enterprises which 
cannot be used to purchase foreign raw materials because of their 

| inability to obtain corresponding amounts of foreign exchange. _ 
Any effort to bring in such industrial raw materials under public 

purchase (but with the United States Government picking up the 
check) would, in the present state of Indian administrative proce- 
dure, result in numerous delays and frictions. | 

It seems to me, therefore, that the logic of the Department’s view- 
point as recorded in its telegram 1322 requires that we shift, in 
India, to a type of program much more along the lines of the pro-- 

«grams developed under ECA in Europe. 
__ Under the modified type of program as I visualize it, part of our 
Indian aid budget would be made available (subject to very great 
flexibility in operation) for the purchase in America or elsewhere | 

_ of goods in the general category of industrial raw materials as well 
as some industrial machinery and equipment, without any effort to 
specify in advance fixed quantities of specific commodities or items. 
Applications under specific headings would be made by individual 
private concerns here in India. 

Such applications would be examined and coordinated by the pres- 
ent Indo-American consultative machinery, and modified as might 
be necessary. Applicants whose import proposals were approved 

| would deposit into Fund B, rupees of an equivalent value to the 
imports which have been requested. These rupees would be available 
for use in financing urgently needed development projects under the — 
Five Year Plan. _ : | | 

_ A program of this type would have certain very definite advantages. 

, First, by providing assistance fairly directly to the private sector 
of the Indian economy, it would meet criticisms of our present pro- 
gram that have arisen both here and in the United States to the fact 
that not enough attention is being paid to the growth and promotion 
of private enterprise. 

Second, it would tap, for investment purposes, private rupee funds | 
| which are now idle because of lack of access to foreign exchange 

resources. | - 
Third, it would utilize the local entrepreneurial skills which are 

willing and able to plan and administer efficient operations, but which 
are now necessarily neglected in favor of public projects. : 

Fourth, it would make possible some initial progress toward a solu- 
tion of India’s fundamental long-term problem, namely, the employ-
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ment of India’s enormous labor potential, much of which is now 
largely idle. | | ; : 

| This is a most important point which I did not emphasize sufficiently | 
in my letter of October 28. We have properly concentrated on India’s | 
food problem which must receive top priority in terms of India’s im- | 
mediate needs. However, as I have maintained all along, the food prob- | 
lem can be licked within three or four years provided India gets suffi- _ 
cient help from the United States. But the ultimate test of the Indian | 
economy will be to find the means of absorbing India’s idle manpower ! 
and applying it to constructive purposes. | | 

I have tried in the preceding paragraphs to sketch briefly the | 
| changes in emphasis and in operational procedure which are necessary 
| if our program here is to be carried out along the lines of the Depart- : 

ment’s telegram 1322. In addition, I have been giving a great deal of | 
| thought.to the ways in which our efforts here can and should be inte- 

| grated with a broader approach to the achievement of economic and 
political strength and stability in the free countries of Asia, including 

| Japan, ne | ; : | 
| _ My thoughts are still in the formative stage. For the moment I say | 
| that I have been convinced, ever since my visit earlier this year _ | 
| through Southeast Asia, that in operating a number of separate and 
| essentially unrelated programs in different countries from here to | 
| Japan, we are not getting full value from our investment. I realize, | 

| however, that a solution will not be easy. | 
| _ With warm personal regards, | 
| Sincerely, - - a Cuerster Bow Les | 

| 791.5 MSP/1-553 : Airgram | | 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India oe ! 

| CONFIDENTIAL | _ Wasutneton, January 5, 1953. | 
| Subject: Request under Section 408(e) by the Government of India | 
| for C-119G Aircraft. | 

- A-407. This subject was discussed during a recent visit to New | 
| Delhi by Mr. Theodore Tannenwald who has requested that the follow- 
| ing information be conveyed to the Embassy. | 

The Government of India requested, on October 1, 1952, a quantity | 
of twenty-six C-119G Fairchild aircraft including supporting equip- 

| ment and spare parts. | | 
: _ This request was approved by the Departments of State and De- | 
: fense and on November 20, 1952 the Department of the Air Force 
| wrote a letter offer to the Embassy of India ? containing estimated de- | 
! | - | 

| *See the memorandum by Martin, Oct. 20, p. 1668. 
| 7A copy of this letter has not been found in the Department of State files. 

| | 
| ! 

|
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livery dates for the above mentioned equipment in1954.and1955atan 
approximate total cost of $24,247,964 based on a January 1, 1953 
acceptance. oo 

The Indian Air Attaché has indicated to the Department of the Air 

Force that they plan to accept the offer and he has informally dis- 

cussed financial arrangements with the Comptroller, Office of the Di- 

rector for Mutual Security. As of this date, no formal acceptance has _ 
been received from the Indian Embassy. | | 

| | ACHESON 

791.5 MSP/10-2852 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in India (Bowles)* 

SECRET OFFICIAL-INFORMAL [Wasuineton,] January 8, 1953. _ 

Dear Cut: I have read your letters of October 28 and November 19 

with great interest. Your thoughtful analysis has been given wide 

circulation and careful attention. We are in complete agreement with 

you that a free India is of great importance not only to world stability | 

but also to the future security of the United States. We also believe 

with you that if India is to remain a democratic nation it is essen- 

tial that visible economic progress be made in India in the next few 

years. | 
As you know, the Department of State has repeatedly put these | 

points to other interested agencies and members of Congress and has 

tried to make it clear that the economic progress necessary to main- 

tain internal political stability in India can be realized only if tech- 

nical and economic assistance in substantial amount is made available — 

from the United States. oe 
During the period you have been in New Delhi, our political rela- 

: tions with India have developed most favorably. We have also made 

a good start in the economic development field. In view of India’s _ 

tremendous significance to us in our dealings with Asia and the United 

Nations, we must clearly intensify this policy of closer friendship 

and broader cooperation. | ok 

Despite our common efforts to bring home to the members of the 

Congress and the American people as a whole the need—in our own 

security interest—for providing substantial United States assistance 
to India, the-amounts made available under the Mutual Security Pro- 

gram of the last two years have fallen short of those requested by this 

Department. Nevertheless, the appropriations have been sufficient to _ 

permit a successful and auspicious beginning of our joint effort and 

| have served to establish the working organization necessary for close 

~ cooperation between the two Governments and for the implementation _ 

of the Indian development program. _...-” | | 

| ‘This letter was drafted by Delaney and Michael G. Kelakos of SOA.
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It was fortunate indeed that India had the initiative to plan and 

begin a program of economic development. It is more than a plan on 

paper and represents great effort on the part of India. It truly gives us 

a chance to help India to help itself. India’s success not only will be 

significant in terms of benefits to India and the United States, but also | 

will hearten and stimulate other underdeveloped countries of the world 
which are striving to overcome economic difficulties similar in many : 
respects to those of India. | | ! 

How this can best be done not only for India but for the rest of our | 

friends is the question that has occupied our thoughts for some time | 

now. We have not answered the question to our complete satisfaction : 

thus far, although we do believe that we have arrived at a workable | : 

approach. The incoming administration may, of course, regard these 

| problems differently but I think that the importance of a stable and : 

democratic South Asia to United States security will continue to argue : 

| for the provision of substantial economic aid in that region. 

| Two of your specific points relate to the need for $250 million for | 
fiscal year 1954 and as clear an authorization as we can obtain from the | 
new Congress for a program of three years’ duration, to help India 

| complete its five year economic development plan. - | 
| To meet your first point, the Department proposed to the Bureau of | 

| the Budget a fiscal year 1954 aid program for India of $231 million 
plus $51 million as India’s share of a Basic Materials Development | 

| ‘Program, all included in an overall Mutual Security Program of $7.8 | | 
__pillion. As a result of cuts and restorations, the total 1954 program 
| that will be proposed by the present administration totals $7.6 billion. — | 
| No final breakdowns have been made by country, but it may be antici- ! 
| ‘pated that the Indian share will approach $200 million, thus going far | 

| toward meeting your suggestions. | | - 
As far as a long term authorization is concerned, we have recom- 

mended to the President that in his budget message to the Congress he | 

! include a statement recommending a continuing aid program for India. | 

| This will not-necessarily take the form of a monetary sum as was the 

| case with the original Economic Cooperation Administration request. | 

| What is important is to make clear the general understanding that 
| such a program as we now envisage is one that. will necessarily require | 

| several years to accomplish, and that it is necessary both for the coun- | : 

__ tries receiving aid and for the United States to recognize that forward | 
| - planning, supported by an appropriately safeguarded assurance on 7 

| our part to continue with our contributions, is an essential to success. 

| 7 Needless to say this same thread of long-range interest runs through : 

| our programs of assistance to other countries, and what we plan | 
: for India must be considered in the context of what we can afford | 
| to do now and undertake in future years for other nations in the Near 

Fast, the Far East, Europe and elsewhere. - , | 

| 
| | | ;
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I was pleased to have the comments in your November 19 letter 
on the advantages of the type of developmental goods program pro- _ 
posed by the Department for Fiscal Year 1954. The modifications you 
propose will be given careful consideration. 

In the best interests of the United States, India must be encouraged 
and helped to remain in the democratic free world. Such encourage- 
ment can best be given by an acceleration in the rate of Indian eco- 
nomic development, with the consequent rise in the standard of living 
of the Indian people; to help accomplish this, substantial funds must 
be made available in the next few years from the United States for 
technical and economic assistance. | a 

I believe that while our assistance is of tremendous importance to | 
_ the success of the Indian Government’s development plans, what the 

Indian Government itself does or fails to do is the determining factor. 
I believe further that we should continue our assistance and enlarge 
its scope for the next few years. This we should do despite our common 
understanding that we cannot make absolutely certain the success 
of democracy in India regardless of what we do or how much money 
we spend. Our duty to the American people requires us to take every 
positive step to avert India’s being lost to the free world through. de- 
fault. In my estimation no single step is more important than technical 
and developmental aid. ee Sos 

I shall make your letters available to Mr. Dulles 2 and to Mr. Stassen, 
_ in the certainty that your provocative and thoughtful analysis will be 

helpful to all concerned with steering these programs through the new 
Congress. a | 

_ Sincerely yours, Dran ACHESON 

* Assistant Secretary of State Byroade on Feb. 6, 1958 sent this letter ‘and 
Ambassador Bowles’ letters of Oct. 28 and Nov. 19, 1952 to Secretary of State 
Acheson under cover of a memorandum to Secretary of State John Foster Dulles 
(791.5 MSP/2-653). 

791.56/2-1753 , 

The Chargé in India (Mills) to the Department of State » | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deny, February 17, 1953. 

No. 1797 —— | 
| Ref: Deptel 1854, Dec. 31, 1952; Embtel 2687, Jan. 6, 1953; Deptel 

1916, Jan. 9,1953.2 : oe 

Subject: Government of India Requested to Make Final Settlement _ 
on Surplus Property. — a . 

On February 17, 1953, I handed to the Secretary General of the 
Ministry of External Affairs of India, Sir N.R. Pillai,a third person 
Note (No. 271, dated February 17, 1953) which requests a final settle- | 
ment on surplus property turned over to the Government of India for 

1 None printed; these documents are in Department of State file 791.56.
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disposal at the end of World War II under an Agreement dated May | 
16, 1946.2 A copy of the Third Person Note is enclosed. : ! 

I pointed out to the Secretary General that most surplus property © | 
arrangements with other countries had been brought to a successful : 
conclusion and that it would be most helpful if this could be done in | 
the case of the Agreement with India. I also outlined the reasons why 
the Government of the United States considers that renegotiation re- | 
garding the cut-off date for the sharing of proceeds would be equitable. 
The Secretary General himself realized the importance of conclud- 

ing this matter when I hinted that it would be natural for the United | 
| States Congress to enquire into compliance with prior agreements ! 

when considering new economic relations with various countries. _ | 
| The Secretary General promised to have the question examined 
__-without delay. : | | - 
| _ There is also enclosed a copy of a memorandum dated January 28, | 

1953 prepared by Lewis M. Lind, Economic Attaché, entitled “Back- 
| ground Memorandum on Status of Surplus War Property Agreement | 

of 1946”. , | 
| | | SHELDON T. Mitts 

| | a | - Enclosure 1 Se | 

| a Tuirp Person Nore | | 
No. 2710 | | 

| _ The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli- | 
ments to the Ministry of External Affairs and has the honor to refer | 

| to the “Agreement Between the Government of the United States of | 
_ America and the Government of India on Settlement for Lend-Lease, | 

i Reciprocal Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims,” signed and made 
effective by the two Governments on May 16, 1946. | 

| Many similar military surplus disposal agreements were made by 
| the Government of the United States with other countries following | 
| termination of the late war, and action on most of these agreements : 
: has been completed. Negotiations are nearly ended for achieving the 
| same objective in regard to the remainder of the agreements. | 
! Implementation of the Agreement of May 16, 1946, between the 
1 Government of India and the United States Government, on the other 

| hand, as the Ministry is aware, was delayed in fulfillment, in large | 
| measure due to unforeseeable circumstances which developed sub- 

sequent to the signing of the Agreement, as discussed below. It is be- : 
lieved by the Government of the United States that in view of the 

| progress which has been made by Government of India disposal agen- | 
| cies in recent years and up to the present, however, and ‘because suf- : 
| ficient data has by this time undoubtedly accumulated; that it will 7 

| 7On May 16, 1946, representatives of the United States and India concluded | 
| a mutual aid settlement agreement in Washington, For the text, see TIAS No. | 

1532, or 60 Stat. (pt. 2) 1753. | |
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now be possible to arrive at an early settlement and to prepare the | 

_ Final Report which was contemplated in the Agreement. = 
| The Embassy is instructed to explain to the Government of India 

that the Congress of the United States is scheduled to review the status 
of all surplus property disposal agreements during the present Ses- 
sion of the Congress, and that the Department of State and the 

- Embassy believe it would be most desirable to be in position to report 

to the Congress during the opening months of the Session that substan- 
tial progress has been made toward achievement of a final surplus 

property settlement with the Government of India. 
| | Analysis of records available to the Embassy indicates that sales of 

United States surplus materials to June 30, 1948, netted 25.122 crores 
of rupees, which, if 16,5 crores (the rupee equivalent of fifty million 
United States dollars, at the agreed rate of 3.3 rupees per dollar) are 

| subtracted as a prior allocation to the Indian Government, leaves 8.622 

crores from sales proceeds to be divided equally between the two Gov- 
ernments in accordance with the terms of the 1946 Agreement. 

The share of the Government of the United States from the 8.622- 

crore balance is thus 4.811 crores. Embassy records indicate, however, 

that the United States Government has received only 7,495,000 rupees _ 
to date out of its 43,110,000-rupee share of proceeds from sales made 
up to June 30, 1948. In connection with the submission to the present 

Congress of the status report on implementation of the Agreement 

| with India, it will be appreciated if the Government of India will indi- 

cate whether its records are in accord with the amounts cited above. ==> 

A careful review of Embassy records on the surplus property 

disposal program reveals that because of internal Indian dislocations 

connected with the aftermath of partition, which could not have been 

predicted when the Agreement was reached in May 1946, it was not pos- 

sible to sell all United States surplus property by mid-1948 as had been 

hoped and expected ; and that on the contrary, sales declined from 6.03 — 

crores in the last quarter of 1946 to approximately one-half crore per 

quarter in the last three months of 1947 and the first quarter of 1948. — 

Since net realizations from sales, after deductions for normalimport 

customs duties, amounted to 36 crores up to the end of May 1949, on 

surplus United States materials with an original book value of 176.5 

crores, the net over-all yield for the total amount involved to the date 

mentioned was thus 20.4-percent of the book value. — 
If this 20.4-percent realization factor be applied to the 25.122 crores 

of surplus material sold up to June 30, 1948, it would indicate an origi- 

nal book value of 123 crores for the surplus sold by that date, out of 240 

crores’ worth, original book value, of all United States surplus avail- 

able for disposal under the program. In other words, it appears that 

the disposal program, so far as it concerned United States materials, 

~ was only half completed, because of unforeseen, unsettled conditions in
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India, by the date upon which full disposal was expected, in the May ot 
1946 Agreement, to have been achieved. : ! 

It seems consequently apparent that, because of abnormal conditions, | 
sales of a significant portion of the aggregate United States surplus : 
property, which when the 1946 Agreement was signed might have been. ! 
expected to have been achieved before June 30, 1948, actually were not : 
accomplished until after that date; and judging from the June 1949 | 
Report of the Standing Advisory Committee, Ministry of Industry | 
and. Supply, a considerable disposal took place in the next following — 
months in the period July 1948-May 1949 which resulted in total reali- ! 

- zations of 36 crores by May 31, 1949, compared with the 25.122-crore 
| total of June 30, 1948. oe of 

_ As of May 31, 1949, the book value of the unsold balance of United : 
States surplus materials was 63.5 crores, which would have an hypo- | 

| thetical value of 12.954 crores if the 20.4-percent realization factor is 
| again applied. = | | | | 
| In view of the anticipated need for prompt submission of informa- — | 
| tion. regarding progress in implementing the 1946 Agreement and of 

the Final Report to the Congress, the Embassy would appreciate an | 
| early verification by the Government of India of the 43,110,000-rupee | 
| United States share for sales up to June 30, 1948, less the 7,495,000- 
| rupee payment already received: by the United States Government. 
| - Since (a) United States surplis’sold by June 30, 1948, apparently 

was only 128 crores in book value, about half of the 240-crore total, | 
: (b) 10.878 crores in addition were sold in the first eleven months after 7 
_ June 30, 1948, and (c) the book value of United States surplus prop- | | 
| erty remaining on May 31, 1949, was 63.5 crores, the Government of 
| the United States would like to enter negotiations with the Govern- __ 
! ment of India at an early date to determine as accurately as possible 
| the final figures to date and to conclude a mutually-satisfactory and 
| equitable arrangement for the sharing of proceeds from sales (un- | 
| expected at the time of the 1946 Agreement) made after June 30,1948. =f 

| a Enclosure 2 | a | 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of Embassy for Economic Affairs in | 
| India (Loftus) to the Ambassador in India (Bowles)* =~ | 

CONFIDENTIAL | o [New Devut,] J anuary 28, 1953. | 

| Subject: Background Memorandum on Status of Surplus War Prop- | 
| erty Agreement of 1946 | | | 

| As part of the United States Government program to have all stip- 
! ulated action taken in the various American war surplus disposal agree- 
| ments which were made shortly after the last war, the Embassy is un- | 
| der instructions to open negotiations with the Government of India to | 

1 ’This memorandum was drafted by Lewis M. Lind, Economic Attaché of | 
| Embassy in India. | | 

|
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arrange for complete implementation of the Indo-U.S. Surplus Prop- 

erty Agreement of May 16, 1946. OB 

Present Instructions from the Department : | 

_ We have been instructed (a) to press the GOI for a Final Report 
and for payment of 35,615,000 rupees still unpaid from the U.S. share 
of American surplus property sold prior to June 30, 1948—we have 
been paid only 7,495,000 rupees so far, altogether—and (b) to try to 
obtain an extension beyond June 30, 1948, of the period during which 
the United States shares 50-50 with the Government of India on all 
proceeds from sales of American surplus. | 7 

Background : | | | 

In May 1946 United States surplus property in India, with an origi- 
nal book value of about 240 crores, was selling briskly through Indian 

| and American efforts. At the time of signature of the Agreement, on 
May 16, 1946, it looked as though all materials would be sold within | 

two years. The Agreement provided: | 

(a) That the Government of India would receive all of the first 
$50,000,000-worth of rupees from such sales. | 

(6) That proceeds from subsequent sales, after amounts equal to 
“normal customs duties” had been taken by the GOI, would be shared 
equally by India and the United States. . oe Loe 

(c) That all proceeds from sales made after June 30, 1948, would 
revert to the Government of India; and _ a — - 

(d) That all of the American share of such proceeds would be spent 
in India in rupees, for housing and administrative expenses of the > 
Embassy and our other posts in India, and for educational purposes 
in this country. | te : te Oo 

Due to participation dislocations, instead of all surplus being sold 
by the end of June, 1948, only 51 percent was, with an original book 
value which we estimate at 123 crores. During the winter months of 
1947-48, for example, sales had slowed to a trickle—about one-half 
crore per quarter, a 

_ After the cut-off date, however, when all receipts became exclusively 
Indian, sales rose quickly to the extent that in the next 11 months, by 
May 31, 1949, sales proceeds were 11,878 crores. 

Surplus materials with a book value of 63.5 crores were stated to 
be on hand for disposal on May 31, 1949, and the Embassy has no 
information on sales made or proceeds received by the Indian Gov- 
ernment since that time. — oe 

Comment: | | 

Embassy records on this subject were quite bulky, but are never- 
theless incomplete—we believe mainly because the Indian Govern- — 
ment has been somewhat remiss in submitting regular data in the | 

spirit intended in the 1946 Agreement. 
Mr. Lind has had to reconstruct the fairly complete picture we
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now have from fragmentary records, and we fully expect that new | 
and more accurate information will be disclosed by the Government | 
of India as negotiations proceed. On the other hand, the Depart- : 
ment has approved all the figures and the reasoning process shown | 
in the Note, by cable within the last three weeks; and thus we do | 
at least have a starting point for the negotiations. ! 

A summary of the amounts involved is below: 

Proceeds from 
| Sales, in Crores, ! 

| Original at Over-all : 
| | Book Value Realization 
| | an Crores Rate of 20.4% 

| A. Sold to June 30, 1948 123.0 *25. 122 
B. Sold July 1, 1948 to May 31, 1949 53. 5 *10. 878 | 

! C. On hand May 31, 1949 63.5 *12. 954 ! 
| | . - | | 240. 0 48. 954 

| Possible United States shares of the proceeds are as follows, depend- , | 
| ing on the concessions, if any, that the GOI may be willing to make : 
| (dollar equivalents at the approximate rate of 21¢ to the rupee are : 
| also given, even though the American share must be kept in rupees 
| andspentinIndia): 
| Actual and Prospectwe U.S. 
| | Shares 

| | Crores U.S. Dollars | | 
| | Crores of Rupees @ 21¢ | 

| A. Pre-cut-off date sales were 25. 122 : 
| GOI prior allocation | | 
| $50 million @ 3.3 Rs/$ 16. 500 
_ Remainder for sharing | 8. 622 | | 

: Of which half for U.S. — 4.311 | 
i U.S. has been paid | 0. 7495 : : 
| Therefore still owed U.S. | 3.0615 $7,479, 150 | 

| What We Can Aim for in Negotia- 
| tions: | , | 
| B. Sold duly 1948—-May 1949 10. 878 | 
| Of which U.S. half would be 5. 439 11, 421, 900 | 

| C. Book value of surplus on hand a 
| at time of last report was | | 
: 63. 5 crores; at 20.4% rate | | | 
| -. of return, proceeds might | | 
| be 12. 954 a | 

~ Of which U.S. half would be 6.477 13, 601, 700 

~ Totals 15.4775 $32, 502, 750 | 

| An interesting point of which you should be advised is that, after | 
the Embassy had pressed the Indian Government for the final account- | 

*Note: ‘Proceeds from Sales’? for A and B together did in fact amount to a | | 
rate of return of 20.4% of original book value, after the GOI subtracted “normal 

| customs duties”. For A and B separately, however, and for C, the 20.4% rate is 
| an assumption. [Footnote in the source text.] 

| | |
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ing as of June 30, 1948, the Ministry of External Affairs eventually 

sent a note in the summer of 1949 which said that the estimated realiz- 

able value of U.S. surplus on hand at the end of June 1948 was five and 

one-half crores, which would probably just cover the expense of stor- 

ing and selling it—with the inference that our share of sales up to the 

cut-off date was all we could expect. As you will observe from the 
above tables, however, only 51 percent had been sold by June 30, 1948, 

and proceeds (disregarding receipts of the GOI from import duties 

levied) were 10.878 crores in the 11 months immediately thereafter. 

The MEA note seems to have been so seriously in error that it seems 
wiser not to mention it in our proposed new Note on the subject. 

The United States has received only 0.7495 crores to date from the 

Government of India on materials with an original value of 240 crores, 

which represents a cash return of 0.315 percent. In the event the GOI 
7 remits the remainder of our share for sales before June 30, 1948, this 

percentage will rise to 1.83 percent. If our share is extended to include 

| known sales through May 1949, our percentage would be 4.09; if the 

GOI conceded all the way and our assumptions on rate of return are 

correct, the United States share of the proceeds would represent 6.75 

percent of the original book value. | 

The Government of India has come off better in the program. Dis- 

regarding our share that they have kept thus far, their own portion 

has included (a) the prior $50,000,000 allotment, or 16.5 crores, (0) 

the GOI share of the remainder for sales before the cut-off date, which 

was 4.311 crores, (c) their own share of sales in the following 11 

months, or 5.439 crores, (¢@) their part of the goods unsold on May 31, 

1949, which has been estimated on the 20.4%-return basis as 6.477 

crores, and (e) whatever the GOI received as “normal customs duties” 

on all sales. | PS ee - oe 

The files suggest that there may have been some deliberate delay 

in making sales aggressively while the cut-off date was drawing near, 

but there is really no clear evidence on the point. It is somewhat more 

certain that in addition to partition disorders there were disorganiza- _ 

tion, inefficiency, and doubtless some corruption in the Indian dis- 

posals program; these seem ‘to have been at least part of the reason 

for Indian reticence and defensive attitudes from time to time in the 

past. From the viewpoint of ethics some of this.was indeed not good; 

but we should remember that many hundred million dollars’ worth 

of Army equipment was suddenly put in their hands for disposition — 
when it was actually scattered at 40-odd depots and airfields, many 

| of them far out in the jungles, and apparently no one could have been 

7 prepared for the expenditures which would have been needed to care — 

| for the materials properly. The GOI, with the backing of the British,
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did insist that we let them handle the whole program, and perhaps 

the best that can be said in summary is that they didn’t know what | 

they were getting into. | - eee? 

From 1949 to 1951 the Embassy and the Department agreed that | | 

conditions were not propitious for negotiating an amendment of the | 

cut-off date, due to Indian resentment over our delay in granting the 
wheat loan and for other reasons. In 1952, however, ‘the Department 

began to suggest that action would be timely. We felt that the subject 
was complex and that none of us were surplus disposal experts, and 

asked several times that one or two specialists in the field be assigned : 

to the Embassy from Washington to carry on the negotiations, The | 

| Department did not agree to this proposal and insisted we start at 

once in order that some evidence of progress can be demonstrated to 

| Congress soon, and so that the 1946 Agreement can finally be brought 
: to some reasonable conclusion. oo ; - | 

| 891.00 TA/3-353 
| : | 

| Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near | 
| Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan) to the Sec- | 

| retary of State} : a | 

| CONFIDENTIAL ~ | [WasuineTton,] March 38,1953. | 

Subject: Your request for information about the $200 million 1954 __ 

| program for India. | ae | | 

| The new government of India, non-communist in character, is faced : 

| with grave and perplexing problems of establishing workable and last- 

| ing democratic institutions and of meeting inter-related economic — | 

| problems of food shortages, agricultural development, land reform | 

| and balanced industrialization. It is the largest country in free Asia | 

and potentially it could be a powerful force on the side of the free 
world. Conversely, its loss through communist control or alignment — : 

| would constitute a most serious blow to the position of the US and its | 
| allies in Asia. Its location geographically and the magnitude of its 

| problems make it vulnerable tocommunism. | Coe. | 

| In gaining independence the Congress Party emphasized the burden __ | 

| upon the people imposed by colonial status and the benefits which | 

- would result from freedom, economically as well as politically. In its 
efforts to meet its commitments, the GOI has developed a Five-Year __ | 

| Plan which, if successful, will result in only the minimum necessary 
| progress. To accomplish this much, however, it is estimated that for. 7 
| the next three years outside financing not now in sight at least to the : 
Se 

| *This memorandum was drafted by Kennedy and Fluker of SOA. | 

| 
i
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amount of $730 million will be required. The proposed $200 million | 
| for fiscal 1954 is directed towards this essential need for economic de- 

| velopment. (See attached letter of Oct. 28, 1952 from Amb. Bowles.)? 
| The US program continues to stress improved agriculture and over | 

| three-fourths of the total amount is allocated ‘either directly or indi- 
rectly for this purpose. The community development program is the 
heart of it, and the proposed 150 community centers are expected to 
reach 30 million people. Small sums are tentatively allocated to health 
and sanitation, education, public administration, and transport and — 
communications. A specific breakdown is attached ( Attachment 1). 

New national elections will have to be held at the end of 1956. The 
intervening years provide us with the opportunity of showing that 
Western democracy is willing and able to assist a democratic India and 
of establishing in India that the democratic way of life does hold for 
Indians the possibility of improvement. - Oo 

? Ante, p. 1668. 
* Not printed. | 

891.00 TA/3-453 | | | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary 
of State (Smith) | 

SECRET ~. [Wasuineton,] March 4, 1953. 
_ Reference: Letter for Secretary’s signature to Mr. Stassen setting up 

MSA budget figures.? Oo a 
1. I do not wish to sign this letter as long as it carries the sum of 

$200,000,000 for India. I doubt that this amount is either justified by 
| the facts or could be justified tothe Congress. Oo 

| 2. I am returning this letter and some additional material that ac- 
companied it * to you with the request that the India figure be reduced. 
If such a reduction is against the best judgment of those in the Depart- 
ment who are concerned, I think the only thing we can do is to have a 
conference with the interested people. : oe 

3. If this amount for India is reduced, will this affect the propor- 
tionate amount allocated to Pakistan? = ne | 

1 Secretary of State Dulles drafted this memorandum. | 
* This letter has not been found in the Department of State files. | 
* The additional material referred to was a Memorandum dated Feb. 25 to the 

Secretary of State from Edwin M. Martin of S/MSA which has not been found - 
in the Department of State files and Jernegan’s memorandum of Mar. 8, 1953, — 
Supra. oo. ee
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891.00 TA/3-553 | | Oo 
Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, | 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) and the Director of | 
the Policy Planning Staff (Nitze) to the Secretary of State*— | 

SECRET | a [Wasuinerton, ] March 5, 1953. | 
_ Subject: The India and Pakistan Programs for Fiscal 1954. a 

In case you have not seen New Delhi’s telegram of March 2 in sup- 
_ port of the $200 million program, it is attached for your reference (Tab | 

A).? We also support the importance of a program of this size in | 
India and the related program of $49 million for Pakistan. Very | 
briefly, considerations which seem persuasive are: the political neces- | 

| sity of the economic progress during the next three years which this and | 
| subsequent assistance would provide; the improved internal stability in 
| India and Pakistan, which it is believed would result; the need in a | 

| broader sense of the friendly cooperation of India and Pakistan in 
| trying for a settlement of the Korean question; the need to maintain : 

: the best possible relationship with India and Pakistan in connection 
_ with efforts to resolve Kashmir; and the support which large pro- | 

grams would give in connection with the formation of MEDO. 
| However, because of the budgetary situation and your desire to | 

p cooperate fully in making reductions, we have now modified. our pro-. | 
| gram requests to $140 million for India and $36 million for Pakistan. | 

| This was the first stage reduction on which evaluations were requested 
| by DMS. | - | | 
| Your proposed letter to Mr. Stassen in support of the Departments | 

| budget presentation has been modified accordingly and is attached | 
| (Tab B)3- | 

| “Kennedy of SOA and Arthur Z. Gardiner, Politico-Economic Adviser, NEA, | | drafted this memorandum. ; | 7 | | ! * Not printed; the reference is to New Delhi telegram 3455, Mar. 2 (891.00  '"TA/8-258). | | 
| * This letter has not been found in the Department of State files. | 

891.00 'TA/3-353 os oe | | | | 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President? | 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] March 16, 1953. 
|. You may be interested in the final paragraph of a recent cable from | 

| Chester Bowles ? on Indian aid— | | 

| ’ Secretary of State Dulles drafted this memorandum. | 
! * See footnote 2, supra. a oo —- | 

| | 

|
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“Only rational basis reducing aid request is reject our political esti- 
mate (one word here garbled, correction to follow)* vital importance — 
and danger of failure. This responsibility must be clearly and openly 

assumed in Washington. In my considered opinion it would be prelude 

to disaster.” | | 

I am actually recommending a reduction from a projected $200,- 

000,000 to $140,000,000.* | | | 
| | JoHN Foster DULLES 

° ‘The garbled word in New Delhi telegram. 3455, Mar. 2, was “India’s”. 
‘ According to a memorandum dated Nov. 9, 1953 from Harold E. Stassen, the 

Director of the Foreign Operations Administration, to Secretary of State Dulles, 

a total of $89,100,000 eventually was made available by Congress for technical 

assistance and economic aid to India in FY 1954 (791.5 MSP/11-953). 

611.91/5-2158 : Telegram | | oo. 

: The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

| CONFIDENTIAL | New Dewut, May 21, 1953—9 p. m. 

4996. Secretary had talk yesterday with Sir Girja Bajpai, Gover- 

nor of Bombay, whom Nehru had brought to Delhi for that purpose.” __ 

Bajpai gave lengthy explanation of Indian foreign policy, excused 

India’s failure to understand United States policy on grounds of 

immaturity and inexperience of Indian press and people. He de- 

 clared that India would never go Communist. He said Indian au- 

- thorities were aware that Red China had shown expansionist 

tendencies and that India was taking due precautions to defend its 

Eastern and Northern frontiers. | 

Last night Nehru gave state dinner for Secretary and Mr. Stassen 

at_ which 50 top officials Indian Government were present. After 

dinner Nehru arranged for various Cabinet Ministers to chat with 

each individually. | . | | 

_ Today Secretary spent nearly two hours alone with Prime Min- 

ister. Conversation covered wide range subjects and will be con- 

tinued at luncheon tomorrow. (Summary conversation in separate 

telegram.) > Atmosphere was friendly and he considers talks were 

He and members his party lunched with senior officials of Ex- 

* Ambassador Bowles left post on Mar. 23, 1953 and was replaced by Ambas- 

‘sador George V. Allen, who presented his credentials on May 4, 1953. oo. 

2 Secretary of State Dulles and Mutual Security Administrator Stassen visited 

the Near and Middle East between May 9 and 29, 1953. In the course of their 

trip, they spent 3 days in India from May 20 to 22. For further documentation 

on the Dulles—Stassen trip, see volume Ix. | 

- Not printed; the telegram under reference was New Delhi telegram 4237, 

May 22 (110.11 DU/5—2253).
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ternal Affairs Ministry and tonight he will attend reception I am 

_ giving largely for Indian Officials. | | — | | 

May 22 he and certain members party will fly in Indian Air Force 

plane to Agra, return in time for half hour press conference at 1280, 

lunch with Prime Minister, and enplane for Karachi about 1500. I 

shall accompany him on trip to Agra. 7 Se 

Messrs. Stassen and Matteson visited Punjab villages with TCA 

officers morning May 21, joined luncheon group, and spent after- 

moon conferring with Indian officials on various subjects including 

‘anal waters dispute. They will not make Agra trip but will con- | 

‘tinue conferences in New Delhi morning May 22. oe ; 

Secretary received Afghanistan Ambassador Najib-Ullah May 19, ; 

! who explained to him Afghanistan interest in Pushtoonistan* 

“For documentation regarding the Pushtunistan dispute, see pp. 1365 ff. | | 

co | Editorial Note | : 

| Ambassador George V. Allen on May 29, 1953 and Anil K. Chanda, | 

Deputy Minister for External Affairs, on June 24, 1953 signed and | 

thereby brought into force an agreement establishing a United States | 

| educational foundation in India. For the text, see TIAS No. 2881, 7 

| printed in 4 UST (pt. 2) 9288. oo : 

| : 791.56/7-653 : Telegram ce 

The Chargé in India (Drumright) to the Department of State 

| RESTRICTED New Dexut, July 6, 19583—4 p. m. 

29. Embassy has received Government of India’s reply to request : 

| for final settlement under war surplus property agreement and for re- 

| negotiation of mid-1948 cut-off date. Re Embassy’s despatch 1797, ; 

February 17, 1953. | | , 

Government of India now confirms 25.122 crores of sales to end of : 

June 1948, but some sales later cancelled or varied which change this | 

figure to 23.96 crores net value, excluding customs duty. Realizations , 

, 23.92 crores. Deduction of rupees equivalent to $50 million (16.5 : 

crores) leaves 7.42 crores divisible, of which US share 3.71 crores. 

| This substantially checks with Embassy’s data. | : 

| Note mentions 7,495,000 rupee payment to US and 268,235 rupees 

received by US for four Dakota aircraft leased to Air India, which 

subtracted leaves 29, 336,765 rupees payable to US. 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 414
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Refers to stores left in Pakistan, on which Government of Pakistan 

has reported sales of slightly less than 10,000 rupees by cut-off sales, 

in which two have resulted in adverse decisions relevant 9.71 lakhs, 
and remaining suit pending for compensation and damages of 6.8 

crores. Says final settlement with US not possible until decision 
reached. 

Says 36 crores sales to end May 1949 (middle 2 paragraphs, page 
2 of enclosure 1, Embassy despatch 1797) included roughly 9 crores 
customs duties, making sales from cut-off to end May 1949 only 2 crores 

and not 11 crores. 7 

Government of India note gives tonnage figures to show that by 
mid-1948, 96 percent vehicles, trailers and 77 percent other stores had 

been sold. Says its share of divisible portion through June 1948 (above 

. $50 million worth rupees) only 3.71 crores against custodial and or- 

ganizational costs of [garble] .25 crores. From cut-off to January 

1953 costs were 5.83 crores against estimated realization of 6.4 crores. | 
Future receipts from stores now remaining estimated 10 lakhs, with 

_‘ storage and sales costs bound to exceed this figure. | 
Says surplus transaction has, on whole, not been profitable, and that 

in circumstances perhaps Embassy will agree no purpose will be served 

in reviewing agreement terms for September US sharing of sales made 

after June 48. | 
Loftus carrying copies Government of India notes on his arrival 

Washington scheduled July 7. | | 
| DruMRIGHT 

493.919/7-—2153 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State} 

SECRET New Deru, July 21, 1953—4 p. m. 

147. Pursuant request from Naval Attaché for investigation, Polish 

vessel SS Mickiewicz, Bombay ConGen reports consignment by GOI- 

‘owned Indian Rare Earths Limited to Taku Bar, China of 2,248 

pounds “foreign” thorium nitrate valued rupees 40,500. Mickiewicz 
departed Bombay July 17 for Colombo. Embassy requested urgent 

clarification facts shipment from GOI and will cable results. _ 
Bombay requested clarify word “foreign” and provide Department 

and Embassy with any additional information available on subject. 

ALLEN 

| ’ This telegram was also repeated to Bombay as telegram 39.
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| 493.919/7--2453 : Telegram | 

; The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 

: SECRET §-NIACT WasHinerton, July 24, 1953—6:51 p.m. 
87. Re Colombo’s 27 repeated New Delhi 3.2 New Delhi’s 174 re- 

| peated Columbo 5.* Although facts not yet clear, information so far 
received your telegrams it appears that India Rare Earth Limited is 

| exporter in this case and that shipment was permitted by Indian Gov- 
fo ernment. If these facts verified, situation extremely grave. F 

Note Ceylon last stop prior Taku Bar. Unless overriding objection, i 
i: Embassy should immediately approach GOI re offloading cargo at : 
| Colombo on basis Indian policy such materials not exported to any 

destination and license invalid. View ETD Mickiewicz and serious- I 
! ness problem GOI should act immediately. Embassy should empha- ; 

. e,e . ° * . E | size critical nature situation since US executive branch has no F 
| discretion in cases involving this material (see PL 213). Embassy } 
| may wish bring matter attention Deshmukh. oe : 

DULLEs 

*This telegram was also sent niact to Colombo as telegram 21, and it was 
i repeated for information to London as telegram 454. | , 

* Not printed; the Embassy in Colombo in telegram 27, July 24, informed the : 
Department that the Polish vessel SS Mickiewicz was in Colombo loading 2,600 E 

| tons of rubber for shipment to Communist China, that the cargo included two : 
| tons of thorium nitrate loaded in Bombay, and that the ship’s next port of call : | was Taku Bar, China. (493.919/7-2458) | 
: * Not printed. (493.919/7-24583 ) 
| * The reference is to the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act, known as the 3 
| Battle Act (after its sponsor, Representative Laurie Battle of Alabama), which 

was signed into law on Oct. 26, 1951 as Public Law 213. For the text, see. 65 Stat. F 
| 644. Under terms of the Battle Act, any nation trading embargoed materials : 

to the Soviet Union and its satellites, including Communist China, would have i 
all United States military, economic, or financial assistance terminated. One of a 

: _ the strategic materials embargoed under the act was thorium nitrate. : 

| 493.919/7-2653 : Telegram “ | 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State : 
| 

E 

| SECRET | New Detut, July 26, 1953—4 p. m. : 

| --: 192. Excon. Embassy officers personally delivered note mentioned 
|. Embtel 190 July 251 to Foreign Secretary RK Nehru his home after 
| noon 25th. Nehru acknowledged Deshmukh had talked with him about : 

| * Not printed; the Embassy reported in telegram 190 that the instruction con- 
tained in the second paragraph of Department telegram 87 to New Delhi, supra, ; 
had been carried out by a) having an informal personal discussion with F 
Deshmukh, and 6b) by dispatching an official note to the Ministry of External j 

| Affairs (493.919/7-2558 ). : 

|
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_ this shipment thorium nitrate immediately following Ambassador’s 
call on Finance Minister. After reading note, Nehru confirmed only 
Prime Minister could order off-loading thorium nitrate in Colombo, 
and asserted Prime Minister had not been apprised Battle Act implica- 
tions in decision permit export. Said he would consult Deshmukh and 
give Ambassador early reply. Expressed personal opinion off-loading 

| “might make matters worse” as, if publicized, it would reveal destina- 
tional discrimination in Indian exports contrary enunicated policy. 

Also, would reveal existence political strings to US aid. 
Nehru admitted that prior to call from Deshmukh he had never read 

text, Battle Act and had not been aware of full implications Section 
103 (6). However, he had file at hand and acknowledged that GOI had 

' been fully informed as to text of act, the security lists and fact Commu- 
nist China an interdicted destination. 

Nehru dilated at length of interpretation word “knowingly,” admit- 
ting GOI obviously knew of export but did not realize implications 
this export for aid program. In elaboration this theme he explained: _ 
(1) Battle Act.an old law which was brought to attention his pred- 
ecessor but with which he had not familiarized himself; (2) GOI, 
because it had few if any strategic materials to export, had paid little 
attention details Battle Act; (3) purpose this export was development 
commercial markets over 10 year period for products Indian Rare 
Earths Limited (stated this connection small shipments thorium | 

nitrate had previously been made to Burma and Indonesia) ; (4) quan- 

tity involved present shipment very small and certainly could not be 

used produce atomic weapons. 

Nehru questioned whether phrase “upon recommendation of admin- 

istrator” at beginning Section 103(6) did not give administrator dis- 

cretionary authority. In reply he was told this wording simply proce- 

dural and that text of Act was mandatory in case of title 1A shipments. 

Nehru also asked if assurances commodity would not be shipped again 

would permit presidential action under Section 104. Embassy repre- 

sentative replied that plain reading text, seemed indicate no action pos- 

sible under 104 until aid terminated under 103(6). 

Embassy representatives gained impression Nehru an agitated man. 

While mentioning GOI understanding there were’no political strings 

to US aid , he made no categoric statements such as reported Embtel 

4097 May 11, 1953? that India ‘would do-without aid if price were a 

change in Indian foreign policy. He did say India does not agree Com- 

munist China under Soviet domination but admitted*this a point of 
disagreement between US and India. He now appears fully understand 

implications Battle Act. Aside from appropriate rejoinders Nehru’s 

various comments, Embassy representatives stressed lack US executive 

*Not printed. (493.919/5-1153) |
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discretion this situation, urged serious consideration possibility off- 
loading shipment Colombo. | | oe | 

| ALLEN of 

493.919/7-2653 : Telegram 

2 The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? : 

! SECRET § NIACT New Deut, July 26, 1953—10 p. m. 

| 193. Excon. Loftus had long extremely frank conversation tonight | 

| with Deshmukh re thorium nitrate case, drawing upon direct observa- : 
tion congressional attitudes these matters as reflected aid bill hearings 

| (including lengthy off-record interrogation Loftus by Representative __ | 

| Battle re India’s attitude and compliance). Embassy made following _ 
: points: os | | : 

| (a) Reliance by India on possibility reinstitution aid under section — 
104 after termination extremely precarious; | | 

| (b) Since general attitude of Congress not highly sympathetic aid 
to countries not clearly aligned with free world in terms reasonably © 
concrete undertakings. disclosure India’s action this matter (if con- : 

4 summated) might jeopardize whole outcome non-military aid requests, 7 
and this raises question India’s responsibility in free world ; | i 

| (e) Time had come to clean away verbal confusions resultant India’s 
tendency to make official pronouncements re “aid without strings”. : 

| Re (a) above Embassy emphasized that, even if administration will- _ 
| ing recommend immediate reinstitution aid under section 104 (which 
| questionable in light public opinion re China trade questions) reprieve — | 

| thus granted likely be only temporary for duration fiscal year 54, since F 
sincerity India’s intentions cooperate with free world would be most 

| closely and scrupulously scrutinized in any congressional considera- 
tion future aid request. Also pointed out that in any case reinstitution 

| under 104 would as practical matter have to be preceded by explicit I 
request on India’s part—which would mark end gentlemen’s pretence 

: India not asking United States aid and which would create obvious 
: political difficulties internally for India. | 

Re (6), emphasized United States aid programs represent essen- : 
tially pattern re-allocation world resources for freedom, hoped India : 

would not by its separate action prejudice this general re-allocation. | 
Re (c) Embassy said that aid could be said to be with strings if, 

: after aid extended, United States asked for political action of some : 
sort; but this had never been case. In fact, position was that Battle 
Act provisions were condition or circumstance precedent Indian ac- 

ceptance United States aid since notification Battle Act requirements ‘ 
| had been made to Kripalani in Washington on December 17, 1951, : 

*This telegram was repeated priority to London as telegram 21, to Colombo as , 
telegram 7, to Singapore as telegram 4, and to Hong Kong as telegram 5. :
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whereas Indo-United States agreement signed Delhi January 5, 1952.” 
These limitations on United States freedom of action in aid matters 
fully known to Government of India from outset joint economic de- 
velopment efforts. | | 
Deshmukh agreed.all preceding points sound and said would com- 

municate them immediately to Prime Minister. Added gratuitous 
observation he thought United States Battle Act legislation entirely. 
reasonable and sensible. Said main difficulty, perhaps insuperable, 
would be to find legal basis for off-loading cargo. This matter under 
intensive all night study by appropriate experts but he pessimistic 
about chance finding feasible solution. Deshmukh tried make con- 

_ siderable point of fact India has sold monazite to United States and 
argued quantities in that case much greater than now involved in 
China shipment. Embassy replied these matters very complicated 

_ from technical point of view and argument could be pursued in- 
definitely about strategic difference 500 tons monazite against one ton | 
thorium nitrate. However, fact was thorium nitrate was extremely 

_ strategic commodity undoubtedly wanted for military ends and in 
any. case absolutely prohibited under Battle Act for shipment in any 
quantity. Deshmukh assented this position in his view reasonable. 

Interview concluded: with reciprocal expressions hope that out- 
_ come no matter what it might prove to be would be accepted in dig- 
“nity and without unjustified reciprocal recriminations. 

| ALLEN 

*The reference is to the U.S.—India technical cooperation agreement of Jan. 5, 
1952. See the editorial note, p. 1633. | | | 

493.919/7-2853 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET — PRIORITY New Detut, July 28, 1953—10 p. m. 

209. I called on Prime Minister Nehru at 6 p. m. today, accompanied 
by Loftus, to discuss thorium nitrate shipment to China. After review- 
ing facts (about which there has been no dispute at any stage), I said 
1 wished to emphasize seriousness of situation created: by this ship- 
ment. I said I would not be carrying cut my responsibilities if I did 
not bring it to his attention in most friendly and straightforward 
rnanner. | | 

Nehru said he had just reviewed dossier and was quite clear that — 
even if GOI wished to do so, it could take no action now to recover 
present shipment, which had already been paid for and was on for- 

| eign ship in foreign port. He added that even if GOI could take such 
action, political consequences, both internally and in relations between 

_ India and China, would be so serious as to render it impossible, » |
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Nehru stated categorically and with some vehemence that India : 
had never and would never submit to derogation of its national 
sovereignty in permitting United States law to determine with whom | 
and in what commodities India could trade. I pointed’ out that the. L 
American Government had transmitted copy of Battle Act to GOT‘on | 
December 17, 1951 and that technical cooperation agreement between E 
India and US was signed on January 5, 1952. Consequently India | 
had been fully aware of terms under which aid could be granted at 
time agreement was signed. I added that on several occasions during 
the past 18 months Embassy officers had discussed provisions of Battle 
Act with Indian authorities and that as recently as February 25, 1953. 

: we had sent further formal note to India * stating that Act remained : 
| in full force and specifically pointing out that there had been no change | 

in items in Category A. Nehru replied that India had never agreed to © 
attachment of political strings to aid and repeated that he could not 

| accept the conditions of Battle Act as binding on India. : 
| I said I had every respect and sympathy for sovereignty of India _ 

| but that every nation which received US aid had accepted terms 
of Battle Act. Loftus said he was not aware that any other nation I 

| had ever regarded Battle Act as infringement of its sovereignty. © 
{ remarked that any international agreement between two sovereign 

| nations involved some voluntary limitation’ on their freedom of 
action. | | | 

| Loftus reviewed history of discussions with GOI on Battle Act, ; 

| pointing out that early conversations had led us to believe that GOI i 
: understood our legal position just as we understood their difficulties 
: in taking overt statutory action, therefore, we had proceeded in good - 

faith, relying on our understanding that India would meet the require- | 
| ments of Battle Act by administrative action. Nehru said that evi- 

dently there had been a misunderstanding on this point. . 
Nehru asked whether signature of truce in Korea had made any dif- 

| _ ference in operation of Battle Act. I said it had not. He remarked that 
many people in Europe felt peace could be advanced’ by extending | 

| trade. He agreed with this view, although he was aware that some felt 
| otherwise. | | - 

| I asked whether authorities who had permitted this shipment had 
: been aware of 1—A list at time they issued permit. He said he did not : 

know. As far as he personally was concerned, it was not brought to his | 
attention. He could not say what other officers involved may have 
considered. So : 

Nehru summarized discussion by saying that two questions were in- 
| volved. (1) What to do about the present shipment, and (2) what could 
| be done about the future. As regards (1), he reiterated that nothing 
1 could be done. As regards (2), he referred to failure of GOI to reach : 
| agreement with US Atomic Energy Committee on purchase of thorium 

- 7+ Not printed. | |
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nitrate but said GOI was still ready to discuss with US question of 
disposal of commodities of this kind and was prepared to cooperate 
broadly in this field. He specified, however, that India would never be 
willing to give guarantee with regards to disposal of its commerce. 

I said I would report this statement to my government, and that 
whatever consequences might follow, I would for my part, deal with 
resulting situation in dignity and friendship. He smiled, said “of 

- course” and conversation terminated. | 
| ALLEN 

493.919/7-—2953 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

SECRET New Dexut, July 29, 1953—7 p. m. 

215. Re Embtels 190, July 25? and 192, July 26. Embassy has 
- received note dated July 29 from MEA in reply Embassy’s note 
July 25, stating small shipment of thorium nitrate made to China with 
‘permission GOT; that consignment of thorium nitrate already paid for 
and ownership passed other hands; and GOI thus not in position to 
“offload this consignment or to deal with it in any other way at this 
stage”, oe | : 

In conversations today between Pillai and myself and between Mani 
-and Drumright, both MEA officials stressed small quantity thorium 

_ nitrate involved, desire of GOI to sell thorium nitrate to US Gov- 
ernment, and hinted GOI prepared carry out effective administrative 

controls strategic material but not in position give open commitment. 

| ALLEN 

_’ This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 25, to Colombo as tele- 
gram 10, to Singapore as telegram 7, and to Hong Kong as telegram 6, 

* See footnote 1 to telegram 192, p. 1697. 

493.919/7-2953 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India} 

SECRET — PRIORITY Wasuineton, July 30, 1953—6 :43 p. m. 

116. FYI. Department concerned deteriorating trend our relations 

GOI in broad context need to continue aid in support economic prog- 
ress and India’s role in Korea (Embtel 209).2 On basis indication 

in Embtel 215? that GOI may be prepared carry out effective admin- 
istrative controls, US Government exploring all possible means avoid- 
ing aid termination this single transaction. Consideration also being 

-1 This telegram was drafted by Kennedy of SOA and was signed by Under | 

Secretary of State Smith. a 
* Dated July 28, p. 1700. : : 
* Supra.
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given on urgent basis possibility US purchase exportable quantity , 
thorium nitrate. End FYI. OO | 
-, In your discretion suggest you indicate informally GOL officials : 
that you sympathize their difficulties, that you sure Washington 
studying all aspects’ problem’ with great care, that you hope mean- 
while they will find it possible carry out effective administrative con- _ 

trols shipments strategic materials in accord oral assurances by Bajpai | 
(Embtels 215 and 4279 of May 17, 1952) 4 | 

| | DULLES | 

‘Telegram 4279 from New Delhi, May 17, 1952, not printed, is in Depart- : 
ment of State file 400.919/5-1752. | | | 

493.919/7-8i83- , | : 

| Memorandum. by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
| South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) and the Assistant Sec- 
| retary of State for Economic Affairs (Waugh) to the Under Secre- 
| tary of State (Smith)' | a 

| SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] July 31, 1953. 

: Subject: Shipment by India to Communist China of Item Embargoed 
| Under Battle Act | | | | | 

| Problem: | | | | | 

| To determine course of action most in accord with national interest : 
! in dealing with situation in which India has sold and shipped to Com- 
| munist China, on a Polish boat now leaving Ceylon for Taku Bar, 1 or : 

2 tons of thorium nitrate, an atomic energy material, listed as an item 

on the Category A List under Title I of the Battle Act. | 

Recommendation: — | | : 
| _ 1, That, on the basis of the facts reported, and in the expectation of | 
! adequate assurances respecting future shipments, the determination be 

made that this shipment was not “knowingly permitted” by the Gov- 
| ernment of India, within the meaning of the Battle Act, and, hence, 

: that no violation calling for the termination of aid has occurred ; 

2. That you urge Mr. Stassen, as Administrator of the Battle Act, 
| to agree to this approach in principle and at the appropriate time to 

! ask the President to approve his findings and his construction of the 
law as applied to this case, and subsequently to advise the appropriate ; 
members of Congress, informally and on a strictly secret basis, of the 

| occurrence, the determination reached under the law, the rationale of : 

| ‘This memorandum was drafted by Kennedy of SOA and by Louis W. Good- 
kind, Chief of the Economic Defense Staff of the Office of Economic Defense and : 

| Trade Policy. It also had the concurrences of Jack B. Tate, the Deputy Legal : 
Adviser, and of R, Gordon Arneson, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State. 
for Atomic Energy Affairs. | | | :
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such determination, and the reasons for choosing that course of action; 
3. That, in aid of obtaining the above assurances, the U.S. promptly 

resume? and conclude negotiations with India to purchase thorium 
nitrate, at a reasonable premium if necessary. | 

Discussion: | | 
The Polish ship SS Mickiewicz, which is about to leave Colombo, 

carries about two tons of thorium nitrate sold to Communist China by 
Indian Rare Earths Limited and licensed for export by the GOI. The 
shipment has been paid for and title has passed from Indian hands. 
When approached by Ambassador Allen, Prime Minister Nehru said ) 
it was impossible to take action to recover this shipment and added _ 
if he could do so, political consequences, both internally and in India’s - 

relations with China, would render such action impossible. (As a 
matter of fact, following our initial representations, GOI, through the 

_ Bombay Customs authorities, ordered the ship’s agents to offload the | 
thorium in Colombo; the agents refused on ground cargo had been — 
legally released and GOI had no basis for interfering with the ship- 
ment.) Asa result, the USG is now faced with a decision as to whether 
or not to terminate aid since thorium nitrate is included in the Title I 
Category A List of the Battle Act, which provides for termination if 
any recipient country knowingly permits the export of items listed. 

The available evidence provides a basis for concluding that this ship- 
ment could be.classed as not knowingly permitted. Deshmukh, Finance 
Minister, had stated that he did not participate in the decision to 
issue the license and asked if it would be possible for the U.S. to accept 
assurances as to the future. R. K. Nehru, Foreign Secretary, has as- 
serted that he had not been aware of the full implications of the Battle 
Act and that the Prime Minister had not been appraised of those im- 
plications. Bhatnagar, Member-Secretary of India’s Atomic Energy 
Commission, stated he knew nothing of the transaction and that the 
shipment had been made against his express orders. Officials of the 
Ministry of External Affairs have given some indication that GOI is 
prepared to carry out effective administrative controls over shipments 
of strategic materials, but as in the past cannot consider a written or 
public commitment. | | 

Although an atomic energy source material, thorium also has wide- 
spread, ordinary commercial uses, such as incorporation in incandes- 
cent gas mantles, ceramic products, photographic films, plates and 
papers, etc. While we do not know specifically the identity of the con- 

* The United States and India earlier in the year had conducted negotiations 
regarding possible extensive U.S. purchases of Indian thorium nitrate. The effort 
failed, however, over the issue of price. Documentation regarding these negotia- 
tions is in Department of State file 891.2546. -
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‘signee nor the exact. intended end-use of this shipment, there is strong _ 

probability that the material will be used for innocent’ commercial 

purposes. In 1948, Chinese firms producing gas mantles required tho- | 

rium nitrate in quantities estimated between 500 and 5,000 pounds per 

year. On the other hand should the material be destined for atomic | 
energy research either in-Communist China or, via trans-shipment, in : 

the USSR, the quantity involved, according to the U.S. AEC, is rela- 
tively insignificant from a production standpoint. 

Political considerations strongly support our taking the position 
that the present shipment is not in violation of the provisions of the 
Battle Act. Termination of aid would constitute a major blow to the 

| possibility of India’s reaching its Five-Year Plan goals, a political 
! as well as economic necessity. Re-establishment of. aid under the 

Battle Act might well be impossible because of the more formal ; 

nature of assurances which would be necessary. On the other hand 
it is a reasonable possibility to expect continued effective control by 

: administrative means which, with the exception of the current in- 
| stance, has worked well in the past. In general it would be a major 

| political loss to have a sharply downward trend in US-Indian rela- 

| tions. This would be especially unfortunate for us at this time be- | 
| cause of the key position India will occupy as Chairman of the 

Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission. ) 

U.S. domestic political considerations present the real difficulty 
in making the suggested findings. If the shipment becomes public ! 

| knowledge the Administration no doubt will have to face up to sub- 
stantial criticism from some quarters because atomic items are par- : 

| ticularly sensitive ones in trade with communist countries. 

The plan for the future involves a re-affirmation by GOI of their | | 
| agreement to exercise effective administrative controls to prevent — 

| future shipments of strategic materials to Communist countries‘ and 
the purchase by the U.S. of surplus supplies of thorium nitrate and 

possibly of some portion of the available rare earths in India. Dis- | 

cussions within the Executive Branch are already well under way in 

, connection with determining the means of carrying through on the - 
| latter point. | 

493.919/8—-153 : Telegram : 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State : 

| SECRET PRIORITY New Detu1, August 1, 1953—5 p. m. — 

| 243. Deptel 116, July 30. I called on Pillai today to say that while 
| I had not yet received instructions in thorium nitrate case, I had word 

that Department was actively studying matter. I was passing thisonto
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him merely to keep him aw cowrant and to say that while I did not | 

know what aspects were being studied, I felt confident that one im- 

portant consideration with my government would be clear indication 

whether Washington was likely to be faced with another problem of 

this kind next week, next month, or next year. I told Pillai that I 

sympathized with GOI difficulties and hoped he similarly understood 
our problems. I said any assurance Indian authorities could let me have 

to pass on to Washington that there would be no similar occurrences in 
future would be most helpful, : 
He expressed appreciation for my remarks and said he would talk 

to Bhatnagar and others immediately. He hoped to let me have definite 
word Monday or Tuesday. | | 

I repeated that Washington would want to be very clear that similar 
case would not arise again and that it might be necessary for me to 
have further talk with Prime Minister at appropriate time. I referred 

| with appreciation to Prime Minister’s expression of willingness to 
_. “cooperate broadly” and mentioned his reference to previous misun- 

derstanding regarding respective positions of our governments. I said 
we should all try to avoid any further misunderstanding on any level. 
Pillai agreed. | | 
Comment: Key members of my staff and I, including Drumright, 

Loftus, Willson and Corry, have given considerable thought to this 
problem. We would like to suggest most earnest review in Washington 
of possibilities of purchasing Indian thorium nitrate. Corry estimates _ 
entire annual output of processing plant at no more than $500,000. 
Since our aid figure this year will be between $75 and 90 million, 
could we not use less than 1 percent of that amount to purchase this 
output. India infant processing industries should be supported. Use 
of funds for purchase would be concrete example of trade not aid. 
While I am aware that repercussions elsewhere may create complica- 
tions, we shall find it increasingly difficult to sustain position on deny- 
ing trade with iron curtain countries unless we show some willingness 
to purchase ourselves. This is especially true as regards this specific 
commodity in India, which consumes small parts of its output and 
must seek outside buyers. - 

| | ALLEN 

493.918/8—353 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India * 

SECRET WasHIncTon, August 3, 1953—7:56 p. m. 
128. Eyes only for Ambassador. We are trying in every possible way 

* This telegram was drafted and signed by Under Secretary of State Smith.
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to work out a solution to the problem imposed on us by the thorium ni- 
trate shipment arid the mandatory provisions of the Battle Act. It is | 
only this specific single shipment. which causes us difficulty ‘since in- | : 

formal commitments have already been received fromthe Atomic En- 
ergy Commission and FOA to purchase'the annual production of thori- | 
um nitrate from India for at least a year, paying such price as is neces- - 

sary, although it is hoped that some reduction in the direction of the | 
current world price could be obtained from India. With regard to the 

shipment now at sea it is hoped, although there is no assurance of this : 

fact, that FOA can be persuaded to accept some official statement, pos- 
sibly by Pillai, to permit a decision on our part that the shipment of the. : 

thorium was not “knowingly permitted” within meaning of the Battle | 

Act. So far the FOA authorities have been unwilling to do this and a : 
| decision on the highest level may be necessary with no assurance that : 
: it will be forthcoming. The only alternative of course is to cancel aid 
| to India and renegotiate, with all of the difficulties inherent in this line , 

of action. I am not by any means certain, however, that we will be able 
to avoid doing this and you should carefully prepare the way should 

. this become necessary. | | | - 
: In the meantime request information as matter of urgency whether | 

Pillai or similar official would be prepared to make official statement | 
along following lines: (1) That recent shipment to China was in- | | 

| tended for commercial purposes and not for atomic energy uses and : 
that key officials unaware thorium nitrate was on prohibited list of : 

| Battle Act with related effect on continuation aid, and (2) that : 
| positive assurances will be given for administrative action to prevent : 
| future shipment to prohibited destination items on List I Battle Act. f 
| In return US prepared (1) give assurance there would be no release | 

of above, although it should be understood might be necessary advise | 

| certain members of Congress in confidence, and (2) reopen negotia- : 
| tions US purchase thorium nitrate on basis suggested by Bhatnagar | 

as reported Embtel 202, July 27.2 = | 7 
| - I know you have already made clear to Nehru and others that we 
| ave trying as hard as possible to help India without any infringement 7 
| of her sovereignty and that we are confronted with a mandatory law 

: in this country from which there is no escape. Matter has had Sec- 
retary Dulles’ personal attention prior to his departure and is now 

| being handled personally by me. Since he knows me, Nehru should | | 
understand that we will go to great lengths to avoid even temporary 

| 2 Not printed; the Embassy informed the Department that Bhatnagar had i 
suggested the Department should urge the Atomic Energy Commission to resume E 

| negotiations with India but to offer better terms than previously for a contract | 
4 obligating the United States to make extensive purchases of Indian thorium : 

| nitrate over the long term as a way to prevent a repetition of this type of episode q 
| (493.919/7-2753). . | | !
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cessation of aid or for its early reestablishment in the event the opera- 
tion of our mandatory law makes cancellation necessary.* | 

SMirH 

* Ambassador Allen informed the Department in New Delhi telegram 253, — 
Aug. 5, not printed, that Pillai had been provided with the suggestions set forth 
in the Department's 128, Pillai confirmed the fact that the shipment to China of 
thorium nitrate was for commercial use; that Prime Minister Nehru had per- 
sonally authorized the shipment ; and that Pillai agreed that positive assurances | 
for the future would depend largely on whether phraseology could be. found 
which would take into account India’s concern for her sovereignty and U.S. con- 
cern for the implementation of the Battle Act. Ambassador Allen informed the | 

- Department that he was attempting to draft letters which he and Pillai could | 
_ sign, subject to the approval of Under. Seeretary Smith and Prime Minister 

Nehru. (493.918/8—553) | . , 

493.918/8—1053 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET New De uti, August 10, 1953—11 a. m. 

276. Eyes only Acting Secretary. Re Embtel 253, August 5.1 Follow- 
ing is draft of-letter I presented to Pillai Friday, August 7, which 
might serve as basis for handling thorium nitrate case. Comment fol- 
lows in immediately succeeding telegram. | 

“T refer to the exchange of notes between our two governments with 
respect to the recent shipment of thorium nitrate from India to China. 
In order to deal in a practical manner with the issues raised by this 
shipment, I would welcome your confirmation, on behalf of your gov- 
ernment, of the following understanding which has been reached as a 
result of discussions in this case: — | 

“1, The Government of the US recognizes the sovereign right of 
the Government of India to trade with whom it pleases and in 
what commodities. Flowing from its sovereign prerogatives is the 
right of India voluntarily to restrict its trade in certain commodi- 
ties, for reasons considered good and sufficient by the Government 
of India or to refuse such limitation. _ 

“2. The Government of India, for its part, recognizes fully the 
sovereign right of the Government of the US to grant or with- 
hold its financial assistance to. India on the basis of India’s deci- 
sions with regard to its trade in strategic materials to destinations 
considered inimical to the interests of the US or to the interests of 
collective security. _ ae 

“3. The recent shipment to China was intended for commercial 
_ purposes and not for atomic energy uses. Key officials who author- 

ized the shipment did not “knowingly permit” it in the sense that 
at the time of shipment they were not aware of its related effect on 
the continuation of US aid. (The foregoing is intended as a factual 
statement and does not concern hypothetical questions relating to 

_ the action which might have been taken if the full consequences 
with regard to aid had been realized.) 

+ See footnote 3, supra.
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“4, The Government of India agrees, for reasons which it con-_ | 
__ Siders to be good and sufficient, that further shipments of the items | 

on list I of the Battle Act will not be made to prohibited 
destinations. | | | oo 

“d. The Government of the US agrees to reopen negotiations 
for the purchases by the US of thorium nitrate from India on 

| the basis suggested by Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar in discussions with — 
Mr. John Loftus on July 27. | 

“Your confirmation of the foregoing understanding will constitute - } 
a basis on which our two governments will proceed until either govern- f 
ment wishes to adopt a different basis.” 3 | : 

ALLEN 

~ * See footnote 2, supra. : 
*Ambassador Allen informed the Department in New Delhi telegram 288, | 

Aug, 11, not printed, that when he handed the draft letter to Pillai, he told 
Pillai he had drafted it in such a fashion in order that both governments could ; 
defend any arrangements agreed upon from criticism. Pillai asked for 3 or 4. ; 
days to consult the appropriate members of his government, and he said that 

| paragraph 4 would constitute the chief problem for India. (493.918/8-1153) . 

: 493,918/8-1353 : Telegram | —— | 
| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

. SECRET New Devui, August 13, 1953—9 p.m. 
: 310. For Under Secretary. Your telegram 128, August 3 and Embtels 

276 August 10 and 288, August 11.1 | | 
I asked Pillai today if he had anything to tell me re thorium nitrate 

: case. He replied he had been thinking matter over. and had. come to : 
| conclusion it would be preferable not to present suggested statement 

to Prime Minister. He said that while Nehru was anxious to maintain : 
good relations with US, we should bear in mind GOI “is young and 

| perhaps supersensitive re its sovereignty”. He said well established 
: and strong governments like US and those of Western Europe could | 

make agreements which GOI would find impossible to enter into. He © 
: was afraid Prime Minister might make rash decision if confronted : 
! with draft, leaving no room for negotiation. Pillai said he understood 
| from my report of your instruction of August 3 that you did not neces- : 

! sarily have in mind exchange of written documents and he hoped oral 7 
understanding could be worked out. | | 

f 7 ALLEN 

1 See footnote 8, supra. 

| 493.918/8-1853 : Telegram a | 
| - 

| The Secretary of State to the EF mbassy in India? | 

: ‘TOP SECRET Wasuineton, August 13, 1953—6 :33 p. m. 7 
170. Eyes only for Amb, Allen. After studying draft in your 276 I | 

* This telegram was drafted-by Under Secretary of State Smith and was signed | : by Jeffrey.C. Kitchen, Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat. | 

| 
| |
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am even more impressed with importance of assurances you undertake 
to cover in paragraph 4. I realize that you have gone to great lengths 
to make clear to the Government of India the extremely difficult situa- 

_ tion in which we have been placed by shipments of thorium nitrate, 
which I now understand to be somewhat in excess of two tons. With 
all possible good will on our part and with the greatest possible con- 

_ cern for avoiding any implication of interference with the sovereign 
right of India to control her trade and the management of her internal 
and external affairs, the fact remains that we are confronted with a - 
drastic provision of our own law and are seeking a solution which will | 
meet both considerations. I doubt if the Government of India is even — 

_ now fully aware of the difficulties this imposes upon us. For example, 
the regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission provide that any- 
one within the U.S. possessing more than one pound of thorium nitrate | 

- must report it to the Commission. No one in U.S. may transfer more 
_ than one pound of this mineral or export any quantity however small 

from the U.S. without a license from the Commission. For these rea- 
sons we place great stress on receipt from Government of India of as- 
-surances outlined draft (Embtel 276) and I believe that your phrasing 
of paragraph 3 is the absolute minimum which would enable me to find 

__ #& way out of the present situation. Certainly any future shipments 
_ would leave us with no alternative whatever. My estimate is that if you 
_ are able informally to negotiate the assurances you have requested _ 

_ from the Indian Government, Stassen and I will be able to deal with | 
_ the instant case. You can proceed with these negotiations on the basis 
that prior to formal receipt of the assurances requested the determi- 
nation will be made as to whether the shipments were “knowingly per- 
mitted” and the Government of India informed of that determination. 
At the same time we will reopen negotiations for the purchase of In- 
dia’s entire production of thorium nitrate. | 

_ I realize you were informed of the above during my absence in 
Korea, but the situation has developed more fully while I was away 
and since my return I have reviewed the correspondence and realize 
even more fully the gravity of the problem.? a 

DULLEs 

3 Ambassador Allen feported in New Delhi telegram 331, Aug. 15, not printed, 
that he had read pertinent portions of Department telegram 170 to Pillai, who 
was impressed by the rigidity of U.S. regulations regarding thorium nitrate, and 
again expressed his anger that Indian officials had pressed Prime Minister Nehru 
into permitting this shipment (493.918/8-1553). a 

493.918/8-1458 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY New Detu1, August 14, 19536 p.m. _ 

318. Eyes only for the Secretary. Embassy’s telegram 310, Au- ~
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gust 13. I have come reluctantly to conclusion that even aside from : 
Battle Act, we should insist on clear cut statement by Government ft 
of India at this time, recognizing that acceptance of US aid involves | 
obligations on part of India. During first meeting I had with Desh- 
mukh, he referred to US aid as “coming from US capital surplus, 
which US must export”. When I discussed thorium nitrate case with 
him: July 25, I mentioned that all governments requesting aid from } 
US ‘accepted certain limitations in connection therewith. Deshmukh : 
denied that India had ever requested US grants of assistance. This 
point of view not only plays directly into hands of Soviet accusa- 
tions that US aid is being forced on reluctant. recipients, but also 
encourages Indians to think US aid is solely at US request and for : 
US convenience. | os | 

: I should ‘add that Deshmukh is probably most reasonable and under- 
: standing GOL official in Cabinet on subject of Americanaid. : 
| At start of our aid program here, it would have been preferable, : 

in my judgment, if we had insisted (as we did in Yugoslavia) on 
| clear-cut request by GOI for our-assistance. Instead, we skirted around | 

question of request and agreed to Indian position that.GOI merely 
let us know, in answer to ‘our inqtiries, how much GOI lacked in funds 
to complete five-year plan, but was‘not asking anybody for anything. 

: One can understand Indian motives, but we might have foreseen what : 
difficulties this positon would lead us into. I believe continuation of 
this essentially dishonest fiction would be fraud on American people 

| _ as well as continue to place US-Indian relations on false and therefore | 
| unsound basis. : | oe : 

| As regards Battle Act, record is clear that we relied, unwisely, on 
| informal assurances from one or two GOI officials that no strategic 
| _ materials were being shipped to prohibited areas, Machinery was : 
| never set up in GOI to carry out these assurances, and Prime Min- 

| __ ister Nehru now categorically states, perhaps justifiably, that we were 
| mistaken if we understood such arrangements existed, We would be — 

| foolish in my view to rely on informal assurances again, even if given 
| by Nehru himself, which he has indicated clearly he cannot give. : 
| I think it unlikely that GOI will make clear-cut statement re aid, , 

and that my recommendation, if followed, will therefore presumably _ : 
| result in termination of assistance. This would have especially serious | 
| _Fepercussions at present moment in view of Kashmir situation, Never- 

_ theless, I believe we can ride out the storm with calmness, patience and : 
dignity and that long-term result will] be sounder and eventually more : 

| friendly basis for US-Indian relations, — 
| | Co ALLEN | 
| - 1In response to New Delhi telegram 318, the Department, on Aug. 15, in tele- 4 -gram 184, not printed, agreed with Ambassador Allen on the need for clear-cut | 

‘assurances from the Government of India and believed that those Allen had | } 
| | Footnote continued on following page. | | 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 42 

| i
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493.918/8-1453 

Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State (Smith) to 
| the President 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY [ WasHINeTON, | August 18, 1953. 

I believe this telegram is worth your reading.t We are working out | 
the immediate problem in connection with the thorium nitrate ship- 
ments in accordance with your decision, although the necessary assur- | 
ances from India have not yet been forthcoming. It is the second part 
of the message which seems particularly important. Allen is usually an 

- accurate and objective reporter and if he is right in this case, as I am 
inclined to think he is, it may well be that we have gone past the point 
_of diminishing returns in several areas. I can’t forget that we made all 
sorts of diplomatic efforts to persuade Burma not to reject our assist- 
ance but, having taken that action, she seems to be just as well off and | 
our relations, if anything, are better. Foster has not seen this message 
but we talked about the general subject of “diminishing returns” before 
he left, and have started a pretty thorough and careful study of the 
matter which will be tied in with the final Solarium Plan ? and will be 
ready for consideration by the Council sometime after you return. 

W[atrer] B. S[rre] 

Footnote continued from preceding page. 

already sought represented the minimum the United States could accept. There- 
fore, the Ambassador was instructed to continue his efforts to obtain these assur- 
ances. And Ambassador Allen was informed that the Department was greatly 
-impressed by his general observations about the U.S. position on aid to India and 
invited him to advance any further views on the subject. (791.5 MSP/8-1553 ) 

* The telegram to which Under Secretary Smith was referring was Néw Delhi 
telegram 318, Aug. 14, 1953, supra. 

* For documentation regarding the Solarium Plan, see volume It. 

791.5 MSP/8-2053 ee - 
Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Acting Secre- 
tary of State and the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Matthews) 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] August 20, 1953. 
Subject: Background Relating to Aidto India 
Ambassador Allen has questioned the basis of US aid to India 

(Embtel 318). (Tab A)? and by implication has concluded that the _ 
US should receive a clear-cut request for our assistance. I have had the 

* This memorandum was drafted by Kennedy of SOA. 
? Dated Aug. 14, p. 1710. |
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record examined (attached Tab B)? and the following information 
appears relevant: , 

1. On May 25, 1951 Prime Minister Nehru informed our Chargé | 
_ that India needed US aid and that he was most anxious to have it. | 

2. On December 19, 1951 Ambassador Sen, in the course of present- : 
ing his credentials to the President, stated that India needed assistance 

_ for the success of the Five’ Year Plan and expressed the hope that India | 
might have the cooperation of the US. _ a 

3. Each of the early Point IV project agreements signed. under the 
General Agreement on December 28, 1950 * referred to the recuest of.. 
the Government of India for the specified assistance. The subsequent - 
project agreements under the Indo-American Technical Cooperation .. ; 
Agreement of January 5, 1952* did not continue this language, but ; 

| this later agreement was supplemental to and a continuation of the 
: earlier one; the whole climate of negotiations was one of need and de- 
| _ sire on the part of India for US aid. — | 

| 4. From time to time India’s desire for US economic aid has been — 
: expressed by such high officials as Sir Rama Rau, Governor of the 

Reserve Bank of India, and Sir Girja Bajpai, Secretary General for 
| External Affairs. | | | | | 

. It is worth noting also that high Indian officials have on several 
| occasions publicly expressed gratification over our assistance. The 

2 President of India, Rajendra Prasad, said in Parliament on February ; 
: 6, 1952: “I welcome the agreement with the US for aid amounting 
| _ to $50 million for development projects. I should like to express my 

special gratification for these projects which are particularly meant 
: to encourage food production and the development of community : 
| schemes... .” | | 

While a formal request for US economic and technical aid in the : 
form of a diplomatic note has not been made, the above record would 
seem to substantiate that India desires and in reality has asked for such 

: aid. os 

| I am informed that no TCA country requested aid by formal] diplo- 
| matic note, and there was no request for such note. : 

Recommendation: : 
| _ That you sign the attached telegram to Ambassador Allen giving the 
| above background. (Tab C)° | | , 

* Tab B, a “Paper on US Economic Aid to India”, is not printed. 
: * For the text, see TIAS No. 2185, printed in 2 UST 425. : 

* See the editorial note, p. 1633. : | 
°The draft telegram at Tab C was transmitted to New Delhi as Department 

telegram 212, Aug. 21, 1953, infra. | 
| _ Before this memorandum was. submitted to Under Secretary Smith, Jeffrey C. 

Kitchen, the Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat, appended a note for 
Under Secretary Smith which explained that the purpose of this telegram was 

| _ “to gently get Ambassador Allen back on the track with regard to the question : 
of U.S. aid to India. Although NEA agrees that the examples cited of Indian : 
requests for U.S. aid are all oral or informal, it nevertheless believes that this , 
is no time to rock the boat regarding our Indian Aid Program by asking fora 
formal request.” | 7 : |
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791.5 MSP/8-2158 : Telegram Ms | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India’ — | 
) . 

TOP SECRET WasHincTon, August 21, 1953—7 :10 p. m. 

212. Limit distribution. Urtel 318 ? raises certain questions re basis 
of US aid to India which led me have careful review this matter. A. | 
survey has been prepared which is being air pouched but the follow- 

ing points might be helpful for your immediate information: 

1. On May 25, 1951 Prime Minister Nehru informed our Chargé 
that India needed. US aid and that he was most anxious to have it. 

2. On December 19, 1951 Ambassador Sen, in the course of pre- 
senting his credentials to the President, stated that India needed 

. assistance for the success of the Five Year Plan and expressed the 
hope that India might have cooperation of the US. 
_. 8. Each of the early Point IV project agreements signed under the 
General Agreement on December 28, 1950? referred to the request 

' of the Government of India for the specified assistance. The subse- 
quent project agreements under the Indo-American Technical Coop- 
eration Agreement of January 5, 1952 ¢ did not continue this language, 
but this later agreement was supplemental to and a continuation of 
the earlier one; the whole climate of negotiations was one of need 
and desire on the part of India for US aid. | 

_ 4, From time to time India’s desire for US economic aid has been 
expressed by such high officials as Sir Rama Rau, Governor of the | 
Reserve Bank of India, and Sir Girja Bajpai, Secretary General for 
External Affairs, = | | 

5. No formal request for aid received from any country under TCA 
program. | 

Would appreciate your comment as to whether above does not — 
substantiate belief India has in fact requested aid. Might be unwise 
in light of passage of time and Indian sensibilities now to require 
formal written request. Advantages this further step not clear espe- 
cially when contrasted likely antagonistic Indian reaction. 
Assume you are proceeding urgently obtain necessary assurances 

(Deptel 184). | 
SMITH 

4 This telegram was drafted by Kennedy of SOA and was signed by Under 
Secretary Smith. 

? Dated Aug. 14, p. 1710. 
* See footnote 4, supra. 
* See the editorial note, p. 1633. - | 
° See footnote 1, p. 1711. 

493.919/8—2653 : Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| SECRET New Deut, August 25, 1953—3 p. m. 

- 3890. For the Secretary. During conversation with Nehru yesterday 
I referred to thorium nitrate case, stating that we recognized GOI sov- -
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ereign right to trade where it pleased and GOI naturally recognized | 
our right to grant or withhold aid. Nehru nodded his assent. | | 

I then asked whether he would be willing, in interest of committee 
and friendly relations, to let us know in advance if at anytime.India | 
decided to exercise its sovereign right to trade with Communist coun- — } 
tries in commodities barred by Battle Act. Nehru said with reference 4 
to past thorium shipment, that when he approved export license, it was 
merely one of dozens of matters he had had to handle in course of one | : 
day, that he had attached no particular significance to it and was ; 

- greatly surprised at terrific consequences which had resulted. As re- 
gards future, he said GOI did not operate secretly or in vacuum and 
was always glad to consult with other powers on matters of mutual 
concern. He could not say that India could undertake to consult with 
us re every export application among hundreds which might bear in : 
some way on items named in embracive provisions of Battle Act. | 

I said what I would like to be able to report to ‘Washington was his 
| assurance that any deliberate decision by GOI to exercise its sovereign 
| right to ship strategic commodities to barred areas would be made — : 
: known to us in advance, in all frankness and friendliness, for the sake | 
| of comity and maintenance of good relations, a | | 
7 Nehru stared at ceiling for full minute, smiled, turned to Ambassa- 
| dor Donovan, who was present, and asked if he had ever been to Thai- | 

land before. | ) 
: Pillai has asked me to come to see him this afternoon on this case. | 

| | ALLEN 

493.919/8—2758 : Telegram — | | 

, The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

. SECRET New Detui, August 27, 1953—5 p. m. | 
| 402. For the Secretary. I had long discussion with Pillai yesterday 

at his request re thorium nitrate. He said he had discussed subject sev- ! 
| eral times with Deshmukh but had not yet taken it up with Prime 
4 Minister for several reasons, chiefly to await outcome of Korean con- 
: ference and other pending questions “in order not to have too many : 
: quarrels with US presented to Nehru at one time”. | | 
| Pillai said he would tell me in all friendliness that both he and 3 
| Deshmukh felt genuinely that we are being somewhat harsher on | 

India in this matter than we had been with some other countries receiv- 
ing aid who had also traded in strategic materials and who had been 

| left with a warning not todo it again, _ | - : 
|. He said GOI would much prefer, for purely economic reasons aside : 
| from other considerations, that any exports of fissionable materials 

go to US or Western world and GOI had demonstrated this by sell- | 

:
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ang US monazite despite its publicly announced policy of not export- 
ing these sands. . 

He emphasized that it would be impossible for Indian Government 
to give a written commitment restricting its sovereignty with respect 
to trade since there was possibility in leakage of any written document. 
He thought we would have to make our own decision whether this one 
shipment was “knowingly permitted” and let future take care of itself, 
cutting off aid if further shipments of this kind took place. 
As regards possibility of leakage, I said I did not like to approach 

problem with point of view of reaching clandestine solution, although 
I realized need for secrecy where atomic materials were concerned. I 
would prefer to reach basic understanding on principles involved 

_ which would be mutually acceptable to both countries and which could 
be published to world, if necessary, in dignity and self-respect. I 
thought this only sure basis for solid, friendly relations. - 

- I told Pillai about my conversation yesterday with Nehru (Embtel 

390, August 26 [25]) and emphasized that I must have something help- 

ful to report to Washington embracing at least an assurance by India 

that GOI would let us know in advance if it decided to trade in banned 

commodities. I said I did not want my staff to have to continually pour 

- over export statistics, cargo manifests, etc., in effort to ferret out infor- 

mation re India’s trade. Pillai expressed emphatic concurrence and 
said he personally saw no difficulty in giving us such assurance and 
would work along this line, talking it over with Deshmukh and prob- 
ably presenting matter to Prime Minister within next few days. He 

might wish further talk with me before doing so. 
Comment: Present case has had salutary effect of bringing Battle 

Act in most prominent and acute manner to attention of every Indian 

official concerned, all of whom are now fully aware that any further 

shipment of barred items could not be passed off as not knowingly per- 

mitted and would, therefore, result in automatic termination of aid. _ 
Considerations presented in Deptel 212 August 21 are impressive 

evidence that India has requested our aid. I am inclined to think chief 

difficulty in past has been general tendency to press our aid on India 

and some wishful thinking on our part re requests received and assur- 

ances obtained. I now believe this aspect is being taken care of by a 

basic shift in our point of view from one of encouraging Indians to 
ask for aid to one of insistence that every Indian request either for 

technicians or programs be carefully screened to be certain that all 

branches of GOI concerned, including Prime Minister himself when 
appropriate, are genuinely and strongly in favor of request. This 

change is already having some effect on Indian thinking, particularly _ 

in overcoming criticism, still current, that we are pressing our tech- __ 
Nnicians on India. — |
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I would welcome further thoughts and suggestions from Depart- ) 
ment in light of these latest. discussions with Nehru and Pillai. 

493.919/9-353 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET WasHINGTON, September 3, 1953—7: 37 p.m. 
253. Personal for Ambassador Allen. I have been considering possi- 

ble effects of terminating aid to India because of shipment thorium : 
nitrate to Communist China and have come to conclusion would be very | 
unfortunate do so. In addition tq probable effect on mutual understand- 
ing and regard are the other unfortunate results which would likely 

| take place in connection with discussions of Asian problems, UN de- | 
____ bates and resolutions, and India’s work as chairman NNRC. In fact we - j 
: are likely in position, as result recent vote in UN on India’s participa-_ | 
: tion in Korean political conference, that our action in terminating aid 
| would be interpreted as punitive not only in India but also elsewhere. 
: In addition we could not expect resumption of aid within the fore- | 
| seeable future because at least as positive and probably more specific | 
| assurances from India than those now acceptable would have to be ob- © 
| tained before aid could be reinstituted. Furthermore the whole mat- E 
| _ ter would have to be made public including receipt of assurances, if not 

before at least as part of President’s report to Congress on Battle Act. 
| If India will not now give the minimum of private assurances to pre- 
| vent termination I do not see how we could expect later negotiation to : 
| produce even more acceptable assurances. With no resumption of aid — | 

in sight we would find ourselves in rather untenable position of believ- 
| ing increased stability in India as very much to.our interest. but not 

; being able to do anything about it: The boost to the communist propa- | | 
_ ganda line in India and the rest of Asia would certainly be very great. | 
7 I believe your tel 402 ? shows the way out and authorize you approach 
| Pillai with following: | | | 

| 1, The statement already received to effect that two tons of thorium - | 
| nitrate were shipped only for commercial purposes and that. policy : 
_. Officers GOI were not aware of implications of this with respect to aid 

| ishelpful and may meet part of difficulty. _ | ae | 
2. Something more is necessary however since it would be wasted 

| effort unless we have understanding as to future. To meet this part } 
| of problem would he (Pillai) be able to say to you orally something 

| like following: “The GOI of course has right to trade with anyone 
it pleases. For this reason it cannot accept the Battle Act as binding it 

| to any action. I can say however that there is at present no basis on 
| which to anticipate shipment of Battle Act commodities to prohibited 

———______ [ 
| 1 This telegram was drafted by Kennedy of SOA and was signed by.the Secre- 
| :  tary.of State. 7 
C-*® Supra. | | /
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| destinations and no intent to arrange for such shipment. I will be glad 
to let you (Allen) know if there is any change in the situation.” — 

3. If Pillai indicates he is prepared to say this to you you may re- 
spond that you will recommend to your Government that this be ac- 
cepted as meeting réquirements of US. It is your belief however that. 
another occurrence could not be worked out in this fashion. 

If your discussion with Pillai indicates that this would be a possible 
basis for agreement you should arrange for him to let you know in ad- 
vance that he is prepared to proceed with the statement in order that 
you may communicate with us the exact understanding. We will then 
be in position to make necessary recommendations and obtain final | 
concurrences here. This will then enable you respond to Pillai’s oral 
statement by indicating that we are accepting it as satisfactory. 

_ FYI only. This has been discussed with Stassen and he is prepared 
to.accept above provided arrangement for purchase entire exportable 
surplus thorium nitrate by US is reached in order that we be on firm 
ground for future. (Present thinking is along line of paying $2.75 per 

_ pound thorium nitrate as indicated acceptable by Bhatnagar in Emb- 
_ tel 202. Method of working this out to protect AEC’s price structure 
still under discussion. One possibility would be to make premium 

above AEC’s price available to GOI in rupees generated by FOA sur- 
plus commodity provision. This question under continuing, study.) 

| | Stassen would in this circumstance join with me in making appropriate 
recommendations. End FYI. | 
~ Re Pillai’s reference to harsher treatment (para 2 Embtel 402) you 
may tell him that you have queried Department and are assured there 

has been no other case of shipment of category IA items to prohibited 
destination. | ee 

With respect to US purchase of thorium nitrate you may say that 

US is interested and prepared continue negotiations basis Embassy’s 
discussions with Bhatnagar July 27, (Embtel 202.) 

* Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1707. _ - 

411.919/9-853 : Telegram ne 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ New Dexat, September 8, 1953—6 p. m. 

453. Reference Deptel 253, September 3. Bhatnagar called on TCA 

Director Willson today to say he was anxious to reopen negotiations 

- for sale of entire thorium nitrate output to United States. He said he 

had recently received inquiries from USSR and China and is anxious 
to be in position to reply to all such inquiries that all production has 
been sold. He said he could sell small amounts to Britain, Russia, China
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and elsewhere at $4 to $5 per ton but he much preferred to sell it all 
to United States. He stressed his pro-American attitude and declared I 
hé-remained so 100 percent. | | 

_ Willson said he would report this conversation to me. He added 
that he understood I was in conversation with Pillai on general ques- 
tion thorium shipments, Bhatnagar said he understood general problem | 
had been cleared up, Willson said he was not informed if this were . | 
true. | 

Comment: We have avoided raising question of thorium purchases : 
‘with Bhatnagar pending solution of general problem but are pleased F 
he has taken initiative. Both Willson and Corry are confident I 

| Bhatnagar is playing square with us and believe his vagaries in past ; 
| have resulted from effort to obtain good price. Bhatnagar mentioned | 
| to Willson today that Indians had paid $3.05 for United States’ | 

thorium nitrate. His implication was he considered this: would be fair 

_ Corry thinks we should ‘be.prepared to go as high as $3 if necessary : 
but make initial offer of $2.75, _ 

I hope we can act promptly on’Bhatnagar request. This would assist . : 
: in negotiations on larger question; I have asked to see Pillai tomorrow 

on general question. Your telegram under reference is most helpful. 

| - - | | ALLEN © | 

493.919/9-953 : Telegram | 

| _ The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| SECRET — New De ut, September 9, 1953—8 p. m. 
462. Urtel 253, September 3. I have just had very satisfactory talk 

| with Pillai re thorium nitrate. He said he had discussed with Prime 
| Minister Nehru my suggestion that GOI agree to give us advance : 
| notification of any future decision to ship barred commodities, and ; 

that Nehru had asked him to let me know that while GOI had no 
| desire to carry on trade behind our backs or in furtive manner, he was 
| concerned over length of items which might be listed under category 

1—B. He did not. think it feasible to undertake assurances covering 
perhaps scores of items, some of which Indian authorities might not 

| know were included. Nehru said he could assure US that no “marked 
| change” would be made in India’s trade policy without advance notifi- 
| cationtoUS. | | | | : 

Referring to his (Pillai’s) impression (Embtel 402, August 27) that 
| India was being treated more severely than other countries, I said this 
| thorium nitrate shipment was only case involving category A items | 
| which had ever arisen. Pillai said he had not been aware of this fact 
| and could understand difficulty created, in view of mandatory nature 

of Battle Act. He then volunteered to ask Prime Minister to agree to —
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give US firm assurances that not one ounce of any category A item 
would be shipped without advance notification to US and that we 
would also be notified in advance if any “marked change” was decided 
upon in India’s general trade policy. 

I pointed out, with reference to category B items, that we knew 
that India had shipped certain amounts of mica to Communist areas | 
during past year, that world-wide bids had recently been invited for 
27,000 tons of steel scrap, and that a few tires were being smuggled 
into Tibet through Sikhim. Of these items, I said we felt mica to be 
the most serious. 

Pillai said he would look into these items and would talk with 
Prime Minister again re assurances. , 
Comment: I gained impression that Nehru now desires to meet our 

wishes in this matter and hopes satisfactory formula can be reached. 

ALLEN 

411.919/9-853 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

SECRET Wasnuineton, September 15, 1953—11: 41 a. m. 

287. US Govt prepared make following arrangements as basis for 
purchase thorium nitrate. Embtel 456.2 

1. Price 

$2.75 per pound. Embassy telegram 202 * indicates Bhatnagar will- 
ing accept this. AEC will pay $2.20 per pound for mantle grade 
thorium nitrate containing at least 46% thorium oxide, and contract 
will have to be on that basis. Premium of $.55 will have to be made 

available to GOI on some other basis as described below. 

2. Quantity | 

GOI commit total amount available for export up to 135 tons. This 

based. on Bhatnagar’s figure of plant output at full production 210 
tons of which 135 tons exportable. Do not anticipate Trombay plant in 

full production for one to two years. Imports from France should be 

modest and therefore their inclusion not important problem. GOI 

should undertake not to increase its export availability in any unusual 

manner; i.e. in way not now contemplated. 

3. Length contract 

Two years from date contract or delivery 135 tons whichever comes 

_ soonest, 

+This telegram was drafted by Fluker and Kennedy of SOA and was signed 

by Acting Secretary of State Smith. | 
* Dated Sept. 8, p. 1718. | 
* Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1707.
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4. Renewal | | 

Contract may provide for renewal on such terms and conditions as 
are mutually agreed upon, | 

5. Method of payment : 
_ Payment would be in two parts. Important that AEC price structure | 
for thorium nitrate be protected so that contracts with other suppliers : 

_ are not upset, This means that AEC would contract at $2.20.per pound. 
delivered NY. All other payment arrangements will be separate and : 
apart from AKC contract. Following alternatives provide for payment 

| of additional amount estimated at $167,000 on basis of 185 tons and : 
| _Emb given discretion as to which to use: | : 

| (a) Rupee grant under FOA-GOI agreement for purpose scientific | 
_ and industrial research ; rupees might be derived from sale of surplus | 

_ commodities in India under Section 550, Although this grant would 
| be subject usual procedures FOA operations it is assumed that its pro- : 

| visions would meet Bhatnagar’s desires and be in accord his wishes, — 
(6) Dollar grant as in (a) instead of rupee grant. Under this ar- : 

rangement Bhatnagar through GOI channels might specify US equip- : 
ment he desires. Under both (a) and (6) grant for first year would be 

_ made at beginning of contract on basis realistic estimate thorium ni- | 
| trate deliveries. Balance of grant would be made at end of contract to : 
| adjust to final total. : 
| (c) Option agreement to purchase rare earth compounds produced : 
_ in India for which we would pay $167 thousand. Sole purpose of option | 

| would be to give Bhatnagar equivalent of $2.75 for thorium nitrate and 
| this should be made clear. | | | | 

| 6. Approach to Bhatna ar | | 
| Believe that you should await Pillai’s informal indication he pre- | 
| pared to give oral assurances re shipment Battle Act commodities 
| (paragraph 2 Deptel 253)* before discussing above with Bhatnagar. If | 
| in your opinion however some indication to Bhatnagar that US ready 

to proceed when way open will help expedite Pillai action, you may do | : 
| so. When discussions are opened you should attempt arrive at basis of 
| understanding which would be set forth in memorandum and trans- 
| mitted Washington. If, to reach agreement, it becomes necessary, you 
| have discretion to increase the premium up to $.80 per pound thus mak- 
, ing the over-all price $3.00 per pound. (This would make additional © : 
_ sum of $242,000 over $2.20 price.) On basis this memo understanding | 

| we would send you AKC contract for signing at $2.20. per pound and 
instruct FOA/FID to undertake necessary additional agreement. | 

| Emb should not raise question Bhatnagar’s coming Washington for | 
: negotiations but if he makes issue of coming, you may indicate | 
| concurrence. | | 

* Dated Sept. 3, p. 1717. | |
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FYI. Agreement re purchase thorium nitrate not to be reached until 
Battle Act assurances in hand and in this regard Pillai ' proposal 
Embtel 462 * does not appear to meet position set forth in Deptel 253. 
End FYI. | 

SMITIE 

® Supra: : 

411.919/9-1853 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Deut, September 18, 1953—4 p.m. 

512. Re Deptel 287, September 15. I have given Pillai pencilled slip 
of paper, as coming from me, containing suggestion for oral statement 

he might make to me on Battle Act shipments which I could recom- 
mend to Washington (Deptel 253 September 3) ; Pillai tells me he is 

seeing Prime Minister Nehru September 20 on this subject and hopes 

to obtain favorable answer. He believes Nehru will approve statement 

if we can change phrase in third sentence of section in quotes in refer- 

ence telegram from “Battle Act commodities” to “strategic commodi- 

ties which we have been discussing”. Since Battle Act is specifically 

- mentioned in preceding sentence, I believe reference is clear enough and 

- hope we can accept this change. | | 

I did not mention negotiations for purchase thorium nitrate, be- 
lieving it preferable to get general question out of way first. , 

, | | ALLEN 

411.919/9-1858 : Telegram | = 7 | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET ‘Wasuineron, September 23, 1953—11:08 a.m. 

332. Embtel 512.” Fear here that suggested change in referenced third — 

sentence liable to misinterpretation as referring only to specific com- 

modities you have discussed with GOI. Suggest alternative language: 

| (1) In Embtel 512 substitute language in quotes insert phrase “includ- 

ing those” after “commodities” and before clause beginning “which” 

or (2) In referenced third sentence Deptel 253,° substitute “strategic” — 

in lieu of “Battle Act.” Either amendment acceptable here; if unac- 

ceptable GOI Department will attempt work out additional language 

to indicate that statement involves the broad range of strategic _ 

commodities. | : ny 
DULLES © 

: This telegram was drafted by Fluker of SOA and was signed by Kennedy. 

2 Supra. | 
* Dated Sept. 3, p. 1717. |
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-411,919/9-2658 : Telegram | | : 

The Ambassadox.in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET New Deut, September 26, 1958-3 p.m. ! 
554, Re Deptel 882 of September 23.. Pillai asked me'to-call today — 7 

for further discussion on Battle Act. He said he had found it neces- 
sary to have further talks with Indian officials before taking matter | 
to Prime Minister again and had found situation was even more dif- 

ficult than he had thought. He said GOI had no export controls over 
some commodities included under category 1B and that such controls — | 
as existed were obviously inadequate since some shipments of mica, 
scrap iron etc. were being made. : 

2 In view of existing situation, he said it would be dishonest for GOI © : 
to state that it had no present intention of permitting shipments any : 

| category 1B items, although actual amount of trade was small. He 

| thought 1A items presented no difficulty, since no shipments were | 

| being made or contemplated. As regards our request for prior notifica- , 
: tion of any change in situation, Pillai did not believe Prime Minister : 

Nehru could agree to this, Pillai pointed out, however, that we could ) 
| ask him or other GOI officials at any time and as frequently as we 

wished about the matter and they would answer us readily and 

7 frankly. | | | 

| _ Pillai emphasized that thorium nitrate case had served to ventilate | 

| subject of Battle Act thoroughly among senior GOI officials and con- 

| sequently had brought Battle Act provisions prominently to the at- 
| tention of all GOI officials concerned. He hoped very much we could 

| let matter rest with that at least for few months. He urged that we : 

| not press GOI too strongly on this issue in order not to weaken his 

, hand and hands of other GOI officials genuinely working for a solu- ; 

| tion of this matter. | | | | | 

Comment: It seems clear that no general declaration or commitment : 

| can be obtained from GOI at present time covering categories A and 

| Bof Battle Act. Pillai is correct in stating that no commodities under 

| mandatory list A are being shipped and exports of list B items are not 

| significant. If our purchase of thorium nitrate is consummated we | 

| need. have no concern about category A items. I believe Pillai is gen- | 

uinely doing his best to find a mutually acceptable solution. 

I hope finding can be made now that thorium nitrate shipment in | 

| question was not “knowingly permitted,” and that we can get this case 

| off the books. It is well understood that any further shipments of cate- } 

| gory A items would result in termination of aid. Any cases which may 

arise under list B. would be handled on ad hoc basis. _ : 

I should add that. some sentiment is arising in GOI that acceptance | 

of American aid creates more difficulties than it solves and that GOL :
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would be well advised to declare unilaterally that it does not desire our 
further assistance. This point of view may find some expression dur- 
ing forthcoming Colombo Plan Conference. : 

| | ALLEN 

611.91/10-753 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for. 
Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) 

SECRET [Wasxineton,] October 7, 1953. 

Subject: Meeting between Ambassador Mehta of India and the Sec- 
_ retary on Tuesday, October 6th at 12:00 noon. — a 

Participants: Ambassador Mehta 
Secretary Dulles | 

| Mr. Byroade | : 

Ambassador Mehta of India called upon the Secretary on Octo- 
ber 6th at his own request for a general discussion of US-Indian 
relations. : | | 

_ Mehta opened the conversation by stating that many of the long- 
range aspects of the above problem would be discussed this week in a 
seminar in Washington and he would therefore only take the Secre- 
tary’s time in dealing with more immediate problems. He stated that 
he was greatly concerned at the apparent deterioration in US-Indian 
relations. He felt that the officials who worked on matters such as 

Korea fully understood the US position. They might not in all cases 
agree with the US, which he thought relatively unimportant, but he 
was certain that they understood our views, which was the more im- 
portant element. What he was more concerned about was the un- 
informed public opinion in both the US and India. He stated that he 
was often embarrassed in this country by being asked questions such as 
“Why is India pro-Communist”? He reported that the reponsible In- 
dian press had turned predominantly anti-American—and he felt that 
there was considerable feeling in India that America really did not 
want peace. There was also wide belief that Rhee was the puppet of — 
the United States and would obey our wish if we told him to do so. 
Mehta said he realized these things were untrue; that the Communists 
have been given very. fruitful lines in India and he was worried about 
the results. Communist propaganda also plays the line that India | 
would be ignored by the US in any matters of importance because 
they could count upon the Latin American votes in the United Nations 

| to outvote the Indian position. | 
Mehta stated that Nehru was most reluctant to undertake India’s 

__ present mission in Korea and has done so only because he felt. that 
| _ India could not shirk this responsibility. Nehru had been greatly 

pleased with his talks with Dulles in Delhi and he knew there was no
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change of heart so far as Nehru was concerned since those talks.: He : 
reported Rhee’s attitude that everything that went wrong now in | 
Korea was the fault of the Indians was most unfortunate. He stated 
that he believed the Swedes and the Swiss were convinced that the | 
Indians were attempting to do the right thing.,He stated that Nehru’s | 
concern that others would be quick to blame India for being biased 
had caused him to pick a military official to head their mission in 2 
Korea. He felt that the Indian Army and the officials in charge were 
in fact: completely non-biased and that the political advisers assigned : 
to them also held no prejudice or bias. Mehta concluded by saying that | 
he was searching for some way to correct the deterioration of public | 
opinion in our two countries and wished to be helpful in any way he 
possibly could.in this task. | | | | |! 

2 The Secretary stated he appreciated Mehta’s calling upon this prob- | 
| lem. He stated that he has personally never had any idea that the Gov- : 

ernment of India was communist inspired and had expressed that view 
| whenever the opportunity presented itself. He realized that the cir- 
| cumstances under which India had been placed lead the Indian Gov- 
| ernment to deal with the Communist issue on a different basis from | | 
_ that of the United States. Whether India was right or not was not for 
| us to judge as we did not consider that we should know better than 

| Nehru how to handle affairs in his own country. a | 
- The Secretary added that it must be frankly recognized that the | 
| methods India has chosen, regardless of its merits or possible advan- 7 
| tages or disadvantages would inevitably not have popular appeal in : 
| this country. We can do very little to change or guide popular impres- | 

| sions. The United States believes in stronger methods in dealing with 
_ Communism than does India—and the somewhat neutral or middle- 

| road could not be popular. The Secretary added that he did not mean | | 
| that the thinking people of India were really neutral—they were try- 
| ing to be more neutral in deeds than in spirit. He recalled a similar 

| period in our history when President Wilson appealed to the United 
States people to be neutral in spirit as well as in deeds as regards the : 

| first portion of the first World War. This position made us extremely 
| unpopularin Europe. | | | os : 
. The Secretary stated that the difficulty was partly due to the fact 
| that Indian citizens, conscious of their own ideals and purposes, were ! 
| naturally hurt when they were misrepresented. This seems inevitable : 
| for all who operate in the World arena. The Secretary drew upon his — | 
| own experience in public life and of his own feeling when his purposes : 
| Were misrepresented. We as a Nation do not like to have our attitude 

| misrepresented in India. The Secretary added that he felt general 

4 *The reference is to Secretary of State Dulles’ and Mutual Security Admin- ;  istrator Stassen’s trip to the Near and Middle East May 9-29, 1953, during the | course of which they visited India May 20-22. For extensive documentation re- garding this trip, see volumerx. :
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deterioration was unfortunate but not overly serious as popularity 
of Nations quickly change and as long as there was no real divergence 
of interests between the United States and India, the matter would 

correct itself with time. The Ambassador agreed that he thought this 
was the case. | | | 

_ The Secretary then dealt at length upon the actual situation we have 
faced in Korea. He stated that he had personally adopted our position 
on India only after a visit to Korea. He was convinced that the most _ 
important thing for the entire world, including India, was to prevent 
war from breaking out again—which could only lead to a major dis-_ 
aster of a type not.easy to define or foresee. We have been faced with 
one of two choices. One course appeared to us to have a reasonable 
chance of success in Korea at a price which made us unpopular in 
India. The other choice would probably be popular in India and end up 
with no control over Rhee. We felt we could not adopt both courses at 
once. The Secretary stated he believed that if India knew more about 
the actual problems we have faced in Korea they would be less critical 
of the choice we had made. | 

The conversation ended with the Secretary again expressing appre- 
ciation that Mehta had called to discuss this subject as it gave a pos- 
sibility of both sides understanding each other better. 

493.919/10-753 | | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 
Economic Affairs (Kalijarvi) to the Secretary of State’ 

SECRET | [Wasurineton,] October 7, 1953. 

Subject: The Indian Thorium Nitrate Matter 
Attached for your approval is a telegram to New Delhi instructing 

the Embassy to open up negotiations for the purchase of the Indians’ 
future thorium nitrate production. (Tab A)? You will recall that the 
Department had previously intended to defer the negotiations of this 
contract until other issues had been settled, that is, whether it would 
be necessary to terminate aid to India because of the previous ship- 
ment of thorium nitrate, and whether the Indians could give us ad- 
equate general assurances with respect to the future shipment of stra- 
tegic goods. We understand, on the basis of the attached memorandum 
of your conversation with Mr, Stassen (Tab B),° that he would prefer 

_ 1This memorandum was drafted by Raymond Vernon, Deputy Director of the 
Office of Economic Defense and Trade Policy. | 
 ? Not printed; this.draft became Department telegram 388 to New Delhi, Oct. 
8 (493.919/9-353). | a | 

* Not printed; according to Secretary Dulles’ memorandum of conversation 
with Stassen, dated Oct. 5, Stassen indicated he wanted a contract covering 
the future output of Indian thorium nitrate. He did “not think that India should 
be obligated to accept the Battle Act.” (493.919/10-753) .
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that the contract relating to the future output of thorium nitrate be | 

negotiated before these larger issues are finally settled. The attached 
telegram, in effect, instructs our Embassy in New Delhi to proceed Ss 
along the lines which Mr. Stassen appears to have indicated to you. © | 

411.919/ 10-1453 ; Telegram ; | | | 

The Chargé in India (Mills) to the Department of State | 

SECRET _ ee _ New Dexut, October 14, 1953—7 p. m. 

683. No distribution. Be 7 
| 1. Conformable Deptel 388, October 8,1 I informed Pillai October 13 
| Embassy authorized resume negotiations for thorium nitrate purchase 
| arrangement immediately. He named Bhatnagar Indian negotiator and 

_ [named Corry: . a Lt te ne | 
| 2, Same afternoon Corry began talks with Bhatnagar pursuant line 
| Department telegram 287, September 15. Bhatnagar’s response cordial 

but indicated he could -not perstiade Indian Rare Earths Limited ac- 
| cept less than $3 per pound (see sentence 4 paragraph 7 Embtel 263, 

August 6).? He said $3.25 represents Bha Bha’s ? rock-bottom price but | 
| Bhatnagar hopes induce Bha Bha and Board of India Rare Earthsac- 7 
2 cept $3 if US offers. Corry exhibited great reluctance go so high (but 
| would accept it, if found necessary, as permitted by instruction in pen- 

ultimate paragraph Deptel 287). Bhatnagar seemed receptive to — | 
method of payment sketched in 5d in reference telegram. Asked for _ 

__ several days to think through and suggested Corry and he prepare ss 
| memorandum for him to present next week to Indian Rare Earths 
| Limited. Corry agreed this procedure.‘ | nes | 

_ Not printed: see footnote 2, supra. ss | | , | 
| * Not printed; sentence 4 of paragraph 7 read as follows: “[{Bhatnagar] Men- | 
| tioned $3 per pound as his price.” (493.919/8-653 ) | | , 

| 8 The reference is to Dr. H. J. Bhabha, Chairman of the Indian Atomic Hnergy 
| Commission. - | | | co 

| ‘ Despatch 686 from New Delhi, Oct. 15, 1953, not printed, contained memoranda _ 
| of Mills’ conversation with Pillai and Corry’s conversation with Bhatnagar : 

| (891.2546/10-1553). oo | _—- | 

891.2546/11-1758 : Telegram | - : 
The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State , 

| SECRET PRIORITY == ~§ New Dexut, November 17, 1953—6 p. m. 
| 788. Reference Thorium Nitrate New Delhi Despatch 749, Octo- : 

| Not printed; in this despatch the Embassy in New Delhi transmitted to the : 
| Department a copy of the memorandum dated Oct. 14, 1958, which had been / 
3 prepared by Andrew V. Corry and Dr. 8S. S. Bhatnagar outlining the terms and : 

conditions which would apply if the U.S. Government agreed to purchasé Indian © : 
| thorium nitrate. (891.2546/10-2753) | | | 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 43 | 
| 

|
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1. Indians strongly desirous consummate thorium deal with us, 
but claim their inability supply at less than $3.50 per pound. They, 
therefore, offer counter-proposal, to supply say 162 to 180 long tcns 
thorium sulphate at $2.50 per pound. 

2. Verbatim text their counter-proposal as quoted in agreed minutes. 

“It is expected that when the Trombay Plant of the Indian Atomic 
Energy Commission goes into operation about 180 tons of thorium 
sulphate will be available per annum as surplus after meeting require- 
ments of thorium nitrate for Gas Mantle Industry. One and two- 
tenths pounds this thorium sulphate needed to produce one pound 
thorium nitrate of gas mantle quality of superior grade, viz., 48 per- 
cent THO 2 not 46 percent. Listed sales show it would not be possible 
Government of India sell thorium nitrate this quality at under $3.50 
per pound. But, in effort to bridge gap between United States offer of 
$3.00, and Indian minimum limit, Bhabha and Bhatnagar put up | 
counter-proposal. They suggested it would be possible for Government 
of India to sell the surplus thorium sulphate at $2.50 per pound, the 
sulphate being of such quality that 1.2 pounds of it would suffice to 
produce one pound thorium nitrate 48 percent THO 2 quality. On 
this basis, total sum involved would amount to approximately $1,008,- 
000. If desired to reduce this sum to approximately $907,000, the 
Indian Atomic Energy Commission would be prepared reduce amount 
sulphate sold proportionately and stockpile rest.” 

3. Minerals Attaché Corry, has been energetic and effective in these 
negotiations and resultant counter-proposal is, I believe, fair and 
reasonable to both sides. I hope it will be accepted, thus immunizing 
this trouble-breeding Indian resource for a year or more. 

a ALLEN 

| 891.2546/11-1753 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? | 

SECRET — Wasuineton, November 23, 1958—5 :52 p. m. 

556. Re Embtel 788, November 17. In considering thorium sulphate 
proposal, AEC requires information regarding chemical analysis of 
material which would be supplied, and its processing history, Le., 
material used at start of process and subsequent processing 

procedures. a 
Our consideration whole problem would be greatly facilitated by 

more precise information as to kind of thorium compounds and 
quantities likely be actually available for purchase during next two 
years. Evidently, Trombay plant will not commence operations in 
next year or fifteen months. Presumably, material now, repeat now, 
available is thorium nitrate produced in France from Indian 

monazite. | 

‘This telegram was drafted by J. B. Hamilton, staff member to R. Gordon . 
Arneson, the Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Atomic Energy | 
Affairs, and it was signed by Arneson. .
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| FYI, while AEC willing consider thorium sulphate, much prefers _ , 
nitrate. Price of $3.50 will present great, possibly insuperable, 

difficulty. In face of recent clear indication that $3.00 or $2.75 per | 
pound would be acceptable, Department sees no reason for upward 

revisionnow. =  — | | - | | | 
_As possible resolution price dilemma, Embassy might attempt de- | 

termine discreetly whether there will be some partially processed, non- | 
commercial thorium-bearing substance which might be available from | 
Indian processing operation and which might be priced satisfactorily 

~ both sides. End FYI. a . 
| | Dunes | 

| 891.2546/12-153 : Telegram | | : 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY New Detut, December 1, 1953—6 p. m. 

) 847. To questions raised paragraphs one and two Deptel 556, No- | | 
vember 23, (Indian thorium sulphate proposals) Bhabha’s and 
Bhatnagar’s joint reply received today reads verbatim: ~~ | | 

j 1, “The raw material used is Indian monazite. The subsequent: 
| processing involves removal of rare-earth elements and uranium, leav- : 

ing a fairly pure thorium sulphate analyzing as follows: Thorium 42 
and 44 percent; thoria/total oxides 96.5 to 98 percent; phosphorous 
pentoxide/thoria 0.05 percent (approximately). When Trombay plant - 

| goes into operation approximately 180 tons of thorium sulphate of 
| composition shown above will be available for sale to US Government 7 
| per annum.” = | | 
| “The chemicals used in treatment of monazite are caustic soda, hy- 

| drochloric acid, sulphuric acid, and small amounts of hydrofluoric. 
acid. In producing the thorium nitrate from the sulphate, nitric acid 

: and ammonia are used in addition to some of the above-mentioned 
| chemicals.” | | : 

| 2. Re Department’s comments in paragraph one reference telegram, 

! Bhatnagar told Corry today (a) India has about 20 tons only of the 
| material in France. Rest was made at Alwaye (Travancore). (6) He — ) 

expects Trombay plant ready commence operating “within six : 
months’’, | | oe : 

| 3. Re final paragraph reference telegram, Embassy made discreet 
| inquiry and learned Indians unwilling sell partially-processed, non- | 

commercial thorium-bearing substance for reasons implicit second 

sentence paragraph one above. (Indians intend keep uranium here till | 

| own requirements satisfied, save under most exceptional circumstances : 
| such as involved in offer of uranium ore to France for heavy water, : 

: and uranium substance to US for heavy water.) Re Department sug- : 
gestion in paragraph under reference, Indians making us their best
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offer as means of trying satisfy both sides price-wise, viz., thorium 
sulfate of grade indicated herein at $2.50 per pound. | 

4. Re paragraph one Department’s airgram 173, November 10; 
Embassy has made no reference whatever to uranium in these thorium. 
sulphate negotiations because present talks have no connection with 
heavy water and uranium discussions which Indians held with USAEC | 
in Washington in June. Embassy guided this position by Deptel 333, 
September 23.? —_ — | | 

5. Re paragraph two reference airgram, Embassy informed Bhatna- 
_ gar about points noted. Bhatnagar told Corry today that analysis 

given in paragraph one this telegram clearly indicates that amounts 
aluminum and titanium present “negligible”. | 

. 6. Embassy desirous if possible to expedite the negotiations and | 
would appreciate Department’s instructions. 

| | | ALLEN 

* Not printed. (891.2546/10-1558) 
> Not printed. (891.2546/9-2358 ) 

—*On Dee. 29, 1953, the Department replied in telegram 749, not printed, that it had not responded to Embassy telegram 847 due to the complexity of arranging 
the necessary administrative arrangements (891.2546/12-153). 

033.1100 NI/12-458 : Telegram | | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, December 4,1953—2 p.m, _ 
873. Visit of Vice President Nixon to India? has been well-timed 

and has contributed notably to our prestige in India and to better 
understanding of our respective points of view Indians have con- 
sistently favored high-level discussions among great powers and have 
quietly yearned to be included. Mr. Nixon’s presence here and heavy 

_ schedule he has followed have fitted in admirably with Indian desire 
to be consulted on world and particularly oriental problems. 

Fact that his visit coincided with reports of US military aid to 
Pakistan? and renewed blasts by President Rhee against Indian 
troops have not made his contacts with Indians easier but timing has 
nevertheless served to emphasize that we desire to hear Indian views 
on these subjects and that we are not acting from malice. 

Public reception of Vice President in Bangalore was unprecedented © 
for any foreign visitor in recent memory, with most of city’s populace © 
lining streets and cheering on way from airport. Vice President and 

* This telegram was repeated to Karachi as telegram 101. * Vice President Richard M. Nixon was in India Nov. 29-Dee. 4, 1958, as part of his goodwill trip to the Far East and South Asia. Extensive documentation regarding this trip is in Department of State file 033.1100 NI. * For documentation regarding the granting of United States Inilitary aid to Pakistan, see pp. 1818 ff. and volume rx. . |
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Mrs. Nixon stopped at crowded intersection, shook hundreds of out- | 
stretched hands, and:Vice President made short speech from auto. His 
reference to President Eisenhower brought enthusiastic cheers from. 
crowd. Reception at Delhi airport by Indian schoo] children, foreign — 
diplomats and others was also warm and friendly. Welcome by vil- 
lagers on his tour to Sonepat community project yesterday astonished 

7 old-time press correspondents. | ; : 
Oe In after dinner speech at Bangalore on day of arrival, he set tone : 

of his remarks in India, which was that US had no desire to interfere : 
in internal affairs of any country, including USSR and China, and | 
that our only concern was to assure peace and independence of nations | 

, faced with threat of aggression. This has served to reassure Indians | 
| who have felt US could think only in terms of military solution to : 

| world problems, A - ae 
| ‘Vice President’s private talks with Indian leaders such as | 
| Rajagopalachari, Hanumanthaiya, Radhakrishnan and Nehruhaveall 

been frank yet cordial, India and US points of differences remain, but : 
| I do not believe we could hope for any more beneficial results to be : 
| obtained from single visit. a a | | : 

oe ; | | ole ALLEN | 

| 791.00/1-1254: Telegram | 
The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State : 

| SECRET New Dexut, January 12, 1954—7 p, m. © : 

| _ 1092. Re Deptel 799 January 9.1 Embassy believes Bishop Pickett’s 
| fears of increased antagonism against American missionaries if US 

grants military aid to Pakistan? are justified. However, we do not | 
, think situation is likely to get out of hand and squeeze on missionaries | 
| willbe gradualratherthan precipitate. = = a | 

Bishop Pickett maintains close contact with Rajkumari Amrit | 
Kaur, Minister of Health and only Christian in Cabinet. Possibility 

| exists that she may be using Pickett as channel to put pressure on US 
| Government against Pakistan aid, a _ | | 
| Department is doubtless aware that all foreign evangelical activity _ : 
_ in India is destined to feel steadily increased pressure. If aid to Paki- | 

| stan were not taken as excuse, some other issue would be found. As 
| India nationalism becomes increasingly ascendant, foreign efforts to | 
| convert Moslems and Hindus to Christianity will be more and more 
: resented. Since western missionaries came to India during British 

4 * Not printed; the Department requested that the Embassy in New Delhi esti- 
mate how great an increase in antagonism there would be toward American 

| missionaries if the decision were made to provide U.S. military aid to Pakistan. | 
| The Embassy was also asked to evaluate reports of plans of attempts on Nehru’s / 

life and to provide its views on the likelihood of communal outbreaks stimulated - 
by right-wing extremists. (791.00/1-754) - | oe | 

| “For documentation regarding the granting of U.S. military aid to Pakistan, L | see pp. 1818 ff. and volume rx. | | | 7 | | 

po | 
| | |
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_. rule, Indians by and large connect our missionaries with foreign domi- 
nation despite best efforts of missionaries to counteract this attitude. 
Opposition is against proselytizing and not against medical and edu- 
cational mission activity. | | : 

During 8 months I have been here, American missionaries have not 
once called on Embassy for official intervention and prefer to stand | 
on their own record. I have intervened twice on my own initiative, 
once on behalf Jesuit Fathers at Nirmalt College and once for Prot- | 
estant Pastor in Delhi. Practically all of 4,000 American missionary 

_. communities are strongly opposed to US military aid to Pakistan and 
_ worried over consequences to them but they have not requested any 

intervention on their personal behalf. oo 
It should be pointed out that private American charitable founda- 

tions, such as Ford and Rockefeller, are well regarded and, appear 
__ to be in no danger unless anti-American feeling gets completely out 

of hand, which Embassy does not expect. 7 
I may add that MRA movement, which does not demand renuncia- _ 

tion of previous religious affiliation, continues to receive support here. 
Leadership is largely in Indian hands and movement is consistently 

- not regarded as alien or unpatriotic. | 
Reports of threats against Nehru are difficult to evaluate. Such re- 

ports have been frequent since 1947 and Indian CID is, of course, con- 
stantly on alert. He refuses to limit his public appearances before large 
crowds and would be easy target: Communal outbreaks are possible at 
time aid is announced, but they are likely to be short-lived. 

Embassy believes GOI is fully alive to situation but we are passing 
on pertinent reports. I have received usual run of letters containing 
personal threats, some of which have been passed on to MEA. _ 

I am advising Americans here to act with calmness and continued 
friendliness towards our Indian contacts and to ignore to extent pos- 
sible anti-American indications, Great majority of our Indian contacts 
talk to us more in sorrow than anger and we have not experienced diffi- 
culties in our personal relationships, nor do I expect we shall. 

| | ALLEN 

891.2546/11-1453: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 7 

SECRET PRIORITY WaAsHINGTON, January 16, 1954—12: 25 p.m. 
841. Deptel 287,? Embtel 788,3 Deptel 5564 and Embdes 848.5 This 

" ‘UThis telegram was drafted by Fluker of SOA, Hamilton of S/AE, and by K. 
Hansen of FOA, and it was signed by Samuel C. Waugh, Assistant Secretary of 
State for Economic Affairs. | | 

* Dated Sept. 15, p. 1720. 
* Dated Nov. 17, p. 1727. | - 
* Dated Nov. 23, p. 1728. | 
° Not printed. (891.2546/11-1453)
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telegram supplements and modifies as appropriate instructions Deptel : 
287. | : 

A. Begin FYI. Difficulties have arisen here regarding entrance of 
AKC into this contract directly with GOI. Now GSA will enter into | 
contract at $2.20 per pound (using FOA funds) with internal US ar- | | 
rangement for AEC to take over at US port. GSA contract: will con- 
tain details standard AEC contract. | | | | 

B. Washington review of sulphate counterproposal and general ; 
situation leads us to following conclusions re points at issue: __ | 

1. Contract should be. in terms thorium nitrate, Since this is com- | 
| mercial product, existing knowledge of specifications and methods of ! 

handling would make for cleaner-cut arrangement, which important | 
| in view need for speedy conclusion. Uncertainty as to cost additional - 
| processing of thorium sulphate to put it in usable form might result .. : 
/ in higher total cost to US. Because of uncertain cost factors AEC able : 

to pay only $1.10 per pound sulphate. This would result in higher _. 
| premium than for nitrate and also produce undesirable situation in t 
. which premium higher than contract price. | 

2, Indian proposal for sale of sulphate raises point basic to purpose __ 
of contract, ie., arrangement whereby India will be committed sell | 

: all exportable thorium compounds to US. Emphasis on thorium nitrate ~~ 7 
was in belief it only saleable thorium compound and that GOI aware —_ 

| our desire help in GOI problem of necessary disposal sensitive mate- 
| rial. Arrangements therefore should cover all thorium compounds by 

requiring conversion to thorium nitrate so as to preclude possibility of _ 
| direct or indirect export any other thorium-bearing substances to desti- | 
| nations interdicted by Battle Act. See D (1) below. —_— | | 
| _ 8. If Indian conversion ratio correct, offer of 180 tons sulphate _ 

| annually equals 150 tons nitrate when plant in full production: On 
: basis very rough estimate that 20 tons nitrate now available, that 
| perhaps as much as 60 tons additional might become available from | 

Indian controlled production next year before Trombay plant comes — 
| into production, and that India will have as much as 150 tons export- | 

| able thorium nitrate in first full year Trombay operation (which | : 
| might fall in second year of proposed two-year contract), previous . 

two-year contract ceiling of 135 tons should be raised to 230 tons. If | | 
Embassy believes estimate 230 tons seriously out of line, should in- : 

| form Washington soonest with revised estimate and reason therefor, _ : 
| otherwise Embassy should proceed on basis 230 tons or any slightly | 

| reduced tonnage deemed appropriate by Embassy without further — 
| reference this question to Washington. _ : | | 

4. The Indian demand for $3.50 per pound for thorium nitrate 
should be met by increasing the premium through the dollar grant : 
and without increasing the $2.20 per pound figure in the:GSA_ con- 
tract. Purpose of going to $3.50 immediately is to stop further hag- | 

' gling on price which might also permit GOT open discuss#in on other | 
| points. As indicated Deptel 287 paragraph 5 GSA $2.20 price is i 

| delivered New York and US acceptance of $3.50 per pound price is 
| ofcourse on same basis. _ 7 | 7 

: 5. In view (a) desirability making FOA premium dollar grant in | 
one lump subject to normal FOA-GOI project agreement expenditure __ : 
procedures and (b) possibility GOI might not for several reasons | 

-
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deliver amount thorium nitrate estimated in contract period, GSA 
two-year contract should provide that in event full amount not 
shipped within two-year period of contract GSA at its option may 
purchase up to balance contract amount from first thorium nitrate 
available for sale abroad. End FYI. 

C. You should proceed immediately to secure a Memorandum of 
Commitment (this title deemed preferable to term “Memorandum of 
Agreement” mentioned in Despatch 848 enclosure 1 page 1 paragraph 
2 which liable interpretation that it is International Agreement re- 
quiring publication). This should facilitate negotiations by commit- 

| ment GOI and US to signing three types documents noted below. 
Memorandum should commit Governments to: | 

1. GSA contract for up to 230 tons thorium nitrate (see paragraph 
B 3 above) as outlined previous communications and B 5 above. 

2. An exchange of letters which supplements GSA contract and 
makes following points: 

(a) (According B 8 above) Premium of $1.30 per pound will 
be provided in form of regular TCM/I project agreement for 
scientific and industrial research. This amount ($669,760 in case of 
930 long tons estimate) to be administered under normal project 
agreement procedures and therefore should be based on most 
realistic estimate two-year availability thorium nitrate. This 
amount will be additional to amounts otherwise available in US 
economic and technical aid to India in FY 1954. FYI reference 
above premium will be taken from funds other than Sections 302 
(a) and (6) of Mutual Security Act of 1951, as amended. Entire 
amounts programmed under these two sections have not been fin- _ 
ally apportioned (Usfoto 472).6 End FYI. Since difficulties 
this regard may arise, stress should be laid on fact that other 
funds being used for this project of scientific and industrial 
research. —_ 

(6) GOI will undertake to sell to the US under the terms of the 
contract and exchange of letters all thorium-bearing materials at the disposal, and surplus to the internal requirements, of India, 
and such materials shall be made available in the form of thorium 
nitrate of the required specifications, 

(¢) Except for production from proposed Trombay plant, the 
GOI shall undertake not to increase above present levels the quan- 
tities of thorium-bearing materials at its disposal. 

(d) Intent of total arrangement involving the GSA contract, 
project agreement and this exchange of letters is to offer GOI a reasonable market for its exportable supplies thorium-bearing 
materials under arrangement which will make all such materials 
available to US in form of thorium nitrate and which will further _ aid India in its scientific and industria] research. (Desire Ambas- __ sador to work out best method of making point to Pillaithat pur- | pose of arrangement is to assist GOI avoid situations involving : Battle Act.) | : , 

* Not found in Department of State files.
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8. Project agreement involving US grant in dollars of $669,760, 
should be prepared and signed in usual fashion by US and Indian 
representatives for Indo-American Technical Cooperation; : 

D. Regarding Indian questions Despatch 848 enclosure 1 page 4:7 : 
(1). Department unable understand meaning of term “established | 

- customers” in light of relatively recent availability of exportable 
Indian thorium nitrate. In any case recently reported shipments _ : 
through Polychemia (London) indicate advisability restricting ship- : 
ments to US, in GOI’s own interest. GOI should be told therefore all : 
thorium compounds up to amount specified be made available to US. | 
(2) US does not intend sell during period of this contract material | 
furnished by India under the contract. a ve 

| _ E. Begin FYI. Conclusion of contract and fact that potential explo- 
a siveness total situation appears be increasing with passage of time point | 

to advisability not pressing further discussions on additional Battle | 
| Act assurances. Agree your indication Battle Act problems and com- 
| modities have been given thorough airing throughout top GOI official- 
| dom (Embtels 554% and 570 *) ‘and that quite possible GOI sensitivities : 

and internal political situation would preclude their going on record | 
with firm assurances. Believe that, in this situation,'US may well attain 
its objectives by putting matter squarely in hands of GOI with implica- 
tion moral responsibility to effect control over Battle Act items. End | 

: - GSA contract will follow. Desire Embassy cable developments. This : 
| necessary in course Washington deliberation on final steps total Indian 
| Battle Act problem. | | | 

| | | DuLLEs : 

| ‘The two questions raised by the Indian negotiators, as detailed in New Delhi 
- despatch 848, page 4 of enclosure 1, read as follows: _ | i 

“(1) Whether the United States would object to the Indians’ exporting limited 
| amounts to established customers in the United Kingdom, Belgium, and other | ‘approved consignees.’ . oe | . Cc 

| “(2) Whether the United States would sell, or attempt to ‘sell, the material : | India would furnish under the proposed contract.” (891.2546/11-1453) 7 ( | | * Dated Sept. 26, p. 1723. Lage | : | ° Not printed. (493.919/10-153 ) | : 
| tt 8 | 

Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204, “Fisenhower/Dulles Correspondence rr 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the E. mbassy in India ? | 

TOP SECRET Wasuinerton, February 18, 1954—2: 04 p. m. 
_ 992. There follows final text personal message from President to 
Nehru, replacing text in Deptel 859 to New Delhi.? Hold for delivery 

| _* The complete folder title reads as follows: “Eisenhower/Dulles Correspond- | encé with Prime Minister-Nehru'1953-1961". | | | : | | si 3 ned ere was drafted by Byroade of NEA and Kennedy of SOA. Byroade : 
3 Not ‘printed. ('780.5/1-2054) a |
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instructions. We now anticipate delivery time to be about February 22 

or 24 on basis Pakistan public announcement of request for aid on 
February 22.4 

Verbatim text. I send you this personal message because I want you 
to know about my decision to extend military aid to Pakistan before it 
is public knowledge and also because I want you to know directly from | 
me that this step does not in any way affect the friendship we feel for . 
India, Quite the contrary. We will continually strive to strengthen the 
warm and enduring friendship between our two countries. | 

Our two Governments have agreed that our desires for peace are in 
accord. It has also been understood that if our interpretation of exist- 
ing circumstances and our belief in how to achieve our goals differ, it is 
the right and duty of sovereign nations to make their own decisions. 
Having studied long and carefully the problem of opposing possible 
aggression in the Middle Kast, I believe that consultation between Pak- 

-istan and Turkey about security problems will serve the interests not 
only of Pakistan and Turkey but also of the whole free world. Improve- 
ment in Pakistan’s defensive capability will also serve these interests 
and it is for this reason that our aid will be given. This Government’s 
views on this subject are elaborated in a public statement I will release, 
a copy of which Ambassador Allen will give you. 

What we are proposing to do, and what Pakistan is agreeing to, is 
not directed in any way against India. And I am confirming publicly 
that if our aid to any country, including Pakistan, is directed against 
another in aggression, I will undertake immediate action both within 
and without the UN to thwart such aggression. I believe the Pakistan-— 
Turkey collaboration agreement which is being discussed is sound evi- 
dence of the defensive purposes which both countries have in mind. 

I know that you and your Government are keenly aware of the need 
for economic progress as a prime requisite for stability and strength. 
This Government has extended assistance to India in recognition of 
this fact, and I am recommending to Congress a continuation of eco- 
nomic and technical aid for this reason. We also believe it in the in- 
terest of the free world that India have a strong military defense ca- 
pability and have admired the effective way your Government has ad- 
ministered your military establishment. If your Government should 
conclude that circumstances require military aid of a type contem- 
plated by our mutual security legislation, please be assured that your 
request would receive my most sympathetic consideration. | 

I regret that there has been such widespread and unfounded specu- 
lation on this subject. Now that the facts are known, I hope that the 
real import of our decision will be understood. E’'nd verbatim teat. 

Corrections in draft text President’s public statement (Deptel 857)° 
in reply to Pakistan’s request for military aid in following telegram. 
Corrected draft now final and copy should be given Nehru same time 

personal message is delivered. 
| SMITH — 

*For documentation regarding the granting of U.S. military aid to Pakistan,. 
see pp. 1818 ff. and volume Ix. : 

* Not printed. (780.5/1-—2054) | a
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Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204, “Eisenhower/Dulles Correspondence ae vl. 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

TOP SECRET _ Wasurneton, February 20, 1954—3: 48 p. m. 
1005, Re Deptel 992. Make following changes text President’s per- 

sonal message to Nehru: | a | | 
- 1, Delete second sentence. paragraph 3 beginning “And I am con- | 
| firming publicly ...” and substitute following verbatim: “And I 

am confirming publicly that if our aid to any country, including Pakis- : 
tan, is misused and directed against another in aggression I will under- | ! 
take immediately, in accordance with my constitutional authority, ap- | 
propriate action both within and without the UN to thwart such — 

| ageression.” | | a 
2. Delete “substantial” in second sentence paragraph 4 re Embtel | 

1325 * on basis President’s public reply to Pakistan request for aid will _ | 
| be released February 25.5 Deliver President’s personal message Feb- _ : 

ruary 24, | | | | 
| Department believes useful to release text President’s personal mes- | 

sage after delivery and issuance President’s public statement. Would 
| appreciate your view on desirability this action. ) | 

| | DULLES 

| +The complete folder title reads as follows: *“Eisenhower/Dulles Correspond- | | ence with Prime Minister Nehru 1953-1961”. oo | 
* This telegram was drafted by Kennedy of SOA and was approved by Byroade. E ° Supra. 

| a | | * Not printed : the Embassy in New Delhi in telegram 1325, Feb. 20, suggested F that since the purpose of President Eisenhower’s letter to Prime Minister Nehru | : was to inform him of the decision to grant U.S. military aid to Pakistan before ’ this decision became public, the Embassy recommended that the public statement 
_ not be issued until Feb. 25 instead of Feb. 24 (790D.5 MSP/2-2054). 

° President Hisenhower’s public reply to the Pakistani request for military aid i 4 was released by the White House, along with the text of the President’s letter of ' Feb. 24 to Prime Minister Nehru, on Feb. 25. For the text of the President’s | f response, see the Department of State Bulletin, Mar. 15, 1954, p. 401. : 

611.91/2-2454 : Telegram 
: 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL priority New Dexut, February 24, 1954—3 p. m. 
_ 1342. At my meeting with Nehru at 11 a. m. today, I opened con- 

: versation by remarking that he and I had had to discuss many differ- 
| ences of policy between our two governments, but that we had not had 
| to consider one on which wider divergence had been publicly ex- 

pressed than question I wished to take up today. I wanted to repeat, 
| > ag on previous occasions, that whatever differences between our two 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 236 and to Karachi as | telegram 176. . 
| | 

| |
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governments might be, our hand would always be extended to India 
in dignity and friendship, as long as India chose to accept it. | 

I then stated that President Eisenhower would announce publicly at 
noon tomorrow Washington time his decision to grant military aid to 
Pakistan. I said President desired me to deliver personal letter to him 
prior to this announcement, to make it clear that this action was in no 
way designed against India and to express earnest hope that friendly 
relations between US and India would in no way be impaired. 7 

I referred to two statements in letter which seemed to me especially 
significant. First was declaration that if aid was misused or directed 
against another in aggression, Fresident would undertake immediate 
action, both within and without UN, to thwart such aggression. Sec- 
ond was assurance that request by India for military aid would re- 
ceive most sympathetic consideration. In regard latter, I said we 

_ recognized fully India’s right to decide its own policy and that we 
were well aware that this policy was opposed to receipt of foreign 
military aid from any source. Nehru had made this abundantly clear 
in numerous public statements, and he should in no way construe 
President’s offer as indicating that we did not accept his statements as 

: settled Indian policy at present time. Speaking personally, I said I 
had been in some doubt as to desirability of this offer when it first 

| came to my attention since he (Nehru) might have some justifiable 
ground for replying “in Heaven’s name don’t you accept my clear and 
categorical statements on this subject?” I said that on further reflec- 
tion I had concluded that offer to India simultaneous with decision to 
grant aid to Pakistan was desirable to make it abundantly clear that 
we were not arming Pakistan against India. 
I then handed letter to Nehru. He read both letter and public 

announcement carefully, taking special note of points I had empha- 
sized. At conclusion he smiled, studied his cigarette for few moments, 
then said in pleasant and almost confidential tone, “I have never at 
any moment, since subject arose two or three months ago, had any 

thought whatsoever that US Government, and least of all President 
Eisenhower, wished to do any damage to India.” He expressed appre- 
ciation for letter and for its clear exposition of President’s motives 
and point of view. He said what disturbed him was not US motives 
but possible consequences of this action. Aside from international 

aspects which he had stated publicly on several occasions, he wished 

to speak quite frankly regarding certain internal aspects in both India 

- and Pakistan which concerned him. He said vast majority of 40,000,- 

- 000. Muslims in India were integral parts of the nation. Unfortu- 
nately, however, there were relatively small groups of extremists 

among Indian Muslims who did not conceal their pleasure over Pak- : 
istan aid because they hoped it might lead to renewal of Muslim. 
domination of India. He said this feeling in turn aroused Hindu
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extremists who were demanding all sorts of military preparations by ft 
India. As result, increased tensions were created not only between 7 
India and Pakistan: but also between Indian religious communities. 
As regards Pakistan he paid warm tribute to Prime Minister Moham- 
med Ali and said he hoped very-much he-could remain in: office: How- 
ever Mohammed Ali did not have strong’ political organization and | 
might not be able to withstand pressure from extremists who might 
force into power someone much less reasonable who would listen to : 
adventurers, =| a | ae | 

I interrupted to refer again to President’s strong statement regard- __ : 
| ing action to prevent Pakistan aggression and said I was fully con- | ) 
| vinced that US military aid would make Pakistan aggression less 

likely. I pointed out that at present time US was giving military — | 
| assistance of one kind or another to some thirty or forty countries 

| and that not one of them had engaged in aggression. Nehru then reread — : 
| pertinent portion of President’s letter. He made no comment but 
| appeared to be impressed. | Oo 
| I said we would like to release text of letter simultaneously with | 

_ public announcement at noon tomorrow (10:30 [10:00] p. m., Delhi 
| time February 25) and that this seemed preferable to me in order to 

bring whole story out simultaneously and not piecemeal. Nehru said — | 
this was matter entirely for President Eisenhower to decide. There was 
no implication of any objection on Nehru’s part. - | 
Comment: Conversation was surprisingly pleasant throughout. — 

| Nehru made conscious effort to be agreeable. He showed no adverse 
| reaction to President’s offer to consider sympatheticaly any Indian 
| request for military aid, and it is possible that he was rather pleased. 
| I have no doubt he will issue public statement reiterating strong objec- 
| tion to US action, but I hope discussion on this subject will diminish | 

aiter few days. I do not anticipate serious public demonstrations. | | 
| | | a ALLEN. 

| _?On Feb. 28, the Indian Embassy in Washington delivered Prime Minister | 
| Nehru’s reply to President Eisenhower to the Department of State with. the - } 
| request that it be delivered promptly to the White House. Nehru appreciated the | 
| President’s message, but said that the Government of India would continue to 2 

pursue its present policies because of its “desire to help in the furtherance of | ‘peace and freedom.” (Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204, “Prime Minister 
Nehru’s Correspondence with Hisenhower/Dulles 1953-1961” ) | | 

891.2546/3-1354: Telegram | | | | 
| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | | | | So | 

: SECRET _ Oe _ New Dernt, March 18, 1954—1 p. m. 2 
| 1414. Thorium nitrate negotiations. _ | | | 

I. A. As stated in New Delhi despatch 1294 February 11, accompany-
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ing Embassy’s draft memo of commitment?! pursuant to drafting 
instructions in Deptel 841 January 16, etc., the Indians were reluctant 
accept position that India obligate self to supply exportable surplus 
thorium nitrate exclusively to US during period under propcsed 

: contract. | 

B, After discussing.with Nehru and reviewing their situation with 
great care in the six weeks since then, Indians at last called Embassy. 
to receive and discuss their version draft memo of commitment. (This | 
being air pouched Washington today as enclosure 1 to Embassy des- 
patch 1436 March 12.)? | | 

I. Verbatim text essential new points follow :— 

“Quantity a | 
2. The thorium-uranium plant of the Indian Atomic Energy Com- 

mission, Bombay is expected to commence production from 1st Jan- 
uary 1955. The Indian Atomic Energy Commission, during the period 
1st:April 1954 to 30th September 1955, intends to dispose of an amount 
not exceeding 320 tons of thorium nitrate of mantle grade of the speci- 
fication given in paragraph 1 above obtained from the treatment of 
thorium hydroxide produced by the Alwaye plant during the said pe- 
riod and in the period before 31st March 1954. 

3. The steady commitment of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission 
for the sale of thorium nitrate for commercial purposes within India 
and to neighboring countries in the east (Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon, 
Philippine Islands, Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Malaya and Indo- 
nesia) and Western Europe (UK, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy 
and Western Germany) for consumption only in the countries named 
is approximately 62.5 tons per annum, or 90 tons during the period 1st 
April 1954 to 30th September 1955. The Indian Atomic Energy Com- 
mission will therefore have available in the period from 1st April 
1954 to 30th September 1955 a surplus not exceeding 230 tons of thor- 
ium nitrate. It is understood that the Indian Atomic Energy Commis- 
sion does not propose to dispose of amounts larger than above- 
mentioned quantity (320 tons) in the said period. 

4, The Government of the United States of America is prepared to 
purchase the whole of the above-mentioned surplus up to a maximum 
of 230 tons by the 30th September 1955 on the understanding that this 

| constitutes the maximum amount which will be available for disposal 

outside the countries specified in clause 3 above. , 
5. The contract, which will be drawn upon the part of the United 

States of America by the General Services Administration, will con- 

tain the terms of the standard United States Atomic Energy Com- 

mission form of contract for such purposes, and will be transmitted 

1Not printed; the record copy of despatch 1224, Feb. 11, enclosing the 
Embassy’s Draft Memorandum of Commitment, is in Department of State file 

891.2546 /2-1154. 
*Not printed; the record copy of despatch 1436, enclosing the Indian Revised | 

. Draft Memorandum of Commitment, is in Department of State file 891.2546/3-— |
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to the Government of India as soon as possible on the completion of : 
this memorandum of commitment. | 

Duration of Contract and Renewal. ; 
6. The present. contract shall be for a period of 18 months from the 7 

1st April 1954 or until the delivery of 230 long tons of thorium nitrate, : 
which ever is later. The 18-month contract of the General Services 
Administration will provide that in the event that the full amount of | 
230 long tons has not been shipped within the 18 months period of the | : 
contract, the General Services Administration will purchase up to the : 
balance of the said amount in the succeeding period. | 

¢. The contract shall provide for renewal on such terms and condi- | 
| tions as are mutually agreed upon.” | | 

III. Comments: a oe | | : 
| A. Indian estimates total available quantity thorium nitrate two : 

| year period beginning April 1, 1954 at 506 tons (“new output” 306 tons, — 
“backlog” about 200 tons) ; 21-month period 415 tons; 18-month period — : 

| 320 tons. Reasons for increased availability as compared previous esti-- | 
| mates (e.g. quoted in New Delhi telegram 1016 December 30) due (1) 
| further accumulation in stockpile hydroxide at Alwaye and (2) re- 
| estimated levels “minimum economic operation” of mines, Alwaye and : 
| Trombay. | | | | | 
| B. Nehru and cabinet unwilling approve disposal to US of total | 

| amount thorium nitrate surplus to domestic needs for following rea- 
| sons according to Bhabha and Bhatnagar: (1) GOI nonalignment _ 
| policy, especially sensitive now; (2) though hopeful eventual long-term. 
| substantial sales US market, Indians realistically believe necessary | 
| establish and maintain commercial markets other countries. = 

©, Regarding security aspects, Bhabha and Bhatnagar state: (1) 
| now aware leakage problem free ports and assure us will “make every | 
| effort” ascertain bona fide each purchaser and end-user; (2) willing ac- | 
| cept Embassy counsel (from US check list, etc.) regarding direct pur- | 

| chasers; (3) Indians themselves establishing checking routine on pur- 

| chasers through their Embassies, and (4) just as eager as US to avoid ) 

| leakages bloc countries. __ | | 
| D. Indians will supply US 300 tons for contract period beginning , 
| January 1, 1954 ending December 31, 1955 on same terms if US desires. : 
! IV. Embassy Evaluation: a Oo 

| A. Embassy recognizes Indian offer falls short absolute protection 

American interests but believes terms most realistic attainable existing 

| domestic and international political situation. _ | 
B. In considering further action Department will please*take note 

| that Bhatnagar leaving India April 12 and Embassy believes desirable — ! 

conclude this matter before end March. _ ) Oo 
: | a | ALLEN |
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611.9194/2-854 | : 

Memorandum by David H. Ernst, Aviation Policy Staff, Office of 
| Transport and Communications Policy! 

[Wasutneron,| March 25, 1954. 

Untrep Srates-Inpia Arr Transport RELATIONS 

The United States-India Air Transport Agreement, signed in New 
Delhi on November 14, 1946,? was negotiated on the initiative of the 
United States in the course of the general post-war program to secure 
for United States air carriers the air transport rights needed to con- 
duct services abroad deemed to be in the national interest. In the main 

its provisions follow those agreed upon by the United States and the 
United Kingdom in the so-called “Bermuda Agreement” of February 
11,.1946.5 — 

Difficulties with India under the agreement arise primarily with — 
regard to Article [IV which was designed to effect reasonable control 
over the quantum of services operated. This Article contains a set of 
principles the purpose of which is to insure an equilibrium between 
the capacity and frequency of the air services authorized by the agree- 
ment.on the one hand and the requirements of the public for air trans- _ 

port on the other. Another purpose of the principles is to insure a 
proper relationship between those air services (United States and 
India) and air services of other nations operating on the specified air 
routes or sections thereof. Included in the agreement at the insistence 
of India in 1946 is Article IX which provides that, if, in the judgment : 
of one contracting party, there has been a failure to fulfill the con- | 
ditions under which the rights are granted in accordance with the _ 
agreement, it may withhold, revoke, or condition the operating per- 
mit of the designated airline of the other party. However, such limit- 
ing action may be taken only after consultation between the parties. 
This provision, under which unilateral action to restrict the capacity 
offered by the airline of the other contracting party might be taken,is 

| in its interpretation an unusual feature of the United States—India 
Agreement. Article X contains provision for consultation with a view 
to initiating amendments of the agreement. When such consultation 
has been initiated, either party may notify the other of its desire 
to terminate the agreement. | 

*This memorandum was an enclosure to a letter, dated Apr. 11, 1954, from — 
Thruston B. Morton, Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional Relations, 
to the Honorable Charles A. Wolverton (R-New Jersey), Chairman of the Com- 
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives. 

. _ *® For the text, see TIAS No. 1586, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 2573. 7 
_* For the texts of the U.S.-U.K. “Bermuda Agreement” of Feb. 11, 1946 and 7 

| the ‘Final Act of the Bermuda Conference, see TIAS No. 1£07, or 60 Stat. (pt.2) 
1499, 1512. For documentation on U.S. policy with respect to international civil | 
aration and the Bermuda Conference, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. 1, pp.
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“In July 1951, after almost four years of United States carrier opera- | 
tions to India, the Government of India requested formal aviation — 
consultations under the agreement, strongly advancing its view that 
Pan American World Airways and Trans World Airlines were calry- 
ing an excessive volume of traffic between India and other countries. } 
‘Owing to India’s inability to send representatives to Washington and ; 

| United States insistence that formal talks be in Washington, a com- 
promise was reached whereby United States representatives went to 
New Delhi for informal exploratory talks in lieu of formal ; 

| consultations. — | a Mote Be 
_ The Indian representatives made it clear in these 1951 talks that they 
| sought!a.‘substantial reduction of United States air service into and 

through India, involving primarily a restruction on traffic carried be- 
tween India and third countries on routes served by Air India Inter- 

| national or:through India on such routes. In 1951 India had insisted _ , 
| upon and had.obtained arrangements with the United Kingdom and _ 

___ the Netherlands giving India control over the volume of services offered 
| by BOAC and KLM and ther sought to follow a similar course with 
: the United States. Suggested wasa mathematical formula to predeter- 
2 mine the over-all capacity to be-offered by the United States carriers, 
2 The United States representatives reviewed the. Bermuda capacity 
! principles with the Indian representatives, agreed that the traffic 
| carried by United States carriers between the United States and India 
| had been lower in relation to traffic carried between India and other 

| countries than had been expected but stressed the special circumstances, : 
| notably Indian exchange control regulations, which placed limitations 
_ upon the ability of the United States airlines to develop such traffic. _ | 

_ The United States representatives emphasized the necessity of freedom _ 
: to develop further the traffic potentials and argued against the Indian 

desire to limit such development through the application of rigid re-_ 
| strictions. It was repeatedly stressed that the application of restrictions - 

was contrary to both the long-run interests of Indian international air- | 
| lines and. the general development of the trade and economy of India. 

_ Finally, the United States representatives successfully resisted Indian . : 
attempts to turn the talks into a formal consultation which would have : 
given India the legal basis under Article IX for unilateral action to 

: restrict United States carrier operations at that time. | a ) 
| _ These 1951 exploratory talks thus gave clear indication that India ~ 
. possessed sharply restrictionist views regarding the capacity of serv- | 

ices utilizing the right to carry traffic having its origin and destination ) 
( in countries other than that of the nationality of the carrier, Further, | 
| it was apparent that India sought a severe reduction in the number of 2 
| weekly flights of United States air carriers. _ Sees | 

While no direct action resulted from these talks, it was apparent that : 
| further Indian action against the agreement and United States carrier _ | 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 44 |
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| operations under it was probable. Further issues on the matter were 
successfully avoided until the fall of 1952 when India requested the 
United States to choose between a voluntary limitation by 
United States carriers on their flights to India and amendment of the 
agreement to incorporate restrictive provisions. This proposal was 
shortly followed by the Indian request for formal consultations under 
Article X to amend the agreement on the basis of the view of the Gov-. 
ernment of India that United States airline services were excessive and: 
prejudicial to the operations of Air India International. | | 
Accordingly, consultations’ began in New Delhi on May 11, 1953.4 

In keeping with the basic principles of United States aviation policy, 
the Delegation firmly refused to agree to a predetermination of capa- 
city. At the outset the United States offered to exchange certain traf- 

fic statistics in an effort to establish whether the Indian carrier was 
being injured by the operations of United States airlines. A review of 
the United States statistics and discussions with the Indian Delegation 
led the United States Delegation to the conclusion that a modest reduc- 
tion in United States service would be appropriate. The United States 
Delegation did. not feel, however, that India was able to prove the need 
for the restrictions upon which it insisted. In an attempt to preclude 
the unilateral imposition of restrictions by India or Indian denuncia- 
tion of the agreement, the United States offered a temporary down- 
ward revision of the frequency of United States carrier operations. 
This offer was coupled with the understanding that the United States 
airlines would be free to increase their frequencies after J anuary 1, 
1954 if, in their own estimation, traffic warranted it, The United States 
steadfastly declined to accept any limitations on the type of traffic to be 
carried or any formula for predetermination of the capacity to be of- 
fered by United States carriers, Oo | 

India rejected the United States offer because it did not include 
, acceptance of the principle of predetermination of capacity, specific 

restriction of traffic having its origin and destination in countries other 
| than the country of the nationality of the carrier and a reduction in 

frequencies sufficient to satisfy India. Indian efforts were continually 
concentrated on securing United States agreement to capacity prede- 
termination. Failing success in this, the Indian Delegation ultimately | 
suggested sine die adjournment to which the United States agreed. In 
this manner the formal consultation was recessed without any decisions 
having been reached affecting the agreement or the operations of 
United States air carriers under it. | 

4 Documentation regarding these and earlier consultations between United States and India is in Department of State file 611.9194. |
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Subsequently, by a note dated January 14, 1954,5 India formally / | 
gave notice to the United States of its desire to terminate the airagree- i 
ment. Therefore, in accordance with its terms, the agreement willtermi- | 
nate on January 14, 1955. This note further expressed a desire for the 
early conclusion of a new agreement containing provisions to secure : 
the Indian objective of protecting the development of Indian airlines 

_ operating abroad. The note stated that, for this purpose, India con- | 
) siders it necessary to ensure that air services are operated only ‘in ac- 
2 cordance with the specific agreement of the two governments in regard 
: to capacity, frequency, and the carriage of traffic having its origin and __ : 

| destination in third countries. _ | Oo ) 
This note is further affirmation that the current Indian policy on | 

| commercial rights in international air transport is at fundamental 
variance with that consistently held by the United States. Since the : 

| International Civil Aviation Conference at Chicago in 1944,¢ the : 
| United States has advocated that international air transport opera- | 

| tions have maximum freedom from restriction, and the Department of | 
| State has pursued an energetic and continuous program to secure the 

| adoption of the same policy by other nations, particularly those im- | 
. portant to the international operations of United States airlines. At the 
| Chicago Conference the United States Delegation tried to obtain agree-— 

ment of the conferring states to the inclusion in the Convention on 
| International Civil Aviation of principles under which international ! 
| air transport could have developed without artificial restrictions. This 
| effort failed and later at a conference of states members of the Inter- : 
| national Civil Aviation Organization held in Geneva in 1947, the 

__ United States Delegation sought the adoption of a multilateral agree- 
| ment on air transport incorporating this policy. This conference too | 
| showed that many states were not ready to accept such principles on a 
| multilateral basis. The Department has, therefore, obtained air trans- 

| port rights abroad for United States airlines by means of bilateral air | 
| agreements. All of these, which at present number forty-five, contain 
2 the basic principles on which the United States has refused to com- ) 

| promise not only in the extended talks and consultations with India, : 

__ but also in instances of difficulties with other nations involving the : 
capacity of airline operations. Since a fundamental and unprecedented | 

| departure from established United States international air transport ) 
policy would apparently be required in order to meet the Indian posi- | 

: tion, it is difficult to see how a new agreement can be negotiated with 
India if that country adheres rigidly to the predetermination of ca- 

! pacity principle. 

| °'The Embassy in New Delhi transmitted Note No. S/53/1921/70 from the Gov- 
ernment of India giving formal notice of its desire to terminate the air agree- 

? ment in despatch 1295, Feb. 12, 1954 (611.9194/2-1254). | | 
| “ For documentation regarding the International Civil Aviation Conference at 
| Chicago in 1944, see Foreign Relations, 1944, vol. 11, pp. 355 ff. 

| |
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791.00/4-254 | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| SECRET New Deut, April 2, 1954. 

No. 1546 —— | oe 

_ Ref: Department’s Instruction A~-322, March 3, 1954? 

Subject: Congress Party | | 

In reply to the reference instruction ... the Embassy . . . investi- 
gating the extent to which not only the younger, but the older Con- 
gress Party members of Parliament are dissatisfied with Mr. Nehru’s 

foreign policy and believe that India should openly favor the Western 
nations. 
As of this time there is no question that apprehension, if not dis- 

satisfaction, over Nehru’s foreign policy exists within Parliament. 
This apprehension has arisen in the minds of some Members of Par- 
liament, especially after the announcement of United States military 
aid to Pakistan, principally because they feel that India is gradually 
being isolated in its quest for a “third force” area, and because they 
cannot understand just what Mr. Nehru has in mind vis-i-vis develop- 
ing a foreign policy which might increase India’s security. Embassy 
contacts within Parliament clearly indicate that certain of the Con- 
gress right-wingers, most of the Praja Socialists, and such intelligent 
Independents as Jaipal Singh, Bihar Member of Parliament, and 
Frank Anthony, nominated Member of Parliament representing the 
Anglo-Indians, are clearly dissatisfied with Mr. Nehru’s foreign. 
policy efforts. With the exception of Mr. Anthony, however, no one 
in the above mentioned groups has thus far chosen to express himself 
publicly as opposed to India’s foreign policy. 

Press reports of Mr. Anthony’s March 23 speech in Parliament in 
reply to Mr. Nehru’s remarks opening the foreign policy debate are 
enclosed. Although Mr. Anthony’s remarks were realistic and particu- 
larly pleasing to United States ears, he unfortunately does not carry 
sufficient political weight to make his words take hold in India. 

The question raised in the referenced instruction also brings up a 
very basic point constantly under study which is the determination of 

the role played by foreign policy in the internal Indian political 

scene. Nearly all members of the Congress Party, irrespective of their 
political ideologies, seem to be aware of two factors which have an 

| important bearing on their political futures—(1) Mr. Nehru’s leader- 
ship and (2) Mr. Nehru’s foreign policy. As has been reported inthe 

past, the Congress Party has relied in no small measure on Nehru’s | 
_ foreign policy pronouncements to maintain itself in power. There 1s 

no reason to believe that the Party is still not dependent to a great 

* Not printed. (791.00/3-354) / a
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degree on this political factor, which has, generally speaking, at- 
tracted more attention than relatively non-glamorous, internal pro-- 

| grams such as the Five Year Plan. With this in mind, the Embassy is 

| of the opinion that any group of Congressmen which might at this | 

: time attempt to divorce itself publicly from Mr. Nehru’s foreign ! 

policy would be risking politica] suicide. | . 

| _ It would therefore appear that no matter how distasteful Nehru’s 

. efforts in the field of foreign affairs may be to some politicians, the . 

: chances of any sizable group within the Congress taking issue with . 

| him in the political arena as long as he remains at the head of the 

| Party are extremely limited. | , / 
= | | | For the Ambassador: : 

| | | a, T. Exror WEu. | ) 
| | ts _ Counselor for Political Affairs — | 

| 611.914/4-254 oe ee So | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL NEW De ut, April 2, 1954. 

No. 1549 | | | 

| Ref: Dept’s A-332, March 9, 1954, and previous 

Subject: Treaty of F riendship and Establishment | | 

| On March 31 the Ambassador discussed with N. R. Pillai, Secretary 
| General of the Ministry of External Affairs, the current status of the 
| proposed Treaty of Friendship and Establishment. The Ambassador _ 

| handed to Mr. Pillaia letter dated March 31 (Enclosure 1 to this r 

| despatch) stating that the United States wishes to go forward with 

| the Treaty and expressing the belief that substantial agreement has | 

| already been reached on its major provisions. Mr. Pillai has previously 

| expressed the hope that something of a concrete nature be done to | 

| counteract the adverse Indo-American psychological reaction to re- 
cent developments. 

' The Ambassador pointed to the many advantages, including those _ 

, inthe field of public relations, which would result from the conclusion 
; of the Treaty. He added that the Treaty could very well contribute 

| toward the psychological climate desired by Mr. Pillai. The latter ap- 
| peared to be favorably impressed with the submission and promised | : 

| to look into the current status of the Treaty without delay. : 
On April 2, Andrew V. Corry, accompanied by J. Wesley Adams 

| and Robert W. Adams, called by appointment on K. G. Ambegaokar, 
| Secretary for Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, who has been 

1Not printed. (611.914/2-1954) ; 

|
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the principal negotiating officer on the Indian side. The purpose of 

° the visit was two-fold; firstly, to preclude any impression that Mr. 

Ambegaokar was being by-passed in this matter, copies of the Ambas- 

sador’s letter to Mr: Pillai being furnished him; and, secondly, to seek 

to determine the status of the Treaty on a technical negotiation level. 

Mr. Ambegaokar glanced at the Ambassador’s letter to Mr. Pillai 

and the accompanying Memorandum and expressed his interest in the 

picture presented. He reminded the Embassy officers who were inter- 

viewing him that when John A. Loftus, the former Counselor for Eco- 
nomic Affairs, had approached him regarding the then-dormant 

status of the Treaty (see Embassy Despatch No. 912, November 30, 
1953),? he had been reluctant to refer the matter up to the policy- 

deciding level. The reason was that he judged the psychological cli- 

mate to be unpropitious. He observed that the Ambassador’s initiative 

in taking up the matter with N. R. Pillai seemed to him the right step — 

because Pillai was best able to judge whether the climate for the con- 

sideration of the Treaty would now be favorable. | 
The Embassy officers said to Mr. Ambegaokar that it was precisely 

the United States Government’s interest to foster the formation of a 
mutually agreeable climate that led the Embassy to commend the | 
draft Treaty to the Government of India for appropriate action at 

this time. The Treaty, if entered upon, could well become a vehicle 
which would serve to improve the psychological climate. The absence 

of a Treaty was an obstacle, indeed an important psychological ob- 

stacle, to the formation of useful business ties on both sides. Mr. Am- 
begaokar accepted this point, to which he said he assigned full weight. 

He then stressed, however, the objections he had previously voiced to 

Mr. Loftus, which he felt made it not altegether useful to. have a— 
Treaty. He stated that in his opinion a Treaty opened up fields of 
controversy. The Embassy officers stated they fully understood Mr. — 
Ambegaokar’s argument, which was expressed very concisely, but they 

urged that the important consideration remained the creation of a 

useful psychological climate. 
Mr. Ambegaokar was asked to get in touch with J. Wesley Adams 

and Robert W. Adams of the Embassy when he wished to pursue the 

subject further. He was also informed that the Ambassador expected 

to keep in touch with N. R. Pillai on the subject. | 

| For the Ambassador: 
Ropert W. ADAMS 

Second Secretary of Embassy 

os 7 Not printed. (611.914/11-3053) - )
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| | { Enclosure] | : | 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Secretary General of the | 
| Ministry of H'xternal Affairs (Pillai) | | | 

| CONFIDENTIAL. New Deni, March 31, 1954. 
My Dear Mr. Secrerary Grenzrat: The proposed Treaty of : 

Friendship and Establishment between India and the United States : 
has been the subject of conversations between officials of the Govern- 
ment of India and the Embassy since October 1949.3 Numerous revi- 

| sions have been mutually agreed upon and the current draft, dated | 
March 3, 1953, was submitted to your Government for its considera- : 

| tion in May 1953.+ ae | 7 | | 
| I wish to state on behalf of my Government that it wishes to go. 

| forward with this Treaty. I believe that agreement has already been | 
| reached on_all its major provisions and that the remaining issues can - 
| be resolved without much difficulty. I await with interest the views : 

of your Government concerning the revised draft on March 8, 1953. 
There is enclosed for your convenient reference a brief Memorandum — ) 

| outlining the history of the negotiations on the Treaty and its current | 
status, , | | 

| Sincerely, , Grorce V, ALLEN | 
| | | | 
| 

| _ [Enclosure] | 

| _MemoranpuM on THE PrRoposep Treaty or Frienpsuie AND Esras- ~ 
! LISHMENT BETWEEN INDIA AND THE Untrep States — | 

| In October 1949 the United States presented to the Government of 
India for its consideration a proposed Treaty of Friendship, Com- | 

| merce, and Navigation. It was identical with the standard draft used 
_ by the Department of State in the negotiation of similar Treaties with : 
_ other countries. Among such Treaties recently concluded by the United | 
| States are those with Colombia, Denmark, Italy, Eire, Greece, Israel, 2 

and Japan. - | | a 
| During 1950 and 1951 there were numerous discussions between 
| Officials of the Government of India, principally of the Ministry of | 
: Finance, and the Embassy concerning each of the provisions of the | 
_ proposed Treaty. In the summer of 1952 it was mutually agreed that | 

| the existing draft needed substantial revision and the deletion of | 
| various provisions relating to navigation and commercial tiiatters. The — | 

| “For. documentation regarding U.S. efforts to negotiate a Treaty of Friendship | | and qttablishment between the United States and India, see Department of State 

*Not printed. (611.914/4-2953) | | a | 
|
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proposed deletions and other revisions suggested by the negotiating 
Officials of the Government of India were transmitted to the Depart- 
ment of State and conversations in New Delhi were, therefore, inter- 

| rupted in December 1952. a 
The proposals of the Indian negotiators were then incorporated by 

_ the Department of State in a new draft Treaty. This revised draft is 
_ dated March 3, 1953 and is entitled “Treaty of Friendship and Estab- 

_ lishment”, the title having been changed because of the deletion of the 
“navigation and commercial provisions. The current draft of March 3, 

_ 1953 was transmitted by the Embassy to the Ministry of External 
_ Affairs in May 1953. Various conversations have taken place since that 

date between the Government of India and Embassy officials concerned 
although actual negotiations have not been resumed. 

_- The current draft of the proposed Treaty consists of 20 Articles and 
_ f Protocol. Among its important provisions are those concerning: 
_ (a) equitable treatment to persons and interests; (6) entry and 

' sojourn, including “treaty trader” and “treaty investor” status; (c) 
_ personal rights and free access to courts; (d) ‘property rights; (e) 

acquisition of property and interests, including patents and trade 
_ marks; (f) national and most-favored-nation treatment with respect 
- to enterprises and the right effectively to control one’s properties; 
— (g) nondiscriminatory taxation and remittance in foreign currency of 

earnings; and (A) most-favored-nation treatment with respect to com- 
_ Inercial travelers and all matters relating to importation and 

- exportation. | a | | 
On the basis of informal conversations between the officials con- 

cerned, it would appear that there remains only one difference of 
- opinion with respect to the current draft Treaty. This is in connection 

_ with Article X, paragraph 2(c), which states that each party shall, 
_ after allocating foreign exchange for goods and services essential to _ 

the health and welfare of its people, make reasonable provision for the 
remittance in the currency of the other Party of compensation, earn-_ 

_ ings, dividends, commissions, and “( e) amounts for amortization of 
loans, depreciation of direct investments, and capital transfers . . . ”, 
The negotiators for the Government of India have objected to this 
clause (¢) on the grounds that it might adversely affect India’s current 
foreign exchange control procedures. The Embassy believes that suffi- | 
cient safeguards concerning India’s balance-of-payments position are 
contained in the provision, and that further discussions on this matter 
would be useful. There may, of course, be other minor points, princi- 

_ pally in connection with phraseology, which may require clarification. 
None of these, however, are regarded as of such a nature as to affect 
the general agreement already reached between India and the United 
States both on the Treaty as a whole and on each of its major 
provisions, Oo
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891.546/3-1254 : Telegram a - 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indiat 

‘SECRET "PRIORITY Wasuineron, April 7, 1954—9 p.m. 
| 1163. Limit distribution. Although GOI draft Memo of Commit- 
| ment (Emb despatch 1436, March 12, 1954)? fails to provide absolute 
| protection desired, I believe it should be accepted as basis for finalizing 
: thorium nitrate procurement contract, subject following provisos: | 
| ~ GOI memorandum, as written, offers no certainty that any fixed : 

| quantity of thorium nitrate will be delivered to U.S. in any specific 
| time: As written, proposed commitment would carry into contract a 
| firm corimitment by U.S. for purchase of specified amount but with 
| extremély ‘vague requirements on GOI to supply even to best of its 
| ability suck. an amount. In view U.S. prepayment, in effect, ‘of pre- 

| mium-in form of lump sum. grant under an FOA-GOI project agree- } 
| ment, and inasmuch U:S.. is undertaking to purchase substantial 
| quantity thorium nitrate and vast bulk of Indian production, U.S. ; 

| should have firmer commitment regarding deliveries thorium nitrate : 
to U.S. There follow, therefore; desired rephrasing numbered para- 

_ graphs4,6and7 
4, The Government of the United States of America, under the | 

terms of this agreement, is prepared to purchase by September 30, 
_ 1955, up to a maximum of 280 long tons of thorium nitrate of mantle 
| grade of the specifications given in paragraph one above, on the 
_ understanding that this constitutes the maximum amount which will f | be available for disposal outside the countries specified in clause three : 

above. It is understood that the Indian Atomic Energy Commission 
| will use its best efforts to make delivery of the above amount as ex- : 
| peditiously as possible and that all quantities of thorium nitrate pro- 

duced under the authority of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission : 
_ and available for purchase will be sold to the United States under the | 
| terms of this agreement except for thorium salts equivalent to ap- i | proximately 15 long tons thorium nitrate per calendar quarter, which © 

| 1t is understood is required for domestic Indian consumption and the : _ export commitments specified in paragraph three.” _ a 
| 6. The present contract shall be for a period of 18 months from the : 

Ast April 1954, or until the delivery of 230 long tons of thorium | | nitrate, whichever is earlier. The 18-month contract of the General | _ Services Administration will provide that in the event that the Indian 
| Atomic Energy Commission, through no fault of its own, has been | | unable to deliver the full amount of 230 long tons within the 18-month 
| period of the contract, the Indian Atomic Energy Commission will | | | deliver and the General Services Administration’ will purchase the 

| balance of the said amount in the succeeding six-month period which i | may be extended at the option of the U.S. Government.” | 
| _ “7. The contract shall provide for renewal on such terms and con- - - _ ditions as are mutually agreed upon on completion of the delivery of - | 
) This telegram was drafted by Hamilton of $/AE and was signed by Secretary - | | of State Dulles. Oo Oo : 
| | 3 Not printed ; See footnote 2, p. 1740. . | | 

po
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the 230 long tons covered in this agreement or at the end of the 18- 
month period or extension thereof.” 

FYI, if Embassy’s negotiation on rephrasing of point 4, suggested 
above indicates this may block entire arrangement, Embassy is au- | 
thorized to retreat from concept of 15 long tons thorium nitrate per — 
calendar quarter for Indian internal consumption and for shipments 
to other than US, to concept of 30 long tens thorium nitrate per six 
months. If absolutely necessary to preserve negotiation, Embassy may _ 
further retreat to original Indian position by putting period after 
phrase “as expeditiously as possible” in final sentence paragraph 4 
and deleting rest of sentence. End FYI. . | 

There are, in addition, several non-substantive revisions GOI draft 
advisable. These relate to need to maintain integrity U.S. AEC » 
thorium nitrate price by removing overt reference to price of $3.50 
a pound. Following rephrasings desired : | 

A. Numbered paragraph 5—“The contract resulting from this 
Memorandum of Commitment will be drawn up between the Indian 
Atomic Energy Commission on the part of the Government of India 
and the General Services Administration on the part of the United 
States of America and will contain the standard terms of a contract 
for such material. Such a contract will be transmitted to the GOI 
and executed as soon as possible on the completion of this Memoran- 
dum of Commitment.” | | 

_ B. Numbered paragraph 8—‘Prce of Thorium Nitrate: 'The price 
of the thorium nitrate delivered under the contract with the General 
Services Administration, quality as specified, shall be $2.20 per pound 
delivered ex dock New York or other U.S. east coast port.” 

C. Numbered paragraph 9—“‘Operational Agreement: The procure- 
ment contract will be simultaneously supplemented by an operational 
agreement under the Indo-American Technical Cooperation program, 
in the amount of $669,760; this project agreement will cover such 
equipment and supplies as the appropriate Indian authorities shall 
designate to the extent of the above amount. It is understood that the 
funds applied to this purchase under the proposed operation agree- 
ment will not be derived from the total funds otherwise allocated to | 
India under the Indo-American Technical Cooperation Agreement, but 
will be an addition thereto.” | 

In view fact US has experienced some difficulty in past on oral com- 

mitments by persons who later departed their positions in GOI, it is 

deemed important there be something more than simple oral commit- 

ment by Bhatnagar to follow procedures for checking bona fides of 

end-user each shipment outside India. Therefore, Embassy should ob- 

tain from Bhatnagar, through exchange of letters, confirmation U.S. 

| understanding that Indian undertaking to sell thorium nitrate for con- 

sumption only in countries named in paragraph three of Memorandum 

of Commitment means GOI will check bona fides of end-user each 

shipment to such countries by obtaining government endorsed import —
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| certificate or formal assurance which guarantees against transship- | 
- ment or reexport and would insure that thorium nitrate is, in fact, | 

consumed there and is not shipped elsewhere; Embassy might well : 
| emphasize that this procedure is and has been standard practice widely 
| used for commodities of this importance. — | 

| —Dunixs | 

891.2546/4-1254: Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET — PRIORITY | New Devut1, April 12, 1954—7 p.m. | 

| 1536. Thorium Nitrate Negotiations. _ - : 
: I, (a) All textual amendments in Deptel 1163 April 7 exhaustively | 

| discussed with full Indian AEC April 10 just before Bhatnagar’s de- | 
| parture for France. Indians appreciated Department’s reasoning and — | 
| accepted all suggested revisions except that on statement of price 
| (paragraph B in reference telegram), which they re-drafted after 

hour-long discussion of phrasing designed try meet requirements both __ | 
parties. — - os : : 

(6) Indians requested insertion name of Holland among countries | 
| listed in clause three. As it was on their original list and was inadver- 
; tently omitted from drafts transmitted to Department by Embassy | : 

| (reference enclosure 1 Embassy despatches 1436 March 121 and 1583 ° | 
| April 9.7) ; Corry consented. a 
__ (¢) Written confirmation by Bhatnagar, with explicit concurrence 
| Bhabha, of understanding specified in last paragraph Deptel 1163 was 
_ obtained. re | | 

| (d) Amended text as described below was drafted by Corry with | | 
| Bhatnagar and Bhabha and was signed by Bhatnagar and Corry “ad | 

re jerendum,” viz., on express condition that each of the two govern- 
; ments will advise the other of the confirmation of the memorandum of : 
| commitment as early as possible. This provisional signing rendered : 

necessary to secure Department’s assent to negotiators re-draft of ! 
_ clause five, and GOT law officer’s assent to Department’s amended ver- | 
| sions of clauses four, six and seven as well as negotiators re-drafted | 

five. . | | | | 

II. (a) Text of preamble and clauses 1 and 2 unchanged from GOI 
| draft memorandum (enclosure 1, Embassy despatch 1436). | 
| (6) “Holland” inserted between “Belgium” and “Switzerland” in | 

clause three, — | | ne 
| [¢] Clause four amended to wording given in relevant paragraph in : 

Deptel 1163, except that word “salts” in last sentence was replaced by . 
| “nitrate”. : : | : oo | | 

| * Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1740. | | 
* Not printed. (891.2546/4-954) . ! ™“
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(d) Clauses five, eight and nine proposed in Deptel 1163 were re-cast 
and re-drafted at Indian’s insistence in a new clause five as follows: 

“Financial Arrangements” (new caption substituted for old captions 
“price of thorium nitrate,” “method of payment,” and “operational 
agreement”), : 

Verbatim teat. “5. This memorandum of commitment will result in a. 
contract between the Indian Atomic Energy Commission on behalf of 
the Government of India and the General Services Administration on 
behalf of the Government of the United States of America, and in an 
operational agreement under the Indo-American technical cooperation 
program. The contract will contain the standard terms of a contract 
or such material, and will be transmitted to the Government of India 

_ and executed as soon as possible on the completion of this memoran- 
| dum of commitment. It will provide for the purchase by the General 

Services Administration of thorium nitrate of the quality specified at 
$2.20 per pound c.i.f. New York or other United States east coast port 
amounting to a total of $1,133,440 for 230 long tons. Simultaneously, 
the operational agreement will provide an additional sum of $669,760 _ 

| _ to cover the purchase of such equipment and supplies as the appropri- 
_ ate Indian authorities shall designate to the extent of the above 

~ amount, It is understood that the funds applied to this purchase under 
the said operational agreement will not be derived from the total funds 
otherwise allocated to India under the Indo-American technical coop- 
eration program but will be an.addition thereto. The Indian Atomic 

_ Energy Commission will thus receive the total sum of $1,803,200 for 
230 long tons of thorium nitrate, or $3.50 per pound, The Government 
of India understands that it will not be liable to the payment of cus- 
toms duty in the United States on the thorium nitrate sold by it under 
the above contract.” End verbatim teat. | 

(e) Clause six amended to wording given in relevant paragraph 
Deptel 1163. Oo 

(f) Clause seven amended to wording given in relevant paragraph 
Deptel 1163, except that “such” has been substituted for “same” as 

eighth word. | — | / 
- (g) Clauses eight and nine proposed in Deptel 1163 have been elimi- 
nated, though wording taken from them has been incorporated in re- | 
drafted clause five as shown above. 

(h) Ad referendum paragraph added above signatures, as mentioned 
above in item (d). 

The full text, together with copy of letter of understanding men- 
tioned in final paragraph Deptel 1163 to which Bhatnagar gave his. 
signed assent and cited Bhabha’s concurrence, are being airpouched 
to Department as enclosures one and two to New Delhi despatch 1594 
of April 12? on April 18: due arrive Washington about 26th. _ | 

III, Comment—-(a) Reference clause five, Bhabha professed un- 

familiarity with implications term “delivered at dock New York, etc.” 
- suggested in Deptel 1163 paragraph B and expressed preference use 

Not printed. (891.2546/4~-1254)
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term “c.f.” with which he familiar. If Department strongly desires 
use iis puraseology instead, please state reason Embassy could give _ 
satisfy Bhabha. ~~ | a - | : 

_ (8) Embassy and TOM/I would appreciate receiving urgently | | sample copy of “standard GSA contract” referred to'in clause five. | | 
Ind:an AEC and Ministry wishsee st | | 

_ (¢) Bhabha stated intention furnish TCM/I with firm list total | 
items to be procured under operational agreement mentioned in clause : 

| five by latter part June. (List sent as enclosures one and two to New 
Delhi despatch 1575 April 7* was “preliminary, for information”. 
Final list expected include titanium plant plus cyclotron, etc.). Reason 

| for delay is that Indian scientists attending Ann Arbor nuclear engi- | 
| neers conference June 20 will telegraph Bhabha their recommendations | 
| final selection, e.g., size of cyclotron, etc. | 
| (d) GOI will confirm to Embassy acceptance memorandum of com- 
| mitment through Bhabha earliest after latter receives from Embassy 
| Department’s acceptance, _ | | 
| (e) Embassy desires emphasize real difficulty and further re-opening 

| of terms of memorandum. Bhabha will be in Kashmir and Bangalore : 
after April 19 for about six weeks. Bhatnagar will be in F rance, South | | 

| America and United States, and though he expects pay courtesy call | 
Department while in Washington he not prepared undertake revisions 

| without Bhabha’s concurrence. Krishnan, third member Indian AEC, | 
| remaining Delhi and concurs Bhatnagar and Bhabha’s negotiations | 
_ but unwilling himself to assume responsibility for revisions. © 

| ‘Not printed. (891.2546/4-754) | a She eS | 
| | vee . L 

891.2546/4-1254 : Telegram | | | 
| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? - | 

| SECRET _ Wasurneron, April 22, 1954—5 :45 p.m. | 
| 1230. There appears to be essential agreement on memorandum | 
| signed by Corry and Bhatnagar (Embtel 1536, April 12), However, de- 
. finitive US approval will be withheld pending Department’s receipt 
| Embassy despatch 1594 ? giving complete revised text and text of letter 

of understanding signed by Bhatnagar. __ | | | 
| There follow comments on numbered paragraphs Embassy telegram , 

1536: | | 

| I 6—Approve insertion name of “Holland” among countries listed | _ clause three. get, - oh, So | 
| 1 This telegram was drafted by Hamilton of S/AE and was signed by Gerard C. Smith, Consultant to the Secretary of State for Atomic Energy Affairs. * Not printed. (891.2546/4-1254) oe | .
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II c—Approve use. of word “nitrate” in place of word “salts” in 

final sentence numbered paragraph four. This change requires rephras- 

ing of pertinent portion of final sentence to read“. . . under the terms 

of this agreement except for approximately 15 long tons thorium ni- 

trate per calendar quarter...” | a 
II j—Approve use of “such” as eighth word in paragraph seven, 

JI d—Paragraph: five redraft generally acceptable except for pen-_ 

ultimate sentence which should be entirely deleted. In view final para- 
graph reftel, Department should be informed, if in Ambassador’s opin- 

ion, obtaining this deletion will jeopardize progress of negotiation. 

Prefer term “ex dock” to “c.i.f.” Pouching detailed definition former 

term. | | 

III 5—For general form standard GSA contract, see GSA-GOI 
monazite contract November 9, 1951.* | 

| SMITH 

The definition of the term “ex dock” was sent to the Embassy in Department 
airgram 401, Apr. 27, 1954 (891.2546/4-2754). 

* Not. printed. : 

891.2546/4-2354 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET New Deutz, April 23, 1954—6 p. m. 

1588. Deptel 1230, April 22 suggests deletion penultimate sentence 

paragraph 5 Corry-Bhatnagar memo. Precisely this issue which raised 

greatest difficulty in last minute negotiations in Bombay. Bhatnagar 

and Bhabha understood our need mention $2.20 price, but emphasized 

~ necessity for specific reference to $3.50. 

- Bhabha himself drafted this portion paragraph 5, insisting that 

insertion of 3.50 figure was as equally necessary for India AKC as 2.20 

figure was for US authorities. Bhatnagar agreed with him. I believe 

any attempt secure deletion this sentence would be fruitless and proba- 

bly lead to denunciation of agreed memo. Although desire avoid men- 

tion higher price fully appreciated, strongly recommend Department 

approve this sentence. Will appreciate early reply.’ , 
ALLEN 

The Department responded on Apr. 30 in telegram 1229, not printed, that it | 

approved the inclusion of paragraph 5 in the Memorandum of Commitment as 

reported in New Delhi telegram 1536, Apr. 12, 1954 (p. 1753). The Department 

also authorized the Embassy to give final U.S. approval to the Memorandum of 

Commitment as signed by Corry and Bhatnagar. (891.2546/4-2354) - 

891.2546/6—654 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | New Devuz, June 6, 1954—1 p. m. 

1780. For Gerard Smith. Bhabha stopped over two days in New
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Delhi en route from Kashmir (where he has been vacationing) to Bangalore, Mills and Adams met with him J une 4 (Deptel 1396, June | 8).* He said he is anxious to finalize thorium nitrate agreement as soon _ as possible. MEA has had memorandum of agreement under study, | and reply to Embassy note (Embdesp 1719, May 7)? confirming ac- i | ceptance of agreement will be sent in day or two. This note will pro- pose several minor changes, purpose of which is to clarify meaning. _ As he outlined them, none seemed to change sense of agreement. How- ; | ever Bhabha said note will also request one modification of some sub- | stance. GOI would like to have period ending paragraph 4 changed | tocomma and following words added: “and except for such additional : quantities not exceeding in the aggregate 100 tons which the GOI may ; | sell under arrangements with the governments of the countries re- _ ferred to in clause 3.” Bhabha stated that GOI wished to be able to | make sales, up to 100 tons, on government-to-government basis when ! purchasing government desired thorium nitrate for experimental as | contrasted with commercial purposes, - | | Mills stated he could not anticipate reaction of US Government to | | this proposed modification ; he did not like to single out particular gov- | ernments, but we both knew that certain countries did not control re- exports as effectively as others. When pressed, Mills said he had in | mind certain countries in the east mentioned in paragraph 3. Bhabha. | replied that the GOI would be glad to eliminate al] such countries. | Mills then mentioned that there appeared tobe some laxity in controls : | in both Belgium and Switzerland. Bhabha said he was not interested © | | In either. The countries he is interested in, and from some of which | | Anquiries had been received, are UK, France, N orway, Sweden, Den- | | mark and Italy. He said GOI would be glad to list these countries in. | Proposed modification of paragraph 4 instead of: using the phrase “governments of the countries referred to in clause 3.” | | Bhabha stated he would not insist on this modification but he hoped | | US Government could accept it. In his opinion if US does not object : | to the countries in question carrying on experiments, the modification _ | would help achieve the objective of US in concluding the agreement, | which, he believed, was to see that all thorium nitrate goes to destina- tions acceptable to US; he added that he believed US. was buying / thorium nitrate merely to assure this end. | | If US able to accept his proposed amendment, then Bhabha stated : | the phrase “through no fault of its own” should be albinet from | | paragraph 6 since stretch-out in deliveries to US might well be the : 

: ‘Not printed; the Department requested a status report from the Embassy , Concerning the Government of India’s confirmation of acceptance of the Memoran- ; 
|]. dum of Commitment ( 891.2546/6-354). | | | — * Not printed. (891.2546/5-754) | | 

|
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result of government-to-government agreements between India and the 

governments mentioned above. 

The note from GOI probably will be received in next few days. 

| | ALLEN 

891.2546/6—754 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ New Deru, June 7, 1954—7 p. m. 

1784. For Gerard Smith. Gonsalves of Bhatnagar’s office has sent 

Embassy for its advance information copy of note which covering 

letter states is being sent Embassy by MEA (Embassy telegram 1780 

June 6). Substantive part of MEA note as follows: : 

| ‘The Ministry of External Affairs has the honor to inform the 

Embassy of the United States that the Government of India confirms 

the memorandum of commitment with the following modifications : 

1. The Government of India accepts the proposal of the United 

| States Government to substitute the phrase “at $2.20 per pound 

delivered at dock New York” for “$2.20 per pound c.if. New 

York” in the third sentence of paragraph 5 of the memorandum. 

9. As the agreement mentioned in the memorandum will be 

entered into by the GOI, the words “the Government of India” | 

will replace the words “the Atomic Energy Commission” wher- 

ever they occur in clauses 2 to 6 of the memorandum and other 

consequential modifications will be made. 

3. The consequential agreements shall contain a (“and” shall — 

be used for “and” respectively) “force majeure” clause. 

4, The following minor changes may be made in clause 4 of 

the memorandum: — | oo 

(a) The words “make delivery of” may be replaced by the word 

“produce” in line 8. | a | | | 

(b) The words “and the United States will purchase” may be 

added after the words “United States” in line 11. | 

(ce) The words “is required” may be replaced by the words “is 

the steady commitment” in line 14. - 

(d) The word “commitments” in line 15 may be omitted. — 

The Government of India propose, if the Government of the United 

States agree, to add the following sentence at the end of clause 4: 

“And except for such additional quantities not exceeding in 

| the aggregate 100 tons which the Government of India may 

sell under arrangement to the governments of the countries re- 

ferred to in clause 3.” | | | | 

| If this amendment is accepted, then the phrase “through no fault 

of its own” in clause 6 must be deleted. : Sle 

Subject to the above mentioned changes. and observations, the 

memorandum of commitment under reference is hereby confirmed | 

as accepted by the Government of India. If acceptable to the Embassy, 

the Ministry proposes that the present note and the Embassy’s reply
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| constitute a mutually agreed amendment to the memorandum of com- } mitment of April 10, 1954. | 
| Regarding the phrase GOI wishes add at end of clause 4, covering 
| letter of Gonsalves states: | 

“You will also note that a sentence has been added at the end of 
clause 4, of which Dr. Bhabha considers to be in keeping with the 

: spirit of the agreement as envisaged by both parties. The memoran- 
lum 1s intended to provide for the purchase to and by the United States } | on all surplus thorium nitrate produced in India beyond the amounts - I : required for commercial use in the countries mentioned in the memo- | | randum up to the total amount therein mentioned. The purpose ; | of the added sentence is to provide for the sale of a part of the sur- 
plus, not exceeding in the aggregate 100 tons, by the GOI to the 
(governments) of the countries mentioned in the memorandum. Such : sales, if it takes place, will be undertaken with due safeguards. Since _ | the intention of the United States was to absorb all the surplus, it 
will, if this contingency materializes, have to absorb less in the period | up to the 30 September 1955, the total amount of 230 tons to the | : | United States being made up by sales in the following period. Con- | Sequently, the phrase “through no fault of its own” in clause 6 has 
been omitted.” — - s 
As reported in Embtel 1780, Bhabha stated GOI would not insist : 

on this addition to clause 4 if US has serious objection. He would 
| be happier if no complete rejection and would be content as reported 
| to have government-to-government exports in question limited to 
| UK, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. If US cannot : 

accept either proposal, please send Embassy plausible reason therefor. 
| ALLEN 

| 611.914/6-1554 . | 
| Lhe Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | 

| LIMITED OFFICIAL USE New Deut, June 15, 1954. ) 
No. 1956 | 

: 
| Subject: FCN Treaty With India | | | 
| In a letter dated March 31, 1954 addressed to Mr. N. R. Pillai, : 

| Secretary General of the Ministry of External Affairs (Enclosure No. 
_ ito Embassy Despatch No. 1549 of April 2, 1954), Ambassador Allen : 

| expressed the desire of the Government of the United States to pro- | 
| ceed with the negotiation of the proposed Treaty of Friendship and 
| Establishment between the United States and India. Mr. Pillai has 
| now replied to the Ambassador’s letter in a letter dated J une 6, 1954 : | (see Enclosure No. 1 to this despatch). _ a 
| In his letter Mr. Pillai states that, although agreement had been | 
| reached on a number of important points of the draft treaty, “there : 
| are certain other provisions on the draft which require further nego- 

213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - us
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tiations at the official level.” After listing the points in question he 

suggested that representatives of the Government of India Ministries 

and of the Embassy meet to discuss these points “so that the possibili- 

ties of reaching agreement over the whole range of provisions may be 

explored.” | _ | 

During a conversation with Ambassador Allen on June 14, Mr. 

Pillai said that he was most anxious that negotiations on this treaty 

should not be broken off or allowed to lapse. 

It was agreed that Embassy officials would meet shortly with the 

interested Government of India officials to resume discussions. Al- 

| though Mr. K. G. Ambegaokar, Secretary, Ministry of Finance, is on 

sick leave and is not expected back at his desk before early July, the 

Embassy hopes that at least a preliminary review of the situation may 

be initiated before then. 

It is of some interest that a staff member of the Indian Federation 

of Chambers of Commerce and Industry called the Embassy recently 

to request copies of commercial treaties which the United States had 

concluded with other countries. He was informed that the Embassy 

did not have any such copies at hand but that it would endeavor to 

obtain copies of one or two such treaties for use by the Chamber. The 

Department is requested to forward copies of several such treaties, if 

available, for the use indicated. | 

It is possible that the request of the Indian Commerce Federation 

in this respect was stimulated by the recent remarks of Consul Gen- 

eral Turner in Bombay who, in an address to the Bombay Rotary 

Club, urged the early conclusion of a treaty of Friendship, Commerce 

and Navigation between India and the United States. Should the 

Indian business community become interested in the treaty, it might 

spur the Government of India to a more active interest. 

For the Ambassador: 

J. Westry ADAMS, JR. 
Acting for the Counselor 

for Economic Affairs 

[Enclosure] 

The Secretary General of the Ministry of External Affairs (Pillat) 

to the Ambassador in India (Allen) 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE New Detat, June 6, 1954. 

My Dear Ampassapor: I regret the delay in replying to your letter 

dated the 31st March, 1954, regarding the proposed Treaty of Friend- 

ship and Establishment between India and the United States. I have 

had the matter examined by the various Ministries concerned and this 

examination shows that although agreement was reached at the official 

level on a number of important points, there are certain other provi-
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| sions on the draft which require further negotiations at the official level. 

These relate, among other things, to the following Articles in the draft _ ) 
| Treaty: | : 
| (1) Article II : (2) ParalofArticleV . 
: (3) Paras 1,2 &5.of Article X 
: (4) Para4of Article XIII 
| (5) Paragraph 2 of the Protocol. | 

| * Article II of the draft Treaty of Friendship and Establishment between: the United States and India reads as follows: | Oo 
‘1. Nationals of either Party shall be permitted to enter the territories of the other Party and to remain therein: (a) for the purpose of carrying. on trade j between the territories of the two Parties and engaging in related commercial 

activities; (0) for the purpose of developing and directing the operations of an | enterprise in which they have invested, or in which they are actively in the | process of investing, a substantial amount of capital; and (c) for other purposes, | Subject to the immigration laws. Such nationals, within the territories of the 3 ; other Party, shall be permitted: (a) to travel therein freely, and to reside at. ’ | places of their choice; (0b) to enjoy liberty of conscience; and (c) to hold both : private and public religious services. - ] | ‘2. The provisions of the present Article shall be subject to the right of either | | Party to apply measures that are necessary to. maintain publie order and protect | the public health, morals and safety.” 
| Paragraph 1 of Article V reads as follows: 
| “1. Neither Party shall take unreasonable or discriminatory measures that : | would impair the legally acquired rights or interests ‘within its territories -of / 1 nationals and companies of the other Party in the enterprises which they have : established, in their capital, or in the skills, arts or technology which they have d supplied.” | . | ; 

Paragraphs 1, 2, and 5 of Article X read as follows : | : | “1. Nationals and companies of either Party shall be accorded by the other : | Party national treatment and most-favored-nation treatment with respect to pay- : ments, remittances and transfers of funds or financial instruments between: the | territories of the two Parties as well as between the territories of stich other : | Party and of any third country. oe pS aS, | “2. The Parties recognize the desirability of refraining from the imposition. of. | | exchange restrictions and of eliminating exchange restrictions as soon as condi- : | tions permit. If either Party impose exchange restrictions, it shall,‘after making | whatever provision may be necessary to assure the availability ‘of -foreign-ex- | change for goods and services essential to the health and welfare of ‘its people, make reasonable provision, having regard to the circumstances “necessitating . exchange restrictions, for the withdrawal, in foreign exchange in the ‘currency of the other Party, of: (a) the compensation referred to in Article V, paragraph ot . 3, of the present Treaty, (b) earnings, whether in the form of salaries, interest, _ ; | dividends, commissions, royalties, payments for technical Services, or otherwise, : -and (¢) amounts for amortization of loans, depreciation of direct investments, | and capital transfers to the extent feasible, giving consideration to special needs F for other transactions.” . | . “3. It is understood that the provisions of the present Article do not alter the | obligations either Party may have to the International] Monetary Fund or pre- c'ude imposition of particular restrictions whenever the Fund specifically au- =. thorizes or requests a Party to impose such particular restrictions.” 
| Paragraph 4 of Article XIII reads as follows: 
| _ 4. Neither Party shall impose any measure of a discriminatory nature prevent- ing or hindering the importer or exporter of products of either Party from obtaining marine insurance on such products in companies of either Party.” Paragraph 2 of the Protocol reads as follows: a | ! | “2. The Parties recognize that conditions of competitive equality should be maintained in situations in which publicly owned or controlled trading or manu- | facturing enterprises of either Party engage in competition, within the territories 

Footnote continued on following page. 

|.
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I would therefore suggest, if you agree, that further discussions may 

proceed between our Ministries and the officials of the Embassy on 
these points so that the possibilities of reaching agreement over the 

whole range of provisions may be explored. Our doubts regarding the 

above points will be better explained in the course of such discussions 
than is possible in this letter. I share your hope that full agreement 

will be possible on this somewhat technical and complicated field of the 

relationship between our countries. 
Yours sincerely, RaGHAVAN PILLAl 

Footnote continued from preceding page. a 

thereof, with privately owned and controlled enterprises of nationals and com- 
panies of the other Party. Accordingly, such private enterprises shall, in such 
situations, be entitled to the benefit of any special advantages of an economic 
nature accorded such public enterprises, whether in the nature of subsidies, tax 
exemptions or otherwise. The foregoing rule shall not apply, however, to special 
advantages given in connection with: (@) manufacturing goods for government 
use, or supplying goods and services to the Government for government use; or 
(ob): supplying, at prices substantially below competitive prices, the needs of 
particular population groups for essential goods and services not otherwise 
practically obtainable by such groups.” (611.914/4-2953 ) 

891.2546/7-254 , 

The Director of the Foreign Operations Administration (Stassen) to 
the Secretary of State 

SECRET — | _ Wasuineton, July 2, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: There are transmitted herewith, in accord- 

ance with the instructions of the President, a copy of his Memoran- 

dum of Determination with respect to the purchase of thorium nitrate 

from and related technical assistance to the Government of India, and _ 

a copy of my memorandum upon which this action was based. | 

Sincerely yours, | : Harotp E. Strassen 

[Enclosure 1] 

Memorandum by the President to the Director of the Foreign 

Operations Administration (Stassen) 

SECRET [WAsHINGTON,| June 29, 1954. 

Subject: Purchase of Thorium Nitrate from and Related Technical 
Assistance to the Government of India | | 

In accordance with the recommendation contained in your memo- 

randum of June 29, 1954, I hereby determine, pursuant to the 

_ authority vested in me by Section 303(a) of the Mutual Defense _ 

Assistance Act of 1949, as amended, that up to $2.2 million of funds 

appropriated pursuant to that Section may be used for the purchase 

of approximately 230 long tons of thorium nitrate (to be resold to
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: the Atomic Energy Commission) from and for related technical 
| assistance to the Government of India. I further determine that these : 
: expenditures will serve to accomplish the policies and purposes of : 

: that Act, and are important to the security of the United States. ! 
| The Secretaries of State and of Defense, the Chairman of the 

Atomic Energy Commission and the Director of the Bureau of the 

Budget are to be notified by you of this determination. | 
| Dwicut D. EisENHOWER © | 

Recommended by: W.B.SmirH _ | 
| The Department of State | 

| A.C. Davis © 
| | Phe Department of Defense 

, a Jos. M. Doper | : 
| | The Director of the Bureau of the Budget : 

! | Lewis L. Strauss — 
| ; The Atomic Energy Commission 

| | [Enclosure 2] | 

| _ Memorandum by the Director of the Foreign Operations 
Administration (Stassen) to the President | 

| SECRET ep Es a [WasHineton,] June 29, 1954. : 

- Subject: Purchase of Thorium Nitrate from and Related Technical : 
Assistance to the Government of India | 

: Thorium nitrate is a source material for fissionable atomic energy : 
uses as set forth in section 5(b) (1) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946? 

| and by virtue of that is listed on Title I, Category A, item 203(e) of 

| the Battle Act. This listing requires that aid be terminated forthwith, 
without exception, to any country receiving aid which “knowingly and 

| willfully” ships such a material to the Soviet Bloc. In 1953 a shipment 
of this material was made from India to Communist China, which I 

, have found not to be knowing and willful. Diversion or sale of such 
| material to the Soviet Bloc is possible in the future in the absence of 
| extraordinary efforts on the part of this Government to the end of pre- 

venting such shipments and/or diversions from India. 
| Negotiations have been underway which, if successfully consum- 

mated, will enable this Government to make a pre-emptive purchase : 
, of the estimated Indian production in excess of domestic requirements 

for the next several years. The political situation in India does not per- 

| mit obtaining adequate assurances from the Indian Government that 
_ there will be no shipments to the Soviet Bloc in the absence of this 

| pre-emptive arrangement. We have sought in negotiating this arrange- 

‘ Also known as the McMahon Act, it was signed into law on Aug, 1, 1946, as 
| Public Law 585, For the text, see 60 Stat. 785. 

|
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ment to provide the utmost security both as regards the disclosure of 
this arrangement and the achievement of a net result which will bring 
about a denial of fissionable materials of Indian source to the Soviet 
Bloc and the availability of this important material to the defense 
needs of the United States and the free world. 

It is planned to purchase approximately 230 long tons of thorium 
nitrate at $2.20 plus duty per pound through a contract between the 
General Services Administration, on behalf of the Foreign Operations 
Administration, and the Government of India. The additional costs 
to cover a 30% ad valorem duty and administrative overhead bring 
the total estimated landed cost to $1,530,000. The Atomic Energy Com- 
mission has agreed to repurchase all thorium nitrate procured under 
this contract at the contract price of $2.20 per pound, In addition, in 
order to conclude successfully these purchase arrangements with the } 
Government of India, it will be necessary to provide technical assist- 
ance for scientific and industrial research in the amount of approxi- 
mately $670,000 (equivalent to $1.30 per pound of the thorium nitrate _ 
to be purchased from the Government of India). 

Section 803(a) of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, as __ 
amended, authorizes the President to expend funds in the General 
Area of China to accomplish the policies and purposes declared in that 
Act. It is recommended that up to $2.2 million appropriated pursuant 
to this Section be made available for use as needed to defray these — 
costs. oe 

Although there is no specific legislative provision which requires 
the submission of a program determination of this nature to the Presi- 
deni for approval, it has been the consistent practice within the Execu- 
tive Branch to seek such approval whenever an entirely new program 
has been proposed for implementation under the broad provisions of 
Section 803(a) of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act. Accordingly, it 
is recommended that the President sign the attached determination. 

This recommendation has the concurrence of the Secretary of State, 
the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Com- 
mission, and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. 

Haroitp E. Strassen 

§91.2546/6—754 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

- SECRET WASHINGTON, July 8, 1954—5:51 p. m. 

24. Re Embtel 1784, June 7, 1954. 
1, Phrase “at dock New York” should read “ex dock New York”. 

Department’s A401, April 27, 1954, gives detailed definition.’ | 

1 This telegram was drafted by Hamilton of S/AE and: was signed by Smith of _ 

es N ot printed ; see footnote 3, p. 1756.
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| 2. Agree replace words “Atomic Energy Commission” with words. 

| “the Government of India” in clauses 2 to 6 of the memorandum. 
: 3. Agree to inclusion of force majeure clause, details to be worked out | 
| in procurement contract. | 
: 4, Accept minor changes proposed reftel paragraph 4,-@ through d. 

| 5. Can not accept GOI suggested additional clause at end of para- 

graph 4. This provision could reduce US receipts thorium nitrate to 
| insignificant quantities extending over indeterminate number of years. 7 

| Would also present most difficult budgetary problem through necessity 

keeping funds available over long, indefinite period. _ , | 

| Reject proposed deletion from memorandum paragraph 6 of phrase 

“through no fault of its own.” 

6. On assumption GOI will accept above modifications, Embassy may 

| indicate them as mutually agreed amendments to Memorandum of 

| Commitment of April 10, 1954, as earlier modified by Deptels 1230, 

| April 22 and 1259, April 30.° | | | 
| Duis 

| | * Not printed ; see footnote 1, p. 1756. 

891.2546 /7-2954: Telegram | | | 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| SECRET | New De ut, July 29, 1954—7 p. m. 

181. Following several discussions between Embassy and Bhatnagar, | 

| Jha * of MEA on July 27 handed Embassy representatives note dated | 

| July 26 which in effect finalized agreement to memorandum of com- 
| mitment dated April 10, 1954 regarding purchase thorium nitrate by | 
| United States from India (Deptel 24, July 8). Note withdrew GOI 

proposal for amendment clause 4 and expressed agreement other minor 

| textual changes. a | | 
| In acknowledging note Embassy confirmed final agreement and 

stated purchase contract incorporating agreement now being prepared ; 
_ for submission GOI for its examination. Note expresses hope final sig- 

: nature contract may be effected shortly. TCM/I preparing draft this 

contract in consultation GOI. Text will be submitted Washington for | 

approval prior finalization in Delhi. Please indicate who should sign 

on behalf GSA. Jha and Embassy representatives tentatively agreed 
| no final official text of memorandum of commitment would pe prepared | 

| incorporating various amendments although for workite poses 

| clean draft would be prepared by Embassy. This arrangement adopted 
| in order avoid any possible budgetary or other confusion which might | 

1B.N. Jha was Secretary of the Ministry of Communications. :
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arise should original memorandum and amended version carry differ- 
ent dates. Texts of notes and documents being airpouched.? 

ALLEN 

*The notes and related documents were transmitted to the Department in 
despatch 152, July 30 (891.2546/7-3054 ). 

For documentation regarding the discussions relating to the purchase contract 
and operational agreement, see Department of State file 891.2546. 

791.5 MSP/9-1054 | | 
The Indian Ambassador (Mehta) to the Acting Secretary of State 

The Ambassador of India presents his compliments to the Acting 
Secretary of State and has the honour to state that the Government 
of the United States of America has authorized release of twenty-six 
(26) C-119G Fairchild Packet aircraft to the Government of India 
on reimbursable basis under Section 408(e) of the Mutual Defense 
Assistance Act of 1949, as amended. The Government of India vis- 
ualizes that in the long term utilization of these aircraft and conse- 
quent wastage due to normal wear, tear and accidents, etc., the Govern- 

, ment of India would require an additional twenty (20) to twenty-four 
(24) C-119G Fairchild Packet aircraft some time in the year[s] 1956 
and 1957. 

Informal discussions have already taken place with Headquarters 
United States Air Force to indicate the availability of these extra 
aircraft and the approximate cost involved. Headquarters United 
States Air Force have now notified that information on this subject 
would be furnished on advice and necessary authorization from the 
Department of State. | 

The Ambassador of India will be grateful if Headquarters United 
States Air Force could be authorized to release the necessary informa- 
tion to the Government of India. — 
_ The Ambassador of India takes this opportunity to renew to the 
Acting Secretary of State the assurances of his highest consideration.? 
WaAsHINGTON, 10th September 1954. 

*On Sept. 23, Frederick E. Nolting, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State 
for Mutual Security Affairs, informed Maj. Gen. George C. Stewart, the Director — 
of the Office of Military Assistance in the Department of Defense, that the De- 
partment of State approved this contemplated purchase (791.5 MSP/9—1054). '
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| 891.2546/9-2954 | 
: Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near : 
| Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan) to the Act- : 

: ng Secretary of State : 

SECRET [Wasuineron,] September 29, 1954. 

| Subject: Beryl Arrangement with India | : 

| The US may be faced with the need to decide before September 30, , 
: 1954 on the renewal of its arrangement with India for procurement of 
| Indian beryl, an atomic energy material. Beryl is in Category I-B 
| under the Battle Act—which means that it is of “primary strategic : 

significance”. It is on the National Stockpile list because of its indus- 
trial uses. The difficulty of this decision stems from the fact that our 
AEC, after consultation with other US materials procurement agen- | 
cles, informs us that there is no present requirement which would sup- ; 

| port renewal for five years as provided for in the Arrangement.? Even | 
though the AEC is prepared now to finance one year of the five-year 

| renewal policy, funds are not readily forthcoming for the full com- 
| mitment which would be involved in the renewal. 

The Arrangement provides for supply of Indian beryl at world | 
| market prices. The value of shipments has averaged about $150,000 a 

| year. The Arrangement provides for automatic renewal for five years | 
| from September 30, 1955 if notice of termination is not given by 

September 30, 1954. : | 
| This Arrangement for Indian supply of beryl to the US Govern- 

; ment is secret. It is, we believe, as politically advantageous now as it | 
| was when signed in 1950. It is important to the US national interest 

: to renew the Arrangement for the five-year period because: it would | 
| help prevent problems similar to those which confronted us in our 
| relations with India before our recent difficult negotiations on thorium 
| compounds; it bears on the principle of “trade not aid”, and permits 
. US influence on atomic energy development in India. Embassy New + 

| Delhi urges consideration of the adverse effect of termination at this : 
| time when Soviet economic penetration is being reinforced. The Ar- 

1 This memorandum was drafted by Fluker of SOA and had the concurrence of 
: the Bureau of Economic Affairs and the Consultant to the Secretary of State for - 

Atomic Knergy Affairs. . | 
| “The United States and India concluded an arrangement on Oct. 1, 1950 : 
4 whereby India would sell and the United States woud buy beryllium oxide either : 
| as beryl ore or as beryllium hydroxide. For documentation regarding the nego- : 

tiation of this arrangement, see Department of State file 891.2546. ; 

| 
| | a : | | |
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rangement should be renewed and funds found to cover the commit- 
ment. — | . 

While the Department of State does not presume to anticipate fu- 
ture requirements for beryl, it must note that it would undoubtedly 
be difficult to negotiate a new contract with India in the event of a 
need such as existed in 1950. 

If by September 30 India does not accept a proposal we have inade 
through our Embassy at New Delhi—for a one year extension of the 
initial period of the Arrangement—we must be prepared to put up 

_ the money or give notice of termination. 
Since receipt recently of the AEC response to our formal presenta- 

tion of the matter to it on June 24, discussions with other interested 
agencies have indicated that, while funds might be available, no com- 
mitment is forthcoming. We are informed that Governor Stassen 
believes FOA could underwrite the renewal if necessary, but believes 
that a Presidential directive should order AEC to renew the Arrange- 
ment. 

Recommendation : - 
That you take advantage of the OCB meeting this afternoon to: 

1. secure agreement that, in the light of U.S. policy interest, the 
renewal of the Arrangements should be allowed to come into effect ; and 

_2. assuming more than one agency has authority and fiscal capa- 
bility, get. agreement that, within say thirty days, there will be a deter- 
mination among them (or by the President if necessary) as to which 
one or more of the Agencies is actually to finance the Arrangement. 

[Attachment] | 

Unrrep States ARRANGEMENT FOR Purcuase or INDIAN BERYL 

Under date of October 1, 1950, there was concluded an Arrangement 
| with the Government of India whereby India will sell, and the United 

States Government will buy, beryllium oxide either as beryl ore, or at 
the option of the Government of India, as beryllium hydroxide, The 
United States Government may be required to buy in any one year as 
much as 15,000 long ton units of such beryllium oxide. 

The Arrangement, the working details of which were negotiated 
between representatives of the Atomic Energy Commissions of both 
countries, also provides that certain information and assistance in the _ 
atomic energy field may be provided to India by the United States | 
Atomic Energy Commission. Article 12 of the Arrangement provides 
for renewal for two consecutive five-year periods after the initial five- 
year period ending on September 30, 1955, on the same terms and con- 
ditions, except as to renewal, unless either party should give notice to 
the other in writing of its desire to terminate the Arrangement at least
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: one year before the end of any five-year period during which the Ar- 
| rangement is in force, in which case the Arrangement shall come to an 

end on the expiry of the period of notice. Thus, if the United States : 
: desires to terminate this Arrangement at the end of the first five-year 

period, notice must be given in writing to the Government of India by. 

September 30, 1954. In the absence of such notice, the Arrangement is 
| automatically renewed for another five-year period. | | 

| The Atomic Energy Commission, after carefully examining its own : 
| needs and inquiring as to possible interest on the part of the Depart- ; 
| ment of Defense, the Emergency Procurement Service, and the Office | 
} of Defense Materials, informs us that there is no present beryl] require- } 

| ment which would support a renewal of the Arrangement. _ 
: The Department of State believes that renewal of the Arrangement 

for the full five-year term is in the interest of the United States; con- : 
versely, failure to do so will be prejudicial to the interests of the L 

| United States foreign policy in Asia. The Arrangement is secret, cover- : 
| ing an Indian commitment to supply the US Government with an 

atomic energy material. In this respect, the Arrangement represents a 
| considerable accomplishment now as it did when signed in 1950. 

This Arrangement is also consistent with the achievement of United 
States objectives through “trade not aid.” It is important to note that 

| the price of the beryl] is the market price at the time of shipment. __ : 
| Moreover, the Department of State believes that the Arrangement’s 

| provision for appropriate information and assistance to the Govern- | 
| ment of India, is of importance in maintaining United States influence 

| in Indian atomic energy developments. | - 
! Embassy New Delhi, furthermore, urges that there be considered the : 

| political impact of United States withdrawal of the Arrangement at 7 
| this time when the USSR is making a highly significant attempt at 
| economic penetration of India by offering to finance the establishment 7 
| of a fourth steel plant in India and to provide technical assistance in 
| connection therewith.* | | 
: The renewal of the Arrangement also has some Battle Act ramifica- 4 
| tions, and a bearing on the recent negotiations for United States pur- 2 
| chase of exportable Indian thorium compounds. The possibility of 

Indian thorium exports to Communist countries caused some concern : 
| which led to lengthy and difficult negotiations covering United States : 
| purchase of that commodity. Indian beryl might well cause similar 
| concern, and jeopardize relations with India at a critical time. © 
| Past deliveries of beryl under this Arrangement have amounted to 

_ about $150,000 a year. This value, however, might theoretically be in- 
| creased to a maximum of about $1,800,000 a year if the Government of : 

| India chose, in accordance with Article 5, to substitute beryllium hy- | : 

| _ * For documentation regarding this Soviet offer, see Department of State files 
891.33 and 891.381. aa | 

:
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droxide for beryl. This latter contingency seems unlikely at least. in 
the first few years of a second five-year period, since at present, there 
is no plant in India which produces this material. 

It has been possible to offer the Government of India an extension 
of the present Arrangement for a one-year period. The Embassy in 
New Delhi was instructed to this effect. by a telegram on September 20, 
1954. This. telegram suggested that in view of the shortness of time, 
the GOI might wish to extend the date for decision on this offer from 
September 30 to November 16, 1954. If the GOI responds to the latter 
part of this proposition by September 30, we shall have some addi- 
tional time to consider the problems of trends and finances. | 

Against the possibility, however, that a response is not received from 
the GOI by September 30, the United States must be prepared for one 
of two alternatives: give notice of termination, or have at hand the 
means to support the automatic five-year renewal of the Agreement. 

| It is believed that one or more of the executive agencies may have 
the statutory power and available funds to underwrite the Arrange- 
ment for the next five years. However, while discussions among officials 
of interested agencies have indicated some agreement that the renewal 
of the Arrangement should be allowed to come into effect in the 
United States national interest, these same discussions show little like- 
lihood that by September 30 any specific part of the Executive Branch 
is prepared to underwrite the cost of the renewal beyond the first year. 

‘The reference is to Department of State telegram 344 to New Delhi, Sept. 20, 
1954, not printed (891.2546/8-2554). ” 

° The Embassy in New Delhi informed the Department in telegram 426, Sept. 30, 1954, not printed, that it had received a note from the Ministry of External 
Affairs that same day, in which the Indian Government asked the Embassy to 
extend the deadline from Nov. 16 to Dec, 31, 1954 (891.2546/9-3054). 

——-611.914/10-554 Oo 
Lhe Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE New Deut, October 5, 1954. 
| No. 419° | , | 

Subject: Developments in the Proposed Treaty of F riendship and 
Establishment Between India and the United States . 

As of August 27 Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, Chargé d’A ffaires, a.i., 
addressed a letter to Mr. Pillai, Secretary-General, Ministry of Ex- 
ternal Affairs, in reply to Mr. Pillai’s letter of June 6 to Ambassador 
Allen wherein Mr. Pillai enumerated some points in the latest draft
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treaty that the Government of India desired to clarify or amend (Em- | 

bassy’s D-1956 of:June 15, 1954). Mr. Kennedy took the occasion to 

inform Mr. Pillai of the arrival of Mr. Frederic P. Bartlett as the 7 

new Counselor for Economic Affairs and expressed the hope that the | 

| Embassy could now proceed with discussions on the proposed Treaty. : 

The Joint Secretary; MEA, Mr. M.A. Husain, replied as of Septem- 

ber 18 that Mr. B.K. Nehru, Joint Secretary in charge of the External 

Finance Division in the Ministry of Finance, has been designated by 

| the Indian Government to conduct negotiations on behalf of the Gov- | 

| ernment of India. Mr. Husain expressed regret that a delay would | 

| be occasioned due to the designation of Mr. B.K. Nehru to visit Wash- ) 

ington, and indicated that Mr. Nehru would not be available for treaty : 

| discussions before the end of October.’ , | 

| It appears that until such time as Mr. B.K. Nehru’s schedule per- : 

| mits his attention to the proposed FCN Treaty, the GOI contem- — 

| plates at this time no other move to expedite the discussions. | 

- For the Chargé d’A ffaires, a.1.:, [ 

| | | | Freveric P; Barruetr 

J | Counselor for Economic Affairs 

1None of the letters, which were enclosures to this despatch, is printed. | 

| Oo Editorial Note | 

| Acting Secretary of State Hoover and the Indian Ambassador to i 

| the United States, G.L. Mehta, on October 21, 1954, signed and thereby | 

| brought into force a United States-India copyright agreement. For : 

the text, see TIAS No. 3114, printed in 5 UST (pt. 3) 2525. : 

| Editorial Note : 
| | 

. The Postmaster General of the United States, Arthur E. Summer- — 

| field, on September 17, 1954, and H. L. Jerath, the Director General : 

: of Posts and Telegraphs of India, on J uly 29, 1954, signed a United : 

States-India parcel post agreement. President Eisenhower on Novem- | 

ber 1, 1954, approved and ratified the accord, and it entered into force 

| on J anuary 1, 1955. For the text, see TIAS No. 3229, printed in6 UST | 

819. | 7 | a | 

| 
| :
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033.9111/11-454 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of 
State } : 

SECRET |Wasuinaton,] November 4, 1954. 
Subject: Recommendation for the President to Ask Prime Minister 

Nehru to Visit him during 1955 
Discussion: 

| 
For some time I have been concerned about our deteriorating rela- 

tions with India. 
Recognizing that our policy toward Communist China has been a 

continuing source of disagreement with India, the basic causes of the 
deterioration are (1) our military aid program for Pakistan, and (2) 
our policy of collective security through military arrangements, par- 
ticularly those affecting South and Southeast Asia, which India con- 
siders within its legitimate sphere of strategic interest. | 

| Because of widespread Indian resentment toward these policies our 
substantial economic aid programs for India and our information and 
cultural efforts to improve United States-Indian relations have in a 
sense become holding operations rather than means of extending our 
influence. It is entirely possible that the Congress may be tempted in 

| the future to cut India off from special economic assistance, which 
could only make matters worse. Moreover fractional increases in our 
economic aid or cultural programs for India probably would not, at 
this time, greatly improve our relations with India. 

Since no significant change in the policies to which India objects is 
likely in the foreseeable future, we should find.some means of making 
those policies more acceptable to India. In my opinion the. only way 
in which that might be done would be through a personal approach to 
Prime Minister Nehru by President Eisenhower himself. Nehru 
virtually dictates the foreign policy of India, and as long as he re- 
mains alive and with his full mental powers he will continue to exert 
enormous influence on our relations with India. It is evident that to 
some extent, though by no means completely, he misunderstands our 
foreign policy objectives and measures, and further that he feels he 
has not been sufficiently consulted in our approach to Asian matters of 
vital importance to India. I understand that Nehru’s sister, Madame 
Pandit, believes that if Nehru were to spend two days with the Presi- 
dent in informal surroundings and have the opportunity to get to | 
know him and to exchange ideas with him and to hear the President 
express his views on world problems and our efforts for peace, it might 
effect a profound change in the Prime Minister's attitudes toward the 

*This memorandum was drafted by Harold G. Josif of SOA and by Henry T. - 
Smith, the Acting Director of the Office of South Asian Affairs.
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United States. I believe that it is in our national interest to make the : 
effort. 

I consider it extremely important that this visit be regarded in | 
terms of a major personal and public relations effort which, if success- 
ful, would be of incalculable value to the United States. ! 

Recommendations : | 

: 1. That you discuss the problem of United States—Indian relations : 
| with the President and suggest that he invite Mr. Nehru to visit with | 
| him in the United States during 1955. | | 
: 2. That you emphasize that if the visit is to succeed it should be an 
| extraordinary gesture by the President to Mr. Nehru personally : 

_ (accompanied by a minimum of formality). : 
| 3. That you suggest the visit should last at least two days, preferably : 

at the President’s farm near Gettysburg, or at his summer vacation : 
| residence in Colorado.? | 

*The following handwritten notation appeared at the bottom of the source 
text: “Sec.—While this has to be considered very carefully I see much merit in | 
it if handled properly. Here is one case where the visitor would not come begging : 
for aid! B[yroade].” : 

611.9194/11-1054 : Airgram 

| _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

| CONFIDENTIAL Wasurineton, November 10, 1954. | 

Subject: Air Agreement Problem 

A-124, For: Ambassador Allen. On November 3 Dept and CAB | 
received views Air Transport Association, TWA and PAA on best 
course USG action this problem. | 

| Dept and CAB have now determined it to be desirable and urgent 
end US official silence this matter with immediate approach by you to 
GOI with aim attaining continuation U.S. carrier commercial services ; 

| India on basis compatible with established world-wide US interna- 
_ tional air transport policy. | 

Dept and CAB convinced type and tactic of approach vitally im- 
portant assure best chance realization U.S. aims. For this reason in- 

| structions this telegram provide for four distinct approaches which | 
| should be taken in sequence in course your handling this matter. Your | 

| first interview with GOI should be for purpose presenting Approach 
| One. Approach Two should not be presented until considered GOI re- 
| sponse 1s made to Approach One. Your advancement to other positions : 

as required should be in same manner. Officials in GOI, level of ap- : 
proach, timing, and use of oral interviews, aides-mémoire, formal notes, : 

| *This airgram was drafted by Ernst of the Aviation Policy Staff and was 
Policy Sate Alberta Colclaser, Chief of the Air Transport Branch of the Aviation
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_ ete. left your discretion (subject penultimate paragraph) butshouldbe __ 
made in best manner assure sympathetic examination each approach 

_ by GOL. Inform Dept if you perceive any disadvantages above pro- 
cedure and following Approaches. | 

1. Approach One | | 

In order to break ice GOI should be informed to effect US has care- 
fully reviewed basic policy positions taken by GOI and USG during 
1953 aviation consultation both in light of experience since then and in 
relation world-wide air transport policy of US. USG has concluded 
from this review that there appears to be very small prospect of rec- 
onciling basic policy positions at this time. In the light of this ap- 
parent impasse we desire to open door for GOI expression of its views 
regarding possible solutions of difficulty so as achieve common benefits 
of uninterrupted continuation air services under US-India air trans- 
port agreement signed 1946. USG believes it would be most unfortunate 
for Indo-US relations in many fields, particularly in cultural and 
commercial interchange, for there to come about cessation US airlines 
commercial flights India this time. oe 

FYI. This approach should take the form of setting forth number 
of considerations supporting foregoing belief with hope that GOI will 
find them reasonable and a basis for continuation air service under 
1946 Agreement. (Statement of these considerations is accompanying | 
this communication. )? | | 

To extent that you consider it effective, presentation should be made 
in written form in addition to oral presentation. This position de- 

- signed obtain fullest possible statement current overall GOI attitude 

on problem and inform GOT of current USG views. Dept and CAB 
anxious have available current expressions GOI position soonest. Indi- | 
cations exist (Emb Desp 425)* GOI prepared enter some kind “interim 
arrangement” and it is hoped obtain elaboration on this without giving 
impression that US willing enter arrangement incompatible with es- 
tablished US world-wide air policy. Bluntly, US desires GOI without 
apparent US stimulation to propose withdrawal of denunciation, Dept 
does not believe US should suggest GOI withdrawal of denunciation. 
End FYI. | | 

2. Approach Two | | _ | | 

‘Second approach at appropriate time might take form of suggestion 
that procedure for schedule changes be adopted for use accordance | 
existing agreement. Carrier wishing increase schedules over a route 
segment into or through India would notify other government. of pro-. 
posed change 30 days-advance effective date such change. Absence of 

_ ? This enclosure, “Suggested Statement for Use by Ambassador Allen in Con- 
| nection. with Initial Approach to GOI on Air Transport Agreement Problem,” is 

not printed. — oS ot . 
*Not printed. : -
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| reaction during 30 day period would be interpreted as absence of ob- . 
| jection. However, if govt. believed proposed service unwarranted un- : 
: der agreement it could so notify other govt. and service would go into 

| effect for one year only, with understanding that either govt. may re- | : 
| quest consultations at end that year to determine whether service 

should continue. During year’s trial operation no other increase would 
be made over such segment without advance agreement two govts. | 

: FYI. Above approach, proposed by TWA, not considered by Dept : 
| and CAB to be likely to appeal to Indians. TWA says it has reason 
| to believe Indians disposed to accept proposal. Despite USG doubts if | 

you, from own information and observance Indian reactions, believe 
| presentation valuable you are authorized to use the position. If no | 
! value, or if even possible detriment involved, do not use. 

Approach considered weak because under agreement as now under- , 
__ stood by both governments no specific period of experience is required | 
| before capacity consultation can be requested. Therefore arrangement ! 
| requiring period of one year before consultation is more stringent to | 
| GOI than existing agreement. | | | 

This approach may also be altered if necessary by reducing the year | 
| to not less than 6 months and/or by providing that dissatisfied govt. 

may definitely ask at beginning of service for consultation to com- 
;  mence at end of trial period, such consultation to be held unless request 

| withdrawn. If consultation held service would continue during time of | 
| consultation. End FYI. 

3. Approach Three | 

2 You should request GOI postpone date of effectiveness of denuncia- 
| tion air agreement. In return USG prepared agree US airlines operat- : 
| ing under Agreement will not, during period postponement, increase | | 
| frequencies withcut prior concurrence both govts. USG believes further : 
| experience international operations airlines India and US will bring | 

, closer together views of GOI and US on air transport policy matters. | 
| FYI. If GOI agrees to postponement, you should try to make it at ; 
| least one year. In your discretion you should restate as many of argu- : 

ments provided in pouched instruction as appropriate. In addition, you 
| should point out to GOI that in accepting this suggestion it is left in , 
| a position in which it does not have to be concerned about an increase | 

| in US carrier frequencies during postponement, while at same time | 
| Indian economy is not deprived of significant tourists and trade for 
| which US carriers are directly or indirectly responsible. Moreover, 
| termination notice would remain outstanding thus requiring further , 

consideration of problem before the end of postponement period if US 
| Services are to be continued beyond that period. In your discretion you : 

may inform GOI that this suggestion is considerable concession by _ | 
| USG in interest settlement. End FYI. | | | | 

| | 
| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 46 | 

4 
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4. Approach Four | | 
In belief that GOI and ‘USG understand each others’ positions on 

provisions of agreement on which there is dispute as well as reasons 
for these positions USG, after deepest reappraisal problem, makes fol- _ 

_ lowing proposal with profoundest hope that GOI will accept it in 
mutual interest avoiding severance Indo-US commercial aviation rela- _ 
tions. Proposal is that procedure for filing of schedules under Article _ 

_ WII (6) of agreement be revised so that if aeronautical authorities of 
one party object to an increase in existing service by an airline of other 

party, those authorities may immediately bring about intergovern- 

mental consultation of type referred to in Articles [X and X of agree- 

ment to examine proposed increase in service in light of provisions of 

agreement. New service would go into effect thirty days after filing, 

unless by intergovernmental agreement arrived at prior to that date it 
was determined that proposed new service was not warranted. Ulti- 

mate disposition of new service would be decided as result of afore- 

mentioned consultation. 
_ FYI. This position may be regarded as an adjustment in US in- 

terpretation of Bermuda principles. It was arrived at with great re- 

luctance and only because of unusual circumstances in India and great 

importance to US of continuation of US commercial airline service to 

India. USG position on this matter previously taken with GOI was 
that consultations involved could not be brought about by objecting 

govt. until a reasonable period of operating experience with new serv- 
ice had been had, such period not being less than six months. Under 

Approach Four, added service would be examined on basis experience 
of existing services. If GOI accepts this proposal would expect with- 

_ drawal present termination notice accordance Article X(e). End FYI. 

5. Summary Remarks — | 

Above approaches are interpretations of present agreement and 
therefore amendment not required. At present time Dept and CAB 

cannot envisage any other proposals that USG could make to GOI in 

order preclude withdrawal US carrier services. However, we wish to 
examine closely all GOI reactions and any GOI proposals before in- 

forming US carriers they should prepare for termination. In event of 

termination, USG would expect to retain rights under International 
Air Services Transit Agreement * to make non-traffic stops in India. 

Full substance GOI reactions should be cabled Dept as obtained. 

You are authorized resolve problem on basis any US positions con- _ 
tained this instruction. Should GOI seek exchange notes on such basis, _ 
cable full suggested text Dept for advance approval. Any solutions ad- — 

_*Thig agreement was signed in New Delhi on Nov, 16, 1946. For the text, see 
TIAS No. 1586, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 2373. oe |
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: vanced by GOI should be cabled Dept for comment prior notification | 
to GOI of firm USG reaction. 

: _ Contents this instruction have not been disclosed to US carriers. In 
view conflicts between US carriers and differences in approach believed | 

: essential that contacts be maintained by Dept and CAB with policy 
: officials of companies in. US. Therefore, request you avoid giving car- 

| riers substantive information on developments unless exceptional cir- 
| cumstances indicate otherwise. You should inform Dept of. any sub- 
| stantive information you convey to carriers. Dept advising carriers that. 
| general information will be available here. _ _ oe 

Dunes | 

| 791.56/11-1054 | | | 
| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State | 

| LIMITED OFFICIAL USE New Deut, November 10, 1954. : 

No. 526 - | | 
| Subject: Surplus Property Settlement | : | 

| _ Reference is made to the Embassy’s telegram No. 29 of July 6, 1953. | 
| which summarized a note received from the Ministry of External — | 
| Affairs under date of July 1, 1953, in reply to a note from this. : 

: Embassy on the subject of American surplus property disposals in : 
India. As mentioned in that telegram, 5 copies of the MEA note were : 
personally transmitted to the Department by Mr. John Loftus, then 
Economic Counselor of this Embassy. a : ; 

| In the note under reference the Ministry of External Affairs: (1) | 
| stated that because of certain unsettled claims, it was unable at that 
: time to settle accounts on sales of surplus commodities made prior to | 
| July 1, 1948, and (2) suggested that, because of certain circumstances 

| set out in the note, the Embassy would “perhaps agree that no purpose 
| of sharing of the sale proceeds affected. after June 1948”, | | 

According to Embassy records, correspondence with the Govern- | 
| ment of India on this subject rests with the note under reference, The 

Embassy is now desirous of making a further effort to settle this | 
| matter. It proposes to inquire of the MEA if a settlement may now 
| be made on accounts prior to July 1, 1948. At the same time, however, 
| it would appear desirable to comment on the MEA proposal that the : 
| U. S. Government forget about renegotiating the “cut-off” date. The | 
| Embassy is inclined to discount the GOI contention that handling and 
| storage charges have more than consumed realizable proceeds. It is 
| of the opinion that the question should at least be explored further | 
| with the GOI. The Embassy, however, would appreciate instruction ; 

on this point, It will withhold any approach to the GOI on the subject 

|
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pending receipt of such instruction and guidance as to the approach 
which might be taken. Possibly information on experience in other 
countries would be helpful. | 

For the Ambassador : 
Freperic P, BarrLetr 

Counselor for Economic Affairs 

033.9111/11-1254 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

SECRET ; New Deru, November 12, 1954—11 p.m. 

630. Limited distribution. Department’s 550, November 8.1 I have 
given considerable thought to suggestion in reference telegram and _ 
discussed it with key members of my staff. Our conclusion is that de- 
spite certain adverse factors, invitation by President for Nehru to 
visit him personally with minimum formality would be highly ad- 
vantageous, __ | | 

_ Adverse considerations are that invitation might be construed as 
undue wooing of Nehru, particularly if during period between now 
and time invitation is extended, he continues to show strong disagree- 
ment with certain of our politices and aims in Asia and equally strong 
sympathy, at least in public statements, for Red China. It seems 
unlikely that Nehru will change or even seriously modify his public 
opposition to such US policies as SEATO ? or military aid to Pakistan 
and visit might therefore not be very productive. Morover, his only 
previous visit to US, in 1949, may have left him less favorably dis- 
posed towards US than previously. © a 

On the other hand, Nehru dominates opinion in India more fully 
than probably any other chief of government in any country does to- 
day. Through his influence on other countries, he may control balance. 
of power between free world and Soviet bloc. Even though there is no 
assurance that his opposition to some of our policies can be mitigated, 
we should at least make every feasible effort to do so. He is inclined 

toward personal negotiations, and we should take advantage of this 
fact, utilizing tremendous asset we have in personality of President. 

Visit would have to be most carefully handled. While Nehru offi- 
| cially disclaims desire for public fanfare, he in fact enjoys mass dem-. 

onstrations tremendously if they are friendly disposed. Ostentatious 

display of power and wealth are anathema to him. One inadvertent 

1Not printed; the Department informed the Embassy that the Department 
was considering a recommendation to the President that he invite Prime Minister 
Nehru to the United States in 1955. Before making this recommendation, how-.__ 
ever, the Department wanted the Embassy’s views (033.9111/11-854). 

.. * For documentation regarding the creation of the Southeast Asia Treaty 
Organization, see volume xi.
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: remark made at a public meeting while he was in New York in 1949 
: did much to spoil entire effect of visit. He is instinctively opposed, t 
| both by birth and ‘political orientation, to private businessmen whom 
| he considers by and large to be tradesmen, money lenders and exploit- 

ers. Like his Brahmin forebearers, he.considers accumulation of large : 
| personal wealth to be crude ‘and even wicked. A spokesman in New : 

| York who drew his. attention to fact that persons in audience were | 
7 worth more than billion dollars could not possibly have made worse _ 

remark. | oe | 
My support of Department’s suggestion is based on confidence that | 

| private visit to President Eisenhower would be far different from pre- 7 
vious experience. oo | | 

| By coincidence, Durga Das, assistant editor of Hindustan 
| Times and often used as mouthpiece for GOI, called on me today | 
| to let me know that he had just received confidential advice from 
| friend of his in Washington stating that he understood President | 

| Eisenhower was considering inviting Nehru to come for quiet personal | 
talks. I pretended much surprise and asked what he thought of: idea. . 

He said he thought it was best thing that could happen. He said US 
had always sponsored concept that at least one Asian power should | 

! be included among big five powers. Since China was no longer accept- | 

| able to us, India was obvious replacement for time being. He thought | 

consultation between President and Nehru prior to any possible big 
four meeting would show that US desired to consider India views and | 

| might well turn tide in India-American relations, He emphasized that 
| visit should be personal, with minimum of protocol. He suggested tim- | 

| ing might be March or April, following meeting of Commonwealth 
| Prime Ministers and Afro-Asian conference in February. He hoped : 

| announcement could be made earlier—perhaps about time of Com- 
| monwealth conference, but certainly on or before any announcement 

| of any big four meeting. | 
oe | ALLEN : 

 794.41/11-1854 OO | ! 

| Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) to : 
| the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and 

African Affairs (Byroade) — | | | 

| SECRET [Wasuineton,| November 18, 1954. 

Subject: Possible Visit of Prime Minister Nehru During 1955. 

| Reference: Your Memorandum to the Secretary Dated November 4 | 
| Recommending a Visit of Prime Minister Nehru During 19565. 
|. This matter has been taken up with the Secretary and the Under 

_ Secretary, Such a visit is not, on balance, considered desirable.
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In this connection, it is understood that a proposal was made that 
the President send a, warm personal letter to Prime Minister Nehru 
regarding the recent visit of the Vice President of India to the United 
States, Please inform me of the present status of this proposal.t 

? Assistant Secretary Byroade on Nov. 22 sent a memorandum to the Secretary 
of State recommending, with the concurrence of Under Secretary Murphy, that 
he, the Secretary, suggest to President Eisenhower that the President send a 
warm personal letter to Prime Minister Nehru (033.9111/11-2254) . 

. 611.9194/11-2454 : Telegram 

| Lhe Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, November 24, 1954—6 p.m. 
700. In two hour conversation November 23 with B. N. J ha, Secre- 

tary Ministry Communications and L. C. Jain, Director General Civil 
Aviation, I explored possible basis for solution aviation impasse in ~ 
light Department’s A-124, November 10. Emphasizing unfortunate 
consequences which termination US air services to India might have on 
relations between two countries, I said USG anxious find practical solu- 
tion. 

In response my query re GOI view of situation which would exist on 
January 14 in absence agreement, Jha called in deputy Secretary Ven- 
katachalam who said traffic rights US carriers would legally cease that 
date; transit rights would continue unabridged. Jain agreed this view. 
Jha then said only basis on which American carriers could continue op- 
erate would be with unilateral authorization GOI. It was not incon- 

_ceivable, he said, such authorization would be granted upon request of 
carriers submitted through Embassy, but on conditions set out by GOI. 

_ Jha commented GOI position had hardened since 1953 consultations 
_ because of inflexible US attitude to GOI view that no increase in fre- 
quencies be made without its consent. GOI, he said, does not insist on 
unilateral right to restrict (or as Jha emphasized to regulate) fre- 
quencies and fifth freedom traffic but does insist that level of traffic be 
mutually agreed to in advance. GOI, he asserted, could not agree to 
any proposal which would permit frequency increase without its con- 
sent. Inherent right GOI regulate frequencies is recognized even under 
present agreement through right of denunciation, Jha remarked, In 
GOI view, however, mutual pre-determination is essential. | 

| Speaking personally I said it was my hope that as a minimum the 
frequencies of US carriers immediately after January 14 whether un- 
der terms of any new agreement or under authorization procedure 
would remain at present level. This plus my recitation of the tourist 
and related arguments elicited from Jha rather sardonic comment that 
“thought [though?] one was sweeter, record seemed. same” as in 1953 
talks. Continuation of US carriers at present frequencies, he said,
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_ would be concession on part GOI in view US agreement during 1953 
- consultation that TWA frequencies excessive. I countered that that was : 

18 months ago and traffic had since increased substantially. | | 
Interview with Jha terminated with understanding we would have , 

further informal conversation prior my departure for Washington: Ou | 

basis this conversation and that with Ram (Embtel 678 November 19),} | 

I have concluded that GOI in effect rejects approach 1. It does not. : 
| intend withdraw denunciation or permit status quo to continue after | 

| January 14. In belief approach two would be counterproductive I do : 
not intend advance it. | | a | 

| In next conversation with Jha I will endeavor explore approaches : 

three and four. Approach three a possibility, but seems more likely — | 

GOI will insist on termination after which it may unilaterally author- = 
| ize temporary continuation services, perhaps at reduced level, while 
| some permanent solution sought. In this connection I warned that | 

reduction in frequencies below economic level might cause carriers dis- 

| continue services entirely. | 7 | 
| GOT of course would almost certainly agree to continuation present 

agreement provided we would recognize its right in confidential | 
| exchange of notes to regulate frequencies and fifth freedom traffic on 

basis annual review. This, Jha acknowledged, is method employed with : 
| British and Dutch. 
| | | ALLEN 

1 Not printed. (611.9194/11-1954) | 

| §11.9194/11-2554 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State? | 

| CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, November 25, 1954—1 p. m. | 

| 702. Reference: Embtel 700, November 24. With specific reference 
_ to approach one in Department’s A~124, November 10, both Ram and 
_ Jha made it entirely clear that GOI considers responsibility rests with | 
| US to make some new proposal regarding aviation agreement. GOI 
_ will not take initiative. I used all arguments regarding tourism, inter- 
| national understanding, tragic results of cessation of US aviation in 

India, etc. without any appreciable effect. GOI will certainly not with- 
| draw denunciation unless we agree to basic principle of predetermina- | 
| tion of frequencies and probably to percentage limitation on Fifth 
_ Freedom traffic. We will merely exacerbate situation if we give any 
| further indication that we expect GOI to make new offer. I pointed 
| out that US recognized India’s sovereign right to determine what 
LS foreign airlines can do business in India and under what conditions | 

* This telegram was repeated to London as telegram 90. 

|
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Jha replied that our refusal to agree to predetermination was at root © 
of all our troubles. | | 
When I pointed out that BOAC had 15 flights to India per week 

against our six, Jha asked if we would accept some conditions as 
British, I asked what this would mean in practice. He said his experts 
had figured we would probably get about one flight a week under strict 

_ application of same formula to US as to UK.'I said US contribution 
to world aviation, our aid to India, number of Americans travelling to 
‘India, and many other factors had to be considered, He said I was 
playing more or less same gramophone record US negotiators played 
last year, 

As regards approach two in Department’s A-124, we must bear in 
mind that Indians have inferiority complex and are basically afraid 
of power of American airlines, backed by US Government. Indians 
will not accept any agreement giving airlines right to increase fre- 
quency without prior GOI consent because Indians are afraid they 
would have difficulty in stopping flights once they had been inaugu- 
‘rated. Jha referred several times with acerbity to TWA inauguration 
of additional frequency “on its own” two years ago. Indians have al- 
ready categorically refused any suggestion along line of proposal two, 
and Jha did so emphatically again yesterday, As regards TWA belief 
GOI might accept this proposal, both TWA and PAA have at various 
times had reason to believe GOI was relenting on this or that point, 
but they all hinge on our acceptance of prior consultation and mutual 
agreement before flights are inaugurated. If we accept this principle, I. 
believe we can get a reasonable agreement. If we refuse, American 
aviation here will probably cease on J anuary 15. 

As regards approach three, I think it barely possible we might obtain 
agreement for continuation of present frequencies provided we accept - 

__ basic Indian position in principle. I told Jha quite frankly that I per- _ 
sonally was working on problem with this in back of my mind but I 
was not certain Washington would be able to agree. Jha expressed 
appreciation for my understanding of Indian position and said he 

believed all difficulties could have been avoided if we had approached 
problem from this point of view from beginning. He commented, how- 

ever, that in suggesting maintenance of present schedules, I was asking 
for more than we were willing to accept last year, when we volunteered _ 

to reduce TWA flights to two per week. I said aviation travel had in- 

creased since that time, Air India International was flourishing, and 
- Icould not accept any reduction over present schedules. == 

IT asked both Ram and Jha why GOL insisted on limiting both fre- 
quency and percentage of Fifth Freedom traffic. I referred to difti-
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culty of controlling percentages and thought one limitation could pro- | 
tect Indian position adequately. Both said they personally agreed but 
that “experts” felt both limitations were necessary “for various com- 
plicated reasons”, Chief reason seems to be that planes are continually — 
getting larger and limitation merely on number of planes per week . 

_ might not mean much in next few years. | | 
Indians would have same basic objection to approach four as to all , 

| others, 1.e., it does not require prior mutual agreement. I believe more | 
| harm than good would be done if we advance it. | | | 

At one point I reminded Jha that American lines would probably : | 
close shop if they were reduced to some ridiculous figure such as one % | 
per week, He asked me what I thought minimum they would accept. 

| I said they were not thinking of minimums but of maximums. Jha | 
| returned to this point again later and asked if I could obtain any 

information in this regard. | 
| Middleton, UK Deputy High Commissioner, commented to me last | 

night that “very small percentage” of BOAC business to and from 
| India is Fifth Freedom traffic, due to “enormous” number (perhaps | | 
| 25,000) British citizens in India and greater number (perhaps 80,000, 

| he said) Indians and other Commonwealth citizens in UK. While | 
| British will probably not try to hamper our negotiations with Indians, 
| I do not believe we can count on any particular help from that quarter. : 
| ~ My remark to Jha that British would probably pick up most traffic 
| if our lines stopped did not appear to cause him concern. British would 
| prefer our type of agreement and would immediately demand similar | 

| treatment if we succeed in overcoming Indian objections. Indian re- ! 
| alization of this fact makes it less likely that they will agree to our : 
| proposals, | | | ! 
| Our arguments regarding tourist trade have surprisingly little effect 
| on most GOT officials. Good deal of latent Xenophobia exists among 
| even most sophisticated Indians, and picture of American tourists 

flocking over India is distasteful to them. | | | 
| In order to obtain new air agreement with India, we must recognize 

that many key Indians, including Jha, would not be greatly distressed | | if American aviation ceased entirely. My best judgment is that we | shall have to agree to mutual predetermination.? 
| 

ALLEN 

: * The Department instructed Ambassador Allen in telegram 642, Nov. 26, not - | aera tee explore ment ibility of india’s accepting Position 3 or Position 4, | | S. still firmly opposed to predetermination. Moreover, - | the cable bie naeeested oth ane his next session, if there was no agreement, — : (611.9194/11-25645 est method for continuing the negotiations, : 

/
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411.9141/11-2954 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Deputy Assist- 
ant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Kalijarvi)* 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasnineton,] November 29, 1954, _ 

Subject: Program for India under Public Law 480? | 

We still have before us the Indian Government proposals, initiated 
last February, for the supply by the United States to India of 4.5 to 5 
million tons of wheat over a three-year period. Although telegrams 

| have been exchanged between Washington and New Delhi, and the _ 
Indian Government was assured that the U.S. would follow up on 
its approach as soon as legislation was available, no definitive con- 
sideration has been given the matter. We also have before us the In- | 
dian Government’s informal request, made last week, in New Delhi, 
for one million tons of PL 480 wheat for this year. 

The Indian Minister of Finance welcomed enthusiastically the | 
statement of Assistant Secretary Waugh at the recent Colombo Plan 
conference in Ottawa, concerning the opportunities offered to under- 
developed countries to accelerate their economic development by 
means of Public Law 480. The Indian Finance Minister has since 
made public statements about India’s opportunity to conclude a three- 
year arrangement with the United States, presumably based on earlier 
assurances that the United States would follow up on India’s approach. 

It is generally agreed that it is probably easier to achieve the three 
purposes of Public Law 480 under Title I in India than in any other 
country, the purposes being (1) to increase consumption while at least 
maintaining usual markets, (2) to move the surpluses, and (3) simul- 
taneously to achieve other U.S. objectives through the use of the local 
currency, e.g. accelerate India’s economic development. Three special _ 
circumstances obtain in India: (@) about one-fourth of consumption 
expenditures go for food grains; (b) it has unemployed. resources 

which greater development expenditures can convert into increased 

production if agricultural commodities are available in sufficient 

quantities to meet the increased demand (if such agricultural com- 

modities are not available, funds must be diverted from development 

to the financing of deflationary imports) ; and (c) India has a detailed 

development plan that can be expanded considerably if foodstutfs 

are available as reserves against possible crop failures or as the basis 

for expanded deficit financing. 

The Indian Government has attached great importance to its pro- 

posals as a means of accelerating India’s economic development. We © 

1Thig memorandum was drafted by Delaney and Fluker of SOA. 
*The Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 was signed. 

inte law as Public Law 480 on July 10, 1954. For the text, see 68 Stat. 454,
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have in India the opportunity to place the emphasis on underdeveloped — 
areas in the development and expansion of demand for agricultural 
commodities as stipulated in Public Law 480, and through a three- : 
year program, to further the important U.S. policy objective of | 
strengthening India’s economy. The alleviation of fears of crop fail- | 

| ures or inflationary pressures from increased development expendi- : 
___ tures which a three-year program would bring about gives it significant ! 

advantages over a one-year program in terms of facilitating‘expanded _ | 
| development expenditures and concomitant increased consumption. In — 

essence, the increased consumption caused by increased internal rupee | 
development expenditures can only be brought about some time after : 

| the accelerated rupee expenditure policy is implemented. Therefore, it / 
is important to undertake a three-year commitment on a three-year pro- | 

| gram now so as to stimulate the desired rupee expenditures now in | 
| order to increase consumption in subsequent years. | 
| NEA believes that current decisions on Public Law 480 matters | 
| should take into account the long-standing nature of the Indian pro- 

posals and that serious discussions should be entered into at once to. 
| frame a comprehensive U.S. answer. We propose that the Department 
| support the following position to be communicated to New Delhi: 

| a) the U.S. is prepared to meet India’s request for one milliontonsof 
! wheat under Public Law 480 in this year; | | 
| 6) India must commit itself to purchase wheat this year in the 
| amount necessary to meet U.S. “usual marketings” in India; | 
| c) the U.S. is prepared to supply small quantities of butter and dried » 
| milk to India this year under Public Law 480; | 
| d) the U.S. is prepared to make available the bulk of the sales pro- _ 

_ ceeds for rupee loans to promote India’s economic development, under 
| Section 104(g) of PublicLaw 480; oe | | 

¢é) the U.S. is willing to consider Indian Government suggestions for 
| a three-year program, without commitment on a total three-year 
, amount until discussions with the Indian Government indicate that a 
| feasible program may be agreed upon. 

NEA believes that a dispersal of Public Law 480 authority and _ 
funds largely among the economically developed countries—as appears 

_ to be the pattern in Department of Agriculture thinking—is short- 
| sighted in terms of the capacity of underdeveloped countries to expand | 

their consumption of United States agricultural commodities and is a 
| deviation from the stipulation that special consideration shall be given 
| to utilizing the Act “with appropriate emphasis on underdeveloped” | 

| marketing areas. Failure to be able to make good on our offers to the | 
| underdeveloped countries would seriously embarrass this Government. , 
| If necessary to assure a Public Law 480 arrangement with India of the | 
~ Magnitude we propose, NEA believes that the ceiling of $400 million 
| under which the programs are presently being operated should be re- 
| -yised upwards. | | | | | |
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791.13/11-3054 | 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President + 

SECRET | WasHinetron,] November 30, 1954. 

Subject: Personal Letter to Prime Minister Nehru 

I believe this might be a good time for a friendly and personal ap- 
proach to Mr. Nehru. The reports we have received suggest that Mr. 
Nehru’s visit to Peking may well turn out to be, on balance, advan- 
tageous to the West. We have considered that Nehru’s policy toward 
Communist China has been one based on considerations of admiration 
and fear in about equal proportions. Reports suggest that as a result of 
his visit Nehru is more than ever concerned by the implications for In- 
dia of Chinese Communist policies and strength. Your talk with Dr. 
Radhakrishnan ? offers a suitable reason for a friendly letter to Mr. 
Nehru. 

IT recommend that you send a personal letter to Mr. Nehru and am | 
| enclosing a suggested message for your consideration.® 

| | JoHN Foster DuLies 

| "This memorandum was drafted by William L. S. Williams, Officer in Charge, 
_  India—Nepal—Ceylon Affairs, on Nov. 22. 

* President Eisenhower spoke with Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, the Vice 
- President of India, on Nov. 18. A memorandum of this conversation is in Depart- 

ment of State file 033.9111/11-1854. 
* Enclosure not printed ; for text of the letter as sent, see infra. 

Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204, “Bisenhower /Dulles Correspondence .. .”1 

President Eisenhower to Prime Minister Nehru? 

Wasuineton, November 30, 1954. 

_ My Dear Prime Minister: On November eighteenth, I had a most 
interesting talk with Dr. Radhakrishnan. As you know, he had come to’ 
Washington at some inconvenience to himself to present on behalf of 
the Indian Council of States a new ivory gavel to the United States. 
Senate. That friendly gesture symbolized the instinctive fellowship 
between our parliaments, and was warmly appreciated. Dr. Radha- 
krishnan has many friends in this country and it is always a pleasure 
to have him with us. an 
- The gift of the gavel from India and the discussion I had with Dr. 
Radhakrishnan impressed me again with the many things which we 
hold in common. a oe a 

I know how deeply you hope for world peace and how earnestly 
you are working to advance it. I too am entirely certain that there is 

+The complete folder title reads as follows: “Eisenhower/Dulles Correspond- 
ence with Prime Minister Nehru 1953-1961”. a 

-? According to Department of State telegram 695 to New Delhi, Dee. 7, 1954; not 
printed, President Eisenhower’s message to Prime Minister Nehru had been 
pouched to the Embassy on Dec. 1 (611.€1/12-354). | . |
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no alternative to peace if ours is to be a happy and fruitful world. The : 
policy of the administration is to work for the development of that 
atmosphere of live: and let live among nations without which, I be- : 
lieve, efforts to settle problems by peaceful negotiation, are not likely | 
to succeed. a a 7 | | | 

The policies of states vary as their views concerning their security | 
requirements differ and as their peculiar circumstances warrant. This | 
is natural and proper. I know that India is confronted with enormous | 
problems, which sometimes cause you to see things differently from 

_ ourselves, but as I indicated to Dr. Radhakrishnan you have my | 
| sympathy and understanding in the tasks that are ever before you. 

What really counts is that there be common ground on which we can | 
work out mutual problems and minimize differences. I believe the | 

| United States and India have such common ground in abundance. I | 
| do not consider that our differences in approach constitute any bar to 
| growing friendship and cooperation between our two nations. Indeed, | 
| I cannot conceive that our two nations have any future but one of | 
|  ¢loser relations for our common welfare. | 
| _ With good wishes and kind personal regard, | 

| Sincerely, | Dwieut D. E1sENHOWER 

| | 
| 611.9194/11-3054 : Telegram 

| _ _ The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, November 30, 1954—6 p. m. | 
| 729. Department telegram 642 November 26.1 I am sending following | 

communication to R.K. Nehru today, making proposal in accordance | 
with approach 8 of Department’s Airgram 124 November 10 re | 
aviation: | | : 

_ “Dear Mr: Foreign Secretary : | 
| I have received official instructions from my government authoriz- : 
| Ing me to propose an interim arrangement under which United States ) 
_ airlines operating under the Civil Aviation Agreement between the 
| . United States and India would not henceforth increase their frequen- 
| eles to India without prior concurrence of both governments if the | 
| existing agreement could be continued in effect until other mutually | 

satisfactory arrangements can be made. My government has in mind | that this interim arrangement might continue for at least one year. 
| . Lregret that my departure from India tonight 2? makes it impossible | 

| for me personally to continue discussions on this subject, but the i 
| Chargé d’Affaires of the Embassy, Mr. Donald D. Kennedy, and the | 
| Counsellor for Economic Affairs, Mr. Frederick Bartlett, will be fully : 

| tN ot printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1783. . | | 
_ “Ambassador Allen was returning to the United States on Nov. 30. He did not | 

| return to India as Ambassador; rather, he was appointed Assistant Secretary of | 
State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs on Jan. 24, 1955. 

|
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authorized to carry them on. If you could let Mr. Kennedy know your 
government’s reaction to the above proposal, [ should be most appre- 
ciative. He and Mr. Bartlett will be available for further discussion 
at any time with either the Ministry of External Affairs or the Minis- 
try of Communications. 

Sincerely, [Allen ]” 

I talked with R.K. Nehru about this last night. He commented, “In 
other words, you are proposing a standstill arrangement.” I said, “Yes, 
more or less.” He seemed fairly sympathetic. 

Today, amid last-minute departure preparations, I spoke first to Jha 
by telephone for 15 minutes and later to Ram even longer. Both Jha 
and Ram immediately said our proposal was worse than we had offered 
last year when elimination of one flight to Bombay was “conceded”. I 
pointed out that general aviation traffic had increased since last year 
and emphasized that American flights to India had not been increased 
for two years and that our present suggestion would freeze present 
level another year unless GOI concurred in increase. I said our present 
proposal in effect constituted de facto concurrence by US in predeter- 
mination. of frequencies and that while our suggestion was for tempo- 
rary arrangement at present level, it seemed to me very significant 
accommodation to Indian point of view. Both Jha and Ram said GOI 
would have right after January 14 not only to predetermine frequen- 
cies and Fifth Freedom percentage but more important, to reduce our 
frequencies. I said I could not agree to any reduction, that freezing us 
for three years was bad enough at time when aviation was steadily in- 
creasing and Air India International was doing well. Jha Said our pro- 
posal would deprive India of freedom of action it would acquire within 
six weeks without offering anything in return. I said only real reason 
for reducing present level would be punitive. Jha denied any punitive 
intent but said GOI would probably reduce our frequencies on Janu- 
ary 14 even if it increased them again later. I urged both Ram and Jha 
to consider our proposal carefully and sympathetically before making 
up their minds. They agreed, but Ram wanted to know whether our 
proposal was “take-it-or-leave-it” proposition. I said we would, of 
course, have to consider any alternative they might offer but repeated 
that they should accept this one since it was fair and even generous. _ 

I described situation briefly today to Madame Pandit, who is on our 
side and favorably disposed toward American aviation. Unfortunately, 

_ she does not have much influence in this situation, | 
My guess now is that we may possibly get by with temporary elimina- 

tion of only one flight to Bombay but this is by no means certain. 
GOI will probably insist, for face-saving if nothing else, that existing _ 
agreement terminate January 14. Jha said our efforts to extend present 

_ agreement were “too little and too late”. I said very purpose of 12-— 
- month notice was to enable new developments during that time to be _ 

taken into’account. He said he saw nothing new, I said increase in gen-
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eral traffic and our willingness to freeze our frequencies if necessary for | 
another 12 months were new. | 
My discussions have been friendly and agreeable throughout: and I | 

believe as favorable atmosphere as we could reasonably expect has been 
created. GOI will probably offer some countérproposal. I do not believe ! 

| approach 4 would have any chance whatever. | 
: ALLEN | 

611.9194/12—754 : Telegram | | 

_ Lhe Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State. | | 
i 

| CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, December 7, 1954—3 p. m. | 
7 759. In MEA note dated December 5 GOI: ! 

| (1) Rejected proposal advanced by Ambassador Allen in Novem- | 
| ber 380 letter to RK Nehru (Embtel 729, November 30). | : 

(2) Asserted previous agreement would cease to have force on 
| expiry period of notice “unless another agreement is concluded be- 

tween the two governments before that date”. | 
(3) Declared GOI did not desire operations US airlines should cease | 

from date of expiry termination notice. | 
(4) Expressed willingness, pending conclusion of new agreement 

| and should USG so desire, “to consider the grant of a temporary 
authorization subject to the terms and conditions of which the two US : 

| airlines could continue to operate in India for a limited period”. __ 
| (5) Suggested discussion this matter at early date between repre- | 
| sentatives Embassy and Ministry communications. | | : 

Principal reason given for GOI rejection US proposal is fact US © ' 
| carriers would be allowed thereunder to continue present frequencies / 

_ whereas (1) GOI have already pointed out that these frequencies are 
“far in excess of number justified by traffic between the two govern- | 

| ments (séc)” and (2) the US representatives have themselves admitted 
| that “here is justification for reducing the TWA frequencies to twice | 
| a week”. There is not enough justification, note asserts, for allowing 
| six frequencies a week to US airlines. | 

| Note gives no indication of terms and conditions envisaged by GOL 
_ hor temporary authorization mentioned point four above nor does it | 
| indicate whether it expects request to originate with airlines or 

_ Embassy. A reduction in frequencies appears, however, be clearly 
contemplated. ee | | | 

_ GOT note reinforces Embassy conviction GOI will insist on pre- 
_ determination and at least initial reduction US airlines: frequencies. 
_ As stated Embtel 729 Embassy believes presentation approach four : 

would serve no useful purpose. Embassy suggests that any decision ) 
regarding despatch high-level Washington negotiator mentioned 

| Deptel 6421 be withheld pending discussion with Ambassador Allen | 
| following his return Washington about December 20, 
re | 

* Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1783. | 

| 
- |
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Embassy: withholding reply MEA note pending instructions. Text 
being airpouched.? | 

KENNEDY 

3 The Embassy in New Delhi pouched the text of the Indian note of Dec. 5 to 
the Department in despatch 606, Dec. 10 (611.9194/12-1054). 

611.9194/12-1054 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 10, 1954—6:15 p.m. 
PRIORITY | 

716. Urtels 7592 and 762.2 Department believes misunderstanding 
of “immediately” and of Article IX has been important factor under- 
lying Embassy recommendation on Approach 4 (A-124).* Department 
and CAB desire oral presentation Approach 4 with following expla- 

nation in view considerations outlined below. | 
Approach 4 contemplates consultation taking place promptly upon 

receipt request. (without 60 days notice). Period between receipt re- 

quest and concurrent consultation would be only that required for 

transmittal request in Washington and if necessary dispatch nego- 

tiation on first or possibly second available plane. Traffic experience 

| utilized in consultation would be derived from operations at level 

of service existing at time of 30 day notice of increase to GOI rather 

than from operations at proposed new level. (FYI—CAB would ob- 

tain relevant carrier traffic statistics and maintain them on current 
basis in order be prepared such immediate consultation.) Thus if 

GOI requests procedure permits consultation take place very soon 
after GOI receipt airline notification increase in schedule and before _ 
inauguration increase. | | 

At most new schedule might be operated for very short period pend- 
ing conclusion consultation since if no agreement were reached GOI 

would have right under Article IX to impose forthwith unilateral re- 
strictions upon service. (Reference Embassy telegram 1081 October 

26, 1946 numbered paragraph 7; report Presidential Representative 
George A. Brownell regarding air mission to India and Middle East 

to President Truman dated December 2, 1946 page 27 numbered 

paragraph 3; and Summary Minutes May 11, 1953 Aviation Consulta- 

1This telegram was drafted by Ernst of the Aviation Policy Staff and was 
signed by Edward A. Bolster, Chief of the Aviation Policy Staff. 

2 the Embassy in New Delhi reported in telegram 762, Dec. 7, not printed, that 
Jain, the Director General of Civil Aviation, had repeated the substance of the 
note reported in telegram 729, Nov. 30, 1954 (p. 1787), to HE. F. Gerold, the Pan- 
American Airways kepresentative in New Deihi (611.9194/12-(54). 

* Dated Nov. 10, p, 1773.
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tion final paragraph page 2).° Lack of knowledge or understanding : 

this agreed interpretation Article IX evidenced in Jain conversation. : 
reported despatch 576 * and in previous.communications.. | 

Embassy should point out if necessary that under existing agree- | 
ment capacity consultation may be invoked any time regardless | 

| whether frequency increase contemplated. | 
| Department and CAB believe awareness of GOI ability impose | | 

| unilateral restriction following such immediate consultation would | | 
prevent United States carriers from filing schedule increases probably 

unacceptable to GOI. | | 
Department hopeful careful explanation of right of unilateral | | 

action (Article IX) coupled with use of procedure proposed in | 
Approach 4 may convince GOI (1) these do actually give GOI satis- | 

| faction connection its displeasure present agreement on basis GOI has 

| insufficient control frequencies and therefore (2) there is no com- | 
| promise GOI sovereignty involved in working of present agreement as 

contemplated by Approach 4. —— ee | 
: If negative response-received from GOI request Embassy obtain , | 

fullest possibe statement of reasons and without indicating query | 
made under Department instruction exact nature terms and conditions 

| which would be imposed on temporary operations after January 14. | 

| 7 DULLES 
Be 
| ° None of these documents are printed. | 
| -- * Not printed. (611.9194/11-2954) | | | | 

«6 11,9194/12-1854 : Telegram | 

| _ The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State ? | 

| CONFIDENTIAL ~— PRIORITY New Dexut, December 13, 1954—11 a.m. 

790. Madras for Kennedy from Will and Bartlett. | | 
7 1. We appreciate helpful instructions contained in Deptel 716,? in- 

| eluding interpretations re negotiating history set forth parenthetical | 
references paragraph 4. | - | | 

| 2. However, we are not clear how approach four contained A-124 * | 
| ean be reconciled with Deptel 716 paragraph 4. Penultimate sentence. | 

| approach four states new service would go into effect 30 days after : 

| filing unless determination such service was not warranted was reached. 2 
by intergovernmental agreement; ie., presumably giving US power 

block determination that such new service not warranted. On other 2 

| hand paragraph 4 states if no agreement reached GOI could impose | 
| “forthwith unilateral restrictions upon service”. Should Embassy mod- | 

1 This telegram was repeated to Madras as telegram 75. | 
| Supra. | | 

Dated Novy. 10, p. 1773. . | 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 47 -
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ify approach four of A-124 by substituting essence first sentence para- 
graph 4 in Deptel 716 in place last two sentences approach 4? 

8. If Indians ask whether Department also interprets Article IX to 
permit unilateral reduction of existing frequencies by GOI under same 
conditions as applicable “new schedule” under paragraph 4, should 
Embassy reply affirmatively? This appears to be intent paragraph 5 
Deptel 716. | 

4. Under sentence 1 of paragraph 4 Embassy telegram 716 how 
should Embassy explain procedure for “concluding” consultation and 
thus fixing time when India free impose forthwith unilateral 
restrictions ? 

5. Do “unilateral restrictions” permitted under paragraph 4 Deptel 
716 include not only control over frequencies, but control over fifth 
freedom traffic and number traffic stops in India ? 

6. We assume approach four does not alter effect Article XI 1946 
agreement and that, pending “advisory report” by ICAO any uni- 
lateral restriction imposed by GOI remains in effect. 
7 Answers to questions raised above necessary mn order that Em- 

bassy’s explanation during oral presentation approach four may be as 
complete and persuasive possible. 

KENNEDY 

891,2546/12-1354 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (J ernegan) to the Under 
Secretary of State (Hoover) # 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] December 13, 1954. 
Subject: Beryl Arrangement with India 

The US may be faced with the need to decide before December 31, 
1954 on the renewal of its arrangement with India for procurement 
of Indian beryl, an atomic energy material. The OCB decided in favor 
of renewal on September 29 (Tab A),? but the matter appears to 

. have been reopened by the AEC at the November 24 meeting of the 
Board.? 

1 This memorandum was drafted by Fluker of SOA. 
* The Supplement to the OCB Minutes of Meeting, Sept. 29, 1954, has not been | 

found in the Department of State files. 
* According to a memorandum of Dec. 7 , 1954, by Max W. Bishop, Special Assist- 

ant to the Under Secretary of State, to Under Secretary Hoover, the OCB at its 
meeting on Nov. 24 discussed the subject of Indian beryl as follows: 7 

“Noted report by the AEC that misunderstanding exists as to the Board’s agree- 
ment concerning the purchase of beryl from India. Noted that the current con- 
tract will be extended automatically for five years on December 30, 1954, if other 
arrangements are not made before that date. Agreed that it would be desirable to 
explore now the possibility of entering into a new contract for one year with an 
option to renew for another year and recommended that the Department of State 
ascertain whether such contract terms would be acceptable to the Indian Govern- 
ment.” (891.2546/12-754)
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In brief the facts are: (1) Beryl is in category I-B under the Bat- 

tle Act—which means that it is of “primary strategic significance”. | 

It is on the National Stockpile List because of its industrial uses. (2) oy 

Our beryl purchase Arrangement with India is secret. It provides for | 

| supply of Indian beryl at world market prices, The value of shipments | ! 

| has averaged $150,000 annually. (3) The Arrangement provides for | 

| automatic renewal for five years from September 30, 1955 if notice of : 

| termination is not given by September 30, 1954. The date of decision 

on termination was shifted to December 31, 1954 in order to give India | 

time to consider our proposal to extend the original period of agree- 

ment by one year. (4) If India does not respond to our proposal by 

December 31, the US must be prepared to finance the five year pur- | 

chase or give notice of termination. | —_ | 

| The difficulty of the decision on the automatic five-year renewal | 

__ stemmed from the fact that our AEC informed us that there was no 

| present requirement which would support renewal for five years. Even 

though the AEC is prepared to finance one year of the five-year re- 

newal periods, funds are not readily forthcoming for the full commit- 

ment which would be involved in the five year renewal. — | 

- The Department has held that the continuance of the Arrangement 

is important in the US interest for several reasons, including East- ! 

West trade problems involving US relations with India and possible 

| US influence on atomic energy development in India. The Department 

has not presumed to anticipate future beryl requirements, but has 

_ noted the difficulty of negotiating a new Arrangement with India if 

_ the present one were terminated. (Tab B).* | 

| The OCB on September 29 decided that the US would not act to | 

cancel the arrangement “in any event.” However the minutes of the 

| November 24 Board meeting (1) note the AKC report that a “mis- 

| understanding exists” as to the Board’s earlier decision, and (2) in | 

| effect, direct the Department to attempt to negotiate a modified agree- 

| ment with India. _ | | 

| Since November 24 the instructions for new negotiations were held 

| up at the suggestion of the AEC in view of a reported new develop- | 

ment which might dictate a strong United States desire for full use of 

| the renewal provisions of the present arrangement. | 

Recommendation 

| That you (1) inform the Board that the Department of State, in 

| light of the AEC views, has not attempted to negotiate a modified 

| Arrangement as recommended by the Board, and (2) obtain from the 
| Board a reaffirmation of its decision of September 29 (Tab A) that 

| ‘no notice of cancellation would be filed with the GOI in any event.” | 

* Tab B was Deputy Assistant Secretary Jernegan’s memorandum to Acting | 
| Secretary of State Smith, Sept. 29, p. 1767. - 

: |
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| 611.9194/12-1354 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 13, 1954—7: 09 p. m. 
PRIORITY 

727, Urtel 790.2 Your numbered paragraphs. 
2. Add explanation 716 * to A-124 ¢ as further clarification. If con- 

‘sultation not concluded before effective date of new schedule it could 
be operated if agreed or until agreement. to contrary reached or, if no 
agreement at end consultation, until GOI imposes unilateral restric- 
tions.® In case consultation on existing schedules they continue until 
agreement to contrary reached or if no agreement, until GOI imposes | 
restrictions, | 

3. Yes, see 2 above. | 
4. Hither party free terminate consultation any time. However 

assume good faith would require reasonable effort both parties reach 
agreement following full exchange of views, 

5. Unilateral. restrictions permitted include control over frequencies. 
‘However US has never accepted fifth freedom traffic control except 

_ through overall frequency control. Since traffic stops are specified in agreement thus necessitating amendment in order to change them, : India could not unilaterally effect such change. 
6. Yes. Be | 
Department hopeful this approach to GOI can be made so as to 

indicate US proposal is something “new” and made in belief it meets _ GOT position. OS 

oe DULLEs 
~—“Uphis telegram was drafted and signed by Bolster of the Aviation Policy Staff. * Dated Dec. 13, p. 1791. | Bg 

* Dated Dec. 10, p. 1790. PD Ts De , : * Dated Nov. 10, p. 1773. | | 
*On Dee. 15, the Department, in telegram 741, not printed, also informed the Embassy at New Delhi to eliminate the phrase “if agreed to” and substitute the phrase “continue or cease operation” for the word “contrary” in the second sen- is) of paragraph 2 of Department telegram 727 to. New Delhi (611.9194/12- 

Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204, “Prime Minister Nehru’s Correspondence ,. .”1 

Prime Minister N chru te President Eisenhower . 

a New Deut, December 13, 1954, 
_ My Dear Mr. Present: I am grateful to you for your letter of 
November 30, which was given to me by your Ambassador here. 

I am happy that our Vice-President, Dr, Radhakrishnan, could meet and have a talk with you during his recent visit to the United States 
~ \The complete folder title reads as follows: “Prime Minister Nehru’s Cor- | respondence with Eisenhower/Dulles 1953-1961’. .
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He is not only our Vice-President but, if 1 may say so, one of our wise 

men who is greatly respected by all sections of the people here. | 

I entirely agree with you that what really counts in the relations of | 

States is the common ground on which they can work out mutual prob- | 

lems. I am quite sure that there is much common ground between the ! 

| United States and India. It is natural that there should be some differ- ! 

7 ence in outlook or approach to some problems because each country has | 

| been conditioned differently by its history and experience. But this 

| difference in approach should not be allowed to come in the way of | 

friendship and cooperation. Indeed it should be an inducement to them | 

to understand each other more. | 

I have followed closely the important announcements you have made 

| on many occasions recently and the stress you have laid on peace. As 

| you have been good enough to say, there is no alternative to peace if we 

aim at a happy and fruitful world. For our part, we shall endeavour 

| to our utmost capacity to work for this cause. 

| With all good wishes to you, Mr. President, for Christmas and the . 

coming year, and with my regards, | 

| Sincerely yours, | JAWAHARLAL NEHRU 

| 891.2546/12-1454 
| : 

| Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the U nder Secretary of State | 

| (Bishop) to the Under Secretary of State (H oover) 

| 
| 

| SECRET | [Wasuineton,] December 14, 1954. | 

| Subject: Beryl Agreement with India 

| There is still confusion in regard to the beryl arrangement with 

| India. You should read the underlying memorandum from NEA 

| (Tab A). | | | | 

| There are two alternatives in solving this problem: 

1) The Department could telegraph the Embassy in New Delhi to 

| inform the Indian Government that, if they do not accept our proposal | 

| for a one-year extension of the present arrangement or some mutually 

| acceptable variation thereof, we will give notice of termination of the | 

present purchase arrangement. The Atomic Energy Commission has : 

agreed to furnish the funds for this additional period. It is doubtful 

that the Indian Government would accept such a short-term arrange- 

ment. In any event, this alternative gives rise to the serious political 

difficulties which NEA foresees. 
2) The OCB could decide that (as it presumably did on Septem- 

| ber 29) for political reasons, the national policies of the United States 

! require that, if the Indian Government declines to extend the arrange- 

| ment for one year or fails to reply to our proposal by December 31, 

| the United States should allow the agreement to be automatically re- 

newed for another 5 years by not giving notice of termination. In this | 
: : | 

| 1Tab A was Deputy Assistant Secretary Jernegan’s memorandum to Under 

| Secretary Hoover, Dee. 13, p. 1792. | 

| 
| | 

| | | 
: | 

i
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event, it would be necessary to find and commit funds to cover the 4 
years beyond the one year for which the Atomic Energy Commission 
accepts responsibility. | ) | 

I suggest that you lay these alternatives before the OCB as an item 
of emergency business at the meeting on December 15 and that you 
urge the OCB to give its approval to the second alternative. I¢ this is 
agreed, the OCB should request the Atomic Energy Commission and 
FOA to determine prior to December 25 the source of funds necessary 

_ to cover the full 5-year period. If they are unable to agree, the OCB 
should request AEC and FOA to take the matter to the President for 
final determination. This was agreed to by AEC and FOA on Septem- 
ber 29, according to Mr. Staats’ minutes. AEC did not understand this 
under‘aking. Upon determination of the source of the funds to cover 
the full 5-year period, the Department of State can then telegraph in- 
structions to the Embassy in New Delhi to allow renewal of the pur- 
chase agreement for 5 years. The United States position must be deter- 
mined and the Embassy informed prior to December 31. 

891.2546/12-1054 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the Under Secretary of State 
(Bishop) to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near East- 
ern, South Asian, and African Affairs (J ernegan) 

SECRET |Wasuineron,] December 16, 1954. 
As of interest to you, there follows an excerpt from my informal 

notes on the OCB meeting of December 15: 

“Beryl Agreement with India—Special Item | 
“Mr. Waugh laid before the OCB the two alternatives in regard to 

action to be taken concerning the beryllium purchase agreement with 
India. He pointed out that the United States could inform the Indian 
Government that, if they do not accept our proposal for a one-year 
extension of the present arrangement or some mutually acceptable vari- 
ation thereof, we will give notice of termination of the present pur- 
chase agreement. On the other hand, if the OCB were to decide that 
there were overriding political considerations and that, in any event, we 

-tmust be prepared to renew the contract for 5 years, it would be neces- 
sary to find the necessary funds. Mr. Waugh went on to say that the 
Department of State felt that, unless we could remove beryllium from 
the Embargo Act List, there were serious political repercussions which 
would make it necessary for us to renew the contract. 

“Admiral Foster of the AEC said that, while the AEC did not have 
any use for this material, because it is on the Embargo Act List with 
some 15 other nations and because it is used commercially in aircraft
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construction and is used experimentally in reactors, the AEC would | 

recommend keeping beryllium on the List. | 

“Mr. Floyd of ODM indicated that ODM would be willing to pur- 

chase beryllium for one year beyond that of the existing arrangements. | 

but would not be interested in purchasing any more than 500 long tons. 

“After considerable discussion, it was agreed : 

1) that the AEC would officially inform Mr. Stassen, Director of 7 

| FOA, that the AEC no longer felt it necessary for beryllium to be on | 
| the Embargo List ; | | . 
: 2) that FOA would give immediate attention and consideration — 

to the question of removing beryllium from the Embargo List; and, _ | 
3) that the Department of State would prepare a telegram to the 

Embassy in New Delhi instructing the Embassy to inform the Indian 
Government that, if they are unable to agree to an extension of the . | 
present arrangement for one year, we will be forced to give notice of 

| termination of the purchase arrangement.* | | | | 

| “Tt was also pointed out at the meeting that, with beryllium being | 

| on the 1B list, it is possible to except it from mandatory application | 
of the Battle Act provisions and, in light of the fact that no one seems | 
to want this particular commodity, the President should have no diffi- — | 

| culty in so excepting beryllium if we did cancel our purchase arrange- | 

| ment.and if India did sell it to the USSR.” | oo 
| I suggest that, if this arrangement is acceptable to you, you will — 
| want to have someone follow through to see that AEC does send the 
| Recessary letter to FOA and that FOA does attempt to get beryllium 
| removed from the Battle Act List.? | — 

| Max W. BisHor 

! * The Department sent instructions to the Embassy at New Delhi to this effect 
| on Dec. 21, 1954 in telegram 768 (891.2546/12—-2154). The Embassy, in turn, re- | 
| ported on Dec. 27 in telegram 872 that the Indian Ministry of External Affairs | 

| on that date informed the Embassy that the Government of India was agreeing | 
| to a 1-year extension of the beryl agreement providing for deliveries to extend 

through Sept. 30, 1956 (891.2546/12-2754). On Dee. 31, the Embassy at New Delhi ! 
reported that the formal note from the MEA, dated Dec. 30, had been delivered | 
to the Embassy (891.2546/12-3154). | | 

| *The following handwritten note appeared in the margin next to this final - 
paragraph: “This should be done through S/AE. J[ohn] D. J[ernegan]”. | 

| 411.9141/12-1654 | - | | | 

| M emorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near | 

| Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Jernegan). to the As-— | 
: sistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Waugh)} | 

| SECRET: = | [ Wasuineton,] December 16, 1954. | 
| Subject: Program for India under Public Law 480 — * a | 

| In our memorandum to Mr. Kalijarvi of November 29, we referred 
to India’s request for US consideration. of the supply by the United | 

| * This memorandum was drafted by Delaney of SOA. | 
oe | 

| 
|
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States to India of surplus agricultural commodities, involving 4.5 to 
5 million tons of wheat over a three-year period. Representatives of 
interested US agencies agreed, and the GOI was informed, that we 
would reply to its request and repeated enquiries when legislation was 
available. We have had Public Law 480 for some time now, but no 
constructive reply has been made despite earlier interagency 
agreement, 
NEA proposed a, substantial program in response to the Indian 

Government’s request and stated that, if necessary to assure a Public 
Law 480 arrangement of the magnitude proposed, NEA believed that 
the ceiling of $400 million under which the programs were being op-| 
erated should be revised upwards. 

___Andia remains, for reasons stated in the earlier memorandum, the 
ideal country in which to satisfy the requirements of Public Law 480, 
particularly with respect to the development and expansion of demand 
for agricultural commodities and the achievement of our foreign 
policy objectives through encouragement of economic development. | 

The Francis Committee,? at its December 7 meeting, adopted an 
over-all program for FY 1956 totalling $453 million and including a 

| figure of $40 million for India. The palpable inconsistency of this $40 
million figure in view of the almost unique opportunity in India to 
implement Public Law 480 is clear when it is noted that this $40 mil- 
lion is actually about $24.4 million in market value, and that perhaps 
less than 50 per cent of the rupees derived from the $24.4 million pro- 

_ gram will be available as loans for economic development. The remain- 
_ der of the rupee proceeds are, I understand, contemplated for US Gov- 
ernment expenditures, oe 

In terms of the possibly unique opportunities offered by India’s cir- 
_ cumstances, the low program figure and the treatment of the rupee 

sales proceeds constitute an absurdly inadequate position. | | 
In addition to the above considerations, there are significant political 

- considerations involved in a more adequate response to the Indian Gov- 
ernment’s proposals. Prime Minister Nehru has recently voiced pub- 

_  * The reference is to “The Interagency Committee on Agricultural Surplus Disposal”. Under the terms of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assist- ance Act of 1954 (68 Stat. 454), known as Public Law 480, President Eisenhower was empowered to establish an administrative mechanism to supervise the im- | plementation of this legislation. Therefore, he officially established, in Execu- _ tive Order 10560, “The Interagency Committee on Agricultural Surplus Disposal” on Sept. 9, jot with Clarencé Francis, Special Consultant to the President on Surplus Agricultural Products, as its chairman. In addition, the following agen- . cies had representation on the committee: the Department of Agriculture; the Foreign Operations Administration ; the Departments of State; Defense, Com- _ merce, and Treasury ; the Bureau of the Budget: the Office of Defense Mobiliza-_ tion; the General Services Administration; and the Board of Governors of the | Federal Reserve System. For further information regarding the creation of this special committee, see the Department of State Bulletin, Oct. 4, 1954, pp. 498-502. Documentation regarding the operations of the Francis Committee is in Depart- - Inent of State files 411.0031, 811.20, and 811.312. |
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licly his appreciation of President Eisenhower’s peaceful intent in | 
world affairs, thus laying a foundation for improved U.S. relations | 
with India. An adequate Public Law 480 program could be of assist- | 
ance in furthering this objective. | OB | 

_ In view of the fact that the Francis Committee has itself already 
broken the $400 million ceiling, NEA believes that there.are com- : 
pelling considerations for an adequate and more substantial India pro- | 

2 gram. I know and appreciate the efforts you and your staff have al- | 
: ready made in this regard, but, if at all possible, I would appreciate | 
| another attempt by you to increase the program to approximately $87 

million at market cost. 7 | | 
! This would enable India to carry out a purchase program of 1,000,000 | 

| tons, which is justified in detail by the Embassy in a despatch drafted 
| by the Agricultural Attaché—No. 596 of December 6, 1954.? Note that | 
, 4 part of the 1,000,000 tons could be for delivery after June 1955 | 
| according to the Embassy’s justification. 

| * Not printed. (391.2311/12-654) | | 

G11.9194/12-2054 : Telegram _ 

| The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL .. New Dexu1, December 20, 1954—7 p. m. 

| 836. Fourth proposal for continuation US airlines service (A-124)1 | 
| as modified by Deptels 716 ? and 727 * presented this afternoon to Com- 
; munications Minister Ram. An unsigned memo outlining proposal 
| together with letter making substantive points justifying consider- | 
_ ation left with Minister. Copy memo also transmitted Foreign Secre- | 
| tary. Ram’s initial reaction was that it difficult not to terminate 
| agreement since notice had already been given and there would be great 

embarrassment if this rescinded. He would not however, close door and | 
| said he would have to check with his advisers. I urged that prior any 

rejection in writing I be given opportunity discuss matter with him — 
further. He said this would be done. I pointed out that it might be 

| worthwhile for him to consider benefit to GOI of not terminating 
agreement since one of articles provided in principle for Indian air- 

| lines to fly to US. In making this point I indicated this had probably 
been thought of before. but might be worthy of another look. Ram, 

| however, did not modify his original reaction that termination would 
| have to go through. | | | 

| | a KENNEDY | 

| 1 Dated Nov. 10, p.1773. : | , : | * Dated Dee. 10, p. 1790. - | | 
| Dated Dec. 13, p. 1794. | 

: | i
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611.9194/12-2254 : Telegram , 

The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT New Detut, December 22, 1954—6 p. m. 
851. Economic counselor and I attended one and one-half hour con- 

versation with Jha, Secretary Ministry Communications, Jain and 
, Deputy Secretary Venkatachalam regarding our latest proposal for 

continuation US airlines service (Embassy telegram 836).' Conversa- 
tion was basically friendly and provided for frank exchange of views 
and clarification proposal. Important questions which Jha raised were : 

(1) Was fifth freedom traffic included in our proposal, on which an- 
swer was no; (I also made clear that proposal did not give India uni- 
lateral right to change landing points as they specified in agreement). 

(2) Did not proposal mean that in fact new services could go into — 
effect if consultation not concluded within 30 days, to which answer 
was proposal technically made that possible, but in fact it would not 
be reasonable to expect airlines in question would put a service in if 
this new service were to be shortly discontinued ; 

(3) Would preposed interpretation of Article IX, permitting uni- _ 
lateral restriction of frequencies, eliminate reference through Article 
XI to ICAO, to which answer was no, that we still would wish to con- 
tinue application of Article XI. 

| Jha made quite clear during course of conversation that previous con- 
sultations had been very irritating. He repeatedly referred to fact that 
even though agreement was reached along lines suggested, he did not 
see how anything but same irritation could result from sort of consul- 
tations now proposed because he said that what was really necessary 
was certain rules of the game in order that when two sides sat down 

together in consultation a mutually satisfactory agreement might be 

reached in a friendly manner. He was also irritated over fact that. we 

now said it was possible to interpret Article [X to include frequencies 
when our position in past so far as he understood it, had been reverse. 
He referred to fact that, if this had been case before, India would have 

~ reduced frequencies three years ago. 

In course of discussion I tried to emphasize desirability of not 

having clearcut break but rather of maintaining present agreement 
and arriving at subsidiary working understanding. Jha made point 

that this would put India in worse position because due to lack of time _ 

prior January 16 immediately after reaching of a new agreement as 

proposed, or some modification thereof, India would wish to exercise 

its unilateral right and on short notice. He felt it would be better if 

India went through with cancellation and was clearly in position to 

* Supra. |
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take long notified unilateral action. I tried to point out that in my . | 

opinion their position would be preferable under new proposal be- 

cause we would have agreed with them that right unilateral action 

existed under the agreement. Throughout discussion we stressed fact : 

that in our view this was a substantial concession and constituted in | 

| effect a new approach which met India’s basic requirements with | 

| exception of fifth freedom. Jha said that even though proposal from | 

our point of view represented a major concession, he was of the : 

| opinion that gulf between us was still too wide to jump. From this I 

judge that as it now stands, Jha will recommend rejection although 

final decision will be taken at Cabinet level. In closing he reverted 

| to points which were raised earlier for clarification in such a way that 

| it would appear that problems of fifth freedom traffic, referral to | 

' ICAO and absence of agreed rules of game or principles to guide | 

| consultations were real stumbling blocks. It is difficult to judge 

| whether all these points must be met, but it would seem that some | 

further satisfaction would be necessary. He also said that he was 

disappointed we had not come forward with something. substantial | 

in way of an immediate concession. Although he did not make it even | 

as a personal proposal, and certainly not as a Government of India | 

proposal, I gained impression from him that concession which would | 

| be very acceptable to them would be an offer on our part at this time | 

__ without further consultation to see to it that the flights of Pan Ameri- | 

can and TWA were cut from 3 to 2 a week each. I am sure Govern- 

ment of India would be prepared to undertake immediate consultation 

| with view to permitting their re-establishment, but my own opinion 

| is that Government of India is determined to cut the flights of both 

airlines to two a week come mid-January, irrespective of whether 

| any agreement reached or not reached prior January 16. 

| If this correct, issue is then really not one of protecting present | : 

| flights of our airlines but of whether or not we are prepared to make 

| further concessions to maintain facade of existing air agreement. It is 

| impossible for me to judge how important that is, but I am of the opin- 

ion it will take something of this sort plus some other concessions on | 

| working arrangements in order to prevent termination come January 

«14. | | 

| Even if we go this far, I still am not sure we would succeed. Unless | 

| however, I am able give some indication to Jha of some further con- 

| cessions along above lines, I am confident he will recommend and 

| Cabinet will approve rejection of proposal. | 

| If I am to do anything more within the time limits that exist, I 

_ should have word by noon, Indian time, Friday. 

| - | KENNEDY 

| | 

| |
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411.9131/12-1554 ; Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 22, 1954—4: 52 p. m. 
776. Taylor from Agriculture. Embtel 804.1 Customary provision in 

negotiating instructions for PL 480 programs reserves final decision 
on usual marketing requirements for Washington based on develop- 
ments in course of negotiation as well as commodity and other con- 
siderations here. Instructions for negotiation which are now in prep- 

| aration expected to contain similar provision for India. Believe unwise - 
to give GOI any indication prior to opening negotiations that U.S. 
may be willing to reduce substantially usual marketing requirements. 
Appreciate your complete reports on position of GOI on this and other 
points. 

DULLES 

* Not printed. (411.9131/12-1554) 

611.9194/12-2254 | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chie f of the Aviation Policy 

Staff (Bolster) 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuinaton,] December 23, 1954. 
Subject: Developments concerning the U.S.India Air Transport 

Agreement. 
Participants: Ambassador George Allen a | 

K—Mr. Samuel C. Waugh 
SOA—Mr. Lamar White | | 

, TRC—Mr. J. P. Barringer | 
: AV—Mr. E. A. Bolster | 

CAB—Mr. Harmar Denny, Acting Chairman oe 
| CAB—Mr. Walter Peck _ . | 

PAA—Mr., Russell B. Adams 
TWA—Mr. Thomas T. Taylor 
TWA—Mr. J. Constantz 

This conference was arranged by Mr. Waugh, after a discussion of 
developments on the Indian situation with Under Secretary Hoover, as 
& means of informing the carriers of the current developments and, if 
possible, to obtain their approval of the proposed course of action. Mr. 
Waugh opened the meeting with a brief statement concerning develop- 

| ments to date. Mr. Bolster reviewed for the carrier representatives ben- 
efit the details of “Approach 4” as contained in the Department’s in- 
struction, A-124 dated November 10, 1954 and telegram 716, Decem- 
ber 10. | 

* This memorandum was drafted on Jan. 5, 1955.
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Mr. Waugh then reviewed the Embassy’s report on its efforts to per- | 

suade the Indian Government to adopt Approach 4 (New Delhi tele- ! 

gram 851, December 22). Upon conclusion of his statement, Mr. Waugh | | 

requested that Mr. Denny express the views of the Board. Mr. Denny _ | 

read from the minutes of the Board meeting, which took place earlier | 

| in the day, which in substance stated that in view of the current deli- | 

| cate situation and the opinion of the Department of State that. there | 

was little or no chance of obtaining Indian acceptance of Approach 4 | 

and continuance of the agreement unless the U.S. offered to make an | 

| immediate reduction in service in a capacity consultation. The Board ! 

agreed that the Embassy should suggest that the U.S. would be willing : 

| to engage in an immediate capacity consultation after the first of the | 

| year, in which consultation the U.S. would be willing to agree to a re- | 

duction of its service to two flights a week for each carrier. | | 

| Ambassador Allen expressed doubt that it would be possible to per- | 

| suade the Indians to withdraw their notice of termination of the agree- 

ment, but was of the opinion that if any proposal would have an effect _ 

upon the Indian position, the suggestion previously mentioned by Mr. 

Waugh and Mr. Denny would have the best chance of success. He sum- | 

marized his discussions with the Indian authorities prior to his de- 

parture from India early in December and gave an analysis of Indian | 

| attitude which indicated little Indian concern over the prospect of 

| termination of the air transport agreement. | | 

| At Mr. Waugh’s request Mr. Taylor stated that in his opinion TWA , 

| would be willing to make the requested adjustment in service after 

| consultation subject to a corresponding reduction on the part of Pan 

American. | | | 

7 Mr. Adams and Mr. Taylor both agreed their companies much pre- 

| ferred to retain the air transport agreement in force. | 

| Mr. Taylor strongly objected to any understanding with the Indians ! 

| involving acceptance of restrictions on Fifth Freedom trafic. | ! 

| Mr. Adams questioned the necessity for reducing Pan American | 

| service at all in view of the offer made in the 1953 consultation to re- ! 

duce TWA service to two flights a week without any reduction in Pan 

| American flights. He felt that insufficient consideration had been given | : 

| to the possibility of having Pan American make adjustments in its | 

| flight schedules to reduce the amount of service to Delhi and Calcutta 

: by serving the points on alternate flights or some other means. Mr. 

| Bolster pointed out that even though Approach 4 may be acceptable 

to the Indians they may also insist on U.S. carrier service to no more | 

| than one point in India, or to no more than one point on a single flight. : 

| Furthermore, a modification could be made in routes without compro- | | 

' mising U.S. aviation principles. Mr. Adams objected on the ground | 

that such a modification would require a substantial financial sacrifice : 

on the part of Pan American. He declined to express any position for _
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/ Pan American on the course of action proposed. Ambassador Allen 
asked whether Mr. Adams would be willing to agree with a statement 
that in view of the precarious condition of U.S.-India air transport 
relations and the necessity for working out some arrangement if U.S. 
carrier services are to be continued the Government must take drastic 
action. Mr. Adams agreed. | | 

611.9194/12-2254 : Telegram | 
The Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in India? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 23, 1954—7 : 46 p. m. 
NIACT 

791. Urtel 851.2 Department and CAB authorize Embassy to inform © 
GOI that, subject to GOI acceptance Approach 4 as elaborated, USG 
willing engage New Delhi after January 1 brief capacity consultation 
on services now existing. USG agrees such consultation would end prior 
January 14 and if mutual agreement regarding justified levels US car- 
rier services not reached, GOI would have unilateral right impose re- 
strictions. In such consultation US will find itself in position to meet 

) Indian point of view by reduction US services to two weekly flights for 
each carrier. Aviation technician would be sent India assist KIiXmbassy in 
consultation. 

Regarding Article 11 (Arbitration). US prepared substitute word- 
ing used in more recently concluded agreements which provides dis- 
putes submitted for advisory report tribunal of three arbitrators one 
chosen by each party and the third by the two arbitrators so chosen. 
Full text being telegraphed.? . | 

FYI. USG hopeful present over-all approach acceptable without 
GOI requirement written exchange. However, if you believe GOI will 
insist on written exchange, cable texts memo and letter Embtel 8464 
immediately and Department will provide draft text. End FYI. | 

In clarification previous references Approach 4, GOI right to take 
unilateral action after capacity consultation would apply not only to 
consultation on increases but also on existing service. 

* This telegram was drafted by Ernst, Colclaser, and Bolster of the Aviation 
Policy Staff. Bolster signed it. 

* Dated Dec. 22, p. 1800. 
_ *The text of the arbitration article used by the United States in recently negoti- | 
ated air agreements was transmitted to New Delhi in Department telegram 790, | 
Dec. 23 (611.9194/12-2354). / 
-* Not printed ; Chargé Kennedy informed the Department on Dec. 21 in this tele- 
gram that he had seen Pillai that day to discuss the status of the civil air agree- 
ment negotiations and the last U.S. proposal. Pillai asked for and was given a copy 
of the proposal previously given to Ram on Dee. 20 (611.9194/12-2154). |
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FYI—This proposal considered highest levels Department and — : 

CAB. There is little chance that further concessions can be made to 

permit continuance US service after January 14. PAA and TWA in- | 

formed. End FYI. | | : 

| DuLizs | 
—_—_— eae 

: 611.9194/12-2454 : Telegram | . | 

The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State | 

| CONFIDENTIAL _=NIACT New Deut, December 24, 1954—7 p. m. | 

863. saw Jha this afternoon with Jain and Venkatachalam present. | 

Economic Counselor accompanied me (Deptel 791).* In half-hour 

discussion, points included in reference telegram were presented and 

_ discussed fully. | | | 

| 1. It my general impression that statement with respect to our put- | 

| ting ourselves in position to meet Indian point of view by reduction 

| of services to two flights each carrier, constituted substantial offer and | 

| was favorably received by Jha. | 
9. Jha first referred to Fifth Freedom problem and indicated this 

| still important stumbling block since Indian position on it had been 

taken at Cabinet level. If other things are worked out, however, I am : 

| not of the view at this moment that it will prove a barrier, although | 

it should be kept in mind that this will be factor in later consultations | 

| with respect to possible further reductions of frequencies or positions _ 

| they will take on new services. | 

| 3. Jha raised question with respect to traffic stops and. was informed 

| it would require an amendment to the agreement to reduce PAA to one 

| traffic stop in India. I indicated this would be something that could 

| be considered at later time and should not interfere with reaching 

agreement on immediate problem. This, of course, is much less serious | 

problem than one relating to Fifth Freedom. | 

: 4. One of serious questions bothering Jha is very broad language | 

| contained in Article 4. He continually refers to fact that even though | 

| disputes might be referred to arbitral tribunal or to ICAO, it would : 

be very difficult for people who had to sit in judgment to reach reason- | 

: able conclusion from Indian point of view. He also makes reference | 

| to this in connection with consultations. It is obvious that Indians will : 

: wish some interpretive language on Article 4 in order provide clearer 

guide lines for future consultations. I urged that this not be thrown 

| {nto existing problem but am not sure but what GOI will insist on | 

| something about this in an exchange of notes. | | oe | 

| 5. Jha continually referred to there being regular consultations, | 
: ena 

| 

1 Supra. 
|
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such as once yearly, and we urged that the present agreement made 
that possible since all that was necessary would be for GOI to request. 
consultation at a regular period of time. I finally said I thought an 
interpretative point might be made by way of recognizing that there. 
should be regular consultations once a year as long as it was also 
recognized that there could be interim consultations at the desire of 
either government. ae | 

6. With respect to the substitute for Article XI providing for 
advisory tribunal, Jha thought this was less undesirable than exist- 
ing provision for reference to ICAO. He asked whether this applied 
to frequencies or would be in place of Article XI, and I replied that 
it my impression it would replace Article XI with respect to all dis- 
putes between the parties. Please confirm. 

7. Sha indicated it going be very difficult to get. Cabinet decision on 
| all these points within time limit of termination notice, and wondered 

whether it would be possible to agree on a suspension of the execution 
of the termination notice for thirty days. I asked him if he making 
that proposal officially, to which he replied he could not do so as yet 
but that perhaps if he could [get] the agreement of his Minister, this 
would be a possibility. I said I would raise this question with the De- 
partment and thought this might be beneficial step in order to make 
things more certain. In. connection with his concern about getting de- 
cision by January 14 on whether or not our proposal was acceptable, he 
Inentioned Nehru’s absence from India and various plans of his own. 
I made it clear that our agreement to a suspension of termination 
notice would be based upon maintenance of the status guo for that 
périod so that the two airlines would continue to fly three flights 

_ weekly. My impression is that he will still make every effort to work 
out solution by J anuary 14, but on the other hand, I believe the fact 
that he raised this possibility is encouraging indication that he is 
now prepared to think in more favorable terms of a continuation of 

the agreement under proposal we have put forth. (Advise if thirty- 
day suspension termination notice acceptable.) | 

8. Jha indicated it would be necessary to have exchange of notes to 
cover all understandings we would reach as a part of withdrawal of 

_ termination notice. I would appreciate early telegraphing of text. 
I promised give Jha unsigned paper setting forth additional points 
contained Deptel 791 in order that he might have them with previous 
text which had been given him (Embtel 836).? Immediately following 
telegram will give texts. | 

| | | | | a KENNEDY 

*Dated Dec.20,p.1790. |
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611.9194/12-2554 : Telegram 
, 

Lhe Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State . — | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY New Dexut, December 25,1954—2.p.m. | 
864. Following is text of letter and memorandum referred to Embtel : 

, 836 * and requested Deptel 791: ? 

2 Verbatim texts. | 
| “My dear Mr. Ram, | 
| “December 20, 1954 - | 
| “In a letter to the Foreign Secretary dated November 30, 1954, 

Ambassador Allen made a proposal for an interim arrangement which | 
| would permit continued United States airlines operations in India. : 
| This proposal was rejected by the Government of India in a letter to : 
| the Ambassador dated December 5, 1954. I am now asked by my Gov- 

ernment to discuss with the appropriate authorities of the Government 
| of India another proposal relating [to] this matter and for this pur- 

| pose I attach a memorandum outlining it. This suggestion has been ! 
communicated to the Foreign Secretary by letter of the same date. 

“The United States Government has considered urgently the rejec- 
tion of its proposal of November 30 and, in the profound belief that 

| it is to the mutual benefit of both governments that severance of Indo- 
: US commercial aviation be avoided, makes the attached proposal as | 
| the result of a searching reappraisal of the problem. / | 

“I sincerely hope that there maybe a favorable reply to this sug- : 
| gestion. If there are any questions relating to it, I would appreciate an 
_ early opportunity for discussion. Signed Kennedy”. 

| “United States airlines operations. , - 
“It is proposed that the procedure for the filing of schedules under | 

_ Article VII (6) of the existing 1946 Air Services Agreement be re- 
| vised so that if the aeronautical authorities of one party object to an | 

| increase of existing service by an airline of another party, those | 
| authorities may immediately bring about an intergovernmental con- 

| Sultation of the type referred to in Articles IX and X of the agree- 
ment in order to examine the proposed increase in service in the hight 

| of the provisions of the agreement. The new service would go into : _ effect thirty days after filing unless, by intergovernmental agreement | | arising prior to that date, it was determined that the proposed new | | Service was not warranted. However, if the consultation is not con- 
| cluded before the effective date of the new schedule, it could be oper- ! 

_ ated until agreement to continue or cease operations is reached, or, if 
| there is no agreement at the end of the consultation, until the Govern- 

ment of India imposes unilateral restrictions under Article IX. In the | 
case of consultation on existing schedules, they may continue until | | agreement to the contrary is reached, or, if there is no agreement, | | until the Government of India imposes restrictions, | | . | 

| “Under this procedure the United States would be prepared to begin. | | consultations regarding the proposed new service before its inaugura-__ 
| tion, and, in the consultations, to utilize the traffic experience derived | 

Dated Dec. 20, p. 1799. | 
| * Dated Dec. 28, p. 1804. | 

| 213-752 0 = 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 ~ 48 
| |
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from operations at the level of service existing at the time of notice of 

the proposed increase was given to the Government of India rather 

than that from operations at the proposed new level. 
“The above proposal is made on the basis that, if satisfactory, the 

Government of India will withdraw its present termination notice 
made under Article X (e).” 

Following are letter and memorandum I sent Jha, Secretary, Min- 

istry of Communications, yesterday on basis of Deptel 791: 

Verbatim texts. 
“In accordance with our conversation of this afternoon I am attach- 

ing a paper setting forth proposals which my Government has sug- . 
gested be considered in elaboration of those conveyed to the Minister 
of Communications with my letter of December 20,1954. 

“It is hoped that these additional proposals may permit our two 
governments to reach a satisfactory agreement on this question, a solu- 
tion of which appears to be so desirable for both of us. 

“A copy of the attached paper is being sent to the Secretary General, 
Sir Raghaven Pillai.” : 

“United States airlines operations. | 
— “( Addendum) a 

_ “Tt is further stated that the United States Government would be 
willing to have a brief capacity consultation in New Delhi following 
January 1, with regard to the services now existing, with the under- 
standing that. such consultation would end prior to January 14. It is 
understood that if mutual agreement regarding justified levels of 
United States carrier service is not reached during this consultation, 
the Indian Government would have the unilateral right to impose 
restrictions. In this consultation the United States would find itself 
in a position to meet the point of view of the Government of India 
by a reduction in United States services to two weekly flights for each 
earrier. With regard to arbitration (Article XI), the United States 

- Government would be prepared to agree to a provision for submitting 
disputes to a tribunal of three arbitrators, one chosen by each side and 
the third chosen by the two already selected, for an advisory report. | 

“The above suggestions are subject to the Government of India’s 
acceptance of the proposal already made and as modified above, and 
consequently to a withdrawal of the termination notice.” | | 

KENNEDY 

- 611.9194/12-2454 : Telegram | 

T he Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHineton, December 26, 1954—11: 04 p.m. 
NIACT | | 

799. Your 863? and 864.2 Text of proposed confidential azde- 
mémoire to be given in draft form to GOI appears below. Embassy 

1This telegram was drafted by Ernst, Colclaser, and Bolster of the Aviation _ 
Policy Staff. Bolster signed it. . 

?Dated Dec. 24, p. 1805. 
* Supra. |
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should state that U.S. willing to exchange subject to GOI withdrawal : 
termination notice. Such exchange should take place immediately 
after conclusion January capacity consultation. FYI. Desire avoid : 
any reference to January consultation in aide-mémoire. End FYI. 

, Aide-mémoire should not be filed with ICAO or made available to | 

others. As precedent Embassy may cite GOI procedural agreement 
| with British which was not filed with ICAO. FYI. To minimize pos- : 
| sible effect U.S. worldwide policy publicity this exchange should be | 
: avoided. End FYI. — oe 

| “In view of the circumstances existing and understandings reached | 
| at the time the air transport agreement was negotiated between India | 
| and the United States and in view of the experience gained in eight | 
| years of airline operation, it is recognized that the adoption of the | 

procedures set forth below will assist in clarifying certain provisions 
| of the agreement. | 
: Article VII(6) of Air Transport Agreement provides for schedule 

changes to be filed by the airlines of one country with the aeronautics 
_ authorities of the other country as long as practicable in advance of 
| the date on which they are to become effective. Thirty days is recog- 
| nized as being such a length of time. , | | 
| If either government objects to a proposed increase in service by 
| an airline of the other country, it may request an intergovernmental 
_ consultation of the type referred to in Articles IX and X of the agree- _ 
| ment in order to examine the proposed increase in service in the light 
| of the provisions of the agreement. Such request shall be made within 
_ fifteen days after the date of filing of the schedule increase, and con- 

| sultation shall commence promptly. | 
| The two governments shall decide in consultation on the appro- 
| priate disposition of the proposed increase in service. If the consulta- 
_ tion is not concluded before the proposed effective date, the increase 
| Inay go into effect as proposed. If agreement is not reached in con- 
| sultation the government objecting to the increase may take action | 
+ under Article IX. | | | 
| In the case of objection to existing schedules, consultation may be | 
| requested at any time and shall take place within sixty days after : 

receipt of the request.” | | 

| If GOT insists on language concerning regular consultation Embassy 
| may suggest following for inclusion in atde-mémoire. “Regular con- | 

|  sultation in accordance Article X ( a) may take place annually if gov- | 
| ernment desiring consultation makes request sixty days in advance of. : 

| desired consultation date.” | | - | 
| In view Indian desire to avoid reference to ICAO re arbitration | 
. substitute language Article XI (Deptel 790)* may be proposed as 
| separate exchange of notes to comprise formal modification air trans- 
| port agreement. This document would require formal filing with 7 

ICAO in which reference could be made to withdrawal notice of 
termination. 7 | | 

. DULLES | 
‘Not printed ; see footnote 8, p. 1804. | |
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611.9194/12~—2854 : Telegram 

The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL  NIACT New Dent, December 28, 1954—7 p. m. 

882. Re: Civil Air Agreement. Jha and Jain out of town but will be 
back 29th. We hope get some indication GOI position latest sugges- 
tions by close of business 30th. Assume technician to participate Janu- 
ary negotiations, referred to Deptel 791,1 standing by for immediate 
departure. | 

I am very concerned over general tone and certain omissions pro- . 
* posed note (Deptel 799).? Believe if offered as presently drafted, there 

will be unfortunate reaction with loss of what I have felt has been 
increasing degree of confidence in our desire to work out a solution 

permitting continuation of 1946 civil air agreement. Consequently, sug- 
gest consideration following: 

1. A-124 * and Deptel 7164 use word “immediately” re consultation 
on establishment new service, and this has been conveyed to Jha as 
sense of our approach this problem. Tone of note gives impression of 
relaxation on beginning consultation by use of word “promptly”. At 
minimum, I believe “immediately” should be substituted so that there 
would be firm basis for GOI believing consultation will have proceeded 
for some period of time, such as a week, before new service goes into 
effect (Deptel 716 speaks of negotiator getting on first, or possibly sec- 
ond, plane after receipt of notice). 

2. Note omits reference to use of traffic experience derived on basis of 
operations as existing at time of notice, rather than after new service 
had been in effect for some time (Deptel 716). / 

3. One of the very difficult points with Jha has been his view that 
language of Article IX did not permit unilateral selection with re- 
gard to frequencies. I believe he may accept agreement by both sides 
that by interpretation Article IX may be used to cover unilateral — 
action in this respect, but he will wish, I am sure, to have it in writing. 
Hence, reference to action under Article IX, without stating that such 
action includes unilateral restriction of frequencies, will not be ac- 
ceptable. I assume department wishes keep out of note reference to 
unilateral restriction because of danger of note becoming public, but 
this will not meet Indian attitude which now has in it a background of 
suspicion and is based on desire to have full basis of agreement speci- 
fied. In this connection, I have already mentioned that Jha has raised 
question of interpretation of Article IV to provide for clearer and 
more definite agreed principles or, as he put it, “rules of the game”. In 
absence of something specific in this regard, Jha, I am sure, will con- 
sider that India will be in losing position because, in case of a dispute 
‘-which would be referred to ICAO or arbitration board, those who sat 
in judgement would look to Articles [X and IV as they stand. I believe 

* Dated Dec. 28, p. 1804. 
2 Supra. | 
> Dated Nov. 10, p. 1773. 
* Dated Dec. 10, p. 1790. | re
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at a minimum that the right on India’s part to exercise unilateral re- , strictions over frequencies will have to be spelled out in the note. | 4. Provisions for consultation on existing frequencies is inadequate : since it omits any reference to action to impose unilateral restrictions / on frequencies in absence of agreement between parties. Deptel 727 ® | specifically stated that in case of consultation on existing schedules, | they continue until agreement to contrary is reached or, if no agree- : | ment, until GOI imposes restrictions. As Dept will note from Embtel ! 864,° this language has been conveyed to GOI. | | | 

| Would appreciate further instruction re above. In meantime have : 
: not presented draft text. | | | 

| | | KENNEDY | 

| = Dated Dec. 13, p. 1794. | | | : *Dated Dec. 25, p. 1807. | 

611.9194/12-—2854 : Telegram | . 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India? — | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasutneron, December 28, 1954—7 : 40 p. m. | | NIACT | : . | 

| 818. Assumption re technician Embtel 882 ? correct. F ollowing num- | 
| bers refer to numbered paragraphs 889. | | 
| 1. Substitute “without delay” for “promptly” at end of third para- | 
| graph aide-mémoire. | | 
| 2. Replace period at end of third paragraph aide-mémoire by com- 

ma and add “utilizing in such consultations the traffic experience de- 
| Yived from operations at the level of service existing at the time the : 
: notice of proposed increase was given.” a | 

| 3. Believe Article 9 sufficiently clear to indicate possibility uni- 
lateral action in case agreement not reached in consultation. Propose 

| Embassy give draft aide-mémoire to Indians without further elabora- 
| tion re permissive unilateral action. Extremely important to U.S. not | 
| to refer in this document (which although confidential may be made 

| available to other governments, either directly or indirectly) to uni- | 
| lateral action. Therefore only as last resort, upon extreme insistence of 
_ Indians, to save U.S. position, Embassy may delete “take action under | 
| Article 9” at end forth paragraph and replace with “impose appropri- | 
| ate conditions in accordance with Article 9.” | | 
: 4. Add to end final paragraph “The existing schedules may. con- 

| tinue during such consultation until the two governments reach agree- | | 
| ment concerning their disposition or, in the event that the consultation 7 | 
| is terminated without agreement, until action is taken under Article 9 

*This telegram was drafted by Colclaser of the Aviation Policy Staff and was ! | Signed by Bolster of the Aviation Policy Staff. | Ps * Supra. | } 
| | | |
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by the government objecting to them.” Under same conditions as 3 

above, if this language is unacceptable to the Indians replace the words 

“action is taken under” with “conditions are imposed in accordance 

with.” 
DULLES 

611.9194/12-3054 : Telez7am 

The Chargé in India (Kennedy) to the Department o f State 

CONFIDENTIAL  NIACT New Detu1, December 30, 1954—8 p. m. 

898. Jha phoned this afternoon to report status of his considera*ion. 

all our suggestions civil air agreement. He had shown our latest ad- 

vices to his minister and said that he had some points to make. In hour 

long conversation it developed that his legal advisers had ruled against 

possibility thirty-day extension of effective date of termination pend- 

ing further discussions. Furthermore, Prime Minister and Minister 

Communications leaving January 8 for all-India congress committee 

meeting in Madras. This means if there is to be anything accomplished 

in way of maintaining present agreement, it must move very fast. 

Following were counterpoints made by Jha: 

1. Jha referred to our point that we would be prepared in consulta- 

tion early January to meet Indian point of view by a reduction to two 

flights each per week for Pan American and TWA. He said he felt it 

would be impossible to go along with the consultation if it meant that 

following consultation India would have to take unilateral action to 

effect reduction. Rather he would want it understood that reduction 

would take place without such unilateral action. Possibly one way of 

accomplishing this would be for US and India to jointly agree that 

flights should be at two each per week and that we inform airlines of _ 

that fact and accomplish reduction by mutual agreement. J ha made 

quite a point of fact that during last consultation Indian position had 

been that only one flight each per week was justified while our position 

had been three flights each per week were justified. Therefore, if they 

now went along on two flights each it obviously was a compromise and 

if on this basis he had to put forward the proposition that India were 

to take unilateral action, his opponents would point out that if that 

was to be procedure, then Indian action should be to list [limit ? | 

flights to one per week each carrier. Jha pointed out that this would 

be substantiated by Indian expert calculations. 

2. Second point Jha wishes to be met on is that having agreed on 

two flights for each carrier in January this should not be increased for 

balance of 1955. In other words, he asks for a freezing of two flights 

for first year. His point on this is that if we are to start off on new basis 

of working together, it would be very unfortunate to immediately 

throw into consultation a return to three flights over which there 

would be bound to be disagreement and therefore if this were antici- 

pated in his opinion it would be better to terminate agreement and
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take necessary action on their own. In further discussion this point it : 
was indicated Indians would be agreeable to a base level of two flights © | 
per week for reasonable future. In other words during 1955 and pre- | 

| sumably 1956 and later unusual circumstances not arising they would : 
2 be agreeable to a continuation of that for a base figure for US airlines. | 
| 3. With respect to consultations Jha said India desired regular an- 
| nual consultations in order that pattern for traffic for subsequent year | 
| would be understood and not disturbed. This flows from point 2 above | 
: and is part of their general position. I pointed out again that there | 
: certainly was no hindrance to regular consultations and referred to : 
| language already included in instructions to Embassy on this point. | 

| Jha however is still very troubled about frequent or irregular requests : 
| for increases in flight frequencies but agreed that he probably could | 
| accept language which would say in effect that frequencies would re- 
| main as discussed at a regular consultative period, but that under : 
| special circumstances special consultations could be requested for pur- | 
| pose of increasing frequencies. Jha used the word “emergency” in this 
| connection but I think he would agree to phrasing such as “special ; 
| circumstances”. In this connection Jha wishes to have period of notice : 
_ for special consultation between regular ones raised from thirty days | 
| to sixty days and the period of notice for regular or annual consulta- | 

| tions increased from sixty to ninety days. | | | 
4, Jha then moved to sticky point of possibility that an increase in | 

| frequencies might go into effect during period of consultation. I re- | 
| peated what had been said previously that if consultations were mov- 
| Ing badly or there seemed to be doubt that agreement would be reached 
| for the increase, airlines would be informed and it would be reasonable 

to expect they then would not put frequency into effect. Jha was evi- — 
dently not moved by this argument and pointed out that it would be | 

| very bad psychologically while two parties were still talking to have 
' action taken, It could have unfortunate effect on putting peoples backs 
| up and as he said “queer the pitch” before consultations were termi- : 
' nated. I believe this point should be looked at in light of trying to | 

| develop friendly and understanding working together on civil air : 
1 matters and I can see that an action of this sort which might be taken | 

| could well cause considerable irritation. | | 
| 5. Jha then brought up a question of what criteria were to be used | 
' in connection with justifying an increase in flight frequencies after 
| 1955. He obviously is not interested in going ahead on a basis which 
| would reproduce sort of discussions on this question which have been : 
| had in past. He asked me if I had any suggestions; I said I had not. | 
| He then said he had one he would like to put forward to effect that for | 
| all future increases in flight frequencies, the criterion to be used was ! 

| Increase in volume of third and fourth freedom traffic. In this connec- : 
| tion I asked about Indian position with regard to reduction at later | 
| time below the level of two frequencies for each airlines, which was : 
| to be agreed upon for 1955. Jha said if we could reach agreement on | 
| the criterion he put forward and other points, India would agree not | | 
| to request any reduction below the two flights so that effect.of working 
| agreement of the sort being discussed would be to provide a floor of | 
| two flights per week for each carrier. 

6. Jha’s position on disputes now is that there should be no refer- 

|
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ence either to ICAO or to an arbitration board of differences of views 
about frequencies. His view is that such disputes would not occur. I 
assume that if there were any, he wishes to rest upon our recognition 
of India’s unilateral rights. I asked him what the position was on this 
with the British and he said that this was what they had come to in 

the UK understanding. He would maintain Article XI for all other 
isputes. 
- The final point Jha raised was with respect to Pan American’s 

two stops New Delhi and Calcutta. He said they wished to have one 
of these eliminated and when I mentioned that this was specified in 
agreement and therefore difficult to achieve by interpretation, but | 
would call for an amendment he replied he didn’t think this really was 
required. Rather all that was necessary was an understanding that 
practically speaking, Pan American would only stop at one point. 

Jha made it clear that he was presenting this as personal and not ) 
as the official views of the GOI. He said that it would take this in his 
opinion to get cabinet to reverse its position on termination of agree- 
ment and he couldn’t even be sure that having met all of these points, 
there would be a favorable decision. My own guess is that 1f we were 

~ to meet them, we would stand a very good chance of maintaining the 
facade of the 1946 civil air agreement. | 

I asked him if I should suggest to Department that a technician 
be dispatched immediately to take part in the discussions and he re- 
sponded, “not if he is going to make trouble”. I do suggest to Depart- 
ment that if they are prepared to meet substantially points above, 
technician immediately leave. Otherwise effort might well be lost. 

. Jha made point that one of things he most desired was to establish 
a basis for working together, which would provide different atmos- 
phere for future discussions. He very obviously is not prepared to go 
ahead on basis which merely repeats year after year sort of discussions 
which have gone on in past. I think it is fair to say that Jha and his 
superiors want to feel that it will not be necessary at least in immediate 
future. to go through same process of termination notice and urgent 
discussions to try to rectify a situation which has developed through 

lack of understanding. oe | | 
On whole, with a guarantee of maintaining two flights per week for 

each carrier, agreement from India that there will be no further cut 
in these flights, possibility of making increased flights through in- 

- ereased third and fourth freedom traffic and elimination of irritations 

involved in air discussions, I feel that very serious consideration should 
_ be given to proposals which have been put forward. : | 

Appreciate earliest instructions. 
KENNEDY 

- 4he Department informed the Embassy in telegram 835, Dec. 31, not printed, 
that it was unlikely that the GOI’s conditions set forth in New Delhi telegram 
898 would be accepted by the United States, and that the Department expected 

to advise the Embassy regarding a further approach to the Government of India 

on Jan. 3, 1955, after first having a further consultation with the CAB and the 

commierctal carriers, (611.9194/12-3054) . co
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—-611.9194/12-3054 : 
Memorandum of Conversation, by David H. Ernst of the Aviation — | 

| Policy Staff } 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasutneton,] December 31, 1954. 

Subj ect: United States-India Air Transport Problem | 

| Participants: Messrs. Denny, Adams and Ryan—Members of Civil | 

; oo Aeronautics Board | _ | 
. Messrs. Peck, Watson, Sawyer, Davis, Park, Wanner 
| | and Mrs. Hillyer—Civil Aeronautics Board Staff 
| Miss Colclaser, Messrs. Barringer, Bolster, White and 

| _ Ernst—Department of State | | 
| Mr. Tom Taylor—Trans-World Airlines 

| | Mr. Russell Adams—Pan American World Airways : 
| _ Mr. Stewart Tipton—Air Transport Association | 

| The above named Department of State and CAB officials met to con- 
sider the subject problem in the light of New Delhi’s telegram 898, 

| December 30 containing the reaction and counterproposals of India to 
| the most recent United States proposals for resolving United States— | 

India difficulties within the framework of the 1946 Indo-United States 
; Air Transport Agreement. | | | 
2 Mr. Peck recited the substance of telegram 898, pointing out the sub- 
| stantial differences between the United States and India positions. Mr. | 

| ‘Denny asked if the Department of State recommended acceptance of | 

_ the Indian position. Mr. Bolster responded in the negative stating that 
| the Department considered the compromise of principle involved to be | 
| too great. Mr. Bolster suggested that the new information received 
| from New Delhi should be discussed with the carriers. He added that 

| asa tentative personal proposal he would suggest that (1) the present 
| bilateral terminate, (2) the GOI be requested to issue permits of indef- 

inite duration to PAA and TWA providing for two flights a week 
| each, (3) PanAm would serve one point in India and TWA would _ 
| limit its flights beyond Bombay to Ceylon to one a week. (4) There | 

| would be no other restrictions. (5) Failing agreement of the GOI to 
| issue such permits, United States carriers would cease commercial | 

| operations to India. oe oe | 
| Mr. Peck opined that such a suggestion would probably not work out | | 
| and Mr. Bolster indicated he did not guarantee its success. - 

_ CAB Member Joseph Adams spoke at length to the point that the : 
| United States carriers should cut back immediately. He then pre-— | 
 cipitated a discussion on the question of whether the Indo-United | 
? States Air Agreement was a bilateral agreement in fact. OF | 

CAB Member Ryan asked if the State Department objected to : 

| + This memorandum was drafted on Feb. 4, 1955.. So | 

!
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overflight. Mr. Bolster replied that the Department would prefer 

traffic stops but not at an excessive cost. 

Note: Atthis point Messrs. Tipton, R. B. Adams and Taylor joined 

the meeting. | 

After Mr. Peck had again summarized the substance of telegram 898, 

Mr. Tipton stated that acceptance of the Indian position would mean 

support of predetermination based upon the unilateral decision of the 

country flown into. CAB Member Adams again precipitated discus- 

sion of his point that the agreement was not a true bilateral because 

| India did not have a service to the United States. 

Mr. Taylor said he saw nothing new in this information with the 

exception of the condition that PAA reduce its traflic stops. 

Mr. Russell Adams stated that this (Indian condition) constituted 

“tough medicine” and that he would have to ask Mr. Trippe’s views 

before giving PanAm’s position on the matter. He stated as his own 

view that the United States should tie in the present $70 million aid 

to India program with this air transport problem. 

CAB Member Adams asked on the assumption that the bilateral 

goes out of effect on January 15, if the carriers prefer to overfly or 

should further efforts be made to secure some agreement ? 

CAB Member Ryan stated that United States is faced with an ulti- 

matum and that if it accepted the Indian conditions it would be junk- 

ing the Bermuda policy. Mr. Denny gave it his view that the alternative 

may be termination and an effort to get permits for the carriers to 

continue operations. Mr. Tipton said that as there was such a substan- 

tial policy problem involved that as the interests of other United 

States carriers would have to be taken into consideration, he could 

not give his view until discussions with other carriers had been held. 

However, he thought that there were three alternatives; (1) not to 

accept the GOI position and to restate the United States position ; 

(2) to accept the GOI position; and (3) to work out some type of a 

modus vivendi. - OB | 

Mr. Bolster made the following proposal which he said was his 

personal suggestion: = - “ 

1. Restate our positiontotheGOI. | | 
9. If that is unacceptable, ask GOI to issue permits to TWA and 

PAA for two flights a week each. Pan American to serve but one point 

in India and that be chosen by PanAm and TWA to operate but one 

Bombay flight onward to Ceylon. There would be no other restriction. 

The existing bilateral would terminate. _ . . 

3. If this is not acceptable to the GOI, the United States carriers 

would overfly India with technical stops. a 

Mr. Bolster indicated that there was no assurance of a good chance 

of acceptance of this proposal. Mr. Barringer indicated his agreement 

with Mr. Bolster’s suggestion noting, however, that this was not offi-
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_ cial and that the problem had to be considered on the highest levels | 
in the Department of State. : 

Mr. Taylor pointed out that this would be the first situation wherein 
two United States carriers would be involved in operations to a coun- | 

_ try with which there was no bilateral. He stressed that under the cir- | 
cumstances there should be no individual bargaining by either carrier 
with the foreign government and that both carriers must be guided by 

| instructions from the United States Government. | 
| Mr. Russell Adams agreed that there should be no individual bar- 
| gaining in India. 
| CAB Member Adams said that the United States carriers should : 
| have voluntarily cut back their services two years ago because capacity | 
: being offered was unjustified. In response, Mr. Russell Adams stated | 
| that he thought that under the Bermuda principles four flights per 
| week per carrier could be supported and, furthermore, that he could | 
| prove it. In answer to an inquiry, Mr. Taylor said that TWA was not | 
| willing that the government should go any further in making con- : 
_ cessions to India. He said that his comments during the meeting were 
| restricted to apply to efforts made to preserve the bilateral and did | 
| not necessarily apply in other circumstances. He indicated that TWA’s ) 
| minimum service to Ceylon should be two flights weekly, otherwise 
| TWA would be forced to terminate operations to Colombo. 

| (In view of the necessity for the ATA and PAA representatives to | 
refer the question to their principals, it was decided to withhold a fur- : 
ther communication to New Delhi pending a resumption of this meet- | 

_ Ing on January 3 at 11:00 at which time full carrier views would be — | 
_ forthcoming.) : | 

| 

| 

| ! 

| | | 

| | 2 
L | 

| | | 

: | 
| |
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UNITED STATES RELATIONS WITH PAKISTAN; WHEAT AID; VISIT OF 
VICE PRESIDENT NIXON TO PAKISTAN; MILITARY AID* : 

Editorial Note 

On February 2, 1952, representatives of the Governments of the 

United States and Pakistan signed an agreement in Karachi, supple- 
menting the original Point Four Agreement of February 9, 1951, in- 

creasing the United States contribution to the technical and economic 

development of Pakistan under the Point Four Program. The agree- 

ment was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure to 

Karachi despatch 1031, February 18, 1952. (890D.00 TA/2-1352) An 

agreement listing the specific projects to be covered by the supple- 

mentary agreement ‘was signed in New York on June 380, 1952. For 

documentation on the original Point Four Program, see Foreign Rela- 

— tions, 1951, volume VI, Part 2, pages 2208 ff. Information on the 1952 

agreements is in the Department of State Bulletin, February 25, 1952, 

pages 296-297 ; ibid., July 14, 1952, page 63; and Department of State 

files 890D.00 TA and 511.90D3. The text of the agreement is printed 

in United States Treaties and Other International Agreements 

(UST), volume 8 (pt. 3), page 8767.0 | 

sone previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 2, pp. 

890D.2811/8-1852: Telegram | | a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan * 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, August 27, 1952—2: 48 p. m. 

PRIORITY | oa : 

992. Suggest you express regret delay involved and inform PM | 

US prepared extend 35 year, two and one-half percent loan for $15 

| million to Pak for purchase wheat (approximately 150,000 tons) in 

US as measure to assist Pak meet its critical need for food (Embtel 

1402 May 20 e¢ seqg.).2 General understanding | covering loan 

wld be discussed Wash and‘cld be taken care of by exchange 

1This telegram was drafted by Kennedy and cleared in the offices of Bryan 
(S/MSA), OFD, H, and NEA. 

* Not printed. : 

1818
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| letters between Emb and Dept. Loan agreement and note wld be © 
signed with Ex-Im Bank. This not, however, Ex-Im Bank loan since 
MSA auth involved making possible much better terms. World Bank | 
official stated loan this character in his view wld not affect Bank’s : 
loans to Pak now contemplated, while Ex-Im loan wld do so. This 
important consideration and of course in Paks interest in pressing its : 

_ econ development. MSA funds so limited impossible get more than $15 
| million and it is hoped this much wheat will do job per PM’s com- 
| ment in reftel and purchases already made other sources. Believe best 
| raise question details understanding involved in Wash after indica- 
| tion Pak’s willingness proceed. Suggest GOP instruct its Amb open i 

discussions with Dept. ; | - 
| Re PM’s comment (penultimate para Embtel 230 Aug. 18)* 1 

| Spanish loan was under direct Congressional mandate with specific | 
| reference in legis; UK loan made under special provision MSA legis 
| relating to general instrs to MSA to extend ten percent of aid pro- _ H 
| vided for in form of loan. Neither of these loans made under Ex-Im | 
| auth and policies. | | | 7 

FYI to use at ur discretion strenuous effort involved not only in 
| Dept but in various agencies to arrive this conclusion which explains : 
| time taken. Hope GOP understands that US has made very great | 
| effort to help under difficult circumstances. | | | | 

Vital there be no publicity this matter until understanding reached | | 
| on details and you advised. Pls inform GOP re this. | : 

Pak Emb informed. | So, : 
i | Bruce | 

: * Not printed. | | 

a | 
| g90D.2811/¢6-1252 | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State» — | 

| SECRET [Wasurnerton,] June 12, 1952. 
| Subject: Pakistan’s request for wheat and Kashmir. 
| Participants: The Secretary | | 
| _ Ambassador Avra Warren ? OS 

| ~SOA—Mr, Donald D. Kennedy | | | 
| _ Tasked Ambassador Warren what had caused the wheat shortage in 
| Pakistan. He explained that this was not a recurring situation; Paki- 

| This memorandum of conversation was drafted by Kennedy. 
, 7 AmbaSsador Warren was in Washington to discuss conditions in Pakistan : ' With the Department of State. On June 18 he met with members of the Bureau 
_ of Economie Affairs and explained that he had advised the Prime Minister of : | Pakistan to withhold a formal request until Warren had comp!eted his discus- , | ; Slons in Washington. (Memorandum of conversation of June 13: 890D.2311/6- : 

. Footnote continued on following page. : 

| 
L
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stan had had some 400,000 tons in excess of its needs at the time of par- 

tition which had been sold mainly to Japan and Germany ; the country 

was normally self-sufficient; but that last year there was a shortage 

and this year there would be another one because of various factors in- 

cluding some shift to cotton and rather serious drought conditions. The 

Ambassador also explained that although the request was for 300,000 

tons of wheat, he believed 150,000 tons at a cost of around $15 million 

would be adequate since there was reason to believe that this amount 

would bring out the necessary additional quantities from private 

hoards. | | 

On the matter of financing, Ambassador Warren explained that he 

understood MSA funds could be found although they were being held 

back for other programs; there no doubt would be some difficulty be- |! 

cause of this. I asked if this was to be a grant; and the Ambassador re- 

plied that since the Pakistanis had requested a loan of wheat, it should 

be provided on a loan basis. | | 

~ Dollars were necessary to make the wheat available since he was in- 

formed CCC would not ship without compensation. The next possibil- 

ity was the Export-Import Bank but it would be very difficult to obtain 

the necessary funds from this source since they preferred not to enter 

into such transactions; the only occasion on which they had engaged 

in a loan for wheat was to Spain under Congressional pressure. Turkey 

had wheat which could be bought for sterling, but this was not con- 

sidered desirable because (1) the Pakistanis had asked for our help 

and (2) the use of sterling would require gold settlement through 

EPU. Since arriving in Washington the Ambassador had learned 

that the Russians had approached the Pakistan Prime Minister with 

an offer of 400,000 tons of wheat, to be paid for with cotton and jute, 

now in surplus supply in Pakistan. The Prime Minister had not 

entered into any discussions as yet, and preferred not to. | 

Ambassador Warren said it was urgent to assist the Pakistanis in 

this respect. The need was there, we had adequate supplies of wheat 

with a bumper crop coming up, and it was the first time the Pakistanis 

Footnote continued from preceding page. | 

1352) Telegram 1845 to Karachi, J une 14, informed the Embassy that an official 

of the Pakistan Embassy had transmitted a request for the U.S. Government to 

investigate the possibility of a loan of 800,000 tons of wheat, repayable in kind in 

4 or 5 years. (890D.2311/6-1452) Ata meeting with officers of the Department of 

State, held in the Department of Agriculture on July 21, Agriculture officials 

agreed that the wheat supply position of the United States would permit it to 

deliver 300,000 tons of wheat to Pakistan during the period from October 1952 to 

March 1953. (Memorandum of conversation of July 21; 490D.119/7-2152)
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had ever asked for our help. Mr. Kennedy commented that we would | 
be left in a particularly difficult position in Pakistan if we did-not do 

something because when India asked for our aid in obtaining wheat 
we went to great lengths to extend a $190 million loan on very easy | 

terms. The Pakistanis would not understand a refusal to help them; | 

| and such refusal would be embarrassing because of the small amount 
| of money involved as compared to what was done for India. I said I | 
| did not need convincing on this. | 

I indicated general agreement that we should assist Pakistan to 
| obtain the needed wheat and asked that steps be taken in this regard. 

Ambassador Warren said he wanted to discuss briefly Kashmir. He | 
| had had some very good conversations with Ambassador Bowles and — | 

Mr, Hickerson; the former was being very helpful. He thought that 

Dr. Graham and ourselves could be gotten off the hook if the two 

| Prime Ministers met without agenda under Dr. Graham’s chairman- 
, ship. He and Ambassador Bowles should press the two governments to | 

_ do this. Something might come of such a meeting; if not, we and Dr. : 
| Graham could not be censored since everything had been done to make 
| success possible. 

| I said that I would like to talk about Kashmir more fully at a later 
| time. The situation seemed to have changed considerably since I last | 
| discussed the problem.® a : 

i 

| ° For additional information on this topic, see pp. 1162 ff. | 

| Editorial Note | 

| On September 17, 1952, a ceremony was held at the White House for 
the signing and exchange of loan documents for the loan of $15 mil- | 

| lion to Pakistan for the purchase of wheat. The loan was made by the | 

_ Export-Import Bank, using funds made available by the Mutual : 
| Security Act of 1951, as amended. Copies of the remarks made by the 
| President and the Ambassador of Pakistan at the ceremony are in the 

| Secretary’s Memoranda, lot 53 D 444, White House Press Conferences. 
| A White House press release on the signing is printed in the Depart- 
| ment of State Bulletin, September 29, 1952, page 490. Additional docu- 
| mentation is in Department of State files 890D.2311 and 890D.5 MSP. | : 
| The text of the agreement for the Loan to Pakistan for Emergency _ | 
Wleat Purchase of September 17, 1952, is printed in 5 UST 348. 

|
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890D.2311/1-2853 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Peter Delaney, Office of South 

Asian Affairs 

SECRET [WasuincTon,] January 28, 1953. 

Subject: Pakistan’s 1953-54 Food Situation 

| Participants: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Foreign Minister, Government of 

Pakistan | 

Mohammed Ali, Pakistan Ambassador to the United 

States 

DMS—Mr. Norman Paul | 

S/MSA—Mr. Martin : | 

S/MSA—Mr. Frechtling 
SOA—Mr. Delaney 

- Sir Zafrulla Khan indicated that he wished to present the US Gov- 

ernment with the facts on the focd shortage situation which was devel- 

oping in Pakistan with respect to the 1953-54 wheat crcp. He stated 

his Government’s gratitude with the loan which the US Government 

had. recently made to Pakistan to enable Pakistan to purchase wheat 

in the United States. He said that the wheat crop in Pakistan in the 

coming season would fall short of Pakistan’s ordinary crop. Last 

December the estimate had been made that the crop would fall short 

by 1 million tons; this figure was subsequently raised to 1.2 million 

tons and now it appeared from investigations made last week that the 

shortage would be 1.5 million tons, He placed the responsibility for 

this largely on the alleged progressive reduction by the Government 

of India in the amount of water for irrigation made available by India 

to Pakistan. Three of the rivers which irrigated Pakistan flowed first 

through India. The amount of water in West Pakistan was estimated 

in the 1953-54 season to be only 78 percent of that in 195253, a figure 

which, since it included all West Pakistan, did not indicate the full 

extent to which the water from sources originating in India had been 

reduced, oe | - 

Sir Zafrulla also referred to the extraordinary drought which had 

occurred for the second year running as a cause of the shortfall. 

The Government of Pakistan would continue to make every effort 

to work with the International Bank in its efforts to solve the prob- 

lem of the Indus basin waters and Sir Zafrulla referred to the pres- 

ent investigation on an engineering basis by a tri-partite team of the 

water uses of the Indus Basin. The Government of Pakistan’s position 

was that in accordance with their agreement. with India no reduction 

should have taken place or take place, on the basis of established uses. 

They had made their views known to the International Bank.
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Sir Zafrulla said that he had been asked by his Government to ! 
make an official request of the US Government that Pakistan be “put ! 
ina position” to be able to obtain 1 to 1.5 million tons of grain to : 
make up the anticipated shortfall in the 1953-54 crop. He indicated , 
that this could be done on a long-term loan basis or possibly as a gift, | 

| or.on some combination of these two means which could be discussed | 
, subsequently. They were in extremis and they had to feed their people. 
: Mr. Ohly asked what was the period of need to which Sir Zafrulla : 
| had been referring. Responses of the Pakistani officials were at first = ss 
! somewhat imprecise but on the basis of a crop shortfall in the general | 
| period of April, 1953 to April, 1954 they stated that they wanted one- _ | 

sixth to one-fourth of the total mentioned to be made available imme- | : 
| diately, with the feeling that the amount of wheat forthcoming from __ : 
| the harvest, which would start in late February, would with this 
| amount of imports keep them going until late summer or early fall of | 
| 1953, | | 

Sir Zafrulla said that the foreign exchange position of Pakistan : 
. was extremely low, that the amount of wheat which they had been | 
| obliged to pay for in this last ‘year had been a great burden both on | 
| their foreign exchange position end on their budget. The budget had : 
| been seriously affected because other imports had: had to be cut, thus 

7 reducing their budgetary receipts from their main sources of revenue: | 
| customs duties. Their blocked sterling, he said, had been liquidated. | 
| Mr. Martin asked whether the Government of Pakistan had in mind | 

| exploring the same sources as had been the case with respect to last | 
| year and referred to the fact that Turkey had been a source and had 
| an exportable surplus of wheat. Sir Zafrulla indicated that Turkey __ 

_ was a possible source but that they had little money with which to | 
| finance the imports. Ambassador Ali said that Turkey had been able 

| to make such remarkable progress in its food production because of in- 
| ereased farm mechanization; that was a need of Pakistan. Sir Zafrulla 

indicated that mechanization was only part of the answer; it was not 
too useful in the Punjab, but it was possible in the Sind and in accel- 
erating the Thal and lower Sind Barrage projects. | | 

Mr. Martin asked whether the shortfall figure mentioned by the 
| Pakistani officials was that of a deficit which must be met from ex- 

| ternal sources of supply or a total which might be met from both 
| internal and external sources. He referred to the fact that when the US 
| government was considering Pakistan’s shortage last year, there had 
_ _ been indications that hoarding might have been a significant factor and 
_ that the import of wheat might have resulted in dishoarding by Paki- 
| stani farmers. The Pakistani officials stated that they did not know 

whether dishoarding had resulted, but in any case the amounts of 
| Wheat thus available had already been absorbed. - 
|. Mr. Delaney asked at what time it might be possible to determine 
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more precisely the extent of the shortage. Sir Zafrulla replied that they 
would be able and would be glad to give us official figures on a con- 
tinuing basis. | 

Mr. Paul asked whether the Pakistan Government anticipated that 
this food shortage was becoming a chronic situation. The Pakistani 
officials replied that they recognized that they would have to make 
every effort to increase food production in Pakistan. They were now 
doing this through an acceleration of the Thal project and through the 
temporary measure of installing tube wells. They were also converting 
land from production of cash crops to food production. On the matter 
of population pressure, which had been raised, Sir Zafrulla referred 
to the influx of refugees after partition and said that they were still 

_ getting 200 to 500 a day. He thought that their rate of population in- 
crease, while too high, was considerably lower than that of India. 
They recognized that their first responsibility was food produc- 
tion and they would work on this also through the US technical assist- 
ance program. They saw this situation which had arisen with great 

_ grief because they had hoped that, instead of taking, they might have 
| been able to provide food to the Commonwealth. They had ordinarily, 

they said, had a small exportable surplus from West Pakistan, some 
of which could be devoted to East Pakistan and some to other coun- 
tries, but they no longer had this surplus. Sir Zafrulla said that he 

~ hoped that for the next year (1954-55 crop year) they might end up 
even but that they would have to be on the qué vive to achieve this. 

Mr. Ohly said he would take the earliest opportunity to present the 
matter to Mr. Stassen. A request of this magnitude created problems 
for the US Government. Even on the comparatively small amount 
which we had made available last year to Pakistan there had been very 
great difficulties in obtaining the funds. Foreign aid funds were made 
available by the Congress for specific uses in specific countries, and 
while Pakistan’s request had been smal] in proportion to total US aid, 
the fact that funds had been so appropriated and so allocated had made 
it very difficult for us. In the present instance, because of the magnitude © 
involved, it would likely be necessary to go to the Congress for action ; 
the President, Mr. Dulles and Mr. Stassen would consider what could 
be done. Meanwhile, the Pakistan Government could be assured that 
their problem would be sympathetically considered. He expressed his 
gratitude for the clear and frank exposition which Sir Zafrulla had 
made of Pakistan’s problem. | | 

Sir Zafrulla indicated surprised gratification and stated that his _ 
Government made this request with great grief—that they had hoped 
not to have to bother us with such a problem, although they had other 

problems—political problems—on which they did wish our assistance. | 

The United States had no obligation to assist them or the rest of the 

world in the manner in which it had so assisted and the United States 

had not received sufficient gratitude from the world. . |
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| Secretary’s Letters, lot 56 D 459, B | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Fastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of | 

State 1 | 

SECRET [WasHineton,] March 25, 1953. 

Subject: Pakistan’s need for wheat. 

: An analysis of Pakistan’s 1953-54 wheat situation prepared in the _ 
Department concludes that although it is too early to determine the 
exact amount, it can be expected that Pakistan’s wheat import require- : 

| ments for 1953-54 will likely range from .8 to 1.3 million tons for : 
which US aid may be required for up to 750,000 tons at an estimated : 

, cost of $75 million. A more accurate judgment will of necessity have : 

| to await later information. : 
Pakistan’s ability to finance its emergency need rests upon its for- | 

eign exchange earnings, its holdings of foreign assets, and the possi- 
bility of bartering surplus cotton and jute for wheat. There is a bal- | 

| ance of payments deficit on current account and its foreign exchange : 

assets, exclusive of Indian notes and securities, are seemingly required : 

, for its currency reserves and working balances for foreign trade opera- 
, tions. The estimated amount of US assistance needed takes into ac- 
| count possible barter deals which Pakistan might be able to arrange | 
| and Pakistan’s drawing rights in the International Monetary Fund 
| of up to $25 million. | 

The political importance of assisting Pakistan in this matter is of a 
| very high order. Pakistan is potentially an important contributor to | 

Middle East defense and is strategically located between free Asia and | 
| the Middle East. Its basically friendly leadership has weakened during | 
| the last year, and within the very recent past martial law has had to 
_ be declared in Lahore because of riots organized by an anti-Western | 

Muslim group assisted by communist elements. Failure of the govern- 
ment to take adequate action in a food crisis would most certainly lead | 

! to still greater internal disorders and difficulties with increased jeop- 

| ardy to the security interests of the US. Refusal on our part to assist 
| Pakistan to meet its need for food, especially in the light of our very : 
_ large carry-over of wheat, would not only be widely misunderstood — | 

| but would oblige Pakistan to exert great effort to obtain wheat from 

| Russia with resulting serious loss of US prestige in the whole area. | 
| The risk involved in our not acting to assist Pakistan in its food emer- 

| gency is too great for usto accept. | 

| Recommendations 

1. That you agree in principle to help Pakistan meet its emergency 

need for wheat, the exact amount of aid and method to be used to be | 

| *This memorandum was drafted by Kennedy (SOA) and cleared by Turnage 
: (fi), Frechtling (S/MSA), Hardesty (TCA), Gardner (NEA), and Claxton ( H). 

: |
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determined later after further data become available. This will prob- 
ably require a coordinated executive approach to Congress for addi- 
tional legislative action. | 

2. That you sign the attached letters to Secretary of Agriculture 

Benson and the Director for Mutual Security, Mr. Stassen.? 

*See the letter to Benson, infra. A handwritten note on the source text indi- 

cated that the letters to Benson and Stassen were delivered by special messenger 

on Mar. 31. | 

Secretary's Letters, lot 56 D-459, B | | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Agriculture (Benson)? 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] March 31, 1953. 

| My Dear Mr. Secretary: In late January Sir Zafrulla Khan, 

Foreign Minister of Pakistan, informed General Smith and Mr. Ohly, 
Mr. Stassen’s deputy, that there would be a grave food situation in 

Pakistan during the 1953-54 crop year.? An analysis of all the infor- 
mation presently available, in which officers of the Far East Division 
of the Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations participated, indicates 
that United States aid of up to 750,000 tons of wheat at an estimated 
cost of $75 million may be required. I enclose a brief statement on the 

problem.® 
It would be very helpful to have a first-hand report of the situation 

in Pakistan, both for our own information and to assist in presenta- 

tion of a request to Congress. This could be best met, I think, by a 

- special mission of three or four people to go to Pakistan in April since, 
if Congressional action is required as I expect it will be, additional 

legislative action will have to be requested some time in May in antici- 

pation of a summer recess. I would appreciate your designating some- 

one to work with Assistant Secretary Byroade in determining the 

membership of such a mission and agreeing on relevant details.‘ 

Sincerely yours, JoHN Foster DULLES 

1This letter was drafted by Kennedy on Mar. 24 and was attached to the Mar. 
25 memorandum of Byroade to the Secretary, supra. A copy of the source text 
was sent to the Director of Mutual Security, together with a letter to him, a!so 
dated Mar. 31, asking his help in working out a solution. (Secretary’s Letters, lot 
56 D 459, B) | | 

| -* See the memorandum. of conversation of Jan. 28, p. 1822. | 
®The memorandum, entitled “Pakistan’s Need for Wheat’, is not printed. It | 

- was basically the same as the Byroade memorandum to the Secretary, dated Mar. 
25, supra. 

“A Department of State press release, dated Apr. 27, announced that the Secre- 
tary of State and Director of Mutual Security were sending a mission to Paki- 

. stan to survey the wheat situation. The mission was to be headed by Harry Reed, 
Dean of the College of Agriculture and Director of the Agriculture Extension 
Service of Purdue University. He was to be assisted by Norman J. Volk of 
Purdue University and Peter Delaney of the Office of South Asian Affairs, De-
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Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President* | 

| a _ Wasuineton, April 30, 1953. | 

| Subject: The Food Situation in Pakistan a ! 

1 In response to your memorandum of April 23, 1953,? Tconcur with | 

| the first five points of the attachment,? which contain an analysis of : 

Pakistan’s desperate food situation, except for the indication in para- | 

| graph 4 that 1 million tons of wheat would cost about $90 million. ! 

One million tons may cost as much as $110 million delivered to | 

Pakistan. Gs | | 

- Tagree completely that famine relief for Pakistan through a dollar | 

| loan would severely limit its ability to borrow for, and thus seriously - | 

| retard, necessary economic development. A dollar grant would over- ! 

come the difficulty. | | | | | | 

The proposal for a revolving relief fund raises several difficult 

problems: ¢ | 

. 1. Present studies make it appear unlikely that Pakistan in the fore- | 
seeable future will have a wheat surplus adequate to repay the loan | 
and at the same time meet the increasing demands of-its people. | 

| 2. It would be politically unwise to saddle Pakistan with an enor- | 
mous debt which it could not repay either in dollars or in kind without | 

| seriously retarding its economic progress. oe | 
| 8. Enormous administrative difficulties can be foreseen in the con- | 
| cept of a revolving fund, such as those connected with: © | | 

| (a) mutual agreement on a definition of “surplus” for purposes | 
: of repayment; | | | | | 

| (6) definition of the term “crisis” with regard to future recipi- | 
ents 5 

| 

| (c) control, exceptional storage problems, shipment and trans- | 
portation of grain held in the fund; establishment of an organi- : 

| partment of State. (Department of State Bulletin, May 18, 1958, p. 728) The | 
Report of the United States Wheat Mission to Pakistan, dated May 19, 1958, | 
concluded that it was in the security interest of the United States to extend food 

| assistance to Pakistan at the earliest possible moment. That action would avert — 
the threat of faminé and the possible political and financial collapse of the | 

; friendly government of an important and strategic country. (880D.2311/5-1953 ) , 
: 1 This memorandum was drafted by Fluker and Smith (SOA) on Apr. 28. : 

* Not printed; it requested Department of State comment on an attached J 
memorandum, entitled ‘The Food Situation in Pakistan,” dated Apr. 21. . 

| * The first five points of the attached memorandum of Apr. 21, which is not 
printed, were: 1) Pakistan was facing real danger of famine after two succes- 

| sive crop failures ; 2) the crisis in 1951-52 had been met by importing wheat; 3) 
the 1953 crisis was more severe than the previous ones; 4) the Government of 
Pakistan hoped to obtain wheat from the United States and other countries, but 
did not have the means to pay for it; 5) a dollar loan would tax Pakistan’s 

! limited capacity to repay its dollar obligations and would reduce its ability to 
borrow for economic development. . 

The sixth point of the Apr. 21 memorandum said that there were only two | 
ways to avoid famine in Pakistan without seriously retarding growth. One was 
through a grant-in-aid, and the second was through a loan that would be repaid 
in grain. | ~ 

| |
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zation to administer the fund; and the relation of this fund to — 
other regions and food grains. 

The foregoing factors would require (including the legislative 
process) extensive and perhaps protracted study. Pakistan will need 
wheat urgently in the next few months. The Government of Pakistan, 
most friendly to us, needs immediate assurance of our aid. I strongly 

recommend, therefore, that our aid be in the form of a dollar grant. 
| JoHN Foster DULLES 

Editorial Note — 

_ From May 22-25 the Secretary of State was in Pakistan, as part of 
a trip he made to the Middle East with the Director of Mutual Security. 
For a complete set of the memoranda of conversation between the Sec- 

retary and Pakistani officials, see volume IX. | 

990D.2311/8-2383 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director, Office of South 
Asian Affairs (Kennedy) 

- CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] May 28, 1953. 

Subject: Dr. Harry Reed’s report on his mission to Pakistan to study 
the wheat problem. 

Participants: The Acting Secretary, General Smith 
| Drs. Reed and Volk, members of Special Mission to 

Pakistan on wheat | | 
| Mr. Jernegan—NEA ~ 

: Mr. Kennedy—SOA > | 
‘Dr. Reed summarized his findings, emphasizing in particular the _ 

‘urgency of aid and the importance of making possible the development 
of Pakistan’s economy through the use of counterpart funds which 
would arise out of the grant portion of the assistance. 

The Acting Secretary pointed out the great difficulty which a request 
for a dollar appropriation would face at this time, to which Dr. Reed — 
replied that questions of this kind were really out of his province; he 
believed the answer would have to be given by responsible officials in © 
Washington. The Acting Secretary said that it would be very unfor- 
tunate to provide aid on a basis that would put the World Bank out of 
the business of making further loans to Pakistan for economic develop- _ 
ment; a dollar loan would do this. Mr. Black, President of the World 

- Bank, had suggested to the President a loan of wheat repayable in 
kind and the President was very much taken with this idea. There’ was 

also the possibility of making a grant of wheat. This could be done
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without a dollar appropriation at this time through Congressional | 
| authorization to the CCC to give wheat to Pakistan. . | 

The Acting Secretary asked that the various alternatives be listed : 
2 in order that a decision might be reached at Cabinet level on the ques- | 
| tion of how to extend aid. Mr. J ernegan said this would be done. The | 

Acting Secretary also suggested that Drs. Reed and Volk see Secre- 
: tary. of Agriculture Benson before they left town and this was — : 
| arranged for later in the morning. | | 

* Memorandum of conversation not printed. | 

Editorial Note | | 

| Telegram 1694 to Karachi, May 30, 1953, informed the Embassy that | 
the Executive Branch had approved wheat aid to Pakistan and was 

| proposing that a joint resolution of Congress make available to the 
President up to one million long tons of wheat from the ‘Commodity 

| Credit Corporation wheat stocks. (890D.2311/5-2753) On June 10 | 
| the President sent a message to Congress, asking it to provide sufficient ! 

aid to Pakistan. (Department of State Bulletin, June 22, 1953, pages : 
| 889-890) The text of S. 2112, the Senate bill embodying the President’s | 
: proposal that was passed on June 16, is in the Congressional Record, | 
| _ June 16, 1953, page 6831. The President signed the Wheat Aid Act on | 
_ June 25 (67 Stat. 80), and the first shipment of wheat left from the : 
| port of Baltimore on June 26. The text of the Emergency Wheat Aid : 
| Agreement of June 25, 1953 is in 4 UST (pt. 2) 1642. An exchange | 

of letters between the President and the Prime Minister of Pakistan | 
concerning the wheat aid is in the Department of State Bulletin, | 
July 6, 1953, page 16, | 

| | _ Editorial Note | 

: _ Following the visit of the Secretary of State and the Director of ! 
| Mutual Security to the Middle East in May 1953, the focus of United : 
| States efforts regarding the defense of the Middle East changed from __ | 

the concept of a Middle East Defense Organization to the idea of 
| coneentrating on the defense of the northern tier of the Middle East. 
|. For documentation on the northern ‘tier concept, see volume IX. 

In the fall of 1953, Pakistan made some informal and unofficial re- 
| quests for military aid from the United States. The Department of | 
| “State considered Pakistan part of the northern tier and began to dis- 
| cuss the idea of providing some military aid to Pakistan as one aspect 

| af the defense of the Middle East. There was some discussion, however,. 

|
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| about the reaction of India if the United States should provide arms — 

to Pakistan. For documentation on this topic, see pages 1633 ff.; on 

Kashmir, see pages 1162 ff.; on Pushtunistan, see pages 1365 ff.; arid on 

Middle East security, see volume IX. Additional documentation is in 

Department of State files 890D.5 MSP and 780.5. | 

611.90D/12—153 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

| SECRET | Karacut, December 1, 1953—2 p. m. 

396. Embassy believes Vice President’s visit * could be made oppor- 

tunity for making several points which we believe extremely impor- 

tant to future United States—Pakistan relations. We have reported 

dissension within Cabinet and frustration developing in country. Cab- 

| inet changes are expected but we do not anticipate elimination Mo- 

| hammed Ali although it possible he might resign in discouragement. 

We believe with all his weaknesses he stil] represents best hope for 

‘Pakistan. Consequently, while scrupulously refraining from sugges- 

tions subject to mistaken interpretation, we believe we should use our 

influence to strengthen Mohammed Ali’s position. 
As we have reported, extension military aid would we believe im- 

prove Prime Minister’s position and might counteract some of frus- 
| tration now prevalent. However, more decisive action on several fronts 

is required if Prime Minister is to galvanize government and inspire 

confidence. | 
I suggest that in his talks with Governor General and Prime Min- 

ister Vice President might, without getting into details, impress upon 
government necessity for strong and firm leadership. | 

Following points are suggested : oe 

_ (1) United States hopes Pakistan will develop as modern, progres- 
sive state. (2) United States believes Pakistan appreciates importance _ 
ME defense (if affirmative decision military aid reached or about to 
be reached Vice President might refer to it). (3) United States hopes 
Pakistan can succeed in perfecting unity of country, hopes Prime 
Minister will assert himself strongly in bringing factioris together. 
(4) Strengthened United States—Pakistan relations inevitably condi- © 
tion to considerable degree by stability. GOP. Stable strong GOP can 

_ play important world role contribute much to development free world 
concept. (5) United States hopes for progress Indo-Pakistan relations _ 
appreciates efforts GOP settle outstanding issues hopes these will 
continue. , Toe 

Unless Department perceives objection I intend make those sugges- 
tions to Vice President upon his arrival.2 oe 

| | HitpRETH 

1 See the editorial note, p. 1088. . 
. ; For the Department of State answer, see telegram 425 to Karachi, Dec. 4, 
nNjra,
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611.90D/12-158 

: Telegram 

| | 

The 
Acting 

Secretary 

of State 
to the 

Embassy 

in Pakistan} 

— : 

SECRET 

PRIORITY 

WasHincoton, 

December 

4, 1953—5: 

39 p. m. - : 

2 425. 
Department 

concurs 

your 
making 

suggestions 

to Vice 
President 

| 
|. urtel 

396 
? subject 

to following: 

| | 
2 1. Assume 

caution 

will 
be taken 

against 

patronizing 

tone 
with 

Paki- 
| 

| stan 
officials. 

| 7 | | 
: 2. Believe 

desirable 

if in addition 

Embassy’s 

points 
Vice 

President 

| 
\ could 

give 
positive 

encouragement 

to Governor 

General 

and 
especially 

| 

| Prime 
Minister. 

Vice 
President 

might 
voice 

our 
sympathetic 

under- 
| 

| standing 

magnitude 

Pakistan’s 

problems 

and 
complex 

political 

climate 

| 
| in which 

Prime 

Minister 

must 
tackle 

them. 
We 

are 
encouraged 

to be- 
: 

| _ lieve 
that 

broad 
mass 

Pakistan 

people 
behind 

Prime 
Minister 

and 
are 

— ! 
| looking 

to bold 
leadership 

from 
him. 

We 
appreciate 

that 
he is beset 

! 
| with 

such 
chronic 

and 
frustrating 

obstacles 

as provincialism 

and 
re- 

| 
| ligious 

extremism 

and 
perhaps 

even 
with 

colleagues 

who 
are 

not 
| sympathetic 

to his 
aims. 

But 
these 

are 
obstacles 

that. 
can 

most 
effec- | tively 

be attacked 

with 
imagination, 

determination 

and 
confidence. 

| When 
the 

Prime 

Minister 

feels 
in all sincerity 

he is heading 

toward 

© 
right 

goals 
he should 

carry 
his 

fight 
to the 

people 

and 
obstructionists 

| within 
and 

without 

his governing 

circle 
must 

follow 
him 

or stand 
up 

| and 
be counted 

as constituting 

opposition. 

Throughout 

talks 
there 

| | 
| should 

be clear 
sincere 

note 
that 

we are 
confident 

Governor 

General, 
| Prime 

Minister 

and 
Pakistan 

leaders 

in sympathy 

with 
them 

will 
be | 

| successful 

in their 
efforts. 

| | - | 

8. Reference 

to U.S._Pak 

military 

assistance 

does 
not 

seem 
fall 

in | 
| pattern 

such 
remarks. 

Vice 
President 

may 
wish 

therefore 

to confine | self 
to hearing 

Pakistan 

statement 

of position 

and 
explain 

in reply 
to | 

| questions 

he has 
been 

away 
from 

U.S. 
for 

some 
time 

and 
therefore 

is | 
| not 

prepared 

to answer 

specific 

questions 

on subject. 

| 

| | | _ SMITH 

| 

*This 

telegram 

was 
drafted 

by Smith 

and 
Metcalf 

(SOA) 

and 
cleared 

by : 
| Jernegan 

(NEA). 

| 
| * Supra. 

| : 

Karachi 

Embassy 

files, 
lot 

59 F 4 | 

| Memorandum 

of Conversation, 

by the 
Ambassador 

in Pakistan 
(Hildreth) 

| TOP 
SECRET 

: [Karacut,] 

December 

7, 1953. Participants: 

Ghulam 

Mohammed, 

Governor 

General 

of Pakistan 
fo The 

Vice 
President 

of the 
United 

States Thé 
Ambassador 

The 
Governor 

General 

talked 
mostly 

about 
the 

military 

aid 
question, 

_ stating 

it was 
absurd 

to think 
of Pakistan 

attacking 

India 
with 

40 

| 
|
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million Muslims in India and indicated Nehru did not believe Pakistan — 
would ever attack India. The Governor General said that if aid were 

granted he would personally fly to New Delhi to visit Nehru as an old 

friend and re-assure him on any fears he might have of the intent of. 
Pakistan in its use of military equipment. The Governor General re- 
ferred to a frank talk he had had with Nehru’s sister in New York in 

which, I gathered, he and the sister agreed Nehru was very stupid on 

the subject of Communism and the Governor General at least felt that 
the sister was much more realistic. | 

| I believe the Governor General said his visit to Turkey assured him 
that Turkey was anxious to enter into an alliance with Pakistan put 

that the Governor General had said it was premature and that first mil- 

itary aid should be granted directly to Pakistan. Personally I got the 
impression that the Governor General wanted the strength of a direct 

agreement between U.S. and Pakistan to strengthen his bargaining po- 
sition with Turkey when the time came to enter into an agreement 

with Turkey. I think that the Governor General put it on the ground 
that he had nothing to talk about that was of any use to Turkey until . 
he was assured of military assistance by the U.S., but that once assured 

| of that military assistance, he thought he could be very helpful in 
bringing Iran into an agreement and could go further by being helpful 

in lining up support of Saudi Arabia because the new King of Saudi 
Arabia was a very good friend of his. He made it clear this was not a 

promise as far as Saudi Arabia was concerned but a possibility. 

I believe he expressed the opinion that Nehru would be angry if aid 
were granted but it would principally blow over in three or four months 

and he doubted that even Nehru was ready to tie up with Russia or 

China out of pique. | 
The Governor General made the point that delay by the U.S. in giv- 

ing military aid to Pakistan would make Nehru more difficult to deal 
with on the Kashmir issue. The Governor General also emphasized that _ 

were the U.S. not to grant aid now, especially in view of all the publiz- 
ity, it would be like taking a poor girl for a walk and then walking out 

on her, leaving her only with a bad name. Subsequently, it was inter- 

esting to find the Prime Minister using the same analogy, which clearly 

indicates they put their heads together before seeing the Vice President 

and me. | | 

He also emphasized to the Vice President that a, certain amount of 
_ firmness was necessary when governing and that though a peaceful 

man, when the time came to be firm he believed in being firm. 
Query: How far this may reflect intimations he received when in 

Washington ?
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033.1100 NI/12-853: Telegram 
| 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State* | 

| TOP SECRET Karacui, December 8, 1953—5 p. m. 

: 491. Eyes only for Secretary and Byroade. Below summary state- 

| ments Governor General in presence Nixon and Hildreth and of Prime 

| Minister in presence Cabinet Secretary, Nixon and Hildreth, followed | 

| by Embassy comments. Nixon has seen this cable and concurs factual | 

| report, but reserves opinion on Embassy comments and, from Tran, : 

| after reflection, will send his own opinions with copy to Karachi.’ 

| Summary cable Nixon visit will follow 12 pouch? _ 

| Governor General talked mostly of military aid which so prominent : 

| in evéeryone’s mind as to be almost exclusive subject of intimate dis- _ : 

| cussions in all quarters. Averred ridiculous for Nehru think of 

| Pakistan attacking India and doubted if any expression such fear on | 

| Nehru’s part genuine. If aid granted, Governor Genera] would per- | 

| gonally fly Delhi to visit Nehru as old friend and give any assurances 

requested alleviate concern India. Casually expressed thought Nehru’s 

| sister in recent talk in New York with Governor General agreed with | 

| latter her brother very stupid on subject Communism. Governor Gen- : 

eral said on recent stop-over Turkey, Turkey assured him it anxious 

| -enter alliance GOP but Governor General replied he had little to talk | 

| about until aid granted by United States and direct aid to GOP should 

| be preliminary to any GOP-Turkey agreement. Indicated once mili- 

| tary aid granted, he thought he in particularly valuable position to 

| help bring Iran into agreement and also he had great influence with 

| new King of Saudi Arabia which he indicated he was not promising 

_ to use, but which could be an asset in future. Admitted Nehru angry 

| if aid granted, but anger would blow over in three or four months and 

| he doubted if even Nehru would come any closer to Russia or China 
| out of pique. Urged that delay in giving GOP military aid would 

, make Nehru more difficult on Kashmir issue and would also leave GOP 

| in eyes of world, after so much international publicity, like jilted girl. 

| Said amount of aid unimportant; best way was to send military mis- 

| sion to determine extent help necessary and how it could be most effec- 

| tively given. But mission should come only after firm commitment. | 

|. In conclusion, in reply to Nixon’s direct question what would effect 

| 1 This telegram was repeated for information to New Delhi as telegram 88. | | 
: * Telegram 1281 from Tehran, Dec. 9, not printed. The Vice President said he 

{| had reached certain conclusions that he would like to pass on to the Secretaries 
: of State ‘and Defense before a final decision was reached on military aid. E 
| (033.1100 NI/12-953 ) 
: * Despatch 364 from Karachi, Dec. 14, not printed. It gave a summary account 

| of Nixon’s visit and transmitted copies of his arrival and departure speeches to : 
| the press, as well as a copy of a speech he made over Radio Pakistan on Dec. 8. | 

(033.1100 NI/12-1453) | | 

( |
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be on Pakistan of failure to give military aid, Governor General 

replied “disastrous”. 7 a 
Governor General indicated rulers had to use a certain amount of 

firmness when necessary. Query: How far this thought reflected in- 
timations he received when in Washington. | | 

Prime Minister spoke frankly and ably. Commented Nixon’s refer- — 
ence to Soviet colonialism should have been to imperialism and GOP 
convinced time will come when Russia would strive for access to 
Persian Gulf through Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan. This was of 

, vital urgency which free world should appreciate. Regardless United 
States aid GOP must and will do all it can to prevent such action 

both on ground of preventing physical destruction GOP and on 
ground all true Muslims will always have to fight putting all power- 
ful state ahead importance and well-being of individual. Prime 
Minister emphasized silly India talk about GOP fighting India; even 
if military equipment made start possible GOP could never maintain 
an offensive without continuing support industrial powers, so merely 
giving equipment would not make possible war against India. On 
other hand, political party in India openly urging Indian domina- 
tion sub-continent so GOP must always maintain high defenses. If 
military aid given, would help GOP tackle with money and talent 
economic problems which now have to take second place to defense, 
though Defense Secretary Mirza in subsequent conversation said 
GOP would not. sponge on United States aid by decreasing its present 
military appropriations. Prime Minister admitted India would resent 
military aid but Nehru’s ambitions would not lead him become “tail 
of dog” of Russia and China even if piqued. Convinced Nehru main- 
taining neutralism purely for bargaining purpose of playing East 

| against West and wondered how long he could successfully play it. 
Prime Minister said military aid not forthcoming now would be like 
taking girl down primrose path and deserting her in the limelight of 
world publicity. Felt would not only be diplomatic defeat for GOP, | 
but in eyes of world, diplomatic victory for Russia and India and 
blow to United States. Parenthetically, Defense Minister and others 
expressed concern that failure to deliver would be blow to Prime 

| Minister who as much by circumstances as his own conviction is sup- 

| posed to be the warmest friend of United States not only in Pakistan, 

but in this area. If one so close to United States cannot get help when 

| willing to stand up and be counted, what hope is there for others 

who are willing stand up and be counted. Prime Minister would - 

be tagged as not having anywhere near his supposed influence with 

| United States. Prime Minister again emphasized wanted United 

States to be sure it was convinced military aid was a sound thing, but 

if so convinced, stick by decision and do not be deterred by pressures. 

When queried, he replied he had no objection to Pakistan frst
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publicly asking for aid provided it was entirely understood the re- _ | 
_ quest would be acted upon favorably. | | 

| Embassy comment: From point of view of GOP-United States re- | 
___ lations, Embassy subscribes wholeheartedly to frank statements of key | 
| officials except so far as effect on Nehru is concerned. Embassy believes — 
| Allen best judge and we merely pass on GOP officials opinion of mili- | 
| tary aid question reaction by Nehru. Last sentence Allen’s excellent 
| concluding paragraph Delhi telegram 872 to Department (repeated ) 
| Karachi 99)‘ would seem to Embassy to leave out the negative aspect ! 
| of the danger that will be done in this area of the world if after all : 
| the publicity nothing is forthcoming. In other words, the question of : 

_ military aid to Pakistan now involves not only affirmative considera- | 
_ tions, but negative considerations which reach beyond India and | 

Pakistan. so | | | 
| Embassy believes basic question is simple: Are advantages of Paki- | 
| san contribution to Middle East defense as active participating free 

| world partner outweighed by adverse reaction in India. We venture : 
| to express opinion that former is objective worth risks. Sen, 
| Secondary consideration, apart from merits of question, is adverse | 
| effect on GOP and United States interests in Pakistan and area of now 

| -Yejecting Pakistan’s request for military aid. We believe this is serious | 
| consideration. oO | | 

po ce — “Aipreri : 

‘Dated Dec. 4, not printed. : | . : 

| 780.5/11-3058 : Telegram a oe ) , 

fo _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey * 

| TOP SECRET _ Wasuineton, December 24, 1953—4:06 p. m. 

686. For the Ambassador. Decision on extension of military assist- 
ance to Pakistan has not as yet been made by the US Government.? 

| Before requesting such a decision we wish to determine procedures 
| to be followed in event it is decided to go ahead. Conceivably the type | 
| of procedure that could be worked out might have a bearing upon | 
_ the decision itself. | | | _ | 
| We think best way would be in form of support for some sort of | 
| regional defense cooperation initiated by states in the area. Believe 

_ this important both domestically and abroad to provide , rationale | 
| for extension military aid programs beyond present géographical 

limits and to support our contention that assistance to Pakistan is 

3 *This telegram was repeated to Karachi, New Delhi, Tehran, Baghdad, Kabul, | | 
»° and London. | . . 

* This matter is discussed. in greater detail in a memorandum by Byroade to : 
| Nash, on the topic of military assistance to Pakistan, dated Oct. 15, 1953, printed | 

in volume Ix. | 

|
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directed toward defense against outside aggression and not against 

India or Afghanistan. | 
Recent reports from missions at Ankara, Baghdad, Tehran and 

| Karachi seem to show that sole present possibility is to bring about 

bilateral Turk-Pakistani arrangement, which would however be open 

to adherence by others in future. 

Urtel 557 November 30 quotes Governor General Ghulam Moham- 

med as saying President Bayar confirmed to him Turk willingness to 

enter immediately into “defense pact” with Pakistan and further will- 

ingness to include Iran if and when Iranian conditions indicate sufh- 

cient stability. If Governor General’s report correct and if he himself 

accurately reflects Pakistani views, there would seem to be no serious 

obstacle to early action by Turks and Pakistanis. 

Unless you see objection request you approach Turks in greatest con- 
fidence without delay along following lines: | 

1. As Turk Government knows we have been considering program 

of military aid to Pakistan. We consider Pakistan has potential to 
make real contribution to defense of Middle East if assisted by West- 
ern Powers. However, there are certain obvious difficulties (such as 
Indian attitude) in way of military aid program and we have not yet 

~ come to final decision. We wish to consult Turks on this whole subject. 
2. It seems to us that one way to minimize political repercussions and 

maximize Pakistani area defense contribution might be to link US 
aid program with initiation of mutual defense arrangements between 
Turkey and Pakistan and any other states in the area which might 

: be interested and acceptable to first two. This would show that intent 
of US aid is to strengthen area defense against outside aggression _ 
rather than to take sides in disputes within area such as those that 
exist between Pakistan and her neighbors. Early creation of regional 
arrangement would have further advantage of enabling a start on 

; regional defense planning which is highly desirable from military 
viewpoint. 7 | 

8. We understand Governor General Ghulam Mohammed discussed 
with Turks (as he did with us) possibility of Turk-Pakistani defense 
arrangement with eventual addition of Iran and Iraq and possibly 

others. We should be glad to know whether Turks are disposed to con-_ 
sider this seriously. | | 

4. We assume Turks would not envisage binding military alliance 
which might conflict with Turkey’s NATO obligations and go beyond 

present stage of Pakistani thinking. We believe, however, some looser 

arrangement (perhaps similar to Turk-Greek- Yugoslav pact)* pro- 

viding consultation and joint defense planning would be both prac- 
ticable and useful. We would not contemplate participation by US or 
any other Western Power. Our part would be to assist such arrange- 
ment rather than participate as member. | 

5. We do not believe time has yet come for inclusion Iran or Afghan- ~ 
istan in such an arrangement. Similarly, most Arab states are too pre- | 

* For text, see the compilation on U.S. security policy in the Near and Middle 

East in volume Ix. an 
‘This reference is to the Treaty of Ankara, Feb. 28, 1953. For documentation 

on this topic, see volume VIII. | |
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| occupied with Palestine and disputes with West to be ready join any- 
thing savoring of Middle East Defense Organization, even without | 

| direct Western participation. We have however some reason to believe 
| Iraq would not be unreceptive to defense planning, despite negative ) 
| attitude of other Arabs, Iraqis have recently shown keen appreciation : 
| of Soviet threat through Iran and are pressing us for modest military | 
| aid: (which we may give). We understand Ghulam Mohammed talked : 
| to King Faisal re defense planning and found sympathetic attitude. : 
| Since Iraq would obviously be important link in defense chain, it would 
| seem desirable that any planning for regional defense arrangement 

| should keep in view desirability of including her at some juncture. We 
| would not however consider her participation need be a condition | 

| precedent to establishment of arrangement between Turkey and : 
| Pakistan. | | | 

6. In light of Turk views on foregoing, together with any other ob- 
| servations they may wish to make, we expect very shortly to review : 
| whole picture and arrive at final decision re military aid to Pakistan. ! 
|  Ifthat decision is to go ahead and if Turks concur in general desirabil- | 
| ity of Turk-Pakistani defense arrangement as suggested above, we 

/ shall want to concert with Turks on tactics. We think it would be un- 
| desirable for US to take any. public initiative. Either Turkey or Paki- | 
| stan could lead off by proposing (to the other) exploratory bilateral | 
_ talks. These might be secret at first but at some fairly early stage it 
| would seem desirable that the two parties publicly announce their 
| Intention to negotiate. Simultaneously or shortly afterward Pakistan 
| eould make formal request for US military aid and we could make 
| . public favorable response based on idea of supporting collective secu- 
| rity as exemplified by proposed Turk-Pakistani pact. 

| We expect in the next few days to advise British of our line of 
| thought as outlined above but do not plan to say anything further 
1 Pakistanis until we have Turk reaction.® | | 

| Consider it important avoid any publicity at this stage re approach 
, to Turks. 

. | DULLES 
: *Telegram 658 from Ankara, Dec. 29, advised the Department of State that : 

the Ambassador had discussed the substance of the source text with the Turkish 
2 Prime Minister on Dec. 28, and the Prime Minister said his thinking coincided 
| with that outlined by the Ambassador. The Prime Minister confirmed his conver- 
; sations with Ghulam Mohammed and told the Ambassador he had also had a 
1 recent conversation with the Ambassador of Iraq. (780.5/12—2953 ) | 

| 780.5/12-2958 : Telegram | | 

. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan 

| TOP SECRET WasHineTon, December 29, 1953—7 p. m. | 

483. For Ambassador..Agree PM should be informed (Embtel 478)? 

| * This telegram was repeated-to Ankara and London. 
4 *Telegram 473 from Karachi, Dec. 29, not printed, informed the Department 

' of State that the Prime Minister of Pakistan was leaving for Dacca on Jan. 1 
| and was not expected back until Jan. 12. Referring to the next to last paragraph 
| of telegram 686 to Ankara (repeated to Karachi as telegram 475), supra, it sug- | 
/ gested that in view of the imminence of important decisions in Washington the | 

Prime Minister should be advised of the substance of telegram 475 before his 
departure. (780.5/12-2953) | 

|
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but prefer you not yet request his views. On basis that you see PM 
privately and that he understands and agrees fully with need for com- 

_ plete secrecy you may speak to him along following lines: 

1. Turkish Government being informed we considering military aid 
program for Pakistan. ae 

2. We believe it desirable minimize political repercussions (India 
and Afghanistan) and maximize Pakistan contribution area defense. 
One way do this would be to link US aid to initiation of mutual 
defense understanding between Turkey and Pakistan, Such an ar- 
rangement might be open-ended permitting addition of others if 
agreed to. | | - 

8. We are telling Turks we would be glad to know whether they are 
disposed to consider an arrangement with Pakistan seriously. Sort of 
agreement in mind would not envisage binding military alliance but — 

| rather a loose arrangement for consultation and joint defense plan- 
ning. We would not become a partner but would assist members, 

4, If PM asks whether this means we will not extend aid unless 
Turkey goes along you may say that this is not necesarily so but that 
you are sure the US will wish to look at the problem in light of Turkish 
reaction. 

5. When final position reached we will of course wish to consult him 
further. 

6. You may assure PM our awareness embarrassment because of 
delay and express regrets. Decision will be made soon as possible. | 

7. Please emphasize we are giving him this advance notice because 
he is leaving Karachi before we can expect Turk reaction. Would be 
embarrassing if Turks learned we had spoken to him at this time. You 
may assure him it is unlikely final US position will be reached before 
his return on the 12th. 
FYI we are awaiting return of President and Admiral Radford to 

Washington and we hope to have matter taken up for early decision 

then. : | 
-Also FYI British Embassy informed substance Deptel 475 to 

Karachi and 686 to Ankara.® | 
7 | | | DULLES 

* Supra. 

790D.5/1-554 | a 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET § EYES ONLY _ [TWasutinerton,] January 5, 1954. 

Ata meeting today held with the President + by Secretary Wilson, 

Governor ‘Stassen and myself, the President agreed in principle to 

proceeding with military aid to Pakistan, subject, however, to our 

capacity to present this in a reasonable way, which would allay the | 

apprehensions of reasonable people that we were trying to help Paki- 

stan against India. The idea was that we would emphasize (1) that 

~ 1 Department of State files contain two different bickground memoranda for 

the President on military aid to Pakistan. both dated Jan. 4. There is no indica- 

tion as to which one was sent to him before the Jan. 5 meeting. (790D.5/1-454 

and 790D.5 MSP/1-454)
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this was part of a regional security project being initiated by Turkey | 
2 and Pakistan with other countries in the area for potential additions, | 
| and (2) that we would indicate to India that we would be prepared to : 
: extend military aid to India under the same type of agreement as : 
7 was offered Pakistan.? — | | 
| I presume that this statement would be one that would be issued : 
| publicly and embodied in a note that would be delivered to India. 

After this is drafted, the matter will be taken up again with the : 
President for his final decision. | | | | 

It was felt unnecessary to take this back to the NSC in view of its 
decision in 155/15 | | | 

7A memorandum by Byroade to the Secretary of State, dated Jan. 8, informed : 
: him that officers of the Department of State had been giving further thought to 

the problem of how to begin the proposed arms program to Pakistan. Attached 
to the memorandum were two papers dealing with the subject: a summary of 

: the steps to be taken in putting the program into effect and a draft statement for. 
| the President to issue when Pakistan was informed that military aid would be 
4 extended. In addition, NEA was preparing a letter for the President to send to : 
: Indian Prime Minister Nehru immediately prior to the public announcement of } 
| arms aid to Pakistan. (790D.5 MSP/1-854) . | 

A memorandum for the President on military aid to Pakistan, dated Feb. 16, | 
5 by Deputy Under Secretary of State Robert Murphy, informed him that Pakistan 
| would formally request grant military aid from the United States in the near | 
: future, and it had been agreed that the United States would immediately give a 
: favorable response. Attached were drafts of a statement for the President to | 

make regarding military aid to Pakistan and a personal message from the Presi- | 
dent to send to the Indian Prime Minister. A memorandum by Ann Whitman, / 
Personal Secretary to the President, dated Feb. 16, stated that she was returning ! 
the documents, which had been approved by the President. (790D.5 MSP/2-1654) i 
Regarding the President’s letter to Indian Prime Minister Nehru, see telegrams 
992 and 1005 to New Delhi, Feb. 18 and 20, and telegram 1342 from New Delhi, | | 
Feb. 24, pp. 1735 ff. 

* For text, see the compilation on U.S. security policy in the Near and Middle | 
. Kast in volume Ix. | 

| INR—NIE files . 

| | Special E'stimate 3 | 7 
| 

| TOP SECRET WasurneTon, 15 January 1954. 

SE-55 ? | 

' THE ProBaBLe Repercussions or A US Decision To Grant or Deny 
Miuirary Ai To PAKISTAN | 

| | THE PROBLEM 
| To estimate the repercussions, particularly in India and Pakistan, | 
| of (a) a US decision to grant a modest amount of military aid to 
| Pakistan and (6) a US decision not to grant such aid. | | 

* According to a note on the cover sheet, “The Intelligence Advisory Committee I 
| concurred in this estimate on 12 January 1954. The FBI abstained, the subject. 

being outside of its jurisdiction. The following member organizations of the 
Intelligence Advisory Committee participated with the Central Intelligence 

/ Agency in the preparation of this estimate: The intelligence organizations of : 
| the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint 

Staff.” se | 
: *This paper was later designated SNIE (Special National Intelligence Esti- : 

mate) 50-54. | : : 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 50 | 
Bb
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ASSUMPTIONS oe 

1. That a military aid program for Pakistan would be of modest 
proportions and from a realistic military view point would not threaten 
India’s present military preponderance in the subcontinent. 

2. That the military aid agreement would not involve establishment 
of US military bases or a formal US—Pakistani mutual assistance 

commitment. | 
3. That the US would (a) make every effort to reassure India that 

aid to Pakistan was not directed against it; and (0) undertake to dis- _ 
courage Pakistani military aggression against Indian-held territory. 

4, That a decision on military aid to Pakistan would not be an- 
nounced, before 23 January, when the Korean POW’s will presumably 
ke released from the custody of India in Korea, but would be an- 
nounced. shortly thereafter. | | 

CONCLUSIONS 

5. A US decision to extend military aid to Pakistan would have the 
following effects: 

a. It would increase the Pakistan Government’s prestige at home and 
ead to consolidate the government’s present friendly relations with the 

6. It would arouse grave concern and indignation in India and lead 
to increased tensions in the subcontinent. US efforts to mitigate these 
reactions are unlikely to have any significant effect. | 

c. It would lead to an intensification of existing differences in US- 
Indian relations and possibly to more friendly Indian relations with 

the Bloc, but would probably not lead to any major change in India’s 
foreign policies. | 

d. Over the course of time the violence of Indian feeling would, 
in the absence of exacerbating circumstances, tend to subside. How- 
ever, there is a danger that frictions and disagreements between the 

US and India might be aggravated as a result of continuing resent- 

ment. Such a development would make it easier for India to drift 

into an eventual position of isolation from Western friendship and 

support, in which it would be more susceptible to Communist pressures. 

6. A US decision not to grant military aid to Pakistan would have 

the following effects: 

a. It would mean a loss of US prestige, since India has protested 

violently against such aid and the USSR and Communist China have 

registered objections. | 
b. It would cause grave disappointment to the Pakistan Government, 

weaken the-position of pro-Western moderate elements now 1n con- 

- trol, and possibly lead to cabinet changes even including the Prime 

Minister. It would probably not, however, result in the present ruling 

group losing control of the government. The Pakistan Government 

| would feel strong resentment toward India, since Pakistani leaders 

would ascribe a negative US decision to Indian pressure.
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—@. The US would not bank any enduring credit with India, nor 
would there be any improvement in present Indian-Pakistani relation- 

| ships. Moreover, Indian leaders might be encouraged to use pressure 
7 tactics against the US on other occasions. 

7. The reactions of other governments to a US decision concerning 
military aid to Pakistan would probably not be such as to involve any 

| major changes in present policies. | | | | 

| DISCUSSION a | 

| 1. Probable Repercussions of a US Decision to Extend Military Aid ) 

8. A US decision to grant military aid to Pakistan would be wel- : 
comed by the Pakistan Government, would bolster the government’s 
prestige with the Pakistani public, and would tend to consolidate the } 

: government’s friendly relations with the US. These effects might, — 
however, be somewhat reduced by disappointment over the small : 
amount of aid contemplated. The governments of Turkey, Ceylon, and | 

_ Thailand have indicated that they would favor such a decision, and | 
that of Iran would probably also approve. The UK has expressed cer- | 
tain anxieties but has indicated that it would go along with such a | 

| decision and is attempting to overcome India’s fears and objections. | 
| 9. The USSR and Communist China have already protested to Pak- : 
| istan against the granting of any US military aid. They would view : 

such a US decision with concern, considering it as one more step in : 
! the US policy of “encirclement” and as a prelude to the establish- 
: ment of US bases in Pakistan. However, we believe that they would 

confine their reaction to violent propaganda attacks on the US, ef- 
forts to exploit neutralist and anticolonial sentiments in the area, and 

| attempts to cultivate closer relations with India. | 
10. Afghanistan has expressed its concern, but indications are that | 

: this is largely for public consumption. It has indicated that it too | 
| would like military aid, and no change in the traditional Afghan 

policy is likely to result from aid to Pakistan. Reactions of the Arab 
_ States would vary. The governments of Iraq and probably Saudi: | 

: Arabia would approve. Egypt probably would feel slighted unless it | 
received comparable military aid. Furthermore, it would feel that : 

| Pakistan would eventually be unable to support the Arabs on such | 
| Issues as Palestine and Morocco. In none of the other countries of the : 

Free World is the reaction of their present government likely to have | 
any adverse effect on relations with the US or Pakistan, and in some 

| cases the reaction is likely to be favorable. | 
11. The most significant reaction from the standpoint of US inter- | 

ests would be in India. India regards Pakistan as the country most im- | 
| mediately threatening India’s interests and ambitions and believes 
| that Pakistan’s primary purpose in seeking US military assistance is | 
| to strengthen its position vis-4-vis India. India would, therefore, view 

|
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the granting of such assistance to Pakistan with grave concern and 
indignation. The Indian Government would consider the granting of 
military aid to Pakistan as the first in a series of steps leading to a 
significant Increase in the military power of Pakistan and an unwel- 
come involvement of South Asia in the cold war. India would regard 
the US action as an opening wedge in the return of colofial powers to — 
the area and as a challenge to India’s concept of “a third area” of 
neutral nations in which India would exercise leadership. It would — 
fear that initiation of US-Pakistan military cooperation would: (a) | 
usher in a policy of even greater US “favoritism” toward Pakistan 
_vis-4-vis India on such issues as Kashmir; (b) lead to a dangerous 
increase in Pakistan’s military strength; and (c) sooner or later in- 

volve establishment of US bases in Pakistan. / 
12. US efforts to mitigate India’s fear and resentment are unlikely 

to have any effect on Prime Minister Nehru or Indian opinion gen- 
erally. Since the Indians object in principle to any military aid to 

_ Pakistan, they are unlikely to be much influenced by such measures as 
direct US reassurances to India, the exaction of non-aggression 
pledges from Pakistan, or the provision of the aid within the context 

| of Pakistan defense arrangements with Turkey and other Middle East 
states. Over the course of time the violence of Indian feeling would, 
in the absence of exacerbating circumstances, tend to subside. How- 
ever, Indian apprehension regarding a Pakistan military build-up. 
and the establishment of US military bases in Pakistan would prob- 
ably continue, and Indian resentment toward the whole concept of 
US-Pakistan military cooperation would almost certainly persist. 

Effect on Indian Policies : | 

18. India’s resentment over a US military aid program for Paki- 
stan would lead at least temporarily to a worsening of US-Indian 
relations. Indian leaders and the Indian press would be more critical 
of the US and of US policies. In its diplomatic activities, both in and 
out of the UN, India would probably be more disposed to undercut 

| and embarrass the US. India would probably increase its efforts to — 
develop a strong neutralist bloc in the UN and might be more difficult 
to deal with on Korea and other Far East issues. In addition it might 
curb US information activities and refuse to go ahead with negotia- 
tion of a Treaty of Friendship and Establishment. American activi- _ 

| ties in India, both official and private, would encounter increased 
difficulties with government officials and the general public. oe 
_ 14. India would tend to become confirmed in its attitude that the 
greatest immediate problem in South Asia comes, not from Com- 
munist imperialism, but from the “unreasonable” policies of the ap- 
parently military-minded West and Pakistan’s identification with it; 
India might become convinced that its aims as an independent state 

are incompatible with those of the US. The possibility of eventual
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| cooperation between India and the US in establishing a common front 
| against Communist pressures in Asia would become even more remote. 
| There is also a danger that intensified frictions between the US and | 

India, if allowed to persist, would make it easier for India to drift into | 
| an eventual position of isolation from Western friendship and sup- | 
| port, in which it would be more susceptible to Communist internal | 

| and external pressures. _ as | 
15..While India would probably be inclined to harass the US, it 

| would almost certainly seek to avoid a clear-cut break with the US : 
| and its allies, to whom India looks for markets and for economic aid. | 
| Except possibly as a result of a cumulative series of frictions and dis- : 
! agreements, India would be unlikely to refuse US economic aid. How- 

: ever, there is a continuing possibility that India might be faced with 
: possible loss of US aid through failure to comply with the Battle Act, | 
| and there is some slight chance that it might further risk loss of US | 

| aid by cutting off export of strategic materials to the US. Despite | : 

| possible irritation over British failure to oppose US military aid to. | 
| Pakistan, India would remain in the Commonwealth, at least for some : 
| time to come, if only to avoid further loss of influence there. _ : 
| 16. Resentment against the US would probably increase Indian 

| interest in trade with the Communist Bloc and strengthen India’s 
conciliatory attitude toward Communist China on such questions as : 

| Korea. However, it is extremely unlikely that India would make sig- : 
| nificant political concessions to the Communists, enter into arms agree- | 
| ments with them, or otherwise go further than it is now prepared to. | 
| go toward associating itself with the Bloc. Such moves would strike — / 

| at the very foundations of India’s policy of non-involvement. = : 
: 17. Thus, we do not believe that Indian resentment and increased | | 

US-Indian tensions would, by themselves, cause any major alteration : 
| of Indian foreign policies. As long as India continues to pursue its 
| basic policy of independence and non-alignment in the cold war, it | 

has little additional room for maneuver. Since India has already felt 

| obliged to express itself on the numerous international issues on which 
_ it dissents from US policy, there is virtually no major act of reprisal | 
, India could undertake against the US without jeopardizing its own | 
| interests. This we believe the Indians would be unwilling to do. | | 

Effects on Stability in the Subcontinent . | 

2 18. India’s reaction to a US decision to extend military aid to 
| Pakistan would also lead to increased tensions in the subcontinent. 

| Leadership elements in India are almost unanimous in opposing US 
| military aid for Pakistan. Within India, agitation against the US 
| decision would lead to an increase in popular bad feeling: toward the 
| US and Pakistan and to an increase, possibly of dangerous propor-— | 
| tions, in Hindu-Moslem communal tension and in anti-Christian 

| agitation. However, widespread violence is unlikely to break out un- 

i
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less the Indian Government makes a serious miscalculation in its _ 

efforts to demonstrate that it has public support. The Communists 
would, by associating themselves with the opposition to US military 
aid to Pakistan, have an opportunity to gain prestige and to pursue 
their united front tactics. 

19. Existing strains in Indian-Pakistani official relations would 
once again be intensified. India would remain unwilling to accept any 
compromise on Kashmir, and its reluctance to cooperate with Paki- 
stan on such other issues as that of joint development of the Punjab 
watershed would be reinforced. There might also be a new round of 
minor reprisals between the two countries, but we do not believe that 
increased tensions would lead to a deliberate resumption of hostilities. 

II. Probable Repercussions of a US Decision not to Extend Military 
Aid 

20. It is widely known that the US has been considering military 
aid to Pakistan. Since India has protested violently against such aid 
and the USSR and Communist China have registered objections, a 
US decision not to extend such aid would mean a loss of US prestige. 
It would be a grave disappointment to the Pakistan Government, 

_ which has almost certainly come to believe that the US is committed to 
giving it military assistance. Moreover, Pakistan’s leaders would con- 
elude that the US had decided that India’s good will was more im- 
portant than that of Pakistan and that it would be unwilling to offend 
India on other matters involving South Asia. These leaders might later 
try to reopen the aid question, but they would be bitter at what they 
would consider relegation to second-class status in South Asia and in 
the future would have less confidence in the US and possibly also the 
UK. The Pakistan Government would feel strong resentment toward 
India since Pakistani leaders would ascribe a negative US decision to | 

Indian pressure. However, we believe that Pakistan would not aban- 
don its fundamentally anti-Communist and pro-Western outlook. | 

_ 91. Within Pakistan, the effect of the decision would be to weaken 
the position of the pro-Western moderate elements now in control. 
Failure to obtain military aid would deprive the Government of a 

- major: political asset and would expose it to more severe attack on 
_ other issues. A negative US decision would strengthen the reactionary 
religious elements which oppose close ties with the West and favor 
amore militant policy regarding Kashmir, and might lead to cabinet 
changes, including even the Prime Minister. However, the pro- — 
Western moderate elements probahly would not Jose control of the | 

government. : ' 

992. US denial of military aid to Pakistan would be looked on in ~ 
| India as a reluctant concession to India pressure. While it would 

remove a source of friction, the beneficial effect on US-Indian relations 
would probably be negligible. India would be pleased by the decision.
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2 However, it is unlikely to be significantly more cooperative, and might 
| actually be less so, regarding the various issues on which it now dis- 
) sents from US policy. In fact, India would probably be encouraged to | 

: use Similar pressure tactics against the US on other occasions, India’s | 
: attitude toward a Kashmir settlement would not change and its re- : 

luctance to bargain with Pakistan on other issues would increase. : 
: 23, A negative decision with respect to military aid for Pakistan | 

would probably encourage those Middle Eastern political elements | 
, which oppose close ties with the West. By the same token, a negative _ : 
| US decision would discourage political elements in the Middle East 

1 which are now inclined toward closer ties with the West, and the 
| government of Ceylon, which apparently wishes to avoid Indian hege- : 

| mony in South Asia. However, the reaction in most South Asian and 
| Middle Eastern countries, in the longer run, would depend largely | 
| on the other aspects of US policy toward the area. : | 

Editorial Note : 
| Telegram 622 from Karachi, February 15, transmitted the Pakistani | 
: draft of its official request for military aid from the United States. 
| Telegram 675 to Karachi, February. 17, informed the Embassy the De- 

partment of State was pleased with the Pakistani draft request and did | 
| not ask for any changes in the text. The Department considered the | 

text of the request a suitable basis for a public announcement, although 
it suggested that the text might be shortened for that purpose. Tele- 
gram 647 from Karachi, February 19, transmitted the text of the pub- : 
lic announcement to be made by the Government of Pakistan request- | 

| ing military aid. The telegrams are in Department of State file 790D. | 
5B MSP, © | | | | 

On. April 2, 1954, Turkey and Pakistan signed an Agreement for : 
Friendly Cooperation, providing for consultation on international | 

_ MInatters of mutual interest. The key security provisions of the agree- : | ment are listed in the footnote to paragraph 6b of NSC 5428, July 23, : 
_ 1954, printed in volume IX. For the text of the agreement, see Docu- | 
| _ ments on International Affairs, 1954, pages 185-186. | 

On May 19, the United States Chargé in Pakistan and the F oreign. | 
Minister of Pakistan signed a Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement : | in Karachi. An announcement in the Department of State Bulletin, 

| May 31, 1954, pages 850-851, stated that the United States Government | | Would provide military equipment and training assistance to Pakistan. 
It also noted that Pakistan’s desire to play a part in the collective de- | _ fense of the free world had been demonstrated by its recent agreement | | with Turkey. For additional documentation on this topic, see volume
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IX. The text of the Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement of May 19, 

1954 is printed in 5 UST 852. = | a 

| Editorial Note | 

| Telegrams 856 and 857 from Karachi, April 21, informed the De- 

partment of State that the Pakistani Cabinet had decided the country 

did not need the remaining wheat deliveries that had been authorized. _ 

In addition, the Government of Pakistan offered to provide the United 

States with the labor necessary to complete construction of a new chan- 

cery building for the United States Embassy in Karachi, to express 

gratitude for the emergency wheat aid. (890D.2311/4-2154) Telegram 

937 to Karachi, May 3, transmitted the text of a statement by Acting | 

Secretary Murphy accepting the offer of the Government of Pakistan. 

(890D.2311/5-354) A press release in the Department of State Budle- 

tin, September 13, 1954, page 378, announced that the Government of 

the United States was at that time in a position to proceed with final 

plans for construction of the chancery. | 

790D.18/5-2954 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State* — 

SECRET § NIACT Karacui, May 29, 1954—11 a. m. 

975. Dhahran for DLG. Prime Minister asked me to see him this 

morning. He said in view close relationships our two countries he was 

telling me in greatest confidence that decision had been taken impose 

Governor’s rule East Pakistan. Governor would be Iskander Mirza _ 

who was summoned from London and who will leave for Dacca tomor- 

row. Mechanics of matter being worked out today. Announcement — 

probably will be made tomorrow. Prime Minister stated first act of 

_ Governor would be to arrest known Communists. Although Fazlul Huq 

- had asked for three months GOP, in view known Communists occupy- 

ing positions his government, could not, tolerate dangers increased 

Communist activity. during succeeding three months. Danger was 

acutely realized when matter arose discussing anti-Communist meas- 

| ures or distributing documents to Cabinet and chief ministers through — 

likelihood conference information reaching Moscow or Peking via | 

Fazlul Huq. | ; ) | | | 

‘Prime Minister stated intensified activity would proceed two fronts, 

psychological and economic. GOP plan establish two new radio stations 

1 This telegram was repeated to Dhahran. |
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‘East Bengal, step up informational program to high degree. On eeco- 2 
nomic front Governor would see that people received cheap necessities : i 
of life, mainly food, cloth, kerosene, mustard oil and salt. GOP realizes : 
essentiality winning over people and hope within one year parliamen- | 

tary government could be restored. a 
: Martial law would not be imposed at beginning and later only if | 
| absolutely necessary. General Mirza was good choice due previous con- | 

| nections Bengal which meant he was not regarded as “foreigner” by , 
. Bengalis. Prime Minister admitted loss to Central Government was | 
| serious. | | | | | | | 

| General Mirza has confirmed departure tomorrow, states doctors i 
| London were angry his departure in middle treatment and warned | 

| against possible consequences. Stated, however, that phone call from | 
Prime Minister had so emphasized critical nature situation General : 

| Mirza will “break his back” if necessary in East Bengal. | 
: | ts | EMMERSON | 

| 611.90D/6-1754 — | , 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for ! 

Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) | 

| SECRET ~ | oe [ WASHINGTON, | June 17, 1954. 

| Subject: Meeting with Sir Zafrulla Khan | 
| Participants: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Pakistan Foreign Minister 

| The Secretary 
: | Syed Amjad Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan | | 

Mr. Henry A. Byroade—NEA 

: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Foreign Minister of Pakistan, called upon the | 
| Secretary Thursday, June 17th, for a general discussion. . 

There was an opening general discussion as to the status of the In- | 
| dian and Pakistani discussions with the World Bank for a settlement | 

| of the Indus water dispute. The Secretary expressed his great desire _ 
| that this matter be settled and Sir Zafrulla expressed some optimism _ 

| that a solution might be found. | | 
| _ Turning to the Indochina problem, Sir Zafrulla expressed the inter- | 

| est of Pakistan in assuring that the right of self-determination of peo- 

| ples be safeguarded, that any guarantee of peace must of course be by _ | 

| the Big Powers, and that there should be some specific time period in| 

| connection with any supervisory role the South Asian powers might | 
| take on. He expressed his support of the Thailand Resolution. 7 | | | 

There was a short discussion upon Middle East defense matters, Sir | 

| Zafrulla stated he felt the objectives of Turkey and Pakistan were the 
same but that the Turks were somewhat suspicious of Pakistani inten- :
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tions as regarding Moslem religious identification with the endeavor. 

He concurred fully on the desirability of participation of Iraq and. 

Iran at some later date. | | 

Sir Zafrulla spoke briefly of difficulties in Pakistan due to the scar- 

city of high price consumer goods, particularly cloth. He felt they 

| would be in a critical period for the next eighteen months and stated 

they would explore on a lower level whether the United States could 

be of further assistance in thismatter. _ 

The Secretary gave Sir Zafrulla a rather detailed explanation of our 

current thinking with regard to Indochina and the Geneva Conference. 
He dwelt upon the complexities of the problem and as to what the effect 

might be if the French Government decides to pull out and quit the 

fighting. The Secretary said in the viewpoint of some this would not be 

an unmixed evil because it is impossible to convince the local people on 

the question of self-determination as long as the French are there. The 

important thing would be for such a transition to be orderly and not 

catastrophic. It would have to be done in ‘a manner so that the remain- 

ing area could be held and there be no automatic sweep of the Commu- 

nists down through South East Asia. It should be possible to work out 

some means of collective security (which would include Laos and Cam- 

bodia and a part of Vietnam) that could be guaranteed by sufficient 

strength to allow a build-up of stronger governments behind the line. 
The role of France of course.is very much in doubt at the moment. 

The Secretary pointed out to Sir Zafrulla that the French had never 

asked us to actively enter the Indochina war on an international basis. 

They used the possibility of our entry for bargaining purposes only. 

He felt that the French saw merit in going it alone in that they could 

stop the war at any time they wanted. If it had become international- _ 

ized they would be in a position of negotiating with us and others on 

such matters. The Secretary pointed out there had never been a really 
clean-cut attitude of the French upon which to work. The independ- 

ence issue had been kept fuzzy and the Communists therefore had hold 

of a real issue. The Secretary pointed out this type of issue did not 

exist, except to a certain extent in Malaya, elsewhere in South East 

Asia. a | 
The Secretary expressed his personal view that there would be a 

cease-fire to let the French get out. - soe 

Sir Zafrulla was most appreciative of this outline by the Secretary. — 

; The Secretary indicated he might wish to talk further with Sir Zafrul- 

| la and the Ambassador after the Eden—Churchill visit. |
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analyzing the situation, and expressed the hope that a special analyst _ 
of top ability would be assigned to work on the problem in Washing- 
ton, implying by a wave of the hand toward the Ambassador that the 
analyst might work with Amjad Ali. In passing, Sir Zafrulla com- 
mented that U.S. stocks of surplus commodities might be of use in 
helping Pakistan through this period of crisis. 

| Governor Stassen gbserved that we did not yet have our appropria- 
tions for the coming fiscal year; that the will of the Congress was 
therefore to be determined; that after the Congress had appropriated 
funds, an Executive Branch review of the priorities confronting the 
United States Government would have to be made, at which time the 

| decision as to the U.S. ability to help Pakistan further would be con- | 
sidered. Mr. Stassen said that his staff was reviewing the situation 
in Pakistan, including consideration of any surplus commodity aspects — 
involved. He added that this review combined with the one going on 

| in Karachi would, subject to the policy recommendations of the Secre- 
tary of State, contribute to the final consideration by the Executive 
Branch. | | 

In response to Governor Stassen’s inquiry as to whether or not 
Pakistan still held some foreign exchange, Sir. Zafrulla and the 
Ambassador parried by noting that the difficulties on the foreign ex- 
change earnings side made the situation very difficult for Pakistan. 

Governor Stassen then indicated that the U.S. was prepared to ex- 
tend technical assistance to Pakistan on civil aviation, for develop- 
ment not only of technicians but of Pakistani civil air management 

| as well, Governor Stassen said that the matter of U.S. technical assist- — 
ance was a GOP decision as to whether or not the GOP wished to 
request such assistance. He indicated that this was also the case with 
regard to the possible supply of equipment for the purpose of develop- 
ing civil aviation within and between (and Governor Stassen empha- 
sized the “within and between”) East and West Pakistan. The Am- 
bassador moved quickly to note that Pakistan was interested in this 
aid and was interested particularly in developing its civil air transport 
which now was proposed to link Dacca to Karachi and then on to 
London. Governor Stassen retorted that the primary (but not abso- 
lutely exclusive) purpose of U.S. aid on equipment was for strength- 
ening of the internal system. Governor Stassen said that should the 
GOP request such aid, some U.S. aid in the form of a loan for the life 
of the equipment might be possible. | pet 

‘The Ambassador then picked up Sir Zafrulla’s earlier reference to 
the GOP concern in East Bengal over the communist strength among - 
the students there, and elaborated with first the implication and then 

the outright statement that West Bengalis had stimulated the riots in 
the jute and paper mills of East Bengal and were using the com- 

munists to disrupt the East Bengalese economy. The Ambassador
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noted that this was a short-sigited 
policy which would do no more | 

than strengthen 
the communists 

who would, in the final analysis, 
be as — | 

great a danger 
to India as they now are in East Pakistan. 

: 
Governor 

Stassen 
observed 

that any attempt 
to use the communists 

| 
as a tool anywhere 

in the world was indeed 
a dangerous 

practice. 
He | 

_ concluded 
the meeting 

by commending 
the GOP’s good fortune 

and ! 
_ courage 

in observing 
the danger and taking prompt 

action in East | | 
_ Pakistan. 

Both Sir Zafrulla 
and the Ambassador 

seemed 
pleased 

with. 
| their talk with Governor 

Stassen 
and departed 

in good spirits. | 

| 611.90D/7-1054 
| | 

| Lhe Ambassador 
in Pakistan 

(Hildreth) 
to the Department 

of State | 

| SECRET | - Karacnt, 
July 10, 1954. | 

| Subject: 
United States Policy Toward 

Pakistan 
| 

The present 
critical 

economic 
situation 

of Pakistan 
and the urgent ! 

| appeal of the Government 
of Pakistan 

to the United States for quick : 
| additional 

economic 
assistance 

(Embassy 
telegrams 

No. 5, July 1 ! 
| and Joint State-FOA 

telegram 
No. 19, July 7) * bring into immediate 

| 
1 highlight. 

considerations 

of basic American 
policy 

with respect 
to | | 

_ Pakistan. 
, 

A series of actions 
during 

the past year has increased 
the stake of : 

| the United 
States in Pakistan. 

The most important 
of these actions, 

| ! 
| in addition 

to a developing 
program 

of technical 
assistance 

and eco- : 

| nomic aid, have been the wheat gift, the pact between 
Turkey 

and 
| Pakistan, 

and the mutual 
defense 

assistance 
agreement. 

This closer ' | : 
| relationship 

between 
Pakistan 

and the United States, while openly | 
_ aligning 

this government 
with the forces of the free world, has at | 

| the same time increased 
the expectations 

of the Government 
of Pak- : 

| 1istan and produced 
a feeling 

akin to one of dependence 
on the United 

| 
| States. The developments 

in East Pakistan 
make this particularly 

: 
true. ae | | 

Foreign 
policy can be determined 

in advance 
and then implemented | by studied, 

planned 
actions. 

It can also result from a series of actions 
| 

| whose significance 
in their sum total may not have been appraised 

: 
and analyzed 

in advance. 
The Embassy 

believes 
that the present 

re- 
| quest for substantial 

sums of additional 
economic 

aid presents 
the op- 

| portunity 
and suggests 

the need for examination 
of the policy 

of the 
| United 

States toward 
Pakistan 

in the sum total of its various 
aspects, | intended 

objectives, 
and prospects 

for accomplishment." 

| 
| One may start with the proposition 

that it is in the interest 
of the . 

| United 
States that Pakistan 

develop 
as a free nation, 

politically 
stable, 

| 

-'Neither 
printed. 

_ oe | | | 

|
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economically sound, anti-communist in ideology, capable of defense 
against aggression and of participation in the defense of the area. _ 

| These ideas are generally either explicit or implicit in the military aid 
agreement which the United States and Pakistan have signed. The 
unanswered questions relate to the degree of importance which the 
United States may attach to these objectives, in the light of our world- 
wide commitments, and to judgments of Pakistan’s abilities to attain 
these objectives. Out of the answers to these questions must come the 
decision as to what the United States investment in Pakistan should 

be. | 

_ The answer to the first question is beyond the competence of the 
Embassy. It involves policy and strategy toward the entire Middle — 
East as well as South and Southeast Asia and an assessment of the 
importance of this area in relation to other parts of the world and to 
global strategy. The crux may be brought out in the question: Do we 
want to help Pakistan to develop sufficient strength to complement 
that of Turkey? If so, and if we believe in Pakistan’s ability to so 
develop with help, then the magnitude of our future investment as- 
sumes some calculable shape. If not, we must adjust our investment to 
a more modest. goal. | | , 

_ With respect to the second question, the Embassy can set forth its 
best judgments as of the present time. However, such judgments must 
be subject to continuing research and examination both in Pakistan 
and in Washington; subsequent facts, events, and conclusions may af- 
fect them materially. 

Political factors. The political stability of the country was threat- 
ened by the events leading up to the imposition of Governor’s rule in 
East Bengal. Law and order appear to have been restored and the vig- 
orous and imaginative Governor, Major General Iskander Mirza, may 
be able to do much to improve conditions in the province. Nevertheless 
the question of what follows Governor’s rule remains unanswered. The © 
Muslim League is thoroughly discredited and shows few signs of re- 
juvenation while the United Front offers no hope. Some new political 

_ force with dynamic attraction is needed. None is on the horizon. In the 
meantime competent observers express the opinion that East Bengal 
is ripe for communism. Consequently the postponement of democratic 
processes with a longer continuation of Governor’s rule than at first ex- 

. pected might in the end save the province. One should not forget that © 
with the tide of communist advance in Southeast Asia, East Bengal 

- might offer an attractive and little noticed target to the planners of the 
Asian Cominform. : | | 

The Embassy does not foresee a change in the Central Government | 

of Pakistan. No reason is seen to change the opinion expressed in Em- 
bassy despatch No. 651 of April 10, 1954 ? to the effect that the present 

? Not printed. _ |
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“ruling group” would continue. This group is anti-communist, pro- 

American, is fully supported by the Pakistan military, and is powerful | 

enough to maintain political stability within the country. | | 

~~ With respect to foreign affairs, relations with India appear to go 

| along on a low plateau, with mutual recrimination continuous although ! 

| probably more strident on the Pakistan side. The Kashmir question 1s : 

| momentarily quiescent although its return to the Security Council will | 

| fan the flames of Pakistani irritation and frustration. The canal waters : 

_ question is more explosive with its psychological “life or death” con- | 

| notation and at present is undoubtedly the most dangerous issue be- ot 

| tween India and Pakistan. 
| The Prime Minister’s visit to Turkey was highly successful and one 

would hope that as Pakistan’s relations with Turkey tighten and as 

| Pakistan comes to be seen as playing an important role in Middle East- 

ern affairs, obsessions over India will diminish. It would be too much, 

| however, to expect such a development soon. Some participation by 

| Pakistan in a Southeast Asia defense organization, even though the 

| contribution were [was] a token one, would enhance Pakistan’s inter- 7 

| national prestige and consequently help also to soften the jealous | 

bitterness felt for India. | | | | 

. To sum up: in spite of East Bengal, provincialism, constitutional] 

| difficulties, Muslim League incompetence, political immaturity, and | 

| vexing international problems, the Embassy believes that political | 

| stability can be maintained by the present ruling group. An economic | 

| erisis will of course seriously affect this stability and therefore eco- 

| nomic and political factors cannot be divorced from each other. 

| Economic factors, The Embassy has in its reports described to the — 

| Department the developing economic situation as deduced from facts 

available to the Embassy and from statements made by officials of the | 

| Government of Pakistan. The Embassy has expressed its conviction © | 

of the seriousness of a situation created by a widening gap between 

| the financial capacity of the Government and its essential requirements — | 

| for minimum consumer demands (Embtel 5, July 1). Pending the | 

| receipt of additional data and further study of the situation, one can- 

| not yet estimate the quantity and nature of assistance needed to fill 

this gap. Neither is it yet possible to estimate the degree to which the 

| present crisis is a temporary emergency or a continuing deficiency. | 

| Pakistan’s basic economy suffers from its dependence on two cash | 

| crops, jute and cotton, from its lack of self-sufficiency in consumers’ | 

| goods, and from its lack of basic industrial raw materials. The Finance | 

| Minister has stated that Pakistan will be self-sufficient in textiles with- | 

| ina year and that many other consumers’ items, now imported, will be _ | 

| available from indigenous production. This appears at the moment to | 

_ be somewhat over-optimistic. The discovery of natural gas in the coun- — | 

| try is an economic asset of great importance. Should oil exploration : 

| |
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now being undertaken be successful, the economic benefit to the coun- 
try would be of major importance. Given reasonable expectations of — 
crops, production, and markets, Pakistan’s economy should survive 
and gradually improve. Immediate needs are certain. How they can | 
be met and how assistance will affect the future economy of the coun- 
try must be the subject of the most careful study. 

_ Nevertheless, the emergence of the present economic crisis points up 
underlying weaknesses that will endure for some time. To the degree 

| that urgent economic problems exist both political and military sta- 
bility is lessened. It would appear now that the probable cost to the 
United States of meeting the minimum needs arising out of this situa- 

| tion and from the probable necessity of economic aid in support of 
direct military assistance is of an order of magnitude well in excess 
of present levels of United States aid. This probable cost must be con- 
sidered in conjunction with the basic decisions as to Pakistan’s place 
in United States policy plans for Asia, referred to elsewhere. — 

Military factors. Signing the military aid agreement has placed 
| Pakistan and the United States in a position of military partnership, 

| or so at least this event is interpreted by Pakistan. Once the high hopes 
of Pakistan’s commanders-in-chief for a two-billion dollar commit- 
ment by the United States had been dashed in the initial discussions 
with the Military Survey Team, General Ayub and his associates have 
looked to the senior partner, the United States, for guidance and in- 
structions. Now that they have signed the contract, they ask to be as- 
signed a role. They express impatience and frustration that the United 
States has not outlined to the Pakistan military its strategic concept 
for the area in which the Pakistan armed forces are to play a part. 

- In the meantime, several developments have taken place. The Prime 
Minister has stated that he took the line in Turkey that the two coun- 
tries should make joint plans which would be submitted to the United 
States (Embassy telegram No. 18). The Pakistanis would then say 
to the United States: “If you give us this much, we can do so-and-so ; 
if you give us some other amount, we can do something else.” The — 
United Kingdom has invited representatives of the Pakistani armed 
forces to discuss Middle East defense problems in London; General 
Ayub leaves for the U.K. in August. We have expressed the hope that 
conclusions will be tentative, so that these can fit into later discussions 
which may take place between the United States and the United King- 
dom and Pakistan (Department’s telegram No.1188)2 = 

In making the final decision as to how far the United States is pre- 
pared to underwrite Pakistan, the political, economic, and military 
factors must be considered together. Each is of great importance and _ 

- each is inextricably linked with the other two. Previous decisions.to 
assist Pakistan, whether by wheat, techniques, or arms, have been 

* Not printed.
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predicated on a belief in the survival of Pakistan and in its potential _ | development as a firm member of the free world. (Probably, the de- | | cision to give military aid was both hastened and influenced by the | public statements of Mr. Nehru which made a refusal difficult for self- : respecting sovereign nations.) The Embassy sees no reason to alter this | judgment. It does, however, urge that as by each step we become more | | involved with the destinies of Pakistan, we analyze our objectives and | | our possible ultimate goals. We furthermore believe that if we increase | 
our investment in Pakistan substantially we would be justified in | | putting more pressure on the GOP to be more realistic in their own | | economic thinking and action. In order to become too strong too | | quickly, Pakistan is trying to move too fast and present us with the 

| bill therefor. On the other hand, the present strongly pro-American | administration puts great pressure on us for immediate economic help | | in order to protect its political prestige. In view of the lack of any | signs of other political leaders, or knowledge of their sympathies if an _ they should appear, the prestige of the current administration is a real 
| asset to the best interests of the United States Government. a | | In raising the basic questions discussed in this despatch, the Embassy : _ is fully aware that they cannot be answered quickly. In fact, time and | experience may be necessary before even tentative answers can be 

formulated. Nevertheless for the long pull it is believed that the im- | | portance of the questions is sufficient for then, to be considered by the | | Policy Planning Staff and finally by the National Security Council. Insofar as it is possible, the United States should be able to envisage | | | what is to be expected of Pakistan. The Embassy believes Pakistan to 
| be a tolerable risk. However, we believe our investment should be / scrutinized with unrelenting care. Prospects of returns must be com- | | pared with those expected from India and from Pakistan’s Middle | | Eastern neighbors. American influence in Pakistan is increasing through decisions already taken, With influence comes responsibility. As we prepare to assist Pakistan to meet a critical economic emer- gency—and the Embassy recommends that we do give some assist- ance—let us carefully appraise what we can and should do in Pakistan. : over a several-year period. | 

: 
H. Hinprera | 

611.90D/7-1654 a 
? The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State — , 

SECRET = : Karacut, July 16, 1954. | No. 33 | | | | 
Subject: Conversation with General Ayub Khan, Commander-in- | | Chief, Pakistan Army on July 15, 1954 | | General Ayub called on me at my residence yesterday afternoon at | his request. Despite rumbles I had heard that he was nettled and ir- 

— | 
213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 54 | |
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ritated with the United States for our failure to answer the question — 

he has been asking ever since General Meyers was here, namely, “What — 

do you expect of us; how do we fit in your over-all military plan- 

ning?”, I found General Ayub in a very pleasant mood. He seemed 

quite cognizant of the great difficulties our Defense Department faced 

on account of its world-wide problems and seemed to understand the 

reason for the delay in answering his questions. He said he was glad 

that General Mirza had not gone to the United States at the end of 

May and in fact claimed some credit for his not going. He claimed 

that he realized Mirza could get no satisfactory answers from our De- 

partment of Defense as of the end of last May and the best thing now — 

was for Pakistan not to fret but let the United States make its deci- 

sions and then if the decisions were not satisfactory that would be the 

proper time for Pakistan to send a military man to Washington to pre- 

sent its arguments for different decisions. | 

General Ayub is pleased that we now have definite word that Gen- 

eral Sexton will be here August 4. Ayub was booked to attend United 

Kingdom Commonwealth staff meetings in London about the middle 

of August and he felt it very important that he be among the first to 

see General Sexton and preferably before he went to the staff confer- 

ences in London. | : . 

I told General Ayub that when the Prime Minister and the Finance 

Minister presented their urgent economic plea the other day I had said 

at the end of the conference, “Well, it is a cinch, Mr. Finance Minister, 

that we are not going to be able to make both you and General Ayub 

happy”. General Ayub laughed heartily at this and admitted that the 

economic problems were very great and pressing. 

General Ayub voiced the thought that the U.K. was trying to isolate 

the influence of the United States in the whole area and that Pakistan 

was being chastised for its lining up with the United States. From a 

military point of view he put importance on Iran, saying it was the 

key to the Middle East area and felt that Iran would be influenced in 

sts decision whether to join the so-called northern tier in direct pro- 

portion to the extent it saw Pakistan become strong because of its al- 

liance with Turkey and the United States. TI make no attempt to ap- 

praise this feeling he attributes to officials in Iran. He did not see how 

Iran would be bold enough to stand up to Russia unless it had a strong 

ally on its East as well as its West in order to help defend it against 

Russia in ‘case real trouble came. General Ayub prophesied that it 

would be necessary to keep military rule in effect in East Pakistan for 

| a considerable length of time. He is apparently pleased with what he 

| hears about General Sexton and is looking forward to working with 

him. | - | 

. 
H. A. HiwpretH
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790.5 MSP/7-2854 | | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Director, Foreign Operations | 
Administration (Stassen)* | | 

SECRET wo : [Wasuineton,] July 23, 1954. : 
Dear Harow: Pakistan’s grave political and economic difficulties | 

| have been crystallized by events following upon the recent Provincial | 
Assembly elections in East Bengal. In our opinion these difficulties : 
threaten the stability of all Pakistan and the continuance of the present 
strongly pro-American Government of Pakistan: United States secu- 
rity interests are directly involved because of Pakistan’s importance 
to the resistance to communist aggression in the Middle East and Asia | 
in general. : | 

| While the threat to Pakistan’s stability is a complex of many politi- 
cal and economic factors, certain immediate economic measures by the 
United States would serve to ease the pressing problem and to give the 

| time necessary to attack other problems. Pakistan has requested specific 
commodity assistance from the United States, As you know, Pakistan 
is confronted with a very serious foreign exchange shortage despite its 

| past drastic curtailment of imports and the resultant shortage of con- | 
sumer goods. Even under optimistic assumptions Pakistan does not | 
have sufficient gold and foreign exchange to meet its requirement for : 
currency backing and a safe balance for working capital. Pakistan’s 

| foreign exchange earnings prospects do not give promise of remedying | 
| the situation in the near future. Additional imports of goods in Paki- 

stan are needed soon in order to counter the threat to political stability. 
This is difficult if not impossible without rapid aid from the United ! 

| States. a | 7 
| The need for rapid United States action is emphasized by the fact | 

that General Mirza, who has been made Governor of East Pakistan as 
oa temporary emergency measure by the Central Government, is re- 

| _ ported to be suffering from an illness which will require attention — 
_ abroad within the next three months. It would be difficult for Pakistan | 

_ to find another person of his capabilities to replace him in this emer- | | geney. : 
: All signs point to the probability that Pakistan will need over the 

next three years additional assistance of the type which has been re- 
| quested by the Government of Pakistan. We believe that your recom- : 
| mendation on sending a mission to Pakistan to study the economic 
| situation and make recommendations on United States action, is an | 

excellent one. The mission could consider the total need for additional | 
| assistance, including the short and long run requirements to maintain | 

| ‘ This letter was drafted by Fluker on July 18 and cleared by Byroade. Accord- | ing toa handwritten note in the margin, it was delivered on J uly 24. 

| 

| | 
| |
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economic stability in Pakistan, and other needs such as those connected 

with our military aid.? | | | Ne as —_ 

In the meantime, however, we are of the opinion that emergency 

United States commodity aid should be started so as to give some insur- 

ance against the immediate political risks inherent in thepresent situa- - 

tion in Pakistan. I hope that plans for immediate agricultural com- 

modity aid to Pakistan may be initiated so that shipments may begin » 

as soon as possible. | | 

Also, we shall urge the Government of Pakistan to consider the use 

of its IMF drawing privileges for immediate procurement of neces- 

sary industrial raw materials, = | 

It is our belief that the longer-range need for basic economic de- 

velopment in Pakistan indicates the desirability of keeping our current 

type of developmental aid program going in Pakistan, with minimum 

diversion of funds from it to meet the present crisis. | 

There is enclosed a brief study of the situation in Pakistan, which 

may be of interest to you and your staff.’ , | 

Sincerely yours, JoHN Foster DULLES 

2 Regarding this mission, see footnote 2, p. 1871. 

* Not printed. | 

790D.5 MSP/7-2754 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge, 

Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs (Metcalf) . 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] July 27, 1954. 

Subject: Status of Military Aid Program for Pakistan 

Participants: Mr. D. J. C. Crawley, First Secretary of British Em- _ 

bassy | 

| SOA—Mr. Smith Ce a 

NEA—Mr. Anschuetz - 

Oo SOA—Mr. Metcalf > - 

At his request, Mr. Crawley called to inform himself on the status 

of the MAP for Pakistan. He expressed particular interest in learn-_ 

ing what he could about the categories of matériel to be furnished 

under the program, with special regard to offshore procurement possi- 

bilities affecting the UK. Mr. Anschuetz said that the observations 

that he would make must be regarded as provisional, since final deci- 

sions in many cases have not yet been taken. With that qualification 

he told Mr. Crawley that the army component of the program, which 

was the largest one, consisted largely of tanks, vehicles, artillery, light 

arms, electronic equipment and various categories of ammunition, sup- 

| plies and maintenance materials. The air force component consisted 

1This memorandum of conversation was prepared on J uly 30.
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of some jet planes and ancillary maintenance equipment and supplies. | 
The navy component consisted mainly of a minesweeper, ship repair — : 
facilities and naval stores. | | 

Mr. Anschuetz said that it is the Pentagon’s programming proce- | : 
dure to determine first the total requirements of a given recipient, and | 
then to analyze the requirements with a view to establishing those | 
items that most feasibly could be supplied from the U.S. and those | 

| that could be purchased offshore. The desirability of maintaining — 
| habitual sources of supply to the extent possible in light of all the 
| circumstances is very much in the minds of the Pentagon authorities. 

With reference to the Pakistan program it is our present thinking 
that the tanks and aircraft would come from American sources, that 

7 certain electronic equipment and a substantial part of the naval items | 
| would come from UK sources, and that the source of other items was 
| still under study. Mr. Anschuetz pointed out that more positive infor- | 
| mation would probably be made available at an early scheduled meet- | 

ing between Pentagon authorities and an appropriate British military 
officer in Washington. a 

| Mr. Crawley observed that his people would be sad to learn about the | 
| supply source of aircraft; also the UK had offered to supply the Pak- 
| istanis on previous occasions with Centurion tanks. Regarding tanks, : 
| Mr. Anschuetz reminded Mr. Crawley that Pakistan has purchased. | 

_ over 300 American Sherman tanks in thiscountry and that maintenance _ | 
| and replacement problems dictate the continued reliance on the pres- : 
| ent source. As for aircraft, Mr. Anschuetz made two observations. 
| First, the Pakistanis have indicated an express preference for Ameri- 
| ¢an jets, an expression which has affected our thinking in the matter. 
| Secondly, since virtually all Pakistan air force planes are or will | 
| shortly be obsolescent the advantages of retaining present sources of i 
| supply for logistical reasons do not exist. | a . 

Mr. Crawley acknowledged appreciation of these considerations. | | 

| | 
| 190D.5 MSP/8-654 | | : 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director, Office o f 

a | South Asian Affairs (Smith) : 

SECRET | [Wasuinerton,]| August 6, 1954. 
| Subject: U.S. Military Assistance to Pakistan 

_ Participants: Pakistan Ambassador Amjad Ali — 
a -NEA—Mr. Jernegan | | 

| SOA—Mr. Smith | | 7 | | 

_ The meeting was arranged at the Ambassador’s request following an | 
| invitation to him to come to the Department for a briefing by Assistant | 

| | |
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Secretary Merchant on our present thinking with regard to an SEA 
collective defense arrangement. | 

The Ambassador said that he had just received a telegram from 
| Karachi which left him feeling depressed. General Ayub had just had 

his first conversation with General Sexton, the Chief of our MAAG in 
Karachi, and General Ayub was “dejected” and “broken hearted”. | 
Ayub had communicated with the Prime Minister to the effect that if 
Pakistan was to get no more from us than General Sexton had 
indicated in the nature of military assistance, it would be better for 

Pakistan not to be involved in a defense arrangement with the United 
States. Mr. Jernegan asked the Ambassador to explain Ayub’s specific 

- problems. The Ambassador said that he did not know, that he had 
received no further information than what he had just stated. He said 

_ that he wanted to see both the Secretary and the Under Secretary to 
register Pakistan’s disappointment. Mr. Jernegan stated that purely as 
regarded procedure, only that morning the Secretary had expressed 
his strong objections to any Ambassador seeing both himself and the 

Under Secretary on the same subject. Mr. Jernegan continued that Gen- 
| erat Ayub’s disappointment probably had its basis in a misunderstand- 

ing of the fiscal arrangements for providing military assistance to Pak- 
istan. Expenditures in the present fiscal year were being made on the 
basis of funds appropriated in the previous fiscal year. No funds had 
been appropriated for fiscal year 1955 because the funds from the previ- 

_ ous year were still unexpended. We think of the military assistance 
program as a continuing one and not one limited to just one year, and» 

we anticipate that the Congress will provide funds for fiscal 1956 when 

the.time comes to make such provision. Mr. J ernegan felt that the 

Ambassador was unduly disturbed and suggested to him that.it would 

be better to get fuller details from General Ayub before the Ambas- 

sador proceeded to see either the Secretary or the Under Secretary. 

790D.5 MSP/8-954 : Telegram | | | | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

SECRET Karacuti, August 9, 1954—5 p. m. 

147. MAAG Chief Sexton returned Karachi August 5 after several 

days discussions General Ayub, Rawalpindi. Ayub position as follows: 

Pakistan army at present reduced force level has adequate equip- 

ment all units regimental (United States battalion) level and lower. — 

(About 40,000 troops discharged in economy move last year). Because 

entire Pakistan force deployed Indian, Afghan frontiers and Kast 

Pakistan performing essential patrol and internal security functions, 

| for which present numbers inadequate, not possible deactivate any 

existing units in order create spaces for personnel who would handle
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| ew equipment. Absorption this equipment possible only by raising | 
existing force level, but since this would involve additional expendi- | tures, impossible under frozen budget. Ayub claimed he had made this 
point emphatically to military survey team. With General Sexton he 
sought appointment with Heinz mission, Karachi, presumably to | 
press his case for aid for direct. forces support, but desisted after | 
receipt not overly encouraging reply from Heinz. | a 
_:General Sexton reports that Ayub convinced him validity of strict- | 
ly military judgments included his position, i.e., that present. units | 
could not absorb programmed equipment and that assuming necessity 

| for present deployment of forces, impossible create spaces by de- | | 
activating units. No similar problem navy and air. : | 

| Accompanied by General Sexton, laid problem before Finance Min- 
ister August 6, emphasizing United States had made no provision 
direct support Pakistan forces and in general does not sanction such 

| policy. However, fact that Turkey exception rule well known here 
| and since they consider themselves “another Turkey” citation of | 

general: principle subject to this exception not particularly telling ! 
argument, = oe | oe : With respect immediate problem of utilizing programmed equip- 
ment Finance Minister showed ‘some skepticism of Ayub position of | 

| which he made careful notes on basis Sexton’s presentation. He said | 
| first thing would be determine exactly and officially what position 

is, and this he undertook to do, making clear that final formulation — 
would probably have to wait Prime Minister’s return from Haj. 

| Agreed this formulation would include number and size of units 
(if any) which would have to be activated, local currency and foreign | 
exchange costs first year and subsequent years involved in absorption 
of equipment. : 2 

(Since this conversation Pakistan army has furnished General Sex- 
| ton with preliminary estimate additional forces required and expense 

involved. Chief units to be activated would be two divisional recon- | 
naissance regiments, three field battalions artillery, one headquarters 

_ for divisional artillery. Miscellaneous small units bring total addi- | 
| tional manpower requirements to about 1900. Initial cost, including | 

| POL, personal clothing and rations estimated about $1,200,000; annual 
| Tecurring costs, including pay, allowances, transportation, rations, et 
| cetera estimated about $4,500,000. These figures exclude any additional | 
| equipment and stores which would be required along with United | 
_ States programmed items, as well as recurring costs maintaining these 
| items after depletion spares and reserve stocks initially provided by 

| United States.) | oS | ot 
| Foreign Minister showed clear grasp of budgetary problems United | | 
_ States aid will create for Pakistan regardless whether additional forces 

to be raised. He inquired as to possibility that portion of existing GOP | 

S | | |
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military equipment import program now involving annual expendi- 

tures $75 million in foreign exchange might be appropriately included 

in United States program. Finance Minister undertook supply list 

these purchases and General Sexton agreed study question. Not dis- 

cussed was possibility that rupee costs of activation might be met from 

counterpart generated by any additional commodity assistance which 

might be supplied by United States. | 

Passing from specific problem to general principles, Finance Min- 

ister emphasized following points: (1) Current military expendi- 

tures running 800 million rupees per annum, including $75 million for- 

eign exchange component, was absolute maximum which Pakistan econ- 

omy could support; (2) so long as current tension with India and Af- 

ghan continued, was impossible effect reduction in existing forces 

7 which were fully deployed and actively occupied in patrolling and in- 

ternal security activities; (3) on basis general United States policy 

confining military assistance to equipment and training, such assist- 

ance would inevitably involve steadily mounting expenditures by GOP, 

and that greater the aid, greater the costs to Pakistan; (4) unless 

United States prepared treat Pakistan like Turkey, with liberal de- 

fense support and direct contribution to support of forces, doubtful 

that Pakistan could afford accept United States military assistance at 

all, and certainly not above very low level; (5) would be impossible 

make Pakistan public understand these facts and if United States aid 

held to mere trickle effect on position of present regime which had com- 

| mitted Pakistan to western camp would be very adverse. ° 

Minister went on to say that Pakistan had thought what United 

States really had in mind was filling gap between Turkey and Pak- 

- istan with Pakistanis making significant contribution. Said recent de- 

velopments suggested United States seeking in every way possible 

strengthen defense potential SEA. Pakistanis thought they definitely 

| had contribution make ME and he implied they might also contribute _ 

SEA but these contributions could only be made if Pakistan strength- 

ened. He felt Government entitled to clarification United States in- 

tentions, if they had been basing plans on false assumptions, sooner 

_ these assumptions corrected better. 
- Embassy officer pointed out there were real problems on United 

States side as well: there had been only moderate enthusiasm for 

program in some quarters in Washington and those who had agreed 

to “military assistance” as term commonly..understood. United States 

might have real doubts as to wisdom or ability of United States — 

undertaking ambitious program of character which Finance Minister 

| suggested. Finance Minister said he quite understood that Washington 

| might have such doubts but this underlined necessity for general clari- 

fication of situation and determination of agreed goals and mutual
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responsibilities before matter allowed drift further on basis divergent | 
assumptions certain to increase difficulties as time passes. | 

| Informed by General Sexton and service attachés that Pakistan | 
military officials very: emphatically making same point in somewhat 
different terms. They state impossible for them continue from year 

| to year on completely ad hoc basis without any indication of what ) 
role Pakistan to be assigned in eventual plans for areas defense, and | 

| consequently measures which should be set in train in order permit : 
| forces eventually perform this role. | | ) 

| So far as immediate problem this year’s program. concerned, ap- | 
pears to be of manageable proportions and possible solution might : 

| be provided by (a) including part of present $75 million Pakistan | 
military import program in military aid program, thereby freeing _ | 

| resources for forces support or (0) earmarking counterpart from any | 
| _ additional economic aid provided for present emergency or even (c) | 
| by Pakistan action military budget ceiling. View relatively limited | 

funds involved this last. should be possible without adding appreci- 
ably inflationary pressures. However, Pakistanis certain to resist, aS | 
firm maintenance proposition they unable add in any way to present | 

| military expenditures seems essential element their bargaining 
position. | a | | 

(Juestion of whether United States will take additional measures | 
| including defense support and direct forces support needed permit | 

_ Trealization of four-division objective Sexton reports has JCS approval | 
| fundamental issue, which in Embassy view cannot be indefinitely de- : 

ferred. Embassy convinced general validity Pakistan position as out- | 
lined above: i.c., they unable significantly increase military expendi- | 

| tures, whereas United States military aid in quantity sufficient meet | 
what Embassy considers minimum requirements from political point — 
view certain to involve such expenditures. Possibly some savings may 

| be excepted by deactivating certain existing units, though assuming | 
continuation present internal political situation and strained relation | 

| with India and Afghan this not promising. See no escape from con- : 
| clusion that if military aid to be effective United States will have sup- 

| ply Pakistanis same general type supporting assistance Turkey has _ 
| received. | | | | 
i Embassy hopes Heinz mission report will facilitate consideration : 

| qualitative aspects this problem and that long-range policy can be | 
_ sufficiently clarified permit provision in executive budget for fiscal 
: year 1956. Pakistanis can wait while longer but Embassy believes 

| sooner clarification forthcoming better for United States-Pakistan 
_ Telations and for success whatever long-range program. it is decided 

support. Oo nn | 
| Huvpretu | ! 

— 
| | | :
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790D.5 MSP/8-1754 : Telegram | ee . | 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Karacut, August 17, 1954—2 p. m. 

182. Reference Embtel 183.1 Acting Foreign Secretary expressed to 

Counselor with considerable emphasis some dissatisfaction, dis- 

appointment military aid program already reported originating Ayub 

and which Prime Minister, Finance Minister and others have repeated 

| in recent weeks. Hilaly emphasized foreign policy aspects pointing 

out implied increased Pakistan commitments through attitude 

SEATO and energetic activities Governor General and Prime Minis- 

ter in trying persuade Arabs, ME countries, and Ceylon come along 

with West. Argument went that if military aid program became 

known as “mere token”, effect on other countries would contradict 

Pakistan efforts and disillusionment within Pakistan would threaten 

present government which had staked future on this bold decisive step. — 

Hilaly was given presentation of factors which United States must 

consider and urged be patient while program being developed. Em- 

bassy feels much to be said for GOP viewpoint they always overstate 

their virtues. 

Secretary stated Foreign Minister would attend Baguio meeting, 

also working group session beginning September 2. Hilaly stated GOP 

handicapped due ignorance previous staff talks and working group 

discussions SEATO,? thus felt completely unprepared for conference. 

He stated GOP would find difficult make decisions on basis few days 

meeting asked whether Embassy could not give some advice to 

Foreign Minister before latter’s departure. 

Realizing great advantage both Ceylon and Pakistan attending 

conference (Deptel 135)* Embassy assumes Pakistan attendance and 

affiliation SEATO still desirable United States point of view even if 

Ceylon absent. Pakistanis are convinced United States wants them to | 

go in. | CO | | 

Embassy would appreciate guidance in belief it highly important 

give GOP benefit United States thinking on role they should play. 

1 Aug. 17; not printed. It reported that the Prime Minister, Finance Minister, — 

and other Pakistan officials were disturbed about the matter of military aid. 

(790D.5 MSP/8-1754) a 7 a 

2 Representatives of Australia, France, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, 

Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States met in Manila in Septem-— 

ber and signed the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty. For documentation _ 

on this topic, see volume -xII. The text of the Secretary of State’s statements 

at the Conference is in the Department of State Bulletin, Sept. 20, 1954, p. 391.On | 

Sept. 15, after he returned home, the Secretary delivered a nationwide eddress 

over radio and television. The text of that address is ibid., Sept. 27, 1954, pp. 

431-433. : | 

* Not printed. _
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| Although we have deferred to UK in past on this subject believe GOP | | will expect and should be given further guidance before Zafrulla leaves | 
for Baguio. | | | 

| 7 - Hiwpreru 

790D.5 MSP/8-1754 : Telegram | | 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan} | | | 

SECRET WasHineton, August 20, 1954—8:23 p.m. | 
227. Embtels 147 ? and 183.° Following Embassy reports discontent 

, on part Pakistan officials as to magnitude and nature US military 
| assistance, Department convinced that in interest healthy US Pakistan | 

| relations exaggerated expectations of certain Pakistan officials which : | have been self-stimulated and publicized without any US encourage- | 
| ment should be replaced by clearer understanding objectives and capa- | ___ bilities US and Pakistan’s own responsibilities. | | Development and maintenance effective military machine, costs of __ | 

which Pakistan could pay from own resources and at same time pro- | | vide for minimum civilian requirements, will require growth over pe- | | riod of years of well balanced expanding economy. | 
It is not within US financial capabilities create such an economy by 

| massive financial donations. It must be built by Pakistan’s people and | | leaders as product largely their own efforts. Our willingness support | 
| those efforts has been amply demonstrated and our aid was extended on 
| large scale even before Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement with | : Pakistan signed. Presently we are attempting render some assistance 
_ following flood disaster East Pakistan. We have rendered considerable 

grant and technical assistance and are hopeful continuing it in some 
| form in future. Pakistan’s official expressions of gratitude have been 
| So full and so sincere we are embarrassed to cite these instances of our 

aid but even so we feel there should be no misconception in Pakistani | minds to effect US assistance is without cost or effort to our people, — | | our resources are unlimited and we are without accountability to Con- | | gress or American public. | | | | Our resources and capabilities being not unlimited we must expend | _ them on a priority basis. Turkey for example received priority because | 
‘This telegram was drafted by Smith and Metcalf (SOA) and Anscheutz (NEA) ; and cleared in the offices of Jernegan (NEA), Stoops (FOA), S/MSA, | | and Defense. | 

! * Dated Aug. 9, p. 1860. 
| j * Not printed, but see footnote 1, supra. | . “This telegram was sent after a State-Joint Chiefs of Staff meeting, held on | the morning of Aug. 20, Admiral Radford expressed concern over the fact that E the Pakistan Government had received an erroneous impression concerning the | nature and amount of military aid to be received from the United States and said . | it was important to get the matter straightened out. Jernegan, who was not | ! present, was informed of the substance of the discussion concerning Pakistan. | 2 (Substance of discussion of State-JCS meeting of Friday, Aug. 20, 1954; State— | JCS meeting files, lot 61 D 417) | | |
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it was vigorous self-reliant ally, geographically adjoining Soviet Un- 

ion, under direct and immediate threat and prepared take its stand and 
defend its territory regardless whether it received US assistance. Even 
so our program developed over period of years and on basis effective 

_ utilization by Turkey of aid already extended by us. With Pakistan as 

| in case Turkey we would think in terms of systematic progfam. 

| Pakistan officials concede even Phase One Pakistan program could 
not be carried out because of adverse economic conditions. In other 

words Pakistan military establishment still remains substantially short 
of its limited Phase One goal. | : , 

Implicit in US-Pakistan military aid agreement is US desire for 

Pakistan eventually attain that degree military strength supported by 

sound economic base which will enable it play effective role Middle 

East defense. | : | | 

Nevertheless in our view present deficiency must be overcome before 

consideration can be given more ambitious programming. More specifi- | 

cally it is our plan that as phase one Pakistan Army should be adequate-_ 

ly armed at approximately its present numerical strength. This objec- 

tive alone will require considerable dollar and foreign exchange outlay 

and maintenance rupee expenditure at approximately current level. 

It was one of General Meyers’ recommendations that survey be made 

to determine economic and defense support requirements necessary 

effectuate desired military program. Heinz Mission was instructed 

determine and evaluate those requirements. Subject revision under 

changing circumstances and light other available information Heinz 
report will be important element in our planning. 

| During initial phase it will be possible develop, through continuing 

consultation and in light evolving international political and strategic 

considerations, clearer pictures long term military economic require- 

ments needed permit Pakistan plan constructive role area defense. We _ 

are pleased note both Pakistan military and civil authorities appre- 

ciate importance long term planning re personnel and budgetary con- 

siderations. We believe our intention initially confine ourselves at this 

time phase one will not in any way prejudice but rather contribute to 

orderly approach to problem. | | 

| US cannot express itself more concretely now (in terms estimated 

| dollar figures, troop strengths, area defense plans, etc.) than is set forth 

above. | 

- Purpose this telegram is provide guidance for you and Sexton in up- 

coming talks on this problem. Meanwhile as Embassy recognizes imme- 

diate job at hand is lay necessary groundwork for ready incorporation 

| into existing forces of initial flow end items. We are most surprised by 

allegation Pakistan not able divert that number troops from present 

deployment to make use those items and would appreciate clearer ex-
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planation as well as statement whether this official position of GOP. | Pakistani leaders undoubtedly recognize that assessment first year this | 

| program will affect attitude Congress 1956 appropriations. | 7 | | | DuLiEs ! 

, Editorial Note | | | 

On August 23, 1954, in Washington, representatives of the Govern- | 
| ments of the United States and Pakistan signed an agreement extend- | 
| Ing emergency assistance by the United States to help relieve the effects | 
_ Of a flood disaster in East Pakistan. (Press release, Department of | 
_ State Bulletin, September 6, 1954, page 338) The text of the agreement | _ for Emergency Flood Relief Assistance is printed in 5 UST (pt. 2) | 

1779. | | | | 

Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 
| 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President | 

| SECRET [WasHINncTon,] October 15, 1954. — 
| Subject: Your Conversation With Prime Minister Mohammed Ali | of Pakistan? | | a | 

When Mohammed Ali sees you he already will have had conversa- 
tions with top State, Defense and FOA officials ? regarding economic 

_ and mutual security assistance programs. He already will have re- | | ceived as complete explanations as we can presently give him. He may, | : however, refer to those programs. We have promised the Pakistanis 
| about $30,000,000 in military assistance for fiscal year 1955 to | _ strengthen Pakistan’s existing forces. Eventually we hope Pakistan 
| will be enabled to play an important role in Middle Kast area defense, 

| We cannot say more now since our own plans are still in process of 
formulation. a Bo | a : _ Pakistan is facing an acute economic crisis subsequent to a sharp | | drop in foreign exchange earnings from its two principal exports, : | cotton and jute. Severe shortages of consumer goods, and of industrial 

| raw materials and spare parts for Pakistan’s infant industries have | resulted. A special FOA mission led by Mr. H. J. Heinz went to Pak- | - | istan in August and in its report recommended emergency aid for 
. Pakistan. At a meeting in my office on Thursday the Pakistanis were | | informed of our decision to make available to them about $75,000,000 | in special commodity assistance, part of which will be in the form of | Joans, a sum in addition to $25,000,000 they will receive in- technical 7 

| + Prime Minister Mohammed Ali arrived in Washingtdn on Oct. 14 for discus- : sions with U.S. officials on economic and military matters. (Department of State | | Bulletin, Oct. 25, 1954, p. 606) 
| | | _“No memoranda of these conversations, nor of the one with the President on | Oct. 15, have been found. =
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and developmental economic aid. We recently also took steps to pro- 

vide Pakistan with $5,000,000 of emergency flood relief. Mohammed 

Ali will meet with Governor Stassen Monday morning at which time 

questions regarding our economic aid program might more properly 

be raised. 

Within Pakistan there have been signs recently of possible shifts 

in political power. Mohammed Ali probably faces a considerable polli- 

| tical task on his return to Pakistan in conciliating the rebellious mem- 

bers of his own party, the Muslim League, and in maintaining his 

political strength. Since he has taken a consistently friendly and co- 

operative line towards this country, we hope he will succeed. You 

might express to him our admiration for the leadership he has shown. 

The Prime Minister will be accompanied by Ambassador Amjad Ahi | 

of Pakistan, Assistant Secretary Byroade and Ambassador Horace - 

Hildreth. | 
Hersert Hoover, JR. 

Secretary's Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge 

of Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher)* 

SECRET WasuHineton, October 18, 1954. 

Subject: Pakistan’s Role in the Free World : 

Participants: The Secretary 
Prime Minister Mohammed Ali of Pakistan 

_ Ambassador Amjad Ali of Pakistan 

_ NEA—Mr. Byroade a | 

a SOA—Mr. Thacher 

- The Secretary explained that with regard to the Manila Treaty we 

had made it clear at the outset that we could not say, nor could we 

ask the U.S. Senate to accept the concept, that any dispute in the area | 

would be considered a threat to the peace and security of the U.S. For 

example, a dispute between Burma and Thailand would not affect our 

peace and security since it would not involve communist aggression. 

| The Prime Minister argued that such a dispute would almost certainly. 

be a threat to the peace and security of the U.S. since Burma would 

undertake aggression against Thailand only if Burma came under — 

communist control. Pakistan, however, is the one nation among the 

treaty signatories that must ‘fear aggression from a non-communist 

country. He felt that the U.S. in its view of the Manila Treaty tended 

| by implication to condone aggression from a non-communist country. 

1 Drafted by Thacher on Oct. 25. Briefing material for Mohammed Ali’s visit 

is in Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 394.
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| The Secretary replied that. we, of course, realized that aggression 

of any type in the area would be dangerous but that unless it was | 
| communist inspired we could not say that it would certainly endanger | 

| the peace and security of the U.S. He emphasized that whatever the 
| character of the aggression, we were committed under the terms of the ! 
| treaty to consult with the other signatories. | 

_ The Prime Minister discussed the risks which he felt Pakistan by | 
| its alignment with the West had incurred in its relations with India, 

Afghanistan and the USSR. He felt that these and even the dangers 
to his own personal safety were justified by the need of preserving _ : | freedom for posterity. Pakistan had, in effect, undertaken to play a : 

| dual role in defense of the Free World, one in the Middle East and the : | other in Southeast Asia. With such responsibilities the Prime Minister : 
| felt he might be derided in his own country if he were able to obtain | 
| at the outset only $30 million of military assistance from the US. | 

| Actually this sum would merely help Pakistan to fill up the gaps in _ | ___ its existing military framework. | 
: The Secretary said that some consideration was being given to the | 
| possibility of increasing the first year program of military assistance 

to Pakistan. However, he thought Pakistan had taken its anti-com- 
munist stand because it was the right one not just to make itself eligi- 
ble for certain sums of dollar aid. Far more important than receipt | of our aid was Pakistan’s achievement in winning the admiration and | | sympathy of the American people whom Pakistan would find reliable 

| friends in times of trouble as proven by our prompt response to Pak- 
| istan’s need for wheat in 1953. However, our friends must become 

aware that the U.S. does not have limitless resources. The U.S. budget- 
| ary situation is such that when an appropriation is made for military . 
| equipment to a foreign nation a reduction in some form of our own 
| armaments must, in all probability, be sustained. 

790D.5 MSP/10-2254 : Telegram | | : 
_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan? | 

| SECRET | | Wasuineton, October 22, 1954. | 
519. Following is substance secret aide-mémoire given Pakistanis on 

| conelusion talks here which included meetings with President, Seere- 
| taries Defense, State, FOA Director and other officials their agencies: ? | | _ A. Military Aid. First objective U.S. effort will be strengthen exist- | 

| ing forces required Pakistan’s own security. U.S. will make every ef- | 
| fort expedite military aid in order attain $171 million program in less | 

Le. Drafted by Thacher; approved by Jernegan; repeated for information to | 
2 The full text of the aide-mémoire, which totaled 11 pages, is in Department | | of State file 756D.5/10-2154. 

| 

| 
! |
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| than 314 years originally contemplated. In FY 55 U.S. will program 

assistance for Pakistan about $50 million in contrast $29 million pro- 

posed initially. Monetary evaluation of program to remain classified. 

Portion of increase may take form defense support in addition eco- 

nomic assistance for similar purpose described below. 

U.S. recognizes matériel deliveries may result increased Pakistan 

defense costs including possible additional personnel for army. U.S. 

will investigate possibility achieving military assistance goals through 

programs which will recognize Pakistan’s added defense budget re- 

quirements both rupee and foreign exchange. , 

B. Economic Aid. Total in excess of $105 million includes $5.5 mil- 

lion flood relief, $5.3 million technical assistance, $920 million defense 

support funds for economic development, $75.6 million consumer goods 

and industrial raw materials. U.S. recognizes essentiality continuance 

and acceleration Pakistan’s economic development effort. About $20— 

million of aid furnished as Defense support will be loaned on liberal 

terms. Further consultation interested agencies U.S. government re- 

quired for precise determination loan component under other legisla- 

tion. U.S. will consider Heinz Mission recommendation that additional 

commodity aid needed following two years. With regard local currency 

' resulting these programs U.S. and Pakistan will conclude necessary 

agreements and procedures its use consistent with laws and with par- 

ticular regard to use to defray additional rupee costs connected mili- 

tary assistance program and accelerated economic development. a 

Discussions will commence immediately Washington looking 

[toward] establishment procurement arrangements and prompt ship- 

ment commodities. Procedures for U.S. observation and end use checks _ 

will be worked out by two governments in Karachi. Such arrange- 

ments to include agreed provisions for distribution through most effec- 

tive channels. It is expected substantial amount commodities and other 

~ economic assistance will go East Pakistan with maximum possible — 

direct deliveries. 
U.S. assumes GOP cognizant U.S. responsibilities best use funds 

pursuant legislative requirements, and assumes GOP will welcome 

appropriate suggestions connected use such funds. Present discus- 

sions. have taken note desirability feasibility steps improve Pakistan’s 

- mechanism for control foreign exchange, for scheduling implementing 

economic development, for continued improvement private investment 

climate, looking to stimulation small business and conclusion double 

taxation and FCN treaties. Agreements will be concluded covering 

economic development and ‘commodity aid from Defense support 

funds, technical assistance (additional project agreements) and P.L. 

480 program. End aide-mémoire. Text pouched Karachi, London. — 

In last meeting Finance Minister noted he had not had time peruse ~ 

or suggest detailed rewording memoire so as reflect full Pakistan
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2 thinking and reactions in every respect, although he in accord with | 
general line. Since number points (such as total loan component) re- | 
quire further negotiations and discussion as stated memoire, he pre- | 
ferred cover detailed Pakistan reaction as each point arises subse- ! 

| quently. He agreed this document statement of U.S. position at this | 
time. | 7 

Finance Minister indicated commodity assistance below amount 
Pakistanis feel needed. He repeatedly stressed desirability smallest 

| possible loan component which.they continued believe would impair : 
their credit other international lenders in spite our assurances easy : 
terms. ve , - | 

| Keen disappointment expressed to President and Secretary char- | 
| acterized Prime Minister’s initial reaction military program. This : 
| abated with U.S. promise recast FY 55 program for $50 million in- | | 
| stead $30 million deliveries and expedite remainder of $171 million | 
( total to less than three and half years as possible. Hy | 

: On departure Prime Minister Finance Minister expressed deepest | 
: appreciation our help and general satisfaction results meetings? —__ 
| | | | | Hoover 

| _*On Oct. 21, at the conclusion of Mohammed Ali’s visit to Washington, a joint — 
U.S.-Pakistani communiqué was issued summarizing the results of his trip; 

| for the text, see Department of State Bulletin, Nov. 1, 1954, pp. 689-640. | 

poe 
790D.5 MSP/10-2354 : Telegram , | | 

| Lhe Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State 

| SECRET . Karacut, October 23, 1954—6 p. m. 
! 563. Pass FOA, Defense. Reference: Deptel circular 198, Octo- 

ber 15.* Following is State message with which FOA and MAAG in 
general agreement. a | 

| 1. Statistical data justifying major increase United States aid pro- 
| gram Pakistan included material supplied by Embassy to Heinz mis- : 

! sion ? and will not be repeated here. Since August structure of problem | 
| not changed, though economic deterioration and politica] unrest have | 

| become more acute. ! | | 
| _ 2. Re justification of aid to Pakistan, Embassy believes that Pakistan : 

: has already contributed significantly to realization of United States | 
| policy objectives Middle East and Southeast Asia, and has potential 

| * Not printed. a 
* Telegram 88 to Ankara, July 21, announced that Foreign Operations Adminis- | trator Stassen was sending a team, led by H. J. Heinz II, President of the H. J. : 4 Heinz Co., to investigate the economic situation in Pakistan and recommend a 

course of action to improve it. (890D.00/7-2154) The Heinz Mission recommended : that the United States extend $75.6 million in emergency commodity aid to | Pakistan. (Memorandum by Byroade to the Acting Secretary, Oct. 20, 1954; | 790D.5 MSP/10-2054) | | ! 

| 213-752 0 - 83 Vol XI - Pt. 2 - 52 , | 
: a |
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for making substantial further contribution. Turkey-Pakistan agree- 

ment continues appear most likely nucleus for creation effective or- 

ganization Middle East defense, and attraction it exerts on Traq and 

Iran seems increasing. Pakistan’s association with SEATO gives ap- 

pearance more genuine Asiatic character this arrangement, and has 

potential effect on Ceylon and Burma. Economic and military develop- 

ments this country following its firm alignment with United States 

bound exert significant influence on wavering neutralist states of Mid- 

dle East and Southeast Asia, and substantial progress here, added to 

that achieved in Turkey, would convince many doubters that collabora- 

tion with United States pays off. Finally, Pakistan has considerable 

military potential and will to develop it. Given requisite assistance, 

country could make real contribution to security of Middle Kast, and 

possibly of Southeast Asia as well. 
3. Embassy understands that basic objective United States aid pro- 

grams Pakistan is development of economy ultimately capable, with- | 

out United States assistance, of supporting stable government and of 

sustaining agreed level of military effort. Available data and analyses 

so far made, however, do not permit long-range forecast of Pakistan’s 

economic development, measurement of potential rate of growth, and 

accurate assessment of investment required realize this potential con- 

sequently, Embassy unable evaluate proposed program in relation this 

objective. We consider development requisite data and completion nec- 

essary analyses indispensable for proper conduct expanded United 

States programs Pakistan, but it is task beyond present personnel re- 

sources Embassy. | : | 

4. Embassy compelled to consider proposed aid program in more 

restricted framework, employing following criteria: (a) effect of pro- 

posed program on political and economic stability Pakistan during 

fiscal year 1956; (0) possible added requirements of military assistance 

‘program which in terms of end-item deliveries may be substantially 

stepped up in next fiscal year, but which should not involve significant 

increases in manpower; (c) capacity of Pakistan’s economy to absorb 

investment. | 

5. On basis Embassy’s estimate of Pakistan’s balance payments posi- 

tion fiscal year 1956 and best judgment of economic and political 

prospects, total of $50 million aid in commodities and direct forces 

support plus surplus agricultural commodities at fiscal year 1955 level 

give fair prospects of stable situation. Given continuation present for- 

eign-exchange earnings, and. proposed increase United States develop- 

ment assistance which should produce some incidental savings foreign 

_ exchange, proposed figure should permit some easing in supply of con- 

sumer goods, and thus ease pressures on government. However, view 

of present political uncertainty in Pakistan, no assurance that this or 

any other level of aid in itself will provide stable regime in months
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ahead. Can be said with assurance that without aid of general magni- : 
} tude proposed, prospects of stability materially reduced. _ | 

6. Embassy’s present view that division proposed paragraph 8-B i 
reference telegram, id est, $40 million commodities, $50 million proj- | 
ects, and $10 million direct forces support, preferable. From point 
view balance payments problem, no significant difference alternatives | 

2 A and B. However, proposal which would permit direct contribution , 
to military budget seems Embassy to offer definite advantages; (a) 

| it would have desirable psychological effect on Pakistanis who have 
been very unhappy about level of military aid. The Finance Minister 

| who has far greater financial sophistication than most of his col- 
| _ leagues, likes to think that military program will bring its own set | 
| of benefits, separate from benefits of “economic aid”; (6) might make : 
| it unnecessary to divert counterpart generated by commodity or de- | 

velopment aid from development projects to military uses and obviate 
protracted bureaucratic clashes within GOP; (c) it would enable us | 
to exert more direct influence on military budget as whole. Although : 
present Embassy view that approximately $10 million direct forces 
support could probably be effectively used, and that this amount will | 

| prove sufficient to cover increased cost generated by military program 
| in fiscal year 1956, must be emphasized this scarcely better than | 
| “hunch”. At time this message drafted, military planning targets | 
| for 1956 under review in Washington, and no information available : 
| rescheduling deliveries this year or next. We have assumed “token” | 
| deliveries this year, and considerable step-up next, but no increase in : 

| force level. In event program more substantial than anticipated, may “ 
prove necessary to supplement dollar allocation for direct forces sup- | 

| port with some counterpart funds generated by commodity or develop- | 
mént aid. — | | 

: 7. Comments on proposed level project assistance necessarily specu- | 
| lative, since no assessment effectiveness present projects In various | 

sectors presently available, and since certain sectors of Pakistan’s ! 
| economy, such as transport and communications, which might be | 
| important areas of investment under revised concept United States | 

‘objectives Pakistan have not as yet been studied. However, Embassy — | 

| concurs in view that $50 million probably reasonable planning level. : 

Ability deal effectively with program this magnitude assumes fol- | 
' lowing: (a) Effective domestic financial policies to mobilize capital | 

| supplemented by adequate rupee counterpart; (b) rapid and effective | 
| development of additional projects, particularly in areas which would 

make useful contribution to defense potential, id est, transport, com- 

| munications, POL distribution facilities, ordnance production, etc.; | 
(c) effective coordination of plans for provision of dollar and rupee 

components such projects; (¢) marked stepping up in recruitment of , 

| United States technical and contract personnel, and for long range, | 

| |
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substantial increase in technical training of Pakistanis. Although © 
Embassy considers that significant amount investment in sectors 
which are not immediately productive of returns may be justified by 
long-range economic considerations, or by defense considerations, or 
both, Embassy strongly endorses objective 5-A2 reftel of avoiding 
diffusion effort, and concentrating priority activities. In this connec- 
tion, suggest desirability thorough assessment present FOA program 
determining areas in which greatest results produced, and ability 
expand activities these areas. : a So 

8. Re loan basis defense support funds, Embassy believes follow- 
ing considerations relevant Pakistan: (a) Extreme tightness Paki- 
stan’s budget, and limited local currency available investment pur- 
poses. Generation some counterpart will probably be necessary permit 
effective utilization expanded dollar projects; (6) probability that 
significant part any expanded investment program will be in areas 
‘which though important to defense and long-range economic progress 
do not promise any immediate direct financial return, exempli gratia, _ 
transport, communications, etc.; (¢) possible need for local currency 
contribution to Pakistan’s defense budget to permit realization mili- 

_ tary objectives. For these reasons, Embassy considers substantial por- 
tion of defense support aid should be in form grants. Some portion | 
might be loan, provided such loan to be serviced in rupees. Repayment. 
in dollars of course impossible for foreseeable future. ;: a 

9. Despatch setting forth USOM detailed program recommenda- _ 
tions forwarded FOA air pouch October 23.3 | 

. | E\MMERSON 

* Not printed. | ,
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Minister Kotelawala, 1613-1615,| Racial situation, 84 

1623-1632 Strategic raw materials in, 88 

Voice of America network in, 1602 Technical assistance program for, 2 

Sri Nissanka, 1520 U.N. trusteeship for, 88, 368 

Staats, Elmer B., 1136n, 1796 _ U.S. trade with, 52 | 

Stablo, René, 673 | Tangier, International Zone of: 

Stalin, Iosif V., 742, 1098 | American school at, 199 

Standard Vacuum Oil Company, 1105 Belgian role, 189, 190”, 199, 221
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| Tangier, International Zone of—Con. Third Supplemental Appropriations Act 
| British role, 138-139, 190, 199, 201-202, of 1951 (Kem Amendment), 1102, : 

204 : | 1508n, 1548, 1558, 1586 
Committee of Control, 190-191, 193-| Thompson, Charles O., 247-250, 326n, 

— 196, 198, 202-206, 208-215, 217- 458-459 
221, 228, 227-231 _ | Thoreson, Musedorah, 341, 918n, 923n, : 

Economic aud financial status of, 175 924n, 928-984, 1052n- 
Four-Power (France, Italy, Spain, | Thorium (see also Thorium sales to the 

| _ United Kingdom) Convention on| United States under India), 902n, 
Reform of International Jurisdic- 1187, 1142, 1144, 1696-1723, 1726- : 
tion, Nov. 10, 1952, U.S. reserva- 1730, 1732-1735, 1739-1741, 1751- : 

, tion to, 204, 213-223, 227-228 1758, 1762-1765, 1767, 1769 | 
French role, 138-139, 190, 192-193, | Thorp, Willard L., 501n, 916n, 1526, 1528, . : 

- .197n, 198-202, 204, 207, 209-210, 1558, 1650. | : oo 214, 220-221, 222n, 228-229 Throckmorton, Col. J. J., 1629” | : 
International administration of, 1388-| Tibbetts, Margaret Joy, 47-48, 264-265, : 

1389, 202 | 327-331, 365-373 
: Italian role, 139, 190, 197n, 199-202, | Tibet, 1085, 1110, 1289, 1807, 1351, 1720 : 

204, 7 Tin, 78, 88, 107 
Legislative Assembly, 197-198, 202, | Tipton, Steward G., 1815-1816 | 

— 207-208, 220 Togba, Joseph N., 522 | - 
| Mixed Tribunal, 197-198 Togoland. See British Togoland and 
| Moroccan relationship to, 189, 191-|____ French Togoland. 

| - 198, 202, 204, 215, 220, 638, 650 —_—‘| Tolley, Howard, 1 : 
Nationalist movement, 139 Tome Guth, an 138 | 
Netherlands role, 139, 190n, 221. | monia'’g ekou. 259°” oe 

| Neutrality of, 189 Te Tournelle, Guy de la. See Le Roy de la i 
Portuguese role, 139, 190n, 200, 205° | Tournelle. | 

, Protocol of Nov. 10, 1952, U.S. reserva. Toyberg-Frandzen, Harry, 1618 
| _ Hons to, 201n, 202-221 _., (Trans-World Airlines, 440-441, 494, 

Soviet nonparticipation, 188-139. 161,| 1748, 1778, 1775, 1781-1782, 1789, | 190-191, 198-195, 226, 229 _ ‘+ ~~ 1801, 1808, 1805, 1812, 1815-1817 
| Spanish influence and role, 138-139, | Treasury, U.S. Department of the, 1798” 
| | 160, 190-191, 194, 197-202, 204, Treaties, conventions, agreements, ete. | | 

226, 638 .. 7 (see also Agreements under indivi- : 
| Strategic position of, 189 dual countries) : 
: Technical assistance for, 2 Act of Algeciras, 1906, 210, 212, 219n, 

U.S. policy toward, 138-139, 189-232 224, 602 | 
U.S. treaty rights in, 225-228, 230-231] Afghan-Soviet Friendship Pact, Feb. | 

| Voice of America relay station in, 190, 28, 1921, 1414 | 
| 217-220, 225 Agreement between Liberia and the | 

Tannenwald, Theodore, Jr., 1464, 1681 United States regarding U.S. Mil- / 
Tappin, John L., 597-598 itary Mission, Jan. 11, 1951, 519 : 

| Tate, Jack B., 685n, 951, 966, 1703n Air Transport ,isreement between , In- 
| : 7 _ dia and the Unite tates, Nov. ; 

Taylor Paul B. 29, "940, 1018-1014 «U4, 1946, 1742, 1744-1745, 1774- ) 
| , an , 1776, 1780-1781, 1787, 1789-1791, : | Taylor, Thomas T., 1802-1803, 1815-1817 1803, 1807, 1809, 1812, 1814-1815 

Tay mons, Roger, 406 -. . Anglo-Afghan Treaty of Friendship, | : Technical Cooperation Administration, Nov. 22, 1921, 1404-1405 | 
| U.S., 482, 484, 492-493, 494n, 497- Anglo-Afghan Treaty of Peace, Aug. : | oe 500-501, 1462, 1526-1527, 1534, 8 1919. 1404 : ; 

” , - a | | Anglo-French agreement regarding 
! Temple, Emmanuel, 764, 770 | Tangier, Aug. 31, 1945, 190-196, : 

| Tesemma, Addimau, 448 198, 201-203, 206-211, 215-216, | 
| Texas Company, 484n ) 222, 226; Protocol amending, Nov. : | Thacher, Nicholas G., 1025n, 1414-1417, 10, 1952, 201n, 202-218, 223 | 
| 1420-1422, 1424-1427, 1435-1436,/ Barcelona Convention of 1921 regard- | 

1437n, 1438-1443, 1445-1446, 1868- ing internationalization of navig- | 
| 1869 : able waterways, 138738n | 
; Thacker, Ransley Samuel, 354n, 366 Base agreements. between Saudi Ara- ! Thailand, 1012, 1050, 1051n, 1503-1504, _ bia and the United States, 439 | 

1507, 1510, 1518, 1626, 1841, 1847,| Base rights agreement between Libya | ! 1864n, 1868 | a and the United States, Sept. 9, 
| Thayer, Robert A., 487-489, 492n 1954, 597-598 | 
| | 

|
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Bases agreement between France and Status of Forces agreement for Mor- 

the United States, 1951, 156 occo, 149-150 

7 Bermuda agreement between the Surplus Property agreement between 

United Kingdom and the United India and the United States, May 

States regarding international 16, 1946, 1685-1688, 1691 

civil aviation, Feb. 11, 1946, 1742 Technical Cooperation agreement be- 

Boundary treaty between Afghanistan tween Pakistan and the United 

Od a Oe Kingdom, Nov. 12, | . States, Feb. 9, 1951, 1818 

938, 1887n, 1404 Treaty between Morocco and the 

Congo Basin treaties, 1885, 319, 328 United Kingdom, 1868, 224 

Consular Convention between the| ‘Treaty of Amity and Economic Rela- 

United Kingdom and the United| | tions between Ethiopia and the 

tates, June 6, 1951, 334 United States, Sept. 7, 1931, 429, 

Convention on International Civil Avi- 431, 441, 476 | 

ation, 1745 Treaty of Ankara between Greece, 

Convention on Statute of Tangier, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, Feb. £6, 

Dec. 18, 1923, 190-191, 202, 204— 1953, 1836 

a0. 207, 209, 211-216, 220, 223, Treaty of Bardo between the Bey of 

226-227, 229-230, 232 | Tunis and France, 1881, 671n, 680, 

Convention regarding Tangier, July 685, 820, 829, 884, 889-890 

25, 1928, 190-191, 202, 207 Treaty of Berlin, 123 

Defense agreement between Sri Lanka Treaty of Fez, 1912, 134, 189, 601, 611, 

and the United Kingdom, 1947, . 

1514, 1601, 1604, 1630" 4 Treaty of Neutrality and, Non-Agen 

Are + sion between Afghanistan an 

aa ahr yk 3 tie roe rani Soviet Union, June 24, 1981, 1101, 

, a ’ Treaty of Peace and Friendship be- 

Doubre Fete sete an is Noten tween Morocco and the United 

. . s States, Sept. 16, 1836, 134,210, 

May 27, 1952, 752, 758, s01n ’ Treaty ag with Japan, 1951, 

Franco-Spanish agreement of 1904,| Treaty of St. Germain, 123 

«188; 1912, 138 . Treaty of Versailles, 1919, 471 

General Agreement on Tariffs and| United Nations Charter, 1945, 36, 60, 

rar Pate ood os ae 911, 913- 100, 418, 607, 625, 636, 661-662, 

’ » FLU ’ 678, 691, 719, 721, 725, 727, 738, 

International Air Services Transit 744, 792-798, 805-807, 817, 819, 

: Agreement, Nov. 16, 1946, 1776 820n, 821-822, 838, 870, 924, 926- 

Investment Guarantee agreements be- 927, 930, 935-936, 938-939, 942, 
tween the United States and: oe oe, 250m, ean oO Oo 1010, 

. Haiti, 459; Japan, 459 9 FEO ’ ’ ’ ee LV, 

Memorandum and agreement between 1016, 1018n, 1021-1022, 1026, 1047- 

Liberia and the United States re- 1368 1052, 1055, 1182, 1202, 1354, 

garding the establishment of a . | 

Joint Commission for Economic | Pzieste, 1382, 1442, 1445 

Development, Dec. 22, 1950, 528, | Ttinks, Bess N., 1012-1014 
530 : | Trippe, J uan, 488-489, 1816 

Military base agreement between Sen Be Arthur G., 1138 

Ethiopia and the United States, | “4 qdress on Point Four Program, Apr. 
May 22, 1953, 450, 456, 475 8 1959. 725, 728. 

Mutual Defense Assistance agree-| Aropanictan 4 . 

ments between the United States). Afghan U.S. relations with, 

and: Belgium, Jan. 27, 1950, 406; Budget message, 1652 

Ethiopia, May 22, 1953, 449-454, aie wx 
: Greek-Turkish aid program, 1675 

456, 471, 474-476, 481 ; India, Mar. : . = | | 
India, U.S. relations with, 1635-1637, 

North. Atlantic Treaty, 181, 406 Kashmir dispute, 1179, "4185, 1197, 

‘Protectorate convention between 1247-1248 

_ France and Tunisia, 1883, 182 Liberia, U.S. relations with, 485n, 

Southeast Asia Collective Defense 488, 492, 498, 500-501, 507-509, 

Treaty, Sept. 8, 1954, 1415, 1620, 511, 513-514 | 

1622-1631, 1778, 1864, 1868-1869,| Meeting with President-elect Eisen- 

1872 —. hower, 847
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Truman, Harry S.—Continued Tunisia—Continued | 
Pakistan, U.S. reiations with, 1821,/° U.S. policy toward, 20, 151-152, 172- | 

1869, 1871 173, 665-666, 668-669, 679-681, : 
| State of the Union message, 1652 685-688, 700-701, 703-704, 720- | | 
| Steel strike, 987 _ 721, 734-739, 742-748, 746, 768- | 
: Tunisia, developments concerning, 773, 791-792, 799, 802, 805, 810, : 
| 724-125, 771 1100, 1652 , 
: Trumbell, Robert, 1330 | Turkey (see also under United Nations 

Tsiang, Tingfu F., 727 © | Security Council: Country  posi- 

| Tubman, William V. S., 482-483, 4857, ticns) : | | ae 
499, 508-506, 517-518, 520-521, 523- Afghanistan, relations with,. 1423— 
527, 583, 585n 1424, 1495-1496 | ! 

Tunisia (see also Tunisian. question; Chrome production, 73  _ 
under United Nations General| Coordinating Committee on Trade 

| Assembly and under United Nations Controls, member of, 1551n 
Security Council) : Defense and security of, 1112 : 

: Arab-Asian attitude toward, 715 _ Libya, relations with, 170 | : 
Communist activities in, 133, 161, 829,| Middle East defense role, 1091, 1095, : 

852, 857, 859-860, 884, 896 1422, 1427, 1869 | 
| Defense and security of, 175 _ North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 

| French policy toward, 62-63, 129-134, member of, 731n, 1836 , 
148-144, 148, 151, 153-154, 156-| Pakistan, relations. with, 1137-1188, 

, --:457, 159, 164-165, 171, 174, 180- |: 1148, 1146, 1153, 1155, 1883-1384, 
181, 183-187, 385, 395, 602. 606. 1471, 1474-1475, 1736, 1820, 1823, : 
623, 628, 632, 648-649, 651-652.| -«:1832-1833, 1836-1839, 1841-1842, 

| - 656-658, 663, 665-679, 684-688, 1847-1848, 1853-1854, 1856, 1872 | 
2 692-707, 718, 715, 721-722, 736-| Religious freedom in, 1365 

| ‘737, 748-747, 751, 753-761. 763-| U.N. Economic and Social Council, : 
780, 782-790, 792, 794, 800-805, candidacy for seat on, 829 

. 810-814, 817-819, 826, 830, 838. U.S. military assistance, 440, 442n, 

| 843, 855-858, 863-867, 870-877. 480, 1676, 1833, 1805-1806 er | 
| 884-891, 893-901 4 U.S. policy toward, 1675, 1852, 1861- ! 

General Union of Tunisian Workers _ , 1362 eg | | | (UGTT), 188, 665. 707-708, 713,| U-S. technical assistance, 459 _ : 

| -789n, 790, 830, 852-853, 8601, 865,| Visit by Secretary of State Dulles, 
| 872-878, BIT Turkson-Ocran, B. C., 287, 290-291 | * 13 » in ’ ° °9 ’ 

| | ae woe 158, 169, 395. | Turnage. William V., 1825n 7 E 
| Manpower potential, 144-146 Turner, Gen. Howard McGrath, 576 

| Nationalist movement, 129-130, 132- | Turner, Milton M., 492n : 
| 133, 145-146, 1538-154, 157-159,| Turner, William T., 1411, 1760 | 

164-167, 171-172, 174, 176, 178, . Do | 
| 181, 382-887, 391, 395, 400, 402,| Ubangi-Shari, 85n 

| - 602, 607, 666, 669. 670n, 672. 677- | Uganda : ge oe 
678, 680, 684-686, 706. 713-714.| British deposition of the Kabaka of 

719, 745, 755-758, 760-761. 767. Buganda, 78, 368-376 | 
| 770, 781, 796, 800-802, 829-831,| Economic and political situation, 356- 

840, 853, 867-868, 870, 879, 883- 357, 362, 873-375, 877, 379, 412 | 
884, 892 — _—_ Hgyptian influence in, 378 | 

| _Néo-Destour party, 182-133, 159, 180,| Iudian minority in, 938 0 | | «485-186. 665-668. 675, 677, 679n,| Population, 89 oe | 
| 698,_ 706-708, 718-714, 719, 723.| Racial problems in, 46, 84 | 
: 758-760, 767, 782-783, 791. s52-| Technical assistance program for, 2 : 
| | 853, 855. 857-859. 860n, 862-865. | U.S. economic assistance, proposed, | 

| 867, 874-875, 877-880, 853-884, 364, 380 ee | 
886, 894-898 U.S. trade with, 52 co | 

| Political situation, 128-134, 149-148, | Um Nyobe, Ruben, 247 
: 401. 621, 643. 649-650. 665-667, | Undén, Bo Osten, 976 

| hot 673-678. 696-700. 704-708. 719— Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, : 

716, 718-719, 723-724, 754-755. _ 805-307, 320 : Ce See 
| 758-762, 769, 788-790, 801-804, | Union Miniére du Haut-Katanga, 411n, 
| 829-830, 852-868, 874-880, 8g2-| 414 - | 

. 885,895 Union of South Africa (see also under — 
| Soviet attitude toward. 715-716 | United Nations General Assembly: 
| Syndical Union of Tunisian Workers Country positions): 
| (USTT). 133 African Defence Facilities Confer- 
| U.S. economie and technical assist- ences, 1951, 1954, participation in, 
| ance, 174, 179 90-91, 109-112, 115, 117, 119 | 

| : 
i
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Union of South Africa—Continued Union of South Africa—Continued 
Agreements with the United States: Strategic raw materials in, U.S. in- . 

Participation of Union of South terest in production and sale of. 
African forces in U.N. opera- 6, 103, 909n, 953-954, 961, 993, 996 
tions in Korea, June 24, 1952, Treatment of people of Indian origin 

US 022-023 in (see also under United Nations 
.S. military assistance, Nov. 9, General Assembly), 84, 1100 

1951, 980-982 United Nations, threat to withdraw 
Air routes to, 66-67, 496, 510-511 from, 936-938, 941, 944-945, 950, 
Asbestos production, 909, 953-954 954, 962, 964, 992, 1030 
Atomic Energy Board, proposed sup- U.S. capitai investments in, 928, 932- 

plementary Heads of Agreement 934, 996, 1027-1029 
etween Combined Development U.S. Consular and Administrative 

Agency and, 902-904 Conference at Capetown, Mar. 11- 
Central African Federation, retation- 18, 1352, 4-12, 21-23 

ship to, 321, 332, 338, 340 U.S. Consular Conference at Johan- 
Chrome production and exports, U.S. nesberg and Pretoria, May 26-28, 

interest in, 909, 917, 920-921, 953- 1953, 43 

954 | | . . U.S. information and exchange pro- 
Commission on Technical Cooperation gram, 5-6, 11, 23 

. or Africa, policy regarding, 96, U.S. military assistance for, 9&0 
Oley ) 9. 

Commonwealth, British, attitude| 0° poles. tomar 20) 102, 907-910, 
toward, 957, 962, 988, 991, 1037 Uranium production and sales, U.S. 

Comeaunist Ooh te ee interest in, 902-905, 909, 920, 923-. 
, 985, 991, 1034 AO , ta 

Export-Import Bank loans to, 904n,|___, _ 224 982, 946, 953-954, 1018 
918, 932-933, 996 | Uniog of otc Socialist Republics. Sez 

General Agreement on Tariffs and _oviet Union. vgs 
Trade, policy toward, 920-921 United Kingdom (see also British head- 

Import restrictions, discriminatory — ings and British and United King- 
U.S. position 911-916 920-921. dom subheadings under individual 

a on, > re jects): 981-932, 934 : | countries and subjects. 
Indian policy toward (see also 'Treat- | Afr at p erence 0 anticipation 90-01 

under United Nations Goneeat |, 109-115, 117-120, 125 
Assembly), 906-908, 910-911, 965 China, Poopre’s eon oe with, 

ee al onde quae 998 Rubber sales to the Soviet Union, 
. . . 1556, 1563-1564, 1566, 1567n, 1591, 

Korean conflict, participation in, 922- 1593 

923, 927, 930, 954, 964, 988, 992 Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, 
Manganese production and exports, member of, 1864n 

ee MBO Go, Oho Ded aw OD, United Nations Commission for India _ 
Y ’ oa ’ , a Pakistan. See under Kashmir 1067 And ak star der 

Mid dle Bast defense role, 953, 955,|_ crapnte” between India and Paki 

2, , 988, 992 . Rae ge + cet : 
Political situation, 918-920, 923-924, | UMEGY, Nations Commission for Libya, 

. 9538-963, 986-998, 1000, 1002-1005, gw . es sn 

1082-1089 Sl ae eee aren 
Racial problems (see also Racial ques- policy in the Union of South Africa, 

tion in the Union of South Africa 978, 1001, 1006, 1009-1010, 1016- 
ander United Nations General 1017, 1022-1026, 1029-1032, 1039- 

ASSEN) 1h foo 30138 | pai SO 297, Al 4-415, 905-908, 918-919. United Nations Conference at San 

923, 926, 928n, 929, 938, 936, 953- | ____ Francisco, 1945, 806 _ 
962, 983-985, 988-990, , 993--1005, United Nations Economie and Social 

- 1027n, 1088-1034, 1088 Council, 829, 851, 976, 1416 
Rhodesia, Southern, attitude toward, | United Nations General Assembly : | 

| 9620 | Austrian question, 823 
South West Africa, policy regarding | China, People’s Republic of, proposed 

(see also under International _ admission of, 621, 946, 1681 
Court of Justice and under United Colonial question, 30, 33-37, 46, 60, 
Nations General Assembly), 76, 63, 78, 99-100, 143-144, 3137, 390, 
926, 928, 956, 1035-1036 . 392, 402, 413 |
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United Nations General Assembly—| United Nations General Assembly— _ 
Continued | Continued | 

Committees: Country positions—Continued — 
: Ad Hoc Committee on South West Costa Rica, 607, 849, 1019, 1047, 

Africa, 926n, 929, 942, 982-983, 1054 

1010-1012, 1028, 1045, 1048- Cuba, 607, 849, 1007, 1041, 1043, | 
: 1051, 1053-1054, 1056 | 1047, 1056n | | 

Ad Hoc Political Committee, 432, Czechoslovakia, 440, 441n 
2 828, 952, 967-968, 973, 976-977, Denmark, 976-977, 1025n, 1050 | 

979-980, 1001n, 1017n, 1019, Ecuador, 607, 849, 1048, 1047 
1022, 1024, 1025n, 1026, 1030- Egypt, 608, 634-635, 739, 823, 827, : 
1031, 1041n, 1042-1048, 1047, 849-850, 927, 976n, 978, 1017n, , 1052n, 1056n | 1054 : Additional Measures. Committee, El Salvador, 988, 1043, 1047 © i 
1548 | | Ethiopia, 440, 1054 - | i 

Committee I, 143, 441n, 606-607, France, 143-144, 168, 632, 635, 661, of 
| 635, 636n, 654, 656, 662n, 818, 668, 744, 787, 794-795, 811-812, : 

820-821, 823-824, 827, 831-832, 818, 821-822, 882, 886, 840-844, 
| 836, 838, 840-848, 846-849, 851, 846-848, 849n, 870, 942, 964, 

| 853-854, 1019 1006. coe ‘ 
| Committee IV, 806, 851, 949n, 982, Guatemala, 976n, 1017n, 1053-1054 

1023, 1049-1053 Haiti, 635, 976n, 1017n, 1022, 1048, 
Committee of Five to negotiate re- - 1047, 1054 | 

| garding the status of South Honduras, 607, 661, 849, 976n, 1048, | 
| ‘West Africa, 1012, 1023 1048 | 

General Committee, 808, 816, 820, Iceland, 976-977 2 : 
7 821n, 9389n, 940, 942, 946-947, India, 603, 635, 636n, 661n, 738n, : 

| 952, 967n, 1026, 1039-1040 739-740, 748, 797-798, 805-806, 
| Special Committee for the Con- 809, 849, 924-925, 927, 929-980, 

- gideration of the Methods and 935-937, 940-944, 950n, 952, : 
- Procedures of the General As- «954, 964-965, 967-968, 971, 973— 
sembly for dealing with Legal — 979, 1008-1009, 1018, 1015, 

: Drafting Questions, 951n 1017-1018, 1020, 1022, 1029, : 
Special Committee on Information 1042-1043, 1044n, 1046, 1048 : 

on Non-Self-Governing Terri- - . 1049, 1053-1054, 1056n, 1086, | 
tories, 412-418, 798, 806-807 - 1098, 1304, 1664, 1724 : 

Subcommittee on Prevention of Indonesia, 608, 635, 636n, 739, 741- 

| Discrimination, 937 _ 742, 827, 849, 927, 976n, 978, 
Country positions: 1017n, 1022, 1054 | 

| Afghanistan, 603, 635, 661n, 849, Iran, 608, 685, 661n, 739, 849, 929, | 
: at 027, S76n, O78, 101, ints 3 976n, 978, 1017, 1022, 1054 | 

! ree eT I OA Bat! One Gten? Iraq, 603, 635, 661, 739-740, 808, / 163, 167, 171-172, 440, 603, 606- “g49, $27, 976n, 978, 1017n, 1022 | 

| OAe, GES 620, G54 657, 660662, | Latin American bloc, 143-144, 607- | 669n, 671n, 733, 735, 737, 739- 608. 610. 635-636. 661. 738n 
742, 744, 749-750, 753-754, 760, , ’ , , Ne ona’ 

(39-741, 758, 763, 781, SO8—809, 763-765, 771-772, 779, 781, 786, 
78%n, 793n. 797-798. 805, 807- . 829, 843-844, 848-849, 854n, 

, ‘ , , a 870, 972, 976, 1017n, 1048, 1046~ | 809, 811, 816, 822, 824-828, 830- 1048. 1724 
832, 841-842, 844, 847-849, 854, ’ 7 

| 866, 868-870, 874, 880, 927, Lebanon, 603, 635, 661n, 739, 849, , 
| 937n, 942-945, 948, 954, 964, 927, 976n, 978, 1017n, 1022, 1054 | 

| 973, 976n, 978, 996, 1006, 1009, Liberia, 976n, 1017n, 1022, 1954 | 
] 1016-1017, 1024, 1029, 1039, Mexico, 661, 1049, 1051n, 1053 | 

1046-1047, 1086, 1098, 1664 New Zealand, 952, 1006, 1050 : 
Argentina, 1021, 1043, 1047, 1056n Nicaragua, 607, 849 | 

Australia, 943, 952, 1006 Norway, 976-977, 1012, 1049-1050, | | Bolivia, 685, 636n, 976n, 1017, 1054 1053 : 
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